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TRANSLATOR’S PREFACE
The author of this magnum opus, Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen Sultan Mohammad Najib-ur-Rehman,
is my father. From an early age, I am enamoured of him. Still I would not shy away from the
fact that being a prudent and sceptic person, I have made every effort to find flaw(s) in him.
We are all humans and we come with imperfections. It is quite natural. Did I find any? I
will be blatantly honest. None! Later in my life, I found that he has been granted superior
spiritual succession from his spiritual guide. Well! That put my interrogating mind to rest.
I pledged allegiance to him in my early twenties. From then onwards started an amazing
journey of self-discovery. The more he perished my innerself (an-nafs) the clearer became
the mirror of my mind and soul and the more I understood him and the world around me.
The reality of this world is sugar-coated. My father is surely a man of God for he loves
Him so ardently that it leaves me flabbergasted every time I reflect. How can a man who
cares uttermost and maximal for every family member, relatives, disciples and unknown
people have eyes that are pain-stricken and smile that is as gentle as the morning sun! Sultan
Mohammad Najib-ur-Rehman is my father but more importantly he is my spiritual guide.
He is disciples’ role model yet I have observed him never moulding their lifestyles rather
correcting their views and ideas towards life. He has given them full independence to
choose but they have always drifted back to him, to sit before him for the calmness he
pours through his wise words. He is the Spiritual Guide. You will read plenty about the
relationship between ‘The Perfect Spiritual Guide’ and ‘Seeker of Allah’ in chapters with
the same titles. However I would mention here that he has taught us disciples to live fully
yet comply completely with Allah’s commands. You would have heard many cases of
control freak pseudo spiritual guides and the very name spiritual guru or Pir would give
shivers. But be assured he is like those made-up stories about a man in search of purpose
of life and after tremendous heart wrenching trials has found what he was looking for. In
our spiritual guide's case it was the Reality and Truth and it is this very Reality and Truth
towards Whom he leads to, like a shepherd.
My spiritual guide is exceptionally brilliant. He has written twenty-four books in Urdu
language with not only beautiful diction and eloquence but also with the message of
peace and serenity. His Urdu book Shams-ul-Fuqara took seven years to complete and is
a gem. The book in hand is a translated version in English language of the draft of its
third edition. The first portion is the biography of Sultan Bahoo and he needs no
introduction if you are already into Sufism and if not then a small introduction is given in
the following paragraphs. The second part is on Sufi teachings whose seed is sowed into
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the inward of seeker of Truth which sprouts into beautiful fragrant flowers carving seeker’s
personality.
Sultan Bahoo is the 25th spiritual master of Sarwari Qadri order. It is not at all strange to
come across every other person in subcontinent who is familiar with his name and is full
of admiration for the great Fakir. He is a well-deserved reverent personality. He is a Saint,
Mystic, Fakir and Dervish in the true essence of these words. He lived in the 17th century
and has carved such a legacy and prestige that even after approximately 329 years of
death people are intoxicated by words of his Punjabi poetry, dazed by beautiful Persian
prose and awed by his brilliant personality and wisdom. His work has stood the test of
time. He had no academic qualification yet he authored one hundred and forty books. Many
miracles are associated with him but the most famous miracle is that a non-Muslim whose
eyes fell on his countenance would recite shahada there and then and became a Muslim.
Sultan Bahoo's shrine is also all beneficence for its visitors. Even the fruits and leaves of
trees of the shrine are considered blessed among his lovers and are eaten with devotion to
cure diseases and known to bring blessing of child for childless couples.
Surprisingly people have witnessed his shrine relocate twice and each time the grave was
dug, it made the surroundings aromatic. The people were left wonderstruck to see the
drops of water of ablution on his innocent face like it was ready for burial.
His Sarwari Qadri chain is the source of guidance for the seekers of Allah. Every Sarwari
Qadri Saint has left a mark even for the callous. Poetry of all the Saints speaks of arduous
and memorable journey of Divine love and their teachings lit lamps of faith in dark ages.
Presently plethora of self-help books and novels are available and readers of Sufism are a
few. Yet I would emphasize that biography and teachings of Muslim Saints should be read
as they lead to what makes a man great and human.
The text of this book is a maze. The journey has messages and ways of finding and exploring
the self, veils between Lord and slave, inner peace, the miracles of Divine vision and the
Mohammadan Assembly, the creation of good and evil, inspiration, secret conversation
with Allah and even meeting with the passed away Saints.
You will be surprised to know that three of its translators are housewives and one a
government employee. We accomplished the task due to the spiritual influence and guidance
of our spiritual guide, the Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen. This book is a masterpiece of Sufi literature.
Turn to any page and read a passage, you will surely recognize the hard work and beauty in
the text.
We, the translators, have one thing in common yet it is the most powerful thing and it is
the bond of our spiritual guide which is unbreakable and holds us together like the sun is
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for planets. He believed in us for this colossal translated work but more importantly he
made us believe in ourselves.
We held various meetings to draw patterns and to create harmony in the terms used
throughout the book. Moreover we read and re-read all the chapters for the said purpose
and not solely focused to those allotted to each of us. This book took four years to complete.
In this regard we are truly thankful to Ahsan Ali Sarwari Qadri who fully cooperated with
us while composing Arabic, Persian, Urdu and Punjabi. He worked tirelessly giving
chapters the form of a book and formatted it.
Why read this book when there are numerous books available written by Sultan Bahoo
which are masterpieces of gnosis? Well the thing is that ‘Sufism-The Soul of Islam’ contains
all of Sultan Bahoo’s teachings such as Faqr, Divine love, the Mohammadan Assembly etc.
extracted from various books, word by word, but placed under chapters titled after his
teachings. In addition author himself has added elaborated notes in easy to understand
language to clarify many concepts. For comparative study he has also included related
work of other Saints as well as scholars of every school of thought. For example in the
chapter ‘The Perfect Spiritual Guide’ you will find all of Sultan Bahoo’s passages about
the perfect spiritual guide scattered in his various books under one chapter. Moreover the
major time saving advantage you will get is that the relevant Quranic verses and Hadiths
are mentioned along with translated extracts from the teachings of Sarwari Qadri Saints
and of Ibn Arabi, Abdul Karim al-Jili, Rumi, Rabia of Basra, Allama Iqbal and many more.
All the questions of Sufism, spirituality, mysticism or Faqr are answered here.
Your glimpse into the chapter of Divine vision will open new horizons, for you will read
that the renowned scholar Abu Hanifa said that he beheld Allah a hundred times in dreams.
Even translated exegeses of the Quran are given, stating that Prophet Moses knew what
was lawful and forbidden in the court of Allah, therefore his request to behold Him was
legit but you have to thoroughly explore the chapter why he fainted and what he said
afterwards as stated in the Quranic verse.
Chapter ‘Oneness of Allah’ (Tawhid) has many literary discussions and it is the beauty of
the chapter. But for now I would mention that it is the first pillar of Islam and the only
invocation requisite to enter this religion. The words go as:
“There is no God but Allah, Mohammad is the Messenger of Allah.”
Quite simple. Isn't it.
Yet for Sufis it is not just a verbal claim. My spiritual guide starts the chapter with words
that if there is none but Allah then what is all that we see around us? Not that simple for
Sufis! Immersing into the ocean of Oneness is their focus but through the mediation of a
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perfect spiritual guide. Those who have experienced their innerself (an-nafs) shattering
will say that to tear the veils of innerself and witness Him everywhere is Oneness.
The list of division of chapters among the translators is:
Sultan Mohammad Abdullah Iqbal Sarwari Qadri
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Beneficence and Grandeur of the People of Cloak
Grandeur of Companions of Prophet Mohammad
Sarwari Qadri Order
Sharia
Pretence
Arrogance, Pride and Humility
Loyalty and Sacrifice
Shahada
Knowledge
Human Evils and Sins

Sahibzadi Muneeza Najib Sarwari Qadri
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Faqr
Ism-e-Allah Zaat
The Perfect Spiritual Guide
Divine Vision
Inspiration
Unveiling
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani
Innerself
Divine Presence
Divine Favour
Perseverance
Creation of Good and Evil

Yasmin Khurshid Malik Sarwari Qadri
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Self-Realization
Divine Love
Mohammadan Assembly
Sultan-ul-Faqr
Oneness of Allah
Waham
Ilm-e-Dawat
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8.
9.
10.
11.

Renunciation of the World
Surrender and Submission to the Divine Will
Reflection, Concentration and Meditation
Theophany

Ambreen Moghees Sarwari Qadri
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Biography of Sultan Bahoo
Seeker of Allah
The Universal Divine Man
Sincerity of Intention
Trust upon Allah
The Levels of Annihilation in Spiritual Guide, Prophet Mohammad and Allah
Jamiat
Certainty
The Esoteric and the Exoteric
Ghanayat

Sufi terminology used in this book would not leave you perplexed or make this book look
like an alien. Sufi literature readers would recognize them immediately from the famous
works of similar nature. Complete list of books is given in the bibliography, therefore
titles are not reproduced here. Moreover the section of this book titled 'Terminology' has
explained them in detail. Even transliteration of terms is written along with script.
Spark of spirituality is in every being but it is the spiritual guide who ignites it. Man has
whole of the cosmos within him but the strength to access the peak and remain engrossed
in beholding Allah is granted by the guide. Everything unfolds when one invokes and
contemplates the Divine name Hoo ) )ھُوwhich is popularly known as Ism-e-Allah Zaat.
The one condition to oblige is that it must be granted by the perfect and accomplished
spiritual guide.
The writer of Shams-ul-Fuqara, my spiritual guide, is perfect and accomplished in every
respect. He is wise, practical, spiritual, intellectual, genius and modern. Rather he possesses
every attribute ‘the Universal Divine Man’ (al-Insan al-Kamil) can possess as described
by all the Saints and especially by Imam Husayn ibn Ali in his book Mirat-ul-Arifeen.
Sultan Mohammad Najib-ur-Rehman is an absolute light within as he is on the footsteps
of Prophet Mohammad sall’Allahu alayhi wa’alihi wasallam.
Sahibzadi Muneeza Najib Sarwari Qadri
Mangla Cantt-2020

TRANSLATORS’ NOTES
Sultan Mohammad Abdullah Iqbal Sarwari Qadri
In this world of unrest, my spiritual guide is the fount of inner peace.
On the very first day when I came to the khanqah of my spiritual guide, the moment I
looked at his sacred face, the first secret that was revealed on my inward was, “He is the
true and perfect spiritual guide of this era.” The second thing he blessed me with in less
than a moment was ‘inner peace’ which lasts till date.
It might take a century to grasp the meanings of his highly regarded book Sufism-The Soul
of Islam. Alongside writing twenty-four books, Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen Sultan Mohammed
Najib-ur-Rehman is an ideal father, emblem of wisdom, perfect spiritual guide and the
Universal Divine Man of present era. He is such a generous personality that he has made
these books available on internet free of cost.
I had been pondering over Islam’s reality my whole life before coming in the servitude of
my spiritual guide, so that I could become successful in the court of Allah. Neither any
teacher nor any book could help me, thus I realized that true Islam cannot be found in
these days. But I was wrong, it was just a matter of time, my Murshid guided me with his
spiritual glance and answered all my questions in a moment. From this very incident I
came to know his grand status. I was surprised that I had spent twelve years to find the
answers of my questions but failed and he answered in a moment even without speaking.
Whoever wants to find the perfect spiritual guide of the era, he must read this book and my
spiritual guide will guide him spiritually by the grace of Allah. If someone asks me what is
this book about? My answer would be, “It is the straight path, Divine love, unveils Divine
secret, blesses eternal peace, complete code of life, an ultimate guide for the seeker, light
for the perfect ones and leads the reader to the Mohammadan Assembly and Divine vision.”
At the end I want to say a few words about my spiritual guide and request him to accept
these words:
“If you unveil your secret, mountains will crush to sand, oceans will be dried, sky will fall
and the universe will be shaken. No one can withstand your secret but only you. You are
the representative of Prophet Mohammad sall’Allahu alayhi wa’alihi wasallam, spiritual
son of Fatimah-tuz-Zahra, beloved of Husayn ibn Ali and the reflection of al-Ghawth alAzam Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani. You are the mirror of Sultan-ul-Faqr VI Sultan Mohammad
Asghar Ali. In the world of love, you are the Sultan of lovers and in the darkest of the
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dark you are dawn of Faqr. In the realm of death you are the life. I am your worthless
slave and you are my worthy spiritual guide. You are the fort for your devotees against
Satan and all evils. Your lovers request you humbly for elixir of love. They are requesting
because they know you love your disciples a lot. Now it has become difficult for them to
stay without you. O my master! Give me intoxication of your nearness. Those who have
spiritual sight to behold, praise the eternal Beauty within you. You know the alchemy to
turn soil into gold. In fact your sacred self is an alchemy itself.
I am sinful who does not deserve anything but you are pure and eternal visionary. On the
day of Divine covenant you were among those who rejected everything for Allah whereas
I was among those who were rejected by Allah. You are the king of kings and I am an eternal
slave. I find no goodness in me for you to bless me. O my spiritual guide! Help me for I am
alone in the thick forest where Satan and innerself together ambush me every moment. You
are my saviour and the only saviour, so help me for I am the most worthless in the universe.”

Sahibzadi Muneeza Najib Sarwari Qadri
Recollection of a daughter and disciple
I have written my experiences in the preface of the book yet these few feelings and
disclosures also poured out.
A Walk down the Memory Lane
I still remember the mild summer day, one of my childhood cherished memories, tiny me,
tiny heels and wearing a pretty blue dress. Walking side by side the best person in any
girl’s life, her papa, in comfortable steps for he was walking in relaxed pace to match mine.
At times I would hold his hand on minute bumps on the road. Car was parked at some
distance and all the walking made miniature me a little sweaty. I had no clue where we
were headed to but as soon as we entered a shop, he leaned and said to pick any games I
liked until he purchased PlayStation and asked to take my time. I grinned from ear to ear.
He could not hide the tender shine in his eyes because like always his children’s happiness
made his day but he looked the other way to hide his warm smile and gave me privacy by
pretending to talk to the shopkeeper. One of the most memorable days of my childhood.
He made it a routine to take me after every few days to buy new games for PlayStation.
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This pattern was always there, be it expensive toys, inordinate school books, exciting sport
items, colourful stationary, lovely school bags etc. He has always been there just to see
his children twinkling. The only thing I know he adored and protected.
Time to Reflect
Now when I reflect I find that I was so oblivious of the facts of my papa's childhood for he
never mentioned neither I asked. How selfish and for granted I have taken my parents all
my life. My mama opened up when finally I thought I should give her time. She confided
in me all her experiences and my grandparents’ for they are no longer among us.
Travelled all my life in cars, slept and sat in air-conditioned rooms, never had to worry
about fee, in fact never knew what financial crises meant. On the contrary, when my papa
was nine years old he had to take up the job of a shepherd to make ends meet as earnings
of my grandfather were not enough. He had to work in fields in the scorching heat of
Punjab’s June and July but financial crises even took a deeper plunge when he took
admission in college. He had to drop after just two months on non-payment of fee.
I have known him as a perseverant person all my life. He has a Bachelor degree as a private
student. Hard times were not leaving that easily. When he took admission in university,
he had to drop again on non-payment of fee yet again he qualified in first division as a
private student. Both these times he took job on the same gas station as an attendant and
sold items on pushcart. Pushcart!
Eyes are the Mirror of Soul
I assume that I can read feelings in papa's eyes for I have seen five phases of his life by
peeping through them. The happy eyes in my childhood. The vulnerable eyes when my
sister and his beloved seven years old daughter died as no amount of money and powerful
connections could save her. It added fuel to the fire. His ever restless and wounded soul
started the search of Reality and for that he had to have a spiritual guide. Then the
peaceful and contented eyes, for he found a father, friend and teacher in his divine spiritual
guide. The hurt eyes when the best person in his life, his spiritual guide Sultan-ul-Faqr VI
Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali died and then the pain-stricken eyes. Though pain-stricken
but at this age of sixty-one years his personality seems exuberant and serene.
Bond with My Spiritual Guide and Rediscovering Myself
Like already mentioned in the preface I pledged allegiance to him in my early twenties.
My bond with my spiritual guide is the strongest one.
This might sound strange but in the start of my spiritual journey he made me blind to
other's faults which I had always enjoyed and opened my own for I was so confident that
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I was perfect and that there was none like me. When the filth of innerself, world and
Satan was somewhat cleansed - for the fault was in me and I was hardly giving up - he
opened the way of inspiration, waham, ilm-e-dawat and so much more. His reverence for
the Holy Prophet, the pure people of Prophet's household, sacred Companions and Sarwari
Qadri Saints showed the path of faith. Life is hollow and purposeless without Divine love
and holding his hand I started my journey of loving Allah above everything else. I know I
have not fulfilled it yet, but that is the aim.

Yasmin Khurshid Malik Sarwari Qadri
Shams-ul-Fuqara is the masterpiece of my spiritual guide Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen Sultan
Mohammad Najib-ur-Rehman, about which he had a long-cherished desire to be translated
in English so that the true message of God and His Prophet may be spread worldwide. The
message of Islam that is largely misunderstood and misinterpreted especially these days.
Hence the most modern and latest religion is relegated to an orthodox and backward
dogma. Rather it is all about love, recognition and gnosis of Allah but its spirit is lost and only
the apparent rituals are performed in the name of Islam. The inner core, the true message,
the main theme for which Allah sent various Prophets, Saints and guides, is missing.
Therefore to revive the spirit, Faqr, Allah appointed His beloved men in different spans
of time and among them Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen is the 31st leader of Sarwari Qadri order and
the contemporary Universal Divine Man.
My spiritual guide chose me also to have the honour of translating the encyclopaedia of Faqr.
Thus under his spiritual, physical influence and supervision I did my best efforts like all my
colleagues to fulfil his hopes.
He groomed and protected us. He has been there for me and my children through all the
years back to 2011 till date. He has renovated the worn-out building of my personality
and altered me altogether as it is only the Universal Divine Man who has the authority to
change the nature of his seekers. I was an ordinary, trivial and aimless person. He chose
me to be a seeker of Allah and imparted in my being the true purpose of life. His persuasion
and teachings directed me towards the universal goal for which I was created, the Divine
love, the goal that I was trying to discover during my superficial way of passing life.
However many thanks to Allah for granting me such a perfect and accomplished spiritual
guide who recognized me more than myself and moulded me silently, benefitting me with
spiritual wealth as well as adornment of my worldly life.
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My spiritual bond with him is marvellous. I had discussions with him on the difficult
Divine facts, profound Sufi philosophy and writings of Saints. He unfolded their underlined
meanings and those of the concealed concepts of Faqr which I could not have conceived
without him. Especially the chapter ‘Oneness of Allah’ was the one which had several
hidden realities to be clarified and thought about. Not only he inwardly inculcated in me
its understanding but also outwardly imparted it with affection and politeness.
I am a personification of gratitude for him!

Ambreen Moghees Sarwari Qadri
Born in a simple worldly family, I had no guidance of Sufism and spirituality. When the
intense desire of Divine vision pulled me, I searched for the perfect spiritual guide madly
as I had read in books of Sultan Bahoo that Divine vision and union are impossible
without the spiritual guide. No one was there to understand my condition or guide me.
Miraculously I found my perfect spiritual guide Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen Sultan Mohammad
Najib-ur-Rehman which assured me of Allah’s words:

َ َ َ
ََ
َ َو الَذیۡ َن َج
)29:69( اہ ُد ۡوا فِ ۡینا لَن ۡہ ِدیَن ُہ ۡم ُس ُبلنا
ِ



Meaning: And those who strive hard for Our cause, We certainly guide them to Our ways.
(29:69)

Then started an amazing spiritual journey, though full of challenges and trials but made
easy and interesting due to the guidance and company of my spiritual guide. It has been
thirteen blessed years under his slavery. If someone asks me what I have found in these
years, I would answer, “More than I desired and deserved.” One concrete assurance I have
since oath of allegiance which prevails till today is that I am in ‘Safe Hands,’ nothing can
harm me in the world or hereafter. It is not just a thought but my experience throughout the
thirteen years as his kind shelter has kept safe not only me but my family also from all
physical and spiritual evils and worldly accidents. It is as if we are living in a small protected
and peaceful town separated from the worldly jungle. This is not only mine but my fellow
disciples’ feeling as well. He has taught us to ‘Live’ and ‘Die before death.’ I consider
only the years spent in his company as my life, before that it was just darkness. Had I not
found him, my worldly life would have definitely gone wasted and the hereafter ruined.
Without him I am nothing and a no one!
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I have never seen such a diligent, sage and dedicated person in my life. He is undoubtedly
matchless in all his charismatic attributes. His perpetual hard work for the cause of Allah
is an inspiration for his disciples to dedicate their life for Allah following his footsteps. The
way he revitalized the soul of Islam according to the demand of the era is an undeniable
proof that he is the Reviver of Islam of the millennium.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
SULTAN-UL-ASHIQEEN
SULTAN MOHAMMAD NAJIB-UR-REHMAN
Born Najib-ur-Rehman in Bakhshan Khan, Chishtian Tehsil, District Bahawalnagar,
Pakistan on August 19, 1959 (14 Safar 1379 AH) Wednesday at 4:30 am. His pious
parents Abdul Hameed and Kaneez Fatimah were migrants to Pakistan after partition.
Abdul Hameed was extremely devoted towards worships. He recited the Holy Quran
from midnight till dawn and invoked Allah's name. He worked different jobs like
cultivation, bookkeeping and shopkeeping. Kaneez Fatimah, his beloved mother, had
immense love for the People of Cloak (Ahl al-Bayt). She also revered the Saint, Shaikh
Abdul Qadir Jilani and had great influence on Sultan Mohammad Najib-ur-Rehman’s
nature, life and personality. Moreover he physically resembles his mother.
Destined to shine on the horizon of Faqr, Sufism, spirituality and mysticism, he has all
the attributes of a Sarwari Qadri spiritual guide. Sultan Mohammad Najib-ur-Rehman is
on the footsteps of Prophet Mohammad sall’Allahu alayhi wa’alihi wasallam and his
perfect lovers. This section is an attempt to describe his charismatic, striking and startling
personality along with a short biography and struggle. Though who have been in his
servitude know fully well that words always fall short.
Let’s start with the titles he is famously known by:
1) Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen: In Sarwari Qadri order, the Mohammadan Assembly grants titles
to every Sarwari Qadri spiritual guide. The basis of title is one of his special
attributes which distinguishes him. This attribute dominates and has the most influence
upon the Saint’s life.
The title Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen means ‘the Sultan of Divine lovers’. Sultan Mohammad
Najib-ur-Rehman is the Sultan of lovers of Allah. He spent his entire life in the love
of Allah, the Holy Prophet and the beloved Saints. He is also granting the blessing of
Divine love to his disciples and seekers.
2) Shabeeh-e-Ghaus-e-Azam: This title means ‘the reflection of Shaikh Abdul Qadir
Jilani’ or ‘the living portrait of Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani’. Similar to Shaikh Abdul
Qadir Jilani, he is reviving and reforming the spirit of Islam after adorning the throne
of Divine guidance and persuasion. Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani became the reviver of
Islam in the beginning of second millennium while Sultan Mohammad Najib-ur-Rehman
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has emerged as the reviver of Islam in the beginning of third millennium. Some further
similarities with Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani are:
 The spiritual experiences of Sultan Mohammad Najib-ur-Rehman’s mother when
she was bearing him;
 His attractive and illuminating personality and predictions of a Fakir about him
during his childhood;
 Working hard to earn livelihood since young age due to poverty;
 Being favourite of the teachers due to extraordinary intelligence;
 Starting the mystic struggle to find the Truth in early age;
 Spent very short period in the company of his spiritual guide (only five years);
 Also faced the same materialism, sectarianism and religious deterioration that
existed in the age of Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani
 His struggle to end the heretic evils.
He gained the invocation of beautiful names of Allah as well as the inspirational
knowledge from Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani.
3) Aftab-e-Faqr: ‘Sun of Faqr’ because he has made immense efforts to spread Faqr in
the world.
4) Shan-e-Faqr: The glory of Faqr. He has made the glory of all the leaders of Sarwari
Qadri order known in the world. He is called ‘sun of Faqr’ in heavens and ‘the glory of
Faqr’ on the earth.
5) Sultan-ul-Zakireen: The Sultan of invokers of Hoo () ُھو. It is associated to his
marvel that he grants all his disciples the king of invocations Hoo ( ) ُھوimmediately
after they pledge allegiance to him.
6) Sultan-ul-Salikeen: Sultan of spiritual travellers.
EARLY SIGNS OF SAINTHOOD
The signs of sainthood were evident from an early age. A few of them are:
1) Sultan Mohammad Najib-ur-Rehman’s mother narrated a dream she had when she
was carrying him. She said:
“I dreamt during the pregnancy that the full moon has risen very early in the evening.
Its light is dazzling. The full moon after some time turned into the sun which
eliminated all the darkness. It rose exactly from above my house. The sun reached in
the middle while travelling the sky. At once it burst and its light spread everywhere
in both the realms. When I woke up, I understood that the dream was about the
expected blessed baby.”
2) Sultan Mohammad Najib-ur-Rehman’s mother related that a Dervish often visited her
house every couple of months. Once he came after the birth of Sultan Mohammad
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Najib-ur-Rehman. She showed him the new born and asked to pray for him. At the
moment, that spiritually absorbed Dervish was sitting on the ground. As soon as his
sight caught the light of the baby’s forehead, he suddenly stood up. He kissed his
forehead and told her, “Sister keep the baby’s forehead covered. If the devils read it,
they would create problems for you. However they would not be able to harm the
baby. Despite their lame efforts, he will definitely achieve his destination. Unfortunately
you would not live long enough to see his wealth and spiritual heights.”
3) His mother revealed that one night she saw Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani in her dream.
He said about Sultan Mohammad Najib-ur-Rehman:
“He is mine. He is my reflection. I would inquire you about him.”
He was not like an ordinary child. His mother related that he did not like to indulge in
childish activities. He spent most of his time in studies and serving his parents.

EDUCATION
Sultan Mohammad Najib-ur-Rehman started his education from Depalpur, Okara District,
Pakistan. He had God gifted qualities and wisdom. In spite of the family financial crisis, he
completed the Quranic and other religious education very soon. He completed matriculation
from Government High School Depalpur, Okara District.
Sultan Mohammad Najib-ur-Rehman always had a great love for Allah and His Prophet
Mohammad. Since childhood he found peace and spiritual tranquillity in getting religious
knowledge. Not only the Holy Quran but also other books about Islam and Islamic history
had his utmost attention. He had an intellectually curious nature that was always eager to
know more about religion and spirituality. He got a lot of Islamic knowledge without any
teacher, merely by reading books.
He was very talented and began to write essays in the children section of newspapers during
his fifth standard. His essays were published in the children’s editions of renowned
newspapers such as Roznama (Daily) Wafaq Lahore, Roznama Masawat Lahore, Roznama
Mashriq Lahore and Roznama Imroze Lahore.
Due to family’s financial problems since his childhood he could not continue his education
regularly. He had to freeze his education off and on to help his father in earning. Even in
such crucial conditions, he did intermediate in 1980 and graduation in 1983 in first
division as a private student alongside part time jobs.

JOBS
Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen Sultan Mohammad Najib-ur-Rehman worked in District Office Okara
as a clerk for some time. He got a government job in 1985 in Lahore. Hence he migrated
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to Lahore on April 12, 1985. This migration proved to be a blessing. This is when Allah
opened all avenues of financial comfort and worldly delight on him.

PERSONAL LIFE
Sultan Mohammad Najib-ur-Rehman married on March 13, 1987 (13 Rajab 1407 AH)
before the Friday prayer in Lahore. He tied the knot with Tahira Parveen, the only
daughter of Mohammad Saleem, in a very simple ceremony. She bore four daughters and
a son. Their short detail is:
1) Sahibzadi Muneeza Najib: Born on Sunday 7th August, 1988 (23rd Dhul al-Hijjah
1408 AH) in Lahore, Pakistan. At the age of ten she pledged allegiance to Sultan-ulFaqr VI Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali and renewed it by pledging allegiance to her
father and spiritual guide Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen Sultan Mohammad Najib-ur-Rehman in
2012. Her marriage with Mohammad Abdullah Iqbal took place on 14th November,
2015.
2) Sahibzadi Tabeena Najib: Born on Wednesday 27th September, 1989 (25th Safar 1410
AH) in Lahore, Pakistan. She died at the age of seven on Wednesday 2nd October,
1996 (18th Jumada al-awwal 1417 AH) in ICU of General Hospital Lahore. She is
buried next to her grandmother.
3) Sahibzadi Mishal Najib: Born on Tuesday 6th September, 1994 (28th Rabi al-awwal
1415 AH) in Lahore, Pakistan. She has pledged allegiance to her father and spiritual
guide Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen Sultan Mohammad Najib-ur-Rehman. Her marriage with
Dr. Hasnain Mahboob took place on 17th December, 2016.
4) Sahibzada Murtaza Najib: Born on Tuesday 5th August, 1997 (30th Rabi al-awwal
1418 AH) in Lahore, Pakistan. He pledged allegiance to his father and spiritual guide
Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen Sultan Mohammad Najib-ur-Rehman on 22nd October, 2016 at
the death anniversary of Sultan Sayyid Mohammad Abdullah Shah at his shrine. His
marriage to Dr. Maha Mehboob took place on 6th December, 2019.
5) Sahibzadi Fatima Najib: Born on 4th January, 2003 (30th Shawwal 1423 AH) in
Lahore, Pakistan. She was named Fatima by Sultan-ul-Faqr VI Sultan Mohammad
Asghar Ali. She has pledged allegiance to her father and spiritual guide Sultan-ulAshiqeen Sultan Mohammad Najib-ur-Rehman.

SEARCH FOR DIVINE TRUTH
The precise moment that changed the direction of Sultan Mohammad Najib-ur-Rehman
to search for the Truth and Reality was the death of his beloved daughter Tabeena at the
age of seven. He says that he could not get inner peace anymore. The restlessness of his
soul kept him uncomfortable. The worldly wealth seemed totally worthless. He considered
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this wealth useless since it could not save his dear daughter. The demand of the eternal
and real wealth, the nearness of Allah had intensified. He started spending most of his time
in worships and devotions to Allah.

SPIRITUAL AND PHYSICAL OATH OF ALLEGIANCE
It was the night of 12th April 1997, Sultan Mohammad Najib-ur-Rehman had offered
Tahajjud (late night) prayer. He was reciting salawat (sending peace and blessings upon
the Holy Prophet). Suddenly his spiritual self enlightened and he found himself in the
Mohammadan Assembly. There he saw the eternal Divine light, the Holy Prophet sitting
in the middle. Seated on his right side were Ali ibn Abi Talib, Hasan and Husayn ibn Ali.
While on his left were Abu Bakr, Umar ibn Khattab, Usman ibn Affan and the leaders of
the four spiritual orders. Among them Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen was stunned with awe and
majesty of the Assembly. He was about to collapse with surprise and fear. Meanwhile Ali
ibn Abi Talib stepped ahead and held him by taking his hand in his own.
Ali presented him before the Holy Prophet, letting him sit by the sacred feet of the
Prophet. Then he said to the Prophet, “Respected! He is Najib-ur-Rehman. He is your slave
and the spiritual son of your dear daughter (Fatimah-tuz-Zahra). She has selected him to
grant the legacy (of Faqr). For your approval, she has presented him to your court.”
Listening this, Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen bowed at Prophet Mohammad’s sacred feet who is
indeed the beloved lord of both the worlds. The Holy Prophet acknowledged that his dear
daughter has recommended him. Prophet Mohammad added, “I have accepted him as
well.” Then he said, “Now he is our spiritual son but the legacy of which son may be
granted to him?” Imam Hasan requested, “Respected grandfather! Mother has asked to
grant him my legacy.”
Thereafter the Holy Prophet held Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen from his shoulders, gently lifted
him from his feet and said:
“You are my spiritual son and heir. Verily one day you will benefit a whole era. Also we
would make you our manifestation. As you have pleased my dear daughter, thus I am
pleased with you.”
The Holy Prophet stretched his hands towards him for oath of allegiance. Sultan-ulAshiqeen held the sacred hands of the Prophet and pledged allegiance. The Holy Prophet
looked at the spiritual guides of the four orders and said to Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani,
“His spiritual training is now your responsibility.”
After completing his training Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani ordered Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen to
search for a living spiritual guide in January 1998. For this purpose, he visited different
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places and met a lot of guides. Not only had he travelled within Lahore but also in other
cities. None satisfied him.
In February 1998, he saw a man with an enlightened face in his dream. The man said to
him, “Come my son, I am waiting for you.” On waking up, Sultan Mohammad Najib-urRehman was surprised and then started his quest for that awe-inspiring face. Many days
passed by but his search could not meet the destination. Even he did not receive any sign
from Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani.
Later on, in March 1998, he dreamt about the same spectacular face (of Sultan-ul-Faqr VI
Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali). This time that enlightened man opened an old box from
which a golden Ism-e-Allah Zaat emerged high. It started shining near his sacred head
like the bright sun. Then he said, “Son! You have struggled a lot and suffered through
many hardships. Now come to me.” While pointing to Ism-e-Allah Zaat, he said, “I have
this Trust of yours. And I have been waiting for you for long to entrust it to you.”
After being spiritually guided by both Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani and Sultan Bahoo he
visited the shrine of Sultan Mohammad Abdul Aziz (situated near Sultan Bahoo’s shrine).
There he found a huge crowd outside the room of Sultan-ul-Faqr VI Sultan Mohammad
Asghar Ali. After waiting a lot he got permission of meeting. As soon as he entered the
room, he saw the same charming face of his dream. He felt as if he had found the treasure
of both the worlds. A moment covered the distance of centuries and there remained no
question unanswered.

AS A SEEKER OF ALLAH
Success in Faqr is only possible through Divine love. Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen’s Divine love
for his spiritual guide Sultan-ul-Faqr VI was so intense that he almost forgot his own
existence. In other words all his friendships, relations and worldly matters lost their
significance. His main concern was only the comfort and happiness of his spiritual guide.
He was ready to sacrifice his entire wealth. Merely one smile or a glance of love from his
spiritual guide meant the whole world to him. A few of the services performed by Sultanul-Ashiqeen Sultan Mohammad Najib-ur-Rehman for his spiritual guide are:
1) Sultan-ul-Faqr VI assigned Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen the auspicious service of getting the
gold as well as the regular Ism-e-Allah Zaat made. He performed this service
throughout the remaining life of his spiritual guide.
2) Sultan-ul-Faqr VI Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali also ordered him to prepare the gold
Ism-e-Mohammad.
3) Sultan-ul-Faqr VI assigned Sultan Mohammad Najib-ur-Rehman the duty of publishing
the monthly magazine Mirat-ul-Arifeen Lahore. He had no experience of journalism
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yet he performed it with sincerity and diligence. He also made him the chief editor of
the magazine due to his outstanding performance and popularity among readers.
4) Sultan-ul-Faqr VI assigned Sultan Mohammad Najib-ur-Rehman the responsibility to
establish the publishing department Maktaba al-Arifeen of his organization. The goal
was to spread the teachings of Faqr through publications. He performed that duty
also with a great zeal and dedication. This department published the following books:
 Guldasta Abyat-o-Taleemat Hazrat Sakhi Sultan Bahoo
 Murshid Kamil
 Abyat-o-Swaneh Hayat Hazrat Sakhi Sultan Bahoo
 Shan Sultan-ul-Faqr Ma’a Risala Roohi Sharif
 Haqeeqat-e-Ism-e-Allah Zaat
 Guldasta Abyat-o-Munajaat Hazrat Sakhi Sultan Pir Mohammad Bahadur Ali
Shah
 Tareeqat kia hy
These books gained much popularity. Sultan Mohammad Najib-ur-Rehman supervised
Maktaba al-Arifeen till the death of his spiritual guide.
5) Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen converted his residence of Education Town to Lahore office of
his beloved spiritual guide’s organization.
6) Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen not only established Maktaba al-Arifeen but also added its office
to the same residence.
7) He also devoted adjacent 211 yards (seven marlas) land to extend the offices.
Now his Education Town residence is serving as khanqah and office of Tehreek
Dawat-e-Faqr (Registered) since October, 2009.
8) During the life of his spiritual guide he was given the responsibility of treasury of his
guide’s organization.
9) Sultan-ul-Faqr VI made Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen the patron in chief of Lahore office of the
organization. To spread the beneficence of Faqr Sultan Mohammad Najib-ur-Rehman
chose a different approach. In addition to going to mosques, he also went to markets
and malls. He preached Faqr among common people due to which Faqr spread quickly.
Every week a bus full of eager devotees went to Jhang from Lahore to see Sultan-ulFaqr VI. They pledged allegiance to him and got Ism-e-Allah Zaat.
10) Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen performed countless financial services for his spiritual guide. These
included arrangements for celebrating Mawlid and all other programs. He also prepared
sacred sheet for the shrine of Sultan Abdul Aziz every year.
11) Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen performed many other personal services which are not mentioned
fully just to be precise. A few of them are as follows:
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He regularly and with love and sincerity would prepare dresses of pure fabric in
elegant colours along with footwear for his guide throughout the year.
Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen constructed a special room in his new house for the stay of
his guide during his visits to Lahore.
He also took entire responsibility of his beloved guide’s medicines.
He paid for a horse his spiritual guide bought, up to the amount which went short
in purchasing.
He bought a car for his spiritual guide because he could not see the inconvenience
his guide was facing in the old car without an air-conditioner.
He paid custom duty of another car for his guide.
He bought 6.5 acres land for the shrine of Sultan Abdul Aziz, the father and
spiritual guide of Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali.
He got air-conditioners installed in the rooms of his spiritual guide.
He presented a gun for the safety of his guide.
Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen sold his own car to meet the expenses of hajj for his spiritual
guide as well as for some other disciples.
There are countless incidents of his devotion towards his spiritual guide.

SULTAN-UL-ASHIQEEN AS THE SARWARI QADRI SPIRITUAL GUIDE
Sultan-ul-Faqr VI Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali bestowed the Divine Trust and the
superior spiritual succession to Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen. He said to him before death:
“I entrust you Ism-e-Allah Zaat and Ism-e-Mohammad. It is your responsibility to spread
their beneficence.”
Since then he has taken avant-garde steps by granting the final stage of invocation
(Sultan-ul-Azkar, Hoo) to disciples all over the world. Previously invocation of Ism-eAllah Zaat was granted in four steps.
Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen also guides Allah’s men through his books and persuades and
instructs his disciples both inwardly and outwardly through his words of wisdom. The
seekers of Allah assemble in his spiritual gatherings where he quenches their thirst of
gnosis of Allah. Certainly he has Divinely inspired knowledge.
He blesses his seekers with the beneficence of Ism-e-Allah Zaat, Ism-e-Mohammad, Divine
vision, presence of Mohammadan Assembly, ilm-e-dawat, waham and so much more.
These are a few of his spiritual blessings.
Some of his disciples’ experiences are shortlisted here:
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 I had an intense desire for Allah but all my physical endeavours could not take me to
Him. My desire was escalating and one day I saw the Holy Prophet in dream. He
said, “All your worries are about to end.” Next day, on a bookstall I saw the magazine
Sultan-ul-Faqr of Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen Sultan Mohammad Najib-ur-Rehman. It was
about recognizing Allah, His vision, presence in the Mohammadan Assembly and the
perfect spiritual guide. Afterwards I pledged allegiance to him which changed the
direction of my life. I finally found what I was seeking since childhood…..
(Rubina Farooq)
 When I pledged allegiance to Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen Sultan Mohammad Najib-ur-Rehman,
he gave me Ism-e-Allah Zaat for invocation and contemplation as well as Abdul Karim
al-Jili’s book al-Insan al-Kamil. One day while studying the book a Divine secret
was revealed that my spiritual guide is the Universal Divine Man (al-Insan al-Kamil)
of the age. When I came to know that, I was overwhelmed. I only see Divine light on
the countenance of my spiritual guide and this light has made me crazy in his love.
This feeling and madness is increasing day by day…..
(Dr. Hasnain Mahboob)
 I am Sonia Sarwari Qadri who was once only Sonia. I was a seeker of the world and
all the time remained restless. I remained disturbed and perplexed about education of
children, actions of people, the way people talked about me etc. I had two daughters
and no son, that also added to my worries. My sister took me to a Mawlid celebration
held under the supervision of Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen Sultan Mohammad Najib-urRehman. After a few visits I pledged allegiance to him. Through his beneficence I felt
changes both outwardly and inwardly. My attention and centre of focus was diverted
from the world to Allah. When the desire for Allah took a deeper plunge all the worries
of the world faded away. After purification of the innerself, my spiritual guide even
blessed me more by presence in the Mohammadan Assembly and Divine vision. Path
of Faqr is the one following which a person finds Allah and blessings of the world are
also given as a gift, as Allah blessed me and my husband with a son too…..
(Sonia Naeem)
 The sole aim of my life was to have Allah’s union and proximity. Despite every effort I
could not reach my destination. My sister told me about Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen Sultan
Mohammad Najib-ur-Rehman and I pledged allegiance to him. Through the invocation
and contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and the alchemic sight of my spiritual guide I
found gnosis of Allah. Also through his beneficence my apparent and hidden
weaknesses started to fade away and I became courageous. Once during the celebration
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of death anniversary of Sayyid Mohammad Abdullah Shah held in Ahmadpur East, I
recited ilm-e-dawat in Lahore and saw the whole ceremony as if I was physically
present there. Afterwards on watching the videos of the event I realized that whatever I
saw through ilm-e-dawat was how the event actually went…..
(Shazia Tabassum Ali)
 My family had pledged allegiance in the Chishti order and so did I on their insisting
many times but the irony was that my heart never felt inclined to the said spiritual
guide….Once a colleague told me about Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen Sultan Mohammad
Najib-ur-Rehman and handed me his book Shams-ul-Fuqara. I studied it with
enthusiasm. The more I studied the book, the more I found the purpose of my life. To
find Allah had become my intense desire. One day I pledged allegiance to him and
felt an instant thrust inwardly which removed all my questions and doubts…..
(Saeed Jaffer)
 I am a graphic designer by profession. One day an Urdu book cover with the title
Haqeeqat-e-Ism-e-Allah Zaat by Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen Sultan Mohammad Najib-urRehman came for designing. As I started working on this book, Ism-e-Allah Zaat
started penetrating my soul and by the time book was done I felt intense desire to
meet the author. The moment I saw him, the restlessness of my mind and soul found
peace and I pledged allegiance to him……
(Nasir Hameed)
 Before pledging allegiance to my spiritual guide, Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen Sultan Mohammad
Najib-ur-Rehman, I was a nobody who only knew the basics of Islam like saying
salat, fasting etc. He changed my personality with his spiritual sight. I came to know
the importance of recognizing Allah and His gnosis. I was a seeker of the world and
he made me the seeker of Allah…..
(Moghees Afzal)
 I had pledged allegiance to Sultan-ul-Faqr VI Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali. After
his death, I was struggling to find where the Divine Essence has manifested after him.
When I saw Sultan-ul-Faqr VI Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali’s biological descendants,
my heart did not feel inclined towards them. Once I saw my deceased guide’s photo
on a magazine Sultan-ul-Faqr. After studying the magazine I came to know that
Divine Trust has been transferred to Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen Sultan Mohammad Najib-urRehman. I requested to meet him and the moment I saw him a voice from my inward
said that Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali has not died rather he has manifested himself
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in the being of Sultan Mohammad Najib-ur-Rehman. I pledged allegiance to him
there and then……
(Mohammad Farooq Zia)
 After pledging allegiance to Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen Sultan Mohammad Najib-ur-Rehman,
one night I dreamt that a pure person in white dress came and took me inside the
Kaaba where the Mohammadan Assembly was being held. I sat close to the sacred
feet of the Holy Prophet and pledged allegiance to him. When I came outside I saw
Divine light everywhere and I was inspired, “Your spiritual guide (Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen)
is exactly on the footsteps of Prophet Mohammad and through his mediation you
have in fact pledged allegiance to the Holy Prophet.” On waking up I thanked Allah
for such a great blessing many a times.
(Ramzan Bahoo)
There are several such marvels revealed upon his disciples but here only a few are mentioned.
In fact his every true seeker is a witness that Sultan Mohammad Najib-ur-Rehman is the
man of Divine Essence and true heir of Sultan Bahoo’s Sarwari Qadri order.
Physical steps taken by him are discussed in the next section.

TEHREEK DAWAT-E-FAQR, THE ORGANIZATION OF SULTAN-ULASHIQEEN
Sultan Mohammad Najib-ur-Rehman established Tehreek Dawat-e-Faqr on Friday, 23rd
October 2009 (3rd Dhul al-Qadah, 1430 AH) to spread Faqr. It is a registered organization,
completely non-political, non-governmental and non-sectarian. People associated to it
belong to the Sarwari Qadri order. It promotes the school of thought of Sufi Saints such
as Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani and Sultan Bahoo.
The organization has rules and regulations, manifesto and constitution drafted by Sultanul-Ashiqeen Sultan Mohammad Najib-ur-Rehman himself. Its main departments are:





Department to invite and preach.
Department of Publications: This department publishes a monthly magazine Sultanul-Faqr and to date has published more than sixty-eight books and many are in
process. If you say it is a research organization of Sufi teachings especially of Sultan
Bahoo then it is right as well.
Department of Multimedia and Design Development: To spread the message of Faqr
world-wide, Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen established this department. It has created twenty-six
websites to date.
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Sultan-ul-Faqr Digital Productions: It is a sub-department of Multimedia and Design
Development. This department is responsible to spread the teachings of Faqr through
audios and videos by many websites as well as Youtube, Dailymotion, Facebook,
IGTV, Tune videos, Soundcloud, Tiktok and Likee.
Social Media Department: Social Media department of Tehreek Dawat-e-Faqr is
working under the Multimedia and Design Development which is spreading teachings
of Faqr through Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Pinterest, Flickr, LinkedIn, Reddit and
Tumblr.
Treasury Department: This department collects funds and provides them to be spent
on different projects of Tehreek Dawat-e-Faqr. Moreover funds for arrangements of
weekly, monthly and annual gatherings as well as making of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and
Ism-e-Mohammad are also provided by it.
Lodging and Food Department: This department arranges for lodging of disciples and
seekers of Allah who come from different cities. It also provides food for them round
the clock and whole year.

Khanqah of Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen is a blessed place where many seekers of Allah gather
for invoking Allah’s name and under the supervision of Sultan Mohammad Najib-urRehman are working day and night to spread the teachings of Faqr. You will be surprised
to know that these seekers do not hold degrees in Islamic studies rather are from different
walks of life. They have extreme devotion for Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen and he loves them like
his family. All of them gather at khanqah after office, college or university hours and
come together for the sole purpose of spreading Faqr and Sufism around the globe.
Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen Sultan Mohammad Najib-ur-Rehman holds many annual gatherings
e.g. Mawlid, commemorating martyrdom of Husayn ibn Ali and death anniversary of
Sarwari Qadri Saints. A special ceremony of Mawlid is held on 21st March annually by
his disciples as it is the blessed day when Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen was bestowed with the
Divine Trust.
He also visits cities and villages outside Lahore to spread the beneficence of Ism-e-Allah
Zaat despite the fact that now age is taking its toll. Many non-Muslims have accepted
Islam on his hand and seekers of Allah all over the world are getting his beneficence as
his spiritual authority has no boundaries.

A SHORT INTERVIEW
A brief account of interview by Sultan Mohammad Abdullah Iqbal and his wife Sahibzadi
Muneeza Najib is presented:
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Doubtlessly Faqr was your destiny but what was the incident that totally changed
you?
Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen: When I had my fill of the world even then I did not find peace. I
built a house to live and bought a car to travel. I even had a good family, still there was
restlessness. It was like Allah was saying, “Ask whatever you want I will give you.” That
was the time in my life when there was no poverty and whatever I wished was fulfilled
immediately. I consider that period as a quick journey towards the path of Faqr because
where Allah had groomed me in poverty, He was making my heart tired of worldly
wealth as well because reality is that there is no peace in it. What added fuel to fire was
my daughter’s death and for a moment I thought that restlessness was eternal. Firstly my
wife started excessive worships and diverted my attention towards them. As long as I
remained engrossed in devotions, peace and tranquillity surrounded me but as soon as I
got up restlessness would engulf me. I invoked salawat five thousand times a day but it
was the same. Peace only lasted as long as I invoked. Then a time came when there was
no peace left in worships too.
 A few words about the relation with the spiritual guide?
Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen: My relation with my spiritual guide is beyond passionate and ardent
love. There comes a station where love and proximity end. Neither I could live without
him nor could he. I caught his fragrance wherever he went. Once he came to Lahore and
I was not informed yet I knew. It was his fragrance.


What was the first question that you asked when you were blessed with ilm-e-dawat
(communication with the sacred souls of shrines)?
Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen: When I read Sultan Bahoo’s books I came to know the terminology
of ilm-e-dawat. I did not know earlier that conversation with the soul of Saint at his
shrine is called ilm-e-dawat. Though I had conversed many times but was not acquainted
with the term.
Mostly the conversation I have with a passed away Saint at his shrine is with Pir Bahadur
Ali Shah. It is because my spiritual guide had concealed himself even among people. He
often innocently stated that he did not know anything. Though actually he was the
Universal Divine Man. After transferring Divine Trust, my spiritual guide trained me
esoterically according to the requirements of the age. What he could not train me
exoterically e.g. internet and latest technology he did esoterically through Pir Bahadur Ali
Shah. A question did arise in my mind whether all this conversation is my imagination
or real? My spiritual guide once said that when one enters the shrine of a Sarwari Qadri
Saint he is freed from the clutches of Satan and innerself. One day I entered the shrine of
Pir Bahadur Ali Shah as my spiritual guide was taking rest. I inquired, “Is this real?” He
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said, “Go and see your spiritual guide. He is awake now and performing ablution.” When I
went I found it exactly like he said.
 Did you ever wish for the throne of Divine guidance and persuasion?
Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen: Never! I did not need it. I did not wish for it. Even I knew nothing
about Divine Trust or a confidant. My purpose revolved only around my spiritual guide.
Instead I avoided it. Once someone asked if you are granted succession, will you accept
it? No, I said. My nature was of an introvert and loner.


What difficulties did you face after acceding to the throne of Divine guidance and
persuasion?
Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen: Yes! There were difficulties therefore I waited for a year after the death
of my spiritual guide in December 2003. I did not accept allegiance from seekers till
August 2005. Though I was appointed as a spiritual guide immediately after his death. I
faced opposition from where I least expected, my loved ones, the sons of my guide. In
fact it came from every direction be it home, relatives or un-known people. My job and
the system together were also testing. My journey up to 2010 was immensely tough.
Moreover I wrote all the books during that tenure. The most difficult book was Mujtaba
Akhir Zamani.


You faced hostility while writing the book Mujtaba Akhir Zamani (English title: The
Spiritual Guides of Sarwari Qadri Order). Why?
Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen: Only a few people knew the correct chain of Sarwari Qadri order.
Many think that this chain is continued among the biological descendants of Sultan
Bahoo. During the life of my spiritual guide I was given the responsibility to rectify the
misconception. For instance he said to collect the poetry of all the perfect guides after
Sultan Bahoo so that it may become obvious that they are linked. I also started collecting
the facts about spiritual guides of Sarwari Qadri order in his life. I got help from him
and gathered the poetry of Pir Bahadur Ali Shah under his supervision. The work was
still in progress when he died. It was his wish that the world comes to know about true
Sarwari Qadri spiritual leaders and their correct order.
All others who claim to be Sarwari Qadri guides are fraud. Up till Sultan Bahoo everyone
knows this order worldwide but not after him. Therefore collecting the biography,
struggle, teachings and poetry of true spiritual leaders of this order was necessary. Many
companions helped me to gather poetry from the descendants of Pir Abdul Ghafoor Shah
and Sayyid Abdullah Shah. It was very tough. It was difficult to find Pir Bahadur Shah’s
genealogical chain. To collect poetry was in itself a lot of work and then to present it
before the world in a way that would remove all the doubts, was important. I took steps
to reconstruct Pir Abdullah Shah’s shrine and held his death anniversary there. To make
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it clear that the real spiritual leader of Sarwari Qadri chain after Sultan Bahoo is Sayyid
Abdullah Shah was crucial because after him the chain is automatically corrected. This
was the first duty assigned when I started guiding people. Interviews with shrine caretakers
were also carried out though not that fruitful. Books were consulted too.
Pir Abdul Ghafoor Shah was wrongly claimed to be the guide of both Chishti and Qadri
order. His biological descendants ask a seeker whether he wants to pledge in Chishti
order or Qadri order. Responsibility was given to me to ammend it because a person can
either be a Chishti or a Qadri. He cannot be both. When I did this, his biological descendants
stood as rivals against me. Though this fact is clear from Sultan Bahoo’s teachings. This
was also very difficult. Moreover poetry of all the Saints was recited and uploaded on
different media so that it touches the hearts and souls of people. Many recitations are in
process.
The book Mujtaba Akhir Zamani also contains secrets revealed by my spiritual guide.


You have written a book Faqr-e-Iqbal, a compilation of Allama Iqbal’s poetry on
Faqr with meanings of difficult words explained. What is your spiritual relation with
Iqbal?
Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen: When I was a student I read poetry and it was Iqbal’s poetry that
touched the right chord of my heart. Secondly my spiritual guide gave it much importance.
Iqbal has used the term Faqr for his teachings like Sultan Bahoo. A thought occurred
that I should compile that poetry of Iqbal which will help travellers of Faqr. The style of
book Faqr-e-Iqbal is the same as that of Shams-ul-Fuqara but the former has more
content of Iqbal. A few youngsters told me that they could not understand words of
Iqbal’s poetry. Therefore I also gave their simple interpretation. I wanted to write a
comparison between Iqbal’s poetry and Sultan Bahoo’s work as well.
 How was your experience of writing such a great book as Shams-ul-Fuqara?
Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen: I cannot call Shams-ul-Fuqara my book. I did not know how it
expanded or how it was done. It is Allah’s favour and without His help this project was
impossible. I was a government employee at the time when I wrote this book. When I
would come home at 7pm from office I started writing and continued till sunrise. Once
you asked, “I have not seen you rest your entire life.” My answer is that now this body
does not let me rest.


The way of Sarwari Qadri order is of transpiring esoteric changes which automatically
and gradually groom the outward self. Have you ever tried to change the appearance
of anyone?
Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen: No! If someone wears non-traditional clothes it is alright. If someone
has not grown a beard even then it is alright. I never object. When one changes inwardly
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he is corrected outwardly as well. When worldliness parts from the inward everything is
set aright. Why perform a cosmetic surgery!
 Which lesson of Faqr is the hardest to teach a seeker?
Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen: Situation of every seeker is different. Each has a unique nature and
personality as well as the desire for Allah. They all have different levels of interest and
taste in Faqr. What the seeker gets in Faqr is actually the exact reflection of his desire. It
is not a lecture which can be taught to students like a scholar or a teacher. Essentially for
exoteric training khanqah is established.


All of your disciples find you at the peak of submission to Allah’s will. Will you
state an incident of submission?
Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen: Whenever Sultan Bahoo gives an impression (naqsh) in his books,
he writes in its corners ‘contemplation, ilm-e-dawat, concentration and power’. Power is
the last word but in Faqr it is not an exalted station. If it was so then Husayn ibn Ali
would have used it in Karbala or Ali ibn Abi Talib and Umar ibn Khattab against their
rivals. In Faqr the exalted level is of surrender and submission to the Divine will that is
to move beyond power. With power at one hand and will of Allah on the other, a seeker
must choose.
I do not have power. The occasion when I had to struggle in submitting to the will of
Allah was the death of my spiritual guide. I did not expect that he would die at fifty-six.
I thought he would at least be sixty-three (the age of the Holy Prophet). Moreover no
guide prior to him died so early.
In a man’s life, every moment he is tested towards submission.
 Do you get angry?
Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen: After facing so many trials a person gets patient and mild. Only a
pampered child (ladla) gets angry when he does not get what he wants. But yes! As a
human one does get angry. There is no man who does not get angry. Man is combination
of both attributes of Allah, compassion and wrath.


You are the soul of the organization of Tehreek Dawat-e-Faqr. When Sultan-ul-Faqr VI
died, the soul of his organization also vanished. What is the future of your organization?
Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen: My organization’s future will be different. I will leave such a system
that it will keep functioning even after me and its centre will be my shrine. The work
carried on the subject of Sarwari Qadri order will last for decades because the correct
chain of the order has been brought to light which was hidden for so long.

AUTHOR’S PREFACE
(For first edition of Shams-ul-Fuqara)

ّٰ
ِب ْس ِم الل ِہ الرَ ْح ّٰم ِن الرَ ِح ْی ِم
In the name of Allah, the Most Beneficent, the Most Merciful

All praises are for Allah alone Who is the Lord of all worlds, has no partners and Whose
grace is:

َ ۡ َ
ۡ ۡ ُ َ
)42:1 1 ( ل َ ۡی َس ک ِمث ِل ٖہ ش ۡی ٌء ۚ َو ُہوَ الس ِم ۡیع ال َب ِصی ُر



Meaning: There is nothing like Him and He alone is All-Hearing, All-Seeing. (42:11)
It is His favour that He made us a part of the Mohammadan umma and blessed us with
His recognition and vision through the mediation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat.
Countless praises and salutations upon Prophet Mohammad sall’Allahu alayhi wa’alihi

ُ

wasallam who is the compassion for all the worlds, the confidant of the secret of Hoo ()ہو
and the secret of M in Ahmad. Had it not been for Prophet Mohammad, Allah would not
have created anything. Prophet Mohammad was already a Prophet when Adam was in the
process of creation. It is due to the Mohammadan light that all created things came into
being, are coming into being and will come into being.

ہی اکانئت ایھب انامتم ےہ اشدی
ُ َ ُ
ہک آ ریہ ےہ دام دم دصاےئ ک ْن ف َیکوْن
Explanation: Maybe the cosmos is yet being created as the command of ‘Be’ and ‘it becomes’
is still echoing around.
He is the First and the Last. He is both the Hidden as well as the Manifest. Faqr is his
heritage and the light contained within him. One who reaches the light of Faqr, reaches the
Holy Prophet and is his true heir.
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بم
صطف ٰؐی رباسں وخشی را ہک دںی ہمہ اوتس
اتس

لو یبہ
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او

ہب

ارگ

Explanation: You must take yourself to Prophet Mohammad (the Mohammadan Assembly)
as he is the complete and perfect faith. If you do not take yourself to Prophet Mohammad,
your whole faith is like that of Abu Lahab. (Armaghan-e-Hijaz)
Countless praises and salutations on his progeny whom Allah has made chaste and pure.
They are the shelter and like Noah’s Ark for the Muslim nation. He who is connected to
them gets success.
Infinite praises and salutations upon the Companions of the Holy Prophet who are like
stars and whoever is associated to them will succeed. They possessed the Mohammadan
light called Faqr. He who receives this light from them reaches the Holy Prophet and
hence, Allah. This is the straight path and the real success.
Endless salutations upon the beloved of Allah, the absolute light, Shaikh Abdul Qadir
Jilani who is the leader of all Saints and whose foot is on the neck of all Saints. Without
his spiritual attention nobody can even get fragrance of Faqr let alone walking upon the
path of Faqr. O great bearer of Faqr! Always keep your kind attention upon me because I
know that without your kind attention none has any worth.
Numerous salutations upon Sultan Bahoo who is the Sultan of all Mystics and holds the
status of Sultan of Faqr. Millions of people got beneficence and sainthood from him and
Faqr is only granted from his door.
At the end I would like to have the honour of presenting salutations to my spiritual
guide Sultan-ul-Faqr VI Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali who turned me from a particle to
the sun. I can portray myself in the words of Mian Mohammad Bakhsh because I do not
have better words:

وکہ نخس ہن وہر امتیم وج تمعن ںیم اپیئ
اوےس رمد ےچس دا دصہق اینپ ںیہن امکیئ
Explanation: The absolute fact is that whatever I got is due to the beneficence of my perfect
spiritual guide. I have not earned anything on my own.

شخشخ انتج دقر ہن ریما ریمے اصبح ونں وڈایایں
ںیم ایلگں دا روڑا وکڑا لحم ڑچاھای اسایئں
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Explanation: My master, my spiritual guide owns all the grandeur. I have no worth at all, it
is his blessing only that I have reached such heights.
Who am I? Nothing! I am just the reflection of the soul of my spiritual guide and this
reflection keeps me alive. I am no one, the essence of my spiritual guide is everything. My
purpose is only to spread the teachings of my spiritual guide. This passion keeps me going
everyday and I wish I could enlighten the whole world with the light of my spiritual guide.
This obsession does not let me stay in peace and I am least bothered about what people say.
I do not even know whether I will succeed or not.
My example is like that martin who would carry water drop in its beak and throw it in
the fire enflamed to burn Prophet Abraham to put out the fire. It did not even know
whether it would succeed or not! However it was answerable in the court of Allah
according to its strength and capability and hence, succeeded.
The teachings of my spiritual guide are the teachings of Sultan Bahoo. Although he
was neither a researcher nor an orator but possessed the spiritually powerful sight through
which he inculcated his teachings and cleansed the inwards from all the rust with his
light. Millions of people gained spiritual beneficence through him. It was the wish of my
spiritual guide that in this fast-paced and busy world the entire teachings of Sultan Bahoo
should be compiled in the form of a book in terms of each topic so that people can easily
understand them. Also in this way the spiritual travellers may refer to a single book to get
guidance instead of reaching out for all his books. Hence the seekers of Faqr may get
aware of the stages and stations of Faqr. This book has been written to fulfil his command.
Sultan Bahoo did not gain worldly education. He says:

اظرہ

ِملع

را

اطرہ

ہتشگ

اجن

ام

تسین
ابینط

رگہچ
ِملع

ز

Explanation: Although I did not get any worldly education but spiritual knowledge has
completely sanctified me.
In Ain-ul-Faqr, he says:
“I did not get formal academic education like Prophet Mohammad. We had the Divine
knowledge. The Divine experiences revealed such inspirational knowledge upon me
inwardly and outwardly that needs a number of books to be expressed.”
The language of the books of Sultan Bahoo is like a revelation, he says:
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“I have not copied from any book. Whatever I have written, I got it from Allah and His
Messenger. I have reached the Truth and have brought this truth from there which is
why all my words are true and from Allah.” (Nur-ul-Huda Khurd)
Manaqib-e-Sultani is the first book upon the life and grandeur of Sultan Bahoo which
was written by Sultan Bahoo’s seventh descendent, Sultan Hamid. According to him, Sultan
Bahoo wrote about 140 books in Persian. He also wrote Naat (poetry in praise of Prophet
Mohammad), Mathnawis (a poetic form) in Persian and mystic poetry in Punjabi (abyat)
which are popular worldwide. However Sultan Hamid has listed only thirty books which
shows that while writing Manaqib-e-Sultani, many books of Sultan Bahoo were either
wasted or he did not have them. Presently almost thirty-two translated books are available.
Sultan Bahoo is the perfect spiritual guide who possesses the light of guidance and holds
the status of Sultan-ul-Faqr. This is why the miraculous element in his books is such that
whoever reads his books with sincerity seeking the vision of Allah, either gets the guidance
of Sultan Bahoo or is directed towards the ‘rightful spiritual heir’ of Sultan Bahoo. In his
books, he writes with a few variations “This book is a source of beneficence like the perfect
spiritual guide. If a person reads it with pure intention, he beholds Allah and gains presence
in the Mohammadan Assembly.”
The diction of Sultan Bahoo is purely mystical and Mystics often have an element of
secrecy in their work so that the Divine secrets are not revealed upon the undeserving. This
is why Sultan Bahoo does not choose a topic and discuss all its aspects at once. He does not
consider it appropriate to completely explain single topic at one place from the beginning to
end. He explains a topic at one place in the book and repeats the same topic at some other
place with added information. This sometimes makes it disturbing and monotonous for the
readers to read the same thing again but they miss the additional information given with
every repetition of the same topic. It always has an additional secret within it which is why
it is important to keenly read all his books to fully understand each topic of his teachings.
According to some researchers, if the books of Sultan Bahoo are not read repeatedly,
their secrets are not revealed. However my experience is that unless a person or a seeker
becomes a devoted disciple of his true spiritual heir who is the perfect spiritual guide of
Sarwari Qadri order and the man of Divine Essence possessing the contemplation of Ism-eAllah Zaat, the seeker cannot gain the secret and gist of his books. This is why those who
research and translate the books of Sultan Bahoo on the basis of exoteric knowledge can
only be researchers and translators but can never be Mystics because in order to understand
the word of another Mystic one has to become a Mystic himself.

ُھ
ِ ایک اجےن اسفنین

 لگ اعرف اجےن،اعرف ِِد
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Explanation: Only a Mystic can understand the word of other Mystic, common people
who are captured in the clutches of their innerself cannot understand them.
All the books of Sultan Bahoo are to help walk the path of Faqr and are not merely for
reading. This is why whenever the spiritual traveller or seeker wants to walk the path of
Faqr, it is important for him to get guidance from his teachings. Hence, in this era where
people do not have much time for book reading and everyone wants to understand things
quickly, it was important to divide and arrange his teachings according to the spiritual
stages of Faqr. So that the travellers of Faqr can easily understand his entire teachings
through a single book.
It was also essential to add and complement his teachings with the Quran, Hadith and
other mystic works to prove that his teachings are exactly in accordance to the Quran and
Hadith. Sultan Bahoo’s spiritual order and teachings are unparalleled in this era to witness
Allah. This is because his spiritual path does not teach a monastic life but teaches the
method to live in the world. This path is also not limited to one specific dress code, gown or
turban. It does not include physical devotional exercises or forty days seclusion. The
foundation of his spiritual order is the invocation and contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat
with the condition that it has been granted by the perfect spiritual guide who is the man of
Divine Essence.
My spiritual guide established al-Arifeen publications in November 2001 to spread the
teachings of Sultan Bahoo and appointed me to supervise it. Under this publication, my
book Guldasta Abyat-o-Taleemat Hazrat Sakhi Sultan Bahoo was published in April
2002 and its second edition in 2004. The book was written on the same pattern as is
followed in this book. However the book could not cover all the topics fully and then I
decided to compile all the teachings of Sultan Bahoo in one book.
In 2004, I began working on it and completed it on Wednesday, 17th November 2010 (10
Dhul al-Hijjah 1431 AH). Throughout this period, the esoteric guidance of my spiritual
guide Sultan-ul-Faqr VI Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali remained with me. It was by the
blessing of his spiritual attention that I could compile the vast teachings of Sultan Bahoo
in a single book otherwise it was not in my capacity. The truth is that this book is not
mine. It is his work and only the name is mine. The pen is mine but the writing is his.
This is a special favour of my spiritual guide that not only did he grace me with his
spiritual attention but also placed the responsibility to spread these teachings among the
masses. I never even thought that I would be chosen to spread the message of Faqr. It is
His beneficence that He chooses whom He wills.
The mystic poetry of Allama Iqbal reveals that his philosophy of Faqr, teachings of
Faqr and terminology of Faqr are greatly inspired by Sultan Bahoo. This is why every
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topic in this book of teachings of Sultan Bahoo has relevant poetry of Iqbal. It would
prove upon the reader that there is a great influence of the teachings of Sultan Bahoo on
the mystic poetry of Iqbal which is expressed in his work frequently. Although the way of
expression varies according to their respective era but the reality is that the mystic poetry
of Iqbal is the poetical form of the teachings of Sultan Bahoo.
Dr. Sultan Altaf Ali writes in Sharah Abyat-e-Bahoo:


The mystic poetry of Allama Iqbal contains such concepts and terms which compel
me to think that as Iqbal got spiritual beneficence from Rumi, likewise it is quite
possible that he had read and researched well upon the Sufi Saints of Pakistan,
Afghanistan, Iran and India. To verify my doubt, I held a meeting with Shorish
Kashmiri in 1964 in his office of weekly Chattan magazine. He told me, “Allama
Iqbal definitely studied the mystic work of Sultan Bahoo and was influenced by it.”
He continued to narrate an incident where Iqbal was reading Punjabi poetry of Sultan
Bahoo and on reading the following verse he cried out loud.1

ُھُ ااسں آےپ اڈِن اہرے ھ
ؒ َ امر اڈا انں ِب،اتڑ
Explanation: Do not tease us to leave the world, we are already anxiously waiting to
leave it and meet our Beloved as soon as possible.
Iqbal’s son, Justice Dr Javed Iqbal says, “In his last days my father used to listen to
the mystic poetry of Sultan Bahoo from his servant Diwan Ali who specially sung
Abyat-e-Bahoo while playing harmonium.”2
All the books published on the biography of Sultan Bahoo are based upon Manaqib-eSultani. However it is incomplete as it does not contain all the important facts about the
life of Sultan Bahoo nor is it according to the real events or traditions. Shams-ul-Fuqara
includes his complete research based hagiography for his lovers along with Sufi teachings.
Remember that this book has been written for those seekers of Allah who want to walk
on the path of Faqr. It provides theoretical knowledge of the path and also guides towards
the perfect spiritual guide for practical guidance. Sultan Bahoo did not reveal the Divine
secrets merely for reading purpose rather it aims at making the reader a Mystic by
practising the teachings and travelling the spiritual path.
Sultan Bahoo is the Sultan of Mystics and his life and teachings are like the sun for the
Fakirs (those who walk the path Faqr). Hence this book has been named Shams-ul-Fuqara

1
2

Page 49-50, 4th edition, 1995.
Monthly Mirat-ul-Arifeen, Lahore, June 2008 issue.
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literally meaning ‘The Sun of Fakirs’. May Allah make this book the enlightening sun for
His seekers and a source of salvation for me! (Ameen)

Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen
Sultan Mohammad Najib-ur-Rehman
December 2012

AUTHOR’S PREFACE
(For second edition of Shams-ul-Fuqara)

ّٰ
ِب ْس ِم الل ِہ الرَ ْح ّٰم ِن الرَ ِح ْی ِم
In the name of Allah, the Most Beneficent, the Most Merciful

َ
َ َ َ
َ َ ُ ّٰ َ َ َ ْ َ ُ ْ ُ َ َ ْ َ َ ْ َ ّٰ ْ َ ّٰ ُ ْ َ ْ َ
ُ َ السل
ام َعلّٰی َر ُسوْل ِٖہ ُم َحم ٍد و ّٰال ِٖہ َو ا ْص َح ِاب ٖہ َو ا ْہ ِل بَ ْی ِت ٖہ
الحمد لِل ِہ ر ِب العل ِمین و العاقِبةل ِلمت ِقین والصلوۃ و
ْ َ
ا ْجمَ ِعی َن



Meaning: All praises are for Allah the Lord of universe. Peaceful end is for the pious.
Blessings and salutations upon the Holy Prophet, his sacred progeny, Companions and the
People of Cloak.
The first edition of Shams-ul-Fuqara was published in December, 2012. By the favour
and grace of Allah, not only was it appreciated by the lovers and devotees of Sultan
Bahoo but also among the scholarly and social circles. This book has been declared as the
encyclopaedia of the life and teachings of Sultan Bahoo.
In the second edition, the errors of composition have been rectified and a few missing
references have been added. Essential additions and changes have also been made after a
review.
When the first edition of Shams-ul-Fuqara was published I was researching on the Punjabi
poetry of Sultan Bahoo therefore it had poetry both from my unpublished book and other
sources. By the grace of Allah I have completed the research and published Abyat-eBahoo Kamil. The second edition of Shams-ul-Fuqara has all the Punjabi poetry taken
from Abyat-e-Bahoo Kamil which is verified in terms of text and authenticity.
May Allah accept this humble effort!
Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen
Sultan Mohammad Najib-ur-Rehman
May 2016

TERMINOLOGY
Mystics use many terms throughout their teachings to explain concepts of spiritual world.
It is essential for the travellers of esoteric path to comprehend them fully. Considering
this need of seekers of Allah, a section is dedicated to definitions alone.

ABDUHOO
ُ

َ : After annihilation in Allah and gaining immortality with Him, seeker
AbduHoo ()ع ْبدہ
becomes the perfect manifestation of the attributes and Essence of Allah. At this station
he listens with the hearing of Allah and sees with the sight of Allah. Now esoterically he
is at the station of Lordship while exoterically he is the slave of Allah. This is the most
elevated station of the Universal Divine Man where the Holy Prophet uttered:

َ َ اَن
اع ْب ُدہ

Meaning: I am AbduHoo (the Divine Slave).
For more details see chapter ‘The Universal Divine Man’ and ‘Oneness of Allah’.

AFFLICTION
Bala )(الب: In ‘affliction’ Saints are tested both physically and spiritually through trouble,
sorrow, agony and disease. Closeness of Allah is directly related to affliction. The more
one endures affliction perseveringly, the more he is blessed with Divine closeness.
Troubles are the dress of Saints, guide of the seekers and sustenance of the Prophets.
Prophet Mohammad said:


The Prophets are afflicted the most.



Prophets suffer more afflictions than anyone else, after them are the Saints and
then the pious.

Affliction is the trial of both soul and body which is in fact a hidden blessing as the reward
of enduring affliction is the Essence of Allah. Patience upon afflictions is basically an
agreement with the will of Allah which leads to Divine vision.
Troubles which befall seekers of world, non-believers and hypocrites are not affliction
rather it is their bad luck.
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See Trials.

ANNIHILATION
Annihilation is translated from Arabic word Fana ()فنا. Annihilation and immortality are
two stages that form a compound in spirituality, annihilation alone is incomplete. It is
related with purification of the innerself which prevents man from travelling towards
Allah. Annihilation has various stages and continues according to the spiritual capacity
until nothing but Divine Essence adorns the man within. The three levels are annihilation
in the spiritual guide, the Holy Prophet and Allah.
ANNIHILATION IN THE SPIRITUAL GUIDE (Fana fi Shaikh )فنا فی الشیخ: During
annihilation in the spiritual guide, the seeker sees his spiritual guide wherever he turns his
gaze. This station is achieved in steps. First Allah assures the seeker through the invocation
and contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat that he has chosen the right Sufi order and within
that Sufi order has reached the assembly of the Universal Divine Man. After gaining
assurance, the true seeker through invocation and contemplation becomes able to annihilate
his own entity in the entity of his spiritual guide. On annihilation he sees his spiritual guide
within himself also.
ANNIHILATION IN THE HOLY PROPHET (Fana fi Rasool )فنا فی الرسول: Contemplation
of the sacred name of Prophet Mohammad enables the seeker to annihilate his self in the Holy
Prophet and see the Mohammadan Assembly everywhere.

ّٰ

ANNIHILATION IN ALLAH (Fana fillah )فنا فی اللہ: At this station seeker is annihilated
esoterically as well as exoterically. In fact his intellect, innerself, the world and hereafter,
spiritual stations, states and even his reality is annihilated. There remains nothing but
Allah. It simply means one is absorbed in Divinity in such a way that nothing exists for
him but Allah. This is also called annihilation in Oneness of Allah and such a Mystic is
called ‘Mystic annihilated in Allah’ (Arif Allah

ّٰ
 )عارف اللہ.

Sultan Bahoo says:
 Annihilation in Allah means to immerse in Divinity like flame in fire, salt in food and
water in milk. Such Oneness is the honour of a Fakir annihilated in Allah who is the
ruler upon innerself and has enlightened conscience. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
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 He is the one who has reached the level of annihilation in Allah and is drowned in the
Divine Oneness being one with the Essence. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 What is the sign of accomplishment in Faqr? It is the station which is beyond
intellect, recitation, invocation and meditation. Where there is absolute Divinity, there is

ُ

only the soundless voice of secret of Hoo ()ہو. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
Details are discussed in the chapter ‘The Levels of Annihilation in Spiritual Guide,
Prophet Mohammad and Allah’.

APPREHENSIONS
Khatarat

))رطخات: Sultan Bahoo has stressed to safeguard oneself from apprehensions in

his teachings. The description of apprehensions is given below:
APPREHENSION OF THE INNERSELF: It enslaves one in pleasures irrespective of
lawful or unlawful. It has been discussed in the chapter ‘Innerself’.
APPREHENSION OF SATAN: Satan resorts to logics and reasoning to mislead human
being. It is discussed under the heading ‘Satanic Whisperer’.
APPREHENSION OF ANGEL: At the initial stages of Faqr, angel forbids the seeker
from sins and guides him towards straight path. Thus ‘apprehension of angel’ is inability
of the seeker to understand it.
APPREHENSION OF WIT: Wit has two dimensions. Sometimes it inclines to follow the
inciting innerself and Satan whereas sometimes it leads to obedience of Allah. It is up to
the seeker to differentiate among them.
APPREHENSION OF THE INWARD: Inward leads towards Allah and His closeness
but it only becomes possible by eternal invocation. Therefore, the inward is entitled as
commendable and praiseworthy.
APPREHENSION OF CERTAINTY: It is the hidden secret and the ‘reality of faith’. The
Fakirs, truthful, Saints and pious ones receive this apprehension as per their spiritual status.
It also has three stations which are knowledge of certainty, eye of certainty and truth of
certainty. These have been narrated in chapter ‘Certainty’.

ATTENTION
Tawajjuhِ ))وتہج: It is the esoteric attention of perfect spiritual guide which purifies the
inward of a seeker. As Allama Iqbal says in this context:
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رتا العج رظن ےک وسا ھچک اور ںیہن ےہ
Explanation: There is no cure for you but the attention of the spiritual guide. (Bal-e-Jibril)
Sultan Bahoo says that single attention of spiritual guide is far better than thousand years
of devotions and mystic exercises. He expounds three kinds of attention;




Attention for invocation and reflection
Attention for Divine Essence
Attention for Divine presence

Attention for invocation and reflection is for common people. Attention for Divine Essence is
for those seeking the One Who is nearer than jugular vein but is veiled. The spiritual
attention for Divine presence is just like Divine light. Through it the seeker gets myriads
of answers to his questions. The seeker is blessed with attention for invocation on the
initial stage, attention for Divine Essence on the middle stage and attention for Divine
presence on the final stage.
The truth is that without attention of the spiritual guide, hardships and devotions yield no
result despite one keeps struggling his whole life and becomes weak and a hunchback.
Do you know how attention for Divine presence is achieved? Remember! It is by the
contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. (Asrar-e-Qadri)
On another occasion Sultan Bahoo says:
 There are three kinds of attention;
1. Eunuch Attention: It is related with worldly purposes. Seeker of this world is
eunuch, his spiritual guide is eunuch and so attention of his spiritual guide is
eunuch too.
2. Feminine Attention: It is meant for the pleasures of hereafter. Such a seeker is
feminine, his guide is feminine and so his spiritual attention is feminine.
3. Spiritual Attention of man: It is specific to the seeker of Allah. Seeker of Allah is
male, his spiritual guide is male and the attention of his spiritual guide is also
male. (Asrar-e-Qadri)
The word ‘man’ is a characteristic, it is not associated to the physical body or appearance.
In fact ‘man’ is a special prestige and attribute of strength which is present in every male
and female. The path of Allah is adopted and traversed only by the real man (whether male
or a female). On this basis many males are actually females and females are males.
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BEAUTY
Attributive names of Allah are broadly categorized as ‘Divine beauty’ (jamal  )امجلand
‘Divine majesty’ (jalal )الجل. All Divine names representing beauty also have a counter
majestic name. Some examples are quoted for clarity:

ََ
 Where His attributive name is the Manifest (az-Zahir )الظا ِہر, He is also called the
ۡ
Hidden (al-Batin )ال َبا ِطن.
ۡ َۡ
ُ َۡ
 He is called the Avenger (al-Muntaqim  )المُن َت ِق ۡمas well as the Pardoner (al-Afu )ال َعف ۡو.
See Majesty (jalal).

BELIEVER
The Arabic word Mumin ( )مومنis translated as the believer or faithful. A believer can be
distinguished from a Muslim as a Muslim accepts Islam verbally or just because he is
born in a Muslim family. He follows Islam only outwardly but the believer reaches the
essence of Islam following the spiritual path and worships Allah while beholding Him
with perfect faith. Following verse explains the difference:

ّٰ
ُ ُ ُ ُ َ ۡ ۡ ُ ۡ َ َ َ َ َ ۡ َ ۡ َ ۡۤۡ ُ ۡ ُ ۡ ّٰ َ ۡ ُ ۡ ُ ۡ َ ۡ ُ َ َ ّٰ ُ َ ۡ َ ۡ َ َ
ُ
ان ف ِ ۡی قلوۡ ِبک ۡم ؕ َو ِا ۡن ت ِِ ۡی ُعوا الل َہ َو
قال ِت الاعراب امنا ؕ قل لم تؤ ِمنوا و ل ِکن قولوا اسلمنا و لما یدخ ِل الاِیم
ُ
َ ُ َ ّٰ َ ً َ ُ َ
)49:14( ﴾﴿ َر ُسوۡلَہ لَا یَ ِل ۡتک ۡم ِم ۡن ا ۡعمَال ِک ۡم ش ۡیئا ؕ ِان الل َہ غفوۡ ٌر ر ِح ۡی ٌم



Meaning: The bedouins say, “We have believed.” Say, “You have not (yet) believed.
Rather say, ‘We have accepted Islam.’ And the belief has not yet gone into your inwards.
If you obey Allah and His Messenger, He will not decrease anything (in reward) for your
deeds. Surely Allah is the Most Forgiving, Ever-Merciful.” (49:14)

CERTAINTY
There are three degrees of certainty;
a) Ilm al-yaqin ()علم الیقین: The ‘knowledge of certainty’ is the first and basic degree of
certainty. It is gained by listening or reading about any fact or knowing about it from
any other source.
b) Ayn al-yaqin ()عین الیقین: The ‘eye of certainty’ is the second degree and is gained by
seeing or observing.
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c) Haq al-yaqin ()حق الیقین: The ‘truth of certainty’ is the final and strongest level achieved
by experiencing the known and observed fact and reaching the core of its truth.
A simple example would be of knowledge that ‘fire burns’ which is the first degree of
certainty. Seeing something being burnt is the eye of certainty. If one’s finger is burnt
and one experiences how fire burns then this is truth of certainty. The same is spirituality
which is experience rather than simply knowledge, though without a doubt, knowledge
plays an important part. See chapter ‘Certainty’.

COMPANIONS
The Arabic word Sahaba ( )صحابہis translated as the Companions. They are the group of
fortunate people who had the privilege of meeting or seeing the Holy Prophet in the state
of faith, whether any of them enjoyed his company for years or for a short while.
Companions of al-Suffa: They are those Companions of the Prophet of Islam who
dwelled in Suffa. It was established by Prophet Mohammad on the rear side of the
Prophet’s Mosque (al-Masjid an-Nabawi) in Madina. The word Sufi comes from Suffa as
these Companions would gather for invocation of Allah’s name and remained in the
company of the Prophet. They were the first Sufis.

CONCENTRATION
It refers to the mystic term Tafakkar ( )رکفتand means pondering over spiritual matters.
Allah stresses upon the believers in Quran to ponder over the things in the universe. In
Faqr concentration is compulsory along with invocation to have gnosis of Allah.

CONTEMPLATION

ّٰ َ
Tasawur )(وصتر: It is to contemplate Ism-e-Allah Zaat ( )الل ُہin a particular manner after
pledging allegiance to the perfect spiritual guide. When the seeker elevates spiritually, his
contemplation also elevates and becomes stronger.
Innovation and contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat are conjoined according to the teachings
of Sultan Bahoo.
See invocation (dhikr).
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CONTRACTION
‘Spiritual contraction’ is translated from the Arabic word qabd ()قبض. It is the state of
soul which results from the theophany of Allah’s majestic name ‘the Constrictor’ (al-Qabid

)القابض. When the seeker experiences this state, his inward and soul are firmly gripped
and the wrathful effect of the theophanies burn a veil between him and Allah. This state
is followed by the state of spiritual expansion (bast )بسط.
See Expansion (bast).

COURAGE
Himmat )ِ)ہمت: The path of Faqr is the path of troubles and hardships. Despite all hurdles
the seeker should continue his journey and move forward. According to Sultan Bahoo
‘spiritual courage’ is to turn the unfavourable conditions in one’s favour without being
affected by negative or opposing powers and remain engrossed in Allah with entire
spiritual senses and energy.

DAY OF DIVINE COVENANT
In pre-existence Allah created the souls of mankind from Divine light of Prophet
Mohammad. Then He asked the souls:

Meaning: Am I not your Lord? (7:172)

ُ
َ
)7:172( ال َ ْس ُت ِبرَ ِبک ْم



ُ َ
)7:172( قالوْا بَلّٰی



Meaning: They said, “Yes!” (7:172)
The promise made that day (though time was not created then) is translated as Divine
covenant and it is called the day of Divine covenant.
Some souls were happy on this reply and some regretted. Allah tested them by placing
worldly charms and treasures on His left and pleasures of paradise on His right. When
most of the souls broke their covenant and turned away from Allah for worldly or
paradisiacal charms, very few remained firm on their promise who were engrossed in
Allah only and did not glimpse at either. These were the souls of Prophets, Fakirs and
Saints who remained on the straight path. In the physical world they are the examples of
righteousness and should be followed.
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DEMOTION
Rajat )ت
ِ )ر ْجع: Sometimes a seeker commits a sin or mistake, resultantly he is relegated
from his spiritual station. This is called ‘spiritual demotion’. This demotion is a temporary
punishment for the seeker. As soon as he realizes his mistake and seeks forgiveness, his
status is restored. If he does not admit his fault, he is permanently demoted.
The seekers of materialistic world who perform daily recitals and ilm-e-dawat for their
materialistic goals, suffer permanent demotion and sometimes even become mentally ill.

DERVISH
Sultan Bahoo defines the distinction between the status of a Dervish and Fakir and this
difference should be kept in mind while reading his teachings about the Fakir and Dervish.
However when both the terms are used together, they project both statuses together. He
says:
 What is the difference between the ranks of a Dervish and a Fakir (the Universal
Divine Man)? The status of a Dervish is that he keeps studying the Guarded Tablet
with his physical eyes. A person with such a status is called an astrologer which means
he only has command over astrology. However the status of a Fakir is annihilation in
Allah which is the level of drowning in the Oneness of the Ever-Living (al-Hayy) and
the Self-Existing (al-Qayyum). (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Khurd)

DISTANCE OF TWO BOW LENGTH
It is the literal translation of Quranic phrase qab qausain ()قاب قوسین. In sura an-Najm
verse 9, Allah has used this term while referring to the station of extreme nearness
between Him and His beloved Prophet Mohammad. It was a proverbial term used in Arab
for the friendship and union of two tribes. They announced their union by joining their
bows and shooting an arrow, hence declaring that they should be considered one and the
same, one’s enemy is the enemy of the other and one’s friend is other’s friend.

DIVINE COMMAND ‘BE! AND IT BECOMES’
‘Be! And it becomes’ is the command of Allah and is mentioned several times in the
Quran. Transliteration is Kun Fayakun ()کن فیکون. The word or command spoken by Allah
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when He decides upon a thing is Kun (  )کنwhich means ‘Be!’ and ‘it becomes’
immediately which is for the Quranic phrase Fayakun ()فیکون.

DIVINE VISION
Divine vision is beholding Allah with spiritual sight. It is the purpose for which man was
created as Allah says in a Qudsi Hadith:

َْْ ْ َ َ َ ُْ َ ُ ََ ْ ًَْ ُْ
 کن ُت کنزا َمخ ِف ًیا فا َر ْدت ا ْن اع َر َف فخلق ُت الخل َق
Meaning: I was a hidden Treasure, I intended to be recognized so I created the creation.
Recognizing Allah is not possible without beholding Him. A misconception about Divine
vision is that the believers will be blessed with it on the doomsday whereas Allah says:

ّٰ
َ َ
َ
َ َ َو َم ۡن ک
)17:72( ان ف ِ ۡی ّٰہ ِذ ٖ ۤۡہ ا ۡع ّٰمی ف ُہوَ فِی الۡاخِ َر ِۃ ا ۡع ّٰمی



Meaning: And whoever remains blind (to the vision of Allah) in this (world) will be blind
in the hereafter as well. (17:72)
Yearning for the vision of Allah is the foremost demand of His love. One who does not
seek vision of the Beloved is not true to his love.
A complete chapter with the same title is dedicated to this blessing which also explains
the way to have it.

ECSTASY
Wajd ()ودج: Ecstasy is a passion or theophany which is a blessing of Allah upon the inward.
It may bring happiness or sorrow but it changes the state of the inward and creates the
desire to meet Allah. Ecstasy is a kind of delight which is blessed to an individual whose
attributes of innerself are dominated by his soul. Tawajidh is derived from wajd which
means to gain the state of ecstasy by the invocation and contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat.

EXPANSION
‘Spiritual expansion’ is translated from the Arabic word bast ()بسط. It is the state of soul
which results from the theophany of Allah's beautiful name ‘the Reliever’ (al-Basit ()الباسط.
When the seeker experiences this state his soul is engulfed by ineffable joy.
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See Contraction (qabd).
A comparison between spiritual contraction and expansion is explained below:
Allah says:

ُ ۡ َ ّٰ
ُ ُ
)2:245( َو الل ُہ یق ِبض َو یَ ۡبصط



Meaning: And It is Allah Who contracts and expands. (2:245)
The states of contraction and expansion are conferred upon the seeker who is yet passing
through the spiritual states and has not attained spiritual stability. ‘Contraction’ is because
of dominance of attributes of innerself (an-nafs) whereas the domination of attributes of
inward is ‘expansion’. Until one has repenting innerself, it sometimes dominates and at
times gets subdued. As a result the seeker keeps experiencing the states of contraction
and expansion alternately. Contraction is because of the dark veil of innerself and expansion
is because of light veil of inward. When seeker crosses all the stations of veils and reaches
the Divine court, he does not remain confined to spiritual states. Hence he does not
experience contraction and expansion anymore. In this way he finds salvation from veils
of inward and innerself. Shaikh Faris says:
“The state of contraction precedes the state of expansion but when seeker moves further
in Faqr there are no such states. As these states sustain till the existence of one’s own
being. When the seeker is annihilated in Allah and gains immortality with Him there is
neither contraction nor expansion. Usually people consider their happiness as the state of
expansion and grief as contraction but their happiness and sorrow are because of inciting
innerself.”

FAKIR
Fakir ( )ریقفcomes from the Arabic word Faqr ()فقر. He is the one who follows the path of
Faqr.

FAQR
Faqr ( )رقفis the path that leads the seeker of Allah to Divine closeness and vision.
Prophet Mohammad was blessed with it on the night of Miraj and it is his Sunna. He said:

ۡ َ ۡ َ َۡ
َۡۡ
الفق ُر فخ ِر ۡی َوالفق ُر ِمنِ ْی

Meaning: Faqr is my pride and Faqr is from me.
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It is worth mentioning that the Holy Prophet never felt pride on anything throughout his
life other than Faqr. It is a clear sign of its exaltation.
Only after following this path, the salat of a Muslim becomes Miraj. As narrated in a
Hadith, “Salat is Miraj for the believer.”
See chapter ‘Faqr’.

FAVOUR
For the Quranic term taufeeq ()توفیق: ‘Divine favour’ means the help and strength
provided by Allah to the seeker to perform a task, cross any spiritual station or succeed in
a trial. See chapter ‘Divine Favour’.

FEAR
Khauf )(وخف: The worry and grief caused by any impending unpleasant incident is called
fear. Sometimes fear originates because of sins and sometimes because of gnosis of Divine
majesty. The fear of Allah created because of His gnosis is the desirable and perfect form
of fear. According to Saints the goblet of Divine love is only presented to the lovers when
their inwards are matured after passing through the kiln of Allah’s fear.
See Hope (Rija).

GHANAYAT
Ghanayat ( )غنایتis a Sufi term that refers to self-sufficiency, ultimate contentment
towards treasures of both the world and the hereafter as well as generosity in bestowing
these treasures. Details are in chapter ‘Ghanayat’.

GHARIB
According to the teachings of Sultan Bahoo Gharib ) (رغبیis such a Fakir (the Universal
Divine Man) who has negated everything except Allah and there is nothing inside him

ُ

other than Hoo ()ہو.
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GNOSIS OF ALLAH
The Arabic word marifa ( )معرفةis translated as gnosis of Allah, Divine gnosis or simply
gnosis. It is a vast term of Sufism that gives a new meaning at every spiritual level.
Basically it is the knowledge and recognition of Allah which keeps on increasing as the
lover progresses towards His closeness. It reveals new dimensions at every stage and
includes Divine vision, knowledge of His Essence and attributes, acquiring the attributes on
annihilating in Him and finally becoming one with the Essence having ultimate gnosis.
Since Allah is Infinite, His gnosis is also endless. The invocation and contemplation of
Ism-e-Allah Zaat is the foundation of gnosis. It can be gained from the inward sources
like the intuitive and inspired knowledge as well as the outward sources like the spiritually
effective Sufi teachings and the words of the perfect spiritual guide.

GREATEST NAME OF ALLAH
Ism-e-Azam ()اسم اعظم: It is used for Ism-e-Allah Zaat as all other are attributive names of
Allah but Ism-e-Allah Zaat is His personal name and includes all Divine attributes as well
as the Essence, hence is the greatest.

ُ
HOO ()ہو
ُ

Hoo ( )ہوis the Essence of Allah. It is used many times in the Quran for Allah.

ُ

َ ّٰ
َ
)59:22( َُہوَ الل ُہ ال ِذ ْی لَٓا ِالّٰ َہ ِالا ُہو



Meaning: He (Hoo  )ہوis Allah, besides Whom there is no God. (59:22)
In Faqr its invocation is the fourth and final stage and is called the king of invocations

ّٰ َ

ّٰ

(Sultan-ul-Azkar )سلِان الاذکار. The prior three being Allah ()اللہ, Lillah ( )لِلہand LaHoo

َ

()لہ.

HOPE
Rija )(راج:There is a Hadith of the Prophet:

َ ْ ْ ُ َ ْ َْ
ان بَی َن الخوْ ِف َو الرِ َجآ ِء
الاِیم
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Meaning: Faith is between fear and hope.
Shaikh Ahmad Zarruq says, “The peace which originates in the inward because of belief
in the bounty and mercy of Allah is called hope.” Efforts are compulsory with hope.
Merely hope without effort is self-deception. Hope is the station where the inward of
seeker remains calm and hopeful for the mercy of Allah.
Ibn Ajiba has narrated three levels of hope:


Hope of common people: Common people hope for blissful end and reward from
Allah in return of their devotions.



Hope of chosen people: Chosen people hope for closeness and consent of Allah.
They bow themselves in front of Allah’s will in all of their matters.



Hope of blessed people: Blessed people neither seek reward nor heaven rather they
seek Allah. They only desire Divine vision and His secrets.

A comparison between fear and hope is as follows:
Fariduddin Ganjshakar says:
“Fear of Allah arises due to His attribute of justice while hope belongs to His bounty.
He is the most beloved in the court of Allah who possesses both.”

ILM-E-DAWAT
Persian mystic term ilm-e-dawat ( )ملعدوعتis the knowledge and act of communication with
the sacred souls of Prophets, Mystics and Saints. For details see chapter ‘Ilm-e-Dawat’.

IMAM
Imam ( )امامliterally means leader and refers to a spiritual or religious leader. It is also used
for the person who conducts prayer.

IMMANENCE
For the mystic term Tashbih ()ہیبشت: It refers to the Sufi belief that Allah is manifest in the
entire creation and has thus sustained everything. The Universal Divine Man is His
perfect manifestation.
See Transcendence.
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IMMORTAL WITH ALLAH
ّٰ

Baqa Billah ))بقا باللہ: At this station the seeker even crosses the station of ‘annihilation in
Allah’. He gains immortality with Allah on being attributed with His attributes. At this

ّٰ

level he is called ‘the Mystic immortal with Allah (Arif Billah  ’)عارف باللہand is appointed
on the throne of Divine guidance and persuasion as the perfect spiritual guide.

IMPERFECT SEEKER
Khaam ))اخم: Imperfect seeker is the one who pledges allegiance to the perfect spiritual
guide but seeks materialistic world instead of Allah.

INNERSELF
Innerself is for the Quranic word an-nafs ( )النفسand it has four layers or levels. Each
layer annihilates and is elevated to the next level upon its purgation. The first layer incites
man towards sin therefore it is called ‘inciting innerself’ (an-nafs al-ammarah النفس

)الامارہ. On purification it elevates to the next layer which blames and repents on committing
sin. It is called ‘repenting innerself’ (an-nafs al-lawwamah )النفس الوامہ. The third layer
inspires before sin hence the name ‘inspiring innerself’ (an-nafs al-mulhimah النفس

)الملہمہ. Whereas fourth layer is pure of sins and is at peace. It is called ‘innerself at
ٔ )النفس.
peace’ (an-nafs al-mutmainnah المِمنہ
The innerself is an abode of worldly and heavenly desires and is a veil between Allah and
His slave. The seeker is blessed with the vision of Allah only when this veil is removed
on the purgation of innerself.
The detailed description about innerself has been jotted down in the chapter ‘Innerself’.

INSCRIBING ALLAH’S NAME ON BODY
ِ  )قشمis translated as the practice
The mystic exercise mashq murqoom-e-wajudia (رموقمووجدہی
ّٰ َ

of inscribing Allah’s name on the body. It is the mystic exercise in which Allah’s name ()اللہ
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is inscribed on the body with index finger in a particular manner. The powerful theophanies
of Allah’s name purify the soul of the inscriber. However this practice is effective when
performed after pledging allegiance to the perfect spiritual guide.

INSPIRATION
Ilham ()ااہلم: It descends upon the inward from the spiritual world and can be either
Divine or satanic. The type of inspiration depends upon the state of inward because if it is
cleansed by the invocation and contemplation of the Divine names (Ism-e-Allah Zaat and
Ism-e-Mohammad) then inspiration is pure. If inward is strayed from the right path and
engulfed in sensual desires then it is from misleading sources. See chapter ‘Inspiration’.

INTOXICATION AND FRENZY
Spiritual intoxication (sukr  )رکُسand spiritual frenzy (masti  )یتسمare the outcome of
overwhelming spiritual state or a special theophany. Spiritual intoxication is an intense
passion of the inward which goes beyond the state of frenzy. It arises by invocation and
contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat or on beholding the Beloved. The seeker remains
completely lost and absorbed during this state.
See Sobriety (suhw).

INVOCATION
Invocation is translated from Quranic term dhikr ( )ذکرwhich means to remember Allah
through repeated recitation of His name. In the Sarwari Qadri order invocation is performed
with breaths instead of tongue.
See Contemplation (tasawur).

ISM-E-ALLAH ZAAT
Ism-e-Allah Zaat ( ) is translated literally as ‘the personal name of Allah’. It represents
the Essence and all the Divine attributes and is His most powerful name. Its invocation
and contemplation is given by the perfect spiritual guide of Sarwari Qadri order after a
disciple pledges allegiance. It is the quickest way of closeness to Allah because of its
miraculous powers. See chapter ‘Ism-e-Allah Zaat’.
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ISM-E-MOHAMMAD
It means the name ‘Mohammad’ (
) of the Holy Prophet which is comprehensive of all
his attributive names. In Sarwari Qadri order its contemplation is given for the spiritual
elevation of the seekers. Sultan Bahoo declares in his books that only that spiritual guide
is perfect who knows the way of both Ism-e-Allah Zaat and Ism-e-Mohammad. Furthermore
it is completely up to the perfect and accomplished spiritual guide of the Sarwari Qadri
order when he decides to grant contemplation of Ism-e-Mohammad to the disciple. He may
grant Ism-e-Allah Zaat in the beginning and Ism-e-Mohammad after sometime or may grant
both at the same time.
Both the Divine names, Ism-e-Allah Zaat and Ism-e-Mohammad have same powers.
However the alchemy of Ism-e-Mohammad is Divine beauty (jamal) whereas Ism-e-Allah
Zaat has both Divine beauty and majesty (jalal). See chapter ‘Ism-e-Allah Zaat’.

ISOLATION
Tafrid ))رفتدی: Isolation is the state in which the seeker esoterically becomes alone and
engrossed in Lordship, however physically lives among people and interacts with them
like others. Often the terms separation (tajrid) and isolation (tafrid) are used together.
Shahab al-Din Suhrawardi says:
“Separation is negation of everyone other than Allah and isolation is negation of one’s
own self.”
See Separation (tajrid).

JAMIAT
Jamiat ( )تیعمجis a mystic term having multiple meanings. It may refer to spiritual powers,
stability, peace, accumulation or satisfaction. It is the highest spiritual level whereby all
the preceding levels accumulate in the being of the seeker.

KHANQAH
A place dedicated for gathering of a Sufi order where spiritual training is given under the
leadership of a spiritual guide.
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KHARIJI
Derived from Arabic term Khawarij ( )وخارجliterally meaning ‘to go out, leave or set
apart’. This was the first sect that separated itself from the Muslims on the issue of
caliphate. Anyone who does not love the People of Cloak is considered a kharijite i.e.
‘out of Islam’.

LIGHT
Light is for Nur written in Arabic as نور.
Sultan Bahoo says:
 What is Divine light? Divine light that appears from the holy letters of Ism-e-Allah
Zaat is a medium to Divine vision and is the destiny of vigilant Saints. (Nur-ul-Huda
Kalan)

The light of invocation and contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat converts the seven inner
parts [innerself (nafs), inward (qalb), soul (ruh), secret (sir’r), hidden (khafi), concealed
(akhfa) and the core (Ana)] into the absolute light such that each part radiates light which
unveils the gnosis. Thus the light of Ism-e-Allah Zaat enables the seeker to behold Allah.

LORDSHIP
Translated for the Arabic word Rububiyah ()ربوبیت. Antonym of ubudiyah (slavehood). It
is the stage when the seeker of Allah acquires all His attributes perfectly following the
order given in the Hadith:

ّٰ َ ْ َ ْ ُ َ َ َ
اق اللہ
ِ تخلقوا ِباخل



Meaning: Be attributed with the attributes of Allah.
The seeker attains ultimate closeness to Allah annihilating in Him and becoming one with
Him. He also acquires the attribute of Lordship. Hence, becomes the Universal Divine
Man from merely a slave and seeker of Allah. However his slavehood remains there as
always. One aspect of his personality is slavehood while the other is Lordship. Sometimes
one aspect dominates sometimes the other.

LOTE TREE
The symbolic tree, the uttermost boundary at the end of seventh heaven is called Sidrat alMuntaha in the Quran. Beyond this boundary no creature can go even Angel Gabriel but
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the Holy Prophet can. When the Prophet ascended to Allah on the night of Miraj, Gabriel
said on approaching the boundary that he could not go further as his wings would get
burned.

MAJDHUB
The Persian term Majdhub ( )ذجموبis used for the one who cannot tolerate the effects of
theophanies and loses his senses. Hence due to the lost and absorbed state, he cannot
follow sharia properly neither can progress on the spiritual journey.
The disciples of the perfect and accomplished spiritual guide of Sarwari Qadri order
never become majdhub.

MAJESTY
Ibn Arabi says:
 It is the saying of Allah Almighty that He has created humankind with both His
Hands.
In fact, both Hands are the attributes of Divine beauty (jamal  )امجلand majesty (jalal )الجل.
Theophanies of these two attributes bear different effects on the inward of a Fakir. The
attribute of beauty creates peace, tranquillity and jamiat whereas majesty creates
restlessness for the Beloved. Sultan Bahoo says:
 Fakir has to pass through both stations of Divine beauty and majesty. So he must
cross them and advance further to get peace and consistency which can only be
acquired through wisdom and prudence. (Ganj-ul-Asrar)
See Beauty (jamal).

MAN OF DIVINE ESSENCE

ٰؐ  )اصِبحمسis the Fakir who has

Man of Divine Essence (Sahib-e-Musamma Murshid میِرمدش

annihilated in Allah and become immortal with Him. He is the Universal Divine Man and
adorns the throne of Divine guidance and persuasion as the perfect spiritual guide. Allah
appoints him to grant invocation and contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat to His seekers
leading them on the Divine path. Often the terms ‘man of Divine Essence’ and ‘man of
recitals’ are used together. Sultan Bahoo says:
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 What is the difference between man of recitals and man of Divine Essence? Man of
recitals is the spiritual guide who possesses only the invocation of name of Allah
whereas man of Divine Essence refers to the perfect spiritual guide who is submerged
in the Divine Essence. Man of recitals holds the status of creation while man of
Divine Essence is above the level of creation. He holds the status of non-creation.
Invocation is forbidden for the man of Divine Essence because his physical and
spiritual being is completely annihilated and he always remains submerged in the
Divine Essence. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 The perfect spiritual guide is completely drowned in Divine union while invocation
means that the reciter is away and separate from Allah. One who possesses the Divine
Essence does not need to recite the name. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
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Explanation: The status of man of Divine Essence is eternal where there is no room for
invocation, reflection or union as he is already one with Allah. At this station seeker
drowns in Divine Oneness annihilating in Allah, hence the secret is disclosed upon
him. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)

MAN OF RECITALS
The Persian mystic terms Sahib-e-Dhikr Murshid ( )اصبحِ ذرک رمدشand Sahib-e-Ism
Murshidِ ) )اصِبح امس رمدشare translated as the man of recitals. They are the imperfect
spiritual guides who can give the invocation of only a few attributive names of Allah and
some other recitals to their disciples to solve problems. The status of such a spiritual
guide is that of general creation and his final limit is the angelic world. He can neither
himself go beyond it nor elevate his disciples, rather keeps them stuck in the physical
world. Only the seekers of the world or hereafter come to him.

MIRAJ
Arabic word Miraj ( )معراجmeans ascension to Allah. The Holy Prophet Mohammad is
blessed with the ultimate Miraj where he beheld Allah directly without any veil and
enjoyed absolute union. Through his mediation, the true seekers of Allah are also blessed
with Miraj according to their respective levels.
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MISKEEN
According to Sultan Bahoo Miskeenِ ) (نیکسمis the seeker who eternally remains in the
company of Allah. The Prophet said:

ْ

ْ

ُ

ُ

َ ً

ْ ََ ً

َ َ ّٰ َ

ْ  الل ُہم ا ْحین ْی ِم ْس ِک ْینا و ا ِمتن ْی ِم ْس ِک ْینا و
)4126احش ْرن ِ ْی ف ِ ْی ز ْمرَ ِۃ المَ َساک ِی ِن (انبِامہج۔
ِ
ِِ
Meaning: O Allah! Let me live as a Miskeen, die as a Miskeen and raise me among the
Masakeen3 on the doomsday. (Ibn Majah 4126)
Sultan Bahoo says:
 Spirituality means Oneness but what does Oneness mean? Oneness means that only
Allah exists. The one who achieves this station ever remains engrossed in Allah. Thus
he separates himself from everyone other than Allah. No invocation other than shahada
sustains in his existence. Such exalted are the stations of Miskeen and Gharib Fakir.
Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)

MOHAMMADAN ASSEMBLY
One of the most elevated stages of Faqr is presence in the Mohammadan Assembly
which is beyond words. In fact it is the truth of certainty and is gained by the invocation
and contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat provided it is granted by the perfect and
accomplished spiritual guide. In his writings Sultan Bahoo condemns those who do not
believe in eternal existence of Prophet Mohammad. See chapter ‘Mohammadan
Assembly’.

MYSTIC
There are three levels of Mystics (Arif )اعرف:


Mystic (Arif )اعرف: Mystic is the one who remains engrossed in the Divine vision and has
found eternal presence in the Mohammadan Assembly. He performs all the devotions
while beholding Allah.



ّٰ

Mystic annihilated in Allah (Arif Allah )عارف اللہ: The seeker who has annihilated in
the Essence of Allah by negating everyone for Allah. He is at the station of
annihilation in Allah.

3

Plural of Miskeen.
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ّٰ

Mystic immortal with Allah (Arif Billah )عارف باللہ: After absolute annihilation in
Allah the seeker becomes immortal with Him and is termed as immortal Mystic or
the Mystic immortal with Allah. Here the seeker becomes perfect and is appointed at
the throne of Divine guidance and persuasion.

OATH OF ALLEGIANCE
Al-bayah ( )بیعتis the oath of allegiance to a spiritual guide. It is a pact or covenant or
rite of initiation into a Sufi order. This is in fact a pact between Allah and His slave
which eternally bonds the spiritual guide with his disciple. When a person becomes a
disciple, he hands over himself to his spiritual guide in exchange of guidance towards
Allah.

OBSESSION
In Arabic khurtum ) )خرطومwhich literally means the intoxicating wine of grapes but in
Faqr it is a thought or belief against sharia, mysticism or Faqr which occupies the mind
in such a way that terminates all the moral and spiritual values. Sharia and Faqr have
their respective principles which take the seeker to destination. If anything against these
principles dominates a person it is called ‘obsession’.

ONENESS OF ALLAH
Refers to the basic pillar of Islam Tawhid ()توحید. Believing in it is the prerequisite to
enter Islam. The shahada ‘There is no God but Allah’ is not only the verbal proclamation
of Oneness of Allah but a believer’s whole life revolves around it. Its profundity is only
perceived by the Mystics, that is why the Holy Prophet said:

ّٰ َ
ْ َ ْ َ ّٰ
ُ َ
َ َ
َ
قائِلوْ َن لَٓا ِالّٰ َہ ِالا الل ُہ ُم َحم ٌد ر ُسوْ ُل الل ِہ ک ِثی ًرا و ُمخ ِل ُصوْ َن ق ِل ْیلًا



Meaning: There are many who recite shahada “There is no God but Allah, Mohammad is
the Messenger of Allah” verbally but only a few say it sincerely.
For the Mystics Oneness means that only Allah exists and none else. They are annihilated
in Oneness to become one with Him and see Oneness of Allah everywhere. Sultan Bahoo
says:
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ودحت ادنر ودحت ادنر ودحت اتس
رہ ہچ ینیب ریغ ودحت آں تب اتس
Explanation: At the level of Divine Oneness, there is Oneness of Existence everywhere. If
you see anything except the Divine Oneness, that is idolatry. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
Al-Ghazali says about the Oneness of Allah:
There are four stages of Oneness:
1. Verbal Oneness: To affirm Oneness by tongue only. It is the way of hypocrites.
2. Inward Oneness: To verify Oneness through inward. This is the way of the true
believers.
3. Unveiled Oneness: To witness Allah unveiled through the Divine light or to observe
that all the things of the universe are manifestation of the Divine Singularity. This is
the level of the near ones of Allah.
4. Experiencing Oneness: To see only the Unity in the whole universe and this is the
status of the truthful. Abu Bakr Siddiq is the chief of this class.
It is further discussed in chapter ‘Oneness of Allah’.

PASSION
Dard ))درد: It is such a spiritual state of a Divine lover in which the desire to behold Allah
is intensified to such an extent that it becomes intolerable. In such a state he remains restless
and finds peace only with Allah. That is why Divine lover is also called ‘pain-stricken’.

PEOPLE OF CLOAK
For the Arabic phrase Ahl al-Bayt (اہل بیت
ِ ) which means ‘People of the Prophet’s house’ and
refers to the five most sacred personalities; the Holy Prophet himself, his loving daughter
Fatimah, her husband Ali ibn Abi Talib and their beloved sons Hasan and Husayn. The
book uses term ‘People of the Cloak’ for them as when verse 33 of sura al-Ahzab
mentioning the Holy Prophet’s household was revealed, he took them under his cloak and
recited the said verse.

PERSUASION
Talqeen ))نیقلت: The exoteric scholars guide people through religious education, discussions
and arguments. However in Faqr the perfect spiritual guide enlightens and enlivens the
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inward of the seeker by his spiritual glance in accordance to the Sunna of the Holy
Prophet and this is called ‘persuasion’. Perfect spiritual guide purifies the seekers by his
spiritual glance and guides towards straight path by persuasion as well as with exhortation.
Difference between education and persuasion is that the former is imparted usually through
books and lectures while the latter is to inspire the Divine knowledge into the inward. Both
education and persuasion to a seeker are responsibilities of the perfect spiritual guide.

PIETY

ّٰ ) is religiousness and fear of Allah but in reality it is
Literal meaning of piety (taqwa تقوی
an esoteric state of Divine closeness. The more one is close to Allah, the more he is
pious. Once Prophet Mohammad was asked about piety, he answered while pointing
towards his chest:
“Piety is here.” (Muslim 6541)
Sultan Bahoo says about piety:
 Piety is not related to mystic exercises and devotions as hypocrites and non-believers
also perform excessive devotions. One has to follow the right path in this regard.
Mystics follow the path of Divine secret which is unveiled by Ism-e-Allah Zaat and
piety is in the core of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. The reality is that one cannot achieve piety
and have access to the Mohammadan Assembly without contemplation of Ism-eAllah Zaat no matter his head bleeds while performing devotions.
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Explanation: O Bahoo! For Allah’s sake show us the path of piety. As piety without
pretence takes one towards Allah.
Whoever achieved the levels of piety, it was through Ism-e-Allah Zaat. Name

ّٰ َ
اللہ

ّٰ َ
( اللہAllah) itself, whose invocation
ّٰ َ
ّٰ
( اللہAllah) is separated, it becomes لِلہ

(Allah) includes four Divine names. Firstly name
is the most gracious. When
(Lillah). The invocation of
(Laam) of

ّٰ
لِلہ

( اAlif) of
ّٰ
( لِلہLillah) is

the Divine beneficence. When first

(Lillah) is separated, it becomes

لَہ

(LaHoo). The invocation of

ل
لَہ
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( لLaam) of ( لَہLaHoo) is separated

(LaHoo) is the Divine blessing. When second
it becomes

( ُہوHoo) and invocation of ( ُہوHoo) is the Divine favour. Hence Allah

says:

ُ

َ ۡۤ
)2:255( َلَا ِالّٰ َہ ِالا ُہو



Meaning: None is worthy of worship but He ()ہو. (2:255)
Seek only Allah, everything other than Allah is lust. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)

PRESENCE
‘Divine presence’ is translation of mystic term Huzoori ()حضوری. It is the presence of soul
and inward of the seeker before Allah specifically during prayers and generally all the
time. Divine presence is gained by the invocation and contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat.
See chapter ‘Divine Presence’.

PREVALENCE
When state of ecstasy becomes perpetual, it is called ‘spiritual prevalence’ (ghalbah )ہبلغ.
See Ecstasy (wajd).
A comparison of ecstasy and prevalence is as follows:
During ecstasy the theophany appears like lightning and disappears immediately whereas
during spiritual prevalence the theophany keeps appearing perpetually. Though the seeker
is unable to recognize this spiritual state. Ecstasy is temporary state whereas spiritual
prevalence is permanent theophany which provides strength to guard the Divine secrets.

PROPHETHOOD AND SAINTHOOD
Sultan Bahoo has narrated a Hadith of the Prophet in his books:

َ
َ َْ ُ َْ
ال ِولَا یَة افض ُل ِم َن الن ُبوَ ِۃ



Meaning: Sainthood is more exalted than Prophethood.
After reading this Hadith it comes into mind that Saints are superior to Prophets but
this is absolutely a wrong connotation. It must be crystal clear that Prophets are superior
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to all mankind. No Saint can reach the status of a Prophet come what may. Sultan Bahoo
says in Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan:
 No one can reach the station of Prophethood other than Prophets.
The exegesis of aforementioned Hadith is that Prophets were chosen from the group of
Saints so they were initially Saints. If any Prophet had not been a Saint then he would not
have been the Prophet. Therefore the essence of Hadith is that sainthood is the origin of
Prophethood. Shaikh al-Akbar Mohiyuddin ibn Arabi explains the Hadith as:
 All Saints are not Messengers or Prophets but all Messengers and Prophets are Saints.
(Fusus al-Hikam)

 When it is said that ‘Sainthood is more exalted than Prophethood’ then of course it does
not mean that a Saint is superior to a Prophet. Rather it has entirely a different
interpretation. It means that the Prophet is perfect in his sainthood as his sainthood led
to his Prophethood or it is the origin of Prophethood. In other words the sainthood of
a Prophet is more exalted and prior to his own Prophethood. (Fusus al-Hikam)

RAFIDHI
The Arabic word Rafidhi ( )رایضفliterally means ‘rejectors’ or ‘those who refuse’. It is a
sect which does not love the sacred Companions.

REFLECTION
Refers to the mystic term fikr ()رکف. It is the power of thought and cognition which is one
of the means to obtain the gnosis of Allah.

RENUNCIATION
Tark ()رتک: Renunciation means to renounce everything which distracts the seeker from
Allah. It does not mean to abandon world exoterically but it refers to renounce it only
esoterically. A seeker may have the wealth and worldly relations but they must not become
a veil between him and Allah. The bottom line is that one should not have love of the
world in his inward.

SAINT
Saint is translated from Wali ()ویل. Plural is Auliya ()اوایل. It literally means friend of Allah.
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SALAWAT
Muslims invoke blessings, peace and salutations upon their beloved Prophet Mohammad
through different beautiful words, all of which are a form of Salawat. Allah and angels
also send blessings upon Prophet Mohammad as mentioned in Quran:

ُ
ّٰ َ
َ َ
َ َُ
َ
َ ُ ُ
َ
)33:56( ِان الل َہ َو َم ٰٓل ِئک َتہ یُ َصلوۡ َن َعلی الن ِب ِی ؕ ٰۤیای َہا ال ِذیۡ َن ّٰا َمنوۡا َصلوۡا َعل ۡی ِہ َو َس ِل ُموۡا ت ۡس ِل ۡی ًما



Meaning: Surely Allah and (all) His angels send blessings and greetings on the Holy
Prophet. O believers! Invoke blessings on him and salute him with a worthy salutation of
peace abundantly (and fervently). (33:56)
Salawat used in this book is sall’Allahu alayhi wa’alihi wasallam which means ‘Peace
and salutations upon him and his progeny.’

SARWARI QADRI ORDER
The Sarwari Qadri order is named so because Sarwari means to pledge allegiance to
Prophet Mohammad who is the chief (Sarwar) of the universe and Qadri means to follow
the path of Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani. Sultan Bahoo says:
 Sarwari Qadri is actually the one who pledges allegiance to Prophet Mohammad. All
the evils are removed from him and he is blessed with Divine favour to adopt the
Mohammadan sharia. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
It must be clarified that Sarwari Qadri order is the purest form of Qadri order and is not
simply an offshoot. Moreover this order has changed its name many times in the past. For
complete history and detail see chapter ‘Sarwari Qadri Order’.

SATANIC WHISPERER
نن

Satanic whisperer (khannas  )خَسis a hidden attacker. Allah says in sura an-Naas:
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Meaning: Beseech, “I seek refuge with the Lord of (the whole of) mankind, Who is the
King of (all) mankind, Who is the God of the (whole) human race, from the evil of the
satanic whisperer who hides himself withdrawing (from the influence of Allah’s
invocation), who whispers into the inwards of mankind, whether he (the whispering
Satan) comes from the jinn or mankind.” (114:1-6)
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There is a Hadith of the Prophet:
“Satan appearing in the form of man is more dangerous than Satan in the appearance of
jinn.”
Satanic whisper is an evil thought that arises in the inward. There are two doors of
inward, upper door is connected to the body and lower door is connected to the soul.
Satan sits on these two doors making a web like spider and whispers in the inward.
Satanic whisperer is like a python which has poisoned spikes on its tail. Through these
spikes he puts venomous thoughts in the inward and darkens it. Satanic whisperer becomes
weak with invocation and contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and thus the inward is purified.
The negligence in invocation and contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat reinforces satanic
whisperer and its harmful effect increases manifold. There are many kinds of satanic
whispers but the most dangerous attack on the path of Faqr is creating mistrust about the
perfect spiritual guide. Mostly Satan whispers evil to lead the seeker against the spiritual
guide.
It is narrated in sura an-Naas and the Hadith that devil can be a jinn or a human being.
Name of the jinn who refused to prostrate before Prophet Adam and was rejected and
accursed is Satan (Iblis). He is the absolute representation of depravity and inciting
innerself. He misleads human beings by means of the innerself. Other devils are his
progeny. They were born when Satan took control over inciting innerself and then married
the evil lust of innerself in the world of bestial qualities. Human devil is more dangerous
than the jinn. Devil has ninety-nine appearances and every appearance has infinite
dimensions. It requires a vast description to explain all appearances. Here only seven
appearances will be discussed which are the origin of all appearances. When Satan uses a
person or a group of people as the display of any of his appearances, they become his
agents in the guise of humans and mislead others. The Hadith is about them.
First Appearance: Satan manifests in infidels and the polytheists and persuades them to
worship other than Allah.
Second Appearance: Satan appears as the lust and pleasures of this world. In this
appearance he deceives common Muslims. Initially he traps them in the pleasures of lust
and bestial desires which attract the darker side of human nature. Satan makes them blind
esoterically, consequently they drown in worldly lust forever and become the agent of
Satan.
Third Appearance: In this appearance Satan tricks pious people. He presents their virtuous
deeds adorned in front of them and instigates narcissism. They fall prey to it and become
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arrogant and do not listen to advices anymore. It is described in detail in the chapter
‘Human Evils and Sins’.
Fourth Appearance: As deeds are judged by intentions, in this appearance Satan pollutes
intentions, especially of the actions which are done for Allah and poisons them with
pretence. He uses this appearance to entrap the pious and virtuous. Satan whispers them
to exhibit their virtuous deeds in front of others so that people may be attracted towards
the right path and start following them. In this way Satan gradually changes their pure
intentions into evil and misleads them from straight path. Pretence has been discussed in
detail in the chapter ‘Pretence’.
Fifth Appearance: It is the knowledge of Satan which was his fatal flaw. It is very
difficult to save oneself from this appearance. Satan misleads scholars with this tactic. It
is far easier for Satan to mislead scholars than illiterates. Satan confesses that it is easy
for him to lead thousands of scholars astray as compared to an illiterate. The prominent
example is of sectarianism. Every sect is founded by some religious scholar.
Sixth Appearance: Satan attacks the sincere seekers with this appearance. He makes them
lazy and discourages them leading to negligence.
Seventh Appearance: In this appearance Satan attacks the truthful, Saints and Mystics
except those who are safeguarded by Allah Himself. Lovers of Allah fully identify the
tricks of Satan so they remain unharmed. Rather recognizing the satanic tricks makes them
progress swiftly on spiritual path.
Satan comes to every pious and sinner at the time of death to mislead.
Satan has following weapons:







Negligence is the sword of Satan (It is described in chapter titled ‘Human Evils and
Sins’)
Lust is the arrow of Satan (It is also described in ‘Human Evils and Sins’)
Appetite for power is the fort of Satan
Ignorance is his ride
Fun and sport, materialistic pleasures, wine, debauch and needless talk are his armaments
Women are his force and he does not have better weapon than women

There are specific times and circumstances when Satan attacks more than usual and
chances of his success relatively increase. For example at night, during anger, quarrels
and while putting false accusation. It is important to mention that neither Satan restricts
himself to single approach to entrap others nor instigates people towards a particular sin
repeatedly. Rather he allures people with different approaches. When he fails to incite
someone for a sin then he attracts him towards a different sin, if he fails in second attempt he
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provokes towards some other sin. In this way Satan keeps trying to trap a person
throughout his life until death. The sole purpose of Satan is to mislead mankind by any
means and to involve them in sin no matter whatever the sin is.
Remember! The inciting innerself attacks secretly. It is so stubborn that it never leaves its
pleasures and desires. It ultimately compels the person to taste that pleasure. As the
reality of innerself is not evil therefore after facing successive failures it repents, hence its
reformation starts by the light of righteousness. But Satan (either human or jinn) is not
destined to righteousness.

SEPARATION
Separation (tajrid  )رجتدیis the stage where the seeker becomes separated from each and
everything by crossing all the spiritual stations. He gains salvation from Satan and
innerself and achieves the station of Divine presence. Being successful in the court of
Allah, he attains the state of peaceful innerself. Satan has no access to this level.
See Isolation (tafrid).

SHRINE CARETAKER
Sajjada Nashin ( )اجسدہ نیشنis responsible for all the matters related to the shrine of a Saint.
Mostly he is son of the Saint because as per inheritance laws of Pakistan shrine of a Saint
is inherited by his son. He may or may not be a Saint himself. Usually he is misunderstood
as the spiritual successor of the Saint. However there is a great difference between the
spiritual successor and shrine caretaker. Spiritual successor inherits spiritual treasures
while a shrine caretaker inherits material assets. It does not mean that sons of a Saint are
not capable of sainthood. A few have reached sainthood in the Sarwari Qadri order. One
example is of Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani’s son, Shaikh Sayyid Abdul Razzaq Jilani who
is the sixteenth guide in Sarwari Qadri order. See chapter ‘The Perfect Spiritual Guide’.

SIX SUBTLETIES
Six subtleties (al-lataif as-sitta  )لِائف ستہhave gained importance in the contemporary
age. Some mystic ways are very specific to awake them by the strikes of different
invocations on different points of body. These subtleties are:
1) The innerself (nafs )نفس
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2) The inward (qalb )قلب
3) The soul (ruh )روح
4) The secret (sir’r ) ِسر
5) The hidden (khafi )خفی
ّٰ
6) The concealed (akhfa )اخفی
According to the Saints of Naqshbandi order, there are certain spots in human body which
are specific in their effect and colour. They suggest numerous mystic exercises to enlighten
them. In Naqshbandi order the enlightenment of all six subtleties is called as the ‘sultan
of invocations’. However Sultan Bahoo has not mentioned them in detail in his books,
neither has he pointed out their colour or location in the body nor he discusses any mystic
exercise or invocation to enlighten them.
In Sarwari Qadri order, pledging allegiance to the perfect spiritual guide and invocation

ُ

of Hoo ( )ہوthrough breath, contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and inscribing Allah's
name on the body under his supervision are sufficient to enlighten them. According to Sultan

ُ

Bahoo invocation of Hoo ( )ہوis the ‘sultan of invocations’. By the grace of Allah and
attention of the perfect spiritual guide the contemplation and invocation gradually shift
from one subtlety to the other. Ultimately the seeker is stationed at the level of the
Universal Divine Man. Sultan Bahoo says:
 The seeker is stationed at the level of the Universal Divine Man when his innerself,
inward, soul and secret become one. (Aqal-e-Baydar)

SLAVEHOOD
Slavehood is literal translation of word ubudiyah ()عبودیت. This slavery is specific to Allah
only where a believer accepts Him without making partners and with no objections upon
His will and commandments. When a true seeker becomes the Universal Divine Man, he
is a slave of Allah outwardly but in reality he is the Divine Essence.
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SLAVE OF ALLAH
Slave of Allah is the literal meaning of the Arabic word abd ()عبد. It should not be
confused with generally understood concept on slavery. This slave is the one who is forever
obedient to Allah and worships Him solely.

SOBRIETY
Sobriety (suhw  )صحوis coming out of the state of spiritual intoxication and frenzy.
See Intoxication (sukr) and Frenzy (masti).
A comparison between them is as under:
Shaikh Wasti says that the ecstasy has four stations:





Station of search
Station of astonishment
Intoxication and frenzy
Sobriety

It can be explained with an example. There is an individual who gets information about
the ocean from someone. Then he moves towards the ocean. He enters it and is surrounded
by waves. According to this example, till the time the individual feels presence of waves
(or is affected by spiritual states), he is at the station of intoxication. There comes a time
when he does not get influenced by waves (or states) although he is still in the ocean.
This is the station of ‘sobriety’.
Spiritual intoxication and frenzy are blessed to men of inward while sobriety is the state
of those who witness hidden realities during intoxication and frenzy but remain poised.

SOUL
Allah says in the Quran:

ُ ُ
َ َ ۡ ۡ
َ َ ُ
ُ ۡۤ
َ
)17:85(َو یَ ۡسـَٔلوۡنک َع ِن الر ۡو ِح ؕ ق ِل الرُ ۡو ُح ِم ۡن ا ۡمرِ َرب ِ ۡی َو َما ا ۡو ِت ۡی ُت ۡم ِم َن ال ِعل ِم ِالا ق ِل ۡیلًا



Meaning: And they (the disbelievers) ask you about the soul. Say, “The soul is from my
Lord’s command, and you have been given but a very little knowledge.” (17:85)
The word knowledge in this verse has been used in general. It is not specific for the
knowledge of soul rather it is about all kinds of knowledge with which the Holy Prophet
was blessed. It is the soul which makes the body alive and death occurs when soul leaves
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the body. Hence soul is the real life. Every living thing has soul. The soul of animals is
superior to the soul of plants and the soul of human beings is superior to the soul of
animals. The soul of human being possesses following different states:


Divine soul (ar-ruh al-qudsi ) رو ِح قدسی: Allah manifested this soul in the realm of
Divinity (alam al-LaHoot) in the most beautiful form. This soul is the secret of Allah
as He says, “Man is My secret and I am his secret.” The Holy Prophet indicates
towards the same in the Hadith:
“I am from the light of Allah and all the creation is from my light.”
This soul is the special command of Allah. It was not created with Divine command
‘Be’ thus it is not a creature. It is the same soul which was breathed into Prophet
Adam and angels prostrated it. It is not affected by the imperfections of creatures. This
is the very soul which is the medium to Divine vision. Allah says:

Meaning: And breathe My Soul into him. (15:29)

ۡ ََ
ُ
)15:29(َو نفخ ُت فِ ۡی ِہ ِم ۡن ر ۡوحِ ۡی



ّٰ
َ ََ ُ ُ َ ََ
)2:115(ِفایۡنمَا توَلوۡا فثم َو ۡج ُہ اللہ



Meaning: So whichever direction you turn to, there is Divine Countenance. (2:115)

ُ
ٌ
)2:148( َو ل ِک ٍل ِو ۡج َہة ُہوَ ُموَل ِۡی َہا



Meaning: And there is for everyone a countenance; he turns to the same. (2:148)
In verse 115 and 148 of sura al-Baqarah, word ‘countenance’ ( ) َو ۡج ُہdenotes the same
soul which is present in everything. That is why it is called Divine soul, soul of the
souls, Divine secret and Essence. This is the Divine Trust and the most exalted soul.
Exalted soul is the Essence of Allah, so no one can understand the reality of this soul
but Allah. Divine soul adorns the dress of respective realm wherever it is descended.


The kingly soul (ar-ruh as-sultaniِ )رو ِح سلِانی: Divine soul is descended to the realm of
power (alam al-jabarut) where it is cladded in the dress of this realm and is called the
‘kingly soul’.



The celestial soul (ar-ruh an-nurani  رو ِح نورانیor ar-ruh ar-ruhani )رو ِح روحانی: Afterwards the
kingly soul is descended to the realm of angels (alam al-malakut) where it is covered
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in the dress of this realm and is called ‘the celestial soul’. It is kept safe until its
descent to the physical world. Unveiling, inspiration and true dreams belong to this
world.


Soul directly related to the physical body or bestial soul (ar-ruh al-jismani رو ِح جسمانی
or ar-ruh al-hewani )رو ِح حیوانی: The celestial soul is descended to the physical world
(alam an-nasut) where it wears the dress of this realm and is called the soul directly
related to the physical body or bestial soul. Furthermore a dress made up of four
elements (body) is prepared for this soul in order to protect it in the physical world.
Afterwards this soul is breathed into the body. This soul consists of two levels:

a. Bestial soul is created from essence of four elements after various transformations so
that it can easily permeate the body of four elements. It enables the body to accept life
and creates movement in the body. It is present in flesh and bones like the fire in
coal. The Divine soul is connected to the body through bestial soul. The body
becomes dead when this soul leaves it. This relation can be exemplified by a tree
whose roots have been cut, hence it becomes dry and dies. Heart, brain and liver are
the base of this soul. Medical science has access to this soul only that is why it is also
called corporeal soul. Science neither has knowledge about other souls nor access
b. Soul directly related to the physical body is an additional cover on the bestial soul. A
reflection of the light of Allah is cast on this soul. It can also be said that the Omniscient
sheds the theophany of knowledge upon the sperm which then completes the creation
of human being in the womb of a mother. That is why it is also called the human
soul.
Success is to ascend to the realm of Divinity travelling through all the realms and reach
the Divine soul to have vision of Allah. Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani says in his book Sirr
al-Asrar:
 Allah manifested Divine soul in the realm of Divinity in the most beautiful form. At
the same time He intended to descend human being to the physical world according
to verse 5 of sura at-Tin:

َ َ ّٰ َ ُ
ْ
)9 5 :5( ثم َر َد ۡدن ُہ ا ْسف َل ّٰس ِف ِلی َن



Meaning: Then We returned him to the lowest of the low. (95:5)
Human was descended to the lowest of the low so that alienation from his origin
(realm of Divinity) may create in him the passion of Divine love. Due to dominance
of this passion he would struggle for closeness of Allah. As a result he would be
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exalted to the great station of truthfulness. This is the station of Prophets and Saints.
Divine soul is descended to the realm of power with the seed of Oneness (Ism-eAllah Zaat). Then it is descended to the angelic realm where it wears the dress of this
world and is kept safe till its descent to the physical world. Then soul is descended to
the physical world where dress made of four elements is prepared for it. This dress
safeguards the subtle soul in the physical world.





Real soul is the Divine soul.
As per the dress of realm of power it is named as the kingly soul.
As per the dress of realm of angels it is named as celestial soul.
As per the dress of physical world it is named as bestial soul or soul directly
related to the physical body. (Sirr al-Asrar)

Success of human being lies in reaching the realm of Divinity (real homeland) by
crossing all realms and stations.
Ibn Arabi narrates as follows:
 Exoteric self of a person is his body whereas esoteric self is soul. Soul and body are
different entities although human being is singular. Therefore human being is a
combination of two opposite components. It is clear that whichever component
dominates the other, the attributes of that component prevail in human being and
suppress the attributes of other component. If body is fed and soul is ignored, then the
soul becomes weak and body strong. Consequently animalistic attributes overcome
the qualities of soul. Likewise when soul is nourished (with Ism-e-Allah Zaat), the
attributes of soul prevail in the existence of human being. (Fusus al-Hikam)
 True religion is the name of supremacy of soul over body. (Fusus al-Hikam)
The only way to reach realm of Divinity is invocation and contemplation of Ism-e-Allah
Zaat provided it is gained from the perfect spiritual guide. As Iqbal says:

اے اطرئِ الھُ یت اِس رزق ےس ومت ایھچ
سج رزق ےس آ یت وہ رپواز ںیم وکاتیہ
Explanation: O the bird of realm of Divinity! Death is better than to opt for such an
invocation which does not provide you the required spiritual sustenance and prevents you
from reaching your homeland. (Bal-e-Jibril)
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SPIRITUAL GLANCE
Refers to the Sufi term nigah ( )اگنہwhich is the powerful glance of the perfect spiritual
guide with which he can change the inward states.

SPIRITUAL GUIDE
Murshid ()رمدش, Shaikh ( )خیشand Pir ()ریپ: Used for both perfect and imperfect spiritual
guide.
THE PERFECT SPIRITUAL GUIDE ()رمدش اکلم المک: Shortened from the perfect and
accomplished spiritual guide. He is the leader of the spiritual order and the one who
adorns the throne of Divine guidance and persuasion. He grants his disciples sultan of
invocations Hoo, contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and Ism-e-Mohammad along with
the method to inscribe Allah’s name on the body with finger. He is the embodiment of
the Divine Essence and all His attributes. The bond with the spiritual guide and having
faith in him is of utmost importance. It is impossible to walk the path of Sufism without a
spiritual guide nor is such an example found in history. Without him one cannot even
trace the fragrance of Faqr. A propaganda of contemporary age is that the spiritual guide
who is perfect and accomplished no longer exists. Sultan Bahoo says in this regard:
 Most of the scholars deprave the common Muslims by saying that there are no Saints
and true spiritual guides in this age who are capable to give the Divine guidance so
one should use the medium of knowledge and the books of religion as the spiritual
guide. What they say is absolutely false. Knowledge is just the light of the path while
spiritual guide is like the custodian and companion of the path who saves the seeker
from the trap of inciting innerself, Satan and distractions of life. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed
Kalan)

IMPERFECT SPIRITUAL GUIDE: Fake and imperfect spiritual guides have defamed
Sufis by disguising like them for merely selfish purposes to gain worldly wealth, fame
and respect. These pseudo guides should be avoided at any cost as they lead the seeker
far away from Allah instead of taking towards Him. Sign of imperfect guides as told by
Sultan Bahoo is that they keep their disciples involved in exoteric worships and lengthy
recitals.
See chapter ‘The Perfect Spiritual Guide’.
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SPIRITUAL SIGHT
Refers to the mystic term nazar ( )رظنwhich is specific for the effective sight of the perfect
spiritual guide with which he cleanses and purifies the soul and inward of his disciples as
well as imparts the inner knowledge.

STABILITY
Spiritual stability (tamkin  )نیکمتis a permanent spiritual station unlike spiritual transformation.
Spiritual stability means that the seeker has permanently achieved a particular spiritual
station and is not dominated by variegation of states.
See Transformation (talwin).

STAGES
Maqamat ()اقمتم: It refers to the different spiritual stages and ranks on the path of Faqr.
Sultan Bahoo says:
 Perseverance is better than elevated stages and miracles. (Ain-ul-Faqr)

STATES
The spiritual guide overwhelms the inward of a seeker with different esoteric conditions
by his spiritual attention or invocation and contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. Such
conditions are called spiritual states (Ahwal )اوحال. These are temporary and keep changing.

STATION
Contrary to the spiritual states, spiritual station (maqam  )اقممis the point where spiritual
state becomes permanent. For example at initial stage, the seeker temporarily experiences
annihilation but immediately reverts to normal. It is the spiritual state of annihilation. If
the state of annihilation becomes perpetual and seeker’s humanly attributes are annihilated
fully then he has achieved the station of annihilation.

STATION OF NO STATION
Station of no station comes from the Arabic term la-makan ()لامکان. It refers to the
universe of Command which consists of realm of Incomparable and Unknowable, realm
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of First Manifestation and the realm of Divinity. These are the stations beyond time and
space.
See ‘Sufi cosmology’.

STATION OF SPIRITUAL SUBSTITUTION
Refers to mystic term martbah naem-ul-badul ()رمہبت معن ادبلل: Sultan Bahoo says in his
books, “Spiritual guide grants his seeker the station of spiritual substitution.”
It means that the spiritual guide changes the nature of his seeker. Although it is said that
nature cannot be changed but in Faqr it is verily possible. First of all the esoteric self of a
seeker is spiritually groomed and the ‘esoteric self’ is actually the ‘nature’ of the seeker.
Spiritual guide purifies the seeker from all evils and enlightens him with desirable
attributes by invocation and contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. It is the first level of
spiritual substitution. The final level is that the entities of spiritual guide and seeker
become one. A spiritual guide has three kinds of descendants.
Biological descendants: As the term explains these descendants are biologically related to
the spiritual guide.
Spiritual descendants: They are the seekers whose inward follows their spiritual guide’s
inward and eventually become like him but according to the level at which each seeker is
stationed. They gain blessing of Faqr in accordance to their desire. They are called the
spiritual descendants.
Superior Spiritual Successor: He is only one. He is the perfect seeker who reaches ultimate
spiritual level by following his spiritual guide and gains oneness with him. It is the actual
level of spiritual substitution where the spiritual guide substitutes the seeker’s personality
with his own. At this station the spiritual guide becomes the essence of the seeker.
The spiritual guide of Bulleh Shah was Arain by caste and he himself was Sayyid. On
reaching the station of oneness with his spiritual guide Bulleh Shah uttered:

ڑہیجا اسونں دّیس دسے دوزخ نلم زساایئں
وج وکیئ اسونں اراںیئ آےھک یتشہب اگنیپں اپایئں
Explanation: Whoever calls me Sayyid, may he be damned to hell and whoever calls me
Arain, be blessed with heaven.
Sultan Bahoo narrates about this station:
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 َم رُمدش ِدِایں ی،ِےج وتں اچںیہ ودحت رب ِد
ُھ
ِ تَں
ُھ
ِ ُگ ویھتن ھبس ایلکں

رُمدش ططوںُں رکے اظنرہ

ُھ
ِ اِاہنں گلَں وِوچں ہِک الہل وہیس ُگ انزک ُگ ایلھپں
Explanation: If you want to gain oneness and union with Allah then you must serve your
spiritual guide and follow him esoterically and exoterically. When a spiritual guide blesses
his seekers, all sincere seekers who are like buds, bloom into flowers having fragrance of
Oneness of Allah (reach their respective destination). These are spiritual descendants.
Among them there is the most special seeker who is distinguished from all others like a
tulip. It is such a flower which grows only upwards and does not stoop towards the soil.
That seeker is the exact manifestation of his spiritual guide and is distinct in the knowledge
of Oneness which makes him prominent among all seekers. In other words he is the
superior spiritual successor.
It is also pointed out in the Hadith:

َْم ْن َس َل َک َعلّٰی طَ ِریْ ِق ْی َف ُہوَ ّٰالِی



Meaning: Whoever follows my path, is my descendant.

STATIONS OR LEVELS OF SPIRITUALITY
The four stations or levels are:
STATION OF SHARIA: Station of sharia ( )شریعةis in the physical world from where the
seeker’s soul starts its journey following the Islamic law purely for the sake of Allah and
with the special help of the spiritual guide who develops the seeker’s insight.
STATION OF MYSTICISM: The second station of soul's ascension is called tariqa ()طریقة
and it is in the angelic realm. The soul is purified by the perfect spiritual guide and travels
towards the next station.
STATION OF REALITY: It is the third station in ascending order of the soul’s journey
of Faqr after being purified and covering the preceding two stations, sharia and mysticism,
by the guidance of perfect spiritual guide. It is in the realm of power and is called haqiqa
()حقیقة.
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STATION OF GNOSIS: It is the fourth station of soul’s ascension and is called marifa
()معرفة. This station is in the realm of Divinity, the true homeland of the soul from where
it progresses towards Divine Unity by the total attention of the spiritual guide.
The Holy Prophet said about these four levels, “My words are sharia, my actions are
mysticism (tariqa), my inward states are reality (haqiqa) and my secrets are the gnosis
(marifa).”

STRAIGHT PATH
The Quranic term Sirat-e-Mustaqeem (صراط مستقیم
ِ ) means the straight path, right path or
righteous path. The first sura of Quran al-Fatihah defines the straight path as the path of
those special men of Allah upon whom He bestowed His favour. It is the path which leads
directly to Allah.

SPIRITUAL SUCCESSOR
There are two types of successors:
SUPERIOR SPIRITUAL SUCCESSOR (al-khalifa al-akbar )خلیفہ اکبر: He is the supreme
successor to the Sarwari Qadri order. He is the reflection of not only all the attributes of
Allah but also represents the Essence. This term should not be confused with ‘shrine
caretaker’ who is the son of a Saint only but superior or supreme spiritual successor may
or may not be the son.
JUNIOR SPIRITUAL SUCCESSORS (al-khalifa al-asghar )خلفاءاصغر: Junior spiritual
successors are chosen by the perfect and accomplished spiritual guide who trains them
spiritually and after blessing them with one or more of his attributes appoints at different
places to guide people.
Superior successor, junior successors and shrine caretaker are discussed in detail in chapter
‘The Perfect Spiritual Guide’.

SUFI COSMOLOGY
The Sufis have described six realms of Divine descent or soul’s ascension to Allah. In
descending order they are as follows;
a)

REALM OF INCOMPARABLE AND UNKNOWABLE
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Arabic alam al-HaHooiyat (عالم ہاہویت
ِ ): It is the first realm in Sufi cosmology where
the Divine Essence is in transcendent form. Simply to understand, here the Essence is
called Hoo. It is also called alam al-Ahadiyah (عالم احدیت
ِ ), the realm of Transcendent
Unity.
b)

REALM OF FIRST MANIFESTATION

Arabic alam al-YaHoot (عالم یاہوت
ِ ): It is the second realm in Sufi cosmology. Here
the Mohammadan light manifested for the very first time from the transcendent Divine
light. It is also called alam al-Wahdah (عالم وحدۃ
ِ ), the realm of Divine Solitude.
c)

REALM OF DIVINITY

Arabic alam al-LaHoot (عالم لاہوت
ِ ): It is the third realm. Here the Mohammadan light
manifested in the form of Divine soul (ar-ruh al-qudsi  )رو ِح قدسیwhich is the essence
and origin of all human souls. When soul ascends to this realm, it is blessed with the
Divine vision which is impossible in lower realms. It is also called alam alWahidiyah (عالم واحدیت
ِ ), the realm of Divine Uniqueness.
These three realms are collectively called the universe of Command (alam al-Amr

عالم امر
ِ ).
d) REALM OF POWER

Arabic alam al-jabarut (عالم جبروت
ِ ): It is the fourth one. It is the realm of
manifestation of all human souls from the Divine soul. Here the soul is without any
form. It is also called alam al-arwah (عالم ارواح
ِ ), the realm of souls.
e)

ANGELIC REALM

In Arabic it is alam al-malakut (عالم ملکوت
ِ ). Here souls manifest in intangible
symbolic forms. Dreams are related to this world. It is also called alam al-mithal
(عالم مثال
ِ ), the realm of metaphorical forms.
f)

THE PHYSICAL WORLD/ REALM OF BODIES

Alam an-nasut (عالم ناسوت
ِ ) or alam al-ajsam (عالم اجسام
ِ ): It refers to the material
universe which is the last in Sufi cosmology.
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The last three realms are collectively called universe of creation (alam al-khalq عالم
ِ

)الخلق.
The steps of Sufi cosmology or Divine descent in books Tohfa Mursala Sharif4 and Fusus
al-Hikam5 are: (1) Realm of Incomparable and Unknowable (2) Realm of First
Manifestation (3) Realm of Divinity (4) The realm of power (5) The angelic realm (6)
The physical world. Whereas Sultan Bahoo in Risala Roohi Sharif has placed ‘angelic
realm (Malakut)’ at fourth and ‘realm of power (Jabarut)’ at fifth. The difference
between the two is that of Divine descent and ascension.

SUFI HIERARCHY
ِ ): Whatsoever is present in exoteric world is the reflection of
Nizam-e-takwin (اظنم وکتنی
esoteric world. It is proven according to Sufism that there is a spiritual system which is run
by the chosen slaves of Allah. Whatsoever happens in this world is just the implementation
of decisions taken in the spiritual world. Sultan Bahoo has not given much detail in his
books but he gives some hints about this system which are discussed below:


The incident of Khidr and Prophet Moses has been narrated in sura al-Kahf. Sultan
Bahoo calls Khidr the representative of esoteric world and Moses the representative
of exoteric world.



Sultan Bahoo has narrated a Hadith in Ain-ul-Faqr and other books in which there is
a reference of forty Abdals, twenty-two remain present in Syria and eighteen in Iraq.



In some of his books he also mentions a Hadith related by Abdullah ibn Masud in
which the Prophet said, “There are three hundred slaves of Allah whose inwards are
like Prophet Adam, forty whose inwards are like Prophet Moses and seven whose
inwards are like Prophet Abraham. Further there are five slaves whose inwards are
like Angel Gabriel, three whose inwards are like Angel Michael and there is only one
slave whose inward is like that of Angel Raphael.”

Total strength becomes three hundred and fifty-six. Sultan Bahoo has also discussed the
system of esoteric world in detail in his book Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan. He writes:

4
5

Book by Shaikh Abu Saeed Mubarak Makhzoomi
Book by Ibn Arabi
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 In Manafah Anas ibn Malik relates that the Prophet said, “There will always be forty
Abdals in my umma, twenty-two in Syria and eighteen in Iraq. When an Abdal dies, a
new one is appointed. This will continue till the doomsday.”
The strength of Abdals will not be lessened than forty in any case. They all will die
just before the Judgment Day. Alongside there is a hierarchy of three hundred and
fifty six Saints who are always present in the world. It includes three hundred Abtals,
forty Abdals, seven Sayaah, five Autad, three Qutb and one Ghawth (Qutb-ul-Aqtab).
This strength of Saints is never decreased rather it is increased in case of calamities.
There are three hundred Saints who are known as Abtal (the refuters) as they have
refuted the path of lust and evil. Then there are forty Saints who are called Abdals
(the changed ones) as they have changed their undesirable traits into desirable ones.
Sayaah (the travellers) are seven in number and they keep travelling in different areas
to help the people in trouble according to the will of Allah. No one from the above
mentioned three hundred and forty seven is appointed on the throne of Divine
guidance and persuasion. There are nine more Saints who are appointed on the throne
of Divine guidance and persuasion. They are annihilated in Allah because of excessive
theophanies of Divine Essence and attributes. Allah appoints them for the guidance of
the imperfect and keeps testing them due to which their status keeps changing. First
five are called Autad (the pegs), three are al-Qutb (the spiritual pivot) and the top
most is called Qutb-ul-Aqtab (the universal pivot) and he is the heir of the Prophet.

SUFI TRANSCRIPT
The Arabic word malfuzat ( )ملفوظاتmeans collection of the sayings of Saints gathered
and recorded by his disciples. It may also include all other kinds of information about the
Saint.

ُ

SULTAN OF INVOCATIONS, HOO ہو
It is called Sultan-ul-Azkar ( )سلِان الاذکارand is the final stage of invocation of Ism-e-Allah
Zaat which swiftly elevates the soul to Allah. There is no invocation superior to it. Ibn
Arabi writes in al-Futuhat al-Makkiyya:
 Hoo

is the most elevated and the ultimate invocation of Mystics.
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SULTAN-UL-FAQR
The term Sultan-ul-Faqr ( )اطلسن ارقفلor ‘Sultan of Faqr’ was first introduced by Sultan
Bahoo in his famous work Risala Roohi Sharif. There are seven personalities who hold
this status. They are ranked at the highest degree of excellence in oneness with Allah and
are distinguished among all the Saints.
See chapter ‘Sultan-ul-Faqr’ for details.

TASTE
Taste (dhawq  )ذوقis to become ecstatic by the eternal Divine vision. See Yearning for
the Beloved (shawq).

THRONE OF DIVINE GUIDANCE AND PERSUASION
For the mystic phrase Masnad-e-Talqeen-o-Irshad ()مسندتلقین وارشاد. The Universal Divine
Man holds this spiritual throne for the guidance of the seekers of Allah on the path of
Faqr.

TRANSCENDENCE
For the mystic term Tanzih ()زنتہہی: It refers to the Incomparability of Allah. That is,
although He is manifest in the entire creation yet He is above all, beyond intellect and
perception, and nothing can be likened to Him. The Universal Divine Man is
comprehensive of Immanence and Transcendence.
See Immanence.

TRANSFORMATIONS
Spiritual transformation (talwin  )ولتنیis the station of longing. At this station, the seeker
remains overwhelmed by different spiritual states. He experiences one state then reverts
to his original state and again goes through another state. This continues until he achieves
a particular spiritual station. See Stability (tamkin).
A comparison between spiritual transformation and stability.
The prominent example is the incident of Prophet Joseph and Egyptian women. Women
who cut their fingers on watching Prophet Joseph were at the station of spiritual
transformation as they became overwhelmed and unconscious on watching Joseph.
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Zulaikha was also present there but she remained calm despite of the fact that she loved
Joseph intensely. In fact by watching his beauty again and again she had become strong
enough to tolerate it. Neither she became unconscious and cut her fingers nor did she utter
anything unintentionally like other women, though her love for Joseph was intensifying
day by day. Hence Zulaikha was at the station of spiritual stability. A seeker is blessed
with esoteric marvels of Messengers in the state of spiritual stability which he cannot
achieve at the station of transformation.

TRIALS
The inward of seeker is tested with unbearable esoteric states and distress. These are
called ‘spiritual trials’. It is Allah Who confers these states upon His seekers. For example
fear, grief, spiritual contraction etc. Undoubtedly it is an exalted station as Allah says:

ُ ُ ّٰ
َۡ
ََ ٌ َۡ
ۡ اُولٰٓئ َک ال َ ِذیۡ َن
)49 :3(ام َت َح َن الل ُہ قلوۡبَ ُہ ۡم ل ِلتق ّٰوی ؕ ل َ ُہ ۡم مغ ِف َرۃ و ا ۡج ٌر َع ِظ ۡی ٌم
ِ



Meaning: It is they whose inwards Allah has tested for piety and permeated with sincerity.
For them alone is forgiveness and an immense reward. (49:3)
See Affliction (bala).
A comparison between spiritual trials and affliction:
It is important to mention that the station of affliction is superior to that of trial because
trials are related with inward only whereas afflictions are related with both inward and
outward.

TRUST
‘Divine Trust’, ‘Trust of Faqr’ or ‘Trust’ (Amanat  )اامتنis the spiritual treasure of Faqr.
When Allah offered His Trust to the skies, earth and mountains, they declined to bear it
as they did not have its capability. Not only skies but their inhabitants were also unable to
accept it. It was only human being who accepted the Trust. Divine Trust is the
manifestation of the Essence of Allah with all of His attributes. It is also called Ism-eAllah Zaat as Ism-e-Allah Zaat is the Essence of Allah Who manifested Himself in the
Universal Divine Man.

َ َ َ ََ َ َۡ َ ۡ َ َ َ
ُ الس ّٰم ّٰوت َو الۡاَ ۡرض َو الۡج َبال َفاَبَی ۡ َن اَ ۡن یَ ۡحم ۡل َن َہا َو اَ ۡش َف ۡق َن م ۡن َہا َو َحمَ َل َہا الۡان ۡ َس
ؕ ان
ِانا عرضنا الامانة علی
ِ
ِ
ِ
ِ
ِ ِ ِ
َُ َ َ َ
)33:72(ان ظلوۡ ًما َج ُہوۡلًا
ِانہ ک
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Meaning: Indeed We offered the Trust to the heavens and the earth and the mountains,
but they declined to bear this and felt scared of it, but man took it on. Verily he is ever so
cruel (towards his innerself) and ignorant (of his highest rank near Allah). (33:72)
This reality can be explained by an example. When we stand in front of an opaque wall,
we do not see our reflection because it does not have the ability to reflect. When we stand
in front of a transparent glass, it also does not show our reflection. However when we
stand in front of a mirror which is opaque on one side and transparent on the other, it
reflects our clear image. It means that mirror has the ability to reflect due to its
transparency as well as opaqueness but wall being opaque and glass being transparent do
not have the quality to reflect. Similarly the skies and their inhabitants could not accept
Divine Trust as they are like a completely transparent glass due to their subtlety. Whereas
the earth and mountains along with their inhabitants could not accept Divine Trust because
they are like an opaque wall. Human being accepted the Trust as he is like mirror which
is transparent from one side and opaque on the other. Since human being is a combination
of good and evil, he has light of Divine attributes on one side and darkness on the other.
Light is like transparency of glass and darkness is like the opaqueness. ‘Cruel’ in the verse
metaphorically means darkness which is antonym to light. Human being was created in the
last of the whole universe hence is the final level of Divine descent so he possesses
ultimate light as well as darkness which gives him the ability to reflect. It is the same
capability of human being due to which he could accept Divine Trust.
In a way human being is ignorant because he is oblivious of everything other than Allah
due to his perfect gnosis about Him which is the result of comprehensiveness of light and
darkness in his esoteric self. Thus he negates everything other than Allah, recognizes
everything with regard to Him and beholds it with His light. Hence he considers the

ً

َُ

creation mortal. By calling him cruel and ignorant ()ظلوۡ ًما َج ُہوۡلا, Allah has in fact admired
His vicegerent.

When reality of the Divine Trust is recognized, it must be kept in mind that Trust always
belongs to the Owner. The one who is entrusted the Trust does not have authority to use it
for his own benefit. The use of Trust as per instructions of its Master is allowed but
against the will of Master is breach of Trust. It is a blunder to consider Trust as one’s
own property. Moreover it is compulsory to return the Trust to its Master in its genuine
state.
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َْ

َ

Human beings were handed over Divine Trust in the best constitution6 ( )ا ْح َس ِن تق ِویْ ٍمand

َْ

َ َ

َ  )ا ْسفfor the test to safeguard the
were descended to earth, the lowest of the low7 (ل ّٰس ِف ِلین
Trust. In this world, the Trust is kept hidden in the inward. There is a veil of darkness of
innerself around it. Satan and world incite the human being to embezzle the Trust.
Successful will be the one who will return the Trust in its original form. The one who will
not safeguard the Trust will be held an offender on the Judgment Day. The way to return
Divine Trust in the pure form is explained in the book.

TRUST UPON ALLAH
Trust upon Allah (tawakkul ِ )وتکentails perfect belief in Allah in all spheres of life. Trust
upon Allah has been discussed in detail in the chapter with the same title. To gain perfect
trust upon Allah one has to cross the station of renunciation.
See Renunciation (tark).

TRUTHFUL
It represents the title Siddiq ( )صدیقand means the man of purity, veracity and one who
upholds the truth. It is the title of Abu Bakr, as Siddiq also means ‘one who verifies’ and
Abu Bakr verified the event of Miraj of the Holy Prophet when many denied it.
Plural of Siddiq ( )صدیقis Siddiqeen ( )صدیقینin Arabic, translated as the truthful. In verse
69 of sura an-Nisa, Allah has mentioned four groups of His chosen men whom He
blessed with His special favour, they are the Prophets, the truthful, the martyrs and the
pious. So the truthful are ranked second to the Prophets of Allah. This group includes the
sacred Companions of the Prophet, Fakirs of Prophet's nation and the perfect Saints.

UNIVERSAL DIVINE MAN
For the Arabic term al-Insan al-Kamil ()الانسان الکامل, the perfect Fakir who has reached the
eventual level of annihilation in Allah and immortality with Him and has been blessed
with all the Divine attributes. He is the absolute manifestation of the Essence of Allah.
Prophet Mohammad is the Universal Divine Man and the Fakirs of his umma who are
6
7

Sura at-Tin, verse 4.
Sura at-Tin, verse 5.
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annihilated in him represent him as the Universal Divine Man of their respective era. They
are appointed on the throne of Divine guidance and persuasion by the Holy Prophet to
guide the seekers of Allah on His path. See chapter ‘The Universal Divine Man’.

UNVEILING
Kashf ()کشف: It literally means unveiling of hidden secrets. It is the Divine light which a
seeker of Allah is blessed with on the path of Faqr. Veils are lifted through excessive
invocation and contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and inscribing it on the body. Due to
this, seeker’s physical sight converts into the spiritual one hence he can see those things
and incidents which others cannot. See chapter ‘Unveiling’.

WAHAM
The spiritual communication or conversation with Allah in the esoteric self whereby the
seeker is truly guided by Allah in different matters. See chapter ‘Waham’.

YEARNING FOR THE BELOVED
Shawq ))وشق: Mystically, yearning for the beloved refers to the extreme desire for Divine
vision. It keeps increasing and one does not satiate even after beholding Him. See Taste
(dhawq).

PART-I

BIOGRAPHY OF
SULTAN BAHOO

SULTAN BAHOO
Sultan-ul-Arifeen Sultan Bahoo, the beloved friend of Allah and the leader of Mystics, is
the Fakir stationed at the highest spiritual level of ‘the master of worlds’. He is the perfect
spiritual guide possessing the absolute light of guidance. He declares:

کمل
ِ،ادہل
ا م اکلم لمکم اجعم مہ ونر
ٰؐ
ل
امکل ا ملکی رمابت ریقف یف اہلل اب ِدخا
Explanation: I am the perfect, accomplished, supreme and comprehensive spiritual guide
possessing the absolute light of guidance and I hold the rank of Fakir who is the master of
worlds. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
The master of worlds Fakir is the highest and ultimate rank of Fakirs. While the perfect
spiritual guide possessing the absolute light of guidance is superior among those who
execute the duty of guiding the seekers of Allah on the Divine path of Faqr and adorn the
throne of Divine guidance and persuasion. These are the most elevated levels of al-Insan
al-Kamil, the Universal Divine Man, and there is no spiritual level higher than these.
Sultan Bahoo is the Sultan of Mystics. His greatest achievement is that he reorganized the
Qadri order of Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani by the title of Sarwari Qadri order and provided
complete knowledge and information about this mystic way through his books for the
guidance of seekers of Allah and travellers of the Divine path, making it easy for them.
Perfect Fakir is the manifestation of Allah and source of His blessings for the creation.
He possesses all the Divine attributes and manifests the light of Allah thus enlightens the
society with Divine light. His khanqah is the centre where soul and innerself of the seekers
of Allah as well as the common people are sanctified. Khanqah of the perfect Fakir has
always been the fount of Divine knowledge and gnosis which benefits the masses.
Common people are away from Allah and deprived of His vision because they are trapped
in the love of world and worldly pleasures which become a veil between them and Allah.
It is by virtue of the company of perfect Fakir at his khanqah that this veil is removed by
erasing the love of world from the inwards of people. Hence their dark inwards are turned
into clear mirrors in which they can have the Divine vision and are blessed with His
closeness. The seekers of Allah find nourishment and strength for their souls from the
sacred company of the perfect Fakir.
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Sultan Bahoo rendered unprecedented services for the betterment of mankind and for
guiding seekers of Allah on the Divine path. He travelled throughout his life to spread the
beneficence of love and gnosis of Allah. Wherever he stayed for a while during those
travels, there developed centres of righteousness and guidance for men of Allah. His
spiritual beneficence is continued even after his death from his shrine. The theophanies
and Divine light emit from his shrine and bless the visitors. He has also left a grand and
sacred asset in the form of books, mystic poetry and his Sarwari Qadri order which will
keep guiding the seekers of Allah till the doomsday.

GENEALOGICAL CHAIN
Sultan Bahoo belonged to the Awan tribe whose genealogy traces back to Ali ibn Abi
Talib. Awans are the progeny of Ali ibn Abi Talib from wives other than Fatimah bint
Mohammad.
Like the contemporary writers, Sultan Bahoo adopted the way of writing a few lines to
introduce himself in the beginning of his books and then shedding light upon their
objectives. Wherever he introduces himself, he always writes Awan with his name. In his
book Nur-ul-Huda Kalan, he writes:

ُ

 The writer of this treatise, Sarwari Qadri Fakir Bahoo annihilated in Hoo ()ہو, son of
Bazayd belonging to Awan tribe and resident of Qila Shor (may Allah save it from
tribulations and troubles) always says the truth.
Same lines with the change of a few words are written in almost all of his books which
prove that he genuinely belonged to the Awan tribe.

AWAN TRIBE
Who are Awans? And where did they migrate from? The author Sultan Hamid Ali who
belonged to the family of Sultan Bahoo penned about Awans in his book Manaqib-eSultani, the first book on life of Sultan Bahoo in Persian, that they are the descendants of
Ali ibn Abi Talib. When Sayyids8 left Arab due to troubles and started living in different
areas of Iran and Turkistan, the Awan tribe helped them in those troubled times as they
were their close relatives that is why their family name changed from Alvi9 and Hashmi10
8

Sayyids are the progeny of Holy Prophet from his beloved daughter Fatimah and Ali ibn Abi Talib.
The progeny of Ali ibn Abi Talib, whether from Fatimah bint Mohammad or other wives, is known as Alvi in the whole
world except in Indo Pak where his progeny from Fatimah bint Mohammad is called Sayyid while from other wives is
titled as Alvi.
10
Belonging to the tribe of the Holy Prophet.
9
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to Awan which means ‘those who helped the Sayyids’. Sayyids continued their religious
obligations even when they left Arab but Awans engaged themselves in wars and battles
and conquered Herat. Mir Qutb Shah, the ancestor of Awans, died while he was the ruler
of Herat. The title ‘Shah’ is usually a part of the names of Sayyids but Awans also use this
title. When Sayyids migrated from Khorasan to India due to chaos and tribulations,
Awans accompanied them and entered Punjab through the mountains of Kalabagh and
Indus River or Attock River. Here too Sayyids remained engaged in religious obligations
rather than involving in worldly affairs. Thus Sayyids of various castes like Bukharis,
Gilanis, Shirazis, and Hamdanis from areas of Uch Sharif, Bhot Mubarik, Choa Saidan
Shah and Danda Shah Bilawal respectively guided people towards Islam and blessed
them with their beneficence. Whereas Awans occupied Kalabagh and entering through
the western bank of Attock River captured the Hindu forts of Malik Dhani, Pothohar,
Koh Pakhro, Soon valley, Koh Patao, Koh Tawa, Koh Khaon and settled there. The
Hindus of these areas accepted Islam due to the influence of Awans. Now Awans are in
majority in these areas.
Ahmad Saeed Hamdani writes while elaborating about Awans and their forefather Mir
Qutb Shah in his book Ahwal-o-Maqamat Sultan Bahoo:
 When Mahmud of Ghazni set out for India to attack the Somnath temple, a troop of
Alvis headed by Mir Qutb Shah (or Mir Qutb Haider) requested to accompany him.
Sultan Mahmud allowed them and named them Awan. Afterwards they became known
by this title.
Awans fought the battle valiantly so Sultan Mahmud was pleased with them. When
they returned, Mir Qutb Shah requested Sultan to allow them to crush the Rajput
landlords and nawabs who ruled other areas of the country. Sultan Mahmud accepted
the request, so Mir Qutb Shah along with troops of Awan tribe attacked the Janjuas11
and Chauhans12 who ruled the surrounding areas of present Pothohar Plateau and the
Salt Range (now in Punjab, Pakistan) and drove them down the mountains. Awans
captured the beautiful valleys of these mountains and settled there. Later they were
known as Qutb Shahi Awan.
An article writer of Urdu Daera Ma’arif Islamia13 (Punjab University) writes:
 The ancestors of Sultan Bahoo came to India from Arab after the martyrdom of Husayn
ibn Ali. Firstly they settled in Pind Dadan Khan District Jhelum (now in Punjab,

11,12
13

Castes of Rajput community.
Urdu Encyclopedia of Islam.
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Pakistan) and spread Islam among the Hindus of that area. Later on they shifted to
Shorkot, District Jhang.

MIR QUTB SHAH
Mir Qutb Shah is actually the person after whom Awans are called Qutb Shahi Awans.
Under his leadership Awans joined the army of Sultan Mahmud of Ghazni and then
settled in Soon Valley.14
Ahmad Saeed Hamdani writes about him:
 Mir Qutb Shah’s genealogy traces back to Mohammad ibn al-Hanafiyyah, son of Ali
ibn Abi Talib. His ancestors reached Afghanistan with the Sayyids who are progeny
of Ali ibn Abi Talib and Fatimah bint Mohammad while protecting them and fighting
for them with the rulers. Afterwards they settled in Herat and joined the army of
Sultan Mahmud. The progeny of Mir Qutb Shah flourished in Pothohar. They got
married with the daughters of the defeated rajas after they accepted Islam. These
newly converted Muslims and the tribes who earlier came with Qutb Shah had now
become relatives, as they got inter married and had children. They all related themselves
to Mir Qutb Shah who was the source of link between them and the most famous and
outstanding person among them. Even now they call themselves Qutb Shahi Awans
wherever they live. Although it is known that Mir Qutb Shah lived in Angah in Soon
Valley, but nothing about the year of his arrival, period of stay, year of death or
whereabouts of his shrine has been mentioned by the writers. (Ahwal-o-Maqamat Sultan
Bahoo)

In Manaqib-e-Sultani Sultan Hamid Ali writes the genealogical tree of Sultan Bahoo with
reference to a book which he got from the library of Awan chiefs of Kalabagh, Pakistan.
The lineage is given below:
 Sultan Bahoo son of Bazayd Mohammad son of Shaikh Sultan Fateh Mohammad son
of Shaikh Allah Ditta son of Shaikh Mohammad Tameem son of Shaikh Mohammad
Manaan son of Shaikh Mohammad Moghla son of Shaikh Mohammad Paida son of
Shaikh Mohammad Saghara son of Shaikh Mohammad Anoon son of Shaikh
Mohammad Slaa son of Shaikh Mohammad Behari son of Shaikh Mohammad
Jaimoon son of Shaikh Mohammad Hargan son of Shaikh Anwar Shah son of Shaikh
Emir Shah son of Shaikh Qutb Shah son of Amaan Shah son of Sultan Husayn Shah
son of Feroz Shah son of Mahmud Shah son of Shaikh Fartak Shah son of Shaikh
Nawab Shah son of Shaikh Darab Shah son of Adham Shah son of Shaikh Abeeq

14

Tehsil Naushehra, Khushab District, Punjab Pakistan.
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Shah son of Shaikh Sikandar Shah son of Shaikh Ahmad Shah son of Hajar Shah son
of Emir Zubair son of Ali ibn Abi Talib. (Manaqib-e-Sultani)
The genealogy of Awans is correct and authentic from Mir Qutb Shah onwards but before
him there is some difference of opinion. Another genealogical record given by Malik Sher
Mohammad, a member of Kalabagh family, in his book Tareekh-ul-Awan is different from
that mentioned in Manaqib-e-Sultani. According to Sultan Hamid Ali, the lineage of Awans
reaches Ali ibn Abi Talib through his son Emir Zubair while Malik Sher Mohammad says
that it reaches Ali ibn Abi Talib through his son Mohammad ibn al-Hanafiyyah. The
lineage given by Malik Sher Mohammad in Tareekh-ul-Awan is as follows:
 Mir Qutb Shah son of Shah Ataullah Ghazi son of Shah Tahir son of Shah Tayyab
Ghazi son of Shah Mohammad Ghazi son of Shah Umar Ghazi son of Shah Malik
Asif Ghazi son of Shah Batal Ghazi son of Abdul Manaan Ghazi son of Mohammad
ibn al-Hanafiyyah son of Ali ibn Abi Talib.
In Manaqib-e-Sultani, Sultan Hamid Ali states while writing the lineage record of
Sultan Bahoo that the lineage traces back to Ali ibn Abi Talib in twenty eight steps through
his son Emir Zubair whose mother’s name was Memna and she belonged to the progeny
of Rostam Farrokhzad.15 However none of the reliable books of history (e.g. Kitab AlMa’arif16, Tareekh-e-Tabri17) mention any son of Ali ibn Abi Talib by the name ‘Emir
Zubair’ or any grandson by the name ‘Hajar Shah’. Some people solved the confusion by
concluding that Abu Zubair might be the filial appellation of Mohammad ibn alHanafiyyah, which is why some people have written only Zubair instead of his full name.
Only the writer of Anees al-Waizeen Shaikh Abu Bakr Sindhi has briefly mentioned about
Emir Zubair in his book in these words:
 Emir Zubair stepped forward from the army of Husayn. At that time, Husayn had
three brothers with him; Zubair Ali, Talha Ali and Jafar Ali. Zubair was the only son
of his mother. When he came forth to fight, Husayn said to him, “O brother! Do not
put your mother in trial. She does not have any other son.” His mother replied loudly
from her place, “O Husayn! Please do not say so. Let me and my son’s life be
sacrificed upon you. Without you, our life is useless.” Husayn wept on listening to
this and embraced Zubair.
The writer of Anees al-Waizeen writes further, “After this Zubair attacked the enemy
with all his power and fought till martyrdom.”
15

A powerful Sasanian general. He was the commander of the army of Khosrau against Muslims in the battle of
Qadisiyyah. The Muslim army was led by Sa’d ibn Abi Waqqas.
16
Writer Ibn Qutaybah.
17
Writer Abu Jafar Mohammad ibn Jarir al-Tabari.
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Mohammad Sarwar Awan disagrees with both of the aforementioned lineage records. In
his book Wadi Soon Sakesar-Tareekh, Tehzeeb, Saqafat18 he writes:
 It is historically proven that Awans are the descendants of Ali ibn Abi Talib and their
lineage reaches him through his son Abbas Alamdar. Some historians and writers
have ignored all the historical evidences and tried to prove that Awans are the
descendants of Mohammad ibn al-Hanafiyyah merely on the basis of assumptions
which has made the history of Awans doubtful. Some references are given below
which will prove that Awans are the progeny of Abbas son of Ali ibn Abi Talib and
that their forefather was Qutb Shah of Baghdad instead of Malik Qutb Haider:
(a) According to the historians, only five sons of Ali ibn Abi Talib had families. Rest
of them either did not have children, died before marriage or got martyred in
some battle. It is written on page 377, chapter Matam of the Persian book Rozatul
Shuhada,19 “Only five sons of Ali ibn Abi Talib survived; Hasan, Husayn,
Mohammad Akbar (generally known as Mohammad ibn al-Hanafiyyah), Abbas
and Umar ibn Ali.”
(b) In the book Manaqib-ul-Mahbubain,20 it is written on page 11 under discussion
about Ali ibn Abi Talib, “The family of Ali continued from his five sons only, who
were Hasan, Husayn, Mohammad ibn al-Hanafiyyah, Abbas and Umar ibn Ali.”
(c) According to the books Nasab al-Aqwam,21 Zikr al-Abbas and Mirat-ul-Asrar,22
the family of Ali ibn Abi Talib continued from his five sons; Hasan, Husayn,
Abbas, Mohammad ibn al-Hanafiyyah and Umar ibn Ali.
All the given references prove that the lineage of Ali ibn Abi Talib continued from
these five sons only. According to the book Kitab-ul-Takhfeed, the children of all his
sons are called Alvis, although in Indo Pak there is a difference that the children of
Hasan and Husayn are called Sayyids and those of other sons are called Alvis.
According to the books Meezan Hashmi, Meezan Qutbi and Khulasa-tul-Ansaab,
Qutb Shah, the ancestor of Awans is considered the descendant of Abbas. The actual
statement of the books is:

ومن العلویین الاعوان و شجرتہم ہذا’’عون بن علی بن حمزہ بن طیار بن قاسم بن علی بن جعفر بن حمزہ بن
ّٰ
حسن بن عبداللہ بن عباس بن علی بن ابی طالب ہاشم القریشی‘‘و عون بن علی المشہور علی بن قاسم و
18

Published by National Institute of Lok Virsa Islamabad and Al-Faisal publishers, Urdu Bazar Lahore.
Written by Mulla Husayn Waez Kashfi, translated in Urdu by Allama Saim Chishti, published by Newal Kishore Press
Lucknow, India.
20
In Persian, written by Haji Najmuddin Sulemani.
21
In Arabic, published from Iran.
22
Authored by Shaikh Abdul Rehman Chishti (1095 AH) translated in Urdu by Captain Wahid Bakhsh Siyal, published in
1993.
19
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ّٰ
عبدالرحمن و ابراہیم و قِب شاہ کال من البغداد مافر الی الہند و قام فصاد اولادہ اکثرہم
عبدالعلی و
المشہورون بالعلویین و لبقیتم بالاعوان۔
Meaning: Awans are from Alvis and their lineage is as: Awn son of Ali son of Hamza
son of Tayyar son of Qasim son of Ali son of Jafar son of Hamza son of Hasan son of
Abdullah son of Abbas son of Ali ibn Abi Talib. Awn ibn Ali was also known by the
names of Ali bin Qasim, Abdul Ali, Abdul Rehman, Ibrahim and Qutb Shah. He
belonged to Baghdad and migrated to India with his family. They stayed in India for
some time. Some of his children became known by the title of Alvi and some by Awan.
Mohammad Sarwar Awan gives reference of the Persian book Meezan Hashmi while
writing the biography of Qutb Shah in his book Wadi Soon Sakesar-Tareekh, Tehzeeb,
Saqafat. The same statement is given below:
 His name was ‘Awn’ and he belonged to the progeny of Abbas ibn Ali. His wife
Ayesha was the sister of Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani’s mother Fatimah. Initially Awn
belonged to the Shia sect. After the birth of his son Gohar Ali, some doubts occurred
in his mind regarding this sect. Even after having long discussions with scholars of
different sects, he was not satisfied. He also consulted the Shia scholars and sought
answers to his doubts basing his queries on arguments of Sunni sect but their answers
confused him more. Then in 471 AH, Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani was born to his
wife’s sister Fatimah. One day Awn went to her home with his wife. As soon as he
saw the sacred face of Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani, the Shia faith was eradicated from
his inward. He joined the Sunni sect and offered prayer in their manner on the same
day. He then followed this Islamic sect till his last breath. When Shaikh Abdul Qadir
Jilani’s grand status became known to the whole world, the Muslims from all around
started taking oath of allegiance on his hand. Awn also took oath at his sacred hand
but kept it secret from his companions until he reached the spiritual status of Qutb-eMaddar.23 Then he shared this secret with his elder son Gohar Shah who also took
oath of allegiance at Shaikh Abdul Qadir’s hand. After a few days they declared it
openly that they have joined the Sunni sect and have become the disciples of Shaikh
Abdul Qadir Jilani. Awn then took his whole family to Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani and
all of them pledged allegiance to him. Shaikh Abdul Qadir ordered some of them to
stay in Baghdad and others to migrate to India. Obeying the order Awn left some of
his family members in the service of Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani and set out for India
with his sons Abdullah and Mohammad. Awn promoted the Qadri order in India
23

A rank of sainthood.
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during his stay and was titled as ‘Qutb Shah’ because of his spiritual status of Qutb-eMaddar. Disciples of Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani used to call him ‘Qutb’ while the
Indians added ‘Shah’ to his name.
After some time, Qutb Shah returned to Baghdad on the order of Shaikh Abdul Qadir
Jilani. Here he fell ill with diarrhoea. Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani came to see him. He
died on Friday 3rd Ramadan, 506 AH.24 Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani conducted his
funeral prayer. He was buried in the Quraish Tomb. At that time his son Gohar Ali
had four children. Gohar Ali, commonly known as ‘Golarah’, settled in the subcontinent
with his family on the order of Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani. His progeny still lives in
the subcontinent. (pp. 105-106)
Mohammad Sarwar Awan adds:
 According to the books Meezan Qutbi, Meezan Hashmi and Khulasa-tul-Nisaab,
Qutb Shah belonged to the progeny of Abbas ibn Ali. He was born in Baghdad,
travelled to India and Herat, then returned to Baghdad, died and was buried there. His
children still live in India. On the contrary some Awan writers have tried to prove
without any evidence that Awans were the children of Mohammad ibn al-Hanafiyyah
and were given the title of Awan by Sultan Mahmud of Ghazni for their services in
his army. These are mere suppositions because they have not given any evidence from
the authentic books of history to prove their statement. Their point of view is merely
based on hearsay. (Wadi Soon Sakesar-Tareekh, Tehzeeb, Saqafat)
Doctor Memon Abdul Majeed Sindhi writes in his book Pakistan Mein Sufiana Tehreekain25
that Sayyid Qutb Shah of Baghdad was the (junior) spiritual successor of Shaikh Abdul
Qadir Jilani and he got the robe of succession directly from him. He elaborates:
 Sayyid Awn Qutb Shah Alvi of Baghdad is also known by many other names such
as Ali, Awn, Abdul Rehman, Abdul Ali, Ibrahim and Qutb Shah. His lineage reaches
Ali ibn Abi Talib as follows:
Sayyid Awn son of Qasim son of Hamza Sani son of Tayyar son of Qasim son of Ali
son of Hamza al-Akbar son of Hasan son of Abdullah Madni son of Abbas son of Ali
ibn Abi Talib.
Qutb Shah was born in 419 AH (1028 AD) and died on 3rd Ramadan, 552 AH (1161
AD). He is buried in the tomb of Quraish. His progeny lives in the subcontinent,
Arab and Iran in large number. The Awans of Pakistan claim to be his progeny. (p.78)
24

Mohammad Sarwar Awan has written 506 AH as the year of death of Qutb Shah. It does not seem correct because in 506
AH Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani had not adorned the throne of Divine guidance and persuasion. Doctor Memon Abdul
Majeed Sindhi has written Qutb Shah’s year of death as 552 AH which is probably correct.
25
Publisher Sang-e-Meel Publications, Lahore.
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I have mentioned all the available lineage records to bring forth the facts. Though it
should be kept in mind that Manaqib-e-Sultani is the first book on the biography of
Sultan Bahoo. It is written by Sultan Hamid Ali who belonged to the seventh generation
of Sultan Bahoo. He has given the lineage record of Awans which he extracted from a
book of the library of the landlords of Kalabagh. The second lineage record is given by
Malik Sher Mohammad Awan in his book Tareekh-ul-Awan. He also belonged to Kalabagh.
Both these lineage records have been copied by the writers without any authentic research
but Mohammad Sarwar Awan has given the lineage record after substantial research and has
also proved its authenticity. However there is still room for further research.
Despite all these controversies and differences in the lineage record of Awans presented
by various authors, the fact which is agreed upon is that all the genealogical trees reach
Qutb Shah who is unanimously considered forefather by all the Awans wherever they
live. It is also an accepted fact that Awans are the children of Ali ibn Abi Talib from wives
other than Fatimah bint Mohammad. As far as Sultan Bahoo is concerned, he did not
believe in racial pride. He had never emphasized upon the superiority of Awans being the
progeny of Ali ibn Abi Talib. He writes:
 Fakirism does not depend on being a Sayyid, Quraishi or famous rather it is only
because of Divine gnosis. It is only His choice to whom it will be granted. (Nur-ul-Huda
Khurd)

 Faqr is not an ancestral property and hence cannot be inherited. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 If you want to be a leader and ruler then you must follow the footsteps of your great
ancestors (Prophet Mohammad, his Companions and Saints). (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
 The grand level (of Fakir) is only the beneficence and bestowal of Allah, He blesses
with it whomsoever He chooses. It is not at all related with name or fame but with
bearing inner pains and outer troubles and remaining truthful in all circumstances.
Dervishism is not related with being a Sayyid or a Quraish. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)

ANCESTORS
The ancestors of Sultan Bahoo lived in Angah, a village in Soon Valley (Tehsil Naushehra,
Khushab District, Punjab Pakistan). Their shrines and remains of houses are still present in
Angah and its vicinity. The shrine of Sultan Bahoo’s grandfather Sultan Fateh Mohammad
is in the graveyard of Angah. The shrine of Sultan Bahoo’s grandmother is also beside it. A
few yards ahead, there is an old graveyard across the road where the grave of his maternal
grandfather is present.
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PARENTS
The name of Sultan Bahoo’s father is Bazayd Mohammad which he often mentions while
introducing himself in the beginning of his books as, “A book by Bahoo Fakir who is the
son of Bazayd Mohammad and belongs to the Awan tribe.”
Bazayd Mohammad was a soldier by profession and held a special position in the army
of Mughal Emperor Shah Jahan. He was a virtuous man, followed sharia perfectly and
was a hafiz. Bazayd spent his youth in jihad. Afterwards he quietly left the royal court and
married his relative, Bibi Rasti. She was a Saint and was known in the family for her
piety. Most of her time was spent in prayers and invocation. The remains of the place
where she used to meditate being absorbed in the invocation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat can still
be found near a spring in the valley and that place is famous in Angah.
Sultan Bahoo shows great devotion and love towards his mother in his books. He says,
“Thousands of blessings of Allah upon Bibi Rasti for naming me Bahoo.”
He praises her in these words in Ain-ul-Faqr:

آرایتس
ؒرایتس

رایتس
رب

لود

از
رفغان

ؒرایتس
و

رتمح

Explanation: Rasti was adorned with the virtues of truth and veracity. May Allah be
compassionate with her and bless with salvation! (Ain-ul-Faqr)
Bibi Rasti was stationed at the highest level of Faqr which is annihilation in Hoo. Therefore
she was informed of Sultan Bahoo’s grandeur and spiritual status before his birth through
inspiration, so she named him Bahoo which means ‘with Hoo’ in obedience to Allah’s
order. Sultan Bahoo got his early spiritual education from his mother. In his book Mehakul-Faqr Kalan, Sultan Bahoo writes:
 My mother’s eyes bled while invoking. I also experienced this state. It is called the
Divine presence.
Bazayd Mohammad was impressed by Bibi Rasti’s piety and devotion towards Allah. He
had also reached the age where a person evaluates his life and wishes to do something for
the betterment of the life hereafter. Eternal Divine benevolence attracted him so he
renounced the activities of material world and decided to spend the rest of his life in the
remembrance of Allah only. He quietly left his home and went to Multan. Here he was
caught by the state servants who were searching for him as he had abandoned the army
and his description had been publicized everywhere by the state. When he was presented
before the ruler of Multan, he was very impressed by his attire, weapons and mare of high
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breed. He released him and granted a daily stipend. Bazayd stayed in a small house in
Multan and spent the rest of his life in prayers and remembrance of Allah thus reached the
highest level of closeness to Allah. As the writer of Manaqib-e-Sultani quotes Shaikh
Abdul Qadir Jilani:
 The person directly attracted by the Divine favour without any medium does not need
any hard mystic exercises. He finds Allah in no time. Intellect is useless like a lame
horse on this path. Allah is the Possessor of the greatest favours and benevolence, He
bestows this favour upon whomsoever He wishes.
During Bazayd’s stay in Multan war broke out between Raja Marwat and the ruler of
Multan. Bazayd was not asked to fight but he voluntarily approached the ruler of Multan
equipped with arms, riding his mare and offered his services. The ruler asked, “Which
battalion of army would you like to join?” He replied, “Since I alone have been taking the
salary, I will serve on my own with all my ability.” Everyone present in the court laughed
at his offer but the ruler allowed him to go ahead. He requested the ruler for someone’s
company to show him the way and a portrait of Raja Marwat. The ruler granted both his
requests. He set on the way with an escort but when they reached near the fort of Marwat,
he sent the escort back and entered the city alone. Bazayd crossed the wall of the fort in just
one jump of his mare and rode directly to the court of Raja Marwat, beheaded him and put
his head in a bag in the presence of all the courtiers. The incident happened so suddenly that
everyone in the court was shocked and no one had the courage to stop him. All the gates of
the city were sealed so that he could not escape but his mare crossed wall of the city.
When Bazayd returned victorious to Multan with the head of Raja Marwat, everyone
was surprised to see this miracle. Fame of his heroic action reached the court of Delhi.
Shah Jahan ordered him to join the army again but he refused and requested to let him
spend the rest of his life in the remembrance of Allah. Not only was his request granted but
he was also awarded with twenty five thousand acres of land in Shorkot as a reward for his
previous services. Then he left Angah and relocated to Shorkot with his wife Bibi Rasti.
The correct year of death of Bazayd Mohammad and Bibi Rasti is not found in any
book of history. It is written in Manaqib-e-Sultani that Bazayd Mohammad died during
the childhood of Sultan Bahoo but Bibi Rasti was alive when Sultan Bahoo reached the
age of forty year.26
26

The writer of Tazkirah Auliya-e-Jhang has written 997 AH as the birth year of Bazayd Mohammad, 1056 AH as the
death year and stated his age as sixty years. According to these facts and figures, the age of Sultan Bahoo at the time of his
father’s death would have been seventeen years but this cannot be correct because according to all the traditions Sultan
Bahoo’s father died during his childhood.
Similarly the writer of Tazkirah Auliya-e-Jhang has written 1068 AH as the year of death of Bibi Rasti which also seems
incorrect because she was alive when Sultan Bahoo went to Delhi to take oath of allegiance. At that time Sultan Bahoo was
forty years of age and the year was 1078 AH.
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The shrines of Sultan Bahoo’s parents are in Shorkot and famous by the name of Darbar
Mai Baap (shrines of Sultan Bahoo’s parents). No doubt these shrines are Sultan Bahoo’s
parents’ shrines but due to a mistake in Manaqib-e-Sultani, confusion has arisen about
the shrine of Bibi Rasti. According to the writer of Manaqib-e-Sultani, her shrine is in
Multan instead of Shorkot. Sultan Hamid writes in Manaqib-e-Sultani:
 The shrine of Sultan Bahoo’s father is in Shorkot which is also the birth place of
Sultan Bahoo. His shrine and khanqah are near the grave of Shaikh Talha Quraishi in
the courtyard of the mosque of Quraishis which is in the south western side of the
said town. But there is a difference of opinion about the shrine of his mother. Some
say that her shrine is also in the same mosque while according to others it is in the
graveyard of great Sayyids of Bibipur near Lutfabad in the vicinity of Multan in the
village of Ranwa Kalan which was granted by the state of Delhi to Sultan Bahoo’s
father, who afterwards shifted to Bibipur with his wife in the neighbourhood of the
great and pious Sayyids. She died there and was buried near the shrines of Sayyids.
(Manaqib-e-Sultani, ch. 1, section 2)

The writer of Tazkirah Auliya-e-Jhang Bilal Zubairi also agrees with Sultan Hamid. He
writes:
 This pious lady (Bibi Rasti) died in 1068 AH, the last year of Shah Jahan’s reign and
was buried in the Bibian graveyard in Multan.
When many objections were raised on this statement of Tazkirah Auliya-e-Jhang’s
first, second and third edition, Mr. Bilal Zubairi answered these objections in the fourth
edition as:
 There is a difference of opinion about the shrine of Sultan Bahoo’s mother. I have
written in my book that her shrine is in the Bibian graveyard in Multan but some
elders have said that it is not correct. It is humbly explained that there is no authentic
evidence about the exact location of the shrine. It can be known only through Manaqibe-Sultani. Under the details of Bibi Rasti’s life, the complete reference of the said
book is given which can be consulted to clarify the misunderstanding. (p. 10, ed. 4)
Now we would try to resolve the misunderstanding through proper research and find out
why the writer of Manaqib-e-Sultani has written that Bibi Rasti’s shrine is in Multan. First
those logical arguments are given which every writer has discussed in his book so as to
prove that the shrines of Sultan Bahoo’s parents are exactly those which are famous in
Shorkot by the name of Darbar Mai Baap instead of those in Multan.
1. Sultan Hamid Ali writes in Manaqib-e-Sultani that Sultan Bahoo’s father died in his
childhood but his mother was alive when he was forty. This means that she was alive
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till 1078 AH (as the birth year of Sultan Bahoo is 1039 AH). In 1078 AH Aurangzeb
ruled India not Shah Jahan. It is also proved that she was alive and still living in
Shorkot when Sultan Bahoo went to Delhi to take oath of allegiance at the hand of
Abdul Rehman Jilani Dehlvi.
2. There is not any such tradition available which could prove that she had ever left
Shorkot after they relocated. She stayed there with her husband and even after his
death.
3. Sultan Bahoo’s father had left behind a vast land. Since Sultan Bahoo was never
interested in the property, Bibi Rasti had to look after it. She was so occupied in it
that she never had time to go out of Shorkot.
4. When she died, Sultan Bahoo was (at least) forty years old and was present in Shorkot.
He must have buried his mother near his father’s grave in Shorkot. Why would he
bury his mother in any other remote area!
All the above given arguments are enough to prove that the shrine of Sultan Bahoo’s
mother is in Shorkot. However this is also true that there is another old shrine of ‘Bibi
Rasti’ made of beautiful turquoise glazed tiles in the Bibian graveyard which is in the
south of railway station of Multan and is now known by the name of graveyard of Bibi
Pak Mai or Bibi Pak Daman.
Now the question arises that if the shrine of Sultan Bahoo’s mother is in Shorkot then
who is this ‘Bibi Rasti’ who is buried in Multan? After a complete research we have come
to know that the Bibi Rasti27 who is buried here was the princess of Farghanah (Afghanistan)
who came here with her father Sultan Jamaluddin Mohammad al-Farghani to meet the
famous Sufi Saint of the Suhrawardi order, Bahauddin Zakariya. Sultan Jamaluddin
pledged allegiance to him. Bahauddin Zakariya married his son Sadruddin Arif to Bibi
Rasti and gave her the title of Pak Daman and Asmat Ma’ab (sacred and respectable).
Bibi Rasti became known by the title of Pak Mai Bibi Pak Daman (the chaste lady).
Shaikh Rukunuddin Abu al-Fatah was her son. She died in 695 AH and was buried in the
Bibian graveyard.
Doctor Memon Abdul Majeed Sindhi writes about this Bibi Rasti in his book Pakistan
Mein Sufiana Tehreekain:

27

Sayyid Najamul Hasan Fazli has given the lineage record of Bibi Rasti Bibi Pak Daman wife of Sadruddin Arif in
Ashraf-e-Arab as:
Bibi Rasti titled as Bibi Pak Daman, daughter of Shaikh Jamaluddin Mohammad al-Farghani son of Sultan Abdul Rahim
Ahmad son of Sultan Abdul Khaliq Mehmood son of Sultan Abdul Razzaq Khalid son of Sultan Abdul Latif Umar son of
Sultan Abdul Hamid Qasim son of Sultan Abdul Samad Yahya son of Sultan Abdul Qadir Zakariya son of Abdul Rauf
Tajuddin Ali son of Abdul Sattar Mehmood son of Abdul Ghani Mehmood son of Abdul Rahim Zayn-ul-Abidin son of
Abu al-Noor Ali son of Abu al-Qasim Mohammad son of Abdullah son of Usman Ghani.
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 Rukunuddin Abu al-Fatah was a great Sufi Saint and spiritual guide. He was the son
of Sadruddin Arif and the grandson of Bahauddin Zakariya. His mother’s name was
Bibi Rasti who held the grand status of ‘Rabia Basri28 of her time’ due to piety. She got
spiritual education from her father-in-law Bahauddin Zakariya. She had great devotion
towards the Holy Quran and used to recite the entire Quran daily. (section 5, p. 389)
Hence the lady buried in the Bibian graveyard (graveyard of Bibi Pak Mai or Bibi Pak
Daman) Multan was the daughter-in-law of Bahauddin Zakariya, wife of Sadaruddin Arif
and mother of Rukunuddin Abu al-Fatah.
Sultan Hamid went to Multan while he was writing Manaqib-e-Sultani and also visited
the shrine of Bibi Rasti which he has mentioned in Manaqib-e-Sultani. Probably he got
confused due to the similar names. All the authentic biographers of Sultan Bahoo agree
that the shrines of his parents are those which are famous by the name of Darbar Mai
Baap in Shorkot, Jhang District, Pakistan.

BIRTH
Sultan Bahoo was born on Thursday, 1st Jumada ath-thani 1039 AH (17th January, 1630
AD) at the time of dawn (Fajr) salat in Shorkot, Jhang Pakistan. At that time Mughal
Emperor Shah Jahan ruled. According to Manaqib-e-Sultani, when Bibi Rasti reached
Shorkot from Angah, she was bearing the sacred child. Through Divine inspiration she
was informed that her child will be the Sultan of Mystics and will be born in the valley of
Chenab. When this sacred child was born, she named him Bahoo according to the Divine
order. Bahoo literally means ‘with Hoo’. Sultan Bahoo says:

اہند
اہند

ِؒ
ُابھ
ُھ

امدر
اب

دایمئ

ُابھ
ِؒ

انم

ِؒ
ُابھ

زاہکن

Explanation: Bahoo’s mother named him ‘Bahoo’ because Bahoo has always remained

ُ

with Hoo (ْ )ہو.

Before him, no one in the history had ever been named Bahoo. Sultan Bahoo is the exact

ُ

manifestation of the Divine name Hoo (ْ)ہو. In his books, he frequently calls himself ‘Fakir

28

Rabia of Basra was one of the greatest female Saints of Islam. She lived in Basra and died in 801 AD. Whenever a pious
Muslim woman reaches highest spiritual level, she is titled as ‘Rabia Basri of her time’.
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Bahoo annihilated in Hoo’ and describes his status of immortality with Hoo. At one
place, he writes:

ارگابےئرشبتیاحلئوبندےابوھؒنیعایھُاتس
Explanation: He symbolizes ‘Ba’ in his name with his physical self, the human element,
whereas Hoo in his name indicates that inwardly he is entirely divine. If human element

ُ

does not intervene, Bahoo is exact manifestation of Hoo (ْ)ہو.

Sultan Hamid writes his complete name as Sultan Bahoo. Nowadays some writers have
started writing his name as Mohammad Bahoo or Sultan Mohammad Bahoo but he
always mentions his name as Bahoo in all his books. In Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan he writes:
 Bahoo’s mother named him Bahoo because he always remains with Hoo.
 Thousands praises for Bahoo’s mother. Bahoo, the son of Bibi Rasti, finds pleasure
only in the invocation of Ya-Hoo.29
As far as ‘Sultan’ being part of his name is concerned, Ibn Arabi writes about the
Universal Divine Man:
 The Universal Divine Man is al-Qutb and Sultan of his time. (Exegesis of Fusus al-Hikam)
Sultan Bahoo is the Universal Divine Man of his time. My beloved spiritual guide Sultanul-Faqr VI Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali said:

ُ

 The invocation of Hoo (ْ )ہوis the sultan of invocations and one who is annihilated in
Hoo is ‘the Sultan’.
Sultan Bahoo is the Sultan of all Sultans i.e. the Sultan of all Mystics and is stationed at
the highest status of Sultan-ul-Faqr. That is why Sultan became a part of his name and
afterwards writers and research scholars added ‘Mohammad’ to his name out of respect.
Common people also call him ‘Haq30 Bahoo’. In Risala Roohi Sharif,31 Sultan Bahoo
writes about himself:

َ َ َْ
ْ
ْ
المُلق ُب ِم َن ال َح ِق ِبال َح ْق



Meaning: Entitled as Haq (truth) by the Truth.

29

Invocation of Ya-Hoo is the sultan of invocations (Sultan-ul-Azkar). It is the most powerful invocation of Allah which
takes close to Him most quickly. When the lover is annihilated in Hoo, there remains no duality.
30
Haq means truth.
31
Risala Roohi Sharif is the most popular book of Sultan Bahoo. It also includes a dialogue between Allah and Sultan
Bahoo.
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This means that ‘truth’ was bestowed upon him by Allah Himself hence ‘Haq Bahoo’ also
became one of his popular names.

BENEFICENCE SINCE CHILDHOOD
Since birth the Divine light had been radiating from the sacred forehead of Sultan Bahoo
and his eyes glittered with the refulgence of Divinity. This light showed its miracles from
very early age. His mother remained engrossed in prayers and invocation as she was sure
that the blessed baby would not disturb her. In infancy Sultan Bahoo did not take feed
during the days of Ramadan just like Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani. This was a miracle by
infant Bahoo. His personality was so attractive and effective since childhood that on
whomsoever his eyes fell, that person recited shahada without any persuasion and embraced
Islam immediately. It was a strange situation that developed a sense of insecurity among
the non-Muslims of the area. After mutual discussion, they requested Sultan Bahoo’s father
Bazayd Mohammad to announce whenever his child had to come out of the house so that
they could keep themselves away from his sight to save their faith. Hence whenever
Sultan Bahoo was about to step out of his house, it was announced and all the nonMuslims hid themselves in their houses, shops or fields. If by chance, anyone of them
came in his sight, he at once recited shahada and became a Muslim. The Divine light was
so intensely illumined upon his face that people helplessly sacrificed their beliefs in front
of him and embraced Islam. This miracle of Sultan Bahoo continued throughout his life.
Once Sultan Bahoo was very ill. A Brahman physician was called for his check-up but
he refused to visit and said, “I am afraid if I will go in front of him, I will convert to a
Muslim. Send his urine in a bottle for diagnosis of the disease.” When Sultan Bahoo’s
urine was sent to the physician, he embraced Islam as soon as he saw it. It must be clarified
here that the writer of Manaqib-e-Sultani has written that urine was sent for diagnosis but
according to the traditions passed on through generations, it is said that Sultan Bahoo’s
kurta was sent. My spiritual guide Sultan-ul-Faqr VI Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali also
endorsed that his kurta was sent.
Sultan Bahoo remained engrossed in heavenly experiences and doubtless spiritual
revelations since early age. Once he was resting at some place in a state of spiritual
absorption when a group of Hindu ascetics passed by. One of them hit him by foot and
asked despicably to tell them the way. He got up and recited shahada. That group of
ascetics immediately embraced Islam merely by his single glance and the stroke of shahada
uttered by his tongue. That group was afterwards included among the Saints.
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EDUCATION
Sultan Bahoo did not get any conventional education. In his book Ain-ul-Faqr, he says:
 Like the Holy Prophet, I also did not get formal academic education. We had the esoteric
knowledge. The Divine experiences revealed such inspirational knowledge inwardly
and outwardly that requires a number of books to be expressed.
He says:

اظرہ

ِملع

را

اطرہ

ہتشگ

اجں

ام

تسین
ابینط

رگہچ
ِملع

ز

Explanation: Although I did not get any worldly education but the esoteric knowledge
has completely sanctified me.
He also says:
 Due to the excess of revelations and effects of theophanies of the light of Divine Essence,
I could not acquire exoteric education neither could I get time to practise excessive
outward devotions.
Despite such engrossment in Divinity, he always followed the sharia and Sunna of Prophet
Mohammad steadfastly and never missed any obligatory or even optional prayer. He says:

تم
ای م
اسمتخ

یر تع
ِیر تع

از

رمابت
وخد

رہ
وشیپاےئ

Explanation: I got every spiritual status through sharia. I have made sharia my guide.

SEARCH FOR THE DIVINE TRUTH
AND OATH OF ALLEGIANCE
Sultan Bahoo was a Saint by birth. Moreover his mother gave him sufficient spiritual
education and guidance because she herself was a perfect Mystic. Sultan Bahoo writes in
his books, “I searched for a spiritual guide for thirty years but could not find the one of
my standing.”
One day engrossed in Allah’s vision, he was wandering in the suburbs of Shorkot.
Suddenly a celestial rider appeared who held his hand and affectionately said, “I am Ali
ibn Abi Talib.” Sultan Bahoo immediately recognized Ali and wished to sacrifice himself
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for him. Ali ibn Abi Talib said to him, “Son! Today you have been summoned in court of
the Holy Prophet.” In a moment he found himself in the Mohammadan Assembly. Abu
Bakr Siddiq, Umar ibn Khattab, Usman ibn Affan and the People of Cloak were also
present. First of all Abu Bakr Siddiq blessed him with his attention and beneficence and
left the court, then Umar and Usman blessed him and left. Then only the People of Cloak
remained. Sultan Bahoo says, “I thought that the Holy Prophet would ask to take oath of
allegiance upon the hand of Ali but he himself held out his hands towards me and
ordered, ‘Hold my hands,’ then I pledged allegiance upon his sacred hands.”
He adds, “When the Holy Prophet taught me shahada, all the veils of spiritual stations
and stages were removed by reciting it once. Hence the beginning and end became equal
for me. Then Fatimah-tuz-Zahra honoured me by saying, ‘You are my son.’ I kissed the
feet of Hasan ibn Ali and Husayn ibn Ali and entered the circle of their slavery. The Holy
Prophet ordered me, ‘Call the people towards Allah. Persuade and guide them. Your
position will be raised day by day till eternity because this is the eternal order of the Lord’.”
Afterwards the Holy Prophet gave the responsibility of spiritual training of Sultan Bahoo
to Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani who blessed him with the spiritual treasures and ordered
him to persuade and show the path of righteousness to people. Sultan Bahoo says, “When
the great leader of Faqr Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani cast his kind eyes upon me, I surpassed
all the spiritual levels from pre-existence till the eternal end.”
He writes about his experience of presence in the Mohammadan Assembly, “I saw and
experienced everything spiritually as well as physically.”
In Risala Roohi Sharif, he says:

یبتجم
دخا

امرا
ِرہب

رفزدن
نکب

اتس
نیقلت

را

وخادنہ

ٰؐطصم
ِ

امرا

قلخ

ٰؐطصم
ِ

از

رکد
را

تعیب
ؒابوھ

ااجزت

دتس
دش

Explanation: I have taken oath of allegiance at the sacred hands of Prophet Mohammad and
he has called me his spiritual son. He has allowed and ordered me to persuade and guide
people on the path to Allah.
At another place he says:

مطہ
ِ اف

اخہمت

امرا
ربنم

اتس

وخادنہ
اتس

وخد
رقف

ِرفزدن
ِرعمتف
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Explanation: Fatimah bint Mohammad has taken me as her son. Hence I have reached the
ultimate levels of gnosis of Faqr.
After being blessed with this spiritual benevolence, Sultan Bahoo returned home and
told his mother about the experience. On hearing the incident she said, “Now you should
take oath of allegiance physically at the hand of the perfect spiritual guide.” Sultan Bahoo
replied, “I have already pledged allegiance and have been blessed directly by the Holy
Prophet through the Uwaisi way.32 Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani has also blessed me with
the spiritual treasures and allowed me to persuade and guide people.” However his mother
informed him that he had taken spiritual oath of allegiance. In the path of Faqr physical
oath of allegiance is must and for this he should find the perfect spiritual guide. He
innocently inquired, “Why should I find a spiritual guide when you are like a spiritual
guide to me?” She replied, “My son! Women cannot take oath of allegiance or perform
the duty of persuasion. Neither Fatimah bint Mohammad nor Rabia of Basra did.” Then
Sultan Bahoo asked, “Where should I find a spiritual guide?” She replied, “Search in the
entire world” and pointed towards the east. He once again set out to find a spiritual guide.
He travelled long distances in search of the perfect spiritual guide and met many Saints
and Dervishes but none could fulfil his desire.
Then he heard about Shah Habibullah Qadri33 who belonged to the progeny of Shaikh
Abdul Qadir Jilani. He lived in Garh Baghdad (Mian Channu, Khanewal District, Punjab,
Pakistan), a village near Ravi River. Sultan Bahoo went to Garh Baghdad to meet him.
When he entered his khanqah, he saw that it was crowded with Dervishes, Fakirs and
servants. A cauldron filled with water was kept on fire. Large number of people came and
put their hands in the cauldron to get their wishes fulfilled. Sultan Bahoo sat at a side and
silently observed everything. After a few moments Shah Habibullah Qadri noticed him
32

The mystic way in which the seeker is spiritually blessed by the Holy Prophet or by the soul of any late Saint directly
without taking physical oath of allegiance to the spiritual guide.
33
Shah Habibullah Qadri came to India in the reign of Shah Jahan and took oath of allegiance at the hand of Sayyid Abdul
Rehman Jilani Dehlvi. According to his book Sirrul-Habib, his lineage record is as follows:
Shah Habibullah Qadri son of Sayyid Fatehullah son of Abdul Ghani son of Attaullah son of Jahan Alam son of Ahmad
Abdal-ul-Haq son of Ishaq son of Mehboob Ganj Asraar son of Mohammad son of Sultan Rehman son of Tajuddin son of
Sayyid Musa son of Sayyid Ismail son of Shahabuddin son of Mohiyuddin Dawood son of Abu Nasar Musa son of Shaikh
Sayyid Abdul Razzaq Jilani son of Sayyid Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani.
In Oriental Biographical dictionary, Beale has written about Sayyid Habibullah Qadri that two persons by the name of
Habibullah Qadri can be found in history, one was a poet of Agra and other was the writer of Arabic book Bahr-ul-Mantik.
This is not true. According to the Indian books Asaar-e-Dehli, Rehnuma-e-Mazaraat-e-Dehli and Tareekh Mashaikh-eQadiriyya (Vol. III) Sayyid Habibullah Qadri was a well-known Saint of Qadri order in Delhi. He died on 14th Shawwal
1068 AH (1656 AD) and was buried in Katra Aaqil Shah which is also famous by the name of Katra Gul Shah (Delhi). His
shrine is also there. According to the writer of Rehnuma-e-Mazaraat-e-Dehli, “The genealogy of Sayyid Habibullah Shah
traces back to Husayn ibn Ali. His spiritual guide was Shah Abdul Latif Qadri of Lahore. Sayyid Habibullah lived in
Lahore and got beneficence from his spiritual guide thus reached the highest spiritual status. His death anniversary is
celebrated on 14th Shawwal. His shrine is in Katra Gul Shah, Bazar Seeta Ram Delhi 6.” But this Habibullah Shah is not
the one whom Sultan Bahoo met. Whom he met was the one who is discussed in the above lines. His shrine is at the bank
of Ravi River in Garh Baghdad Abdul Hakim, Mian Channu, Khanewal District, Pakistan.
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and said, “Your condition shows that you have travelled a long way to reach here, then
why are you sitting silently? Put your hand in the cauldron and let your wish be granted.”
Sultan Bahoo replied respectfully, “I am not impressed by such miracles nor can my wish
be granted in this way.” Shah Habibullah Qadri looked at him surprisingly and said, “No
doubt! Your desire is great but do you know that to achieve great desires one has to go
through great hardships.” Sultan Bahoo replied, “I am aware of it and that is why I have
travelled so long. I am ready to obey all your orders.” Shah Habibullah Qadri gazed at his
sacred face for some time and then said, “Well! Fill the pond first.” A servant came and
gave him a waterskin. He took it and filled the large pond with only one bag. Everyone was
surprised.
Then Shah Habibullah Qadri asked him, “Are you ready for the trial?” He nodded.
Shah Habibullah questioned, “Do you have any worldly wealth?” He again nodded. Shah
Habibullah said, “Dervish has nothing to do with worldly wealth. You are trying to keep
two passions in one heart! How can two swords be kept in one sheath?” Hearing this
Sultan Bahoo set for his house at once. When he reached home, he collected all his
wealth and threw everything away even the small gold ring in his infant’s finger. Next
day, he travelled a long journey back to Garh Baghdad. Shah Habibullah welcomed him
warmly and said, “Although you have got rid of material wealth but not of women.
Whose due you want to pay, Allah’s or your wives’?” As soon as Sultan Bahoo listened
to this, he again travelled back home. His mother knew the intention of his son by
inspiration but pretending to be unaware, she asked, “What have brought you back
home?” He told her the reason politely. His mother Bibi Rasti advised him kindly, “You
must not think of divorcing your wives. I assure you that from now onwards your wives
would have no right upon you although they would always respect your rights upon them.
If you succeed in achieving your destination of the Divine union, you can come back
otherwise you do not need to come home for the sake of family.” Sultan Bahoo accepted
her advice and returned satisfied to Shah Habibullah who again welcomed him warmly.
He blessed Bahoo with his spiritual attention and asked, “O Bahoo are you satisfied?
Have you had any Divine observation?” He replied respectfully, “O Shaikh! I am
acquainted to such observations since my infancy. I desire much more than this.” Shah
Habibullah remained silent and disappeared suddenly. Sultan Bahoo knew that the Shaikh
was testing him so he also went after him and found him working in a field in the guise of
an old farmer. He went near him and said, “Such hard work in this old age! Please allow
me to serve and you take rest.” Shah Habibullah smiled and removed the guise, walked a
few steps with him but disappeared again. Sultan Bahoo chased and found him in the
appearance of an old Brahman pandit who was applying tilak on the people. Sultan Bahoo
went near him and requested smilingly, “My forehead is clean, am I not fortunate enough
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to have tilak by you.” Shah Habibullah returned to his real form, smiled at Sultan Bahoo
and moved forward with him. After a few moments he disappeared again. Sultan Bahoo
followed him again and saw him in a mosque in the guise of an old imam teaching Quran
to the children. Sultan Bahoo also appeared as a child with the holy book in his hands and
placing finger on a word, inquired innocently, “What is this?” Shah Habibullah burst into
tears of love, embraced him and said, “That is enough Bahoo!” However Sultan Bahoo
did not change his appearance and kept on asking, “What is this?” Shah Habibullah
exclaimed, “What could I tell you? I do not have what you desire. You can find your
destiny only from Shaikh Abdul Rehman Jilani who lives in Delhi.”
Another tradition follows that after Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani completed the spiritual
training of Sultan Bahoo, he ordered him to take oath of allegiance upon the hand of
Abdul Rehman Jilani Dehlvi. Thereafter Sultan Bahoo set for Delhi in obedience to the
given order. When he was a few miles away from Delhi, a man met him, touched his feet
and told him that he had been sent by Shaikh Abdul Rehman to welcome him. That man
guided him to the Shaikh.
Sultan Bahoo met Shaikh Abdul Rehman Jilani on the Friday of 29th Dhul al-Qadah,
1078 AH (11th May, 1668 AD). The Shaikh took him in privacy and granted him the
eternal Divine treasure he had been searching since years. Sultan Bahoo received his
eternal destiny in the form of Ism-e-Allah Zaat in a moment in single step during his only
meeting with his spiritual guide. He returned fully blessed with the eternal Divine favour
and brimful with the emotions to benefit people with this benevolence. On his way back,
he started benefitting everyone and made the Divine blessing common. Consequently such
a large crowd gathered around him that the roads were blocked. The news spread around
the city. When Abdul Rehman Jilani heard it, he immediately called him back and asked,
“I blessed you with the most special favour, why did you make it common?” Sultan
Bahoo replied, “Respected spiritual guide! When an old woman buys a pan from the
market, she first checks it to ensure whether it will serve the purpose or not. Likewise
when a young boy buys a bow, he first determines its elasticity. Similarly I was just
checking the effects of the bounty I have received from you, as I am ordered by the Holy
Prophet that if I benefit and persuade people towards Allah, this Divine favour will
flourish day and night till eternity.” Abdul Rehman Jilani smiled on this argument and
said, “O Bahoo! I do not forbid you to benefit people but you must keep in mind that
everyone cannot bear these effects.”
Then Sultan Bahoo went to the grand mosque of Delhi. Mughal Emperor Aurangzeb was
offering Friday congregational prayer with his courtiers and members of the government.
The mosque was so crowded that Sultan Bahoo could not find any place to sit so he stood
at the end of mosque where shoes of the praying people were usually kept. When he
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benefitted the people in the mosque with his spiritual attention, everyone went ecstatic.
Only the emperor, the chief of police and the judge were left deprived of the effects of his
attention. When Sultan Bahoo restrained his attention, everyone returned to the normal
state. The three of them came to Sultan Bahoo and asked why they were kept deprived of
the blessing. He answered, “I blessed everyone equally but you remained unaffected
because you are callous.” They requested for his favour. Sultan Bahoo said, “You can get
this blessing but on the condition that you and your children would not keep any kind of
relation with me and my family nor favour us with material wealth so that your worldly
matters may not indulge my descendants in property conflicts and worldly tribulations.”
When Aurangzeb promised to follow his order, he blessed him with his spiritual
attention. On Aurangzeb’s request, Sultan Bahoo composed his book Aurang Shahi there
and then as a souvenir for him which was immediately written by the royal scribes.

MEETINGS WITH AURANGZEB
It was the third meeting between Sultan Bahoo and Aurangzeb which took place in the
grand mosque of Delhi immediately after the physical oath of allegiance of Sultan Bahoo
in 1078 AH.
According to the writer of Tazkirah Auliya-e-Jhang and Tareekh-e-Jhang Sultan Bahoo
had met Aurangzeb twice earlier in Garh Maharaja. Their first encounter was in 1059 AH
when Aurangzeb had returned from the war of Kandahar and Emperor Shah Jahan had
appointed him the governor of Multan, Sindh, Bhakkar and Siwistan (now Sehwan
Sharif, Sindh). In 1062 AH they met again when Aurangzeb went to conquer Kandahar
and passed from the Chenab River on his return journey.
Both these meetings took place in the reign of Shah Jahan before Aurangzeb acceded to
the throne. It was that period of Sultan Bahoo’s life when he was travelling in search of
Truth and used to recite ilm-e-dawat at shrines.

SHAIKH SAYYID ABDUL REHMAN JILANI DEHLVI –
THE SPIRITUAL GUIDE OF SULTAN BAHOO
Shaikh Sayyid Abdul Rehman Jilani Dehlvi is the spiritual guide of Sultan Bahoo. He
belonged to the progeny of Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani. Details about his life are concealed
from the world just like other spiritual leaders of Sarwari Qadri order. They do not
appreciate fame and keep themselves away from publicity hence the details about their
lives remain a secret.
According to the writer of Manaqib-e-Sultani:
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 Sayyid Abdul Rehman Jilani Dehlvi held a government post in Delhi. He was the key
holder and trustee of the royal treasury. He was provided with armed security and a
guarded place to live. When he came to meet his disciples, he used to hide his face
with a veil because the light of Divine majesty and beauty luminous upon his face
was unbearable. He held a great position in worldly life as well as in Faqr.
This statement of Manaqib-e-Sultani creates some confusions which are discussed
below:
1. Since Abdul Rehman Jilani Dehlvi was stationed at the highest rank of Faqr, all the
seekers of Allah must have been visiting him to gain spiritual beneficence from his
company. Indian authors have also stated in their books that numerous people got
spiritual beneficence from Sayyid Abdul Rehman Jilani which implies that he had to
meet a lot of seekers of Allah every day. Had he held a high government post, it
would not have been possible because then he must have been busy in doing his
worldly duties. None of the historians have ever mentioned his name as a royal
official. Indian authors too have written just a few lines about him while discussing
his shrine. Secondly had he been a high government official and the key holder as
well as a trustee of the royal treasury, he must have had contacts with all the
members of royal family and all the servants and officials of the court. During the
reign of Shah Jahan and Aurangzeb dozens of historians were appointed to write each
and every moment of the history but no one has ever mentioned his name as an
important royal official which seems strange.
2. Immediately after meeting Sayyid Abdul Rehman Jilani, Sultan Bahoo met Aurangzeb
in the mosque of Delhi where he blessed everyone although Aurangzeb, the chief of
police and judge remained unaffected. On the request of Aurangzeb, Sultan Bahoo
compiled the book Aurang Shahi. During that meeting Aurangzeb would most
probably have asked him about his purpose of coming to Delhi and Sultan Bahoo
must have answered him that he had come to meet Sayyid Abdul Rehman Jilani. Had
Sayyid Abdul Rehman been a government official, Aurangzeb would have recognized
him immediately and had added him to his special advisors.
3. To cover one’s face had never been a tradition of Sarwari Qadri spiritual leaders.
Covering the face makes a man more prominent while Sarwari Qadri spiritual guides
never appreciate fame and prefer to remain anonymous. They also remain close to
common people instead of rulers.
4. Sayyid Abdul Rehman Jilani’s shrine is in old Delhi at a long distance away from
Lahori Gate of the Fort. Adjacent to the shrine is an immemorial mosque by the name
of Shah Abdul Rehman Mosque. This also shows that he did not live inside the Fort.
Rather he lived in a common area and blessed common people with his benevolence.
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All the above arguments prove that the writer of Manaqib-e-Sultani has not researched
before writing the above statement about Sayyid Abdul Rehman Jilani nor did he travel to
Delhi to confirm it. He wrote the tradition heard from someone in the family without
verifying it from reliable sources.
Bagh-e-Sadaat,34 a book by Sayyid Tajammal Shah Naqvi Achvi was published in 1934.
Its second edition was published in 1947. Nowadays this book is rare, although it is
verified that its first edition was published in 1934, as its reference is present in Sharif alTawarikh which was also published in 1934 after it. On page 61 of Bagh-e-Sadaat, the
lineage of Sayyid Abdul Rehman Jilani is given as:









Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani
Shaikh Sayyid Abdul Razzaq Jilani
Abu Saleh Nasr
Sayyid Yaseen
Sayyid Ahmad Shah
Sayyid Abdul Qadir
Sayyid Abdul Latif
Sayyid Abdul Rehman, commonly known by the name of Bholu Shah, the spiritual
guide of Sultan Bahoo, buried in Delhi.

This lineage continues as:










Pir Habib Shah
Pir Rajab Shah
Abdullah
Mohammad Shah
Pir Allah Bakhsh
Pir Kareem Shah
Hazoor Shah
Nur Shah
Zaman Shah35
The main objection on this lineage record is that Sayyid Abdul Rehman Jilani had
never been known by the name of Bholu Shah. In fact Bholu Shah was another Saint of
Qadri order who lived in 1200 AH. His shrine is at a distance of two or three kilometres
from the shrine of Sayyid Abdul Rehman. We can find discussion about him in the old
34

In the possession of Ghulam Mohammad son of Khalifah Manzoor Ahmad, Uch Sharif, Pakistan.
His shrine is in the village Tung of Isa Khel Mianwali District, Pakistan. The shrine is deserted and has no attendant
niether the people of area have any knowledge about him. Zaman Shah had three sons (1) Ghulam Shah (2) Daulat Shah
(3) Nadir Shah. According to the lineage records of these three sons given in the third edition of Bagh-e-Sadaat (1947),
their twelve generations had passed then who lived in Zafarwal, Nankana Sahib, Layyah and its vicinity.
35
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and new Indian history books. All the writers have written his name Bholu Shah except
Ghulam Yahya Anjum who has written his name ‘Shah Behlan commonly known as
Bholu Shah’ in Tareekh Mashaikh Qadiriyya (Vol. III).
Bholu Shah was a majdhub Saint who migrated to Delhi from Punjab. He was the
disciple and spiritual successor of Abdul Hamid in Qadri order. In the book Waqiat Darul-Hakumat Dehli (Vol. II) it is written about him:
 The shrine of Bholu Shah (1201 AH) is near the Kabli Gate which has been removed
now but everyone knows its place. He was the Saint of Qadri order and died in 1201
AH. The graves of his disciple Shah Mohammad Hafeez and his son Shah Ghulam
Mohammad are near his shrine. The death anniversary of Bholu Shah is held on the
19th of Muharram. (p. 473)
The book Mazaraat-e-Auliya-e-Dehli compiled by Mohammad Alam Shah Fareedi,
published in 1927 AD is the first book on the shrines of Delhi. Its second edition was
published in 1930. The writer and publisher migrated to Pakistan in 1947. This book was
republished in 2006 from Delhi with corrections and additional information by Doctor
Hafeez-ur-Rehman Siddiqui. In this book it is written:
 Bholu Shah (1789 AD), shrine in old Delhi near Kabli Gate:- Belonged to Punjab and
was the spiritual successor of Shah Abdul Hameed in Qadiriyya Razaqia order. He
also had the privilege of having the company of Fakhruddin Chishti and Shah Nano.
Bholu Shah was a majdhub devotee. He died on 20th Muharram 1204 AH (1789 AD)
in the reign of Shah Alam II. His shrine is outside Kabli Gate. (pp. 157-158)
In Rehnuma-e-Mazaraat-e-Dehli it is written about him:
 He (Bholu Shah) was a disciple and spiritual successor of Shah Abdul Hameed in
Qadiriyya Razaqia order. He originally belonged to Punjab and had also benefitted
from Shah Nano and Shah Fakhruddin. He died on 20th Muharram, 1204 AH. His
shrine is close to the railway line under the left side of Mithai Bridge (Lahori Gate 4,
Old Delhi 6). A mosque is also present nearby. Shah Hafeez-ur-Rehman was amongst
the special disciples of Shah Bholu who died on 30th Dhul al-Qadah, 1236 AH during
the reign of Akbar Shah II and was buried near his spiritual guide. Shah Ghulam
Mohammad was Shah Hafeez-ur-Rehman’s son and spiritual successor. His grave is
at the footside of his father’s grave. (pp. 284-286)
Ghulam Yahya Anjum writes in Tareekh Mashaikh Qadiriyya (Vol. III):
 Shah Behlan, commonly known by the name of Bholu Shah, belonged to the Qadiriyya
Razaqia order. He was the disciple and spiritual successor of Shah Abdul Hameed
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and also benefitted from Fakhruddin Chishti. He was a majdhub devotee, died on 19th
Muharram, 1204 AH (1789 AD) and is buried in Takya Bholu Shah which is
adjacent to Kabli Gate in Delhi. His devotees celebrate basant36 in the spring season
at his shrine with great enthusiasm. (p. 291)
All the above statements prove that the lineage record of Sayyid Abdul Rehman Jilani
given by the writer of Bagh-e-Sadaat by the name of Bholu Shah is definitely not related
to Sayyid Abdul Rehman Jilani. It is the lineage record of Bholu Shah who migrated to
Delhi from Punjab and got spiritual beneficence from Shah Abdul Hameed of Qadri
order. His family resided in Punjab, which is why his spiritual successor Shah Mohammad
Hafeez became his successor and the caretaker of his shrine. After Shah Mohammad
Hafeez, his son succeeded him. Their graves are also near the grave of Bholu Shah. The
shrine of Sayyid Abdul Rehman Jilani is situated at Lahori Gate, Sadar Bazaar Railway
Station, Railway Colony Muslim Waqf Board Quarters, Old Delhi 6, about two kilometres
away from Bholu Shah’s shrine.

DISCUSSION ABOUT SAYYID ABDUL REHMAN JILANI DEHLVI IN
INDIAN BOOKS
It is written in Mazaraat-e-Auliya-e-Dehli:37


He (Sayyid Abdul Rehman Jilani) was amongst the great and recognized Saints. He
was the disciple and spiritual successor of Shaikh Sayyid Abdul Jaleel in Qadri order
and was the spiritual guide of Sultan Bahoo who is the famous Saint of Punjab.
Sayyid Abdul Rehman Jilani was a man of miracles and powers. His shrine is in the
compound behind the waiting room of Railway Station Sadar Bazaar. He died
between the last period of the reign of Shah Jahan and the beginning of Aurangzeb’s
reign. The exact date and year of death is not known.

Details about Sayyid Abdul Rehman Jilani are taken from this book by the authors of
later books upon the history of Saints and their shrines.
In Rehnuma-e-Maqamat-e-Muqaddas Dar-ul-Hakumat Dehli38 it is written about the
shrine of Sayyid Abdul Rehman Jilani Dehlvi:


36

His shrine is adjacent to Sadar Station Delhi. He belonged to the progeny of Shaikh
Abdul Qadir Jilani. He is one of the greatest Saints. The famous Saint of Punjab
Sultan Bahoo was his superior spiritual successor. It was due to his spiritual powers

Basant is a kite festival which marks the spring season and is common in Indo-Pak.
First edition, published in 1927.
38
Published in 1914 from Delhi.
37
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that his shrine was saved by the government during the construction of the road and
the railway track. The government also tiled its compound, made an iron fence around
it and made a pavement to reach the shrine.
Doctor Ghulam Yahya Anjum writes in Tareekh Mashaikh Qadiriyya (Vol. III):39


Sayyid Shaikh Abdul Rehman Jilani was one of the most eminent Saints of Delhi.
His genealogy traces back to Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani. He was distinguished in
piety and Sufism and held a high position in revelations and miracles. Sayyid Abdul
Rehman Jilani received spiritual beneficence of the Qadri order from his spiritual guide
Sayyid Abdul Jaleel. Qadri order flourished in and around Delhi due to him.
Countless seekers of Allah became his disciples and he blessed many of them with
spiritual succession and many with the permission to grant litanies. The famous Saint
Sultan Bahoo was also his spiritual successor.
In Rehnuma-e-Mazaraat-e-Dehli,40 it is written in the context of his shrine:



Abdul Rehman Jilani was the spiritual guide of the famous Saint of Punjab, Sultan
Bahoo. He was a recognized Saint of Qadri family as well as a man of miracles and
powers.

Beale has written in Oriental Biographical Dictionary that Sayyid Abdul Rehman Jilani
was the son of Abdul Aziz Naqshbandi and his daughter was married to Salman Shikoh
who was the son of Dara Shikoh. Doctor Rama Krishna holds the same point of view.
However this seems more like a supposition because Sayyid Abdul Rehman was
genealogically a Jilani41 Sayyid and all his family, generation after generation, belonged
to the Qadri order. Hence it is impossible that his father belonged to the Naqshbandi
order. It is also a fact that it was he who migrated to India not his father. This opinion of
Beale is not considered authentic by anyone neither it has any importance in Qadri or
Sarwari Qadri order. None of the old or new authors have ever mentioned it in their books.
We have discussed complete research of all the Indian and Pakistani authors about
Sayyid Abdul Rehman Jilani Dehlvi which proves that the Indian authors have been just
rewriting what had been published in Asaar-e-Dehli in 1914 or in Mazaraat-e-Auliya-eDehli in 1927. Whereas Pakistani authors have been copying the statement of Manaqib-eSultani. No one has ever taken the pain to go to his shrine and research or even confirm
the details known about him.

39

Published in 2006 from Delhi.
Published from Delhi in 2007.
41
Descendant of Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani. Jilan is a village in Iran.
40
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To find the exact details about Sayyid Abdul Rehman Jilani, it was necessary to research
properly and then compile his actual biography. In this context, the most difficult job was
to go to India and carry out the research there. In November 2008, I discussed the matter
with one of my disciples, Asad Khan Sarwari Qadri. He told me that his friend
Mohammad Ilyas’s wife belonged to old Delhi. His brother-in-law Mujeeb-ur-Rehman
often visited Pakistan. Maybe he could be of some assistance. Then Asad Khan talked to
Mujeeb-ur-Rehman on telephone and asked for help in this matter, he agreed. The first
step was to search the shrine of Sayyid Abdul Rehman Jilani in Delhi because Delhi has
expanded much now. Mujeeb-ur-Rehman sent us some books about the shrines of Delhi.
Through those books he was guided about the location of the shrine. Even then it took
him two months to find the shrine. He came to know that it was difficult to enter that area
as its occupants were the people of other religion and the shrine along with its adjacent
land had been encroached since 1947.
Mujeeb-ur-Rehman took his mother along and went to the Mosque Shah Abdul Rehman
adjacent to the shrine. There he met Sayyid Saleem-uz-Zaman Hashmi son of Sayyid
Ahsanullah Hashmi son of Hakeem Sayyid Abdul Rehman Hashmi. He voluntarily served
as the imam of the mosque as well as caretaker of the shrine. Mujeeb-ur-Rehman discussed
the matter with him in detail and also let him talk to Asad Khan on phone. First of all he
complained that no one takes the pain to search the facts about Sayyid Abdul Rehman
Jilani Dehlvi and the authors just copy whatever is written about him in the old books
without verification. When the latest book Rehnuma-e-Mazaraat-e-Dehli published in
2007 was shown to him, he told that the picture of the grave of Sayyid Abdul Rehman
Jilani given in the book was forty years old. However he promised that he would search
his old family records which were in Arabic and Persian and then he would be able to
give the exact information in writing.
A year passed by, although Sayyid Saleem-uz-Zaman Hashmi gave all the information
to Asad Khan on phone but before he could give anything in writing, he had a stroke of
paralysis in 2009. He could not move the right side of his body. We waited until he was
under treatment. In early 2010, he asked Mujeeb-ur-Rehman to write the available
information about Sayyid Abdul Rehman Jilani, as he thought his last moments were
near. Mujeeb-ur-Rehman could write in Hindi only so it seemed appropriate to get all the
information written by him in Hindi and then composed in Urdu.
Mujeeb-ur-Rehman wrote all the information given to him by Saleem-uz-Zaman Hashmi
in Hindi and came to Pakistan in February 2010. Here all the notes were translated and
composed in Urdu. Those notes and a beautiful sheet specially embellished for the shrine
of Sayyid Abdul Rehman Jilani on which Ism-e-Allah Zaat was embroidered were handed
over to him. He returned to India on 21st February, 2010. On 23rd February he met Sayyid
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Saleem-uz-Zaman who was very ill and came to the shrine with great difficulty. He read
and signed that script and gave it back to Mujeeb-ur-Rehman permitting him to give it to
anyone who needs it for research purpose. Sayyid Saleem-uz-Zaman Hashmi died on 25th
February, 2010. Mujeeb-ur-Rehman has added in the script that perhaps Sayyid Saleem-uzZaman Hashmi remained alive for the last few days just to handover that script to him.
On 13th May 2010, Mujeeb-ur-Rehman again came to Lahore and delivered that script signed
by Sayyid Saleem-uz-Zaman Hashmi to Mohammad Asad Khan in the presence of witnesses.
Mujeeb-ur-Rehman also wrote in Hindi all the incidents that took place during the
preparation of the script. It was translated there and then in Urdu under his guidance and
signed by him. Now this script is in the possession of Mohammad Asad Khan Sarwari
Qadri. According to the script the biography of Sayyid Abdul Rehman Jilani is given below.

BIOGRAPHY OF
SAYYID ABDUL REHMAN JILANI DEHLVI
GENEALOGICAL CHAIN
Sayyid Abdul Rehman Jilani Dehlvi is the descendant of Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani. His
lineage reaches Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani in the following order:
Sayyid Abdul Rehman Jilani Dehlvi son of Sayyid Abdul Qadir son of Sayyid Sharfuddin
son of Sayyid Ahmad son of Sayyid Alauddin Sani son of Sayyid Shahabuddin Sani son
of Sayyid Sharfuddin Qasim son of Sayyid Mohiyuddin Yahya son of Badaruddin
Husayn son of Alauddin son of Shamsuddin son of Saifuddin Yahya son of Zaheeruddin
Masood son of Abi Nasr Mohammad son of Abu Saleh Nasr son of Shaikh Sayyid Abdul
Razzaq Jilani son of Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani.42

BIRTH
Sayyid Abdul Rehman Jilani was born in 1024 AH (1615 AD) in Hama, Syria. His father
Sayyid Abdul Qadir was a Dervish and a perfect Saint. He got his early education from
his father. At the age of thirty five, he came to Baghdad from Hama and remained in
seclusion for three years at the shrine of his great ancestor Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani. He
was then esoterically ordered by Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani to go to India and meet
42

This lineage record can be confirmed and matched with the lineage record of Sayyid Abdullah Shah which is also given
in this chapter. Sayyid Abdullah Shah was the great grandson of Sayyid Abdul Rehman Jilani and the spiritual leader of
Sarwari Qadri order after Sultan Bahoo. His biography has been abridged and included in the biography of Sultan Bahoo
in this book. For detailed biography consult the books Life History of Sultan-ul-Tarikeen Hazrat Sakhi Sultan Syed
Mohammad Abdullah Shah Madni Jilani Rehmat-ul-Allah Alayh and The Spiritual Guides of Sarwari Qadri Order which
is the record of authentic biographies of spiritual leaders from Sultan Bahoo to Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen Sultan Mohammad Najibur-Rehman.
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Shaikh Sayyid Abdul Jaleel. At that time, he was thirty eight years of age. On Tuesday
13th Dhul al-Qadah, 1062 AH (15th October 1652 AD), he reached India via Iran and
Afghanistan in the reign of Shah Jahan. He pledged allegiance to Sayyid Abdul Jaleel on
Monday, 10th Dhul al-Hijjah, 1062 AH (10th November, 1652 AD). At that time, Sayyid
Abdul Jaleel either resided in Burhanpur India, Adilpur Sindh or somewhere near the
bank of Indus River, the exact location is unknown. Then at his orders, he went to Delhi
on Wednesday, 9th Safar, 1063 AH (8th January, 1653 AD). Here he bought some land
and built his house and a khanqah where his shrine is situated now. He also built rooms
for residence of disciples on the land around the khanqah and a mosque which is now
known as Shah Abdul Rehman Mosque. Present Sadar station in old Delhi and quarters of
Muslim Waqf Board are built on his property.

THRONE OF DIVINE GUIDANCE AND PERSUASION
Sayyid Abdul Rehman Jilani spent his life in anonymity. He never wanted fame and never
went to the royal court or met the rulers and officials. He was the Fakir of Qadri order
and possessed Divine powers. A large number of people in Delhi and its vicinity were
blessed with his beneficence and countless people became his disciples. He was among
the Fakirs who benefit people while staying at one place. There is not any evidence that
he ever went out of Delhi after settling there.
There is also a tradition that Sayyid Abdul Rehman Jilani came to India for two purposes;
firstly to hand over the Qadri order to Sultan Bahoo physically as this order will continue
till the doomsday and Sultan Bahoo was chosen to spread and elevate it in the world.
Secondly to spiritually support and help Aurangzeb to ascend the throne so that the
Mohammadan sharia could be enlivened through him. It was the spiritual power of
Sayyid Abdul Rehman Jilani which exercised behind the victories of Aurangzeb and the
extermination of heretical practices prevailing in that era. After the death of Abdul Rehman
Jilani this responsibility was transferred to Sultan Bahoo whose spiritual assistance made it
possible for Aurangzeb to establish the greatest Mughal Empire and vivify the Mohammadan
sharia.

BEAUTY AND ELEGANCE
Sayyid Abdul Rehman Jilani had wheatish complexion and medium height. His eyes were
very beautiful and his face was so much divinely luminous that the disciples could not fix
gaze at his sacred countenance.
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FAMILY
On Monday, 6th Jumada ath-thani, 1065 AH (12th April, 1655 AD) Sayyid Abdul Rehman
Jilani married a Sayyid woman of Jilani descent, Sayyida Zahida in Delhi. In 1070 AH
(1660 AD) he had his first son Sayyid Taj-ul-Arifeen who died of diarrhoea in 1075 AH
(1665 AD). In 1082 AH (1671 AD) his second son Sayyid Abdul Aziz43 was born.
Sayyid Abdul Rehman Jilani died in 1088 AH (1677 AD). His wife died ten years later in
1098 AH (1687 AD).

CHAIN OF FAQR
The chain of Faqr reaches Sayyid Abdul Rehman Jilani Dehlvi from Shaikh Abdul Qadir
Jilani in the following order:
Sayyid Abdul Rehman Jilani was the disciple of Sayyid Abdul Jaleel who was the
disciple of Sayyid Abdul Baqqa disciple of Sayyid Abdul Sattar disciple of Sayyid Abdul
Fattah disciple of Sayyid Najamuddin Burhan Puri disciple of Sayyid Mohammad Sadiq
Yahya disciple of Sayyid Abdul Jabbar Jilani disciple of Shaikh Sayyid Abdul Razzaq
Jilani disciple of Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani.

SPIRITUAL SUCCESSORS
Sultan Bahoo was the superior spiritual successor of Sayyid Abdul Rehman Jilani. The
junior successors included Shah Habibullah Qadri and Sayyid Mohammad Siddiq who
was also the first caretaker of his shrine.

DEATH
Sayyid Abdul Rehman Jilani Dehlvi died in the reign of Emperor Aurangzeb on Friday
night, the 21st of Ramadan, 1088 AH (16th November, 1677 AD).

DEATH ANNIVERSARY
Sayyid Abdul Rehman Jilani’s death anniversary is celebrated on 21st Ramadan with great
zeal and zest till date.

SHRINE
Sayyid Abdul Rehman Jilani was buried in his apartment. His junior spiritual successor
Sayyid Mohammad Siddiq was the first caretaker of his shrine. Sayyid Mohammad Siddiq
43

Sayyid Abdul Aziz migrated to Madina at a young age and settled there. His grandson Sayyid Abdullah Shah came back
from Madina to India and got the Divine Trust of Faqr from Sultan Bahoo.
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died childless in the reign of Aurangzeb. Neither his death date is known nor is any
information about his grave available. During the British rule, when a road and a railway
track were passed from the land around the shrine of Sayyid Abdul Rehman and the
Sadar Railway Station was constructed, the railway track was slightly diverted to keep his
shrine safe. A compound was made around the shrine to keep it separate from the railway
system.
The Hindus who migrated to India from Pakistan in 1947 after the partition of
subcontinent occupied the vast land adjacent to the shrine of Sayyid Abdul Rehman Jilani
by conspiring with the members of Muslim Waqf Board just as they had done with the
other shrines and Muslim khanqahs. Now his shrine is just a small room and Shah Abdul
Rehman Mosque is present nearby. The surrounding land which was actually the property
of Sayyid Abdul Rehman and was a part of his shrine is now in the custody of illegal
occupants. Let us discuss with reference to Indian books that how these people
encroached the shrines and other properties left by Muslims.
Fareeduddin Shah Buland from UP India writes in Rehnuma-e-Mazaraat-e-Dehli:
 Alas! The sacred places and shrines were also badly affected by the partition of India.
A large number of Muslims migrated to Pakistan. Thousands of shrines and endowed
properties were illegally occupied and disfigured. Gradually people forgot their actual
history and even their traces were erased. (p. 7)
Doctor Mohammad Hafeez-ur-Rehman Siddiqui states in Mazaraat-e-Auliya-e-Dehli44:
 During the turmoil of 1947 most of the Muslims migrated to Pakistan and Delhi was
occupied by the refugees who migrated from Pakistan. The sacred places of Muslims
were treated badly and no one remained to look after them. The mausoleums of Qadam
Sharif, Shah-e-Mardan, Chirag-e-Dehli and the boundary of mausoleum of Qutbuddin
Bakhtiar Kaki were occupied by the immigrants coming from Pakistan. The government
forcefully took the main shrine back but the boundary is still occupied by them.
Muslims occupied the remaining mausoleums and built their houses in them. The
premises of these mausoleums was vast and great Saints were buried inside them. All
these enclosures were encroached by people who built their houses and shops in
them. A shop is still running in the mausoleum of Shaikh Salahuddin which is in
Savitri Nagar, Sheikh Sarai. A carpenter is working nearby in the shrine of a Saint of
the same family. A shop is running in the shrine of Shaikh Sulaiman Dehlvi which is
in the west of Zafar Mahal in front of the house of Nando fruit-seller. The stone of
the grave has been removed. The nearby two shrines are occupied by a Hindu who is
44

2006 edition, published from Delhi.
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using them as his residence though the domes of these shrines can still be seen. Similarly
houses have been built on all the shrines inside the mausoleum of Nizamuddin Auliya.
The vast land around these mausoleums and shrines was fixed for the graveyards.
This land was occupied by the government. In Delhi most of the shrines and land for
the graveyards are in the custody of Delhi Development Authority (DDA), some are
occupied by Municipal Corporation of Delhi (MCD) and the remaining are possessed
by the capitalists. The Oberoi Hotel and Delhi Public School are built on the land
fixed for graveyard.
The small shrines on the land devoted for the graveyard around the mausoleum of
Sayyid Mehmood Najjar Kelokheri are now being demolished in spite of the fact that
this land is under the supervision of Waqf Board.45 Alas! Now the shrines and their
lands are not safe even under the supervision of Waqf Board.
Following quote of Khawaja Sayyid Islamuddin Nizami, the caretaker and imam of Khilji
Mosque of shrine of Nizamuddin Auliya is present in the same book:
 Most citizens of Delhi migrated to Pakistan. The shrines, mausoleums and other Muslim
buildings were occupied by the immigrants coming from Pakistan. Afterwards some
of these places were vacated by Maulana Abul Kalam Azad. Meanwhile tombstones
of most of the shrines were pulled down, as a result it became difficult to recognize
them. Houses were also built on most of the occupied shrines.
These statements clearly show what happened to the shrines in India after the partition
of subcontinent. Muslim Waqf Board was established for the safeguard of the properties
of Muslims who migrated. This board comprised of the Muslims of particular religious
group which had political domination in India due to its alliance with Congress. That
group belonged to the school of thought which is against spirituality and Sufism, that was
why they were unaware of the importance of shrines. They lavishly distributed the land of
shrines and mausoleums among their relatives. Hence the Muslim heritage was ruined
due to that particular group. There was also a vast land adjacent to the shrine of Sayyid
Abdul Rehman Jilani which was illegally occupied and houses were built there. That area
afterwards became known as ‘Muslim Waqf Board Quarters Delhi 6’. Now there is only
a small shrine and a mosque, the remaining land is in the custody of encroachers. Now
they are trying to occupy the shrine as well. The shrine is still in the custody of Muslim
Waqf Board but there is no one to take its care. Sayyid Saleem-uz-Zaman Hashmi wrote in
his manuscript:
45

Muslim Waqf Board was established for the protection and management of mausoleums, shrines, mosques, graveyards and
other properties of Muslims but it became a big mafia itself. The Muslim monuments, shrines, properties devoted for
mosques and graveyards were occupied and demolished under its supervision.
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I, the humble servant of Sayyids, Saleem-uz-Zaman Hashmi son of Sayyid Ahsanullah
Hashmi, live in the vicinity of the shrine of Sayyid Abdul Rehman Jilani. I am the
only attendant of this shrine, surrounded by the trouble makers and tribulations in this
frail part of my life. After the partition of subcontinent, this area was occupied by the
mischief makers and the encroachers. Out of their fear no one visits the shrine.
Moreover there is no caretaker of the shrine who could inform the people about the
facts. The trouble makers are trying hard to capture and demolish the shrine. They
have occupied a large land of the shrine but by the grace of Allah the shrine is safe
despite the absence of any supervisor or caretaker.

Address of the shrine: Old Delhi 6-Towards the East of Lahori Gate near Sadar Railway Station,
Railway Colony, Muslim Waqf Board Quarters, Delhi 6, India.

DIFFERENCE OF OPINION ON OATH OF ALLEGIANCE OF
SULTAN BAHOO TO ABDUL REHMAN JILANI
There is a difference of opinion among the researchers and biographers of Sultan Bahoo
on the matter of his oath of allegiance upon the hand of Sayyid Abdul Rehman Jilani. The
argument mostly given in this context is that Sultan Bahoo did not require physical oath
of allegiance because Prophet Mohammad himself took his spiritual oath of allegiance
and assigned him to Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani for further spiritual training. Moreover in
all his books Sultan Bahoo has used the phrase ‘our spiritual guide’ (Shaikh-e-Maa) for
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani. Another argument given by them is that Sultan Bahoo has
never mentioned anything about his oath of allegiance to Sayyid Abdul Rehman Jilani in
his books and it is absolutely improbable that he had been benefitted by someone but had
not even mentioned him. However this argument cannot be considered valid because we
have many previous examples where the disciple has not mentioned the name of his
spiritual guide in his books. Such as Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani has not mentioned the
name of his spiritual guide Shaikh Abu Saeed Mubarak Makhzoomi in his books.
Similarly Sayyid Habibullah Qadri has not mentioned anything about his spiritual guide
Sayyid Abdul Rehman Jilani in his only book Sirrul Habib.
In Manaqib-e-Sultani the writer has mentioned Sultan Bahoo’s oath of allegiance upon
the hand of Sayyid Abdul Rehman Jilani while discussing his spiritual order. Since
Manaqib-e-Sultani is the first biography of Sultan Bahoo, so it must be believed as there
is no valid reason to reject it.
Now we shall discuss different opinions of various biographers and researchers in this
regard:
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 The most surprising point of view is that of Noor Mohammad Kulachvi. He was not
only a research scholar but according to him, was directly blessed by Sultan Bahoo
and claimed to be his spiritual successor. He has also mentioned many of his spiritual
meetings with Sultan Bahoo in his books but never mentioned anything about his
own oath of allegiance. However his son Abdul Hameed states about the physical
oath of allegiance of Noor Mohammad Kulachvi in Hayat-e-Sarwari in following
words:
 At first he (Noor Mohammad Kulachvi) pledged allegiance to Saleh Mohammad, the
third caretaker of the shrine of Sultan Bahoo. His father took him to the shrine of Sultan
Bahoo when he was very young and requested his spiritual guide Saleh Mohammad
to let him pledge allegiance to him. Saleh Mohammad allowed with great kindness.
Many years later he (Noor Mohammad Kulachvi) left college and stayed at the shrine
of Sultan Bahoo as a Dervish. At that time Saleh Mohammad had died and Noor
Mohammad was the shrine caretaker. Noor Mohammad usually visited Damaan
Valley (Dera Ismail Khan, Pakistan). Once he came to the village Mudi Sharif (Dera
Ismail Khan). Noor Mohammad Kulachvi also went there from Kulachi with his
father and renewed his oath of allegiance at Noor Mohammad’s hand. (p. 56)
If Noor Mohammad Kulachvi was getting spiritual beneficence directly from Sultan
Bahoo through the Uwaisi way then why did he need to take oath of allegiance, not even
once but twice?
Noor Mohammad Kulachvi writes in Makhzan al-Asrar:


There is no any clue about the physical oath of allegiance of Sultan Bahoo.

(pp. 259-

260)

On the contrary, when Noor Mohammad Kulachvi writes the Sarwari Qadri chain on
page 8 of his book Anwar-e-Sultani (Punjabi interpretation of Sultan Bahoo’s poetry), he
writes the name of Pir Rehman i.e. Sayyid Abdul Rehman Dehlvi before the name of
Sultan Bahoo, thus contradicting his own statement in his other book. Noor Mohammad
Kulachvi’s son Abdul Hameed also writes the name of Sayyid Abdul Rehman Dehlvi
before the name of Sultan Bahoo as ‘Pir Rehman’ while mentioning Sarwari Qadri chain
in his book Hayat-e-Sarwari on pages 132-133 and 219. This shows that he admits that
Sayyid Abdul Rehman Jilani was the spiritual guide of Sultan Bahoo. Thus he also
contradicts his father’s opinion. The travellers of spiritual path know that the spiritual
chain is recited by the spiritual guide while taking oath of allegiance from disciples and it
includes the names of all the previous spiritual guides in order of their respective era.
Every spiritual guide is the disciple of previous one.
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 Doctor Sultan Altaf Ali who belongs to the family of Sultan Bahoo, writes in Divane-Bahoo that Sultan Bahoo had no need of a spiritual guide. In the foreword of his
book Sharah Abyat-e-Bahoo he writes that the spiritual guide of Sultan Bahoo was
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani whom he had frequently referred to as ‘our spiritual guide’
in his books. However in his book Mirat-e-Sultani (Bahoo Nama Kamil) Doctor Altaf
Ali changes his opinion and writes:
 Shaikh Habibullah Qadri said to Sultan Bahoo, “O Fakir! I do not have what you
want. You should go to my spiritual guide Sayyid Abdul Rehman Jilani in Delhi.” When
Sultan Bahoo reached Delhi, he found that Pir Abdul Rehman Dehlvi was already
waiting for him. He at once bestowed the eternal treasure upon Sultan Bahoo. (p. 114)
In the same book Doctor Sultan Altaf Ali writes the Sarwari Qadri chain on pages
120 and 121 with the name of Sayyid Abdul Rehman Dehlvi before the name of
Sultan Bahoo which shows that he admits that Sultan Bahoo had taken oath of
allegiance upon the hands of Sayyid Abdul Rehman Jilani.
 In this context the most rigid opinion is that of Ahmad Saeed Hamdani. He has
discussed this matter in detail in his book Sultan-ul-Arifeen Hazrat Sultan Bahoo
(Hayat-o-Taleemat) under the topic Shaikh-e-Maa Sultan-ul-Arifeen ke Murshid.46
First he gives the reference of the following statement of Manaqib-e-Sultani:
 Shah Habibullah Qadri was a famous Shaikh who lived in Garh Baghdad at the bank
of Ravi River. Sultan Bahoo met him. It is said that he took different tests of Sultan
Bahoo but found him better in courage and spiritual strength. At last he requested
him to go to his spiritual guide Sayyid Abdul Rehman Qadri Dehlvi.
Then he writes:


According to the writer of Manaqib-e-Sultani a Dervish Sultan Hameed accompanied
Sultan Bahoo in his journey to Delhi. He belonged to Bhakkar and was his junior
spiritual successor. When Sultan Bahoo met Sayyid Abdul Rehman Jilani, he took
him in privacy. Sultan Bahoo got his ‘eternal destiny’ only in one step. Thus he found
what he desired.
Contradicting this statement of Manaqib-e-Sultani Ahmad Saeed Hamdani proceeds:



46

The writer of Manaqib-e-Sultani considers Sayyid Abdul Rehman Jilani the spiritual
guide of Sultan Bahoo and has also given a spiritual chain in accordance. However
before writing the above incident, he has also stated an esoteric experience of Sultan
Bahoo which shows that he got the spiritual beneficence by the Uwaisi way and was
already permitted by the Holy Prophet through Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani to guide
It means ‘the spiritual guide of Sultan Bahoo.’
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and persuade men of Allah on the way to righteousness. The writer of Manaqib-eSultani Sultan Hamid had heard the tradition of this esoteric experience from his
ancestors, generation after generation. Sultan Bahoo had this experience while he was
awake. “One day he was standing somewhere in Shorkot, a celestial and dignified
rider appeared who held his hand and let him sit on the horse behind him….That rider
was Ali ibn Abi Talib. (The proceedings of this incident have been earlier mentioned
under the topic ‘Search for the Divine Truth and Oath of allegiance’). After having
presence in the Mohammadan Assembly and being blessed with the benevolence of the
Companions of Holy Prophet and the People of Cloak, he was assigned to Shaikh
Abdul Qadir Jilani for further guidance.”
In Risala Roohi Sharif when Sultan Bahoo mentions the names of the seven Sultanul-Faqr souls, he writes about Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani:

وبحمباحبسین
ِ
ِ ےکیروحخیشِام تقیقحاقحل ونرِقلطم وہشمدیلعاقحل رضحتدّیسیحمادلنیدبعااقلدرالیجینہ
Meaning: One of these souls is our spiritual guide, the truth of Truth, absolute celestial
light, the perfect manifestation of eternal Reality and the beloved of Allah, Shaikh
Abdul Qadir Jilani.
If this spiritual experience is compared to the tradition of Sultan Bahoo’s meeting with
Sayyid Abdul Rehman Jilani then the contradiction between the two becomes obvious.
If after this great experience the Divine lights of Essence were directly bestowed
upon Sultan Bahoo and he was given the authority by the glorious souls to guide
people towards righteousness, then getting ‘eternal destiny’ from any other spiritual
guide makes no sense. He had already reached the status where he himself held the
position of the perfect spiritual guide.
Ahmad Saeed Hamdani proceeds as:


It is also written in Manaqib-e-Sultani that since Sultan Bahoo was born a Saint, he
had complete knowledge of the Divine secrets by birth. Moreover Sultan Bahoo
himself says, “Due to the excess of revelations and effects of theophanies of light of
the Divine Essence, I could not acquire exoteric education neither could I get time to
practise excessive outward devotions. I am always absorbed in the Divine Oneness
and busy in exploring the Divine Essence.” If he did not need exoteric education
neither got time for outward devotions, then he did not require an outward spiritual
guide as well. It seems that just like in the age of cultural deterioration, modern
members of different fields and circles were left with following and unnecessarily
emphasizing upon the superficial rules only, similarly in Sufism, the importance of
physical form of connectivity was superfluously enhanced. If someone did not have a
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teacher in poetry he was considered untaught. Likewise in Sufism, if someone was not
attached to any physically alive spiritual guide, he was considered misguided. As far
as Sultan Bahoo is concerned, he did not care about this rule at all nor has he
mentioned anything about Habibullah Shah or Sayyid Abdul Rehman Jilani in any of
his books. However he often relates about getting beneficence through the Uwaisi
way and his aforementioned spiritual experience. Perhaps various people found it
necessary to attach him to some traditional spiritual chain due to the specific cultural
background of their age. Hence they had to give reference of a living spiritual guide.
(pp. 46-50)

 Mumtaz Baloch writes in Hoo Dey Bayt:
 Sultan Bahoo’s oath of allegiance to Sayyid Abdul Rehman Dehlvi is merely a
presumption which has no reality. (p. 61)
It should be remembered that Mumtaz Baloch is just a research scholar. Whatever he
writes about Faqr in his books is limited to superficial knowledge only. He has written
the above statement just on the basis of those statements of Sultan Altaf Ali, Ahmad
Saeed Hamdani and Noor Mohammad Kulachvi in which they reject Sultan Bahoo’s
physical oath of allegiance.
 Maulvi Mohammad Din Gujrati published a booklet on Sultan Bahoo in 1927. Even
after searching hard it could not be found but its particular statement which we
needed is quoted in Ahmad Saeed Hamdani’s book Sultan-ul-Arifeen Hazrat Sultan
Bahoo (Hayat-o-Taleemat) on page 49. This statement supports our argument which
we will discuss later. Here we are quoting the exact statement:
 Maulvi Mohammad Din Gujrati has considered that the relation between Sultan
Bahoo and Abdul Rehman Jilani was limited to a single meeting in which he revealed
the Divine secret upon Sultan Bahoo. He narrates, “Abdul Rehman Jilani held the
hand of Sultan Bahoo, took him in his apartment and said to him, ‘Indeed! You are
rich with the benevolence of Divine Oneness, the Holy Prophet’s sacred hand is upon
your hand and you are guided by Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani.’ After being blessed
with the Divine secret Sultan Bahoo came to the market of Delhi and blessed the
people with his attention. All the shopkeepers and other people felt the state of
spiritual absorption.”
 My spiritual guide Sultan-ul-Faqr VI Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali47 belonged to
the family of Sultan Bahoo. He was the man of Divine Essence, possessor of the
Divine Trust and stationed at the venerable grand status of Sultan-ul-Faqr. He says:
47

To know about Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali, refer to the books The Spiritual Guides of Sarwari Qadri Order and
Sultan-ul-Faqr VI Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali-Life and Teachings.
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Sultan Bahoo’s physical oath of allegiance to Sayyid Abdul Rehman Jilani was amongst
the requirements of Faqr. He met Sayyid Abdul Rehman only once, pledged
allegiance and returned because in Faqr outward oath of allegiance is essential. If he
had not taken oath of allegiance at the hand of Sayyid Abdul Rehman Jilani then the
Sarwari Qadri chain which reaches Sayyid Abdul Rehman Jilani from Shaikh Abdul
Qadir Jilani in a continuous manner would have broken and Sultan Bahoo had not
become a linked spiritual guide of this chain.
He further says:



Pir Sayyid Mohammad Bahadur Ali Shah48 got complete spiritual beneficence and
the treasure of Faqr during his forty years’ stay at the shrine of Sultan Bahoo. When
he became accomplished in all the branches of esoteric knowledge, he was spiritually
ordered by Sultan Bahoo to take oath of allegiance to Pir Mohammad Abdul Ghafoor
Shah49. Moreover my spiritual guide Sultan Mohammad Abdul Aziz50 wanted to go
to Baghdad to take oath of allegiance at the hand of someone from the progeny of
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani. Pir Bahadur Ali Shah requested Sultan Bahoo to take
Sultan Mohammad Abdul Aziz’s oath of allegiance spiritually as he belonged to his
progeny, but Sultan Bahoo ordered Sultan Mohammad Abdul Aziz to take physical
oath of allegiance at the hand of Pir Bahadur Ali Shah. In Faqr it is necessary to
pledge allegiance to a living spiritual guide.

Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali recited list of names of all the Sarwari Qadri spiritual
leaders in order of their appearance in the world while taking oath of allegiance from the
disciples. It starts from the Holy Prophet, reaches Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani then to
Sayyid Abdul Rehman Jilani in a properly linked order and then continues till his
spiritual guide Sultan Mohammad Abdul Aziz. In that list also Sayyid Abdul Rehman
Jilani’s name comes before the name of Sultan Bahoo. I also recite the same list with an
addition of two verses which are about my beloved spiritual guide.
In all the books published from India e.g. Asaar-e-Dehli, Rehnuma-e-Mazaraat-eDehli, Tareekh Mashaikh-e-Qadiriyya, Mazaraat-e-Auliya-e-Dehli and in many other books
wherever the name of Sayyid Abdul Rehman Jilani is mentioned, it is written alongside
that he was the spiritual guide of Punjab’s famous Saint Sultan Bahoo.
All the researchers who are against Sultan Bahoo’s physical oath of allegiance have
their own opinion based upon their knowledge and the books available. My research is
48, 49, 50

Spiritual leaders of Sarwari Qadri order. To know about them in detail refer to the book The Spiritual Guides of
Sarwari Qadri Order.
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not meant to contradict them. Rather it is meant to proceed their work. Although it must
be stated respectfully that a researcher just tries to find the truth and it is possible that his
research proves to be wrong. In Faqr it is necessary to cover the spiritual journey under the
guidance of the perfect spiritual guide through the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat.
One understands the reality after the completion of journey. It is impossible to know the
reality just on the basis of superficial knowledge.
Here I quote my own experience about understanding the mystic knowledge. I pledged
allegiance in 1998 AD. When I read the first page of Sultan Bahoo’s book Ain-ul-Faqr I
understood it differently but as time passed and I covered my spiritual journey, this very
first page gave me a new knowledge every time I read it, the entire book is no different.
That is why Sultan Bahoo has declared on the same page, “This book is a perfect guide
for a beginner as well as for the proficient.” Hence in the way of Faqr exoteric
knowledge and intelligence are not that much beneficial. If the Divine secrets could be
known merely through outward knowledge then there was no need of a spiritual guide or
the way of Faqr itself, only sharia and exoteric knowledge would have been enough. Yet
we agree that these scholars are right as far as their outward knowledge is concerned
because Sultan Bahoo himself states:
 Sarwari Qadri disciple is actually the one who takes oath of allegiance at the hand of
Prophet Mohammad. His existence is purified of all the immoral behaviours and he is
blessed with the Divine favour to adopt the Mohammadan sharia. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
 Some of the Sarwari Qadri followers possess such an elite status that they are
directly blessed with the benevolence of the Holy Prophet. Then he assigns them to
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani who blesses them in such a way that they are never
separated from him even for a single moment. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
Those who have rejected the physical oath of allegiance of Sultan Bahoo have given
the argument that Sultan Bahoo got beneficence through the Uwaisi way. Uwaisi way is
the spiritual way in which a devotee gets spiritual beneficence directly from the Holy
Prophet or from some Saint who is not physically alive. This spiritual way surely exists
and we do not deny it. There are three kinds of the Uwaisi way:
1. The great people who have to adorn the throne of Divine guidance and persuasion
must take physical oath of allegiance despite being benefitted from the Holy Prophet
through the Uwaisi way because they should have esoteric as well as exoteric link
with the chain of spiritual guides of a specific spiritual order. The fact that Shaikh
Abdul Qadir Jilani despite being a Saint by birth took oath of allegiance at the hand
of Abu Saeed Mubarak Makhzoomi supports our argument. Shaikh Abdul Qadir
Jilani’s grand status among all Saints is so high that his foot is on the neck of all of
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them and he took oath of allegiance upon the hands of the Holy Prophet on the night
of Miraj.51 Without his benevolence no one can find even the fragrance of Faqr. He
also found the complete spiritual treasure through the Uwaisi way as explained by
Shah Waliullah Muhaddith Dehlvi in his book Hama’at;
 After Ali ibn Abi Talib follows a series of sacred Sufis and Saints. The most
powerful and superior among all the Saints and the one who successfully stepped
into the real Uwaisi way and travelled the mystic path with utmost excellence is
undoubtedly Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani.
This proves that Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani found everything through the Uwaisi
way. Sultan Bahoo considers him his spiritual guide and calls him ‘our spiritual
guide’. Although Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani had got the entire spiritual beneficence
and powers through the Uwaisi way even then he had to take oath of allegiance upon
the hands of Abu Saeed Mubarak Makhzoomi. His oath of allegiance has never been
controversial and is stated in the books of Sufism with confirmed and authentic
traditions. It is related that Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani met his spiritual guide Shaikh
Abu Saeed Mubarak Makhzoomi only once, he gave him morsels with his hand to eat
and the khirqa,52 that was all. Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani immediately started persuading
and guiding the seekers of Allah on the path to Allah. Sultan Bahoo’s oath of
allegiance followed the same pattern. He met his spiritual guide only once and found
the complete spiritual treasure in just one meeting because he had already completed
his spiritual journey through the Uwaisi way. The statement of Maulvi Mohammad
Din Gujrati referred before supports our argument.
Now the question is that why it is necessary to have physical oath of allegiance in
order to hold the throne of Divine guidance and persuasion? It is because in Faqr a
system of spiritual chain has been established which reaches step by step to the Holy
Prophet. Every perfect spiritual guide should be a link of this chain and this chain and
linkage should not break anywhere until it reaches the Holy Prophet through Ali ibn
Abi Talib. If this linkage is broken anywhere in between, a great disorder and trouble
can arise because then it would become very easy for any wicked person to creep in
this spiritual chain and claim the throne of Divine guidance and persuasion saying
that he has been blessed by the Holy Prophet directly through the Uwaisi way and
that he does not need to take oath of allegiance to any spiritual guide. If someone
claims this, he is an absolute liar and must be punished. Such evil persons falsely claim
sainthood just as people falsely claim Prophethood or claim to be the Imam Mahdi.
51

As mentioned by Sultan Bahoo in Ain-ul-Faqr.
Khirqa is a symbol of oath of allegiance in Sufism. It also symbolizes honour. It can be a cloak, a turban or anything
else.
52
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Nowadays such frauds, fake and so called spiritual guides are found everywhere who
refuse physical oath of allegiance and claim that they have been directly blessed or
are Saints by birth or the hereditary Saints.
The physical oath of allegiance of Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani and Sultan Bahoo was
to fulfil the above mentioned requirement as they had to hold the throne of Divine
guidance and persuasion and benefit an infinite number of people of their age and
their spiritual order has to continue till the doomsday. Their physical oath of
allegiance was necessary also because it had to serve as an example so that in future
no one can claim that he is permitted to hold the throne of guidance and persuasion by
the Holy Prophet through the Uwaisi way.
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani says:
 The chain of Faqr of the great spiritual guides reaches Ali ibn Abi Talib in a
continuous manner and then from Ali who is the doorway to knowledge reaches
Prophet Mohammad, the core of knowledge. These spiritual leaders invite people
towards Allah with wisdom. (Sirr al-Asrar ch.5)
This statement supports our argument that to hold the throne of Divine guidance
and persuasion, it is necessary for a Saint to be formally linked with the spiritual
chain. Although sometimes it also happens that the spiritual leader of the order
cannot find any seeker capable enough to be entrusted all the spiritual powers to run
the order, so he has to leave the world without transferring his powers to anyone.
After his death when Allah sends some competent seeker, he transfers his powers to
him from his shrine and the chain continues again from where it was temporarily
interrupted. In this manner there remains no gap between the links of the chain. We
can find two such examples in the history of Sufism. One is in the Naqshbandi order
and other is in the Sarwari Qadri order. The example in Naqshbandi order is of Abu
al-Hasan al-Kharaqani who was born eighty seven years after the death of his spiritual
guide Bayazid Bastami. When he reached maturity, he did hard mystic struggle at the
shrine of Bayazid Bastami for twenty years. Then Bayazid transferred him the spiritual
powers to continue his order.
The example in Sarwari Qadri order is of Sultan Bahoo who died in 1102 AH
without transferring the Divine Trust to anyone. Eighty four years after his death,
Sayyid Abdullah Shah Madni Jilani was born in Madina in 1186 AH. He remained
secluded for twelve years at the tomb of Prophet Mohammad. Then after getting
spiritual training from Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani, he reached the shrine of Sultan
Bahoo in 1241 AH. Sultan Bahoo transferred him the Divine Trust of Faqr hence the
Sarwari Qadri chain continued again from where it had stopped.
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2. Second is the Uwaisi way in which the follower does not have to hold the throne of
guidance and persuasion but is destined to perform some important responsibility
related to the religion or umma. For example, Allama Iqbal got the spiritual
beneficence from the soul of Jalaluddin Mohammad Rumi through the Uwaisi way.
Although Allama Iqbal had taken oath of allegiance in the Qadri order when he was
young but he never mentioned the name of his spiritual guide in his poetry. Rather he
considers Rumi his actual spiritual guide.
3. Third Uwaisi way is that whereby a seeker is given the preliminary spiritual guidance
at the beginning of his journey towards Allah and then he is sent to the spiritual guide
for further guidance. The seeker may or may not know it.
It is hoped that this research would clarify many misconceptions about the physical oath
of allegiance of Sultan Bahoo. My intention was not to hurt sentiments of any person or
group rather to bring in limelight the different aspects of biography of a great Saint.

THRONE OF DIVINE GUIDANCE AND PERSUASION
After taking physical oath of allegiance, Sultan Bahoo returned from Delhi and started
executing his duty of guiding and persuading people towards righteousness. From that
day onwards the Divine radiance and theophanies manifested from his existence so
intensely that hundreds of people were elevated to the level of Divine union just by his
single glance.
Sultan Bahoo defines an independent Fakir as compared to the conventional spiritual
guides and shrine caretakers:
 An independent Fakir is not bound by rules and regulations and is free from all the
constraints. Firstly he is not bound to stay at one place. Secondly his beneficence
continues in every condition and in every direction. Usually he distributes the blessing
of Faqr among common people while travelling from place to place.
Sultan Bahoo travelled all his life to educate and guide people on the path of Faqr and
distributed the treasure of Divine love and knowledge among common people. He did
this on Allah’s commandment, as he says:

دخا

از

رہب

منک

روسا

را

سفن

 دقیم زمن رہب از دخا،رب رہ در
Explanation: I disgrace my innerself walking from door to door for the sake of Allah.
(Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
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Mostly he travelled towards Soon Valley, Multan, Dera Ghazi Khan, Dera Ismail Khan,
Sindh and Balochistan for guiding and persuading people towards Faqr. The details about
his travels cannot be found in any book, anthology or Sufi transcript because he always
remained away from the centres of culture and education of his age and never met any
writer. His visit to Delhi has also been mentioned only once. He distributed the treasure
of Ism-e-Allah Zaat mostly among the common villagers and those villagers continued
and promoted his teachings.
While travelling he often blessed any person on the way with Divine closeness by his
single glance. Emperor Shah Jahan had granted a grand property to his father Bazayd
Mohammad which included vast land, a fort of bricks and several wells. Although the
property was very vast and needed proper care but Sultan Bahoo was completely
indifferent towards it. He used to leave home whenever the Divine absorption occupied
him. Sultan Hamid Ali writes in Manaqib-e-Sultani:
 Sultan Bahoo never indulged himself in worldly jobs or relations. He tried to plough
the fields twice but both times the passion of Divine love overcame him to the extent
that he left the bullocks there and then and went to jungles and mountains absorbed in
the theophanies and revelations of Divine vision.
Sultan Bahoo was the perfect spiritual guide possessing absolute light of guidance.
Such spiritual guide holds the authority to elevate a devotee by his spiritual attention,
persuasion and education to the level where he is blessed with the Divine vision so much
so that he does not require any other mystic devotion, invocation or meditation. Sultan
Bahoo spent his entire life wandering in search of the seekers of Allah and then elevating
them to the Divine Oneness as he was ordered from the court of the Holy Prophet to
execute the duty of guiding people towards Allah.

TITLE ‘SULTAN-UL-ARIFEEN’ AND SPIRITUAL STATUS
‘SULTAN-UL-FAQR’
TITLE SULTAN-UL-ARIFEEN
Sultan Bahoo is known by the title of Sultan-ul-Arifeen among all the Saints and Mystics
as well as in the entire world. Sultan-ul-Arifeen literally means ‘Sultan of Mystics’.

CLAIMANTS OF THE TITLE SULTAN-UL-ARIFEEN
When Sultan Bahoo became known in the world by the title of Sultan-ul-Arifeen, some
fake guides and fraudulent all over the world especially in Indo-Pak and Jammu and
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Kashmir started using this title with their names. Followers and devotees of some Saints
also attached this title to that Saint’s name. It should clearly be understood that the title
Sultan-ul-Arifeen is specific only for Sultan Bahoo. Only he truly and factually deserves
and owns this title, others are just imitators and imposters.

SPIRITUAL STATUS OF SULTAN-UL-FAQR
Sultan Bahoo is stationed at the most elevated status of Sultan-ul-Faqr (Sultan of Faqr),
the seven souls who are distinguished among all the Saints and ranked at the highest
degree of excellence in oneness with Allah. These souls include Fatimah bint Mohammad,
Shaikh Hasan of Basra, Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani, his son Shaikh Abdul Razzaq Jilani,
Sultan Bahoo and Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali while the manifestation of the seventh
soul is yet not known.53

MUSTAFA SANI AND MUJTABA AKHIR ZAMANI (Mustafa the second and
Mujtaba of the last era)
Just as Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani announced during his address by the will of Allah:

ّٰ
ُ َ
َ
ق َدم ِ ْی ّٰہ ِذ ٖہ َعلّٰی َرق َب ِة ک ِل َول ِ ِی اللہ



Meaning: My foot is on the neck of all the Saints.
Similarly Sultan Bahoo proclaimed:

 یلص اہلل ہیلع وآٖہل وملس مکحِ اراشد،ات آہکن از فطلِ ازیل رسرفازٔی نیعِ انعتی قح اقحل احلص دشہ و از وضحرافضئ اونلر ارکم وبن
زبابن وگرہ اشفں ٰیفطصم اثین و یبتجم آرخ زامین
ِ قلخ دشہ ہچ ملسم ہچ اکرف ہچ اببیصن ہچ ےب بیصن ہچ زدنہ و ہچ رمدہ۔
ِ )رفومدہ۔(راسہلرویحیرفی

Meaning: Since the eternal benevolence has graced me with grandeur, Prophet Mohammad
sall’Allahu alayhi wa’alihi wasallam has ordered me to guide everyone, Muslim or nonMuslim, fortunate or unfortunate, dead or alive and he has titled me Mustafa Sani and
Mujtaba Aakhir Zamani with his pearl divulging tongue. (Risala Roohi Sharif)
Both titles Mustafa and Mujtaba mean ‘the chosen and the desired one’ but these titles
are specific for the Holy Prophet. However he himself blessed Sultan Bahoo with the
titles of Mustafa Sani meaning ‘Mustafa the second’ and Mujtaba Aakhir Zamani
meaning ‘Mujtaba of the last era’. It is a symbolic reference to the fact that when the evil
53

To know about the status of Sultan-ul-Faqr refer to chapter 10.
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practices will become rampant in the Muslim society, Sultan Bahoo’s teachings will be
the light of righteousness and a unique person from his spiritual order will promote his
teachings and guide people on the right path according to his teachings. That person will be
spiritually supported by Sultan Bahoo because he himself will not be physically alive in
the last era.
This fact is also highlighted in the following words of Sultan Bahoo which have been
passed on from generation to generation:
 When ignorance will prevail and falsehood overcome the truth, there would be
numerous sects and groups. Every sect would consider only itself on the right path
and all the others as depraved. People would hesitate to talk against the wrong sects,
those who falsely claim to have the spiritual knowledge will disguise themselves as
Saints and occupy the seats of shrines to plunder wealth by looting people. Then the
fountains of Divine light will start showering from my shrine.
Fountains of Divine light refer to his valuable teachings of Faqr which will bring out
the people of this age from darkness into the light of guidance. Hence in this world of
chaos if the Muslim umma is ever going to find guidance towards righteousness, the
source will only be the teachings of Sultan Bahoo which will be promoted by a person of
exalted spiritual status from his order. He would be the one to revive the true spirit of
Islam.
In the following verses Sultan Bahoo is referring to the same fact:

ُھ
ِ ذرک رکدنیے اترے
ُھ
ِ العلدنے واجنرے

ڑچھ انچں ےت رک رانشیئ
گِلییاَں دے وِچ رھپن امنےن

Explanation: O my enlightened moon of Faqr! You must rise soon and enlighten the
world which has been overcome by darkness. The seekers of Allah are wandering in
search of Divine Truth in this age of falsehood and are waiting for a true guide like you.
Whenever they try to seek knowledge about the path of Truth from some guide, they
discover him masked with deception. So they are waiting for a true guide like you who
will take the umma to the right path.

ُڑچھ انچں ےت رک رانشیئ اترے ِذرک رکدنیے اریا ھ
ن
ُھ
ِ اریے جمہے نچ یئک َس ڑچدھے اسونں انجسں ابھج ہیییرا
جم
ن
ُِ ھے چ ااسڈا ڑچدھا اوےھت دقر ںیہن ُک اریا ھ
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Explanation: O enlightened moon of Faqr! Rise soon and fill this dark and evil world
with the Divine light. The seekers and true believers of Allah are desperately waiting for
you. Hundreds of fake moons (fraud guides and their fake ways) have risen and deceived
the umma claiming to be you but without you there is darkness everywhere. When our
real moon (the perfect spiritual guide of Sarwari Qadri order who is true and complete
manifestation of the Divine Essence) will appear, the fake moons will disappear and the
fraud guides will run away. (Abyat-e-Bahoo Kamil)
Another explanation of the titles Mustafa Sani and Mujtaba Akhir Zamani is that a
large number of people have benefitted from Sultan Bahoo’s shrine. The beneficence of
Faqr is distributed from there every moment.

BOOKS
Sultan Bahoo did not get any kind of formal or academic education. Even then he
authored at least 140 books. All his books are in Persian except Abyat-e-Bahoo which is
in Punjabi language.
The compiler of Sharah Abyat-e-Bahoo and Mirat-e-Sultani (Bahoo Nama Kamil),
Doctor Sultan Altaf Ali who belongs to the family of Sultan Bahoo states in both the
books that he could not find any manuscript written by Sultan Bahoo himself. Only the
manuscripts written by his spiritual successors and Dervishes could be found. Saad Ameer
Khan Niazi who was a translator of Sultan Bahoo’s books in Urdu, also writes in the
foreword of the translation of his book Asrar-e-Qadri:
 As a translator of Sultan Bahoo’s books I faced the problem that the original
manuscripts of his books were not available which could be consulted and compared
to deduce the actual Persian text and translate it properly. If only I could have found a
single manuscript written by Sultan Bahoo himself then there was no need of others
for the translation but unfortunately not even one could be found. All of them were
lost or wasted because the spiritual successors kept them in their possession instead
of spreading. (p. 40)
As you have read the statement of Sultan Bahoo in previous pages that he could not read
or write like Prophet Mohammad. Therefore just as there is not any Quranic verse or
Hadith available written by the sacred hands of the Holy Prophet similarly no hand
written document or script by Sultan Bahoo can be available. Whatever he stated verbally
as a result of Divine revelations, the spiritual successors and Dervishes wrote it and now
only those manuscripts are available. Hence it is not strange that Sultan Altaf Ali or
Sultan Hamid Ali or anybody else was unable to find any manuscript written by Sultan
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Bahoo. The translators got the Persian manuscripts of the books of Sultan Bahoo which
are translated till now from the heritage of his family. Most of the translators compared
different manuscripts of the same book and then translated it. That is why all the available
translations are almost the same in terms of teachings.
Sultan Hamid Ali has given a list of very few books of Sultan Bahoo in Manaqib-eSultani which shows that most of the books were lost or were not available when
Manaqib-e-Sultani was written. Since there was not any proper institution to publish Sultan
Bahoo’s books, only a few books could be published and preserved, that too as the result
of individual efforts.
Another reason for keeping these books concealed for a long time might be that Sultan
Bahoo wanted to keep this Divine treasure hidden from the undeserving people. Perhaps
it will be revealed in future at some fixed time, which is why the Holy Prophet has titled
him Mustafa Sani and Mujtaba Akhir Zamani as the guide of righteousness for the last
era.
Sultan Bahoo’s books are the masterpieces of Divine knowledge. He proclaims that if
someone is unable to find a spiritual guide, his books will prove to be a guide and
medium for him to reach the perfect spiritual guide. In Risala Roohi Sharif he says:
 If a Saint having spiritual union has been dropped from the spiritual world or from
the angelic world being demoted from his rank, seeks mediation of this treatise, it
will prove a perfect spiritual guide for him. If he does not make it his mediator, he is
liable and if he does then we are responsible to elevate him back to his status.
This proclamation of Sultan Bahoo is present in almost all of his books with a change
of few words.
Sultan Bahoo’s writing style is very simple and easy to understand even for a less educated
person. His writings are so persuasive and influential that they completely envelop the
reader. If his books are read respectfully after ablution, an ocean of spiritual beneficence
pours down upon the reader. If the reader continues reading them with complete faith and
true intentions, he will be guided towards the perfect spiritual guide of the Sarwari Qadri
order who is the real spiritual heir and representative of Sultan Bahoo in the present age.
In his books Sultan Bahoo has used the Quranic verses, Hadiths and Qudsi Hadiths
according to the requirement of the statement. If these verses or Hadiths are removed, the
actual meaning of the statement remains unexplained. Sultan Bahoo also makes use of
poetry eloquently and beautifully which enhances the effect of the statement.
Urdu translations of Sultan Bahoo’s following books are available:
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(1) Abyat-e-Bahoo (Punjabi Poetry)
(2) Divan-e-Bahoo (Persian Poetry)
(3) Ain-ul-Faqr
(4) Majalisa-tul-Nabi
(5) Kaleed-ul-Tauheed (Kalan)
(6) Kaleed-ul-Tauheed (Khurd)
(7) Shams-ul-Arifeen
(8) Ameer-ul-Kaunain
(9) Taigh-e-Barhana
(10) Risala Roohi Sharif
(11) Ganj-ul-Asrar
(12) Mehak-ul-Faqr (Kalan)
(13) Mehak-ul-Faqr (Khurd)
(14) Asrar-e-Qadri
(15) Risala Aurang Shahi
(16) Jamia-ul-Asrar
(17) Aqal-e-Baydar
(18) Fazal-ul-Laqa (Kalan)
(19) Fazal-ul-Laqa (Khurd)
(20) Miftah-ul-Arifeen
(21) Nur-ul-Huda (Kalan)
(22) Nur-ul-Huda (Khurd)
(23) Taufeeq-ul-Hidayat
(24) Qurb-e-Deedar
(25) Ain-ul-Arifeen
(26) Kaleed-e-Jannat
(27) Mohkim-ul-Fuqara
(28) Sultan-ul-Waham
(29) Deedar Bakhsh
(30) Kashf-ul-Asrar
(31) Mohabbat-ul-Asrar
(32) Tarfa-tul-Ain (this book is also known as Hujjat-ul-Asrar)



Shams-ul-Arifeen is in fact a collection of selective topics of Sultan Bahoo’s books:
Kaleed-ul-Tauheed, Qurb-e-Deedar, Majmua-tul-Fazal, Aqal-e-Baydar, Jamia-ul-Asrar,
Nur-ul-Huda, Ain-Numa and Fazal-ul-Laqa. It was compiled by Sultan Wali
Mohammad, the second son of Sultan Bahoo. Now this book is considered as a book
of Sultan Bahoo.
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In Manaqib-e-Sultani and Shams-ul-Arifeen the names of some books of Sultan
Bahoo have been mentioned which are still unavailable. These books are: Majmuatul-Fazal, Ain-Numa, Talmeez-ur-Rehman, Qutb-ul-Aqtab, Shams-ul-Ashiqeen, Divane-Bahoo Saghir and Kabir (Persian). Only one book Divan-e-Bahoo is available
which is either Saghir or Kabir.
Only one Punjabi book of Sultan Bahoo Abyat-e-Bahoo is available which is a
collection of his Punjabi poetry.

TEACHINGS
Sultan Bahoo has chosen the term Faqr for his teachings instead of the conventional
terms like spirituality or mysticism. His teachings emphasize on acquiring the path of Faqr.
The most essential thing in the way of Faqr is guidance of perfect spiritual guide of
Sarwari Qadri order who is the man of Divine Essence and the absolute light of
guidance. According to Sultan Bahoo, the perfect spiritual guide is the one who gives
Ism-e-Allah Zaat written in golden letters to the seeker on the very first day and orders
him to invoke, contemplate and inscribe it on the body with index finger. By the attention
and benevolence of the perfect spiritual guide and contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat or
Ism-e-Mohammad, the seeker is esoterically blessed with two most elevated spiritual
stations i.e. the Divine vision and presence in the Mohammadan Assembly. There are no
spiritual stations higher than these two. Only those seekers reach these levels who continue
their journey of Faqr following their spiritual guide with devotion and perseverance.
Teachings of Sultan Bahoo regarding important topics of Sufism and Faqr are discussed
in detail in Part II.

RELIGIOUS SCHOOL OF THOUGHT
Sultan Bahoo was a Sunni Muslim and followed Imam Abu Hanifa’s school of thought.
He says:
 I follow Imam Abu Hanifa who was a Mystic with pure inward and ever remained
free of polytheism, infidelity and heresy of music. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)

ORDER OF FAQR
The spiritual order of Sultan Bahoo is Sarwari Qadri. In all his writings he has declared
himself Qadri and has elaborated the excellence and ultimate spiritual beneficence of
leader of all Saints Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani from whom this order continues. Sultan
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Bahoo has discussed two offshoots of the Qadri way; Sarwari Qadri and Zahidi Qadri.
He has related himself to the former.54

FAMILY
WIVES
Sultan Bahoo had four wives:
1. His first wife belonged to the family of Makhdoom Burhanuddin Ahmad,55 resident of
Langar Makhdoom, Jhang District, Pakistan.
2. His second wife was from Awan family.
3. Third wife was his close relative.
4. His fourth wife belonged to a rich Hindu family. She embraced Islam at the hands of
Sultan Bahoo before he married her. The author of Manaqib-e-Sultani narrates this
incident as:
 Once Sultan Bahoo went to Multan (Pakistan) at the shrine of Bahauddin Zakariya
and climbed his grave for reciting ilm-e-dawat. At first the grave shook but immediately
it was ordered from Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani, “O Bahauddin! He is my beloved,
you must also love him and follow whatever he instructs.” On hearing this, the soul
of Bahauddin came out of the grave to meet Sultan Bahoo and requested him to order
whatever he wanted. Sultan Bahoo ecstatically said that he needed nothing. However
on Bahauddin’s insistence, he demanded a chaste person from his city. Then he left
the shrine and went towards the north in rapturous state. While he was standing near
the river for ablution, he saw a young maiden standing with shoes in her hands,
having blisters in her feet. Sultan Bahoo asked, “Who are you?” She replied, “I am
the daughter of so and so Hindu. When you came out of the shrine of Bahauddin
Zakariya, I accepted Islam there and then, as I was ordered by him to serve you.
Rather he ordered me to become your slave.” Sultan Bahoo married her in the nearby
village in the presence of villagers.

CHILDREN
According to Manaqib-e-Sultani, Sultan Bahoo had eight sons. Their names are:
1.
54

Sultan Noor Mohammad

To know about the Sarwari Qadri order study chapter 19.
Makhdoom Burhanuddin belonged to the Suhrawardi order and was a spiritual guide. According to a tradition, he was
the spiritual successor of Bahauddin Zakariya Multani while according to another tradition, he was his son. (Tazkirah
Auliya-e-Jhang).
55
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Sultan Wali Mohammad
Sultan Latif Mohammad
Sultan Saleh Mohammad
Sultan Ishaq Mohammad
Sultan Fateh Mohammad
Sultan Sharif Mohammad
Sultan Hayat Mohammad

Doctor Sultan Altaf Ali writes in Mirat-e-Sultani (Bahoo Nama Kamil) that he also had
a daughter by the name of Mai Rehmat Khatoon.
Sultan Bahoo’s family continued only from his three sons Sultan Noor Mohammad,
Sultan Wali Mohammad and Sultan Latif Mohammad. While other sons died childless.
One of his sons, Sultan Hayat Mohammad died in his childhood.
When Sultan Bahoo passed away, his eldest son Sultan Noor Mohammad left his shrine
and went to an area in Layyah, Garang Fateh Khan, at the western bank of Indus River
(Pakistan). He returned to the shrine after twenty years and died there. He was buried in
the shrine of Sultan Bahoo. His descendants live in a small town near Layyah.
Sultan Bahoo’s second son Sultan Wali Mohammad became the first caretaker of his
shrine. He died during his last travel, near the khanqah of Ghayyasuddin Taigh Harran in
the city of Marta which is near Dera Ghazi Khan (now Rahim Yar Khan, Pakistan) and
was buried there. His descendants reside in the vicinity of Chah Samandari (old shrine of
Sultan Bahoo), present shrine of Sultan Bahoo in Jhang, Ahmadpur East and Rahim Yar
Khan. All the caretakers of shrine of Sultan Bahoo were from the progeny of Sultan Wali
Mohammad and they also inherited his property. Some of them reached high government
posts and some became popular in politics. My spiritual guide, Sultan Mohammad Asghar
Ali’s lineage also reaches Sultan Bahoo through Sultan Wali Mohammad.
The third son Sultan Latif Mohammad’s descendants lived in Kot Sabzul (Sadiqabad,
Pakistan). This family spent life in poverty and anonymity and at last diminished. Now
the lineage of Sultan Bahoo is continued only by his two sons, Sultan Wali Mohammad
and Sultan Noor Mohammad.

MIRACLES
In terms of sharia miracle is the unusual spiritual power which is displayed by Prophets
and Saints. It is in fact a spiritual authority bestowed by Allah upon His chosen slaves. A
miracle by a Prophet is called mujiza in Arabic while that by a Saint is karamat.
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Miracle is of two types; one is outward and extrinsic while the other is spiritual or
intrinsic. The outward or extrinsic miracle is for common people because those who can
see only the outward things acknowledge only the extrinsic miracles. Whereas the spiritual
and intrinsic miracles are for the special ones who have the knowledge of Sufism. The
extrinsic miracles can be satanic deceptions which can be shown even by the nonMuslims, Hindu ascetics or magicians like walking on water, flying in the air, revealing
the hidden secrets or making an ill person healthy or a healthy person ill or insane. The
Mystics do not consider such magical acts as miracles. In the path of Faqr, they are
considered immodest and impure behaviours.
The spiritual or intrinsic miracle is to change one’s inward, to start invocation of Ism-eAllah Zaat in one’s soul, bless someone with the Divine union by a single glance, convert
an illiterate into a scholar, give such knowledge to a person which he does not possess,
elevate the seeker to the status of annihilation in the spiritual guide, annihilation in Allah
and becoming immortal with Him, convert a materialistic person into a Mystic or immerse
someone in the Divine vision and union without any mystic struggle or lengthy devotions.
These spiritual miracles of Mystics are only for the special seekers of Allah and there is
no satanic deception in them.
There are several extrinsic and intrinsic miracles of Sultan Bahoo. Some of them are
mentioned below:
 Since childhood he could turn a non-Muslim into a Muslim just by a single glance.
This miracle continued throughout his life.
 His second biggest miracle is his books. He did not get formal education from any
school and could not read or write even then he authored 140 books in Persian, the
customary language of his age. The miracle of his books, observed by myself, is that
if they are read with complete faith, respect and sincerity after ablution, the soul of
the reader becomes enlightened. The words of his books are absolute light and the
statements are based on Divine presence. He declares in all his books, “If someone
could not find a spiritual guide, he should make any of my books his guide and
medium. I will definitely guide him to his eternal destination.” I have observed that a
sincere reader of his books definitely finds a spiritual guide according to his desire.
However for the spiritually blind people he says, “The spiritually blind unfortunates
who are deprived of gnosis since eternity will never like my books.”
Another miracle of his books is that they have treasures of Divine knowledge and
mystic secrets for all the seekers and Mystics whether they are the beginners, at
middle level or drowned in Divine Unity at the final level. The seeker at initial stage
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will get guidance from them according to his status while the seeker at middle or
final stage will get beneficence accordingly.
 Once a poor Sayyid who had a large family to support was worried due to poverty
and was in search of a Saint whose prayer could improve his financial plight. To
fulfil this desire, he started serving a Fakir. One day the Fakir asked him what he
wished. He replied, “I have a large family to support and a huge loan to return. My
sons and daughters have reached the age of marriage but I cannot manage to get them
married due to my poverty. All the material sources have ended. Only some invisible
power can solve my problem now.” The Fakir said, “Let me give you the address of a
perfect Saint. Only he can solve your problem. Go to Sultan Bahoo who lives in
Shorkot and tell him your problem.” The poor Sayyid went to Shorkot but he was
disappointed to see that Sultan Bahoo was ploughing the fields. He was also told by
the nearby people that they did not know Sultan Bahoo as a Fakir or Saint. He was
about to return in disappointment when Sultan Bahoo, who had become aware of his
esoteric state, called him back. Hearing his voice, Sayyid felt encouraged and decided
to tell him his problem. After greetings Sultan Bahoo asked his problem, the Sayyid
told everything. Sultan Bahoo requested him to hold his plough while he passed the
urine. Afterwards he cleaned himself with a clod and holding that clod he came back
to the Sayyid and said, “You came here in vain, I cannot help you as I am a simple
farmer.” Sayyid was already tired of the long journey and much worried due to his
troubled life, he said angrily, “Right then this is my punishment as I am begging from
a farmer in spite of being a Sayyid myself.” This enraged Sultan Bahoo, he threw the
clod that was in his hand in fury, saying the verse:

وٹ

رکدے

ایمیک‘ ِوسان

،د

ن
رظن جمہاَں

وقم اےت وموقف ںیہن ایک دّیس ایک ٹج
Explanation: Whose sight is alchemy itself, they can turn a stone into gold. It does not
matter whether one is a Sayyid or a farmer.
The clod he threw tumbled far on the ploughed field and all the clods that came in
touch with it turned into gold. Sayyid was petrified and begged forgiveness at Sultan
Bahoo’s feet. He said to the Sayyid, “Now do not cry, pick up the gold and leave
silently. If anyone comes to know about the incident, both of us will be in trouble.”
The Sayyid put the gold in his coverlet and left kissing the feet of Sultan Bahoo.
(Manaqib-e-Sultani)

 Once Sultan Bahoo was travelling in Thal with some of his disciples and Dervishes.
Someone amongst them asked him about the alchemic sight. At that time a man
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nearby was about to lift his bundle of wooden sticks. When Sultan Bahoo put a glance
upon him, he started staring at the sky. Sultan Bahoo said to the disciple who
questioned about the alchemic sight, “On our return when we will reach here, this
person will answer your question.” They continued their journey. When they returned
to the place where they had found the man with the bundle of sticks, they reminded
Sultan Bahoo of the question about alchemic sight. He took all the Dervishes and
disciples to that man who was still in the same condition. The bundle of sticks was
lying before him and he was staring at the sky. Sultan Bahoo ordered his disciples to
ask the question from that man but when they asked the man, he remained silent and
still like an idol. When he did not speak even on calling many times, the disciples
requested Sultan Bahoo to call him. Sultan Bahoo asked his disciples, “What was this
man’s condition when you last saw him?” They replied, “This man was about to pick
his bundle of sticks, when you put a glance upon him he started staring at the sky.”
Sultan Bahoo told them that the man had been in the same state since then. When
Sultan Bahoo again put a glance upon the man, he returned to his senses. He fell at
Sultan Bahoo’s feet and crying bitterly requested to grant him that state again. Sultan
Bahoo ordered him to tell everyone about his condition. He said, “When you passed
from here last time, I was about to pick my bundle of sticks. You put a spiritual
glance upon me and just by your attention I was submerged in the Divine vision. Till
now I was enchanted and captured by the pleasure of Divine vision. Now you have
taken me out of that state. I am really upset and restless, I request you to bless me
with the same condition again.” Sultan Bahoo told his disciples that this was a very
simple and ordinary example of alchemic sight. Then he said to the man, “Pick up
your bundle of sticks, you were earlier a majdhub and slave to time but now you are a
traveller of the Divine path who rules over time. Now you have control over your
condition, you can experience that ecstatic state whenever you want.” (Manaqib-e-Sultani)
 There was a jujube tree in front of the door of Sultan Bahoo’s tomb. As it was in the
middle of pathway, it was a hindrance for the visitors of shrine and also hid the view
of tomb. The attendants of shrine and spiritual successors of Sultan Bahoo thought it
disrespectful to cut it. One day a blind man came to the shrine, his head struck
against the tree while he was entering the tomb. He was badly injured. The attendants
and spiritual successors mutually decided to cut the tree next day before the dawn
(Fajr) salat. Those days a Fakir named Mohammad Siddiq who was a man of spiritual
states had come from Dera Ismail Khan to stay in seclusion at the shrine. He was also
included in the consultation. That night Sultan Bahoo came in his dream and said,
“Why are you cutting my jujube tree, it will go far from here itself.” Next morning it
was seen that the tree had actually moved ten steps away from its original position. It
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stood towards the north of the door at right hand of the visitors. From that day
onwards it was called the Hazoori Bair.56 Devotees come from far flung areas to take
its fruit as a benediction especially for childless couples to have children and to
recover from illnesses. If the fruit is not available people take its leaves. Since, Sultan
Bahoo informed Mohammad Siddiq about this miracle, so he was titled as Bair Wala
Sahib and Makhdoom Sahib Bair Wala. His disciples used to call him by this title.
(Manaqib-e-Sultani)

 Once Sultan Bahoo was travelling with Dervishes in the area of Dera Ghazi Khan,
Pakistan. They passed from a village named Chabri. Dervishes requested Sultan Bahoo
to allow them to cook food as it was the time for lunch. He allowed them. A woman
in that village used to serve Dervishes, they all went to her house. Some of the
Dervishes started cooking food with the help of that woman. Meanwhile the baby girl
of the woman who was sleeping in a crib woke up and started crying. The woman
asked Sultan Bahoo to swing the crib so the baby would stop crying. Sultan Bahoo
moved the crib and while doing so enlightened the soul of the girl with the light of
Ism-e-Allah Zaat by his attention. Then he turned to the woman and said, “I have
moved the crib of your girl in such a way that this movement (her spiritual
enhancement) will be continued till the doomsday.” That girl’s name was Fatimah
and she belonged to the Baloch tribe Mastoi. Her shrine is in Katkar, an area in the
village Fateh Khan in Wahwa, Dera Ghazi Khan, Pakistan. Lakhs of devotees and
hundreds of seekers of Allah visit her shrine for gaining beneficence.
 Once Sultan Bahoo was visiting Soon Valley. His spiritual successor Sultan Naurang
was with him. They stopped near a beautiful hill of Kallar Kahar.57 On the 1st of
Ramadan, Sultan Bahoo went in seclusion in a cave of that hill and got absorbed in
the Divine vision. When evening fell Sultan Naurang became worried about arranging
food in the forest. At the time of breaking fast a supernatural being appeared in the
form of a deer and came down the hill near Sultan Naurang. There was some water in
a utensil and food in a cloth on its horns. Sultan Naurang broke his fast with that
provision, afterwards he tied the utensil and the cloth with the horns of deer and let it
go. The deer kept providing food to Naurang Sultan the whole month of Ramadan
before dawn for keeping the fast and at dusk for breaking the fast.
Sultan Bahoo remained in the state of spiritual absorption the whole month of Ramadan.
When the moon appeared on the night of Eid, drums were beaten in the villages
nearby which let Sultan Bahoo come out of his state of meditation. He asked Naurang
Sultan what the noise was all about. He replied that the Eid moon had been sighted.
56
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Bair is jujube. Hazoori Bair means the divine jujube.
The government has now made it a picnic spot.
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Sultan Bahoo exclaimed, “Oh! Has all the Ramadan passed? And what about my
prayers, fasts and taravih58 prayers?” He replied, “My lord! You know better.” In
spite of his intense state of spiritual absorption, Sultan Bahoo offered all his prayers
and kept fasts afterwards.
Then the supernatural deer came to Sultan Bahoo and requested for his attention.
When Sultan Bahoo put a glance, it could not bear the attention and died at once. It is
said that a Dervish59 was also present there. He requested Sultan Bahoo, “My lord, I
have been in your service for a long time but you never put such a glance upon me.”
Sultan Bahoo blessed him too with his attention, he also could not endure it and died.
Sultan Bahoo made tombs of both the deer and the Dervish side by side. Later on this
place became famous by the name of ‘Aahoo Bahoo’. ‘Aahoo’ means deer and ‘Bahoo’
shows relation with Sultan Bahoo. Their shrine has become a sacred place for the
visitors. I have often visited this place60 and the cave where Sultan Bahoo secluded
because my beloved spiritual guide used to go to Uchhali Sharif, a beautiful area in
Soon valley, during summer every year and I had to go to Uchhali to meet him via
Kallar Kahar from the Motorway. Hence I had the privilege of visiting this place at
least fifteen times a year.
Till 2001 this place was famous by the name of Aahoo Bahoo but in 2002 its name
was changed to Hoo-b-Hoo because someone had taken these shrines under his
control and related them to Shaikh Mohammad Yaqoob Shaheed and Shaikh Ishaq
Shaheed, sons of Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani’s son Shaikh Sayyid Abdul Razzaq Jilani
thus changing the actual course of history.
 Another miracle of Sultan Bahoo is related to this place. It is said that the water of
this place was not sweet and clean. The people of Kallar Kahar had to bring clean
water for drinking from far off areas. Once long ago, some women were bringing
sweet water for drinking when a Saint61 passed by. He requested for some water but
the women lied that the water was bitter. The Saint replied, “Alright! If you say the
water is bitter, then it must be bitter.” When those women reached home, they found
that water had actually become bitter. When other people went to the spring from
58

The prayer offered at night in Ramadan before keeping the next day fast.
My spiritual guide Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali related from his spiritual guide and father Sultan Mohammad Abdul
Aziz that the name of Dervish was Fakir Ghulam Mohammad and he was the resident of Noor Pur Sethi, Chakwal District,
Pakistan.
60
I also had the privilege of visiting these tombs in March 1994 before my oath of allegiance to my spiritual guide. At that
time the Motorway was under construction and these tombs were famous by the name of Aahoo Bahoo. Abdul Hameed son
of Noor Mohammad Kulachvi writes in his book Hayat-e-Sarwari that his father often went to the mountains of Soon
Valley in the month of Ramadan and visited the tombs of Aahoo Bahoo. Noor Mohammad Kulachvi has also mentioned
about these tombs in his book Makhzan al-Asrar.
61
According to the book Mirat-e-Sultani (Bahoo Nama Kamil), he was Fariduddin Ganjshakar.
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where they used to get sweet water, they found that it had also become bitter. All of
them started searching that Saint. When he was found, they requested him to forgive
the women as they could not recognize his status and begged to make the water of the
spring sweet again because it was the only source of drinking water for them. The
Saint replied, “I cannot make the water sweet again but one day the king of Mystics
would pass from this place. You would have to request him as changing bitter into
sweet and useless into useful is his attribute.”
When Sultan Bahoo had buried the deer and Dervish, people of the village came to
know that a Saint had been present in their area since a month and was engaged in
devotions in the cave. They met Sultan Bahoo and presented the problem of bitter water
before him. Sitting at his place of seclusion, he threw a stone forcefully at the foot of
hill. At once a spring started flowing from there. Sultan Bahoo declared that the spring
would continue till the doomsday. Now this spring is the only source of water for the
people of Kallar Kahar and fulfils all their requirements of water. The water of this
spring has given birth to a natural lake in Kallar Kahar. This place has become a big
picnic resort now.

TRANSFERENCE OF DIVINE TRUST AND SARWARI QADRI
ORDER
WHAT IS THE DIVINE TRUST?
In the Holy Quran, Allah Almighty says about His sacred Trust:

َ َ َ ََ َ َۡ َ ۡ َ َ َ
ُ الس ّٰم ّٰوت َو الۡاَ ۡرض َو الۡج َبال َفاَبَی ۡ َن اَ ۡن یَ ۡحم ۡل َن َہا َو اَ ۡش َف ۡق َن م ۡن َہا َو َحمَ َل َہا الۡان ۡ َس
ؕ ان
ِانا عرضنا الامانة علی
ِ
ِ
ِ
ِ
ِ ِ ِ
َُ َ َ َ
(33:72)ان ظلوۡ ًما َج ُہوۡلًا
ِانہ ک



Meaning: Indeed We offered the Trust to the heavens and the earth and the mountains,
but they declined to bear this and felt scared of it, but man took it on. Verily he is ever so
cruel (towards his innerself) and ignorant (of his highest rank near Allah). (33:72)
According to the perfect Fakirs, this Trust actually refers to the true heritage of the
Holy Prophet which is Ism-e-Allah Zaat and the Trust of Faqr. The person to whom this
Trust is transferred is stationed at the grand position of:

ّٰ َ ْ َ ْ َ َ َ
ِاذا تم الفق ُر ف ُہوَ اللہ

Meaning: When Faqr is accomplished that is Allah.
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When the seeker of Allah reaches the peak of Faqr i.e. becomes immortal with Allah
after being annihilated in Him, he acquires all the attributes of Allah and is adorned with
the grand status of the Universal Divine Man. The most perfect and pre-eminent man of
this entire universe is Prophet Mohammad and he is the best manifestation of Allah.
Sultan Bahoo says:
 The Holy Prophet is the Universal Divine Man while all others62 have attained to the
levels (of perfection and proximity to Allah) through him according to their status.
(Ain-ul-Faqr)

The Universal Divine Man is possessor of the Divine Trust and representative of Allah on
earth. Sultan Bahoo says:
 Jamiat which is the beneficence of the most Compassionate Allah, is solely the
destiny of the Universal Divine Man. Only the Prophets and Fakirs hold the status of
Universal Divine Man. (Fazal-ul-Laqa)
Allah says in the Quran:

َ
َ
ۡ َ
(25:59)الرَ ۡح ّٰم ُن ف ۡسـَٔ ۡل ِب ٖہ خ ِبی ًرا



Meaning: (Allah) is most Kind. (O aspirant to His gnosis)! Ask of Him (from) someone
who has attained to His awareness. (25:59)
The Universal Divine Man becomes the ultimate manifestation and reflection of Allah. He
reflects the light of the Divine Essence as well as all His names, attributes and actions. He
possesses all the Divine attributes and virtues.
Husayn ibn Ali says in his book Mirat-ul-Arifeen:
 The entire Quran is in its opening chapter which is abridged in Bismillah and the name
of Allah (Ism-e-Allah Zaat) is present in the inward of the Universal Divine Man. That
is why the Universal Divine Man is both the abridged and detailed manifestation of all
the attributes of Allah and His Essence.
When Sultan Bahoo reached this destination of Faqr, he said:
 When I reached the ultimate destination of Faqr, the Divine decree came from the
Majestic court, “You are My lover.” I respectfully submitted, “My humble self is
incapable of the love of the Majesty.” Then it was commanded, “You are My beloved.”
On this, I kept quiet. The sheen of ray of Divinity submerged me into the oceans of
Divine engrossment like a mere particle and the Divine commandment came, “You

62

Here ‘all others’ refer to great Companions of the Holy Prophet as well as the perfect Saints and Fakirs of his umma.
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are exactly Me and I am exactly you. With respect to the station of reality you are My
Reality and with respect to the station of gnosis you are My beloved and the secret of

ُ

ُ

Ya-Hoo (ْ )یَاہوlies in Hoo (ْ)ہو.” (Risala Roohi Sharif)

ُ

ُ

In this statement Hoo (ْ )ہوmeans the Divine Essence whereas Ya-Hoo (ْ )یَاہوmeans the
Mohammadan Reality and the ‘secret’ means union with Allah after the spiritual

ُ

accomplishment. This is the station of immortality with Hoo (ْ )ہوafter annihilation in
Him where man becomes perfect and adorns the station of the Universal Divine Man.
In Aqal-e-Baydar Sultan Bahoo says about the Universal Divine Man:
 The Divine light of Mohammad manifested from the light of Allah and from the light
of Mohammad, the entire creation came into being. Hence the origin of man is
Divine light. When the seeker’s innerself, inward and soul completely convert to
light on the basis of his virtues, he becomes the Universal Divine Man.
In his book Nur-ul-Huda Kalan, Sultan Bahoo says:
 The enchanting existence of the Universal Divine Man is the maze of treasure of the
Divine name and Essence.
Sultan Bahoo has called the existence of Universal Divine Man as the manifestation of
wonders and rarities. He knows the secret of finding the Divine Essence from the name

ّٰ

()اللہ. This secret is a treasure and just as one reaches a treasure after solving a maze
likewise recognizing the Universal Divine Man is a maze. Whoever solves this maze,
only he recognizes the reality of the Universal Divine Man.
Ibn Arabi says about the Universal Divine Man:
 Since Ism-e-Allah Zaat is comprehensive of all the Divine attributes and is the fount of
entire marvels hence it is the origin of Divine disclosure and is called the Lord of all
the lords. The person who is its perfect embodiment is the exact Divine Essence-the
true man of Allah upon whom everything is revealed. In every era one person is on
the footsteps of Prophet Mohammad and he is ‘the absolute man of Allah’ of that era.
He is called the leading Saint of all the Saints or the Ghawth.63 His way is exactly that
of Prophet Mohammad. He involuntarily follows the Divine commandments and
63

Arabic term al-Ghawth ( )غوثliterally means the mightiest succour and the saviour. It is the highest rank in Sufi

hierarchy.
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remains absorbed in Divine love and obligations. Whatever Allah has to do, He does
it through him. (Fusus al-Hikam,64 p. 232)
As Allah says in the Holy Quran:

ۡ ُ َ ۡۤۡ ُ ّٰ ۡ َ ۡ َ ۡ َ َ ُ َ
(36:12)ام م ِبی ٍن
ٍ و کل شی ٍء احصینہ فِی ِام



Meaning: And We have encompassed everything in the Imamin Mubin. (36:12)
In this verse the Imamin Mubin refers to the Universal Divine Man. Allah has kept all His
wills, commands and the created universe in the Guarded Tablet which is in fact the
inward of the Universal Divine Man. Inward of the Universal Divine Man is the place
where theophanies of Divine Essence are revealed, hence its vastness can neither be
explained nor imagined.
Allama Iqbal says:

قل
ولح یھب تُ ِ م یھب تُ اریا ووجد اِاتکلب
ن
گِ آہنیگب رگن اریے طیحم ںیم خَب
ِب
Explanation: You are the Guarded Tablet, the Pen and the real Quran. The crystal coloured
dome (meaning the sky) is just a bubble as compared to your existence. (Bal-e-Jibril)
Shaikh Moid-ud-Din Jindi says:
 The greatest name of Allah which has become famous all over, is in fact meaningly
related to the world of reality and soul (universe of Command) while literally it is
related to this world of physical existence and apparent words. All the Hadiths which
encompass the truth of Divine marvels are called ‘the reality’ and they actually refer
to the Universal Divine Man who is present in every era. He is the leading Saint of all
Saints. He possesses the Divine Trust and is the ultimate representative of Allah. The
greatest name is actually the physical countenance of that perfect Saint (the Universal
Divine Man). (Tafsir Ruh al-Bayan,65 Vol. I, p. 41)
Sayyid Abdul Karim bin Ibrahim al-Jili writes in his book al-Insan al-Kamil:
 Among the levels of existence, the level and marvel at which Prophet Mohammad is
appointed, none else can ever achieve. The words, behaviour, conditions and actions
of the beloved Prophet Mohammad are a witness that he is unique in all marvels. He is
the Universal Divine Man and the rest of Prophets and perfect Saints are adjoined to
64
65

Translated in Urdu by Abdul Qadeer Siddiqi, publisher Nazeer sons Lahore.
Translated in Urdu by Mohammad Faiz Ahmad Awaisi, publishers Maktaba Awaisia Rizvia Bahawalpur, Pakistan.
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him the way ‘perfected ones’ are adjoined to ‘the Perfect’. They are related to him
just as the ‘distinguished ones’ are related to ‘the Distinguished’ but unanimously the
ultimate and absolute Universal Divine Man is Prophet Mohammad. (p. 379)
 The Universal Divine Man is the one who truly deserves the personal name and
attributes of Allah as per order of the Divine Essence. For Allah, he is like a mirror.
Man cannot see himself except in a mirror and Ism-e-Allah Zaat is the true mirror to
judge oneself. Universal Divine Man is Allah’s mirror and Allah has made it
compulsory upon Himself to view all His names and attributes only in the Universal
Divine Man. (p. 391)
Abdul Karim al-Jili further describes about the Universal Divine Man:
 The Mohammadan Reality manifests itself in every era in the being of the Universal
Divine Man according to the requirements and prevailing conditions. The Universal
Divine Man is the representative of Prophet Mohammad in his particular era.
 The Universal Divine Man is the celestial pole around whom the entire universe
revolves from pre-existence till eternal end. Ever since the advent of existence till
eternity of the eternities, he is a unique entity. Then there are different physical dresses
for this entity in different ages (this entity appears in a different physical appearance
in each era). In accordance to that particular dress he is given a name that would not
go for another of his dress. His actual name is Mohammad, his filial appellation is Abu
al-Qasim, his epithet is Abdullah (man of Allah) and his title is Shamsuddin. He has a
name in accordance to each physical dress. In every era he has a new name which
suits to the physical dress in which he appears. (Al-Insan al-Kamil,66 p. 388)
The reality of Universal Divine Man is described in detail by Ibn Arabi in Fusus alHikam as:
 From pre-existence till eternal end, the Holy Prophet keeps changing his physical
dresses in every era and only in the beings of ‘perfect individuals’ does he manifest
himself.
 The Universal Divine Man is a unique entity since pre-existence till eternity and that
is the lord of universe Prophet Mohammad who has been appearing in the beings of
Prophets, Messengers and their spiritual successors from Adam till Christ and after
the seal of Prophethood he would be manifesting in the beings of Ghawth, Qutb,
Abdal and Saints according to their respective spiritual levels and ranks.
Syed Mohammad Zauqi Shah says:
66
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 The Universal Divine Man is comprehensive of entire creation. With respect to his
wisdom and soul, he is titled as the mother of Book;67 with respect to his inward, he is
the Guarded Tablet; with respect to his innerself, he is the book of obliterations and
affirmations. The Universal Divine Man is the revealed book which encompasses
everything in the universe. Its secrets and true meaning are revealed only upon those
who have been liberated from the veils of inner darkness. (Sirr-e-Dilbaran)68
Rumi says:
 Just as treasures are found in deserted places, Allah entrusts His Trust to that person’s
inward who is not popular. (Mathnawi Maulana Rumi Vol. III)
In every era there is a man who bears the Divine Trust and he is the heir of treasure of
Faqr. The Holy Prophet is the owner of treasure of Faqr and has complete authority over
it. He is the one who transfers this Trust and treasure. Without his permission it cannot be
entrusted to anyone. He transferred the treasure of Faqr to his daughter Fatimah-tuz-Zahra
and she holds0 the highest and supreme level of being the first Sultan-ul-Faqr among the
Mohammadan umma. This treasure was also transferred to Ali ibn Abi Talib from whom
the spiritual orders and mystic chains originated through which the treasure of Faqr was
conveyed to the umma. Among the People of Cloak, this treasure was transferred from
Ali to his sons Hasan and Husayn. Then the chain continued and the treasure reached
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani and then to Sultan Bahoo. Now whenever someone is chosen
for entrusting the Divine Trust, the Holy Prophet hands over that person to Shaikh Abdul
Qadir Jilani for his spiritual training to hold the Trust. Then he is sent to Sultan Bahoo for
the final transference of the treasure of Faqr, the Divine Trust. Though the actual and main
source of transference of the treasure of Faqr till doomsday is only Prophet Mohammad.
Without his approval and permission Faqr cannot be granted to anyone.
The Universal Divine Man who possesses the Divine Trust is also called the man of
Divine Essence and he is the perfect spiritual guide possessing the absolute light of
guidance. If a seeker is fortunate enough to find such a spiritual guide, then his access to
the extreme level of Faqr is not at all difficult. The symbol of his marvels and perfection
is that he blesses the seeker with the sultan of invocations, the greatest name of Allah

ُ

Hoo (ْ )ہوand grants him Ism-e-Allah Zaat for contemplation on the very first day of
taking oath of allegiance. If a seeker finds such a spiritual guide, he should immediately
‘The mother of Book’ refers to opening chapter of Quran which contains the summary of the whole Quran and is also its
start. Since the Universal Divine Man contains the whole universe in a compact form and is also the start of universe as the
Holy Prophet said, “My light manifested from the light of Allah and then the whole universe was created from my light,”
so he is titled as the mother of Book.
68
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join him. However it is difficult to find him as he is usually not a popular and known
person. The chain of perfect spiritual guides will continue till the doomsday but only those
seekers will find and recognize them who truly and sincerely seek the recognition and
vision of Allah and presence of the Mohammadan Assembly.
The Universal Divine Man who is also the man of Divine Essence and perfect spiritual
guide possessing the absolute light of guidance, holds the Divine Trust. He is the heir of
treasure of Faqr and also the representative of Holy Prophet. The Mystics have declared it
mandatory to search him in this world and then follow him on the right path. Hence the
seekers of Allah must search him.

TRANSFERENCE OF THE DIVINE TRUST AND SARWARI QADRI ORDER
BY SULTAN BAHOO
When the perfect spiritual guide transfers his spiritual asset and powers to his chosen
disciple, it is termed in Sufism as transference of the Divine Trust or Trust of Faqr. The
chosen disciple is called the spiritual confidant of the guide and he leads the spiritual
order after the death of his guide.
Sultan Bahoo says about transference of the Divine Trust and the spiritual confidant:

وج ِ ی
ُھ
ِ ِمَ وس رغُھ

ِِدل دا رحمم وکیئ ہن ِ ی
َِم

Explanation: I could not find any deserving seeker to whom I could transfer the Trust of
Faqr. Whoever came to me wanted to fulfil his worldly desires.
 I searched for a spiritual guide for thirty years and now I have been looking for a true
seeker of Allah for years but I could not find the one. (Ain-ul-Faqr)

رکیس

اب
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و
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راسمن

ات

اتکی

ہتشگ

سک ہن رپدس ز نم دخا رپیس
ِراہ

دخا

امندن

رپدہ

چیہ

Explanation: No one sought the gnosis of Allah from me. If anyone had, I would have
taken him to the Throne and the Chair. The path of Allah would have revealed upon him
and he would have become one with Allah separating from each and everything. (Ain-ulFaqr)
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Explanation: I could not find any true seeker of the Truth whom I could elevate to the
Divine presence granting him the Divine secrets. (Ameer-ul-Kaunain)

بلط

القئ

اطےبل

ِرب

وتدیح

ایندم

ابفطصم
ِ

سک
منک

ُابھ
ؒ
احرض

Explanation: O Bahoo! No seeker came to me who was true to his desire for Allah, who
was eligible to be presented before the Holy Prophet and could be carried to the Divine
Oneness. (Ameer-ul-Kaunain)

امتم

رمدش

اقمم

رہ

مہ
از

مہ اطمبل ولطمب
قف
رہ یکی را وا م

و

Explanation: I am in search of a true seeker, as I am the perfect spiritual guide and
acquainted with every kind of the seekers and spiritual guides as well as with all the
stations of spiritual journey. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
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Explanation: I have been searching for the true seeker for years but could not find any
seeker capable to have the Divine vision. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
In his book Nur-ul-Huda Kalan Sultan Bahoo says:
 I had been searching for the true seekers for years and years but could not find a
magnanimous, truthful and trustworthy seeker eligible for the Divine persuasion whom
I could grant authority upon the treasures of Allah and bestow infinite esoteric and
exoteric wealth. Thus paying the zakat due upon me from the boundless Divine
benedictions and absolving myself from the right of Allah. (ch. Explanation of Mohammadan
Faqr)

Iqbal says:

اابقؔل! وکیئ رحمم اانپ ںیہن اہجں ںیم
امہرا

اہنں

در ِد

وک

یسک

ایک

ولعمم

Explanation: Iqbal! I have no confidant in the world. No one knows my hidden pain.
(Bang-e-Dara)
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The given references prove that Sultan Bahoo could not find a truly capable seeker in
his life to whom he could transfer the Divine Trust and the Sarwari Qadri order so he left
this world without transferring it. Eighty four years after the death of Sultan Bahoo, Sayyid
Abdullah Shah was born in Madina in 1186 AH who was eternally chosen to be entrusted
the treasure of Faqr. He came from Madina to the shrine of Sultan Bahoo in Jhang,
Pakistan (then India) in 1241 AH (1825 AD) and received the Divine Trust of Faqr from
him. Hence the Sarwari Qadri order continued from him 139 years after the death of
Sultan Bahoo.

SULTAN-UL-TARIKEEN SULTAN SAYYID MOHAMMAD
ABDULLAH SHAH MADNI JILANI
The Divine Trust of Faqr was transferred from Sultan Bahoo to Sayyid Mohammad
Abdullah Shah Madni Jilani and he became the next spiritual leader of the Sarwari Qadri
order.
Sayyid Abdullah Shah was born on the Friday night of 29th Ramadan, 1186 AH (24th
December, 1772 AD) in Madina. His ancestry goes up to Ali ibn Abi Talib through Shaikh
Abdul Qadir Jilani. It is as follows:
Sayyid Abdullah Shah son of Sayyid Abdul Raheem son of Sayyid Abdul Aziz son of
Sayyid Abdul Rehman Jilani Dehlvi son of Sayyid Abdul Qadir son of Sayyid Sharfuddin
son of Sayyid Ahmad son of Sayyid Alauddin Sani son of Sayyid Shahabuddin Sani son
of Sayyid Sharfuddin Qasim son of Sayyid Mohiyuddin Yahya son of Sayyid Badaruddin
Husayn son of Alauddin son of Shamsuddin son of Saifuddin Yahya son of Zaheeruddin
Masood son of Abi Nasr Mohammad son of Abu Saleh Nasr son of Shaikh Sayyid Abdul
Razzaq Jilani son of Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani.
From maternal side his ancestry goes up to Ali ibn Abi Talib through Imam Sayyid
Mohammad Taqi. It is given below:
Sayyida Momina daughter of Sayyid Mohammad Zakiuddin son of Sayyid Abdullah
son of Sayyid Mohammad Mubeen son of Sayyid Ameer Akhwand son of Sayyid
Imamuddin son of Sayyid Haider son of Sayyid Mohammad son of Sayyid Feroz son of
Sayyid Qutbuddin son of Sayyid Imamuddin son of Sayyid Fakharuddin son of Sayyid
Kamaluddin son of Sayyid Badaruddin son of Sayyid Tajuddin son of Sayyid Yahya son
of Sayyid Abdul Aziz son of Sayyid Ibrahim son of Sayyid Mehmood son of Sayyid Zaid
Shehwar son of Sayyid Abdullah Zarbakhsh son of Sayyid Yaqoob son of Sayyid Ahmad
son of Sayyid Mohammad Aarij son of Sayyid Ahmad son of Sayyid Mohammad Musa
al-Muberaka son of Imam Sayyid Mohammad Taqi son of Imam Sayyid Ali Raza son of
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Sayyid Imam Musa Kazim son of Sayyid Imam Jafar Sadiq son of Sayyid Imam
Mohammad Baqir son of Sayyid Imam Zayn al-Abidin son of Imam Husayn son of Ali
son of Abi Talib.
Sayyid Abdul Rehman Jilani Dehlvi, the spiritual guide of Sultan Bahoo was the great
grandfather of Sayyid Abdullah Shah. Sayyid Abdullah Shah’s grandfather Sayyid Abdul
Aziz migrated from Delhi to Baghdad in 1107 AH (1696 AD). Then he went to Madina
from Baghdad in 1109 AH (1698 AD) and settled there permanently.
Sayyid Abdullah Shah’s countenance was divinely luminous by birth. Whoever beheld
him got mesmerized. He had been inclined towards devotions since childhood and was
least interested in the worldly matters. He found peace only while worshipping Allah. He
had learnt the Holy Quran by heart at the age of twelve. His maternal grandfather Sayyid
Mohammad Zakiuddin often took him to the tomb of the Holy Prophet in Madina. At the
tomb his soul which perpetually remained restless due to the Divine love, found spiritual
bliss for a few moments. The restlessness of his soul made him enraptured to the extent
that he ran engrossed in Divine love for miles and miles until his feet bled.
After the death of his parents, Sayyid Abdullah Shah got fed up from the world
completely. He left his home and started living at the tomb of the Holy Prophet. There he
kept himself absorbed in prayers and services of the tomb. After six years of service and
spiritual struggle, Sayyid Abdullah Shah was graced with the holy presence of Prophet
Mohammad in his dream who asked him, “What do you want in reward for your services?”
He replied humbly, “O Lord! You know better that I seek nothing but Faqr.” The Holy
Prophet said, “For Faqr you would have to go to India to Sultan Bahoo.”
When Sayyid Abdullah Shah woke up, he was surprised and worried to think that why the
Holy Prophet had referred him to Sultan Bahoo while he himself is the fount of righteousness
and Divine guidance. Hence he continued his routine services at the tomb.
After another six years the Holy Prophet again came in his dream and asked the same
question, “What do you want in reward for your services?” Sayyid Abdullah Shah replied
the same that he only wished Faqr. The Holy Prophet said, “You would get Faqr only
from Sultan Bahoo.” Sayyid Abdullah Shah respectfully stated, “I am totally unaware of
the language, culture and life style of that region.” Prophet Mohammad replied, “I hand you
over to my beloved Abdul Qadir Jilani. Now it is his responsibility to guide and help you
to reach there.”
On waking up Sayyid Abdullah Shah immediately set out for the shrine of Shaikh
Abdul Qadir Jilani in Baghdad. Under his guidance Sayyid Abdullah Shah visited the
shrines of all the spiritual leaders of Sarwari Qadri order according to their sequence in
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the chain, got their beneficence and eventually reached the shrine of Sultan Bahoo in
Jhang, India (now Pakistan) in 1241 AH (1825 AD). Sultan Bahoo esoterically transferred
him the Divine Trust and order of Faqr. Sayyid Abdullah Shah stayed at the shrine of
Sultan Bahoo for six months. During that period Sultan Bahoo trained him spiritually and
then ordered him to settle in Ahmadpur East and guide the seekers of Allah on the path of
Faqr. Sayyid Abdullah Shah obeyed the order and spent the rest of his life in Ahmadpur
East where a large number of people got beneficence from him. The nawab of Bahawalpur
State, Nawab Bahawal Khan III was also included among his devotees.

TITLE
The title of Sayyid Abdullah Shah is Sultan-ul-Tarikeen which was conferred upon him
from the Mohammadan Assembly. Sultan-ul-Tarikeen literally means ‘the Sultan of
renouncers’. He was given this title because he is among those few Saints about whom
Allah says in the Qudsi Hadith, “Some of My friends remain concealed in My robe,
nobody knows them except Me.”
It is written about Sayyid Abdullah Shah in the Sufi transcripts of his superior spiritual
successor Pir Mohammad Abdul Ghafoor Shah which was compiled by his son Pir Abdul
Haq:
 He was an independent Saint and perfect Mystic and was amongst the most pious
ones who are hidden from the world according to the Qudsi Hadith (mentioned before).
He remained in solitude indifferent to the worldly fame, meditating with complete
attention towards Allah in the state of deep engrossment.
He always kept himself away from the limelight and the affairs of the state and court.
He never visited the gatherings of any nawab or leader and always stayed at his khanqah.
When the true seekers of Allah came to him, he blessed them with Divine benevolence
and spiritual persuasion cleansing their innerself and purifying their soul.
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani and Sultan Bahoo spiritually address him as ‘Shah Sahib’
which is why he is famous with this title as well. ‘Sultan’ is part of his name denoting
association with the spiritual order of Sultan Bahoo while ‘Jilani’ depicts his genealogy
and ‘Madni’ marks his birth in Madina.

APPEARANCE
In Sufi transcripts of Pir Mohammad Abdul Ghafoor Shah, his son Pir Abdul Haq writes;
 Sayyid Abdullah Shah had a very humble personality and liked to keep his attire
simple and unpretentious which was always according to the sharia. His usual dress
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consisted of plain long shirt and trousers along with turban. He used green, blue and
white coloured turbans. White turban had two to three spans erect edge over it.
On special occasions such as Eid, he used to wear kurta and wrap leg sheet (tehmad).
He was unique in his beauty and grandeur. He had a charming personality and an
enlightened countenance. His forehead was broad and eyes were very beautiful. Mostly
he used to stay absorbed in meditation and due to deep engrossment he had redness in
his eyes. He had a straight nose. He used to keep the length of his hair till his ears.
His beard was grey, thick and very appealing in width and length. He had an average
height. People who came to meet him with any purpose were so much mesmerized by
his magnificent beauty that they forgot everything. Even the young lads when came
in his service, used to get absorbed in the beautiful aura of his presence forgetting
their fun and play.
Pir Abdul Haq related that his father Pir Mohammad Abdul Ghafoor often said, “I
have never seen anyone as exceptionally beautiful as my spiritual guide Sayyid
Abdullah Shah. He was the best in his morals and behaviour as well.”

RELIGIOUS SCHOOL OF THOUGHT
Sayyid Abdullah Shah was a Sunni Muslim and belonged to the Hanafi fiqh.

ORDER OF FAQR
Sayyid Abdullah Shah belonged to the Sarwari Qadri order. He was the spiritual leader
of Sarwari Qadri order after Sultan Bahoo. It is written in the Sufi transcripts of Pir
Mohammad Abdul Ghafoor Shah:
 The spiritual chain of Sayyid Abdullah Shah is Sarwari Qadri. He guided and
persuaded the seekers through this spiritual way. There are two spiritual ways of the
Qadri order; Sarwari Qadri and Zahidi Qadri. In the Sarwari Qadri way, the seekers
of Allah are immediately blessed with the destination of proximity to Allah without
being indulged in hard worships and endeavours merely by the effect of the attention
and guidance of perfect spiritual guide. While in Zahidi Qadri way, the secret of
Divine Reality is revealed after an extended period of intense struggle and lengthy
devotional exercises. The mystic way followed by Sayyid Abdullah Shah was Sarwari
Qadri because the seekers of Allah were blessed with his spiritual beneficence
without prolonged worships and struggles. The secret of Allah was revealed upon
them just by his most effectively benefitting glance. He also verbally instructed the
true seekers of Allah.
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PROGENY
Sayyid Abdullah Shah had two daughters only. One of them, Noor Bibi, died at the age
of seven years while the second daughter Saleha was known by the name of Bibi Pak
Daman. She was a perfect Saint blessed with Divine sight. She died few years after the
death of Sayyid Abdullah Shah. Her shrine is near the shrine of Pir Mohammad Abdul
Ghafoor Shah in Mud Mopal, Garh Maharaja, Jhang District, Pakistan. She was unmarried.

DEATH
Sayyid Abdullah Shah died on Friday afternoon, 29th Ramadan, 1276 AH (20th April,
1860) in his khanqah in Ahmadpur East and is buried there.

SHRINE
Sayyid Abdullah Shah’s shrine is in Fatani Chowk, Ahmadpur East, Bahawalpur District,
Pakistan.
The detailed life history of Sayyid Abdullah Shah is given in the second chapter of the
book The Spiritual Guides of Sarwari Qadri Order. His complete biography is also
published by the title Life History of Sultan-ul-Tarikeen Hazrat Sakhi Sultan Syed
Mohammad Abdullah Shah Madni Jilani Rehmat-ul-Allah Alayh.

SPIRITUAL SUCCESSION
In the path of Faqr the perfect spiritual guide appoints some of his chosen seekers at
different places to guide people after training them spiritually and blessing them with one
or more of his attributes. They are called the spiritual successors.
The difference between a superior and junior spiritual successor is that the most special
seeker who is chosen for the Divine Trust is completely annihilated in his spiritual guide
and he possesses all the attributes of his spiritual guide. He represents and manifests his
spiritual guide’s essence so much so in the physical body of that seeker, the actual being
is that of his spiritual guide’s. In mystic terminology he is called the superior spiritual
successor (al-khalifa al-akbar) and he is only one. He holds the throne of Divine
guidance and persuasion after the death of his spiritual guide and becomes the perfect
spiritual guide possessing light of guidance for the seekers of Allah. That is to say, he is
the Universal Divine Man of his era. While the spiritual successor who is annihilated in
one or some attributes of the spiritual guide and represents only those attributes is called
the junior spiritual successor (al-khalifa al-asghar). There can be more than one junior
spiritual successors. Their number is not fixed.
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Actual source and origin of the Divine guidance and righteousness is the Universal
Divine Man who holds the Divine Trust while the junior spiritual successors work as his
subordinates and execute their duty of guiding people. It is not necessary for the junior
spiritual successor to be stationed at the level of annihilation in Allah and immortality
with Him. He is only trained according to the requirements of his responsibility. The
relation between the Universal Divine Man and his junior spiritual successors can be
understood by the example of a powerhouse and transformers. The powerhouse supplies
electricity to the whole city but every area of the city has its own transformer. The actual
source of electricity is the powerhouse but this electricity is supplied to all the areas of
city through the transformers, according to the potential of the transformers. Similarly the
actual source of all the esoteric powers is the perfect spiritual guide possessing the light
of Divine guidance. These powers and light of the perfect spiritual guide reach the
seekers after reflection through the inward of successors. If a junior spiritual successor
commits a mistake his spiritual powers are seized, the light coming from the inward of
perfect spiritual guide to his inward ceases and he is demoted from his spiritual level.
However the Universal Divine Man holds the Divine Trust and his status is that of
belovedness so his spiritual powers never cease and he is never demoted. Rather he never
commits a mistake as he is the manifestation of the Divine Essence.
In the Sarwari Qadri order usually there are a few junior spiritual successors. In this
order the perfect spiritual guide holds the status of the Universal Divine Man and
possesses the Divine Trust i.e. he is the possessor of contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat.
Thus a seeker must contemplate Ism-e-Allah Zaat under his guidance to gain the gnosis
of Allah. A seeker can never find this blessing from any junior spiritual successor. Only
the perfect spiritual guide can directly bless him with this Divine favour. However after
the death of perfect spiritual guide, the power of successors is increased many times
because usually the Universal Divine Man does not appear twice at one place and the
seekers recognize him after a long time at the new place where he appears.
The terms Sajjada Nashin or Gaddi Nashin (caretaker of a shrine) are also common
nowadays in Indo Pak and usually people wrongly take the caretaker of the shrine as the
spiritual successor of the Saint whose shrine he is looking after. Before the British rule in
India, it was true that usually the spiritual successor of the Saint was also the caretaker of
his shrine. However the British rulers made a law that the seat of caretaker of the shrine
would also be included in the inheritance. They did this just to destroy the mystic system
of Muslims. Now according to the laws of inheritance the seat of caretaker of a shrine is
also inherited by the sons of the Saint just like other property whether they deserve it or
not. If before death the Saint himself appoints his actual spiritual successor as the
caretaker of his shrine, then usually the sons of the Saint get him evicted through the
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court and claim it as their inheritance. Fight for the seat of caretaker of shrine is common
nowadays, rather it has intensified so much that it has become a matter of life and death
because the inheritance of the property and the income of the shrine are also linked with
this seat. Caretakers of shrines even use this seat to get high positions in politics.

FAMOUS SPIRITUAL SUCCESSORS OF SULTAN BAHOO
Numerous people got beneficence from Sultan Bahoo but here we shall discuss only
those disciples who got (junior) spiritual succession directly from him. It has already
been discussed that his superior spiritual successor and heir was Sayyid Abdullah Shah.

SULTAN NAURANG KHETRAN
Once Sultan Bahoo visited Damaan-e-Koh, western Jabal-e-Aswad in Punjab, Pakistan.
There he saw a child who was grazing a cow. The eternal attraction of that child aroused
the spiritual beneficence of Sultan Bahoo who made that child a majdhub seeker of Allah
by his single spiritual glance. The Divine light enlightened the sacred being of the child
and he started revolving around Sultan Bahoo like a moth. That child was Sultan Naurang
Khetran. He served his spiritual guide Sultan Bahoo for thirty years and left after being
blessed with spiritual succession. His shrine is in ‘Wahwa’, a small town near Dera Ghazi
Khan, Pakistan at the foot of Jabal-e-Aswad. This shrine is known as ‘Darbar Sultan Sahib’
and visited by masses for beneficence. Naurang Sultan blessed thousands of people with
Divine guidance. His spiritual munificence still continues from his shrine.

LAL SHAH
Once Sultan Bahoo went to Jang, a village in Sanghar, to spread mystic beneficence. He
stayed in a mosque. A child named Lal Shah was present in the mosque. The sacred
attention of Sultan Bahoo enthused the passion of Divine love in him. He sat near Sultan
Bahoo the whole night. When relatives of the child came to the mosque searching him,
they found him in the service of Sultan Bahoo. They tried their best to take the child
home but he refused completely. They informed his father Budhan Shah who came with
his disciples and friends and requested Sultan Bahoo to allow the child to go home as his
mother was extremely worried. Sultan Bahoo said to Budhan Shah, “This child is not
your property. Allah has entrusted his destiny and beneficence to me so his spiritual
training is now my responsibility.” Hearing this Budhan Shah started trembling and said
humbly, “O lord! Lal Shah is yours now.”
Budhan Shah belonged to a rich family of Pirs. He had two wives. Lal Shah was his
first wife’s son. He had abandoned Lal Shah and his mother since long. When Lal Shah’s
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mother came to know about the matter, she sent a written request to Sultan Bahoo, “I
have only one son who is my only hope. Please allow me to come with him, I will also
serve you keeping myself veiled.” Her husband Budhan Shah also permitted her.
However Sultan Bahoo did not allow the woman to leave her house and ordered to keep
herself veiled at home. On hearing this she started crying and complained that why
should she be kept deprived of the beneficence of such a great Saint! Thus Sultan Bahoo
blessed the woman with his spiritual attention while she was at her home. That woman
got so much absorbed in mystic states that she never indulged in worldly affairs again. If
she ever had to cook food, she put chapatti on tawa and got immersed in spiritual ecstasy
while the chapatti burnt.
Sultan Bahoo took Lal Shah with him and asked the attendant who lived with him to
hand over his prayer mat, ablution pot and miswak69 to Lal Shah. Lal Shah lived with
Sultan Bahoo for thirty years and during the entire period his possession was only a black
blanket, half of which he used to spread under him and covered himself with the other
half. After thirty years, Sultan Bahoo blessed him with spiritual succession and allowed
him to go home. At home he kept himself dressed in the same old blanket, just added a
cotton turban on his head. He performed the duty of persuading and guiding the seekers
in his homeland Sanghar. He died in Sanghar where his shrine is situated now.

SULTAN TAYYAB
Once Sultan Bahoo went to Bhakkar, Punjab Pakistan. There lived Sultan Tayyab who
was the disciple and spiritual successor of Sher Shah and the son of Sha’ali. He had no
son. When Sultan Tayyab came to know that Sultan Bahoo had come to Bhakkar, he
went to meet him and requested to pray for him. Sultan Bahoo gave two apples to Sultan
Tayyab and said, “Ask your wife to eat these, Allah will bless you with two sons. One of
them will be yours and the other will be ours.” Then Sultan Tayyab had two sons by the
grace of Allah. He named one of them Sultan Abd and the other Sultan Sohara. Sultan
Abd was a Mystic by birth.
When Sher Shah the spiritual guide of Sultan Tayyab was informed that his disciple
had presented his request before Sultan Bahoo, he was extremely annoyed. He snatched
all the spiritual powers and benefits from Sultan Tayyab who helplessly lay at his home
being dumb and lame. Sultan Bahoo esoterically came to know the condition of Sultan
Tayyab. He got angry with Sher Shah and complained against him in the court of Holy
Prophet who ordered Sher Shah to bless his disciple Sultan Tayyab sixty times more than
before.
69

Herbal stick for brushing teeth.
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SULTAN HAMEED
Sultan Hameed was one of the most distinguished spiritual successors of Sultan Bahoo.
He had great respect and affection towards Sultan Bahoo. There is very less information
available on his life. The only information about him obtained from Manaqib-e-Sultani is
that he went to Bhakkar with Sultan Bahoo. One day both of them were visiting the
suburbs of Bhakkar. They reached a deserted hillock. Hameed wanted to sit there for a
while but Sultan Bahoo ordered Hameed, “Come down at once from this hillock, it is the
home of some cruel being.”
Afterwards they took rest in a sandy plane. Sultan Bahoo placed his head in the lap of
Hameed and lay for some time. His body became dusty. Hameed was aggrieved to see
this and wished that if he had wealth he would have made a bed out of silk and velvet for
his spiritual guide. He thought that the sacred body of his spiritual guide got dusty only
due to his poverty. Meanwhile Sultan Bahoo raised his head and asked him, “What are
you thinking?” Hameed expressed his feelings. Sultan Bahoo said, “Close your eyes.” When
Hameed closed his eyes, he saw that an exclusive gathering was going on, a beautiful
woman in a silk dress with gold ornaments was alluring Hameed and proposing him to
marry her. Hameed refused her politely and told her to keep distance and be respectful as
he was in the service of his spiritual guide. When Hameed came out of the state of
meditation, Sultan Bahoo asked him what he saw. Hameed told everything. Sultan Bahoo
said, “You were complaining of your poverty, whatever you watched in your meditation
symbolized material wealth, why did not you accept it? Had you accepted it, you would
have become rich for your lifetime.” Hameed replied respectfully, “My Master! I only
seek the light of Essence of Allah, I have no desire of riches.” Sultan Bahoo said, “The
effect of Faqr of Prophet Mohammad will never be erased from your family.” This
prediction of Sultan Bahoo proved to be true.
The shrine of Sultan Hameed is in the graveyard of Mian Usman at Daman Chol to the
north of Bhakkar, Pakistan.

SAYYID MUSA SHAH JILANI
Sayyid Musa Shah was commonly known by the title of Mosan Shah. His lineage traces
back to Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani through Shaikh Sayyid Abdul Jabbar Jilani. The lineage
is as follows:
Sayyid Musa Shah son of Sayyid Abid son of Sayyid Abdul Jaleel son of Sayyid
Kamaluddin Shah son of Sayyid Mubarak Shah Baghdadi of Adilpur son of Sayyid
Husayn Dehlvi son of Sayyid Mohammad Makki al-Arabi son of Sayyid Younus son of
Sayyid Ahmad son of Sayyid Jafar son of Sayyid Abdul Qadir Sani son of Sayyid Abu
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Nauman son of Sayyid Hameeduddin son of Sayyid Abdul Jaleel son of Sayyid Abdul
Jabbar Jilani son of Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani.
Sayyid Musa Shah was the resident of Ghotki, Sindh Pakistan. His father Sayyid Abid
died when he was a child. A Dervish potter went from Sindh to Punjab to meet Sultan
Bahoo, Sayyid Musa accompanied him. When he met Sultan Bahoo, he persuaded him to
get education and sent a message for his mother to educate him first then send him in his
service. After completing education Sayyid Musa went again to meet Sultan Bahoo with
the same Dervish potter. However they found that Sultan Bahoo had died. Sayyid Musa
Shah was told that one day before death Sultan Bahoo wrote Ism-e-Allah Zaat with his
finger on a paper and gave it to his sons saying, “Musa Shah is coming from the south, give
him this paper.” As soon as Musa Shah saw Ism-e-Allah Zaat, he became accomplished
spiritually. He dissolved the paper in water and drank it.
Almost one lakh people of Sindh benefitted from Sayyid Musa Shah. His teachings
removed many heretical practices prevailing in Sindh. He made Lo-Sahiban his centre
which is in the middle of Rohri and Ghotki in Sindh. In 1148 AH (1735 AD) he built a
grand mosque there. Now this area is famous by the name of Basti Musan Shah.
He died on Monday 8th Dhul al-Hijjah, 1173 AH (21st July 1760 AD). His shrine is
near the mosque built by him and is visited by people for beneficence.

SAYYID AHMAD AND SAYYID MEHMOOD SHAH
The shrines of these two brothers are famous by the name of Darbar-e-Shahan in Khushab,
Pakistan. Not much information is available about them except that both brothers were
the disciples and spiritual successors of Sultan Bahoo. According to a tradition they were
in the army of Mughal emperor Aurangzeb. When Aurangzeb was at war with Dara
Shikoh in Khushab and Dara Shikoh was about to overcome his army, Aurangzeb
requested these brothers to pray for his success. At last he succeeded by their prayer but
afterwards they could not stay in the army. They settled in Khushab and died there.

MULLA MUA’ALI
He came to meet Sultan Bahoo from Dhadar, an area in Qandahar village of Balochistan,
Pakistan. He pledged allegiance to Sultan Bahoo and was blessed with spiritual succession
after having persuasion from him. He started guiding and persuading people on the path of
righteousness during the life of Sultan Bahoo. It is said that he was the first spiritual
successor of Sultan Bahoo. His shrine is in Karak near Sibi Balochistan and is known by
the name of Ziarat Akhund Mua’ali.
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ALAM SHAH
He came with Mulla Mua’ali to meet Sultan Bahoo and got blessed with his spiritual
beneficence. His shrine is in the suburbs of Qandahar Balochistan, Pakistan.

MULLA MISRI
He also came to meet Sultan Bahoo with Mulla Mua’ali and got his spiritual beneficence.
His shrine is in Dhadar Balochistan, Pakistan.

SHAIKH JUNAYD QURAISHI
He was the resident of Sardarpur, a village near Multan in the east of Ravi River. Once
Sultan Bahoo visited Sardarpur where he met Shaikh Junayd Quraishi who gave a feast in
his honour. Shaikh Junayd ordered his servants to cook Sangri for the feast. It is a vegetable
of the Ghaf tree and is long, thin and hard like vermicelli. When it was cooked, it turned
into real vermicelli by the spiritual powers of Sultan Bahoo. It was presented before Sultan
Bahoo. He asked for some pure dust and water. When he sprinkled the dust and water on
vermicelli, they miraculously changed into sugar and ghee.
Sultan Bahoo blessed Shaikh Junayd with spiritual beneficence. His shrine is in the
village of Sardarpur.

SHAIKH KALU
Shaikh Kalu was son of Shaikh Junayd. When he came to meet Sultan Bahoo as a seeker

ُ

of the Truth, he heard someone invoking Hoo (ْ )ہوfrom the room of Sultan Bahoo. He
entered the room anxiously but found no one. He came out but again heard the voice of

ُ

Hoo (ْ)ہو. Again he went into the room but could not find anyone. Similarly he went in
and out of the room many times. At last when his anxiety and desire to see Sultan Bahoo
heightened and he became extremely restless, Sultan Bahoo blessed him with his vision.
Afterwards Sultan Bahoo took oath of allegiance from him and granted him spiritual
succession. His shrine is adjacent to his father Shaikh Junayd’s shrine.

LAL SHAH HAMDANI
His shrine is at the back of shrine of Sultan Bahoo. He was son of Sharif Shah Hamdani.
Once he came at the shrine of Sultan Bahoo who blessed him so much that he never left
the shrine and spent rest of his life there. He died at the shrine in 1328 AH and was buried
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there. My spiritual guide Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali used to say that Sultan Bahoo once
spiritually said to Lal Shah Hamdani, “You are my beloved, I will keep looking at you
from my shrine throughout your life. After your death I will let your grave be made near
my shrine and will keep looking at you till the doomsday.”

DEATH
Sultan Bahoo died at the age of sixty three years on Thursday, 1st Jumada ath-thani, 1102
AH (1st March 1691 AD) at the time of afternoon (Asr) salat.

RESEARCH ON AGE OF SULTAN BAHOO
AGREED UPON FACTS
It is agreed upon by all the biographers that the age of Sultan Bahoo was exactly sixty
three years at the time of his death according to the lunar calendar.
Sultan Mohammad Nawaz says:

ِتصش و ہس اسل رکد در داین روسل
وصحل

اںی

شب

را

ُابھ
ؒ

دمحم

ونر

Explanation: Prophet Mohammad spent sixty three years in the world. Similarly Sultan
Bahoo also spent the same period of time in the world. (Sultan Mohammad Nawaz – Hayat-oTaleemat)

Once my spiritual guide Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali said to me while he was
conversing about the birth and death date of Sultan Bahoo, “His age was exactly sixty three
years in accordance to the age of Holy Prophet, neither a day more nor less. His date of
birth and death are the same.”

OPINION OF DIFFERENT BIOGRAPHERS ON BIRTH AND DEATH DATE
1. Sultan Hamid has not mentioned the date of birth of Sultan Bahoo in Manaqib-eSultani but writes that he died on the night of Friday 1st Jumada ath-thani, 1102 AH.
2. Ahmad Saeed Hamdani writes in Sultan-ul-Arifeen Hazrat Sultan Bahoo (Hayat-oTaleemat) that he was born in the reign of Shah Jahan. Shah Jahan ascended the
throne in 1628 AD and according to this book Sultan Bahoo was born some time
before or after it. The year of death of Sultan Bahoo is written 1690 AD in this book.
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3.

4.

5.
6.

In his book Shama-e-Jamal Ahmad Saeed Hamdani writes the year of birth
approximately between 1627 AD and 1631 AD and writes 1690 AD as the year of
death while in his book Ahwal-o-Maqamat Sultan Bahoo he writes 1631 AD (1040
AH) as the year of birth and 1691 AD (1102 AH) as the year of death.
Noor Mohammad Kulachvi has written the year of birth 1039 AH and the date of
death, 1st Jumada ath-thani 1102 AH in Makhzan al-Asrar. In his translation of Nurul-Huda Kalan, he has written the same date of birth and death in a detailed note on
the life of Sultan Bahoo.
Saad Amir Khan Niazi the translator of Sultan Bahoo’s books has written the year of
birth 1039 AH and the date of death 1st Jumada ath-thani 1102 AH in the biography of
Sultan Bahoo given at the beginning of the translations of Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan,
Shams-ul-Arifeen, Ain-ul-Faqr, Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan and Nur-ul-Huda Kalan.
Tariq Ismail Sagar has written the year of birth 1631 AD and year of death 1691 AD
in Sahib-e-Lolaak.
In Mirat-e-Sultani (Bahoo Nama Kamil) Sultan Altaf Ali, after mentioning the year
of birth as 1039 AH, writes about the month of birth, “He must have been born at the
end of Shaban in the mentioned year because according to the traditions he avoided
having mother feed during the days of Ramadan.” If this argument of Sultan Altaf Ali
is considered correct then according to the calculations, the age of Sultan Bahoo
would be sixty two years, seven months and five days instead of sixty three years
which is against the facts. Sultan Bahoo’s avoiding mother feed in Ramadan does not
prove that he was born in Shaban. Had he been born a few months before Shaban
even then he would not have taken mother feed in Ramadan. If Sultan Altaf Ali’s
argument is accepted, it will create confusion about the age of Sultan Bahoo which is
unanimously accepted to be exactly sixty three years. Hence his argument cannot be
considered valid. However he writes the date of death the same as others have written
i.e. 1st Jumada ath-thani, 1102 AH on Thursday at the time of afternoon (Asr) salat.

There is consensus of all biographers of Sultan Bahoo that his age was exactly sixty
three years, neither a day more nor less. The year of birth is consented by most to be 1039
AH while date of death is agreed by all to be 1st Jumada ath-thani, 1102 AH. If sixty
three is subtracted from 1102 AH the year of birth is confirmed to be 1039 AH. As far as
the date of birth is concerned, it is obvious that if his date of birth is considered to be the
same as the date of death i.e. 1st Jumada ath-thani, only then his age would be exactly
sixty three years as was Prophet Mohammad’s age. Therefore it is proved that Sultan
Bahoo was born on Thursday 1st Jumada ath-thani 1039 AH and died on Thursday 1st
Jumada ath-thani 1102 AH following the Sunna of Prophet Mohammad whose day and
date of birth and death were the same and age was exactly sixty three years.
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SHRINE
Sultan Bahoo was buried in Fort Qehrgan at the western bank of Chenab River, Shorkot,
Pakistan. His shrine remained there for seventy eight years; from 1102 AH till 1180 AH
(1691 AD-1767 AD). When Jhanda Singh and Ganda Singh captured Lahore, descendants
of Sultan Bahoo migrated to different parts of Punjab. Only a few Dervishes and
attendants stayed at the shrine. In 1180 AH (1767 AD) Chenab River sank down the fort
which fell afterwards. The river then reached the graves. Dervishes and attendants took
out other coffins and saved them in boxes but the coffin of Sultan Bahoo could not be
found. Dervishes and attendants started crying in disappointment. Sultan Bahoo spiritually
told them, “My coffin will surely be found, a man who is worthy to touch my body will
come here tomorrow morning at sunrise. He will take out my coffin, river water will not
reach my grave till then.” Dervishes were now satisfied and they started waiting for this
miracle to happen. Next morning a man with green veil appeared at the fixed time. He did
not remove the veil and instantly took out the coffin of Sultan Bahoo from the ground that
had been dug by the attendants. Thousands of people gathered around and had the
privilege of seeing the sacred body of Sultan Bahoo which was as fresh as alive, water of
ablution was dripping from his sacred beard. When the coffin was opened, the fragrance
spread through miles. A lot of people present there became spiritually ecstatic and went
into trance.
My spiritual guide Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali once told me while stating the incident,
“That person in veil was Sultan Bahoo himself.”
On the western bank of Chenab River towards Garh Maharaja, in the town of Samundari,
there was a deserted mansion and a well. Near the well there was an old banyan tree.
Whoever entered the mansion, fainted. Even the cattle and other animals could not enter
it. People had left the area out of fear. The mansion was sacred, Sultan Bahoo ordered
that his shrine should be built in the mansion near the well, as that place was near the old
shrine and was fixed for his new shrine. Thus the Dervishes built his shrine in the centre
of the mansion. The coffin was not buried in the earth rather was placed on the ground
and then shrine was made on it. Sultan Bahoo’s shrine remained there for 157 years; from
1180 AH till 1336 AH (1767 AD-1917 AD).
According to the predictions of Sultan Bahoo, the water of Chenab River once again
reached close to the sacred shrine in 1336 AH. At that time Sultan Haji Noor Ahmad was
the caretaker. Dervishes living at the shrine tried to take out the coffin of Sultan Bahoo
from his grave. They found coffins of all the descendants of Sultan Bahoo who were
buried around, but once again the coffin of Sultan Bahoo could not be found despite
much effort.
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Since Allah has sent Sultan Bahoo as the benefactor for every age, for every Muslim and
non-Muslim, fortunate and unfortunate, and also as the true successor and representative
of Prophet Mohammad in this materialistic age to guide the people on the right path, so
his shrine had to be saved. That temporary concealment was due to some hidden wisdom.
He came in the dream of Sultan Dost Mohammad and advised him to dig the place of the
grave deeper. Next day when the said place was dug, the signs of coffin started
appearing. When the earth was dug deeper, gusts of fragrance spread in the air. That
fragrance was out of the world. The coffin of Sultan Bahoo was at last found but it had
become impossible to stay there due to the extreme fragrance. No one could stay inside
the shrine for more than fifteen minutes. The coffin was taken out with much difficulty.
The fragrance was so lasting that it did not faint from the dresses of workers even when
the dresses got old and torn.
The coffin of Sultan Bahoo was taken out before the 10th of Muharram, 1336 AH
(October, 1917 AD) and kept safe. The construction of the present shrine commenced at a
distance of one mile to the north western side of the old shrine. In six months the new
shrine, the mosque and the closets which are now present around the mosque were ready.
Sultan Bahoo’s coffin was buried in the shrine on Friday, April 1918 AD.
The present shrine is situated in a populated area. The city Garh Maharaja is at a distance
of two miles from the shrine, Ahmadpur Sial is in the south. In the east there is city of
Shorkot across the Jhelum River and Chenab River. The Muzaffargarh road passes at a
distance of one and a half miles towards the west of the shrine. Nowadays access to the
shrine is very easy because of the concrete road. The pilgrims from Ahmadpur Sial and
Garh Maharaja can easily approach the shrine. Moreover Motorway has been constructed
which passes through Shorkot and connects this city to all the cities of Pakistan. To reach
the shrine of Sultan Bahoo via Shorkot a bridge has been constructed on Chenab River
which has made access to the shrine easier. Through this bridge, the pilgrims coming
from Jhang can easily reach the shrine through Shorkot in short time.
Many seekers of the Divine Truth gain beneficence from the shrine. It is a famous
miracle of the shrine of Sultan Bahoo that as soon as one enters it, tears start from one’s
eyes. This shrine is a source of beneficence for the whole world. Wishes of thousands of
seekers and lovers of Allah are fulfilled here. Thousands of people have divine experiences
and many of them have reached the level of spiritual guide by the attention of Sultan
Bahoo and beneficence of his shrine. Countless miracles of this shrine are known.
Sultan Bahoo’s shrine is free from all kinds of heretical practices. Hundreds of Mystics
remain in seclusion at the shrine for the sake of Divine vision. Once entered the shrine,
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one does not want to leave. The seekers of the Divine Truth are never returned empty
handed from this shrine.
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Explanation: Perfect and accomplished Fakirs are those who are immortal and their
graves are the epitome of beneficence and blessings.
Address of the shrine: The village Sultan Bahoo, Garh Maharaja via Shorkot, Tehsil
Ahmadpur Sial, Jhang District, Pakistan.

DEATH ANNIVERSARY
The death anniversary of Sultan Bahoo is celebrated every year on the first Thursday of
Jumada ath-thani. People come from far off places to join the celebrations.
Sultan Bahoo extremely loved the People of Cloak. He held commemoration ceremonies
for the martyrs of Karbala every year in Muharram from 1st to 10th. This tradition is still
carried on. Thousands of pilgrims visit the shrine during the first ten days of Muharram
while in the last three days their number reaches to lakhs. In this way two vast
congregations are held every year at his shrine where a lot of people are blessed.

PART-II
SUFI TEACHINGS

CHAPTER-1

FAQR
Sultan Bahoo has neither called his teachings mysticism nor spirituality rather he titled
them Faqr.
Faqr is an Arabic word and is commonly known among the masses as poverty, destitution
and hard times. It literally means indigence but Mystics describe it as that purpose of a
person’s life about which the Prophet said:

ْ َ ْ َ َْ
َْْ
الفق ُر فخ ِر ْی َو الفق ُر ِم ِن ْی



ْ َ ْ َ َْ
َْْ
َْ
ْ
ُ ََْ
ْ
الفق ُر فخ ِر ْی َو الفق ُر ِم ِن ْی فاف َت ِخر َعلّٰی َسائِرِ الْان ِب َیآ ِء َو المُ ْر َس ِلین



Meaning: Faqr is my pride and Faqr is from me.70

Meaning: Faqr is my pride and Faqr is from me and Faqr is the reason of my superiority
over all the Prophets and Messengers.

َ ّٰ ُ َ ٌ ْ َ ْ َ ْ َ
الفق ُر کنز ِم ْن کنوْزِ الل ِہ ت َعالّٰی



Meaning: Faqr is one of the treasures of Allah.
Faqr is that spiritual level at which a man becomes indifferent to all kinds of needs to
only keep in view Allah’s will, which is why in every condition he maintains conformity
with the foreordainment. He neither asks for anything from Allah but His proximity nor
does he desire or need anything except Allah. Such a person considers it a sin to interfere
in His will hence submits and only seeks proximity and presence in His court.
Sultan Bahoo says about Faqr:
 Faqr is exactly the Divine Essence. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 Bahoo who is a Fakir exhorts that whoever wants to have the Divine vision and
proximity must acquire Faqr which is the way of invocation, meditation, love and
gnosis of Allah. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 Faqr is the secret of Allah and Allah is the secret of Faqr. (Ain-ul-Faqr)

70

Quoted by Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani, Sultan Bahoo, Mulla Ali al-Qari, Imam Jalaluddin al-Suyuti and many others in
their books.
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 I am the scholar of knowledge of Divine vision and I behold His light everywhere.
Except the knowledge of Divine vision, I do not study any other knowledge. Neither I
do nor I know any other kind of invocation, reflection and meditation as every knowledge
is in fact for the sake of Divine vision (which I already have). (Ameer-ul-Kaunain)
 I am proficient at the knowledge of Divine vision and study its lessons only. I have
attained these ranks by the benevolence of the sacred company of the Prophet, his
Companions and the People of Cloak. (Ameer-ul-Kaunain)
 You must know that all the Prophets requested for Faqr but their request was not
granted. Faqr was completely bestowed upon Prophet Mohammad sall’Allahu alayhi
wa’alihi wasallam who entrusted it to his umma. This Faqr of Prophet Mohammad is
his pride. Faqr is the ultimate beneficence. (Ameer-ul-Kaunain)
 All the Prophets entreated Allah for Faqr and to be the followers of Prophet Mohammad
but their wish was not granted. Whoever perfectly followed Prophet Mohammad made
the Mohammadan Faqr his companion. Neither there is nor there will be any station
higher and worth more pride than Faqr. Faqr is the eternal life. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
The national poet of Pakistan and the great Mystic Allama Iqbal writes about Faqr:

‘وہِرقفِسجِںیمِےہِےبِرپدہِ’روحِِرقآین
ِ

ےسک ِربخ ِہک ِزہاروں ِاقمم ِراتھک ِےہ

‘یہی ِاقمم ِےہ ِےتہک ِںیہ ِسج ِوک ِ’اطلسین

 ِاینپ، ِوک ِبج ِرظن ِآ یت ِےہ ِاقرہ،وخد

‘ل ِاحبسین
ِِ ِایس ِاقمم ِےس ِآدم ِےہ ’ظ

یہی ِاقمم ِےہ ِومنم ِیک ِوُقتُں ِاک ِایعر

Explanation: Very few know, in fact who knows about the jewel of all jewels that is
none other than the Divine Essence Himself, unveiled at the final station of Faqr.
When the soul of a devotee reaches the peak of its potential then this is the rank
where he is given the esteemed title of Sultan. Sultan is the final station which is the
zenith of the strengths of true believers. It is such a station at which a man becomes
the Universal Divine Man, the true reflection of Allah Almighty. (Zarb-e-Kalim)

FAQR IS PREDESTINED
Essentially Faqr is the destiny of those few since the origin of souls of mankind in the
spiritual world who at the time of creation abstained from all the treasures of world and
hereafter remaining engrossed in Allah and all the inclinations of creation did not shake
their resoluteness.
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Sultan Bahoo narrates the aforementioned as:
 When Allah decided to unveil the secret of Divine command ‘Be! And it becomes,’
He said:

ََ ْ ًَْ ُْ
ُْ َْْ َََْ ُْ َ
کن ُت کنزا َمخ ِف ًیا فا ْح َب ْب ُت ا ْن اع َر َف فخلق ُت الخل َق لِاع َر َف



Meaning: I was a hidden Treasure, I desired to be recognized so I created the
creation for My gnosis.
For this purpose when Allah looked towards His left with wrath, there appeared the
fire of Satan. Then He looked towards His right with favour and grace, tranquillity and
compassion, affection and consideration, there manifested the Mohammadan light
brighter and more magnificent than the sun. After this Allah gave the command of
‘Be’ and all the souls were created. According to their respective status they waited for
His command respectfully standing in queues and the groups they belonged to.
At this point Allah said:

Meaning: Am I not your Lord? (7:172)

ُ
َ
)7:172( ال َ ْس ُت ِبرَ ِبک ْم



ُ َ
)7:172( قالوْا بَلّٰی



Meaning: They said, “Yes!” (7:172)
Some souls repented at their extemporaneous declaration. These were the souls of
infidels, polytheists, hypocrites and mendacious persons. On the other hand some souls
were delighted at this ‘yes’ to His call. Then Allah said to all the souls, “O souls! Ask
Me anything you want. I shall grant you.” All the souls replied, “O Allah! We seek
only You from You.”
Then Allah presented all the charms and treasures of the world on His left Hand. First
of all the cursed Satan entered the world with the inciting innerself. He was mesmerized
by the fake adornment and exquisiteness of the world and raised twenty four calls (or
it can be said that he created twenty four categories of lust in the world to attract
souls). On listening to these calls nine parts of the total souls entered the world
following Satan. These twenty four calls are:
1. Melody (dance, music and singing)
2. Worshipping handsomeness and good looks
3. Egotism
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

Drinking wine, liquor and taking intoxicating things
Heresy and satanic inventions
Leaving salat
Developing new devices for musical instruments or dancing.
Leaving prayer in congregation
Negligence
Narcissism
Lust
Jealousy
Hypocrisy
Malice
Arrogance, pride and vanity
Discord and schism
Backbiting
Polytheism
Infidelity; negating Allah and being rebellious
Ignorance
Lie
Distrust and suspicion
Evil eye
Avarice

Cursed Satan was followed. His calls were heeded. Whoever got attributed with these
satanic calls is one of them. They are like what they chose to be (whoever opted any
one or more of these calls in the spiritual world adopts the same attributes in the
physical world). Allah says:

َ َْ ُ ْ َْْ ُ َ ُ َْ َ َ
)2:268(ان ی ِع ُدک ُم الفق َر َویَا ُمرُک ْم ِبالف ْحشآ ِء
ِالشی



Meaning: Satan makes you afraid of Faqr and enjoins you to commit indecency.
(2:268)

Whosoever befriended Satan, followed him and became fond of this mortal world
was ruined.
These souls came in thaumaturgy of satanic calls. The remaining souls kept standing
before Allah respectfully. Allah said with favour and grace:
“O (steadfast) souls! Ask Me whatever you want so I shall grant you.”
These souls again replied, “O Allah! We seek only You from You.”
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On this Allah Almighty presented adorned and enchanting paradise (houris, castles,
delicious foods and all other paradisiacal blessings) on His right Hand. Nine parts of
the remaining entered paradise. These were the souls of pious and self-disciplined
people i.e. the seekers of hereafter. They raised calls of asceticism and God-fearingness
in loud and melodious voices and achieved perseverance on sharia of the Prophet.
These were the souls of theologians, ascetics and abstainers. The remaining souls kept
standing before Allah reverently. These truly sincere ones neither glimpsed at the
world nor looked towards paradise. Neither they heard calls of Satan nor of paradise.
Being annihilated in Allah and immortal with Him, they were engrossed in His
presence. These were the souls of Fakirs who have presence in the Mohammadan
Assembly. The Prophet said about them:

ْ َ ْ َ َْ
َْْ
الفق ُر فخ ِر ْی َو الفق ُر ِم ِن ْی



Meaning: Faqr is my pride and Faqr is from me.

ُْ
ُْ َ
َ
ْ ْ ُْ
ْ ْ
ْ ْ َ
َ
الدن َیا َح َر ٌام َعلّٰی ا ْہ ِل ال ُعق ّٰبی َو ال ُعق ّٰبی َح َر ٌام َعلّٰی ا ْہ ِل الدن َیا َو الدن َیا َو ال ُعق ّٰبی َح َر ٌام َعلّٰی طال ِِب
ْ
المَوْلّٰی



Meaning: The (pleasure of) world is forbidden for the seekers of hereafter, (pleasure
of) hereafter is forbidden for the seekers of the world whereas (the pleasures of) the
world and the hereafter both are forbidden for the seekers of Allah.

ُْ ََ ْ
َم ْن ل َ ُہ المَوْلّٰی فل ُہ الک ُل



Meaning: One who finds Allah, finds everything.
In the spiritual world these souls did not see anything but Allah and so they remain
engrossed in Him in this world as well. (Shams-ul-Arifeen, Kaleed-e-Jannat, Kaleed-ulTauheed Kalan and Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)

This pact is also mentioned in chapter two of Ma'ali ul-Himam of Shaikh Junayd of
Baghdad.

FAQR IS BESTOWED BY ALLAH
Though Faqr is predestined but Allah’s grace and favour bestows it to some people due
to their passion of love for Him, like Allah says:

ۡ ۡ َ ۡ ُ ّٰ ُ َ َ ۡ َ ۡ ۡ ُ ّٰ ُ ۡ َ َ ّٰ
)57:21( ﴾﴿ آء ؕ َو الل ُہ ذو الفض ِل ال َع ِظ ۡی ِم
ذل ِک فضل الل ِہ یؤ ِتی ِہ من یش
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Meaning: This is Allah’s bounty which He gives to whom He wills. And Allah is the Lord
of infinite bounty. (57:21)
Allah says in Quran:

ّٰ َ
َ
)51:50( ف ِف ُر ْوا ِالی الل ِہ



Meaning: So run towards Allah. (51:50)
Sultan Bahoo says:
 Whoever runs towards Allah, the benevolence and kindness of Allah attracts him more
powerfully. Allah tests him by presenting both the worlds before him. If he rejects
them, he becomes a Fakir and attains to the highest levels of Faqr. Allah says:

ّٰ َ
ۡ َ َ
)53:17( ﴾﴿ َما زاغ ال َب َص ُر َو َما طغی



Meaning: His eye neither inclined aside nor overstepped the limit. (53:17) (Nur-ul-Huda
Kalan)

Sufis always preach to adopt the path of Faqr. It is documented in ar-Risala tul-Ghausia
(a record of dialogue between Allah and Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani) that Allah said to
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani:
 O Ghawth al-Azam! Say unto your companions and friends that if they want My
company and nearness then adopt the path of Faqr.
Sultan Bahoo says about Faqr:
 Faqr is the greatest blessing of Allah. He grants to whomsoever He wishes. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
Ibrahim ibn Adham who left monarchy to adopt the path of Faqr says:
 Faqr is one of the treasures among the countless treasures of Allah which He has
placed above the heavens and He bestows it to whom He loves.
Sayyid Shah Kamal Qadri Kaithali says:
 Among the following of the Prophet there is no greater following than that of Faqr.
In the way of Faqr worldly riches, wealth, office, honour, glory, comforts, desires,
reputation and life are perished in the ardent love for Allah and a man in the company of
Allah becomes indifferent inwardly to both the worlds.
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COMPULSIVE FAQR AND CHOSEN FAQR
Some people adopt Faqr untruthfully only to deceive others. Such people who could not
accomplish anything in their life nor could attain a single triumph in any domain, they
just with the intention of having success, riches, wealth or basic necessities enter the
circle of a Saint who is accomplished in Faqr. Their intention is not to behold Allah but
is attainment of this mortal temporal world. Such persons also adopt Faqr either being
terrified on account of facing some worldly nuisance, pain or illness or due to momentary
emotions. The shrine caretakers who hold the shrine of deceased Saints are also among
them. Mostly these people are from his children and customarily have no idea what Faqr
is. Their aim of life is limited to the income of the shrine or the receipt of offerings from
the disciples of Saints whose shrine they hold. Or their ambition is to gain nobility by
becoming spiritual guides. Such Faqr is called ‘compulsive Faqr’ about which Allama
Iqbal says:

ںیم ِاےسی ِرقف ِےس ِاے ِالہِ ِہقلح ِابز ِآای
،اہمترا ِرقف ِےہ ِےب ِدویتل ِو ِروجنر
Explanation: I seek refuge from compulsive Faqr. In compulsive Faqr one does not get
the bounties and blessings of the true Faqr and such people become miserable in the
hereafter. (Bal-e-Jibril)
On the other hand Faqr which is chosen ardently is the one in which seekers of Allah,
whether monarchs, leaders, eminent in the world or unknown and poor, put everything at
stake and adopt Faqr to behold Allah. Their prerequisite is nothing other than the Divine
vision. They leave everything and befriend the perfect spiritual guide saying, “Allah is all
for us.” They ask Allah from Allah. They are Fakirs near Allah. Allah says about them:

ّٰ َ
ُ الل ُہ ال ْ َغنیُ َو اَن ْ ُت ُم ال ْ ُف َق َر
)47:38( ٓاء
و
ِ



Meaning: And Allah is Independent and you (all) are Fakirs. (47:38)
For chosen Faqr it is important not to incline one’s inward towards world and its aspirations.
There are radical differences between compulsive Faqr and chosen Faqr. Compulsive
Faqr results in the death of soul whereas chosen Faqr vivifies the soul. In compulsive
Faqr a person is disgraced and dishonoured but chosen Faqr bestows upon a man such
grandeur and strength that whole of the universe is given at his disposal. Prophet Mohammad
declared this Faqr as his pride.
Sultan Bahoo says:
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 There are two kinds of Faqr. First is the chosen Faqr about which the Holy Prophet
said:

ْ َ ْ َ َْ
َْْ
الفق ُر فخ ِر ْی َوالفق ُر ِمنِ ْی



Meaning: Faqr is my pride and Faqr is from me.
It has two levels: The first is to gain complete authority over the esoteric treasures of
inward as well as all the treasures of the world and then become sated with it. Second
is to gain perfect righteousness, gnosis and proximity of Allah. The other kind of
Faqr is compulsive. The person who adopts compulsive Faqr begs door to door (he
is always seeking material wealth and respect from people rather than seeking Allah).
He is disgraced and deprived of spiritual satiation, so he is ever complaining about his
poverty. The compulsive Faqr is the Faqr that brings disgrace. The Holy Prophet
said:

ّٰ ُ َ
ْ َْ
لحل
) ن ُعوۡذ ِبالل ِہ ِم ْن فق ِر المُ ِکب (نیعاملعلوزنیا م

Meaning: I seek refuge in Allah from Faqr that brings disgrace. (Ayn al-ilm wa Zain al-Hilm)
The foundation of chosen Faqr is contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat which blesses
with proximity of Allah and recognition of the Essence through the Divine name.
(Ameer-ul-Kaunain)

 Whatever a Fakir says, it is after esoteric endorsement from Allah. Following the
perfect spiritual guide holds boundless Divine rewards because his esoteric self is pure.
He does justice to his innerself and condemns boasting. At this point Faqr becomes the
chosen Faqr. Guidance is bestowed by Allah on a person who is contented and is
indifferent to the blessings of the world and the hereafter. Such a person goes through
countless trials (like Prophets, Sufis and Saints). Unless a person achieves the station
of such contentment, he complains by telling stories wrapped up in the evil of innerself
that incites. Allah says:

ّٰ ۡ َ َ
َ
)93:8( ﴾﴿ َو َو َج َدک َعآئِلًا فاغنی



Meaning: And He found you seeking (closeness with your Lord) and (then blessed
you with the pleasure of His sight and) freed you of every need (forever). (93:8)
Thus reaching at the station of contentment and having eternal union with Allah is
only possible by Allah’s kindness and favour.
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Faqr is an Arabic word written as  فقرwith three alphabets; ( فFA),( قQ) and ( رR). A
seeker receives pride from alphabet ( فFA), closeness from ( قQ) and mercy from

ر

(R).
Chosen Faqr is exactly according to sharia. In the following Hadith the Holy Prophet
said:

ْ َ ْ َ ْ َ َ َ َ ُ ْ ُ ُ ُ ّٰ َ
َْْ
ٓاء ۔ الفق ُر فخ ِر ْی َوالفق ُر ِمنِ ْی
واللہ ی ِحب الفقر



Meaning: Allah loves Fakirs. Faqr is my pride and Faqr is from me.
According to Quran:

َ ۡ ۡ َ ۡۤ
ۡ َ َۡ
)28:24( ﴾﴿ َر ِب ِان ِ ۡی ل ِمَا ان َزل َت ِالیَ ِم ۡن خی ٍر ف ِقی ٌر



Meaning: O Lord! I am Fakir of whatever good You send down to me. (28:24)
The perfect spiritual guide who is the seeker of Truth takes every step after careful
scrutiny.
Whosoever contemplates Ism-e-Allah Zaat (and sees the divine face of the perfect
spiritual guide in Ism-e-Allah Zaat) does not find beauty and melody attractive. Even
if beauty resembles that of Prophet Joseph and melody resembles the beautiful voice
of Prophet David because he listens to the sound of “Am I not your Lord?” and
beholds the beauty of the theophany of Allah. Therefore why should he need to see
the beauty of creation? This is consonant with Quran and against Satan. Whoever
becomes accomplished in contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat transcends life, death,
innerself and Satan rather everything becomes meaningless for him.
There is a Hadith;

ُ َ َ َ ُ
ک ُل ِانآ ٍء یَت َرشح ِبمَا فِ ْی ِہ



Meaning: Whatever is contained in the vessel, only that comes out of it.
Only that person knows the reality of Oneness of Allah who is one with Him. Whoever
drowns in the ocean of Oneness never comes out of it. It is said in a Hadith:

ُ َ َ
ْ
ً اَل ْ َعافِ َی ُة َع ْش َر اَ ْج َز
ٓاء ِت ْس َعة فِی السکوْ ِت َو َوا ِح ٌد فِی الوَ ْح َد ِۃ



Meaning: Peace has ten parts, nine are found in silence while the remaining is in
Oneness.
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ْ َُ َ َ َ
ْ َ ْ ْ ُ َ ّٰ
امة فِی الوَ ْح َد ِۃ َو الْافات َبی َن الْاِثنی ِن
السل



Meaning: Safety is in Oneness while duality is full of troubles.
Quran states of them:

ۡ ُ
ۡ ّٰ
)5:119( َر ِضیَ الل ُہ َعن ُہ ۡم َو َرضوۡا َعن ُہ



Meaning: Allah is pleased with them and they are pleased with Him. (5:119)
Second is the Faqr which brings disgrace. It is said in a Hadith:

ّٰ ُ َ
ْ َْ
ن ُعوْذ ِبالل ِہ ِم ْن فق ِر المُ ِکب



Meaning: I seek refuge in Allah from Faqr that brings disgrace.
This is compulsive Faqr. It also has three Arabic alphabets ( فFA), ( قQ) and
It means infamy for word ( فFA), wrath for ( قQ) and
from the court of Allah. Allah says:

( رR).

( رR) means to be rejected

َ َْ ُ ْ َْْ ُ َ ُ َْ َ َ
)2:268(ان ی ِع ُدک ُم الفق َر َویَا ُمرُک ْم ِبالف ْحشآ ِء
ِالشی



Meaning: Satan makes you afraid of Faqr and enjoins you to commit indecency.
(2:268)

It is a heresy. Therefore whoever steps out of the Sunni way cannot have ultimate
union with Allah.
The one who is passionate (in reaching close to Allah) and goes through countless
trials and bears pains eventually achieves all his objectives. He is sympathetic and
desirable friend. This (chosen Faqr) is the path of Allah, of repentance from heresy and
falsehood. It is path of the one who excels in sharia and is a man of spiritually powerful
sight like the sun. (Risala Aurang Shahi)
 Indigents are of two kinds; one are those who have crushed their lust and appetites of
inciting innerself and have become close to Allah-the most Compassionate. They
hold such grand levels that are beyond description. Such Fakirs are blessed with the
Mohammadan Faqr that is the pride of Holy Prophet. They are on the footsteps of the
Holy Prophet and are his spiritual companions and beloveds. Neither do they seek
any kind of favour from anyone nor hope to get financial assistance. They hold the
grand and celestial levels of Faqr about which the Holy Prophet said;
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ْ َ ْ َ َْ
َْْ
الفق ُر فخ ِر ْی َوالفق ُر ِمنِ ْی



Meaning: Faqr is my pride and Faqr is from me.
Such Fakirs are the problem solvers and guides towards Allah. Other kind of
indigents are the reprobates who shave their beard and head, they are immodest and
deprived of the gnosis of Allah. Their so called Faqr brings disgrace for them as
they do not follow the sharia and footsteps of the Holy Prophet. The Holy Prophet
said about such Faqr;

ّٰ ُ َ
ْ َْ
ن ُعوْذ ِبالل ِہ ِم ْن فق ِر المُ ِکب



Meaning: I seek refuge in Allah from Faqr that brings disgrace.
Fraudulent follower of Faqr has one of the two attributes; either he is ever talking
about the worldly riches as he is miser and enemy of the Muslim brethren or is
always relating tales of Faqr and complaining to Allah about his indigence. One who
surpasses the disgraceful Faqr approaches the desirable Faqr. What is the desirable
Faqr?

ّٰ َ ْ َ ْ ُ َ َ َ َ ّٰ ْ َ ْ َ ّٰ َ ُ َ ْ َ َ ّٰ ْ َ ُ ْ ْ َ َ
اق الل ِہ
ِ التع ِظیم لِامرِالل ِہ والشفقة علی خیرِخل ِق الل ِہ وتخلقوا ِباخل



Meaning: Honour the commands of Allah, be kind to His creation and adopt His
attributes. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
 Faqr  فقرhas three Arabic alphabets ( فFA), ( قQ), ( ِرR). The letter ( فFA) means
that it grants annihilation (fana) to the innerself, ( قQ) refers to the fact that it gives
power to the soul and ( رR) means that it makes the seeker kind hearted by the Divine
attribute of the most Merciful. Or the letter ( فFA) refers to pride, ( قQ) refers to
closeness andِ ( ِرR) refers to kindness and mercy. For the one who joins the great
Faqr and then leaves it returning towards the contemptible world, the letter ( فFA)
means disgrace and brawl,( ِقQ) means torment and wrath of Allah and ( رR) means
that he is rejected. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)

FAQR ACCORDING TO THE TEACHINGS OF SULTAN BAHOO
Sultan Bahoo says:
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 On the night of Miraj, the Prophet mounted al-Buraq (heavenly steed) and the Archangel
Gabriel escorted him. The whole universe was decorated and eighteen thousand worlds
were adorned and presented before him. At a point Gabriel stopped advancing (as he
could not go beyond the realm of power). In spite of all aforementioned arrangements
the Prophet remained engrossed in beholding Allah, nothing drew his attention away.
Hence Allah said:

ّٰ َ
ۡ َ َ
)53:17( ﴾﴿ َما زاغ ال َب َص ُر َو َما طغی



Meaning: His eye neither inclined aside nor overstepped the limit. (53:17)
When the Prophet reached the utmost boundary of creation (Sidrat al-Muntaha), he
beheld the Face of Faqr and enjoyed the status of Sultan-ul-Faqr. He absorbed the
resplendent light of Faqr and then was honoured by proximity and union with Allah
at the point of ultimate nearness (qab qausain). He was blessed with the honour of
having conversation directly with Him. Then he advanced to the ultimate stage of Faqr
which is annihilation in Allah and became the companion of Faqr being one with the
Essence. Thus acquired all the virtues of love, gnosis, taste, intense longing and yearning
for the Beloved, intellect, tolerance, kindness and generosity. It is said:

ّٰ َ ْ َ ْ ُ َ َ َ
اق اللہ
ِ تخلقوا ِباخل



Meaning: Be attributed with the attributes of Allah.
When the entire ocean of Oneness gathered in the Prophet's self on reaching the final
stage of Faqr, he said, “Faqr is my pride and Faqr is from me.” When he returned to
the Companions and the reality of Faqr manifested from his sacred self, a great number
longed for it on hearing about the ecstasies of gnosis of Faqr. Therefore Allah said to
His beloved Prophet, “(O My beloved!) Stay tenaciously in the companionship of those
who remember their Lord morning and evening, ardently seeking His pleasure.”71
The Prophet said, “Praise be to Allah! Now I will obey this order of Allah at every
moment.” (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
 The inception of Faqr is the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
 The special way to reach Allah by contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat is the way of
Faqr. (Kaleed-e-Jannat)
 It must be known that pursuing Faqr is in fact seeking Allah and His Prophet. It is
following the sacred Companions and Saints. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
71

Sura al-Kahf, verse 28.
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 There are three levels of Faqr. First is annihilation and it is negating existence of any

ّٰ َ

َ

other God (َ)لٓا ِالّٰہ. Second is becoming immortal with Allah ( ) ِالا الل ُہand third is the
final level to be the guide for people by becoming one with Prophet Mohammad

ّٰ

َ ٌَ

ُ ْ) ُم َحمد ر ُسو. Fakir is one with Allah and stranger to everyone else. Whosoever is
(ل الل ِہ

attached to the world is detached from Allah as attachment and detachment cannot occur
at the same time. Until one is annihilated, one cannot become immortal. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 It is not an easy undertaking treading the path of Faqr inwardly for it is filled with
countless ordeals at every station of the different strata of the Divine Essence and the
attributes. It is the path pursuing which thousands of seekers were lost. In this path
the association with the perfect spiritual guide is compulsory. The perfect spiritual
guide never lets a seeker go astray keeping him under his perpetual attention, inwardly
as well as physically. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
 Initial stage of Faqr is:

ُ َ َ َ ُ
ُموْتوْا ق ْب َل ا ْن تمُوْتوْا



Meaning: Death before dying.
It is achieved by the invocation and contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. The supreme
level of Faqr is that by the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat a seeker is annihilated
in Allah becoming light. He becomes the secret of Prophet and is blessed with
presence in the court of Allah. The Holy Prophet said about this station:

ْ ّٰ َ
ُ َ
َُ ٌ َ
ل ِ ْی َمع الل ِہ َوق ٌت ل َا یَ َس ُعنِ ْی فِ ْی ِہ َملک مق َر ٌب َو لَا ن ِب ٌی م ْر َس ٌل



Meaning: At times I have such closeness with Allah when neither any Prophet nor
any archangel is between us.72
This is the station of Fakir annihilated in Allah who is drowned in the Oneness and
Divine light. He is engrossed in beholding Allah and has been blessed with His
proximity. He is Allah’s beloved and spiritual confidant. (Asrar-e-Qadri)
Sultan Bahoo further elaborates in Nur-ul-Huda Kalan:

72

One night Prophet Mohammad woke up and went outside the house. Aisha bint Abi Bakr followed him out of curiosity.
She saw that he went to Jannat-ul-Baqi and sat there. Aisha was about to return when he heard her footstep and asked,
“Who is there?” She replied, “I am Aisha.” He said, “Who is Aisha?” She replied, “Abu Bakr’s daughter.” He said, “Who
is Abu Bakr?” She replied, “Slave of Mohammad.” He said, “Who is Mohammad?” Aisha came back silently. This matter
was discussed with the Holy Prophet when he returned upon which he quoted the said Hadith.
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رب
رظن

جنگ

دقشم
اصِبح

جنگ
دش

رقفش

رظن

الاتحیج

رقف

Explanation: The sight of Faqr is a treasure and it has authority over all the treasures.
Faqr makes the man of sight independent of all desires.

رقف ذگبرد از رہ اقمم اخص و اعم
امتم

رکدم

را

رقف

یرح

یرط

Explanation: Faqr is to surpass every common and special level. By saying this I have
explained Faqr fully.

نیع اب نیع اتس نیع از نیع ایتف
نیع را اب نیع اعرف نیع استخ
Explanation: The eyes got spiritual sight from Divinity and are constantly focused upon
It. The sight of Divinity has made the Mystic divine. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
 Faqr ( )فقرhas three Arabic alphabets: ( فFA), ( قQ) and ( رR). ( فFA) means Allah
is imparting beneficence, mercy and benevolence on His seeker. ( قQ) means not to
forget doomsday and becoming empowered and dominant over innerself due to
contentment and proximity with Allah.

( رR) is not to wish any designation in Faqr

but the Divine will. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
 The Faqr of Prophet Mohammad and gnosis of Oneness of Allah are the veritable
servitude and devotion while the worldly levels and honours are all filth and carrion.
Dervishism and Fakirism are the Sunna of Prophets. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
 Faqr begins with passion and longing and concludes at annihilation in Allah. Faqr
starts with simple knowledge but its accomplishment lies in attaining to the level of:

َ َ َ ۡ ُ ّٰ
َ الش َہ
)59:22( ﴾﴿ اد ِۃ ۚ ُہوَ الرَ ۡح ّٰم ُن الرَ ِح ۡی ُم
ع ِلم الغ ۡی ِب و



Meaning: (He is) the Knower of the unseen and the seen. He alone is the most Kind
and ever Merciful. (59:22)
The beginning of Faqr is:
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ّٰ َ ۡۤ َ
)51:50( ف ِف ُر ۡوا ِالی الل ِہ



ُ
َ ّٰ
)112:1( ﴾﴿ ق ۡل ُہوَ الل ُہ ا َح ٌد



Meaning: So run towards Allah. (51:50)
Its peak is:

Meaning: Proclaim, “He is Allah, Who is the One.” (112:1) (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 Faqr commenced before pre-existence and will sustain even after eternity. In the
beginning of spiritual journey of Faqr one adopts silence and on reaching its final
stage one experiences intense pain. In the beginning of this journey the inward of the
seeker is filthy and impure while at the final level it is sanctified and subtle. The
beginning of Faqr is to be blessed with the rank of a Saint and its peak is to reach
beyond infinity. The first stage of Faqr is renouncing (the world), middle stage is
detachment (from creation) and final stage is to drown in the Oneness of Allah. The
first stage of Faqr is seeking, middle stage is achieving and final stage is overcoming
the innerself where the esoteric self dominates the physical being. In the beginning
the seeker is veiled then he becomes lost in the love of Allah and finally he becomes
His beloved. The reality of secret of the secrets of Faqr is prescribed in the book of
inward which can never be obtained without the help of the spiritual guide. This secret is
not mentioned in any word of any sentence on any page of any book nor can it be found
by just invocation, meditation or by drowning in ecstatic spiritual states. Initial level of
Faqr is annihilation, middle is detaching from both the worlds and final is becoming one
with Allah.
Know that there are three kinds of scholars. One are those who are people of the
world and give its information. Second are the scholars of hereafter who inform about
the houris, castles, blessings and pleasures of the paradise. Third are the Fakirs who
impart knowledge about Allah Himself. The lust of the world at last leads to
perdition. For the seeker who has reached the final level of Faqr, worrying about his
afterlife is also a veil. He must abstain from both, worldly lusts and worries of the
hereafter, this is the right approach. Firstly he should free himself from the chains of
worldly relations and then try to discover the Truth and Reality. For the Fakirs,
drowning in Divine Oneness for a moment is better than achieving the rank of Prophet
Moses who had the honour to converse with Allah and know His secrets because
drowning in Divine Oneness is the honour of Prophet Mohammad. Faqr is the Miraj
for me as I have forbidden the world as well as the hereafter upon myself. Beginning of
Faqr lies in slavehood while accomplishment grants Lordship. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
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 Faqr begins with tears and concludes at extreme adoration. First stage of Faqr is
contemplation and final stage is possessing the authority. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 True Fakir is the one in whose being sharia is enfolded even if he is spiritually frenzied
and resides in the station of no station. Initial level of Faqr is the knowledge of
certainty, middle is the eye of certainty and final is the truth of certainty. Beginning of
Faqr is to be blessed with the insight and accomplishment is in annihilation and
death before dying. When one dies, he is detached and absolved of everything. Fakir is
the one who fulfils all obligations whether eternal, daily, monthly, seasonal or yearly.
The foremost obligation is to consider Allah Omnipresent and All-Seeing while the
greatest Sunna is to sacrifice your every possession in the way of Allah. Faqr begins
with right faith, sincerity and belief in the spiritual guide while it accomplishes on
being blessed with the company of Allah. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 Listen! The existence of Fakirs is the symbol of power of Allah. Their power can be
described by the incident that when the Prophet prayed for defeat of the infidels by
saying:

ْ َ َ
اہ ِت الوُ ُجوْ ِہ
ش



Meaning: Let their faces be mutilated.
It happened as he uttered (so the power of Fakirs is that whatever they order, is done).
The secret (level) of Fakirs is beyond the utmost boundary of creation. Bahoo who is
also a Fakir says that the level of Fakir annihilated and engrossed in Allah is more
distinguished and dignified than the level of all the pious, successful and honourable
ones as well as all the Saints of Sufi hierarchy. Moreover it is more distinguished and
dignified than Shaikhs, ascetics and worshippers. He is above them all because he is
the ruler of the realm of Divinity. By the grace of Allah the Universal Divine Man
(Fakir) is only under the command of the Prophet whose ultimate closeness with
Allah is described in Quran as:

ّٰ َ َ ۡ َ َ َ َ َ َ
(53:9(﴾﴿ اب قوۡ َسی ِن ا ۡو ا ۡدنی
فکان ق



Meaning: Then a distance measuring only two bow-lengths was left (between Allah
unveiled and His esteemed beloved) or even less than that (in extreme nearness).
(53:9)

His dignified title is ‘the light of guidance’. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 What is the sign of station of accomplishment of Faqr? It is the station which is beyond
intellect, recitation, invocation and meditation. Where there is absolute Divinity, there
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is only the soundless voice of secret of the Divine Essence (Hoo

) ُہو. Where there is

the king, no one can shout or make noise because the kings do not like noise. So where
there is the Eternal, there is not any noise or fault. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
Sultan Bahoo says:

ِانف

ِوخد

ِینعی

ِتسیچ؟

رقف

از ِملع ِوخد ِیم ِوشد ِربک ِو ِرای
Explanation: O Bahoo what is Faqr? Faqr is to annihilate oneself. On the contrary
knowledge boosts arrogance and hypocrisy.

ابھُ ِرقف ِداین ِتسیچ ِدامئ ِدر ِالوھت
ِؒ
ِدم ِوکست

ِرہ

ِلود

ِرتہب

ِرا

رقف

Explanation: Bahoo what do you know about Faqr? Faqr is the name of ever residing
at the station of no station and for this a devotee needs eternal silence.

رقف ِاشےہ ِرہ ِدو ِاعمل ِےب ِاینز ِو ِابدخا
ٰؐطصم
ِ ِ اایتحشج ِسک ِہن ِابدش ِدمرظنش
Explanation: The person accomplished in Faqr is a king who because of proximity
with Allah is indifferent to both the worlds. He has no inclinations because he
remains in the sight of the Prophet.

را ِہِ ِداین ِیرک ِاتس ِقلطم ِامتم

را ِہِ ِرقف ِضیف ِاتس ِضیف ِاعم

ِٰؐطصم
ِ

ِدخا

،ِاہد

ِدہاتی

ِِرا ِہ

رقف

ِِرا ِہ

ِایب

ِدہ

ِداین

ِِرتک

Explanation: The path of Faqr is the ultimate bounty for everyone while the worldliness
is absolute infidelity. You must leave this world and turn towards Faqr, the righteous
way to Allah which is guided by the Prophet himself. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)

ِامتم

ِابدش

ِابرقف

ِااجتلیئ

اجوداین

اایتحج ِاز ِسک ِہن ِابدش ِرقف ِالاتحیج ِانم
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Explanation: When Faqr is perfected, a person remains absolutely in no need to implore
or beseech that is why Faqr is also called the independent Faqr. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)

رقف ِاز ِونر ِاتس ِونر ِاز ِونر ِدش
بلق ِاقبل ِونر ِو ِاجن ِوفغمر ِدش
Explanation: Faqr is the Divine light. This light turns its seeker to light as well. His
physical and spiritual beings transform into light and is pardoned completely. (Qurb-eDeedar)

ِراز
ِابامنز

ِارسار

ِدخا

ِاقبل

ِاز

،ِّرس

ِبلق

رقف

،ابوضحر

Explanation: Faqr is one of the great secrets of Allah which grants Divine presence
to the body and soul of the seeker during salat. (Qurb-e-Deedar)

رقف ِاخص ِااخلص ِاز ِقح ِابربخ

۔ رقف ِرِس ِاز ِرا ِزِ ِودحت ِقح ِرظن1

رقف ِرا ِرقفش ِانشدس ِاز ِایعن
روز ِو ِبش ِرقفش ِلود ِابقح ِوجسد

۔ تسین ِرقفش ِاب ِزنیم ِو ِآامسن2
ن
ت
۔ رقف ِرحبِ ِضیف ِو ِ ضلشِ ِرکم ِو ِوجد3

رہ ِہچ ِابدش ِریغ ِقح ِاز ِ ِدل ِوشب

ِ
ِرباکتِ ِرقف ِاز ِذات ِوج
!ؒ۔ ابوھ4

Explanation: (1) Faqr is the secret of Oneness of Allah and is always attentive towards
Him. That is why Faqr has complete gnosis of Truth.
(2) The skies, earth and mountains cannot bear the Trust of Faqr. Fakir is only
recognized by another Fakir due to the evident signs of Faqr.
(3) Faqr is an ocean of Allah’s kindness, generosity and bounties. Faqr remains
prostrated before Allah day and night.
(4) Bahoo! To seek the blessing of Faqr from Allah Himself, remove everything from
your inward for Allah. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
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ِرخاب

ِاعمل

ِآاتفب

ِشخب

ِوشد

ِمگ

ِلضف

ِآاتفب

رگ

ِضیف

رقف

ِو

Explanation: If sun vanishes it will cause desolation in the universe. Faqr is the sun
which spreads blessings and bounties. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)

رقف ِرا ِدرایب ِہب ِکی ِدم ِدقم
ِمتخ

ِرقفش

ِااہتن

ِو

ادتبا

Explanation: O seeker of Allah, attain the treasure of Faqr in one moment and in one
step because the initiation and exaltation of Faqr can be achieved in a moment.
(Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)

 Faqr

فقر

has three Arabic alphabets;

annihilation of innerself,

ف

(FA),

ق

(Q) and

(R).

ف

(FA) is

( قQ) is remembering death and ( رR) is spirituality. Faqr

means ‘death before dying’. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 What is the ultimate level of gnosis of Allah for a scholar Fakir and which is the
highest rank of a Fakir? Is it to possess authority upon every common and special
creation of eighteen thousand worlds? No! I do not say wrong for this is an imperfect
level. The extremity of Faqr is to surpass the desires of innerself being annihilated in
Allah and gaining immortality with Him. It is to immerse in the Divine vision and
observations which make the inward replete with Divine light. This is the rank of the
Fakir who has approached the level of truth of certainty and the ultimate station of
Divine presence and closeness. The irreligious seekers who are men of inciting
innerself know nothing about these levels. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
 The ranks of Faqr are only known to the person who has reached Faqr, acquired and
experienced Faqr and has seen Sultan-ul-Faqr with his eyes. (Asrar-e-Qadri)
 Faqr is the Truth and world is falsehood. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
 Faqr is being independent of all but Allah. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan, Ain-ul-Faqr)
 What is the commencement of gnosis of Faqr? And what is its peak? The beginning
is mostly known as the invocation, reflection, meditation, unveiling, stations and
miracles. Though they are also related to the theophanies of Divine light and to cover
these stages is harder than facing countless pains and afflictions however this is just
the start of gnosis. Hence to cover the stations of spiritual contraction, expansion,
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intoxication and sobriety; facing intense trials; being engulfed in love only for Allah;
yearning for Allah; being restless and perturbed; staying disturbed all night just to
have a glimpse of Allah; to long for union with Allah by wishing death because of the
promise of vision on the doomsday and to wish to sacrifice one’s life etc. are all the
initial conditions of gnosis of Allah. The highest point of Faqr is to witness Oneness
by drowning in the light of Allah. It is to annihilate oneself in Allah completely being
engulfed in Oneness out of extreme passion to have His union. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
 Fate is of four types. Fakirs’ fate is that whatever they eat or drink is converted into
light of gnosis. Their livelihood comes from trust upon Allah and from whichever
way they receive their sustenance they consider it from Allah Himself. Some think that
livelihood comes from a profession, others acquire knowledge to earn it and several
take it by force through tyranny and transgression. The offices of felicity, dignity and
honour are found in the treasure of Faqr only. The greatest ranks of Faqr are bestowed
by Allah upon those who become one with Him. Those away from Allah remain
deprived of Faqr. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
 If you have the sight of Faqr then turn towards the vision of Allah otherwise do not
object upon the people of Divine vision and Faqr nor deny their grand status. It
would destroy and disgrace you in both the worlds. (Qurb-e-Deedar)
 It is the saying of the Prophet that Faqr is the greater jihad as it is to fight against the
innerself. The jihad with disbelievers is a lesser jihad and we are moving from the
lesser jihad towards the greater one. He also said, “Every Prophet has a calling and I
have two callings. One calling is Faqr and the other is jihad. Who loved them, loved
me and who held grudge against them, held grudge against me.” (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
 What is Faqr? And where does it come from? Faqr manifests from the light of Allah
because the universe manifested from the light of Faqr. Faqr is guidance. Faqr is a
countenance of light of truth which is beautiful to such an extent that both the worlds
love it and are fascinated. However Faqr does not pay heed to anything unless Allah
orders and permission from the Prophet is granted. (Taufeeq-ul-Hidayat)
 Faqr has all the Divine treasures. Worldly treasures will decline and world is like a
dream. The treasure of Faqr is gnosis and never ending Oneness which is real Divine
union. Bounties of physical world are for a few days, eventually you are accountable
to Allah. (Taufeeq-ul-Hidayat)
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ِرقف

ِنم

ِاز

تم
ِدرای م

ِرظن

ِرقفش

ِاب

ِتشگ

ِرا

رقف

ِاحلص

رقف

Explanation: I have achieved Faqr by accomplishing in it. I received this honourable
designation of Faqr from the perfect spiritual guide who is its exact embodiment.
(Miftah-ul-Arifeen)

 Faqr is beneficence; Faqr is kindness; Faqr is compassion; Faqr is righteousness; Faqr
is sainthood; Faqr is ultimate contentment; Faqr is annihilation; Faqr is immortality;
Faqr is surrendering and submitting to Allah’s will; Faqr is the Divine power; Faqr
is accumulation of all (esoteric and exoteric) levels; Faqr is the Divine beauty and
majesty; Faqr is knowledge; Faqr is the secret of all secrets; Faqr is the light of
Divine presence; Faqr grants intelligence and wisdom; Faqr is the beloved of Allah;
Faqr is the master of universe and king of the Solomon empire; Faqr is the treasure
of authority over the alchemy; Faqr is life and death. (Kashf-ul-Asrar)

ذات

اپک

اہلل

در ِرظن

رقف

دل

دل ہک ابدش رظن اہلل اچک اچک
Explanation: The inward which contains Faqr is desirable in the court of Allah and is
blessed with His kind attention. Such an inward remains in pain. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)

ارشحل

ویم

رظن

در

دش
اگیہ

روز

رہ

رعہص

را

رقف

اسحشب

اب

Explanation: For the people of Faqr every day is the doomsday. They always keep in
view the judgment of the Last Day. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)

اجودان

ز

و

اجبن

رقفش

رگان
ربدانتش

سب

ابر
را

رقف
رقف

Explanation: The blessing of Faqr is the grandest and everlasting Trust. The Fakir
whose soul is eternally blessed has the courage to hold it. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
 You must know that every position has a title and different levels such as levels of
scholars, levels of Saints, levels of invokers, levels of men of meditation, unveiling,
accountability and inner fight, levels of Mystics, levels of men of Divine union, levels
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of proximity with Allah, levels of Divine observations, levels of Divine light, levels
of Divine presence, levels of dawat, levels of Abdals,73 levels of Autads,74 levels of
Akhiyars,75 levels of Ghawth,76 levels of Qutbs77 and the levels of Dervishes. All
these levels are related to the spiritual flight of different spheres and the desires of
innerself. None of these levels is equivalent to even the initial level of a Fakir as the
Fakir surpasses all these levels of desires of innerself and drowns in the Divine
Oneness. This level is attained by the beneficence of the powerful spiritual sight of
the Mystic immortal with Allah. The actual level of Faqr is known only to those who
have acquired the Mohammadan Faqr and have drowned in the extremity of
Divinity. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
 O Bahoo what is Faqr? Faqr is a countenance which is beautiful beyond imagination
and it is the right path. This countenance is pure of all that is except Allah. Both the
worlds are yearning to see this exquisite countenance. Whoever saw, found Allah.
(Mohabbat-ul-Asrar)

 Whoever considers Faqr of Prophet Mohammad useless, goes empty handed from
this world. (Ameer-ul-Kaunain)
 Only that seeker remains steadfast upon Faqr who considers the hidden Divine treasures
better than the treasures of the worldly king. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
 Whatever you see other than Allah in the path of Faqr is a brigand. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed
Kalan)

رو

زرد

آں

وس

اب ِلجخ

را

رقف

دنیب

دشک

زر

را

ہن
او

او
زاہکن

Explanation: The disgraced ones who run worriedly after the pale gold do not turn
towards Faqr. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
 Some people just know the name of Faqr, some just reach the level of inspiration of
Faqr and some approach only its initial level. Some use it to earn worldly progress
and honour, make disciples, build khanqahs and become popular. Among thousands
only one accomplishes in Faqr by the grace and help of the Prophet. My words are
according to my experience that perfect and scholarly Fakir accomplished in all fields

73, 74, 75, 76, 77

All are different ranks of Saints.
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is the one who has authority over the eighteen thousand worlds and who possesses
the attributes of kindness and mercy. Allah says:

ُ ّٰ ۡ َ ّٰ ۡ ُ ۡ َ َ
)49:13( ِان اک َر َمک ۡم ِعن َد الل ِہ اتقک ۡم



Meaning: Surely the most honourable amongst you in the sight of Allah is he who
fears Allah the most. (49:13) (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
 What is the final level of Faqr? Whatever I say is according to my own experience
and the knowledge of Allah is sufficient for me. Those who claim to possess high
levels in Faqr are braggarts and liars. Some of them know Faqr just verbally, some
have experienced its one or a few states and some just know the deeds and teachings
of Faqr. Only one out of thousands acquires the real gnosis of Sultan-ul-Faqr by
attaining to the union of exact Divine beauty, being blessed with the highest levels of
Faqr and witnessing it personally. Most of the people just guise themselves as its
people. Only one out of thousands is accomplished in Faqr. (Ameer-ul-Kaunain)
 Faqr is the eternal life. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
 Faqr is the secret of Allah. (Mohabbat-ul-Asrar)

زری ِاپےئ ِریقف ِابدش ِرہ ِقبط

۔ رقف ِرتمح ِراز ِودحت ِونر ِقح1

ریقف ِرا ِاز ِرقف ِودحت ِیم ِوشد

۔ رہ ِہک ِدنیب ِرقف ِرا ِاعرف ِوشد2

ِٰؐطصم
ِ
رقف ِکی ِنخس ِاتس ِنخس ِاز

۔ رقف ِکی ِرظن ِاتس ِرظنش ِابدخا3

Explanation: (1) Faqr is the supreme blessing and the secret of oneness with the
Eternal light. Fakir has all the layers of earth and heavens under his feet.
(2) One who observes Faqr becomes a Mystic. A Fakir is honoured by the status of
Oneness due to Faqr.
(3) Faqr is the glance by Allah. Faqr is the speech of Prophet Mohammad. (Miftah-ulArifeen)

Sultan Bahoo says in Punjabi poetry:

ُ ڑہیجے رحمم انںیہ ِدل دے ھ،اخم یک اجنن اسر رقف د
ُآب یٹم ںیھت دیپا وہےئ اخیم اھبڈنے لِگ دے ھ
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ُلعل وجارہاں دا دقر یک اجنن وج وسدارگ لِب دے ھ
ُابھُ ڑہیجے جھب ریقفاں مل ِدبے ھ
ؒ اامین الستم وسیئ ےل ونسی
Explanation: Incompetent seekers who fail to become spiritual confidant are clueless to
the Divine secret hence are utterly unaware of the way of Faqr. They are like raw earthen
pots that have not become uprighteous and steadfast by burning in the furnace of Divine
love. They are the merchants of glassware and do not know the status and value of rubies
and gems that is the seekers of Allah who have reached Oneness by travelling the path of
gnosis. Only those people will return with faith to the hereafter who perseveringly stayed
in the company of Fakirs in this temporal world.

ُاوڑک وکیئ ہن ِدےّس ھ

راہ رقف دا رپے رپریے

ُھ
ِ انں اوےھت ڑپنھ ڑپاھون وکیئ انں اوےھت مسلے ےّصق
ُھ
ِ اہہی داین ےہ تُب رپیتس تم وکیئ اِس ےت وِےّس
ُھ
ِ ِِ ھُ  ملع ویھتے
ؒ  ںیج رِس آوے اب،ومت ریقف
Explanation: The journey of Faqr is eternal. It is accomplished where Allah is all alone and
there is no knowledge, no sharia to answer queries and no storytelling. The physical
world is nothing but idol worshipping and should not be trusted. Faqr is accomplished
on:

ُ َ َ َ ُ
ُموْتوْا ق ْب َل ا ْن تمُوْتوْا



Meaning: Death before dying.
Fakirism is neither in intellectual conversation nor in solving problems or in storytelling.
This is the path of love with only Allah and drowning in His Oneness. The one who is
accomplished in Faqr, only he knows about its virtues and spiritual states.

ُھ
ِ

دویاہن

رمے

اکرف

امکوے

رقف

ابھج

عِلمںُں

ُھ
ِ  رکے ابعدت رےہ اہلل ونکں اگیبہن،َس ورایہں ِد
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ک

ُھ
ِ تلفغ ونکں ہن ِھلییش رپدے ِدل اجلہ تب اخہن
ن
ُجمہاَں ایلم ایر اگیہن ھ

ُابھ
ںیم رقابن اہنتں وتں
ؒ

Explanation: Nowadays it has become a custom that anyone can claim to be a perfect
spiritual guide. They start giving invocation and contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and
spiritually train people without having its capability and permission from the Prophet. It
is the principle in the path of Faqr that when the perfect spiritual guide’s time to depart
from the world comes, he presents in the Mohammadan Assembly the most sincere and
capable of his devotees. The Prophet is the sole authority who grants the treasure of Faqr
hence he bestows upon the chosen seeker the inspired knowledge and permits the guide to
train the seeker to accede to the throne of Divine guidance and persuasion. Then the
spiritual guide starts his training inwardly. When the seeker’s training is completed the
spiritual guide departs from this world granting his throne of spiritual guidance and
persuasion to the chosen seeker. Now it becomes obligatory upon the seeker to spiritually
guide, grant gnosis and invocation and contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat to the seekers
of Allah. The person who does not follow this pattern and on his own accord starts this
task, ultimately becomes a madman, apostate and infidel and his end is horrendous. We
have a lot of examples scattered around us. Such a person though worships for hundreds
of years but his hard mystic exercises cannot remove the veil from his inward because he
has made superficial wishes his god and has adorned the throne of guidance to
accumulate wealth from people. May I sacrifice myself for the true seekers of Allah who
have gained union with Allah and have reached the destination in Faqr!
Another explanation of these verses is that a person who adopts the path of Faqr without
its true knowledge eventually becomes a madman and an infidel. Without the perfect
spiritual guide even if a person worships for hundreds of years he cannot attain gnosis of
Allah. Despite every effort veils from the inward cannot be removed and he will remain
ignorant. May I sacrifice myself for the seekers of Allah who have gained union with
Him and have reached the destination in Faqr! (Abyat-e-Bahoo Kamil)

IQBAL AND FAQR
Unless a true believer reaches Faqr, he cannot become the bearer of attributes of Ali ibn
Abi Talib and Khalid ibn al-Walid who overpowered innumerable enemies in the battlefield.
Allama Iqbal says:

ایک ِزیچ ِےہ ِوفالد ِیک ِریشمشِ ِرگج ِدار

وساچ ِیھب ِےہ ِاے ِرم ِِد ِاملسمن ِیھبک ِتُ ےن
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وپدیشہ ِےلچ ِآےت ِںیہ ِوتدیح ِےک ِارسار

اس ِتیب ِاک ِہی رصمع ِاول ِےہ ِہک ِسج ِںیم

اہلل ِرکے ِھجت ِوک اطع ِ’رقف‘ ِیک ِولتار

ِرصمع ِاثین ِیک ِزایدہ
ِِ
ےہ ِرکف ِےھجم

ِِرکار
ِای ِاخدلہ ِاجابنز ِےہ ِای ِدیح ِر
ہ

ےضبق ِںیم ِہی ِولتار ِیھب ِآاجےئ ِوت ِومنم

Explanation: O perfect man! Within are hidden the secrets of Oneness. I am worried
about the seeker whether he will envision what makes one bravely swing an iron sword in
the battlefield. Undoubtedly it is Faqr! When this sword of Faqr comes in the hand of the
true believer he becomes the reflection of Ali ibn Abi Talib and Khalid ibn al-Walid.
(Zarb-e-Kalim)

 Downfall of Muslims started when they lost the wealth of Faqr.

ایک ِایگ ِےہ ِالغیم ِںیم ِالتبم ِھجت ِوک
ہک ِھجت ِےس ِوہ ِہن ِیکس ِرقف ِیک ِابہگنین
Explanation: You have been enslaved because you have lost the treasure of Faqr and
follow inciting innerself and Satan. (Zarb-e-Kalim)

ہی ِرقف ِرم ِدِ ِاملسمں ِےن ِوھک ِدای ِبج ِےس
ینی
ِ ِامیلس

ِو

ینہ
ِ ِاملس

ِدوتل

ِہن

ریہ

Explanation: O Muslims! You have forgotten the attributes of renunciation of world (from
the inward), fearing Allah, engrossment in prayers and the gem of all gems the Faqr of
intense love for the Prophet. You have not been entreasured anymore with the worldly
imperialism like that of Solomon and the spiritual wealth and powers of Salman the Persian.
(Zarb-e-Kalim)

 If Muslims want to rule the world then first they will have to achieve the treasure of
Faqr.

،اجحز
،ِاینز

ےہ
ِےب

الص

یک
ِاشن

‘’رقف

سج

‘تمہ ِوہ ِارگ ِوت ِڈوھڈن ِوہ ِ’رقف

ِیک

اہلل

اس ِ’رقف‘ ِےس ِآدیم ِںیم ِدیپا

،ےب غیت و انسں ےہ رم ِد اغز

اپای

ےن

ِسج

‘ویغر

ِ’رقف

ہی
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،ِریقف

ِہی

ِامگن

ِےس

اہلل

،ومنم ِیک ِایس ِںیم ِےہ ِاریم

Explanation: If you have strength then find Faqr. The reality of Faqr is that it is the
heritage of the Prophet. It develops the special Divine characteristic that a man becomes
indifferent to everything. The one who becomes the very epitome of true Faqr, the chosen
Faqr, does not depend on weaponry rather on Allah only. He completes his mission despite
all the opposition and wins at every turn. Ask for such Faqr from Allah which will make
you honourable in both the worlds. (Zarb-e-Kalim)
 Allama Iqbal was not disappointed from the future of Faqr, in fact he promises about
it in the following manner.

‘رقفِ ِویغر
ِ ’ِ اب ِرتا ِدور ِیھب ِآےن ِوک ِےہ ِاے
روحِ ِرفیگن ِوک ِوہاےئ ِزر ِو ِمیس
ِ ِ اھک ِیئگ
Explanation: O followers of prestigious Faqr! Do not bow except to Allah, your time to
rule the world is about to come again. The lust of world and its wealth has eaten away
occidentals’ soul. (Zarb-e-Kalim)
 If Europe holds animosity against Islam then the other name of this religion is Faqr.
It is the soul of Islam.

ظفلِ ِ’االسم‘ ِےس ِویرپ ِوک ِارگ دِک ِےہ ِوت ِریخ
!دورسا ِانم ِایس ِدنی ِاک ِےہ ِرقفِ ِویغر
Explanation: It does not matter if Europe resents the word ‘Islam’. Another name for the
same religion is Faqr, the most honoured. (Zarb-e-Kalim)

بلقِ ِمیلس
ِ ِ  ِےہ ِارگ ِےنیس ِںیم ِےہ،رضب ِاکر

رقف ِاگنجہ ِںیم ِےب ِاسز ِو ِریاق ِآات ِےہ

یلکی
ِ ِ اتزہ ِرہ ِدہع ِںیم ِےہ ِہصقٔ رفوعن ِو

اس ِیک ِڑبیتھ ِوہیئ ِےب ِابیک ِو ِےب ِاتیب ِےس

Explanation: People accomplished in Faqr come in the battlefield with complete faith
and trust upon Allah and not on their weapons and armoury. They are powerful because
they are at the station where inward is strengthened due to its purity and perfection. Their
increasing boldness and eagerness refresh the tale of Moses and Pharaoh in every era.
(Zarb-e-Kalim)
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 A true believer reaches the peak of Faqr when he becomes the spiritual confidant of
Allah.

 ِےس ِسج ِدم ِوہا ِرقف،رحمم ِوخد
ِاشنہشہ

ِیھب

ِںیم

ِاشنہشہ

ِیھب

وت

Explanation: When a disciple becomes Allah’s spiritual confidant, he being the manifestation
of the Divine Essence and all His attributes is the king. (Zarb-e-Kalim)
Allama Iqbal further says about Faqr:

،ڑچیتھ ِےہ ِبج ِرقف ِیک ِاسن ِہپ ِغیتِ ِوخد
اکی ِاپسیہ ِیک ِرضب ِرک یت ِےہ ِاک ِرِ ِاپسہ
Explanation: Faqr is the whetstone which makes the sword of esoteric self sharp and
strong such that a solitary soldier’s strike defeats a complete army. (Bal-e-Jibril)

ہ ِاس ِرقف ِںیم ِےہ ِ ِ ی،اک ِرقف ِےہ ِریبش
،م
ِہ،ِریبش

ِرسامہی

ِاملسمین

ِ
ِریماث

Explanation: Faqr is from Husayn ibn Ali which gives strength of jihad against false forces,
be it exoteric or esoteric. Such Faqr makes one a leader in the world. It is the heritage of
true believers and the asset of Husayn ibn Ali. (Bal-e-Jibril)

،صَد ِوک ِریچخن
اک ِرقف ِاھکسات ِےہ ِ ی
،اک ِرقف ِےس ِےتلھک ِںیہ ِارسا ِرِ ِاہجریگن
Explanation: In this verse Iqbal compares chosen Faqr with compulsive Faqr. He says
that those who opt for compulsive Faqr ultimately convert from the hunter into the
hunted. It is by the grace of justice of Allah which He brings upon the wrong doers.
Whereas in chosen Faqr the secrets to conquer the world are unbolted. (Bal-e-Jibril)

ںیہن ِرقف ِو ِتنطلس ِںیم ِوکیئ ِاایتمز ِااسی
، ِوہ ِہگن ِیک ِغیت ِابز،ہی ِہپس ِیک ِغیت ِابز
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Explanation: There is no difference between a monarch and the Universal Divine Man.
They both rule. The differentiation comes from the fact that an emperor conquers an area
with force whereas the latter conquers inwards with his spiritual sight. (Bal-e-Jibril)

ِاہجت

ِِریخست

ِتسیچ؟

ِافصت

ِومال

ِاو

ِِاتریث

ِومنم

ِرقف

ِاز

دنبہ

Explanation: What is Faqr of a true believer? Subjugation of all the realms and getting
attributed with the attributes of Allah. (Mathnawi)78

رقف ِےک ِںیہ ِزجعمات ِاتج ِو ِرسری ِو ِاپسہ
رقف ِےہ ِریموں ِاک ِریم ِرقف ِےہ ِاشوہں ِاک ِاشہ
Explanation: The Universal Divine Man who holds Faqr is the crowned king esoterically
sitting on the throne with innumerable soldiers at his charge. He is the king of all kings
and the leader of all the leaders. (Bal-e-Jibril)

ِ
اقممِ ِرقف ِےہ ِانتک ِدنلب ِاشیہ ِےس
!روش ِیسک ِیک ِدگاایہن ِوہ ِوت ِایک ِےیہک
Explanation: Faqr which is the soul of Islam is superior to any rank of rule and power.
What can be done if Muslims of today opt for begging before others instead of seeking
the valuable Faqr! (Zarb-e-Kalim)

 ِاگنہ ِںیم ِےہ اکی ِرقف ِو ِرابہین،رت

 ِاملسمین،ھچک ِاور ِزیچ ِےہ ِاشدی ِرت

ریقف ِاک ِےہ ِہنیفس ِہشیمہ ِوطافین

وکسں ِرپیتس ِرابہ ِےس ِرقف ِےہ ِزیبار

Explanation: The religion is not parting from the worldly responsibilities. In Islam there is
no concept of monastic lifestyle. In Faqr renunciation of the world means to get rid of the
love of relations and worldly wealth inwardly for the love of Allah. Physically such a
person dwells in world and performs all his obligations but esoterically he stays with Allah
like the Prophet and his sacred Companions. To stay idle is not the way of Faqr rather the
seeker perpetually remains engrossed in worldly and holy obligations. The perfect Fakir

78

Pas Chih Bayed Kard Ay Aqwam-e-Sharq
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keeps thriving and struggling against odds to fulfil his obligation to spread Faqr, the real
Islam. (Zarb-e-Kalim)
Allama Iqbal says in his Persian poetry:

رقف ِذوق ِو ِوشق ِو ِمیلست ِو ِراضتس
ِاتس

ِٰؐطصم
ِ

ِِاتمع
ِ

ِاںی

ِامینیم

ام

Explanation: Faqr is the passion and eagerness (for Allah). It is the way to submit and
surrender completely to Allah’s will. It is the asset of the Prophet and we are its inheritors
and custodians. (Mathnawi)

ِرتا
ِرتا

ِادنازد
ِاسزد

ِدرگی
ِیم

ِااملس

ِ
ِِاقمم

رب

ِزاجج

از

Explanation: Faqr will take you to its highest station and will make you a diamond from
a glass. It makes a man manifestation of the attributes of Allah and His spiritual confidant.
(Mathnawi)

 Allama Iqbal says differentiating between knowledge and Faqr.

رقف ِاک ِوصقمد ِےہ ِتفعِ ِبلق ِو ِاگنہ

ملع ِاک ِوصقمد ِےہ ِاپیک ِلقع ِو ِرخد

ملع ِےہ ِوجایےئ ِراہ ِرقف ِےہ ِداانےئ ِراہ

ملع ِہہیقف ِو ِمیکح ِرقف ِحیسمی ِو ِیلکی

رقف ِںیم ِیتسم ِوثاب ِملع ِںیم ِیتسم ِانگہ

ِربخ

اشھد ان ال الہ ِاشھد ان ال الہ

ملع ِاک ِ’وموجد‘ ِاور ِرقف ِاک ِوموجد ِاور

ِِاقمم

ِملع

ِرظن

ِ
ِِاقمم

رقف

Explanation: The aim of knowledge is sanctification and positive progression of intellect and
wisdom. The aim of Faqr is cleansing the soul and inward. Knowledge makes you an
intellectual, a philosopher and an expert in Islamic law but Faqr is Christ and Moses
itself. Prophet Christ’s attribute is:

ّٰ ْ ُ
ق ْم ِب ِاذ ِن الل ِہ



Meaning: Rise by Allah’s command.
When he recited, it brought dead to life. The perfect spiritual guide gives life to the soul
by reciting it. Similarly Mount Sinai crushed into pieces and Prophet Moses fainted when
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Allah descended His theophany but such men of Faqr are born in the Mohammadan umma
who are showered with the theophanies of Allah’s light thousands of times a day but they
do not transgress even a little rather ask for more while saying:

ْ
ْ َ
ِاش ِت َیاق ِ ْی َو َم َح َبتِ ْی ِالی ال َح ِب ْی ِب



Meaning: I am still longing and passionate for my Beloved.
The intellectual is in pursuit of the straight path but the person of Faqr is accomplished in
straight path. Faqr is achieving the Divine vision and travelling the path of gnosis whereas
intellectual knows Allah up to the mere extent of verbiage. In Faqr ecstasy at the stage of
annihilation in Allah is a virtue whereas intellect says it is a sin. The intellect only knows
that Allah is Omnipresent but Faqr makes one feel His Omnipresence everywhere and all
the time. The intellect recites shahada whereas shahada of Allah’s seeker is beholding
Him. (Bal-e-Jibril)

FAQR AND
SULTAN MOHAMMAD ASGHAR ALI
Sultan-ul-Faqr VI Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali says about Faqr:
 Faqr is the real legacy of the Prophet. The heir of this legacy is his true heir.
 Faqr is the path of loving only Allah assiduously.
 Faqr is actually the knowledge of Divine vision and presence in the Mohammadan
Assembly.
 The Holy Prophet said, “Faqr is my pride and Faqr is from me.” It is an obligation
on his every follower to acquire his pride Faqr from him as it is distributed only from
his sacred court.
 Faqr is the greatest treasure of all the treasures of Allah and it is distributed by Prophet
Mohammad.
 The real straight path is Prophet Mohammad himself. One who has reached his sacred
assembly covering the stages of Faqr has found the straight path.
 Faqr is the secret of Allah. Whoever finds Faqr, gets aware of the hidden secret and
becomes Allah’s confidant.
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 Only that person is familiar to the reality of Faqr and the essence of its secret who
has adopted Faqr, passed through its various stages, achieved the pleasure of the
recognition of Allah and has spiritually witnessed and recognized Sultan-ul-Faqr.
 On the ultimate destination of Faqr, the worldly wealth and riches, ranks and dignity,
pomp and show, peace and luxury, life and prestige, the appetites of this world and
the hereafter rather everything perishes in the love of Allah. Man becomes indifferent
to both the worlds in His love.
 All the waystations and levels in the path of Faqr are covered by the spiritual glance
and attention of the perfect spiritual guide and by the invocation, contemplation and
inscribing Ism-e-Allah Zaat on body. There is no source to reach the height of Faqr
other than this.
 A person being truly devoted towards prayers arrives at the stage where he only
desires Allah rejecting the world and the hereafter then the Divine beneficence attracts
him towards itself and he is inwardly handed over to Prophet Mohammad (for spiritual
elevation). The world and its luxuries, the hereafter, its blessings and rewards are
esoterically presented before the seeker to test him. If he renounces everything then
he is guided towards the perfect spiritual guide who lets him spiritually pass through
the waystations of Faqr. By the training of the perfect spiritual guide, the seeker
reaches the station where his eyes and inward are never attracted towards anything
but Allah.
 There are very few people who travel the path of Faqr. It is only because of their
presence that the world is not reprimanded, the sky rains and the earth grows crops.
As the doomsday will approach nearer, their number will gradually decrease. Hence
on doomsday the world would be void of them. When Allah decides to torment any
area, first He evacuates that region from His seekers. Their presence in the world is a
blessing. O people! Search them and recognize them before the doors of repentance
are closed by Allah, the Eternal. These people avoid and hide themselves from the world
because you are not familiar to their reality so your misbehaviour and impudence
towards them may not put you in trouble. In the present age they are concealing
themselves more because you do not cherish any passion to have benefit from them
in your inwards. May Allah be merciful to our plight! (Sultan-ul-Faqr VI Sultan Mohammad
Asghar Ali-Life and Teachings)

THE METHOD OF SPIRITUAL TRAINING
The changes in a person’s outward affect his spiritual self and vice versa but the method
used in Faqr by the perfect spiritual guide is to first change spiritually which ultimately and
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permanently transforms one outwardly. As a seeker practises invocation and contemplation
of Ism-e-Allah Zaat with the blessing of spiritual attention of the perfect spiritual guide
changes start. First thoughts and views are changed. The inner personality of the seeker
commences to develop from scratch and finally he reaches the station of ‘death before
dying’ esoterically. Like this everything happens in the esoteric identity of a person and
the physical self adapts accordingly. When internally man has changed, the outward
personality has no option but to comply. Sufis have always used this method of spiritual
training.
In Faqr under the supervision of the perfect spiritual guide, the seeker is trained in
such a manner that he spiritually and physically becomes one so that his words and deeds,
thoughts and actions do not conflict because hypocrisy not only creates malice but is also
harmful for the society. Nowadays Muslim scholars only focus on superficial knowledge
and apparent coaching due to which the society is in discord and is divided in different
sects. Faqr is called ‘sincerity of action’ and this is achieved on unity of physical and
spiritual self.
Sultan Bahoo says:
 Until the spiritual and physical self of a person become one, he cannot be the lover,
beloved and desirable to Allah. Moreover he cannot become beloved of everyone.
(Aqal-e-Baydar)

 The esoteric world is real because it contains the gnosis and union with Allah
whereas the exoteric world is like the seasons which keep changing. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
 Superficial piety leads to fame, egotism and makes the inciting innerself strong,
thriving and corpulent. It makes a person deceitful and hypocrite and swipes into
polytheism. Satan becomes his companion and the world appears gentle. His soul wilts
and the innerself which repents or inspires and even that which is at peace, becomes
apprehensive. In contrast those who undergo spiritual hardships are accomplished in
gnosis. Such a man’s inciting innerself becomes weak and eventually dies. Soul
enlivens. Repenting innerself accepts truth, inspiring innerself blesses with jamiat and
finally the innerself at peace assents to the Divine will. These states are of piety and
such a person is accomplished in gnosis. He is the enlightened one and the Mystic
immortal with Allah. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)

IS FAQR INHERITANCE?
Faqr is to spiritually elevate seekers of Allah by His grace. It is a pure passion and not
the heritage of any person, group or family. The travellers of the path of Faqr are those
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who neither seek the world nor the hereafter instead they are the seekers of Allah only.
They do not stay for a moment oblivious to Allah and forever remain engrossed in
invocation and contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. Their intrinsic devotion continuously
stays towards Allah and not on their life, wealth, children or sensual desires. This group
is of a special few and their importance is of philosopher’s stone which has the ability to
convert iron into gold meaning sinners come to them and are changed into Divine lovers.
World is in existence because of them. It is due to them that worldly people are getting
bounties and blessings of the world and it is for their sake that the creation gets
sustenance. Afore doomsday befalls, none of these exalted people will remain, then and
there world will be struck with tribulations and afflictions.
Sultan Bahoo says:
 Fakirism does not depend on being a Sayyid, a Quraishi or famous rather it is only
because of Divine gnosis. It is only Allah’s choice to whom it will be granted. (Nur-ulHuda Khurd)

رقف ِسکب ِورہث ِتفہ ِرکیس ِتسین
ِتسین

ِرپیس

ِتقیقح

ِوگتفگ

در

Explanation: Faqr is not an inheritance which can be transferred to seven generations.
Its reality cannot be understood by conversation. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 Faqr is like a munificent wave of ocean which is endowed upon the Fakirs by Allah.
They anxiously await for it to come and bless them. (Ain-ul-Faqr)

FAQR AND SHARIA
Sultan Bahoo strictly follows sharia in the process of esoteric training and spiritual
elevation. He says:
 What is Faqr? It is the heritage of the Prophet. Its beginning as well as accomplishment
lies in sharia. The true and perfect man is the one who never steps out of sharia
whether he has been experiencing the spiritual states of intoxication, frenzy, contraction
or expansion since eternity or is an eternal lover of Allah and a man of Divine
secrets. If he will do so, all his special ranks will be confiscated and he will be left
perplexed. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
The path of Faqr is the path of seekers of Allah who desire nothing but Allah Himself.
The next chapter is about them.

CHAPTER-2

SEEKER OF ALLAH
On the occasion of Divine covenant all human souls promised to worship and love Allah
only but He took an undeclared test by presenting the world and the paradise. Ironically,
almost all chose one of the two breaking the covenant but a few remained true. These few
are the seekers of Allah who only desire Divine vision, union and gnosis. Those who
broke the promise are given a second chance on the earth. They can be included among
the seekers of Allah if they avail the chance and turn away from the world and the
hereafter for the sake of Allah. On these bases, the Sufis categorize people as;
SEEKERS OF THE WORLD:
Seekers of the world are those who utilize all their knowledge, skills, expertise and
struggle to attain material world and its luxuries. They consider this as the aim of their
life to the extent that even the aim of their invocation and contemplation, prayers and
devotion, recitals and all other mystic exercises is only to acquire and increase worldly
assets and respect. Their success is only limited to this world and they are at peace with
it.
SEEKERS OF THE HEREAFTER:
Their focus is on making the hereafter a better place for themselves. For them success
means saving themselves from hellfire and to get the bounties of the paradise and its
castles and houris. This is why all their devotions, mystic exercises, good deeds, fasting,
salat, hajj, zakat, invocations and glorifications are meant only to gain a happy life in the
hereafter. They believe that this is the only purpose of life.
SEEKERS OF ALLAH:
The purpose of all their struggle, devotion and worship is only to seek vision, closeness
and union with Allah. Neither do they seek the pleasures of this world nor do they aspire
to have bounties of paradise in the hereafter. Their goal is the Divine Essence and they
are the seekers and lovers of Allah. They willingly sacrifice the desires of this world and
the hereafter because of their love for Allah and remain desirous of His vision only.
Mystics always instruct people to become the seeker of Allah.
These three groups have been mentioned in the following Qudsi Hadith:

َ
ُ ُ َ
ُ الدن ْ َی
ٌام َخ َن ٌث َو َطال ُِب ال ْ ُع ْق ّٰبی ُم ٔوَن َ ٌث َو َطال ُِب الْمَوْل ّٰی ُم َذکر
طا ل ِب
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Meaning: The seeker of world is an intersex, the seeker of hereafter is a female and the seeker
of Allah is a male.
Sultan Bahoo says:
 Who is a true man? The one who desires nothing but the Divine vision, neither he
wants the pleasures and adornments of the world nor the houris, castles and charms
of the paradise. The men of Divine vision have been absorbed in the ecstasy of Ism-eAllah Zaat since eternity, for them everything other than Allah is hideous. Whosoever
makes Ism-e-Allah Zaat his life and soul gets rid of all worries of both the worlds.
(Ain-ul-Faqr)

Prophet Mohammad said about the seeker of Allah:

ُْ ََ ْ َ َ
َ َ ً َ ََ
َْ
َم ْن طل َب ش ْیئا فلَات ِج ُدہ خی ًرا َو َم ْن طل َب المَوْلّٰی فل ُہ الک ُل



Meaning: He who has any desire (other than Allah) does not find goodness in it but he
who seeks Allah, achieves everything.

ُْ ََ ْ َ َ
ْ ْ ََ ْ ْ َ َ َ َْ ُ ُ ََ َْ ُ َ َ َ ْ َ
او َم ْن طل َب ال ُعق ّٰبی فل ُہ ال ُعق ّٰبی َو َم ْن طل َب المَوْلّٰی فل ُہ الک ُل
من طلب الدنیافلہ الدنی



Meaning: He who seeks the world, gets it; he who seeks the hereafter, gets it but he who
seeks Allah, gets everything.

ُْ
ُْ َ
َ
ْ ْ ُْ
ْ ْ ْ ْ َ
ْ
َ
الدن َیا َح َر ٌام َعلّٰی ا ْہ ِل ال ُعق ّٰبی َو ال ُعق ّٰبی َح َر ٌام َعلّٰی ا ْہ ِل الدن َیا َو الدن َیا َو ال ُعق ّٰبی َح َر ٌام َعلّٰی طال ِِب المَوْلّٰی



Meaning: The (pleasure of) world is forbidden for the seekers of hereafter, (pleasure of)
hereafter is forbidden for the seekers of the world whereas (the pleasures of) the world
and the hereafter both are forbidden for the seekers of Allah.

ُْ ََ ْ
َم ْن ل َ ُہ المَوْلّٰی فل ُہ الک ُل



ُ
َ ُ َ َ ّٰ
ُُ
َُُ َْ ُ ْ ُ ُ َ َْ
اوقلوْبُ ُہ ْم فِی ال ْاخ َِر ِۃ الص ّٰلوۃ الدائِمُوْ َن یُ َصلوْ َن ف ِ ْی قلوْ ِب ِہ ْم
اجسامہم ف ِی الدنی



Meaning: One who finds Allah, finds everything.
The special quality of the seekers of Allah has been described as:

Meaning: Their bodies are in the material world but their inwards are in the hereafter and
they offer eternal prayer inwardly.
Prophet Mohammad said:
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ّٰ َ َ ّٰ َ َ ْ َ
ان الل ُہ لَہ
من کان لِل ِہ ک



ّٰ ْ ْ َ ْ ْ ّٰ ْ َ ْ َ ْ ْ َ
طل ُب الخیرِ طل ُب الل ِہ َو ِذک ُر الخیرِ ِذک ُر اللہ



Meaning: He who becomes Allah’s, Allah becomes his.

Meaning: The best desire is to seek Allah and the best invocation is of Allah (Ism-e-Allah
Zaat)
Ali ibn Abi Talib says:
 I do not worship Allah for the desire of heaven or out of the fear of hell. I worship
Allah because only He is worthy of worship.
 Imam Ahmad bin Hanbal narrates that Fudayl ibn Iyad said, “The seeker of the world
gets oppressed and insulted.” He requested Fudayl ibn Iyad to give him a piece of
advice and he said, “Be a slave not a master. Being a slave is a matter of honour.”
(Chapter 10 Tazkirat-ul-Auliya)

Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani says about the seeker of Allah:
 Most people seek the world, the seekers of hereafter are a few but the seekers of
Allah are rare. Despite their rarity they hold the attribute of alchemy, the ability to
turn copper into gold. Such people are seldom found around but serve as a protection
for the people of their area. Their presence rebound evil curses from the creation. It is
due to them that Allah pours rain which makes the earth produce minerals, grains and
fruits. At their initial stage they wander from place to place and sometimes even in
desolated places. When their reality is recognized, they leave the place and travel
elsewhere. Then there comes a time when they are surrounded by Divine forts. Allah’s
graciousness descends upon them. The army of Allah takes them into its protection.
They become honoured and secure. Now it becomes binding upon them to take care
of humanity. They become spiritual healers and cure the creation of Allah. However
these things are beyond your perception and intellect. (Al-Fath ar-Rabbani)
 O seeker of the world and its riches! Both are under the control of Allah so do not
expect them from the creation. Even when you receive it from them, do not take them
as partners of Allah nor should you trust them as the real sources. (Al-Fath ar-Rabbani)
 When I behold the faces of those devoted seekers of Allah who have gained beneficence
from me, I gain tranquillity. (Al-Fath ar-Rabbani)
Shaikh al-Akbar Mohiyuddin ibn Arabi says:
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 Only he is worthy of gnosis of Allah who is strong, neither does he seek the world
nor the hereafter but his only desire is Allah Himself. (Fusus al-Hikam)
Allama Iqbal directly addresses the seeker of Allah in his poetry that he should not
expect any reward in exchange of his worship and devotion lest it would become a form
of trade. He instructs to devote oneself to Allah selflessly:

 ںیہن ہی ابعدت دخا یک ےہ،وسدارگ
اے ےب ربخ! زجا یک انمت یھب وھچڑ دے
Explanation: This is not a trade but the worship of the Lord. O ignorant! Renounce even
the slightest expectation of reward. (Bang-e-Dara)

امکل رتک ےس یتلم ےہ ایں رماد
واظع
ِ
 ےہ وت ٰیبقع یھب وھچڑ دے،داین وج وھچڑ د
Explanation: O sermonizer! Absolute renunciation of everything except Allah ensures
destination. So renounce the world as well as the hereafter. (Bang-e-Dara)

سج اک لمع ےہ ےبرغض اس یک زجا ھچک اور ےہ
وحر ِو ایخم ےس زگر ابدہ و اجم ےس زگر
Explanation: Relinquish the attractions of paradise. Make your deeds selfless and only
desire the Divine Essence, for its reward is priceless. (Bal-e-Jibril)

اِدیمِ وحر ےن بس ھچک اھکس راھک ےہ واظع وک
ہی رضحت دےنھکی ںیم یدیسےھ اسدے وھبےل اھبےل ںیہ
Explanation: The desire for the houris of paradise has made the sermonizer who pretends
to be so innocent, learn all the methods of worship which are void of pure intention for
Allah. (Bang-e-Dara)
Iqbal addresses those who worship for the sake of bounties of paradise:

ہک ںیم آپ اک اسانم اچاتہ وہں
وہں

اچاتہ

َ
ترَان ِ ْی ِانس

ل َ ْن

ویہ

ہی تنج ابمرک رےہ زادہوں وک
ذرا اس وت دل وہں رگم وشخ اانت
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Explanation: May the worshippers be blessed with paradise, for my desire is only the
Divine vision. Although I am insignificant but my yearning for the Beloved is so intense
that I have pleaded Allah for His vision as Prophet Moses did.
 In Zabur-e-Ajam (Persian Psalms) he draws a comparison between the world and
hereafter:

!رکیباےن
!داخےن

آں
ومج
ِ

!اجوداےن
!رواےن

نم
دقن

!آں اج زامےن
!اغفےن

آےہ

!آں اج زایےن
!آایشےن

آں

رکیباےن
نم

ہلعش

اجوداےن
اجےن

اپک

اںی
از

امگےن

ایخےل

دو

رہ

دو

۔ رہ۲

۔ اںی کی دو آےن آں کی دو آےن۳

نم

آں مک ایعرے

آےہ

اںی اج زایےن
آایشےن

۔ اںی مہ اہجےن۱

نم

اںی اج زامےن
اغفےن

آں مہ اہجےن

اںی

۔ اںی مک ایعرے۴

۔ اںی اجں اقمےم آں اجں اقمےم۵
۔ اںی اج ہچ اکرم آں اج ہچ اکرم۶
رزہن نم
آں
ِ

رزہن نم
۔ اںی۷
ِ

وسبزم

رفوزم

دو

رہ

دو

۔ رہ۸

Explanation: (1) This world is a vast realm and so is the hereafter.
(2) In fact the world and hereafter are merely fragments of thought and imagination. They
both exist only because of the existence of man (the Universal Divine Man).
(3) Both this world and the hereafter are temporary and mortal but I am eternal (the
Universal Divine Man is immortal with Allah).
(4) The world and hereafter are worthless because both are void of the intensity of Divine
love. However I am eternal as my soul has become perfectly immortal with Allah due to
my intensity of Divine love.
(5) My sojourn in this world is temporary and my stay in the hereafter would also be
limited. I am least interested in both.
(6) I have no concern with this world or the hereafter! I lament and remain restless due to
my love for the Divine and my state would remain the same in the hereafter if I am sent
to paradise without the blessing of Divine vision.
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(7) The world and the hereafter are both robbers and are a loss themselves because they
stand between my Beloved and me. The pleasures of the world distance one from the
desire of Allah whereas the pleasures of paradise deprive one of the Divine vision.
(8) I enlighten the world and the hereafter. I am compelled to live, to grant beneficence and
to stay connected to them but it is not my way to get indulged in these and forget my
Beloved. One sigh of my love for the Divine can burn the world and the hereafter into
ashes. (Zabur-e-Ajam)
In Payam-e-Mashriq (Message from the East) Iqbal writes that in this world people are
given in accordance to their desire and its intensity.

ِ
دوعتِ ِاعم اتس ااجنی
تسہ اںی دکیمہ و
ااجنی

اتس

اجم

ابدناز ٔہ

ابدہ

تمسق

Explanation: The world is a tavern and it is open for all to drink (the wine of Divine
vision). Hence everyone gets his share of wine according to his cup (desire). (Payam-eMashriq)

ِد ِل اعاقشں ریمبد ہب تشہب اجوداےن
ن
ہن وناےئ درد دنمے ہن غمے ہن مغ اسگرے
Explanation: The everlasting paradise means death to the inwards of the Divine lovers as
the life of paradise would be constant. Neither are there passionate voices of the lovers
nor any pain or consoler. (Payam-e-Mashriq)
In Javid Nama (Book of Eternity) Allama Iqbal has described the difference between
the paradise of the seeker of hereafter and the lover of Allah:

نن
گم
یم ن
ح
روح او ادنر تشہب
د
ب
ِ

۔ رم ِد آزادے ہک دادن وخب و زتش۱

دوام

ِریس

ووجد

امتاشےئ

آزاداگں

ِتنج

۔ تنجِ الُم ےم و وحر و الغم۲

اعقش

ِتنج

۔ تنجِ الُم وخر و وخاب و رسود۳

قشعِ وشر ازیگن وخد حبص وشنر

۔ رشحِ الُم قشِ  رب و ابگنِ وصر۴

Explanation: (1) The man of Allah who fully knows what is right or wrong cannot be
restricted by time and space. Even his soul would not be bound in the paradise.
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(2) The paradise for the seeker of hereafter is the purified wine, houris and servants but
the paradise of the lovers is to travel eternally and have Divine vision.
(3) The paradise of the seeker of hereafter is to eat, drink and enjoy luxuries but for the
lovers of Allah paradise means the vision of the Beloved.
(4) According to the seeker of hereafter, resurrection means opening up of the graves and
awakening of the dead at the blow of the trumpet of Angel Raphael. However the lover
goes through judgment of doomsday every moment and dies before death being blessed
with Divine vision in life. (Javid Nama)

رغبی

داین

ِاعمل

ادنر

زادہ

رغبی

ٰیبقع

ِاعمل

ادنر

اعقش

Explanation: An ascetic who is the seeker of hereafter is estranged to the world as he
perpetually worships for the pleasures of paradise whereas the seeker of Allah (lover) is a
stranger to paradise and worships only for the Divine vision.

اوتس

اہےئ

جت

ددیا ِر

دوتس

از
زجب

تنج

رگہچ

ایناسدی

اجں

Explanation: Although paradise is one of the theophanies (blessings) of Allah but without
the vision of the Beloved there is no calm.

وصقر

و

ونر

ِرحب

وحر
در

ہمہ
ابمتخ

زاں

ذگمتش
اجں

در
زورِق

Explanation: I left the pleasures of paradise and drowned my soul into the ocean of
Divine light (Oneness of Allah).
Allama Iqbal considers religion itself as the desire for Allah:

بلط

ادنر

وسنتخ

ادب

آاغزش

و

رسااپ
قشع

دںی
ااہتنشی

Explanation: What is religion? It means to allow oneself to feel the pain of longing and
desire for Allah. Its beginning is obedience to the spiritual guide and peak is burning
oneself in the love of Allah.
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He instructs the seekers of Allah to protect themselves from the misleading tricks of
intellect in the way of Faqr: ِ

ِ
اامم رخد
ای ہک

ِدل وہ الغ ِم رخد

اسکل رہ وہایشر! ِتخس ےہ ہی رمہلح
Explanation: Should the inward be the slave of intellect or should it lead intellect? Be
careful O seeker of Allah! This dilemma is very critical. (Bal-e-Jibril)
Sultan-ul-Faqr VI Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali says about the seeker of Allah:
 The seeker of Allah should be true to his quest for Allah like Abu Bakr Siddiq who
was the man of truth.
 In veracity and sincerity, the seeker of Allah should be exemplary of Abu Bakr and
should not refrain from sacrificing his life, wealth and progeny for his spiritual guide.
 The seeker of Allah neither desires the pleasures of the world nor the grades and
blessings of the hereafter. His quest is only to have the Divine vision.
 How could you claim that you are a seeker of Allah? In exchange of your prayers and
virtuous deeds you demand reward and grades from Allah. Are you worshipping Him
or doing trade with Him?
 This world and the hereafter are both the creations of Allah and only He is their Owner
and Master. If you worship and struggle mystically to achieve the pleasures of world or
hereafter then you have made them your gods and have given in to polytheism. You
should worship only to please Allah and have His recognition and gnosis. Remove
the desires of getting high ranks in the world and the hereafter. If you succeed in
achieving the recognition and gnosis of Allah, He will put the world and the hereafter
at your feet. So worship not for the sake of rewards and prizes but for Him who is the
Grantor of all rewards.
 The seeker of Allah has no desires. He is indifferent to all desires.

(Sultan-ul-Faqr VI

Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali-Life and Teachings)

The writings of Sultan Bahoo revolve around the concept of the seekers of world,
hereafter and Allah. According to his perception, the masses are the seekers of the world.
The religious scholars, worshippers and ascetics are seekers of the hereafter whereas the
most special people such as Prophets, Saints, the truthful and the pious are the seekers of
Allah. He says:
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 Know that it is incumbent upon the seeker of Allah to search for the perfect spiritual
guide and find him even if he has to travel all through the world from the east to the
west. The defectiveness of an imperfect spiritual guide and his flawed way is visible
from the effects of his company. The initial and final point of the perfect spiritual
guide is the same. He is on the straight path and possesses the mystic way of
contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat which leads to the gnosis and closeness of Allah,
Divine Oneness and the observation of theophanies of the Divine Essence. The more
the imperfect guide gathers disciples the more he is disgraced in the world and
hereafter as he keeps them deprived of the gnosis and closeness of Allah hence ruins
them. (Qurb-e-Deedar)
 Real scholar is the one who is the seeker of Truth while reverend is the one who
seeks Allah only. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 Arabic word for ‘Lord’ is

ومٰیل

transliterated as Maula having alphabets

م

(M),

و

(AU), (لL), ،
ِٰؐ (A). The seeker of Allah has four signs by the effect of these alphabets.
The letter

(مM)

means he does not fulfil the desire of innerself and remains

engrossed in the gnosis. The letter
letter

ل

( وAU) is to be ever drowned in Oneness. The

(L) is to become capable of the Divine vision and being cut off from the

contemptible world. Lastly the letter ،
ِٰؐ (A) means he is so absorbed in the
remembrance of Allah that he forgets his wealth, children and even himself. (Ain-ulFaqr)

 The Arabic word for ‘seeker’ is  اطبلtransliterated as Talib. It also has four alphabets;

(طT), ( اA),ِ (لL) and ( بB). Its first letter ( طT) means that the true seeker of Allah
simultaneously divorces thrice the desires and pleasures of the inciting innerself, the
world which is like an old witch and a bandit as well as the Satan who is the enemy
of humans. When he gets rid of all the evil attributes and hurdles of worldly relations
by repenting, he becomes pure. The letter

ِ (طT) also means that the seeker only has

desire of Allah, he is determined to achieve his objectives and is capable to have
gnosis of Allah. The second letter ( اA) means that the seeker has true objective, he is
verily truthful, does not rest from the esoteric and exoteric worships even for a
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moment and remains engrossed in Divinity. He never inclines towards the wrong
path and sacrifices his life in the way of Allah. The third letter ( لL) refers to the fact
that he is capable and modest, has shunned arrogance and lust, his inciting innerself
has annihilated and soul has become immortal. Welcome to such a seeker towards
Allah! Fourth letter

ب

(B) means that the seeker bears the Truth and leaves the

falsehood, he is obedient and saintly, vigilantly follows the orders of the spiritual
guide and foregoes his own will. The Holy Prophet said about such a seeker:

َْ
المُرِیْ ُد لَا یُرِیْ ُد



Meaning: True disciple has no desires. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
 The word Talib

 اطبلis used for the seeker of Allah and it has four letters;( طT), ِ

(اA), ( لL), ( بB). Its first letter ( طT) means that the seeker only has the desire of
Allah. The second letter ( اA) means that his devotion is true. The third letter

( لL)

means that he never lies or boasts. Fourth letter ( بB) means that he leaves all his
powers and authorities and believes in his spiritual guide fully. The Holy Prophet
said:

َ َ
َْ َ ْ
ْ َ ُْ َ ْ
اس ِل
ِ الِال ُِب ِعندالم ْر ِش ِدکالمَ ِی ِت بَین یَ ِدالغ



Meaning: The seeker should be to the spiritual guide just like the corpse is to the
corpse washer. (Mohkim-ul-Fuqara)
 The word Talib has four letters,

ط

(T),

ا

(A),

ل

(L) and

ب

(B). The letter

ط

(T)

renders the true seeker more obedient and less greedy about his life. With the letter

ا

(A) he has sincere intentions and is the most truthful and the most faithful. With the
letter ( لL) the seeker is worthy of the Divine vision. He is independent of all wishes,
does not flaunt and does justice to his innerself. With the letter

( بB) the seeker is

respectful, his speech is calculated and he becomes as clear as a mirror.
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Furthermore with the letter ( طT) the seeker should get control over his entire existence
to become one with Allah. With ( اA) he should come under the protection of Allah.
With

( لL) he should become independent of desires and with ( بB) he should not

provide any pleasure to his innerself except the pleasure of eating itself i.e. let his
innerself remain dissatisfied so it gets destructed. There are four kinds of flesh
(innerselves) and hence four types of pleasures of eating each. It is said, one flesh is
with the flesh, the second is within the flesh, the third is above it and the fourth one
eats it. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
 The seeker of Allah comes with the Truth and takes the Truth with him. He never
inclines towards the false world or anyone other than Allah. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
Sultan Bahoo says while describing the qualities of the seeker of Allah:
 Who is a true seeker of Allah? The virtuous one who circumambulates the inward
(which is the abode of Allah), one who is perfectly sincere like Abu Bakr Siddiq, as
just as Umar ibn Khattab, as modest as Usman ibn Affan, fighter against innerself and
completely resigned to the will of Allah like Ali ibn Abi Talib, man of sharia and
Divine secrets like the king of Prophets, Prophet Mohammad, as they all are the real
seekers of Allah. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
Sultan Bahoo states in his book Ain-ul-Faqr about the seeker of the world:












The seekers of world are either hypocrites or pretenders
The world is a Satan and its seekers are devils
The world is violence and rebellion and its seekers are rebellious
The world is hypocrisy and its seekers are hypocrites
The world is an impurity and its seekers are impure
The world is a lie and its seekers are liars
The world is polytheism and its seekers are polytheists
The world is an evil and its seekers are also evil
The world is a curse and its seekers are accursed
The world is an ignorance and its seekers are ignorant like Abu Jahl
The world is a prostitute and a worldly man is a cuckold who sees his whore wife in
the sensual company of others but does not object. (Ain-ul-Faqr)

He also says;
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 The seeker does not become confidant of Divine secrets unless he reaches the station
of ‘death before dying’. The seeker who is not perseverant and seeks the world, always
faces disgrace. There are many seekers of the hereafter and hence of the houris of
paradise. Amongst thousands there is perhaps only one seeker of Allah who comes
up to the spiritual guide’s expectations and is worthy of being presented in the court
of Allah. The seeker who desires gnosis and union with Allah should spend all his
wealth to achieve that. (Taigh-e-Barhana)
 The inward and soul of the strong seeker of Allah are passionate for the Divine vision
and his every breath remains engrossed in it. The seeker desired by Allah keeps
imploring;

َ ْ َ ُ ْ َْ َ
َ
َہ ْل ِم ْن م ِزیْ ٍد﴿﴾ َہ ْل ِم ْن م ِزیْ ٍد ال ُمش َتاق ِالی المُشا ِہ َد ِۃ



Meaning: We are passionate for Your vision, can we have more, can we have more?
(Qurb-e-Deedar)

 It is obligatory upon the seeker of Allah to acquire the eternal straight path from his
spiritual guide and follow the greatest Sunna of the Holy Prophet which is to donate
the entire wealth and every possession in the way of Allah. (Qurb-e-Deedar)
 You must know that the true seeker is dearer to the spiritual guide than his own life
but the dishonest seeker who spies on the spiritual guide is his enemy and is like the
Satan. Rather worse than Satan because the Satan runs away on reciting Hawqala79
but the dishonest seeker does not go away even on reciting Hawqala thousand times
and keeps on harming the spiritual guide till death.

َھُ رگ ِاطبلِ اصدق وچ رمدش راز رب
ِؒ ب
ابرظن

را

اطابلن

راسدن

یم

Explanation: O Bahoo! If the true seeker finds the perfect spiritual guide who bears the
Divine secrets, he can elevate the seeker spiritually just by his powerful sight.
Know that the veiled seeker is one who seeks worldly respect and honour. He is mean,
impotent and deprived of the real objective of life. The majdhub seeker eventually turns
reprobate while the beloved seeker of Allah is bestowed with the laudable end. The
seeker who is blessed with the gnosis of Allah, privilege of beholding the light of
Divine Essence with open eyes and closeness of Allah, always keeps check upon his
innerself and does its accountability like a judge. According to sharia, there are two
79

Prayer for safety from Satan.
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witnesses of the closeness to Divine vision; first is the unprecedented sight and second
is the eternal awareness by the power of Divine favour. Such a seeker is always
safeguarded by Allah. (Qurb-e-Deedar)
 The seeker of Divine vision becomes trustworthy due to his true intention while the
seeker of the world remains busy in pursuing his carcass desires. The people of
Divine vision do not keep the company of those who seek the carrion world. (Mehakul-Faqr Kalan)

 Seeking worldliness is sheer ignorance and the seekers of world are full of ignorance.
Seeking Allah is the real knowledge and the seekers of Allah are embodiment of
knowledge which blesses with exact Reality, shows exact Reality, grants perfect
purification and bestows union of exact Reality. Hence the seeker ever remains
present in the Mohammadan Assembly. (Ameer-ul-Kaunain)
 The seekers are of two kinds, some are cowards and weak others are strong and brave
like the winning soldiers. Who are the weak ones and who are the winning soldiers?
Weak ones are those who fight day and night against the enemies of Allah i.e. the
innerself and Satan while the winning soldiers are those who behead the enemies and
everything other than Allah with the sword of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and become safe from
the fight hence attain perseverance which is superior to miracles and high stations.
(Ameer-ul-Kaunain)

 The seeker of Allah should think of his existence as a system and should stay with
Allah in all conditions like speech, action, movements, feelings, eating, drinking,
sleeping and waking as Allah says:

ّٰ
ُ َ
ُۡ
َ ُ
ۡ
(57:4)َو ُہوَ َم َعک ۡم ایۡ َن َما کن ُت ۡم ؕ َو الل ُہ ِبمَا ت ۡعمَلوۡ َن بَ ِصی ٌر



Meaning: Wherever you are, He is with you and Allah monitors best what you do.
(57:4)

Allah says in a Qudsi Hadith:

َْ َ ْ َ ُ َ َ
ْ َ
ُ
ْ ََ ْ َ
ْ ََ َ
ن ْم ِعن ِد ْی ِالا کنوْ ِم ال َعوَا ِم َون ْم ِعن ِد ْی کنوْ ِم ال ُعرُ ْو ِس َما ت ْصنع ل ِغیرِ ْی ِالا ان َت َم ْحفوْ ٌف



Meaning: O My slave! Come to Me and sleep with tranquillity. In fact sleep near Me,
the sleep of a bride because I did not make you and groomed for strangers but you
have been trapped from all sides.
Hence the seeker should be upright regarding his speech, actions and conditions. He
should mould his existence according to Allah as:
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ّٰ َ
َ
ْ
لَا فا ِع ٌل فِی الوُ ُجوْ ِد ِالاالل ُہ



Meaning: None but Allah is the active force in the existence.
He should always get blessed with the love of Allah by staying close to Him. As
Allah says:

َْ َ
ْ
)50:16( َو ن ْح ُن اق َر ُب ِا ل َ ْی ِہ ِم ْن َح ْب ِل الوَرِ ْی ِد



Meaning: And We are nearer to him than his jugular vein. (50:16)
According to a Qudsi Hadith, Allah says:

ُ َ ْ َ ََ
َْ
تن َع ْم ل ِ ْی َو ِس ِر ْی انا خی ٌر لَک ِم ْن ک ِل َما ِس ّٰوی



Meaning: I and My secret are a special blessing for you and I am better for you than
everything.

وخامہ وک ہک خیب تبحمِ اایغر ربمیشک
ن ن
نکم
در ابغ دل راہ ِم زج اہنل دوتس
Explanation: I have exterminated the love of everything other than Allah from my
inward as I only want His love to flourish within me.
Hence the seeker of Allah involves in the invocation of Allah to the extent that he
annihilates himself as Allah orders:

َ َُ
َ
ََ ً ۡ
ۡ َ ۡ ّٰ ُ ۡ ُ
(33:41-42)ِ ﴾﴿ ٰۤیای َہاال ِذیۡ َن ّٰا َمنوا اذک ُروا الل َہ ِذک ًرا ک ِثی ًرا﴿ۙ﴾ و َس ِب ُحوۡ ُہ بُک َرۃ و ا ِص ۡیلًا



Meaning: O believers! Keep remembering Allah abundantly and glorify Him morning
and evening. (33:41-42)
Thus if you are a sage and true seeker of Allah, practise the invocation with inhale
and exhale so that you become the owner of both the worlds in one breath. (Ain-ulArifeen)

Sultan Bahoo defines the seeker of Allah;
 Who is a seeker?

َ َ
ْ ْ
ُْ
الِال ُِب ُہوَالمُ ْس َتغنِ ْی َع ِن الدن َیا َو َما فِ ْی َہا



Meaning: Seeker is the one who is independent and indifferent to this world and
everything that is in it.
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َ َ
ْ ْ
َ
الِال ُِب ُہوَالمُ ْس َتغنِ ْی َع ْن ذا ِت ٖہ



Meaning: Seeker is indifferent to his own self as well. (Ain-ul-Arifeen)
 The seeker should consider himself as the creation of Allah who is desired, employed,
empowered and enriched. Also he should submit to what Allah orders and stay
satisfied with it. However he should know that the will of Allah is different from the
will of His creation. Sometimes his fate favours him and sometimes it does not.
Sometimes he faces hardships and at times he enjoys pleasures. Man should try to
understand that everything is from Allah. He should accept whatever comes from
Allah, show gratitude and stay happy so that he attains closeness to Allah and on the
Day of Judgment he rises amongst those who are enduring, as Allah says:

ّٰ َ ّٰ َ
(2:153) ِا ن الل َہ َمع الصبِرِیْ َن



Meaning: Certainly Allah is (always) with those who observe patience. (2:153)
According to the mystic way of Sayyid Maghribi Jamal Alvi, if a person intends (to
please) someone other than Allah then it is polytheism because:

َ
َ َ َ ُ ّٰ َ
َ ْ
(10:107) َاش َف لَہ ِالا ُہو
ِ َو ِان ی ْم َس ْسک الل ُہ بِض ٍرفلا ک



Meaning: And if Allah afflicts you with some distress then there is none who can
remove it but He. (10:107) (Ain-ul-Arifeen)
 One must know that there are three types of sustenance for the seeker: sustenance of
sharia, sustenance of mysticism and sustenance of Reality. The sustenance of sharia
means that the seeker should take sustenance in gratitude and remembrance of the
Sustainer and must always stay in a state of devotion. The sustenance of mysticism
means that he should reflect upon himself and the sustenance of Reality means that he
should always witness the Essence of Allah within himself because existence without
Allah is not possible. Hence according to Reality, the subject, the verb and the object
are the same.

افین

الص

وُچں

رفاز

،وش

اضق

وُچ درای رہہچ ابیش دیمان ہک نیع آین
Explanation: Accept the fact that you are mortal because it is the reality. Whatever
enters the ocean becomes a part of the ocean and then it has no existence of its own.
What exists is the ocean itself only and nothing else.
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َ ََ َ
ْ ْ
َ
ِاذا بَلغ الِال ُِب ف ِ ْی ّٰہ ِذ ِہ المَنزِل َ ِة لَا َموْ ُجوْ َد ِالا ُہ ْو



Meaning: When the seeker reaches this destination, there remains nothing except Hoo
(Essence of Allah). (Ain-ul-Arifeen)
 The seeker should perpetually stay in the state of invocation of Allah. He should acquire
solitude and retirement with Allah so that he achieves consistency in the invocation
of Allah and can negate himself and get rid of Satan. He should minimize worldly
pleasures and lust so that he finds pleasure and contentment in the invocation of Allah
and gets more and more of gnosis and finally be blessed with true slavery of Allah.

ْ ْ َ ُ َْ َُ ُ َ َ
َ ّٰ
َ
اسوَی الل ِہ ت َعالّٰی
م
ر
ِ ِ الذاکِر ہو الخارِج عن ِذک



Meaning: Invoker of Allah’s name is he who abandons everything except Allah.
As Allah points out in the Holy Quran:

َ َ َ ََ ُْ
)18:24( َواذک ْر ربک ِاذا ن ِس ْی َت



Meaning: And invoke your Lord when you forget (everything and even yourself). (18:24)
(Ain-ul-Arifeen)

Sultan Bahoo writes in Nur-ul-Huda Kalan about the seeker of Allah:

اطابل

،ا

دخا

ددین

ایب

وش
رتا

ربدیہ
رگ

رس
اایتشیق

Explanation: O seeker! If you are truly passionate to behold Allah, travel towards Him
beheaded.

وشیپا

ودحت

دخا

ددیا ِر

ِرس

را

رسان

دننیب

رسان

یب
یب

Explanation: The beheaded ones are led by the Divine secret of Oneness and they behold
the vision of Allah.

دش

رس ِاتج

دش

رعماج

،رس
دایمئ

یب
را

ربدیہ

رس

رسان

یب

Explanation: Those who sacrifice their head for Allah are blessed with eternal Miraj and
are crowned.
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ونر

ذات

ایوفغر

ابدش

ریس

ورد

را

رسان

وخادنن

زابن

یب
یب

Explanation: The beheaded are ever travelling in the light of Divinity and reciting YaGhafoor80 without voice.

 دنیب دخا ددین روا،رہ ہک یب رس
دخا

رس

مشچ

اب

دنیب

ہن

سک

Explanation: Beholding Allah is justified only for the beheaded. No one has ever beheld
Allah with the physical eyes. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
Sultan Bahoo further writes:

،وش

بلطم

اب

اہلل

ن
ِن

،رو

بلطم

ےب

اہلل

بلط

بلط
ےب

Explanation: Develop the desire for Allah in your inward so that you achieve the aim of
life because without the desire for Allah you will remain deprived of your objective. (Mehakul-Faqr Kalan)

ابش
ابش

وہایشر

ہب

ددیار

دویاہن
ِاطبل

دم

ہب

ومٰیل

دم
ِبلط

Explanation: O seeker of Allah! Become the ardent lover (of Allah) esoterically but be
vigilant exoterically and seek only the Divine vision. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)

وخشی
شیپ

ِولطمب
ومندہ

اببلط
ہب

آہنیئ

را
اطمبل

اطابلن
رہ

Explanation: The seekers of Allah are always seeking their Desired One, Allah. The mirror
of their pure inward reflects their ‘desire’ right in front of them. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
He further states:

80

Attributive name of Allah which means ‘the most Forgiving’.
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ِذرک رکف ِو رغق ودحت راز رب
دش

ددیار

القئ

ِغجت

ِ۔ مک ےسک اطبل ز رہب راز ِرب۱

رتف

۔ رہ ہک اطبل ھُ اب ھُ ایر دش۲

ِ اہلل ریغ ِرا ِرہزگ ِہن ددی،اموس
ٰؐ

۔ رہ ہک اطبل ھُ اب ھُ یم ریدیس۳

Explanation: (1) There are very few seekers who are actually in search of the secrets of
Allah and constantly remain drowned in invocation and reflection of the Divine secrets of
Oneness.

ُ

(2) Whoever seeks Allah becomes a friend of Hoo ()ہو. Pride and vanity are removed
from his existence and he becomes worthy of seeing Allah.
(3) Whoever becomes the seeker of Allah reaches Him and then he does not look at
anyone except Allah. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)

زاں بلط ولعمم رگدد رہ نخس

۔ اطابلن را از بلط ولعمم نک1

وہس

سب

اب

ابدنش

ایسبر

اطابلن

ہفیج

داین

رمدار

۔2
اطابلن
ِ

رمدہ سفن زدنہ اجن روح اپک

۔ اطبلِ ومٰیل لود مہ وچں اخک3

سفن آں را ابرظن رمدش دشک

۔ اخک اپےئ رمدش باگں وچں دشک4

اطبل و ولطمب اب وخد رازہانں

۔ رگ ہن ابدش اطبلِ قح اجں اشفں5

Explanation: (1) The spiritual status of seekers can be judged by the level of their desire
which is reflected from their words.
(2) There are countless seekers of the material world who are lustful for worldly
pleasures. What they desire is only carcass!
(3) The seeker of Allah is forbearing like soil as his inciting innerself is dead and soul is
pure and alive.
(4) When his devotion and love for the spiritual guide reaches its peak, the spiritual guide
kills his inciting innerself with powerful sight.
(5) If the disciple claims to be the seeker of Allah but cannot sacrifice himself then
ultimately the fake guide and imperfect seeker rob each other of faith. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
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نک

ددیار

بلط

نک

اونا ِر

از

رمدش
وشیمد

از

اطبل

احلص

ددیار

Explanation: O seeker of Allah! Seek the Divine vision from your spiritual guide. This
vision is gained by the light of Divine command (Be). (Ameer-ul-Kaunain)

دخا

ِذرک

بلط

اقل

ودحت

رمدش

از

اطبل

از

وخاین

قبس

دخا

Explanation: O seeker of Allah! Seek the invocation of Allah from your spiritual guide and
learn the lesson of His vision and union. (Ameer-ul-Kaunain)

اگنر

ربقح

لود

اصدق

اطبل

امشر

دختم

لود

اکذب

اطبل

Explanation: The true disciple always keeps his eyes upon the Reality while the mean and
false disciple counts his services for his spiritual guide. (Ameer-ul-Kaunain)

نیب

ارسار

لود

اطبل

رسش

یب

نیقی

الہ

وشد

احرض

رسش

یب

Explanation: Only the beheaded seeker explores the Divine secrets reaching the Divine
presence and becomes the man of certainty. (Ameer-ul-Kaunain)

 رامحن،اطبل ہک در بلطِ رقب وضحر
اجن

و

امل

رصتف

نک

دفا

رس

Explanation: The true seeker who is desirous of the presence and closeness of Allah
should present his wealth and life to Allah. (Taigh-e-Barhana)

دفا
دخا

رس
اطبل

اجن

لود

اعقش

اطبل

اطابلن

رطہقی

انی
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Explanation: The seeker of Allah who is His true lover, sacrifices his life for Him. This is
the tradition of all the true seekers of Allah. (Taigh-e-Barhana)
Sultan Bahoo describes in his Punjabi poetry:

ُھ
ِ

،درز

ویسے

رچکک

وج ِ ی
ُِمَ وس رغُھ ھ
ُھ
ِ ،یھجگ رزم ادنر ِِد

رپاان

وہای

دانم

اپاٹ

دل دا رحمم وکیئ ہن ِ ی
َِم
ِک ِسے ہن دلیھ

ابھج رُمب

ُھ
ِ ،َھُ سج ںیھت تقلخ ڈرد
ؒ اوےس راہ ول اجےیئ ب
Explanation: I struggled so much to find a sincere seeker but could not found my spiritual
confidant whom I could transfer the Divine Trust and assign the throne of spiritual
guidance and persuasion. No one came to me with an inward desirous of Allah but
everyone had his own selfish needs and approached me to achieve his goals. Without the
perfect spiritual guide no one can attain the secret of Allah. One should walk the path
which leads to the Divine vision but people are scared to do so and some fear so much
that they refuse it right away.

ُھ
ِ اطبل ِنب ِےک ِاطبل ِوہوںی ِاےس ِونں ِایپ اگونںی
ُاجونںی ھ

وہ

ُھ
ِ

انل

اہنونںی

اووہ وت
ےملک

 دا ڑھپےک،اہد
امکوںی

ذرک

تُں

اچس ڑل
دا

ےملک

َُھُ ےج ذا یت امس امکونںی ھ
ؒ اہلل ونیتں اپک رکیسی ب
Explanation: O seeker! Be a sincere and devoted disciple of your spiritual guide and obey
him physically as well as esoterically. Love and obey him to the extent that you are
annihilated in him. Recite shahada with the inward verification so you become eternally
purified by accepting that there is no god but Allah and achieving the secret of
Mohammadan Reality. When you annihilate yourself in Ism-e-Allah Zaat, Allah would also
sanctify you from all impurities and make you pure and clean.

ُھ
ِ

وایلں

دِم

امرںی

وہویں

یبسک

وت

دا

سمی

ب

ُھ
ِ نم دا اکنم اک ہن ریھپںی لَگ اپںیئ جنپ وِاہیں
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ُھ
ِ دنی لگییاَں لگ وھگوٹ آوِے نیل لگییاَں ٹھج ِ یشَں
ن
ن
ُھ
ِ َھُ اوےھت زاای وانس می یمہاَں
ؒ رھتپ تِچ جمہاَدنے ب
Explanation: You have become an expert in recitals and consider yourself a Saint. You wear
hundred beaded rosaries around your neck but they have no impact upon your inward. It
is still an abode of Satan, inciting innerself and the world. When it is time to spend in the
way of Allah, you are nowhere to be seen but when it comes to collecting wealth, you are
all over the place. Those who have become callous with the lust of this world and hypocrisy,
the Divine theophanies do not descend upon them.

ن
ُھ
ِ ،ن آن رکن زمدور
ِ ِ  وےلی وتق وسےلی،رجف
نن
یبج
ہ
ُھ
ِ
،چور
ب
اکوناں الِہں کسی الگں رت ھی رِیل
نن
ُھ
ِ ،امرن اخیچں ےت رکن تقشم ٹپ ٹپ س اوگنر
نن
ُھ
ِ ، ہن یئپ آ وپر،َھُ دک
 رمع ِ ی،اسر
ؒ  ب،پبایں زگر
Explanation: The seekers of the hereafter rise early in the morning and get involved in
recitals and seclusions but those recitals have no influence upon their inwards. The seekers
of the world are worse because they rise early to gather wealth through lawful and
unlawful means. They are like greedy vultures who are in search of carrion. Alas! Their
efforts go in vain as they are deprived of the real wealth which is Divine love. They remain
hollow even after their lifelong struggle.

نن
 رمع اچر،ت
یب
رک ابعدت وھچپاتںیس
ن
ُِِِت وسدارگ رک ےل وسدا اجں اجں ہ انں اتڑے ھ
ن
ُ داھڑے ھ،م ومت رمدنی
ِ
م اجین ِدل ذوق
ُھ
ِ

ِداہڑے

ُھ
ِ َھُ رب الستم اچڑے
ؒ وچراں اسداھں رل وُپر رھبای ب
Explanation: O seeker! Allah made you for His closeness and union. Life is very short.
Before it ends, achieve the purpose of your life which is recognition and gnosis of Allah
or else you would die in disgrace. The death knell rings ashore. If only the Divine
Beloved is satisfied with you! But the demons of inciting innerself and Satan have both
teamed up to take control upon your life. Only the beneficence and grace of Allah can
allow the boat of your life to reach its destination safely.
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ُدےھ
ِ
 ہِک دِم دے امرے رَم،کہ دِم نجس ےت لکھ دم وری
ہِک دِم ےھچپ منج وگاای

ُھ
ِ وچر ےنب رھگ رھگ دے

ُالایئں دا اوہ دقر یک اجنن ڑہیجے رحمم انںیہ رِس دے ھ
ُھ
ِ ابھُ ڑہیجے اطبل ےچس دِر دے
ؒ وس ویکں دِےکھ اھکون
Explanation: Ever since I have fallen for the Beloved, the whole world has turned up
against me but I have willingly handed over my life to my Beloved. Protecting His love
within me, I have moved from the realm of souls to this universe of creation. The people
of the world and hereafter are ignorant to the secret of Divine love which is why they hurl
their arrows at me. Though the one whose spiritual guide is perfect, is neither sad nor
worried because the spiritual guide will certainly take him to the destination, safely and
successfully. (Abyat-e-Bahoo Kamil)

IMPERFECT AND PSEUDO SEEKER
Sultan Bahoo says about the imperfect and pseudo seeker:
 One who possesses love, value and respect for this world and its seekers is surely
accursed. (Mohabbat-ul-Asrar)

زہار

دص

دنمش

و

اجوسس

اطیبل

اطبل قح کی دو سک اطبل امشر
Explanation: One can find thousands of disciples who are spies and enemies but the
true seekers of Allah are only one or two. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
 The spiritual guide never shows affection towards the hypocrite and false seeker nor
does he bestow him with gnosis of Allah. The seeker ought to be sincere and pure of
inward. (Fazal-ul-Laqa)
 The perfect spiritual guide should make the sincere seeker his disciple. Instructing a
faithless seeker who distrusts the spiritual guide is of no gain as he would never turn
towards union with Allah instead always remains a prisoner of the desires of his
inciting innerself and the pleasures of this material world. (Fazal-ul-Laqa)
 Who is a strong seeker? Who is a weak seeker? The weak seeker is one who desires
to get worldly wealth and riches from his spiritual guide whereas the strong seeker is
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one who finds the path of the Reality by sacrificing his life and wealth for it. (Taufeequl-Hidayat)

 A dog is better than the seeker who is insincere, disrespectful, unfaithful and shameless.
The disciple who loves this carrion world stays deprived of the desire for gnosis.
(Fazal-ul-Laqa)

 Beware! The ill-natured seeker is deceitful and a devil who does not go away even
after reciting Hawqala.

ْ ْ ّٰ َ َ ُ
لَا َحوْ َل َولَا قوَۃ ِا لا ِبالل ِہ ال َع ِل ِی ال َع ِظ ْیم



Meaning: There is no might nor any power except with Allah, the Exalted, the Great.
The immoral seeker and a prostitute are both a danger to life rather a devil and an
enemy to one’s belief. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
 Who is a hopeless seeker? How could a seeker investigate the status of the spiritual
guide till he becomes one with him (after annihilating himself)! How could a seeker
dare to reach the status of the spiritual guide till he himself delivers it to the seeker
and acquaints him with the state of union with Allah along with other bestowals! The
seeker who tries to overpower the spiritual guide and judges his actions, stays unblessed
in both the worlds. (Fazal-ul-Laqa)
 The seeker who cannot differentiate between the worthy and unworthy spiritual guide
is a fool himself. At last he would remain deprived. It is a difficult task to be a seeker
of Allah. Even a dog is better than shameless and disrespectful seeker. (Aqal-e-Baydar)
 I am surprised at the seekers who talk about Prophet Moses but their inwards are
filled with the hypocrisy of Pharaoh. Their speech is similar to that of Prophet Abraham
but inwardly they carry the jealousy of Nimrod. They frequently relate traditions of
Prophet Mohammad but their ignorance is similar to that of Abu Jahl. Allah says
about them:

ّٰ
َ ٌ َ
ُُ
ً
(2:10)ف ِ ۡی قلوۡ ِب ِہ ۡم مرَض ۙ ف َز َاد ُہ ُم الل ُہ َم َرضا

Meaning: In their inwards is a disease. So Allah has worsened their disease.



(2:10)

(Aqal-e-Baydar)

 The seeker of Allah is ever united with Him while the seeker of the world and ranks
is always begging. It is inappropriate for both of them to accompany each other. The
seeker of Allah is happy, the seeker of the world remains unhappy whereas the seeker
of the hereafter is a labourer (of paradise). (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
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افل اہلل ب اب وتلک رتک ت

۔ ملع ہس رحف اتس ہس از ہب رہ ہس1

بلک

۔ رہ ہک وخادن ِریغ ازںی داین بلط2

از

الہ

لود

داین

ِاطبل

Explanation: (1) The Arabic word for knowledge is Ilmِ ) (ملعwhich has three letters,
each is a clue towards Allah, trust on Allah and renouncing everything other than
Allah.
(2) Whoever acquires knowledge for anything other than these three is a seeker of the
world and the seeker of world is nothing more than a dog. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
 Among the seekers, he is the most unfortunate, insincere and evil who is disrespectful
towards the spiritual guide. He counts his days of service and stays disrespectful
throughout life. (Aqal-e-Baydar)
 There are two indications of a sincere seeker. First, he does not judge the actions of
the spiritual guide in terms of right and wrong. Second, his focus is not upon the
rewards or punishments. The spiritual guide immediately elevates such a seeker to
the ultimate gnosis and closeness of Allah. (Aqal-e-Baydar)
 Desire, love and yearning for the Beloved are all status. Love is a rank, desire is a
station itself and longing is a bestowal. When the seeker starts his journey from desire,
he should completely divorce the pleasures of inciting innerself, the worldly lust and
satanic evil. It is very difficult to abstain from these three. It is due to the inciting
innerself that the worldly people have pride of Pharaoh, the greed of Korah, the
misfortune of Shaddad and the mischief and disgrace of Nimrod. (Aqal-e-Baydar)
 The seeker of Allah only desires the vision and closeness of Allah while the seeker of
the world is immodest. The people of Divine vision do not like the company of
immodest people. (Ameer-ul-Kaunain)
 Those people do not deserve to be called seekers who are self-obsessed and want
things to go their way. They are recognized from their worldly desires. How can such
disrespectful and shameless people reminiscent of animals become the seekers of
Allah! (Taigh-e-Barhana)

نک

دور

قح

بلط

یب

اطابلین

مشچ و دل در ونر نک اب رہ نخس
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Explanation: Keep yourself away from those who do not seek Allah. Engross your eyes
and inward in the Divine light and observe it with your every word. (Taigh-e-Barhana)
 The seeker who neither has faith upon Ism-e-Allah Zaat nor believes the words of his
spiritual guide, it is evident that he is self-conceited, trapped in desires of his innerself
and is not finding the way to spiritual sanctity. Such a seeker is disobedient and
immodest rather he is unfortunate and deprived of gnosis of Allah. He is far away
from the Divine Oneness and that is because he follows his own will (instead of
following the spiritual guide). (Ameer-ul-Kaunain)
In his Punjabi poetry, Sultan Bahoo says:

ُھ
ِ
ُھ
ِ
ُھ
ُھ
ِ

من
م
ھ
ے
انں وکیئ اطبل انں وکیئ رمدش بس ِدالےس
من
ک
راہ رقف دا رپے رپریے بس رحص داین دے ھے
ن
ن
چ رمےن ےت اوّٹ
وشق ایہٰل اغبل وہایں ِ ب
بھک
 اوہ رمن رتاہےئ ِھے،ت کڑھےک اھبہ ربوہدن
َِھُ ںیج ن
ؒ ب

Explanation: In this era, there is not a single seeker of Allah nor a perfect spiritual guide,
all are fake. The path of Faqr is far away from the imperfect seekers and pseudo spiritual
guides who are involved in the lust and greed of this world. Those who possess Divine
love are willing to even sacrifice their lives for their Beloved. The seeker whose inward is
enflamed with the fire of Divine love is ready to bear all hardships of the world and
renounce everything in his passion to have the vision of Beloved.

ی
ُھ
ِ الئ
انل وکیگنس گنس ہن رکےیئ ک ونں الج ہن
ی
ُھ
ِ اجئ
ُت رتلوز ومل ہن وہدنے وتڑے وتڑ ےّکم ےل
ب ن
ی
ُھ
ِ اگچئ
اکوناں دے ےچب سنہ انں ھ یییدبے وتڑے وم یت وچگ
ِم ن
م
ھ
ُھ
ِ ابھُ وتڑے َس انمں ڈنھک اپےیئ
ؒ وکڑے وھکہ انں ے وہدنے
Explanation: The seeker of Allah should not befriend someone who is unfaithful, narrowminded, scoundrel and a hypocrite because his evil nature will never be changed. Just like
a bitter fruit cannot become as sweet as a watermelon even if one takes it to Makkah. The
babies of crows cannot become the babies of geese if fed with pearls. Similarly wells which
contain bitter water cannot turn sweet even if tons of sugar is added. (Abyat-e-Bahoo Kamil)
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The subtle point to reflect is that the entire universe including the worlds and heavens
belong to Allah and only He is its Master and Creator so why not worship and love only
Allah seeking the pleasure of His closeness, vision and recognition by renouncing desires
of the world and the heavens. When the recognition and gnosis of Allah are achieved, the
world and heavens become meaningless. If one assumes that he can physically walk
towards Allah then surely he is wrong. Allah is above and beyond time, space, directions,
limitations, boundaries and quantities. The journey of Divine vision is in fact the esoteric
journey of self-realization and recognition of the reality of man. The Divine vision is only
possible through this esoteric journey of self-realization which shall be discussed in the
next chapter.

CHAPTER-3

SELF-REALIZATION
Ever since the human being stepped on the earth, questions have been arising in his mind
such as:








Who am I?
What is my origin?
What is my end?
What is my reality?
What is my recognition?
If a Creator does exist who has created me, who is He and how would I recognize
Him?
What is the purpose of my life?

Whenever humans strived to search for the answers to these questions, Allah sent His
Prophets and Messengers on every territory of the earth for their guidance who had been
satisfying them regarding such queries. Anyhow the world progressed and reached the stage
where communication started among the people living in different regions. At that time
Allah sent His beloved last Prophet, Mohammad, the reason of creation of the universe and
revealed His ultimate message providing absolute guidance to mankind in the form of
Holy Quran, the complete code of life. Prophet Mohammad is the guide for all human
beings till the doomsday.
Allah says about His beloved Prophet:

ۡ
ۡ
)53:3( ﴾﴿ َو َما یَن ِِ ُق َع ِن ال َہ ّٰوی



Meaning: And he does not speak out of his (own) desire. (53:3)
Thus the Quran along with Qudsi Hadiths and Prophet’s Hadiths has been preserved
till the final day for the guidance of people of Allah. The fortunate one who followed this
code of life found the true guidance and achieved the purpose of his life.
Allah tells the purpose of life and creation of man in the following Qudsi Hadith:

ََ ْ ًَْ ُْ
َْْ َََْ ُْ َ
کن ُت کنزا َمخ ِف ًیا فا ْح َب ْب ُت ا ْن اع َر َف فخلق ُت الخل َق

Meaning: I was a hidden Treasure, I desired to be recognized so I created the creation.
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It is obvious from this Hadith that the purpose of creation of man is to gain the recognition
and gnosis of Allah. Now the question arises, how can a man recognize Allah? Its method
is told in the following Hadith:

َ
َ ََ َْ َ
َم ْن ع َر َف نف َسہ فق ْد ع َر َف َربہ



Meaning: Whoever recognized his innerself undoubtedly recognized his Lord.
The explanation of above Hadith is that Allah created the sacred soul of Mohammad
from His Own Divine light and souls of the rest of creation from the soul of Mohammad
in the realm of Divinity. At this stage the human soul is called Divine soul and this is the
state of soul about which Allah says:

ُ ََ
ُ اَلْان ْ َس
ان ِس ِر ْی َو انا ِسرہ
ِ



Meaning: Man is My secret and I am his secret.
The souls were engrossed in the Divine vision at this stage because there was no veil
between the souls and Allah hence they were absorbed in seeing the Divine beauty. Neither
was there earth nor heavens so there was no distraction of the material world or paradise.
This is the level where the Divine covenant from human souls was taken as it is mentioned
in sura al-A’raf that Allah asks:

ُ
َ
(7:172) ال َ ۡس ُت ِبرَ ِبک ۡم



ُ َ
(7:172) قالوۡا بَلّٰی



Meaning: Am I not your Lord? (7:172)

Meaning: They (the souls) said, “Yes!” (7:172)
Allama Iqbal says:

اتسل از ولخت انزے ہک رباختس
رباختس

ہک

اسزے

ِرپد ٔہ

از

ِٰؐ
ب

Explanation: From whose proud solitude arose the voice, “Am I not your Lord?” and from
whose musical instrument arose the tune of the song of “Yes! You are.”
Realm of Divinity is the hidden and prohibited world for all the creatures except the
human soul. At its border Gabriel said to Prophet Mohammad at the night of Miraj, “If I
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step ahead, I would get burnt.” From the realm of Divinity Allah sent the soul in the
realm of power in that realm’s dress because in whichever world the soul was descended
it was cladded in the respective dress. It needed the required cover of that realm to
survive in it. In the realm of power it was named as the kingly soul. It was then sent to the
angelic realm in the respective dress and was called ‘the soul of celestial light’.
Afterwards it was permeated in the mortal body and was dressed with the body of flesh
and bones in the physical world where it was titled as ‘the soul directly related to the
body’. Due to its Divine origin the soul is said to be the ‘Lord’s command’81 and it is
considered that every child is born on Divine nature. It means its soul is pure, illuminated
and is not inclined to the worldly impurities and pleasures.
The actual human elevation occurs when he spiritually progresses and returns to the
realm of Divinity and attains to his original soul, the Divine soul. At this point he can
recognize his true self which is surely not the material body but the soul manifested from
the Mohammadan light. The realm of Divinity is his original homeland and actual
destination where he finds the closeness of Allah required for His vision and recognition.
Here he can gain the recognition of his innerself and that of his Creator. Thus it is said,
“Whoever recognized his innerself undoubtedly recognized his Lord.” To achieve this
exaltation is the purpose of human life.
The Divine soul is given different names:


Some of the Sufis called the spiritual being of man as the esoteric self (batinِ )ابنط,
soul (ruh )روحor the inner person.



In some Hadiths and statements of Sufis, the soul is called inward (qalb )قلب, heart
(dil  )دلand inner (munn )نم. Here the heart does not mean the piece of flesh which is
placed at the left side of chest. Such a heart is also present in animals and the
deceased and can be seen with the physical eye. How can it have the knowledge of
spiritual world as it is related to the physical world and after the death it has to decay
like other organs! In fact the soul and inward are symbolically referred to as heart.



Iqbal named the soul as khudi (، )وخدand called self-realization (Irfan-e-nafs) as ‘the
gnosis of soul’ (khudi ki pehchan  یک اچہپن،)وخد. Most of Iqbal’s interpreters have
wrongly interpreted khudi as ego instead of soul. Probably they could not understand
that ego (pride or vanity) takes man away from Allah while the soul close to Him.
However Iqbal has used the terms; inner (munn), heart (dil) and soul (ruh) as well.

81

Sura Bani Israil, verse 85.
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A layman also calls the soul ‘conscience’. When a person commits a sin or does
anything wrong, it is his soul that makes him regretful because sin is not inherent in
its nature but man exclaims, “My conscience is pricking me!” The recognition of
Divine soul is actually called the recognition of the reality of man or self-realization
and this is the very faith. In fact true faith means ‘the recognition of essence (soul) of
human being and its accomplishment’ and attainment to this level is the perfection of
faith. In other words the actual religion is self-knowledge, self-realization and selfperfection.

Self-realization is that man must know he is created with two things; the outer existence
which is also called body and can be seen and touched while the other is his spiritual self
which is also termed as soul, esoteric self or inward by the Mystics as is mentioned earlier.
Neither it can be seen with physical eyes nor touched. Only the spiritual sight is able to
observe it as it does not belong to the physical world rather it is related to the invisible
world. It is everlasting and stays even after the death of physical body because it is
accountable to Allah.
Divine gnosis and vision of Divine beauty are the peculiar attributes of soul. The
ordainment to worship is actually for the soul. Reward and punishment are for it and only
it is destined to be submissive and humble. It means all the attributes of man are related
to the soul not to his body. Physical being is merely a source to express the qualities of the
esoteric self. The awareness of its reality is the key to gnosis and proximity of Allah.
In this era the major predicament is that people overlook the Quranic verses consisting
of explicit instructions and enlightened guidance to the spiritual context considering them
ambiguities. The main reason of our depravity is that we have turned oblivious to our real
esoteric self and focus only upon the superficial being. Alas! The contemporary man is
lost in the external world. If he recognizes his actual inner being, he would observe
Divinity and the universe within himself.
Man is invited towards his spiritual self repeatedly in the Holy Quran, some of the
references from different suras are given below:

ُ ََ ُ ُ َۡ
)51:21( ﴾﴿ َو ف ِ ۡیۤۡ انف ِسک ۡم ؕ افلَا ت ۡب ِص ُر ۡو َن



Meaning: And (I am) in your selves (as well). So do you not notice? (51:21)

َۡ َ
ۡ
)50:16( ﴾﴿ َو ن ۡح ُن اق َر ُب ِال َ ۡی ِہ ِم ۡن َح ۡب ِل الوَرِیۡ ِد

Meaning: And We are nearer to him than his jugular vein. (50:16)
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َ َاُولٰٓئ َک کَ َت َب ف ۡی ُق ُلوۡبہ ُم الۡاِ ۡیم
)58:22( ان
ِِ ِ
ِ



Meaning: It is they in whose inwards Allah has inscribed faith. (58:22)

ُ اَف َ َر َءیۡ َت َمن اتَ َخ َذ ِالّٰ َـہہ َہ ّٰو
)45:23( ىہ
ِ



Meaning: Have you seen him who has made his desire his god. (45:23)

ََ
ُ َۡ
َ
)30:8( ا َو ل َ ۡم یَ َتفک ُر ۡوا ف ِ ۡیۤۡ انف ِس ِہ ۡم



Meaning: Have they not meditated within themselves. (30:8)
Allah has drawn our attention towards the spiritual self in following Qudsi Hadith:

َْ
َ
ْ ْ
َ
لَا یَ َس ُعنِ ْی ا ْر ِض ْی َو لَا َسمَآئِ ْی َولّٰ ِک ْن ی َس ُعنِ ْی قل ُب َع ْب ِد ال ُم ٔو ِم ِن



Meaning: Neither the earth nor the heavens could contain Me whilst the inward of My
believer can.
It is also alluded to in several Hadiths:

ُ
ُ ُُ َُْ
ُ َ ُْ
ُ
ُ ْ ّٰ َ
ِان الل َہ لَا یَنظ ُر ِال ّٰی ُصوَرِک َم َول َا یَنظ ُر ِالّٰی ا ْعمَال ِک ْم َولّٰ ِک ْن ینظ ُر ف ِ ْی قلوْ ِبک ْم َونِ َیا ِتک ْم



Meaning: Verily! Allah neither observes your physical appearance nor the deeds rather He
observes your inward and intentions.

َ ُ َانَمَا ال ْاَ ْعم
ات
ِ ال ِبال ِنی
ِ



َ ّٰ ُ َ
ْ َْ
قل ُب المُ ْؤ ِم ِن ع ْرش الل ِہ ت َعال ّٰی



Meaning: Deeds are judged by intentions. (Bukhari 6953)

Meaning: The inward of believer is the Throne of Allah.
Various such verses and Hadiths are available which divert the attention of man towards
his esoteric self and inward which is the centre of thoughts and imagination. It is the
place where the true faith is stationed and the cursed Satan also produces apprehensions
in this very inward.

َ ۡ ُ ُ ۡ ُ َُۡ ۡ َ
)114:5( ﴾﴿ اس
الن
ِ ِال ِذی یوس ِوس فِی صدور

Meaning: Who whispers into the inwards of mankind. (114:5)
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Wherever in the world a recognizer of Reality, a knower of the hidden secret or a thinker
is born, he has definitely disclosed this reality that the true awareness is achieved only by
the self-realization and he also essentially unveiled this Quranic reality that not only Allah
but all His created realms are present in human inward in a subtle form. This is not merely
a philosophical principle that is fabricated for intellectual delight or for the mental
satisfaction. Rather it is the reality of life which is established on the basis of the teachings
and experiences of Prophets and Saints along with the teachings of Quran and Hadith.
 Rumi says to man while unfolding the reality:

وتیئ
وتیئ

َعال َ ِم
َعال َ ِم

ّٰ ُص
غری
ّٰ ْکُب
ری

وصبرت

سب

ینعمب

سپ

Explanation: You are a micro world by appearance but in reality you are the macro
world.
He further says:

س ِقم
یم

نت

ِ
ِح
ِ

تسہ

را

آدیم

میظع

ِقلخ

ےکی

بَنط

در

کیل

Explanation: The human being is trivial and worthless regarding his physical being but
inwardly he possesses a large realm.
 Khawaja Hafiz Shirazi expresses:

احظف

بش

و

روز

ابامتس

ایر

وچمہں اجےن ہک تسہ در رگ و ےپ
Explanation: O Hafiz! My Beloved accompanies me day and night, the way life runs
through my veins and flesh.
 Bu Ali Shah Qalandar expresses:

ربخ

ےب

رچایئ

سپ

وت

در

ایر

Explanation: Your Beloved is within you, why are you so oblivious!
 Khawaja Moinuddin also addresses man elaborating the significance of the inner
quest:
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آب ایحت اتس ادنر تملظِ یتسہ وت
ِ
آب ایحت نگف
امیہ وش وخشی را ِدر
ِ
Explanation: In the darkness of your being elixir of life is present. Become a fish and
dive in this water.

ابنیعم گفت رہ ِوُس ات ِہب ےک وخایہ دوِدی
کی
مہ زِ ِوخد وج رہ ہچ وخایہ ات ِدباین یسمی
Explanation: O Moinuddin, how long will you roam about! Whatever you need, find it
from within yourself so that you would come to know who you are!
 According to Bulleh Shah:

مھت مھت ےک رٹو ادنریھا اے

اے

وڑہیا

،ابز

ن
نلکن

اہہی

 اے،ویکں تقلخ ابرہ ڈوھڈندنی

اے

ڑہیکا

ووھکی

ادنر

وڑ

تیھب

اپای

سج

اے
دا

ادنر

اےنپ

وھکایج

،ردنہ

ہن

ابت

آیئ

راہ

دا

 اے، دنہل،ےھتج وکیئ ہن ڑچدھ

دا

اے

،ردنہ

ہن

ابت

ہنم

دنلقر
دنمر
آیئ

ھکس

ےہ

وایس

اوہ

ہنم

Explanation: Life is full of dangers so you should be very careful. Peep through your inner
world and find your destination (Allah). I do not know why people look for Him in the
world of appearances. I cannot help uttering this reality! Whoever has found the secret of
Reality, achieved it through travelling the spiritual path. He eventually found eternal
tranquillity and liberated himself from bounds of happiness, sorrow, sin, reward, life and
death.
Al-Ghazali interprets the Hadith, “Whoever recognized his innerself undoubtedly recognized
his Lord” as:
 O human! Nearest to you is your very own entity, so if you do not know yourself,
how can you recognize others? Only to know that these are my hands, these are my
feet, these are my bones and this is my body, is not the recognition of yourself. This
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much recognition is possessed by animals too. Or to know that in hunger eat something
while in anger fight and on being overwhelmed by sexual desire, just involve in sex
is also insufficient. All these things are equally found in animals too. How are you
then better and nobler than them? The requirement of gnosis and recognition of your
entity is to know your real inner being and your true identity regarding who you are,
where have you come from and where have you to return? If you have come in this
world, what is the purpose of your being here? Why have you been given birth? What
are your virtues and good fortunes and in which things do they exist? What is your
misfortune and what is its source? The attributes which are accumulated in you, some
of them are bestial and wild, some are devilish and evil but some are angelic and
celestial too. Just consider whose attributes do you possess? Who are you among
these? Your reality is similar to which one of these? Which qualities have transitory,
temporary and alien status in your inward? Unless you recognize these facts you will
remain deprived of your identity. You will never find your good fortunes because each
one has different instinct and the source of nourishment to grow in yourself.
The animals’ instinct and source of nourishment are to eat, sleep and indulge in
sex. If you are the same then struggle day and night to continue feeding your stomach
and satisfying your appetite. The nourishment and instinct of beasts are in fighting,
killing and ferociousness. The nourishment and instinct of devils lie in evil, deceit
and wickedness. If you are one of them, adopt their nature and habits to achieve your
required pleasures and goals. The instinct and nourishment of angels lie in invocation,
glorification and circumambulation of the Holy Kaaba in heavens. Whereas the virtue
and nourishment of human being lie in the observation of the Divine lights of beauty
of Allah in His nearness. If you are a human then try to recognize the Divine Essence
and witness His Divine light and beauty. Strive also to liberate yourself from the
clutches of your bestial anger and appetite and only seek the Divine Essence, the One,
so that you may find out who is the Creator of these bestial and ferocious attributes?
The reality would also be disclosed upon you that if the Creator has created these
qualities within you, it does not mean that they should overpower and enslave you
and become victorious over you. Rather they are for you to imprison and enslave
them and become the conqueror. By overpowering them you can convert some of
these slaves to the horse of your journey (towards Allah) so that a few days you have
to stay in this mortal world, you may use these to get your good fortune. When you
get it just trample over these slaves to enter the eternal calm and tranquil place which
is called Divine presence by the virtuous persons. You must know these facts. The
one who does not know them remains far away from the true faith. Certainly the
reality of true faith is veiled for him. (Kimiya-e-Sa’adat)
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Ibn Arabi states:
 O seeker! Recognize your essence; who are you and what are you? What is your
reality? What is your relation to Allah and on what basis are you called the Truth and
on what basis are you called the world? (Exegesis of Fusus al-Hikam Wal Aiqan)
A spiritual scholar Wasif Ali Wasif expresses:
 Your real companion and true identity is the person inside you. It is he who has to
worship or to rebel. He is the one who becomes the worldly one or the man of
hereafter. This very inner person makes you deserving for reward or punishment. The
decision is upon you. Your esoteric self is your best friend as well as the worst enemy.
You yourself are the dilemma of your journey as well as the happy destination. If your
spiritual self is safe, the physical being too becomes secured.
In this context Iqbal’s poetry has a great similarity to that of Sultan Bahoo. Iqbal has
titled the soul as khudi and gnosis of soul as self-realization (khudi ki pehchan) in his
writings. Though he has used the terms; inner (munn) and inward (qalb, dil) as well in his
writings according to the situation.
Iqbal states that real man is the soul which became the point for angels’ prostration.

دجسہ اگہِ تسیک اںی از نم رپمس
ےب ربخ! رودا ِد اجں از نت رپمس
Explanation: Whose place of prostration is this (soul)? Do not ask me. O oblivious! Do
not ask the body about the story of soul. (Zabur-e-Ajam)
The soul in human body became the place of angels’ prostration but Satan could not
recognize the reality of human existence, he thought it an ordinary statue of clay. Hence
he went astray and was cursed. Angel Gabriel recognized the reality of human and fell in
prostration first of all and became the chief of angels.
When the embryo of a baby is formed in the mother’s womb Allah breathes soul into it.
Then every organ of the baby starts moving and remains in motion till Allah wills and at
the time of death the soul is removed from the body.

اوحال ایحت اتس
دبن احےل ز
ِ

اتس

ریپاہی ِاہ ِتسب

ِ
وصرت انح ِتسب
رعوس ینعم از
۔۲
ِ

را

وخشی

ومند

اکانئت

ِرزم

وپدیشہ

۔ اجبں۱
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ہک او را ذلےت در ااشکنف اتس

۔ تقیقح روےئ وخد را رپدہ ابف اتس۳

Explanation: (1) The secret of the universe and Divinity is hidden in the soul while body
is one of the states of life.
(2) The soul applied the henna of form and face and wore various dresses for the sake of
its revelation.
(3) Reality enjoys to reveal Itself hence weaves a veil (body) for Its manifestation. (Zabure-Ajam)

نخس از لود و انلو ِد اہجں ابنم ہچ یم وگیئ
ہسم
نم اںی دامن ہک نم م دنامن اںی ہچ رینگن اتس
Explanation: Why are you talking to me about existence and non-existence! I am indifferent
to the superficial distractions around me and only know about my immortal existence.
(Zabur-e-Ajam)

Firstly, it is essential to recognize yourself. What is happening in the world has secondary
value. It means initially, do recognize yourself and then go for the world so your deeds
will become according to Allah’s consent.
Iqbal in his writings elaborates the inner reality of human and exhorts upon the recognition
of soul because without its knowledge man is like an animal.

بلط

ےس

دخا

ںیہن

ونر

اک

رک

یھب

انیب

ِدل
ِ

دل

ونر

اک

آھکن

Explanation: Seek from Allah the spiritual sight because to see with the physical eye is
not the enlightenment of soul. (Bal-e-Jibril)

رساغ زدنیگ
اےنپ نم ںیم ڈوب رک اپ اج
ِ
وت ارگ ریما ںیہن اتنب ہن نب اانپ وت نب
Explanation: Dive into your inner and find the secret of life. If you are not mine, does not
matter but be sincere to yourself. (Bal-e-Jibril)

نت یک داین! نت یک داین وُسد ِو وَسدا رک ِو نف

نم یک داین! نم یک داین وسزِو یتسم ذجب و وشق

نتیکدوتلاھچٔوںےہ ِآاتےہدِنھاجاتےہدِنھ

نم یک دوتل اہھت آ یت ےہ وت رھپ اج یت ںیہن
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Explanation: The inner human realm is full of passion, ecstasy, rapture and love but the
life of physical world is just an illusion, fraud, hypocrisy and manipulation. When the
spiritual wealth comes in hand it never goes away. The physical wealth is like a shadow,
it does not last and has a transitory status. (Bal-e-Jibril)

دل ںیم وہ وسزِ تبحم اک وہ وھچاٹ اس یرر
ونر ےس سج ےک ےلم را ِز تقیقح یک ربخ
Explanation: If in a soul is a tiny spark of the passion of love, it enlightens the inward with
the secret of Reality. (Bang-e-Dara)

 ںیم ربک و انز ںیہن، یک وشیخ و دنت،وخد
ِ
ذلت اینز ںیہن
وج انز وہ یھب وت ےب
Explanation: The sanctified soul has no vanity or haughtiness even when it is ecstatic and
playful. Even if it is proud, it is not without the element of humility. (Bal-e-Jibril)

رعش اک ےہ یھبک ےبعک اک ےہ دوھہک اس رپ
سک یک زنمل ےہ ایہٰل! رما اکاشہنٔ دل
Explanation: O Allah! Whose destination is the abode of my soul? Sometimes it seems to
be the Throne and at times the Kaaba. (Bang-e-Dara)

اظرہ یک آھکن ےس ہن امتاش رکے وکیئ
وہ دانھکی وت ددی ِٔہ دل وا رکے وکیئ
Explanation: If somebody wants to see the Reality he must open his inner eye because It
cannot be seen by the physical eyes. (Bang-e-Dara)

 وہ رحب ےہ سج اک وکیئ انکرہ ںیہن،وخد
وت آوجب اےس اھجمس ارگ وت اچرہ ںیہن
Explanation: Soul is a shoreless ocean. If you think it a streamlet then your thought is
wrong and incorrigible. (Bal-e-Jibril)

 ےک اعروفں اک ےہ اقمم اپداشیہ،ہک وخد

ہی ایپم دے یئگ ےہ ےھجم اب ِد حبصِ اگیہ
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 آربو اِِیس ےس، زدنیگ اِِیس ےس رت،رت

 وت اشیہ ہن ریہ وت روایسیہ،وج ریہ وخد

Explanation: The morning breeze has given me the message of awareness that the
Mystics have been placed high and are kings. Your life and honour depend upon your
elevated soul, if you continue to possess it you are a king but if you lose it you would be
disgraced. (Bal-e-Jibril)

 ںیم مگ ےہ دخایئ التش رک اغلف،وخد
الصح اکر یک راہ
یہی ےہ اریے ےیل اب
ِ
Explanation: The Divine Essence is within your soul. O oblivious! Discover it as only
this is the way to reform yourself. (Bal-e-Jibril)

وت اے اریس اکمں! ِالاکمں ےس دور ںیہن
وہ ولجہ اگہ اریے اخک داں ےس دور ںیہن
Explanation: O the prisoner of physical body! The station of no station is not far from
you. Ponder over yourself as Divinity manifests in the abode of your soul. (Bal-e-Jibril)

ربکاییئ

ںیم

ولخوتں

یک

مصطفاَیئ

،وخد

 دخایئ، یک زد ںیم ےہ اسر،وخد

ںیم

ولجوتں

یک

،وخد

زنیم و آامسن و رکیس و رعش

Explanation: When concealed, the Divine soul is in fact the Divine Essence and is
Mohammad when manifested. It possesses the entire universe, the earth, the heaven, the
Chair and the Throne. (Bal-e-Jibril)

 ےک زور ےس داین ہپ اھچ اج،وخد
اج

اپ

راز

اک

وُب

و

رگن

ِ
اقمم

Explanation: By the power of soul dominate the world and discover the secret of the
universe. (Bal-e-Jibril)

یک

،وخد

اہنپین

ِرزم

یمیلک

یک

،وخد

ابہگنین

ںیم

رغیبی

یک

،وخد

اناملسمین

یمیکح

ےھجت رُگ رقف و اشیہ اک اتب دوں
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Explanation: The people who do not discover their soul and believe in their intellect are
misled and follow the way towards infidelity. It means the concealed Divine Essence in
human self is endeavoured to be proved by the intellect. It is impossible because Allah is
transcendent of wisdom. The person who does so, rejects the presence of Allah in the
inward of human being and turns into a non believer. Man always converses to Allah in his
inward as he never has to go anywhere for praying to Allah. This reality discloses the
secret that Allah is present in the inward. Let me tell you the method of ruling or attaining
Faqr that is to protect your inward and never expect from other than Allah in any
situation. (Bal-e-Jibril)
Iqbal considers him dead who is deprived of the recognition of his soul:

ےہ

انراس

،اری

آہ

زدنوں اک دخا ےہ

!ایک

بجع

دخاےئ زدنہ

ان آانش ےہ

ن
تِ روح ےس
رتا

نتِ ےب روح ےس زیبار ےہ قح

Explanation: Your body is unfamiliar to your soul, no wonder your prayer is in vain. It is
obvious if there is no connection between your body and soul, the real attributes like
Divine love, pain and the desire to reach Allah do not appear from your body. Hence you
are alienated from your soul. Allah is not pleased with the person having dead soul
because when he cares only for his body without paying heed to the desires of his soul
which craves Allah then it gets distant from Him. Such a person is called dead by Iqbal.
He considers a person alive whose soul is enlivened and observes Allah, listens to Him
and talks to Him. Allah is Omnipresent and Eternally Alive. Hence He is God of the
living. (Bal-e-Jibril)
When the youngsters come to know about their inner being, their soul gets the power to
fly and they find their destination in the realm of Divinity in the form of Divine vision.

اقعیب روح بج دیبار وہ یت ےہ وجاونں ںیم
رظن آ یت ےہ ان وک اینپ زنمل آامسونں ںیم
Explanation: When the soul of the youth awakes it takes high flight like an eagle so they
see their destination in the realm beyond all the realms where they have the Divine vision
and nearness. (Bal-e-Jibril)
To attain to the destination of self-realization and gradually to the Divine vision is
possible only through the perfect spiritual guide.
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دنبے وک اطع رکےت ںیہ مشچِ رگناں اور

دل زدنہ و دیبار ارگ وہ وت دتبرجی

رہ ہظحل ےہ اسکل اک زامں اور اکمں اور

اوحال و اقمامت ہپ وموقف ےہ بس ھچک

Explanation: When the passion of seeking Allah is awakened in the soul, it gets enlivened and
its eyes achieve the spiritual sight. The spiritual traveller finds himself in a new dimension of
time and space every moment in his journey of proximity to Allah. Everything in this
journey depends upon the spiritual states and stations. (Bal-e-Jibril)

 ںیم ایھب وپدیشہ زجریے،ںیہ رحبِ وخد

رجٔات ےہ وت ااکفر یک داین ےس زگر اج

رضب یمیلکی ےس ہن ریچے
ِ بج کت وت اےس

ِ
زلقم اخومش ےک ارسار
ےتلھک ںیہن اس

Explanation: If you have the courage then pass through the world of thoughts because
your inner secret is vaster and deeper than the ocean and yet some secret islands need to
be discovered in it. The secrets of this unfathomable and silent ocean are yet to be
unfolded. They cannot be disclosed unless you strike with the power of Prophet Moses
who struck the river with his staff and the river parted into two halves making a path in
between. Hence such kind of a powerful stroke is needed to plunge into the ocean of soul.
It means the invocation of the personal name of Allah through breaths. (Bal-e-Jibril)

 اجنت مغِ رمگ ےس ںیہن نکمم،رت
 وک اتھجمس ےہ رکیپِ اخیک،ہک وت وخد
Explanation: You think you are only a body which is perishable and death will be a
source of your salvation. Mind it, death does not mean salvation because you have the
soul which is accountable to Allah. (Zarb-e-Kalim)

اسامن ومت
 اشنہشیہ مکش،ِدل یک آزاد
ِ
!ہلصیف اریا رتے اہوھتں ںیم ےہ ِدل ای مکش
Explanation: Man wanders about day and night to fulfil the desires of his stomach and
body even though Allah has liberated him from the worries of earning livelihood as He
has already fixed it for him but man forgets Allah in his useless pursuit and never cares
for the desires of his soul. Thus his soul dies and is not capable of connecting to Allah.
He must know that if he goes for the survival of his soul it will make him spiritually rich
but if he keeps struggling to fill his stomach then it is disastrous. The ball is in his court
and it is his own choice. (Bal-e-Jibril)
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ّٰ
َ
رس اہنں لَٓا ِالّٰ َہ ِالا اللہ
ِ
 اک،وخد
ّٰ
َ
 ےہ غیتِ اسفں ِلَٓا ِالّٰ َہ ِالا اللہ،وخد
Explanation: The secret of inner being is hidden in the first section of shahada ‘There is
no God but Allah’ which means to negate everything other than Allah even oneself. The
soul that truly loves Allah is such a sharp sword which kills everything other than Allah.
Hence only the Divine Essence exists and nothing else in such a soul. (Zarb-e-Kalim)

، ان ِر وخد،روح االسم یک ےہ ون ِر وخد
 ونر و وضحر،زدناگین ےک ےیل ان ِر وخد
Explanation: The spirit of Islam comprises of Divine light and flame of soul which means
Divine beauty and majesty, respectively. By the majestic theophany the inciting innerself
is burnt and perished then only Divine light remains in the human self. Hence he gets the
Divine presence which entails an eternal life. (Zarb-e-Kalim)

 االفک،ابز
ہن ےہ اتسرے یک رگدش ہن
ِ
زوال تمعن و اجہ
 یک ومت ےہ اریا،وخد
ِ
Explanation: The reason of decline of your grandeur in the world is that you have killed
your soul that aspires to the Divine heights. You wrongly assume that your esteem has
been influenced by the rotation of stars and the variations in destiny. (Bal-e-Jibril)
According to Iqbal the human existence is worthless without the self-realization.

 یک ومند،ووجد ایک ےہ طقف وجرہِ وخد
رک اینپ رکف ہک وجرہ ےہ ےب ومند رتا
Explanation: What is existence? It is just the manifestation of Divine attributes through
soul. If soul does not manifest the Divine attributes, it is dominated by bestial attributes.
Make efforts to purify it so that the Essence may be revealed. (Zarb-e-Kalim)
Merely reciting shahada by tongue has no significance, actual destination is to achieve
inward verification.
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رخد ےن ہہک یھب دای ِ’لَا ِالّٰ َہ‘ وت ایک احلص
دل و اگنہ املسمں ںیہن وت ھچک یھب ںیہن
Explanation: What really matters is the inward verification. Reciting only verbally,
“There is no God but Allah,” has no impact on the soul. You become a Muslim by this
utterance but cannot be a true believer. If your inward and soul are not Muslim you can
achieve nothing. Thus the spiritual endorsement that nothing exists except Allah makes
one a faithful. (Zarb-e-Kalim)

دل رمدہ دل ںیہن ےہ اےس زدنہ رک دوابرہ
ِِ
ن
رمض ِکہن اک اچرہ
ہک یہی ےہ اوتمں ےک
ِ
Explanation: The dead soul cannot be considered real soul, revitalize and enliven it
because an enlightened and living soul is the only remedy of the chronic diseases of
nations. (Zarb-e-Kalim)
Iqbal expresses about the institutions, schools, colleges and universities:

ومزوں ںیہن بتکم ےک ےیل اےسی اقمالت

 اک،اابقؔل! ِاہیں انم ہن ےل ملعِ وخد

وپدیشہ رںیہ ابز ےک اوحال و اقمامت

رتہب ےہ ہک اچیبرے وممولں یک رظن ےس

Explanation: The contemporary institutions educate only superficially and have no
concern with the spiritual knowledge because they have no aptitude for such knowledge.
Therefore it is proper to hide such a great subject from the commonplace people. This
subject deals with the spiritual states and stations of the elevated persons who are
metaphorically called falcons by Iqbal while he compares the worldly people with a
wagtail. (Zarb-e-Kalim)
In Muslims the passion of recognizing the Divine Essence has diminished so the soul
has become dead and only the trivial physical existence remains.

 یک ومت ےس رشمق ےہ التبمےئ ذجام،وخد

 یک ومت ےس رغمب اک ادنروں ےب ونر،وخد

دبن رعاق و مجع اک ےہ ےب رعوق و ِعَم

روحرعبےہےببتواتب
ِ یکومت ےس،وخد

سفق وہا ےہ الحل اور آایشہن رحام

 ہتسکش ابولں رپ، یک ومت ےس دنہ،وخد
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ہک چیب اھکےئ املسمونں اک اجہمٔ ارحام

 یک ومت ےس ریپِ رحم وہا وبجمر،وخد

Explanation: The death of soul has caused darkness in the core of west while the east is
suffering from leprosy. The spirit of Arabia has lost its fervour and lustre whereas Iraq
and others have become essenceless. The death of soul not only harmed these nations but
also badly affected Muslims of the subcontinent who are in the shackles of slavery to the
British imperialism. They cannot live freely and the reason of their inability is the death of
their souls. Thus they are satisfied with the slavery and have no aspiration for freedom.
The death of soul also damaged the theologians and clerics, they have become so mean
that they can even sell sacred religious views and verdicts. (Zarb-e-Kalim)

ن
اے رتا رہ لجطہ رکفِ آب و لِگ
از وضح ِر قح بلط کی زدنہ دل
Explanation: You are ever involved in the worries of the world. Seek from Allah a living
soul. (Mathnawi)

ات

اپدنئہ

و

زدنہ

ابقح

روح

ورہن اںی را ِرمدہ آں را زدنہ ات
Explanation: To Allah only that soul is alive which is eternally present in His court otherwise
you are dead for Him. (Zabur-e-Ajam)
Iqbal has further advised the human beings to enliven the soul which is a secret itself
and is familiar to every secret of the universe.

اینم وخد ربوں آ
ِِ
ربوں آ از

ِ
اکم وخد ربوں آ
 ز،وت ریشمش

ہم و وخردیش و امجن را ہب ربریگ

ربریگ

وخشی

ِ
انکممت

از

اقنب

Explanation: If your soul is revealed, it is a sword. Emerge from the sheath of your body
and unveil it. Remove the human veils and take control of the moon, stars and the sun.
(Zabur-e-Ajam)

ایمن ام و او تسین
وحاس ام
ِ
ِ

ِ
اکانئت رگن و لو تسین
 از،وخد

اگنےہ

ب
ہگن را در رح یمش تسین راےہ

ےب

امتاش

را

وخد

ینک
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Explanation: Soul does not belong to this material and superficial world. Our physical
senses are a barrier between Allah and us. Physical eye cannot see through the veils of
soul. Observe your soul without the physical eye. (Zabur-e-Ajam)

وخشی
وخشی

دل
ِ
زنمل
ِ

رب

اشکیئ
ینیب

ےمشچ
ہنیس

ارگ
درون
ِ

Explanation: If you peep through your inward, you will find your destination (Allah)
within you. (Zabur-e-Ajam)

اشکدی

وخد

ادنرون
ِ

از

رگہ

امندی

وا

انکممشت

ات

،وخد

۔۱

،وت او را آین و افین امشر

،۔ ازاں ونرے ہک وا دنیب دنار۲

 وچں ہتخپ دش از رمگ اپک اتس،وخد

۔ ازاں رمےگ ہک یم آدی ِہچ ابک اتس۳

Explanation: (1) The soul breaks all the inner barriers for its revelation.
(2) The soul is the Divine light with which everything is seen clearly but you consider it
mortal. It means you do not understand the reality of soul.
(3) The physical death is not to be scared about. The soul when gets its recognition, is
absolved from death and becomes immortal. (Zabur-e-Ajam)
If you do not believe, notice the burning candles at the mausoleums of Saints and Fakirs.
Iqbal has stressed upon the importance of soul;

اہجن وخشی را وچں انہق رادن
ِ

 اشفدن،وچں از وخد رگ ِد وبجمر

ہن اتدب ارتخے ےب تقفش او

او

ےپ ددیار او در ااظتنر اتس

۔ اطق ِر ونرایں در رہ ذگار اتس۳

ریگبد

اخشک

از

وخشی

ایع ِر

ریگبد

رتصخ

اتشک

ےب

از

۔۱

۔ رگندد ِآامسں۲

ارفہتش

۔ یراب۴

Explanation: (1) The soul when enlivens no more remains restrained and helpless like the
human body. Then it drives the world according to its own will.
(2) The sky does not rotate without its permission and no star shines without its affection,
the entire universe becomes its obedient.
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(3) Angels are queued up waiting in its way to have a look of it.
(4) Angels get their wine from it and gain their worth from its dust (human existence).
(Zabur-e-Ajam)

About this very station Iqbal expounds:

 وک رک دنلب اانت ہک رہ دقتری ےس ےلہپ،وخد
 راض ایک ےہ،دخا دنبے ےس وخد وپےھچ اتب اری
Explanation: Elevate your soul to such an extent that Allah Himself may ask man about
his wish before deciding his fate. (Bal-e-Jibril)

 ز ادنازہ اہےئ ام ِزفون اتس،وخد
 زاں لک ہک وت ینیب زفون اتس،وخد
Explanation: The soul is beyond our assumptions. It is transcendent of everything that you
see around. (Zabur-e-Ajam)

‘ہچ ینعم دارد ’ادنر وخد رفس نک؟

وت ِیم وگیئ رما از ’نم‘ ِربخ نک

رفس در وخد نک و رگنب ہک ِ’نم‘ ِتسیچ

رتا متفگ ہک رطب اجن و نت تسیچ

Explanation: You ask me about the inner core and what is meant by travelling within
oneself? I have told you about the mutual relationship of body and soul. You just travel
into yourself and explore what is the inner core. (Zabur-e-Ajam)

اتس

اکانئت

ِظفح

ِوعتذی

،وخد

اتس

ایحت

ذاشت

رپوت

ںیتسخن

Explanation: The soul is talisman for the protection of universe and the first manifestation of
Divine Essence. It is alluded to the level when the eagerness of manifestation in Allah
aroused and first of all He manifested Himself in the form of Mohammadan light then
created the creation from that light. (Zabur-e-Ajam)

ن ن
ِی
ن

ینیشن؟

را

وخد
اغلف

را

اہجں
انداں

ینیب
اتدنچ
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Explanation: You explore the world but do not recognize yourself. How long would you
remain oblivious of yourself? (Zabur-e-Ajam)

وہاےئ ولجہ اںی لگ را دو رو رکد

ننگم ن
ِاجبن نم ہک اجں شقن نت ا یجت
ِ

دبن رگدد وچ ابکی ویشہ وخ رکد

اجن ےب اتب
زہاراں ویشہ دارد
ِ

Explanation: When my soul covered itself in the body, the wish of Divinity to be
manifested through it expressed into two aspects; body and soul. Hence the body and soul
started seeming two separate beings whereas the foundation of both is the same as body
is the transformed shape of soul. The restless Divine soul has infinite manifestations and
body is just one of them. (Payam-e-Mashriq)

اہجن دل ام دو ِر رمق دیپا تسین
در
ِ
ی
االقنب وےل اشم و رحس دیپا تسین
Explanation: The realm of my inward is beyond time and space. It has no morning and
evening though every moment there is a revolution. (Payam-e-Mashriq)

،سِمِ آدم ےک قح ںیم ایمیک ےہ دل یک دیبار

ِہ،دلِ دیبار رکار
ِ

دلِ دیبار افرویقہ
ِ

، رضبےہاکر، ہنریم،رضبےہاکر،ہناری

دل دیبار دیپا رک ہک دل وخادیبہ ےہ بج کت
ِِ

Explanation: Revitalize your soul because unless it is awakened neither your efforts nor
mine are effective and every endeavour on our part is in vain, nothing would be achieved
without the discovery of soul. However when the soul awakes, the attributes of Umar ibn
Khattab and Ali ibn Abi Talib are attained as the awakening of soul is like an alchemy for
man. (Bal-e-Jibril)
Sultan-ul-Faqr VI Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali expresses about self-realization:
 O human being! Have you searched your esoteric self to find your reality and your
origin? Where did you come from? What is the purpose of your life in this world and
where do you have to return?
 Find your reality within yourself. Your reality is that Divine Entity Who is nearer to
you than your jugular vein. You would find the Divine Essence while finding your
ownself.
 Recognize yourself! When you recognize yourself you will recognize Allah as well.
To reach the Reality, first remove the rust from your inward and get rid of the sensual
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veils. Then your inward would become such a mirror in which the Essence is clearly
visible without any veil.
 The esoteric self of human being is a great essence. It is such a mirror of Reality
which is enlightened by the Divine light. It is so vast that the whole universe can be
seen within it equal to a mustard seed. This esoteric being is the real person who
comes from Allah and returns to Him. The corporeal body of flesh and bones neither
comes from Allah nor returns to Him. It takes birth in this world, here it is buried and
perished.
 Enliven your esoteric self because it is the true human being. Praying is in fact his job
as heaven and hell are for him and it is the Hadith of the Holy Prophet, “No salat
without the presence of inward.” The person whose esoteric self is rectified, his
exoteric self is corrected automatically.
 If you want to unlock the door of your esoteric self, get its key from the perfect
spiritual guide. The key to open the door of esoteric self is Ism-e-Allah Zaat. (Sultan-ulFaqr VI Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali-Life and Teachings)

TEACHINGS OF SULTAN BAHOO
Like all Fakirs and Saints, Sultan Bahoo also exhorts man to peep through his soul and
persuades him to ponder over his self. As he is appointed at the greatest status of Sultanul-Faqr among the Sufis therefore his style is also unique and different.
All his teachings whether prose or poetry are a beautiful interpretation of the Quran and
Hadith. He quotes the Quranic verse, “And We are nearer to him than his jugular vein”
and describes that prior to search for the Divine Essence it is essential to have an access
to one’s inner. Sultan Bahoo while emphasizing the presence of Allah in the esoteric self
says that to him word ‘nearness’ is also incongruous because it too represents the aloofness
and duality whereas the Essence is the reality of our beings. He says:

اولردی
ریظن

لبح
ےب

نم
ینیب

زندکی
ہن

را

قح
امجشل

رقب
ِ
وت

Explanation: The Divine Essence is closer than the jugular vein but you are spiritually
blind and the union with Allah is not destined for you. (Divan-e-Bahoo)
Sultan Bahoo explains the Hadith, “Whoever recognized his innerself undoubtedly
recognized his Lord” as:
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 Know that the energy and food of the inciting innerself is in sin and evil. Rather it
should be considered that its profession is to commit sins. If a man is always busy in
the obedience and slavehood of Allah like offering salat day and night and ever
observing fasts even then the inciting innerself does not avoid committing sins
because depravity is inherent to it. Whether the man remains engaged in studying
Islamic jurisprudence or Quranic injunctions and Hadiths or in devotional practices and
reciting the Quran day and night, the inciting innerself never ceases to do wrong
because it is closely related to Satan. It continues its job being a friend of the Satan
whether an individual keeps circumambulating the Holy Kaaba or performing hajj or
killing the enemy in the battlefield. Even if one achieves the levels of Ghawth and Qutb
while continuing invocation, meditation and self-accountability and gets the power of
revelation and unveiling of inwards and graves, the inciting innerself is always prone
to mischief and deadly evils.
However when the spark of theophanies of Divine nearness and union flares up in
his soul by dint of contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat the seeker reaches the highest
station of Mystic annihilated in Allah being immersed in the ocean of Divine light of
Unity and the Divine presence. At this point the inciting innerself stops committing evil
and sin being fed up of it. By the Divine Nature it is ordered to the inciting innerself
through voiceless inspirations to be modest and respectful. Thus it gets repentant and
rectified and becomes Muslim reciting shahada through inward verification and veritable
affirmation. On being repentant of sins the inciting innerself elevates to the innerself at
peace and in the quest of righteousness accepting Mohammadan faith the seeker
becomes a Saint. At this highest stage of Divine gnosis when he recognizes his ownself
according to the under discussion Hadith he also recognizes Allah through the signs
that his innerself starts getting the Divine intuitions because at the station of gnosis it
does not possess sensual and devilish element anymore. After that he does not opt for
anything whether all the houris, blessings of paradise and the worldly adornments
together are collected around him. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
 The Hadith, “Whoever recognized his innerself undoubtedly recognized his Lord” is
addressed to the Mohammadan umma because by it the person becomes familiar to
his actual inner condition, his innerself gets disgusted of the sensual desires and the
inward is fed up of sins. Man is created for slavehood to Allah so without slavehood
his entire life is a sheer embarrassment. Therefore before death Prophet Adam
advised his sons five useful lessons which are given below:
(1) Never love other than Allah. I loved paradise and lost it. (2) Never follow women as
I acted upon Eve’s opinion that turned unfavourable for me. (3) If your innerself demands
anything never provide it as my innerself wished to eat the forbidden fruit, I followed
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it and was punished for that. (4) Do consult somebody before any undertaking. Had I
consulted angels I would not have faced such consequences. (5) If somebody swears
without reason, do not believe him because cursed Satan swore to convince me and I
believed him so I had to bear a great loss.
Only to seek Allah is enough for a Fakir and the rest is lust. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
Human inner is a vast and great essence of Divine light and a mirror to the Truth which
is enlightened by the personal light of Allah. The whole universe is seen in it equal to a
mustard seed. Sultan Bahoo’s point of view is that such a state is created in the soul by
Divine gnosis due to which the total states of both the worlds (spiritual and physical) are
assimilated in the inward and the seeker with insight watches them clearly through his
soul’s eyes. In fact a Divine lover perpetually remains attentive towards his inward. He
further describes:
 The inward is a vast and great kingdom. Both the worlds along with their creations
can be contained in it but the inward cannot be contained in both the worlds. (Fazal-ulLaqa)

اتکب

ِدل

از

ہطقن

اتکےب

رہ

اسحب

ےب

قح

درتف

اتکےب

ِدل

Explanation: Every book is a dot in the world of inward as it has encompassed
countless books of Truth. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
Sultan Bahoo explains the reality of inward as below:
 What is the reality of inward? Know that the enormous earth is a mere drop in
comparison to the vast sky. Total elevation of the sky is a drop in comparison to the
Guarded Tablet. The Guarded Tablet is a drop in comparison to the Pen. The Throne
has several turrets. Shahada is inscribed on every turret and a lamp is hanging on it.
In every lamp fourteen spheres of earth and sky are layered by the Nature. In every
layer the creatures of eighteen thousand realms are inhabited. Every creature is
reciting shahada in its respective language. However the Throne and all the layers are
just a drop equal to esfand seed in comparison to the inward.
Listen O sensible one! When a man hurts a faithful Mystic it causes an upheaval in the
Throne and the Chair rather among the entire creation of the eighteen thousand
realms and Allah asks them, “Why are you disturbed?” They reply that somebody has
annoyed a believer and they are overwhelmed by anger so they are restless. Allah then
descends His wrath upon the tormentor. I seek refuge in Allah from this. (Mehak-ul-Faqr
Kalan)
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 Know that invocation, concentration, meditation, self-accountability, unveiling and
seclusion in an enclosure are the job of the imperfect. The inward is a better secluded
enclosure than the earthen one and the latter is inferior to the former. Whoever got the
secret of Allah it is only through the inward and the one who has attained it has
released himself from the secluded enclosure of soil. It should be considered that to be
secluded in the earthen enclosure for forty days is sheer ignorance rather infidelity
because such people claim that whatever they have achieved is only due to their forty
days seclusion in the enclosure and do not accredit Allah for the achievement.
Therefore all such practices are a mere illusion. Nothing is better than to keep the
physical self involved in the congregational salat of sharia according to the Sunna
and engross the esoteric self in spirituality, reality and gnosis. The physical self should
be kept with the creation and the esoteric self with the Creator. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
 The inward which is once vivified, perpetually remains attentive towards Allah and
occupied in beholding Him. It is madly engrossed in the Divine vision. (Qurb-e-Deedar)
The way to find Reality is in the human inward and this is the particular place in the
human existence where the manifestations of the Essence are seen. If rust and veils from
the human inward are removed and it is cleansed then the soul achieves intuition of Reality
through the inward. In fact inward is the pivot of spiritual states. If it is purified then all the
deeds would be accurate but if it becomes dark and deviates, the spiritual values are ruined.
It is the inward in human body where the Divine Essence is concealed and manifested.
Allah says in a Qudsi Hadith:

ُ ََ
ُ اَلْان ْ َس
ان ِس ِر ْی َو انا ِسرہ
ِ



Meaning: Man is My secret and I am his secret.
Only the gnostics and the true seekers of Allah know this reality.
In Aqal-e-Baydar Sultan Bahoo describes the reality of soul:
 I witnessed Kaaba in my inward and had the Divine vision so I prostrated before Him.
 Pure soul is a Divine treasure in the existence. The people of such soul are laudables
and Divinity is revealed through them.
 Due to the satanic apprehensions the inward becomes the abode of devil but the
inward of Mystic is full of Divine light.
 The soul is subtle and because of its subtlety it meets Allah and it is also the secret of
Oneness and immortal Truth.
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 The seekers of world do not possess the true inward. They are utterly immodest, sinners
and embarrassed ones.
 Bahoo! The inward, breath and soul of the person become one who prostrates the One
and offers salat day and night.
He further says:
 The inward of human is like the deepest ocean and his body is like a bubble upon it.
(Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)

 When the soul enlivens by the benediction of the treasure of secrets of Secret (Allah),
the observation of Divine light, the invocation of the name and the gnosis of Allah
then its inner five senses become active and the sensual five senses of the physical
body become dormant. (Majalisa-tul-Nabi)
He says in his couplets:

رچا زںی یرتب ریشںی ہن ونیش

رچا در زدنیگ اے ِدل ہن وکیش

دےل دیبار دش وخاشب ہن ریگد

وچ ِدل زدنہ وشد رہزگ ہن ریمد

Explanation: O soul! Why do you not try to be enlivened and drink the sweet syrup of
spiritual life? Once the soul is revitalized, it never dies again and when awakes never
sleeps again. (Majalisa-tul-Nabi)

ِدل

ِمشچ

شیپ

لِگ

ِمسج

در

ہب
را

کنیع
ددیار

دنب

ِمشچ

نیب

وخش

Explanation: Close your physical eye while the inner eye is watching and experience
the Divine vision in the earthen body. (Taigh-e-Barhana)
 The Arabic word for inward is  بلقtransliterated as Qalb. It has three alphabets; ق
(Q), ( ِلL) and ( بB). The alphabet ( قQ) refers to closeness of Allah, the alphabet

( لL) refers to Divine vision and ( بB) refers to immortality with Allah and having
the Divine observations which all are gained in the inward. Whoever possesses these
attributes is the man of inward otherwise a dog in the guise of a human. (Qurb-eDeedar)
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 The author says that the infidel’s soul, intellect and inward are pagans too. He studies
the knowledge of infidelity and eats forbidden things earned through illegal means.
The hypocrite’s soul, inward, innerself and intellect too are hypocrites. He studies
hypocritical knowledge and has the nourishment of hypocrisy. It means he gets
education only for the worldly purpose and uses this knowledge for the satisfaction of
evil attributes like avarice, vanity, pride and jealousy. The believer’s inward, soul,
innerself and intellect are also in accordance. His knowledge leads him to Islam, the

ّٰ َ

refuge in Allah and the gnosis of ‘only Allah’ () ِالا اللہ. The sustenance he takes, makes
him thankful to Allah and he does justice to his innerself. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)

ِدل ہبعکٔ امظع اتس ہب نک اخیل از اتبں
تیب ادقملس اتس نکم اجےئ تب رگاں
Explanation: Inward is the greatest Kaaba, vacant it from the idols (of worldly love
and wishes). It is the sacred home of Allah, do not make it an idol shop. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
Sultan Bahoo quotes the Hadith while explaining about the kinds of inward:

ّٰ َ
َ َ
َْ ََ
َ َْ
َْ
ْ َ ٌ َ ْ َ َْ
َْ
القل ُب ث ّٰلث قل ٌب َس ِل ْی ٌم َو قل ٌب ُم ِن ْی ٌب َو قل ٌب ش ِہ ْی ٌد اما قل ٌب َس ِل ْی ٌم ف ُہوَ ال ِذ ْی ل َ ْی َس فِ ْی ِہ بِغیرِ َم ْعرِف ِة الل ِہ
ّٰ َ ْ َ ُ ْ ُ َ ْ َ ْ َ َ ُ َ ٌ ْ ُ ٌ ْ َ َ َ ّٰ َ َ
َ َ الل ِہ تَ َعالّٰی اَ َما َق ْل ٌب َشہ ْی ٌد َف ُہوَ الَذ ْی ک
ان ف ِ ْی
تعالی اما قلب م ِنیب فہو ال ِذی المآب ِمن ک ِل شی ٍء ِالی
ِ
ِ
َ ُ
َ
ُ ّٰ
ُمشا ِہ َد ِۃ الل ِہ َو ق ْد َر ِت ٖہ ف ِ ْی ک ِل ش ْی ٍء



Meaning: Inward is of three kinds; the purified inward (qalb-e-saleem), the inward
returned to Allah (qalb-e-muneeb) and the inward engrossed in observation of Allah (qalbe-shaheed). The purified inward has nothing but the gnosis of Allah. The inward returned
to Allah is attentive only towards Allah turning away from everyone. The inward engrossed
in observation of Allah witnesses only Allah and His Nature in everything. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
He utters in his mystic poetry:

ُھ
ِ ِوِچ اپ ریقفا اھج یت

اہہی نت رب ےچس دا رجحا

ن
ُ اریے ادنر آب ایح یت ھ،انں رک ِمِ وخاج د ر د
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ن
طم
ُھ
ِ وشق دا ِِدویا ابل ہیییرے اتَمں ھی وتس ڑھکا یت
ن
ُھ
ِ  رزم اھچپ یت،ابھُ جمہاَں قح د
ؒ رمن ںیھت اےگ رم رےہ
Explanation: Your body is the place of Divine manifestations. Just peep through your
body and do not depend upon Khidr who has drunk the elixir of life and has been granted
immortality as within yourself is the vital water of Divine love. Enlighten the lamp of love
within yourself so you may find the lost Trust (Essence) that is hidden in your inward since
eternity. The people who found this secret died before death and attained to immortality.

ُھ
ِ

وغایص

امر

وغہط

ُرہسی اجن ایپیس ھ

ڈواھگن

دنمسروں

درای

دل

َںیج درای وجن ونش ہن یک

ُرہ دم انل اہلل دے رنھک ِذرک رکف دے آیس ھ
ُابھُ وج دنھپ رفبی ابلیس ھ
ؒ اس رمدش ںیھت زن رتہب
Explanation: The human inward is deeper than the ocean. Strive to reach its depth because
here is the ocean of Oneness and if you fail to drink from this ocean your inward would
always remain deprived of Divine vision which is the biggest loss in the universe. To
achieve this objective, always invoke and contemplate Ism-e-Allah Zaat with the desire
for the vision of Beloved. However you must search for a perfect and accomplished
spiritual guide first and adopt his slavehood because only he can take you to the
destination of Divine vision. Beware of the pseudo and imperfect spiritual guides because
they would indulge you in their lame and spurious words. They have nothing to give except
false promises rather they are themselves hollow from within. Better than them is the
woman who satisfies her lover’s desires in spite of being wicked and deceiver.

ُھ
ِ اہہی نت رب ےچس دا رجحا ِدل ڑھکای ابغ اہبراں
ُوِےچ وُکزے ِوِےچ ِمضِلے وِچ دجسے ِدایں اھتراں ھ
ّٰ
َ
ُھ
ِ وِےچ ہبعک وِےچ ہلبق وِےچ ِالا اللہ اکپراں
ُھ
ِ

اسراں

ِیَل

آےپ

اوہ

ُابھ
ؒ

ایلم

رمدش

اکلم
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Explanation: Ever since the reality of spiritual self is disclosed upon me that my inward is
the abode of manifestations of the Beloved I am overjoyed and delighted. The goblets are
present within me with which I had the ablution of purification of my soul. Then I stood
on the prayer mat of my purged self where I prostrated before the Beloved. Since my soul

ّٰ َ

is one with Allah so Kaaba is within. The reality of ‘only Allah’ ( ) ِالا اللہis disclosed upon
me that nothing exists except Allah in the universe. All this I received from my perfect
spiritual guide who is my guardian and benefactor.

گھ ن
ُھ
ِ من ریھگ زہاراں

ِدل درای وخاہج دایں رہلاں

ُےب دح ےب امشراں ھ

رنہ دالیلں وِچ رکف دے

ُھ
ِ ہِک رپدیسی دواج وینں گل ایگ رِت یَب ےب یھجمس دایں امراں
ہ ن ک ن
ب
ُھ
ِ ابھُ دج قشع اھگنچایں داھراں
ؒ َسن ھییدبن ھبس ِھلییا
Explanation: The human inward is vaster than the sea and the waves of Divine gnosis
always surge high. There are also the whirlpools of satanic apprehensions and evil whispers,
though the seekers of Allah rescue themselves from these whirlpools by their wisdom and
reflection. Firstly I am a stranger to this mortal world, secondly involved in the Divine love
and thirdly unfamiliar to the customs and ways of Divine love. Ever since my heart is
captured by His love I have forgotten all worldly pleasures and enjoyments.

ُھ
ِ وس ِدل دور دولیلں

ِدےل وچ دل وج آںیھک

ُھ
ِ رثکت ونکں قلییلںُں

ِدل دا دور اگُاہں رکےیئ

بلق امکل امجولں ومسجں وجرہ اجہ جلییلںُں
ن
ل
ج
ل
ی
ی
ُِںُں ھ
ابھُ ولخت اخص
ہلبق بلق ونمر وہای
ؒ
ُھ
ِ

Explanation: You claim that your soul has awakened but remember that it is far from Reality
as for this Allah’s love has to be cherished removing all worldly loves from the inward.
Take yourself to the realm of Oneness from that of multiplicity. The soul is the essence of
beauty and perfection, the abode of Allah and the place of revelation of Divine light and
theophanies. My inward is a secluded place for love of Allah and the Holy Prophet along
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with the Divine light and blessings due to which it is enlightened and acquainted to
Reality.

ُھ
ِ

اگجون

ولک

سَں
ی

امرن

جھلییاَں

،ریقف

ںیہن

ُھ
ِ ُسَں اپر اھگنلون
ی

 ودنہایں دنایں،ںیہن ریقف

ُھ
ِ مضل ِے ٰؐ اپ ریھٹاون

 وِچ وہا دے،ںیہن ریقف

ُھ
ِ ابھُ ڑہیجے دل وِچ دوتس اکٹون
ؒ انم ریقف اہنتں دا
Explanation: Sainthood or Sufism is not to dance in the streets and markets displaying
yourself a Sufi. Neither sainthood is to take somebody across the running stream without
getting wet nor to offer prayer on the mat hanging in the air. True Fakirs are the ones who
find the concealed Divine Essence in their inward and make Him their Beloved. (Abyat-eBahoo Kamil)

Fakirs and Saints taught people the lesson of self-realization because only then can a
man gain the recognition of Allah. One thing distinguishes Sultan Bahoo from the other
Saints that they only urged man to attain the recognition of soul, inward, inner, esoteric
self and conscience and to get the enlightened insight yet they did not tell about its ‘key’
because of which the spiritual self can travel. Whereas Sultan Bahoo discusses in all of his
writings about this key and its benefits along with its secrets and signs. The key that
unlocks the door to man’s soul and esoteric self and blesses him with the insight is the
invocation and contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat provided it has been granted by the
Universal Divine Man who is the possessor of the Essence and the personal name of Allah
along with all of His attributes.

CHAPTER-4

ISM-E-ALLAH ZAAT
Sultan Bahoo elaborately explains the secrets of the invocation and contemplation of Isme-Allah Zaat (the personal name of Allah) in his books. He has also named it as the
knowledge of alchemy and Divine favour. Ism-e-Allah Zaat is the origin of entire esoteric
knowledge. Through it are achieved the two highest stations of the Divine vision and
presence in the Mohammadan Assembly which are not possible from any other invocation
and reflection. Esoterically there are no exalted stations than these.
Ism-e-Allah Zaat is in fact the Divine Essence and is specific for His glorified Divine
Self. Well known scholars of Islam state that this name is neither derived from any word
nor any new word can be derived from it. Unlike other attributive names of Allah, it cannot
be applied metaphorically on anyone. Thus this name is perfectly pure of combination.
Like Allah Himself, His name is also the One, the Only and:

)112:3( ﴾﴿ ل َ ۡم یَ ِل ۡد۬ۙ َو ل َ ۡم یُوۡل َ ۡد



Meaning: He has not begotten any nor is He begotten. (112:3)
The invocation and contemplation of personal name of Allah develops a special
relationship between Allah and His slave. Quran mentions this name four thousand times.

ّٰ َ

The Mystics and Fakirs consider the name Allah ( )اللہto be His greatest name (Ism-eAzam). This name encompasses all the Divine attributes. Hence when a person remembers
Allah with the name, he actually remembers all the attributive names of Allah simultaneously.
It is the unique quality of this name which is not encompassed by any other of His names.
Imam Fakhruddin al-Razi elaborates this point in a very beautiful manner. He says:
 No doubt! When you remember Allah with His names of compassion and you say
‘the most Beneficent’ (ar-Rahman) or ‘the most Merciful’ (ar-Rahim) you only invoke
His attribute of compassion not of wrath and majesty. Similarly if you remember
Him by the name ‘the All-Knowing’ (al-Alim) you only invoke His attribute of

ّٰ َ

Omniscience not of Omnipotence. On the contrary, when you say Allah ( )اللہyou
invoke all the Divine attributes because the One to be worshipped is the One who
possesses all the Divine attributes. (Tafsir-e-Kabeer, Vol-1 p. 85)
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Name is the medium to call and recognize somebody or something. There are two types
of names; personal and attributive. If somebody’s ‘personal name’ is Naveed and he is an
expert in medical knowledge, he will be called Doctor Naveed. If he has learnt Quran by
heart, he will be called Hafiz Naveed. If he has performed hajj he will be called Haji
Naveed. Hence the more attributes he has, the more attributive names will become a part
of his personal name. So Naveed is his personal name whereas doctor, hafiz or haji are all
his attributive names because they became part of his original name when he acquired
those attributes. This shows that the invocation of an attributive name only includes the
remembrance of one particular attribute while the invocation of the personal name

ّٰ َ

includes each of the attributive names as well. Similarly Allah ( )اللہis His personal name
while the Generous (al-Karim), the All-Merciful (ar-Rahim), the Hider of faults (alGhafur), the Forgiver (al-Ghaffar) and other such Divine names are attributive names and

ّٰ َ

ّٰ َ

they all are included in the personal name Allah ()اللہ. When a person invokes Allah ()اللہ
he in fact remembers Allah along with all His attributes.
Allah has blessed the human beings with the aptitude of knowledge of Ism-e-Allah Zaat
as well as all the other attributive names since eternity as He says in the Quran while
mentioning the creation of Prophet Adam:

َ ُ َ َ ۡ َ ۡ َ َ ّٰ َ َ َ َ
)2:31( آء کل َہا
و علم ادم الاسم



Meaning: And Allah taught Adam all the (Divine) names. (2:31)
From Adam the aptitude of this knowledge was transferred to all his progeny. Therefore
when a person invokes a particular attributive name of Allah repeatedly, its light
enlightens his esoteric self and he acts under the effects of the said light. When he invokes
the attributive name ‘the most Compassionate’ (ar-Rahman) then this invocation blesses
him with the theophanies of this attributive name of Allah and the Divine light of this name
penetrates him. Hence he is blessed according to his capability with the Divine attribute of
compassion and beneficence which prevails all over the universe and due to which all the
creations have the emotion of kindness and are compassionate towards each other. The
invoker becomes the possessor of the attribute of compassion and acts accordingly in his
esoteric and exoteric matters. Similarly when a person invokes the Divine names, the
Hearer of all (as-Sami) or the Seer of all (al-Basir) he is blessed with these attributes
according to his capability and in addition to the physical senses of hearing and seeing, he
acquires these senses esoterically as well. He can hear the unspoken words through
inspiration and can see the unseen esoteric and exoteric places and incidents. Similarly
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the effects of the invocation of other attributive names can be understood. However when
a person remembers Allah with His personal name which is Ism-e-Allah Zaat then Allah
blesses him with the theophanies of His Essence that possesses all the Divine attributes
due to which the invoker witnesses the light of the Essence within himself. His being is
enlightened with this light and he is blessed with the Divine vision.
Like Allah Himself, His name is also unprecedented, peerless and unique because of its
astonishing marvels and meaningfulness. The distinguished quality of this name is that if
its letters are gradually separated, even then its meanings are not changed and in any case
it remains Ism-e-Allah Zaat and is used to address Allah only. If the first letter, Alif ( )اof

ّٰ َ
ّٰ
( اللہAllah) is removed it becomes ( ل ِلہLillah) in Arabic which means ‘to Allah’ or ‘for
Allah.’ It is also Ism-e-Allah Zaat. In the Quran Allah says:

ۡ َ ۡ َ َ ّٰ ّٰ َ
َ ّٰ
)2:284( ض
ِ لِل ِہ ما فِی السمو ِت و ما فِی الار



Meaning: Whatever exists in the heavens and the earth belongs to Allah. (2:284)
If the first

ّٰ
( لLaam) of ( ل ِلہLillah) is removed, it becomes ( لَہLaHoo) in Arabic which

means ‘for Him’. It is also Ism-e-Allah Zaat. As Allah says in the Quran:

َ َ ُ
ُ ۡ ۡ
ۡ
)64:1( ﴾﴿ ل َ ُہ المُلک َو ل َ ُہ ال َح ۡم ُد ۫ َو ُہوَ َعلّٰی ک ِل ش ۡی ٍء ق ِدیۡ ٌر



Meaning: For Him is the entire kingdom and for Him is all the praise. And He is AllPowerful over everything. (64:1)
If the second

ل

(Laam) is also removed it becomes

ُہو

ُ

(Hoo) in Arabic. Hoo ( )ہوis a

pronoun for Allah as used many times in the Quran for Ism-e-Allah Zaat:

ُ

َ ّٰ
َ ۡۤ
)59:22( َُہوَ الل ُہ ال ِذ ۡی لَا ِالّٰ َہ ِالا ُہو



Meaning: He (Hoo  ) ہوis Allah, besides Whom there is no God. (59:22)
Allah says in the Quran:

َ ُ ۡ ُ ُ ّٰ َ
ۡ َالس ّٰم ّٰو ِت َو الۡا
)24:35( ض
ر
اللہ نور
ِ

Meaning: Allah (Ism-e-Allah Zaat) is the light of the heavens and the earth. (24:35)
Sultan Bahoo says:
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 From this Divine light (of Ism-e-Allah Zaat) all the creation manifested and hence
this light is the sustenance of all the creation. (Majalisa-tul-Nabi)
Allah manifested the Mohammadan light from the light of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and then
He created all the souls of the creation from this light. The sustenance of human soul is
the light of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. When souls are provided with their sustenance, they gain
the sight to see Allah.
Abdullah ibn Abbas says:

َ
َ ُ
َ ُ
َ
ف ِ ْی ک ِل ش ْی ٍء ِا ْس ٌم ِم ْن ا ْسمَائِ ٖہ ت َعالّٰی َو ِا ْس ُم ک ِل ش ْی ٍء ِم ْن ِا ْس ِم ٖہ



Meaning: Every creation has a particular Divine name from all the Divine names and
manifestation of every name is from the name of Allah (Ism-e-Allah Zaat).
Husayn ibn Ali says in his book Mirat-ul-Arifeen:
 And manifested the eternal Reality through the creation and created the creation from
the eternal Reality (His Own Essence) and scattered the written order and wrote that
in the hidden Book with the revealing ink which was concealed in the esoteric self of
the Writer. Completed the Book with letters and sentences, inscribed the both in it,
joined with discipline all the perfection which is in the Book in detail and then
abridged it all in the opening chapter of Quran. What is written and hidden in this
opening chapter is kept in Bismillah. This chapter is the comprehensive book for all
the levels and worlds which are in the comprehensive Book. That is why it is titled as
the mother of the Book while Bismillah (Bismillah ar-Rahman ar-Rahim) is called
the mother of mothers. It is also divided in two; that which is related to the Essence is
Bism and the other which is related to the attributes is ar-Rahman (the most
Beneficent) and ar-Rahim (the most Merciful). What is between them is Ism-e-Allah
Zaat (it is the word ‘Allah’ when written in Arabic). So it is comprehensive of both.
Sultan Bahoo says:
 The seven layers of earth and skies are stable without any pillar only because of Isme-Allah Zaat. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
Everyone has a name which is different from his essence. Since Allah has no partners
therefore He is One and Only in His name and Essence.
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MANIFESTATION OF THE DIVINE ESSENCE AS ISM-EALLAH ZAAT
When Allah intended to manifest Himself, He descended from the world of Oneness towards
the world of multiplicity and made Ism-e-Allah Zaat the source of His recognition. Allah
says in a Qudsi Hadith:

ََ ْ ًَْ ُْ
َْْ َََْ ُْ َ
کن ُت کنزا َمخ ِف ًیا فا ْح َب ْب ُت ا ْن اع َر َف فخلق ُت الخل َق



Meaning: I was a hidden Treasure, I desired to be recognized so I created the creation.
‘Hidden treasure’ means that Allah’s Essence as well as all His attributes were initially
concealed. Then an intense desire to be recognized aroused in the Essence for which the

ُ

ََ

simple phrase ‘I desired’ ( )فا ْح َب ْبتis used in the aforementioned Hadith but this desire

aroused with such intensity that the Sufis interpreted it as the passionate Divine love
instead of simply love. When love reaches the highest degree of intensity, it becomes
ardent (ishq )قشع. It was the ardent love which formed the basis of creation of mankind
and the whole universe. Hence the main reason behind the creation of all the created
things was to recognize their Creator as Allah has clearly said in the Hadith.
Sultan Bahoo says:
 When Allah desired (to be recognized), He separated Ism-e-Allah Zaat from Himself
(manifested Himself in the form of Ism-e-Allah Zaat). From Ism-e-Allah Zaat the
Mohammadan light manifested. When Allah beheld His reflection in the mirror of
His Oneness in the form of Mohammadan light, He was fascinated and became fond
of Himself and got the titles of ‘Lord of the lords’ and ‘the beloved of Allah’ from
His Own Divine court. Then Allah created the souls of all the creatures of eighteen
thousand realms from the Mohammadan light. (Ain-ul-Faqr)

NATURE OF MAN AND ISM-E-ALLAH ZAAT
When Allah viewed Himself in the form of Mohammadan light in the mirror of His Divine
Nature, He adored His magnificent beauty and became His own lover. This love is the
special essence of the Mohammadan light. Then Allah created the souls from this light by
His command of ‘Be!’
The Holy Prophet said:
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ُ
َ ّٰ ُ َ َ
َ ُ
انا ِم ْن نوْرِ الل ِہ ت َعالّٰی َوک ُل خلَائِ ٍق ِم ْن نوْرِ ْی



Meaning: I am from the light of Allah and all the creation is from my light.
When all the souls were created from the Mohammadan light, the special essence of
Divine love was transferred to them. Then Allah unveiled Himself in front of the souls to
be loved and praised for His beauty and grace. He appeared before the souls in the form
of Ism-e-Allah Zaat because Allah is One and has no partners so He is also unique and
single in His name and Essence. His name is not anything other than His Essence, they
are the same and One. All the souls were mesmerized to see the unmatched and boundless
Divine beauty and got engrossed in His glorification. This invocation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat
and the Divine vision became the sustenance of the souls and they started getting their
strength and nourishment. Out of His kindness, Allah has deliberately revealed this
particular incident of the manifestation of His Divine beauty in the Quran so that the
human soul can regain the recognition of Allah which they forgot when they came to the
world. Allah reminds the souls of the promise they made in eternity when they were
blessed with the Divine vision:

ُ
َ
)7:172( ال َ ۡس ُت ِبرَ ِبک ۡم



Meaning: Am I not your Lord? (Are you all not sustained by My invocation, vision,
beauty and wrath!) (7:172)
At that time the eyes of souls were enlightened by the light of Ism-e-Allah Zaat, they
were engrossed in the Divine vision and were free from all the impurities of the material
world, so:

ُ َ
)7:172( قالوۡا بَلّٰی



Meaning: They (the souls) said, “Yes!” (You are our Sustainer.) (7:172)
They admitted that they were sustained and nourished by beholding the Divine beauty
and by His invocation.
On the basis of this verse Sultan Bahoo and other Sufis justify the existence and
attributes of the soul because when Allah asked, “Am I not your Lord?” the souls replied
in harmony, “Yes! Verily. We testify.” The interesting point is that in order to answer any
question, it is necessary to have the power of listening, understanding and speaking. This
verse proves that the soul is a complete entity with all the senses. Allah has also
mentioned this fact in the Quran many a times. He says:
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َ ُ َ
ۡ ۡ َ ۡ َ ًۡ َ َ َ َ َ َََۡ ۡ َََ
ََۡ َ ُُ
س۫ۙ ل َ ُہ ۡم قلوۡ ٌب لا یفق ُہوۡ َن ِب َہا ۫ َو ل َ ُہ ۡم ا ۡعی ٌن لا یُ ۡب ِص ُر ۡو َن ِب َہا ۫ َو ل َ ُہ ۡم
ِ و لقد ذرانا ل ِجہنم ک ِثیرا ِمن ال ِج ِن و الاِن
َ ٌ َ ّٰ
َۡ َ َ ُ
ُ ّٰ ۡ َ ُ َ َ
)7:179( ﴾﴿ ان لا یَ ۡسمَ ُعوۡ َن ِب َہا ؕ اولٰٓ ِئک کالۡان َعا ِم بَ ۡل ُہ ۡم اض ُل ؕ اولٰٓ ِئک ُہ ُم الغ ِفلوۡ َن
اذ



Meaning: And surely, We have created a large (number) of jinns and human beings for
hell: they have inwards (and minds but) cannot understand (the truth) with them; and they
have eyes (but) cannot perceive (the truth) with them; and (also) they possess ears (but)
cannot hear (the truth) with them. They are like cattle rather more misguided (than them). It
is they who are neglectful. (7:179)

ۡ ٌّۢ ٌ
َ
)2:18( ﴾﴿ ُصم بُک ٌم ُع ۡم ٌی ف ُہ ۡم لَا یَ ۡر ِج ُعوۡ َن



Meaning: They are deaf, dumb and blind. So they will not return (to the right path). (2:18)
These few verses prove that in addition to the physical senses of sight, speaking and
hearing, human also possesses esoteric senses which are related to his soul. Iqbal says:

ِبلط

ےس

دخا

ِںیہن

ونر

اک

رک

یھب

انیب

دل
ِ

دل

ونر

اک

آھکن

Explanation: Pray for an enlivened soul as it witnesses Allah’s grandeur from the light (of
Ism-e-Allah Zaat). The enlightenment of inward eyes shows what the physical eyes
cannot. (Bal-e-Jibril)
After the crucial question and answer Allah intended to confer the Divine Trust of His
ardent love upon these souls and asked, “Is there anyone who would bear the Trust of My
love? Is there any true lover of Mine amongst you?” The souls of all the other creations
refused to bear this Trust except the souls of human beings because the Trust of Divine
love is not an easy one. One has to bear it at the cost of his life. Only the human soul had
the courage to take the risk. Allah has revealed it in the Quran in the following words:

َ َ َ ََ َ َۡ َ ۡ َ َ َ
ُ الس ّٰم ّٰوت َو الۡاَ ۡرض َو الۡج َبال َفاَبَی ۡ َن اَ ۡن یَ ۡحم ۡل َن َہا َو اَ ۡش َف ۡق َن م ۡن َہا َو َحمَ َل َہا الۡان ۡ َس
ؕ ان
ِانا عرضنا الامانة علی
ِ
ِ
ِ
ِ
ِ ِ ِ
َُ َ َ َ
)33:72( ﴾﴿ ان ظلوۡ ًما َج ُہوۡلًا
ِانہ ک



Meaning: Indeed We offered the Trust to the heavens and the earth and the mountains,
but they declined to bear this and felt scared of it, but man took it on. Verily he is ever so
cruel (towards his innerself) and ignorant (of his highest rank near Allah). (33:72)
According to the Sufis, this Trust is Ism-e-Allah Zaat.
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Just like we need two lights to see and recognize things, one is the light of eyes which
gives the power to see and the other is light from some source like sun or artificial light.
If one is missing (either one is blind or there is complete darkness) then nothing can be
seen and recognized. Similarly in the spiritual world there are two lights which enable the
soul to have the vision and recognition of Allah, one is the light of eyes of the soul which
has been proved and the other is the light of Ism-e-Allah Zaat about which Allah says in
the Quran:

ۡ َ ۡ َ ّٰ ّٰ َ ُ ۡ ُ ُ ّٰ َ
)24:35( ض
ِ اللہ نور السمو ِت و الار



Meaning: Allah (Ism-e-Allah Zaat) is the light of the heavens and the earth. (24:35)

ّٰ َ
ُ َ ُُ
َ
ۡ ُ
)2:257( ِالل ُہ َولِیُ ال ِذیۡ َن ّٰا َمنوۡا ۙ یُخ ِر ُج ُہ ۡم ِم َن الظل ّٰم ِت ِالی النوۡر



Meaning: Allah (Ism-e-Allah Zaat) is the Guardian of the believers. He brings them out
of (all kinds of) darkness and takes them towards the light. (2:257)
Man beheld Allah through His light and this Divine light is present in man’s inward
wrapped up in pure veils, towards which the Quran and Hadith bring forth our attention
many a times:

ََ
ُ َۡ
َ
)30:8( ا َو ل َ ۡم یَ َتفک ُر ۡوا ف ِ ۡیۤۡ انف ِس ِہ ۡم



Meaning: Have they not meditated within themselves. (30:8)

ُ ََ ُ ُ َۡ
)51:21( ﴾﴿ َو ف ِ ۡیۤۡ انف ِسک ۡم ؕ افلَا ت ۡب ِص ُر ۡو َن



Meaning: And (I am) in your selves (as well). So do you not notice? (51:21)

َۡ َ
ۡ
)50:16( ﴾﴿ َو ن ۡح ُن اق َر ُب ِال َ ۡی ِہ ِم ۡن َح ۡب ِل الوَرِیۡ ِد



Meaning: And We are nearer to him than his jugular vein. (50:16)

َ َاُولٰٓئ َک کَ َت َب ف ۡی ُق ُلوۡبہ ُم ال ۡاِیۡم
)58:22( ان
ِِ ِ
ِ



Meaning: It is they in whose inwards Allah has inscribed faith. (58:22)

ُ اَف َ َر َءیۡ َت َمن اتَ َخ َذ ِالّٰ َـہہ َہ ّٰو
)45:23( ىہ
ِ

Meaning: Have you seen him who has made his desire his god. (45:23)
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Hadiths:

ُ
ُ ُُ َُْ
ُ َ ُْ
ُ
ُ ْ ّٰ َ
ِان الل َہ لَا یَنظ ُر ِال ّٰی ُصوَرِک َم َول َا یَنظ ُر ِالّٰی ا ْعمَال ِک ْم َولّٰ ِک ْن ینظ ُر ف ِ ْی قلوْ ِبک ْم َونِ َیا ِتک ْم



Meaning: Verily! Allah neither observes your physical appearance nor the deeds rather He
observes your inward and intentions.

َ ُ َانَمَا ال ْاَ ْعم
ات
ِ ال ِبال ِنی
ِ



Meaning: Deeds are judged by intentions. (Bukhari 6953, Abu Dawud 2201)

َ ّٰ ُ َ
ْ َْ
قل ُب المُ ْؤ ِم ِن ع ْرش الل ِہ ت َعال ّٰی



Meaning: The inward of believer is the Throne of Allah.
There are numerous verses and Hadiths stating the importance of inward and esoteric
self which are the centre of thoughts and ideas and where lies the faith. Cursed Satan
whispers evil in the very thoughts. As the Quran tells:

َ ۡ ُ ُ ۡ ُ َُۡ ۡ َ
)114:5( ﴾﴿ اس
الن
ِ ِال ِذی یوس ِوس فِی صدور



Meaning: Who whispers into the inwards of mankind. (114:5)
In short when man declared to be the lover of Allah in front of everyone in the
congregation of souls, Allah intended to check the truth and sincerity of his love. He
separated the human soul from Himself and deprived it from the vision of His beauty by
placing veils on His light and concealing the soul of man in a physical body. Allah sent
man in the material world which is in fact an abode of trial. Man descended from best

َْ

َ

constitution (Ahsan Taqwim82 ) ا ْح َس ِن تق ِویْمtowards lowest of the lowest (Asfal-us-Safilin83

َ َ
ْ
)ا ْسف َل ّٰس ِف ِلی َن

as the desires of innerself, satanic attributes, filth and impurities of the

material world were added to the human nature during his descent towards the material
world. Moreover to test the ability of every soul to protect the Divine Trust, Allah allowed
Satan and the innerself to dominate it and hence man was brought in the trial of this
world from the heaven of His closeness and union.
Sultan Bahoo says:

82
83

Sura at-Tin, verse 4.
Sura at-Tin, verse 5.
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ُِِ وکےل اہےس ھ،ِااسں و

ُ َ
ُ
ک ْن ف َیکوْن دجوں رفامای

ُِِ آیہ ےکہ گج وِچ ڈڈنھایےس ھ،ہِکے ذات رب ِد
ُِِےکہ الاکمن اکمن ااسڈا ِےکہ آن اتبں وِچ اھپےس ھ
ُھ
ِ ابھُ وکیئ الص تیلپ اتں انےس
ِؒ سفن تیلپ نلی یمی یتیک
Explanation: We were with Allah when He created the creation saying ‘Be!’. There was a
time when we were with the Divine Essence and now is the time when our soul is trapped
in human body searching for Allah. There was a time when we dwelled in the station of
no station and now we are imprisoned in the earthen body. Our souls have been polluted
and have become impure due to the innerself otherwise this is not how we were. (Abyat-eBahoo Kamil)

When man came to this world he had to face a completely new and strange environment
because Allah has concealed the reality of everything by putting a physical veil over it.
This veil not only keeps the reality of everything safe in this material world but is also a
source of its recognition. This veil is called ‘exoteric self’ (zahir) of that particular thing
and the concealed reality is called its ‘esoteric self’ (batin). For example the kernel of an
almond which is its reality, is concealed in a hard outward cover. This cover not only
protects the almond but is also a source of its recognition. Similarly fruits such as banana
and orange are covered by a peal. The peal is made up of a different material than that of
the fruit inside. This peal not only protects the fruit but also helps in the identification of
the type of fruit. If these outer protecting covers were not made, the real substances would
have gone rotten and wasted. Similarly the human soul has been protected in this world by
a physical material body which helps in movements and actions as well as becomes the
identity of that person. Since soul is the actual being of man, it has got control over the
physical body which is just a cover. In this world the soul has to confront three enemies:
Satan, innerself and attractions of the world. These three surround the soul to snatch the
Divine Trust. If the soul of man dominates the desires of his body then certainly he can
walk the straight path towards Allah and reach the destination (Allah) thus achieving the
main purpose of life that is vision and recognition of Allah. On the contrary if he would
let his enemies-Satan, innerself and the world to overpower him and take his control, then
they would not let him succeed in his test. On the doomsday he would be amongst the
failures and the disgraced ones. Shaikh al-Akbar Mohiyuddin ibn Arabi says:
 The outward of human beings is their body while their esoteric self is the soul. Body
is something entirely different from the soul although the referred person is treated as
one entity. If the body is nourished and the soul is neglected, the body will get
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healthier and the soul weaker. The animal instincts of the body will dominate the
Divine qualities of soul. However if the soul is nourished (through the invocation and
contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat) its Divine attributes will dominate the bestial
qualities of the body. (Exegesis of Fusus al-Hikam Wal-Aiqan p. 107)
 Faith is perfected when the soul dominates the body.

(Exegesis of Fusus al-Hikam Wal-

Aiqan p. 141)

A human being is combination of body and soul. Body is created by the semen in this
world and is related to it only. The soul is a sublime and subtle being which is related to
the Divine world. Both are attracted and inclined towards their respective origins as it is
said in a Hadith:

َ ُ
َ ُ
ک ُل ش ْیٍَۙءیَ ْر ِجع ِالّٰی ا ْص ِل ٖہ



Meaning: Everything turns towards its origin.
Since the body is composed of matter, its food for growth is also from the world which
is why the body has the appetite for worldly pleasures and eatables. All the animals have
this inclination. In the Holy Quran, Allah has called all those beings who require food of

َ

this world as ‘moving creature’ (  ) َدٓاب ٍةand says:

ُ ۡ ّٰ َ َ ۡ َ ۡ َ َ ۡ َ َ
)11:6( ض ِالا َعلی الل ِہ رِزق َہا
ِ و ما ِمن دٓاب ٍة فِی الار



Meaning: And there is no moving creature (living being) on the earth but (that) its sustenance
is (a bountiful obligation) upon Allah. (11:6)
Allah has fixed the sustenance for every living being since eternity. It can neither be
increased nor decreased no matter how much one tries through legitimate or illegitimate
ways. Though if one sincerely spends in the way of Allah it is increased ten to seventy
times. Allah has also made perfect arrangements to supply this sustenance. It is said that
livelihood searches the person like death and reaches him in any case. A person cannot
meet death unless he has taken the portion of sustenance fixed for him since eternity.
There are two ways to get livelihood, hard work and complete trust upon Allah. The person
who turns towards Allah and seeks only Him without worrying about his sustenance,
leaving it upon Allah to provide him, he is truly resigned to the will of Allah. People who
do not trust Allah the way He should be trusted, keep running after the livelihood
throughout their life and forget to seek Allah. They seek sustenance and forget the
Sustainer. Allah says to such people:
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ََ
ُ َ ُ ُ ّٰ َ َ ۡ
َ َ َ
)29:60( َو کایِ ۡن ِم ۡن َدٓاب ٍة لا ت ۡح ِم ُل رِزق َہا ۖ٭ الل ُہ یَ ۡرزق َہا َو ِایاک ۡم



Meaning: And many an animal there is that does not carry its sustenance (with it)! Allah
provides for them and for you too. (29:60)
Allah has created a lot of sources and ways of earning for those who try to get it
through hard work. The way chosen by a person would determine the source. He is free to
choose any profession, trade, business, agriculture etc. Hard work is also of two types;
lawful or unlawful. If he chooses lawful way, he will be provided with all the lawful
sources of earnings. If he chooses the unlawful ways of earnings, he will be provided
with their sources. The decision has been left open for man. The way of hard work is of
difficulties and risks. Sultan Bahoo says:
 There is accountability for the lawful earnings and punishment for the unlawful earnings.
(Ain-ul-Faqr)

Although Allah has liberated man from the worries of his sustenance but man fails to
have complete trust upon Allah and the promises Allah has made in the Quran about the
provision of his livelihood. He keeps trying hard to increase it disregarding the fact that it
has already been fixed.
On the other hand, soul the subtle being of man is related to the Divine world so it is
attracted towards it. The soul is always inclined towards the Divine love, knowledge,
closeness, vision and union. Its sustenance and nourishment lies in the invocation and
contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat because Ism-e-Allah Zaat is also related to the Divine
world and its invocation and contemplation are the sources of strengthening man’s
relation with Allah. Allah has directed the attention of man towards it in the Holy Quran.
It is a fact that Allah cannot be recognized by just outward discussions and deeds. The
outward knowledge can neither reveal the reality of the great spiritual status and
miraculous powers of Prophet Mohammad nor the reality behind revelation of the Quran
and Miraj. That is why the religious scholars with just superficial knowledge are always
contradicting others regarding the matters of hidden knowledge of the Holy Prophet,
reality of Miraj, miracles, possibility of vision of Allah in this world etc. To know all
these hidden facts the best and easiest way is the invocation and contemplation of Ism-eAllah Zaat. Without it the spiritual way towards the Divine observation, closeness, vision
and union is impossible to achieve which gives eternal life to the soul.
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INVOCATION AND CONTEMPLATION
OF ISM-E-ALLAH ZAAT
Allah says in the Quran:

ُُۡ
ۡ َ ّٰ ۡ َ
)13:28( ﴾﴿ الَا ِب ِذک ِر الل ِہ تِ َم ِئ ُن القلوۡ ُب



Meaning: Know that it is the invocation of Allah (Ism-e-Allah Zaat) alone that brings
calm to the inwards. (13:28)

ّٰ ۡ
ُ ُ َ ۡ َ ۡۤ َ َ ۡ ُ ُ َ ۡ َ ۡ ُ ۡ ُ َ ۡ ُ َ ّٰ َ ۡ َ َ ُ َ ٰۤ
ّٰ ۡ َ ُ َ َ ّٰ ۡ َ
﴾﴿ادک ۡم َع ۡن ِذک ِر الل ِہ ۚ َو َم ۡن یف َع ۡل ذل ِک فاولٰٓ ِئک ُہ ُم الخ ِس ُر ۡو َن
یایہا ال ِذین امنوا لا تل ِہکم اموالکم و لا اول



)63:9(
Meaning: O believers! Let not your wealth and your children make you neglectful of the
very invocation of Allah (Ism-e-Allah Zaat). And whoever does so, it is they who are the
losers. (63:9)

ۡ ُ ُ َ َ ۡ َ ّٰ ُ ۡ
)62:10( ﴾﴿ َو اذک ُروا الل َہ ک ِثی ًرا ل َعلک ۡم تف ِل ُحوۡ َن



Meaning: And invoke Allah much so that you may attain to prosperity. (62:10)

َ َُ
ۡ َ ۡ ّٰ ُ ۡ ُ
)33:41( ﴾﴿ٰۤیای َہاال ِذیۡ َن ّٰا َمنوا اذک ُروا الل َہ ِذک ًرا ک ِثی ًرا



Meaning: O believers! Keep invoking Allah abundantly. (33:41)

َ َ ً َ ۡ َ ۡ ُ َ ُ ّٰ َ َ َ ّٰ ّٰ َ ً ۡ َ َ ّٰ َ ۡ ّٰ َ
ۡ
ً
َ
ۡ
ً
)33:35( ﴾﴿ و الذکِ ِرین اللہ ک ِثیرا و الذکِر ِت ۙ اعد اللہ لہم مغ ِفرۃ و اجرا ع ِظیما



Meaning: And the men who invoke Allah abundantly and the women who invoke Allah
very much-Allah has prepared for all of them forgiveness and a mighty reward. (33:35)

ُ ۡ ُ َُۡ ُۡ َ
َُۡ
)2:152( ﴾﴿فاذک ُر ۡون ِ ۡیۤۡ اذک ۡرک ۡم َو اشک ُر ۡوا ل ِ ۡی َو لَا تکف ُر ۡو ِن



Meaning: So remember Me (through the invocation of My name), I shall remember you.
And always be thankful to Me and never be ungrateful to Me. (2:152)

ُ َ ّٰ َ ُ ۡ َ َ ّٰ ۡ َ ۡ َ ۡ َ َ
)3:101( ﴾﴿ اط م ۡس َت ِق ۡی ٍم
ٍ و من یعت ِصم ِبالل ِہ فقد ہ ِدی ِالی ِصر



Meaning: And whoever holds fast to Allah (Ism-e-Allah Zaat) is most surely guided to
the straight path. (3:101)

َ َ َ ُ
ۡ َ
)2:238( ّٰح ِفظوۡا َعلی الصل ّٰو ِت َو الص ّٰلو ِۃ الوُ ۡس ِّٰی
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Meaning: Guard strictly all your prayers especially the middle prayer (the inward prayer
of invocation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat). (2:238)

ّٰ ۡ
َُ
َ ۡ َ َ ۡ َ ۡ َ َ َ َ َ ۡ ُ ُ َ ۡ َ َ ۡ ُ ۡ َ ُ ّٰ ۡ َ ُ ۡ ُ َ َ
ۡ
آء فِی الخ ۡمرِ َو المَ ۡی ِس ِر َو یَ ُصدک ۡم َع ۡن ِذک ِر الل ِہ َو َع ِن
ِانما یرِید الشیِن ان یوقِع بینکم العداوۃ و البغض
َ
)5:91( الص ّٰلو ِۃ



Meaning: Satan seeks only to breed enmity and spite amongst you by means of wine and
gambling and hinder you from invoking Allah (Ism-e-Allah Zaat) and observing prayer.
(5:91)

The following verses prove that the Muslims who are negligent of the invocation of Isme-Allah Zaat are considered as the depraved ones. They are warned of hard punishment and
Allah has forbidden others to have close relationship with them. Allah says:

ّٰ َ َ
ُ َ َ ّٰ
َ َ َ َ َ ۡ ۡ
ُۡ َ ۡ َ
ۡ ََۡ
َ ۡ
فاع ِرض َع ۡن م ۡن توَلی۬ۙ َع ۡن ِذک ِرنا َو ل َ ۡم یُرِ ۡد ِالا ال َح ّٰیوۃ الدن َیا ﴿ؕ﴾ ذل ِک َم ۡبلغ ُہ ۡم ِم َن ال ِعل ِم ؕ ِان َربک ُہوَ ا ۡعل ُم
َ َ
َ
)53:29-30( ﴾﴿ ِبمَ ۡن ض َل َع ۡن َس ِب ۡی ِل ٖہ ۙ َو ُہوَ ا ۡعل ُم ِب َم ِن ۡاہ َت ّٰدی



Meaning: So divert your attention from him who turns away from Our invocation and
desires nothing but the life of this world. That is but the limit of the working of their
knowledge. Verily your Lord fully knows him who has strayed from His path and (also)
knows best him who has attained guidance. (53:29-30)

ّٰ َ

The invocation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat ( )اللہcreates light of faith in the inward. Therefore
one who is ignorant of its invocation is declared as depraved. It is the saying of Allah:

ّٰ َ َ َ
ُُ
ّٰ ۡ
َ َ
َ
ُ
َ َ ُ ّٰ ۡ
افمَ ۡن ش َر َح الل ُہ َص ۡد َرہ ل ِلۡاِ ۡسلَا ِم ف ُہوَ َعلّٰی نوۡ ٍر ِم ۡن ر ِب ٖہ ؕ فوَیۡ ٌل ل ِلق ِس َی ِة قلوۡبُ ُہ ۡم ِم ۡن ِذک ِر الل ِہ ؕ اولٰٓ ِئک ف ِ ۡی ض ّٰل ٍل
ۡ ُ
)39:22( ﴾﴿ م ِبی ٍن



Meaning: Well! He whose inward Allah has opened for Islam (by the invocation of Isme-Allah Zaat) is (stationed) in the light from his Lord. (But on the contrary) those whose
inwards are hardened for (being deprived of the bounty of) Allah’s invocation are destined
to ruin. It is they who are in open error. (39:22)
 Abu Saeed al-Khudri narrates that the Holy Prophet was asked, “Who among men
will be superior in rank on doomsday?” The Holy Prophet said, “Those men and women

ّٰ َ

who excessively invoke Allah ()اللہ.” He (the narrator) submitted, “O Messenger of
Allah! Even above those who fight in the way of Allah?” The Holy Prophet said,
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“Yes! If they strike the disbelievers and the idolaters with their sword until it breaks

ّٰ َ

and gets dyed in blood, those who invoke Allah ( )اللہcontinuously would still be
superior in rank.” (Tirmidhi 3376)
 Abu Musa al-Ash’ari narrates that the Prophet of Allah said, “He who invokes Allah

ّٰ َ

( )اللہand he who does not are like the living and the dead, respectively.” (Bukhari 6407)
The Holy Prophet said:

َ َ ّٰ ْ ْ َ ْ
َْ ُ َُ ٌ َ ْ ُ ْ َ ُ َََْْ
س یَخ ُر ُج ِبغیرِ ِذک ِرالل ِہ ت َعالّٰی ف ُہوَ َم ِی ٌت
ٍ ا لانفاس معدودۃ وکل نف



Meaning: Everyone has counted breaths. The breath which passes without the invocation
of Allah is dead.
Sultan Bahoo explains the Hadith as follows:

ُِِوج دم اغلف وس دم اکرف اسونں رُمدش اہہی ڑپاھای ھ
ن
سَ نخُس ایگں لھُک ا ِ ی
ُِِِھک ااسں تِچ مُال ول الای ھ
ی
ُِِیتیک اجن وحاےل رب دے ااسں ااسی قشع امکای ھ
ُھ
ِ ابھُ اتں بلطم ونں اپای
ِؒ
رمن وتں اےگ رم ےئگ
Explanation: My spiritual guide has taught me the lesson that a breath without the invocation
of Ism-e-Allah Zaat makes one a pagan. Therefore, I have made my inward oblige to it. I
have done such a trade for Divine love in which I have submitted my whole life to
Allah’s will. I have given up my will and desires. The union with Allah is blessed upon
the one who dies before death. (Abyat-e-Bahoo Kamil)
 It is the saying of Prophet Mohammad sall’Allahu alayhi wa’alihi wasallam:

ّٰ ْ ْ َ ْ ْ ّٰ ْ َ ْ َ ْ ْ َ
طل ُب الخیرِ طل ُب الل ِہ َو ِذک ُر الخی ِر ِذک ُر اللہ



Meaning: The best desire is to seek Allah and the best invocation is of Allah (Ism-e-Allah
Zaat).

ّٰ َ

Therefore Allah has ordered many times to invoke Ism-e-Allah Zaat ()اللہ.
The inward invocation of Allah is the eternal prayer. Its purpose is described in the
following Hadith:
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َ ّٰ ْ ْ َ ْ ُ َ
َ ُ
ٌَ
ل ِک ِل ش ْی ٍء ُم ْص ِقلة َو ُم ْص ِقلة القل ِب ِذک ُر الل ِہ ت َعالّٰی



Meaning: There is a burnisher for everything and the burnisher of inward is the invocation
of Allah.

ّٰ َ

Now it is clear that Allah has ordered the invocation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat ( )اللہfor the
purification and cleansing of the inward. In fact inward is the mirror in which the light of
Allah can be observed but only if it is clean. That is why we should always remain
occupied in the invocation and contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat to keep the inward pure
and clean from the filth of world so that we can fulfil the promise of, “Yes! (Bala!).”84
Sultan Bahoo explains the Hadith in these words:

ُابھُ دور ویھتن ک رپدے ھ
ِؒ دل رک لقیص ےشیش واوگنں
Explanation: Make your inward clear like a mirror then all your veils will be removed. The
cleaner the mirror of your inward, the clearer is the reflection of the light of Allah. (Abyate-Bahoo Kamil)

It is the saying of Prophet Mohammad:

َ ّٰ ْ
َ َْ ٌ َ
َما َص َدقة افض ُل ِم ْن ِذک ِر الل ِہ ت َعالّٰی



Meaning: No charity is better than invoking His name (Ism-e-Allah Zaat).

ْ
ّٰ ْ ُ ُ َ َ َ َ ُ ْ ّٰ ُ ُ َ َ َ
ض الل ِہ َع َد ُم ِذک ِر ٖہ
ِ علامة ح ِب الل ِہ ِذکرہ وعلامة بغ



Meaning: The sign of loving Allah is invoking His name and the sign of hostility is
leaving His invocation.

َ ّٰ ْ ْ ُ َ ْ َ
الذک ِر ِذک ُر الل ِہ ت َعالّٰی
ِ افضل



Meaning: The greatest of all the invocations is the invocation of Allah.
The Holy Prophet said to his sacred Companions:
 “Should I tell you the act which is the most favourite and elevated near Allah and the
best of all deeds even better than spending gold and silver in the way of Allah or
fighting for His cause and killing the enemies of Allah or being martyred?” The
Companions replied, “Why not O Prophet of Allah! Do tell us.” He exclaimed, “It is
the invocation of Allah.” (Tirmidhi 3377)

84

A reference to sura 7 verse 172 as mentioned earlier in this chapter.
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 Someone asked Salman the Persian that which deed is the most supreme? He answered:
Have you not read the Quran? Allah says:

ۡ َ ّٰ ۡ
)29:45( َو ل َ ِذک ُر الل ِہ اکب َ ُر



Meaning: Verily the invocation of Allah is the greatest. (29:45)
Qudsi Hadiths:

َ َ
َ َََ ُْ
َ َ
ِاذا َرایْ َت َع ْب ِد ْی لَا یَذک ُرن ِ ْی فانا ا ْح َج ُبہ َع ْن ذال ِک



Meaning: When you see that My slave is not performing My invocation, understand that I
have veiled him.

ََ َ
َ َ َ َ
َ ََ
)۲۲۸۵انا َمع َع ْب ِد ْی ِاذا ذک َرن ِ ْی َو ت َح َرک َت ب ِ ْی شف َتاہ (ٰوکشمۃ۔



Meaning: I am with My slave when he remembers Me by moving his lips (by the invocation
of Allah with tongue). (Mishkat 2285)

ْاَنَا ِع ْن َد َظن َع ْب ِد ْی ب ْی َو اَن َا َم َعہ ِا َذا َذک َ َرنِیْ َف ِا ْن َذک َ َرن ِ ْی ف ِ ْی ن َ ْف ِس ٖہ َذک َ ْرتُہ ف ِ ْی ن َ ْف ِس ْی َو ِا ْن َذک َ َرنِیْ ف ِ ْی َملَا ٍء َذک َ ْرتُہ فِی
ِ
ِ
ْ َْ َ
)7405۔،َملا ٍء خی ٌر ِمن ُہ ْم (اخبر



Meaning: I am as My slave perceives Me. I am with him when he invokes Me. When he
remembers Me secretly I also remember him secretly. And when he remembers Me in a
gathering, I also remember him in a better gathering. (Bukhari 7405)

ّٰ َ

All the said Quranic verses and Hadiths prove that the invocation of Allah ( )اللہis the
greatest of all the worships. However one must grasp that how invocation should be
performed so as to get its real beneficence which is the recognition of one’s innerself. It
advances towards the recognition of Allah as is said in the Hadith:

َ
َ ََ َْ َ
َم ْن ع َر َف نف َسہ فق ْد ع َر َف َربہ



Meaning: Whoever recognized his innerself undoubtedly recognized his Lord.
One way of remembering Allah is by tongue. It includes the recitation of Quranic verses,
shahada and all other prayers performed physically. Such invocation is a source of reward
and a better place in heaven. The invocation which actually opens the doors of spiritual
world is the invocation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat through inhale and exhale in a special
manner. It is called ‘the sultan of invocations’ (Sultan-ul-Azkar).
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The salat Muslims offer five times a day is the second pillar of Islam. The Holy Prophet
has declared:

َْْ ُ َ َ
لَا َص ّٰلوۃ ِالا ِب ُحض ْورِ القل ِب



ُ َ َ
ْ ْ ْ
الص ّٰلوۃ ِم ْعرَ ُاج المُ ٔو ِم ِنین



Meaning: No salat without the presence of inward.
He also said:

Meaning: Salat is Miraj for the believers.
Apparently salat is a collection of few verses which are recited in a particular manner but
actually it means to have the closeness and vision of Allah. When one attains the closeness
and vision of Allah only then his salat becomes Miraj. One can acquire this status only
through the sultan of invocations. Salat is also a way of invocation of Allah as He Himself
says:

ۡ َ َ َ
)20:14( ﴾﴿ َو اقِ ِم الص ّٰلوۃ ل ِِذک ِر ۡی



Meaning: And establish salat for the sake of My invocation. (20:14)
Allah wants His men to invoke His name not only during salat but continuously, as He
commands:

ّٰ ُ ۡ َ َ َ
ُ ُ
َ َُ
ََ َ َ
)4:103( ف ِاذا قض ۡی ُت ُم الص ّٰلوۃ فاذک ُروا الل َہ ِق ّٰی ًما و ق ُعوۡ ًدا و َعلّٰی ُجنوۡ ِبک ۡم



Meaning: So, (O Muslims), when you have offered your salat, invoke Allah (Ism-e-Allah
Zaat in all postures) standing, sitting and (lying down) on your sides. (4:103)
In the verse ‘on your sides’ refers to ‘sleep’. During sleep only the invocation by
breaths is possible. Allah has also explained how this invocation should be performed:

َ َ َ ََ ُۡ
)18:24( َو اذک ۡر ربک ِاذا ن ِس ۡی َت



Meaning: And invoke your Lord when you forget (everything else). (18:24)
What should be invoked is also clearly mentioned;

َ َ َ ۡ ُۡ َ
َ
)73:8( ﴾﴿ اس َم َر ِبک َو ت َبت ۡل ِال َ ۡی ِہ ت ۡب ِت ۡیلًا
و اذک ِر



Meaning: And continue invoking the (personal) name of your Lord devoted completely to
Him alone (in your inward and soul), broken away from everyone else. (73:8)
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َ َ َ ۡ
)87:1( ﴾﴿ اس َم َر ِبک الۡا ۡعلی
َس ِب ِح



Meaning: Glorify the (personal) name of your Lord, the most High. (87:1)
Even the first revelation was the order of recitation of Allah’s name:

َ َ َ َ ۡ َۡۡ
)96:1( ﴾﴿ اس ِم َر ِبک ال ِذ ۡی خل َق
ِاقرا ِب



Meaning: (O Beloved!) Read with the name of your Lord, Who has created (everything).
(96:1)

ۡ َ
ۡ َف َسب ۡح ب
)56:74،96 &69:52( ﴾﴿ اس ِم َر ِبک ال َع ِظ ۡی ِم
ِ ِ



Meaning: So always invoke the name of your Lord, the most Magnificent. (69:52 & 56:74,96)
Allah also describes the proper and desired method of invocation:

َُ
ۡ ّٰ ۡ
َ َو ۡاذک ُ ۡر َربَ َک ف ۡی ن َ ۡف ِس َک تَ َض ُر ًعا َو ِخ ۡی َف ًة َو ُد ۡو َن ال ۡ َج ۡہر ِم َن ال ۡ َقوۡل بال ۡ ُغ ُد ِو َو ال ۡ ّٰا
﴾﴿ ال َو لَا تک ۡن ِم َن الغ ِف ِلی َن
ص
ِ
ِ ِ
ِ
ِ



)7:205(
Meaning: And invoke your Lord by breaths with humility and tearful submissiveness and
fear and repentance and also by calling in low tones. (Persevere with His invocation)
morning and evening and be not of the neglectful. (7:205)

َ ً ۡ ُ َ ُ ََ َُ
ُ
ۡ ُ
)7:55( ﴾﴿ ا ۡد ُعوۡا َربک ۡم تضر ًعا و خف َیة ؕ ِانہ لَا یُ ِحب المُ ۡع َت ِدیۡ َن



Meaning: Invoke your Lord most submissively and quietly. Surely He does not like the
transgressors. (7:55)
One should not follow those who are negligent of His invocation. Allah says:

َ َ َ َۡ ۡ َ
َ
ََ
ُ ۡ َ ّٰ
َۡ َ
ۡ
اصبِ ۡر نف َسک َمع ال ِذیۡ َن یَ ۡد ُعوۡ َن َرب ُہ ۡم ِبالغ ّٰدو ِۃ َو ال َع ِش ِی یُرِ ۡی ُد ۡو َن َو ۡج َہہ َو لَا ت ۡع ُد َع ۡینک َعن ُہ ۡم ۚ ترِ ۡی ُد ِزیۡنة
و
ً ُ َ َ َ َ ُ ّٰ َ َ َ َ َ َ ۡ ۡ َ َ ۡ َ َ ۡ َ ۡ َ ۡ َ ۡ ُ َ َ َ ۡ ُ
ۡ
)18:28( ﴾﴿ ان ا ۡمرُہ ف ُرطا
ال َح ّٰیو ِۃ الدنیا ۚ و لا ت ِِع من اغفلنا قلبہ عن ِذک ِرنا و اتبع ہوىہ و ک



Meaning: (O My beloved!) Stay tenaciously in the companionship of those who remember
their Lord morning and evening, ardently seeking His pleasure, (keen on the glimpse of
His sight, and eagerly aspiring to glance at His radiant Countenance). Your (affectionate
and caring) looks must not but focus them. Do you seek the charisma of the worldly life
(shifting your attention away from these self-denying devotees)? And (also) do not follow
him whose inward We have made neglectful of Our invocation and who follows but the
urge of his (innerself) and his case has exceeded all bounds. (18:28)
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So the crux of all this discussion is that to achieve the main aim of life which includes;
the gnosis of Allah, nourishment and prosperity of the soul, a righteous inward, satisfied
esoteric self, enlightenment, pleasing Allah and to reach the station of Miraj, it is necessary
for every Muslim and true believer to seek Ism-e-Allah Zaat and then invoke and
contemplate it under the guidance of a perfect spiritual guide of the Sarwari Qadri order.
There is no other way to reach the eternal destination, Allah. The person who does not
invoke and contemplate Ism-e-Allah Zaat, his whole being is captured by Satan and evil
innerself. They occupy the inward and mind of that person and overcome all his senses just
like dodder enwraps the whole tree. Satan has complete command over such a person. He
becomes completely oblivious to the Reality because his soul could not get its required
sustenance. Allah says in the Holy Quran:

َ َ ۡ
ُ ََ ًۡ َ ً َ
َ َۡ
َ
ۡ
)20:124( ﴾﴿ َو َم ۡن اع َرض َع ۡن ِذک ِر ۡی ف ِان لَہ َم ِع ۡیشة ضنکا و ن ۡحش ُرہ یَوۡ َم ال ِق ّٰیمَ ِة ا ۡع ّٰمی



Meaning: And whoever turns away from My invocation, his (spiritual) sustenance will be
narrowed and We shall raise him blind on the day of resurrection (as well). (20:124)
It signifies that the person who does not behold and recognize Allah in this world
remains blind spiritually. Due to this blindness he would not be able to see and recognize
Allah on the doomsday as he will be raised blind. Allah declares:

ّٰ
َ َ
َ
َ َ َو َم ۡن ک
)17:72( ان ف ِ ۡی ّٰہ ِذ ٖ ۤۡہ ا ۡع ّٰمی ف ُہوَ فِی الۡاخِ َر ِۃ ا ۡع ّٰمی



Meaning: And whoever remains blind (esoterically) in this (world) will be blind in the
hereafter as well. (17:72)
Allah created this world only because He wanted to be recognized and desired to manifest
His beauty and majesty. He longed to have someone who would love Him ardently. So
the main purpose of man’s creation is the recognition and vision of Allah. The power of sight
is the best source of recognizing, other senses cannot give complete recognition. Hence the
contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat with sight and its invocation with breaths are the best
sources of getting blessed with the vision and recognition of Allah. By imprinting Ism-e-

ّٰ َ

Allah Zaat ) (اللہon soul through contemplation and invocation, it leaves impressions on
our esoteric being and influences it with its great powers hence giving life to the soul. By
other methods of invocation, the invoker cannot achieve his objective which is to enlighten
the inner eyes and enliven the soul. When the eyes of the soul are blessed with sight, this
powerful enlightened spiritual sight confers the Divine vision and recognition upon the soul.
Then the seeker ever remains engrossed in beholding the Divine Essence.
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THE CONNECTION BETWEEN INVOCATION AND
CONTEMPLATION
Invocation and contemplation are interrelated. They can never be separated. Brain thinks all
the time. This thinking is a form of remembrance and invocation. Whatever a person thinks
about, its picture flashes before his eyes. If he thinks about his family, their faces come
before his eyes and if it is his house then its image comes in mind; this is contemplation.
The series of invocation and contemplation always continue. That is why the attachment
and love with worldly relations and things become stronger as he is always absorbed in
their thoughts. This relation and attachment is the result of their continuous invocation
and contemplation. Sufis divert this worldly invocation and contemplation towards Allah
in order to build strong relation of soul with Him through invocation and contemplation
of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. It is pointed out in the verse:

َ َ َ ۡ ُۡ َ
َ
)73:8( اس َم َر ِبک َو ت َبت ۡل ِال َ ۡی ِہ ت ۡب ِت ۡیلًا
و اذک ِر



Meaning: And continue invoking the (personal) name of your Lord (being) devoted
completely to Him alone (in your inward and soul), broken away from everyone else. (73:8)
This describes the same diversion of inward from world to Allah. The way a diamond
cuts a diamond and a water logged land is revitalized by water only, similarly it is the
(Divine) invocation that overcomes the invocation and it is the contemplation that
overcomes contemplation. One only needs to replace the subject. If one invokes and
contemplates the personal name of Allah continuously rather than thinking about transitory
worldly relations and objects then love for Allah starts developing. Soul gets attracted
towards Him and one gets closer to Him with every breath. The entrusted Divine Essence
then manifests within us and ultimately we find His vision and union.

ISM-E-ALLAH ZAAT IS THE GREATEST NAME OF ALLAH
Muslim scholars and ascetics in every age searched for the greatest name of Allah but
none of them could reach its Essence. Undoubtedly they accessed spiritual ranks and

ّٰ َ

status through the invocation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat ( )اللہbut stayed deprived of vision and
union with Allah which are only the destiny of Mystics.
Sultan Bahoo says:
 Listen! The scholars cannot find the greatest name of Allah from the Holy Quran
because it sustains only in a sacred existence. Even if one finds this name and recites, it
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would not affect him due to his impure being. The invocation does not continue in the
inward of a person without the greatest name and the greatest name only sustains in
the pure being of an accomplished and perfect Fakir or the religious scholars who
practise what they preach. In fact such scholars are only the perfect Fakirs. That
person is a fool who trusts and depends on the greatest name of Allah instead of
Allah Himself.85 Only those find the reality of the name who are themselves blessed
with its Divine qualities and have it. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
Therefore Allah says:

َ َ
ۡ ُ ۡ َ ۡ َ ۡۤۡ ُ َٔ ۡ َ
)21:7( ﴾﴿ الذک ِر ِا ۡن کن ُت ۡم لَا ت ۡعلمُوۡ َن
ِ فسـلوا اہل



Meaning: So (O people) if you do not know (yourselves), ask the people of invocation.
(21:7)

In this verse Allah says that if one does not know about the invocation of His greatest
name then he should ask the people who invoke it.
If one focuses on this verse one will quickly understand the point under discussion that

ْ ْ

ۡ َ ۡۤ ُ َ َ

َ  ”)ف ۡسـٔلوۡا اہbut “Ask the
Allah has not ordered, “Ask the people of knowledge (ل ال ِعل ِم
ۡ

people of invocation (الذک ِر
ِ

َ ۡۤ ُ َ
)ف ۡسـَٔلوۡا ا ۡہ َل.”

Those who have knowledge can go astray

because the centre of knowledge is brain which can mislead while the real invocation of
Allah arouses from the inward which never deceives. Knowledge is recorded in brain
whereas invocation affects and gets imprinted on inward.
Allah says:

َ
َ
ۡ َ
)25:59( ﴾﴿ الرَ ۡح ّٰم ُن ف ۡسـَٔ ۡل ِب ٖہ خ ِبی ًرا



Meaning: (Allah) is the most kind. (O aspirant of His gnosis!) Ask of Him (from) someone
who has attained to His awareness. (The unaware do not have any gnosis of Him.) (25:59)
Sultan Bahoo says:
 Ism-e-Allah Zaat (Allah

ّٰ َ
ّٰ
اللہ, Lillah  ل ِلہ, LaHoo  لَہ, Hoo  ) ُہوare the greatest names of

Allah. (Ain-ul-Faqr)

85

Every religious or Sufi act when separated from the Source that is Allah, leads nowhere.
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ّٰ َ

 Whoever achieved the levels of piety, it was through Ism-e-Allah Zaat. Name ( اللہAllah)

ّٰ َ
( اللہAllah) itself, whose invocation is the
ّٰ َ
ّٰ
most gracious. When ( اAlif) of  اللہis separated, it becomes ( ل ِلہLillah). The invocation
ّٰ
ّٰ
of ( ل ِلہLillah) is the Divine beneficence. When first ( لLaam) of ( ل ِلہLillah) is separated,
َ
َ
it becomes ( لہLaHoo). The invocation of ( لہLaHoo) is the Divine blessing. When
includes four Divine names. Firstly, name

َ

ُ

ُ

second ( لLaam) of ( لہLaHoo) is separated it becomes ( ہوHoo) and invocation of ہو
(Hoo) is the Divine favour. Hence Allah says:

ُ

َ ۡۤ
)2:255( َلَا ِالّٰ َہ ِالا ُہو



Meaning: None is worthy of worship but He ()ہو. (2:255)
Seek only Allah, everything other than Allah is lust. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)

ّٰ َ

Many traditions prove that Ism-e-Allah Zaat ( )اللہis the greatest name of Allah.
The Prophet heard a man saying:

ّٰ ْ َ َ َ ْ َ َ َ ُ َ َ َ ّٰ َ
َ َ
ُُ َ ُ
َ َْ َ
الل ُہم ِان ِ ْی ا ْسئلک ِبان ِ ْی اش َہ ُد ِانک ان َت الل ُہ لَٓا ِالّٰ َہ ِالا ان َت الْا َح ُد الصمَ ُد ال ِذ ْی ل َ ْم یَ ِل ْد َول َ ْم یُوْل َ ْد َول َ ْم یَک ْن لہ کف ًوا
َ
)3475۔،ا َح ْد (رتذم



ّٰ َ

Meaning: O Allah! Indeed, I ask You by my testifying that You are Allah ()اللہ, there is
none worthy of worship except You, the One, the Satisfier of all needs, the One Who
does not beget nor was begotten and there is none who is like You.
On hearing this the Holy Prophet said, “I swear by Allah in Whose Hand is my soul, this
person prayed mentioning the greatest name through which Allah gives anything that is
asked and accepts any prayer.” (Tirmidhi 3475)
Hadith 3478 of Tirmidhi and 1496 of Abu Dawud state that Allah’s greatest name is in
the following two verses:

َ
ُ
َ
)2:163( ﴾﴿َو ِالّٰ ُہک ْم ِالّٰ ٌہ وا ِح ْد لَا ِالّٰ َہ ِالا ُہوَ الرَ ْح ّٰم ُن الرَ ِح ْی ُم



Meaning: And your God is One. There is no God but He, the most Kind, the Ever-Merciful.
(2:163)
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َ ۡۤ ّٰ
َ
َۡ ۡ
)3:1-2( ﴾﴿ الم ﴿﴾ الل ُہ لَا ِالّٰ َہ ِالا ُہوَ ۙ ال َحیُ الق ُی ۡو ُم
َ



Meaning: ( المThe Mohammadan Reality). Allah! None is worthy of worship but He, the
Ever-Living, Self-Subsisting and the Sustainer. (3:1-2)
 A Hadith relates that Aisha bint Abi Bakr prayed to Allah saying:

َ َ َ
َ ْ َ َ
ُ ّٰ ْ َ
َ َ ّٰ َ َ َ ّٰ َ
الل ُہم ِان ِ ْی ا ْد ُعوْک الل َہ َو ا ْد ُعوْک الرَ ْح ّٰم َن َو ا ْد ُعوْک البَر الرَ ِح ْی َم َو ا ْد ُعوْک ِبا ْسمَائِک ال ُح ْسنی ک ِل َہا َما َع ِل ْم ُت
َ َ َ
ْ
)3859 ِمن َہا َو َمال ْم ا ْعل ْم (انبامہج



Meaning: O Allah! I call upon You by Your name Allah and I call upon You by Your
name the Compassionate and I call upon You by Your names the Benefactor and the
All-Merciful and I call upon You by all Your beautiful names those that I know and
those that I do not know.
Then the Holy Prophet said, “The greatest name of Allah is (hidden) in these words.”
(Ibn Majah 3859)

 Zayn al-Abidin dreamt that the greatest name of Allah is:

َ ّٰ
َ
ْ
ْ ُ
ُہوَ الل ُہ ال ِذ ْی لَٓا ِالّٰ َہ ِالا ُہوَ َرب ال َع ْر ِش ال َع ِظ ْی ُم

 Imam Qazi Iyad related that he heard from the scholars that the greatest name of
Allah is in shahada.

ُ

 Fakhruddin al-Razi and certain Sufis claim that Hoo ( )ہوis the greatest name of Allah.
 Mansur al-Hallaj writes in al-Tawasin that Prophet Mohammad is the spiritual confidant

ُ

of Hoo ()ہو.
 Sayyid Abdul Karim bin Ibrahim Al-Jili writes in his book al-Insan al-Kamil chapter
twenty-six, “The Divinity of the Reality is hidden in such a way that His manifestation
is impossible except in one form that is through His entire attributes and Divine
names. Divinity represents the Core of Divine Oneness. I am not saying it about any
particular Divine name, attribute, marvel, level or about the absolute Divine Essence
disregarding His other attributes and names. Rather Divinity refers to all these
including them individually as well as collectively. Divinity reflects the unseen and
hidden. The word which is fixed (by the Sufis) to refer to the hidden Core of Divinity

ُ

ُ

is Hoo ()ہو. Hence Hoo ( )ہوrefers to the Core and Essence of Allah which includes
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His entire attributes and names as well as that Reality which is hidden. My following
poetic words also refer to the same fact:

ومن المحال ظہورہا فی الشاہد

الواحد

شان البِون وما لذا من جاہد

عل ّٰی

ذات
وقعت

غیب

الہویت

وقد

لغت

َ
ِان
فکانہا

Explanation: Divinity is the unseen Core of the unique Divine Essence which is
impossible to manifest in the ‘seen’ and the physically present things as if it is only a
word. Even though its grandeur is that it exists layer within layer and no one can deny
this.

ُ

Know that the greatest name is Hoo ()ہو. This name is most special in the name

ّٰ َ

Allah ( )اللہand is the secret of Allah. As long as ‘( ہH)’ remains at the end of the word

ّٰ َ

ُ

Allah ()اللہ, it is meaningful and ‘( ہH)’ refers to Hoo ((ہو. When ‘( ہH)’ is removed

ّٰ َ

from the end of the word Allah ()اللہ, the remaining alphabets give no meaning
neither any beneficence. However when

ا

(Alif) of

ّٰ َ
اللہ

(Allah) is separated, it

ّٰ
( ل ِلہLillah) which is meaningful and its invocation benefits. When first ل
ّٰ
َ
(Laam) of ( ل ِلہLillah) is separated, it becomes ( لہLaHoo) which also gives benefit.
becomes

When second

( لLaam) of ( لَہLaHoo) is separated there remains ‘ ’ہand this is Hoo

ُ

( )ہوwhich actually is ‘H ( ’)ہwithout ‘OO (’)و. Actually ‘OO ( ’)وis attached to ‘H

ُ

( ’)ہto elongate the sound and due to continuous use it has become one word ( ہو,

ُ

Hoo) with the passage of time. Thus the name Hoo ( )ہوis supreme to all the Divine
names. In 799 AH, I attended a gathering of the men of Allah in Makkah, may Allah
exalt their eminence. In that gathering the greatest name of Allah was discussed
about which the Holy Prophet had referred that it is at the end of sura al-Baqarah and
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ُ

the start of sura aal-Imran. A Mystic said that it is Hoo ( )ہوand it is interpreted from
Prophet Mohammad’s words (the words of the Holy Prophet are آلرمعان
ِ )وسرۃارقبلہو. As ‘ہ
(H)’ ends the word al-Baqarah (in Arabic) and ‘( وOO)’ is the Arabic conjunction
joining the names of two suras in the Arabic words of Holy Prophet (when H ‘ ’ہof
the end of al-Baqarah and OO ‘ ’وin between names of two suras are joined, it makes

ُ

Hoo ) ہو. This is a famous saying and it depicts the greatest name. I have referred the
words of that Mystic here so that the honour of the greatest name of Allah is realized.
It is deduced from the above referred symbolic words of the Holy Prophet which give

ُ

a clue that the name Hoo ( )ہوis glorious and the greatest of all the Divine names.

(Al-

Insan al-Kamil, Ch. 26)

ُ

 Ibn Arabi writes in al-Futuhat al-Makkiyya, “Hoo ( )ہوis the most elevated and the
ultimate invocation of Mystics.”

ّٰ َ

 Most scholars of spiritual sight say that the name Allah ( )اللہis the greatest name.
 Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani says, “Ism-e-Allah Zaat is the greatest name of Allah but

ّٰ َ

one condition to oblige is that when Allah ( )اللہis said once with sincerity there
should not remain anyone other than Allah in the inward.”

ّٰ َ

 Ibn Abidin says that Imam Abu Hanifa has declared the name Allah ( )اللہas His
greatest name.
 Some scholars claim that the greatest name is Bismillah.
 Sultan Bahoo also says:

ُھ
ِ  انہگں اھبرا،ِاہہی و

ّٰ َ
ّٰ
ِب ْس ِم اللہ ِاِمس اللہ دا

Explanation: In Bismillah is concealed Ism-e-Allah Zaat and this is the Divine Trust which
in pre-existence was presented to each and everything of the universe but they refused
and man took up the great responsibility. (Abyat-e-Bahoo Kamil)
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Sultan Bahoo further says:
 Listen! All the four Holy books; Torah, Gospel, Psalms and Quran are just the
explanation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. What is Ism-e-Allah Zaat? It is exactly the Divine
Essence. All Prophets got Prophethood and won over the disbelievers only due to the
power of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
From the Hadiths and traditions it is established that Ism-e-Allah Zaat is the greatest
name because in every Hadith and tradition Ism-e-Allah Zaat (Allah, Lillah, LaHoo and
Hoo) is present in any one of its forms.
Sultan Bahoo says that without the spiritually effective sight of the perfect spiritual
guide, the greatest name does not unfold or sustain in the inward of invoker.
Ismail Hakki says in the explanation of the greatest name of Allah:
 There is always present in the universe an accomplished and perfect Saint who is the
bearer of the Divine Trust. His esoteric and exoteric countenance is Ism-e-Azam (Isme-Allah Zaat). He is the representative of Allah and from him the reality of His greatest
name is achieved. (Tafsir Ruh al-Bayan)
Hence it is ascertained that Ism-e-Allah Zaat is the greatest name but it unfolds when
the perfect spiritual guide gives its persuasion.

ISM-E-ALLAH ZAAT, THE COMPANIONS AND THE SAINTS
ALI IBN ABI TALIB
 Your pain is within you and you do not know that its remedy also lies inside you.
You do not notice but imagine that you are merely a tiny body whereas a large world
is abridged within you and you are the enlightened book whose letters reveal the
hidden thing. (Mirat-ul-Arifeen)
 Ali ibn Abi Talib says about Allah, “Hence I saw my Lord in my inward with the eye
of certainty.”
 Ali ibn Abi Talib says, “I do not pray to Allah unless I see Him.”

UMAR IBN KHATTAB
 I saw my Lord from His light (of Ism-e-Allah Zaat). (Sir’r al-Asrar)
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HUSAYN IBN ALI
According to Husayn ibn Ali, Allah chose the Universal Divine Man for His recognition
and manifestation. Complete Quran is in the opening chapter which is in Bismillah and
Bismillah is manifested in the inward of the Universal Divine Man. Therefore the Universal
Divine Man is detailed and abridged for all the Divine attributes as well as the Essence.
He explains this reality in these words:
 There lies similarity between the Divine Pen and man’s86 soul, between Divine
Tablet and man’s inward, between Divine Throne and man’s body, between the Chair
and man’s self. Each is a mirror to the other. Thus everything which is composite in
Pen, same is collected in man’s soul and everything that is in detail in the Divine
Tablet lies in detail in man’s inward and everything that is detailed in the Chair is
exactly in a detailed form in the man’s self. Hence man (the Universal Divine Man) is
a comprehensive Book for all the books which contains entire facts about Divinity and
the created worlds, that is why he is the totality or collection of everything in composite,
concise as well as detailed form. So whoever recognized his self thus recognized his
Creator. (Mirat-ul-Arifeen)

SHAIKH SIRRI SAQTI

ُ

Once Shaikh Sirri Saqti asked a Saint his name. He replied, “Hoo ()ہو.” Then he asked,

ُ

ُ

“What do you eat and drink?” He answered, “Hoo ()ہو.” When he replied “Hoo ( ”)ہوto

ُ

all the questions, Shaikh Sirri Saqti asked, “Does Hoo ( )ہوmeans Allah?” At once, upon
hearing this, the Saint screamed and passed away. (Tazkirah Auliya, ch. 30)

AL-GHAWTH AL-AZAM SHAIKH ABDUL QADIR JILANI
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani says:

ّٰ َ

 When Allah ( )اللہis said once with sincerity, there should not remain anyone other
than Allah in the inward.
He further says:
 When Ism-e-Allah Zaat enters the inward, the inward is lit with two things, the Divine
blaze and light. The Divine blaze burns the thoughts and love of everything other
86

Here ‘man’ refers to the Universal Divine Man i.e. al-Insan al-Kamil.
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than Allah and the Divine light enlightens the inward and makes it clean like mirror.
(Al-Fath ar-Rabbani)

 Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani narrates a tradition in Malfoozat-e-Ghausia that once a Saint
reached a mosque of Syria. He was very hungry. He said to himself, “I wish I knew
the greatest name.” Suddenly two men descended from the sky and sat beside him.
One of them said to the other, “Do you want to know the greatest name?” The other

ّٰ َ

replied in affirmative. He said, “Say Allah ()اللہ, it is His greatest name.” The Saint

ّٰ َ

thought that he often recited Allah ( )اللہbut never experienced its efficacy. The man

ّٰ َ

explained, “Allah ( )اللہshould be invoked in such a way that there is no one except
Allah in the inward.” (Al-Fath ar-Rabbani, Malfoozat-e-Ghausia)
 To get rid of the evil qualities, the mirror of inward should be cleansed with the burnisher
of Oneness (contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat) and by the knowledge, actions and
mystic struggle until the soul becomes alive acquiring the Divine qualities and gets
enlightened with the light of Oneness. Then it is reminded of its eternal homeland
(realm of Divinity) and becomes anxious to return there. (Sir’r al-Asrar, Ch. 10)

SHAIKH AL-AKBAR MOHIYUDDIN IBN ARABI
Ibn Arabi writes in al-Futuhat al-Makkiyya (volume one):
 It is a fact that Ism-e-Allah Zaat is not responsible to provide beneficence to the person
who has not recognized his own reality through it. Eventually he becomes the denier
of Ism-e-Allah Zaat being disobedient. People whom Allah kept steadfast were the
ones who made His name (Ism-e-Allah Zaat) their leader and strengthened the
relationship hence becoming the eternal prostrators (before the Essence with the
presence of their inwards).
He says:

ّٰ َ

 Allah ( )اللہis the personal name of the Essence which includes all the Divine
attributive names. (Fusus al-Hikam, Ch. Fus-e-Idreesia)

ُ

 Hoo ( )ہوis the most elevated and the ultimate invocation of Mystics.
Makkiyya Vol-II Ch. 5)

(Al-Futuhat al-
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SAYYID ABDUL KARIM BIN IBRAHIM AL-JILI
Sayyid Abdul Karim bin Ibrahim al-Jili writes in his book al-Insan al-Kamil:
 Allah can only be recognized through His names and attributes. Since all the attributive

ّٰ َ

names are included in His personal name ()اللہ, so there is no other way to reach

ّٰ َ

Allah except His name ()اللہ.

ّٰ َ

 Allah has made His name ( )اللہa mirror for human beings (so that they can see Allah
through it).
 Through Ism-e-Allah Zaat manifests the Divine Essence which is comprehensive of
all the Divine attributes hence reflects the perfection. All the theophanies of the
Essence are present in Ism-e-Allah Zaat. Before the manifestation of this name
(which is also the manifestation of all the Divine attributes) there is utter darkness as
Allah is hidden in Himself in manifold layers (at the level of HaHooiyat-the realm of

ّٰ َ

Incomparable and Unknowable). The Divine name ( )اللہis light in the darkness through
which Allah sees Himself.

SHAIKH JUNAYD OF BAGHDAD
Shaikh Junayd of Baghdad says:
 The invoker of the personal name of Allah is oblivious of himself and unified with
Allah. He strictly obeys the orders of Allah and remains engrossed in the observation
of Allah inwardly so much so that the light of Divine vision and theophanies of Allah
burn his human attributes.

SHAIKH BAHAUDDIN NAQSHBAND
For sixteen years Bahauddin Naqshband tried to imprint Ism-e-Allah Zaat inwardly but in
vain. One day infatuated by Divine love he went into the woods. There he met Khidr.
Khidr asked, “O Bahauddin! What are you doing?” He answered, “My inward is not
enlightening therefore I am troubled.” Khidr said, “Contemplate Ism-e-Allah Zaat.”
Bahauddin Naqshband replied, “For sixteen years I am endeavouring by doing the same
but I have not succeeded.” He advised, “Go and request at the mausoleum of Shaikh
Abdul Qadir Jilani. You will succeed.” He went to his tomb and requested for his
beneficence in these words:
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ِریگب

رما

دمتس

د ریگت

وگدنئت

ہک

اعمل
ریگب

ِد ریگت
انچں

ای
دمتس

Explanation: O Dastgeer87 of the whole world! Hold my hand and help me the way you
are known for helping everyone.
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani raised his right hand from his sacred grave towards him in
the form of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and said:

ِدنب

ہب

را

ن
ق
بس
م

اعمل

ِدنبشقن

اے
ن
بقس
ِم انچں ہب دنب ہک وگدنئت دنبشقن
Explanation: O Naqshband of the world! Engrave my impression (of Ism-e-Allah Zaat)
on your inward and imprint it in such a way that you are remembered with the title of
‘Naqshband’ (the one who engraves) till the doomsday.
At once Ism-e-Allah Zaat was engraved on his inward.

SHAIKH FAKIRULLAH
Once Shaikh Fakirullah was engaged in the invocation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat, he observed
that a few angels were sitting at some distance from him engrossed in glorification of
Allah. He said to the angels, “Come and join me in the invocation.” The angels replied,
“We cannot come closer as we do not have the power and capacity to be part of this
invocation.” (The invocation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat is only the honour of man.)

KHAWAJA GHULAM FARID
Fariduddin Ganjshakar was the spiritual guide of Khawaja Ghulam Farid. The birth name
of Khawaja Ghulam Farid was Khurshid Alam. After forty years of seclusion in Ruhi88 he
was esoterically blessed by Fariduddin Ganjshakar who imprinted Ism-e-Allah Zaat on
his inward. This unveiled all the spiritual realities upon him. As a gratitude for this
blessing, he named himself Ghulam Farid (slave of Shaikh Farid). This is the reason why
he walked barefooted from Kot Mitthan (his place of residence) to Pakpattan (city of his
spiritual guide). Khawaja Ghulam Farid writes:
 That person can never be a believer who takes even a single breath without the
invocation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. (Malfuzat-e-Faridi)
87
88

Title of Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani which means ‘the one who holds the hand and helps in all the matters’.
Ruhi is a desert in Balochistan, Pakistan.
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He says:

ِافل ہِکںُ ِہ سب وے ایمں ی
ک
ِ لگ ہن اکیئ،ب ےت ت د
ِافل دِگمھ دل ھش وے ایمں ی
ک یم
ِافل ِی م ےب وس وے ایمں ی
ِاھبین

ہن

ومل

اہکین

وہر

Explanation: Only Alif (Ism-e-Allah Zaat) is enough for me. I do not need any other recital
or supererogatory prayer because Ism-e-Allah Zaat has enlightened my inward. Through it I
have found the Reality hence it has completely taken me.
He further says:

ِکیتے
ِاے

اجنسنن
ن
ِٹ

ایر
ہِک

رفدیا
ہخسن

ایر
اہہی

Explanation: O Farid! To recognize the Beloved (Allah), Ism-e-Allah Zaat is the perfect
source.

SAYYID ABU AL-ABBAS AL-MURSI
 He says, “O devotee! You should invoke Ism-e-Allah Zaat because this name is the
sultan of all the Divine names. Its beginning is the Divine knowledge and exaltation
is Divine light.”

ARIF BILLAH IBN AJIBA

ّٰ َ

 The name Allah ( )اللہis the sultan of all the recitals and Divine names hence the most
exalted. When the invoker is engrossed in the invocation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat, it
permeates his entire existence and he is blessed with Divine light and theophanies. It
progresses from tongue to inward, from inward to soul and from soul to the secret
(sir’r). Then the invoker is blessed with the Divine vision and union.
 Seeker attains to the station of complete submission to the will of Allah only when he
has crossed the three initial stations of the Divine path: (1) He is engrossed in the
invocation of the majestic name (Ism-e-Allah Zaat). This is only possible when
invocation is performed after permission from the perfect spiritual guide. (2) He is
associated with the company of those who invoke (Ism-e-Allah Zaat all the time
through breaths). (3) He obliges to the sharia of Prophet Mohammad.
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ABU AL-QASIM AL-QUSHAYRI

ّٰ َ

 The invocation of name Allah ( )اللہis:





The proclamation of sainthood
The minaret of Allah’s union
The symbol of treading the Divine path
A guide to the destination

There is nothing more exalted than its invocation. The invocation of this Divine name is
the source of acquiring all the praiseworthy attributes which in turn lead to the (reality of)
Divine name.

IBN QAYYIM AL-JAWZIYYA
 Undoubtedly just as copper and silver get rusty so does the inward (with sins and
darkness of veils between Allah and man). The name of Allah burnishes the inward.
The invocation of Allah makes inward shine just like a mirror.

IMAM FAKHRUDDIN AL-RAZI
 Hell is the fate of those who are negligent towards the invocation of Allah. Only this
invocation will relieve man from hell’s torment. The inward which is ignorant of its
invocation is surrounded by darkness. The love of world and its wishes engulf the
inward which gets more and more avaricious making man greedy and lustful. When
such an inward starts invocation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and is blessed with the recognition
of Allah, it gets rid of all the evils and darkness and gains the wisdom of gnosis.

PIR SAYYID MEHR ALI SHAH
Mehr Ali Shah’s approach to Sufism was changed when he was blessed with Ism-e-Allah
Zaat by his spiritual guide. Formerly he believed in seeking knowledge, forty days
seclusion and endeavours.
He says:

ِرایہں
ِانل

اگ
رپواواں

دا

نجس
ےب

انم
ڑگلا

وکہ
دل

ِرایہں
ِانل

الھُب

ڑپایھ

َلک ِھییا

بس

اسوہاں

ےت

لُں

لُں

Explanation: Ever since I have begun invocation and contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat,
I have forgotten all my outward knowledge because now each and every cell of my body
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is engrossed in the invocation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. Due to this invocation my inward and
soul are attracted towards the One who is eternally Indifferent.

BULLEH SHAH
Bulleh Shah says:

ِاکیئ

ہن

ِآیئ
افصیئ

ربخ

،د

ذلت
کن

،د

ب

ونیمں

،د

ا

دل

ِریما

رات

دل

اہلل

ا

ِب ڑپایھں ُکِ ھجمس ہن آوے

ڑہیجے

ِوپرے

دے

ا

وقل

َنلھییا

Explanation: My inward has been illuminated by Ism-e-Allah Zaat, I do not know any
other knowledge or recital. Even if I try, I am unable to understand the outward knowledge.
I find pleasure only in the invocation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat because it is the most effective
and has the power to cleanse the inward and purify the soul.

نن
ِ،رس اچانں اںی َب اذاابں د

ِ،ویکں ڑپانھ اںی  ڈ اتکابں د

اے

،د

اھبرا

لکشم

ڈنیپا
ِاے

اہہی
اکٹھچرا

ڑپوھ

الجداں

افل

لکش

آ

وہیئ

ِنہ

اِک

Explanation: Why have you burdened yourself by reading so many books? They will give
just the outward knowledge which will create more and more veils between Allah and you
by making you proud. You will be accountable before Allah for this knowledge which has
taken you away from Him. Too many books have had only a negative impact that has
made you the executioner of your own faith. Remember! He can never be recognized
through it. The path of outward knowledge is long and very difficult. If you want to have
the closeness and recognition of Allah, invoke Ism-e-Allah Zaat, it will liberate you from
all the troubles and take you to the destination.

ALLAMA IQBAL
Allama Iqbal has profoundly elaborated the reality of gnosis and Sufism in his poetry.
While seeking Ism-e-Allah Zaat, he implores in the assembly of the spiritual guide with
an intense and pure passion:
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ّٰ َ
دل نم
ولح
ونسی ِ’اللہ‘ رب
ِ
ِ
ن
ن یم
ہک مہ وخد را مہ او را افش ی م
Explanation: Inscribe Ism-e-Allah Zaat on the tablet of my inward so that it enlightens my
soul and reveals the secret of myself as well as the Divine Essence Who is hidden inside
me. (Armaghan-e-Hijaz)
Allama Iqbal guides seekers of Allah:

ِرخد وھکیئ یئگ ےہ اچر وُس ںیم
ّٰ َ
اامں اشدی ےلم ِ’اللہ ُہو‘ ںیم

ہگن ایھجل وہیئ ےہ رگن و وُب ںیم
ِاغفن حبص ِاگیہ
ہن وھچڑ اے دل
ِ

Explanation: Your soul is restless because you are entangled in the fake beauty and
charms of the world. Your senses are lost in the four dimensions, which is why, you
cannot reach Allah Who is above all dimensions. However if you continue the invocation
of Allah Hoo, you may find peace of inward and refuge from sins. (Bal-e-Jibril)
He is a staunch advocate of the gnosis of the Divine Essence.

ِ وناےئ وشق ےس وشر رحمیِ ِ’ذات‘ ںیم،ریم
ِہلغلغ اہےئ االامں تُب دک ٔہِ ِ’افصت‘ ِںیم
Explanation: The people who seek manifestation of the Divine attributes find my passion
daring to reach the Divine Essence. Though my prayer to seek His Essence has been
heard in the Divine sanctuary. (Bal-e-Jibril)

ُِِاٹم دای رمے اسیق ےن اعملِ نَم و ت
َ
‘الپ ےک ھجم وک ےم لَٓا ِالّٰ َہ ِالا ُ’ہو
Explanation: Rumi, my spiritual guide has shown me the reality of this world which is
divided in earthen bodies such that the light of Allah which is hidden everywhere has
manifested in me. Now far and wide I see only the Divine Essence. My spiritual leader
has opened the Divine reality that there is none present and worthy of worship but Hoo

ُ

ُ

()ہو. This realism is revealed only by the excessive invocation of Hoo ()ہو. (Bal-e-Jibril)
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ن
ِ ن ںیم ےہ، َ ںیم ےہ وشق رم،وشق رِم
ّٰ َ
ہمغنٔ ِ ِ’اللہ ُہو‘ ریمے رگ و نِ ںیم ےہ
Explanation: The ardent love for Allah has enveloped me completely. My entire existence
started to invoke Ism-e-Allah Zaat when I performed it passionately. (Bal-e-Jibril)

ِےتنس ںیہ اجم فکب ہمغن وُکوُک ےھٹی

ِابدہ شک ریغ ںیہ نشلگ ںیم بلِ ِوُج ےھٹی

ُ ِاریے دویاےن یھب ںیہ  رظتن
ِِ’ہو‘ ِےھٹی

ِدور اگنہہمٔ زلگار ےس کی وُس ےھٹی

Explanation: Worldly people are having fun being indulged in transitory pleasures but
there are also those who are engrossed in the Divine Essence away from the neglectful lot

ُ

and waiting for the perfect spiritual guide to bless them with the invocation of Hoo ()ہو
because only it can take one to the Divine Essence. (Bang-e-Dara)
Iqbal describes the state of Muslims in the contemporary age who are unaware of the
importance of the invocation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat:

ِہک ےہ رم ِد املسمں اک وہل رسد
ّٰ َ
ہک ےہ آج آشتِ ِ ِ’اللہ ُہو‘ رسد

ِرسد
ابمرک

آرزو
الدینی

اہےئ
،ریم

اگنہہم

نہک

وک

وتبں

Explanation: The Muslims of this age are deprived of the eagerness for the vision and
closeness of Allah which was the identity of Muslims of the previous eras. The souls of
Muslims have become dead because they are not ardently in love with Allah. The nonbelievers should celebrate this faithlessness of so called Muslims. They are in wretched
condition esoterically and exoterically because they have turned away from the
invocation of Allah Hoo. (Armaghan-e-Hijaz)
Allama Iqbal says in his Persian poetry:

ِتفگ آں رعشے ہک آشت ادنروتس
ّٰ َ
لص او از رگیم ’اللہ ُہو‘ تس
ِ ا
Explanation: Rumi disclosed upon me that the poetry which is full of fire of love for Allah
is inspired through the passion for Essence aroused by the invocation of Allah Hoo. (Javid
Nama)
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‘ُہو
ِوُس

ّٰ َ
تفگ ِ’اللہ
اچر

اظن ِم

Explanation: One who invokes Allah Hoo

ہک

آں

نن
نگمحدب

یم

در دحو ِد اںی
ُ ّٰ َ
( )اللہ ہوdoes not remain

imprisoned in this

world of time and space. He cannot be bounded by the four dimensions. (Javid Nama)
He says about Ghazali:

رگتف

ُہو

رگتف

او

ّٰ َ
اللہ
دودامن
ِ

درس
از

ؒزغایل

ات

و

ذرک

رکف

ُ ّٰ َ

Explanation: Ghazali became accomplished when he acquired the invocation and
contemplation of Allah Hoo ( )اللہ ہوfrom his spiritual guide. He also became perfect in
esoteric knowledge as well as exoteric knowledge. (Javid Nama)
Iqbal declares that Muslims got this invocation from their beloved Holy Prophet.

ِاو
ُہو

از ریپانہ او لوےئ
ّٰ َ
ِاللہ
رعنہ
امرا

آدم
داد
ُ ّٰ َ

Explanation: I felt the fragrance of the Holy Prophet from his dress (referring to his
spiritual guide Maulana Rumi). He gave us the slogan (invocation) of Allah Hoo ()اللہ ہو.
(Mathnawi)

ُ

Invocation of Hoo ( )ہوis the ultimate invocation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. Iqbal says:

ِ
ِوطاف رحم رکدہ ام ےتب ہب انکر
منم ہک
ِمنم ہک شیپ اتبں رعنہ اہےئ ُہو زدہ ام
Explanation: It was I who circumambulated the Holy Kaaba while keeping the idols (of
desires of innerself and world) in my inward. However I am also the one who raised the

ُ

slogan of Hoo ( )ہوin front of idols (superficial religious scholars) and disclosed the secret

ُ

of Hoo ( )ہوbefore them. (Payam-e-Mashriq)
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ِتسب

اجوموجد

ُھ

ِرتس

وبعمد

رہ

َب

امیپن
دنب

از

ہک

رہ

رگدشن
ُ

Explanation: One who strengthens his relation with the Omnipresent Hoo ( )ہوby

ُ

annihilating in Hoo ( )ہوgets liberated from the slavery of everyone and everything.
(Rumuz-e-Bekhudi)

JALALUDDIN MOHAMMAD RUMI

ِآب د ر ہک املظت اجےئ اتس
ِ ِ رفق اتس ز
ن
می
ات آب ام ہک تعش اہلل اربک اتس
Explanation: Khidr’s elixir of life which is found in the region of darkness is trivial when
compared to our (Mystic’s) powerful elixir that is Ism-e-Allah Zaat. The source to this

ّٰ َ

water is the name Allah ( )اللہwhich is the Divine Essence and hence superior to elixir.
He says, “Practise that invocation through which Allah will manifest. Do not invoke by
tongue because this is only provisional, the everlasting invocation is of the ‘soul’ which
is the expertise of Dervishes.”

MIAN MOHAMMAD BAKHSH

ِاول دمح انث ایہٰل وج امکل رہ رہ دا
ِاس دا انم اتچرن واال کِسے دیمان ہن رہدا
Explanation: All praises are for Allah alone Who is the Lord and the Sustainer of all the
worlds. The invoker of Ism-e-Allah Zaat always succeeds in every field.

SULTAN PIR SAYYID MOHAMMAD BAHADUR ALI SHAH
Sultan Pir Sayyid Mohammad Bahadur Ali Shah received Ism-e-Allah Zaat from Pir
Abdul Ghafoor Shah after forty years of hard mystic endeavours. He says:

َِ تِ ےب وس یک،سب اھبیئ ےب دس انںیہ ونیمں ریپ د
ّٰ َ
ِِک
َ اللہ سب اھکسای بانب ونیمں ابیق ریغ ولعمم وہس ی
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َِ اخک اپیئ فحصم اخص زمار دا سم یک،رسہم ریپ دے ریپاں د
َاطلسن دمحم اہبدر اش ؒہِ دج اھک زیت وہیئ ددیار دخا دا سب یک
Explanation: I do not want any knowledge other than Allah’s, as everything other than
Him is only lust. This lesson is taught to me by my spiritual guide Pir Abdul Ghafoor
Shah in whose sacred being I observed the light of Allah. The Divine attraction of this
light has made me annihilate in my spiritual guide. Ardent love for him has obsessed my
senses. I am completely blessed by honouring and serving him. Now I get spiritual
beneficence even from his shrine. His benevolence has enlivened my soul and when the
eyes of my soul opened, I was blessed with the Divine vision.

SULTAN-UL-FAQR VI SULTAN MOHAMMAD ASGHAR ALI
Sultan-ul-Faqr VI Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali says about Ism-e-Allah Zaat:
 Ism-e-Allah Zaat is the greatest name of Allah. The recognition and closeness of
Allah are attained only through it. It is the Divine light which takes the Mystic traveller
to the Lord. The seeker in whose inward Ism-e-Allah Zaat is engraved and sustained,
no secret of the universe remains hidden from him provided this greatest name has
been acquired from the perfect spiritual guide.
 The contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat is the source of entire mystic knowledge. By
its invocation and contemplation the highest spiritual stations of Divine vision and
presence in the Mohammadan Assembly are achieved. These levels cannot be
accessed by any other invocation, meditation or devotional practice even if a person
continuously fasts in the day and stays in prayer at night for his whole life or exhausts
completely while performing hard mystic struggles.
 A person reaches self-realization and recognizes Allah only through Ism-e-Allah Zaat.
No other invocation, meditation or devotional prayer can unlock the closed doors of
his soul.

ُ

 Ism-e-Allah Zaat, Hoo ()ہو, is the sultan of all the invocations. The seeker who has

ُ

ُ

become Hoo ( )ہوafter annihilating in Hoo ( )ہوis the sultan.
 Ism-e-Allah Zaat is the key to one’s soul.
 By invocation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat the rust is removed from the mirror of the inward
and it becomes bright and clear.
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 The contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat sanctifies the inward. Its efficacy influences
the whole body just like a tablet enters the stomach but cures the affected part of the
body. Similarly the medicine may be injected in the arm but it heals the injured foot.
When a person invokes Ism-e-Allah Zaat through breath and contemplates it, at first
the inward and then the entire being of the invoker is sanctified by its efficacy.
 Whoever has not enlivened his soul by the invocation and contemplation of Ism-eAllah Zaat with his breaths, he left this world in deprivation.
 Whoever wants to gain the vision and recognition of Allah should first of all find the
man of Divine Essence, the perfect spiritual guide of Sarwari Qadri order and then
seek the invocation and contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat from him. (Sultan-ul-Faqr VI
Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali-Life and Teachings)

SULTAN BAHOO
Sultan Bahoo has written one hundred and forty books and every book is an explanation
of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. The way he has explained the reality, splendour and secrets of Isme-Allah Zaat, no one else could do. He says:

ِایخل وخادنن دنچںی بتک رچاتس رتا
ِافل سب اتس ارگ مہف اںی ادا اتس رتا
Explanation: Why the thought of reading too many books has obsessed you! Only the
knowledge of Alif is enough. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)

ّٰ َ
ِامس اللہ راربہ اتس در رہ اقمم
ّٰ َ
ِاز امسِ ِاللہ ای دنتف رقفش امتم

Explanation: (Invocation of) Ism-e-Allah Zaat guides the seekers of Allah at every stage
and helps them reach the ultimate stage of Faqr. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)

ِابواصل

دشخب

ذوق

ّٰ َ
ِاللہ

زابےن نخس وگدی  لی و اقل

ِامس
ےب

Explanation: By the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat, the contemplator becomes keen for
Allah. He remains unified with Allah every moment and converses with Him esoterically
without moving tongue. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
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ِزج لمع و اامین درگیے ہاراہِ تُ سک ہن ابدش
ّٰ َ
 اہلل،وس
ٰؐ اللہ سب رتا دش ےطخ شک رب

ِآں روز اید نک ہک ایرے تُ سک ہن ابدش
ّٰ َ
ابھُِ! ہب ازںی ہن ابدش کی ابر نتف ِاللہ
ؒ

Explanation: Remind yourself of the day when you would not have any friend except
your faith and good deeds. O Bahoo! If you recite Ism-e-Allah Zaat once sincerely, it is
better than every good deed. Leave everything other than Ism-e-Allah Zaat and be sure
that only it is sufficient for you. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)

اہب
ِِٰؐطصم

ِ ےب
ِدبادن

رگاتسن
را

سب

ّٰ َ
اللہ

امس

تقیقح

اںی

Explanation: Ism-e-Allah Zaat is the priceless and grandest holy treasure. Its reality is
known only to the Holy Prophet. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)

ِتملظ از اونا ِر او رگدد رخاب

ّٰ َ
ن
ِکمہہ اللہ ِلکشم اتس رِس اہنں

ِآاتفب

ِدل

در

وچمہ

ّٰ َ
امسِ ِاللہ

ّٰ َ
ِانم ِاللہ تشگ آاسن رب زابن
ِِ

Explanation: When Ism-e-Allah Zaat brightens your inward like sun, all the darkness is
removed by its Divine light. It is very easy to invoke Allah’s name verbally but it is very
difficult to reach its secret and hidden reality. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
 Ism-e-Allah Zaat is exactly the Divine Essence. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
This is explained by Mansur al-Hallaj in al-Tawasin as:
 If a person says that he has recognized Him (Allah) through His name (Ism-e-Allah
Zaat) then he should remember that the name is not separate from the Essence
because He is non-creation.
Whenever Allah made any form of worship obligatory, He then also fixed its limit (the
number of times it should be performed) but the invocation (of Ism-e-Allah Zaat) has no
fixed limit which means that it should be performed (as Allah orders it) while standing,
sitting and lying, day and night, on land or water, while travelling or during sojourn, in
richness and in destitution, while in health or in sickness, secretly and loudly, the
invocation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat is obligatory.
Sultan Bahoo says in the honour of Ism-e-Allah Zaat:
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 Listen! All the four Holy books, Torah, Gospel, Psalms and Quran are just the
explanation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. What is Ism-e-Allah Zaat? It is exactly the Divine
Essence Who is incomparable, unparalleled, doubtless and unexemplified for Whom it
is said:

ُ
َ ّٰ
)112:1( ﴾﴿ ق ۡل ُہوَ الل ُہ ا َح ٌد



Meaning: (O Beloved!) Proclaim, “He is Allah, Who is the One.” (112:1)
Whoever sincerely recites and learns (the reality of) Ism-e-Allah Zaat becomes the
beloved of Allah. By the recitation and invocation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat the inspirational
knowledge is gained about which Allah says:

َ ُ َ َ ۡ َ ۡ َ َ ّٰ َ َ َ َ
)2:31( آء کل َہا
و علم ادم الاسم



Meaning: And Allah taught Adam all the (Divine) names. (2:31)
Allah says:

َ
َ ّٰ ۡ َ ۡ ُ ۡ َ َ ۡ ُ ُ ۡ َ َ َ
)6:121( اس ُم الل ِہ َعل ۡی ِہ َو ِانہ ل َ ِف ۡس ٌق
و لا تاکلوا ِمما لم یذک ِر



Meaning: And do not eat of over which Ism-e-Allah Zaat has not been pronounced.
Verily it is a sin. (6:121)
Keep in mind that Miraj of the Holy Prophet to the station of ultimate nearness (qab
qausain) higher than the Throne, the Chair, the Pen, the Tablet and then talking to
Allah without any veil was only due to the benediction of Ism-e-Allah Zaat because it
is the key to both the worlds. The seven layers of earth and skies are stable without
any pillar only because of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. All the Prophets got Prophethood and
won over the disbelievers only due to the power of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. Their slogan
was always, “Only Allah is enough for our help.” The medium connecting Allah and
His slave is Ism-e-Allah Zaat. All the Saints and Mystics whether Ghawth or Qutb got
the beneficence of invocation, meditation, inspiration, absorption in Divine Oneness,
concentration, unveiling and miracles by the grace of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. Such
inspirational knowledge is revealed by Ism-e-Allah Zaat that one does not need to
gain any other knowledge.

رقار

دش

رفار

زان

ّٰ َ
ِاللہ

اہلل

ابمس
ریغ

ابدش

رکا
ہچ

رہ
رہ

Explanation: One who is attached to Ism-e-Allah Zaat gets detached from everything
other than Allah. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
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 Listen! By the invocation of attributive names of Allah one can be deceived and
misled but the invocation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat will never mislead the invoker. The

ّٰ َ

grand personal name of Allah ( )اللہhas four letters (according to Arabic alphabets),ِ

ا ل ل ہ.

ّٰ َ

When ( اAlif) of ( اللہAllah) is removed, it becomes

ّٰ

ّٰ
( ل ِلہLillah). When first ل

َ

(Laam) of ( ِللہLillah) is removed, it becomes ( لہLaHoo) and when second ( لLaam)
is removed, it becomes

ّٰ ّٰ َ
( ُہوHoo). All four of them  ُہو، لَہ، لِلہ، اللہare Ism-e-Allah Zaat

and Ism-e-Azam (the greatest name of Allah). It is written in Quran:

ُ

َ ۡۤ ّٰ َ
)2:255( َالل ُہ لَا ِالّٰ َہ ِالا ُہو



Meaning: Allah! None is worthy of worship but He ()ہو. (2:255)
Allah says:

ّٰ َ
ُ َ ُُ
َ
ۡ ُ
)2:257( ِالل ُہ َولِیُ ال ِذیۡ َن ّٰا َمنوۡا ۙ یُخ ِر ُج ُہ ۡم ِم َن الظل ّٰم ِت ِالی النوۡر



Meaning: Allah (Ism-e-Allah Zaat) is the Guardian of the believers. He brings them
out of darkness and takes them towards the light. (2:257)

ۡ َ َ َ ۡۤ
)73:9( ﴾﴿ لَا ِالّٰ َہ ِالا ُہوَ فات ِخذ ُہ َوک ِۡیلًا

ُ



Meaning: There is no God but He ()ہو. So take Him alone as (your) Guardian. (73:9)
Ism-e-Allah Zaat has been mentioned four thousand times in the Holy Quran, by
whose grace the whole Quran is in fact Ism-e-Allah Zaat. Perfect and accomplished
spiritual guide is the one who only knows the way of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and Ism-eMohammad while the true seeker is the one who seeks only Allah the Exalted and
nothing else.

اتسبدن

رہپس

ِامدن

اجودان

وخد
ّٰ َ
ِاللہ

دادہ
ِامس

Explanation: Skies and heavens are Allah’s creation. He would fold them (whenever
He wills) but Ism-e-Allah Zaat is immortal, it will remain forever. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
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 Which is the knowledge that instantly grants salvation from the inciting innerself
without any struggle and what is the way to acquire it? It is the knowledge of
contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat by whose favour, authority, guidance and verified
bestowal the invoker is immersed in the Divine Oneness and honoured with the
Divine vision immediately. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
 Some seekers are blessed with Miraj of Divine observations, love and gnosis through
the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat openly as they spiritually reside at the station
of no station and Divinity is revealed upon them. The world and hereafter are worthless
for them. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
Sultan Bahoo says that contemplation and invocation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat is the only
way to reach Allah. He exhorts:
 The entire knowledge of Quran, the knowledge of Eternal, the knowledge of Islamic
injunctions and Hadiths, the knowledge inscribed on Guarded Tablet, the knowledge of
Throne and Chair, the knowledge from heavens till the bed of ocean, the hidden
knowledge, the knowledge of Divine secrets, the knowledge of all Divine commands,
the knowledge of inward, innerself and the soul, the knowledge of wisdom behind
Allah’s commands, the knowledge of entire creation of eighteen thousand worlds, the
knowledge of Gospel, Psalms, Torah and Quran and the knowledge of the greatest name
of Allah (Ism-e-Azam) all are present in the core of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. (Nur-ul-Huda
Kalan)

 Which is the perfect path that is free of demotion and immediately leads to never
ending Divine presence and union? There is a danger of demotion on the path of
invocations, reflection, meditation, unveiling, salat, fasting, recital rounds, hajj, zakat,
recitation, knowledge and everything that is intended for anything or anyone other than
Allah. Contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and the Divine presence gained through it is
the path that rids the seeker of spiritual demotion and exalts him to everlasting Divine
presence by the attention of the perfect spiritual guide. Contemplation and reflection
upon Ism-e-Allah Zaat annihilate the seeker in Allah and grant immortality by its
authority. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
 By the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat the light of theophanies radiates in the
inward which envelops the entire existence. It is the point where a man of
contemplation is exalted to the Divine vision. Otherwise by the excessive devotions,
invocations, reflections and inclination of people for solution of their problems, the
inciting innerself of the person becomes stronger. The satanic whispers, illusions and
thoughts appear in the form of fake theophanies and show him an assembly which is
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misunderstood by that fool as Divine presence and union. Beware! The Holy Prophet
said:

ُ َ َ َ ُ
ک ُل ِانآ ٍء یَت َرشح ِبمَا فِ ْی ِہ



Meaning: Whatever is contained in the vessel, only that comes out of it.
Recognize yourself in the light of the Hadith. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
 On the doomsday when the account of good and bad deeds would be reckoned, the
person on whose inward Ism-e-Allah Zaat is engraved and who has recited Ism-eAllah Zaat sincerely only once in life would be forgiven even if his sins are equal to
the fourteen layers of the earth and the skies. When the angels will place all his sins
on one side of the scale and his single good deed of invocation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat
on the other, the side with Ism-e-Allah Zaat would be heavier. The angels will ask
surprisingly, “O Allah! Only one act of this person made the side of good deeds of the
scale heavier. What that good deed is?” Allah will say, “This person is My seeker and
remained occupied in the invocation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. O angels! You are among
those who are veiled from My real worship which is the invocation of Ism-e-Allah
Zaat. When My seekers perform the invocation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat I am with them
and they are with Me. You are the strangers.”
Only Allah! Everything other than Allah is lust. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 If a person spends all his life in salat, fasting, giving charity, performing hajj, reciting
Quran and other physical devotions or has got excellence as a religious scholar but is
ignorant of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and Ism-e-Mohammad then all his life and prayers are
ruined and wasted. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 To learn one law of Islamic jurisprudence is better than a sincere prayer of one year
while one breath in the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat is better than learning
thousand Islamic laws. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
As by the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat innerself is slain and inward is vivified
due to which the presence of inward is achieved. The one who has achieved presence of
inward, all his worships are accepted in the court of the Holy Lord. On the contrary,
worship of a person who is deprived of it is nothing but pretence. It is the saying of the
Holy Prophet:

َْْ ُ َ َ
لَا َص ّٰلوۃ ِالا ِب ُحض ْورِ القل ِب

Meaning: No salat without the presence of inward.
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The inward upon which the enlightened impression of Ism-e-Allah Zaat is engraved is
called pure. It is the pure inward which will benefit on the doomsday. Quran says:

َ
ۡ َ ّٰ َ َ
ُ َ ٌ َ ُ َ َۡ َ ََۡ
)26:88-89( ﴾﴿ ال و لَا بَنوۡ َن ﴿ۙ﴾ ِالا َم ۡن اتی الل َہ ِبقل ٍب َس ِل ۡی ٍم
یوم لا ینفع م



Meaning: The day when neither wealth nor sons will profit. But he alone (will be the
gainer) who appears before Allah with an inward protected (from) and pure (of all evils).
(26:88-89)

Sultan Bahoo says:
 When a Fakir annihilated in Allah and immortal with Him is invoking (Ism-e-Allah
Zaat) engrossed in Allah, the sky says, “I wish I was the earth sitting upon which the
Fakir is engrossed in invocation of Allah.” While the earth says, “All praises for Allah,
I am being blessed with the invocation of Allah.” When every cell, hair, flesh, bones,
skin, brain, heart, soul, each and every part of the body of seeker of Allah invokes
Ism-e-Allah Zaat and Allah responds to his invocation by saying:

َ
ل َ َب ْیک َع ْب ِد ْی



Meaning: I am here My slave.
The angels feel envious that they had been prostrating and glorifying Allah all their
life but Allah never responded to them in such a way, they wish that they were humans.
Therefore recognize your importance O slave of Allah and be amongst the special
ones. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 Fakir’s entire existence invokes Ism-e-Allah Zaat. Even his bones, eyes and skin perform
invocation. Hence for the inward invoker of Ism-e-Allah Zaat, his entire being becomes
Ism-e-Allah Zaat and invokes it…..The existence of such a Fakir is an archetype of
powers of Allah. (Mohabbat-ul-Asrar)
 The Fakir who attains the ultimate level of Faqr which is ‘Sultan of waham’ is blessed
with the revelation of entire knowledge from the Divine closeness. The messengers
from Allah bring infinite inspirations to him which contain the hidden knowledge of
religion. The immortal Mystics cover countless spiritual stations in just a moment by
the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. (Qurb-e-Deedar)
Contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat is the straight path treading which the pure people
became the ones upon whom Allah bestowed His favour because it truly enlightens the
inward with the light of religion. While those who neglected invocation and contemplation
of Ism-e-Allah Zaat got entrapped by the innerself and Satan hence were depraved. In
reality the death of innerself is the vivification of inward.
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Sultan Bahoo says:
 You must know that some ascetics acquire such spiritual levels by hard mystic struggle
of twelve to forty years that they become able to read the Divine Tablet, reach the
Throne or thousands of stations above than that by flying in the air esoterically.
Hence they acquire high ranks of Mystics and earn fame and respect through a large
number of disciples. They also get the power of miracles and unveiling and gain
authority over the supernatural beings, wrongly considering these levels as gnosis. Some
of them become capable of reading mind and gain the ability of getting inspirations by
excessive inward invocations. They misunderstand it as the Divine knowledge of
Oneness. There are also some Mystics who practise the inward invocation, by which
Divine light is reflected from their soul which enlightens their brain. On observing
this light they think that they have acquired gnosis and Oneness of Allah. However
all these levels are related to the creation and are the ranks of the emulators.
Possessors of such ranks and levels are far away from Faqr of the Holy Prophet and
gnosis of Oneness of Allah. Hence it is concluded that no one among them knows the
beginning (of manifestation) of Allah neither they can ever reach His ultimacy. So
what do we mean by gnosis, Oneness and observation of Divine closeness?
Listen! The real mystic way to have the Divine gnosis, closeness, presence and
knowledge of Oneness is that the seeker of Allah gets absorbed in the contemplation
of Ism-e-Allah Zaat along with the contemplation of shahada. From each holy letter
of Ism-e-Allah Zaat theophanies of light emit and take the seeker to the highest
spiritual station of the Mohammadan Assembly. The station of no station always
remains under the authority of the Holy Prophet where there is the ocean of Oneness
and various waves of this ocean are calling out loudly, “He is the One, He is the One
(ٗ)ودحہٗ ودحہ.” Whoever reaches the bank of this ocean of Divine light and observes it,
becomes the Mystic immortal with Allah and the fortunate one whom the Holy
Prophet himself drowns in this ocean of Divine Oneness, he becomes the Divine diver
and reaches the level of annihilation in Allah. Some of these divers become majdhub.
Although they possess high ranks but are veiled from the Essence and the level of
Divine Oneness. The ocean of light of Oneness which is in the station of no station
cannot be likened to anything because the said station is non-creation. It is a station
beyond all the stations and cannot be exemplified with anything. Neither there is filth of
the world nor any kind of undesirable wishes of the innerself. There is only the eternal
absorption in the servitude of Allah. It is impossible for Satan to reach there. Whoever
reaches there, observes the light of Oneness everywhere according to the verse:
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ّٰ
َ ََ ُ ُ َ ََ
)2:115( فایۡنمَا توَلوۡا فثم َو ۡج ُہ الل ِہ



Meaning: So whichever direction you turn to there is Divine Countenance. (2:115)
These levels are gained by the benevolence of the Holy Prophet as well as by
following the sharia completely and by the grace of shahada. This is the verified
mystic way to reach the station of no station. Whoever suspects it, is surely a liar and
disbeliever. (Shams-ul-Arifeen)
 It should be evident that by invoking Ism-e-Allah Zaat along with the practice of
inscribing Allah’s name on body, one finds eternal salvation in this world as well as
in the hereafter and presence of the Mohammadan Assembly. By the Divine presence
attained through Ism-e-Allah Zaat the existence of seeker becomes pure inwardly as
well as outwardly complying with the injunctions of Quran and Hadith. His tongue
becomes the sword of the Compassionate and he comes in the protection of Allah as
said;

ّٰ َ َ ْ ُ ْ ُ ْ َ
ان اللہ
ِ المف ِلس فِی ام



89

Meaning: An indigent is under the protection of Allah.
Such an invoker is the treasure of Allah, his secret is Allah’s secret. He is pure of
polytheism, infidelity, heresy and the desires of innerself. His eyes view the Truth so
he feels disgusted of the worldly people who are irreligious and false. His inward is
replete with the knowledge and gnosis of Oneness. He is sincere, free of emulation,
kind, steadfast upon sharia and the straight path and ever determined to practise Divine
deeds and fight against his innerself. Such a true invoker has no desires of innerself
in his existence but only Allah as his existence has reached its origin by the
contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. Whatever he views is the secret of gnosis of
Allah, theophanies of Divine light of the Essence and observation of Divine presence
and union. The invocation of Allah envelops the entire being of the invoker in Ism-eAllah Zaat and converts it into Divine light that is why such an invoker ever remains
under the kind attention of Allah. With every glance of Allah boundless light of
compassion of Allah descends upon him. His inward is illuminated with the light of
Allah therefore he remains restless and anxious in this world. He is forgiven forever
and always remains present in the assembly of Prophets and Saints. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed
Kalan)

 The knowledge gained by the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat purifies the innerself,
sanctifies the inward and enlightens the soul and the secret. Whoever attains this level
89

He is indigent because he spends everything for the cause of Allah and becomes indifferent to both the worlds.
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his body is dominated by his inward, inward is dominated by the soul and soul is
dominated by the secret. When all these become one, his existence is purified of all
the evil attributes and his spiritual senses dominate his physical senses. Then his soul
acquires the knowledge of Allah’s words:

ۡ ََ
ُ
)15:29( َو نفخ ُت ِف ۡی ِہ ِم ۡن ر ۡوحِ ۡی



Meaning: And breathe My Soul into him. (15:29)
When the Soul entered the sacred existence of Adam, it first of all recited the Divine
name, Ism-e-Allah Zaat. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
 Without the invocation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat neither the innerself dies nor the soul is
enlivened even if a person perpetually recites Quran or gets complete knowledge of laws
of religion and jurisprudence or is exhausted and consumed while performing hard
mystic struggles and devotional exercises. None of his hard work bears fruit without
the mystic exercise of contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. His inward remains filthy
and black. (Shams-ul-Arifeen)
Hence it is established that the straight path is the invocation and contemplation of Isme-Allah Zaat and Satan has sworn to lead people astray from it. He will use any ruse to
stop a person from its invocation and contemplation. It is consequential from the whole
knowledge of the Quran and Hadith that Ism-e-Allah Zaat is the gist of all the virtuous
deeds and it is also the essence and crux of piety. By the invocation and contemplation of
Ism-e-Allah Zaat the invoker’s vile acts are converted into noble qualities. His existence
becomes pure and he gets attributed with the attributes of Allah becoming eligible for
Allah’s proximity, union and vision. Allah then annihilates him in His light and he ever
stays with Allah esoterically. Like this he reaches the station of annihilation in Allah and
becomes immortal with Him.
Sultan Bahoo says:
 The seeker who contemplates Ism-e-Allah Zaat becomes the beloved of Allah without
any struggle. This is the desirable level where one is blessed with enlightened insight
and becomes the beloved of all hearts. Due to the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat,
the seeker gains spiritual authorities by the kindness and graciousness of Allah which
he must utilize for the beneficence of people. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
 The darkness, rust of sins and the filth of misbelief are never removed from the inward
without the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. (Shams-ul-Arifeen)
 By contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat, the soul is revived and revitalized just like a
dry and barren land is replenished by the rain. (Shams-ul-Arifeen)
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 Contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat proves to be the safest refuge for its possessor
against Satan and his disciples. (Shams-ul-Arifeen)
 The inward is never purified and sanctified by physical prayers unless it is burnt in
the fire of contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. Without the invocation of Ism-e-Allah
Zaat neither the evil innerself dies nor the inward becomes alive. (Shams-ul-Arifeen)
 When the seeker is blessed with the efficacy of Ism-e-Allah Zaat, he acquires gnosis
of Allah and reaches the level of perfection where there remains no alienation between
him and his Beloved thus he finds the destination. When he looks at himself with a
spiritually enlightened sight, he observes Ism-e-Allah Zaat written on his whole
existence on each and every cell of his body. His flesh, bones, heart, brain, veins,
tongue, hair, rather each and every cell of his body gets the power of speaking (and
starts invoking Allah). He observes Ism-e-Allah Zaat written everywhere around him at
everything. Wherever he looks at, he observes Ism-e-Allah Zaat manifested from
everything. Whatever he hears or speaks, he considers it from Ism-e-Allah Zaat.
(Shams-ul-Arifeen)

 The invocation does not continue in the existence of the reciter unless he gets hold of
the key to the ultimate invocation and that key is the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah
Zaat. By the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat boundless level of invocation is attained
by the seeker. At this level every cell of the body of reciter invokes Allah hence his
flesh, bones, skin, brain, veins and every part of his body from head to toe gets
absorbed in the invocation of Allah. Such a person is called the man of contemplation
of Ism-e-Allah Zaat as his exoteric and esoteric self has nothing but Allah. (Shams-ulArifeen)

 When the inward is enlivened by the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and it is
perfectly engraved on the inward of the possessor of contemplation, he observes Divine
light radiating from every letter of Ism-e-Allah Zaat like the sunlight which envelops
his inward. Hence his inward is enlightened from head to toe by the theophanies of
the light of the Essence and starts reciting:

ّٰ
ّٰ َ
ّٰ َ ّٰ َ
َ َ
 لَٓا ِالّٰ َہ ِالا الل ُہ ُم َحم ٌد ر ُسوْ ُل الل ِہ،یَا الل ُہ یَا الل ُہ



Meaning: O Allah! O Allah! There is no God but Allah, Mohammad is the Messenger of
Allah.
Every time his inward invokes the name of Allah along with shahada, he gets reward
of reciting the complete Quran seventy thousand times rather infinite reward. When
such a reciter with vivified inward gets attentive towards his inward with closed eyes,
absorbing himself in deep meditation by the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and
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drowns in the theophanies of Divine light of the Essence, he is blessed with the
Divine observation and presence. Thus his sins of eighty years are obliterated from the
record of the recording angels by the command of Allah, benedictions of the Divine light,
grace of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and shahada. This sacred act (invocation and contemplation
of Ism-e-Allah Zaat) is always acceptable in the court of Allah because it is hidden
(from everyone other than Allah) and hence it is free from hypocrisy and pretence.
Allah always beholds the inward of His slaves (not their physical deeds). (Shams-ulArifeen)

 When the man of contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat drowns in the holy letters of
Ism-e-Allah Zaat, he gains perfect gnosis of Oneness and reaches the level of
annihilation in Allah and immortality with Him after crossing the stages of separation
(tajrid) and isolation (tafrid). Every letter of Ism-e-Allah Zaat is vaster than the seven
layers of earth, seven skies, Throne, Chair, Pen and Tablet rather it is vaster than both
the worlds. Whoever gets real efficacy and knowledge of even one letter of Ism-eAllah Zaat his being is absolutely purified and the Divine Essence manifests in him.
Why should the seeker who is completely absorbed in the contemplation of the holy
letters of Ism-e-Allah Zaat fear from the doomsday or accountability! (Shams-ulArifeen)

 The seeker who gains complete knowledge of the letters of Ism-e-Allah Zaat everything
in both the worlds is revealed upon him and he becomes a knowledgeable Mystic.
Outwardly he is looked down upon by the people but esoterically he is a person of
perfect insight and is the beloved of the souls of all the Prophets and Saints as well as
the dwellers of heaven. Such a Mystic is called the scholar of Divine letters. Verily
every act of a Mystic immortal with Allah is according to Divine order and by the
permission of Prophet Mohammad. All his deeds whether worldly or religious are
based on wisdom as said:

ْ ْ
ُْ
ْ
فِ ْع ُل ال َح ِک ْی ِم لَا یَخلوْا َع ِن ال ِحکمَ ِة



Meaning: Every act of a wise man is based on wisdom.
Every state of the Mystic Fakirs immortal with Allah and their every word and deed
is just to get the gnosis and union with Allah as they are always attentive towards the
contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. (Shams-ul-Arifeen)
 Eternal invoker is the Qalandar90 who keeps tormenting his innerself. His level is
superior to king Solomon and Alexander. If a person wishes to control his innerself even
90

Qalandar here does not mean the person who is not bound to follow rules and regulations that is the standard
understanding derived from the term. Over here it means a great personality who goes beyond conventional norms to
extreme superior heights of Sufism.
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if he eats delicious food and wears expensive clothes, wants to be safe from the
accidents of life, wishes to get rid of Satan so that the devilish whispers, obsessions,
evil suggestions, apprehensions and distracting thoughts come to naught in his
existence then he should contemplate Ism-e-Allah Zaat and also inscribe it on his
inward by contemplation. No doubt he will gain contentment of heart and will be
blessed with the presence of the Mohammadan Assembly. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
 Know that the moment the exalted soul invoked Ism-e-Allah Zaat as it entered the
body of Adam, everything till the doomsday was revealed upon it but still none has
reached the peak of essence of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. Complete knowledge, revealed books,
Divine inspirations and Holy Books; Torah, Gospel, Psalms and Quran are all the
explanation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. All the Prophets and Saints learnt the exoteric and
esoteric knowledge only to know the quiddity of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. They were blessed
with the station of annihilation in Allah, received His gnosis and reached the realm of
Incomparable and Unknowable only through Ism-e-Allah Zaat. Is there any knowledge
superior to Ism-e-Allah Zaat and its knowledge for which you turn away from the
Divine name? You attain other knowledge but neglect Ism-e-Allah Zaat and do not
make it your guide that is why your inward has darkened and you are dishonoured
and disgraced.

ِِوخان

ّٰ َ
ِاللہ

ِمس
ِ ا

ز

اجودان

امدن

وت

ِاب

وخاین
ّٰ َ
ِاللہ

آہچن
ِامس

Explanation: Accomplish any knowledge you so desire by Ism-e-Allah Zaat because
it is Ism-e-Allah Zaat which will remain with you eternally.
One’s wisdom increases as Divine knowledge escalates. One whose guide is the
Divine wisdom his entire existence becomes eager towards Oneness. He seeks Allah,
desires purgation of inward, gnosis and revelation of the Divine secrets. He experiences
spiritual states of amazement, hope and fear, renounces everything for Allah, acquires
complete trust upon Allah and then all the attributes are manifested in him by the
blessing of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. Such a person repents upon his sins, becomes a true
slave of Allah, comes under His protection and annihilates himself in Ism-e-Allah Zaat.
The most subtle absorption is that when a person is engrossed in the contemplation of
Ism-e-Allah Zaat, his blessed soul which has received tranquillity by the beneficence
of Allah acquires the form of light of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. It elevates to the celestial
realm of Ism-e-Allah Zaat which cannot be bounded in six dimensions as the Divine
Essence is beyond time, space and form. The person who reaches here becomes an
ultimate man of spiritual absorption. This is the station of ‘Death before dying’.
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Hadith:

ّٰ َ َ ْ َ َ
ُ
آء الل ِہ لَا یَمُوْتوْ َن
ِان اول ِی



Meaning: No doubt! The Saints of Allah never die.
At this point life and death become equal for the Fakir Mystic of Allah because his
physical existence is buried but his soul is beyond the Throne engrossed in the light
in the realm of Allah’s light. On the doomsday the people who are engrossed in
Divinity will rise from their graves in the state that their souls will enter the bodies
and start the recitation of shahada. They will be anxiously intoxicated by the vision to
such an extent that they will not rest. This magnificence of the desire of Divine
Essence and His gnosis is evidently due to the contemplation and powerful authority
of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. Such a Fakir is called the man of treasures, the one who has
achieved gnosis and union with Allah through the blessing of Ism-e-Allah Zaat without
toil. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)

THE SULTAN OF INVOCATIONS (SULTAN-UL-AZKAR)
ُ
Sultan Bahoo writes the effects of the sultan of invocations (Hoo  )ہوin his books Ain-ulFaqr, Nur-ul-Huda Kalan and Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan:

ِانف

اہلل

دخا

اب

دشہ یف
دش

ھُ مگ

در

ُابھ

ِلصتم

ُابھ
ِؒ
انم
ُ
Explanation: Bahoo has completely engrossed in Hoo ( )ہوbeing annihilated in Allah. The
ُ

name of Bahoo has Hoo ( )ہوas he is never apart from Allah.

ِدش

اقب

ُھ

َب

ِدش

اقب

ُھ

ِراز
ُ

انف

ُھ
آرخ

َب

ِؒ
ُابھ

اول

ہک
ُ

Explanation: Bahoo annihilated in Hoo ( )ہوand became immortal with Hoo ( )ہوbecause

ُ

he found the complete secret of Hoo ()ہو.
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امندن

ؒابوھ

وخبادن

دشہ

ایوھ

مگ

ایہتف
ُ

ُھ
ُھ

در

ؒابوھ

از

ؒابوھ

Explanation: Bahoo drowned in Hoo ( )ہوand lost his existence. He received the invocation

ُ

ُ

of Ya-Hoo ( )یَاہوdirectly from Hoo ( )ہوand keeps invoking it. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)

ایہتف

ِؒ
ُابھ

افہت

ز

توبرت

ُھ

ِذرک

ہک

رہ

از

ُایھ
ونشبد
ُ
ُ
Explanation: Whoever acquires the invocation of Hoo ( )ہوfrom Bahoo, hears Ya-Hoo ()یَاہو
from every creation whether pigeon or dove (he is so absorbed in this invocation that he
hears nothing except it). (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)

ابھ در ھُ مگ دشہ مانمم را ہک ایہتف؟
ُِ ؒ
صم
طصمٰؐ در ونر یف اہلل اسہت
ِ
مہ حی م اب
ُ
Explanation: Bahoo lost his existence in Hoo () ہو, how can he be found! He converted to
light, annihilated in Allah and became the companion of Prophet Mohammad. (Nur-ul-Huda
Kalan)

انم
امتم

قح
دش

ربآدی
ُھ
ِ

ُھ
ااہتن

ِؒ
ُابھ
ُ

ِ رب

را

از

ذارکان

Explanation: The invocation of Divine name Hoo ( ) ہوrises from the grave of Bahoo. Hoo

ُ

( )ہوis the final invocation of the true invokers. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)

امندن

ُابھ
ِؒ

دشہ

مگ

ُھ

در

ِؒ
ُابھ

ابھُ روز و بش ای ھُ وخبادن
ِؒ
ون ِر
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ُ

Explanation: Bahoo lost his existence in Hoo ( ) ہوnow Bahoo is no more. The light of

ُ

Bahoo invokes Ya-Hoo ( ) یاہوday and night. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)

ھُ مشچ یم دنیب دخا
ِ ِایمن
ابھُ از
ِؒ
ِ
ین
افص
ودحت
ب
ُھ
درایمن
Explanation: Bahoo beholds Allah with the eyes of Hoo. Absorbed in Hoo, he views pure
Oneness everywhere. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)

ِدش

دیبار

نم

ِتخب

انی

ِدش

ام

رپواہن

او

ِقشع

در

ِدش

ام

اگیبہن

وخد

ایر

ُھ

ِددلار

ِرما

اجن
ِ

از

ِنیشن

ِؒ ب
َُھ
ابمہ

ُ

Explanation: O Bahoo! The destiny has been in my favour as Hoo ( )ہوhas become my
Friend. Now I am enjoying the company of my Beloved. I am a moth burning in the fire
of His love and have forgotten myself. (Ain-ul-Faqr)

ُِِایھ

تشگ

ِؒ
ُابھ

رپدہ

امندنہ

ُابھ
ِؒ
ہک ِذرکش روز و بش ایھُ تفگ
ُ

Explanation: There remained no veil before Bahoo and he became one with Hoo ( )ہوby

ُ

the invocation of Ya-Hoo )(یَاہو, morning and evening. (Ain-ul-Faqr)

ِوہدیا
ِدیپا

ُھ

وگدی

ونر

زاں

ذرک
وشد

سب
یم

ِےسک
ووجدش

Explanation: The person whose inward is invoking Hoo involuntarily all the time, the
reality of Hoo is revealed upon him and his whole body (physically as well as spiritually)
is converted into Divine light.
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ِلود

ُھ

ِ’ایھُ‘ ِلود

اب

ااہتن

بش

و

امظع
روز

ِامس

ِؒ
ُابھ

ور ِد

Explanation: The greatest name of Allah ultimately takes one to Hoo so Bahoo keeps
invoking Ya-Hoo day and night. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)

ِرَبد

آورد

اب

رُبد

ُھ

را

ِؒ
ُابھ

ِرہ ہک اب آن نیع دنیب او رمند
Explanation: Hoo annihilated Bahoo in such a way that ‘Ba’ was removed from his name.
Whoever beholds Hoo in Bahoo, never dies. (Ain-ul-Faqr)

ِرب

راہ

ِربتعم

ُابھ
ِؒ
دمحم

تشگ
دش

ُایھ

ِامس
وشیپاےئ

Explanation: Ya-Hoo )ُ ( یبَھhas become the guide for Bahoo honouring him with eternal
presence in the Mohammadan Assembly. He is led there by the Prophet himself.

ِادتبا ’ھُ‘ ِااہتن ’ھُ‘ ِرہ ہک اب ’ھُ‘ یم ردس
ِ
ِاعرف رعافں وشد رہ ہک اب ’ھُ‘ ِ’ھُ‘ ِوشد
ُ
ُ
Explanation: Hoo ( )ہوis the beginning and Hoo ( )ہوis the finality. Whosoever reaches Hoo
ُ
ُ
ُ
( )ہوbecomes Mystic. Being annihilated in Hoo ()ہو, he himself becomes Hoo ()ہو.
ن
کی یم
ِم
کلُم و ِلِم کیب ھُ زدہ انزیچ
ام ِہک در زلق ِم وتدیح گنہن آدمہ امی
Explanation: I have exterminated the desires of world and hereafter by just one stroke of

ُ

the Divine name of Hoo ()ہو. I am the crocodile of the ocean of Oneness (the mighty
Saint of the station of no station).
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ِوشد

یم

ُایھ

ِلود

ُایھ

بش

ہطقن
و

کی
روز

ابھُ ِہب
ِؒ
ِؒ
ُابھ

ور ِد

Explanation: Bahoo (َُِھ
ؒ  )بbecomes Ya-Hoo )ُ ) یَبھby just adding an Arabic alphabetical dot.
It symbolizes that there remains no difference esoterically between both as he is
annihilated in Hoo and has become immortal with Him. All that remains is the exoteric
veil. Hence Bahoo forever remains engrossed in the invocation of Ya-Hoo )ُ) یَبھ.

ِابھُ رب ِزابن
ِؒ
امسِ ھُ فیس اتس
ِزامن

رہ

اکرف

سفن

اںی

نک

لتق
ُ

Explanation: Bahoo remains engrossed in the invocation of the Divine name Hoo ()ہو
which is a sword that is always engaged in killing the infidel innerself.
Sultan Bahoo further says:

ُ

 If you want to know the secrets of Hoo ()ہو, eliminate everything from your inward
for Him. (Qurb-e-Deedar)

ُ

 The invocation of Hoo ( )ہوaffects its reciter in such a way that he starts loving Hoo

ُ

( )ہوextremely and is disgusted by everything other than Him. (Ain-ul-Faqr)

ُ

 When a seeker invokes the name Hoo ( )ہوinwardly, he likes nothing except Allah.
People think he is ignorant or insane but in fact he has found presence in the court of
Allah. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)

ُ

 When due to the frequent invocation, Hoo ( )ہوdominates and overpowers the being

ُ

ُ

of the invoker of Hoo ()ہو, there remains nothing in him except Hoo ()ہو.

(Mehak-ul-

Faqr Kalan)

 The laws of sharia apply to this material world. Station of mysticism is related to the
realm of angels, station of reality is related to the realm of power whereas gnosis
belongs to the realm of Divinity. Words of shahada comprehend all of them. Words,
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َ

‘There is no (other) God’ (َ )لٓا ِالّٰہis the invocation of material world, ‘but only Allah’

ّٰ َ

ّٰ َ

( ) ِالا الل ُہis the invocation of realm of angels, ‘Allah’ ( )اللہis the invocation of the realm

ُ

of power and Hoo ( )ہوis the invocation of the realm of Divinity. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
Realm of Divinity is the world at whose boundary Angel Gabriel requested Prophet
Mohammad to proceed alone on the night of Miraj because he was not able to survive
beyond that point, had he proceeded he would have been burnt. Realm of Divinity is the
world of Divine vision. Entering that world is possible only through the most powerful

ُ

and spiritually effective invocation of Hoo ( )ہوwhich is the honour of humans only.

ُ

Sultan Bahoo says about Ism-e-Allah Zaat and the sultan of invocations, Hoo ()ہو, in his
Punjabi poetry:

ن
ّٰ َ
ت
ُِِ لویٹ ریمے نم وِچ رُمدش الیئ ھ،افل اللہ جی ے د
ُِِیفن اابثت دا اپین مِلییش رہ رےگ رہ اجیئ ھ
ب
ُِِادنر لویٹ مسک اچمای اجں ھلَں ےت آیئ ھ
ی
ُھ
ِ ج اہہی لویٹ الیئ

ِؒ
ُابھ
ےویے رُمدش اکلم

Explanation: In this quatrain Sultan Bahoo has likened Ism-e-Allah Zaat with jasmine.
Sultan Bahoo is the pioneer Mystic who has used the metaphor of jasmine for Ism-eAllah Zaat. Its seedling is sowed into the earth, it grows slowly into a plant laden with
flowers whose fragrance envelops the surroundings. Similar to it, when a spiritual guide
bestows the seeker with contemplation and invocation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat he sows a
seedling into the seeker’s inward and under the care of spiritual guide the light of Ism-eAllah Zaat gradually envelops the whole being of the true seeker illuminating it.
May Allah bless my spiritual guide with a long life who has bestowed Ism-e-Allah Zaat
and revealed all its Divine secrets with his perfect spiritual attention as he is boundlessly
merciful, kind and affectionate! He has revealed the reality of ‘there is no (other) God’

َ

(َ )لٓا ِالّٰہhence negated everything within me except Allah and removed all the idols from my

ّٰ َ
inward. He also taught me the reality of ‘only Allah’ ( ) ِالا الل ُہby affirming the Divine
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Essence in me and elevated me by the recognition of Essence through the name. Now this
Divine secret has penetrated my entire existence. Ism-e-Allah Zaat has enveloped my being
making me witness all its secrets and mysteries and now I wish to disclose it before the
world. However these Divine secrets are for the chosen ones and not the commoners. It has
become hard to live because I am bearing these magnificent secrets and mysteries. Now
wherever I turn my eyes I see only Ism-e-Allah Zaat, not only spiritually but physically as
well. My condition is reminiscent of the Quranic verse:
“So whichever direction you turn to, there is Divine Countenance.” (2:115)

ن
ُِِھ اہی دم ھُ دے انل ِجلیییدبا ھ
ُ ادنر ھُ ےت ابرہ
ن
ُِِھُ دا داغ تبحم واال رہ دم ایپ ِسدنیا ھ
جم
ُِِِ ھے ھُ رکے رانشیئ اووھتں وھچڑ ادنریھا وِِدنیا ھ
ُھ
ِ ابھُ ڑہیجا ھُ ونں یحص رِکدنیا
ِؒ ںیم رُقابن اہنتں وتں
Explanation: The seeker who obtains the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and the

ُ

ُ

invocation of Hoo ( )ہوfrom the perfect spiritual guide, sees Hoo ( )ہوboth physically and
spiritually, inside and around him as the beneficence of the spiritual guide unveils the

ُ

secrets of Hoo ()ہو. His condition complies with the Quranic verse:
“So whichever direction you turn to, there is Divine Countenance.” (2:115).

ُ

When the love of Hoo ( )ہوpenetrates the inward, it burns down the love of others and all
that remains is love for Allah which enlightens the inward. Only Allah! Everything other
than Allah is lust. May I sacrifice myself upon the true seekers who remain restless and

ُ

anxious to find the secrets of Hoo ( )ہوand ultimately reach their destination!

ُِب دا ابب ہن ڑپدھا ھ
ُِاوہ اعیم دور اچ رکدا ھ
ُِھ

درھدا

ہن

اینز

َسج افل اطمہیل یک
وھچڑ افص یت دلویھس ذا یت
ن
سفن اامرہ کا اجےن

انز
ن
ُِابھ ِجمہاَں اھگڑو دلاھ رھگ دا ھ
ُِ ؒ
ایک رپواہ اہنتں ونں
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Explanation: The true seekers who have been blessed by the contemplation and invocation
of Ism-e-Allah Zaat do not follow the wishes of innerself. They also do not incline
towards other kinds of knowledge, invocation of attributive names or daily recitals because
they have found the Essence. These fortunate few do not need any kind of outward
support because they have been blessed by the eternal company and support of the perfect
spiritual guide who is the man of Divine Essence and have also gained the ultimate blessing
of Ism-e-Allah Zaat.

ِجمنہاَں شُہ افل ِ ی
ُِِھت اپای پُل رقآن ہن ڑپدھے ھ
ُِِدور وہویےن رَپدے ھ
ُِِاچ وتیکےن رَبدے ھ

اوہ امرن دم تبحم واال
دوزخ تشہب الغم اہنتدنے

ُِِںیم رقابن اہنتں وتں ابوھؒ ڑہیجے ودحت دے وِچ وڑدے ھ
Explanation: The knowledge of both the worlds is in the Quran, the Quran is in shahada
and shahada’s crux is Ism-e-Allah Zaat. Those who have been blessed with the love of
Essence by the invocation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat have the inspired knowledge which gives
them complete esoteric and exoteric knowledge of the Holy Quran. The Divine love has
lifted all the physical and spiritual veils for them. The paradise and the hell have become
their slaves by the grace of the Holy Lord. May I sacrifice myself for those who have
annihilated in the ocean of Oneness of Allah becoming one with the One!

ُِِہلے ھ

 رکدا،ِقشع و

ّٰ َ
سج ِدل اِمس ِالل ُہ ِدا ےکمچ

ُِِ انںیہ اھبونںی دے رےیھکٔ َس َپ ھ، جھیدب، د،وُب وتسکر
ن
ن
ب
بج
ل
ھ
ُِِاںیلگن ِ ھے ِدی یمہہ انںیہ جھیدبا درای ہن ردنہے ے ھ
ُاںیس اوےس وِچ اوہ ااسں وِچ ابوھؒ ایراں ایر وَسَ ھ
Explanation: The inward which is brightened with the light of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and
honoured with the Divine vision drowns in His love. This intense love does not stay
concealed in the inward but is revealed like the unceasing fragrance of the musk, light of
the sun and water of the oceans. Experiencing these states of ardent love, the seeker’s
existence is eventually perished in the Divine Essence.
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ُِِرکںی اطمایل ھ

دامئ

واال

ِدل ےت درتف

ودحت

ُِِ الہجں دے وِچ اجایل ھ، رمعاں ڑپدھایں زگر،اسر
ّٰ َ
ُاِکُ اِمس ِاللہ ِدا رںیھک اانپ قبس اطمایل ھ
ُھ
ِ دوںیہ اہجن الغم اہنتدنے ابوھؒ ںیج ِدل اہلل اھجمسایل
Explanation: O seeker of Allah! In your inward lies the book of Oneness which you should
always study. All your life has been spent in ignorance despite studying books and
gaining the knowledge. Only contemplate and invoke Ism-e-Allah Zaat as this is the
initial and the final lesson. Both the worlds will come in your servitude if you accomplish
in holding the Trust of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. The closeness and vision of Essence are only
achieved by the invocation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat.

ن
ُِِےنیس وِچ اقمم ےہ یکبا اسونں رُمدش لَگ اھجمسیئ ھ
ُِوہر ںیہن ےش اکیئ ھ
ُِِھ

اِیہٰل

ُِِھ

اِیہٰل

ِرِس

اِوہی

تیھب

اِوہی سَہ وج ِآوے اجوے

آنھک
اِوہی

االمظع
ؒابوھ

اِمس

ایح یت

ونں

اِس

ومت

اِوہی

Explanation: The perfect spiritual guide has taught me that it is the inward where Allah
dwells. Ism-e-Allah Zaat is the greatest name of Allah whose invocation through breaths
leads to the secret of Allah as well as life and death. Life means the breath which invokes
Ism-e-Allah Zaat and death is the breath which does not. Life is beholding Allah in the
inward and death is its deprivation as Ali ibn Abi Talib said, “I beheld the Essence in my
inward.”

ُِِِھ

ک
ِ جتیںُے

ِمیق

ِامیق

ِونں

ِ ِسفن ِک،رضور
ل
ُِِانل ِتبحم ِ ِذرک ِلَا ِدا ِدم ِدم ِایپ ِڑپویھے ِھ
ب ن
ُِِِذرک ِونکں ِربِ ِاحلص ِ ھیییدبا ِذاوتں ِذات ِ ِدویسے ِھ
ن
طم
ُھ
ِ ِ ابھُ ِجمہاَں ِذات ِ ھتیںُے
ِؒ ِ دوںیہ ِاہجن ِالغم ِاہنتدنے
Explanation: It is necessary in the path of Faqr that the dog like inciting innerself is
crumbled into bits and pieces ultimately towards its complete annihilation. The eternal
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invocation and contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat should be performed by every breath
with intense passion. Without it the innerself never dies despite lifelong prayers that will
exhaust you. The blessing of Divine vision is received only after the innerself dies by the
contemplation and invocation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. Both the worlds come in the servitude
of the one who is blessed with the Essence.

ُِِ ِہن ِوہون ِوادنے ِھ،ِدک

ِ

اعقش ِراز ِامیہ ِدے ِوکولں

ُِِدنینر ِرحام ِاہنتں ِےت ِوہیئ ِڑہیجے ِاِمسِ ِذات ِامکدنے ِھ
ن
ُِِہِک ِلَپ ِومل ِآرام ِہن ِرکدے ِ ِدی یمہہ ِرات ِونت ِرُکالدنے ِھ
ن
ُھ
ِ ِ ابھُ ِواہ ِبیصن ِاہنتدنے
ِؒ ِ جمہاَں ِافل ِیحص ِرک ِڑپایھ
Explanation: Divine lovers always protect the secrets of Beloved. They are in fact those
who have received the gnosis of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and have become aware of the secrets
which keep them anxious and restless. They can neither sleep nor rest rather implore day
and night before Allah with grief and pain to never keep them away from Himself
because deprivation from the vision of Allah is the biggest of all misfortunes in both the
worlds. How fortunate are those who have been blessed with the secret of Ism-e-Allah
Zaat!

ُ
ُموْتوْا وایل ومت ہن یلم
ھ
بھ
ُِِومت واصل ییسی کہ دجوں اِمس ڑپ ییسی ذا یت ھ
ُِِںیج وِچ قشع ایح یت ھ

ُِِنیع دے وِوچں نیع وج ویھتے دور وہوے رقاب یت ھ
ُِِھ دا ِذرک شیمہ ڑسدنیا ابوھؒ ِداہنیں ھکُس ہن را یت ھ
ُ
Explanation: O imperfect seeker! Due to the love of world and fear of losing it you could
not reach the level of ‘death before dying.’ In this death lies union with Allah and the

ُ

eternal life. You will find them on invoking the sultan of invocations, Hoo ()ہو. Your
entity will be annihilated in the Essence ultimately becoming its exact manifestation. This
level is beyond proximity as for proximity two existences are needed but here there is no

ُ

duality. The invocation of Hoo ( )ہوkeeps the lover of Allah restless, burns him in the fire
of love and neither at night nor in the day is he relieved.
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ُِِھ

ذا یت

امکون

اِمس

رکااہں

نہپ

اجہم

دا

ُھ

ُِِرفک اِالسم اقمم ہن زنمل انں اوےھت ومت ایح یت ھ
ن
ُِِہش رگ ںیھت زندکی دلوھےس اپ ادنر ون اھج یت ھ
ُاوہ ااسں وِچ اںیس ااہنں وِچ ابوھؒ دور ریہ رقاب یت ھ
ُ
Explanation: The extreme level of Faqr is annihilation in Hoo ()ہو. Mystic invokes Ism-eُ

ُ

Allah Zaat, annihilates himself in Hoo ( )ہوand becomes Hoo ()ہو. This is the station of no
station where there exists no Islam or infidelity neither is there any station or destination
nor life or death. To achieve this station one does not need to go far beyond as it is nearer
than the jugular vein. There remains no duality when one is annihilated in the Essence and
the Essence is manifested in one’s existence.

ُِِ الںیئ ھ، ابز،ےج رس د

ایر اگیہن ِمل ِسی ونیتں

ُِِدم ونں دیق اگلںیئ ھ

قشع اہلل وِچ وہ اتسمہن
ّٰ َ
انل وصتر اِمس اللہ دے

ُھ
ِ دت ابوھؒ انم دساںیئ

ذاےت انل اجں ذا یت رایل

ُِِھُ ھُ دسا االںیئ ھ

Explanation: You will achieve your destination which is the Essence when you are absorbed
in love for Allah and will sacrifice even your life for Him. If you want to reach the

ُ

Essence then become intoxicated in His love whose source is to invoke Hoo ( )ہوwith
each and every breath and also to contemplate Ism-e-Allah Zaat. I was named Bahoo
when I annihilated myself in Him. (Abyat-e-Bahoo Kamil)

PRACTICE OF INSCRIBING ISM-E-ALLAH ZAAT ON BODY
(MASHQ MURQOOM-E-WAJUDIA)
It is the practice of writing Ism-e-Allah Zaat through concentration by the index finger on
the body while keeping the printed Ism-e-Allah Zaat in front of eyes. Sultan Bahoo
describes the marvellous effects of this exercise in these words:
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 All the levels of part and whole are revealed and attained by inscribing Ism-e-Allah
Zaat with concentration. Afterwards theophanies from each letter of Ism-e-Allah Zaat
are manifested in the being of the seeker and he at once elevates to the level of the
great Saint Maroof Karkhi. He becomes generous and independent of all the desires
thus achieving ghanayat which is the alchemy of elixir. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
 The esoteric path is full of dangers but Ism-e-Allah Zaat takes the seeker to the
destination safely. The spiritual guide must know the way of contemplation and
Divine presence. Otherwise some theophanies are of Divine light while some are fiery,
some theophanies create infidelity and polytheism in the existence while some manifest
the light of Divine vision in the existence. That is to say, the seeker has to reach the
Divine closeness, annihilate himself in Allah and eternally immerse in the light after
safely crossing the satanic dangers, evils of inciting innerself and worries of worldly
accidents in an instant. Thus he is blessed with the presence and his being is forgiven.
He surpasses the discussions and verbosity and gains the true pleasure of beholding
the Divine beauty hence becomes aware of all the spiritual states and enjoys endless
union with Allah. Through which spiritual way all this becomes possible and which
knowledge is its witness? That is the way of inscribing Ism-e-Allah Zaat which
embraces the entire existence of the seeker like a creeping plant surrounds the tree.
Ism-e-Allah Zaat dominates the being of seeker in such a way that the name of Allah
is inscribed upon his entire body. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
 Listen! At the initial stage of Faqr, the entire existence of the seeker converts into
Divine light from head to toe due to the inscribing practice and invocation of Ism-eAllah Zaat and he becomes sanctified and pure just like a new-born. Owing to this
purity attained by inscribing, the seeker is blessed with the presence of Mohammadan
Assembly. The Holy Prophet takes that innocent (spiritual) child Fakir to his sacred
family with utmost benevolence and kindness then gives him to Fatimah-tuz-Zahra,
Aisha bint Abi Bakr and Khadijah bint Khuwaylid who are the mothers of all
believers. Each one of them takes him as her child and feeds him milk. Hence the
infant Fakir becomes a member of the sacred family and is named as the son blessed
with Divine presence and titled as the spiritual son. In the esoteric world the child
Fakir perpetually remains in the state of presence in the form of Divine light while
outwardly he converses to the common and chosen people with his physical body.
These are the levels of accomplishment in Faqr. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
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CONTEMPLATION OF ISM-E-MOHAMMAD
In addition to the blessings of Ism-e-Allah Zaat, Sultan Bahoo has also explained the secrets
and effects of contemplation of Ism-e-Mohammad. He declares that only the spiritual guide
who knows the method of both Ism-e-Allah Zaat and Ism-e-Mohammad is perfect. Along
with the invocation and contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat, the contemplation of Ism-eMohammad is also compulsory for a seeker to reach the destinations of Divine vision,
union and presence in the Mohammadan Assembly.
During the life of the Holy Prophet his sacred Companions crossed all the spiritual
stages of gnosis by the privilege of his closeness, attention and beholding his sacred face.
After him all the seekers of gnosis find presence in his assembly through the contemplation
of his name and get his spiritual beneficence. Without his guidance and help no one has
ever reached Allah and no one ever will. Unless his attention is bestowed, neither the soul
of a seeker becomes alive nor finds gnosis and union. In this age the only way to get his
spiritual beneficence is the invocation and contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and
contemplation of Ism-e-Mohammad which takes the seeker spiritually to the Mohammadan
Assembly and grants him the honour of spiritual company of the Holy Prophet and his
sacred Companions. When a seeker stays in this assembly with patience, perseverance,
respect, modesty, devotion and obedience leaving desires and dependence on others only
then he becomes capable of gnosis. Hence reaches the station of belovedness and union
with Allah.
There are infinite attributive names of Allah but ‘Allah’ is His personal name. Similarly
there are many attributive names of the Holy Prophet but ‘Mohammad’ is his personal
name. Just as Allah is the most powerful name of Allah, Mohammad is the most powerful
name of the Holy Prophet.
The name Mohammad was manifested when there was nothing except the light of Allah
and the light of Mohammad. So Ism-e-Mohammad itself is entire Divine light and has
miraculous powers. Initially the light of Allah manifested itself in the form of Mohammadan
light. When the Saints reveal the fact that Allah first of all manifested Himself in the
form of Ism-e-Allah Zaat then by saying ‘Zaat’ they actually refer to the light or essence
of Mohammad who is the first manifestation of the light of Allah. So Ism-e-Mohammad
is not separate or different from Ism-e-Allah Zaat rather Ism-e-Mohammad is concealed
in Ism-e-Allah Zaat and Ism-e-Allah Zaat is veiled in Ism-e-Mohammad. That is why
Allah has declared His beloved Mohammad’s hand as His Hand and his words as Allah’s
Words as Allah says in the Quran:
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ّٰ
َ َ َ
َ َ
َ َ َ ّٰ
)48:10( ِان ال ِذیۡ َن یُ َبای ِ ُعوۡنک ِانمَا یُ َبای ِ ُع ۡو َن الل َہ ؕ یَ ُد الل ِہ فوۡق ایۡ ِدیۡ ِہ ۡم



Meaning: (O Beloved!) Indeed those who pledge allegiance to you in fact pledge allegiance
to Allah alone. Allah’s Hand is over their hands. (48:10)

َ
ۡ
ُ
ۡ
)53:3-4( ﴾﴿ ﴿﴾ ِا ۡن ُہوَ ِالا َو ۡح ٌی یوۡ ّٰحی
ؕ َو َما یَن ِِ ُق َع ِن ال َہ ّٰوی



Meaning: And he (the Holy Prophet) does not speak out of his (own) desire. His speech is
nothing but revelation which is sent to him. (53:3-4)
When the seekers of Allah wish for vision, union and gnosis, it is possible for them
only in the form of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. Except the Holy Prophet no one is capable to see
the unveiled light of Allah and understand its nature directly. Only the Holy Prophet, due to
his ultimate nearness with Allah can see the light of Allah in its actual and unveiled form.
To see Allah in the form of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and for His union and gnosis, a seeker has to
invoke and contemplate Ism-e-Allah Zaat by following the path of Faqr.
While explaining about Ism-e-Allah Zaat, Sultan Bahoo says that Ism-e-Mohammad
manifested from Ism-e-Allah Zaat just as light of Mohammad manifested from the light of
Allah. So Ism-e-Mohammad is a form of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. In Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan he says;
 It is the saying of the Holy Prophet:

ْ َ ْ َ َْ
الفق ُر فخ ِر ْی



Meaning: Faqr is my pride.
It can be explained as the path of Faqr begins with Ism-e-Allah Zaat and it is the
pride of the Holy Prophet through which the Fakirs attain their level. Ism-e-Allah
Zaat transforms into Ism-e-Mohammad as Allah says in a Qudsi Hadith:

ََ َْ َْ ََ
انا ان َت َو ان َت انا



Meaning: (O Mohammad!) I am you and you are Me.
This shows that these two names are of the same Divine Entity. That is why he said:

ْ َ ْ َ َْ
َْْ
الفق ُر فخ ِر ْی َو الفق ُر ِم ِن ْی



Meaning: Faqr is my pride and Faqr is from me. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
Ism-e-Mohammad has all the powers and effects of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. However Ism-eAllah Zaat has the Divine majesty as well as the beauty. It has both wrath and kindness.
While Ism-e-Mohammad is the absolute Divine beauty therefore it has more compassionate
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effects on the esoteric self of a seeker. By the contemplation of Ism-e-Mohammad the seeker
becomes completely obedient to the laws of sharia and fully compliant to Allah. Sultan
Bahoo where fully explains Ism-e-Allah Zaat there he also describes the knowledge,
effects and marvels of Ism-e-Mohammad. The exegesis of Ism-e-Mohammad by Sultan
Bahoo is:
 From the letter

م

(M) of

َ
ُم َحم ْد

(Mohammad) gnosis of Allah is gained and by the

letter ( حH) presence in the Mohammadan Assembly is obtained. By the second ( مM)
of Mohammad one gets observation of both the worlds and by the letter

( دD) all the

objectives are achieved immediately. These four letters are like an unsheathed sword
to kill the innerself. (Kaleed-e-Jannat)
In his book Aqal-e-Baydar Sultan Bahoo narrates the stations gained by the contemplation
of Ism-e-Mohammad due to the theophanies radiating from its letters as:

َْ

 Ism-e-Mohammad ( ) ُم َحمدhas four Arabic letters which are ( مM), ( حH), ( مM) and د
(D). From command over the (first)
achieved. The command over
command over (second)

( مM) access to the Mohammadan Assembly is

( حH) gives presence before Prophet Mohammad. The

( مM) makes one absorb in the light of Mohammad and د

(D) means not a single breath is void of the conversation of Prophet Mohammad
sall’Allahu alayhi wa’alihi wasallam. (Aqal-e-Baydar)
Every letter of Mohammad has great power and efficacy. When a seeker contemplates
Ism-e-Mohammad with the permission of perfect spiritual guide, he feels changes in his
esoteric self by the luminous effects of the light of these letters. Gradually he starts
acquiring the morals and attributes of the Holy Prophet due to which he becomes the
beloved of Allah. His innerself dies and the soul becomes alive which liberates from the
limitations of the body and boundaries of the world thus reaches the Mohammadan
Assembly where he is guided by the Holy Prophet himself. He acquires his sacred attributes
and becomes the beloved of Allah. While discussing the effects of contemplation of Isme-Mohammad on the personality of the seeker, Sultan Bahoo states:
 When a seeker is absorbed in the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat, Ism-e-Mohammad
and shahada, all his sins hide in the coverlet of the light of Ism-e-Allah Zaat.
(Mohabbat-ul-Asrar)
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 The person who contemplates the sacred name of Mohammad, his every word is
absorbed in its light. Contemplation of Ism-e-Mohammad affects the seeker in such a
way that he is blessed with lustrous insight, grand magnificence, company of the Holy
Prophet, a sanctified inward and the straight path. He (reaches the stage of annihilation
in the Prophet in such a way that he) becomes one with the soul of the Holy Prophet.
He hears with the Holy Prophet’s ears, sees with his eyes, speaks with his tongue and

َْ

walks with his steps. He wears the coverlet of sharia. Ism-e-Mohammad ( ) ُم َحمدhas
four Arabic alphabets ( )م ح مدwhich contain both the worlds. Contemplation of Ism-eMohammad reveals the secrets of both the worlds upon the seeker. When a seeker
contemplates Ism-e-Mohammad, the Holy Prophet along with the Companions,
bestows him with his presence. (Mohabbat-ul-Asrar)

 When a devotee contemplates Ism-e-Mohammad, no doubt the Holy Prophet and his
Companions visit him spiritually. The Holy Prophet says to him, “Hold my hands.”
The very moment he holds the hands of the Holy Prophet, his inward and soul are
illuminated by the light of gnosis and he becomes capable of guiding others. The Holy
Prophet advises the man of contemplation to guide the mankind. Thus such man of
contemplation blesses the people with guidance and persuasion. (Kaleed-e-Jannat)
 By the contemplation of Ism-e-Mohammad, the reality of knowledge is acquired.
(Kaleed-e-Jannat)

 When one contemplates Ism-e-Mohammad, he relinquishes everything for Allah and
sees the Mohammadan Assembly everywhere. He becomes the humble and modest
lover of the Holy Prophet and the beloved of Allah. (Aqal-e-Baydar)
 Let it be known that the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat, Ism-e-Mohammad and
shahada opens two types of knowledge on the man of contemplation. The exoteric
knowledge which is related to devotions and outward matters and esoteric knowledge
which is gnosis, Oneness and witnessing the light of Essence. There are only two types
of knowledge, firstly the knowledge of physical matters and secondly, revelations.
(Kaleed-e-Jannat)

 When light of Ism-e-Mohammad enters the body of a seeker (through contemplation)
all his matters are resolved by (the blessing of) Ism-e-Mohammad. (Aqal-e-Baydar)
 There are four levels of contemplation of Ism-e-Mohammad which grant four kinds
of Divine favour. The first level is that whosoever contemplates Ism-e-Mohammad,
his soul becomes alive and innerself dies. This contemplation has the authority to
take to the level of annihilation in Ism-e-Mohammad which is the level of the perfect
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Fakir. Second level is that when Ism-e-Mohammad enters the inward, it takes the
seeker to the Mohammadan Assembly. He reaches the assembly, sees and recognizes
it and finds presence. Third level is that whosoever acquires permanent contemplation of
Ism-e-Mohammad, every part and whole of the universe is exposed upon his eyes and
he is forgiven according to the verse:

َ ََ
َ َ َ ّٰ َ ۡ
َ َ
)48:2( ل ِ َیغ ِف َر لَک الل ُہ َما تقد َم ِم ۡن ذن ۢۡ ِبک َو َما تاخ َر



Meaning: So that Allah forgives, for your sake, all the earlier and later sins. (48:2)
Such a contemplator (of Ism-e-Mohammad) should be a true man not a human being
having qualities of animals. Fourth level is that by the contemplation of Ism-eMohammad the Divine presence and its knowledge are gained. After gaining the
knowledge of vision the seeker reaches the level of Divine vision then there remains no
wish in his inward (as all his wishes are fulfilled). Through the contemplation of
impression of Ism-e-Mohammad the knowledge of presence before Prophet Mohammad
is gained on the very first day as it is witness to the knowledge of Divine presence.
Seeking anything except the presence is a sin. The spiritual guide who does not take
the seekers to the level of presence step by step and does not let them have persuasion
directly from Prophet Mohammad, he himself is depraved and his disciples are
eventually disgraced. (Kashf-ul-Asrar)
The contemplation of Ism-e-Mohammad saves the seeker from the tricks of Satan and
innerself as well as from ignorance and misbelief. Sultan Bahoo says:
 The seeker of Allah must get control over his mind and all his thoughts through
contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and Ism-e-Mohammad. Hence such fire is ablazed
in his essence by the invocation of his soul and secret (sir’r) which turns him completely
against his innerself, Satan and the world. (Mehak-ul-Faqr)
 Ism-e-Allah Zaat is the greatest name of Allah and Ism-e-Mohammad has the straight
path. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
 You must know that the Holy Prophet is the righteous guide in both the worlds. Having
the privilege of seeing him enhances and adorns the faith. Keep in mind that Allah
has sent him for guidance on the right path. Satan can never be a righteous guide so
he can never acquire the countenance of Prophet Mohammad neither a Muslim can ever
get righteousness from him. Satan fears from Ism-e-Allah Zaat, Ism-e-Mohammad and
righteousness just like a non-Muslim fears shahada which is like a killing sword for
him. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
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 Be aware that there are one lakh and seventy-three thousand knots of infidelity and
polytheism in a human (which break by the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat). By
adopting the path (of Ism-e-Allah Zaat) the seeker is honoured in the very beginning
with presence before Allah and also with presence in the Mohammadan Assembly.
He sees everything in the realm of Divinity. Hence his light gets absorbed in Divine
light. Neither is there body nor soul. How can these stations be known by ignorant
beasts (apparently humans but in reality animals)? If you sacrifice yourself for Ism-eMohammad with devotion and perfect belief, you will be honoured by witnessing the
countenance of the Holy Prophet a thousand times in a moment. You should have
belief that this path is beneficent for the pious. (Aqal-e-Baydar)
 It is easy to find presence in the Mohammadan Assembly but it is very difficult to
achieve righteousness and sainthood like him, to adopt his habits and morals, his
command over both the worlds, his attributes of the renunciation of world, his complete
faith in Allah and submission to fate and the will of Allah. In short it is very difficult
to acquire the Faqr of Prophet Mohammad completely. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Khurd)
It is possible to cross the above stations only by the sacred attention of the Holy Prophet
for which the contemplation of Ism-e-Mohammad is necessary. Sultan Bahoo says:

دخا

آں

ٰؐطصم
ِ

ویقم

ِرافتق

قح
از

ن
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ن
ن یم
یم ی م

Explanation: If I can see Allah, the Eternal, it is because of the (sacred attention and)
company of the Holy Prophet.

رہ اج ہک وخادہ یم راسدن وخشی را
ٰؐابطصم
ِ

دامئ

سیلج

مہ

Explanation: The person who wants to reach a certain (spiritual) station should become
eternal companion of the Holy Prophet (attain eternal presence in the Mohammadan
Assembly through the contemplation of Ism-e-Mohammad).

دوام
اعم

رہ
و

ِیبن
اخص

اب
دنارد

او

ینغ
سک

دل
اایتحشج

Explanation: One whose inward is indifferent to both the worlds forever remains with the
Holy Prophet. He is not dependent on anyone.
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دگا
ٰؐطصم
ِ

ٔہمقل

دنک
احرض

رپزیہ
ابہلل

رگہچ
اعرافں

Explanation: Mystics immortal with Allah remain present in the Mohammadan Assembly.
They never beg for charity.
A seeker reaches the station of annihilation in the Prophet only after having eternal
presence in the Mohammadan Assembly which afterwards blesses him with the final station
of annihilation in Allah and being immortal with Him. Sultan Bahoo says:
 There are three levels of a true seeker. First is the level of annihilation in the spiritual
guide. When a seeker contemplates the countenance of the perfect spiritual guide, he
observes the marvels of the authority of his spiritual guide everywhere. Second is the
level of annihilation in Ism-e-Mohammad. When the seeker contemplates the
countenance and beautiful name of Mohammad, everything other than Allah is
eliminated from his inward and wherever he looks he observes the Mohammadan
Assembly. Third is the level of annihilation in Allah. When the seeker contemplates
the Divine name, his innerself dies completely and wherever he looks, he observes
infinite theophanies of the light of Allah. This light is beheld at the station of no
station which is beyond all levels and stations as considering Allah to be bounded by
time and space is an absolute disbelief. (Shams-ul-Arifeen)
 When the scholar having knowledge of Allah annihilates himself in Ism-e-Mohammad,
he becomes favourite of Prophet Mohammad and all the Saints. Such a person is a
scholar, practitioner of his knowledge and also a perfect Fakir. He is the beloved
disciple of Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani and by his grace, he becomes indifferent to all
the needs. (Fazal-ul-Laqa)
However it should be kept in mind that these blessings of contemplation of Ism-eMohammad are not possible without the attention and persuasion of the perfect and
accomplished spiritual guide. The efficacy of contemplation of Ism-e-Mohammad reaches the
inward only when it is practised with the permission and under the guidance of the perfect
spiritual guide. Unless he opens the lock of inward, the effects of contemplation of Ism-eMohammad cannot reach it. Sultan Bahoo says:
 When the spiritual guide grants Ism-e-Mohammad to the seeker, he is blessed with the
presence in the Mohammadan Assembly on the very first day. It is impossible for the
cursed Satan and the innerself to enter the company of Prophet Mohammad. This is the
sacred path of the Divine presence gained by Ism-e-Allah Zaat through which the
seeker can observe pre-existence as well as the eternity. He can have the view of the
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treasures of world, chaos of the doomsday, Divine closeness and presence, heavenly
houris and castles, paradise and the hell. Perfect spiritual guide is the one who reveals
the hidden realities upon the seeker through the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat
and Ism-e-Mohammad and then gives him the persuasion so that he gains complete
trust and faith. (Aqal-e-Baydar)
To obtain all these blessings of contemplation of Ism-e-Mohammad and to reach the
Mohammadan Assembly, the disciple must be sincere and steadfast and should have
complete belief in this path of the Divine presence. The disciple who has doubts about the
Mohammadan Assembly can never find presence there and if by the beneficence of the
spiritual guide, he enters this assembly, he can never stay there for long due to his malicious
inward.
It is completely up to the perfect and accomplished spiritual guide of the Sarwari Qadri
order when he decides to grant contemplation of Ism-e-Mohammad to the disciple. He
may grant Ism-e-Allah Zaat in the beginning and Ism-e-Mohammad after sometime or
may grant both at the same time. The disciple should follow the spiritual guide submissively
and should not take decisions by himself. The guide is also the spiritual doctor who knows
about all the inward diseases of the disciple and their remedies so he should always act
upon his guide’s advice. The disciple who follows his own will can never succeed because
Faqr is the way of complete submission.

DENIER OF ISM-E-ALLAH ZAAT AND ISM-E-MOHAMMAD
Sultan Bahoo says about the denier of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and Ism-e-Mohammad:
 One who forbids from Ism-e-Allah Zaat and its invocation is either a hypocrite and
infidel or a jealous and arrogant. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 The denier of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and Ism-e-Mohammad is Abu Jahl the second or
Pharaoh. (Aqal-e-Baydar)
 One who does not believe in Ism-e-Allah Zaat and Ism-e-Mohammad is surely a
hypocrite. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
It is evident from all the stated Quranic verses, Hadiths and teachings of the Saints that
unless a seeker invokes and contemplates Ism-e-Allah Zaat and contemplates Ism-eMohammad, he cannot get rid of his innerself and Satan. Neither his inward gets purified
nor do his exoteric and esoteric self coordinate even if he spends all his life in physical
prayers, recitation of the Quran, learning the laws of Islam or performing hard mystic
exercises and becomes thin like thread while doing so. Moreover in this materialistic age
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sincerity, truth and pure urge are rare. Nowadays people neither have the time nor courage
for excessive pious deeds and hard mystic struggle to reach Allah like our righteous
ancestors did. Prayers and all the religious obligations have now become superficial acts
without soul.

ِوہ ِدل وہ آرزو ابیق ںیہن ےہ

ِروگں ںیم وہ وہل ابیق ںیہن ےہ

ِہی بس ابیق ںیہ تُ ابیق ںیہن ےہ

ِجح

و

رقابین

و

روزہ

و

امنز

Explanation: Most people of today no longer perform selfless pious deeds and mystic
endeavours hence do not have Divine union, vision and gnosis. Their inwards are void of
desire of loving Allah which has made the religious obligations such as salat, fast, sacrifice
(of animal on Eid-ul-Adha) and hajj soulless acts. The religious obligations are no longer
performed for Allah. (Bal-e-Jibril)
The invocation, contemplation and inscribing Ism-e-Allah Zaat and contemplation of
Ism-e-Mohammad are the only way to kill the innerself and revitalize the dead soul. When
the soul becomes alive, the seeker is blessed with the Divine vision. However the
condition to oblige is that the seeker has acquired Ism-e-Allah Zaat and Ism-e-Mohammad
from the perfect spiritual guide of Sarwari Qadri order, the man of Divine Essence.

CHAPTER-5

THE PERFECT SPIRITUAL GUIDE
MEANING OF MEDIATOR AND HIS SIGNIFICANCE IN
SHARIA
Allah says in the Holy Quran:

َ َ ۡ َ ۡ ۡ َ ۡۤۡ ُ َ ۡ َ َ ّٰ ُ َ ُ َ ّٰ َ ۡ َ َ ُ َ ٰۤ
(5:35)یایہا ال ِذین امنوا اتقوا اللہ و ابتغوا ِالی ِہ الو ِسیلة



Meaning: O believers! Fear Allah persistently and keep looking for a mediator to (approach
and get closer to) Him. (5:35)
In this verse Allah has given two orders, one is to acquire piety and the second is to
search for a mediator to be close to Allah.
Literally piety means to have fear of Allah, abstain from sins and adopt pious deeds but
mystically, it is the state of inward closeness to Allah. The more a person’s inward is close
to Allah the more he will be pious. Hence it is an esoteric state which ultimately leads to
Divine vision. This fact is endorsed by the Hadith that once Prophet Mohammad was
asked about piety, he pointed towards his chest and said, “Piety is here.” (Muslim 6541)
Mediator (vaseela) refers to the conspicuous path as well as such a source who takes to
the destination. He should be so helpful that all the desires are fulfilled and one is
completely satisfied by obtaining the goals of his life. Lisan al-Arab (Vol. XI p. 725)
defines mediator (vaseela) as, “By means of whom closeness to someone is achieved.”
According to sharia, mediation means to find closeness to Allah through a person who is
Allah’s beloved and is already close to Him, who has travelled the mystic path and knows
its ups and downs. In Sufism such a person is known as Murshid, Pir or Shaikh i.e. the
spiritual guide. A true spiritual guide is the one who perfectly knows the path to Allah,
who has crossed the waystations of Faqr reaching the realm of Incomparable and
Unknowable and is now fully proficient to guide common people who do not know the
Divine path. The perfect spiritual guide saves them from the satanic illusions, distractions
of the inciting innerself and all the other obstacles of the path towards Allah. Now the
verse may be translated as, “O believers! Find the perfect spiritual guide to reach Allah.”

ُ ّٰ

َ

َُ

Some people think that ‘mediator’ refers to faith but the words, ‘O believers’ () ٰۤیای َہا ال ِذیۡ َن ا َمنوا
in the verse show that Allah is addressing those who are already faithful so mediation can
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never mean faith. According to some people, mediator means pious deeds but the
argument against this opinion is that Allah has ordered to ‘find’ mediator, since deeds are
intangible, they cannot be found. Hence, it must refer to the perfect spiritual guide because
being a physical entity he can be searched and found. Another argument which supports
this opinion is that all the pious deeds are not perfect and pure enough to bless the seeker
with the ultimate closeness and Divine vision. Only those deeds are acceptable in the
court of Allah which are completely free from the impurities of pride, vanity, jealousy,
self-conceit, pretence and hypocrisy. To keep religious deeds free from such impure and
unacceptable acts is possible only by the guidance and beneficence of the perfect spiritual
guide. Thus it is justified to take mediator as the perfect spiritual guide who is the
righteous guide on the path to Allah. Hence the verse actually means that every true
Muslim should eagerly find the perfect spiritual guide who would sanctify him by his
spiritually effective sight and celestial company so that all his esoteric and exoteric deeds
are corrected and purified. Then by making the seeker desirable in the Divine court, he
takes him to the destination of vision and union.

رسیم
ےہ

آےئ
دقم

بیعشی
دو

یمیلکی

وکیئ

ارگ

ےس

ابشین

Explanation: The spiritual elevation from the level of a common man to the one who
converses with Allah like Prophet Moses is just a negligible distance away but the one
condition to oblige is to find the perfect spiritual guide who is the Prophet Jethro of the
present era, whose blessing and beneficence is everything. (Bal-e-Jibril)

اتلِم

ںیہن

اہلل

ےس

رکےن

اہلل

اہلل

ہی اہلل واےل ںیہ وج اہلل ےس الم دےتی ںیہ
Explanation: One cannot reach Allah only by invoking His name superficially or silently and
through physical prayers but the perfect spiritual guide can take the seekers close to Him.
 Shah Abdul Rahim, Shah Waliullah Muhaddith Dehlvi and Shah Abdul Aziz alMuhaddith Dehlvi who are renowned among Sufis and the people of Hadith91 also
deduced ‘spiritual guide’ from the word mediator. The chief of opposers of Sufism
Shah Ismail Dehlvi who was the paternal grandson of Shah Waliullah also deduced
spiritual guide from the Quranic word ‘vaseela’ in his book titled Mansab-e-Imamat.
He writes in the explanation of said verse:
91

People of Hadith is a sub-sect of Sunni Muslims not following the four Sunni juridical schools and relying on Quran and
Hadith directly.
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رمادازوہلیسےصخشاتسہکارقباٰیلاہللابدشدرزنمتل
Meaning: Mediator means the person who is closest to Allah in spiritual ranks and
levels.
In the following verse Allah has clearly defined the word mediator leaving no room for
doubt:

َ َ ُ
َۡ َُ َ َ ۡ
ُ
(17:57)اولٰٓ ِئک ال ِذیۡ َن یَ ۡد ُعوۡ َن یَ ۡب َتغوۡ َن ِالّٰی َر ِب ِہ ُم الوَ ِس ۡیلة ای ُہ ۡم اق َر ُب



Meaning: Those that they worship look for mediation to their Lord (themselves) as to
who amongst them is the most intimate (in the court of Allah). (17:57)
Ismail who is intransigent in his views narrates the interpretation of this verse in
Mansab-e-Imamat:

اتسدعبازاںااممہکانبئِاوتسوارقباٰیلاہللابابتع ِرزنمتلاولروسل
Meaning: According to the levels of closeness to Allah, the highest is Prophet Mohammad
sall’Allahu alayhi wa’alihi wasallam and then the spiritual Imams who are his
representatives. 
No one has ever attained to the level of a Saint or could have gnosis and vision of Allah
without the spiritual training of the perfect spiritual guide. Al-Ghazali became renowned
after he left teaching the religious lessons to experience mystical states under the spiritual
guidance of Shaikh Fadl ibn Mohammad al-Farmadi. Rumi became legendary after
coming in servitude of his spiritual teacher Shams of Tabriz. Iqbal became a famous Sufi
poet after he received spiritual beneficence from Rumi. Briefly said no one has ever
reached Allah in the history of Faqr and Sufism without a spiritual guide.
Prophet Mohammad has also ordered to search for a spiritual guide in the following
Hadiths:

َ َُ
َ
الرَ فِ ْی ُق ثم الط ِریْ ُق



Meaning: First find the companion (perfect spiritual guide) and then set on the (spiritual)
journey.

َ َ
لَا ِدیْ َن ل َِم ْن لَا ش ْیخ لَہ



َ ُ َ َ َ
َم ْن ل َا ش ْیخ یَت ِخذ ُہ الش ْی ِّٰن



Meaning: One who does not have a spiritual guide has no faith.
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Meaning: Verily one who is not guided by a spiritual guide, Satan surrounds him.

ًَ

ً

َ

ٌ

ُ

َ َ

)۴۷۹۳ َم ْن َما ت َو ل ْی َس ف ِ ْی ُعن ِق ٖہ بَ ْی َعة َمات َم ْی َتة َجا ِہ ِلیة (ملسم

Meaning: One who died in a state that he had not pledged allegiance to the perfect spiritual
guide, died in complete ignorance. (Muslim 4793)

َُ
ََ َ ُ َ َ
الش ْیخ ف ِ ْی قوْ ِم ٖہ کن ِب ٍی ف ِ ْی ام ِت ٖہ



Meaning: A spiritual guide is among his people as a Prophet is among his nation.

OATH OF ALLEGIANCE ACCORDING TO SHARIA
Whenever a person embraced Islam it was obligatory for him to pledge allegiance to
Prophet Mohammad in addition to the recitation of shahada. Allah says:

ّٰ
َ َ َ
َ َ
َ َ َ ّٰ
(48:10)ِان ال ِذیۡ َن یُ َبای ِ ُعوۡنک ِانمَا یُ َبای ِ ُع ۡو َن الل َہ ؕ یَ ُد الل ِہ فوۡق ایۡ ِدیۡ ِہ ۡم



Meaning: (O beloved!) Indeed those who pledge allegiance to you in fact pledge allegiance
to Allah alone. Allah’s Hand is over their hands. (48:10)
This verse is a proof that oath of allegiance to the Universal Divine Man who is the
perfect spiritual guide is a religious act approved by Allah. If oath of allegiance with
Prophet Mohammad was necessary even after accepting Islam then oath with his spiritual
successors also holds the same importance. Rather it became essential after his death
because in his absence the mediation and source towards Allah is required even more.
Moreover in this verse Allah has told the Companions that when they pledged allegiance
to the Holy Prophet, their covenant was not only with him rather through his mediation
they had in fact pledged allegiance to Allah. After the Prophet, people who pledged
allegiance to any of the Rashidun Caliphs who were also the spiritual successors of the
Holy Prophet and the spiritual guides of his nation, they actually pledged allegiance to
the Prophet through their mediation and reached Allah through two steps of mediators.
Hence as the chain of spiritual guides continued, the number of mediators increased. In
this age when fourteen centuries have passed since the initiation of oath of allegiance if a
Muslim pledges allegiance to a perfect spiritual guide, he reaches the Holy Prophet and
Allah through many steps.
The pure and perfectly accomplished people who are spiritually bound by the oath of
allegiance, their lineage in Sufism goes back to the Prophet. Such virtuous people are
linked spiritually and there is no discontinuity in their link to Prophet Mohammad. These
fortunate ones spiritually connect their disciples to the Prophet through pledge of allegiance.
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In terms of Faqr it is considered that their disciples have in fact pledged allegiance to
Prophet Mohammad and have reached Allah through his mediation.

CATEGORIES OF OATH OF ALLEGIANCE
There are many manners of oath of allegiance e.g. oath to enter Islam, pledging allegiance
to a leader or caliph, oath before jihad, oath of piety etc. In the age of the Rashidun
Caliphate oath of allegiance to enter Islam became obsolete owing to the fact that
innumerable people were accepting Islam which made it impossible to distinguish
between those accepting with pure intention for Allah and others at the prudence of its
honour and power. In the era of the Umayyad Caliphate and the Abbasid Caliphate the
oath of allegiance could not become popular as the rulers became tyrants and
transgressors and were blithe to the establishment of Sunna. Those affairs which relate to
the purity of innerself and the inward as well as proximity to Allah and ultimate union
with Him are inclusive in oath of piety. This oath was included in oath to a caliph during the
rule of Rashidun Caliphate henceforth many mystic orders initiated. After Hasan ibn Ali
renounced caliphate, oath of piety no longer remained a part of oath to a caliph. One of
the reasons of the incident of Karbala was that Yazid was not a capable person to
understand the difference between the oath of piety to a spiritual guide and the oath taken
to a caliph and was not at all legitimate that the spiritual leader of the time (Imam-eWaqt) and the Universal Divine Man of the era, Husayn ibn Ali, would pledge allegiance
to him. If he had pledged allegiance to Yazid then it would not only be an oath given to a
ruler but of piety as well. This could never be an option for Imam Husayn for he himself
was the leader of that age.
After the incident of Karbala, oath of piety could not continue in its actual form because
there were a few reservations. Firstly, it might not get confused with oath to a caliph,
wrongly concluding to unjust persecution of people and secondly, sedition and turmoil may
not arise. Hence during that period Shaikh Hasan of Basra, his successors and future
Sufis bestowed symbols to their devotees which were denoted as pledging allegiance on
the hand of a Sufi. After an interlude, custom of taking oath of allegiance became nonexistent among kings, sultans and leaders and eventually all its signs were erased. Sufis
then revived the Sunna of oath of piety in its full form once again. It is a credit to Sufis
who revived the oath of piety making all essentials part of it and making it famous by the
title of oath of Sufism.
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OATH OF ALLEGIANCE IS A SUNNA
For some Sufis oath to piety is obligatory but to others and general public it is a Sunna. It
is continued successively from the time of Prophet Mohammad.

THE PERFECT SPIRITUAL GUIDE’S METHOD OF
SPIRITUALLY ELEVATING A DEVOTEE
The perfect spiritual guide spiritually educates and makes seekers of Allah cross several
mystic waystations following the same pattern as was of Prophet Mohammad for his
Companions. Quran describes this pattern as:

َ ۡ ۡ
َ ُ
ُ
ۡ
(62:2)یَ ۡتلوۡا َعل ۡی ِہ ۡم ّٰا ّٰی ِت ٖہ َو یُ َزک ِ ۡی ِہ ۡم َو ی َع ِلمُ ُہ ُم ال ِک ّٰت َب َو ال ِحک َمة



Meaning: (Prophet Mohammad) who recites to them His revelations and cleanses and
purifies them (outwardly and inwardly) and teaches them the Book and wisdom. (62:2)
An instructor is prerequisite with a book to make a person absorb and learn it similarly
prescription requires a doctor. Those who object, “Why need a spiritual guide in the presence
of the Quran?” To them I ask, “Why Prophet Mohammad was sent with the Quran?” If
Companions needed Prophet Mohammad, we face a similar need of spiritual guide. Like
righteous guidance was not possible without Prophet Mohammad similarly in every age,
it is not possible without a representative of Prophet Mohammad. It is astonishing to find
that Muslim scholars who only have apparent knowledge of the religion feel their need
among people but do not feel the need of such a perfect spiritual guide who has reached
closest to Allah and has the honour of achieving His gnosis after manifold devotional
prayers and mystic endeavours than scholars.
 Imam Ahmad ibn Hanbal was once known for his disapproval for mysticism and Sufis
but afterwards when true faith adorned his inward and soul through the blessed
company of Bishr al-Hafi, he would answer queries about sharia himself but would
refer the seekers of Truth and Reality to Bishr al-Hafi. Seeing this, students of Imam
Ahmad ibn Hanbal felt embarrassed and asked him why he would refer people to a
Sufi when he himself was a great scholar! He replied that he only had the knowledge
of sharia and Bishr al-Hafi knew Allah Himself therefore he directed seekers of Allah
to him.
According to another tradition Imam Ahmad ibn Hanbal would often run after Bishr
al-Hafi. Once someone asked that why he ran after a Fakir despite being such a great
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scholar himself? He answered, “Bishr al-Hafi knows God whom Ahmad ibn Hanbal
worships.”
 Bahlool (Wahab ibn Amr) was apparently a majdhub92 but is counted among the
Shaikhs of Imam Abu Hanifa. One is surprised what the great Imam would have been
learning from him! The Imam himself was well versed in all of the branches of
knowledge such as fiqh, Hadith, syntax, Islamic principles etc. Certainly he visited
Bahlool for the purity of innerself and for the ardent love of Allah. If a person reads
the biography of Imam Abu Hanifa he will find the name of Bahlool at the top of the
list of his spiritual guides. It is the saying of Imam Abu Hanifa, “If I had not
remained in the blessed company of Bahlool for two years as I did, my soul would
have been wasted.”
In the verse of sura al-Jumu’ah, calls of Prophet Mohammad mentioned by Allah are as
follows: (1) Recite verses unto them, that is, invite them towards Islam and convey
commands of Allah; (2) purification of innerself and (3) bestow wisdom through inspired
knowledge.
Nowadays Muslim scholars do the same, they recite verses before people, invite them
to Islam, convey the meaning of the Quran and persuade to follow what it says. Then why
masses accepted Islam in the age of Prophet Mohammad but now none because of them?
The reason is that he had immeasurable spiritual powers hence he raised spiritual ranks of
people who visited him by the efficacy of his sacred company or through his words.
Before accepting Islam, Salman the Persian had met spiritual leaders of Jews, Christians
and fire worshippers but was influenced by none but as soon as he reached the Holy
Prophet, he recited shahada upon seeing his sacred face. Likewise Islam prospered in the
subcontinent due to the accomplished Sufis.

طقف اگنہ ےس وہات ےہ ہلصیف دل اک
 ایک ےہ،ہن وہ اگنہ ںیم وشیخ وت دربل
Explanation: The perfect spiritual guide’s powerful Divine sight opens the mystic path
leading a devotee to the secrets of Allah. If one cannot purify the innerself with his
powerful sight what is the point to be known as a spiritualist! It is only the way of the
‘perfect’ spiritual guide. (Bal-e-Jibril)
Once the Holy Prophet said to Umar ibn Khattab, “None of you will be accomplished
in faith till he loves me more than his life, wealth and children.” Listening to this, Umar

92

Here it means lost in Divine meditation.
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said that he did not feel such state. The Prophet asked, “Do you not feel?” This address
raised his spiritual status and he immediately said, “Now I feel it.”
One day Prophet Mohammad was designating Muadh ibn Jabal or some other Companion
as the governor of Yemen. Muadh ibn Jabal said to the Prophet, “O Prophet! I do not
have the ability to become a governor.” When the Prophet touched his shoulder he at
once exclaimed, “Now I feel the ability within me.” This is called purification of innerself
by the spiritual sight. Afterwards the spiritual successors of Prophet Mohammad executed
the same responsibility. This is the reason why rhetoric of scholars go in vain while even
a minute attention of the perfect spiritual guide cleanses devotees’ innerselves due to
which their souls become strengthened hence reaching close to Allah crossing many
waystations. Allama Mohammad Iqbal also says that in order to accomplish faith, the cure of
Muslims lies in the powerful sight of a perfect spiritual guide:

رخد ےک اپس ربخ ےک وسا ھچک اور ںیہن
رتا العج رظن ےک وسا ھچک اور ںیہن
Explanation: Intellect has nothing but verbosity, the cure lies in the spiritual sight of the
perfect spiritual guide from diseases of the soul e.g. jealousy, rancour, greed, lust, backbiting,
slander etc. Thereafter filling the inward with the ardent love for Allah. (Bal-e-Jibril)
Iqbal seems worried about the conditions prevailing nowadays:

دل وسز ےس اخیل ےہ ہگن اپک ںیہن ےہ
رھپ اس ںیم بجع ایک ہک وت ےب ابک ںیہن ےہ
Explanation: Your inward is empty of Divine love and eyes do not give the sheen of
purity then why should it be strange that you are not fearless! Why you do not dare to go
against your innerself that incites you and cover the spiritual journey towards Allah! (Bale-Jibril)

ااھٹ ںیم دمرہس و اخاقنہ ےس انمغک
!ہن تبحم ہن رعمتف ہن اگنہ

ہن زدنیگ

Explanation: I left madrasas and fake khanqahs as there was no life for spiritual self, no
Divine recognition, gnosis, proximity and vision as well as no spiritual sight to alter inwards.
(Bal-e-Jibril)

In short, attaining true knowledge of the Book (Quran) and wisdom is not possible
without the perfect spiritual guide. It is he who manoeuvres a devotee from the scams of
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Satan and inciting innerself and takes him close to Allah, the ultimate shelter. Common
people have not even heard the name of this mystic way and knowledge let alone become
adept in it.

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PERFECT SPIRITUAL GUIDE
Allah says in Quran:

َ َُ
ۡ ّٰ َ ُ ُ ّٰ ُ َ ُ
(9:119)ٰۤیای َہا ال ِذیۡ َن ّٰا َمنوا اتقوا الل َہ َو کوۡن ۡوا َمع الص ِدقِی َن



Meaning: O believers! Fear Allah persistently and remain in the (company) of those who
uphold the truth (truthful men). (9:119)
Like it has been explained before, piety means inward state of being close to Allah. The
closer a person’s inward is to Allah the more he will be pious. Now what does ‘truthful
men’ mean whose company we are ordered to keep? We are all Muslims, majority of us
offer salat and in it we recite sura Fatihah during which we supplicate Allah, “Show us the
straight path. The path of those upon whom You have bestowed Your favours, not of
those who have been afflicted with (Your) wrath, nor of those who have gone astray.”
Now the question arises what is the straight path? This is true that the straight path is the
Quran and Sunna but all religions in the world, every community and then every sect
within Islam has announced that they are on the right path. Among Muslims some give
reference of Quran saying that they have more knowledge of it and recite it more often
therefore they are on the straight path but the Quran says:

َ ۡ َ
ُ
ۡ َ
(2:26)ی ِض ُل ِب ٖہ ک ِثی ًرا ۙ و یَ ۡہ ِد ۡی ِب ٖہ ک ِثی ًرا



Meaning: Allah holds many astray and guides many aright with the same example. (2:26)
People recite Quran but do not get guidance. Despite reading it they do not attain gnosis,
closeness and union with Allah while some peoples’ direction of thoughts is converted
and they go astray like Mirza Ghulam Ahmad Qadiani (the accursed).93 Some Muslims
are expert in the knowledge of Hadith and claim that since they are the people of Hadith
that is why they are on the straight path. All sects have determined the straight path on
their own terms and are following the path that they think right. If Allah wanted He could
have announced in sura Fatihah, “O Almighty! Show us the straight path which is the
way of Your Book and the Sunna of Your beloved.” Instead Quran has ordered to follow
and pray for the path of those upon whom Allah has bestowed His favour. Now the
93

He declared himself a Prophet despite the fact that Prophet Mohammad is the last Prophet. The Parliament of Pakistan
declared the group who follows him as non-Muslims and all over the world Muslims consider them as non-Muslims.
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question arises that who are the ones upon whom Allah has bestowed His favour and
whose path we are ordered to follow? Allah says in the Quran:

ُ
ّٰ
َ َ َ َُ
َ ّٰ ۡ َ
ُ
ۡ ۡ
َ
َ َ
الص ِدی ِقی َن َو الش َہ َدٓا ِء َو
ِ َو َم ۡن ی ِِ ِع الل َہ َو الر ُسوۡ َل فاولٰٓ ِئک َمع ال ِذیۡ َن ان َع َم الل ُہ َعل ۡی ِہ ۡم ِم َن الن ِب ٖین َو
ۡ ّٰ
(4:69) الص ِل ِحی َن



Meaning: And whoever obeys Allah and His Messenger (blessings and peace be upon
him) are the people who will be in the company of those (spiritual dignitaries on the last
day) whom Allah has blessed with His (special) favour: the Prophets, the truthful, the
martyrs and the most pious. (4:69)
First group is of Prophets. They are the ones upon whom Allah has bestowed His favour
without a doubt but there are three other groups who are not Prophets. The second one are
the truthful men. In verse 119 of sura at-Taubah Quran says to adopt the company of
truthful men while travelling the straight path but who are they?
Mohammad Karam Shah al-Azhari writes in Tafsir Zia-ul-Quran:
 The literal meaning of truthful is of a person who is extremely true to his words and
true in his conversation. It is an attribute and the person who has it, holds one of the
many high stations of proximity to Allah.
Shaikh Mohammad Abduhu says:
 Truthful are the people whose nature is pure of all the intricacies of innerself and
Satan so much so that when reality of Islam is presented before them, they would
accept it immediately. They are not confounded between good and evil. They can easily
differentiate between right and wrong. This rank was enjoyed by many Companions of
the Prophet and Abu Bakr is ‘the truthful’ whose life is the perfect example of
outright truthfulness. (Tafsir Ruh al-Bayan)
Truthful are those who endorse the truth. Whose inwards have become pure to such an
extent that revelations received by Prophet Mohammad and the orders of Allah narrated
by him are obeyed by them immediately.
After Prophets, the truthful men are ranked the highest because none till upcoming
times can be blessed by the physical company of Prophet Mohammad. Till the end of time
no matter how much a person becomes accomplished in servitude to Allah and reaches
exalted ranks of Qutb and Ghawth, he cannot even come close to the ranks at which the
Companions exalted. The privilege to be a Companion has ended till the Judgment Day.
After Prophet Mohammad, the age of being blessed with his physical sacred company ended
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leading towards bestowment of truthful men to nation, whoever joins their company will
get beneficence of the blessed company of Prophet Mohammad through their mediation.
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani says:
 O man! When you love Allah sincerely after purifying from the sensual wishes, He
will make your inward such a mirror in which when you would glimpse, the secrets
and facts of the world and the hereafter will be revealed.
The perfect spiritual guide who is the embodiment of truth becomes the perfect reflection
of spiritual aspects of Prophethood. He receives beneficence of Allah through the mediation
of Prophet Mohammad and performs the duty of distributing it among the seekers of
Allah.
Truth is the highest station of piety. When a person accomplishes in it he is conferred with
sainthood and appointed at the rank of the truthful. It becomes obligatory upon him to
spiritually persuade and guide people on the right path. The Quran has ordered to keep
their company:

َ َ
ۡ ُ ۡ َ ۡ َ ۡۤۡ ُ َٔ ۡ َ
(21:7)الذک ِر ِا ۡن کن ُت ۡم لَا ت ۡعلمُوۡ َن
ِ فسـلوا اہل



Meaning: So (O people) if you do not know (yourselves), ask the people of invocation.
(21:7)

If one ponders over this verse, he will quickly understand a very important point that

ْ ْ

ۡ َ ۡۤ ُ َ

َ  )ف ۡسـَٔلوۡا اہrather “Ask the
Allah has not ordered, “Ask the people of knowledge” (ل ال ِعل ِم
ۡ

ۡ َ ۡۤ ُ َ

people of invocation” (الذک ِر
ِ )ف ۡسـَٔل ۡوا اہ َل. Those who have knowledge can go astray because
intellect is from brain which can mislead while the real invocation of Allah arouses from
the inward which never deceives. Knowledge is recorded in brain whereas invocation
affects and gets imprinted inwardly. The Quran has forbidden to follow those who do not
invoke.

ً ُ َ َ َ َ ُ ّٰ َ َ َ َ َ َ ۡ ۡ َ َ ۡ َ َ ۡ َ ۡ َ ۡ َ ۡ ُ َ َ
(18:28)ان ا ۡمرُہ ف ُرطا
و لا ت ِِع من اغفلنا قلبہ عن ِذک ِرنا و اتبع ہوىہ و ک



Meaning: And (also) do not follow him whose inward We have made neglectful of Our
invocation and who follows but the urge of his (inciting self) and his case has exceeded
all bounds. (18:28)
The Quran says about the truthful men (perfect spiritual guides):

َ َ ََ ۡ َ َ ۡ َ ۡ َ َ
(31:15) َاب ِالی
و ات ِبع س ِبیل من ان
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Meaning: But follow someone who adopts the path turning to Me. (31:15)

َ
َ
ۡ َ
(25:59) ﴾﴿ الرَ ۡح ّٰم ُن ف ۡسـَٔ ۡل ِب ٖہ خ ِبی ًرا



Meaning: (Allah) is the most kind. (O aspirant of His gnosis!) Ask of Him (from) someone
who has attained to His awareness. (25:59)

َ َُ
ُۡ َ ُ
َ ّٰ
َ ۡۤ ُ
(4:59)ٰۤیای َہا ال ِذیۡ َن ّٰا َمنوۡا ا ِط ۡی ُعوا الل َہ َو ا ِط ۡی ُعوا الرَ ُسوۡ َل َو اولِی الۡا ۡمرِ ِمنک ۡم



Meaning: O believers! Obey Allah and obey the Messenger (blessings and peace be upon
him) and those who are Ulil Amr ( )اویلاالرمamongst you. (4:59)
These verses are pointing towards the truthful, the perfect spiritual guide, telling us to
follow him. Some people derive the meaning ‘worldly leaders’ from the term Ulil Amr in
verse 59 of sura an-Nisa but Saints derive it to be the truthful who is the perfect spiritual
guide, representative of Prophet Mohammad in each era and whose responsibility is to
spiritually train the people. The Quran and Hadith turn our attention again and again towards
following him.
It is not possible to have union with Allah without the guidance of the perfect spiritual
guide. Satan with his army and followers has set an ambush on the door of sharia because
the way to Allah’s gnosis, proximity and union passes through it. Firstly, he does not let
any man come to this level. If a courageous man reaches the door of sharia (salat, fasts,
hajj, zakat) then satanic group tries to stop him on the very adoption of sharia and tries to
absorb him into its superficial elegance. He lets no one reach its reality (and the biggest
problem of today’s age is that people outwardly comply with sharia but do not try to
reach its reality). If a lucky few seekers of Allah try hard and cross the basic level of sharia
to approach the next levels of gnosis of Allah then Satan tries more forcefully to stop
them and makes them go astray. He tries every trick and ruse to stop them. When a
seeker of Allah reaches the esoteric world crossing the door of sharia he has to go across
the vast and dangerous jungle of inclination from the creation (people incline towards
him for the solution of their worldly problems). At this point if the seeker of Allah does
not have the association and guidance of the perfect spiritual guide then he goes astray in
this jungle of inclination and is spiritually halted forever. Like the knowledge of sharia
cannot be learned without a teacher similarly gaining esoteric knowledge is impossible
without the association of the perfect spiritual guide. The persuasion and sight of the
spiritual guide are the alchemy which removes all the impurities from the seeker making
him inwardly pure. What is the difference between religious education and spiritual
persuasion? Education acquaints with outward aspect of religious knowledge whereas
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through spiritual persuasion a man is enlightened with the knowledge of both physical
and esoteric worlds.

SEARCH FOR THE PERFECT SPIRITUAL GUIDE
When the seeker of Allah starts his journey towards Allah, the first step is to find the perfect
spiritual guide. The truthful men, Fakirs and Saints are chosen as representatives by Allah
in the world and are spiritual successors of Prophet Mohammad. To have proximity of
Allah it is indispensable to come in their servitude, pledge allegiance to them and have
beneficence of their company. Rumi says:

ن
ِابخ
ےسک

،رینز
داامن
ِ

ہب

اعمل
،آوزی

ادنرنی
ِین

ات

Explanation: You do not have any worth in this world unless you get associated with the
perfect spiritual guide.
However the problem is how to recognize the perfect spiritual guide as it is narrated by
Abdullah ibn Abbas:
 Gnosis of Allah is easy but gnosis of the reality of a Saint (perfect spiritual guide) is
difficult for the simple reason that Allah is known for His perfection and marvels but
the Saint is a human therefore obtaining gnosis of a human by a human is difficult as
he is also bound by sharia like others. However esoterically he is forever with Allah.
(Tafsir Ruh al-Bayan)

Suhayl, the Companion of the Prophet, said:
 Everyone sees his (perfect spiritual guide’s) appearance but no one knows the reality.
A fortunate few come to know his reality who will become successful if they
venerate him according to the prestige but if they make the mistake to oppose him, be
disrespectful or insolent, no matter how minute in nature it is, they will be destroyed
and their hereafter will be ruined. (Tafsir Ruh al-Bayan)
Every seeker or disciple does not have the ability to recognize the Fakir who is
annihilated in Allah and immortal with Him and is the perfect and accomplished spiritual
guide possessing the light of guidance. This is because every seeker or disciple does not
truly seek Allah. Many are the seekers of the world or the hereafter. The call of the
perfect spiritual guide is to show the path of Allah to its travellers as well as simplify it
for them as he is their leader and guide on this path. Only those can recognize the reality
of spiritual guide who have set out on the journey with pure intention to seek Allah.
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Common people cannot recognize him, firstly because they are not pure in their desire for
Allah, secondly because outwardly he appears to be an ordinary human like them. It is
impossible for the seekers of world to recognize his reality with their limited intellect
since he apparently lives like common people. Intellect cannot reach his reality because it
is always busy in finding flaws and arguments. If you will try to identify him with mere
intelligence you will be left with arguments only. The incident of Prophet Moses and
Khidr related in sura Kahf is an enlightening lesson for the seekers of Allah that
arguments bifurcate the path.

SEARCH FOR ALLAH TAKES THE SEEKER TO THE PERFECT
SPIRITUAL GUIDE
If the seeker is true in his intention to gain proximity to Allah and His recognition then he
should be assured that he will find the perfect spiritual guide because Allah says:

َ َ َ
ََ
َ َو الَذیۡ َن َج
(29:69) اہ ُد ۡوا فِ ۡینا لَن ۡہ ِدیَن ُہ ۡم ُس ُبلنا
ِ



Meaning: And those who strive hard (and struggle against the inciting innerself vehemently)
for Our cause, We certainly guide them to Our ways. (29:69)
In Sufism, a seeker is directed towards a spiritual guide according to his longing. Every
devotee is inclined towards a spiritual guide who is in accordance to his desires and
disposition as Allama Iqbal says;

تسہ انی دکیمہ و دوعت اعم اتس ااجنی
ااجنی

اتس

اجم

ابدنازہ

ابدہ

تمسق

Explanation: This world is a tavern and everybody is invited to drink (taste the wine of
Divine vision). Everyone’s wine will be up to the size of his cup (according to his desire
to seek Allah).

THE PERFECT SPIRITUAL GUIDE POSSESSING THE DIVINE
LIGHT OF GUIDANCE
If search for a spiritual guide is meant to recognize Allah and attain His proximity then one
will find two kinds of spiritual guides, one is the bearer of the Trust, the representative of
Allah. He is the one who is the spiritual successor and representative of Prophet Mohammad
hence he is the perfect spiritual guide possessing the Divine light of guidance and all
others are his junior successors. The details follow ahead.
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BEARER OF THE DIVINE TRUST - THE UNIVERSAL DIVINE MAN
 Sultan Bahoo says, “Remember! The strata of the heavens and the earth are standing
without a pillar out of respect for Ism-e-Allah Zaat and will remain intact till the
Judgment Day due to it. Everything in the heaven and the earth is engaged in
glorifying Allah.”

ۡ
ۡ
ۡ َ ۡ َ ّٰ ّٰ َ
َ ّٰ َ َ َ
(57:1)ض ۚ َو ُہوَ ال َع ِزیۡ ُز ال َح ِک ۡی ُم
ِ سبح لِل ِہ ما فِی السمو ِت و الار



Meaning: All those who are in the heavens and the earth glorify Allah alone, and only He
is the Lord of honour, the most Wise. (57:1)
Allah says in the Quran about the Divine Trust:

َ َ َ ََ َ َۡ َ ۡ َ َ َ
ُ الس ّٰم ّٰوت َو الۡاَ ۡرض َو الۡج َبال َفاَبَی ۡ َن اَ ۡن یَ ۡحم ۡل َن َہا َو اَ ۡش َف ۡق َن م ۡن َہا َو َحمَ َل َہا الۡان ۡ َس
ؕ ان
ِانا عرضنا الامانة علی
ِ
ِ
ِ
ِ
ِ ِ ِ
َُ َ َ َ
(33:72)﴾﴿ان ظلوۡ ًما َج ُہوۡلًا
ِانہ ک



Meaning: Indeed We offered the Trust to the heavens and the earth and the mountains,
but they declined to bear this and felt scared of it, but man took it on. Verily he is ever so
cruel (towards his innerself) and ignorant (of his highest rank near Allah). (33:72)

اہب
ٰؐطصم
ِ

ےب

رگاتسن
دبادن

ّٰ َ
اللہ

سب
را

تقیقح

امس
اںی

Explanation: Ism-e-Allah Zaat is the priceless and grandest holy treasure. Its reality is
known only to the Holy Prophet. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
Mystics say that Trust means the treasure of Faqr, Ism-e-Allah Zaat. The person to whom
the Divine Trust or the treasure of Faqr is transferred is the embodiment of the status of:

ّٰ َ ْ َ ْ َ َ َ
ِاذا تم الفق ُر ف ُہوَ اللہ



Meaning: When Faqr is accomplished that is Allah.
The Prophet is the owner of Faqr and has its complete authority and it is his sacred
assembly from where all the decisions relating to Faqr are issued. He orders transference
of the Trust from the Universal Divine Man of an era to his best disciple who must be the
perfect and true seeker of Allah and would be the Universal Divine Man of the next era.
Whoever claims this status on his own accord is doubtlessly a reprobate.
Ibn Arabi writes in his book Fusus al-Hikam:
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 Since Ism-e-Allah Zaat is comprehensive of all the Divine attributes and is the fount of
entire marvels hence it is the origin of theophanies and is called the Lord of all the
lords. The person who is its perfect embodiment is the manifestation of Divine
Essence-the true man of Allah upon whom everything is revealed. In every era, one
person is on the footsteps of Prophet Mohammad and he is ‘the absolute man of Allah’
of that era. He is called the leading Saint of all the Saints or the Ghawth. His way is
exactly that of Prophet Mohammad. He involuntarily follows the commandments and
remains absorbed in Divine love and obligations. Whatever Allah has to do, He does
it through him. (Translated in Urdu by Abdul Qadeer Siddiqi)94
Shaikh Moeeduddin Jindi says:
 The greatest name of Allah which has become famous all over is meaningly related to
the world of reality and soul (the universe of Command), while literally it is related to
this world of physical existence and apparent words. All the Hadiths which
encompass the truth of the marvels are called ‘the reality’ and they actually refer to the
Universal Divine Man who is present in every era. He is the leading Saint of all the
Saints. He holds the Trust and is the ultimate representative of Allah. The greatest
name is actually the physical countenance of that perfect Saint (the Universal Divine
Man). (Tafsir Ruh al-Bayan)
Allah says in the Quran:

ۡ ُ َ ۡۤۡ ُ ّٰ ۡ َ ۡ َ ۡ َ َ ُ َ
(36:12)ام م ِبی ٍن
ٍ و کل شی ٍء احصینہ فِی ِام



Meaning: And We have encompassed everything in the Imamin Mubin. (36:12)
In this verse, Imamin Mubin is the Universal Divine Man. Allah has kept all His wills,
commands and the created universe in the Guarded Tablet which is in fact the inward of
the Universal Divine Man. His inward is the place where the Godly light of the Divine
Essence is revealed and its vastness can neither be explained nor imagined.
Rumi said in Mathnawi (Vol III):
 Just as treasures are found in deserted places, Allah entrusts His Trust to that person’s
inward who is not popular.
Sayyid Abdul Karim bin Ibrahim al-Jili writes in his literary work al-Insan al-Kamil:
 The Universal Divine Man is the celestial pole around whom the whole universe
revolves from pre-existence till eternity. Ever since the advent of existence till eternity,
he is a unique entity. Then there are different physical dresses for him in different ages
94
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(this entity appears in a different physical appearance in each era). In accordance to
that particular physical dress, he is given a name that would not go for another of his
dress. His actual name is Mohammad, his filial appellation is Abu al-Qasim, his
epithet is Abdullah (man of Allah) and his title is Shamsuddin. He has a name in
accordance to each physical dress. In every era he has a new name which suits to the
physical dress in which he appears. (p. 388)95
This reality is further explained by Ibn Arabi in his book Fusus al-Hikam (exegesis by
Riaz Qadri):
 From pre-existence till eternity the Holy Prophet keeps changing his physical dresses
in every era and only in the beings of ‘perfect individuals’ does he manifest himself.
(p. 97)

 The Universal Divine Man is a unique entity since pre-existence till eternity and that
is the lord of the universe Prophet Mohammad who has been appearing in the beings
of Prophets, Messengers and their spiritual successors from Adam till Christ and after
the seal of Prophethood he would be manifesting in the beings of Ghawth, Qutbs,
Abdals and Saints according to their respective spiritual levels and ranks. (p. 165)
In every era there is a man who bears the Divine Trust and he is in fact the heir of the
treasure of Faqr. Prophet Mohammad is its owner and has complete authority. He is the
one who transfers this Trust and treasure. Without his permission, the Trust of Allah
cannot be entrusted to anyone. He transferred the treasure of Faqr to his daughter
Fatimah-tuz-Zahra and she holds the highest and supreme level of being the first Sultan
of Faqr among the Mohammadan umma. This treasure was also transferred to Ali ibn Abi
Talib from whom it was transferred to the nation therefore he is titled as ‘the gateway of
Faqr’. Then the chain continued and the treasure reached the supreme holder of Faqr,
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani and then to Sultan Bahoo. Now whenever someone is selected
by the Mohammadan Assembly for entrusting the Trust, Prophet Mohammad hands over
that person to Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani for his training to hold it. Then he is sent to Sultan
Bahoo for the transference of the treasure of Faqr and then from there he is sent to the
Universal Divine Man of the era. The treasure of Faqr will be transferred only through
Prophet Mohammad till the doomsday. Without his approval and permission Faqr cannot
be granted to anyone.
The possessor of the Trust of Allah who is called the man of Divine Essence is in fact
the perfect and accomplished spiritual guide possessing the light of guidance. If a seeker
finds such spiritual guide then it is not hard to reach the extreme level of Faqr. His grandeur
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is that he blesses the seekers with the greatest name of Allah, Hoo ( )ہوwhich is the king
of all invocations, on the very first day of allegiance. He also blesses the seekers with
Ism-e-Allah Zaat for contemplation. It is hard to find such spiritual guide as he is not
renowned but if a seeker is fortunate enough to reach his court then he should immediately
enter the circle of his slavery. The chain of spiritual guides will continue till the doomsday
and there will always be one perfect spiritual guide present in the world but only those
seekers will be able to reach him who set on the journey to Divine recognition and vision
and have the urge to reach the Mohammadan Assembly. Seekers of the world and the
hereafter cannot reach him and even if they reach him they do not stay in his assembly for
long.
If one finds an imperfect spiritual guide due to his impure intentions then he must not
object as fault lies within his own self. Contemplate within yourself. If you seek Allah, He
will Himself protect you then how could you get trapped by Satan! People of today seek
wealth, riches, fame and ranks and these are the legacy of Pharaoh, Korah and Abu Jahl
whereas the heritage of Prophets and Saints is to seek Allah. A person reaches the guide
in accordance to his desires and it is because Allah sees intentions and inward. (For details
see chapter 9 and 11)

JUNIOR SPIRITUAL SUCCESSION
In the path of Faqr the perfect spiritual guide appoints some of his chosen seekers at
different places after training them spiritually and blessing them with one or more of his
attributes in order to guide people. They are known as junior spiritual successors. The actual
source and origin of guidance and righteousness is the Universal Divine Man who bears
the Trust while they work as his subordinates and execute the duty of guiding people. It is
not necessary for junior spiritual successors that they be stationed at the level of
annihilation in Allah and immortality with Him. They are only trained according to the
requirements of their responsibilities. The relation between the Universal Divine Man and
his junior spiritual successors can be understood by the example of a powerhouse and
transformers. The powerhouse supplies electricity to the whole city but every area of the
city has its own transformer. The actual source of electricity is the powerhouse (11,000
volts) but this electricity is supplied to all the areas of city through the transformers
according to the potential of the transformers (240 volts). Similarly the actual source of
all the esoteric powers is the perfect spiritual guide possessing the light of guidance. These
powers and the Divine light of the perfect spiritual guide reach the seekers after reflection
through the inward of the successors. If a junior successor commits a mistake his spiritual
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powers are seized, it means the Divine light coming from the inward of the perfect spiritual
guide to his inward ceases and he is demoted from his spiritual level. However the
Universal Divine Man holds the Divine Trust and his status is that of belovedness, so his
spiritual powers never cease and he is never demoted rather it should be said that he
never commits a mistake as he is the manifestation of the Divine Essence. In the Sarwari
Qadri order usually junior spiritual succession is given to a very few seekers or it is given
only outwardly to execute a particular responsibility. In this mystic order, the perfect
spiritual guide holds the status of the Universal Divine Man and has the Trust which
means he is the man of contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. Hence a seeker must
contemplate Ism-e-Allah Zaat under his guidance. The blessings of exalted stations of
Faqr which a seeker can have directly from the perfect spiritual guide can never be found
from junior successors. Only the perfect spiritual guide can directly bless a seeker with
the Divine favour. However after the death of the perfect spiritual guide, their spiritual
power is increased manifold (for the sake of seekers at that place) because usually the
Universal Divine Man does not appear twice at one place and the seekers recognize him
after a long time at the new place where he appears.

FAKE AND IMPERFECT SPIRITUAL GUIDES
Some people have defamed Sufis by disguising as them for merely selfish purposes to
gain worldly wealth, fame and respect. They are indeed corrupt but remember a piece of
wisdom that fake currency is printed where there is real currency similarly fake items are
imitated from original items. The more the demand and worth of a thing is, the more likely
its fake will ensue. That is why the number of fake spiritual guides have increased
nowadays. They are like a bandit in the guise of a guide, thief as a sadhu, enemy of life
claiming to be a well-wisher, men worse than devils pretending to be Saints. Prophet
Mohammad said, “Satan appearing in the form of a man is more dangerous than Satan in
the appearance of jinn.”
Rumi says:
 Many humans are inwardly Satan so a seeker should not follow anyone without prior
authentication. Hunter sings in the voice of a bird to deceive the prey. That bird listens
to its kind and gets trapped. Likewise deceitful in the guise of a Dervish use subterfuge.
These wicked people steal the words of Fakirs so they could deceive the innocent.
The call of the Universal Divine Man is to shower Divine light so that the soul gets
relief whereas wicked people’s task is deceiving. They disguise themselves to claim
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sainthood or Prophethood like Musaylimah96 but history proved his title to be ‘The
Arch-Liar’ ( ذکابal-Kadhab) and Prophet Mohammad is always remembered as the
man of wisdom. He has the Truth while the fraudulent have filth and hell torment. The
true Fakir follows the sharia of Prophet Mohammad because without sharia, Fakirism is
nothing but a deceit.
This is comprehended by Data Ganj Bakhsh Ali ibn Usman al-Hajveri in the following
manner:
 Sufis can be placed in three categories:
1. SUFI (THE PERFECT SPIRITUAL GUIDE): He is the one who is accomplished in
all stations of Faqr and is annihilated in Allah and immortal with Him. His being is
free from everything that is other than Allah (Allah makes persuasion and guidance
obligatory only upon such Sufis).
2. MUTASAWWUF: He is the one who is well-versed in the outward knowledge of
Sufism and spirituality. He has acquired knowledge of the Divine path but is not
accomplished (due to his own imperfect intentions. Though after reading books of
Sufis he has become familiar with its affairs).
3. MUSTASAWWUF: He is the one who pretends to be a Sufi for worldly gains and
riches. He is certainly unaware of the path of Sufism and spirituality and is indeed
lustful.
Allah! Save mankind from such people who are like Satan. Now their advertisements are
regularly published in newspapers and magazines which is ludicrous. In these advertisements
each one of them claims to be an accomplished spiritual guide who is worried for the
entire world and just for the sake of removing people’s worries he has settled in a small
shack in your city leaving Europe and America. Some even claim to have spent at least
forty years seclusion in Himalayas. All these so-called spiritualists claim that they have
received beneficence from a perfect spiritual guide and quite often link their spiritual
lineage with the Qadri way. Only if they knew the grandeur of the Qadri they would not
have falsely claimed link with its lineage. Then they also boast that they can do anything,
jinns and supernatural beings are under their command and can perform any task upon their
authority. Dear readers! Just think, are not human beings superior to jinns and supernatural
beings? Is not Allah Omnipotent! Can jinns and supernatural beings interfere in His
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authority? Such false claimants rob the people whose faith is weak and for this they opt
for different methods. A few of the many categories are mentioned below:
 Many people adopt sainthood and have made a profession out of it only because they
are involved in some difficulty regarding worldly affairs. In fact they are not spiritual
guides and have no knowledge about Sufi ways. They act like one just to plunder
simple people and perform different trickeries to aggrandize themselves. Some among
them are never guided by a guide and some have been spiritually demoted while
performing mystic struggles and then have gone astray by being caught in satanic
deceptions. Some have followed fake guides whose predilection is world therefore
they also incline their disciples towards it from the very first day and henceforward the
fake guides and their disciples both plunder the world. They advertise to become
famous. Advertisements include claims such as: solve any problem by one night’s
incantation; get answer of any question; heartless lover is yours; expert in astrology;
expert in palmistry; expert in Bengal’s black magic; expert in African black magic;
reform your husband; a nine days’ wonder; five lakhs to the Saint who counters my
work; expert in countering black magic and occult influences etc.
Due to these wretched men, people avoid the honourable path of Faqr or Sufism. The
sole aim of life of these villains is gaining wealth for which they deceive people and
many of them even keep a Hindu name. Constantly newspapers and magazines print
their traps. These so-called Saints name their magic tricks as miracles and practise all
sorts of trickery e.g. open letters published along with their advertisements have same
pattern for different sadhus which is, “I was worried to death, after being disappointed
of everyone I contacted so-and-so spiritualist and my all worries were resolved.” If the
readers think over and work towards the facts of these open letters they would be
astonished to find out that this is just one letter published with the advertisement of
different self-styled spiritualists with only change in name of the writer and the
remaining structure of the letter is the same. In fact these people commit blasphemy and
become a polytheist when they say, “Being disappointed of everyone I contacted so-andso sadhu and my problems were solved.” These foolish people even negate Allah (I
seek refuge in Allah) by saying that a person was disheartened from God but the
(fake) spiritualist did his task. They are shamelessly fearless from questioning on the
Judgment Day and are lovers of wealth and riches. They have impinged on the
shrines and mausoleums of Saints and have made these blessed places as hunting
grounds where they hunt humanity making populaces distrust the Saints.
 Second category is that which makes a fool out of people by staying within the
boundaries of sharia. Such a person uses the shrine of a Saint and create opportune
moments. His style is that of a person who is seemingly fulfilling all the requirements
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of sharia and is sitting cross-legged with closed eyes. People gather around him in a
circle. His two henchmen are asking people to make a place so that supernatural
beings of this fraud can sit. After some time the man shakes his head and opens his
eyes and says to someone sitting in the front, “Ask! And all your queries will be
answered.” Upon this a strange pattern starts. On every question, the man converses
with the supernatural beings whom the audience are trying to locate by widening
their eyes so that they can see them somehow. Upon every question a similar reply is
received that so-and-so relative or a neighbour has got black magic done on him.
Then it is concluded that the person should meet the so-called holy man at his
personal place and hence get plundered.
 Now a new category of these fake guides has become common and they have also
made the shrines of Saints their den to entrap people. On every Thursday and Friday
they come to the shrine with a few of their henchmen and sit among their followers.
These followers start attracting people towards their guide. Some among these frauds
have power of knowing secrets of the inward and therefore they can tell a person about
his worries. A depressed man becomes impressed and is hence lured. Sometimes a
group gathers at a place and starts some kind of invocation. People become attentive
and gather around them. A person who is invoking in the group becomes frenzied
displaying to be overwhelmed by a spiritual state. People get impressed by this act
hence are tricked. Although people should know that true Saints invoke in solitude.
In sharia, supererogatory prayers have been ordered to be performed in solitude to
conceal from other people. It is the saying of the Prophet, “Do not make your homes
a graveyard.” Companions asked the Holy Prophet, “How?” He said, “Offer additional
and supererogatory prayers at your homes.”
In these circumstances it is easy to say that the perfect spiritual guide cannot be found in
this age of fraud. Similarly it is not difficult to say that these days a truthful devotee is not
easy to find. Though there are a lot of devotees but they visit their spiritual guide so they
could ask him to pray for them or for the attainment of talismans. This behaviour is not
correct as one does not entrust himself to a spiritual guide for such worldly affairs. The
need for the spiritual guide is for esoteric correction, purification of innerself and inward and
for the enlightenment of the soul. The perfect spiritual guide makes a truthful devotee cross
the path of Faqr station after station and eventually takes him close to Allah. As compared
to contemporary times, in the past every person was in search of the perfect spiritual guide
so that he could be spiritually trained. His servitude towards the guide could lead him
closer to Allah and hence he could achieve gnosis. People would search and find the
perfect spiritual guide’s assembly and through his persuasion and guidance achieved
Allah’s gnosis and proximity. Gradually man became materialistic and was ensnared by
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worldly desires. Wish to become close to Allah began to reduce. Observing these
circumstances, the perfect spiritual guides (the Universal Divine Man of different ages)
concealed themselves from the world and went into solitude. This created a void which
was capitalized by fake spiritual guides and swindlers who started the business of giving
talismans and knotted strings (used as charms by blowing on them). Even palmists,
astrologists and supernaturalists became so-called guides. They would distribute tablets
with Quranic verses made of gold, silver and metal, pricing them accordingly. Though
palmistry and astrology are fields of knowledge but are not Sufism itself. Even women
claim the title of a spiritual guide and surprisingly are successful in deceiving people.
Likewise cunning, sly and knave men attracted and trapped people through sleight of
hand deceptions. Hence mutilated form of spirituality became a business and reached its
peak. People started inclining towards these fake guides for benefit in worldly affairs and
to find solutions for their problems. Thus the trade of incantations and giving talismans to
increase wealth and have success in business started. The trend of foretelling numbers for
lotteries and bonds also became a part of it. Shops were decorated which claimed to bless
the childless and to resolve matters and fights with in-laws. At some places started occult
functioning to dark magic and at others to undo this magic. People started attending these
fake superficial spiritual guides’ gatherings for the desires of their inciting innerself and for
the solution of their problems. When they paid attention towards conduct of these fake
guides, they found contradiction and deceit in their words and deeds, lies and backbiting in
their habits, saw crowd of women in their chambers and carnality in their eyes. It was
observed that these frauds just wanted accumulation of wealth by any means from people.
Simple innocent men and women were seen getting entrapped. Unfortunately some people
who had the coincidence of visiting these wicked and contemptible guides perceived this
as the actual way and manner of bona fide Sufis. Those who were not fortunate enough to
stay in the company of the perfect spiritual guide or even if they were blessed by the
company they waited for miracles to believe in him or when their worldly wishes were
not fulfilled they became distrustful and did not stay in his blessed company any longer,
eventually all such people followed the fake guides who themselves were bounded by
sensual desires.
It is the saying of Sultan-ul-Faqr II Shaikh Hasan of Basra:

َ
َ
ُ ُ َْ َ
َْ
ِان ُص ْح َبة الْاش َرارِ توْرِث ُسوْ َء الظ ِن ِبالْاخ َیا ِر



Meaning: The person who adopts the company of depraved people of Sufism (fake and
superficial guides) will develop mistrust for the virtuous people of Sufism (the perfect
spiritual guides).
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Now the approach should have been that people ought not to have followed these
frauds and rebuked the wishes of their innerself but on the contrary they started abusing the
attributes of Saints and the path of Sufism. Consequently people became mistrustful of the
path of Sufism and left it for superficiality. People became more concentrated towards
exotericism. This led to sectarianism and gave rise to different schools of thought. When
Sufism which is the soul of Islam, vanished from Muslim society they became disintegrated
and started killing each other in the name of religion. Due to this disintegration they lost
their worth in the whole world because:

نتِ ےب روح ےس ےب زار ےہ قح
ےہ

دخا

اک

زدنوں

زدنہ

دخاےئ

Explanation: Allah is disgusted with the bodies without enlivened souls. Soul is dead because
its wishes and necessities have been neglected which lie in union with Allah, as people
currently nurture only their bodies. Allah Himself is eternally alive and forever sustained,
He is the Lord of the enlivened ones. That soul is enlivened which has Allah’s gnosis and is
capable to see the Lord, listen to Him and converse with Him. (Bal-e-Jibril)

SHRINE CARETAKERS: The Muslim nations failed in worldly affairs when the progeny
of political leadership started to succeed politically. Similarly succession in descendants
of spiritual guides made us fail in faith as well. This does not mean that sons of Saints do
not deserve spiritual succession in fact they do deserve it and sometimes more than
anyone else but in the contemporary age often incompetent people are seen as shrine
caretakers. Certain number will be of those who have no knowledge of the spiritual path.
However it can be said that they are blessed to be born in a family and lineage which
belonged to a Saint whose position they have inherited as well as devotees. This pattern
of succession continues for centuries until someone dethrones them. Before the British
rule in India, it was mostly considered among people that the spiritual successor of the
Saint was the shrine caretaker which was true. However the British rulers made a law to
destroy the khanqah system of Muslims by making shrine caretaking part of inheritance.
Now according to the laws of state, it is also inherited just like any other property by the
sons of the Saint even if they do not deserve it. If before death the Saint himself appoints
his actual spiritual successor as the caretaker of his shrine, then he will be evicted in a
few months through the court and the authority will be transferred to the sons as their
inheritance. The possession of property and the income of shrine are also linked with it
therefore shrine caretaking was included in inheritance. The fight for this is usually seen
in the courts or read in newspapers. Now it has intensified so much that it has become a
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matter of life and death because people also use it to get a high position in politics.
Allama Iqbal has pointed towards this fact:

ریماث ںیم آیئ ےہ اںیہن دنسمِ اراشد
!زاوغں ےک رصتف ںیم اقعلوں ےک نمیشن
Explanation: The sons of Saints have inherited position of spiritual guidance and
persuasion of the perfect spiritual guide which in truth is granted by the permission of
Prophet Mohammad. It is the throne to guide Muslims and show them the path towards
gnosis of Allah. The perfect spiritual guide is worthy of this throne but not those who
inherit it as a property. They use it out of the greed for offerings of devotees and to
establish goodwill for political purposes. The seekers of the world whose inwards are
empty of Allah’s love and filled with greed have in their clutches the khanqah of the
Universal Divine Man which was a home to seekers of Allah and where the Saints used
to enlighten their inwards. (Bal-e-Jibril)

ّٰ ْ ُ
ق ْم ِب ِاذ ِن اللہ ہہک ےتکس ےھت ِوج رتصخ وہےئ
اخاقنوہں ںیم اجمور رہ ےئگ ای وگرنک

Explanation: Prophet Christ’s attribute was ‘Rise by Allah’s command’. When he recited,
it would bring the dead back to life. The perfect spiritual guides who gave life to the dead
souls by reciting it cannot be found anymore because they have gone in solitude. The
khanqahs and shrines of the late spiritual guides are occupied by their descendants who
are just selling their forefathers’ religion with the connivance of attendants of the shrine
and grave-diggers. All of them have no knowledge of the glory of a Saint. (Bal-e-Jibril)
I question the reader that who were the shrine caretakers among the great Saints like
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani, Ali ibn Usman al-Hajveri, Moinuddin Chishti, Fariduddin
Ganjshakar, Bahauddin Zakariya, Nizamuddin Auliya, Qutbuddin Bakhtiar Kaki, Shah Abdul
Latif Bhittai, Lal Shahbaz Qalandar, Bari Imam Shah Abdul Latif Kazmi, Shams of Tabriz,
Rumi, Sultan Bahoo, Sayyid Abdullah Shah, Pir Abdul Ghafoor Shah, Pir Bahadur Ali
Shah and Sultan Mohammad Abdul Aziz or other Saints who are no longer with us? They
earned respect and honour in the world of Sufism on their own, not as a shrine caretaker.

اینپ داین آپ دیپا رک ارگ زدنوں ںیم ےہ
Explanation: If your soul is alive, you must build your own world instead of relying on
inheritance or taking advantage of others.
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Sultan Bahoo considers an independent Fakir as the bona fide Fakir implying that he is
not bound to a khanqah rather he spreads beneficence by travelling. I have myself travelled
all over Pakistan and was astonished to find out that people are worshipping the descendants
of a Saint for seven generations. Although the descendants have no clue what Sufism is,
they have crammed a few of its lessons to fool people and are openly acting against
sharia but people still do not understand. They spend summer in Europe and America and
get their medication from there as well at the expense of the offerings of devotees. They
take part in politics, make money out of it and obtain respect, honour and much more.
Opposers of Sufism have led people astray by quoting their examples.

HERESY IN SUFISM
A few of the many heresies associated with Faqr and Sufism are discussed in the topic of
fake and imperfect guides in the previous pages. These are mistakenly known to the
common people as saintly. A few of them are mentioned below:
NOT FOLLOWING SHARIA AND CALLING IT FAQR
You will find odd men in corners of many streets who would either be clean shaved, sitting
naked or would have adopted a new style for instance wearing strings of beads around the
neck, hands and feet and call themselves mendicants. Several know a few magic tricks
which when performed would make people sit before them devotedly. These tricks result
from incantations. By observing such people abandon sharia, people falsely interpret it as
some station in Faqr where sharia has to be neglected. In the path of Sufism this particular
heresy ends faith. Remember that whosoever turns back from the sharia of Prophet
Mohammad, will no longer be blessed with Allah’s favour. Sultan Bahoo says:

زگدی

راہ

کِسے

ریدیس

وخنادہ

زنمل

ِ
الخف

ربمغیپ
ہب

رہزگ

ہک

Explanation: Whoever will adopt the way opposite to the path of (sharia of) Prophet
Mohammad will never reach the destination. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
WIN OVER BY GIVING TALISMANS
People take keen interest in breaking relationships and creating bonds through talismans.
Talismans are used to win over people to ultimately exploit them and bring them under
subjugation. They are also used to bring a person’s enemy under charm to break the enemy’s
relationships with his loved ones. It also includes making voodoo dolls of enemies and
poking needles in them. All of these are occult undertakings and are hence satanic. Satan
brings people to do such evil acts by coining a noble cause for them. Hence it is in itself a
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heresy to give pure intention to satanic work. A crowd can be seen around these fake
guides who give talismans and charms. To run their business they have made some
henchmen who spread the word among people about their magic tricks. One must ponder
that whether it is the call of Saints to make people fall in love and to end enmities through
their spiritual powers or the hermits, Christian anchorite and schismatic guides can also do
this through black magic? Quran has narrated the reality of magic which is: “They (the
Jews) used to learn such (magic) from both of them (Harut and Marut) by which they caused
separation between husband and wife. Yet they cannot harm anyone by this except under the
command of Allah.” (2:102)
GAMBLING THROUGH JINNS
Jinns are used to guess prize bonds and lottery winning numbers. Similarly they are used in
games betting and in gambling. People (Hindu ascetics, Christian monks and schismatic
guides) who are involved in black magic at times through their satanic sources come to
know that a particular number will be announced in the lucky draw of lottery, bond or in
gambling. That number is informed to the most trusted henchman. Sometimes instead of
jinns this task is accomplished through numerology and ilm-e-Jafr.97 How these people
come to know the unknown? Perhaps only they can answer! What comes next is that both
fake guide and devotees earn great profit. Their activities spread ineffable polytheism and
heresy that only Allah can save us from their evil.
GRANTING SPIRITUAL SUCCESSION TO ANYONE
Granting spiritual succession is to establish vicegerency and is a critical responsibility. It
is included in Sufism and is considered a pious deed if the vicegerent is well-intentioned
and worthy of it. It is a sin to grant succession to an unworthy person as it leads to chaos.
Sufis grant it only to the deserving devotees. They never grant it to the disciple on the basis
that he fawns over the spiritual guide, forces people to follow him and accumulates
wealth for the spiritual guide, neither is granted so that the disciple works towards
reduction of circles of other guides. The (fake) guide who grants succession for the sole
purpose to increase his influence, creates heresy which defames both sharia and Sufism.
MAKING SUCCESSION AN INHERITANCE
If succession is granted to the meritorious devotee then it does not matter whether he is
from progeny or outside the family. It is a heresy in Sufism to grant succession to the
descendants just to keep it within the family or to avoid a person who is not from the
progeny to succeed. Allah bestowed Prophethood only upon the worthy ones, never ever an
incapable was chosen for this honour. It is deduced from this that granting succession to
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any incompetent person due to his family connections is not the way of Prophets and
Saints hence it is a heresy in Sufism.
The pioneer of Naqshbandi order, Salman the Persian was not progeny of its leader
Abu Bakr Siddiq. The pioneer of Qadri, Chishti and Suhrawardi order, Shaikh Hasan of
Basra was not from the family of Ali ibn Abi Talib. Rashidun Caliphs who were the
Companions of Prophet Mohammad succeeded on account of their competency without
being discriminated on lineage. They were Abu Bakr Siddiq, Umar ibn Khattab, Usman
ibn Affan and Ali ibn Abi Talib. Likewise in prior eras spiritual succession was given on
the basis of proficiency and not on the account of authority and lineage. If someone is
blessed with sainthood it does not mean that his son or grandson starts to call himself a
Saint and has the right to spiritually lead.
Qutbuddin Bakhtiar Kaki who was the spiritual successor of Moinuddin Chishti of the
Chishti order was not his son. Fariduddin Ganjshakar, the spiritual successor of Qutbuddin
Bakhtiar Kaki was not his son and likewise Nizamuddin Auliya, the spiritual successor of
Fariduddin Ganjshakar was also not his son. In Sarwari Qadri order the Divine Trust that
was transferred from Sultan Bahoo98 also had no intervention of lineage. Sultan Mohammad
Abdullah Shah Madni Jilani99 came from Madina to whom the blessing of Trust was
transferred by Sultan Bahoo. From him it was transferred to Pir Abdul Ghafoor Shah100
who further transferred it to Pir Bahadur Ali Shah101 after whom it was transferred to
Sultan Mohammad Abdul Aziz102 and it is not the lineage which relates all of them.
Sultan-ul-Faqr VI Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali103 was the son of Sultan Mohammad
Abdul Aziz but he was also his most deserving disciple for the Trust of Faqr and it had
been decided since eternity that he would be its possessor. If transference of Trust was to
be decided according to the lineage then Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali’s elder brother
and Sultan Mohammad Abdul Aziz’s eldest son Sultan Safdar Ali had been the one to
whom it would have been transferred.
KEEPING DISCIPLES IN THE SAME FAMILY AFTER THE DEATH OF THE
SPIRITUAL GUIDE
This is another heresy which has appeared in Sufism nowadays. It is very important that
there is a connection between the spiritual guide and the disciple. Connection brings a lot
of beneficence and spiritual progress but it is a heresy to force and induce people to
98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103

The book The Spiritual Guides of Sarwari Qadri Order has details of all these Saints as well as the
sequence in which Divine Trust was transferred.
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pledge allegiance to the sons of the late spiritual guide or with his junior spiritual
successors to prevent them taking oath to someone else. If the successor of the spiritual
guide is perfect then he will not attempt any of this but if he is imperfect then he will try
any ruse to convince the devotees to stay in his circle.

GUIDANCE TO AVOID AN IMPERFECT SPIRITUAL GUIDE
We have elucidated about the imperfect spiritual guides. Similarly guides of all other orders
have also warned about them. A sinful Muslim due to his vile acts cannot represent Islam
correspondingly a fake and imperfect spiritual guide cannot represent Faqr and Sufism. It
is not allowed in sharia that a person is penalized because of the wrongdoings of his
neighbour. Likewise it is not right to blame pure religion Islam due to sinful acts of a few
groups of Muslims or distrust Sufis of pure disposition due to fake guides.
 Shaikh Ahmad Zarruq says that fake guides are the people of lust. Their sayings should
be rejected and actions disregarded. However due to their presence in the circle of
Sufism, true Sufis should not be renounced. Good and bad people are present in
every field and this will continue till the Judgment Day. All the Islamic jurists,
teachers, judges as well as traders, rich people and leaders are not the same, likewise
are the Sufis. Islamic scholars also have two categories: vicious savants and true
scholars. One cannot renounce the true scholars because of vicious savants. In Sufism
also, some are appointed at highest spiritual stations and others are fake spiritual guides.
This fact is so obvious that everyone knows it and there is no room for doubt. A
person should first of all recognize Allah so that he can recognize His people.
Sultan Bahoo has set the standard for true seeker that he is the one who seeks only the
Essence and for the spiritual guide that he has supreme authority of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. He
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must grant the seeker on the very first day the sultan of invocations (Hoo )ہو, contemplation
of Ism-e-Allah Zaat, method to inscribe Allah’s name on body and take him to the
paramount level. He says:
 The seeker must take spiritual persuasion only from the perfect spiritual guide and get
rid of the imperfect and fake guide. How can the perfect spiritual guide be distinguished
from the imperfect one? The perfect spiritual guide instantly elevates the seeker to the
Divine presence by his spiritual attention and the inscribing practice of Ism-e-Allah
Zaat while the imperfect guide makes false promises. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
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ن
ُھ
ِ آپ ہن اطبل نیہ ںیہک دے ولاکں ُتں اطبل رک ِدے
ک
ُاچونن ھیییاَں رکدے اپیسں رہق اہلل وتں انںیہ ڈر ِدے ھ
ن
ُ ریَپ اوَ درھ دے ھ، نلکن ابز،قشع اجمز
ُھ
ِ ادنر روز رشح دے

َُھ
ؒ اوہ یردنمے وہنس ب

Explanation: In order to become a spiritual guide and accede to the throne of Divine
guidance and persuasion it is compulsory to first become disciple of the one who is
perfect and accomplished in it. Imperfect guides could not even attain to the level of a
seeker of Allah, failed in Faqr, never pledged allegiance to the perfect spiritual guide nor
were granted permission to guide and persuade yet call themselves ‘spiritual guides’. It is
a self-deception that since their forefathers were guides hence they hold the same title and
that spiritual guidance is inheritance. These fakes have made it a business to sell gnosis
and succession hence pledging allegiance to them is proscribed and forbidden. No
guidance can come from the imperfect. They are playing a dangerous game opposite to
Divine love therefore on the Judgment Day they will be disgraced.

ن
ُھ
ِ ریپ ایلمں ےج ڑیپ انں اجوے ِاس تُں ریپ یک درھانں
ن
رُمدش ِ ی
ُھ
ِ ِمَں اِراشد ہن نَم تُں ِاوہ رمدش یک رکانں
ُ یک ڑھپانں ھ، وکولں دہاتی انںیہ ِاوہ اہد،سج اہد

ُھ
ِ َھُ اس وموتں یک ڈِرانں
ؒ ےج رس ِدایتں قح احلص وہوے ب
Explanation: Break oath of allegiance to a guide who fails to grant union with Allah. Avoid
him if no peace is felt by the soul or guidance in the inward. Do not pledge allegiance or
follow those who have failed to guide and cannot lead on the straight path but if you find
the perfect spiritual guide who can bless with Divine vision then do not hesitate even if
you have to trade your very life. (Abyat-e-Bahoo Kamil)
Sultan Bahoo says:
 The perfect spiritual guide is like the pure soul whereas imperfect guide is like a dog.
(Majalisa-tul-Nabi Khurd)

 The spiritual guide who does not grant the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat is not
worthy to guide others. (Nur-ul-Huda)
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Here he has mentioned ‘contemplation’ and not ‘invocation’. In Sultan Bahoo’s order
contemplation and invocation both are meant even when one is mentioned.
Allama Iqbal exhorts to get associated with the perfect spiritual guide because without
him one cannot unfold the secrets of Faqr. His poetry also persuades people to avoid the
company of fake guides and shrine caretakers because they have nothing but verbosity and
altercations. According to his teachings one should protect oneself from these hunters and
their traps because if the seeker is misguided by them, he can even lose his faith instead
of accomplishing in it. The great poet seems disappointed from both madrasas and
khanqahs of his age. He says:

ااھٹ ںیم دمرہس و اخاقنہ ےس انمغک
!ہن زدنیگ ِہن تبحم ہن رعمتف ہن اگنہ
Explanation: I left madrasas and the fake khanqahs as there was no life for spiritual self,
Allah’s love, gnosis, proximity or spiritual sight to alter the inward. (Bal-e-Jibril)

لہ دمرہس ےن رتا
ِ الگ وت وھگٹن دای ا
ّٰ
َ
اہکں ےس آےئ دصا لَٓا ِالّٰ َہ ِالا اللہ
Explanation: In present times only worldly knowledge is taught in educational institutes and
in the same way madrasas focus on outward knowledge of the Quran, Islamic jurisprudence
and Arabic grammar etc. The focus of none of the institutes is on the gnosis and ardent
love of Allah which is the real faith. ‘There is no God but Allah’ means to be accomplished in
His gnosis so that the inward and soul verify that there is no God except Allah. To say
shahada just verbally, with love and dependence on worldly relations is meaningless. (Bale-Jibril)

وبتکمں ںیم ںیہک ِرانعیئِ ااکفر ِیھب ےہ؟
ِ اخاقنوہں ِںیم ںیہک ّذل
ت ارسار یھب ےہ؟
Explanation: In the modern educational institutes neither there is effort towards creating love
for Allah nor any lessons regarding gnosis. There is no embellishment of thoughts. On a
similar note seekers of Allah are no longer spiritually trained in the fake khanqahs where
there were once present Sufis, Saints and Fakirs who acquainted them with the secrets of
Allah. (Bal-e-Jibril)
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یہی خیشِ رحم ےہ وج رچا رک چیب اھکات ےہ
ِلوذر و دِقلِ اوسیہ و اچد ِر زرہاہ
ِمیلگ
ہ
Explanation: The ostensible spiritual guide generates respect among people by using the
name and status of his grand and sacred forefathers. He is shameless and can even sell
Abu Dharr al-Ghifari’s tattered quilt, Uwais al-Qarani’s saintly clothes or shawl of Fatimah
bint Mohammad for his benefits. (Bal-e-Jibril)

، وہ آہنیئ ریمض،ابیق ہن ریہ اری
،ر

و

الُمیئ
ِ

و

لُسَین

ِِکسی ٔہ

اے

Explanation: Nowadays there is no purification of inward and enlightenment of soul.
Muslims are misguided by kings, leaders, clerics and fake guides hence going astray from
the real faith. (Armaghan-e-Hijaz)

 رات ںیم،اجاتن وہں ںیم ہک رشمق یک ادنریھ
ریپان رحم یک آںیتس
ےب دیِ اضیب ےہ
ِ
Explanation: In this dark age imperfect self-styled guides having no spiritual powers are
present everywhere in Muslim countries. A true seeker rarely finds the perfect spiritual
guide whose sacred hands possess the spiritual strength like the hand of Prophet Moses
which shone with a bright light. (Armaghan-e-Hijaz)

دخاودنا ہی اریے اسدہ دل دنبے دکرھ اجںیئ
،عَر
 ےہ اطلسین یھب ی،عَر
ہک درویشی یھب ی
Explanation: Allah! Where should your seekers go for guidance in this age of fraud where
there are a number of fake dervishes and cunning sultans! (Bal-e-Jibril)

 وقم وک اچبےئ،بضغ ںیہ ہی رمدشا ِن وخد ںیب دخا رت
اگبڑ رک اریے املسمونں وک ہی اینپ زعت انرےہ ںیہ
Explanation: These fake guides plunder wealth from people and only seek their own
benefit. May Allah save the umma from them! They want to be respectful in society by
claiming to be the guide of Muslims but the reality is that they are impairing and ruining
them. (Bang-e-Dara)
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ن
وہ ِ ِنُ انم وج  ربوں یک اجترت رکےک
ایک ہن وچیب ےگ وج ِلم اجںیئ منص رھتپ ےک
Explanation: The caretakers of the shrines are embezzling the offerings of the devotees of
the late Saints. They earn respect by trading on the shrines of the sacred ancestors. It is
even expected from them to start selling idols owing to their lust to earn money. (Bang-eDara)

اھکس دےیئ ںیہ اےس ویشہ اہےئ اخاقنیہ
ہہیقف رہش وک وصیف ےن رک ِدای ےہ رخاب
Explanation: The fake Sufis have set such a bad example that even Islamic jurists and
scholars have started taking oath of allegiance imitating the true Sufis. Neither they are
eligible nor entitled to spiritually guide. (Bal-e-Jibril)

ریپان رحم اک
وسد ےہ
ِ

ذنراہن ںیہن

رہ رخہقٔ اسولس ےک ادنر ےہ اہمنج
Explanation: The offerings which are taken by fake guides and by those who claim
sainthood on account of their lineage is like interest.104 They are usurers hidden in disguise
of Sufis. (Bal-e-Jibril)

ہہیقف رہش یھب رابہتین ہپ ےہ وبجمر
ہک رعمےک ںیہ یر تع ےک گنجِ دتس دبتس
Explanation: The Islamic jurist in the city has left all his activities becoming confused and
has adopted a monastic lifestyle because Muslim scholars belonging to different sects are
fighting upon the laws of sharia, reinterpreting and giving them many new forms which has
confused even the jurists so they have withdrawn themselves from unnecessary arguments.
(Zarb-e-Kalim)

Iqbal seems to be disappointed of both the so-called Mystics and theologians.

الم یک یر تع ںیم طقف ِیتس اتفگر

104

Interest on borrowings is forbidden in Islam.

وصیف یک رطتقی ںیم طقف ِیتس اوحال
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وہ سج ےک رگ و ےپ ںیم طقف ِیتس رکدار

وہ رم ِد اجمدہ رظن آات ںیہن ھجم وک

Explanation: In pseudo Sufism there is left only outward ecstasy. Hence a person becomes
indifferent with no understanding of his whereabouts. Sharia of theologians is left only with
intoxication from verbosity and fondness to sermonize with no applicability on their own
behaviour. The Muslims of today are depleted of loving Allah. I cannot find any true
believer who endeavours on the path to Allah, declares war on his innerself and is
engrossed in the ardent love of Allah. (Zarb-e-Kalim)
In short, in the path of Faqr, guidance of the perfect spiritual guide is pivotal, but one
should beware of thugs and fake guides. Those who set out to the journey with sincere
intention to search Allah are safeguarded from the frauds. Allah Himself is their Protector in
Whose search they have set out and those protected by Allah Himself cannot be misguided.

SELECTING THE PERFECT SPIRITUAL GUIDE
A seeker will have no difficulty in finding the perfect spiritual guide after acknowledging the
prerequisites for the one. A beginner cannot measure the powers of the perfect spiritual
guide neither it is required. A seeker or devotee as a beginner should keep in view the
following matters before pledging allegiance:
(1) Present oneself in the assembly of a Saint and observe whether in that duration
minimum occurrence of satanic apprehensions and evil suggestions ensued inwardly
or not and did he experience love and fervour for Allah and Prophet Mohammad? It
does not matter if on leaving the assembly of the Saint his state returned to what it
was before meeting the Saint. It is important to notice whether he experienced even a
minor change in him or not during his stay in the company of the Saint.
(2) That Saint’s devotees or at least some of the devotees have improved or not. Before
they became disciples what was their state and afterwards what kind of changes
transpired in them?
(3) As long as the seeker sat in the Saint’s company, did the Saint utter any words
related to his inward state or not from which he received guidance and felt spiritual
assistance for solving any of his confusion or tenacious problems.
(4) According to the teachings of Sultan Bahoo, a spiritual guide should not only himself
be accomplished in the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat but should also instantly
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after oath of allegiance grant the disciple invocation of Hoo ( )ہوand contemplation of
Ism-e-Allah Zaat. If no spiritual development ensues from the invocation and
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contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat then he is not the perfect spiritual guide. Perfect
spiritual guide is the one from whom a disciple feels spiritually benefitted, his views
and ideas start to alter and he inwardly renounces world and becomes absorbed in
Allah.
If a person feels said positive changes then he should take oath of allegiance fully
trusting that Saint because he cannot find anyone better than him as far as his spiritual
reformation and development is concerned.

RULES FOR RENEWING OATH OF ALLEGIANCE
Oath of allegiance is likened to marriage and obligations of oath correspond to the
provisions of marriage that is as long as the husband lives it is prohibited for the wife to
consider any other man her husband. Similarly referring to another spiritual guide in the
life of one’s perfect spiritual guide is forbidden. However in following conditions taking
oath again or renewal of oath is allowed:
 If after oath a devotee comes to know: the spiritual guide is imperfect; he is not from
a Sufi order; he does not have the abilities of the perfect spiritual guide; he is not the
spiritual successor of the perfect Saint; the disciple pledged allegiance for proximity
and union with Allah but none was achieved; he did not find the straight path; his
soul was not vivified; he was not transformed spiritually and remained the same
before and after the oath then the devotee has the right to break the oath of allegiance.
If guide is imperfect and is not linked to any spiritual order then there is no need to
even break the oath as there was no oath to begin with. Nowadays as per inheritance
law caretakers of shrines are from the family of the Saint. They get to possess this seat
through courts if needed. This category of fake Saints come under the aforesaid types.
If a person pledges allegiance to them then according to Sufism no oath occurred.
 The spiritual guide has passed away and the disciple could not cover the path of Faqr,
his journey went in cessation and he is incompetent to further progress in Faqr
through beneficence from the shrine of the late Sufi then it is not only right but
obligatory to pledge allegiance again.
 If allegiance was pledged in childhood on the persuasion of parents or someone else
without adequate understanding then as adult or upon maturity the person is free to
pledge allegiance to the spiritual guide towards whom he feels inclined.
 If the spiritual guide neither blesses nor trains the seeker spiritually and continuously
remains indifferent towards him then he can recourse to another spiritual guide. It
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would be right for the perfect spiritual guide to take him under the oath and spiritually
train him.
 If spiritual guide is missing and the disciple could not stay in connection even
spiritually, neither he knows the whereabouts of the spiritual guide then allegiance can
be pledged again.
 If an unaccomplished Saint was given spiritual succession and the right to take oath of
allegiance on the condition that he will complete the journey of Faqr and would
accomplish whatever remains unaccomplished but even after the opportunity he could
not do so then his disciples have the right to break the oath of allegiance.
According to the teachings of Sultan Bahoo, the perfect spiritual guide is the one who gives
the disciple sultan of invocations (Hoo

) ُہو,

Ism-e-Allah Zaat for contemplation and the

practice of inscribing Allah’s name on body to purify his innerself. The spiritual guide
who cannot do this should not be followed and oath to him must be broken. Then
allegiance should be pledged to the spiritual guide who is man of contemplation of Ism-eAllah Zaat and can grant it to his disciples too.

EXCELLENCE OF THE PERFECT SPIRITUAL GUIDE
ACCORDING TO SUFIS
SHAIKH ABDUL QADIR JILANI
 If fate is kind and takes you to the court of the perfect spiritual guide who is aware of
the Divine secrets then engage yourself in making him happy. Follow his orders and
leave all those matters which were expedient for you once. Do not object on affairs of
the perfect spiritual guide to which you are not familiar because demurring only leads
to discord. The incident of Khidr killing a child to which Prophet Moses opposed
should be sufficient (narrated in sura al-Kahf).
 Endeavour to join the assembly of the perfect spiritual guide because it blesses with
the accomplishment in religion. In his celestial company and assembly a person’s
inward is filled with pure love of Allah whose value is only known to those who have
been blessed with the invocation of Allah’s name. (Ghunyat al-Talibeen)
 O people of Allah! You live in a material world of ways and means so you need a
mediator. Ask Him for a spiritual doctor (spiritual guide) who will cure the diseases of
your soul. Ask Him for a healer who will give you the remedy you require. Seek such
a guide who holds your hand and leads you towards the true path of salvation. Be
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close to the beloveds of Allah who are the nearest and the most obedient to Him. They
are the custodians of the door of Divine path. (Al-Fath ar-Rabbani, Malfoozat-e-Ghausia)
 You are (spiritually) blind, find the one (perfect spiritual guide) who holds your hand.
You are ignorant, find a man of wisdom. When you find him then stay in his company,
follow his words, accept his opinions and ask him the straight path. When under his
guidance you reach the righteous path then stay there steadfastly and achieve Allah’s
gnosis. (Al-Fath ar-Rabbani, Section-4)
 As Prophet Mohammad is not physically present for you to follow so when you
follow the sacred men who are his perfect followers and have always obeyed him
steadfastly, it is as if you have followed the Prophet. Seeing them is like seeing him.
(Al-Fath ar-Rabbani, Section-14)

 Find the man who is like a mirror for your faith. You can correct your faith by
looking at him just like you beautify your physical appearance by looking in the
mirror. Be wise! Why this lust and what for! You say that you do not need anyone for
guidance, while it is the saying of the Prophet, “The believer is other believer’s
mirror.” When a believer’s faith is perfected, he becomes a mirror for the rest of the
mankind. People check their faith in the mirror of his conversations, meetings and
proximity. (Al-Fath ar-Rabbani, Section-61)
 The perfect Saint possesses the sainthood of Prophet Mohammad which is the spiritual
part of his Prophethood. The Prophet himself entrusts this sainthood to the Saint. The
religious scholars who only have the superficial knowledge of religion should not be
taken as the ‘perfect Saints’ because if we do consider them as the heirs of the Prophet
then they would just have uterine relation with him. True heirs are those who are the
children of a father because they are more related to the father than all the other uterine
children. That is why Prophet Mohammad said, “One portion of knowledge is kept
secret which is known only to the Divine scholars (perfect spiritual guides).” (Sirr alAsrar, Section 5)

 If you want salvation, you must opt for the company of the perfect spiritual guide
who knows all the Divine orders and is proficient in gnosis. He will teach you true
knowledge, make you aware of the rules of the court of Allah and will lead you on
the way to Him. It is necessary for a disciple to have a guide and custodian because
this world is like a jungle where there are many venomous snakes, scorpions, horrible
wild animals and many other kinds of disastrous dangers (hurdles in the way to
Allah). The perfect spiritual guide will save from all the catastrophes and show the safe
way. If the disciple will travel through this jungle without a guide, he will surely be
harmed.
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O traveller of the path of the world! Do not be separated from the caravan, guide
and the companions. Otherwise your life, wealth and every asset will be lost. O
traveller of the path of the hereafter! You must remain with the perfect spiritual guide
as he will take you to the destination. Serve him with devotion on this path, regard
him and never be heedless to his opinion. He will teach you the true knowledge and
elevate you close to Allah. (Al-Fath ar-Rabbani, Section-50)
 It is obligatory on a person to vivify his soul in this world before death. It is
accomplished through the man of Divine persuasion (perfect spiritual guide) because
in the hereafter one reaps what he has sowed in the world and if a person does not
sow anything then what will he reap in the hereafter? This sowing means performing
good deeds for the betterment of outward and inward existence of a person. (Sirr alAsrar, Section 8)

SULTAN BAHOO
Sultan Bahoo says in his book Ain-ul-Faqr:
 One must know that who is worthy of being called the perfect spiritual guide? What
qualities and attributes does he possess? How does he submerge the seeker in the
Oneness and bless him with presence in the Mohammadan Assembly? What can be
acquired from the spiritual guide? What is his own status and rank? Spiritual guide
has Divine powers as he is the Fakir who is annihilated in Allah and immortal with
Him. Spiritual guide is the giver of life (to the soul) and death (to the inciting
innerself) and is indifferent to all the needs. He is like the philosopher’s stone and
also a touchstone. His glance is beneficent like the sun which changes all the bad
qualities of the seeker into good ones. He is like a dyer (who changes the inward
colour of seeker by diverting his attention from worldliness to Allah). Spiritual guide
is a well informed person and is aware of all the qualities of a seeker just like a betel
leaf chooser is aware of the qualities of betel leaves.

دش

آانش

اپبرس

ہک

دش

الط

ِ
ِوصبرت

ااحلل

آنہ
یف

Explanation: The iron which touches philosopher’s stone at once turns into gold.
The perfect spiritual guide is virtuous like Prophet Mohammad and is more kind
than one’s parents. He is the great leader and guide on the path to Allah, bestower of
jewels just like a mine of diamonds and gems, a wave of munificence like an ocean
filled with pearls, patron of every destination like a key for every lock, indifferent to
worldly wealth and free of greed. He loves the seekers of Allah more than his own
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life. Spiritual guide is the Dervish having none of material luxuries. He is like a
corpse washer. He is always in search of a seeker whose innerself is dead and who
wishes to reach the stage of ‘death before dying’ where his soul becomes alive and
material body dies. Only such a true seeker can bear with the hardships on the way of
Faqr while the disobedient seekers are stubborn and follow their own will. The
perfect guide can also be compared to a potter who makes pots out of clay. Clay does
not dare to object before the potter in whichever way he holds or moulds it.

لِگ را ِہچ اجمل اتس ہک وگدی الکبل
 و رچا یم ینکش،از رہب ہچ اسز
Explanation: How can the clay dare to ask the potter why is he moulding it and what
is he making out of it?
The spiritual guide must be the gnostic and the seeker should have a complete trust
upon him. He is the real companion of the seeker about whom the Holy Prophet said:

َ َُ
َ
الرَفِ ْی ُق ثم الط ِریْ ُق



Meaning: First find the companion and then set out on the journey.

ریگب
ریظنیب

زر
آن

زامہن

انی

دنک

زر

رمدشان
ِ
رظنش

!ؒابوھ
ہک

رہ

Explanation: O Bahoo! The (fake) spiritual guides of this age want to grab more and
more wealth. The perfect spiritual guide whose glance can turn soil into gold (a
common person into a lover and beloved of Allah) is rarely found.

رمدشان انی زامہن زر رپتس و زن رپتس
!ُابھ
ؒ
ِ
زن رپتس و زر رپتس ِو دل ایسہ و وخد رپتس
Explanation: O Bahoo! The (fake) spiritual guides of this age are the lovers of wealth
and women. They are lewd, egoistic, arrogant and dark inwardly.

واالصن قح قشع وسز
رمدشان
!ؒابوھ
ِ
ِ
ربوز

بش

وسبزد

دم

رہ

اسیتع

رہ
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Explanation: The true spiritual guides who are one with Allah, burn in the fire of His
love every moment day and night.
Listen! The existence of a human is like milk. Just like curd, lassi, butter and ghee
are in milk (as they all are made after processing the milk) similarly innerself,
inward, soul and secret all are present at particular points in the existence of humans.
When a little curd is added to the milk and it is left over night, the milk thickens to
curd. When the curd is churned, butter is produced which comes up and lassi is left
below. Then the butter is heated on fire which removes the impurities from the butter
and pure ghee is obtained. Just as a woman completes her job by converting the milk
into ghee, the spiritual guide should also accomplish his task. He should show his
disciple the points of innerself, inward, soul and secret separately in his existence and
should also reveal upon him the point of Divine favour and the points of knowledge of
station of sharia, station of mysticism, station of reality and station of gnosis. He must
also make the disciple aware of the points of evil, Satan and the inward diseases like
greed, jealousy, arrogance etc. in disciple’s being, all separately. Just as a butcher
slaughters a goat, removes its hide, separates the veins and other useless things from
the edible meat and throws them away, the spiritual guide should also separate the
evil from the existence of the seeker. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 When you see a (so called) Fakir who toils hard in asceticism and abstinence but is
unaware of the spirituality and esoteric way to Allah, get to know that he is depraved
and his end will also be among the depraved ones. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 There are two kinds of Fakirs. One are those who are the men of exoteric ways and
others are the men of esoteric ways. Those who struggle exoterically by eating less but
are unaware of the inner, will end up in falsehood. Whatever the men of esotericism
eat, converts into Divine light twice as much as they eat. The food of Fakirs is light,
their esoteric self is like a stove, their inward is the heavenly Kaaba, their sleep is the
presence before Allah and their end is forgiven. To them the ascetics are the labourers
who struggle to get a place in paradise. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 Spiritual guides are of two kinds; one is the man of effective spiritual sight and the other
is the (fake) guide who seeks wealth. The former grants eternal union with Allah and
the latter demands his portion of wealth from the annual income of his disciples. (Ainul-Faqr)

 True spiritual guide is like a shady tree which endures the severity of weather himself
and provides shade and comfort to those sitting beneath it. The spiritual guide should
be against the (attractions of) world and the perfect scholar of religion, while the
seeker should trust him and should not hesitate to sacrifice his wealth and life for
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him. The spiritual guide should be like the messenger of Allah and the seeker should
be like a friend of Allah. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 Mediation (of the spiritual guide) is better than excellence gained by knowledge. When
one is committing sin, knowledge or excellence cannot stop him but mediation (spiritual
guide) can. Just as Prophet Joseph was saved from the evil of Zulaikha due to the
mediation (of his spiritual guide and father, Prophet Jacob). The Holy Prophet said:

َُ
ََ َ ُ َ َ
الش ْیخ ف ِ ْی قوْ ِم ٖہ کن ِب ٍی ف ِ ْی ام ِت ٖہ



Meaning: The spiritual guide is among his people as a Prophet is among his nation.
(Ain-ul-Faqr)

 Mystics are also of three kinds; Mystic of the world, Mystic of the hereafter and Mystic
of Allah. The Mystic of the world seeks worldly wealth, fame, respect, inclination from
people and wants to increase the number of his disciples. He uses the name of his
pious ancestors to earn respect from devotees, builds khanqahs, wanders the earth and
skies, shows miracles and supernatural acts to attract people and wishes to have
relations with the kings. These are the attributes and ranks of eunuchs. The disciples of
such eunuch spiritual guide are also the same. Second are the Mystics of hereafter
who worship a lot just for the sake of heaven and adopt austerity and abstinence out
of the fear of hell (none of their act is purely for Allah). They are the men of outward
knowledge (of religion). Their level is (inferior and weak) like that of women and
their disciples are also the same.

زادہا! از میب دوزخ دنچ رتاسین رما
آیشت دارم ہک دوزخ زند آن اخرتسک اتس
Explanation: O ascetic! Why do you frighten me of the fire of hell! There is such an
intense fire (of love for Allah) inside me which can burn even the hell.
Third is the Mystic immortal with Allah, he is drowned in Oneness and is blessed
with the presence before Allah. Indifferent to the world and hereafter, he is happily
occupied with Allah. Only Allah! Everything other than Allah is just lust. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 Who is a spiritual guide? He is one who can give life to the inward and death to the
inciting innerself. When such a spiritual guide becomes angry with a disobedient
disciple, he gives life to that disciple’s innerself and death to his inward by his wrathful
attraction. Spiritual guide is the one who is so much accomplished in Faqr that he has
forbidden everything upon himself except Allah. He is an eternal pilgrim upon whom
everything is unveiled. Spiritual guide is like a doctor and the disciple is like a
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patient. When a doctor treats a patient he gives him bitter and sweet medicines and
the patient must take those medicines so that he is cured and becomes healthy. (Ain-ulFaqr)

 Spiritual guide is an embodiment of kindness, he is the confidant of Divine secrets
and the granter of Allah’s love to his disciples. Spiritual guide is like a sword, only
that seeker may go near him who is ready to get himself beheaded. Spiritual guide is
like a knife, only that seeker goes near him who can slaughter himself with his own
hands. Spiritual guide is the angel of death like Azrael, only that seeker goes near
him whose life is not dear to him. Spiritual guide is the house of hunger, one who can
bear starvation may go near him. Spiritual guide is like a gibbet, one who can hang
himself to death may go near him. Spiritual guide is like fire, one who can burn his
infidel innerself may go near him. Whoever comes near the spiritual guide with
sincerity should only keep in view the love of spiritual guide and must not judge him.
Detecting good and bad is the job of spies, not of the true seekers of Allah. (Ain-ul-Faqr)

دبون

دون

ِوگچن

یب

زامہن
ظلیش

انی

اطابلن
ِ

تسین

را

ُابھ
ؒ
اطابلن

Explanation: O Bahoo! The disciples of this age are mean and cowards, they do not want
to attain closeness of Allah. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
What is the sign of the perfect spiritual guide?
 The perfect spiritual guide gives the seeker a beautifully written Ism-e-Allah Zaat and
advises him to inscribe it on his inward. When it gets engraved on his inward and
sustains there, the spiritual guide says to him, “O seeker! Observe the theophanies
radiating from the alphabets of Ism-e-Allah Zaat like rays of the sun.” (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
 The perfect spiritual guide is the one who not only blesses the seeker with invocation
of Ism-e-Allah Zaat but also grants its contemplation. The spiritual guide who cannot
give (invocation and contemplation of) Ism-e-Allah Zaat to the seeker is not a true
spiritual guide. (Nur-ul-Huda)
 The perfect spiritual guide grants Ism-e-Allah Zaat to the seeker of Allah on the very
first day. (Kaleed-e-Jannat)
 You must know that there are neither any mountains or walls nor a long distance
between Allah and His slave. Rather there is only a thin veil of innerself which can
easily be removed by the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and the attention of the
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spiritual guide who is the man of Divine secrets. If you come, you will find the doors
open for you and if you do not then Allah needs none. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
 The perfect spiritual guide knows every path and waystation of the esoteric self and is
the solver of all its difficulties. He is the name of Divine favour. Nothing is achieved
unless Divine favour is granted. Without the perfect spiritual guide no struggle of the
seeker is fruitful even if he spends his whole life in hard mystic practices because
without a spiritual guide no one has ever reached Allah. Spiritual guide is like a
vigilant and skilled captain of the ship who is aware of all the hazards of the way and
knows all the methods to overcome them. Without the captain the ship would surely
sink. To a seeker, the perfect spiritual guide himself is the ship as well as the captain.
One who understands will understand. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 Get to know and understand that Allah is in the inward of the possessor of Divine
secrets (the Universal Divine Man). The ocean of Oneness of Allah is present in the
inward of true believers. Whosoever wants to reach the Truth and have union with
Allah must first of all find the perfect spiritual guide who is actually the possessor of all
the treasures inwardly. The person who becomes the spiritual confidant does not
remain deprived of the Divine vision. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 Know that true spiritual guide is the one who is completely aware of all the states,
words, deeds, acts, level of gnosis and closeness to Allah, thoughts, arguments,
considerations and waham of the seeker. Spiritual guide should be so much vigilant
that he ever keeps his hold upon the seeker to the extent that the seeker speaks his
words and breathes with his breath. Such a spiritual guide has a thriving inward and
his seekers find him omnipresent, inwardly as well as outwardly by the power of Isme-Allah Zaat and keeps perfect faith in him. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
All and sundry is not eligible to become the spiritual guide. Sultan Bahoo says:
 Spiritual guide is like a philosopher’s stone. Every impure person who is like iron or
copper when comes in his company turns into gold. (Kashf-ul-Asrar)
 The spiritual guide imparts gnosis and Divine vision to the seeker. He makes the seeker
disgusted of the carrion world and repent thousand times from it. Perfect spiritual
guide is the one who manifests the gnosis and Divine vision through the contemplation
of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and then returns to Ism-e-Allah Zaat. From beginning till end
nothing is out of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and it never will be. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
 If one spends his whole life in mystic struggles and keeps standing on one leg for
hundred and thirty years as a strenuous devotion he can never know anything about
the real Sufism, gnosis of the inward, Divine vision, annihilation and immortality without
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the favour of the perfect spiritual guide. Single spiritual attention of the perfect guide
is better than hundreds of years of devotion as it reveals the vision of Allah in a
moment. (Ameer-ul-Kaunain)
 Sarwari Qadri spiritual guide is comprehensive and complete. He is such a book
inwardly as well as outwardly which has the status of ‘book of all the books’. By
reading this book, the seeker is annihilated in Allah in such a way that there remains
no veil before him.
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Explanation: The seekers who read this book with complete faith, sincerity and purity
of inward, all their objectives are achieved easily. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)

رہبدقرےتاقدرورہباقمماحرض،اعرفاکلماقدر
Meaning: The perfect Mystic of (Sarwari) Qadri order is omnipotent and omnipresent.
(Risala Roohi Sharif)

There are two kinds of spiritual guides of the Sarwari Qadri order:
MAN OF RECITALS (SAHIB-E-ISM): He possesses only the invocation of the name of
Allah and holds the status of common creation. These spiritual guides are just junior
spiritual successors and their disciples spend all their lives in carving the Divine name on
their inward.
MAN OF DIVINE ESSENCE (SAHIB-E-MUSAMMA): He is the Fakir who is annihilated
in Allah and has become immortal with Him. He is the bearer of the Trust, the
representative of Allah and holds the status of the Universal Divine Man. He is the
perfect spiritual guide possessing the light of guidance. His disciples are blessed with his
contemplation through Ism-e-Allah Zaat. Sultan Bahoo says about such a spiritual guide:
 The Mystic who is an immortal Fakir is the one who is annihilated in Allah,

ُ

annihilated in the Prophet, annihilated in Faqr and annihilated in Hoo ()ہو. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
He says about the man of recitals and the man of Divine Essence in Ain-ul-Faqr:
 The innerself, tongue, inward, soul and body all are creation while Ism-e-Allah Zaat
is non-creation. Hence non-creation should be remembered through a non-creation.
What is the difference between the man of recitals and the man of Divine Essence?
Man of recitals is the spiritual guide who possesses only the invocation of name of
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Allah whereas man of Divine Essence refers to the perfect spiritual guide who is
submerged in the Essence. Man of recitals holds the status of general creation while
the man of Divine Essence is above the level of creation. He holds the status of noncreation. Invocation is forbidden for the man of Divine Essence because his inward
and outward are completely annihilated and always submerged in the Essence. (Ain-ulFaqr)

In Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan, Sultan Bahoo describes the reality of spiritual guide who is
the man of Divine Essence as follows:
 This path (of Faqr) is not related to the apparent fame and respect but to the
recognition of the Reality. Whomsoever Allah grants Faqr reaches the station of
absolute annihilation in Allah and becomes the man of Essence. The path to recognize
Allah cannot be covered just by verbal discussions rather this blessing is conferred by
Allah Himself alone. On whomsoever He confers it becomes Mystic immortal with
Him and only he knows and recognizes the Lord.
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Explanation: The status of man of Divine Essence is eternal where there is no room
for invocation, reflection or union as he is already one with Allah. When a seeker
reaches this level, he is annihilated in Allah and the concealed secret (of the Divine
Essence) is revealed upon him. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
He says in his Punjabi poetry:

ج ن
ُھ
ِ اکلم رُمدش ااسی وہوے ڑہیجا دوھیب واوگنں ھتے
س
ُھ
ِ انل اگنہ دے اپک رکدنیا وِچ جی وبصن ہن ےتھگ
ن
ُھ
ِ خ وِچ ذِرہ ِمییل ہن رِےھک
َ ِ ایلیمں ونں رک ددنیا
ُھ
ِ َھُ ڑہیجا لُں لُں دے وِچ وےّس
ؒ ااسی رمدش وہوے ب
Explanation: The perfect spiritual guide should be like a laundryman who does not let even
the faintest stain stick to clothes turning dirty into white. Likewise instead of involving in
forty days seclusion or unnecessary endeavours and struggles, the guide shows the path
of Ism-e-Allah Zaat along with casting spiritual glance which purifies the innerself and
removes the diseases of soul and inward. His marvel lies in the fact that he eradicates the
love of the world from one’s inward and removes its vicious desires as well as that of the
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inciting innerself. He drowns a seeker in Allah’s Oneness. A worthy seeker is the one
who is manifestation of his spiritual guide and a worthy guide has the power to make it
possible.

ن
ُھ
ِ رمدش واگن انسرے وہوے ڑہیجا گ ِھت کمھاَیل اگےل
ن
ن
ن
َُے  ےڑے ای واےل ھ
ب
کےھ
ب
اپ کمھاَیل ابرہ

Explanation: The goldsmith melts raw gold in a crucible and then alters it into many
forms of jewellery giving it a lustrous look. Such should be the case of a spiritual guide,
for the perfect is the one who burns the seeker in the kiln of ardent Divine love and
moulds his spiritual self with Ism-e-Allah Zaat to purify it from the love of other than
Allah. Old habits and wishes are altered giving the seeker such a form which is acceptable
in the court of Allah.

ُھ
ِ اہہی نت ریما جسماَں وہوے ےت ںیم رُمدش و ھک ہن رَّں
ن
ُھ
ِ لُں لُں دے بم ھکل ھکل جسماَں ہِک وھکالں ےت ہِک ِکحاَں
ِ
ب
ُھ
ِ اِانت ڈِایھٹں ربص انں آوے ںیم وہر ک وِل ھحاَں
ُھ
ِ َھُ ونیمں ھکل رکوڑاں ںاّجں
ؒ رُمدش دا ددیار ےہ ب
Explanation: I wish that my entire being turns into one big eye so that I may behold my
beloved spiritual guide to heart’s content. This might not be enough because what if it
blinks! I desire lakhs of eyes on every hair of the body so that if a few of them might
blink I could still behold him. For a seeker the key to success is engrossment in the
perfect spiritual guide. Beholding him with so many eyes is not lessening the desire rather
it is intensifying making me restless. This restlessness is showing signs of proceeding to
the next stage of Faqr. A single look at the spiritual guide is equivalent to billions of hajj.
May Allah bless me with this condition eternally!

ُھ
ِ ریمے نَم وِچ رُمدش الدنا

ن
ّٰ َ
 لویٹ،اللہ جیتے د

ُھ
ِ سج گ اےت وسانہ راُھ وہدنا اووہ گِ اھکسدنا
ُھ
ِ آپ ااھٹدنا بَدنا

رہ دم اید رےھک رہ وےلی
سم ج ن
ی
َُِھُ آےپ آپ نَب اجدنا ھ
آپ ھجمس
ؒ ھ یی دبا ب
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Explanation: The perfect spiritual guide has unveiled all the powers and secrets of Ism-eAllah Zaat within me by first imprinting it inwardly. Now he teaches and nourishes those
of my habits, states and conditions which he is fond of and are acceptable in the court of
Allah. I am not left for a moment when he is not showering beneficence and affection. I
have annihilated in him to such an extent that none of my words, deeds and gestures are
without his will. He himself teaches me the secrets and powers of the path of Faqr. At
times it is he who is manifested in my being when I am completely annihilated. I do not
exist, it is him and this is how he ends the subtlety of ‘you and I’ between us.

ُوت اتں اجگ ہن اجگ ریقفا اتن ونں ولڑ اگجای ھ
ُھ
ِ اںیھک ایٹیمں ہن ِِدل اجےگ اجےگ اجں بلطم ونں اپای
ن
ُھ
ِ ک ِبجیہ اتں اظرہ آھک انسای
َ اہہی ہتکن دجاں ی
ب
ُھ
ِ َھُ ونیمں رمدش راہ واھکای
ؒ  اسں ب،ںیم اتں ھلی ودنی
Explanation: Merely closing one’s eyes for meditation does not enlighten the inward rather
this piece of show is for your own need and to attract audiences. Inward awakes from the
slumber of negligence when Ism-e-Allah Zaat is invoked and contemplated, consequently
Allah is beheld. I was lost as I believed in the long seclusions and meditations until my
spiritual guide showed me the path of Truth, since then I have rightly understood the point.

ن
ُھ
ِ ےھتج ر یت قشع واکوے اوےھت مَں اِامین دوویے
ک
ُھ
ِ
جتیںُے
اورت اچ
ےف، کابں وِرد و
َِ
بتُک
ُھ
ِ ابوھجں رُمدش ُک ہن احلص وتڑے راںیت اجگ ڑپویھے
رَمےیئ رَمن ِ ی
َُھُ اتں رب احلص ویھتے ھ
ؒ ھت اّگ ب
Explanation: Where one gram of Divine love is being sold better barter tons of faith for it
because the heights where love can take you, faith is unaware. Nothing is possible without
the perfect spiritual guide even if you spend your entire life studying books, secluding
yourself or staying up at nights. Remember! Union with Allah is not possible without
‘death before dying’.

ن
ُھ
ِ  ِہکاَ لَگ ہن َپ،ج جل یییدبایں لگنج پُدنایں ریم
ُ دوڑ ہن ڈِّک ھ، ِدل د،ِچ جلیتے ےّکم جح زگارایں ریم
ِ
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ب
ُھ
ِ  ڑپھ ڑپھ ھکی،ِرت بہے روزے جنپ امنزاں اہہی و
سم
ُھ
ِ ِ َپ،َھُ دجاں رُمدش رظن رہم ِد
ؒ ھے رُماداں احلص وہایں ب
Explanation: I wandered in swamps and jungles but none of my needs were met. I opted
for long seclusions and even went to Makkah for hajj still my inward raced for the gnosis
of Allah. I offered five daily salats and fasted for thirty days until I got tired but all my
worries faded and veils were lifted by one affectionate glance from my perfect spiritual
guide.

ِع
ِلَں اجات
سق اِاسونں ِ ی
ن
ُِِجُل واھکیں یمُں قشع دویسے اخیل ہگج ہن اکیئ ھ
ُھ
ِ رک ےک آوے دِاھیئ

َِم
ِرُمدش اکلم ااسی ِ ی

ُھ
ِ  اتیک الیہ،سج ِدل ِد
ُھ
ِ سج دایس تیھب اِیہٰل

َُھ
ؒ ںیم رقابن اس رُمدش ب

Explanation: Divine love swiftly came enfolding and overpowering me. Now wherever I
turn I see theophanies of the Essence. This beatitude showered by my spiritual guide has
enlightened me with secrets of Allah and unsealed the locks inwardly. I wish to sacrifice
myself for the perfect spiritual guide who confided (revealed secrets) in me.

ُیک وہای ےج تُب اوڈرھ وہای ِدل رہزگ دور ہن ویھتے ھ
ُھ
ِ َس وکاہں ےت ریما رُمدش ودسا ونیمں وِچ وضحر ِِدویسے
ن
ُھ
ِ  ر یت اوہ نِب یرالوں ویھکے،ج یِییدبے ادنر قشع ِِد
ن
ُھ
ِ  ےویے،َھُ  رب جمہاَں د
ؒ انم ریقف اہنتں دا ب
Explanation: Although my spiritual guide is not in front of me but we have a deep spiritual
connection which is unbreakable. He lives remote still I see him like I am in his presence.
A seeker who loves even minutely will seem drunk without wine. Perfect and accomplished
Fakirs are those who are immortal and their graves are the epitome of beneficence and
blessings.

ُھ
ِ

دروازہ

دا

رتمح

ن
ُھ
ِ ِنِ وہوے جح اتزہ

دا

ےّکم

جح

ونیمں

رمدش

رکاں وطاف دواےل ےلبق
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ُھ
ِ

دروازہ

دا

رُمدش

ن
َس
ی

ڈِاھٹ

ُھ
ِ اووہ د ر ےت وخاہج

جبواک

تییکںُن

ن
ن

َُھ
ؒ رُمدش دسا ایح یت واال ب

Explanation: In this quatrain Sultan Bahoo symbolizes seeing the countenance of the spiritual
guide as hajj, calls him the gateway to compassion and mercy of Allah and considers
meeting him as circumambulating Kaaba.
The company of my spiritual guide is a hajj for me, he is the door to Allah’s mercy and I
am in constant state of circumambulating him. I had recognized him in pre-existence
when I heard ‘Be and it becomes’. My spiritual guide is immortal and he is my guide and
leader.

ن
ُھ
ِ رُمدش اکلم اوہ ِسہییرےیئ ڑہیجا دو گج وخیش وِاھکوے
ُھ
ِ ےلہپ مغ ڑکٹے دا ےٹیم وت رب دا راہ اھجمسوے
ُھ
ِ  اخص انوے،اِس َک وایل دنکیھ ونں اچ اچدن
َُھُ اوہ وکڑے الرے الوے ھ
َ سج رمدش اِےھتی ُک ہن ی
ؒ ک ب
Explanation: The perfect spiritual guide is the one who gives salvation in both the worlds.
He changes the perception and focus to Allah from merely the challenge of earning
livelihood which has bothered man’s inward for long. He transforms radically the
turbulent, noisy and inexperienced spiritual self of seeker through Ism-e-Allah Zaat into
silver that is blesses with gnosis of Allah. A guide who fails to do all this in the physical
world and cannot direct a seeker of Allah on the path towards His gnosis is inexpert, a
notorious liar and a cheat.

ُھ
ِ

انای

قشع

ہبعک

احی

اطبل

ےت

ہکم

رمدش

وِچ وضحر دسا رہ وےلی رکےیئ جح
ن
می یم
ُِِم ےت آای ھ
ِ ِ ہِک دم ھںُں دجا ہن وہوے ِدل
ُھ
ِ

وساای

ُھ
ِ ریمے لُں لُں ِوِچ امسای

َُھ
ؒ رمدش نیع ایح یت ب

Explanation: The perfect spiritual guide is Makkah, the seeker is pilgrim and his love is
Kaaba. Such a seeker is eternally present in front of Allah in the state of circumambulation
out of love which is his hajj. I am not separated from my guide even for a moment and
now my inward yearns for complete union. My immortal guide is like a soul to this body.
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ن
ن
ُھ
ِ  قبس ڑپاھای ِنب پویھں یَپ پویھے،رمدش اہد
ن
ن
اایلگنں وچ کَں دے ِدایتں نِب ی
ُھ
ِ سُں ایپ وینسے
ُنین انینں وِلُں پ پ دکتے نب ڈِویھٹں ایپ ِدویسے ھ
ن
ُن رِس اوہ رویھکے ھ
َھُ رہ اخےن وِچ اجین وِدسا
ؒ ب
Explanation: The perfect spiritual guide has taught me such a lesson of Ism-e-Allah Zaat
that my soul invokes it all the time. If I cover my ears I could still hear my soul invoking
the name of Allah. My condition is that my eyes keep on beholding spiritual guide even
when I close them. The beloved guide is manifesting through my entire existence.

ن
ُھ
ِ وِچ رفک دے ببے

رمدش ابوھجں رقف امکوے
ن
ُِخیش اشمخئ وہ بہیدبے رجحے وغث بطق نب اڈے ھ
ن
ن
ن
ن م
ُ احیبستں ن بہن سی یمی وجںی مُش بہیدبا وڑ کھدبے
ھ
ُھ
ِ َھُ َس َسِ آون ڈھٹے
ؒ  لکشم ڈنیپا ب،رات ادناھر
Explanation: Man without the guidance of the perfect spiritual guide not only stays deprived
of union with Allah but also goes astray and becomes a heathen. This is because his
intellectual struggle fails to grant him Allah’s union so he believes that God never existed.
He is engulfed by the darkness of self-conceit and egotism and becomes the victim of
inclination of creation. Then he sits in a small chamber in the guise of a spiritual guide
and makes himself known as Ghawth and Qutb. Some fashion themselves with a chaplet
and sit in a mosque or an enclosure like a mouse hides in a corner. All their prayers and
mystic exercises are just a pretence to attract people. Without the perfect spiritual guide,
no one can travel this difficult path filled with hurdles and therefore stays in the darkness
of ignorance.

ب
ُھ
ِ َس روزے َس لفن امنزاں َس دجسے رکرک ھِکے
ُھ
ِ  دوڑ انں ےّکم، ےّکم جح زگارن ِدل ِد،َس وار
ِچ جِلمہے لگنج پُان اِس لَگ ِ ی
ُھ
ِ ھت انں کپ
ِ
سم
ُھ
ِ َھُ دج ریپ رظن اِک کپ
ؒ ھے بلطم احلص وہدنے ب
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Explanation: I left no stone unturned to accomplish gnosis by performing various religious
rites. I offered supererogatory prayers, prostrated in salat hundreds of times and placed my
plea, performed hajj, forty-days seclusion and then wandered off into the woods to find
Allah but failed due to lack of guidance of the perfect spiritual guide. I remained deprived
of Allah’s gnosis unless I came in the servitude of my guide. The moment he cast his eyes
upon me with beneficence then and there I accomplished the purpose of my life.

ن
ُھ
ِ انں ںیم ینس انں ںیم ہعیش ریما دواہں وتں ِدل سای
ُھ
ِ ُم ےئگ ھبس یکشخ ڈنیپے دجوں درای رتمح وِچ وڑای
ن
ُیئک نَم اترے رَت رَت اہرے وکیئ انکرے چایھ ھ
ن
ُھ
ِ َھُ جمہاَں رُمدش دا ڑل ڑھپای
ؒ حیحص الستم ڑچھ اپر ےئگ اوہ ب
Explanation: I am neither a Sunni nor a Shia as there is prejudice, intolerance and
belligerence in different schools of thought. When I was blessed with the union of Allah
and dived into the vast ocean of Oneness, I found no disagreement there hence achieved
the essence of the religion. A person who associates himself with the perfect spiritual
guide elevates from sectarianism to the level of truth.

ُھ
ِ انں رب اخےن ےبعک

انں رب رعش یّلعمٰؐ ان

ُھ
ِ انں رب وِچ رحماےب

انں رب ملع اتکںیب اھبل
اگنگ ریِت ِ ی
ھت ومل ہن ِ ی
ُِِمَ امرے ڈنیپے ےب اسحےب ھ
ج ن
ُ
ھ
ھتے ک اذاےب
َُھ
ؒ دج دا رمدش ڑھپای ب
Explanation: I searched for Allah and when I found Him I came to know that He is neither
seated on His Throne nor resides in Kaaba. He cannot be found by reading books, gaining
intellect, in mosques and different places of worship. He cannot be found by secluding
into woods to perform hard devotional and mystic exercises. The place where He resides
is the sacred being of the perfect spiritual guide, the man who knows the Divine secrets.
Since I came in the servitude of the perfect spiritual guide, all my endeavours and worries
have faded away. (Abyat-e-Bahoo Kamil)

ABU ḤAMID MOHAMMAD IBN MOHAMMAD AL-GHAZALI
Al-Ghazali emphasized that to enter the congregation of Sufis (to take oath of allegiance
to the perfect spiritual guide) is an obligation because there can never be a man who is not
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wretched with the diseases and vices of soul but only the Prophets. He further said that he
had been a denier of the spiritual states experienced by the righteous ones as well as of
the various Sufi stations accomplished by the Mystics until he received beneficence from
the assembly and servitude of his spiritual guide Fadl ibn Mohammad al-Farmadi. He
cleansed his inward through mystic endeavours hence he was exalted by experiencing
Divine observations and was blessed with His vision. Allah said to him, “O Abu Hamid!
Leave all your preoccupations and opt for the company of those who are the centre of My
attention. These are the people who have traded both the worlds for My love.” Ghazali
said, “Almighty! Bestow me with good faith about them.” Allah said, “I have bestowed.”
Then Allah said, “Do not be absorbed in the love of the world, it is the barrier between
you and them. Renounce the love of the world before you have to abandon it after
experience. O Ghazali! I conferred My sacred proximity and Holy lustre upon you.”
Ghazali said that as soon as he woke up he presented himself in the assembly of his
spiritual guide and narrated the dream. He smiled and said, “O Abu Hamid these are the
initial signs (of my spiritual powers) for you. If you continue your servitude towards me,
this sacred discernment will be adorned by the support of the Lord.”

SHAIKH ABD AL-WAHHAB AL-SHA’RANI
The marvel of the perfect spiritual guide is that he abridges the path to Allah. The one
who walks down this path without a guide goes astray and despite the struggles of whole
life cannot reach the destination. Spiritual guide can be exemplified with a leader who
leads the seekers on the difficult paths. He said, “If reaching this destination was possible
without the spiritual guide and with just reading books then Muslim scholars like Shaikh
Ghazali and Shaikh Izzuddin Abdul Aziz ibn Abdul Salam would not have felt the need
of one. Although before they entered the circle and servitude of a guide they used to say
that if a person thinks that there is a way to gain religious knowledge other than their way
then he lies about God. However when they both entered Sufism and reached the
assembly of the spiritual guide, they were blessed with the sweetness of Allah’s love.
Then they would say, ‘We spent a large portion of our lives in idleness and veils’.”

SHAIKH AHMAD ZARRUQ
Shaikh Ahmad Zarruq said that it is better to acquire knowledge and learn pious deeds from
the great spiritual guides rather than from others as Allah says about them:

ۡ ۡ ُ ُ َ
ّٰ ٌّۢ
(29:49)بَ ۡل ُہوَ ّٰا ّٰی ٌت َب ِین ٌت ف ِ ۡی ُص ُد ۡورِ ال ِذیۡ َن ا ۡوتواال ِعل َم



Meaning: But these are the clear verses (of the Quran) that are (preserved) in the breasts of
those who have been given (true) knowledge. (29:49)
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He exhorts that one must not walk on the unknown path without a guide or will fail to
understand its intricacies. Only the perfect spiritual guide can take across the sea to success.

SHAIKH MOHAMMAD AL-HASHIMI
Give your hand in the sacred hand of such a spiritual guide who is alive and is a Mystic
annihilated in Allah. He must be sincere, truthful and should have the inward knowledge
and pure nature. He must have covered the path to Allah under the guidance of the
perfect spiritual guide. He should be the knower of the intricacies of the path of Sufism
so that he could save you from the difficulties, apprehensions and spiritual destructions
encountered in this way and teach to get rid of everything that is other than Allah. Only
such a spiritual guide can end the flaws of innerself and when you recognize his reality
you will start to love him and when you will start to love him you would not hesitate to
obey his orders and in this way he will lead you to Allah.

SHAIKH IBN HAJAR AL-HAYTAMI
Spiritual guide, jurist and well versed in the traditions of the Holy Prophet, Ibn Hajar
said, “It is advised to the devotee that in order to obtain proximity to Allah he should hold
on to the word of his spiritual guide because he is the great doctor who for every devotee
recommends the remedy according to his nature and the diseases of his soul and
nourishes his soul with what benefits him.”

SHAIKH IBRAHIM IBN MOHAMMAD IBN AHMAD AL-BAJURI
“It is most rewarding to walk the path of mystic endeavours after pledging allegiance to
the spiritual guide.” He said that a single glance of the Universal Divine Man upon a
thousand men is better than the sermons of thousand people to a man. The seeker should
remain respectful in the presence of his spiritual guide because he may be lucky that the
mirror of his inward gets cleansed by the sacred glance of his spiritual guide.

SHAIKH HUSAYN IBN ABDULLAH IBN MOHAMMAD TAYYABI
Shaikh Husayn ibn Abdullah ibn Mohammad Tayyabi said, “It is not appropriate for a
scholar to consider his knowledge sufficient even if he becomes the most credible and
unparalleled. Rather it is obligatory upon him to join the assembly of those who are
accomplished in Sufism so that they guide him onto the straight path that leads to Allah.
Hence he attains to the level of those upon whose inwards Allah reveals His inspirations
due to their cleansed inwards. He needs to dispose of the worldly filth and try to shun
greed, lust and filth of the innerself which have become part of his knowledge. To
completely cleanse himself and for the attainment of inspired knowledge, he should
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present himself in the servitude of the perfect spiritual guide because he is the one who
knows how to end sensual diseases and cleanse an impure innerself. He liberates him
from the conceits of innerself and its hidden deceits. Those accomplished in Sufism have
consensus that it is obligatory on a person to take oath of allegiance to the perfect
spiritual guide who teaches him to leave sinful habits which are an obstacle in the way of
gaining presence in the Holy court.”

SHAIKH IBN ATA-ALLAH AL-ISKANDARI
Ibn Ata-Allah said that the person who is determined to become accomplished in Sufism
and Faqr should search for the spiritual guide who is conversant in this way, is well
aware of its secrets and symbols and holds presence in the court of Allah. When he finds
such a spiritual guide who has all these attributes then he must follow his orders and
abstain from all the things the spiritual guide forbids. He said that spiritual guide is not
the one from whom a person hears something but the one from whom he achieves
something. A person’s guide is not the one whose sermon he listens to rather he is the one
whose instructions penetrate his soul. Spiritual guide is not the one who calls to the path
but who lifts all the veils. He is also not the one who appoints the seeker at a higher
designation than himself but who frees him from the prison of greed and lust (sensual
desires) and unites him with Allah.
He said, “The spiritual guide is like a burnisher for the mirror of the devotee’s inward, he
burnishes it to the extent that it is showered with the Divine light and theophanies. He leads
the devotee to the court of Allah and stands by him throughout the journey. The spiritual
guide blesses the devotee with presence in the Holy court and would say after making
him witness the Divine vision, ‘He is Allah.’ Do not opt for the company of such a
person who cannot lead you to Allah and elevate your level in His court.”

KHAWAJA HAFIZ SHIRAZI

آانں ہک اخک را ِہب رظن ایمیک دننک
دننک

امب

ےمشچ

ٔوگہش

ہک

لود

آای

Explanation: I wish they cast their glimpse upon me who convert dust to gold with their
alchemic sight. They make barren inwards rich with the ardent love of Allah.

JALLALUDDIN MOHAMMAD RUMI

شب
ِ

ہن

زیتے

رجنخ

آنہ

چیہ

چیہ سک از زند وخد زیچے ہن شب
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ااتس ِد

شب
ِ اتہک اشرگدے رکش رزیے ہن

اکر

شب

ہن

ولحایئ

چیہ

شب
ِ
ات الغم سمش ربتزیے ہن

 رہزگ ہن شب ومالےئ روم،ومول

Explanation: One cannot become spiritually accomplished on his own just like iron cannot
be turned to knife without the expertise of a blacksmith, confectioner cannot become artful
without becoming pupil of a proficient confectioner. Even I was not elevated from a
simple Muslim scholar to Rumi until I came in the servitude of my spiritual guide Shams
of Tabriz.

ALLAMA MOHAMMAD IQBAL
Allama Iqbal, the disciple of Rumi, writes:

تبحصِ ریپِ رومِؒ ِےس ھجم ہپ وہا ہی راز افش
الھک میکح رس بیجب اکی یلکی رَس فکب
Explanation: When I came in the servitude of my spiritual guide Rumi, I came to know that
even a million wise men who are drowned in the philosophical thoughts and try to unfold
the Divine secret through intellect are nothing as compared to a single man who directly
converses with Allah inwardly and takes Allah’s secrets from Allah Himself for he is ever
engrossed in jihad with his innerself. (Bal-e-Jibril)

دحثیِ ِدل یسک دروشیِ ےب میلگ ےس وپ
دخا رکے ےھجت اریے اقمم ےس آاگہ
Explanation: Acquire the secret states of inward from an unconventional Dervish who is not
bound in apparent customs of Sufism. Being independent of all bounds, he is close to
Allah. May Allah enlighten men with their reality! (Bal-e-Jibril)

DATA GANJ BAKHSH ALI IBN USMAN AL-HAJVERI
Without opting for the company of the perfect spiritual guide or without coming in his
servitude, no one can become a Sufi and Mystic immortal with Allah.

IMDADULLAH MUHAJIR MAKKI
The servitude towards an accomplished spiritual guide is compulsory for the correction of
one’s beliefs about Oneness of Allah, Apostleship, mysticism, piety, revelations, invocations
etc. It is not possible to travel even a few steps on the path of Faqr without the spiritual
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guide. He said, “No matter how much a man is devout and pious, he cannot escape the
traps of Satan. This mystic knowledge is being passed through the continuous chain of
Saints.” He further added, “It is compulsory to learn the right method to invoke Ism-eAllah Zaat from a perfect guide as this method is passed through generations spiritually.
This knowledge originated from Prophet Mohammad and the perfect spiritual guide is his
representative who shows the path to Allah.” He concentrated extensively on the point
that a person who has no spiritual guide is surrounded by Satan. (Shamaim Imdadiya)

AL-MUHADDITH SHAH ABDUL AZIZ DEHLVI
The Divine order to find a mediator in the following verse means to find the spiritual guide.

َ َ ۡ َ ۡ ۡ َ ۡۤۡ ُ َ ۡ َ َ ّٰ ُ َ ُ َ ّٰ َ ۡ َ َ ُ َ ٰۤ
(5:35)یایہا ال ِذین امنوا اتقوا اللہ و ابتغوا ِالی ِہ الو ِسیلة



Meaning: O believers! Fear Allah persistently and keep looking for a mediator to (approach
and get closer to) Him. (5:35)

KHAWAJA SHAMSUDDIN SIALVI
It is not possible to succeed in Sufism without the perfect spiritual guide. The obedience
to Allah and His Prophet is bestowed by loving (and following) the spiritual guide. A
disciple should absorb himself in the spiritual guide so that he could witness Allah and
His Prophet’s manifestation.

SHAIKH ABDUL AZIZ AL-DABBAGH
The perfect spiritual guide can make any man unite with Allah in a moment.

SHAIKH IBN HAJAR AL-ASQALANI
To take oath of allegiance to a spiritual guide is absolutely in accordance to the Quran,
Sunna and the religious consensus formed by Muslim scholars. As long as the devotee
requires to compel himself to worship, he is at the level of sharia and when he passionately
worships and feels pleasure in it then it is Sufism. In Sufism a person is elevated to
spiritual experiences from verbal knowledge. The difference between verbal knowledge
and spiritual experiences is the same as that of a man of words (scholar) and the man of
spiritual states (the perfect spiritual guide) who belongs to the group of lovers of Allah.

SHAIKH IZZUDDIN ABDUL AZIZ BIN ABDUL SALAM
Initially he was the denier of Saints. When he heard the poetry of Abul Hassan al-Shadhili,
he exclaimed, “People! Listen to this poetry. It has not been revealed before.” Being
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impressed by his poetry, he pledged allegiance to him. When he benefitted from the
company of his spiritual guide he said that the group of Sufis form the base of religion,
both outward and inward reality of the religion is with them. The proof of their marvels are
the miracles emanating from them. He added, “People who deny the Saints are accursed
and signs of God’s wrath are visible upon their faces. Their faces are void of Divine
luminosity and this reality is not hidden from the men of Allah who have the insight to
witness it.”

SHAIKH ABU SAEED ABUL KHAYR
In Sufism a man’s inward is directly connected with Allah. The one who does not learn
and experience it, is worthless. The base of Sufism is oath of allegiance.

SHAIKH AHMAD SIRHINDI (MUJADDID ALIF SANI)
The way of Saints is the same as that of the sacred Companions. No matter how much
pious a man gets he is not exempted from the need of benefitting from Saints. Imam Abu
Hanifa benefitted from Bahlool for two years and he would say that if those two years
were not part of his life he would have been spiritually lost. It is his saying that
association with a spiritual guide is better than any kind of invocation.

SHAIKH SAIN TAWAKAL SHAH
A devotee gets the benefit of protection of Allah in his religious and worldly matters by
pledging allegiance to a spiritual guide. He said that the spiritual guide is the owner of
everything of a devotee and in return the responsibility of spiritual guide is to help him
spiritually during agonies of death so that invocation of Allah’s name starts from his lips
and Satan may not seize his faith. Spiritual guide makes easy the cross-questioning of the
two angels, Munkar and Nakir in the grave for the devotee and helps him cross narrow
bridge to paradise. Lastly he is responsible towards the seeker to get him blessed with the
intercession of the Holy Prophet. Devotees who are intensely in love with their spiritual
guide from the depth of soul, their relation with Allah is out of words. (Zikr-e-Khair)

MIAN MOHAMMAD BAKHSH

رمد اگنہ رکن سج وےلی لکشم رےہ ہن اکیئ

 یجنک ایرو ھتہ رمداں دے آیئ،۔ رہلکشم د۱

اکلم ریپ دمحم اشخب الل انون رھتپ دا

۔ رمد ےلم ےت رمض وگاوے او ن۲
ن دے نُگ رکدا
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کہ کہ نخس یرفی ااہنں دا رکدا رحمم رازوں
رھکایں الگں رھکایں اچالں دانم اپک رایٔوں

 رتہب لفن امنزوں،۔ تبحص سلجم ریپ ریمے د۳
جم
۔ ھی امر ایلون وم یت ودحت دے درایٔوں۴

ںیم ایلگں دا روڑا وُکڑا لحم ڑچاھای اسایں

۔ شخشخ انتج دقر ہن ریما ریمے اصبح ونں وڈایایں۵

Explanation: (1) Solutions to all the difficulties lie with the perfect spiritual guide and
when he casts an affectionate glance upon the seeker, all his problems are solved.
(2) After one finds the perfect spiritual guide, he removes all the spiritual diseases (greed,
jealousy, egotism, lust, malice, rancour) and cleanses the inward of the seeker. That man
of Allah (perfect spiritual guide) is the one who possesses the power of Divine command
‘Be’ and it becomes immediately. He turns stones into gems and rubies. He converts
common men and seekers of world into Saints.
(3) Assembly of the spiritual guide is better than supererogatory prayers because each
and every word of his conversation and his every glance bestows Divine secrets upon the
seeker.
(4) Spiritual guide is forever immersed in the ocean of Oneness with Allah and rises every
moment with new secrets. His conversation and deeds are true and Divine. He is pure
from hypocrisy.
(5) I was meagre and worthless like a poppy seed. I have achieved everything in life due to
the kindness and blessing of my spiritual guide. I was worse than the filth on lanes, it is
the favour of my spiritual guide who cleansed and elevated my soul.

SULTAN-UL-FAQR VI SULTAN MOHAMMAD ASGHAR ALI
Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali often repeated the saying of Sultan Bahoo that the perfect
spiritual guide of Sarwari Qadri order is omnipresent and all powerful. He said:
 The people who claim to have vision and closeness of Allah without the guidance of
the perfect spiritual guide are liars. They should not be trusted because in the history of
Sufism and Faqr, it has never been possible that anyone has reached Allah covering
the waystations of the spiritual path all by himself without the guidance of the perfect
spiritual guide.
 I have heard that nowadays perfect spiritual guides are rare and the fraudulent are
present everywhere in the guise of spiritual guides. Well! If you seek the world or
heaven instead of Allah then you will definitely be deceived by such people. A true
seeker who really wants Allah’s nearness never becomes the victim of such people
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because his Protector is Allah in Whose search he has set out. First check and rectify
your own demand then look for the perfect spiritual guide, you will surely find the
destination. Since there are no more seekers of Allah who set out to find Him truly
and seek His closeness and recognition, hence the perfect spiritual guide has also
concealed himself from the carcass worldly people. I again emphasize upon finding
the perfect spiritual guide with a true intention and without prejudice, only then you
will find your destination. Abu Jahl and Abu Lahab could not recognize Prophet
Mohammad in spite of being near him. While Uwais al-Qarani recognized him due to
his true passion despite being physically away.
 The perfect spiritual guide never involves his seekers in hard mystic exercises, forty
days seclusion or daily recitals. Rather he knows the way of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and
contemplation of Ism-e-Mohammad. He grants the seeker the eternal invocation of Isme-Allah Zaat and gives him the gold engraved Ism-e-Allah Zaat and Ism-e-Mohammad
for contemplation. He lets him cover the path of Faqr by showing him the way of
inscribing Allah’s name on the body. This is not written in books as its knowledge is
inwardly and secretly bestowed. The perfect spiritual guide sanctifies the soul and
body of the seeker by involving him in invocation and contemplation of Ism-e-Allah
Zaat and inscribing it on body and then presents him in the court of Allah. The
spiritual guide who cannot do this is fake and imperfect, he must not be followed at all.
 The company of the perfect spiritual guide creates Divine love inwardly. As the Holy
Prophet was once asked, “Which friend is better?” He replied “Whose countenance
reminds you of Allah and whose conversation enhances your good deeds.”
 The seeker should invoke and contemplate Ism-e-Allah Zaat or contemplate Ism-eMohammad along with writing it on his body with the index finger (as ordered by the
spiritual guide) for Divine vision and presence in the Mohammadan Assembly. He
should regularly visit his spiritual guide because the company of the spiritual guide is
such a place where the light of faith is inculcated in the soul of the follower after the
purification of his polluted inward. One glance of the perfect spiritual guide is more
effective than the invocation and contemplation of six months. If the seeker cannot
visit his spiritual guide daily then he must visit him once a week or a month with true
belief and sincerity because without visiting the spiritual guide’s assembly even Ism-eAllah Zaat is not retained inwardly.
 The perfect spiritual guide of Sarwari Qadri order is omnipresent and all powerful
however the seeker ought to be sincere and true.
 In the beginning the invocation and contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat create love for
the spiritual guide in the inward of seeker. The point to ponder is that the seeker is
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contemplating Ism-e-Allah Zaat but the love is nurtured for his spiritual guide.
Although according to the principle, love should be created for the one who is being
contemplated. The love for spiritual guide compels the seeker to visit his company again
and again. Then this love becomes ardent. The love for spiritual guide transforms into
the love of Prophet Mohammad. It eventually converts into Allah’s love and the seeker
finds his destination.
 A sacred glance of the perfect spiritual guide absolves the seeker from all the spiritual
diseases like greed, jealousy, arrogance, rancour, egotism, lust, malice, love of the world
and the hereafter so that a seeker can walk the path of Faqr.
 Although reward and spiritual ranks are received by the worship performed without
the guidance and supervision of the perfect spiritual guide but it is impossible to gain
the Divine observation, presence of the inward, recognition of Allah and His closeness
without the guidance of spiritual guide.
 The perfect spiritual guide shortens the path of Faqr and gets the distance of years
covered in days. Whoever travels this path without the perfect spiritual guide goes
astray and never reaches the destination throughout his life. A Hadith reveals “Verily
the one who is not guided by a spiritual guide, Satan surrounds him.”
 To travel the path of Faqr without a spiritual guide is out of question. Even to begin this
journey without him is impossible.
 If the seeker cannot understand the disclosure of the Divine lights, theophanies or the
secrets which are revealed by the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat or is confused and
has doubts then the spiritual guide should grant him the contemplation of Ism-eMohammad because it shows the straight path. Prophet Mohammad said, “Whoever
beheld me in fact beheld the Reality.” (Sultan-ul-Faqr VI Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali-Life
and Teachings)

Without the leadership and guidance of the spiritual guide who is the man of Divine
Essence and possesses the light of guidance, even to ruminate union with Allah is among
the impossibilities. In the maelstrom of ignorance surrounding both the world and hereafter
the perfect spiritual guide is a beacon of hope for the seeker of Allah to steer the wobbling
boat of his life overcoming the odds and ferocity, safely to the shore. Without the
guidance of the perfect spiritual guide who is the man of Divine Essence, attaining to the
stations of ‘annihilation in Allah and being immortal with Him’ is mere imagination and
conceit.

CHAPTER-6

DIVINE LOVE
Allah says in the Holy Quran:

ّٰ ً ُ َ َ ۡۤ ُ

َ

)2:165( َو ال ِذیۡ َن ّٰا َمنوۡا اشد ُحبا ل ِل ِہ



Meaning: But those who believe, love Allah the most. (2:165)
Man fosters love for his relations and possessions. For example, he loves Allah and the
Holy Prophet, he loves his parents, wife, children, siblings, friends, home, land, property,
city, tribe, kith and kin, business etc. The love which becomes intense and dominates all
other loves is called the ardent love and is denoted by Ishq ( )عشقin Arabic. If such ardent
love is for Allah then it is called Divine love (عشق حقیقی
ِ ). This love turns all the other
loves into ashes and overpowers them. As the Holy Prophet said:
 None of you will have faith until he loves me more than his parents, children and all
mankind. (Bukhari 15).
Allah considers this passionate love for Himself an attribute of the believers and it is
innate to the human soul.
The Essence of Allah was secret and hidden, then an intense passion to be recognized
aroused in Him. This desire aroused with such severity that Sufis interpreted it as Divine
love. In the very passion of love Allah manifested Mohammadan light from His Own.
Then the souls of entire creation were created from the Mohammadan light. The following
Hadith points towards the same reality:

ُ
َ ُ ّٰ ُ َ َ
انا ِم ْن نوْرِ الل ِہ َو ک ُل خلَائِ ٍق ِم ْن نوْ ِر ْی



Meaning: I am from the light of Allah and all the creation is from my light.
Sultan Bahoo states:
 Know! When the Divine light of Ahad,105 coming out of His isolated Oneness,
intended to manifest Himself in multiplicity, He graced (all the worlds) with the splendid
105

Allah’s attributive name, it means ‘the One’.
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disclosure of His pure Divine beauty. Both the realms started burning like a moth on
the candle of His blazing beauty. Then the light of Ahad ( )احدconcealed in the veil of
M ( )مof Ahmad106 ( )احمدand manifested Himself as Ahmad.

(Risala Roohi Sharif)

This statement implies that when Divine love (Allah) adorned His court, first of all He
revealed Mohammadan light from His own Essence. Then He created the souls of the
whole creation from his light. This is the Mohammadan Reality for whose revelation this
universe is created.

اے ہک اریےِ ووجد رپ اخقلِ دو اہجں وک انز
اے ہک اریاِ ووجد ےہ وہجٔ ووج ِد اکانئت
Explanation: O beloved Mohammad! The Creator of both the worlds is proud of your
existence. Surely you are the reason behind the creation of this universe.
Several Hadiths and traditions of the Holy Prophet reinforce this reality.
Allah told the Holy Prophet:

َ َْ ْ َ َ َ
لَوْلَاک ل َمَا خلق ُت الْافلَاک



Meaning: If it was not for you (O My beloved Mohammad) I would not have created the
universe.
The Holy Prophet said:

َ ُْ
ْ ْ
ْ
کن ُت ن ِب ًیا َو ّٰا َد ُم بَی َن المَا ِء َوال ِِین



Meaning: I was the Prophet even at the time when Prophet Adam was between soil and
water (in the process of creation).
He also said, “I am from the light of Allah and all the creation is from my light.”
That is to say, he is the very first in creation and the last in descent. Therefore he is the First
as well as the Last.
In his writing Shajra-tul-Koon, Ibn Arabi beautifully illustrates Prophet Mohammad
being the First and the Last by the following example:

106

Ahmad is the attributive name of Prophet Mohammad.
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 A trader wraps a carpet over his treasure and layers it with several cloths. When he
unfolds the carpet, the cloth which he had put first opens up in the end. Same is the
situation of manifestation of the Holy Prophet that his sacred soul came into being first
of all but he was sent last. That is why, he is called the First and the Last.
Iqbal says:

ویہ آرخ

م
ِع
اگنہِ ِسق و ِسمی ںیم ویہ اول

ویہ رفاقں ویہ ٓسٰی ویہ ِٰؐظ ِٰؐہ

ویہ رقآں

Explanation: The intoxicated lovers of Divinity with their rapturous eyes full of intense
love witness the truth and reality of the Holy Prophet. They know that Prophet Mohammad
is the First and the Last. He is First because he is the first manifestation of Allah and the
Last because he is the seal of Prophethood as well as immortal with Allah. He is the Holy
Quran because his life is the practical Quran. Yasin and Taha are the names of suras as
well as his attributive names and he himself says, “Only Allah knows my reality,” as the
meanings of these names are also unknown to people. (Bal-e-Jibril)
This is the status where he is the totality as stated in the book al-Insan al-Kamil.

ْ َ َ َ ْ َ ْ ُ ُ َْ
ان ِعن َدہ
الکل فِی ٖہ و ِمنہ و ک



Meaning: Everything is within him (the Prophet), from him, was from him and will be
from him.
Iqbal states this reality in beautiful words:

قل
لُح یھب تُ ِ م یھب تُ اریاِ ووجد اِاتکلب
دبنگِ آہنیگب رگن اریے طیحم ںیم خَب
Explanation: (O beloved Mohammad!) You are the Guarded Tablet on which is inscribed
the fates of all the humanity, you are the Divine Pen with which the destinies are
inscribed and your existence is the Holy Book. Since everything in the universe is created
from your light so its value is like a bubble in comparison to your ocean like existence.
(Bal-e-Jibril)

The Mohammadan light descended in human form in the world at its fixed time and it
was Prophet Mohammad’s human existence.

ّٰ َ َ
َْ
ْ
ْ
ا ْصِفی َوا ِح ًدا ِم ْن خل ِق ٖہ ُہوَ ِمن ُہ ْم َو ل َ ْی َس ِمن ُہ ْم
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Meaning: Allah chose one from His creation. He appears to be one of them but in reality he
is not.
His manifestation took place with perfection in this world of matter. Here human element
was applied upon him as Allah says:

ُ ُ ۡ َ َ َ ۡۤ َ ُ
)18:110( ق ۡل ِانمَا انا بَش ٌر ِمثلک ۡم



Meaning: Say, “I look like you only (by virtue of my visible creation) as a man.” (18:110)
His reality of Divine light was perfectly there but his human appearance became a veil for
most of the people. They could not see his reality behind it. As Allah says:

ُ ۡ ُ ّٰ َ َ
َ
)7:198( ﴾﴿ ىہ ۡم یَنظ ُر ۡو َن ِال َ ۡیک َو ُہ ۡم لَا یُ ۡب ِص ُر ۡو َن
و تر



Meaning: And you see these as if they were looking at you whereas they do not see. (7:198)
The lustrous and elegant beauty of the manifestation of Divine light was moulded in the
physical form of Prophet Mohammad. Ghalib107 says:

وظنمر یھت ہی لکش جتِ وک ونر یک
تمسق یلھک رِتے دق و رِخ ےس وہظر یک
Explanation: The theophany of Divine light loved your personality for its manifestation
and found itself lucky to adopt your brilliant beauty.
 Rumi utters:

ن
ٰؐطصم
جباتس
روےئ
آہنیئ
ِ
ن
سکعنم در وے ہمہ وخےئ جباتس

Explanation: The Holy Prophet is mirror to the Countenance of Allah. The Essence and
all the attributes of Allah are reflected through him.
Conclusively the origin of the universe is Divine love and the creation of man is for the
sake of love. When the souls were created from the Mohammadan light, the exclusive
essence of Divine love was inherited by the human souls from the Prophet. The passion
of love must arouse in the inward of seeker for Divine vision. In fact the relation of the
soul and Allah is that of love. Without love neither the soul awakes nor can it find ‘the
Divine vision’. Love is present in the form of a seed within the human being. Although it
is dormant but as soon as it awakes in the soul by the invocation and contemplation of Ism107

Mirza Ghalib was a famous poet during the last era of Mughal Empire.
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e-Allah Zaat, inscribing the name of Allah on body and the attention of spiritual guide, the
passion, longing and attraction for Allah start increasing.
The perfect Fakirs state that love is essential for the vision of Allah and faith is imperfect
without love. Divine love helps the seeker to reach the court of Allah. Only love takes man
ahead through the spiritual path that is the path closer than his ‘jugular vein’. Only love
makes the man intimate to the Divine Essence within him. Only this ignites the flame of
urge in the soul to meet Allah. Only love keeps the soul restless and anxious day and night
for beholding and meeting Him. It intensifies the fire of parting and leads to the vision of
the Reality.
The most respected lord of the universe, the Holy Prophet stated about the lovers:
 It is a hard luck for the lovers of Allah if they have to live in paradise without the
vision of His beauty but if the eager lovers find hell with His union, it is their great
fortune. (Asrar-e-Qadri)
Allah’s relation with His lovers is entirely different from all others. He deals with the
religious scholars differently while the lovers are specially treated. Love leads to the
observation of Divinity and knows the Reality but the intellect has superficial knowledge
only.
Sultan Bahoo has explained it in this way:
 It should be clarified that the path of Divine love is not written in the books on
religion or community. It means the Lord of lords (Rab-ul-Arbab). When the Prophet
returned blessed from Miraj first of all the lovers of Allah asked the Holy Prophet,
“Did you see Allah?” He replied;

ْ َ ََ
َم ْن َر ّٰان ِ ْی فق ْد َرای ال َح ْق



Meaning: Whoever beheld me, in fact beheld the Reality.
Afterwards the ulema and scholars asked, “Did you see Allah?” Since the following
verse was revealed in his favour:

ۡ
ۡ
)53:3( ﴾﴿ َو َما یَن ِِ ُق َع ِن ال َہ ّٰوی



Meaning: And he (the Prophet) does not speak out of his (own) desire. (53:3)
He replied (by the will of Allah):

َََ
َََ
َ
تفک ُر ْوا ف ِ ْی ّٰا ّٰی ِت ٖہ َو لَا تفک ُر ْوا ف ِ ْی ذا ِت ٖہ
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Meaning: Reflect upon the signs of Allah not His Essence. (Mohabbat-ul-Asrar)
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani states in his booklet ar-Risala tul-Ghausia:
 I saw Allah. Then I asked, “O Lord! What is meant by love?” He replied, “O Ghawth
al-Azam! Love Me, love for Me and I am Love Myself and liberate your inward and
actions from everything other than Me. When you have recognized the exoteric love, it
is essential for you to surpass the stages of ardent love because love is also a veil
between the lover and the Beloved. Hence it is necessary for you to go beyond
everything else other than Allah because everything other than Allah is a veil between
the lover and the Beloved.”
 Rabia of Basra says:

امنز

ابدش

نم

رقآن
ِ

ام
لود

اتسمہن
او

اب

دجسہ
دل

ِدر ِد

Explanation: To prostrate before the Beloved madly is my salat and the sorrow of my
passionate inward is the recitation of the Holy Quran.
 According to Rumi:

قشع آں ہلعش اتس ہک وچں ربا رفوتخ
رہ ہچ زج وشعق ابیق ہلمج وستخ
Explanation: Love is the flame which when flares up burns everything except the Beloved.
Khawaja Hafiz Shirazi states:
 The person who is not in Divine love surely all his prayers are in vain, deceitful and
full of hypocrisy. (Deewan-e-Hafiz)
Bulleh Shah says:

ین ںیم نہ اینس قشع یرع کمیہہ انہط
تبحم دا اِک یپ ایپہل لھب اجون ھبس اپات
Explanation: I have now understood the reality behind the conflict between sharia and
Divine love as well as the connection between them. In fact Divine love is the core and
foundation of sharia, they should be observed parallelly. The staunch and superficial
followers of sharia consider it the entire religion, however it is soulless without Divine
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love. If they get to taste even a sip of love, they will forget all their knowledge,
arguments and outward devotions.
The religious scholars and theologians cannot even think about the exalted stations at
which the lover of Allah reaches by crossing all the levels of knowledge and wisdom.
Mian Mohammad Bakhsh says:

ن
ب
ک ویعںی آ ِھگتے
َ جمہاَں قشع رخدی ہن ی
ہ
ِعسقے اب جھ دمحم اشخب ایک آدم ایک ک
Explanation: Those who do not trade their life for love, their life is useless and worthless.
Without the love (of Allah) there is no difference between a man and dog.

سج ِدل ادنر قشع ہن رایچ ک اس ںیھت ےگنچ
ب
اخودن دے رھگ رایھک رکدے اصرب ھکے ےگنن
Explanation: Dogs are better than the people who do not cherish Divine love because dogs
watch their master’s house patiently even when the master does not feed them and kicks
them out, still they continue serving their master.
Like his spiritual guide Rumi, Iqbal also considers love as the key to Faqr and it is the
love that takes to the destination. The path of Faqr is the very path of love. Without love
it is impossible to reach the peak of Faqr which is Divine vision.
Like all Mystics Iqbal declares ‘faith’ incomplete without Divine love.

ارگ وہ قشع وت ےہ رفک یھب املسمین
ہن وہ وت رم ِد املسمں یھب اکرف و زدنقی
Explanation: If a person is in love with Allah, he is a Muslim even being a pagan. Without
Divine love even a Muslim is a hypocrite and heretic because he prefers worldliness to
the love of Allah and it is infidelity. (Bal-e-Jibril)

لقع و دل و اگنہ اک رمدشِ اوںیل ےہ قشع
قشع ہن وہ وت یرع و دںی تب دک ٔہِ وصترات
Explanation: The first and the foremost spiritual guide of inward, wisdom and insight is
love. Without Divine love devotions are merely an idol temple. When one performs
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devotion with the inward full of worldly desires and love, it is not for Allah rather it is
paganism. (Bal-e-Jibril)

اھچبیئ ےہ وج ںیہک قشع ےن اسبط اینپ
ِ
وارث رپوزی
ایک ےہ اس ےن ریقفوں وک
Explanation: Wherever Divine love played its game, the Fakirs became kings of both the
worlds because the power of love raises the status of man in here and the hereafter as
well. (Bal-e-Jibril)

ربصِنیسحہ یھب ےہ قشع
ِ دصق لیلخی یھب ےہ قشع
ِ
ن
ج ن
ن یھب ےہ قشع
ِ رعمہکٔ ووجد ںیم دبر و ِیی ی
Explanation: The truthfulness of Prophet Abraham and belief in the Oneness of Allah
were reasons to put him into fire but the fire turned cool. His belief was firm due to his
love so the courage to jump into the fire was because of love.
In the battle of Karbala the patience of Husayn ibn Ali was also due to his love for Allah
which took him to the highest station of surrender and submission.
In the battles of Badr and Hunain the Companions following the Holy Prophet fought in
love of the Prophet and became victorious. Similarly in the battle between body and soul
which ensues from the Divine love, either the body and its desires get domination or the
soul and its wishes. Those who are void of love never experience such battle because
their body always remains dominant over their soul. (Bal-e-Jibril)

قشع یک اک جِ ےن ک  رک دای ہّ امتم
اس زںیم و آامسں وک ےب رکاں اھجمس اھت ںیم
Explanation: A single step in Divine love covered the entire journey and took me to the
spiritual heights, otherwise I used to think that earth and heaven were too immense to be
surpassed. (Bal-e-Jibril)

ٰؐطصم
ِ

دل
ِ

قشع

ربجلیئی

ِ
دم

قشع

قشع دخا اک روسل قشع دخا اک الکم
Explanation: Divine love is the angelic light and also the Holy Prophet’s inward which
was all replete with it. Love is the soul of true seekers who were also created by love and
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for love. The true message of Allah is conveyed to man through love. Love is the
messenger as well as the word of Allah. (Bal-e-Jibril)

قشع ےس دیپا وناےئ زدنیگ ںیم زری و مب
قشع ےس یٹم یک وصتریوں ںیم وسز دم ہب دم
Explanation: It is because of love that there is variety, hustle bustle, ups and down and
beauty in life. The warmth of Divine love ignites the passion within the shallow body of
man. (Bal-e-Jibril)

ِ
لیئی
ِ ریغت ربجا
 وہ ملع ےس مکحم وت،وخد
یفی
ِ ارگ وہ قشع ےس مکحم وت وص ِر ارسا
Explanation: If the soul is strengthened by knowledge, man attains the honour of Angel
Gabriel through whom Allah descended knowledge upon all the Prophets. If it is
strengthened with Divine love, it is like the trumpet of Angel Raphael which will raise
the dead from the graves. Similarly, Divine love empowers the soul to enliven the
spiritually dead. Human soul becomes more powerful than the angels if it acquires Divine
knowledge and love. (Bal-e-Jibril)

ن
قشع ےک ِماب ےس ہمغنٔ ات ِر ایحت
قشع ےس ون ِر ایحت قشع ےس ان ِر ایحت
Explanation: The beauty of life is due to the Divine love. It is the light as well as the fire
which keeps spark in life. All the hustle and bustle, freshness and splendour are because
of Divine love. (Bal-e-Jibril)
In the contemporary age, Divine love is not sought as it is the age of knowledge and
intellect. Iqbal says:

لقع ےہ ےب زامم ایھب قشع ےہ ےب اقمم ایھب
شقن رگِ ازل! رتا شقن ےہ انامتم ایھب
Explanation: These days intellect is unbridled and the minds are stuck in logic, therefore
people do not believe what is beyond intellect. Yet the Divine love is far from its true
status and oblivion is prevalent in this context. The Eternal Artist (Allah) has made a
complete picture with body and soul but in the contemporary times man is yet to be
completed as he exists physically with no soul. (Bal-e-Jibril)
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داشن و دنی و ملع و نف دنبیگٔ ِوہس امتم
قشعِ رگہ کَےئ اک ضیف ںیہن ےہ اعم ایھب
Explanation: Nowadays everyone is a slave of lust. So-called wisdom, theology, science
and art are different types of snobberies adopted by man to fulfil his worldly appetites.
Divine love is the solution of all the problems but its beneficence has not prevailed yet.
(Bal-e-Jibril)

،وجرہِ زدنیگ ےہ قشع وجرہِ قشع ےہ وخد
آہ ہک ےہ ہی غیتِ زیت رپدیگِ اینم ایھب
Explanation: The essence of life is Divine love and the essence of love lies in the soul but
alas! The sharp sword of love is still hidden in the sheath. (Bal-e-Jibril)
In fact love of Allah strengthens and empowers man and by its power all the worldly
and spiritual predicaments are tackled.

رک

دیپا

اقمم

اانپ

ںیم

قشع

ِدای ِر

این زامہن ےئن حبص و اشم دیپا رک
Explanation: In the realm of love everybody has to work hard on his own behalf. No
lineage and ancestral background works for gaining the high stations of Divine love.
Love trains man and makes him capable to innovate. Create your own status in the world
of love and discover new avenues, new life and era of Divine love! (Bal-e-Jibril)

اابقلِ قشع ےن رمے بس لب ی
دئ اکنل
ؒ
دمت ےس آرزو یھت ہک یدیساھ رکے وکیئ
Explanation: Loving Allah is not easy, it has its own hardships. The love has removed all
the weaknesses of my personality as I was wishing for a long time to be corrected by
some very great and accomplished person (spiritual guide) because without him no one
can attain purification of innerself and reformation of personality. (Bang-e-Dara)
Iqbal does not consider a person Muslim if he is not a lover of Allah.

اتس

اکرف

ابندش

اعقش

ار

ملسم

Explanation: If a Muslim is not an ardent lover of Allah, he should not be considered a
Muslim rather an infidel. (Asrar-e-Khudi)
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قشع را از غیت و رجنخ ابک تسین
الص قشع از آب و ابد و اخک تسین
Explanation: Love has no fear of any sword or dagger because the foundation of Divine
love is not the four basic elements; water, fire, air and soil but it is the soul. (Asrar-e-Khudi)

در اہجں مہ حلص و مہ اکیپر قشع
قشع

دار

وجرہ

ِغیت

ویحاں

آب
ِ

Explanation: In this world Divine love is peace as well as war. Love is the water of life as
well as the sharp edged sword. (Asrar-e-Khudi)

لود

قش

اخرا

قشع

لود

قح

رسااپ

آرخ

ِاگنہ

از

ِقح

ِقشع

Explanation: A single glance of love can even break the rocks. The love of Truth itself
becomes the Truth at its ultimate stage. (Asrar-e-Khudi)

بلط

وبحمےب

و

آومز

بلط

اویےب

بلق

ونےح

اعیقش
مشچ

Explanation: Learn to love and find the beloved (the accomplished spiritual guide). Seek
for the insight of Noah108 and the patience of Job.109 (Asrar-e-Khudi)

ےلگ
اکےلم

ِ

از
ِآاتسن
ِ

نک
رب

دیپا
زن

ایمیک
لوہس

Explanation: You can turn a handful of soil into gold. It means you can change your
earthen existence into an enlightened soul but for that you will have to find the Universal

108

Noah is a Prophet of Allah whose description is given in the Holy Quran. When his nation refused to follow him even
after so many efforts and struggles, the Divine command came that the whole nation was to be perished except some of
them. By his insight he made an ark and saved his life along with his followers. Even his wife and son did not believe him
and perished in the flood which was nothing than the Divine wrath.
109
Prophet Job is mentioned in the Quran and he is well known for his patience. Job’s patience was great while bearing the
hardships in the way of Divine love. He was inflicted a lot, he lost his animals, servants and many family members in
various calamities but he endured everything patiently. Even he fell ill with a loathsome disease, everybody left him but his
faith in Allah stayed firm. Allah rewarded him and loved him in return and bestowed upon him all the blessings.
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Divine Man who would guide you towards Divine love and has the expertise of turning
soil (sinful) into gold (seekers of Allah). (Asrar-e-Khudi)

را

گنس

دشخب

آہنیئ

ِوجرہ

ددہ

اضیب

ِدی

ِرنہدنماں

اب

۔ قشع لقیص یم زدن رفگنہ را۱
ددہ

انیس

ٔہنیس

را

دل

ِ۔ الہ۲

اشخ ابنت
ہلمج اعمل خلت و او
ِ

۔ ِشیپ او رہ نکمم و وموجد امت۳

آرفدین اجں ددیمن اک ِر اوتس

اوتس

قشع اہنت رہ دو اعمل را سب اتس

۔ قشع ومر و رمغ و آدم را سب اتس۵

اتس

 اتس، اجدورگ، ےب اقرہ،۔ دربل۶
ن
۔ رہ دو را در اکراہ آممیجت قشع۷

قشع

،ربمغیپ
ن ن
انگمیجت

،اقرہ

اب

،دربل

اعےمل

در

اعےمل

ِانر

از

ام

ااکف ِر

۔ رگیم۴

Explanation: (1) Love burnishes a man and makes his inward a mirror then he beholds
Allah through this mirror.
(2) The lover’s inward is compared to the valley of Sinai where Prophet Moses conversed
with Allah. Divine love gives the lover the inward like the valley of Sinai and luminous
hand to the skilled one which was the miracle of Moses. Thus in this inward the
theophanies of Allah are manifested and the lovers do such marvels which seem miracles
by the power of Divine love.
(3) The whole existence of universe has no importance in comparison to the Divine love.
The entire world is sour whereas the love is sweet. If anything in the world is charming
and attractive it is only because of love otherwise the universe is valueless, trivial and
insipid.
(4) The warmth and energy in our thoughts is due to the flame of love. The universe is
created and the souls are breathed into the body as the outcome of love. Ardent love
awakens the soul and empowers it to have the Divine vision.
(5) The blessing of love alone is equally sufficient for an insect, a bird and human rather
for all the creation of both the worlds. The objectives of both the worlds are accomplished
through it. One can gain the blessings of Allah in both the worlds by virtue of love.
(6) The path of love which lacks Divine majesty is only a spell. It means the traveller of this
path has to face the majesty. Love along with Divine majesty is the path of messengerhood.
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True love is that in which both Divine majesty and beauty are inclusive. On having both
the attributes it is as if possessing the grandeur of messengerhood.
(7) The path of love is blended with Divine majesty and beauty. None of them alone is
able to produce positive results. Therefore they are equally merged in love. Love has
established a unique realm in other realms. In the world of love, majesty has beauty and
beauty has majesty. This maintains the balance in the world. Due to the both, new realms
can be constructed. (Zabur-e-Ajam)
Oneness of Allah is love and without love, one’s faith is incomplete.

زدن

دل

زدن

لکشم

رب

را
رہب

وتدیح
را

اعیقش؟
ن
وانگہے وخد

Explanation: What is love? Love is to cherish the Oneness of Allah in the inward and then
encounter every difficulty coming in the way of Truth so that one gains the final destination
of Oneness. (Zabur-e-Ajam)

اصابحن رطقی
 رس ہک،ذبوق وخد
وت مہ
ِ
ِ
ن
ویپسب
ِ
ربدیہ از ہمہ اعمل وخبشی
Explanation: Create in your soul the passion and fervour because the travellers of the path
of love are immersed in their inward in such a way that they completely renounce the
world. You also adopt their way by self-realization and then rule the world. (Zabur-e-Ajam)

رمعاہ در ہبعک و تب اخہن یم اندل ایحت
ِ ات ز
زبم قشع کی داانےئ راز آدی ربوں
Explanation: It takes years of devotion whether in the Holy Kaaba or in the temple, then the
world is blessed by the presence of a perfect Mystic and the confidant of Divine secret
(the Universal Divine Man) who appears from the cover of Divine love. (Zabur-e-Ajam)
According to Faiz Ahmad Faiz, winning and losing in the game of love is out of
question as in this game losing means to win.

 ےہ وج اچوہ اگل دو ڈر اسیک، قشع یک ابز،رگ ابز
 امت ںیہن،رگ تیج ےئگ وت ایک انہک ِاہرے یھب وت ابز
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Explanation: If you are playing the game of love, do not fear to sacrifice everything. In
this game winning or losing does not matter. If you win, it is marvellous but being defeated
also means the game is not lost.
Sultan-ul-Faqr VI Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali states about the Divine love:
 The Essence was hidden. Allah wanted to be recognized so He manifested Himself in
the universe but everything burnt to ashes due to His magnificence and majesty. Then
Allah, the Ahad, concealed Himself with the veil of ‘M’ of Ahmad and took the form of
Ahmad hence everything came into peace and calm. When Allah viewed Himself in
the mirror of Divine light of Ahmad, He became His own lover. Then the souls of the
entire creation were created from the light of Ahmad. The beginning of multiplicity
from Oneness was only due to the Divine love. Hence the passion of love transmitted
to all the souls through the sacred soul of Prophet Mohammad. This passion of Divine
love is present within every human being in the form of a seed. By the contemplation
of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and the spiritual sight of the perfect guide, it sprouts and then
gradually enwraps the whole being of the invoker.
 The relation between Allah and soul is that of Divine love. It is present in the form of
a seed within man but is dormant. By the invocation and contemplation of Ism-eAllah Zaat and its inscribing practice on body along with the attention of the perfect
spiritual guide, it becomes eager. Then the attraction of soul for Allah increases by
the invocation and contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. The very Divine love then
annihilates the soul in Allah.
 Divine love is the fire which when enflamed burns all other loves into ashes and
envelops the whole existence of the seeker.
 When Divine love reaches its peak, the fire of parting from the Beloved (Allah) is
kindled in the lover. The craving and eagerness for union with the Beloved keeps on
increasing. The fire of parting makes the lover restless and anxious. He finds contentment
only on reaching the stage of union with Allah.
 It is useless to worship Allah without loving Him.
 If intellect is accompanied by Divine light which is gained by humility then such an
intellect leads towards Divine love. However the intellect which is veiled by ego, selfconceit and pride on devotions never leads towards the destination of Divine love.
Rather it carries away from the path of Truth towards depravity.
 It is only love that grants the greatest secret of the universe which is Divine vision.
On the contrary intellect denies it.
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 It is only the love that endows presence in the Mohammadan Assembly while intellect
denies it.
 It was the love that gave courage to Prophet Abraham to jump into Nimrod’s fire and
to Prophet Ishmael to lie under the knife to be sacrificed while intellect forbids to do
so.
 It was only Divine love that gave courage to Husayn ibn Ali to witness the ruthless
slaughtering of all the sacred family members in the field of Karbala though intellect
denies it and orders to save life.
 It was Divine love that excited Mansur al-Hallaj to utter the slogan, “I am the Truth,”
(Anal-Haq  ) انا الحقwhen he was hanged to death.
 Intellect has no access to the heights of Divine love because it is entangled in questions
like how, when, why, what etc.
 When the lover of Allah reaches the extreme level of love, he becomes the beloved of
Allah. The prayers of the lover are invocation, reflection and the Divine vision. The
seekers of the world and hereafter cannot understand it.
 The extreme level of Divine love is that when the lover reaches the court of Allah
after passing through all the trials of love successfully, he becomes the beloved and
Allah becomes his Lover due to his perseverance upon the love of Allah. Whatever
the beloved needs, the Lover provides him.
 The final stage of Faqr is the status of belovedness. Here the will of beloved is the
same as that of the Lover (Allah).
 Through intellect Abu Jahl and Abu Lahab could not recognize the reality of Prophet
Mohammad in spite of being near him but Owais al-Qarni recognized him even
living far from him only due to love.
 Due to Divine love, dog of the Companions of the cave (Ashab al-Kahf) became
desirable in the court of Allah.
 All the waystations of Divine love are achieved by the invocation and contemplation
of Ism-e-Allah Zaat provided it is granted by the perfect spiritual guide possessing
the light of guidance. (Sultan-ul-Faqr VI Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali-Life and Teachings)

SULTAN BAHOO AND DIVINE LOVE
Divine love is the key to eternal success and only love takes one to the court of Allah.
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َھُ ِِ اچیبرہ را اب ِاجانں ِاجن اتس
ِؒ ب
آدم

رتاہن

وخش

وشبق

دم

رہ

ہک

Explanation: O Bahoo! The poor lover is always engrossed in the Beloved and
ecstatically sings beautiful songs in His love. (Ain-ul-Faqr)

قشع داین تسیچ؟ نتشک سفن وخشی
روز و بش وسزش لود ِدل را رشی
Explanation: Do you know what love is? It is to kill your innerself. Due to the intensity
of love the lover is ever suffering from pangs of the passion. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)

،رعمض وخف و رطخ
ہمہ در
ِ

،۔ ات وت در قشع ز وخد ابربخ۱

ز آب و آشت ہن لود چیہ رضر

۔ وچں ز وختشی ہن لود چیہ ربخ۲

ویپیتس

۔ وچں ہک از یتسہ وخد واریتس۳

وخد

دربل

ہب

روہک

Explanation: (1) As long as you remain conscious of yourself in love, you would be
in fear and danger.
(2) When you start loving Allah intensely, you will become unconscious of yourself
then nothing can harm you.
(3) When you will be liberated from your own innerself, you will find union with the
Beloved.
 The lovers of Allah are neither afraid nor frightened of anybody’s reproach. (Mehak-ulFaqr Kalan)

The most precious asset for a Muslim is his faith but for the lover of Allah it is only a
waystation. The true destination of the lover is union with Reality which is gained through the
ardent love. When the fire of love gets intense it becomes painful to live without the Beloved.
The yearning to meet the Beloved keeps increasing and makes the lover anxious and restless
day and night for union. When the fire of love burns the innerself which is a veil between
Allah and the soul of a man, the destination of Divine vision is attained. Vision of the
enthralling beauty of Allah makes the lover more passionate and his urge for meeting Him
increases. Fire of love then annihilates the lover in the light of Allah and he is blessed with
His union. Thus he finds the secret of Oneness.
Sultan Bahoo says:
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 Love is a subtle passion which arouses in the inward from the hidden and does not
find peace with anyone but the Beloved. (Mohkim-ul-Fuqara)
 The invocation with love takes high flight. A fly can never approach the heights
attained by a falcon even if it tries hard and soars thousand times. Similarly an ascetic
can never find Divine secrets even if he goes through hard ascetic discipline. The
lesson of Divine love is not taught by any teacher in any institution because it is the
grand Trust. The tradition of love is to be indifferent to the whole world. An ardent
lover of Allah always seeks death before dying so that he spiritually reaches the
station of no station as death of a lover means union with the Beloved. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 You must know that there are two types of Fakirs; one are the spiritual travellers
while others are the Divine lovers. The spiritual travellers are the men of mystic
struggle and endeavours while the lovers are the men of Divine secrets and
observations. The final level of a spiritual traveller is just the beginning of the lover
because the nourishment of lovers is the spiritual endeavours and their sleep is the
Divine observation.
The Holy Prophet said about the Divine lovers:

ُُ ُْ
ّٰ
ُ اَ ْج َس
ام ُہ ْم فِی الدن َیا َو قلوْبُ ُہ ْم فِی الْاخ َِر ِۃ

Meaning: Their bodies are in the world but inwards are in the hereafter.



(Mohkim-ul-

Fuqara)

 Divine love is like a skilful jeweller who checks the purity or impurity of gold. (Ain-ulFaqr)

 Listen O ascetic, the labourer of paradise! The nourishment of lovers of Allah is all
Divine light, their stomach is like burning stove and their sleep is actually the Divine
union and presence. (Mohkim-ul-Fuqara)
He explains the identity of the lover as:

ذرکِ ِھُ وگدی دوام
ِ َھُ اعاقشرنا راز انی اتس
ِؒ ب
دم دبم ذرکِ ھُ ِوگدی اکر آں رگدد امتم
Explanation: O Bahoo! The secret of lovers is that they ever remain engrossed in the

ُ

ُ

invocation of Hoo (ْ)ہو. They reach their destination by invoking Hoo ( )ہ ْوwith each
breath. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
Sultan Bahoo states about the Divine lover in his book Nur-ul-Huda Kalan:
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 The Fakir who is a lover of Allah is the beloved of the Holy Prophet. Whatever I say
is in compliance to the following verse not out of my own desire. Allah says;

َ َ َ َۡ
َ
ُ ۡ َ ّٰ
َۡ َ
ۡ
َو ۡاصبِ ۡر نف َسک َمع ال ِذیۡ َن یَ ۡد ُعوۡ َن َرب ُہ ۡم ِبالغ ّٰدو ِۃ َو ال َع ِش ِی یُرِیۡ ُد ۡو َن َو ۡج َہہ َو لَا ت ۡع ُد َع ۡینک َعن ُہ ۡمۙۚ ترِیۡ ُد
ً ُ َ َ َ َ ُ ّٰ َ َ َ َ َ َ ۡ ۡ َ َ ۡ َ َ ۡ َ ۡ َ ۡ َ ۡ ُ َ َ َ ۡ ُ
ۡ ََ
(18:28)ان ا ۡمرُہ ف ُرطا
زِیۡنة ال َح ّٰیو ِۃ الدنیاۙۚ و لا ت ِِع من اغفلنا قلبہ عن ِذک ِرنا و اتبع ہوىہ و ک



Meaning: (O My beloved!) Stay tenaciously in the companionship of those who
remember their Lord morning and evening, ardently seeking His pleasure, (keen on
the glimpse of His sight, and eagerly aspiring to glance at His radiant Countenance).
Your (affectionate and caring) looks must not but focus them. Do you seek the
charisma of the worldly life (shifting your attention away from these self-denying
devotees)! And (also) do not follow him whose inward We have made neglectful of
Our invocation and who follows but the urge of his (inciting innerself) and his case
has exceeded all bounds. (18:28)
The beloved of Allah is honoured with endless life of inward due to the Divine vision
and closeness. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
This Qudsi Hadith is also about the Divine lovers as Allah says:

َ َ
َ َ
َ
َ َ َ
ََ ََ
َم ْن طل َبنِ ْی فق ْد َو َج َدن ِ ْی ؕ َو َم ْن َو َج َدن ِ ْی ع َرفنِ ْی ؕ َو َم ْن ع َرفنِ ْی ا َح َبنِ ْی ؕ َو َم ْن ا َح َبنِ ْی َعشقنِ ْی ؕ َو َم ْن
ْ َ َ َ
َ ََ
َ َ َ ْ َ
﴾﴿ َعشقنِ ْی ق َتل ُتہ ؕ َو َم ْن ق َتل ُتہ ف َعلیَ ِدی َتہ ؕ َو انا ِد ی َتہ



Meaning: Whoever seeks Me undoubtedly he finds Me. Whoever finds Me, he
recognizes Me. Whoever recognizes Me, he begins to love Me. Whoever loves Me, he
becomes My lover. Whoever loves Me passionately, I kill him. Whoever I kill, his
compensation is due on Me and I am Myself his compensation.

دش

ذموکر

دش

ونر

اعاقشن
آرخ

ونر

ِرمابت

زنی

مہ

ادتبا

Explanation: The status of Divine lovers is that their beginning as well as end is
Divine light.
Allah says;

ّٰ
ُ
ُ
ُ الل ُہ ل ُِن ۡورِ ٖہ َم ۡن یَ َش
( 24:35)ؕ آء
نوۡ ٌر َعلّٰی ن ۡو ٍر ؕ یَ ۡہ ِدی



Meaning: Light upon light. Allah takes to His light whom He wills. (24:35) (Nur-ul-Huda)
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Sultan Bahoo states about Divine love in Risala Roohi Sharif:
 When I reached the ultimate destination of Faqr, the Divine decree came from the
magnificent court, “You are My lover.” I submitted, “My humble self is incapable of
the love of the Majesty.” Then it was commanded, “You are My beloved.” On this, I
kept quiet. (Risala Roohi Sharif)
 You must know that the true Fakir has two levels; initially he is the lover and finally
he becomes the beloved. The struggle of a lover is just meant to behold the Beloved.
The invocations, reflections and recitals are unlawful for him. He is indifferent to good
and bad, desires and fulfilments. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
Seekers of the path of Truth acknowledge that to sacrifice one’s life is not difficult.
However it is hard to stay alive and kill the ego and personal wishes even then remain
happy and satisfied with Allah’s will. It is, “Die before death.” To kill one’s wishes and
submit to Allah fully and completely is tough. Though love makes it easier for the lover
as it gives him the courage to annihilate his innerself, sacrifice everything to please Allah
and find His closeness, vision and union. Sultan Bahoo states about the blessing of
Divine love:

ّٰ َ
ابھُ قشع را ابم دنلب اتس امس اللہ ِرندابن
ِؒ

رہ اکمےن ےب اشنےن یم ربد در الاکمن
Explanation: O Bahoo! The roof of Divine love is very high, the ladder to reach it is the
invocation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. It will take you to every waystation even to the station of
no station. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
Now the question arises how the hidden passion of Divine love can be awakened in
oneself? As one loves the things and the people whom he sees while Allah is incorporeal.
How can a person love Him? According to the perfect Mystics, one can attain Divine
love by means of metaphorical love which is the love for the spiritual guide. Usually the
metaphorical love is thought to be for a man by a woman and vice versa which is actually
lust and devilish. Sharia does not allow it. On the path of Faqr ‘metaphorical love’ means
love for the spiritual guide.
How one falls in metaphorical love?
For the love of spiritual guide, method adopted in all the other spiritual chains and paths
is that the seeker is advised to contemplate the image of his spiritual guide. Nowadays in
some of the chains even the pictures of spiritual guides are actually provided for this
purpose. The seeker remains absorbed in contemplating and thinking about his spiritual
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guide. This method is deceptive and a form of polytheism. As it is a part of human nature
to develop love for the one about whom he keeps thinking. Then this love intensifies.
In Sarwari Qadri order this method is never adopted. Instead the metaphorical love or
the love of spiritual guide grows through the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. When
the seeker starts contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat, he gets the vision of his spiritual
guide first and in this way the love for spiritual guide begins. This method has two
advantages: one is that there is no deception in it because it has been gained through Isme-Allah Zaat and whatever is gained through the name of Allah can never be deceptive.
Secondly, since this image is gained through the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat thus
it is confirmed to the disciple that his spiritual guide is the perfect one and he is on the
straight path. This love turns into love of the Holy Prophet and after that transforms into
Divine love and the seeker climbs up to the destination of annihilation in Allah and
immortality with Him.
In other spiritual chains, the meditation of annihilation in the spiritual guide is performed
then the meditation of annihilation in the Prophet is practised and at the end, the
annihilation in Allah by means of Ism-e-Allah Zaat is meditated upon.110 This process
demands a long duration but in the Sarwari Qadri order the spiritual guide grants
contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat on the very first day. That is why it is said that the
peak of other chains is just the beginning of the Sarwari Qadri order.
 Shams of Tabriz describes about the love of spiritual guide:

اطلسن ازل
قشع رعماج اتس وسےئ ابم
ِ
رخ اعقش رفد وخاں ہصق رعماج را
ِ از
Explanation: Only love can take to the court of Allah. If you want to know the secret of
Miraj then fix your eyes on the face of a Divine lover (perfect spiritual guide).
 Jami says:

اجمزت

قشع

اسزت

اکر

ارگ
تقیقح

داں
رہب

تمینغ
از

ہک

Explanation: If you are blessed with the love for your spiritual guide, consider it your
good fortune because only this leads to the love of Reality.

110

Every chain has its own way.
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 According to Bulleh Shah, metaphorical love is the fount of Divine love. The former
generates the latter.

داھےگ
ےہ

نب
اجات

ہن
وہ

ویسے

 تس

وسیئ

الےگ

سج

ےہ

ےھچپ

،اجمز

قشع

داات

ہن
،اجمز

رچ

ےج
قشع

Explanation: A person can never ascend to truly loving Allah without the love of his
spiritual guide. Just like a needle cannot sew without a thread similarly Divine love cannot
be felt without metaphorical love.
 Mian Mohammad Bakhsh expounds:

ںیم ویناں ریما رمدش اْاچ ایس اِایچں دے گنس الیئ
ن
دصےق اجواں ااہنں اِایچں وتں ِِجمہاَں وینایں دے انل اھبنیئ
Explanation: I am a very humble and ordinary person but I am proud that my spiritual
guide is perfect and supreme and he blessed me according to his grandeur. He always
kept me under his true guidance and protection and took me to the destination in spite of
all my shortcomings.
 Shaikh Ahmad Sirhindi (Mujaddid Alif Sani) utters:

رگد اتسمں رگد رگ ےم مک ردس لوےئ ردس
لوےئ او رگ مک ردس ٔی
رونِِ ااشیں سب اتس
Explanation: Keep following the passionate lovers of Allah so that you may at least smell
the wine of love if not the love itself. If you cannot even avail its fragrance then their
sacred vision is also enough for you.
 Rumi further states:

دوتس

نسح

دمرس

دش

را

اعاقشں

درتف و درس و قبس اشن روےئ اوتس
Explanation: The beauty of the beloved (spiritual guide) has become the institute of
lovers because their book, lesson and learning all are inscribed on his face.

ن
ِن
دص اتکب و دص ورق در انر
ِن
ن
ِددلار
ِدل را اجبن
روےئ
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Explanation: Get rid of books and knowledge and turn the direction of your inward
towards your beloved.
Sultan Bahoo also considers the love for the spiritual guide as the means of ascending
to the Divine love. His Punjabi poetry is imbibed in Divine love, as given:

ُھ
ِ

اوگاہں

قشع

َجمکییا

دجاں

وتیکےس

یحص

ّٰ َ
اللہ

ن
نک
ُرات داہیں دویے اتہ ھی یرے ِنِ رکے اوگاہں وُساہں ھ
ُادنر دے ِوِچ دِوھاہں ھ

ادنر اھبںیئ ادنر ابنل

ُابھُ وشہ دتاں دلویھےس دجاں قشع وتیکےس وُساہں ھ
ؒ
Explanation: When the reality and the secret of Ism-e-Allah Zaat was revealed upon me, the
fire of love flared within me and due to its intensity, the anxiety and restlessness for
meeting the Beloved has increased. The fire of love is urging me to step further on the path
of Faqr towards the next waystation. When Divine love taught me the customs and rules of
the path of Faqr, I found the Beloved.

ُقشع الستم وکیئ ھ

اامین الستم رہ وکیئ ےگنم
ن
م ن
ُ یگن اامین یرامون عسقںُں دل ونں ریغت وہیئ
ھ
ُسج زنمل ونں قشع اچپوے اامین ونں ربخ ہن وکیئ ھ
ُابھُ اامیونں دایں درھویئ ھ
ریما قشع الستم رںیھک
ؒ
Explanation: Everyone wants to save his faith but no one seeks the treasure of Divine
love. It can only be the desire of a seeker of Allah. The seekers of world and heaven are
pseudo seekers who only wish the safety of their faith and are afraid of seeking the love
of Allah because this is not an easy path. Their behaviour has infuriated me and the
mighty esteem of Faqr and love is surging in my inward. In fact the destination of Divine
closeness to which only love has access, faith is not even familiar to it. May Allah save my
love and grant me perseverance upon it because love is dearer to me than my faith.
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ُ رہ وولں دل آںیہ ھ،اںیھک رسخ ومںیہ ےت زرد
ُھ

دکاںیہ

وجن

وہپاتن

ی ن
ُھت ااھتںیہ ھ
اظرہ
ُھ
ِ

اجںیئ

الاکمین

واال

وخوبشیئ

اہمڑ

اہم

قشع مسک ہن ےپھُچ ردنہے

ن
جمہاَں

ُابھ
ؒ

اہنتدنا

ریقف

انم

Explanation: Passion for the fascinating vision of the Beloved has been intensified by the
enthusiasm of love. My body has turned pale, eyes are filled with sorrowful tears on
parting from the Beloved. In this state, a painful sigh of Divine passion is heaved with my
each breath. It is true that love and fragrance can never stay hidden hence my condition is
revealed to everyone. O Bahoo! Fakir is the one whose station is of no station.

ُھ
ِ  ےئگ ادابں وتں واےجن،ےب ادابں انں اسر ادب د
ُھ
ِ  ہن وہدنے اکےجن،ڑہیجے وہن یٹم دے اھبڈنے دک
ُھ
ِ  ہن وہدنے راےھجن،ڑہیجے ڈمھ دقمی دے ڑیھکے دک
ُھ
ِ ابھ ےئگ دوںیہ اہجںین واےجن
ُ ؒ ںیج دل وضحر ہن ایگنم
Explanation: The ill-mannered and uncultured people are not aware of the respect and
regard of the greatly venerable ones. Due to their wretchedness they are deprived of the
status which is of the respectful. The inherent nature cannot be changed without the
invocation, contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and the guidance of perfect spiritual guide.
Those who are eternally unfortunate and damned cannot become the fortunate ones as the
earthen pots cannot be turned into porcelain. The disrespectful people whether they are
impudent towards Allah, the Prophet, the Companions, the People of Cloak, the Fakirs or
the spiritual guide, remain deprived of the gnosis of Allah in both the worlds. As an Urdu
proverb explains, “The respectful succeeds while the impudent turns wretched.” The one
who does not seek the Divine presence remains empty handed in both the worlds.

ُھ
ِ دج اجن قشع ِوِچ اہرے

دتوں ریقف اتشیب دنبا

ُھ
ِ اعقش ہشیش ےت سفن رمیب اجن اجانں وتں وارے
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ن
ج ن
ُھ
ِ وخد یسفن جھ بد یتسہ ھییرے الہ رِسوں بس اھبرے
ب ن
ُھ
ِ ابھُ ابھج ومایں ںیہن احلص ھ یییدبا وتڑے َس َس اسگن ااترے
ؒ
Explanation: Fakir becomes accomplished when he trades his life for love and ends the

َ

desires of his innerself with the sword of negation (La )لا. He sacrifices his house, wealth,
family even his own being and then annihilates himself burning in the fire of love. Renounce
self-conceit and frivolousness so that you may start travelling the path of righteousness
and Truth with complete attention because union with Allah is not achieved without death
before dying whether a lot many prayers and struggles are done apparently.

ن
ُھ
ِ اثتب قشع اہنتں ونں دلاھ ِِجمہاَں رَتیٹ وَچڑ اچ یتیک
م
ُھ
ِ ہن اوہ وصیف ہن اوہ اصیف ہن دجسہ رکن سی یمی
ی یم ن
ن
حی
ِ
ھ
ی
ُھ
ِ ی
ن رپاےن اےت ںیہن ڑچدھا رگن
ِ
اخصل
ُابھُ دکںی قشع امنز ہن یتین ھ
اقُھ آن یرع وِل
ؒ
Explanation: Only those are blessed with Divine love who sacrifice all their possessions
to have the eternal pleasure of closeness with Allah. The passionate lovers of Allah are
neither concerned with ranks and spiritual status nor do they pretend to be pious by
remaining busy in prayers in the mosques. Rather they are drowned in the Divine vision
and absorbed in His love. Their love for Allah is so strong that they are never affected by
any other attraction or pleasure of the world or the hereafter. While the religious scholars
always advise to follow the principles of sharia only. They keep themselves and the umma
restricted only to the prayers of sharia and never step towards the eternal prayer of Divine
love.

ب ن
ی
ُج دل قشع رخدی ہن یکَ وس ِدل درد ہن ھمی ھ
ُاس دل ںیھت گنس رھتپ ریگنچے وج ِدل تلفغ ایٹ ھ
ن
ی
ُج دل قشع وضحر ہن ایگنم وس دراگوہں َس ھ
ن
ُابھُ جمہاَں وچڑ ہن یتیک رَتیٹ ھ
ایلم دوتس ہن ااہنں
ؒ
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Explanation: The soul which neither traded for the Divine love nor suffered from the
pangs of pain is deprived of compassion. The rocks are better than such oblivious soul
and damned is the inward that has not sought Divine presence. The union with Allah is
not destined to those who do not sacrifice their household for the Reality.

ن
ی
ُک اوہ ِجسرے رمد زانےن ھ
َ ج دل قشع رخدی ہن ی
ن
نن
ج
س
ُھ
ِ نخ رے رہ وکیئ آےھک وکن آےھک رمداےن

ُایلگں دے وِچ رھپن ارےلیب ےویں لگنج ڈوھر دویاےن ھ
ن
یمھس ن
ُھ
ِ ابھُ دجاں اعقش ن اگےن
ؒ  ک دتاں وپیس،رمداں ےت رمنداں د
Explanation: The people who have not traded for Divine love are either esoterically
feminine or eunuch. How can they be called true men? They are living in the world like
animals and beasts. The true men (seekers of Allah) can be distinguished from eunuchs
(seekers of the world) after trial in the arena of love when Allah bestows the successful
lover with His union.

ن
نن
ُک ھ
َ سج ِدی یمہہ دا ںیم در یتبے ےت دجسہ یحص وجن ی
ن
ُاس ِدی یمہہ دا رس دِفا ااھتںیئ ںیم ِ یبَ درابر ہن اتیل ھ
ُھ
ِ ااسی وشق ایپال اتیپ

رس دوین رِس وھکنل انںیہ

ن
ُک ھ
َ ابھُ جمہاَں قشع الستم ی
ںیم رقابن اہنتں وتں
ؒ
Explanation: Since the day I corrected my prostration in the court of my perfect spiritual
guide drinking the goblet of love’s wine, my thought has never been diverted towards
anything other than Allah. The secret of the Beloved which I found from the perfect
spiritual guide is exclusive for the Divine lovers. That secret is between me and my
Beloved. The confidants sacrifice themselves getting beheaded instead of disclosing the
secret of the Beloved. May I sacrifice my life for those who have found the secret of love
as well as cherished it carefully!

ُلگنج دے وِچ ریش رمالی ابز وپے وِچ رھگ دے ھ
ُقشع اہیج رصاف ہن وکیئ ُکِ انں وھچڑے وِچ زر دے ھ
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ب
ُھ
ِ اعاقشں دنینر ھکھ انں اکیئ اعقش مُل ہن رَمدے
ن
ُھ
ِ ابھُ دجاں اصبح اےگ رِس درھدے
ؒ اعقش ِج یییدبے دتاں ڈِوھٹےس
Explanation: True lover is like a lion and falcon so the jackals, wolves and vultures cannot
harm him. Love is a better goldsmith as a goldsmith purifies the gold from every impurity
similarly love purifies the seeker of Allah from all his negativity. The lover does not care
for his sleep and hunger, his every breath enlivens by the invocation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat.
Lovers are apparently busy in daily tasks but every moment they are engrossed in the
theophanies of the Essence. The love becomes immortal only when the lover surrenders
and submits his will to the consent of the real Beloved.

ُوموہنں ہن ُکِ االوِن ھ

ن
جمہاَں قشع یقیقح اپای

ُھ
ِ ذرک رکف وِچ رنہ ہمییساَں دم ونں دیق َلَون
ن
ُھ
ِ  یفخ اجِف ٰؐی ِِذرک َکَون،یسفن یبلق رویح رِس
ُابھُ ڑہیجے اِسک اگنہ وَجاون ھ
ںیم رقابن اہنتں وتں
ؒ
Explanation: The seekers of Allah who have found the real love do not remember Allah
only by tongue rather always remain absorbed in the invocation and contemplation within

ُ

their souls. They inhale and exhale by invoking Ya-Hoo ( )یَاہوall the time and their beings

remain engrossed in the physical, inward, spiritual, secret, hidden and concealed invocation. I
sacrifice myself for such a perfect and accomplished spiritual guide who enlivens the dead
souls by a single spiritual sight.

ُھ
ِ درد دنماں دے دوھںیئ دِھکھدبے ڈردا وکیئ انں سیکے
نک
ُھ
ِ ااہنں دوھاں دے اتء ھییرے رحمم وہوے اتں سیکے
ب
ُھ
ِ ِجھک ریشمش ڑھکا ےہ رس اےت رتس وپس اتں ھیکے
ابھُ دسا ہن رانہں ی
ُھ
ِ یپ
اسوہرے ڑکےیئ اےنپ وانجنں
ؒ
Explanation: When the fire of love burns in the inward of a lover no one can sit beside
him. To be near the lover of the Essence is equal to destroying everything hence the
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theologians also avoid the company of the lovers because they want paradise and houris.
In the lover’s inward, the warmth of love increases every moment and only that person
can stay in his company who is his confidant. The fear of being separated from the Beloved
is always lurking in the lover which ends only on union with Him by His kindness, if He
grants. O seeker! Be sensible and annihilate yourself in the Divine Love because you are
not supposed to live here forever. Rather you have to return to the world of souls at last.

ُھ
ِ درد دنماں دا وخن وج دنیپا وکیئ ربوہں ابز رمالی
ک
ُھ
ِ اھچ یت دے وِج یییش ڈریا ےویںی ریش اھٹیب َم الیب
ُھ

الیپ

الیپ

رکدا

واوگنں

،دنسور

 تس

اہیھت

ہ
ی
ُابھُ ےلیپ اب جھ ہن وہدنا الیم ھ
ےلیپ دا ووساس ہن
ؒ رکئ
Explanation: Divine love has occupied my soul as if a lion rules the jungle and is sucking
my blood like a thirsty hawk. It has burnt all the loves except the love of Allah as if a
crazy elephant attacks and devastates everything. Though its attack should not be feared
about because without it the union with Allah cannot be attained.

ُھ
ِ ددھ ےت دیہ رہ وکیئ رِڑےک اعقش اھبہ رِڑدنیکے
ُھ

ن
ہل یییدبے

انل

آںیہ

دماھین

نَم

وٹچرا

نت

ن
ُداھکں دا ینا ڈکےھ اکشلرے امغں دا اپین دنیپے ھ
ن
ُھ
ِ ابھُ ڑہیجے ڈہاں وُچں نھکم ڈکھیییدبے
ؒ انم ریقف اہنتں دا

Explanation: The seekers of world and the Divine lovers are compared. The worldly
people love peace and tranquillity as they only churn milk and yogurt while the lovers
churn the fire of love in the pot of their body with the shaker of their inward for the union
with the Beloved. They pull the ropes of sorrows and woes with stinging sighs and
painful cries to move the shaker alongside mix the water of their tears into it too. The
perfect Saints are those who churn out butter of gnosis from their bones.

ُھ
ِ درد دنماں دایں آںیہ وکولں اہپڑ رھتپ دے ڑھجدے
ُھ
ِ درد دنماں دایں آںیہ وکولں جھب انگن زنیم وِچ وڑدے
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ُدرد دنماں دایں آںیہ وکولں آامسونں اترے ڑھجدے ھ
ُابھُ اعقش ومل ہن ڈردے ھ
ؒ درد دنماں دایں آںیہ وکولں
Explanation: The lover of Reality has accepted the Trust which had been declined by
everyone on the earth and the heavens. This Trust of Allah’s love has transformed the
lovers as by their sigh the rocks are broken into pieces, snakes hide into the earth and the
stars fall from the sky. Only the lovers of the Essence are not afraid of their cries and
sighs because they themselves are engaged in the observation of lights and theophanies of
the Essence and always request, “Is there any more?”

ُذرک رکف بس ارے ارریے َّں اجن دِفا انں افین ھ
ن
ُھ
ِ ڑہیجے وس الاکمین

دفا افین اہنتں ونں احلص

ن
جک
ُھ
ِ  اکین،دفا افین اواہنں ونں وہای جمہاَں ِ ھی قشع ِد
ایر ہن ِ ی
ُِمَ اجین ھ

ابھُ ھُ دا ذرک ڑسدنیا رہ دم
ؒ

Explanation: Invocation and reflection are insignificant in love, actually the purpose is to
give your life (before death) and annihilate yourself. Annihilation in the Divine Essence
is attained by the perfect Mystics who reside at the station of no station becoming
immortal with Allah. They have achieved such a high status being wounded by the arrow
of Divine love. By invoking the sultan of invocations, the longing and anxiousness of
meeting the Beloved is intensified. Unless they attain union with the Beloved, they remain
desperate and restless every moment.

ُراںیت نین رت وجنہں روون ےت ڈِاہیں زمغہ مغ دا ھ
ُھ
ِ ھکُس آرام انں سمدبا
ُھ
ِ

دا

رَپم

راز

اِوہی

ڑپھ وتدیح وڑای نت ادنر
ین ن
ی
گ
ت
ی
ںُےن
رَس وُسیل ےت اچ

ُرطقہ رےہ انں مغ دا ھ

ُابھ
شاھ وہ وکویہےی
ِ ب
ؒ

Explanation: Divine love is because of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and it has occupied the inwards
of the lovers. It makes them cry at night with the tears of blood and keeps them wounded.
Ever since the secret of Oneness has been revealed from Ism-e-Allah Zaat inwardly, calm
and peace is impossible even for a moment. The same secret of Oneness was disclosed by
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Mansur al-Hallaj and was hanged. To reveal the secret is against the principle of love so
it must not be unveiled even if the lover is hanged. The very principle of love is to be
esoterically slaughtered and hanged perpetually concealing it in the inward. Only this is the
true submission and surrender. When the Divine consent is achieved sorrow and fear end.

ُقشع رچاغ جَدنا ھ

 اکیل دے وِچ،رات ادنریھ

ن
ُھ
ِ  ِِس تُں ِدل اچ وینے وتڑے ںیہن آواز انسدنا،ج یییدب
ج
ُاوڑھج ِھل ےت امرو ےلیب اِےھت دم دم وخف یشَں دا ھ
ن
ن ن
ج ن
ب
ُابھُ اکلم نی یمہہ جمہاَدنا ھ
ؒ ھل ج لگنج ےئگ ھگ یییدبے
Explanation: The inciting innerself has dominated man in cooperation with Satan and
worldliness. The darkness of innerself is only converted by the Divine love. Love occupies
the inward stealthily and silently. During the journey of Sufism only those can be
successful who have been liberated from lust, sensual appetites, worries and darkness and
most importantly who have a perfect spiritual guide and possess the true love.

جم
ُِ ھے ببے ِدویے ھ
ک ِم
ی
ُھ
ِ ھگُے
ھے اہجز

رتمح اس رھگ وِچ وےّس
قشع وہایئ ڑچھ ایگ کلف ےت
 ونں، ڑیب،لقع رکف ِد

ُھ
ِ اچ ےلہپ وپر لوڑویے
ک
ُھ
ِ ِج ول رظن جتیںُے

ُابھ
رہ اج اجین ِدےّس
ؒ

Explanation: The blessing and bounty dwells in that house where the lamps of Divine
love have been lightened. The river of my love has raised high into the ocean of Oneness,
where can the ship be anchored now! The boat of intellect should be sunk at the very
outset of travelling the path of love. Now the state of affairs is such that wherever I see,
the Divine Essence is everywhere.

ُھ

ویپےس

نلییل

ن
ِی
نک

ُووض اصف وتیکےس ھ

اباگنں

ِدایتں

ومٔذِن

قشع

ن
وخن ِجگر دا کبھ رکااہں
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ن
ُھ
ِ من احمل ویھتےس

نس ریبکت انف یف اہلل وایل

ُدتاں رکش وتیکےس ھ

ُابھ
ڑپھ ریبکت ویھتےس والص
ؒ

Explanation: When the Divine Essence delivered the call of love in the pre-existence I
performed ablution with the blood of my heart. Then I could not leave my salat of love which
I started on hearing the words of azan ‘Allah is the greatest’. These words annihilated me and
I became one with Allah. I am grateful to the Beloved for this kindness.

ُھ
ِ

اکیلہ

ول

وشعاقں

ربارب

ومم

ِدل

دا

اعقش

ُ اچیل ھ،اطامں و ھک ےک پ پ کپِ ےویں ابزاں ِد
ُھ
ِ ویپس دوایل

ریپںی

اڈے

ابز ےب اچرا ویکرکن

ُابھ دواہں اہجونں اخیل ھ
ُ ؒ َںیج ِدل قشع رخدی ہن یک
Explanation: The inwards of the Divine lovers are soft and pure. They are eager to meet
the Beloved and ever remain restless and perturbed for it. They are always waiting for the
beneficence of His vision with their eyes thirsty for more because they themselves are
caught in their human limitations and worldly bounds and cannot disclose the secret of
their Beloved. He who has not earned the Divine love remains deprived and miserable in
both the worlds.

ُھ

اتںیئ

ایقتم

روز

ُھ
ِ

ابصںیح

جنس

ردنہے

ُھ
ِ ھبس رقف ِِدایں اجںیئ
ُھ
ِ یپَ مک اہنتںیئ

َیک

وج

وجسدے

وِوض
روکع

ہِک ُں

اعاقشں
امنز

وِچ

اےھتی اوےھت دوںیہ اہجںین

ُابھ
رعش وکولں َس زنمل اےگ
ؒ

Explanation: The passionate lovers of Allah have taken their ablution with love since the
day of Divine covenant which will last till the day of judgment. They remain engrossed in
bowing and prostrating at the Divine door. Only Faqr has got the true honour and glory
in both the worlds. Therefore the station of Divine lovers is beyond the Throne.
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ن
، رہ اج کھییدب، ابز،قشع د

ُاشہ دگا اطلسانں ھ
ُھ
ِ

ریحاانں

اچ

رکدا

داان

اعلق

افلض

اعمل

ُوبنت وھکڑ طمھاَ وِچ ِدل دے اچ وجڑویس ولخت اخانں ھ
ن ن
ُھ
ِ ابھُ ایک اجےن ولک اگیبانں
قشع اریم ریقف می یییدبے
ؒ
Explanation: Once in a lifetime everyone plays the game of love. It is so magical that it
enchants the theologians, scholars and intellectuals. Now love has encamped in my inward
and has made it an enclosure of seclusion ousting everything from it for the Beloved.
Everyone whether rich or poor admits it but the dark inwards do not know this secret.

ُھ

،اہمڑ

َم

َِطمھا

ُ ھ،ےویںی ابل راہڑ

اجات

ایسلں

ااسونں

قشع

انں وسوے انں وسن دویے

ُھ
ِ ،وپہ امہہن دے وچ ےگنم رخلوزے ںیم ل ںوں ےل آواں واڑ
ُ ھ،ابھُ دجاں قشع واجیئ اتڑ
ؒ لقع رکف دایں لھب ایگں الگں
Explanation: Love has attacked my feeble being vigorously and has dominated it to the
extent that neither does it sleep in the aspiration of the vision of the Beloved nor does it
let me sleep. Without passing through the trials and following customs of the path of love
it wants union as soon as possible whereas this destination is still far away. When love
guided me I became indifferent to the intellect and reasoning.

ن
ُ اھبہ ڈہاں دا ابنل اعقش یمیہہ سک یییدبے ھ،قشع ِد
ن
ُگھتِ ےک اجن رگج وِچ آرا و ھک ابکب نلیییدبے ھ
ن
ُھ
ِ رسرگدان رھپن رہ وےلی وخن رگج دا ِ یتبے
ن
ُابھُ رپ قشع بیصن کہ یییدبے ھ
اعقش وہےئ زہاراں
ؒ
Explanation: Love is the fire that burns everything except the Beloved. The fire of love turns
the lover into fire itself. His bones burn too and his inward and soul are roasted. Such
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lovers of Allah remain wandering all the time in sadness and become restless but among
thousands of lovers only a fortunate one gets the station of belovedness.

ُقشع دایں اوڑلایں گلَں ڑہیجا یرع ںیھت دِور اٹہوے ھ
ُدج قشع امطہچن الوے ھ

اقُھ وھچڑ اضقںیئ اجون

ُاعاقشں م انں اھبوے ھ

ولک اایےن ِ ی
مِ ِدوین

ن
ن
ُابھ جمہاَں اصبح آپ البوے ھ
ُ ؒ من احمل اہنتں ونں
Explanation: Divine love is unique, it takes to the path of Faqr progressing beyond sharia.
If a scholar, theologian or researcher is enflamed by love, he will join the crowd of lovers
leaving all his degrees of knowledge and research. The ignorant preach for the easy path
of worship and prayers advising the lovers to renounce love but lovers do not pay any
heed to them. Those whom the Lord Himself chooses for love, their return from this path
is impossible.

ن
ُھ
ِ کای
 انےل،آپ و
ُگنس وبحمابں دے رایل ھ

اعقش وشدہے ِدل ڑھکاای
ڑھکای ڑھکای وایل انںیہ

ب
لقع رکف دایں بس ھل ایگں دج عسقے انل اج ِ ی
ُھ
ِ َِم
ن
ُھ
ِ ابھُ جمہاَں قشع وجاین ڑچایھ
ںیم رقابن اہنتں وتں
ؒ
Explanation: The poor lover lost his heart as well as himself in the love of the Beloved.
He is now lost forever, never to return and was included in the beloveds’ group. I forgot
all intellect ever since I met the Divine Love. May I sacrifice myself for those whose love
has approached its peak and found the Beloved.

ُوغث بطق بس اورے اورریے اعقش اجن اریگے ھ
ن
بہمج ن
ُھ
ِ سج زنمل ےت اعقش ن اوےھت وغث ہن اپون ریھپے
ن
ُھ
ِ اعقش وِچ واصل دے ردنہے جمہاَں الاکمین ڈریے
ن
ُھ
ِ ابھ جمہاَں ذاوتں ذات ریسبے
ُ ؒ ںیم رقابن اہنتں وتں
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Explanation: Although Ghawth and Qutb hold high ranks yet they can never reach the
stage of closeness to Allah with which the true and passionate Divine lovers are always
blessed. They dwell in the station of no station and always remain one with Allah. I
sacrifice myself for the lovers who have annihilated in Allah obliterating their own beings.

ُھ
ِ دنگ املظت ادنریھ ابغراں راہ ںین وخف رطخ دے
ُآب ایحت ونمر ےمشچ اوےت اسےئ زفل ربنع دے ھ
ِ ُھکم
جم
ُُھکم وبحمب دا اخہن ہبعک ِ ھے اعقش دجسہ رک دے ھ
جم
ُھ
ِ دو زافلں وِچ نین مضلے ِ ھے اچروں ذمبہ مل ِدبے
ُلثم دنکسر ڈوھڈنن اعقش اِک کلپ آرام ہن رکدے ھ
ن
ن
ُابھُ اوہ ِگھت اوےھت اج رھب دے ھ
ؒ د ر بیصن جمہاَں دے
Explanation: The path of love is full of dangers as one passes through arduousness and
darkness where at every step he is fearful. The innerself, worldliness and Satan are the
bandits of this way. However my perfect spiritual guide has introduced the reality to me.
The face of my spiritual guide is the enlightened fount of elixir of life and the Kaaba of
inwards before whom lovers prostrate. When the veils from my inward were removed by
his spiritual sight I came to know that the true religion is only in union with Allah. In this
context the four schools of thought Hanafi, Maliki, Hanbali and Shafii have a mutual
consent. The true lovers remain restless in search of the company of spiritual guide and
are anxiously striving for it every moment. Those who found a drop of vital water from
him got the immortal life.

ن
ُ اوہ راںیت اجنگ ادایھں ھ،وگدڑایں وِچ اجل ِجمہاَں د
ن
ن ن
ُھ
ِ ّٹ ددنیے دبایں
ِ  ولک ا، نکِن ہن ددنی،ِِس امیہ ِد
ُھ
ِ ااسں کھلییاَں راںیت ڈکایھں

ادنر ریما قح اپتای

ج
ن
ُابھ وسھک ھلَرے ڈہایں ھ
ُؒ
ت ںیھت امس دُجا وہای
Explanation: Lovers of Allah remain awake longing for His vision. Love for the Beloved
does not let them stay peaceful but the spiritually blind are unable to understand their
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condition and keep cursing them. Love has created within me such a passion that I have
spent countless nights in restlessness. The fire of contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat
burns me head to toe in such a way that the flesh parts the bones but the materialistic
people are oblivious of the inner states.

ُھ
ِ وہ رک اکرف رےیہ

ایگ اامین عسقے دے اپروں

ُتُب اخےن ِوِچ بہتے ھ

ن
گھت زبَر رفُک دا لَگ وِچ

ُسج اج اجین رظن ہن آوے اوےھت دجسہ ومل ہن دےیئ ھ
ُھ
ِ ابھُ ہملک ومل ہن ےیہک
اجں اجں اجین رظن ہن آوے
ؒ
Explanation: Love is the highest status in faith. If faith is lost due to the love, better to be
a pagan instead of giving up love because union with Allah is only attained by love. If
one has to sit even in a temple for the sake of Divine union, one should never hesitate.
Where the Essence is not beheld one must neither prostrate nor recite shahada.

ُھ
ِ ہِک لَپ ومل ہن ردنہے

 ددنھے،لَہ ُہو ریغ

ن
ُقشع ےن ےٹپ رھک ڑجاھں ںیھت اِک دم وہل ہن سبے ھ
ُھ
ِ ڑہیجے رھتپ واگن اہپڑاں آےہ اوہ لُن واوگنں لگ ودنہے
ن
ُھ
ِ ابھُ ھبس اعقش یہ نب بہیدبے
ؒ قشع وساھکال ےج وہدنا
Explanation: When the vision of Allah is received by the warmth of love, there is no need
of invocation. Since the seeker of Allah is absorbed in the vision hence the invocation
and reflection end. Love is such a gale that uproots all the wrong beliefs and makes the
inward its own abode. Love melts the callous men like salt but it is also a fact that if the
Divine love had been easy, everybody would have claimed to be a lover.

ُھ

ِِویںی

ولتار

اتں

ویٹکںی

ایپ

وہوںی

ولاہ

ُھ
ِ یھگنک واوگنں ایپ رچویںی اتں زِفل وبحمب رھبویںی
ُاتں ب وبحمب رویگنںی ھ

 واوگنں ایپ ُگُویٹںی،دنہم
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ُِ
ھ

ِویںی

داتسر

اتں

ن
م
ی
ج
ت
یںُںی

ایپ

کَہ

واگن

ُ ویپںی ھ،ابھُ اتں رس رپمی د
اعقش اصدق وہوںی
ؒ
Explanation: In this stanza the trials and tribulations which are faced on the path of love are
explained through examples and similes.
Iron is beaten on getting red hot to prepare a sword. The wood is cut through to form a
comb and then it is honoured to touch the Beloved’s lock of hair. Henna is ground on the
stone and then it decorates Beloved’s palms. Cotton becomes a turban after passing through
the pressing machine and is decorated on the Beloved’s head. O seeker! If you are a true
lover and want union with Allah, you will have to face problems, trials and hardships
then the Divine union is destined to you.

م
ُھ
ِ انں اوہ دنہو انں اوہ ومنم انں دجسہ دنی سی یمی
ن
نکی ن
ُدم دم دے وِچ و ھن ومٰیل جمہاَں اضق ہن یتیک ھ
ن
ُھ
ِ آےہ داےن ےت ےنب دویاےن جمہاَں ذات یحص وجن یتیک
ن
ُ ل ن ھ یت ھ،ابھ جمہاَں قشع ابز
ُِ ؒ ںیم رقابن اہنتں وتں
Explanation: The religion of lovers of the Essence is only love. Neither are they Hindus
or Muslims nor do they remain prostrated in the mosques like the insipid worshippers and
superficial devotees. Lovers know the actual reality and always remain lost in observing the
Essence. They never miss their eternal prayer, skipping the physical prayers is out of
question. The intellects who have entered the field of love are considered crazy by
people. O Bahoo! I sacrifice my life for those who have chosen Divine love renouncing
the worldliness and the hereafter.

ُ دنت رتوڑے اجں اہہی وھچڈک َپ ھ،رہ دم یرم ِد
ن
ن
ب
ج
ھل
ی
ھ
ُ ے ھ،رچکک ابالں لقع دا ِدویا یمُں رِبوہں ا یر
ُھ
ِ َاڑج ایگدنے تیھب اینرے لکھ لعل وجارہ ر
ی یم ن
حی
ھ
ھل
ُی د ے ھ
ابھُ ڑہیجے رگن
ؒ دوھایتں داغ ہن دنہلے
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Explanation: When the seeker drowns in Divine love, it makes him bold and fearless
breaking all limits. When and how can I lighten the lamp of wisdom because in my inward
thundering storms and hurricane of parting from the Beloved are blowing! The secrets of
this path are unique as thousands of pearls and gems (seekers of Allah) are hiding
themselves from the world. They have been covered with strong colour of love that cannot
be faded even with much effort. (Abyat-e-Bahoo Kamil)
According to the teachings of Sultan Bahoo, Divine love is the passion which unites the
creation with the Creator. Only due to the love, a seeker annihilates himself in the
Essence of Allah by renouncing the pleasures of his innerself, satanic whispers and all the
minor and major sins. The seekers of Divine love must know that it only originates from
the metaphoric love.

THE LOVER BECOMES BELOVED AT THE PEAK OF LOVE
The extreme level of a lover is that he becomes the beloved when he reaches the highest
point of Divine love and proves his sincerity whereas the Beloved becomes his Lover.
Sultan Bahoo expresses in Nur-ul-Huda Kalan:
 The status of Faqr is that of belovedness. Whatever the beloved wishes, the lover grants
him. Rather the lover becomes aware of even a thought of the beloved and fulfils his
every objective by the power of his sight.
Allama Iqbal reveals about this status of belovedness:

 وک رک دنلب اانت ہک رہ دقتری ےس ےلہپ،وخد
 راض ایک ےہ،دخا دنبے ےس وخد وپےھچ اتب اری
Explanation: You must elevate your soul to such closeness by loving Allah ardently that
He may always ask you about your will before destiny.

وچں امتم ادتف رسااپ انز یم رگدد اینز
سیق را ٰیلیل یمہ اندنم در رحصاےئ نم
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Explanation: When love reaches perfection, it transforms into belovedness. Hence Qays 111
is called Layla112 in the realm of love. It means when the love of a lover is perfected he
becomes the beloved.
In the words of Bulleh Shah:

 ین ںیم آےپ رااھجن وہیئ،رااھجن رااھجن رکد
آوھک ِین ونیمں ی
دھبو رااھجن ریہ ہن آےھک وکیئ
Explanation: By repeatedly uttering Ranjha,113 I have become Ranjha myself. O my friends!
Please do not call me Heer114 anymore. Rather call me Ranjha as now he is I and I am
him.

COMPARISON BETWEEN KNOWLEDGE, INTELLECT AND
DIVINE LOVE
The source of intellect is brain while the centre of love is inward. In the inward is the
manifestation of Allah. The base of all the worldly knowledge is intellect and wisdom.
All the material knowledge is gained through intellect and in return it increases the
intellect as well. Human intellect and its knowledge are limited as they are based on the
information received within the dimensions of time and space so they keep the man
bound within these limitations. Human brain does not have the capability of thinking
beyond these dimensions while Allah is beyond all limitations. Hence man cannot get the
recognition of Allah on the basis of intellect and knowledge. When a man enters the
realm of love after crossing the boundaries of his knowledge and intellect then the power
of love takes him to the station of no station by crossing all the boundaries of time and
space where he meets and sees his Beloved Allah.
Rumi expounds:
 We can never describe Divine love by intellect and knowledge.
He further states:

111, 112

The lover of Layla commonly known as Majnun. Layla and Majnun are the lover and the beloved in an Arabic folk
love tale.
113, 114
Heer and Ranjha are the lover and beloved in a Punjabi folk love tale. Real name of Ranjha was Dheedo and that of
Heer was Izzat Bibi.
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دش

آوارہ

وخد

لقع

آدم

قشع

دش

اچیبرہ

وخد

عمش

آدم

سمش

Explanation: When the passion of love aroused in my being, the poor intellect became
useless as the candle is no more required when the sun rises.

تسین

چیپ

تسین

چیہ

در

چیپ

دخا

لقع

ِر ِہ

اعاقشں

ِرہ

زج
زج

Explanation: The path of intellect is very complicated but the path of lovers is none other
than the love of Allah Himself.
Khawaja Hafiz utters:
 The expression of love does not need any articulation.
 The sight of man replete and intoxicated with Divine love turns even the great scholars
crazy.
It is in Divan-e-Shams-e-Tabrizi:

ملع
ن
م
ِک م

ِب

امقلن

انداتن

و
ِِددیار

االفوطن
کی

وت
ہب

رگ
نم

Explanation: Even if you are a genius like Plato and Luqman, I would make you insane
by my single glance.
Sultan Bahoo states:
 Knowledge and intellect are regarded as a great hurdle in the path of Divine love.
There is such a pleasure and trance in the love of Allah that if an excellent scholar
finds a little bit of it, he will be lost in it forgetting all his knowledge.
He says in his Punjabi quatrain:

ک
ُھ
ِ قشع دنمسر ڑچھ ایگ کلف ےت وتکل اہجز جتیںُے
ُھ
ِ اچ ےلہپ وپر لوڑویے

 ونں، ڈوڈن،لقع رکف ِد
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ُھ
ِ جب ودحت وِچ وڑویے

ن
نک ن
ن ک وپون رہلاں

ُھ
ِ ابھُ اعقش رمے اتں ےویے
ؒ ،سج رمےن ںیھت تقلخ ڈرد
Explanation: The river of passionate love for Allah reaches the fathomless ocean of
Divine Oneness. Faqr is simply the path of love, intellect has nothing to do with it.
Therefore by drowning the useless boat of intellect save yourself from it since the very
inception of your Divine love. When the seeker enters the ocean of Unity, he has to
encounter many apprehensions, troubles and calamities. The masses are frightened of
these troubles and death but the passionate lover of Allah is destined to be perpetuated
even after his physical death due to his Divine love. (Abyat-e-Bahoo Kamil)
Allama Iqbal expounds about intellect and love.

زگر اج لقع ےس آےگ ہک ہی ونر
ےہ

ںیہن

زنمل

ےہ

راہ

رچاغ
ِ

Explanation: Go beyond intellect because it is just a beacon of the path. It can only show
you the path to Allah but love takes you to the destination that is His gnosis and union. It
is impossible to reach that station by intellect because it is unable to encompass Him. (Bale-Jibril)

ن
اتزہ رِمے ریمض ںیم رعمہکٔ ِکہن وہا
لوبہل

امتم

لقع

ٰؐطصم
ِ

امتم

قشع

Explanation: The ancient battle between the soul and intellect is re-enacted inside me. The
whole existence of Prophet Mohammad is love. His intense love took him to Allah on the
night of Miraj out of the bounds of time and space. Abu Lahab thought about the status of
the Holy Prophet according to his intellect hence could not recognize the Prophet’s reality
and considered him a simple human being. On the other hand the Companions understood
the Divine reality of Prophet Mohammad by the power of their love and found him as the
manifestation of Allah. Even today the same predicament prevails. (Bal-e-Jibril)

عر ےہ وس سیھب ان ھ یت ےہ
َ لقع ی
قشع ےب اچرہ ہن الُم ےہ ہن زادہ ہن میکح
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Explanation: The intellect is clever and wicked and adopts hundreds of guises while the
poor lover is never too clever to become a theologian, worshipper or a scholar to deceive.
The intellect does care for the loss and profit but love is beyond such things. (Bal-e-Jibril)

ےب رطخ وکد ڑپا آشتِ رمنود ںیم قشع
لقع ےہ وحمِ امتاشےئ بلِ ابم ایھب
Explanation: Love is so daring and bold that Prophet Abraham fearlessly jumped into the
pyre which Nimrod had lighted to burn him while intellect is still watching the show and
is confounded. Thus the intellect thinks of advantages and disadvantages while love jumps
into the fire immediately without thinking of any punishment or reward. (Bang-e-Dara)
While comparing knowledge and love, Iqbal describes:

قشع ےن ھجم ےس اہک ملع ےہ نیمخت و نظ

۔ ملع ےن ھجم ےس اہک قشع ےہ دویاہن نپ1

!قشع رسااپ وضحر ملع رسااپ اجحب

۔ دنبہ نیمخت و نظ! رِکم اتکیب ہن نب2

ِ
!اقمم افصت قشع امتاشےئ ذات
ملع

۔ قشع یک رگیم ےس رعمہکٔ اکانئت3

!ملع ےہ دیپا وسال قشع ےہ اہنپں وجاب

۔ قشع وکسن و ابثت قشع ایحت و اممت4

قشع ےک ادٰین الغم اصبحِ اتج و ںیگن

۔ قشع ےک ںیہ زجعمات تنطلس و رقف و دںی5

قشع رسااپ نیقی اور نیقی حتفِ ابب

۔ قشع اکمن و ںیکم قشع زامن و زںیم6

ِ
ذلت اسلح رحام
وشرشِ وطافں الحل
ِ

ِ
۔7
رشعت زنمل رحام
یرع تبحم ںیم ےہ
ِ

ملع ےہ انب ااتکلب قشع ےہ ام ااتکلب

۔ قشع ہپ یلجب الحل قشع ہپ احلص رحام8

Explanation: (1) Knowledge told me that love is only madness while love informed me
that knowledge is an appraiser which always calculates loss and gain.
(2) O appraiser! Do not be a bookworm. It is useless to study books excessively because
lover is ever present in the Divine court and observes the Essence while knowledge is the
personification of veils as it is far away from Allah.
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(3) The existence and beauty of universe are due to the warmth of love. Knowledge
knows Allah to the extent of His attributes and is confined while lover is the knower of
Essence and has the status of beholding Him.
(4) Divine love is all peace as it is the station where Allah is pleased with His slave and the
slave is delighted with Him. The soul achieves nearness and vision of Allah and it becomes
peaceful and satisfied being immortal with Him. Love is life and death simultaneously
because it is the death of inciting innerself which enlivens the soul. Knowledge is curious,
as it progresses new queries arise and then further questions are concealed in their
answers. The real answer of each question is hidden in love. Every secret of Divinity and
the universe is disclosed through love.
(5) By love, the Companions got the power to conquer the world and build the empire of
Islam and then expanded it. These are the miracles of love that not only they ruled the
world but also reached the heights of Faqr so they achieved spiritual reign as well. The
great rulers have been the slaves of the Saints. Often the rulers visit the Fakirs and
request for help while Fakirs never visit any ruler because they have the greatest power
and treasure of love.
(6) Love is the dwelling and the dweller as well. It means this universe is created because
of love and is also perpetuated due to it. The dweller, human being is also created by dint
of it. Love is time and space as love is the gravitational force that makes the earth revolve
around the sun and time is produced. Love is the station of certainty that opens the avenues
to Oneness. This certainty provides trust by which every difficulty is resolved hence love
is also the resolver of every problem.
(7) According to the law of love, to stay at one station enjoying the same status is
forbidden. Love advances every moment endeavouring for more nearness to Allah and
keeps progressing. The stormy sound and hustle of love contending with the ordeals of
the path while proceeding ahead is all legal but the peace of staying at the seashore is
illegal.
(8) The restlessness and pain is fair in love while to demand reward from the Beloved is
unfair because love means to sacrifice everything for the Beloved. Knowledge is born out
of book while love is the mother of Book because the book of this world and life is created
by love. (Zarb-e-Kalim)

قشع یک غیتِ رگجدار اِڑا ِیل سک ےن
ملع ےک اہھت ںیم اخیل ےہ اینم اے اسیق
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Explanation: The world has lost the sword of fearless Divine love and the sheath is empty
now. Since the knowledge is deprived of this sword, how can it fight with the innerself!
Fight against the innerself is only possible with the sword of love. Knowledge cannot
teach the ways of fighting with the innerself neither can it make the man daring. Without
the combat with the innerself neither the worldly and religious life is rectified nor one
reaches Allah. (Bal-e-Jibril)
Iqbal has declared knowledge and intellect as the hurdles on the path of love in his
Persian poetry as well.

ابزو

ِزو ِر

ادنگف

قشع را زعم و ںیقی الکفنی اتس

لقع را رسامہی از میب و کش اتس

اںی دنک وریاں ہک آابداں دنک

دنک

قشع ایمکب و اہبےئ او رگاں

۔ لقع وچں ابد اتس ارزاں در اہجں4

وریاں

ات

از

ریمعت

دیص

۔ قشع1

لقع اکمر اتس و داےم یم زدن

دنک

۔2

۔ آں3

Explanation: (1) Love hunts by its own power but the intellect is inherently wicked and
keeps spreading snares of its deceptions.
(2) The entire asset of intellect is fear, doubt and suspicion. On the contrary determination
and faith are the integral parts of Divine love.
(3) Whatever is constructed by intellect, it ends in desolation and ruin but love devastates
with the purpose of permanent construction. Here the attribute of the spiritual guide is
referred as he forms a new personality of the seeker eliminating his old one.
(4) Intellect is cheaper than the air in this world while Divine love is rare and the most
precious. (Rumuz-e-Bekhudi)

۔1

ابلس وچن و دنچ
قشع رعایں از
ِ

ااسس وچن و دنچ
لقع مکحم از
ِ

نک

۔ لقع وگیمدی ہک وخد را شیپ نک2

وخشی

ااحتمن
ِ

وگدی

قشع

قشع از لضف اتس و ابوخد در اسحب

ااستکب

وش

وش

ِآزاد

وش

دنبہ

وگدی

قشع

آابد

از

آانش
وش

ریغ
اشد

اب

۔ لقع3

وگدی

۔ لقع4
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Explanation: (1) Intellect becomes firm on the basis of reason and logic but love never
dares to object or question.
(2) The intellect advises to progress superficially to earn wealth, fame, honour and power.
The love suggests that the worldly progress is insignificant rather one should challenge
oneself to cross obstacles of the Divine path and reach the Beloved.
(3) The whole emphasis of intellect is on ostentation whereas Divine love stresses upon
self-analysis. A characteristic of intellect is that it can be achieved by skill and increased by
practice. Another quality is that it does not hesitate to befriend a stranger provided it is
profitable. Contrarily love only depends upon the beneficence of Allah. It has no concern
with other than Allah and is always engaged in evaluating itself. Unlike intellect, it is not
dependent on anything.
(4) The message of intellect is to get happiness and tranquillity and live an enjoyable life.
While the exhortation of love is to be the slave of Allah and liberate oneself from every
other subjugation and slavery. (Rumuz-e-Bekhudi)
In Payam-e-Mashriq (Message from the East), Iqbal describes while comparing intellect
and Divine love:

عقلے ہک اہجں وسزد کی ولج ِٔہ ےب ابشک
اتیب

اہجں

ِآنیئ

ایبٓومزد

قشع

از

Explanation: The intellect that burns the world by its single dauntless glance, learns the
principle of enlightening the world from the Divine love.
Iqbal has described the supremacy of love over the intellect in his poetry in different forms.
Intellect and love are symbolized by destruction and construction, respectively.

قشع اتس ہک در اجتن رہ تیفیک ازیگند
ِ
ریحت افرایب
یمؒ ات
ِ از اتب و بتِ رو
Explanation: It is only the love that creates each emotion within you. Therefore from
Rumi’s classic sufferings and restlessness to the astonishment of Farabi, all are the marvels
of Divine love. The same spiritual condition of such great men became the reason of their
immortality with Allah.
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قص
ِ
رحف اشنط آور یم وگمی و یم ر م
اںی
از قشع دل آاسدی اب اںی ہمہ اتیبیب
Explanation: When I utter this tranquilizing word ‘love’, I become rapturous because in
spite of all my restlessness love soothes my soul and it becomes calm.

ن
گم
ح
ِدب
یمن

ینعم دیچیپہ در رحف

رہ

کی ہظحل دبل در وش اشدی ہک وت دراییب
Explanation: Every complicated meaning cannot be expressed through words so drown in
your inward. Perhaps you conceive the reality and spiritual condition of the Divine love.
It means that the secret and reality of love is too profound to be expressed in words. It can
be disclosed when the inward becomes familiar with Divine love and man is replete with
this emotion.

لقع او را وسےئ ولجت یم دشک
قشع او را وسےئ ولخت یم دشک
Explanation: Intellect pulls man towards multiplicity or gnosis of Divine attributes whereas
love attracts the seeker towards oneness with the Divine Essence. The manifestation of
attributes created intellect and love. Intellect makes him attentive towards the outer world
whereas love calls man to explore his inner world. It is called journey towards Allah
while the exploration of intellect is limited to the universe.

WHAT IS DIVINE LOVE?
It can be explained in simple words as under:










To sacrifice all the dear and favourite things, relations and wealth for Allah is called
Divine love.
To devote everything for the Beloved is called love.
Love is the name of renouncing comfort and peace for the sake of the Beloved.
To abandon luxury for the Beloved is called love.
Love is the prohibition of claim.
To negate desires is love.
The sincere intention and the true seeking are called Divine love.
Love is rapture, remedy is the vision of the Beloved.
Love is to sacrifice yourself.
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Love means not to let the tongue complain, the mind object and the eye suspect.
Love is slavehood.
Love is servility.
Love is forgetting oneself.
The disgrace in love is dearer than the respect.
In love’s diction, words like esteem and humiliation do not exist.
Love is neither enhanced nor lessened by reward or punishment, respectively.

Love is such a unique game which is played by the restless, eager and the true lovers of
Allah by going beyond the boundaries of intellect, putting their lives and wealth at stake.
If they prove the truth and sincerity of their passion, the presence in the Mohammadan
Assembly and Divine vision are granted to them as Allah does not let anybody’s struggle
go in vain. It must be understood that only love opens the door to Divine vision. Otherwise
thousands of caravans of intellect have been ruined in trying to understand the quiddity of
the Essence. Though Fakirs got the blessing of Divine vision and found the secrets of
Allah through the path of love.

CHAPTER-7

MOHAMMADAN ASSEMBLY
Sultan Bahoo strictly believes in the ‘eternal existence’ of the Holy Prophet. He says:
 How can such a person be considered a Muslim, faithful or a follower of the Holy
Prophet who does not believe that the Holy Prophet is alive! No doubt, such a person
is a lair, faithless and a hypocrite, whoever he is. The Holy Prophet said:

ُ  اَل ْ َک َذ
ْاب لَا اُ َمتِی

Meaning: A liar does not belong to my umma. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
 Whoever does not believe in the life of the Holy Prophet, is disgraced in both the
worlds. Only that person denies the eternal life of the Prophet and considers him dead
whose faith has been confiscated by Satan and whose inward has darkened. (Kaleed-ulTauheed)

 The person who sincerely and faithfully beseeches to Prophet Mohammad, the Holy
Prophet along with the army of his Companions, Hasan ibn Ali and Husayn ibn Ali
meets him physically and helps. (Aqal-e-Baydar)
 Listen! One who does not believe in the eternal life of the Holy Prophet, his faith is
confiscated. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
Allama Iqbal, the thinker and philosopher states about the eternal existence of the Holy
Prophet:
 I have a complete faith that Prophet Mohammad is alive and the people of this age
can also gain beneficence from his company as the sacred Companions did. However
in this era the very expression of such convictions would be unpleasant for several
minds that is why I remain silent. (Fitrak-e-Rasool115 - A letter to Niaz-ud-Din Khan)

THE TEACHINGS OF SULTAN BAHOO ABOUT THE
MOHAMMADAN ASSEMBLY
Sultan Bahoo says that the Divine vision and eternal presence in the Mohammadan
Assembly are two such sublime stages in the spiritual world that no other level is higher
Chp. III ‘Iqbal aur Ishq-e-Rasool’; writer Mohammad Ashraf Khan Hasan Zai; first edition January 1982; publisher
Ferozsons, Rawalpindi. Second edition October 1982; published by Babu Abdul Majeed Qadri from Maktaba Ashrafia
Muridke; p.71.
115
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than these. The Mohammadan Assembly still exists today as it used to be in the times of
his Companions.
Perhaps there is no such writing of Sultan Bahoo in which he has not mentioned about
the Mohammadan Assembly. In the path to Reality, it is such a station where the seeker of
Allah is honoured with the eternal presence of this assembly and the Holy Prophet guides
and helps him to cover the stages of gnosis of Allah.
While explaining Bismillah, Maulana Ahmad Yaar Khan Naeemi writes in Tafsir-e-Naeemi:
 Ism-e-Allah Zaat is the physical form of the Holy Prophet.
Sultan Bahoo says:
 Presence in the Mohammadan Assembly is achieved through the contemplation of Ism-eAllah Zaat and Ism-e-Mohammad.
The explanation of this extract is that for the privileged Companions of the Holy Prophet,
his sacred face was Ism-e-Allah Zaat and his sacred self was Ism-e-Mohammad. Now the
only source to access to the court of the Holy Prophet is contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat
and Ism-e-Mohammad provided it is gained from the person who is spiritually permitted by
the Holy Prophet to grant it. This fact discloses upon the seeker on the very first day of the
contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat that he has got Ism-e-Allah Zaat or Ism-e-Mohammad
from the court of the perfect spiritual guide by their radiant effects which take him
spiritually to the Mohammadan Assembly.
According to Sultan Bahoo:

ٰؐطصم
ابدخا

رو
اہلل

ددین
یف

رغق

اطمبل
،وضحر

دش
دش

Explanation: All the objectives are achieved by the privilege of beholding the sacred
countenance of Prophet Mohammad and one is blessed with immersion in the state of
Divine presence by annihilation in Allah. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
He further says:
 Unless the seeker becomes spiritually mature by performing four kinds of invocation,
he does not qualify for the presence in the Mohammadan Assembly. First is the
declining invocation; on the commencement of this invocation, all the major and
minor creations are inclined towards the reciter. A number of disciples and seekers
adopt this invocation but when it reaches its peak, most of the disciples and seekers
leave it being spiritually demoted and repulsed (as they cannot bear its effects and are
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depraved by the Satan) and say, “We repent thousand times from such an invocation.”
Only that true seeker remains steadfast who purely desires to have gnosis and union
with Allah. Second is the eternal invocation which is called the invocation of marvels.
From the outset of this invocation, all the angels are attracted towards the reciter and
armies of angels gather around him. The twin recording angels Kiraman Katibin give
him inspirations about every good and bad and keep him away from sins. When this
invocation reaches its peak (the seeker gets accomplished in it), the third invocation
starts which is called the invocation of Divine union. This invocation takes the seeker to
the assembly of Prophets and Saints esoterically and he is blessed with the Divine
union. When the seeker united with Allah becomes accomplished in this invocation,
the fourth invocation begins which is called the invocation of spiritual states. While
performing this invocation, the seeker is blessed with the theophanies of light of the
Divine Essence and is raised to the level of annihilation in Allah and becomes
immortal with Him. After crossing these four levels of invocation, the seeker becomes
eligible for the presence in the Mohammadan Assembly. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)

ونر

مشچ

اشکدی

دل

رغور

از

رتس

ٰؐطصم

از

رکا

رہ

،وضحر

دش

Explanation: Whosoever’s inward eye is enlightened by the Divine light, he gets free
of arrogance and is blessed with the presence in the Mohammadan Assembly. (Kaleedul-Tauheed Kalan)

Gnosis is one of the Divine secrets which is received by the Mystics from the
Mohammadan court as Sultan Bahoo exhorts:
 One of the features of the Mohammadan Assembly is that the Holy Prophet outwardly
speaks to the worldly people with his physical body while inwardly his soul keeps
conversing with the spiritual people. When he moves his lips for discourse, the
learned people are amazed as the worldly people think that he is discoursing with
them while the spiritual people consider that he is talking to them. However the
reality is that he converses with Allah-the Compassionate. His sacred being is pure
and free of the trickeries of innerself which has worried Satan who is the friend of
innerself. Bayazid Bastami said, “I have been talking to Allah for thirty years but the
worldly people think I am talking to them while the spiritual ones think I am addressing
them.” (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
The seeker can never find presence in the Mohammadan Assembly by the superficial
daily devotional practices and recitals whether he continues performing hard mystic
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exercises throughout his life as the guidance on esoteric path is granted only by the
perfect spiritual guide who is all powerful.
 You must know that a nation follows its leader so a true Muslim is the one who
follows Prophet Mohammad completely and reaches the sacred assembly following his
every step. I am surprised at the people who do not know the way to have presence in
the Mohammadan Assembly and do not even seek it from the perfect Mystics due to
their conceit, immodesty, arrogance and egoism. The foolish people get jealous of the
seeker blessed with presence in the Mohammadan Assembly and cannot even look at
him out of their jealousy, such people are absolute beasts. Whosoever is not approved
by the Holy Prophet cannot be called a believer or even a Muslim. He can never be a
Fakir, Dervish or a religious scholar and should not be considered a follower of
Prophet Mohammad. The company of the Holy Prophet is the secret of righteousness
and this secret can be gained by returning to the origin. Hadith:

ُ
ْ َ
َ
ِ ا ِلن َہایَة ُہوَ الرُ ُجوْ ُع ِالی ال ِب َدایَ ِة



Meaning: Returning to the origin is the utmost level. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
The manifestation of Reality began from the revelation of the Mohammadan light. All
the creation came into being from this light. Therefore the ‘origin’ is the Mohammadan
light. Hence to return to origin is the utmost level. This is what is meant by the presence in
Mohammadan Assembly and this is actually the secret of guidance. The one who neither
acknowledges it nor seeks it cannot be a follower of the Holy Prophet.
Sultan Bahoo further says about the Mohammadan Assembly:
 The Holy Prophet said:

ََُ

َ ّٰ َ َ َ َ ْ َ

ََ

)۶۹۹۷۔، َم ْن َرٓان ِ ْی فق ْد َرای ال َحق ف ِان الش ْیِ َن لا یَ َتکون ِن ْی (اخبر
Meaning: Whoever beheld me in fact beheld the Reality as Satan cannot take my
form. (Bukhari 6997)
If the seeker who has been blessed with the presence and servitude in the
Mohammadan Assembly requests for the solution of any of his worldly or religious
problems and the Holy Prophet orders to resolve that issue, the Companions also pray
for him even then if that problem is not resolved then what could be the reason? That
seeker of Allah must know he has yet not reached the level of perfection and is still
progressing spiritually. He is still not liberated from his desires which are creating
hurdles for him. However he is esoterically granted a blessing as a substitute of his
request which makes him happy. Congratulations to him on his progress towards the
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closeness to Allah. If the seeker is ignorant or has desires of this carcass world then
either he is ousted from the assembly or his spiritual ranks are confiscated. When the
esoteric and exoteric self of a seeker become one, he is raised to such a level which is
beyond all levels. Reality of the Mohammadan Assembly is revealed only upon the
seekers who have reached Oneness and have become one with the One. (Shams-ulArifeen)

 The person who is blessed with the vision of the Holy Prophet (on entering the
Mohammadan Assembly) is at once raised to the level of a favourite Saint and a
Mystic or becomes a majdhub, a beloved or a veiled reprobate. The secret behind it is
that when he enters the Mohammadan Assembly, he must not doubt it because this
assembly is like a heaven where discussion about the Quran, Hadith, invocation and
Divinity is ever going on. One either gets the rank of a beloved or a reprobate from
this assembly because it is like a touchstone which distinguishes the truth from
falsehood. If the person is insincere and a liar, his insincerity and lies are exposed on
entering the assembly and if he is sincere and true that is also verified. The true
seeker converts to Divine light on seeing this assembly and he is blessed with its
eternal presence. (Ameer-ul-Kaunain)
 If a jealous, hypocrite, dead-hearted, liar, the follower of devil or the denier of spiritual
guides who does not have Divine gnosis says that in this age no spiritual guide is able
enough to impart guidance and instead book reading is enough (to get spiritual
knowledge about Allah), he is like a brigand due to his devilish trick, wile and deceit.
He keeps others away from gnosis and righteousness and prevents them from the
presence in the Mohammadan Assembly. He must not be trusted because such a person
has a dead inward and he wanders like a dog in search of carrion. (Ameer-ul-Kaunain)

ونر

اخص

ایسہ

رو

ریماسدن
اب

وشد

رمدش

رمد

اکرف

ِ اعتبق

ِ

 اب وضحر،روز و بش در بلطِ وبن
رہہک رکنم وشیمد زںی اخص راہ

Explanation: Seek presence in the Mohammadan Assembly day and night but remember
that only a perfect spiritual guide can take you to the most special light. Whoever
denies this path ultimately becomes an infidel and is disgraced forever. (Majalisa-tul-Nabi
Khurd)

 The inciting innerself and the cursed Satan can never enter the Mohammadan Assembly.
This is the path of Divine presence gained by Ism-e-Allah Zaat and Ism-e-Mohammad.
Through it one can see the pre-existence, the eternity, the world, the doomsday, the
place of judgment, hell, heaven, heavenly fairies and castles and can achieve the Divine
presence and nearness to Allah. (Aqal-e-Baydar)
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 You must know that the special Mohammadan Assembly is held at nine places
according to the respective levels and stations. At every station, it is perfect and
complete in itself. These stations are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

The pre-existence
The eternal end
At the tomb of the Holy Prophet in Madina
In the sanctuary of Kaaba or in the plain of Mount Arafat where the prayers of
hajj are accepted
Above the Throne
At the station of extreme nearness to Allah (qab qausain)
In the paradise. If the seeker eats or drinks something from there, he never feels
hunger, thirst or the need to sleep in his life again
At the pond of Kauther in heaven where if the seeker is blessed to have the holy
beverage from the hands of the Holy Prophet, his whole being is purified and he
acquires the attributes of renunciation of the world and complete trust upon
Allah. Then crossing the levels of separation and isolation by the favour of Allah,
he reaches the station of Oneness where he is blessed with the Divine company
At the level of complete immersion in the light of Lordship after having the
privilege of Divine vision.

The seeker who annihilates himself, reaches the final level of gnosis, Faqr and
immortality with Allah. (Shams-ul-Arifeen)
Sultan Bahoo says in his Punjabi quatrain:

ُ انہگں اھبرا ھ،اہہی و
ج ن
س
ُھ
ِ
ھی ی اعمل اسرا
ن
ُھ
ِ ونں ج یییدبا اڈی اسپرا
ن
ُھ
ِ جمہاَں ایلم یبن وساہرا

ّٰ
ّٰ
ِب ْس ِم اللہ امس اللہ ِدا
اعمل

رسو ِر

افشتع

انل

دحوں ےب دح درود یبن
َُھ
ؒ ںیم رقابن اہنتں وتں ب

Explanation: Ism-e-Allah Zaat is hidden in Bismillah and it is that grand Divine Trust
which was refused to be held by every creation except the human being. We received this
Trust by the medium of the Holy Prophet for whom this universe is adorned. On the
doomsday the Muslims will get salvation only through the intercession of the Holy
Prophet. Countless salutations and blessings upon the Holy Prophet. We are the umma of
such a prestigious and blessed Prophet who is the greatest blessing of Allah in the entire
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universe. I sacrifice my life for the seekers who find closeness of the Prophet by entering
his assembly! (Abyat-e-Bahoo Kamil)
Allama Iqbal states about the Mohammadan Assembly:

بم
ِ صطف ٰؐی رباسں وخشی را ہک دںی ہمہ اوتس
امتم لو یبہ اتس

،ارگ ہب او رنیدیس

Explanation: You must take yourself to Prophet Mohammad (that is the Mohammadan
Assembly) as he is the complete and perfect faith. If you do not take yourself to Prophet
Mohammad, your whole faith is like that of Abu Lahab. (Armaghan-e-Hijaz)
Sultan-ul-Faqr VI Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali explains about the Mohammadan
Assembly:
 Eternal presence in the Mohammadan Assembly is a very elevated station. The
countenance of Prophet Mohammad is Ism-e-Allah Zaat. For the Companions Ism-eAllah Zaat was the face of the Holy Prophet. Therefore, they did not need to perform
the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. Now, for the presence in the Mohammadan
Assembly, the invocation and contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat or Ism-e-Mohammad
are essential. However they must be granted by the perfect spiritual guide who has
been spiritually permitted by the Holy Prophet. When the seeker recognizes the Holy
Prophet by the light of Ism-e-Allah Zaat or Ism-e-Mohammad, there remains no room
for any doubt because it is the Hadith of the Holy Prophet, “Whoever beheld me in
fact beheld the Reality as Satan cannot take up my form.”
 When the seeker finds presence in the Mohammadan Assembly all his wishes are
fulfilled by having the privilege of seeing the sacred face of the Holy Prophet and he
approaches the station of annihilation in Allah and immortality with Him. (Sultan-ulFaqr VI Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali-Life and Teachings)

Presence in the Mohammadan Assembly is the most important station which cannot be
completely explained in words. This is the destination of truth of certainty which is known
only when one actually experiences it. He becomes familiar to its reality who achieves it
and is blessed with the Divine vision. The seeker is conferred upon the union with Allah
after having presence in the Mohammadan Assembly.

CHAPTER-8

DIVINE VISION
It has been expounded in the previous chapters that Faqr is the knowledge of Divine vision
and beholding Allah is the grandest reward for the one who treads this path. The term for
its achiever is ‘Mystic’. He is the one who worships Allah while seeing Him as he has
surpassed the initial stage of certainty which is through knowledge to the final level
which is in fact truth.
In Arabic language, words like liqa
viz. Liqa-e-Elahi

) (اقلand ru'yat ) (روتیئwhen combined with ‘Allah’

) (اقلےئالِہٰؐیand Ru'yat-e-Haq Ta'ala ) (روتیئ قح اعتٰیلare used to describe

Allah’s vision and observation. The literal meanings of liqa are vision, countenance and
meeting and for ru'yat the meanings are again vision, beholding countenance and sight.
Scholars while translating use meaning according to their discretion but for Mystics and
Fakirs liqa means Divine vision.
The aim of life is the recognition and gnosis of Allah and ‘recognition’ actually is seeing
Allah. This blessing is bestowed upon Mystics and Fakirs. There is nothing more fulfilling
than it. This unexemplified and remarkable vision is possible not through the physical eye
rather the spiritual sight.
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani says:
 He is a hypocrite who claims to worship Allah without recognizing Him.
Allah created mankind for the sole purpose of His recognition, to disclose both His beauty
and majesty so that He is loved ardently. On the day of Divine covenant, the grandest
responsibility of Trust of Allah was only taken up by man in the entire universe. Allah
bestowed such affection and consideration upon man that whenever he went astray
forgetting this promise in the world, he was reminded of it through the leadership and
guidance of Prophets who not only reminded it but also prepared him to succeed in the
‘examination of loving Allah above every other relation and thing’. The last Prophet,
Mohammad, for whom this universe is adorned, reminded people of the forgotten lesson
of love and gave a complete code of life through the Quran and Sunna.
In the Quran Allah draws our attention towards Himself by saying:
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َ َ َ
َ َ َ ُ َ ۡ ۡ َ ُ َ ٰۤ
(84: 6)﴾﴿ان ِانک کا ِد ٌح ِالّٰی َر ِبک ک ۡد ًحا فمُ ّٰل ِق ۡی ِہ
یایہا الاِنس



Meaning: O man! You sustain rigours to reach your Lord. Ultimately, you will meet Him.
(84:6)

Allah explains it:

ّٰ َ ۡۤ َ
(51:50) ف ِف ُر ۡوا ِالی الل ِہ



ۡ َ ُ َ َ َ َ ُۡ ۡ ََ
(25:20)﴾﴿ان َربک بَ ِصی ًرا
اتصبِرون ۚ و ک



Meaning: So run towards Allah. (51:50)
He further blesses and says at least man should try.

Meaning: Will you observe patience? (And not even try to proceed towards your Lord?)
And your Lord is All-Seeing (and is waiting). (25:20)
Allah says those who try to proceed towards Him verily find the way.

َ َ َ
ََ
َ َو الَذیۡ َن َج
(29:69)اہ ُد ۡوا فِ ۡینا لَن ۡہ ِدیَن ُہ ۡم ُس ُبلنا
ِ



Meaning: And those who strive hard for Our cause, We certainly guide them to Our ways.
(29:69)

Allah also tells us the way to see Him:

َۡ َ َ َُۡۡ َ َ ۡ ََ
(18:110)آء َر ِب ٖہ فل َی ۡعمَ ۡل َعمَلًا َصال ًِحا
فمن کان یرجوا ل ِق



Meaning: So whoever hopes to see his Lord should do good deeds. (18:110)
There is forewarning for those who do not intend or aim to have the blessed Divine vision:

َُ ۡ ُۡ
َ
ُ ّٰ َ
َ ُ
ۡ ُ ََ َ ََُۡۡ َ َ ۡ َ َ
 اولٰٓ ِئکo آءنا َو َرضوۡا ِبال َح ّٰیو ِۃ الدن َیا َو اطمَانوۡا ِب َہا َو ال ِذ ۡی َن ُہ ۡم َع ۡن ّٰا ّٰی ِتنا غ ِفلوۡ َن
ِان ال ِذین لا یرجون ل ِق
َ ُ ّٰ ۡ َ
ۡ ُ َ
(10:7-8)﴾﴿ىہ ُم الن ُار ِبمَا کانوۡا یَک ِس ُبوۡ َن
ماو



Meaning: Verily those who do not expect to see Us and are pleased with the worldly life
and are well-contented with it and who are neglectful of Our signs, it is they whose abode
is hell, a recompense for the deeds they used to earn. (10:7-8)
Allah has made the repercussions clear for those who deny His vision in subsequent
verses:

ُ َ ُ َ َ َ َ
ًۡ
ّٰ َ َ َ َ ُ
ۡ
(18:105)اولٰٓ ِئک ال ِذیۡ َن کف ُر ۡوا ِبا ّٰی ِت َر ِب ِہ ۡم َو ل ِقآئِ ٖہ ف َح ِبِ ۡت ا ۡعمَال ُہ ۡم فلَا ن ِق ۡی ُم ل َ ُہ ۡم یَوۡ َم ال ِق ّٰیمَ ِة َوزنا
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Meaning: It is they who have denied the signs of their Lord and His vision. So all their
deeds are ruined and We shall not give any weight or (even) any worth to them (and their
deeds) on the day of rising (they will be thrown into hell-fire without even being brought
to reckoning). (18:105)

ََ َ َ َ
ّٰ َ
(6:31)ق ۡد خ ِس َر ال ِذیۡ َن کذبُوۡا ِب ِلقآ ِء الل ِہ



Meaning: So those who belie seeing Allah incur loss. (6:31)

َ ۡۤ َ
ٌ ُ َ ُ َ ۡۤ َ
َ
(41:54)﴾﴿الَا ِان ُہ ۡم ف ِ ۡی ِم ۡریَ ٍة ِم ۡن ل ِقآ ِء َر ِب ِہ ۡم ؕ الَا ِانہ ِبک ِل ش ۡی ٍء م ِح ۡیط



Meaning: Beware that they are in doubt about seeing their Lord. Beware! He is the One
Who encompasses everything. (41:54)

ّٰ
َ َ
َ
َ َ َو َم ۡن ک
(17:72) ان ف ِ ۡی ّٰہ ِذ ٖ ۤۡہ ا ۡع ّٰمی ف ُہوَ فِی الۡاخِ َر ِۃ ا ۡع ّٰمی



Meaning: And whoever remains blind (to the Divine vision) in this world will be blind
(from seeing Allah) in the hereafter as well. (17:72)

ُ ََ ُ ُ َۡ
(51:21)َو ف ِ ۡیۤۡ انف ِسک ۡم ؕ افلَا ت ۡب ِص ُر ۡو َن



Meaning: And (I am) in yourselves (as well). So do you not see? (51:21)

ّٰ
ۡ ۡ ُ ۡ ۡ ّٰ
َ ََ ُ ُ َ ََ
(2:115)َو لِل ِہ المَش ِرق َو المَغرِ ُب ٭ فایۡنمَا توَلوۡا فثم َو ۡج ُہ الل ِہ



Meaning: And the east and the west (all) belong to Allah alone. So whichever direction
you turn to, there is Divine Countenance. (2:115)

ےہ

وسب

وس

اک

ذات

،اری

ٰؐ
ِجت

دجرھ داتھکی وہں ادرھ وت یہ وت ےہ
Explanation: The theophany of the Divine Essence is everywhere hence wherever I look I
only see Him.

HADITH
 Jarir ibn Abdullah narrates: The Prophet said, “You will definitely see your Lord with
your own eyes.” (Bukhari 7435)
 Jarir ibn Abdullah narrates: We were in the company of the Prophet. He looked at the
(full) moon and said, “You will see your Lord as you see this moon and you will
have no trouble and difficulty in beholding Him.” (Bukhari 4851)
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 Abu Hurairah relates that the Holy Prophet said, “A person if uses the knowledge that
leads to the Countenance of Allah, for the worldly gains will not whiff even the
fragrance of the paradise.” (Musnad Ahmad ibn Hanbal 8438)
 Abu Sa’id al-Khudri narrates: Prophet Mohammad said, “You will definitely see
your Lord.” We asked the Prophet, “Will we really see our Lord!” The Prophet said,
“Do you feel it difficult to see the midday sun?” We all said, “No.” He further said,
“Do you feel it difficult to see the full moon?” We again replied, “No!” Then he said,
“You will not feel difficulty in seeing your Lord like the sun and the moon.” (Musnad
Ahmad ibn Hanbal 11137)

 Abu Sa’id al-Khudri relates: We asked the Holy Prophet, “O Messenger of Allah!
Will we see Allah?” He said, “Do you find it difficult to see the sun at midday when
there are no clouds?” We replied, “No!” He then asked, “Do you find it difficult to
see the full moon when there are no clouds?” We answered, “No!” He said, “You
will not find it difficult to see Allah just as you do not find it difficult to see the sun
and the moon.” (Ibn Majah 179)

THREE WAYS TO DIVINE VISION
Sultan Bahoo says:
 Beholding Allah and attaining to the level of Divine closeness is justified according
to the Quran and Hadith. Allah can be seen in three ways based on the Divine favour;
Firstly, it is justified to see Allah in dream. The dream which is like a seclusion to have
unveiled vision and closeness of Allah. It is called the dream of Divine light and during
it the beholder is blessed with Divine observations and vision in the state of presence.
Secondly, Allah can be seen during meditation which is like death as it takes the
meditator to the court of Allah.
Thirdly, it is also justified to see Allah visibly in such a way that the body of the
beholder is in physical world and soul is at the station of no station.
All these levels of Divine vision are a great blessing and beneficence which are
bestowed only by the perfect spiritual guide. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
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Explanation: Ism-e-Allah Zaat is everywhere to guide you. You should neither seek nor
see anyone but Allah. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)

DENIER OF DIVINE VISION
Sultan Bahoo says about the denier of Divine vision:
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Explanation: Whoever denies the Divine vision is disgraced and debarred from the
Mohammadan nation. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)

EVIDENCES WITH REGARD TO DIVINE VISION
Deniers of Divine vision quote the incident of Prophet Moses. Two instances are cited in
the Quran. They clearly state about the blessing of Divine vision rather they impart its
valuable lesson to the seekers of Allah.
Prophet Moses set off with his pregnant wife. During the journey she felt pain and cold.
Prophet Moses told her to wait while he brought fire. When he went in search of it he
sighted light from far away. He went closer and closer. When he finally reached there he
saw Divine light emitting from the jujube tree and its branches but it was not consumed
by it. As Moses was in search of fire therefore he had an image of fire in his mind though
the light was in fact theophany of Allah on that tree. He was amazed to see it. A voice
came from the tree narrated in the Quran as:

ُ
َ
َ َََ
َ
َ
ۡۤام ُک ُثوۡۤۡا ان ۡیۤۡ ّٰان َ ۡس ُت ن َ ًارا ل َ َعل ۡی
ۡ ال لِاَ ۡہ ِل ِہ
َ الِوۡرِ ن َ ًارا ۚ َق
فلما ق ّٰضی ُموۡ َسی الۡا َج َل َو َس َار ِبا ۡہ ِل ٖہۤۡ ّٰان َس ِم ۡن َجانِ ِب
ِِ
ِ
َ
ُ َ ّٰ َ ۡۤ َ َ َ َ ۡ ُ َ ۡ َ ۡ ُ َ َ َ َ َ َ ۡ َ ۡ َ َ َ َ ۡ ۡ ُ ۡ ّٰ
ۡ ۡ
َ ۡ
ىہا نوۡ ِد َی ِم ۡن شاطِیَٔ الوَا ِد الۡایۡمَ ِن فِی ال ُبق َع ِة
ا ِتیکم ِمنہا ِبخب ٍر او جذو ٍۃ ِمن النارِ لعلکم تصِلون ﴿﴾فلما ات
َ
َ ۡ
ّٰ َ
ۡ َ ۡ ُ ّٰ َ َ
(28:29-30)﴾﴿المُ ّٰب َرک ِة ِم َن الش َجرَ ِۃ ا ۡن یمُ ۡو ٰۤسی ِان ِ ۡیۤۡ انا الل ُہ َرب ال ّٰعل ِمی َن



Meaning: So when Moses completed the appointed term and set out with his wife, he saw
a fire in the direction of Sinai. (That was a flash of absolute beauty which caught his
inward and fascinated him.) He said to his wife, “Stay (here), I have seen a fire. I may
bring you some news (about Him) from that fire (Whose pursuit I have long been
wandering) or (I may bring you) some burning brand from the fire so that you (too) may
feel the burn.” When Moses reached there, a call was made from the right side of (the
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blessed Sinai) valley from the tree (located) in a blessed spot, “O Moses! Verily I am Allah,
the Sustainer of all the worlds.” (28:29-30)
At another point it is stated in the Quran that people of Moses insisted to have Divine
vision. He selected a few among them and went to Mount Sinai. Allah says:

َ
َ َ َ َ ۡ َ ۡ ُ ۡ َ ۡۤۡ َ َ َ َ ُ َ َ َ َ َ َ َ ۡ ّٰ ۡ ُ َ َ َ َ َ
ۡ َ ُۡ
ال ل َ ۡن ت ّٰرى ِن ۡی َو لّٰ ِک ِن انظ ۡر ِالی ال َج َب ِل ف ِا ِن
و لما جآء موسی ل ِ ِمیقا ِتنا و کلمہ ربہ ۙ قال ر ِب ارِنِی انظر ِالیک ؕ ق
َ َ َ ۡۤ َ َ َ ً َ ّٰ ۡ ُ َ َ َ ً َ َ َ َ َ َ ۡ ُ َ ّٰ َ َ َ َ َ ۡ ّٰ َ َ ۡ َ َ َ َ َ َ َ َ ۡ
َ َ
َ اق َق
ال ُس ۡب ّٰحنک
استقر مکانہ فسوف ترىنِی ۚ فلما تجلی ربہ ل ِلجب ِل جعلہ دکا و خر موسی ص ِعقا ۚ فلما اف
ُ
ۡ ََ ََ َ
ۡ
(7:143)﴾﴿ت ۡب ُت ِال َ ۡیک َو انا او ُل ال ُم ۡؤ ِم ِنی َن



Meaning: And when Moses came at the time (set) by Us and his Lord spoke to him, he
(ardently inspired to behold Him out of the pleasure of hearing Allah’s Word and)
submitted, “O Lord, show me (Your beauty) so that I may savour Your sight.” Allah said,
“By no means can you look upon Me (directly) but look towards the mountain. So, if it
stays firm in its place, then soon will you behold My beauty.” When his Lord unveiled
the light (of His Divine beauty) on to the mountain, (He) crushed it into sand particles (with
the intense Divine radiance) and Moses fell down unconscious. When he recovered, he
submitted, “Holy You are and I turn to You in repentance and I am (the) first (of) the
believers.” (7:143)

اڑ ےھٹی ایک ھجمس ےک الھب وطر رپ یلکی
اطتق وہ ددی یک وت اقتاض رکے وکیئ
Explanation: Prophet Moses sat on Mount Sinai and persisted to behold Allah but firstly
one should remember to seek the required strength. (Bang-e-Dara)
This incident clearly implies that Prophet Moses beheld Allah. At the end of the verse
143 of sura al-A’raf it is stated, “I am (the) first (of) the believer,” hence revealing that he
beheld Allah because a believer (Mumin) is the one who worships Allah while seeing
Him. But a few people from the words of the verse, “You cannot look upon Me,” try to
prove that Moses never beheld. In this regard different exegetical writers of the Quran
state as follows:
In Tafsir Zia-ul-Quran, Mohammad Karam Shah al-Azhari states:
 As far as the possibility of seeing Allah is concerned, there is no controversy. Everyone
agrees that Allah can be seen even when wide awake. If it was not possible, why did
Prophet Moses ask? As Prophets know what is possible, what is not and what is
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strictly forbidden by Allah. A Prophet never requests for anything which is impossible
or forbidden.
It is written in Tafsir al-Mazhari:
 If Divine vision is actually impossible then it was obligatory upon Prophet Moses to
reprimand and call his people ignorant when they first requested. Like he had done
before and called them ignorant when his people said, “Make for us too a god.”116
Prophet Moses had prohibited Aaron to walk the path of seditious people then how is
it possible that instead of silencing them he would have walked the same path!
Allah’s words in the verse of al-A’raf, “So, if it stays firm in its place then soon you
will behold My beauty,” imply that Moses could behold if the mountain endured the
theophany. Hence setting the condition of unwavering of the mountain for Divine
vision confirms its possibility because unwavering of mountain during the theophany
is possible thus proving Divine vision is also possible. To say, if prerequisite is
possible to be fulfilled, the required is also.
 Abdullah ibn Abbas said, “The light of Allah descended on the mountain.” It is said
by Zahhak, “Allah unveiled Divine light and manifested merely up to the size of
nostril of an ox.” Abdullah ibn Salam and Ka’b al-Ahbar said, “The grandeur of
Allah manifested the size of eye of the needle and the mountain shattered into tiny
particles.”
 Anas ibn Malik relates that the Holy Prophet recited the verse “O Lord, show me
(Your beauty) so that I may savour Your sight,” and said while pointing to the tip of
his small finger, “Only this much of the theophany descended and the mountain
collapsed.” (Mustadrak 67)
Allama Ghulam Rasool Saeedi says in Tafsir Tibyan-ul-Quran:
 If wishing and praying to see Allah was prohibited then why Prophet Moses, the bearer
of knowledge of Prophethood prayed to Him for this blessing! Let’s assume that if
this prayer was prohibited then Allah would have forbade Prophet Moses.
Second argument is that Allah said, “Look towards the mountain. So, if it stays firm
in its place, then soon will you behold My beauty.” Explicit is the fact that Divine
vision for Prophet Moses was conditional to the unwavering of the mountain and it

These words are extracted from verse 138 of sura al-A’raf. The complete verse is, “And We brought the children of
Israel across the (Red) Sea where they came upon a people who were squatting around their idols (for worship) in deep
devotion. They (the children of Israel) said, ‘O Moses! Make for us too a god like the ones they have.’ Moses said, ‘You
are surely a very ignorant people’.”
116
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was possible for the mountain to remain intact. Since what is dependent on a
possibility is also possible so it was possible for Prophet Moses to see Allah.
He further says:
 Afterwards Quran states, “When his Lord unveiled the light (of His beauty) on to the
mountain, (He) crushed it into sand particles (with the intense Divine radiance) and
Moses fell down unconscious.” In this verse we find further proof that Allah can be
seen. Knowledge makes things clear but seeing makes clearer. Therefore ‘unveiled the
light’ means to manifest or to show. Hence the actual interpretation of this verse is,
when the mountain saw Allah, it exploded. If the objection is raised that the mountain
is a rock, how could it see? Then the answer is that Allah has created life, intellect
and sense in mountains. They can see and hear. Allah says:

َۡ
َ َو َس َخ ۡرنَا َم َع َداو َد الۡج َب
(21:79)ال یُ َس ِب ۡح َن َو الِی َر
ِ



Meaning: And We made (even) the mountains and the birds subservient to (the command
of) David. They all celebrate (Our) praise (with him jointly). (21:79)
If the mountains praise and fear Allah then they can also see Him. To sum up, when
mountain and Prophet Moses saw Allah, the mountain exploded into particles whereas
Prophet Moses only fell unconscious. It also shows that the power of a Prophet is
many times more than a mountain.
Hence the question of both Prophet Moses and his people was just and to see Allah is
permissible and possible in the world and sure to occur in the hereafter. Al-Baydawi
said that to quote Allah’s command, “You cannot look upon Me,” as an argument
against His vision is a severe mistake because its interpretation is that ‘you will not
be able to see Allah’. It does not mean that ‘you can never see Him’ or ‘no one can
behold Him’. Hence to declare it impossible to see Allah is an exaggeration. Quoting this
verse as a proof of negation of Divine vision is absolute ignorance, it is a negation
without reason and fight over an undoubted matter. Abu Hafs Umar an-Nasafi said, “In
the Quranic verse, ‘You cannot look upon Me,’ Allah is not saying that He cannot be
seen rather Prophet Moses could not see Him.” If He wanted, He could have made it
possible and if the Divine vision was not possible He would have said instead that He
is not visible. Allah neither disappointed nor reprimanded Moses. If Divine vision
was not possible He would have reprimanded him like He forbade Prophet Noah
about his son.
It is written in Shamaim-e-Imdadiyah:
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 Ashraf Ali Thanwi (who belonged to Deoband school) questioned Imdadullah Muhajir
Makki whether Divine vision is possible in this world? Imdadullah Muhajir Makki
said, “Indeed possible and it has been occurring.” He further said, “When esoteric sight
is gained it overcomes physical sight hence a Mystic actually sees with the Divine
light.” He recited the verse, “The eyes cannot comprehend Him,”117 and explained that
comprehension of Allah is negated in this verse but not His vision. It is written in its
exegesis that comprehension means that the beheld entity is intellectually encompassed
to the full. Only that can be fully encompassed which has boundaries and limits. Since
it is impossible to draw limits of Allah Almighty hence His comprehension is
unachievable.
To summarize, “You cannot look upon Me,” does not negate the vision rather it points
towards its possibility. According to verse 143 of sura al-A’raf it was commanded to look
at the mountain. For instance if we want to see the sun, we cannot look at it directly nor
can locate its circular boundary but if we use sunglasses we can see both. Similarly it was
said to Prophet Moses that if he wanted to see then he should look at the mountain and if
it stands firm he could also behold Allah. When Allah descended His theophany, it
scattered into pieces because mountain had refused to bear the Divine Trust once before,
how could it bear now! As it is written in the Quran:

َ َ َ ََ َ َۡ َ ۡ َ َ َ
ُ الس ّٰم ّٰوت َو الۡاَ ۡرض َو الۡج َبال َفاَبَی ۡ َن اَ ۡن یَ ۡحم ۡل َن َہا َو اَ ۡش َف ۡق َن م ۡن َہا َو َحمَ َل َہا الۡان ۡ َس
ؕ ان
ِانا عرضنا الامانة علی
ِ
ِ
ِ
ِ
ِ ِ ِ
َُ َ َ َ
(33:72)﴾﴿ ان ظلوۡ ًما َج ُہوۡلًا
ِانہ ک



Meaning: Indeed We offered the Trust to the heavens and the earth and the mountains, but
they declined to bear this and felt scared of it, but man took it on. Verily he is ever so cruel
(towards his innerself) and ignorant (of his highest rank near Allah). (33:72)
Man took up the responsibility of Divine Trust in the eternity so he has the ability to bear
the theophany. This Trust is the light of Allah (Ism-e-Allah Zaat) and it is this light
because of which man can see Him.
Secondly, to pray for something forbidden is illegal and Prophets are innocent to such
forbidden actions.
Shabbir Ahmad Usmani who belonged to Deoband school of thought, states in Tafsire-Usmani:
 Those who endeavour in the way of Allah bearing hardships and remain engrossed in
devotional struggles, Allah bestows them with the spiritual sight and blesses them
117

Sura al-An’am; verse 103.
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with His gnosis and Divine disclosures. Allah exalts their rank and they can witness
what others cannot rather others do not even have its clue.
Ubaid-ul-Haq (scholar from Deoband) writes in Nishtar al-Fawaid:
 Intellectually (through gnosis), it is possible according to the people of Sunna that Allah
can be seen with (spiritual) sight. The argument which is enough for the possibility of
the Divine vision is that there is no proof favouring it being impossible and forbidden
(by Allah). The basic rule about the occurrence of anything is that it is considered
possible unless proven impossible. Thus the absence of any argument against it is in
itself a proof of it being viable and allowed.
He further writes:
The clear proof of possibility of Divine vision is Prophet Moses’ desire as reported,
“O Lord, show me (Your beauty) so that I may savour Your sight.” The verse is in
itself enough to prove that Divine vision is possible. If it was not possible then this
desire points towards Prophet Moses’ lack of knowledge that he did not even know
that beholding was impossible and against Allah’s grandeur! Asking for the impossible
and forbidden is against the honour of Prophets. Secondly, Allah said to Prophet
Moses that if the mountain stayed intact then he could see Him. Allah based Divine
vision upon unwavering of the mountain which is possible and that which is based on
a possible is not impossible. My first argument (that Moses had not asked for Divine
vision if it was not possible) is challenged by creating the ambiguity that the question of
Prophet Moses was established on the demand of his people when they said:

ّٰ َ ّٰ َ
ُ
ً
(2:55)ل َ ۡن ن ۡؤ ِم َن لَک َحتی ن َری الل َہ َج ۡہرَۃ



Meaning: We will never believe in you until we see Allah completely unveiled (before
our eyes). (2:55)
If Divine vision was not possible then Prophet Moses would have forbidden his
people like he did for multiple gods. Prophet Moses’ asking for the vision is enough
for the believers. Infidels would not have accepted it even if Allah had said it Himself
quite clearly!
Sultan Bahoo narrates this incident in his book Ain-ul-Faqr in the inspirational style of
a Mystic:
 The special theophany is that which manifests due to the pain of Divine love. When
Prophet Moses requested Allah for His vision as mentioned in the Quran, “O Lord!
Show me (Your beauty) so that I may savour Your sight.” Allah replied, “O Moses!
You have behaved impudently in My court. I have promised that unless My beloved
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Prophet Mohammad and his umma behold Me, I will not show My beauty to anyone.”
Prophet Moses did not listen to these words out of his passion for the Divine vision
and insisted, “O Holy Lord! Show me (Your beauty) so that I may savour Your
splendid sight.” Allah said, “O Moses! I will manifest My theophany but you do not
have the strength to behold it.” Prophet Moses replied, “I will behold it O Allah.”
Then Allah said, “Well! Then come to Mount Sinai, say two units of supererogatory
prayer and sit respectfully.” When Moses did as ordered, Allah descended His
theophany due to which Mount Sinai crushed into pieces and Prophet Moses fainted.
He remained unconscious for three days and nights, as Allah says, “And Moses fell
down unconscious.”
Allah said, “O Moses! I warned you that you do not have the strength to behold Me.”
Then Allah added, “I blessed you with the theophany of My light but you could not
bear it. You fainted and disclosed My secret. However in the last era, My such men
will be born in the umma of Prophet Mohammad that I will shower the theophanies
of My light thousand times a day upon them but they will not transgress even a little
rather will ask for more by saying:

ْ
ْ َ
ِاش ِت َیاق ِ ْی َو َم َح َبتِ ْی ِالی ال َح ِب ْی ِب



Meaning: I am still longing and passionate for my Beloved.” (Ain-ul-Faqr)
Through all these exegeses it becomes evident that it is possible to behold Allah both in
the world and the hereafter. Rather it is the passion of Allah to be recognized which is not
possible without His vision.
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani says in his book Sirr al-Asrar:
 Divine vision is to see the reflection of light of His beauty and compassion with the
eyes of soul in the mirror of inward like it is the saying of Allah;

ُۡ َ َ
(53:11)﴾﴿ َما کذ َب الف َؤ ُاد َما َر ّٰای



Meaning: (His) inward did not take it contrary to what (his) eyes beheld. (53:11)
The Prophet said:

ْ ْ ُ
ْ َْ
)4918ِالمُ ٔو ِم ُن ِم ْر ّٰاۃ المُ ٔو ِم ِن (الودأود



Meaning: The believer is (other) believer’s mirror. (Abu Dawud 4918)
In this Hadith, the first believer refers to the inward of a believer and the second is
the Divine Essence. The Mystics often claim Divine vision like it is said by Umar ibn
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Khattab, “My inward saw Allah through His light (of Ism-e-Allah Zaat).” Ali ibn Abi
Talib said, “I do not pray Allah unless I see Him.” (Sirr al-Asrar, section 9)
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani says:
 It is the saying of Prophet Mohammad, “I saw my Lord as a beardless young man.”
Some say it means the theophany that Allah descends with the attribute of Lordship
on the mirror of seeker’s soul. This is the soul which is named as Tifal al-Maa’ni118
()لفط ااعملین. This soul is mirror to the spiritual guide who is a mediator between the
seeker and Allah. Ali ibn Abi Talib said, “If my Lord, Allah had not taught me
Himself, I would not have recognized Him.” The medium to reach this inward guide
is the persuasion from the physical guide, Prophets and Saints. They are the light to
physical and spiritual self of a person and it is through their training that the ultimate
(Divine) soul manifests like it is the saying of Allah:

ََ
ّٰ ۡ َ َ ُ ۡ
َ ۡ
ُ ََ
(40:15)﴾﴿اق
ِ یُل ِقی الر ۡوح ِم ۡن امرِ ٖہ َعلی َم ۡن یشآء ِم ۡن ِع َبا ِد ٖہ ل ُِین ِذر یَ ۡو َم التل



Meaning: He sends His Soul upon whomever of His servants He wills by His command.
(40:15)

It must be understood that to find the perfect spiritual guide is most important to reach
this soul which is a source to vivification of the inward and attainment of gnosis.
Al-Ghazali says, “It is justified to see Allah in the most beautiful appearance like one
will see in the hereafter. He is beheld in the metaphorical form which is the
countenance of the perfect spiritual guide. Allah makes the dreamer behold the vision
according to his capability and competence (in faith) which is not His actual
countenance as Allah is free of form. Similarly, to see the Prophet in different
countenances in dream depicts dreamers’ capability and competence (in faith) and
every form is true. However the Mohammadan Reality can only be seen by the man who
is perfect inheritor of Prophet’s knowledge, deeds, states, insight and salat in all
spiritual and exoteric matters.”
It is stated in the Sharah Sahih Muslim that Divine vision in human form and in the
form of Divine light is justified. On the basis of this interpretation, presumption about
the manifestation of all other attributive theophanies is justified. Like for Prophet
Moses, Allah descended His theophany onto the tree of jujube in the form of fire and
the conversation in itself is an attributive theophany that He stated to Prophet Moses,

118

Tifal means young and al-Maa’ni means Reality.
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“And what is this in your right hand, O Moses?” 119 In reality that fire was Divine
light but according to the supposition of Prophet Moses it was fire because Prophet
Moses was in search of fire. Human is not inferior to a tree therefore it is not strange
if a man gains absolute purification abandoning bestial qualities and transforms his
attributes into the attributes of the Lord then He manifests His theophany from any
one of His attributes through that true man. Allah has blessed many of His Mystics
with such theophanies like Bayazid Bastami during the theophany said:

ُْس ْب َحان ِ ْی َما اَ ْع َظ ُم َشانِی



Meaning: I am exalted, great is my glory.
Shaikh Junayd of Baghdad said, “Inside my robe is only Allah and nothing other than
Him.”
There are many other sayings of Mystics like these. It is the station where men of
mysticism face strange subtleties whose exegesis is quite detailed. To know the
importance of connection is necessary in spiritual training as a novice at initial stage
has none with either Allah or the Prophet. Hence it is of utmost importance that a
Mystic first trains him because the connection they have is of physical existence like
the Prophet during his life trained his Companions through physical connection. No
one other than the Holy Prophet was needed for training and persuasion but when he
passed away, the training and persuasion also ended and he went in complete solitude
(physically). When Mystics depart from this world, they do not train and persuade
anyone to attain the aim of life (Divine vision). If you are a man of wisdom then
comprehend. If not then obtain the light of wisdom from mystic endeavours that
overcomes the darkness of sensuality because where light enters, that place becomes
exalted and adorned. Hence he (the perfect Mystic after death) and the novice no
longer share physical connection. However he can connect to the Mystic who is
physically present (and have spiritual training from him) as the Mystic has authority
to bless because he has connection with the spiritual chain being perfect inheritor of
Prophet Mohammad. Hence a Mystic who with servitude of the Prophet is blessed with
the sainthood during his life can exercise authority over the creation. Understand these
affairs devotedly. Beyond this lies an important secret which can only be unfolded
upon those who deserve. Like Allah says in the Quran:

ُ َ ۡ ّٰ
ۡ
ۡ
(63:8)َو لِل ِہ ال ِعزۃ َو ل ِرَ ُسوۡل ِٖہ َو ل ِلمُ ۡؤ ِم ِنی َن

119

Sura Taha, verse 17.
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Meaning: But in fact honour belongs to Allah alone and His Messenger and the
believers. (63:8)
As far as the training of soul is concerned, the bestial soul is trained in body. The
battles of soul of celestial light are in the inward. The battles of kingly soul are much
deeper in the inward and the Divine soul’s battles are in the secret (sir’r) and it is the
Divine soul (the perfect spiritual guide) that is a connection between man and Allah.
It is the representative of Allah to mankind, capable to have presence in His court and
be His confidant. (Sirr al-Asrar Section 22)
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani writes in his book ar-Risala tul-Ghausia:
 Allah said, “O Ghawth al-Azam! Whoever saw Me, he became indifferent to questions
in every condition and who does not see Me, cannot benefit from any kind of
questions for he is lost in verbiage.”
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani said, “I saw Allah.”
Allah said, “O Ghawth al-Azam! He who questions My vision after its knowledge is
veiled and who presumed My vision without its knowledge is in error as well.”
Allah said, “O Ghawth al-Azam! He who endeavours towards Me, beholds Me whether
he likes it or not.”
When Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani saw Allah, he asked Him, “What is Miraj?”
Allah replied, “O Ghawth al-Azam! It is to elevate above everything except Me. The
excellence of Miraj is:

ّٰ َ
ۡ َ َ
(53:17)﴾﴿َما زاغ ال َب َص ُر َو َما طغی



Meaning: His eyes neither inclined aside nor overstepped the limit. (53:17)
Allah further said, “O Ghawth al-Azam! One who does not exalt to Miraj, his salat is
not accepted. He is deprived of salat.”
Allah said, “O Ghawth al-Azam! There are ‘My men’ apart from Prophets and
Messengers whose state is not familiar to anyone whether the people of world, hereafter,
paradise, hell or angels. These ‘men of Allah’ are not created for paradise or hell,
rewards or punishments, palaces or houris and servants of paradise. Felicities for
those who have brought faith upon these men of Allah even though they do not
recognize them. O Ghawth al-Azam! You are one of them. Their signs in this world
are that they eat less, their innerselves are free from sensual desires, their inwards are
free from apprehensions and their souls are forever blessed with theophanies of Divine
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vision. They are men who are immortal with Me and are enveloped in the light of my
vision.”120
He further says:
 Whoever saw the beloved of Allah, he in fact beheld Allah and who saw Him
esoterically, he got blessed with Divine presence. Our Lord, Allah is Omnipresent
and can be seen.
The Prophet said:

َ
َ
َ َ َُ
َْ
َست َر ْو َن َربک ْم کمَا ترَ ْو َن الش ْم َس والقمَ َر

Meaning: Soon you will behold Allah like you see the sun and the moon.



(Al-Fath ar-

Rabbani section 33)

Al-Ghazali says:
 Gnosis gained at a station is superior to that gained at preceding station. It is called
Divine vision and observation. At its ultimate station, Divine vision relates to gnosis
just as seeing is related with thought. As closing eyelids is a veil for the eye but it
does not stop thoughts and unless the veil of lid is lifted the eye cannot see similarly
relation of man with his earthen body engrossed in the desires of the world is a veil
towards the Divine observation although this veil does not stop one to gain gnosis.
Therefore Allah said to Prophet Moses, “You cannot look upon Me.” (Kimiya-e-Sa’adat)
Sufis say that all the Prophets prayed in the court of Allah, “O Allah! Make us the
umma of Prophet Mohammad.” The reason behind this request was that Mohammadan
nation has been blessed with the way to Divine vision and also that its wish lies in their
inwards more intensely than nations of other Prophets.
The people who deny that Allah can be seen quote the following verses as arguments:
1) The answer of Allah to Prophet Moses, “You cannot look upon Me.”
The incident of Prophet Moses has been discussed in detail which proves that Prophet
Moses was blessed with Divine vision and also elaborates the wisdom in Allah’s
saying, “You cannot look upon Me”.
2) The Quranic verse:

120

َ ُ ُ
(6:103) لَا ت ۡدرِک ُہ الۡا ۡب َص ُار



Ar-Risala tul-Ghausia; Urdu translation by Ghulam Dastgeer Sahib; Publisher is Nashaad Publishers, Quetta, March
1998.
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Meaning: The eyes cannot comprehend Him. (6:103)
The king of interpreters of Quran, Abdullah ibn Abbas said, “Prophet Mohammad beheld
Allah.”121 Ikrima (his student) questioned about Divine vision by quoting the verse, “The
eyes cannot comprehend Him.” Abdullah ibn Abbas answered him, “It is sad that you
could not understand. This happens when He descends the theophany of light of His
Essence.” He added, “The Holy Prophet beheld Allah twice.”122
As Allah says in Quran:

ُۡ ً َ
َ
)53:13( َو لَق ۡد َر ّٰا ُہ ن ۡزلَة اخ ّٰری



Meaning: And assuredly, he saw Him (Allah unveiled) the second time (again). (53:13)
 Ibn Abbas relates, “Do you not like that Prophet Abraham is the friend of Allah,
Prophet Moses conversed with Allah and Prophet Mohammad beheld Allah.”
(Mustadrak 216)

Ubaid-ul-Haq states in Sharah Aqaid:
 Sect Moutzillah (a sect of the past) has a spurious doubt that Allah negated Divine
vision by saying, “The eyes cannot comprehend Him.”

َۡ

َ ( الا ۡب َصAl-Absaar) means ‘the’.
The answer is firstly the Arabic letters ( الAl123) before ار
Hence it is not meant for all eyes that is eyes of every person cannot see Allah
however some (believers) can. Secondly, the comprehension that is negated in the
verse refers to absolute comprehension that He cannot be comprehended from every
perspective and also He cannot be comprehended perfectly because of spiritual
limitations of each believer. Hence it cannot be proved that none of the eyes can
ascertain Him in any way. Thirdly, this verse actually means that sight cannot behold
Him in totality of time and space. From this it is proved that sight can behold Him at
times rather from this verse it is proved that Divine vision is possible as it praises
Allah.

121
122
123

Mustadrak 217, 218.
Mustadrak 219.

َ َۡۡ

These are first two letters of word  الاب َصارfrom Quranic verse:

َ ُ
َ ُ ُ
لَا ت ۡدرِک ُہ الۡابۡ َص ُار ۫ َو ُہوَ یُ ۡدرِک الۡابۡ َص َار

Meaning: The eyes cannot comprehend Him but He has encompassed all eyesights. (6:103)
These two Arabic letters combined together means ‘the’ hence here it means ‘the eyes’ referring to specific people.
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Second spurious claim is that whenever Divine vision was requested Allah negated it
with pride declaring it against His magnificence. Hence when the people of Prophet
Moses requested they were executed by lightening.

ّٰ َ ّٰ َ
ُ
ُۡۡ
ُ ۡ َ ۡ َ ُ َ ّٰ ُ ۡ َ َ َ َ ً
(2:55)َو ِاذ قل ُت ۡم ّٰیمُوۡ ّٰسی ل َ ۡن ن ۡؤ ِم َن لَک َحتی نرَی الل َہ َج ۡہرَۃ فاخذتک ُم الص ِعقة َو ان ُت ۡم تنظ ُر ۡو َن



Meaning: And (remember) when you said, “O Moses! We will never believe in you
until we see Allah completely unveiled (before our eyes).” So (on this) a thunder
seized (and eliminated) you and you kept watching (this spectacle yourself). (2:55)
Further in response to Prophet Moses’ question Allah says, “You cannot look upon
Me.” Answer to these doubts is that the people of Prophet Moses wanted to see Allah
out of hostility and rebellion hence they faced Allah’s wrath. If it was forbidden then
Prophet Moses had not asked and would have refused his people. Since he did not
refuse to ask, it is a sufficient proof that Allah can be beheld in this world. The
difference of opinion of sacred Companions on the matter of the Prophet’s seeing
Allah at the night of Miraj is a proof in itself to its possibility in the physical world.
Seeing Allah in a dream as narrated by our ancestors is also possible. Hence it is
narrated by Abu Hanifa and Ahmad ibn Hanbal that they beheld Allah in dream.
Rather it is said by Abu Hanifa that he beheld Allah a hundred times in dreams.
Thirdly, different Hadiths which are narrated by different Companions prove that the
Holy Prophet physically went on Miraj and also beheld Allah. As well as, the true
interpreters agree that the Prophet with his pure physical self went on Miraj.

SCHOLAR OF DIVINE VISION
Sultan Bahoo says:
 I am the scholar of knowledge of Divine vision and I behold His light everywhere.
Except the knowledge of Divine vision, I do not study any other knowledge. Neither
I do nor I know any other kind of invocation or meditation as every knowledge is in
fact for the sake of Divine vision (which I already have). Where there is this vision,
neither there is time nor space, neither stations nor destinations, only the Divine
Essence is present in an unparalleled and incomparable form. His gnosis and union
are gained at the realm of Divinity in such a way that theophanies of light emit from
the letters of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and in (the light of) theophanies, the seeker is blessed
with His vision. (Ameer-ul-Kaunain)
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 I am proficient at the knowledge of Divine vision and study only its lessons. I have
attained these ranks by the benevolence of the sacred company of Prophet Mohammad,
his Companions and the People of Cloak. (Ameer-ul-Kaunain)

THE WAY TO BE BLESSED WITH THE DIVINE VISION
Sultan Bahoo says:
 Through which act and knowledge the vision and union of Allah are attained? That
knowledge is only gained after annihilating in Allah and having the observation of
Divine light being blessed with closeness of Allah. All this is beyond intellect and
wisdom. Only that person possesses this knowledge who has learnt the lesson of
gnosis directly from Allah. Such a person is my dearest brother.

شقن دش وہلیس از ربایئ اقنش نیب
ابنیقیل

دش

یکی

اقنیش

شقن

Explanation: The impression (of name of Essence i.e. Ism-e-Allah Zaat) is a source to
behold the Essence. Certainty is achieved when the impression and the Essence become
one.
How such perfect certainty is achieved? By the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat
which presents one before Allah. If you want to know about Divine Oneness then you
must know that Allah is within you just like the kernel is in nut. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)

ن
ب
م
ی
گ
ی
ںُدی

منم
منت

ین

و

دنیب
امس

یم
مسج

ہک
آاجن

رہ
تسین

Explanation: Whoever is blessed with the Divine vision does not claim his existence
because at that level neither body exists nor name. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)

اوایل

رمابت

اقل

ددین

اںی
ربو

،وبند
اینوردہ

رگ
سک

Explanation: If the Saints were not blessed with the elevated levels, no one would
ever have turned towards the Divine vision. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
He announces:
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 Listen whether you are a sage or a Mystic capable of Divine vision! Listen whether
you are a seeker of the carrion world or an excellent scholar or an evil ignorant! The
most comprehensive thing to know is;

َ ََ ََ ۡ َ َ َۡ َ ً َ َ َ ۡ َ
( 41:46) آء ف َعل ۡی َہا
من ع ِمل صال ِحا ف ِلنف ِس ٖہ و من اس



Meaning: Whoever does pious deeds, does it for (the benefit of) his own self and
whoever commits sin, its (resultant evil suffering) will befall him alone. (41:46)
Acting upon these words leads to the kindness of Allah. It grants salvation from the
spiritual diseases as well as the curses of infidelity and polytheism which decline
one to troubles. It is only the worldliness that prevents one from the gnosis and
union of Allah. The seeker who does not become sated of the world in the very
beginning by having complete authority upon it, is a fool if he steps in the arena of
Faqr and gnosis of Allah. Hence it is incumbent upon the seeker of Allah firstly to
gain command and authority over the Solomon empire of the entire world. Then it
becomes obligatory for him to instantly renounce this authority just as he gained it,
turning his face towards the contemplation of vision of Allah and exalting to the
level of Divine vision. The way of Faqr is neither related to verbosity or discussions
nor to the verbal knowledge, it is the way of vision of Divine beauty. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
 The way to Faqr, gnosis, vision, sainthood, guidance and jamiat opens through ghanayat.
If Faqr is not the chosen Faqr and adopted without ghanayat and contentment then it
is the Faqr that falls flat and brings disgrace, the compulsive Faqr. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
Sultan Bahoo tells the method of invocation to achieve the blessing of Divine vision:

ور

اب ِددیہ

ذرک

دش

را

ذارکان

رظن

ددیارش

ہب

دش

را

ذارکان

Explanation: The invocation of Allah blesses the true invokers with spiritual sight and
they remain engrossed in beholding Him. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)

دخا

روےئ

روا

یک

دنیب
رکف

ہب
و

ذارک
ذرک

ذرک

از

،وضحر

یب

Explanation: What is the use of invocation and reflection that does not bless with
Divine presence! Real invocation makes the invoker behold Allah. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
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 The secret invocation is, in fact, beholding Allah through the contemplation of Ism-eAllah Zaat by the Divine favour. It grants verified authority upon the part and whole. The
invoker of secret invocation always remains blessed with Divine presence and
closeness and gains the power of all-seeing. True invocation makes one observe
everything visibly with open eyes. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)

IMPEDIMENTS IN THE DIVINE VISION
Sultan Bahoo says about the impediments in Divine vision and the ways to overcome them:
 Know that there is not any wall or mountain between the men of vision and the
Divine vision. Rather there is the devil of inciting innerself which is harder than the
wall and most difficult to kill. The spiritual guide first of all kills the devil innerself
which is the friend of Satan with the sword of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. Hence it dies and the
veil between Allah and His slave is removed. Then the Divine vision is revealed and
the seeker perpetually beholds Allah. The perfect spiritual guide who is a man of
sight raises this heaviest curtain on the very first day by the power of his sight and
blesses the seeker with the vision of Allah. The spiritual guide who cannot do this is
not eligible to give persuasion of righteousness. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
 There are neither high walls and mountains between Allah and His slave nor a very
long distant journey. Rather there is only a thin veil of innerself which can easily be
removed by the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and the attention of spiritual guide
who is the man of Divine secrets. If you come, you will find the doors open for you
and if you do not then Allah needs none. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)

FROM WHERE DIVINE VISION IS BLESSED
Sultan Bahoo says:
 The strength to behold Allah and the power to exalt to the Divine vision is possessed
only by the followers of (Sarwari) Qadri order. If a follower of any other order claims
it then surely he is a liar, boaster and veiled. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)

SULTAN BAHOO AND DIVINE VISION
Sultan Bahoo explicitly elaborates the knowledge of Divine vision in his books. He says:
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رب

ددیار

اب

رظن

اب

ہن

دنیب

ددیار

اطیبل

درگی

دخا

زج

Explanation: The true seeker of Divine vision eventually elevates and beholds. Then he
sees none but Allah. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)

قح

ز

رغق

قح

ن
ن یم
یم

ایبمب

دم

دل

دایمئ

رطف

رہ

اطمہعل

اب

Explanation: Wherever I see, I behold the Truth by the blessing of Truth. I gained this state
of engrossment by perpetually reading my inward. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)

اقل

ذلت

لود

ذلت

رہ

اقب

یب

ابدش

ہچ

داین

ز

ہب
ذلت

Explanation: Among all savours the most savouring is Divine vision. The pleasures of the
world are trivial as compared to it because they are transitory. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
Sultan Bahoo says in Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan:

ابواصل

دامئ

ددیار

ِاگتشکن
ِ

الزوال

و

ابواصل

و

ُابھ
ؒ
ابامجل

Explanation: O Bahoo! Those killed by the Divine vision remain in never ending state of
Divine union and vision of His beauty. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
Sultan Bahoo says in Asrar-e-Qadri:
 The contentment of Mystic who is immortal with Allah or a man of Divinity lies in
the Divine Essence (His vision). There are four types of worldly sensualities which
prevent a person from the eternal pleasure (Divine vision). Firstly, the pleasure to
savour rich and palatable food. Second is copulation. Third is ruling authority (fame
through any rank or authority) which is this carrion world in entirety. Fourth is peruse.
These four pleasures are equal. One whose existence has tasted gnosis becomes free
from these worldly desires hence it is concluded that the pleasure of gnosis of Allah
(Divine vision) brings delight to the soul and death to the inciting innerself. (Asrar-eQadri)

Sultan Bahoo says in Ain-ul-Faqr:
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ّٰ
اجن وخد را رفوتخ امسِ اللہ را رخدی
ِ رہ ہک
ّٰ
رہ ہک امسِ ِاللہ رخدی نیعب اایعلن ددی
Explanation: Whoever gave his life to Allah, procured Ism-e-Allah Zaat. Whoever
procured Ism-e-Allah Zaat beheld Allah with his open eyes. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 Allah is always with you but you are blind to His presence and depraved from His
path. (Ain-ul-Faqr)

ابدش

رمدار

قح

ددیا ِر

زجب

ابدش

ددیار

ِاطبل

اعقش

ہک

Explanation: Everything is carrion except the Divine vision that is why true lovers
seek only this Holy vision. (Ain-ul-Faqr)

وطر
وہظر

ِوکہ

ومبیسی

قح

رما

ہک

ون ِرِ ِیلجت

آن

انعتی

نیع

اتس

Explanation: The theophany of Divine light which Prophet Moses beheld on Mount
Sinai manifests in my own existence by the grace of Allah. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 The most distinguished theophany is that which manifests from the letters of Ism-eAllah Zaat. (Ain-ul-Faqr)

ددیارش یک روا ابدش ہک دل دیبار تسین
تسین

دویار

گنس

ددیار

اب

دجسہ

Explanation: How can one see Allah unless inward is awake! Real prostration is possible
only while beholding Him, prostrating before the wall blindly cannot be considered
real prostration. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
Sultan Bahoo says in Nur-ul-Huda Kalan:

اب ِاقل
اسمتخ

رشمف
وخد

دش
وشیپا

اول

ّٰ َ
اللہ

روز

ادتبا

امس

تم
ای م

را

ّٰ َ
اللہ

اعرافں
امس

رمابت
وصتر

اںی

۔1

۔ اب2
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زود

ایتف

۔ رہ ہک مسج در امس اہنپں یم ومند3

اہلل

رعمتف ددیار
ن
ِٰؐیم ہب نی یمم وچن امندی طصم

۔ یک روا دارد ہک ددین رو دخا4

Explanation: (1) The Mystics are honoured with Divine vision on the very first day.
(2) I have gained everything by the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat that is why I
have made it my guide.
(3) Whoever conceals his being in Ism-e-Allah Zaat, finds the gnosis and vision of
Allah very soon.
(4) How is it possible to behold the Countenance of Allah? I behold Him as my
beloved Prophet makes me see. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)

وت

ہاراہ

وجم

درگی

اتس
ںیبم

ِرربہ

ّٰ َ
اللہ

امس

درگی

اقل

زج

Explanation: Ism-e-Allah Zaat is with you everywhere to guide. You should neither
seek nor see anyone but Allah. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
 O seeker of alchemy of gold and silver! Upon which kind of alchemy do you trust and
possess command? One should know that there are two kinds of alchemy; one is the
alchemy for worldly wealth which is carrion while other is the alchemy which blesses
with gnosis and vision of Allah. Which knowledge leads to the Divine vision, becomes
a witness to it, grants its awareness with reasoning and also blesses with the spiritual
sight required for it?......(It is) contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
 There are two levels of humans; one are the true human beings while others are
apparently humans but possess the traits of animals and ever remain confounded and
worried. Hence how can the animals in the appearance of humans be distinguished
from the true humans who are the best of creation? True humans are the ones who are
eternally blessed with the Divine vision. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
 The Mystic who is eternally honoured with Divine vision has nothing to do with
reading books, getting messages and inspirations. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)

اقل

القئ

دخا

روےئ

لود
دنیب

ابدش
اوتلدیح

آن
یف

اعرف
رغق

Explanation: True Mystic is the one who is eligible for the Divine vision and beholds
countenance of Allah immersed in Oneness. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
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 The level of Divine vision is under the authority of Allah, He grants it by His grace in
the world and hereafter to whosoever He wishes and keeps deprived whom He wills.
Allah says:

ّٰ
َ َ
َ
َ َ َو َم ۡن ک
(17:72) ان ف ِ ۡی ّٰہ ِذ ٖ ۤۡہ ا ۡع ّٰمی ف ُہوَ فِی الۡاخِ َر ِۃ ا ۡع ّٰمی



Meaning: And whoever remains blind (to Divine vision) in this )world( will be blind
in the hereafter as well. (17:72) (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)

،ا
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رگ

را
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Explanation: If you are blessed with Divine vision, enjoy it fully. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)

رظن

اصِبح

رسب

رس

رب

ددیار

رظن
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اکذب

ددیار

اقل

یب

Explanation: The real men of sight behold Allah clearly. Without the vision of Allah,
everything is an absolute lie. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)

یب ذرک ذرک اتس یب رکف از رکف
رگن

ددیارش

اتس

مشچ

رتا

رگ

Explanation: If you have the spiritual sight, behold Allah. Then you will be invoking
and reflecting without actually practising. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)

رگن

یم

رتمح

ددیار

ددیۂ

از

 اصبح رظن،رگ رتا مشچ اتس ا
Explanation: O man of sight! If you have spiritual sight that can behold Allah then
view His kindness prevalent everywhere. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
 O seeker! Leave objections and complaints and elevate to the level of Divine vision.
(Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)

ایب

اطبل

،ا

ذگبار

را

سفن

رگ رتا بلط اتس ددین رو دخا
Explanation: O seeker! If you are desirous to behold the Countenance of Allah, leave
your innerself and come to me. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
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 By reaching the core of Ism-e-Allah Zaat, the entire existence of the seeker and his
dead inward gain eternal life and salvation.
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رہ
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Explanation: One who knows the core gains ultimate power and remains in the state
of eternal vision. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
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Explanation: The seeker whom the Holy Prophet guides himself, beholds Allah by
the sight of the Prophet. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
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Explanation: Whoever beholds Allah does not claim it rather eliminates himself from
in between and remains present in the court of the Holy Prophet. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)

ددیار و از ددیار نم رگدد نیقی
نیعل

از

الہ

دشن

ابور

رکا

رہ

Explanation: I behold Allah and it has granted me certainty. Whoever does not believe
it, is cursed. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)

اقل

دنیب

یک

امن

رب

ابندش

زاد
ابور

امدر

وکر

را

وکر

Explanation: How can the one who is spiritually blind by birth have the vision of
Allah! He would not believe even if he is shown clearly.
Only Allah! Everything other than Allah is lust. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
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رکم

رویح

مغ

ہچ

لود

دنیب

آرنا

لود

یم

ہک

ابہلل

رہ
اعرف

Explanation: One who beholds Allah becomes the immortal Mystic. His soul is revered
and he is relieved of all worries. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)

ن
ب
م
ییگںُدی

منم

دنیب

یم

ہک

رہ

آن انرظ و احرض لود اب رقف مت
Explanation: One who beholds Allah never talks about himself. Being accomplished
in Faqr, he achieves the powers of omnipresence and all-seeing. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)

ِرچا

وگدی

آبن

دخا

دنیب

یم

دنیب

یم

ددیار

ہک
اب

رہ
ددیہ

Explanation: How can the one blessed with the vision of Allah say anything as he is
eternally engrossed in beholding Allah! (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)

ومخش

دامئ

لود

دنیب

یم

ہک

رہ

رغق یف اوتلدیح وخن از رگج ونش
Explanation: One who beholds Allah remains silent and bears the pangs of pain
immersing in Divine Oneness. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
Sultan Bahoo’s books are a treasure of knowledge about Divine vision. He acknowledges
through his writings that Divine vision is only possible through Ism-e-Allah Zaat. That
person is honoured with it who contemplates and invokes Ism-e-Allah Zaat.
He says in his Punjabi poetry:

َُھ انں اتریث امجاتعں ھ
ُ ؒ ابھج انف رب احلص انںیہ ب
Explanation: Without annihilation in Allah neither His union and vision are attained nor
the inward presence during worships.

ک
ُِجِ ول رظن جتیںُے ھ

َُھ
ؒ رہ اج اجین ِدےّس ب

Explanation: Now my spiritual state is such that I see only Allah everywhere I turn my
gaze.
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ُھ
ِ ِ انےل ِدےّس ادنر ےنیس

اظرہ واھکیں اجین اتںیئ

Explanation: I only see my Beloved Allah spiritually and physically.

ُھ
ِ

َالک

ایر

ن
َڈِٹ

اپیئ

اھج یت

وڑ

ادنر

اجں

Explanation: When I peeped through my inward, I witnessed the Beloved Who is One
and Only.

ُھ
ِ سج اج اجین رظن ہن آوے ِاوےھت دجسا ومل ہن دےیئ
ُھ
ِ َھُ ہملک ومل ہن ےیہک
ؒ اجین رظن ہن آوے ب

اجں اجں

Explanation: Where the Divine Essence is not beheld, one should refrain from prostrating.
Similarly, do not recite shahada when the Beloved is not in front of your eyes.

ن
نکی ن
ُھ
ِ دم دم دے وِچ و ھن ومٰیل جمہاَں اضق ہن یتیک
Explanation: The lovers who perpetually offer salat of love behold Allah with every breath.
(Abyat-e-Bahoo Kamil)

Pir Bahadur Ali Shah says:

اظنرا

ونر

وںیھکی

اتں

اچرا

انیبیئ

زجب

وکن

دےھکی

ِ۱افص یت ےہ ای ذا یت اکمچر

اتبیئ

رزم

دمحم

ریپ

ےب

اجلہ

ونبا

اھک

واہ

Explanation: Attain Divine light for the spiritual eyes to see Him, only then you can
differentiate whether Divine attribute(s) is manifested or the Divine Essence Himself.
Without the attainment of Divine light, Allah cannot be seen. Great is my spiritual guide
Pir Mohammad Abdul Ghafoor Shah who unfolded this secret upon me. (The Spiritual
Guides of Sarwari Qadri Order)

Bulleh Shah says:

!ایر
دراکر

او

رکںی
رِتے

ِت

ِع ِلمںُں

افل

اِک

Explanation: The entire knowledge which you have gained, if cannot embrace you with
the Divine vision then empty yourself of it and hold onto Ism-e-Allah Zaat for you surely
will succeed.
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Sultan-ul-Faqr VI Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali says:
 I never asked anything from Allah except His vision and consent.
 There is no blessing greater than Divine vision and it is granted only to Mystics.
 Divine vision is blessed through the spiritual sight instead of the physical eye. Light
for spiritual eyes comes from Ism-e-Allah Zaat and the glance of the perfect spiritual
guide.
 The person who does not believe in Divine vision is not a true follower of Prophet
Mohammad. He is unfortunate and is unaware of his own misfortune and depravity.
 Allah can only be witnessed by the light of Ism-e-Allah Zaat as Umar ibn Khattab
said, “My inward saw Allah through His light (of Ism-e-Allah Zaat).” Ali ibn Abi Talib
said, “If my Lord, Allah had not taught me Himself, I would not have recognized
Him.”
 Just as two things are required to see in this world, first is the eyesight and second is
the light from any source (sun or artificial light). If any one of the two is missing,
nothing can be seen. Similarly two things are needed to see esoterically, one is the
inner eye and second is the Divine light of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. Hence Allah can only
be witnessed by the light of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. Allah says:

ّٰ
َ َ
َ
َ َ َو َم ۡن ک
(17:72) ان ف ِ ۡی ّٰہ ِذ ٖ ۤۡہ ا ۡع ّٰمی ف ُہوَ فِی الۡاخِ َر ِۃ ا ۡع ّٰمی



Meaning: And whoever remains blind (to the Divine vision) in this )world( will be
blind in the hereafter as well. (17:72)
In other words one who is deprived of Divine vision or the spiritual sight in this
world, will remain deprived of it in the next world as well.
 Divine lights and theophanies radiate from Ism-e-Allah Zaat. Vision and union of Allah
are achieved through this Divine light.
 Remember! There is a veil harder than the mountains and iron between Allah and
man and that is of inciting innerself. Unless it dies, one cannot be blessed with Divine
vision. No form of worship can kill the innerself except the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah
Zaat and the attention of the perfect spiritual guide of Sarwari Qadri order.
 The person who is blessed with Divine vision remains silent and does not boast about
his greatness among the masses. He sees everything but does not speak of it.
 Remember and engrave it on your inward that the way to Divine vision opens only
through Ism-e-Allah Zaat provided it is received from the perfect and accomplished
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spiritual guide of Sarwari Qadri order who is the possessor of the Divine name and
Essence. Any other method is surely false which you know or is told to you. (Sultan-ulFaqr VI Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali-Life and Teachings)

IQBAL AND DIVINE VISION
Iqbal also acknowledges Divine vision like other Mystics hence his poetry reveals signs.
He like a seeker of Allah requests for this supreme blessing:

ابلس اجمز ںیم
یھبک اے تقیقحِ  رظتن! رظن آ
ِ
 نیبجِ اینز ںیم،ہک زہاروں دجسے ڑتپ رےہ ںیہ ریم
Explanation: O Allah! Come and bless me with Yourself in an Entity I could behold.
Thousands of prostrations await within my restless self. (Bang-e-Dara)
It is the Divine vision which blesses with an eternal life.

اتس

زدنیگ

ریدیسن

ِ
اقمم

وخد

رب

ذات را ےب رپدہ ددین زدنیگ اتس
Explanation: Eternal life is to reach the ultimate destination (peak of Faqr) and to see
Allah without any veil. It is in fact the achievement in life. (Javid Nama)

اکنتس

ےب

ربوخانتس

نت

ددیشن

ِازفودن
ِ
ِ رب

از

ددیشن

Explanation: Seeing Allah blesses with such exaltation which has no limits or fear of
declining. A person is blessed with the eternal life in mortal frame to behold Allah. (Javid
Nama)

He says about the life in this world:

ددیار اتس و سب

ز

زدنیگ ااجنی

ذوق ددیار اتس و اتفگر اتس و سب
ِ
Explanation: Worldly life is meant to unveil Divine vision. The aim of this life is savouring
the celebrated vision and to engross in conversation with Allah. (Javid Nama)
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Iqbal’s point of view is that if Divine vision was not possible then the ‘Hadith of
Gabriel’ would not state:

ُ َ َ َ َ َ ّٰ

َ َْ

)4777 ، ان ت ْع ُب َدالل َہ کانک ترَاہ (اخبر
Meaning: Worship Allah as if you see Him. (Bukhari 4777)
Esoterically closeness with Allah should be as:

زگینی
ینیب

ولخت
وت

را

ِ
ذات

قح
او

و

دنیب

اب

انچں
او

رتا

Explanation: Seek such closeness and seclusion with Allah that He sees you and you see
Him. (Zabur-e-Ajam)
He states a condition to behold Allah which is to go beyond knowledge and intellect
and become the lover of the perfect spiritual guide then only can one be blessed.

ِع یک دح ےس رپے دنب ٔہِ ومنم ےک ےیل
ِِ
ِ
ّذلت وشق یھب ےہ تمعنِ ددیار یھب ےہ
Explanation: Beyond the boundary of intellect there is waiting the pleasure of Divine
love for the believer and the blessing of unveiled Divine vision. (Bal-e-Jibril)

وہیئ وج مشچِ اظمرہ رپتس وا آرخ
وت اپای اخہنٔ دل ںیم اےس ںیکم ںیم ےن
Explanation: I was once engrossed in superficial beauty. When I gained spiritual sight (by
the blessing of the perfect guide and invocation and contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat) I
found Him in the abode of my inward and now I am absorbed in His vision. (Bang-e-Dara)

تقیقح اینپ آوھکنں رپ امنایں بج وہیئ اینپ
اکمں الکن امہرے اخہنٔ دل ےک ونیکمں ںیم
Explanation: I was searching for my reality, I found it in my inward where I beheld Him.
(Bang-e-Dara)

Prophet Moses was declined when he requested to behold Allah because He had
treasured it for His beloved Prophet Mohammad and his umma.
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یلکی
ِ اڑ ےھٹی ایک ھجمس ےک الھب وطر رپ
اطتق وہ ددی یک وت اقتاض رکے وکیئ
Explanation: Prophet Moses sat on Mount Sinai and persisted to behold Allah but first
one should remember to seek the required strength. (Bang-e-Dara)
Allah blessed Prophet Mohammad and his umma with His vision.

اہنین

اِرسا ِر

‘ترانی

’لن

ںیہ
ِدحثی

اجےت
ِدِو ِر

ےلھُک
ایگ

Explanation: Unfolded are the Divine secrets to which the common had no approach.
This is not the age of, “You cannot look upon Me.” (Bal-e-Jibril)
The vision of the One Who ordered Prophet Moses, “You cannot look upon Me,” is
possible nowadays. The assembly of the perfect spiritual guide is now crowded with
Allah’s seekers who only seek His vision. You must also seek Him, if you are true to
your intentions you will surely find Him.

اپھچای نسُح وک اےنپ یلک اہلل ےس سج ےن
ویہ انز آرفںی ےہ ولجہ ریپا انزونینں ںیم
Explanation: Allah concealed His beauty from Prophet Moses but He is now beheld with
His complete beauty and grandeur by Divine lovers, the seekers of His vision. (Bang-eDara)

Extracts from Iqbal’s poetry are given to be contemplated upon.

آھکن وفقِ ددی یھت بل املئِ اتفگر اھت
ذوق ااسفتسر اھت
دل ہن اھت ریما رسااپ
ِ
Explanation: Eyes were engrossed in Allah’s vision, lips were eager to express and my
inward was enchanted to ask Allah about His hidden secrets. (Bang-e-Dara)

ِنسُح اکلم یہ ہن وہ اس ےباجحیب اک ببس
وہ وج اھت رپدوں ںیم اہنپں وخدامن ویکں رک وہا
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Explanation: Why did the One hidden behind veils decide to manifest Himself? It must
be His perfect and magnificent beauty that was eager to unveil. (Bang-e-Dara)
Iqbal conveyed good news about future. He said that the age is close when Divine
vision will become common hence not to be disappointed. The seekers should wait and
eagerly find their way.

زامہن آای ےہ ےب اجحیب اک اعم ددیا ِر ایر وہاگ
وکست اھت رپدہ دار سج اک وہ راز اب آاکشر وہاگ
Explanation: It is the age of unveiling where Allah’s vision will become common. As time
has come for His secret to be revealed upon masses which was earlier veiled by silence,
both inwardly and verbally. (Bang-e-Dara)

زگر ایگابوہ دوراسیقہکپھچےکےتیپ ےھتےنیپواےل
ےنب اگ اسرا اہجن ےم اخہن رہ وکیئ ابدہ وخار وہاگ
Explanation: This is no longer the age of beholding Allah secretly. The entire world will
become His witness. (Bang-e-Dara)
The soul of Divine lovers does not find peace in mosques and madrasas.

آوسدہ یمن رگدد آں دل ہک گسست از دوتس
اہ

بتکم

ِابداشن

اہ

دجسم

ِ
ابرقٔات

Explanation: Soul which is distant from Allah does not find peace by recitation of the
Quran in mosques nor from education of madrasas. (Zabur-e-Ajam)
Divine lovers find peace only in proximity to Allah and His vision not in sermons and
philosophy. Like Saadi Shirazi has said that the one who claims to be in Divine love but
remains patient, he is ruthless as patience and Divine love are poles apart.

اتس

ذات

اتس

اہجت

ِدنب

ددیا ِر

زدنیگ

از

رنتس

امکل
ِ
رطبیقش

Explanation: The zenith of life is Divine vision and for its attainment a man has to free
himself from the boundaries of six dimensions. (Zabur-e-Ajam)
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اتس

اامم

را

’ددی‘ ِاعمل

وک

ےسک

اتس

امتم

او

انامتمیم

و

نم

وت

Explanation: One who has experienced Divine vision is the leader of his age. Everyone is
unaccomplished and imperfect but he (the Universal Divine Man) is accomplished and
perfect. (Zabur-e-Ajam)

اوتس
دوتس

اہےئ

جت

ددیا ِر

از
زجب

تنج

رگہچ

ایناسدی

اجں

Explanation: Although heaven is one of the theophanies of Allah but the souls of Divine
lovers do not find peace there. Their only contentment lies in His vision. (Javid Nama)

داد
داد

ددیار
اتفگر

ِ
ّذلت

را

ِ
رجٔات

اجں
زابمن

قشع
اب

Explanation: It is only the power of ardent love for Allah which bestows His vision on to
the soul and also the strength to my tongue to communicate this blessing. (Javid Nama)
According to Faqr, the teachings of Sultan Bahoo, Divine vision is a magnificent blessing
and a great inward reward. This is attained by the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and
guidance from the perfect spiritual guide.

CHAPTER-9

THE UNIVERSAL DIVINE MAN
After the in depth study of ‘Divine vision’ one must understand that even the vision of
Allah is not the perfect and final level of Faqr. This is because duality is still there at this
station. According to the perfect Mystics, the final and supreme station of Faqr is ending
one’s existence and annihilating in the Essence of Allah. Hence one goes beyond the
point of duality. In the following Hadith, the same concept is being discussed:

ُ َ
َ ُ
ُموْتوْاق ْب َل اَ ْن ت ُموْتوْا



Meaning: Die before death.

ُ

In the terminology of Faqr this extreme level is known as annihilation in Hoo ()ہو, union
and immortality with Allah and this is the station of Oneness. Hence he who reaches this
point becomes the embodiment of Oneness of Allah. This is the most elevated station of
human ascension. In general terminology the one who reaches this station is called ‘the
Universal Divine Man’ (al-Insan al-Kamil). However Fakirs and Mystics have termed
this concept by a variety of names in their writings.
Prophet Mohammad sall’Allahu alayhi wa’alihi wasallam said:

ّٰ َ ْ َ ْ َ َ َ
ِ ِاذا تم الفق ُر ف ُہوَ اللہ



Meaning: When Faqr is accomplished that is Allah.
When the seeker of Allah reaches the peak of Faqr, he acquires all the attributes of
Allah after which he becomes eligible for the title of the Universal Divine Man. Among
all the levels of creation which exist in the universe, man is the most sublime. In the
entire mankind, Prophet Mohammad is the most perfect and pre-eminent person. He is
the complete and finest manifestation of Allah, he is the Universal Divine Man and the
rightful representative of Allah. It is also through his mediation that his spiritual
descendants reach this level. In every era, there is always one person who follows the
exact footsteps of Prophet Mohammad and thus becomes his exact manifestation in the
world. Allah blesses him with the Divine Trust. This blessed person is the Universal
Divine Man of his era. He is the esoteric vicegerent of Prophet Mohammad and Allah
runs the system of the universe through him. He is the one whom Sultan Bahoo calls the
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perfect and accomplished spiritual guide. He is the one who implements Faqr completely
upon himself and reaches the level where his being is annihilated in Allah and the
difference of ‘you and I’ finishes. This is such a unique state of oneness where there is no
duality. Hence his speech becomes Allah’s speech, his sight becomes Allah’s sight, his
hearing becomes Allah’s hearing, his walking becomes Allah’s walking and his holding
becomes Allah’s holding as is mentioned in Qudsi Hadith.124 Allama Iqbal points towards
this level in these words:

دنب ٔہ ومنم اک اہھت

اہھت ےہ اہلل اک

اکر کَ اکر اسز

اغبل و اکر آرفںی

دنب ٔہِ ومال افصت

 اہند،اخیک و ونر

رہ دو اہجں ےس ینغ اس اک دل ےب اینز
Explanation: The hand of a true believer (the Universal Divine Man) in fact is the Hand
of Allah. He is predominant, authoritative, problem solver and the ultimate help and
favour. Although his existence is the combination of soil and light but he possesses all the
attributes of Allah. Like Him, he holds all the treasures and riches of both the worlds yet
his inward is indifferent to everything. (Bal-e-Jibril)
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani says:
 O man! When you reach the station of annihilation, the power of creation would be
awarded to you (the authority of Divine command ‘Be’ would be conferred upon
you). This means that you would be authorized with the power of destruction and
recreation in the universe due to which you will bring change in the world and run
the universe. (Futuh al-Ghaib)
 Fakir (the Universal Divine Man) is not the one who has nothing. Instead Fakir is he
who says, “Be,” and it becomes. (Ar-Risala tul-Ghausia)
When Sultan Bahoo reached this destination of Faqr, he said:
 When I reached the ultimate destination of Faqr the Divine decree came from the
majestic court, “You are My lover.” I respectfully submitted, “My humble self is
incapable of the love of the Majesty.” Then it was commanded, “You are My beloved.”
On this, I kept quiet. The sheen of ray of Divinity submerged me into the oceans of
124

Bukhari 6502.
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Divine engrossment like a mere particle and the Divine commandment came, “You
are exactly Me and I am exactly you. With respect to the station of reality, you are My
Reality and with respect to the station of gnosis you are My beloved and the secret of

ُ

ُ

Ya-Hoo ( )یا ہوlies in Hoo ()ہو.”

(Risala Roohi Sharif)

ُ

ُ

Here Hoo ( )ہوmeans the Essence of Allah and Ya-Hoo ( )یا ہوmeans the Mohammadan
Reality whereas ‘secret’ means union with Allah after the spiritual accomplishment. This

ُ

is the station of immortality with Hoo ( )ہوwhere man attains the perfection to qualify for
the throne of Divine guidance and persuasion and is called the Universal Divine Man.
About the Universal Divine Man, Sultan Bahoo says:
 The Mohammadan light manifested from the light of Allah and from the Mohammadan
light, the entire creation came into being. Hence the origin of man is Divine light and
when on the basis of his virtues, his innerself, inward and soul turn to light, he becomes
the Universal Divine Man. (Aqal-e-Baydar)
 The Holy Prophet is the Universal Divine Man while all others125 have attained to the
levels (of perfection and proximity to Allah) through him according to their status.
(Ain-ul-Faqr)

 One must know that the real and perfect man always seeks Divine vision while
imperfect is the fool who always seeks the carrion world. (Ameer-ul-Kaunain)
 The enchanting existence of the Universal Divine Man is the maze of treasure of the
Divine name and Essence. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
Sultan Bahoo has called the Universal Divine Man as the manifestation of wonders and

ّٰ

rarities. He knows the secret of reaching the reality of the name of Allah ( )اللہand His
Essence. This secret is a treasure. It is impossible to find treasure without solving the
maze. The Universal Divine Man is the maze and whoever solves this maze only he
recognizes his reality. The Universal Divine Man can only be recognized with the
enlightened inward. It is stated in Hadith:

ًَ

ًَ

َ

ٌ

ُ

َ َ

)۴۷۹۳ َم ْن َما ت َو ل ْی َس ف ِ ْی ُعن ِق ٖہ بَ ْی َعة َمات َم ْیتة َجا ِہ ِلیة (ملسم
Meaning: One who died in a state that he had not pledged allegiance to the perfect spiritual
guide, died in complete ignorance. (Muslim 4793)
125

Here ‘all others’ refer to the Companions of the Holy Prophet as well as the perfect Fakirs and Saints of his umma.
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It is impossible to recognize the Universal Divine Man without contemplation of Ism-eAllah Zaat but Ism-e-Allah Zaat takes to the destination only if it has been granted by the
perfect spiritual guide who is the man of Divine Essence i.e. the Universal Divine Man
himself.
As Allama Iqbal says:

رمعاہ در ہبعک و تب اخہن یم اندل ایحت
ِ ات ِز
زبم قشع کی داانےئ راز آدی ربوں
Explanation: For years the soul cries in longing for the Beloved in Kaaba and sometimes
in temples, only then is found the man of Divine secret (the Universal Divine Man)
hidden behind the veil of Divine love.

ّٰ
رم ِد دیمان زدنہ از اللہ ھُ اتس
اتس

وس

اچر

اہجن
ِ

او

اپےئ

زری

Explanation: The Universal Divine Man has eternal life by the blessing of invocation of
Allah Hoo (Ism-e-Allah Zaat) and this four dimensional universe is under his feet.

ُ

In the Sarwari Qadri order when the seeker annihilates himself in Hoo ( )ہوand there
remains nothing in his esoteric and exoteric self except Hoo then he reaches the status of:

 ہمہاوتسدرزغمووپتس
Meaning: Only the Divine Essence is manifested in the physical and spiritual self.
Now he becomes the Fakir who is the master of the universe and the Universal Divine
Man who is the spiritual successor of Prophet Mohammad. He is the perfect spiritual
guide possessing the light of guidance. This successor of Prophet Mohammad is present
in every era denoting that the Mohammadan Reality manifests every time with a different
countenance through his successors, vicegerents and heirs.
Allah says in the Quran:

ْ ُ َ ْ ُ ّٰ ْ َ ْ َ ْ َ َ ُ َ
(36: 12)﴾﴿ام م ِبی ٍن
ٍ وکل شی ٍٔ احصینہ فِی ِام



Meaning: And We have encompassed everything in the Imamin Mubin. (36:12)
Here Imamin Mubin refers to the enlightened leader who is the Universal Divine Man.
Allah has kept all His wills, commands and His created universe in the Tablet which is in
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fact the inward of Universal Divine Man. The inward of Universal Divine Man is the
place where theophanies of Divine Essence are revealed and its vastness can neither be
explained nor imagined.
Allah says:

َ
َ
ۡ َ
(25: 59)﴾﴿الرَ ۡح ّٰم ُن ف ۡسـَٔ ۡل ِب ٖہ خ ِبی ًرا



Meaning: (He) is the Most Kind. (O aspirant to His gnosis!) Ask of Him (from) someone
who has attained to His awareness. (25:59)
The Universal Divine Man becomes the ultimate manifestation and the mirror of Allah
and reflects the light of Divine Essence. He is the embodiment of all the attributes, names
and actions of Allah as the Hadith of Prophet Mohammad explains:

َ ّٰ ُ َ
ْ َْ
ِ قل ُب المُ ْؤ ِم ِن ع ْرش الل ِہ ت َعالّٰی



َْ
َ
ْ
َ
لَا یَ َس ُعنِ ْی ا ْر ِض ْی َولَا َسمَآئِ ْی َولّٰ ِک ْن ی ْس ُعنِ ْی قل ُب َع ْب ِدالمُ ْؤ ِم ِن



Meaning: The inward of believer is the Throne of Allah.
Allah says in a Qudsi Hadith:

Meaning: Neither the earth nor the heavens could contain Me whilst the inward of My
believer can.
Husayn ibn Ali states in his book Mirat-ul-Arifeen:
 The entire Quran is in its opening chapter which is abridged in Bismillah and the
name of Allah (Ism-e-Allah Zaat) is present in the inward of the Universal Divine
Man. This is why the Universal Divine Man is both the abridged and detailed
manifestation of all the attributes of Allah and His Essence.
Shaikh al-Akbar Mohiyuddin ibn Arabi is the first Mystic who explained the term ‘the
Universal Divine Man’. In his books al-Futuhat al-Makkiyya and Fusus al-Hikam he has
mentioned the attributes of the Universal Divine Man, some of which are:
1. The Universal Divine Man is the most perfect of all the creations.
2. He is the only one who worships Allah while seeing Him.
3. He is true reflection of all the attributes of Allah.
4. He is above every creation and beyond the boundaries of existence.
5. He was created before creation in eternity and will remain forever. He possesses all
the attributes of creation as well as the Creator and acts like a bridge between them.
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6. His relationship with Allah is that which eye has to its pupil.
7. His significance to the world is that which a gem has for a ring.
8. As regards compassion and mercy, he is the greatest of all creation.
9. The Universal Divine Man is the soul of the world and the world is its body.
10. The Universal Divine Man is the comprehensiveness of slavehood and Lordship.
Allah is One and His representative (the Universal Divine Man) is also one (in the
world).
11. Everything which exists in this world is a manifestation of a particular attribute of
Allah and that attributive name is its Sustainer. Whereas the Universal Divine Man is

ّٰ

the manifestation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat ( )اللہwhich is comprehensive of all the
attributive names of Allah. Hence the Sustainer of all the sustainers and the Sustainer
of all the worlds.
12. Allah says that He has created the Universal Divine Man with both His Hands. ‘Both
Hands’ mean the two attributes: Divine majesty (jalal) and Divine beauty (jamal). So
the Universal Divine Man who is the planner of world is the soul of world and is
concealed. Although his worldly existence is that of a representative of Allah but
except a few special Saints no one recognizes him hence he is concealed. Representative
means al-Qutb of the world and he is the sultan of his time.
13. After Prophet Mohammad there will neither be a Prophet nor a Messenger who will
bring a new sharia. However there will always be a ‘perfect’ individual in every era
who is the manifestation of Mohammadan Reality and he will be honoured with the
station of annihilation in Prophet Mohammad. This accomplished individual is al-Qutb
and in every era, one chosen Saint is stationed at this spiritual rank.
14. The Mohammadan light is present in everything of all the worlds just like water is
present in every cell of the tree (it is the foundation of entire existence). The tree whose
roots become dry and devoid of water, dies.
15. From pre-existence till eternity Prophet Mohammad changes his physical dresses (body)
in every era and only in the beings of ‘the perfect individuals’ does he manifest himself.
He further says:
 Ism-e-Allah Zaat is comprehensive of all the Divine attributes and is the fount of entire
marvels hence it is the origin of Divine disclosure and is called the Lord of all the lords.
The person who is its perfect embodiment is the exact Divine Essence-the true man of
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Allah upon whom everything is revealed. In every era one person is on the footsteps
of Prophet Mohammad and he is ‘the absolute man of Allah’ of that era. He is called
the leading Saint of all the Saints or the Ghawth. His way is exactly that of Prophet
Mohammad. He follows the Divine commandments and remains absorbed in Divine
love and obligations. Whatever Allah has to do, He does it through him.
In the exegesis of Ruh al-Bayan, Shaikh Moid-ud-Din Jindi writes while explaining
sura Fatihah with reference to Ism-e-Allah Zaat:
 The greatest name of Allah which has become famous all over, is in fact meaningly
related to the world of reality and soul (universe of Command) while literally it is
related to this world of physical existence and apparent words. All the Hadiths which
encompass the truth of Divine marvels are called ‘the reality’ and they actually refer
to the Universal Divine Man who is present in every era. He is the leading Saint of all
Saints. He possesses the Divine Trust and is the ultimate representative of Allah. The
greatest name is actually the physical countenance of that perfect Saint (the Universal
Divine Man).
Sayyid Abdul Karim bin Ibrahim al-Jili states in his literary work titled al-Insan alKamil:
 Among the levels of existence, the level and marvel at which Prophet Mohammad is
appointed, none else can ever achieve. The words, behaviour, conditions and actions
of the beloved Prophet Mohammad are a proof that he is unique in all marvels. He is
the Universal Divine Man and the rest of Prophets and perfect Saints are connected to
him the way ‘perfected ones’ are connected to ‘the Perfect’. They are related to him
just as the ‘distinguished ones’ are related to ‘the Distinguished’ but unanimously the
ultimate and absolute Universal Divine Man is Prophet Mohammad.
 The Universal Divine Man is the one who truly deserves the personal name and
attributes of Allah as per order of the Divine Essence. For Allah, he is like a mirror.
Man cannot see himself except in a mirror and Ism-e-Allah Zaat is the true mirror to
judge oneself. The Universal Divine Man is Allah’s mirror and Allah has made it
compulsory upon Himself to view all His names and attributes only in the Universal
Divine Man. He is the bearer of the Divine Trust and that is meant by the following
words of Allah:

َ
ۡ ۡ َ ۡ َ َ ۡ َ َ ۡ َ َ َ ۡ َ ۡ َ ۡ َ ّٰ ّٰ َ َ َ َ َ َ َ ۡ َ ۡ َ َ َ
ال فابَی َن ا ۡن ی ۡح ِملن َہا َو اشفق َن ِمن َہا َو َحمَل َہا
ِ ض و ال ِجب
ِ ِانا عرضنا الامانة علی السمو ِت و الار
َُ َ َ َ ُ َۡ ۡ
(33: 72)﴾﴿ان ظلوۡ ًما َج ُہوۡلًا
الاِنسان ؕ ِانہ ک
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Meaning: Indeed We offered the Trust to the heavens and the earth and the mountains,
but they declined to bear this and felt scared of it, but man took it on. Verily he is
ever so cruel (towards his innerself) and ignorant (of his highest rank near Allah).
(33:72)

 The Universal Divine Man is the celestial pole around whom the whole universe of
existence revolves from pre-existence till eternal end. Ever since the beginning of
existence till eternity, he is unique entity appearing in different physical dresses in
different ages each with a new name that would not go for another of his dress. His
actual name is Mohammad, filial appellation is Abu al-Qasim, his epithet is Abdullah
and his title is Shamsuddin. In accordance to each physical dress he has different
names. In every era he is given a name according to the particular age.
 The Mohammadan Reality manifests itself in every era in the being of the Universal
Divine Man according to the requirements and prevailing conditions. The Universal
Divine Man is the representative of Prophet Mohammad in his particular era. (Al-Insan
al-Kamil(

126

About the Universal Divine Man, Captain W.B. Sial writes:
 On reaching the level of annihilation in Allah, the believer dives over and over again
in the ocean of Divine attributes and Essence. Here he acquires all the attributes of
Allah according to the Qudsi Hadith:

َ َ َ
َ
ُْ
ُ
َ َ َ ُ َ
ُ َو َما یَ َز
ال َع ْب ِد ْی یَ َتق َر ُب ِالیَ ِبالنوَافِ ِل َحتی ا ِح َبہ ف ِاذا ا ْح َب ْب ُتہ کن ُت َس ْم َع ُہ ال ِذ ْی یَ ْسمَع ِب ٖہ َو بَ َص َر ُہ
َ َ
َ
َ
ُ
)6502 ،ال ِذ ْی یُ ْب ِص ُر ِب ٖہ َو یَ َد ُہ التِ ْی یَ ْب ِِش ِب َہا َو رِ ْجل ُہ التِ ْی یَ ْم ِش ْی ِب َہا (اخبر



Meaning: When a person becomes close to me through excessive prayers and devotions
I start loving him so much so I become his ears by which he listens, I become his
eyes by which he sees, I become his hands by which he holds and I become his legs
by which he walks. (Bukhari 6502)
This level is also pointed out in the Hadith:

ّٰ َ ْ َ ْ ُ َ َ َ
اق اللہ
ِ تخلقوا ِباخل



Meaning: Be attributed with the attributes of Allah.
When the believer attains immortality after being attributed with all the attributes of
Allah, he is crowned as the Universal Divine Man and becomes the representative of
126

Translated in Urdu by Fazal Meeran, publisher Nafees Academy Karachi.
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Allah. This is the highest level of human elevation and is specific for the Holy Prophet.
This is also the highest level of slavehood because if the Fakir stays at the level of
annihilation he drowns forever. (Rohaniyat aur Islam)
Iqbal writes the same thing in this way:

دہ

ّٰ
ََ
ِص ْبغة اللہ ِرگن

بلق ِرا ِاز

قشع را انومس و انم و گنن دہ
Explanation: The glory and beauty of Divine love is in adorning oneself with the
beautiful colour of Allah as He Himself says:

ّٰ
ّٰ َ َ
ًَ
َ
)2:138( ِص ۡبغة الل ِہ ۚ َو َم ۡن ا ۡح َس ُن ِم َن الل ِہ ِص ۡبغة



Meaning: (Say that we have taken on the colour from) Allah’s Own colour and
whose colour is better than Allah’s? (2:138)
This colour is acquired on annihilating in the Divine Essence and adopting all His
attributes. The Holy Prophet said:

ّٰ َ ْ َ ْ ُ َ َ َ
اق اللہ
ِ تخلقوا ِباخل



Meaning: Be attributed with the attributes of Allah.

دل او رِسے از ارسا ِر ذات اتس

اتس

ہک اشلص در ریمضِ اکانئت اتس

امجشل زج ہب ون ِر قح ہن ینیب

افصت

ومال

دنبہ

املسمن

Explanation: A true Muslim (the Universal Divine Man) is an embodiment of all the
attributes of Allah and his esoteric self is one of the secrets of Allah. His Divine beauty
can only be seen by the one who possesses Divine light. His roots are in the soul of
the universe and he is aware of all the secrets of the universe.
Shah Syed Mohammad Zauqi says:
 The Universal Divine Man is comprehensive of entire creation. With respect to his
wisdom and soul, he is titled as the mother of Book; with respect to his inward, he is
the Guarded Tablet; with respect to his innerself, he is the book of negation and
affirmation. The Universal Divine Man is the revealed holy book which encompasses
everything in the universe. Its secrets and true meaning are revealed only upon those
who have been liberated from the veils of inner darkness. (Sirr-e-Dilbaran)
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Ahmad Saeed Hamdani writes:
 Al-Ghawth also known as Qutb-ul-Aqtab, Qutb Madar or Qutb Abdal is the
representative of Prophet Mohammad. Whatever is revealed upon his inward by
Prophet Mohammad, he issues commands according to that. Everyday he sits in his
court with the Abdal. He issues decisions about the Mohammadan nation and rest of
the people in the world. The commands of Allah are passed onto him through Prophet
Mohammad. (Haqeeqat-e-Abdal-o-Rijal-e-Ghaib)
Sultan Bahoo says in his book Sultan-ul-Waham:
 When Allah descended the theophanies of revelation of His knowledge which
revealed the Quran upon the Holy Prophet, they first came in the realm of power. From
there, they descended on the Guarded Tablet which is in the realm of angels from
where Gabriel used to take them to the Holy Prophet. Hence the Holy Prophet taught
the Quran to the Muslims in the realm of bodies. All the enlightening theophanies
travel down the four realms in the same manner and reveal at the fifth step upon the
creation through the mediation of the Universal Divine Man who is the mini universe
and the perfect manifestation of Allah. When the Universal Divine Man who is
perfectly united with Allah, wants to have knowledge about something directly from
Allah-the Knower of hidden knowledge then that knowledge is revealed from the point
of the hidden (al-khafi) which is in his esoteric self and related with the realm of
Divinity. Then that knowledge descends upon the point of the secret (sir’r) from where
it is passed on to his soul, the soul transfers it to inward and the inward further passes
it to the innerself and then eventually it is discussed or told by the tongue. This
process is called ‘the flow of inspiration’ and this knowledge is called the inspired
knowledge and the hidden revelation. When the seeker having ultimate union with
Allah returns to his origin (light of Allah and the Mohammadan light) according to
the Hadith:

ُ
ْ َ
َ
ِ ا ِلن َہایَة ُہوَ الرُ ُجوْ ُع ِالی ال ِب َدایَ ِة



Meaning: Returning to origin is the utmost level.
He ascends back to the realm of Incomparable and Unknowable crossing all the four
worlds (he starts his journey from the world of bodies where he is present physically,
then enters the spiritual realm of angels and then reaches the realm of Divinity crossing
the realm of power). During this ascension, all the four worlds collect in his esoteric
self (just as the experience or knowledge which a person gains becomes a part of his
personality) and he reaches the level where he becomes Divine. The union with Allah
is possible only after crossing the boundary of the realm of Divinity and finding the
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secret of all the spiritual worlds. Without crossing all these levels following the
footsteps of the Holy Prophet, a seeker can never achieve excellence and become the
Universal Divine Man, neither he is blessed with the ultimate union with Allah nor
finds his final destination. (Sultan-ul-Waham)
 The Universal Divine Man is the one whose outward self is engaged with the creation
but esoteric self is engrossed in the Creator as he is actually appointed in the realm of
Divinity which is the hidden world. In that world he is present in the form of Divine
soul which is reflected outwardly in the physical world. He descends five steps (from
the realm of Incomparable and Unknowable to the realm of Divinity then realm of
power, the realm of angels and the realm of bodies) to be present in the material world.
That is why he is called ‘a man having five levels simultaneously’ (as he is present in
all the five worlds or all the five worlds are present in him). At the first level (the
realm of Incomparable and Unknowable, he is present in the form of a theophany of
the Divine Essence which is a very subtle and concise form of his existence that
would manifest in the physical world. That theophany is just a light and a noncreation and is related with the world of Reality. At the second level (realm of Divinity)
he is present as the Divine soul. At the third level (realm of power) he is present as a
human soul, this is the world of souls having all the senses (that manifest from the
human body). At the fourth level (realm of angels) he is present as a soul which has a
proper recognizable form. Although it is non-material but its form is the same as a
material body, it cannot be touched but seen. This is the world of symbolic forms of
bodies. At the fifth level (realm of bodies) he is present with his material and
physical body. This is the world of material bodies or the world of manifestations and
is also called the world of physical beauty.
One must know that the vision of Allah, elevation to the higher levels of Divine
union and becoming the manifestation of Divinity are conferred upon a true worshipper
of Allah by Allah Himself. He beholds Allah with the power of his faith and true
belief and not with the physical senses of seeing or hearing. The cognition of the
metaphorical manifestation of Divinity and observation of His theophanies is possible
only by the spiritual insight which can also be called the seeing power of the alive
inward. It is actually the power of waham which is bestowed upon the inward of
seeker by the light of theophanies of the Divine Essence. With this power he beholds
the Divinity manifested in the metaphorical form. Although sometimes beholding this
metaphorical manifestation of Divinity with physical eyes is also possible during the
salat which is in fact a connection between Allah and His slave. May Allah grant us
the faculty to have both (beholding Allah with the esoteric eyes as well as the physical
eyes) so that all our worships and prayers are perfected! May we truly pray the One
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(after recognizing Him) and get devoted and connected only to the One being one
with Him. May Allah make us the one having all these blessings. (Ameen)
Dear! I have referred so many quotations to make you understand that when the
seeker having the ultimate union with Allah finds excellence, his physical sight
converts into spiritual sight and his every cell gains the power of seeing and hearing.

َْ َ َ
ْ َو َہ َذایَ ْحم ُل ال ْ َکمَال َو نِ َہایَ ِة الْوَ ْصل تَ َب َد َل ب ُنوْ ٍر َم
اص
ح
ِ
ِ
ِ ض بِ ِعنای ِة الخ
ِ
ٍ
ِ



Meaning: This excellence is obtained when a seeker becomes absolutely united with
Allah, all his being is converted into light by the most special blessing of Allah.
(Sultan-ul-Waham)

Sultan Bahoo says regarding annihilation, immortality, union with Allah and Oneness:
 One who drowns completely in the Oneness of Allah becoming one with the One,
finds eternal bliss. Then he ever remains Divinely ecstatic without any pretence. This
is the level of distinguished men of Allah. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
 One must invoke the name of Allah with warmth of fire of love. If the seeker is
blessed with only a particle of Allah’s love, its fire creates such burning sensations in
his body that result in the warmth of spiritual intoxication. The warmth of invocation
has soothing effect like that of fire in winter and it enhances passion for Allah. On the
contrary warmth of fever produces restlessness, anxiety and perplexity. The way of
Divine presence, union, love and Faqr is far and one has to detach from everyone as well
as one’s ownself to progress. Unless one experiences annihilation after annihilation
one cannot reach Allah. When sugar is mixed in water and cooked on fire it becomes
a sweet syrup, now it can neither be called sugar nor water. Oneness is like sugar, a
true slave of Allah is like water while gnosis and the men of Divine union who are
annihilated in Allah and immortal with Him are like sweet syrup. For the Fakirs
annihilated in Allah, hell is like steam bath which gives pleasure in winter, while they
have forbidden paradise upon themselves. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 Rumi says:

رہ ہچ زُج وشعق ابیق ہلمج وستخ
ن
در ِن زاں سپ ہک دعب ِ’ال‘ ِہچ امدن

قشع آں ہلعش اتس ہک وچں رب ارفوتخ
غیتِ ’ال‘ ِدر لتق ریغ قح ربادن

Explanation: Divine love is that flame which when ignited burns everything except
the Beloved. When it kills everything other than Allah with the sword of negation
what else remains behind! (Mathnawi)
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 Amir Khusrow states about this status of Oneness:

، نم نت دشم وت اجن دش،نم وت دشم وت نم دش
،اتسک وگندی دعب ازںی نم درگیم وت درگی
Explanation: I became you and you became I. I became the body and you became its
soul. Now no one can say our entities are separate.
 Fariduddin Attar says:

ہسم
ہسم
درںی درای ہک نم م ہن نم م ہن درای مہ
ہن دادن چیہ سک اںی رِس رگم آں سک ںینچ ابدش
Explanation: The river in which I reside, neither do I exist nor does the river. However
no one is acquainted with this secret except those who have become exactly like Him.
 Bulleh Shah explains it in this way:

قلطم ذات داھکای ودحت اپای وشر

 ونیمں قبس ڑپاھای اوےھت ریغ ہن آای اجای،اہد

نہ ونیمں وکن اھچپےن نہ ںیم وہیئگ ین ُک وہر

رایہ ہن ریما انم اشنین ٹم ایگ ڑگھجا وشر

Explanation: The perfect spiritual guide has taught me such a lesson that my inward
has been cleansed from each and everything. My existence has perished in the
Oneness of Allah. I have reached immortality with Allah after annihilation in Him.
Now no one can recognize me as I am not myself anymore.
How can the station of annihilation in Allah and immortality with Him be achieved?
There are three levels of annihilation: annihilation in the spiritual guide, annihilation in
Prophet Mohammad and annihilation in Allah. All of them can only be reached through
the love for spiritual guide. In Faqr love for the spiritual guide is the metaphorical love
which leads to Divine love.
According to the Mystics and Fakirs, metaphorical love is in fact the medium towards
Divine love. The preconceived notion that metaphorical love is the exchange of love by a
man for a woman or vice versa is entirely wrong rather satanic. Even sharia does not allow it.
Today in many of the Sufi orders, the practice of giving photograph of spiritual guide to
the disciple for contemplation has become popular to generate love for the guide. It is the
human nature that he falls in love with the one whose thoughts overpower his mind.
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However this method is open to deliberate misguidance which occurs very frequently in
the contemporary age. It is also a form of idol worship. In Sarwari Qadri order this form
of contemplation is neither endorsed nor encouraged. Sarwari Qadri order does not focus
upon levels (ascension to the realm of angels, the realm of power or ultimate boundary of
creation). Its beginning and peak is love and only love can take one to the Divine vision.
Whoever allows himself to get distracted by the attraction of these realms, his journey
towards beholding Allah ceases. Divine lovers do not desire anything apart from Allah
nor do they focus upon other things. In the journey of Divine love which is traversed by
the followers of Sarwari Qadri order, love for the spiritual guide grows through
contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat on the condition that Ism-e-Allah Zaat has been granted
by the perfect spiritual guide. When the seeker starts contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat, he
gets the vision of spiritual guide and love for the spiritual guide begins.
This is the safest and most beneficial method. First, there is no room for deception
because the vision is gained through Ism-e-Allah Zaat. Second, the seeker gains the
conviction that his spiritual guide is perfect because through the contemplation of Allah’s
name, he got the vision of his spiritual guide. This initiates metaphorical love (for spiritual
guide) which converts into the love for Prophet Mohammad and then develops into
Divine love drowning the seeker into the ocean of Oneness. The perfect spiritual guide
himself is the manifestation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat so when the seeker is annihilated in the
spiritual guide, he automatically attains Divine union or Oneness.
Faqr requires no struggle except that the seeker should annihilate himself in his spiritual
guide which leads to Divine Oneness directly. At first, union is attained at the level of
spiritual guide in which the seeker gets annihilated in the being of his spiritual guide and
becomes his complete reflection. Since the spiritual guide has already acquired unity with
Allah that is why the seeker attains Divine Oneness at once.
Sultan Bahoo states about the level of annihilation in the spiritual guide:
 Whomsoever the perfect spiritual guide blesses with persuasion by the contemplation
of Ism-e-Allah Zaat, substitutes his existence with his own by making him annihilate
in the spiritual guide and grants him status equal to his own. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
 You must know that annihilation in the spiritual guide is a magnificent level. Some
fools are at the level of annihilation in the Satan and ever remain baffled. Annihilation
in the spiritual guide means that the seeker’s body, words and states become same as
those of the spiritual guide. That is to say, the characteristics, behaviour, appearance and
nature rather the entire existence of the seeker and the spiritual guide become one and
the same. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
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In the Sarwari Qadri order the stage of annihilation in spiritual guide is attained through
Ism-e-Allah Zaat. Then the perfect spiritual guide spiritually presents the seeker in the
Mohammadan Assembly.
Sultan Bahoo says:
 It must be clarified that a seeker can never reach the Mohammadan Assembly by the
physical prayers, daily recital rounds or other outward deeds even if he spends his
whole life in hard mystic exercises. Its true esoteric way can be learned and acquired
only from the perfect spiritual guide who possesses authority over the esoteric world.
When the seeker approaches the final level of presence in the Mohammadan Assembly
crossing all the preceding levels, his innerself is completely dead and his soul
becomes alive and delighted. When a seeker enters the Holy Assembly, his being is
purified by four kinds of efficacy through the spiritual attention of four sacred
personalities. By the efficacy of spiritual attention of Abu Bakr Siddiq the seeker is
blessed with the attribute of veracity as a result hypocrisy and lie are removed from
his being. By the spiritual attention of Umar ibn Khattab the seeker adopts the
attributes of justice and self accountability hence the sensual desires are eliminated
from his inward. By the efficacy of spiritual sight of Usman ibn Affan he becomes
modest and obedient and gets rid of immodesty and disobedience. By the spiritual
attention of Ali ibn Abi Talib the seeker is blessed with the Divine knowledge,
righteousness and Faqr as a result he is relieved from ignorance and love of the
world. (Shams-ul-Arifeen)
Sultan Bahoo further says:
 The station of no station always remains under the sight and authority of the Holy
Prophet where there is the ocean of Divine Oneness and various waves of this ocean
are calling out loudly:

َو ْح َدہ َو ْح َدہ

Meaning: He is the One, He is the One.
Whoever reaches the bank of this ocean of Divine light and observes it, becomes the
immortal Mystic. The fortunate one whom the Holy Prophet himself drowns in the
ocean of Oneness becomes the Divine diver and reaches the level of annihilation in
Allah. Some of these divers become the travellers who are lost spiritually while some
become the spiritual travellers who are the men of oneness with the Essence. The
possessors of ranks are veiled from the Essence and the level of Oneness. Whoever
reaches the ocean of Divine light of Oneness which is at the station of no station, cannot
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resemble it with anything because the station of no station is non-creation and cannot
be likened to anything. It is called the station of no station because neither there is the
filth of world nor any kind of undesirable wishes of the innerself. There is only the
eternal absorption in servitude of Allah. It is impossible for the Satan to reach there.
Whoever reaches there, observes the light of Oneness everywhere according to the
verse:

ّٰ
َ ََ ُ ُ َ ََ
(2: 115) فایْنمَا توَلوْا فثم َو ْج ُہ اللہ



Meaning: So whichever direction you turn to, there is the Divine Countenance. (2:115)
These levels are gained by the benevolence of the Holy Prophet as well as by following
the sharia completely and by the grace of shahada. This is the verified mystic way to
reach the station of no station. Whoever suspects it, is surely a liar and disbeliever.
(Shams-ul-Arifeen)

Remember that annihilation in the spiritual guide is the most difficult stage of Faqr. One
who crosses this stage, crosses all levels. This is because the spiritual guide is already the
embodiment of Oneness (annihilated in Allah and immortal with Him) hence the seeker
who is annihilated in the spiritual guide immediately reaches the level of annihilation and
immortality.

SULTAN BAHOO AND THE UNIVERSAL DIVINE MAN
Sultan Bahoo writes in his books about the station of annihilation, immortality, Oneness
and union with Allah:

دومی

اونکں

شبم

ہس

لودم

اچر

و ز دویئ ہب زگمتش و اتکی دشم
Explanation: Initially I was four (me, my spiritual guide, the Prophet and Allah). When I
was annihilated in my spiritual guide, we remained three. Then I was annihilated in the
Prophet, we were two. At last I surpassed duality and became one with Allah. (Ain-ul-Faqr)

رِس ودحت تسیچ داین انف یف اہلل انف
وہا

رس

امدن

دور

وتدیحش

وخد

از

Explanation: What is the secret of Oneness? It is the station of annihilation in Allah. The
person who does not reach this level, becomes a slave to the desires of his innerself.
(Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
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اٰیلع
اعتٰیل

رقف

وشلص

ابقح

وشد

ِو

رجہ

اہلل

ایمن
ِ
یف

انف

Explanation: The greatest level of Faqr between union and distance from the Beloved is
whereby one annihilates oneself and then drowns in the Divine Essence. (Mehak-ul-Faqr
Kalan)

ددیہِ دل ددیار ربدہ روح رپسدم اب دخا
رغق یف اوتلدیح متشگ اںی لود ودحت اقل
Explanation: I have drowned in the Oneness and attained unity submitting my soul to Allah
and engrossing the inner eyes in His vision. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
When a seeker attains union with Allah, his existence perishes.

اایتحی سک دنارم ااجتلیئ تسین سک
رغق یف اوتلدیح متشگ دش انف یف اہلل سب
Explanation: I have been annihilated in Allah and drowned in the Oneness. Now I neither
implore nor need anyone. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)

اہنپں

امس

اہنپں

مسب

در
در

را

مسج
افل

نک

انچن

رگیمدد

ہک

Explanation: Let your being drown and conceal in the Divine name just like the ‘( ’اAlif)

بسم. [ بسمBism is actually ‘ باسمBa Ism’ which means ‘with
ّٰ
the name of’ but while writing ( بسم اللہBismillah which means with the name of Allah)
has been concealed in Bism

Alif becomes silent or it gets concealed]. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
He who annihilates himself to the level where he gains perfection in the gnosis of Faqr,
reaches the greatest level of Faqr which is immortality with Allah.

ُ

ُ

 Bahoo has united with the greatest name Hoo ( )ہوand he who is united with Hoo ()ہو
becomes immortal.
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ادتبا ’ھُ‘ ِااہتن ’ھُ‘ ِرہ ہک اب ’ھُ‘ ِیم ردس
ِ
اعرف رعافں وشد رہ ہک اب ’ھُ‘ ِ’ھُ‘ ِوشد
ُ
Explanation: Hoo ( )ہوis the eternity, Hoo is the extremity. The seeker who reaches
Hoo becomes a Mystic. Being annihilated in Hoo, he himself becomes Hoo.

(Ain-ul-

Faqr)

When Sultan Bahoo reached this point, he said:

او رما دادن رما دنیب امب او وخش رظن
اگٔورخ

دادن

را ہچ

ودحت

ِقح

Explanation: The All-Seeing Lord is always with me, He ever watches me and knows
me well. How can the people who are inwardly like animals be aware of such unity
with the Lord. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 Through consistent invocation, when the name Hoo overpowers the invoker, there
remains nothing in his existence except Hoo. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
 When a Mystic having Divine union engraves Ism-e-Allah Zaat by contemplation on
his inward and observes it, his own existence vanishes in it. He comes to know that
his existence has disappeared in Ism-e-Allah Zaat and it has appeared in him. He
remains engrossed in the observation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat inwardly and outwardly. (Ainul-Faqr)

 Unless a seeker is completely immersed in Oneness and finds eternal Divine presence
by crossing the level of death before dying he remains aggrieved at every level and
struggles to have the observation of the heaven (of Divine closeness). (Ain-ul-Faqr)

ابھُ سب اجحب اتس ملع ذرک ومھ وضحر
ونبر

ہتشگ

دش

انف

اہلل

یف

ہک

رہ

Explanation: O Bahoo! The seeker who reaches the level of annihilation in Allah
converts totally to Divine light. Then knowledge, invocation, waham or Divine presence
become veils for him (as now he himself has become divine).
 For the men of Divine presence, invocation and knowledge are considered disrespectful
acts just as it is considered disrespectful to take the name of a king while being present
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before him. Divine presence is also a sign of distance from the Beloved so it is
considered polytheism in the path of Faqr. A seeker does not get rid of this polytheism
unless he drowns completely in Oneness being separated from everything other than
Allah and becomes one with Allah surpassing the levels of Divine love and
annihilation in Allah and forgetting every knowledge and invocation. (Ain-ul-Faqr)

رہ آن وگدی وضحرش قح ز دورش
دورش

وخشی

وخد

از

آہکن

وضحرش

Explanation: One who claims to have the Divine presence is far away from Reality.
Only that seeker is blessed with presence who is away from himself. (Ain-ul-Faqr)

دخا

ِ
انم

ربکای

ِ
ودحت

لود
قشع

سب

را

واالصن

اب

بش

و

روز

Explanation: The name of Allah is enough for those blessed with the union of Allah.
They are forever engrossed in the love of Allah, the Greatest. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 The Fakir, Bahoo says that all the stations are satanic except the station of annihilation
in Allah and immortality with Him. (Ain-ul-Faqr)

اقل
واصل

و

 لی
قح

در
ابندش

اجیلہ

تلیضف

دص

رکا

رہ

ودحت

Explanation: One who is not united with Allah remains ignorant in spite of his
excellence, all his knowledge is just verbosity. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 The Holy Prophet said:

ْ َُ َ َ َ
ْ َ ْ ْ ُ َ ّٰ
امة فِی الوَ ْح َد ِۃ َوالْافات بَی َن الْاِثنی ِن
السل



Meaning: Safety is in Oneness while duality is full of troubles. (Ain-ul-Faqr)

امن
ٰؐطصم
ِ

وشلص
از

دخا
وشیمد

از

رہب
احلص

ُابھ
ؒ
ولص

Explanation: O Bahoo! For the sake of Allah, show us the way to Divine union which
is acquired only by the grace of the Holy Prophet. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
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ّٰ َ
ابھُ امسِ ِاللہ رہ رکا رگدد ِرقیف
ِؒ

از وخد انف ِیف اہلل وشد در اجن رغقی
ن
یتغ
ی م ربدہ وگ
 تس مہ وہایشر

ازو

رہتف

مغ

اجودان

دنارد

مغ

Explanation: O Bahoo! The one who has made Ism-e-Allah Zaat his companion,
immersed in it and reached the level of annihilation in Allah. He is eternally relieved
from all the grief and worries and remains in the state of vigilance and frenzy
simultaneously. (Ain-ul-Faqr)

ن
ِن

ونش

ودحت

وتدیح

از

اسرغ

ن
ِن
داین و ٰیبقع رہ دو را رفاومش
Explanation: Drink the goblet of Divine Oneness and forget the world and the hereafter.
(Ain-ul-Faqr)

ِقشع

،دبرای

رگدد

رغق

انچن

ہک ِرہ دم رس ِاز ِرعش ابال دشک
Explanation: A true lover of Allah is drowned in the ocean of Divine love in such a
manner that his levels are raised above the Throne every moment. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 One who approaches Divine Oneness during life attains ultimate union with Allah
after death (before dying). If he remains firm footed and persevered in life, he would
meet peaceful end and remain faithful even after death. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
The Universal Divine Man is actually ‘the perfect spiritual guide’ because when the
seeker reaches the stage of annihilation in Allah and immortality with Him, only then does
he qualify to hold the throne of Divine guidance and persuasion. In this regard Sultan
Bahoo has used the terms such as the perfect and accomplished spiritual guide, perfect
spiritual guide who is the light of guidance and the perfect spiritual guide who is the man of
Divine Essence. In his works he has addressed himself as the perfect and accomplished,
supreme and comprehensive spiritual guide possessing absolute light of guidance as well
as the Fakir who is the master of worlds. This endorses our point that only the Universal
Divine Man is the perfect spiritual guide. In his book Nur-ul-Huda Kalan, Sultan Bahoo
states:
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کمل
ِ،ادہل
ا م اکلم لمکم اجعم مہ ونر
ٰؐ
ل
امکل ا ملکی رمابت ریقف یف اہلل اب دخا
Explanation: I am the perfect, accomplished, supreme and comprehensive spiritual guide
possessing the absolute light of guidance and I hold the rank of Fakir who is the master of
worlds.
This is the highest level of the Universal Divine Man. If chapter ‘The Universal Divine
Man’ is read with the chapter ‘The Perfect Spiritual Guide’ then it is easier to understand this
concept.
In his writings, Sultan Bahoo uses a variety of terms for ‘the Universal Divine Man’ such
as:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

Master of the worlds (Fakir Malik-ul-Mulki)
Lord of the universe (Ameer-ul-Kaunain)
Sultan of Mystics (Sultan-ul-Arifeen)
Perfect Mystic of the Qadri order (Arif Kamil Qadri)
Sultan of those who renounce the world for Allah (Sultan-ul-Tarikeen)
Fakir holding the command (Sahib-e-Amr or Fakir Sahib-e-Amr)
Man of authority (Ulil Amr)
Fakir
Perfect Fakir (Fakir-e-Kamil or Kamil Fakir)
Fakir immortal with Allah (Arif Billah or Arif Billah Fakir)
The perfect ecstatic Fakir (Mast Fakir-e-Kamil)
Fakir who is the man of inward (Fakir Sahib-e-Qalb)
Fakir who is the man of Divine secret (Sahib-e-Raaz Fakir)
Fakir who can see everything (Sahib-e-Ain al-Ayan or Sahib-e-Ayan Fakir or Ain alAyan Fakir)
Al-Ghawth and al-Qutb who is one with Allah, man of verification and man of
Oneness (Ghawth-o-Qutb-e-Wahdat or Ghawth-o-Qutb, Sahib-e-Tehqeeq or Ahl-eWahdat Wahid Ghawth-o-Qutb)
Fakir annihilated in Allah (Fana Fillah Fakir)
The true and real Fakir (Haqeeqi Fakir)
Mystic who is the seal of all Fakirs (Arif Khatm-ul-Fuqara)
The Fakir who is the seal of Faqr (Khatm-ul-Faqr Fakir)
Fakir indifferent to all needs who has got jamiat (La-yahtaj Fakir or Sahib-e-Jamiat
La-yahtaj Fakir)
Divine lover Fakir (Ashiq Fakir)
Fakir Dervish or Dervish Fakir
Generous Fakir (Ghani Fakir)
Fakir perfect in totality (Kamil Kul Fakir)
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All these names refer to the Universal Divine Man. Keeping this in mind one should
read and understand the teachings of Sultan Bahoo.
In the Holy Quran, Allah says:

ُۡ َ ُ
َ ّٰ
َ
(4: 59) ا ِط ۡی ُعوا الل َہ َو ا ِط ۡی ُعوا الرَ ُسوۡ َل َو اولِی الۡا ۡمرِ ِمنک ۡم



Meaning: Obey Allah and obey the Messenger and those who are Ulil Amr ()اویل االرم
amongst you. (4:59)

ۡ َۡ ُْ
ِ( اولِی الامرUlil Amr, the man of command) refers to the Universal Divine Man as Sultan

Bahoo says:

 رہب دقرےت اقدر و رہب اقمم احرض،اعرف اکلم اقدر
Meaning: The perfect Mystic of (Sarwari) Qadri order is omnipotent and omnipresent.
(Risala Roohi Sharif)

 He is the man of command, the one whose words and orders are never rejected as said:

َُْ ُ َ
ان الفق َرٓا ِٔ َس ْی ُف الرَ ْح ّٰم ِن
ل ِس



127

Meaning: Tongue of Fakirs is the sword of the Compassionate.

His words are the Divine command. Whatever he says is done by the command of
Allah whether sooner or later. (Ameer-ul-Kaunain)
 He is called the man of command also because his command is predominant over
everyone and no one can overpower him whether anyone tries to dominate him alone
or with an army. It becomes evident that Fakir himself is the command of Allah and
command of Allah is always right and dominant as says the Quran:

َ ّٰ
َ
(12: 21) َوالل ُہ غال ٌِب َعل ٰٓی ا ْمرِ ٖہ



Meaning: And Allah is predominant over His command. (12:21) (Ameer-ul-Kaunain)
 Fakir is a man of perfect knowledge while scholar is a man of details. Fakir has
attributes of Allah, scholars have attributes of the Prophets while the king who is like a
reflection of God for his subject, is a man of command. The scholars having attributes
of Prophets and the man of command kings both are subordinate to the Fakir having
attributes of Allah. The Fakirs who are annihilated in Allah and immortal with Him
are completely detached from everything other than Allah. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
127

Attributive name of Allah, ar-Rahman.
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 You must know that the Fakir has three stages complying with the following verse;

ُۡ َ ُ
َ ّٰ
َ
( 4:59) ا ِط ۡی ُعوا الل َہ َو ا ِط ۡی ُعوا الرَ ُسوۡ َل َو اولِی الۡا ۡمرِ ِمنک ۡم



Meaning: Obey Allah and obey the Messenger and those who hold command amongst
you. (4:59)
First is the stage of ‘obey Allah’ that is the Fakir adopts perfect servitude of Allah and
leaves everything other than Allah. This is the stage of annihilation in Allah. Second
is the stage of ‘obey the Messenger’ that is the Fakir follows each and every Sunna of
the Holy Prophet and perpetually remains engrossed in his vision. This is the stage of
annihilation in Prophet Mohammad. Third is the stage of ‘obey those who hold
command amongst you’. It is the stage of annihilation in spiritual guide that makes
the seeker dominant upon everything and grants him commanding sight and authority.
Thus he covers all the levels of life and death by the benediction of shahada. (Nur-ulHuda Kalan)

Let us discuss the concept of the Universal Divine Man in the light of teachings of
Sultan Bahoo through extracts taken from his books.

QURB-E-DEEDAR
 Get to know that the perfect Fakir who is the immortal Mystic and the man of
contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat views everything candidly. He feels embarrassed
to enclose himself for forty days seclusion because such devotions make the inciting
innerself stronger and more hypocritical. Seclusion is endangered with distractions and
evil thoughts. The accomplished and perfect Mystic does not need to adopt forty days
seclusion as he is dominant over the world, inciting innerself and the cursed Satan.

رکیبان

جنگ

رقف

دقم

زری

اہجن

اشہ

ربرس

رقف

دقم

Explanation: Immeasurable treasure lies under the feet of possessor of Faqr (Fakir).
The step of Faqr is upon the heads of kings of the world.

NUR-UL-HUDA KALAN
 Till the doomsday, every country from the east to the west will be saved from the
calamities only by the benediction of presence of Fakirs in the world. Thus they have
right upon the entire creation. All and sundry should serve them.
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 The Fakir is granted two grand armies by the Holy Prophet. First is the army of good
morals and other is the power of conquering all the countries without war.
 Fakir who is the master of worlds is a man of absorption. If he absorbs a worldly king,
the king would remain perplexed and restless for his entire life.
 Know that the Fakirs are stationed at the highest level of closeness with Allah and
stay in His company. By the Divine favour, the man of vision of Allah is eventually
raised to the level of the Fakir who is the master of worlds. He is empowered and
enlightened with:

ّٰ َ
َ َ ُ
)2:20(﴾﴿ ِان الل َہ َعلّٰی ک ِل ش ۡی ٍء ق ِدیۡ ٌر



Meaning: Surely Allah is All-Powerful to do everything. (2:20)
He becomes the immortal Mystic scholar and enlightened researcher having command
over both the worlds and the entire creation is enslaved to him. He possesses the
ability of all-seeing and the Guarded Tablet remains under his study along with its
exegesis. He is permanently present in the Mohammadan Assembly and an omniscient
and authoritative ruler upon the souls in graves holding the power of ‘Rise by the
command of Allah.’
 Perfect spiritual guide (the Universal Divine Man) grants all the levels to the true
seeker by his attention.

وج

دروشی

دخا

از

امتم

بلطم

ہب

دروشی

رعمتف

از

ابداشیہ

وک

مکح

کلم
ن
مییکیدب

ابداشیہ

را

وشد

احلص

رتا

رب در دروشی رو رہ حبص و اشم

دخا
رصتف

از

ات

رہب

دخیتم

وتدیحش

الہ

وضحر

سلجم

لود

دروشی
کلم

شیپ ہن

شخب
ابداشیہ

رس

رسزدن

جنگ
وخادہ

رب

ابداشیہ
ہک

رتا

رہ

رگ

ن
دروشی را بَنتخ زںی دو تفص
دامئ

را

دروشی

Explanation: Dervishes grant emperorship to the kings so seek monarchy from a true
Dervish. If someone asks a Dervish to bless him with emperorship, he is granted by
the order of Allah. Visit the Dervish day and night if you want to achieve all your goals.
Do not object if he treats you harshly and serve him sincerely for the sake of Allah.
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Dervishes can be recognized by these two attributes; they are men of Divine Oneness
and possess gnosis of Allah. They are always present in the Mohammadan Assembly.
 Ghanayat and righteous guidance are essential for the immortal Mystic. The thoughts
of Fakir blessed with Divine union are actually waham that come from the realm of
First Manifestation hence are clear and free of complexities. For him, there is every
moment anew dimension and space, anew visibilities, anew horizon, anew description,
anew phase of time, anew calculation, anew state, anew word, anew condition, anew
beauty, anew desire, anew invocation, anew reflection, anew level of Divine presence,
anew light of theophany, anew Divine vision, anew Divine observation, anew level of
Miraj, anew annihilation and anew immortality. Such are the ranks of Fakir which are
unapproachable even for Prophet Moses and Khidr. The Holy Prophet said;

ْ ََ َ ُ َ َْ
ال ُعلمَآ ُء امتِ ْی کان ِب َیآ ِء بَنِ ْی ِا ْس َرائِ ْی َل



Meaning: The scholars of my nation are like the Prophets of children of Israel.
The true scholars of nation of Prophet Mohammad are the enlightened Fakirs.
 The true and perfect ecstatic Fakir takes the seeker of Allah to the Divine presence
with the powerful attention of his sight and lets all his objectives fulfilled. The disciple
of true ecstatic Fakir learns three lessons from him which enlighten him. Nothing
remains hidden or concealed from the disciples of the ecstatic Fakir. First lesson is
related with the knowledge of death. Allah says;

ۡ َُ َ َۡ ُ ُ
(3:185) س ذٓائِقة المَوۡ ِت
ٍ کل نف



Meaning: Everybody is going to taste death. (3:185)
Second lesson is about the gnosis as the man of gnosis becomes the immortal Mystic
who never breaks the Divine covenant. Allah says;

ُ
ُ َ
ُ ۡۤ
(2:40) َو ا ۡوفوۡا ِب َع ۡہ ِد ۡی ا ۡو ِف ِب َع ۡہ ِدک ۡم



Meaning: And fulfil the promise (made) to Me, I shall fulfil the promise (made) to you.
(2:40)

Third lesson learnt by the disciple of ecstatic Fakir is the knowledge of Divine presence
and the refulgence of Divine light. Allah says:

ّٰ ۡ َ ُ َ
َ ُ ۡ ُ ُ ّٰ َ
ۡ َالس ّٰم ّٰو ِت َو الۡا
(24:35) ض ؕ َمث ُل ن ۡورِ ٖہ ک ِمشکو ٍۃ فِ ۡی َہا ِم ۡص َب ٌاح
ر
اللہ نور
ِ



Meaning: Allah is the light of the heavens and the earth. The likeness of His light is
as a niche-like wherein is glowing the lamp. (24:35)
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دقم
مغ

اابثشت
ہچ

آرنا

اتس
ن
مییکیدب

اگم
رس

دو

رقف
را

اپ

Explanation: Faqr is a two-step journey which is travelled with perseverance. Relieved
from all the worries is the seeker who travels it by converting his head into feet.
First step is taken from the world and put into the hereafter with trust upon Allah. Then
half a step is to move ahead from hereafter towards gnosis of Divine Oneness and in
the next half step the disciple reaches the ultimacy of Faqr by approaching the level
of;

ّٰ َ ْ َ ْ َ َ َ
ِاذا تم الفق ُر ف ُہوَ اللہ



Meaning: When Faqr is accomplished that is Allah.
 The perfect, accomplished and comprehensive Fakir possessing the light of guidance is
the beloved of Allah and lover of the Holy Prophet. The Fakir possessing all these
levels collectively holds perfect totality as all the levels of perfection, accomplishment,
comprehensiveness, light of guidance, lover and beloved are encompassed in totality.
 Fakir Mystic blessed with Divine vision is the one who verily knows the reality of
states of Divine command, reality of states of pre-existence, reality of states of eternal
end, reality of states of the world, reality of states of life, death and the spirits in the
graves, reality of states of reckoning on the doomsday, reality of states of the Sirat
bridge,128 reality of states of hell and heaven, reality of states of drinking the goblet of
pure heavenly beverage by the sacred hands of the Holy Prophet, reality of states of
adopting the company of the Holy Prophet, serving in the Mohammadan Assembly,
being honoured with the vision of the Lord of worlds and viewing everything evidently
from the eternal beginning till the end by the Divine favour. He gains knowledge of
each of these states and then forgets... This is the accomplishment of Faqr which is the
graciousness and beneficence of Allah bestowed from the Mohammadan Assembly.
 The station where an immortal Mystic who is the Fakir annihilated in Allah, submerges
in Divine Oneness is beyond the stations of annihilation, destiny and submission. It is
the station of ‘only the Divine Essence is manifest in the physical and spiritual self’.
Whoever reaches this station converts to Divine light and surpasses the level of Divine
presence and union.
128

Sirat in Arabic means a way or a road. According to Mohammadan traditions, it is the bridge which passes from above
the hell and can be crossed only by the believers.
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 The Fakir whose inward and soul are occupied with the pain of Divine love is himself
a deep secret. Reality of such a falcon Mystics can never be understood by crows.

KALEED-UL-TAUHEED KALAN
 Know that there are three levels of Ghawth and Qutb; first are the ignorant (so called)
Ghawth and Qutb who can exercise their power within a limited area of twelve
parasangs. Second are the spiritual Ghawth and Qutb whose inciting innerself is
annihilated and soul is immortal. They have been ecstatically immersed in Divinity
since eternity as they have drunk the goblet of passion for Allah from the hands of
the Holy Prophet who makes the lovers of Allah drink the wine of Divine Oneness.
They are ever sobbing due to the eternal pain of spiritual ecstasy. They have no
desire to make disciples or attract seekers as they are drowned in Oneness. Ghawth
and Qutb of this level are the men of isolation (tafrid) and separation (tajrid). Third
are Ghawth and Qutb of Divine Oneness as was Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani-the
beloved of Allah, the Divine secret and the Ghawth of all jinns, humans and angels.
This level can be achieved only by the seekers and followers of the Sarwari Qadri
order who are men of sight and passionate for the vision of Allah.
 What is the ultimate level of gnosis of Allah for a scholar Fakir and which is the
highest rank of a Fakir? Is it to possess authority upon every common and special
creation of eighteen thousand worlds? No! I am not wrong when I say that this is an
imperfect level. The extremity of Faqr is to surpass the desires of innerself, to be
annihilated in Allah becoming immortal with Him and immerse in the Divine vision
and observations which make the inward replete with Divine light. This is the rank of
Fakir who has approached the truth of certainty and blessed with ultimate station of
Divine presence and closeness.
 The world can be seen with the physical eyes while the station of no station can only
be seen if the inward eyes are open for which one needs to be free from the illusions
of innerself, satanic whispers, misapprehensions and worldly worries. The immortal
Mystic Fakir blessed with the specific uniqueness with Allah beholds light of the
Essence wherever he turns. He surpasses all the levels related with six dimensions and
drowns in the Essence. Becoming Divine light (by drowning in the light of Allah) is
the blessing of admirable Faqr while acquiring the levels of worldly fame and honour
is the job of reprobates.
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Explanation: Leave the desire of ranks and levels so that you become strong and
honoured with presence before the Holy Prophet by drowning in Oneness of Allah.
 The Fakir annihilated in Allah is the one who rules upon the innerself and is stationed
at the authoritative level by the benediction of the Quran. Allah says:

ّٰ َ
َ َ ُ
)2:20( ﴾﴿ ِان الل َہ َعلّٰی ک ِل ش ۡی ٍء ق ِدیۡ ٌر



Meaning: Surely Allah is All-Powerful to do everything. )2:20)
 The perfect Fakir is the one who holds the level of all-seeing as everything is visible
before his eyes. Both the worlds love him ardently and remain anxious to behold his
sacred countenance.
 Do you not know that the tongue of a Mystic Fakir is the unsheathed sword of Allah!
Do you not know that the spiritual attention and prayer of the Fakir are like the breath
of Christ which can give eternal life to a dying person! Do you not know that the
Fakir gets the inspired knowledge through waham which is just in accordance to the
Quran and Hadith and gives him the true information about the hidden things. It is
said;

َ
َ ُ َ ْ ْ َ ﴾﴿ ْ َ َ ْ َ ْ ْ َ ْ ْ َ ْ َ ْ ُ َ ْ ْ َ
ام ق ِریْ ٌب َع ِن الرَ ْح ّٰم ِن َو بَ ِع ْی ٌد َع ِن الش ْی ِّٰ ِن
الاِلہام ِالقآ ئ الخیرِ فِی قل ِب الغیرِ ِبلا کس ٍب الاِلہ



Meaning: Infusing a virtuous thought in someone’s inward without effort is called
inspiration. Inspiration takes one closer to Allah and away from Satan.
It is the inspiration that is inculcated in the inward by the contemplation of Ism-eAllah Zaat, invocation of negation (of everything other than Allah) and affirmation
(of Allah only) and shahada. When this inspiration transforms into words and is spoken
by the tongue, it reveals the past, present and future. You do not know that by the
inculcation of a Fakir, the gnosis of Allah enhances in the inward of the seeker and he
talks about the words of Allah and Prophet Mohammad. The Fakir conjoins the
words with the words, spiritual states with the spiritual states and Divine union with
the eternal Divine union.
 You should always obey the commands of the Fakirs as whoever disobeys the Fakirs,
is disgraced in both the worlds.
 The perfect Fakirs are those who are the favourite men of Allah and perpetually
present in the Mohammadan Assembly. They are not separated from Allah and Prophet
Mohammad even for a moment. Although they talk to common people but inwardly
they are in the company of the Holy Prophet.
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 Fakir is the master of the worlds. He is the immortal Mystic and the man of Divine
favour and Essence who is assigned by Allah the eternal authority as he can enthrone
or dethrone anyone by His command. If a king is fighting in the battlefield for the
cause of Allah, the Saints must help him with their inward army and make him the
world conqueror. If the Muslim king has the help and company of a Fakir, he can
conquer the whole world.
 The Fakir possessing the level of annihilation in Allah is drowned in the Oneness just
like fish survives only in water, like salt dissolves in food, like spark loses its existence
in fire and water mixes in milk.

DEEDAR BAKHSH KHURD
 There are two levels of Mystic immortal with Allah who is also the Fakir and a man
of sight. First, he is the observer of levels of the gnosis of Divine attributes. Second,
observer of the gnosis of Divine Essence. He is the observer of Divinity and the slave
of Allah who is blessed with His gnosis. Gaining the gnosis of Essence means to be
annihilated in Allah and become immortal with Him.

FAZAL-UL-LAQA
 When Mystic immortal with Allah reaches the station of gnosis, everything is unveiled
upon him. He is ever-present in the Divine court. Countless theophanies of closeness
and gnosis are revealed upon his inward. If even a single particle of light of these
theophanies is cast upon both the worlds, they would be perished but the Mystic with
unveiled sight keeps asking for more.
 O seeker! Let me inform you the main characteristics to identify the true Fakir. There
are three qualities: he would be respectful, modest and drowned in Divine love. He
would not have love for anyone besides Allah.

TAIGH-E-BARHANA
 Although the Mystic immortal with Allah does not have worldly knowledge nor does
he study it but by the beneficence of Ism-e-Allah Zaat he is not deprived of both
exoteric and esoteric knowledge.

KALEED-UL-TAUHEED KHURD
Sultan Bahoo explains the distinction between the status of a Dervish and Fakir and this
difference should be kept in mind while reading his teachings about the Fakir and
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Dervish. However in places where both the terms are used together, they project both
statuses simultaneously.
 Whoever has been accepted by a Dervish, he elevates to the highest status. What is
the difference between the ranks of a Dervish and a Fakir (the Universal Divine Man)?
The status of a Dervish is that he keeps studying the Guarded Tablet with his physical
eyes. A person with such a status is called an astrologer which means he only has
command over astrology. However the status of a Fakir is annihilation in Allah which
is the level of drowning in the Oneness of the Ever-Living (Hayy) and the SelfExisting (Qayyum).

SHAMS-UL-ARIFEEN
 The Mystic immortal with Allah who is the man of esoteric self is engrossed in
conversing with Allah every moment and immersed in His love.

ASRAR-E-QADRI
 Ism-e-Allah Zaat grants the level of Oneness whose beginning and peak are the gnosis
of Oneness and annihilation in Allah. This status is only achieved by Mystic Fakirs.
 It should be known that Ghawth and Qutb are of three types. The first are like
cultivators who are the men of Divine favour and have spiritual flight through spiritual
stations and are internally connected with each other through their sainthood. The
second type is Ghawth and Qutb of Divinity who are blessed with Divine presence. They
rise from their graves and enter their body again. They can even enter a soul back
into its body. They remain cut off from the worldly activities to acquire gnosis. Their
condition is that of elevated angels and they hold the attribute of compassion. They
prefer to remain anonymous and do not exhibit their status among public. In fact they
perpetually remain in the state of Divine presence in the realm of Divinity. The third
type is Ghawth and Qutb who are the men of verification. They have delved in the
deep ocean of Oneness and are the Fakirs (the Universal Divine Man). Their existence
has manifested the Truth and they have taken the truth to the Truth. They are the
verifiers of Reality and truly annihilated in Allah and immortal with Him. They are the
beloveds of Allah and the manifestation of His power like Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani.
 The Fakir who is enlivened through death (before dying) is certainly blessed with
eternal presence of the Mohammadan Assembly. These levels belong to Sarwari
Qadri Fakir who is comprehensive of all kinds of knowledge and infinitely annihilated
in Allah Who is the Ever-Living and the Self-Existing.
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 The Fakir who knows to drown in the Divine presence by the contemplation of Isme-Allah Zaat, gains the power of meeting the souls and receiving inspiration from
them by reciting Dawat at shrines. Such a Fakir is the king of the world and his inward
is enlightened. The Fakir who holds such status is comprehensive of all levels of Jamiat.
 Fakir has a special attribute of Prophet Mohammad which is his greatest morals about
which it is said:

ّٰ َ ْ َ ْ ُ َ َ َ
اق اللہ
ِ تخلقوا ِباخل



Meaning: Be attributed with the attributes of Allah.
Fakir must possess four attributes of the sacred Companions: truthfulness of Abu Bakr
Siddiq, justice and self-accountability of Umar ibn Khattab, modesty and generosity of
Usman ibn Affan and Ali ibn Abi Talib’s knowledge and Faqr.
 One should know that although apparently a Fakir remains in the company of people
and talks about usual things yet spiritually he is blessed with Divine presence. When
he moves his lips to utter words, people think he is talking to them, the Prophets and
Saints think that he is talking to them instead, the angels believe that he is addressing
them but Allah knows he is conversing with Him whereas Prophet Mohammad
considers that he is trying to say something to him. The body of such a Fakir shines
like the sun and he is omnipresent at every level.
 It must be known that the tongue of Fakir is the sword of the Compassionate.
 Fakir neither needs anyone nor is dependent upon anyone because he is drowned in
Divine Unity and secrets.
 The Fakir who is annihilated in the Essence of Allah is an embodiment of theophanies
because Fakir is directly in connection with the Divine, and all the theophanies are
from the Divine light.
 The existence of Fakirs is nothing but the Divine light whereas existence of rest of
the people is made of the four elements of matter (fire, water, air and soil). However
Fakir can turn his existence into fire or water, he can rise in air becoming the air or
mix in soil becoming the soil.

AQAL-E-BAYDAR
 Fakir is the soul of the entire universe. He can unveil the hidden reality of all the
realms. This should not be surprising because this is the level of the vigilant Mystic
and Fakir who is the man of insight.
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 The perfect Fakir is he who is present in the Mohammadan Assembly every moment.
One who is not perpetually present in the Assembly is not a Fakir.
 It must be clarified that Fakir exercises authority over everything. He is perfect in every
contemplation, accomplished in concentration and possesses total attention. He is pure
of covetousness and is comprehensive of all levels.
 Although a Fakir is ignorant in the eyes of creation but due to the knowledge of
Oneness, he is an accomplished scholar in the court of Allah. He is blessed with
Divine presence during inspirations, waham and invocation.
 Although a Fakir seems dependant but in reality he is the perfect Saint annihilated in
Allah having dominion over the Divine treasures.
 Fakir is the one who has closeness of Allah, rules his innerself, has power to see
everything unveiled, views the station of no station and holds spiritual rank. In
addition when he enters the realm of Divinity he views both the worlds as minute as a
mustard seed or the wing of a mosquito. The Fakir who is always blessed with the
Divine vision at the station of no station does not require learning knowledge or
seeking good fortune.
 If the Fakir wants to have a status, he has complete authority to become the king.
 Fakir is the beloved of Prophet Mohammad, he is the lover of Allah and Prophet
Mohammad is his lover. At this point lover, beloved and love become one. There is
no room left for further union and hence no possibility of being apart from the Beloved.
These levels belong to those who have been annihilated in Allah, Prophet Mohammad
and the spiritual guide.
 From the perspective of generous and independent Fakir, the worldly power and rule
are worthless because the pleasure of monarchy prevents one from the gnosis of
Allah. A king should be like Ibrahim ibn Adham who left monarchy to achieve the
closeness and gnosis of Allah and Faqr then never reverted.
 Fakir is the one who is not desirous of worldly respect, status, a mausoleum to be built
for him or a khanqah. Fakir should be neither afraid of death nor happy with life because
he is beyond these levels and is annihilated in the Essence converting into Divine light.

MOHKIM-UL-FUQARA
 The inward of a Fakir is an ocean while his sight is a pearl.
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TAUFEEQ-UL-HIDAYAT
 Fakir is the one who has been thoroughly tested and has reached the height of gnosis
of Allah. His command will not be rejected till the end of world and his words contain
the power of Divine command. When he says, “Be,” sooner or later it becomes by the
Divine order.
 The Fakir who is always drowned in the Oneness, has the key which unlocks (the
shackles of) all the difficulties.
 Fakir is the one who is a proficient of two skills. First, when the Fakir focuses on any
hypocrite, disbeliever or the enemy of the righteous scholars with his attribute of power
and majesty, the person is not relieved from the wrathful effects till his last breath.
Second, when he focuses on somebody with his attribute of beauty and compassion he
does not get separated from him unless he bestows him with the gnosis of Allah and
presence in the Mohammadan Assembly. Both these skills are acceptable in the court
of Allah. Whoever reaches these levels does not need any kind of invocation. This is
known as the ultimate Divine favour.
 In reality, Fakir is the sultan.
 What are the signs of the Fakir who is a man of inward? Apparently, he is very calm
and quiet but his inward excites due to the secret invocation. His sleep is seclusion
with Allah in which he enjoys the Divine vision. His waking up means the renunciation
of innerself. His end is peaceful. His hunger is blessing, his speech is invocation of
Allah, his hearing is inspiration from Allah, his attention is upon the gnosis of Allah
and his inward is blessed with the light of faith. Due to isolation and separation, his
inward has turned into pure light and he is blessed with Divine presence.
 The man of unveiled sight always stays in the realm of Divinity and remains drowned
in the vision of Divine Essence.
 Fakir of Qadri (Sarwari Qadri) order is annihilated in Allah and his esoteric self is
pure.
 Allah says in the Holy Quran;

ّٰ َ
ُ الل ُہ ال ۡ َغنیُ َو اَن ۡ ُت ُم ال ۡ ُف َق َر
)47:38( ٓاء
و
ِ

Meaning: And Allah is Independent and you (all) are Fakirs. (47:38)
When the Fakir reaches this level he becomes independent and free of all needs.
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 The Mystic annihilated in Allah ever remains in the observation of Divinity. His innerself
completely turns into Divine light and is annihilated in the inward, inward is
annihilated in soul, soul is annihilated in the secret whose origin is the Mohammadan
light. Hence he reaches the Mohammadan light and his innerself, inward and soul are
neither ordered anymore nor punished. Afterwards his existence which is from the
Mohammadan light, reaches the light of Oneness of Allah and is hence elevated to
the ultimate level of Faqr. He makes gnosis of Faqr his companion which has
treasures of Divine favour and separates himself from everything for Allah. He kills
his evil innerself and views both the worlds on his finger nail. The owner of such
attributes does not require reading, writing or getting worldly education. Only Allah!
Everything other than Allah is lust. These are levels of the Mystics of Allah who
have been annihilated in Him.
 Fakir is the one who possesses complete physical and spiritual authority and perfect
verification despite that he prefers to lead a life of indigence and gains pleasure from
such a life. He never presents his needs in front of anyone and even when he does
approach the worldly people, it is only to cleanse them with his spiritual glance.
 The highest rank in the world is that of a king but the Mystic who is annihilated in
Allah does not glance even once upon this trivial level. Ranks and power are worthless
for a Fakir.
 Prophet Mohammad said, “Allah made entire creation from the soil of the world but
He created the body of the Fakirs with the soil of paradise.” This is why the Fakir is
endowed with jamiat, ghanayat and righteousness. He is independent and pure of
greed, jealousy, arrogance, covetousness and hypocrisy.
 Glance of the Fakir possessing insight surpasses the levels of eternal beginning, eternal
end, the world, the hereafter, nymphs and paradise and focuses only on Divine vision.
He does not observe anything except the Divine vision.

TARFA-TUL-AIN (HUJJAT-UL-ASRAR)
 When the Fakir dies and the twin angels who question the dead in the graves (Munkar
and Nakir) raise him from the grave to question him, the forehead and right hand of
the Fakir who is annihilated in Allah and immortal with Him shine with Ism-e-Allah
Zaat inscribed on them and his left hand shines with Ism-e-Mohammad inscribed on
it. When the angels behold this, they become frightened and mesmerized and say, “O
righteous man! May Allah grant you infinite peace in both the worlds. Sleep within
your grave like a bride.”
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 Allah says in a Qudsi Hadith, “Some of My friends remain concealed in My robe,
nobody knows them except Me.” Hence the robe of Allah covers the entire existence
of the Fakir due to which his physical and spiritual self become one. This is the state
about which it is said that only the Divine Essence is manifest.

AMEER-UL-KAUNAIN
 Company of Dervishes is the alchemy of all treasures. Whoever does not acquire Divine
treasures from their company ever remains aggrieved and worried.
 One who denies (the power and Divine levels of) Dervishes remains perplexed and is
disgraced in the world and the hereafter.
 Al-Ghawth and al-Qutb are like the elite while a Fakir who is the beloved of Allah is
like a king.
 Only that Mystic can be called a Fakir who has reached the level of immortality with
Allah and has found eternal life with the Divine Essence after negating everything
other than Allah and affirming only Allah hence life and death become equal for him.
 True Fakir is the ruler over innerself, he is an enlightened Mystic who is annihilated
in Allah and a man of alchemic sight. His inward is perfectly purged and is ever present
in the Mohammadan Assembly. He possesses complete knowledge of the hidden and
the manifest and is a scholar with spiritual efficacy gained by the contemplation and
favour of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. The Divine presence gained by the contemplation of Ism-eAllah Zaat also bestows spiritual authority, effective sight and concentration upon him
and confers the power to hold both the worlds in his hand like a seed of wild rue. His
eternally alive existence watches the spectacle of both the worlds on his finger nail.
 The enlightened Mystic annihilated in Allah is empowered to view each and every
thing of the realm of Divinity due to his ultimate proximity with Allah and immortality
with Him. He does not at all need to offer supererogatory prayers or the prayer offered
to know the will of Allah. Such a Mystic and scholar of Allah is drowned in gnosis of
Oneness and Divine union so he does not need to make judgments through omens
and augury. He possesses the entire knowledge about the Creator and the creation.
Whatever is inscribed on the Guarded Tablet is also exposed upon the Mystic
annihilated in Allah with complete details.
 The Mystic Fakir annihilated in Allah is the one who has found His ultimate closeness
and ever stays in the realm of Divinity. He attains presence by sacrificing himself and
converses with Allah without voice. A Fakir is blessed with permanent presence of
the Mohammadan Assembly. If a person remains deprived of gnosis and proximity of
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Allah even after acquiring the path of Faqr then he is surely unaware of the real Faqr.
It is the way of Divine presence and the proof of presence is to observe it personally.
Faqr is the most desirable in the court of Allah. It is the path to know the ultimate
secrets which are revealed directly upon the soul and which is the honour of Prophets.
They were at the station of Divine secrets that is the station of absolute Oneness. That
station is independent of emulation. Only Allah! Everything other than Allah is lust.
 The proof of gnosis is closeness of Allah and the Mystics follow the path of Divine
presence being attentive towards His vision. They are aware of all the mystic ways.
This is the privilege of Sultans of Mystics129 who are the kings of Faqr in both the
worlds. The secret of gnosis is known only to the one who has tasted the pleasure of
vision and closeness of Allah, has acquired gnosis directly from the Divine court and
has reached the final level of gnosis by viewing everything with his own eyes. The
way of gnosis is not related to verbal discussions rather it is related to observations
and beholding Allah. Mystics are always beholding their Beloved. They consider it
carrion and unlawful to behold anything or anyone but the Beloved.

MOHABBAT-UL-ASRAR
 One glance of a perfect Fakir is better than a lifelong worship.
 The Fakir has the sight of certainty. His inward is like the Kaaba of heavens and
esoteric Madina due to his eternal state of Divine presence. His chest is like the lote
tree due to the inspired knowledge. His foot is upon the Throne. Total knowledge of
the Fakir is based on the Quranic verse, “Enough for me is Allah.”130 Fakir is the
lover who is always willing to sacrifice his life. His beginning is the pre-existence
and his focus is on the eternal end. Fakir considers the world as mortal and only
Allah as immortal. The Fakir remains cut off from both the worlds.

AIN-UL-FAQR
 The Mystic Fakir immortal with Allah is annihilated in Him, annihilated in Prophet

ُ

Mohammad, annihilated in Faqr and annihilated in Hoo (ْ)ہو.

 The Holy Prophet said:

َ َُ ْ
ْ ْ ُ َ َ َ ّٰ ْ
لَا یَشغل ُہ ْم ش ْی ٌئ َع ْن ِذک ِر الل ِہ ت َعا لّٰی ط ْرفة ال َعی ِن

Meaning: Nothing can stop them from the invocation of Allah even for a moment.
129
130

Refers to the spiritual leaders of Sarwari Qadri order.
Sura at-Taubah, verse 129.
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Explanation: O Bahoo! They (the Fakirs) have forgotten both the worlds in the love
of Allah and have become independent of them.
 There are two kinds of Mystic travellers, the majdhub and the beloveds. The real Fakir
is neither of the two. He is the master of both the worlds, beloved of Allah and a man
of powers and waham.
 When a true Fakir closes his eyes, he views eighteen thousand spheres of both the worlds.
 When Fakir annihilated in Allah and immortal with Him spiritually reaches the core
in his being, the state of spiritual intoxication overcomes him. The light of Oneness
radiates from his three parts i.e. from his forehead, eyes and heart. If all the three
parts remain worshipping Allah and he keeps acquiring the gnosis and closeness of
Allah more and more, this Divine light enhances otherwise it is confiscated. The
worship of these three parts is that his forehead should always be prostrating before
Allah, his eyes should remain on sharia and his inward should verily follow the Holy
Prophet. A Fakir is dominated by the Essence in his core. This domination can also
be of two kinds; one is that in which the Fakir says:

Meaning: Rise by Allah’s command.

ّٰ ْ ُ
ق ْم ِب ِاذ ِن الل ِہ



ُْق ْم ِب ِا ْذنِی



ُْس ْب َحان ِ ْی َما اَ ْع َظ ُم َشانِی



ُ ْ ََ
انا ال َحق



131

The other is that in which the Fakir says:

Meaning: Rise by my command.
On reaching this level Bayazid Bastami said:

Meaning: I am exalted, great is my glory.
While Mansoor al-Hallaj declared:

Meaning: I am the Truth.
131

Prophet Jesus gave life to the dead by saying these words. Fakir enlivens the soul of the seeker by this command.
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The Essence in the core is a secret, on whomsoever it is disclosed, he himself becomes
that secret.
 True Fakir is the one who desires nothing, if someone gives him anything he does not
refuse and if he gets something he does not hoard it.
 One must be afraid of the Fakirs because they are fully conscious even in the state of
sensuality and are forever annihilated in Allah that is why they are His favourites.
 A true seeker of Allah must recognize his three enemies (Satan, world and innerself)
by their effects and activities. Moreover he should abstain from indecent deeds. The
seeker gets rid of these enemies by the grace of Allah when he becomes a Mystic after
annihilating himself and reaches the final level of Oneness of Allah crossing the levels
of isolation and separation by adopting desirable attributes like trust, modesty,
patience, fear of wrath of Allah, hope of kindness of Allah and the love of Allah as
well as by enlivening his inward with the invocation of Allah and the knowledge of the
station of sharia, station of mysticism, station of reality and station of gnosis.
 The Fakir finds it better to hang himself to death than going to the house of worldly
people.
 Fakir is so down to earth that he considers himself the servant of Allah’s men while
the scholars consider themselves the masters. The scholars are just the counsellors while
the Fakirs are the real messiah. A messiah can give life to the dead. Fakir knows how
to give life to a dead inward by the invocation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. The Christ gave life
to the dead for only a day or a moment but the Fakir gives an eternal life to the inward
of the seeker through the invocation of Allah done with breaths by saying:

ّٰ ْ ُ
ق ْم ِب ِاذ ِن الل ِہ



Meaning: Rise by Allah’s command.
 On the doomsday Allah will order the Fakirs to go near the Sirat bridge and the
Balance132 and look for the people who had done any good to them in the world. If
some of them would be stuck there, Allah will allow the Fakirs to take them to the
heaven with themselves.
 No blessing is better than the love for Fakirs and Dervishes. It is said:

Meaning: Faqr needs nothing.
132

The pair of scales that will measure the good and bad deeds on the doomsday.

ُ اَل ْ َف ْق ُرلَایُ ْح َت
اج
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Even if the Fakir and his family starve to death, he demands nothing from anyone as
Faqr needs nothing. Fakir knows alchemy but he does not take its advantage as Faqr
needs nothing . Ism-e-Allah Zaat is engraved on the inward of the Fakir whose power
makes him rich and benevolent but he has no desires as Faqr needs nothing. Fakir
spends each and everything in the way of Allah and then does not pay any heed to the
world as Faqr needs nothing. Fakir has no inclination towards the world or worldly
people, he seeks nothing but Allah as Faqr needs nothing. The tongue of Fakir is the
sword of the Compassionate (whatever he says is done) and he is the man of word.
Allah fulfils all his needs but he does not desire anything as Faqr needs nothing. Fakir
has reached the status of the Mohammadan Reality that is why he does not need
anything as Faqr needs nothing.
 The real Fakir Dervish is the one who gives his sustenance to others. Whatever he
gets in this world whether in the form of oblations or in any other form, he grants it to
needy people. If he gets something in the day, he does not save it for the night and if
he gets something in the night, he does not save it for the next day. He spends each
and everything in the way of Allah. A Fakir is a man of authority.
 The Fakir annihilated in Allah is the one who is drowned in the Divine Oneness in such
a manner that he no longer seeks closeness of Allah as it is sought by those who are
separate and away from Him.
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Explanation: A Fakir Dervish has seventy souls and each soul has thousands of eternal
lives.
 The beloved Fakir is the secret of Allah. Only the men of secret know the secret behind
this secret. One who sacrifices his life (dies before death) finds this secret. Whoever
found this secret, it took his life.
 Until a Fakir is away from Allah, he remains needy. When he reaches the level of:

ّٰ َ ْ َ ْ َ َ َ
ِاذا تم الفق ُر ف ُہوَ اللہ



Meaning: When Faqr is accomplished that is Allah.
Only then he becomes independent of all needs complying to the verse:

َ ُْ َُْ

َ ْ ّٰ

)47:38(  َوالل ُہ الغنِیُ َوانت ُم الفق َرٓائ
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Meaning: And Allah is Independent and you (all) are Fakirs. (47:38)
Allah says:

ّٰ َ
َ َ ُ
)2:20( ِان الل َہ َعلّٰی ک ِل ش ٍٔی ق ِدیْ ٌر



Meaning: Surely Allah is All-Powerful to do everything. (2:20)
Hence he achieves all his objectives and reaches the destination or he gets separated
from his innerself and the carrion world completely becoming alone with Allah.
Congratulations to him on this solitude with Allah. Now he is neither Allah nor other
than Allah. Just like a mirror image, it does not matter whether the face is in front of
the mirror or mirror is in front of the face. Then he becomes mirror for everyone who
comes before him. His state may also be exemplified with the raindrop which when
falls into the river, loses its existence and becomes the river itself.
 The Fakir who claims possession of any of Allah’s blessings and considers his place
of residence as his own, turns infidel. He gains nothing from his so-called mysticism
or dervishism.
 Fakirs are also of two kinds; those who abandon the world and those who are
independent of the world. What is the difference between the two? Those who have
become Fakir and abandoned the world hypocritically are the ones who renounce
world with an intention to gather wealth. They do it just to pretend to be different
from the worldly people but in fact they are loyal to people instead of Allah. Hence
they are not the true renouncers of the world. They have just guised themselves as
Fakirs and are selling fake fakirism to earn worldly gains, they have no relation with
the dignified Faqr. The Holy Prophet said about them:

ُْ ُْ َ َ
ترَک الدن َیا ل ِلدن َیا



Meaning: They renounce the world for the world.
The Fakirs who truly renounce the world and become independent of it are those who
abandon the world as well as the worldly people. Whatever they get as oblation or
gift, they give in the way of Allah. One who has these qualities is the Fakir and the
Sultan of renouncers. When a Fakir becomes absolutely independent and free of the
world, he is blessed with eternal peace whether he stays at a place or keeps travelling.
Such Fakirs are called the Sultans of Mystics and eternal kings. One who ever remains
attentive towards Allah does not like anything except Allah, he renounces worldliness
for Allah.
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 You must know that Allah puts in the inward of a Fakir to go to so and so person as
He has entrusted worldly wealth to that person. If that person gives something to the
Fakir, he actually gives it to Allah and whatever the Fakir gets that too is from Allah.
If the Fakir considers it from that person instead of Allah, he becomes infidel. I seek
refuge with Allah. If a person says (or thinks) that he has given something to someone,
he also becomes infidel as only Allah gives and makes sources to give.
 Fakirs are above the remembrance and longing of both the worlds as they are
independent of them.

MEHAK-UL-FAQR KALAN
 The Mystic immortal with Allah who is the perfect Fakir and accomplished Saint
possesses seven attributes which are contemplation, concentration, meditation, spiritual
attention, waham, Divine thought and total wisdom. These seven things are in fact the
medium to reach the court of Allah. When he reaches the court, he leaves these mediums
at the entrance door. Then from the Divine presence before the Lord, he is ordered to
go back to the world and watch its play for sometime. Hence he returns with the same
mediums into the body made up of four elements. When these seven mediums become
the subordinate of somebody, the seven climes of world and the entire creation present
on the earth become his obedient by the Divine command. By these seven mediums,
seven faces of light appear in the existence of Saints. When these seven celestial faces
move by the Divine command, every face produces seventy thousand in fact thousands
and thousands of celestial faces which cannot be contained in the earth. This way of
the perfect ones is by the benediction of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. Such a Fakir is known as
the independent Fakir.
 If you gather seventy thousand reciters who are the men of mysticism even then they
cannot reach the level of one man of reality. If you gather seventy thousand men of
reality and inspiration, they cannot reach the level of one man of gnosis who is the
Mystic annihilated in Allah. If you gather seventy thousand men of gnosis who are
the Mystics annihilated in Allah, they cannot reach the level of one beloved of Allah
who has become eternal with Him and whose gnosis results in the gnosis of Allah. It
is because the level of immortality with Allah belongs to the one who has perfect
belief in Oneness and who has attained eternal life in both the worlds by drowning in
Divine light of Oneness after gaining gnosis of Allah. These are the levels of station of
no station and cannot be bounded by anyone’s intellect because these levels are infinite
and boundless. Whoever reaches this level is the Fakir otherwise he is blind and
merely a burden upon the earth.
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 Every town, city and place sustains due to the presence of Fakirs. The movement and
travelling of the Fakirs is not without wisdom. Prophet Mohammad said:

ْ ْ
ُْ
ْ
فِ ْع ُل ال َح ِک ْی ِم لَا یَخلوْا َع ِن ال ِحکمَ ِة



Meaning: No deed of the sage is without a wisdom.
Fakir’s every step, word, attention, waham, wrath, kindness and beneficence is never
void of wisdom because his foundation is the Divine union gained by Ism-e-Allah
Zaat and the Fakir is pure of any negative element.
 What is the difference between Fakirs and scholars? True scholars are obedient, follow
sharia and are the heirs of the Prophets. Whereas Fakirs are the relinquishers and
independent, they are men of invocation and reflection who recite and meditate, have
gnosis and are the heirs of Faqr and morals of Prophet Mohammad. They always stay
in the company of Allah. The scholars remain busy in acquiring knowledge, its revisions,
discussions and verbosity whereas the Fakirs are engrossed in Divine deeds and enjoy
their eternal union with Allah. The station of knowledge and intellect is that of a
beginner. The one who is at this level is a reciter. The Fakir belongs to the ultimate
level and he is the man of Divine presence and company.
 The Mystic Fakirs who are immortal with Allah usually remain silent, they do not
speak by the tongue as they are secretly conversing with Allah. They also remain silent
because of the closeness, grandeur, fear, gnosis and respect of Allah. Silence elevates
the level of gnosis and removes veils to reveal candid observation of all the stations
in front of the Mystic immortal with Allah. Hence he finds pleasure in reading the Quran
and annihilates himself in Allah enjoying the pleasures of the Divine light and
theophanies. The initial stage is the recitation of Quran and the extreme stage is the
positive effect it generates. Every letter of the Quran is like an arrow aimed at the
enemies of Allah, the inciting innerself and Satan which injures them. When Mystic
immortal with Allah drowns in the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and focuses on
Allah, he beheads the enemies of Allah, inciting innerself and Satan and is protected
from their enmity, opposition and worries. His state becomes according to the Hadith:

ُ َ َ َ ُ
ُموْتوْاق ْب َل ا ْن تمُوْتوْا



Meaning: Die before death.
Immersion is of two types. Immersion in Ism-e-Allah Zaat and immersion in the presence
of the Mohammadan Assembly. For the man of Divine Essence, all the pleasures are
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merely veils between him and Allah. Even the stations and levels are veils for him
which is why a Mystic has two states, he stays silent as said:

َ ََ َ
ُ
َ
َم ْن ع َر َف َربہ فق ْد ک َل ل َِسانہ



Meaning: He who recognizes his Lord becomes silent.
The other state is that he is always immersed in the invocation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat as
Allah says:

ََ ً ْ َ ْ ُْ َ
)76:25( اس َم َر ِبک بُک َرۃ و ا ِص ْیلًا
واذک ِر



Meaning: And invoke the name of your Lord (Ism-e-Allah Zaat) morning and evening.
(76:25)

This refers to the inward invocation which does not involve movement of lips or
tongue. It is related to the verification of the inward.
 The soul and the secret (sir’r) of the Mystic immortal with Allah are Divine light
because they are related to its secrets. When the Mystic becomes immortal with Allah,
he recognizes Him eternally. Then he becomes free from all desires even from the
desire to have disciples. Rabia of Basra and Bayazid Bastami were stationed at these
levels of perfect Mystics. Have you not gained even this much identification that
within yourself inciting innerself is Yazid (cruel enemy) and soul is Bayazid (friend
of Allah). He who is a friend of Yazid is an enemy of Bayazid. The worldly people
are Yazid and the one who follows the Faqr of Prophet Mohammad is Bayazid. The
perfect spiritual guide of this path is the one who is in the company of Allah. He does
not know any other way except that of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and the Divine Essence,
becoming immortal with Allah after being annihilated in Him, witnessing Oneness of
Allah, absorption in Allah and Divine presence before Him.

ذرک
رکف

از
ٔالخہص

وخایہ

ہچ
ہمہ

بلط

ذموکر

اتس

انی

Explanation: What do you expect from invocation? You should only desire the One
whom you invoke, Allah, as He is the crux of all reflections.
 The middle level of concentration is that which elevates one to the kingly invocation.
It is also called spiritual travelling towards the Divine secret and witnessing the light
of Allah which is absolute compassion and mercy. In this state of concentration, the
first invocation which unveils itself is the one which grants the authority of seven
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kingdoms. Then unfolds the kingly invocation (Hoo) whose invoker is called Sultanul-Arifeen,133 Sultan-ul-Saliheen,134 Sultan-ul-Sabireen,135 Sultan-ul-Alameen,136
Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen137 and Sultan-ul-Zakireen.138
 The Fakir who does not surpass the four levels of reflection: reflection upon preexistence, reflection upon eternal end, reflection upon the world, reflection upon the
hereafter; four levels of invocation: the verbal invocation which is only habitual, inward
invocation which is devoutness, spiritual invocation which is worship and the secret
invocation which is the exact felicity; four realms: the realm of bodies, realm of
angels, realm of power and the realm of Divinity; four levels of innerself: the inciting
innerself, the repenting innerself, the inspiring innerself and the innerself at peace; four
stations of Divine closeness: station of sharia, station of mysticism, station of reality
and station of gnosis, in such a way that after crossing he forgets them all, turns
towards the light of Allah, drowns himself perfectly by annihilation after annihilation,
becomes immortal after immortality, gains absolute forgiveness and after attaining the
levels of closeness and union with Allah becomes absolutely present before Allah,
then such a person cannot be called a Fakir as he is still confined within his innerself.
 For a Fakir gold and dust are equal because he is at the level where every treasure is
accessible to him without any effort. Prophet Mohammad said, “Faqr does not need
anything but Allah.” The Fakir Dervish has five attributes: with the letter ( اA) only
Allah; with the letter

( بB) he possesses perfect benediction; with the letter ( تT)

he renounces everything (for Allah); withِ( ثS) he is steadfast; with ( جJ) he is pure
of ignorance and with

ح

(H) he should not give pleasure to the inciting innerself.

This innerself is hidden within the existence of man and can only be defeated with
the hidden sword of secret invocation. The secret invoker gets sustenance from the
spiritual world but works in physical world.
 The levels of gnosis of Allah and observations of the Divine theophanies are not
hidden from the Mystic Fakir immortal with Allah as he is enlightened and possesses
the power of alchemy and All-Seeing. He is the man of sight as he has reached the
133

The Sultan of Mystics.
The Sultan of the righteous.
The Sultan of the enduring ones.
136
The Sultan of all the worlds.
137
The Sultan of Divine lovers.
138
The Sultan of invokers.
134
135
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Truth, nothing is hidden from him. He who becomes perfect Mystic after recognizing
Allah, conceals himself in Ism-e-Allah Zaat and drowns in the Oneness of Allah.
 Apart from sharia every other way is distant from Allah and leads to the wrath of
Prophet Mohammad. No matter how much one may flaunt about it, that path is totally
impure and deceitful. In this regard Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani asked Allah:
“O Allah! What is Divine love?” Allah replied, “Divine love is that which burns
everything to ashes except Allah.”
Prophet Mohammad said, “Divine love is a fire and it burns to ashes every thought
except that of Allah.”
This is the path only adopted by the Mystic Fakir immortal with Allah. He is an eternal
man of Miraj. Hence he is blessed with Miraj even during salat, invocation, meditation,
recitation of the Quran and when he is immersed in the light of Allah. The real Miraj
is of two types. One is Miraj of gnosis of Allah which is related to the presence of
inward and this is a secret of Allah hence only a few know about it. The other Miraj is
beyond the Throne which distinguishes Prophet Mohammad as only he had its honour.
 The Ghawth and Qutb are also of two kinds. Some gain levels and spiritual stations
due to excessive worship and recitals while others have the Divine secrets revealed
upon them due to contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat.
 You must know that the Ghawth and Qutb who possess spiritual stations and the
Ghawth and Qutb who have worldly ranks and honour are different from those who
are drowned in the Divine Essence. While the Ghawth and Qutb who have reached
the levels of isolation and separation are different, Ghawth and Qutb who are Pirs are
different, Ghawth and Qutb appointed as rulers are different, Ghawth and Qutb who
have been annihilated in Allah are different while Ghawth and Qutb who are united
with Allah and drowned in Him at the station of Oneness being consistently present
in the Mohammadan Assembly are different. In the court of Saints they are known as
the secret of Saints about whom Allah says in the Qudsi Hadith, “Some of My friends
remain concealed in My robe, nobody knows them except Me.”
 The one who drinks from the ocean of gnosis of Allah and becomes a Mystic wearing
the robe of sharia, he reaches the station of knowledge of certainty and becomes the
personification of the sun. When the sun disappears in the darkness of night, it
becomes the hope of a new day. When the sun rises, its light erases the darkness of
night making everything bright. Hence such a Mystic reaches the station of eye of
certainty to become hopeful for the station of truth of certainty. Falsehood is erased
from his being and crossing the levels of knowledge of certainty and eye of certainty
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he reaches the level of truth of certainty. Then he recognizes and finds the Truth. At
this point he is known as the Mystic who is the seal of Fakirs as he has crossed the
levels of submission and has been annihilated in Allah becoming immortal with Him.
 The one who goes through annihilation becomes immortal and the one who reaches
this point, his existence becomes Divine light. From then on, he does not see himself
within him anymore because there is no greater sin than self-obsession. He who is
acknowledged with the station of secret, he studies his inward which allows him to
witness all the stations. This is the station of:

ّٰ َ ْ َ ْ َ َ َ
ِاذا تم الفق ُر ف ُہوَ اللہ



Meaning: When Faqr is accomplished that is Allah.
The Fakir who is at this level is like the falcon of the highest flight. When the person of
jamiat reaches this marvellous level through invocation and reflection, he becomes
the man of alchemic sight which possesses the efficacy of elixir. Such a Fakir is the
man of jamiat and is known as independent Fakir. The person who gains jamiat in
dawat, becomes a man of augmentation. When he recites Dawat all his religious and
worldly matters are done at once. He too is known as the independent Fakir with
jamiat. The Fakir who gains jamiat through the contemplation and authority of Ism-eAllah Zaat is known as the Fakir who is the seal of Faqr. Whatever he says, it is done
immediately.
 Mystics are of five kinds:
(1) Mystic of pre-existence
(2) Mystic of eternal end
(3) Mystic of the world
(4) Mystic of the hereafter
All four are the imperfect Mystics as they are the people of levels and stations. The
fifth one is ‘Mystic immortal with Allah’ who is stationed at the ultimate level of
Faqr. Regarding him Prophet Mohammad said:

ّٰ َ ْ َ ْ َ َ َ
ِاذا تم الفق ُر ف ُہوَ اللہ



Meaning: When Faqr is accomplished that is Allah.
 The Fakirs hear everything through the Divine sense of hearing, their language is
through the tongue of Truth and their sight beholds everything from the Divine sight.
The mystic poetry of Sultan Bahoo is one of a kind in this regard. On the topic of the
Universal Divine Man some extracts from his mystic poetry are presented:
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ُھ
ِ ِ

افین

وہای

وخد

وِاھکیل

از

ِدب

دج

اِدح

ُھ
ِ ِ رقب واصل اقمم ہن زنمل ِانں اوےھت مسج ہن اجین
ُھ
ِ ِ
ُھ
ِ

ہن اوےھت قشع تبحم اکیئ ہن اوےھت وکن اکمین
احبسین

ودحت

رِس

ُابھ
ؒ

ویھتےس

نیع

ونیعں

Explanation: Ever since Allah has showered theophanies of His Essence upon me in the
realm of Incomparable and Unknowable, the duality within me has ended and I have
attained Oneness by annihilating myself in the Divine Essence (Hoo

) ُہو.

At this point

closeness, union, destination, Divine love, body, soul, time, space rather everything ends.
It is the state where I have become exact reflection of the Divine.

ُھ
ِ ازل ادب ونں یحص وتیکےس ِو ھک امتےش زگرے
ُھ
ِ وچداں قبط ِدےل دے ادنر ِآشت الےئ رجحے
ن
ُھ
ِ ک ِاوہ دوںیہ اہجںین اڑجے
َ جمہاَں قح ہن احلص ی
ُھ
ِ ابھُ ِو ھک اہنتدنے رجمے
ؒ اعقش رغق وہےئ وِچ ودحت
Explanation: I have already been through the sport and game since pre-existence to the
eternal end. Fourteen spheres of the entire universe are contained in my esoteric self which
is the permanent abode of Divine love. Those who have not fulfilled the purpose of life
which is the union with Allah are ruined in both the worlds. Divine love is the force which
makes one renunciate the disgusting false play of world and drown in the union with Allah to
become one with Him.

طم
ُابھُ ِک ِمھاَں ھتیںُے ھ
ِؒ ِ ُ ھ، ھُ ےت ابرہ و،ادنر و
ن
ُھ
ِ َس رایصَں رکااہں وتڑے ِوخن رگج دا ِویپے
ُھ
ِ

دسویے

ُھ
ِ

ےویے

ِدادنمشن
،د

ن
جمہاَں

ےک
 رب

ڑپھ
ُابھ
ؒ

اتکابں
اہنتدنا

زہار

ھکل

ریقف

انم
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Explanation: In this quatrain Sultan Bahoo explains the ultimate stage of Faqr, annihilation

ُ

and immortality in Hoo ( )ہوand reveals about his reality at this stage. According to him it
is the stage of ‘only the Divine Essence exists in the esoteric and exoteric self’.

ُ

ُ

Bahoo has been annihilated in Hoo ( )ہوto become Hoo ()ہو. The ascetics become exhausted
with struggles of recitals and devotions but remain oblivious to the station of annihilation

ُ

in Hoo ()ہو. Some people after reading thousands of books become wise and scholars but
they have no whiff of this stage. The ones who annihilate themselves in the Divine Essence
to become the Essence Itself, they are the Fakirs. Even their graves are the quintessence
of beneficence.

ُھ
ِ

دا

یرم

انز

ِرنسگ

ڑھکایں

اہبراں

ابغ

ؒابوھ

ُھ
ِ ِ دل وچ ہبعک یحص وتیکےس ِاپوکں اپک رپم دا
ُھ
ِ ِ اطبل بلط وطاف امتیم ِج وضحر رحم دا
بن
س
ی
ُابھُ ِدجاں ج یںُس راہ رکم دا ِھ
ؒ ایگ اجحب ویھتےس احی
Explanation: Ever since I have found the Divine Essence within my inward, it is ecstatic
with Divine love and I have recognized the sacred One Who is to be worshipped. All my
desires, circumambulations and love are only for the Essence. O seeker! Be desirous of
complete union with the Beloved in the Kaaba of Oneness. Surely this Divine union is
only granted by the favour and beneficence of Allah Himself.

ُزبریگ ونں ِگھِت ونہ ولڑاھےیئ ِرکےیئ رج ُمَال ھ
ُھ
ِ لَا ِالّٰ َہ ِلگ انہگ ڑمایھ ذمبہ یک دگلا اسال
ّٰ
َ
ُھ
ِ ِ ِالا اللہ رھگ ریمے آای ِںیج آن ااھٹای اپال
ُھ
ِ ابھ ِآب ایح یت واال
ُؒ
ااسں رھب ایپال د روں اتیپ
Explanation: Eminence, unveiling, miracles and fame are meaningless in Faqr. While
treading the path of Divine love the seeker has to face defamation and backbiting.
However the people of Faqr should not be afraid of ridicule and insult. In fact they
should tread the path of Divine love with consistency. Ever since the secret of negation,

َ

‘there is no (other) God (َ ’)لا ِالّٰہhas unveiled upon me, I have no connection with any sect
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ّٰ َ

or school of thought. The reality of ‘only Allah ( ’) ِالا اللہis to accept that there is none
present except Allah. All my fears have ended after accepting this reality and I have
become immortal by drinking the eternal water of union with Allah.

ُھ
ِ ب ت ڑپھ ےک افلض وہےئ ِہِک رحف ہن ڑپایھ کِسے
ُھ
ِ ِِ ںیج ڑپایھ ںیت وشہ ہن دلاھ ِاجں ڑپایھ ُک
ن
ھ
ِ
ُھ
ِ وچداں قبط کن رانشیئ ِا ِب ییاَں ُک ہن دےّس
ُھ
ِ

ِق ِصے

اہکاینں

ِھبس

ُابھ
ؒ

دے

اہلل

واصل

ابھج

Explanation: The ascetics and scholars of Divine attributes have done various recitals and
studied the exoteric knowledge to become famous as scholars and jurists but they are
oblivious to the letter Alif which represents the reality and secret of Ism-e-Allah Zaat.
Even if some of them invoke Ism-e-Allah Zaat it is without the perfect spiritual guide and
void of sincere desire. How can they possibly achieve Divine vision! The earth and sky
are enlightened due to Ism-e-Allah Zaat but the spiritually blind cannot see this. Without
the union with Allah (annihilation in Hoo) all stations and destinations are merely illusions
rather a waste of time.

ُھ
ِ اپک تیلپ ہن وہدنے رہزگ وتڑے ردنہے وِچ نلی یمی
ُھ
ِ ودحت دے درای اےلھچ ہِک دل یحص ہن یتیک
م
ُھ
ِ کہ تب اخںین والص وہےئ کہ ڑپھ ڑپھ رنہ سی یمی
ن
ُھ
ِ َھُ قشع امنز اجں یتین
ؒ افلض س تلیضف ےھٹی ب
Explanation: Even if the pre-destined seekers of Allah fall into the trap of the world,
innerself or Satan, they do not remain confined for long and return to their origin-Allah.
Those who have been spiritually cleansed do not get affected by the environment of sins,
polytheism, atheism or obscenity. The ocean of Oneness is surging high and calling
towards Allah but the spiritually blind remain unblessed. There are those who find gnosis
of Allah even in temples (or other places) and then there are those who remain away from
Allah even in mosques due to their arrogance, conceit and ego which deprives them of
light of insight. When Divine love overpowers the kingdom of inward many scholars give
up their knowledge and ranks to become Divine lovers.
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ُِدل وِچ اخص ہّلحم ھ

نت نَم ایر ںیم رہش انای

ُھ
ِ  وہیئ وخب بسلہ،ریم

آن افل ِدل وِوسں یتیک

ُھ
ِ  اہلل،اموس
بس ھچک ونیمں ایپ وینسے وج لوےل
ٰؐ
ُھ
ِ ابھُ ےب درداں رس کھلہ
ؒ درد دنماں اہہی رزم اھچپ یت
Explanation: I have made my spiritual and physical being as the city of my Beloved. In
this beautiful city, I have lovingly decorated a special town in my inward. By entering
this special town, Allah has granted me felicity and relief. I have acquired all the Divine
attributes and power of the All-Hearing. Now I can hear the entire creation. This secret is
only revealed upon the pain-stricken who are lovers of Allah. Those who are deprived of
the pain of love (seekers of the world and hereafter) do not know about this secret and
station and I am least bothered about them anyway.

ُوج اپیک نِب اپک امیہ دے وس اپیک اجن نلی یمی ھ
م
ُھ
ِ کہ تب اخےن اج والص وہےئ کہ اخیل رےہ ِسی یمی
ن
ُھ
ِ  یئل ااہنں جمہاَں رس ددنیایں ڈِلھ ہن یتیک، ابز،قشع ِِد
ن
ن
ُھ
ِ ابھُ جمہاَں رَتب وَچڑ ہن یتیک
رہزگ دوتس ہن مل ِدبا
ؒ
Explanation: The so-called purity gained through excessive worship and spiritual exercises
without oath of allegiance to the perfect spiritual guide is actually filth and impurity. All
the levels, stations and spiritual experiences gained without perfect spiritual guide are in
fact a deceit. The one who is endowed with the sacred slavery of spiritual guide gains union
with Allah even at a church or temple. This is because he safeguards him every moment.
On the other hand the person who has not taken oath to perfect spiritual guide will remain
deprived even if he spends entire life worshipping in a mosque. In the game of Divine
love, only those gain victory who are ready to get beheaded. The Divine vision and union
are not achieved unless a person sacrifices his entire household for it.

ن
ُھ
ِ ہیتے ذا یت

وج وت

قبس افص یت وسیئ ڑپدھے
ُ ِع ااہنں ونں وہای ڑہیجے ایلص ےت اابث یت
ھ
ِ ِ ِع ِلمںُں
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کمن
ن
انل تبحم سفن ھںُںین کبھ اضق
ن
َُِھ جمہاَں دلاھ آب ایح یت ھ
ُ ؒ رہبہ اخص ااہنں ونں ب
ُھ
ِ

اک یت

،ِد

Explanation: Only the weaklings and cowards invoke the attributive names of Allah instead
of Ism-e-Allah Zaat because they do not have the strength to hold the grand Trust of
Divine love. It is pre-destined heritage of the seekers of Allah with undeterred strength
and elevated ranks to reach the core of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. They are the ones who have
slaughtered their own innerself with the dagger of submission to Allah’s will. O Bahoo!
Those who have drunk the elixir of sultan of invocations reach the height of Faqr. (Abyate-Bahoo Kamil)

The gnosis of Allah is of two types: gnosis of Divine attributes and gnosis of Divine
Essence. Their difference is described as following:
GNOSIS OF DIVINE ESSENCE

GNOSIS OF DIVINE ATTRIBUTES

1. It is related to the universe of Command.

It is related to the universe of creation.

2. It belongs to Lordship.

It belongs to slavehood.

3. It gives the engrossment in Divinity and
Divine vision.

It gives inclination of the creation and
control over it.

4. Its source is only the invocation and
contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat.

Its sources are hard mystic exercises,
recitals, meditation, forty days seclusion
and physical ascetic discipline.

5. Its initial station is Divine vision and
eternal presence in the Mohammadan
Assembly.

Its last destination is mutual dialogue
with Allah at the lote tree and studying
the Guarded Tablet.

6. Its knower is the man of Divine secret
and the man of Essence.

Its knower is the man of hard mystic
exercises and spiritual ranks.

7. The first station of the man of Divine
secret is the Divine vision.

The possessor of levels is deprived of the
Divine vision.
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Sultan Bahoo is the Sultan of Mystics and every Mystic is the seeker of gnosis of Divine
Essence. Sultan Bahoo persuades to acquire gnosis of Divine Essence instead of gnosis of
Divine attributes. When gnosis of Divine Essence is achieved, gnosis of attributes is
automatically acquired because Divine Essence is the Whole while attributes are the part.
Sultan Bahoo says:

ُھ
ِ

ریحاین

مک

سم
ُھں

،وقت
ٰؐ

امنزاں

لفن

روزے

ُھ
ِ اِںیہن گلیین رب احلص انںیہ وخد وخاین وخد داین
ن
ُھ
ِ شیمہ دقمی جل یییدبا ویلم‘ ِوس ایر‘ ِایر ہن اجین
ہ
ُھ
ِ َھُ دج وہ رہسی افین
ؒ ےف ںیھت ٹھُچ ر سی ب، وِرد و
Explanation: O seeker! Although fasting, devotions and rites of abstinence are considered
good deeds and part of worship but they do not take one to the Divine Essence. Instead
they lead to vanity, pride, egotism and self-obsession. Do you not recognize that the
Divine Essence is concealed within you since eternity? O Bahoo! When the seeker is
annihilated in the Essence, he liberates from all sorts of rites and rituals.

ُھ
ِ یک وہای ذرک زابین
سم
ُھ
ِ
ھے راہ ریحاین
ُھ
ِ ایر ہن ایلم اجین
ُھ
ِ

الاکمین

وِدسے

بلق وج ایلہ اتں یک وہای
،رِس

یفخ

رویح

یبلق

ن
ہش رگ ںیھت زندکی جل یییدبا

ڑہیجے

ُابھ
ؒ

اہنتدنا

ریقف

انم

Explanation: O seeker! If your heart has started shaking temporarily due to excessive
recitals then what good have you achieved? The invocation of inward, soul and secret are
only waystations on the Divine path and not the destination. The real purpose is union
with Allah-the One Who is nearer than jugular vein. True Fakirs are those who annihilate
themselves in the Divine Essence and reside in the station of no station.

ُھ

،ومر

ذمابہں دے دروازے اےچ راہ رابانں
طن
گ
ی
ُِ ھ،ڈنپاتں ےت ولمااینں وکولں جھت جھت ھیتے وچر
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ُھ
ِ ،اڈایں امرن رکن ڑیھکبے درد دنماں دے وھکر
ُھ
ِ ، انں سک وہر،دوع
ّس ےھتج
ٰؐ
َھُ لچ ااھتںیئ وِ ی
ؒ ب
Explanation: The religious ways prescribed by four schools of thought or outward knowledge
of religion are popular among the masses. The path of Faqr is like a small window which is
only for the chosen ones. Walk along it unnoticed stealthily passing by the scholars who are
themselves veiled by their pride, oblivious to this path. These people make fun of the
travellers of path of Divine love and issue verdicts against them out of malice and
jealousy. O Bahoo! Let us go and live somewhere away from these people where no one
holds supremacy but Allah.

ُھ
ِ انں ںیم اعمل انں ںیم افلض انں یتفم انں اقُھ
بہس
ُانں دل ریما دوزخ ےگنم انں وشق ِ ییین راُھ ھ
ُھ
ِ ،انں ںیم رت بہے روزے رےھک انں ںیم اپک امنز
ُھ
ِ

،ابز

،وکڑ

داین

ُابھ
ؒ

دے

اہلل

واصل

ابھج

Explanation: Neither am I a scholar nor an intellectual. Neither am I a jurist nor a mufti.
Neither I crave heaven nor do I fear hell. Neither do I fast for the thirty days of Ramadan
nor have I been a devout worshipper. O Bahoo! The fact is that without union with Allah
every level, status and station is false and useless.

ن
ُ ھ،ےھتج اعقش یلبے اتر

ُھ
ِ

،وار

ودحت دا درای اِیہٰل
ن
ٹَں ڈکنھ وم یت
امرن
ی

آوپ آیپ
ن
ُِ ھ،میتی وِچ ےئل اکشلرے ےویں چ الاٹں امر

د ِر

ُ ھ،َھُ ڑہیجے ونرک ںین رساکر
ؒ وس ویکں ںیہن احلص بدے ب
Explanation: The Divine lovers keep swimming in the ocean of Oneness. They dive deep
into the ocean and gather pearls up to the limits of their capability. The Mohammadan
light unmatched in lustre shines like the moon and has illuminated its water. Those who
serve in the kingdom of Faqr of the Holy Prophet, ought to present all their possessions
and services to their spiritual guide so that he can utilize them to spread the message of Faqr.
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ب
ُھ
ِ میل وھچڑے اکاہں

وہہی وہہی دنایں اترو وہایئں
ی
ایر ااسڈا رگن حلیین اںیس در ےت

ُھ
ِ ِساہں
َ ِ لھَک
ن
ُماہں ھ
َ ہن وکیئ آوے ہن وکیئ اجوے اںیس ںیک ھتہ لک ِھ
ب
 آوے بَھُ ِ ن،ےج ربخ اجین د
ُھ
ِ ک ویلکں ھل وھتااہں
ؒ
Explanation: The path to the Beloved has become extremely difficult and impossible to
travel without Allah’s favour and beneficence. He is in the magnificent castle and I tarry
at its doorsteps yearning to see Him. No one has access to the Beloved, how can I send
any message to convey my desire! If I get to hear a word from Him or called into His
presence, my heart would bloom with happiness.

ب
ُھ
ِ ودحت دے درای اےلھچ ج ھل لگنج رےنی
ن
ن ن
ُھ
ِ  ذات می یییدبے اننہ اساگنں لھج یییتے،قشع د
لک ن
ن
ُھ
ِ رگن وھبھبت مل یییدبے ڈِےھٹ َس وجان ھیتے
ن
ُھ
ِ َھُ ڑہیجے وہدنایں تمہ ہیتے
ؒ ںیم رقابن اہنتں وتں ب
Explanation: The ocean of Oneness has surged quenching the thirst of lovers. Those who
have even a bit of it are sated. However the eternal unfortunates who deny the love of
Essence have deprived themselves by remaining hostile towards this beneficence. They
have turned themselves wretched in the world and will remain so in the hereafter. The
fortunate ones are blessed with Divine love and have drowned in this ocean sacrificing their
worldly assets and pleasures. O Bahoo! I sacrifice myself for the true lovers who are
magnanimous and remain humble even after achieving high stations in the Divine court.
(Abyat-e-Bahoo Kamil)

SULTAN-UL-FAQR VI SULTAN MOHAMMAD ASGHAR ALI
AND THE UNIVERSAL DIVINE MAN
Sultan-ul-Faqr VI Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali describes the reality of the Universal
Divine Man in these words:
 Even attaining the vision of Allah is not the ultimate station. It has also duality. The
actual ultimate station is gained by annihilating oneself in the Divine Essence
completely. This is the station where the difference between ‘You’ and ‘I’ ends. This
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is also called the station of Divine Oneness, annihilation in Allah and immortality

ُ

with Him or annihilation in Hoo ( )ہوwhich is the highest station of Faqr. This is the
ultimacy of the perfect man of Allah. On reaching here he is adorned with the crown
of the Universal Divine Man and is appointed at the throne of Divine guidance and
persuasion. At this station his speech is the speech of Allah, his hearing is the hearing
of Allah, his sight is the sight of Allah, his movement is the movement of Allah and
his touch is the touch of Allah.
 The eternal prayer of Ism-e-Allah Zaat entirely sanctifies the being of man. The heat
of Ism-e-Allah Zaat is greater than the hellfire. If the Fakir who is annihilated and
immortal with Allah (the Universal Divine Man) looks with Divine majesty, he may
burn everything in the east and the west into ashes. Thousand praises for him! How
great is he who tolerates this fire himself and does not afflict the creation. If you visit
and stay in the court of such a Fakir with respect and reverence, you would find
betterment. Disrespecting or opposing him will make you unfortunate in both the
realms. Ignorance is better than such an intellect which denies his spiritual status,
creates hostility against him and persuades others to oppose him.

ُ

 The station of annihilation in Hoo ( )ہوand immortality with Him is the highest station
of human elevation. This is the station about which Prophet Mohammad said, “When
Faqr is accomplished that is Allah.” This is the highest station of men of Allah
because if a man stays at the station of annihilation, he is lost forever.
 The perfect Fakir is the representative of Allah. His status is that of belovedness
which he never loses. The Universal Divine Man is only one in the world who
performs the obligation of guiding the seekers of Truth physically as well as
spiritually. In the beginning, he is not famous and keeps himself hidden from the world.
Yet in a few years his fame spreads everywhere and the seekers of Allah are attracted
towards him in a large number. His identity is that he does not involve his disciples in
hard mystic exercises or recital rounds rather he takes them to the destination by the
contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat.
 Unless the seeker reaches the station of immortality with Allah he remains scared at
every station.
 At the station of immortality with Allah, neither the soul nor the body exists.
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ُ

 The station of immortality with Allah is attained by the invocation of Hoo ()ہو. You
should also get the secret of Hoo from a Sarwari Qadri spiritual guide because the
secret of Hoo is not found without the invocation of Hoo. (Sultan-ul-Faqr VI Sultan
Mohammad Asghar Ali-Life and Teachings)

IQBAL AND THE UNIVERSAL DIVINE MAN
The philosophy of Allama Iqbal regarding the Universal Divine Man holds similarity to
Sultan Bahoo’s teachings about the perfect Mystic Fakir immortal with Allah. Both use
different titles to address the Universal Divine Man. A few by Iqbal are:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)

True believer (Mumin, Mard-e-Mumin, Banda-e-Mumin)
True man (Mard-e-Haq)
Perfect man (Mard-e-Kamil)
Sage (Mard-e-Daana)
The independent man (Banda-e-Hur)
Righteous Imam (Imam-e-Barhaq)
Unconventional Mystic (Qalandar, Mard-e-Qalandar)
Man of innovation (Sahib-e-Ijad)
Man of self-realization (Mard-e-Khud Agah)
Man of sight (Deedawar)
Visionary (Sahib-e-Idrak)
Fakir (Mard Fakir)
Man of Truth (Banda-e-Haq)
Man of Divine sight (Banda-e-Haq Biin)
The revered man (Mard-e-Buzurg)
Man of inward (Sahib-e-Dil)
Righteous guide (Mehdi-e-Barhaq)

All these titles refer to the Universal Divine Man which are used by Iqbal according to
the requirements of poetry. Let us begin with his Urdu poetry related to this topic:

 رطح اصِبح ارسار رکے،’قح‘ ِےھجت ریم

۔ تُ ےن وپیھچ ےہ اامتم یک تقیقح ھجم ےس1

وج ےھجت احرض و وموجد ےس زیبار رکے

ِ
‘’اامم ربقح
۔ ےہ ویہ اریے زامےن اک2

زدنیگ اریے ےئل اور یھب دوشار رکے

‘رک’رخ دوتس
۔ ومت ےک آےنیئ ںیم ھجت وک داھک3
ِ
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رقف یک اسن ڑچاھ رک ےھجت ولتار رکے

ااسحس زایں اریا وہل رگام دے
۔ دے ےک4
ِ

Explanation: (1) You are inquisitive about the true leader of your era who can lead you
upon the right path and show you the reality. May Allah guide you Himself and reveal
His secrets upon you the same way He has unveiled them on me.
(2) The righteous Imam of your era who deserves this title is the one who diverts your
attention from the mortal world towards Allah, removes material desires and makes you
disgusted of the short-lived pleasures of the world.
(3) He has the power to enliven your soul by giving death to your innerself. Hence
blessing with ‘death before dying’ that leads to the vision of Divine beauty before
doomsday. The Divine beauty captivates you so much that life of this world and its
charms lose their attraction and you become fearless even from death.
(4) He should make you realize that the time you have spent without the desire and
struggle for the Divine vision and union is wasted thus makes you eager to achieve them.
For this he leads you on the path of Faqr and makes you bold enough to renounce
everything for Allah and cross every hurdle with perseverance and strength. (Zarb-e-Kalim)

اتفگر ںیم رکدار ںیم اہلل یک رباہن

۔ رہ ہظحل ےہ ’ومنم‘ ِیک یئن اشن یئن آن1

ہی اچر انعرص وہں وت اتنب ےہ املسمن

 و دقویس و ربجوت، و افغر،۔ اہقر2

 رظن آات ےہ تقیقح ںیم ےہ رقآن،اقر

۔ ہی راز یسک وک ںیہن ولعمم ہک ومنم3

داین ںیم یھب زیمان ایقتم ںیم یھب زیمان

۔ دقرت ےک اقمدص اک ایعر اس ےک ارادے4

درایٔوں ےک دل سج ےس دلہ اجںیئ وہ وطافن

۔ سج ےس رگجِ الہل ںیم ڈنھٹک وہ وہ منبش5

تفص وسر ٔہ رنٰمح

۔ رطفت اک رسو ِدِ ازیل اس ےک بش و روز6

آگنہ ںیم اتکی

Explanation: (1) The Universal Divine Man is the exact manifestation of Allah in all his
words and deeds. In every era he appears with a new grandeur and every moment his
glory keeps elevating as Allah says;

َْ
ُ
)55:29(﴾﴿ک َل یَوْ ٍم ُہوَ ف ِ ْی شا ٍن

Meaning: Every moment, His glory manifests anew. (55:29)
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(2) Unless a seeker crosses the realm of bodies, the angelic realm, the realm of power and
the realm of Divinity he cannot be titled as a true Muslim (believer) who is one with the
Essence and manifests all the Divine attributes. He is titled the Universal Divine Man
because he is the paragon who esoterically witnesses the celestial light of angels, purity
of Divine soul and embodies both Divine beauty and majesty.
(3) Such a believer is the embodiment of teachings of Quran though he may appear to be
its reciter. As Aisha bint Abi Bakr said, “The morals of the Holy Prophet are exact
Quran.” The believer follows every step of the Holy Prophet and moulds his life according
to Quran hence becomes the practical of Quranic teachings.
(4) The Universal Divine Man is the one who implements the Divine commands in the
world as he is the representative of Allah on the earth. Allah views and judges His slaves
through his eyes. Though the Universal Divine Man is all mercy yet Allah takes him as the
best benchmark and a witness to the believers, Muslims and people in general, in the world
as well as hereafter.
(5) Universal Divine Man is the one and only who holds and simultaneously manifests
the entire attributes of Allah whether of compassion or of wrath. For the lovers of Allah
he is all mercy while for the disbelievers he is all majesty. Like the sacred Companions
who were soft and loving towards each other but furious and wrathful for the infidels. He
is soft natured like dew which gives freshness to flowers as well as strong and magnificent
like storm which shakes the rivers.
(6) The Universal Divine Man is absorbed in the pleasure of Divine vision and union since
pre-existence. Even in this world his soul remains engrossed in it day and night as the Holy
Prophet said:

َ َ اَل ْ ّٰا َن کَمَا ک
ان



Meaning: It is the same now as it was before.
Like chapter Rahman of the Quran has a distinctive style, the Universal Divine Man in
every era is not only the same as his spiritual predecessor but also different. As each
complies with the requirements of ever changing time.
He is the manifestation of the Essence. He is the undeniable blessing to be ever grateful of.
(Zarb-e-Kalim)

!وکیئ ادنازہ رکاتکس ےہ اس ےک زو ِر ابزو اک
اگنہِ رم ِد ومنم ےس دبل اج یت ںیہ دقتریںی
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Explanation: Being the absolute manifestation of Divine Essence and attributes, the
Universal Divine Man is all-powerful and all-authoritative. No one can judge his powers.
Even his single glance can change the destiny and turn an infidel to a believer, an
imperfect to a perfect, a wretched to a fortunate and an ignorant to a scholar. (Bang-e-Dara)

‘وج اعمَل ِااجید ںیم ےہ ’اصِبح ااجید
رہ دور ںیم رکات ےہ وطاف اس اک زامہن
Explanation: The Universal Divine Man has the distinctive attribute of innovation which is
the manifestation of Allah’s attribute ‘the Originator’ (al-Badi). This attribute refers to
Allah’s power to create a completely new creation without any previous pattern, example
or material. With this attribute, the Universal Divine Man brings about change in the inner
and outer universe by the authority vested in him by Allah. He is the pivot around whom
the whole universe revolves due to his magnetic Divine attraction. (Zarb-e-Kalim)

 ےس ’رم ِد وخد آاگہ‘ ِاک امجل و الجل،وخد
ابیق امتم ریسفتںی

ہک ہی اتکب ےہ

Explanation: The Universal Divine Man is the man of self-realization and has been blessed
with the perfect gnosis of Allah according to the Hadith, “Whoever recognized his innerself
undoubtedly recognized his Lord.” His compassion and mercy as well as wrath and majesty
are all Divine as he has annihilated his human attributes in the Divine attributes and only
the Essence is manifested in Him. He is the book that has complete and exact Divine
knowledge. As compared to him the scholars are like exegesis of the book. The true
knowledge is only found in the book while the exegeses are various, contradictory and
based on personal knowledge and opinions which can be misleading. (Armaghan-e-Hijaz)

اعمَل ےہ طقف ومنمِ اجابنز یک ریماث
ومنم ںیہن وج اصِبح ولالک ںیہن ےہ
Explanation: Allah grants authority over the entire universe to the true believer who
annihilates himself in the Holy Prophet and Allah becoming eternal. He becomes the
Universal Divine Man and the reflection of the Holy Prophet for whom Allah created the
worlds and bestowed him with complete authority upon them. One who is not annihilated
in the Holy Prophet cannot be a true believer. (Bal-e-Jibril)
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اہجن امتم ےہ ریماث ’رم ِد ومنم‘ یک
ِرمے الکم ہپ تجح ےہ ہتکنٔ ولالک
Explanation: The whole world is the heritage of the perfect believer who is annihilated in
the Holy Prophet. This point can be proved by the words of Allah when He said that He
would not have created the world had it not been for His beloved Prophet. (Bal-e-Jibril)

’ومنم‘ ِےک اہجں یک دح ںیہن ےہ
ےہ

ںیہک

رہ

اقمم

اک

ومنم

Explanation: The Holy Prophet said, “The inward of believer is the Throne of Allah.”
Hence the entire universe is in the inward of the Universal Divine Man. He is not bound
by the universe rather the universe is within him. Boundaries can restrict the physical
being not the spiritual one. Since the Universal Divine Man has annihilated his physical
entity, the restrictions and boundaries are no more applicable on him. All the realms are
in his reach and under his authority. (Bal-e-Jibril)

ن
 ہپ رو یت ےہ،زہاروں اسل رنسگ اینپ ےب تُر

 لکشم ےس وہات ےہ نمچ ںیم ِ’ددیہ ور‘ ِدیپا،ڑب
Explanation: The soul of seeker of Allah yearns for the Divine vision and mourns upon
his inability which is due to the lack of light required for the vision. This light only
results from the celestial company of the perfect spiritual guide and the invocation and
contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat granted by him. In search of perfect spiritual guide
who is a man of sight and the Universal Divine Man of the era, the seeker struggles a lot
and finds him after a great difficulty. (Bang-e-Dara)

‘رہم و ہم و امجن اک احمبس ےہ ’دنلقر
‘ا یبَم اک رَم بک ںیہن را بک ےہ ’دنلقر
Explanation: The worlds and their creations are subordinate to Qalandar (the Universal
Divine Man) and act under his command. He is not a slave to time rather he rules time. He
is an innovative person who goes beyond conventional norms to point up the reality
behind the Truth. (Zarb-e-Kalim)
In his mystic poem Mard-e-Buzurg, Iqbal says about the Universal Divine Man:
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۔1

رہق یھب اس اک ےہ اہلل ےک دنبوں ہپ قیفش

اس یک رفنت یھب قیمع اس یک تبحم یھب قیمع

ےہ رگم اس یک تعیبط اک اقتاض قیلخت

۔ رپورش اپات ےہ دیلقت یک اتریکی ںیم2

عمشِ لفحم یک رطح بس ےس دجا بس اک رقیف

۔ انمجن ںیم یھب رسیم ریہ ولخت اس وک3

ابت ںیم اسدہ و آزادہ اعمین ںیم دقیق

۔ لثمِ وخردیشِ رحس رکف یک اتابین ںیم4

ریپان رطقی
اس ےک اوحال ےس رحمم ںیہن
ِ

۔ اس اک ادنا ِز رظن اےنپ زامےن ےس دجا5

Explanation: (1) The reality of Universal Divine Man is beyond anyone’s perception as
the Holy Prophet said, “Only Allah knows my reality.” The profundity of his compassion
and wrath cannot be comprehended. By his wrath he annihilates and purges the inciting
innerself of the seekers of Allah and grants them His closeness thus his wrath eventually
becomes compassion for the seekers.
(2) Apparently the perfect spiritual guide trains his chosen seeker who is destined to
become the Universal Divine Man after him like his other seekers but this conformity is
just a veil to keep his secret concealed till the time he is ascended to the throne of Divine
guidance and persuasion. In fact he is inwardly trained in an entirely different manner
according to the requirements of his era and the responsibilities he will have to execute
after adorning the throne. Innovation is inherent in his nature which helps him bringing
about the changes required in the previous system as well as building an entirely new
personality of his seekers according to the will of Allah.
(3) Physically he lives among people but inwardly he is always in the state of solitude
with Allah. His inner state is a deep secret between him and Allah. Like a candle, he is
distinct from everyone in the gathering yet everyone’s companion in the form of light.
(4) The refulgent personality of Universal Divine Man is a source of enlightenment for
the seekers of Allah. His innovative nature and bright thoughts are like the rising sun
which remove the darkness. He says the truth without any fear, though his words are
simple but contain subtle meanings and Divine secrets which are revealed only upon the
enlightened ones.
(5) The Universal Divine Man is unique among all the spiritualists. They and their ways
are old fashioned and outdated but his vision is modern and in accordance to the
requirements of his era. Rather he foresees the demands of coming times and takes
revolutionary steps beforehand. That is why his status and rank is above others even beyond
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their perception as they are stuck in the universe of creation whereas he is stationed in the
universe of command at the station of no station. (Zarb-e-Kalim)

ن
رسیم آ یت ےہ فِتص طقف الغومں وک

ںیہن ےہ ’دنب ٔہ رُح‘ ِےک ےئل اہجں ںیم رفاغ
Explanation: The Universal Divine Man is independent of physical bounds and spiritual
restraints as he is ruler upon the innerself. Allah manifests him in the world with a great
purpose, he spends his entire life in a struggle to achieve his aim. Firstly, he is trained for
it and then he fulfils it. Every moment of his life is a step towards achievement of this
sacred objective. He cannot rest or enjoy pleasures of worldly life like others who are
slaves of their innerself and have no aim of life except to earn more and more money and
enjoy a luxurious life. Their soul is dead and stagnant but his soul is ever progressing and
in a restless state. (Zarb-e-Kalim)

ریشمش یک امدنن ےہ رُبدنہ و رَباق

 وہیئگ دیبار،۔ سج ’دنب ٔہ قح ںیب‘ ِیک وخد1

ِ رہ ذرے ںیم وپدیشہ ےہ وج
وقت ایراق

۔ اس یک ہگن وشخ ہپ وہ یت ےہ ومندار2

‘تُ دنب ٔہ آافق ےہ وہ ’اصِبح آافق

۔ اس رم ِد دخا ےس وکیئ تبسن ںیہن ھجت وک3

Explanation: (1) The Universal Divine Man is the man of Divine sight. His soul is alive
and a witness to the Truth. Radiant and vibrant like lightening and sharp like a sword, his
majesty and magnificence know no limits.
(2) His brilliant sight can watch everything whether concealed or visible, far or distant.
He can even view the Divine light hidden in every particle which is the actual power
behind existence of everything.
(3) There is no comparison between you and the Universal Divine Man as you are a slave
of this universe while he is its master. His grandeur embraces the entire physical and
spiritual cosmos and you are bound in dimensions of time and space. (Zarb-e-Kalim)

 ربقح‘ یک رضورت،’دہم
داین وک ےہ اس
ِ
ااکفر

ِاعمل

ٔہل
ِ ززل

ن
نِگہ

یک

سج

وہ
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Explanation: The world severely needs that righteous guide whose sight creates an
upheaval in the spiritual self and thoughts of the seeker and diverts his attention away
from this world towards Divinity. Thus reforming the individuals to ultimately reform the
society. His powerful entity can bring peace in the chaotic world but only if the world
searches for him and recognizes his status. (Zarb-e-Kalim)

،ویہ ےہ ’دنب ٔہ رُح‘ ِسج یک رضب ےہ اکر
،عَر
ہن وہ ہک رحب ےہ سج یک امتم ی
Explanation: The Universal Divine Man is the independent man whose disposition is strong
and influential. His sight has a powerful effect upon the inward of the seeker. He is not
like the rulers who win over by force and cunningness. Instead he is the guide who moulds
inwards with his sight and leads them. (Zarb-e-Kalim)

اتہک ےہ زامےن ےس ہی دروشیِ وجاں رمد
اجات ےہ دجرھ ’دنب ٔہ قح‘ تُ یھب ادرھ اج
Explanation: I am the bold Dervish who advises the whole world for its betterment that it
should turn towards the man of Truth. It must search and follow him to seek the Truth.
(Zarb-e-Kalim)

یہی راہ ےہ ازل ےس دنلقروں اک رطقی

زہار وخف وہ نکیل زابن وہ دل یک رقیف

طقف ہی ابت ہک ِ’ریپِ اغمں‘ ِےہ رم ِد قیلخ

وجہم ویکں ےہ زایدہ یراب اخےن ںیم

Explanation: No matter what the situation or fears may be, the speech should comply with
what is within the inward. This is the pattern set by the unconventional Mystics of the
past. They never feared the monarchs and authorized elite and said the truth boldly
without caring for the consequences.
Why is the sacred court of the Universal Divine Man crowded? It is because he is so
courteous that he gives every seeker of Allah the wine of Divine vision to drink which
intoxicates them with Divine love. His compassion and morals which are the reflection of
beautiful morals of the Holy Prophet attract the seekers towards him. With love he wins
their hearts and takes them to the destination. (Bal-e-Jibril)

وت اصِبح زنمل ےہ ہک اکٹھب وہا رایہ

۔ وپ اس ےس ہک وبقمل ےہ رطفت یک وگایہ1
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 ںیم یھب اشیہ،ومنم ےہ وت رکات ےہ ریقف

،۔ اکرف ےہ املسمں وت ہن اشیہ ہن ریقف2

ومنم ےہ وت ےب غیت یھب ڑلات ےہ اپسیہ

۔ اکرف ےہ وت ریشمش ہپ رکات ےہ رھبواس3

’ومنم‘ ےہ وت وہ آپ ےہ دقتریِ ایہٰل

۔ اکرف ےہ وت ےہ اتعبِ دقتری املسمں4

Explanation: (1) Ask your conscience because it is the best witness that you trust. Have
you reached your destination, the gnosis of Allah, His vision and closeness, or are you a
wanderer lost in the world and its luxuries away from Divine closeness?
(2) Since the Muslims have renounced the true religion inwardly and adopted the
practices of infidels, they have not only lost the way of Faqr which leads to esoteric
grandeur but have also been deprived of the worldly splendour and rule. They have
become slaves of worldly rulers as well as of their innerself. If a true believer veritably
follows the Mohammadan Faqr, he becomes the Fakir who has no worldly possessions
still he rules both the worlds.
(3) The infidels trust upon their weaponry to win while the true believers trust only Allah
and win the battle fighting without a sword. The example of sacred Companions proves
this fact. In fact a true believer is an eternal soldier who keeps fighting the greater jihad
against his innerself. This battle requires the power of Divine love, trust upon Allah and
an urge to have His closeness.
(4) If a Muslim is the slave of his desires instead of Allah then he is an infidel inwardly. His
slavery to desires makes him subordinate to the destiny as he loses the power to make his
own destiny. On the contrary, the true believer (the Universal Divine Man) is subordinate
to none but Allah. Hence Allah Himself grants him the power to write the destiny. (Bal-eJibril)

’دنلقر‘ زُج دو رحف ِلَٓا ِال ّٰہ ِھچک یھب ںیہن راتھک
ن
 اک،ہہیقفِ رہش اقروں ےہ ِطعت اہےئ اجحز
Explanation: The Universal Divine Man negates everyone but Allah. His entire asset is
this negation itself which separates him from everything and unites him with Allah.
Neither does he know nor desires to know anything except Him. His persuasion to the
seekers is also based on it only which is more than enough for their spiritual enhancement.
While the jurists and scholars have gathered a treasure of books and are lost in words
forgetting Allah. They deliver long speeches just to express their knowledge but their
words are void of spiritual efficacy. (Bal-e-Jibril)
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ہن تخت و اتج ںیم ےن  رکش و اپسہ ںیم ےہ
وج ابت ’رم ِِد دنلقر‘ یک ابراگہ ںیم ےہ
Explanation: Neither in monarchy nor in army is the pleasure which is derived from the
company of the Universal Divine Man because there man spiritually elevates and achieves
the closeness of Allah. (Bal-e-Jibril)

رمدان رُح‘ یک درویشی
’ انیمِ راز ےہ
ِ
ہک ربجالیئی ےس ےہ اس وک تبسنِ وخیشی
Explanation: The Universal Divine Man is liberated from the shackles of worldly desires
and is independent. The significance of his dervishism is that he holds the Divine secrets.
He is just like Angel Gabriel in keeping the Divine secrets. He is among humans as
Gabriel is among the angels. (Bal-e-Jibril)

رھبواس رک ںیہن ےتکس الغومں یک ریصبت رپ
رمدان رُح‘ یک آھکن ےہ انیب
’ ہک داین ںیم طقف
ِ
Explanation: The insight of slaves of desires can never be trusted, for they are only
focused upon the fulfilment of their desires and are blind to the benefit of nation. In the
entire world, only the sight of independent men is trustworthy as they see through the
Divine light. They are selfless and appointed by Allah for the beneficence of entire
creation. (Bal-e-Jibril)
In his Persian work Iqbal represents the perspective of the Universal Divine Man in a
beautiful manner. Here it is presented:

ینک
،وش

امیلسینی

ِِاتج
ِ

ٰؐالیلبی

رس
کلم

ِزبی

ینک

اتدجا ِر

،وش

اہجابنین
آرا

اہجں

۔ رگ1

رتشابین
ابدش

اہجں

۔ ات2

رب انعرص رمکحاں لودن وخش اتس

۔ انبئِ قح در اہجں لودن وخش اتس3

اتس

اتس

امظع

ِامس

ِلظ

او

یتسہ

اعمل

اجن
ِ

وچمہ

قح

ِ۔ انبئ4
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لود

اہلل

ابرم

اقمئ

اہجں

در

لود

آہگ

لک

و

زج

روم ِز

۔ از5

Explanation: (1) If you become dominant over your innerself like a rider controls the camel
then you would rule the world and the crown of King Solomon would adorn your head.
This means that if you remove the veils of innerself you would reach the station of
annihilation in Allah and immortality with Him to become the Universal Divine Man.
(2) As long as this world exists, you would remain its decorator and would become the
king of the universe whose reign would see no downfall.
(3) It is good to become the vicegerent of Allah (the Universal Divine Man) in this world.
How great it is to rule over the world!
(4) The vicegerent of Allah (the Universal Divine Man) is the soul of the world and his
existence is the manifestation of the greatest name of Allah (Ism-e-Allah Zaat).
(5) He knows the secrets of every part and whole of the universe and is dominant upon
everything by the command of Allah. (Asrar-e-Khudi)

زدن

ربمہ

را

ہنہک

اسبط

اںی

مہ ِ ِ ِاپسیہ ِ ِ ِمہ ِ ِ ِسمہگر ِ ِ ِمہ ِ ِ ِاریم

زدن

اعمل

تعس
ِ
و

در

وچں

۔ ہمیخ1

۔ ونع ااسنں را ریشب و مہ ذنری2

Explanation: (1) When the Universal Divine Man adorns his throne, he turns over the
previous system by creating his own realm.
(2) He brings glad tidings to mankind and warns them against evil. He builds the army
and himself is the soldier as well as the leader of the army. (Asrar-e-Khudi)

ےتس

اسرا

الذی

سبحان

اتس

وتام

بعل
مش

اکلم

روزاگر

ِدنمس

رگد

رت

رِس

ےتس

االامس

ملع

دماعےئ

۔۱

دقرت

از اصع دتسِ دیفسش مکحم اتس

۔۲

زیت

وچں انعں ریگد دبتس آں وسہشار

۔۳

Explanation: (1) He is the secret and reason behind Allah’s words:

َ ُ َ َ ۡ َ ۡ َ َ ّٰ َ َ َ َ
)2:31( آء کل َہا
و علم ادم الاسم

Meaning: And Allah taught Adam all the (Divine) names. (2:31)
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َ ۡۤ َ
)17:1( ُس ۡب ّٰح َن ال ِذ ۡی ا ۡس ّٰری ِب َع ۡب ِد ٖہ ل َ ۡیلًا



Meaning: Holy is He Who took His servant in a small portion of a night (to Miraj). (17:1)
(2) His luminous hand is like the miraculous hand of Moses which is strengthened by his
powerful staff. His knowledge, ability and authority are interconnected.
(3) When this dignified rider holds the reins of the world, its speed further increases. This
means that when the Universal Divine Man adorns the throne of Divine guidance and
persuasion, the era proceeds in accordance to his will. (Asrar-e-Khudi)

اتس

ِارسار

بیغ

وسارے

اندی

ربوں

از

رِسے
رگدے

ومندش
رہ

ز

Explanation: The manifestation of the Universal Divine Man in this world is one of the
Divine secrets. The person who attracts people through his knowledge, intellect and
verbosity is not the Universal Divine Man.

ِ
آایت

رہ اہجں ادنر ربِ او وچں ابقتس

دخاتس

درگیش

۔ وچں نہک رگدد اہجےن در ربش۲

اہجےن

رقآں

ددہ

یم

ز

ومنم

۔ دنب ٔہ۱

Explanation: (1) The Universal Divine Man is one of the signs of Allah and all the worlds
are like his dress (manifestation).
(2) When one of these worlds becomes ancient, a new world is granted to him by the
Quran. (Javid Nama)

ےن الغم او را ہن او سک را الغم
ن
ی
آئ دخاداد اتس و سب
کلم و
ن
س
زتش و وخب و خلت و ون یییش ز قح

۔ دنب ٔہ قح ےب اینز از رہ اقمم۱
۔ دنب ٔہ قح رم ِد آزاد اتس و سب۲
ن
ی
آئ ز قح
۔ رمس و راہ و دنی و۳

Explanation: (1) The Universal Divine Man is independent of stations and levels. Neither
is he a slave to anyone nor does he have any slave.
(2) The Universal Divine Man has gained salvation from everything for Allah. He is
bestowed with kingdom and constitution by Allah.
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(3) His ways, beliefs and rules are all related to Allah. His right and wrong rather everything
is from Allah. (Javid Nama)

رم ِد قح از قح ذپرید رگن و لو

۔ رم ِد قح از سک ریگند رگن و لو۱
ن
۔ رہ زامں ادنر ت اجےن درگ۲

رہ زامں او را وچ قح اشےن درگ

ُ
یرحِ رزمِ ِ’ک َل یَوْ ٍم‘ ِابز وگے
ِ

وگے

ابز

ومنم

اب ِرم ِد

۔ رازاہ۳

Explanation: (1) The Universal Divine Man is not influenced by anyone. All his attributes
and ways are inspired only by Allah and Prophet Mohammad.
(2) The Universal Divine Man has a new life as well as a new grandeur every moment
like the Truth.
(3) O Universal Divine Man! Tell the Muslims their forgotten secrets once again and also
explain to them the inner meaning and exegesis of the Quranic verse;

َْ
ُ
)55:29( ک َل یَوْ ٍم ُہوَ ف ِ ْی شا ٍن

Meaning: Every moment His glory manifests anew. (55:29) (Javid Nama)

لیلخی
ِ
لیئی
ِ ربج

او

حیسمی ِو
او

اتکب

او

و
او

یلکی

او

محمب

او

Explanation: The Universal Divine Man is Moses, Jesus and Abraham. He is Mohammad as
well as the Book and Gabriel. (Javid Nama)

ز اشہ ابج اتسدنن و رخہق یم وپدنش
بن
ل
ح ںُت ادنو زامن و اکمں در آوغدنش

۔ دنلقراں ہک ہب ریخست آب و لِگ وکدنش۱
ن
۔ بحلںُت ادنو دنمکے ہب رہم و امہ یمیجی ِدب۲

Explanation: (1) The unconventional Mystics who conquer this material world are such
elevated men that although they wear patched clothes yet the kings are their subordinates.
(2) When they are in public, they spread word of wisdom and guide people. When they
are alone, they gather time and space in their embrace i.e. they are absorbed in the trance
and ecstasy of witnessing the Divine Beloved. (Zabur-e-Ajam)

او رس فکب

ام بمییدبان رس بیجب

‘’لاتخف

ور ِد

ز

مکحم

رُح

۔ رم ِد۱
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یم ہن رگدد دنب ِٔہ اطلسن و ریم

۔ رم ِد رُح از ِ’لا ِالّٰ َہ‘ رونش ریمض۲

رم ِد رُح ابرے ربد اخرے وخرد

۔ رم ِد رُح وچں ارتشان ابرے ربد۳

Explanation: (1) The Universal Divine Man has the power and strength to move mountains
due to the assurance of Allah, “Do not feel afraid or grieved.”139 We keep our head down
because we are slaves of this world but the Universal Divine Man keeps his head high as
he is fearless and magnanimous. He even does not feel afraid to sacrifice his life for the
Beloved.
(2) The Universal Divine Man has a complete and perfect faith upon “There is no (other)
God” and hence has an enlightened conscience. He never becomes the slave of any king
or a ruler and remains only the slave of Allah and His Prophet.
(3) The Universal Divine Man bears burden like a camel and eats thorns. In the path of
Faqr he endures difficulties, sorrows and adversities. (Mathnawi)

زرد رو از مہس آں رعایں ریقف
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دوتس
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۔ ام۳

Explanation: (1) Kings, laden in silk robes become pale out of fear in front of the Fakir
who is dressed in simple clothes.
(2) We learn the secrets of religion as a knowledge but he views them with his eyes. We
acknowledge ourselves through the help of books whereas he learns directly from Allah
Himself. He is absorbed in witnessing Allah whereas we are away and deprived of it.
(3) We are friends of the church and sell the religion but the Universal Divine Man drinks
from the hands of Prophet Mohammad. We are in love with the western culture and adopt
their lifestyle instead of following Islamic traditions proudly. Whereas the Universal
Divine Man drinks the wine of the Prophet’s love and gets his blessings at every step of
life.

139

Sura al-Ankabut, verse 33.
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(4) We are unfamiliar to the true love of Allah and His Messenger whereas he has drunk
the wine of love and is intoxicated since eternity. This wine is such that it requires no
chalice. Hence neither he requests anyone for it nor has a goblet in his hands. (Mathnawi)

وشد

قح

اضقےئ

ومنم

دنب ٔہ

وگرہ وخد را ربوں آر از دصف

وشد

قح
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انف

۔ وچں۱

۔ در راضےئ قح انف وش وچں فلس۲

Explanation: (1) When the Universal Divine Man annihilates himself in Allah according
to His will, he himself becomes the Divine will. His tasks are then accomplished according
to his wish.
(2) You should also annihilate yourself in the will of Allah like your pious ancestors.
Discover your esoteric self like a shell reveals a pearl. The way the Companions of the
Holy Prophet perished their desires in the will of Allah and became His will themselves
then they conquered the world, you should also follow them. (Mathnawi)
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Explanation: (1) First of all the Universal Divine Man brings himself into existence i.e.
he annihilates himself in Allah to have a new and immortal being. When he looks at
himself, he only beholds the light of Allah.
(2) The Universal Divine Man exactly and absolutely follows the footsteps of Prophet
Mohammad then creates a new world which is according to the will of the Prophet.
(Mathnawi)

CAUSES OF CONCEALMENT OF THE UNIVERSAL DIVINE MAN IN
PRESENT ERA
In the following lines, Iqbal complains that the Muslim nation has become barren since
long. Undoubtedly, it produced many leaders in every field but not the perfect spiritual
guide (the Universal Divine Man). This is because the world is busy with its desire for
wealth and material things. Western education emphasizes upon materialism and the
religious scholars promote exotericism. Hence the Muslim nation fell into the trap of
either of the two. The search and longing for spirituality, esotericism and Faqr has come
to an end. Since no one seeks spirituality and Sufism, the Universal Divine Man who
possesses them has concealed himself from the world. Iqbal elaborates this point further:
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در دبن رغق اتس و مک دادن ز اجں

 درآں،۔ رتمس اںی رصعے ہک وت زاد۱

رم ِد

۔ وچں دبن از طحق اجں ارزاں وشد۲
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ذوق بلط از فک دمہ
۔ وت رگم۴
ِ

Explanation: (1) I am a little scared of the era in which you have born, for it has given in
to the lust of bodies (materialism) and disconnected to the soul. People are lost in materialism
and have no knowledge of the soul.
(2) When the body becomes merely a shallow structure due to insipid soul, the Universal
Divine Man also conceals himself. Although the Universal Divine Man remains present
in every era in the world but the materialistic people are deprived of the awareness about
his sacred presence.
(3) In this era, search and longing cannot recognize the Universal Divine Man even if he
is standing right in front of one’s eyes. This means that he cannot be recognized outwardly
but only through Ism-e-Allah Zaat granted by himself.
(4) Do not let go of the desire even if you have to face countless trials and difficulties as
it will eventually lead you to him. (Javid Nama)

CLAIMANTS OF THE TITLE OF FAKIR
Some people add Fakir to their name to exhibit humility. Their aim is to present themselves
as humble among people on one hand and try to fool those who understand the real
meaning of Fakir (the Universal Divine Man) on the other hand. When someone
questions them in public, they innocently reply, “I am just a (humble) Fakir” whereas
their objective is to tell the world that they are the Universal Divine Man. In reality, they
do not have any association with Faqr let alone the station of immortality. Public should
be careful of such people as these players only know how to betray and deceive others.

ENEMY OF THE UNIVERSAL DIVINE MAN
Sultan Bahoo says about the enemy of Fakir (the Universal Divine Man):
 The enemy of Fakirs is in fact the enemy of Allah. (Mohabbat-ul-Asrar)
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 There are three enemies of Fakir who keep this world their ally: the hypocrite, the
envious and the atheist. (Asrar-e-Qadri)
 The enemy of Fakir is not free from three things: (1) He has a dark inward and is a
jealous scholar who is verbose but deprived of inward verification. (2) He is a liar,
hypocrite and polytheist. (3) He is the seeker of world who would not get any place
in paradise. (Aqal-e-Baydar)
 Whoever considers that Fakirs are not beneficent, he remains deprived of their
beneficence. Whoever considers that Faqr of Fakir is without wisdom becomes
unwise. Whoever considers that the Mystic Fakir who possesses contemplation of
Ism-e-Allah Zaat is ignorant, he himself is ignorant even if outwardly he is a scholar
and will surely suffer destruction in the world due to his impudence towards Fakirs.
(Ameer-ul-Kaunain)

 The enemy of Fakirs does not know anything about Allah and is deprived of the
intercession of the Holy Prophet. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
 Whoever rejects Fakirs or denies their grand status, is disgraced in both the worlds
and remains perplexed. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
The journey from a part to the whole and from just being a traveller to becoming the
Universal Divine Man is only possible through the Divine favour from the perfect spiritual
guide himself. Without him the journey of Faqr, all its stations and levels are merely
illusions. Come! Let us search for the Universal Divine Man and start the journey of Faqr
under his guidance and company. This would guide us towards Divine vision, Oneness,
annihilation in Allah and immortality with Him.

CHAPTER-10

SULTAN-UL-FAQR
In every era, there exists a Universal Divine Man in the world who is the representative
of Allah as well as the possessor of Divine Trust. Since the demise of the Holy Prophet
till the doomsday, seven personalities among them are such who are stationed at the
supreme status of Sultan-ul-Faqr (Sultan of Faqr). They are distinguished among all the
Saints and their step is upon the heads of all the Saints of Allah, al-Ghawth and al-Qutb.
They are ranked at the highest degree of excellence in oneness with Allah. This secret
was first of all disclosed by Sultan Bahoo. He expounds in his famous writing Risala
Roohi Sharif:

 دبانہکوچںون ِرادح،ازہلجحٔ اہنتیئِودحترباظمرہِرثکتارادہرفومد‘ِِنسُحوخدراولجہافصبیئرگمابزار،ومند۔ ربعمشٔ
ب ن
وصرت ادمح ،رگتف واز ِ
ِ
رثکت ذجابت و ارادات تفہ ابر رَب وخد جییییدب
واقنب میمِ ادمح ،وپدیشہ
امجل رپواہنٔ وکنین ِ ُ
بزِدی ِ
ایخلذات‘ِہمہزغمےبوپتس‘شیپ از آرفشنیِ آدم ہیلع اطسلَماتفہد زہار
ارواح تقراابافص ‘ِانفیف اہلل‘ اقبابہلل‘ِوحمِ ِ
وازاں تفہ ِ
ن
ن
ش دن۔زجب ِ
اموس ،اہلل اگےہ بس ِیییدبدن‘ِرحبمیِ
رغق رحبِ جَل رب رجشِ رمآۃ انیقیل دیپا ب
ذات قح از ازل ات ادب زیچے دندیدن و ٰؐ
اسل ِ
ن
اولاصل الزوال‘ِاگےہ ِجس ِدب تُر ،وپدیشہ ہب دقتسی و زنتہہی یم وک دیش دن و اگےہ رطقہ در رحب و اگےہ رحب در رطقہ‘ِ
ربکای‘ِدامئ رحب
ِ
ّٰ
ََ ْ َ
َْ
اتجزعِرسدم’’،اَل ْ َف ْق ُر لَا یُ ْح َت ُ
ورِداےئضیفِاطع’’ ِا َذا تم ال ْ َفق ُر ف ُہوَ الل ُہ ‘‘ِرَباِاشین۔ت ِ
اج ِالّٰی َر ِب ٖہ َو لَا ِالّٰی غیرِ ٖہ‘‘ِ
ایحبتادب،و ِ
ایقم ایقتم چیہ آاگیہ دناردنو ِ
زعمز و رکم‘ِاز آرفشنیِ آدم ہیلع اطسلَم و ِ
دقمااشیں رَبرسِہلمج اوایلِووغث وبطق۔ارگآاہنرا
ن
جبا وخاین اجبوارگ دنبہِدخا داین روا۔ َع ِل َم َم ْن َع ِل َم۔ ِ
ااشین رحمیِ ِ
اموس ،اقحل زیچے ان ظلیییدبدن ِودَباینےئ
ذاتربکای و از قح ٰؐ
اقمم ِ
دینومیعنِارخو ،وحرووصق ِرتشہب رکبہمشٔرظندندیدنوازاںکیہعملہکومیسہیلعاطسلَمدررسایگمیسرہتفوطُردرمہہتسکش‘در
َ
ِ
ِ
ذجابتاونا ِرذاتربااشیںواردودمہنزددنوآےہہندیشکدنو َہ ْل ِم ْن م ِزیْدیمدنتفگ۔و
ابراعملت
رہہحملورطہتفانیعلاتفہدزہار
ااشیںاطلسنارقفلودّیساوکلنینادن۔(راسہلرویحیرفی)

Meaning: Know! When the Divine light of Ahad (the One) coming out of His isolated
Oneness, intended to manifest Himself in multiplicity, He graced (all the worlds) with the
splendid disclosure of His pure Divine beauty. Both the realms started burning like a
’moth on the candle of His blazing beauty. The light of Ahad concealed in the veil of ‘M
of Ahmad manifested Himself as Ahmad. He then shook Himself seven times due to the
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abundance of Divine passion and will, with which seven purified souls of Fakirs annihilated
in Allah, immortal with Him, absorbed in the contemplation of the Essence, all core
without any flesh or body, drowned in the unfathomed ocean of the Divine beauty
appeared on the eternal tree of pure transparent belief seventy thousand years before the
birth of Adam. Neither did they see anything except the Divine Essence since preexistence till eternity nor did they hear anyone other than Allah. They ever remained such
an ocean of union in the Divine sanctuary which has no decline. At times they endeavour
for sanctity and transcendence with their body of light. At times they are a drop in the
ocean and at times the ocean in a drop. They are blessed with the cover of beneficence of
“When Faqr is accomplished that is Allah.” Hence they have got an eternal life and are
honoured and exalted with the crown of “Faqr demands nothing from Allah or anyone
other than Allah.” Neither are they aware of the birth of Prophet Adam nor about the
occurrence of the doomsday. They have their steps on the heads of all the Saints, alGhawth and al-Qutb. It is absolutely correct to call them god, and if they are called men
of God, it is fine as well. This secret is known only to those who recognize them. Their
station is Divine sanctuary of the Magnificent. They never requested for anything from
Allah except Allah Himself. They never paid any heed towards the petty world, the
blessings of hereafter-the houris and castles of heaven. The sole theophany with which
Prophet Moses got perplexed and Mount Sinai crushed into pieces, the same theophany
of passions and lights of the Essence descend upon them seventy thousand times every
moment yet they do not object or lament. Rather they utter, “Is there any more?”140 They
are the Sultan-ul-Faqr (Sultan of Faqr) and the lord of all the worlds. (Risala Roohi Sharif)
These sacred souls are seven. While revealing their names Sultan Bahoo expresses:

ن
روحخیشِامتقیقح
ِ (رُھاہللاعتٰیلہنعٗ) ےکی،اخوتنایقتم(رُھاہللاعتٰیلعمھاَ) ےکیروحوخاہجنسحرصب
ِ  ےکیروح
ِاطلسن
ِ وبحمباحبسین(رُھاہللاعتٰیلہنعٗ)وےکی
ِ روح
ِ اقحل ون ِرقلطم وہشمدیلعاقحل رضحتدّیسیحمادلنیدبعااقلدرالیجین
روحہمشچ ِءجسما َِناھھُتی ّرسِارسا ِر
ِ اونارُّرِسارسلدمرضحتریپدبعارلزاقرفزدنرضحتریپد ریگت(دقساہللرِسہ)وےکی
ِ روحدرگیاوایل۔رحبِتمنمیِااشیں
ِ
ٔایقمدارنی۔اتآہکنآںدوروحازآایشہن
ِ ذات یَب
ِ ھُ انفیفھُریقفابھُ(دقساہللرِسہ)ودو
ِ ودحت رب اظمرہِ رثکت وخنادنہ رپدی
ایقم ایقتم وخنادہ دش۔ رسارس رظنِ ااشیں ون ِر ودحت و ایمیکےئ زعت رہب سک رپوت ِء
)اطابلنراہنرپدادنتخ۔ِ(راسہلرویحیرفی،اایتحےجربایتضوورداورا ِداظرہ

اقنعےئااشیںااتفد ون ِرقلطماسدنتخ

Meaning: One of them is the sacred soul of the queen of doomsday (Fatimah bint
Mohammad). Second among them is the sacred soul of Hasan of Basra. The third soul is
140

Sura Qaf, verse 30.
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our spiritual guide, the reality of Truth, the absolute light, the exact manifestation of Truth,
the beloved of Allah, Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani. Fourth is the soul of Sultan of Divine
light and secret of the eternal Divine Self, Shaikh Sayyid Abdul Razzaq Jilani son of

ُ

Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani. The fifth soul is the eye of Hoo (ْ)ہو, the secret of secrets of the

ُ

Divine Essence and annihilated in Hoo ()ہو, Fakir Bahoo. Two among them are the souls
of other Mystics. Both the realms owe their stability to the dignity of these two sacred
souls. Unless these two souls manifest in the world of diversity coming out of the abode
of Oneness, the doomsday will not occur. Their sight is absolutely the Divine light of Unity
and the alchemy of honour. On whomsoever the reflection of their hidden reality is cast,
his whole being is transformed into absolute light. They do not need to engage their disciples
in the struggle of superficial daily recitals and mystic exercises. (Risala Roohi Sharif)

REALITY OF SULTAN-UL-FAQR
Sultan Bahoo states about the reality of Sultan of Faqr:
 The Holy Prophet intimately met Sultan-ul-Faqr in the court of Allah at the night of
Miraj and embraced Faqr. Then the essence of the Holy Prophet transformed into
Faqr. (Jamia-ul-Asrar)
 When the Holy Prophet went for Miraj, he mounted al-Buraq141 and Angel Gabriel
showed him both the realms adorned and decorated in every aspect as well as
eighteen thousand kinds of creatures in them but the Holy Prophet did not pay any
heed to them. As Allah says:

ّٰ َ
ْ َ َ
)53:17( َما زاغ ال َب َص ُر َو َما طغی



Meaning: His eye neither inclined aside (from Divine vision) nor overstepped the
limit. (53:17)
The same situation was maintained throughout the higher and lower stations. That is
why he reached the station of extreme nearness to Allah (qab qausain) and there only
remained a thin veil like the membrane of an onion between the two. When the
beloved came absolutely nearest there was the Divine call, “O My beloved! I
sacrificed both the worlds upon you and let you have the view of the eighteen
thousand worlds of both the realms. What in these worlds do you like the most that
would be granted to you?” The Holy Prophet replied, “O Allah! Confer Faqr upon me
141

A heavenly pegasus, lightning horse or a spiritual ride.
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because nothing has such nearness and annihilation in You as Faqr has and such a
closeness cannot be attained through anything else.” This very Faqr is Sultan-ul-Faqr.
The person who beholds Faqr exoterically and esoterically becomes a man of Divine
command and the Mohammadan Reality dominates him……Allah said, “O Mohammad!
I conferred the status of Sultan-ul-Faqr upon you and the People of Cloak as well as
upon your Fakirs and your pure and pious followers.” The Holy Prophet thanked
Allah thousand times. (Jamia-ul-Asrar)

THE GRANDEUR OF SULTAN-UL-FAQR
Sultan Bahoo states about the grandeur and glory of Sultan-ul-Faqr in his Persian
writings:
 The Divine light of Sultan-ul-Faqr is brighter than the sun and its scent is more
fragrant than the scent of rose and ambergris. Whoever is blessed with the privilege
to behold Sultan-ul-Faqr in dream becomes independent of all desires. The Holy
Prophet takes oath of allegiance from him and guides and educates him esoterically.
My words are according to my experience. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
 Only one out of thousands acquires the real gnosis of Sultan-ul-Faqr by attaining the
union of exact Divine beauty being blessed with the highest levels of Faqr and
witnessing it personally. Most of the people just guise themselves as the people of
Faqr, only one out of thousands is accomplished in Faqr. What exactly is Faqr?
Faqr is the Divine light whose name is Sultan-ul-Faqr that is always desirable in the
court of Allah and favoured by Him. (Ameer-ul-Kaunain)
 Only he is blessed with the company of Khidr who meets the spiritual Khidr. Sultanul-Faqr is the real spiritual Khidr. One who meets him forgets the superficial knowledge
because the theophany of esoteric knowledge, the light of gnosis and Oneness of Allah
fill his spiritual self to such an extent that he ever remains engrossed in the Divine
presence of nearness and union. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
 Only that person is familiar to the stations of Faqr who has approached Faqr, relished
Faqr and has adopted Faqr as well as seen Sultan-ul-Faqr with his own eyes. (Asrar-eQadri)

 Only Sultan-ul-Faqr can put the chain of teachings of Quran, Hadith and injunctions of
Islam around the neck of devil innerself and its king, Satan and put them in the prison
of annihilation in Allah hence keep them under control and then enlighten the person
with gnosis of Allah. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
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 If a person wishes to reach the ocean of Divine Oneness, remain present in the
Mohammadan Assembly and meet Sultan-ul-Faqr whose countenance is the light of
Divinity as Sultan-ul-Faqr eternally enjoys closeness to Allah being annihilated in Him
and having companionship of Prophet Mohammad, then he must know that there are
almost thirty crore thirty lakh hair on the body of a human and every hair bears the
dwelling of devil which is the fountainhead of lustful desires created by the inciting
innerself and physical senses. The base of these desires is the love of world while the
pleasures of world nourish them just like water nurtures the plants. One who does not
eliminate the love of world from his inward can neither find nearness to Allah nor
presence in the Mohammadan Assembly. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
Similarly, at two other places Sultan Bahoo describes about a true seeker:
 The level of viewing the forms of Divine light and theophanies of the Essence is the
initial lesson of knowledge of gnosis and Faqr. One who does not learn this initial
lesson of Faqr cannot accomplish in gnosis of Allah. Whoever learns this initial
lesson properly, achieves the levels of renunciation (of everything other than Allah),
complete trust upon Allah, total submission to the will of Allah, Unity, separation,
isolation, Oneness, annihilation, immortality and perfect sanctification. He meets the
Prophets, Saints and Sultan-ul-Faqr in dream or meditation. Sultan-ul-Faqr is the
Divine light which is ever present in the Mohammadan Assembly. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed
Kalan)

 Annihilation in Allah is an extreme station of Faqr which can neither be achieved by
intellect and cleverness nor by invocation, reflection and meditation. Although if the
spiritual guide wishes, he either takes the seeker to the Mohammadan Assembly or at
times to the station of Divine presence which is gained by annihilation in Allah and at
times in the company of Sultan-ul-Faqr who is annihilated in Him. The seeker for
whom all three levels become one, approaches the completion of Faqr. (Aqal-e-Baydar)
 When the seeker surpasses the stations of destiny and submission and becomes attentive
towards the vision and Oneness of Allah, a form of Divine light appears before him
from the Divine closeness which is radiant and more beautiful than the houris and
castles of the paradise. It is the countenance of Sultan-ul-Faqr that grants gnosis and
Divine vision to the lover. It embraces the vigilant lover hence he gets liberated from
all the worries of world and hereafter and becomes independent of all desires. (Nur-ulHuda Kalan)

 One cannot achieve the levels of Faqr unless Sultan-ul-Faqr who is the unique
manifestation of Divine secrets embraces him esoterically and graces with sight of his
countenance, mystical knowledge and persuasion. Even if a person is exhausted by
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mystic struggle, he cannot sense Faqr as long as Sultan-ul-Faqr does not allow him
because the esoteric form of Sultan-ul-Faqr ever remains present in the Mohammadan
Assembly. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
 The company of Sultan-ul-Faqr is actually the ocean of Divine Oneness. Whoever
reaches the bank of this ocean becomes a man of Divine closeness. (Mohkim-ul-Fuqara)
 At the night of Miraj when the Holy Prophet reached the station of lote tree, he
witnessed the countenance of Faqr and enjoyed the pleasure of the ranks of Sultanul-Faqr. He satiated his esoteric self with Divine light of Faqr and conversed with
Allah being blessed with His proximity and union at the distance of two bows length.
(Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)

 Fakir of the Mohammadan umma steps in Faqr which is annihilation in Allah, with
perseverance and strength. He is manifestation of Faqr and Faqr is the manifestation
of Allah. It means Fakirs achieve their respective stations and become the falcon (of the
spiritual world) by Ism-e-Allah Zaat. In the path of Faqr, if somebody remains persistent,
he becomes the possessor of secret of Reality. If somebody gives up perseverance and
courage and returns to the world and its people being fed up of Faqr and Ism-e-Allah
Zaat, he is demoted from the level of having Faqr, the Divine secret and the rank of
being falcon as if he is a vulture whose eyes remain on the carcass. Therefore he is
disgraced and dishonoured in both the worlds. His heart is never contented with the
world and his eyes are ever filled with the appetite of the world. He can never find the
reality of Faqr and Sultan-ul-Faqr. He is a seeker of the world rather a hypocrite.
(Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)

 You must know that the origin of Sultan-ul-Faqr souls is the non-creation light of faith
while their ultimacy is the non-creation Divine light of the Compassionate (Rahman).
(Qurb-e-Deedar)

 The person who spiritually beholds the countenance of Sultan-ul-Faqr becomes ‘the
man of word’ being indifferent to all needs. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
 It must be known that everyone among the Prophets, Companions and Saints requested
Allah for different ranks of gnosis of Faqr but none other than Prophet Mohammad
reached the perfection of Faqr. Nobody else stepped at the extreme level of Sultan of
Faqr. Although by the order of Allah and permission of the Holy Prophet, Shaikh
Abdul Qadir Jilani accomplished, possessed and executed all the initial and final levels
of Faqr and Sultan-ul-Faqr. (Taufeeq-ul-Hidayat)
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CLARIFICATION OF A MISCONCEPTION
People usually raise an objection that in Risala Roohi Sharif among all the Saints of the
world only seven sacred souls are honoured with the glorious title of Sultan-ul-Faqr and
the leader of the worlds (Sayyid-ul-Kaunain). Why the sacred Companions, Hasan ibn Ali,
Husayn ibn Ali, Imams, religious leaders and other Saints have not been included among
them?
Let us try to answer the objection rationally and logically. There are several fields of
knowledge and skill having no comparison among them. For example, somebody excels in
Economics and Accounting but the other has the knack in Physics, Chemistry or Biology.
Some have perfection in cricket or hockey and the others are experts in journalism,
calligraphy etc. It means in every field there are specialists and the men of perfection and
every man possesses a particular skill. Thus there is no comparison or competition among
experts of different skills. For instance it cannot be decided who is better between a
doctor and a player.
Similarly, in the spiritual world there are many fields and different kinds of ranks,
perfections and marvels. Some Mystics are famous for truth, some for gratitude, some for
their justice and self-accountability. Others are famous for their modesty and self-honour;
worship and adoration; patience and renunciation; ascetic discipline and mystic practices,
and some for beneficence and generosity. Hence among the Prophets, Jesus Christ was
best known for devotions, Prophet David was superior as a slave of Allah and Prophet Job
was the most patient. It means every Prophet was a person of perfection regarding some
special esoteric quality and rank.
Faqr is a special spiritual rank and a marvel. In comparison to it, there is neither any
marvel nor any rank. This Divine treasure was granted exclusively and perfectly to our
lord Prophet Mohammad by Allah among all the other Prophets. Regarding Faqr, neither
any Prophet nor any Messenger of Allah is a peer in status to the Holy Prophet. That is
why he was proud of Faqr only. Due to it he is exalted, distinguished and eminent among
all the Prophets and Messengers. It is worth considering that he was perfect in all the
physical and spiritual marvels. Yet he was neither proud of his bravery, generosity, piety,
patience, renunciation, trust in Allah nor of his eloquence but he expressed pride only for
Faqr. It means that Faqr is his asset and legacy.
In short there are countless spiritual stations and ranks like truthfulness, loyalty, justice,
accountability of innerself, modesty, companionship, leadership, martyrdom, fiqh, exegesis,
sainthood, levels of al-Ghawth and al-Qutb, piety, patience, gratitude, submission, fear of
Allah, optimism, generosity, kindness, knowledge, bravery, affection etc. However Faqr is
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the most superior and elevated status. Rather it should be said that Faqr encompasses all of
them or to say, it is the fount of all these virtuous attributes.
Given below is the debate on the objections relating to the status of Sultan-ul-Faqr
raised by some ignorant people who have no spiritual insight. They object that:
1. Among these seven sacred personalities, the gateway of Faqr (Bab-e-Faqr) and the
leader of Faqr Ali ibn Abi Talib is not included who is the leader of the Qadri, Chishti
and Suhrawardi chains and these chains connect to the Holy Prophet through him. Has
the Divine Trust in the form of Faqr not been transferred to him?
2. Has Faqr not been transferred to the leader of the truthful, Abu Bakr Siddiq? He is
Holy Prophet’s friend of the cave and through him the Naqshbandi chain reaches the
Holy Prophet.
3. Has it not been transferred to the other two pious Caliphs, Umar ibn Khattab and
Usman ibn Affan?
4. Has the legacy of Faqr of the Holy Prophet not been bestowed upon the leaders of
the lovers of Allah, Husayn ibn Ali and Hasan ibn Ali?
5. Has Faqr not been granted to other Companions of the Holy Prophet who are the
most exalted persons of the umma?
6. Have all the interpreters of sharia and other Saints not been endowed with Faqr?

FAQR AND THE RASHIDUN CALIPHS
The answers to these objections have already been given by Sultan Bahoo in his writings.
He states that there are four spiritual leaders:

نامثن لود
دصقیہ دصق و لدل رمعہ و  رُ ایح
ہ
وگیئ رقفش از ربمغیپ اشہِ رمداںہ یم رلود
Explanation: From the Holy Prophet, Abu Bakr Siddiq got the attribute of truthfulness,
Umar ibn Khattab got justice, Usman ibn Affan got modesty and Ali ibn Abi Talib
received Faqr. (Ain-ul-Faqr, Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
He further says:
 The seeker must recognize the four spiritual leaders. Leader of the truthful is Abu
Bakr Siddiq, leader of the just people is Umar ibn Khattab, leader of the modest people
is Usman ibn Affan and the leader of Fakirs is Ali ibn Abi Talib. (Jamia-ul-Asrar)
Sultan Bahoo states in these extracts that the asset and legacy of the Holy Prophet
‘Faqr’ was transferred to Ali ibn Abi Talib. He is the gateway of Faqr (Bab-e-Faqr) and
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the one who transfers Faqr. Moreover, Abu Bakr Siddiq, Umar ibn Khattab and Usman
ibn Affan received the highest levels of truthfulness, justice and modesty, respectively.
Therefore there is no need to pay any heed to such objections.
Sultan Bahoo says that the seeker of Allah should be like Abu Bakr Siddiq in truthfulness.
In justice and accountability of the innerself he should follow Umar ibn Khattab. In
modesty he should follow the footsteps of Usman ibn Affan and as regards Faqr, he
should be like Ali ibn Abi Talib. If these four levels are not acquired equally, the rank of
Faqr is not gained with perfection. Sultan Bahoo calls them four leaders because Faqr is
accomplished esoterically by their spiritual attention. Yet the gateway of Faqr is only Ali
ibn Abi Talib. The meaning of spiritual attention of four leaders is verified by the following
event of the oath of allegiance of Sultan Bahoo:
 Once he was standing in the suburbs of Shorkot. Suddenly an exalted horse rider
appeared with the refulgence of Divine light who held his hand and got him mounted
behind his back. Sultan Bahoo was afraid and shivering. He asked, “Who are you?”
The eminent rider blessed Bahoo with his spiritual attention and revealed, “I am Ali ibn
Abi Talib.” Then Sultan Bahoo asked, “Where are you taking me?” Ali replied, “I am
taking you to the Mohammadan Assembly according to the Holy Prophet’s command.”
The next moment, Sultan Bahoo found himself in the Mohammadan Assembly. At
that time Abu Bakr Siddiq, Umar ibn Khattab and Usman ibn Affan were also present
in the company of the People of Cloak. First of all, Abu Bakr Siddiq met Sultan
Bahoo and left the celestial assembly after paying his spiritual attention. Afterwards
Umar and Usman met him one by one, blessed with their spiritual attention and left the
assembly. Only the People of Cloak stayed there. Sultan Bahoo further recounts, “It
seemed from the sacred face of Ali that the lord of universe, the Holy Prophet will
assign my oath taking to Ali as he was my very first source and accomplished guide
on the path of Faqr but he remained silent. After a moment Prophet Mohammad raised
his both hands towards me and ordered, ‘Hold my hands.’ Then I pledged allegiance
to him and he blessed me with Divine persuasion. He instructed me to recite shahada.
When I recited it, at once there remained no veils of ranks and stations. The preexistence and the eternity became one for me. After I was honoured by the persuasion
of the Holy Prophet, the queen of paradise Fatimah-tuz-Zahra said to me, ‘You are
my spiritual son.’ Then I kissed the feet of sacred leaders Hasan and Husayn and
entered the circle of their slavery.” (Manaqib-e-Sultani)
After reading this extract of Sultan Bahoo the objection that the four Rashidun Caliphs
are not mentioned at the status of Sultan-ul-Faqr should be overruled. It should also be
understood that Faqr is not accomplished without the attention of the four spiritual leaders
Abu Bakr Siddiq, Umar, Usman and Ali.
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FAQR AND THE PEOPLE OF CLOAK
(AHL Al-BAYT)
Shaikh Ahmad Sirhindi (Mujaddid Alif Sani) says:
 There are two ways of union with Allah. One of them is the way of Prophethood.
Through this way, only the Prophets are connected and unified with Allah and this
way was sealed on Prophet Mohammad.
The second way is that of sainthood. The people of this way are connected to Allah
through a mediator. This group consists of the Sufi hierarchy of the Qutb, Autad,
Abdal, Nujaba (the nobles) and common Saints. The mediator and the main source of
this way is Ali ibn Abi Talib. This way of union with Allah is all about the grand
status of Ali ibn Abi Talib. At this station he exercises the authority granted to him
by Prophet Mohammad. Fatimah-tuz-Zahra, Hasan and Husayn also share this status
with Ali. (Letter no.123 written to Noor Mohammad Tehari)142
Sultan Bahoo describes this fact in these words:
 Ali ibn Abi Talib received Faqr from the Holy Prophet. (Ain-ul-Faqr, Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
 Prophet Mohammad conferred Faqr upon Ali. (Jamia-ul-Asrar)
 The spiritual leader of Fakirs is Ali. (Jamia-ul-Asrar)
The intellectuals translate the following Hadith of the Holy Prophet as:

ْ ْ َُ
ََ
انا َم ِدیْنة ال ِعل ِم َو َع ِل ٌی بَابُ َہا



Meaning: I am the city of knowledge and Ali is its door. (Mustadrak 4637, 4638, 4639)
While Sultan Bahoo describes its meaning, “I am the city of Faqr and Ali is its door.”
That is why Ali is also remembered with the title of gateway of Faqr.
The queen of the universe Fatimah-tuz-Zahra has already been discussed as Sultan-ulFaqr. Sultan Bahoo says in Jamia-ul-Asrar:
 Fatimah bint Mohammad was brought up in Faqr, nourished by Faqr and possessed
Faqr. Whoever attains Faqr, it is only through her mediation.
He says about Hasan and Husayn:

142

Maktubat Imam Rabbani.
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 The perfection in ‘Faqr is my pride’ was possessed by the sacred brothers Hasan and
Husayn who are the beloveds of the Holy Prophet and Fatimah-tuz-Zahra. (Mehak-ulFaqr Kalan)

The aforementioned extracts clarify that as regards the final status of perfection in Faqr
which is annihilation in Allah and immortality with Him, these four sacred personalities
Ali, Fatimah, Hasan and Husayn cannot be differentiated from each other. They are one,
same and unified as all of them are annihilated in the Oneness of Allah so they have
become one. As long as the seeker of Allah does not have the same perception about the
status of these four personalities, he can never find even the fragrance of Faqr.

FAQR AND THE COMPANIONS
Did all the Companions receive the blessing of Faqr? Answering this question Sultan
Bahoo says:
 Remember! After the Companions the blessing and treasure of Faqr is granted to two
personalities: the first one is Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani and the second is Abu Hanifa,
the Sufi who relinquished the world. He never ever missed his prayers or fasts till
seventy years. Same perfection (in Faqr is my pride) was received by the Saint Rabia
of Basra. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
In this extract the words ‘after the Companions’ clarify the fact that they were granted the
blessing of Faqr according to their levels respectively. Afterwards this blessing was
conferred upon Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani, Abu Hanifa and Rabia of Basra. Now the
objection whether the Companions, Saints or religious jurists were blessed with Faqr or
not is answered through this extract of Sultan Bahoo. One more extract is presented
below to answer the objections more clearly:
 Know that nobody can approach the below mentioned six spiritual levels. If anyone
claims so, he is surely a liar, conjurer, infidel, fraud and an apostate. These levels are:
 The verses of the Holy Quran are never revealed upon anyone except the Holy
Prophet.
 Prophet Mohammad is the seal of Prophets. No revelation can descend upon
anybody else after him.
 Nobody can attain Divine gnosis as much as the Holy Prophet had.
 Nobody can reach the station of extreme Divine nearness (qab qausain) and have
Miraj like the Holy Prophet. Neither anyone can behold Allah with physical eyes
like he did.
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No one can reach the level of any Companion of the Holy Prophet whether they
are the Companions of al-Suffa, Companions of Badr, the great Companions or
any other Companion.
Nobody can attain the level of perfection in interpretation of religious law and
knowledge of traditions except the four leaders of the four interpreted religions
(Abu Hanifa, Al-Shafii, Malik ibn Anas and Ahmad ibn Hanbal). All these four
fiqh are right. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)

The six levels stated by Sultan Bahoo require no further explanation. Each level is
described clearly and explicitly. Especially the explanation about the Companions given
by Sultan Bahoo leaves no room for any kind of objection.
I have answered all six objections through the writings of Sultan Bahoo upon the status
of Sultan-ul-Faqr.
Among the daughters of the Holy Prophet Fatimah-tuz-Zahra is distinguished due to her
Faqr. She inherited the true asset of Mohammadan Faqr from the Holy Prophet. Due to this
inheritance her sacred children became progeny of the Prophet. She became the first Sultanul-Faqr so that her excellence can be known to people. Otherwise she did not have to
physically perform the duty of Divine guidance and persuasion. Ali is the gateway of Faqr
because the heritage of Faqr was transferred to umma through him from the Holy
Prophet. Second Sultan-ul-Faqr is Hasan of Basra. When Ali transferred the Trust of Faqr
to him, it was proved that the asset of Faqr is not like a worldly inheritance which is
transferred to one’s children only, otherwise Hasan and Husayn are at the perfection of
Faqr and the second Sultan-ul-Faqr Shaikh Hasan of Basra and the fifth Sultan-ul-Faqr
Sultan Bahoo are proud of their slavery.
In short the greatest blessing of Faqr was conferred upon the Prophet at the night of
Miraj. By the grace of the Holy Prophet this blessing was granted to the highly glorious
queen of paradise Fatimah-tuz-Zahra while Ali was given the robe of Faqr. Faqr was
transferred to umma only through him. Then Hasan ibn Ali, Husayn ibn Ali and the
Companions found Faqr. Among the whole umma of the Prophet, six other personalities
were selected who were granted preference upon the others. They were crowned with a
special rank in Faqr, Sultan-ul-Faqr. Their peculiar sign is described below.
 Their sight is absolutely the Divine light of Unity and the alchemy of honour. On
whomsoever the reflection of their hidden reality is cast his whole being is transformed
into absolute light. They do not need to engage their disciples in the struggle of
superficial daily recitals and mystic exercises. (Risala Roohi Sharif)
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It means they do not engage the seekers of Allah in the hard work of daily recitals or
forty days seclusion. Rather their glance itself is a Divine light. On whomever it is cast, he
also becomes the Divine light.
I had to discuss this issue in detail because I have often been facing such queries.
Moreover such questions keep arising in people’s minds particularly those with superficial
mind-set. It is hoped that after this discussion, most of the doubts and misperceptions
might be resolved. Although one thing must be kept in mind that the complete authority
of Faqr is with the Holy Prophet because Faqr is his true asset and the People of Cloak
are the real inheritors of this heritage and its conveyors.
Among the seven Sultan-ul-Faqr and leaders of the worlds who are discussed by Sultan
Bahoo in Risala Roohi Sharif, he revealed the names of five souls who came in this world
in their respective times and became the source of blessing and beneficence for the
masses. On the lives of these five souls, a lot of eulogies, journals and books have been
written and thus they do not need to be introduced. However the names of the two souls
who would come in future were kept secret. One of them graced this world with his
presence. People of this age have been blessed with his sacred sight, company and
slavery. His name is Sultan-ul-Faqr VI Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali.
On Friday, 14th August 1947 (27th Ramadan 1366 AH) he was born and on Friday 26th
December, 2003 (02 Dhul-al-Qadah 1424 AH) he died. He is my beloved spiritual guide
and I have written a book on his biography and teachings titled as Sultan-ul-Faqr
Shashum Hazrat Sakhi Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali Rehmat-ul-Allah Alayh
Hayat-o-Taleemat whose English translation is available with the name of Sultan-ulFaqr VI Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali-Life and Teachings.

CHAPTER-11

ONENESS OF ALLAH
Oneness of Allah (tawhid) is the basic pillar of Islam. For a common Muslim it is quite
simple and easy but Fakirs and Mystics find great depth and profoundity in its meanings.
For the masses first part of shahada is merely the proclamation of Oneness of Allah, ‘There
is no God but Allah.’ He has no partners and is Alone. He deserves all the praise and
adoration. He is the Creator and the Master.
On the other hand the interpretation of Sufis, Fakirs and Mystics consists of so many
implications and graveness which at times overwhelm the scholars and theologians with
admiration while at times they simply pass religious verdicts of paganism and heresy.
‘There is no God but Allah’ is negation as well as affirmation. Sufis interpret it as
‘Only Allah is manifest in the entire cosmos.’ It is quite true that He is One but if He is
the only One then what is the need to negate any other? In the presence of only One there
cannot be another. If there is no one like Him or He has no partner, He is incomparable and
unprecedented then the very concept of any other god is only meaningless. ‘There is no
God but Allah’ actually means ‘There is no one but Allah’. If there is only He then what
is all that we see around?

THE ONENESS OF BEING
WAHDAH AL-WUJUD (HAMAH AUST)
In this regard the first school of thought is ‘Oneness of Being’, Wahdah al-Wujud or
Hamah Aust143 (Only He exists) which leads to the gnosis of Divine Essence. First of all
it was presented by Husayn ibn Ali in his book Mirat-ul-Arifeen. This is the very first
writing on the theory of Oneness of Being which in fact is the interpretation of sura alFatihah and was written as an answer to his son Ali ibn Husayn Zayn al-Abidin. Not only
did he write the interpretation of Oneness of Being but was also the first to establish the
term al-Insan al-Kamil (the Universal Divine Man). The Mystics are all mutually consented
on the point that whatever books on the Oneness of Being have been published till now are
only the exegesis of Mirat-ul-Arifeen. Afterwards Shaikh Abu Saeed Mubarak Makhzoomi
the spiritual guide of Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani described the Oneness of Being and the

143

Persian term for Oneness of Being.
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Sufi cosmology in detail in his book Tohfa Mursala Sharif but this theory got popularity
due to the writings of Shaikh al-Akbar Mohiyuddin ibn Arabi. He explained the term alInsan al-Kamil very comprehensively and elaborated this doctrine so explicitly that there
remained no need to write about it anymore.
Prior to understanding the concept of Oneness of Being, it is essential to comprehend
the theories of transmigration (Hulool

 )ولحلand alliance (Itehad )ااحتد. Dual beings

are

essentially required in transmigration and alliance but according to the theory of Oneness
of Being actual Existence is only One and that is the Divine Truth. Hence there is no
possibility of transmigration and alliance in the Oneness. To slander the unitarian for
being a follower of alliance or transmigration theory is utterly an ignorance and nonsense.
Husayn ibn Ali says in Mirat-ul-Arifeen that alliance is by dual entities and here exists
nothing except single Existence and that Entity is the Absolute One. (Mirqat-ul-Salikeen)144
Husayn ibn Ali has described about the Oneness of Being:
 And manifested the eternal Reality through the creation and created the creation from
the eternal Reality (His Own Essence) and scattered the written order, and wrote that
in the hidden Book with the revealing ink which was concealed in the Writer’s Inner.
Completed the Book with letters and sentences, inscribing them both in it, joined
with discipline all the perfection which is detailed in the Book and then abridged it all
in the opening chapter of Quran. Whatever is written and hidden in this opening
chapter, is kept in Bismillah. This chapter is the comprehensive book for all the levels
and worlds which are in the detailed comprehensive Book. That is why it is titled as

َ

ّٰ

‘mother of the Book’ while Bismillah (Bismillah ar-Rahman ar-Rahim ِب ۡس ِم الل ِہ الر ۡح ّٰم ِن

 )الرَ ِح ۡی ِمis called ‘the mother of mothers’. It is also divided in two parts; that which is
related to the Essence is in Bism ( ) ِب ۡسمand the other which is related to the attributes

َ

َ

is ar-Rahman145 ( )الر ۡح ّٰمنand ar-Rahim146 ()الر ِح ۡیم. What is between them is Ism-e-Allah

ّٰ

Zaat ( )اللہwhich is comprehensive. And whatever is hidden in Bism ( ) ِب ۡسمwas concealed

144

Exegesis of Mirat-ul-Arifeen by Maulana Mohammad Faiz Ahmad Awaisi
Ar-Rahman means the Compassionate and ar-Rahim is the All-Merciful, they are two of the many attributive names
of Allah.
145, 146
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in ‘B’ ( )بand whatever is in ‘B’ ( )بwas concealed in the dot under ( بB) making
it ambiguous. (The dot of  بmeans the Universal Divine Man). (Mirat-ul-Arifeen)
 The Universal Divine Man is the manifestation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat or the manifestation
of Divine Essence that is because he is called comprehensive. Whatever is abridged
in the Essence is abridged in the self of ‘the Universal Divine Man’ and whatever is
detailed in the knowledge of Divinity is detailed in his knowledge and whatever is
accumulated in the Pen that is accumulated in his soul. All that is detailed in the
Tablet is detailed in his inward and whatever is accumulated in Throne is accumulated
in his body and all the details of the Chair are detailed in his innerself. Hence the
Universal Divine Man is the comprehensiveness of the Book of Divinity and
creation. (Mirqat-ul-Salikeen)
Al-Ghazali says about the Oneness of Allah:
 There are four stages of Oneness:
1. Verbal Oneness - To affirm Oneness by tongue only. It is the way of hypocrites.
2. Inward Oneness - To verify Oneness through inward. This is the way of the true
believers.
3. Unveiled Oneness - To witness Allah unveiled through the Divine light or to
observe that all the things of the universe are manifestations of the Divine
Singularity. This is the level of the near ones of Allah.
4. Experiencing Oneness - To see only the Unity in the whole universe and this is
the status of the truthful. Abu Bakr Siddiq is the chief of this class.
Its proof is that on the sacred death of the Holy Prophet all the Companions were
worried and aggrieved but Abu Bakr Siddiq was peaceful, neither he was sad nor
disturbed. Why? That is because, to him the existence of other than Allah had perished
and he beheld Allah everywhere. Therefore he said that he saw nothing except Allah.
That is why the Holy Prophet said, “Whoever wants to see a dead man walking on
the earth, he should watch Abu Bakr.”147
Ibn Arabi has given a detailed interpretation of Oneness of Being in his book alFutuhat al-Makkiyya and Fusus al-Hikam. He says:
 Only the Divine Essence exists, nobody but He can comprehend Himself. Nobody
recognizes Him other than Himself, His veil is His Own Singularity and His veil is
147

Monthly Shahkar Magazine February 2007, Masla Wahdat al-Wujud by Professor Yousaf Chishti.
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His very Existence. His Unity has veiled Him in such a manner that it cannot be
elaborated. Apart from Him, no one witnesses Him whether it is a Prophet, Messenger,
perfect Saint or a dearest angel. He Himself is His Prophet and Himself is His
Messenger. He is His word. He sent His word to Himself, on His Own behalf through
His Own medium without any mediation apart from Himself. Except Him none other
exists. Therefore He cannot be annihilated.
 Man and the Lord are unified at the level of their ultimate existence. However in
spite of their elevation and descension respectively, slave remains slave and Lord
remains the Lord. (Al-Futuhat al-Makkiyya Interpreter Saim Chishti Vol III)
 The Existence of Reality is singular. Whatever we perceive other than this through
our senses, for instance the physical existences and whatever the intellect conceives
for example God and the universe, the duality of Creator and the creation are not
multiplicity, variety of existence or duality. Rather the Truth (Allah) and creation are
two aspects of the same Reality, the Absolute One. If you behold it from the
dimension of Unity, you will find the Truth (Allah) and call it the Truth (Allah) and if
you watch it in the perspective of multiplicity, you would see the creation and call it
creation. (Fusus al-Hikam, exegesis by Idrees)
 Every revealed object is the manifestation of theophany of the Divine Existence. Hence
all the things are from Him and within Him because they are in His knowledge and are
exactly His Own Essence. Allah is Totality within His Essence, the comprehensiveness
of infinite creatures and is All-Embracing. Creations are like the waves rising from
the surface of the ocean of His Essence. (Fusus al-Hikam, exegesis by Ishaq)
 The Existence is the One singular Reality and has no peer as well as no opposite.
Hence Mystic sees this universe as naught which is the base of segregation and
variousness and he finds nothing but the Divine Essence that is exactly the Unity. On
this basis none other than Him exists. Neither is there anyone united nor any receptor
of union and neither is anyone alienated nor combined because everyone has perished
into the exact Essence of Unity of Allah. So the Mystic who beholds with his inner
eyes sees nothing except the Absolute Reality. (Fusus al-Hikam, exegesis by Ismael)
 The created things are joined to their hidden origin and have no real existence of their
own because nothing exists except the Divine Existence. He is the One Who manifests
the respective beings of the creatures according to their requirements and accordingly
manifests into them level by level. Hence all the possible things and creations are
levels and variety of manifestation of the Essence, and only His Existence is real and
singular. (Fusus al-Hikam, exegesis by Kashan)
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 The explorers of Divine gnosis and the true seekers of the recognition of the Essence
see clearly that the existing multiplicity in the universe is present in that single
Reality Who is the Absolute Existence and has manifested in the form of multiplicity
just like the existence of drops in the ocean, the existence of fruit in the tree and that
of the tree in the seed. Similarly they come to know that the origin of the Divine
names and attributes for example, the All-Powerful, All-Knowing, Creator and the
Sustainer etc. is only One, in spite of that their realities are different and numerous
and all these refer to the Divine Essence of the single Reality. The contrast and
diversity in their names and forms is accurate and intelligible in the Essence of single
Reality. When theophany of the Essence casts on the manifested forms of Divine names,
the manifoldness becomes evident in the same single Essence and the Absolute One.
(Fusus al-Hikam, exegesis by Sha’abi)

 Divine Reality manifests in each one of the creatures in one or the other form. His
revelation and theophany occur in every version and each cognitive or intuitable
object. However, since all His revelations and theophanies are unintelligible in His
manifestations, therefore they are hidden and secret for the intellect of people apart
from the wisdom of that person who knows that the universe is the revelation and the
face of the Incomparable. Such people observe Reality in all His manifestations.
(Fusus al-Hikam, exegesis by Nuh)

 From Transcendent Unity to manifestation of creation there is none but Allah. Hence
no one is united or separate here. Only the single Essence exists that is the Absolute
Existence. Thus only Oneness prevails, there is no room for duality. (Fusus al-Hikam,
exegesis by Abdul Qadeer Siddiqi)

 Hence in the realm of existence there is nothing but God and no one can recognize
Him but only Himself. Only those can watch this Reality who like Bayazid Bastami
have uttered, “I am the Exalted, great is my glory” and “I am God.” (Al-Futuhat al-Makkiyya,
Vol I)

 His Existence is His Own Absolute Essence and for the affirmation of the Essence no
reasoning or argument is needed. Whereas except Him, reasoning for the presence of
everything is required but its existence is nothing apart from the Essence. The likely
creature requires and depends upon the Divine Essence whereas the Essence is
indifferent and does not depend on any creature for existence and needs none. He is ‘the
Worshipped’ and He belongs to His Own Essence. All the creation whether existent
or non-existent, is from the Reality. (Al-Futuhat al-Makkiyya, Interpreter Saim Chishti, Vol I)
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ONENESS OF WITNESSING
(WAHDAH ASH-SHUHUD)
Shahabuddin Suhrawardi has explained Oneness (tawhid) with the belief of Hamah Az
Aust148 (everything exists due to Him) which is based on the gnosis of attributes only.
This doctrine is known as Wahdah ash-Shuhud or Oneness of witnessing. He called
Divine Essence as the Absolute light according to the verse:

َ ُ ْ ُ ُ ّٰ َ
ْ َالس ّٰم ّٰو ِت َوالْا
)24:35( ض
ر
اللہ نور
ِ



Meaning: Allah is the light of the heavens and the earth. (24:35)
He says:
 Divine light is the manifestation and the excellence of manifestation as well. None is
superior to this, hence It adores only Its Own Essence and Its perfection is revealed
upon Its Own Essence and is the most accomplished and beautiful.
According to Shahabuddin, the arrangement of manifestation is that the non-material
light was derived from the absolute Divine light which is also called the great light or the
closest light. The non-material light is a ray of the absolute Divine light. From the nonmaterial light the heaven of all the heavens was revealed which is its shadow. Then the
universe of elements and the physical bodies came into being.
Syed Abul Faiz Qalandar Ali Suhrawardi describes in Al-Faqr Fakhri:
 According to the followers of Oneness of witnessing (Wahdah ash-Shuhud) it can be
exemplified with a man’s shadow which seems a separate entity but in fact it is nothing,
it is the man who is actually present. Thus it is the truth of this theory. In fact what is
present is only the Essence. All other creatures are the revelation of His attributes.
Though attributes are neither alienated nor segregated from the Essence yet they are
not the Absolute Essence. Sunlight can actually be the attribute of the sun but cannot
be the sun itself. Briefly the Oneness of witnessing can be explained as, the Divine
Essence is Real whereas the variousness which is being beheld is the revelation
(shadow) of His attributes. The gnosis of attributes is in fact the gnosis of Allah.

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN BOTH DOCTRINES
My spiritual guide Sultan-ul-Faqr-VI Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali described the difference
between both the theories in following words:
148

Persian term for Oneness of witnessing.
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 The notion of Oneness of witnessing is the greatest fallacy of the spiritual world. If it
is considered true then it is denying the following Quranic verse which is infidelity:

)112:3( ﴾﴿ ل َ ۡم یَ ِل ۡد۬ۙ َو ل َ ۡم یُوۡل َ ۡد



Meaning: He has not begotten any nor is He begotten. (112: 3)
Actually there are two types of gnosis, the first one is the gnosis of Divine attributes
and the second is the gnosis of Divine Essence. The former belongs to multiplicity
and the latter to Unity. The gnosis of Divine attributes is related to the universe of
creation whereas the gnosis of Divine Essence is related to the universe of Command
or Creator. The former belongs to slavehood while the latter belongs to Lordship. The
gnosis of attributes consists of overpowering and attracting the creation for worldly
purposes. Whereas the gnosis of Divine Essence consists of engrossment in the
observation of Divine Essence (the station of annihilation in Allah). The source of
attributive gnosis is the daily recitals, invocation, reflection, forty days seclusion and
the physical and verbal hard mystic exercises but the source of the gnosis of Divine
Essence is only the invocation and contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. The extreme
destination of gnosis of attributes is the conversation with Allah at the lote tree and
reading the Guarded Tablet while the early stage of gnosis of the Essence is
annihilation in Allah and the eternal presence in the Mohammadan Assembly. The
Mystic of the gnosis of attributes is the man of hard mystic exercises while Mystic of
the gnosis of Divine Essence is the one with Divine secret. The man of hard mystic
practices is the holder of high grades while the possessor of secret is the man of
Divine Essence. The possessor of levels and grades is deprived of the Divine vision
but the very first waystation of the confidant is the vision of Allah and the ultimate
point is annihilation in Allah and immortality with Him. The Mystics of attributive
gnosis can read Guarded Tablet but remain deprived of the vision of Allah because it
is impossible through mystic exercises. Until and unless the vision is received, the
very concept of annihilation and immortality is impossible. How can anybody see
Oneness of Essence in every object until he himself becomes manifestation of
Oneness by annihilating in the Divine Essence after passing through the destination
of vision of Allah. The possessor of levels remains in duality and variety therefore he
can only talk about variousness and sees multiplicity. Thus he can only say that the
revelation of multiplicity is the reflection of Divine light of the Essence, hence
‘everything exists due to Him’ or ‘every object is a witness to the Divine Existence!’
A person can only talk about the stage where he is.
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Moreover both the doctrines belong to the gnosis of Divinity instead of sharia. The
Divine gnosis is gained through the spiritual observation which has no probability of
mistake. Although, as long as man is entangled in the station of witnessing the creation,
he remains imperfect and cannot be engrossed in the Oneness of the Essence coming
out of the duality and variety. Unless one is annihilated in the Oneness, he remains
imperfect, and the Oneness means to behold only Allah esoterically and exoterically.
In his esoteric self if the seeker watches other than the Divine Essence he is in
darkness instead of being in the Divine light of Oneness. What is Divine light and
what is darkness? Darkness has four stations, the station of pre-existence, the station
of eternity, the station of world and the station of hereafter. Though in these four
stations life is at its full swing with all attractions but Mystic is the one who
renunciates the pleasures of these stations and annihilates himself in the Divine
Essence passing through the station of relishing upon the vision of Allah. It is
obvious if the seeker of Allah is observing any one of these four stations, he is still in
duality and multiplicity which is darkness that is why he is an imperfect seeker.
As these twin theories do not belong to the masses and the scholars following
sharia, so it is better for them to abstain from debating on this topic because they
have no right for that matter. This issue only belongs to the Mystics and Fakirs who
can better understand it. A true seeker of Allah can analyse his status by the observation
of the following:

ُ

ہمہاوتسدرزغمووپتس

Explanation: Only the Divine Essence Hoo ( )ہوis manifest in the outer as well as the
inner world and in each and everything.
Only then can he decide exactly about this issue. If he has not gained this spiritual
state it means he is imperfect and still away from Oneness of the Essence. (Sultan-ulFaqr VI Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali-Life and Teachings)

SUFI COSMOLOGY
SIX STEPS OF DIVINE DESCENT
To understand the concept of Oneness of Being, the six levels of Divine descent must be
perceived. As long as these levels are not comprehended, no book on Sufism can be
conceived because the levels of Divine descent are the spirit and base of the knowledge
of Oneness.
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According to a Qudsi Hadith:

َْْ ْ َ َ َ ُْ َ ُ ََ ْ ًَْ ُْ
 کن ُت کنزا َمخ ِف ًیا فا َر ْدت ا ْن اع َر َف فخلق ُت الخل َق

Meaning: I was a hidden Treasure, I intended to be recognized so I created the creation.
The sudden outburst of the passion of being recognized occurred in the Essence so
intensely that it took up the form of love. If love heightens, it becomes ardent. It was the
passion of love and to be loved which made Allah to manifest Himself in the world of
multiplicity coming out of the isolated Oneness. The Essence then revealed in the world
of levels for His recognition, manifestation and for the passion of love.
The Sufis describe the levels or stages of Divine descent with reference to each word of
the above Hadith.

INCOMPARABLE AND UNKNOWABLE REALM
(ALAM AL-HAHOOIYAT)
This level is also called the realm of the Transcendent Unity (alam al-Ahadiyah). It is
beyond all levels and here the Divine Essence cannot be imagined or referred. This is the

ُ ُْ

stage of ‘I was’ (Kunto  (کنتwhere the Essence is concealed in many esoteric veils within
veils and is unintelligible because He exists here with the splendour of:

Meaning: There is nothing like Him. (42:11)

َ ْ َ
)42:11(ل َ ْی َس ک ِمث ِل ٖہ شیْ ٌٔی



ّٰ َ َ
َ ُ
)7418۔،ان الل ُہ َول َ ْم یَک ْن شیْ ٌٔی (اخبر
ک



ُ
َ ّٰ
)112:1(﴾﴿ ق ْل ُہوَالل ُہ ا َح ٌد



Meaning: There was nothing but Allah. (Bukhari 7418)

Meaning: Proclaim! “He is Allah, Who is the One.” (112:1)
Neither knowledge nor anything else can determine the reality of this level. No revelation
of His names or attributes has occurred yet, hence nothing can be expressed about Him.
Neither any Divine marvel is revealed nor can be defined, as nothing is known about Him.
Therefore this level of Divine Absoluteness is unimaginable, unknowable and unreachable
for any intellect. It is the level of Transcendent Unity, alonehood of the Essence and the
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reality of Truth. It is also called the level of non-Manifestation and ‘the fragrance of
camphor which lasts’. All these titles are given by the Saints and Sufis merely to allude
and intimate. However, in spite of all, this Essence is the base, origin and the reality of all
the remaining levels. This is the level which cannot be encompassed even by something
as primitive as knowledge. The level of Transcendent Unity is the reality of the Lord which
cannot be contemplated and discovered by any kind of knowledge, even cannot be
attributed. Attributes apart, even the Divine Essence Himself is a secret and hidden in the
Unknowable and Incomparable realm and beyond wisdom.
Sultan Bahoo says about this level:
 To understand the quiddity of the Divine Essence countless efforts of wisdom went in
vain. (Risala Roohi Sharif)
The Holy Prophet said the following about this level:

َََ
َََ
َ
تفک ُر ْوا ف ِ ْی ّٰا ّٰی ِت ٖہ َولَا تفک ُر ْوا ف ِ ْی ذا ِت ٖہ



Meaning: Reflect upon the signs of Allah not the Essence.
Abu Saeed Mubarak Makhzoomi writes in Tohfa Mursala Sharif about this level:
 The first stage is undeterminable, beyond implication and is about His Absoluteness.
It does not mean negation of implication and determinacy rather it means that at this
level Existence is pure of bounds of attributes and even implications. This is called
the level of Transcendent Unity and it is the secret of Allah, no level is above it rather
all are below.
This is the transcendent level of Essence which is beyond anybody’s intellect, knowledge
and frame of reference. Just for the sake of understanding, the Essence of Allah is

ُ

called Hoo ( )ہوat this level.

THE REALM OF FIRST MANIFESTATION
(ALAM AL-YAHOOT)
It is also named as the realm of Divine Solitude (alam al-Wahdah). When Allah intended
to manifest Himself in multiplicity He descended from Transcendent Unity and revealed
Himself. The very first level of descent is the stage of ‘Treasure’ (Kanzan

ًَْ
) کنزا. Hence

this is the foremost level of manifestation of Divine Essence where the Essence revealed
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in the form of Mohammadan light. In fact this light is the Treasure which desires to be
manifested. Here the manifestation of Essence is the revelation of Essence in the core of
Essence and the manifestation of Reality in the core of Reality. This is called the
Mohammadan Reality or the revelation of Mohammadan light from the Absolute Divine
light. Thus when Allah decided to manifest Himself in multiplicity coming out of the
Incomparable and Unknowable realm, He descended to the realm of First Manifestation
and the light of Ahad concealed in the veil of ‘M’ of Ahmad manifested Himself as Ahmad.
Sultan Bahoo says about this level:
 Know! When the Divine light of Ahad coming out of His isolated Oneness intended to
manifest Himself in multiplicity, He graced (all the worlds) with the splendid disclosure
of His pure Divine beauty. Both the worlds started burning like a moth on the candle
of His blazing beauty. (Risala Roohi Sharif)
 When Allah desired (to be recognized), he separated Ism-e-Allah Zaat from Himself
(manifested Himself in the form of Ism-e-Allah Zaat). From Ism-e-Allah Zaat the
Mohammadan light manifested. When Allah beheld His reflection in the mirror of
His Oneness (Ism-e-Allah Zaat) in the form of Mohammadan light, He was fascinated
and became fond of Himself and got the titles of ‘Lord of the lords’ and ‘the beloved
of Allah’ from His Own Divine court. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
Abu Saeed Mubarak Makhzoomi describes:
 Second stage is the first level of descent where Allah concisely acknowledges His
Essence, attributes and the entire creation within Him without distinguishing one
from the other. And this is the stage of First Manifestation called the Mohammadan
Reality.
The following Hadiths and the Qudsi Hadiths are explicit reference towards the
Mohammadan Reality. The Holy Prophet said:

Meaning: First of all Allah manifested my light.

ُ ّٰ َ َ
ََ
او ُل َما خل َق الل ُہ ن ْورِ ْی



ُ
َ ّٰ ُ َ َ
َ ُ
انا ِم ْن نوْرِ الل ِہ ت َعالّٰی َوک ُل خلَائِ ٍق ِم ْن نوْرِ ْی



Meaning: I am from the light of Allah and all the creation is from my light.

ّٰ َ َ
ََ
او ُل َما خل َق الل ُہ ُر ْوحِ ْی

Meaning: First of all Allah manifested my soul.
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Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani says in this regard:
 Know that first of all the soul of Mohammad manifested from the light of Divine
beauty as Allah says, “I manifested the soul of Mohammad from the light of My Face.”
Or as Prophet Mohammad said:
1.
2.
3.
4.

First of all Allah manifested my soul.
First of all Allah manifested my light.
First of all Allah manifested the Divine pen.
First of all Allah manifested the wisdom.

All these refer to only one point and that is the Mohammadan Reality which is entitled
as Divine light because he is pure of the darkness of satanic attributes, as Allah says
about him:

َُ َ َۡ
َ ُ ّٰ
ۡ ُ
)5:15(﴾﴿ آءک ۡم ِم َن الل ِہ نوۡ ٌر و کِ ّٰت ٌب م ِبی ٌن
قد ج



Meaning: There has indeed come to you a light from Allah (Prophet Mohammad) and
an enlightening Book (the Quran). (5:15)
He is called ‘wisdom’ because he encompasses all the knowledge and is called ‘the
Divine pen’ because he is the medium to transfer the entire knowledge as the pen is
the medium to transfer knowledge in the world of words. All of these refer to the
Mohammadan Reality because if he was not manifested nothing would have been
created. (Sirr al-Asrar)
Following Qudsi Hadiths tell that nothing would have existed if Prophet Mohammad
was not meant to be manifested. Allah says:

َ
ُ َْ َ
لَوْلَاک لَمَا اظ َہ ْرت الرَبُوْ ِب َیة



Meaning: If it was not for you (O My beloved Mohammad) I would not have manifested
My Lordship.

َ َْ ْ َ َ َ
لَوْلَاک ل َمَا خلق ُت الْافلَاک



Meaning: If it was not for you (O My beloved Mohammad) I would not have created the
universe.
Hence the Mohammadan light is the origin of creation. The true believer is he who
returns to his origin (the Mohammadan light) while ascending all the spiritual levels and
becomes one with the Divine light of Mohammad or annihilates himself into this light which
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is actually the light of Allah. Prophet Mohammad sall’Allahu alayhi wa’alihi wasallam said
about the true believers:

ُ
ُ ْ ْ ّٰ ُ َ َ
انا ِم ْن نوْرِ الل ِہ َوال ُم ٔو ِمنوْ َن ِم ْن ن ْو ِر ْی



Meaning: I am from the light of Allah and all the true believers are from my light.

ُ ْ ْ ّٰ ُ َ َ
انا ِم ْن نوْرِ الل ِہ َوال ُم ٔو ِمنوْ َن ِمنِ ْی



Meaning: I am from the light of Allah and all the true believers are from me.
At this level the Essence revealed from the esoteric veils or inclined towards diversity
and density appearing from Personal exclusiveness and sublimity. This is the first level of
descent or manifestation of the Essence and it is called Mohammadan Reality because the
reality of Prophet Mohammad is ‘Ahad’ as he said:

َ ََ
انا ا ْحمَ ٌد ِبلَا ِم ْیم



ْ َ ََ
َم ْن َر ّٰان ِ ْی فق ْد َرای ال َح َق



َ ْ ّٰ َ
ُ َ
َُ ٌ َ
ل ِ ْی َمع الل ِہ َوق ٌت لا یَ َس ُعنِ ْی فِ ْی ِہ َملک مق َر ٌب َو لَا ن ِب ٌی م ْر َس ٌل



Meaning: I am Ahmad without M (Ahad).

Meaning: Whoever beheld me, in fact beheld the Reality.

Meaning: At times I have such closeness with Allah when neither any Prophet nor any
archangel is between us.
Allah says in the Quran:

ّٰ
َ َ َ
َ َ
َ َ َ ّٰ
)48:10) ِان ال ِذیۡ َن یُ َبای ِ ُعوۡنک ِانمَا یُ َبای ِ ُع ۡو َن الل َہ ؕ یَ ُد الل ِہ فوۡق ایۡ ِدیۡ ِہ ۡم



Meaning: (O beloved!) Indeed, those who pledge allegiance to you in fact pledge allegiance
to Allah alone. Allah’s Hand is over their hands (in the form of your hand). (48:10)

ّٰ
ۡ
(8:17)َو َما َر َم ۡی َت ِاذ َر َم ۡی َت َو لّٰ ِک َن الل َہ َر ّٰمی



Meaning: (O glorious beloved!) When you smote (the infidels with pebbles), it was not you
who smote them but Allah smote. (8:17)

ّٰ َ َ َ ۡ َ َ َ ۡ ُ َ
ُ
(4:80)اع الل َہ
َم ۡن ی ِِ ِع الرسول فقد اط
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Meaning: Whoever obeys the Messenger obeys Allah indeed. (4:80)
These are some of the Hadiths and verses which refer to the Mohammadan Reality
otherwise the whole Quran is an evidence of it.
Ghaus Ali Shah Qalandar describes the reality of this level through a tradition in his
book Tazkirah-e-Ghausia which consists of his Sufi transcripts:
 Once Angel Gabriel came to Prophet Mohammad with a revelation. The Holy Prophet
asked him, “Do you know where you receive the revelation from?” He replied, “My
approach beyond the lote tree is impossible but I can hear an unknown voice at this
point and accordingly convey the message to you. I know nothing more than this.”
The Holy Prophet advised him to start his flight towards that voice next time and see
where does it come from. He did the same and after a long flight he witnessed that
the Holy Prophet himself was uttering the words. Then Gabriel looked at the earth
and found the Prophet there at his place.
After describing this tradition Ghaus Ali Shah Qalandar explained, “It does not mean
that the Prophet showed himself in both the realms of bodies and the Divine Solitude
by virtue of his authority rather he made the angel realize his presence in every realm
simultaneously.”

THE REALM OF DIVINITY
(ALAM AL-LAHOOT)
It is also known as the realm of Divine Uniqueness (alam al-Wahidiyah). This third step

ْ

‘the Hidden’ (Makhfiyan  ) َمخ ِف ًیاis related to the second level of descent. At this level the

whole universe and all the creations are hidden in the Mohammadan light as a unit and
are anxious to be manifested. This station is pure and beyond time, space, creation, density
and dimensions. It is merely an ocean of hidden lights and the world of subtle secrets.
Abu Saeed Mubarak Makhzoomi describes about it:
 And the third stage is the second level of descent. It refers to Allah’s detailed knowledge
of His Essence, attributes and of all the existences distinguishing one from the other.
This level is called the reality of human being because from here starts the human
existence in detail.
At this level the Mohammadan light manifested as the Divine soul. Hence Divine soul
is in fact the Mohammadan light and this soul is the real human being. Allah manifested
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this soul in the realm of Divinity in a subtle and beautiful form. From here the Divine
soul of every human is descended to each realm in the particular dress of the respective
world but the actual and real soul is the Divine soul.
Now we know that Allah was alone in His Divine Solitariness. In His Essence aroused
the desire of His Own vision. For the fulfilment of His desire, He required a mirror. He
made a mirror out of His Own Essence because He Himself is pure, delicate and pellucid.
Therefore, a mirror possessing exactly the same attributes was required. Nobody can
become mirror of Allah except Himself because none other than Allah can be as pure,
pellucid and delicate as Him. Allah and His mirror were not two different entities as it
happens with the concrete things that one thing is made from the other and they become
two different things. Allah is not concrete rather He is fine and sublime. To understand
easily, the example of sunlight can be considered in this context which cannot be broken
into pieces, wherever it goes will sustain its nature. Similarly knowledge when transferred
from one entity to another, remains in its same form in the first person as well as
maintains itself in the second. Even if it is divided in two entities, each will retain it in
original form. Allah is the Essence instead of a concrete being. He is knowledge and
Divine light which cannot be broken or divided just like fragrance. Then Allah looked at
Himself into His mirror and charmed by His Own beauty while admiring it, He named it
Mohammad149 ()دمحم. The same Essence which appeared in the mirror of Mohammadan
light is ‘the Divine soul’.
Only the Mohammadan light can be called the Soul of Allah because Mohammadan light
manifested from the light of Allah and is not separated even after manifestation just as
Soul cannot be segregated from the Essence. The mirror of Mohammadan light possesses
all the Divine attributes. The Divine Essence is the origin and fount of every attribute of
everything of the universe like knowledge, wisdom, life, hearing, sight, sublimity, love etc.
All the Divine powers and attributes were transferred to the soul of Mohammad in
perfection and manifested in their accomplished form. Hence the real soul is the same
Mohammadan soul, and this is the Divine soul. It is the material for all the souls, it is the
totality of knowledge, wisdom and the Divine light. The first manifestation of Allah is the
soul of Prophet Mohammad who is the accomplished form of all the Divine attributes
because it is directly manifested from Allah and is His mirror. This is the Divine soul due
to its being pure of all the darkness. The Divine soul is single and indivisible like
knowledge, light or fragrance which are also indivisible but spread. The same Divine soul
is the beginning of the spiritual being of creation.
149

Mohammad literally means the most praised and the admired one.
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Divine soul is not destined to die or perish. Due to its Divine attributes and powers, it is
immortal. There is no change in its state, it means it remains intact and always in a pure
and immaculate position. The Divine soul is the reality and base of every human being
and is present in every man. It is concealed like a pearl in the inward of a man and is
revealed only upon those who try to reach it. Only the Divine soul has the honour of
vision and closeness of Allah, that is why to reach it is the true Miraj (ultimate ascension of
humans).
Whoever reached it, in fact he got the access to his origin or the Mohammadan Reality
and Oneness. The Divine soul is One and the true form of Oneness of Allah. To reach it
means to find the reality of Oneness of Allah and its station is the realm of Divinity. This
soul possesses all the Divine and Mohammadan attributes along with the knowledge of all
the realms and creations as well as the knowledge of Allah because no one is as close to
Allah as is the Divine soul. Hence its knowledge is perfect and possesses totality as it is the
knowledge of Reality. Thus its intellect is also accomplished and possesses totality. As the
Divine soul is Divine form or the mirror of Allah, that is why it is non-creation but from
this very soul the human soul is created.
Abdul Karim bin Ibrahim al-Jili says in this context:
 It should be known that there is also a creature soul in every living thing with which
its physical form exists and the soul has same significance for it as the meaning has
for a word. Nonetheless there is a Divine soul for this creature soul due to which it
sustains. (Al-Insan al-Kamil)
Divine soul is the soul which is entrusted to man as a Trust by Allah as is mentioned in
the verse:

َ َ َ ََ َ َۡ َ ۡ ََ َ
ُ الس ّٰم ّٰوت َو الۡاَ ۡرض َو الۡج َبال َفاَبَی ۡ َن اَ ۡن یَ ۡحم ۡل َن َہا َو اَ ۡش َف ۡق َن م ۡن َہا َو َحمَ َل َہا الۡان ۡ َس
ؕ ان
ِانا عرضنا الامانة علی
ِ
ِ
ِ
ِ
ِ ِ ِ
َُ َ َ َ
)33:72) ﴾﴿ان ظلوۡ ًما َج ُہوۡلًا
ِانہ ک



Meaning: Indeed We offered the Trust to the heavens and the earth and the mountains,
but they declined to bear this and felt scared of it, but man took it on. Verily he is ever so
cruel (towards his innerself) and ignorant (of his highest rank near Allah). (33:72)
This verse also proves that the Divine soul is present in its real and perfect form only in
the human being. That is why this level is called the human reality and this very realm of
Divinity is the original homeland of mankind.
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THE REALM OF POWER
(ALAM AL-JABARUT)
Fourth step is the third level of descent which corresponds to ‘so I intended’ (Fa Aradtu

ُ ََ
)فا َر ْدت

in the Qudsi Hadith. It is also called the realm of souls (alam al-arwah). The

Divine soul which is non-created light of Allah and Mohammad, is descended to the
realm of power cladded in particular dress of this realm which is called ‘the kingly soul’.
The kingly soul concealed Divine soul in its cover like a tree grows from its seed and also
conceals the seed in it. The kingly soul is the first dress of Divine soul.
At this level the angels were also created from the Divine soul. In this realm the human
soul has the same traits, states and actions as those of angels as well as has the same
refulgence of Divine light. The realm of souls is the detail of Divinity and it is the level
of Divine attributes and names.
According to Abu Saeed Mubarak Makhzoomi:
 And the fourth stage is the realm of souls. It refers to the things of world. It is the
primary stage of the revelation of their essence where they are incorporeal.
The kingly soul is unique and pure of any other material. It is free from the deformities
and faults of physical bodies as well as from various kinds, colours and shapes. It has the
intuition of itself as well as of others. At this stage the soul is without any form and is a
primary and expansive entity, can appear in any form and shape as it wants that is why
angels can adopt any form which they desire. It has the qualities and attributes just like
angels because both are created in this realm. Actually this level is the beginning of the
creation. Here the Essence is titled as the kingly soul.
This level is a bridge or medium between the universe of Command (realms of
Incomparable and Unknowable, First Manifestation and Divinity) and the universe of
creation (the realm of power, angelic realm and the realm of bodies).
Realm of power is also called the station of Gabriel, the angel who has been a medium
of communication between Allah and His Prophets and is appointed for connection
between the worshipper and the Worshipped and creation and the Creator. Thus this level
is a connection between Divinity and humanity. It is in fact a veil, bridge and a connection
between both the universes.
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THE REALM OF ANGELS
(ALAM AL-MALAKUT)
The fifth step is the fourth level of descent of the Essence and depicts ‘to be recognized’

َ ُْ َْ

(Un O'rafa )ان اع َرف. It is also called the realm of metaphorical forms (alam al-mithal). At
this level the kingly soul was clothed in the cover of soul of celestial light and appeared
in symbolic forms. Before this level, the Divine Essence was hidden and impossible to be
recognized because soul had no form which could be recognized. The angelic realm is the
initial stage of His recognition. That which was concealed in the soul, revealed in this
world in symbolic form. Here the soul took a recognizable form for the first time. Though
this form is immaterial, symbolic and intangible. At this level, only the form has appeared
but the concreteness and tangibility is yet to come.
According to Abu Saeed Mubarak Makhzoomi:
 The example of this realm is like a shadow which is visible but cannot be held. This
realm of exemplary forms is the subtle compound of the created things which cannot
be broken, torn or joined.
The souls of plants, animals and non-living things were also created at this level.

THE PHYSICAL WORLD
(ALAM AN-NASUT)

ََْْ ُ َََْ

This level of ‘so I created the creation’ (Fa Khalaqtul Khalq  )فخلقت الخلقis the sixth step
and the fifth level called the realm of bodies (alam al-ajsam). The symbolic forms were
covered in their bodies and different bodies for each creation appeared in this world. Here
the soul of celestial light is covered in the bestial soul (the soul directly related to the
physical body) which was then breathed into the physical bodies of flesh and bones.
Hence Divine Essence covered in veils of the kingly soul, the soul of celestial light and
the bestial soul revealed in the elemental physical form of the creation. Remember! This
realm is expanded from the earth to heavens and is called the realm of physical bodies.
Abu Saeed Mubarak Makhzoomi says:
 The sixth stage is of the world of bodies, it means the tangible things of the created
world which can be broken, separated and held.
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Thus Allah manifested Himself in the physical world descending from the realm of
Incomparable and Unknowable. However Divine descent does not mean that Allah
descended in this world and is not present in the other worlds. He is Omnipresent, every
world is His world. He is here as well as there.

HUMAN BEING
The seventh step and the sixth level contains all the levels. Here Allah has manifested
Himself in the realm of bodies in human form with the complete perfection as compared
to all the other creatures. It means Allah manifested Himself in man in the form of
Mohammadan light by concealing in the covers of Divine soul, kingly soul, the soul of
celestial light and the bestial soul. Yet the man who got His ultimate and perfect
manifestation and in whom the manifestation of Allah completed absolutely is the
Universal Divine Man and the Universal Divine Man means Prophet Mohammad who is
the ultimate and absolute manifestation of all the levels.
Abu Saeed Mubarak Makhzoomi describes about this level:
 And the seventh stage is the level of comprehensiveness of all the realms of physical
bodies, angels, power, Divinity and First Manifestation. It is the last theophany and
the last attire named as human being.
The Hadith below is the proof of this perfect manifestation in the human being:

ّٰ َ َ
)6227 ،خل َق الل ُہ ّٰا َد َم َعلّٰی ُصوْ َر ِت ٖہ (اخبر



Meaning: Allah created Adam in His picture. (Bukhari 6227)
At this level man is the ultimate representative of Divinity and the mirror of the Truth.
Allah manifested His Essence descending from the realm of Incomparable and
Unknowable to the realm of First Manifestation, from the realm of First Manifestation to
the realm of Divinity, from this realm to the realm of power, then to the angelic realm
and from there in the physical world. Thus the Divine Essence has sustained the whole
universe by revealing in the inner of each and every living and non-living thing. Only
Allah exists, rest of all are non-existent and this very concept is called ‘the Oneness of
Being’. Allah says:

ً ُ َ ُ ّٰ َ َ َ
(4:126) ﴾﴿ان الل ُہ ِبک ِل ش ۡی ٍء م ِح ۡیِا
وک
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Meaning: And Allah has encompassed everything. (4:126)

ٌ ُ َ ُ َ ۡۤ َ
(41:54)﴾﴿ا لَا ِانہ ِبک ِل ش ۡی ٍء م ِح ۡیط



Meaning: Beware! He is the One Who encompasses everything. (41:54)
The Quran describes these levels as:

َ َ َ ۡ َ ۡ َ ۡ َ ّٰ ّٰ َ َ َ َ ۡ َ ُ ّٰ ُ ُ َ َ َ
ۡ َ
ۡ ام ثُ َم
(7:54)اس َت ّٰوی َعلی ال َع ۡر ِش
ٍ ِان ربکم اللہ ال ِذی خلق السمو ِت و الارض فِی ِست ِة ای



Meaning: Indeed! Allah is your Lord Who created the heavens and the earth in six aeons
(six phases) and then established His authority on the Throne. (7:54)
In this verse ‘the heavens’ refers to the universe of Command (realms of Incomparable
and Unknowable, First Manifestation and Divinity) and the earth means the universe of
creation (the realm of power, angelic realm and the realm of bodies) and the Throne
refers to the Universal Divine Man who is comprehensive of all levels. While explaining
this verse the Holy Prophet said, “By God! If you tie a bucket with a rope and put it on
the lowest earth, it will descend on Allah.” Then he read this verse:

َ
َ ُ
ّٰ
ََ
ْ
(57:3) ﴾﴿ُہوَ الْاو ُل َو الْاخ ُِر َو الظا ِہرُ َو ال َبا ِط ُن ۚ َو ُہوَ ِبک ِل ش ۡی ٍء َع ِل ْی ٌم



Meaning: He is the One Who is the First (of all) and the Last (of all). And He is the
Manifest and the Hidden. He knows everything full well. (57:3)
Imam Tirmidhi has related this Hadith in Tirmidhi.
According to the Sufis the human being is the macrocosm and in his inner all the
realms exist which are called the six subtleties. Hence the body of the Universal Divine
Man includes the physical world while his innerself, inward and soul include the angelic
realm; his secret (sir’r) is the realm of Divinity, the hidden (khafi) is the realm of First
Manifestation and the concealed (akhfa) is the realm of Incomparable and Unknowable.
Imam Husayn says to his son Zayn al-Abidin in Mirat-ul-Arifeen:
 O my son! The realms of Incomparable and Unknowable, First Manifestation, Divinity,
realm of power, angelic realm and that of bodies all are inside you, nothing is out of
you. Your ailment is within you and your remedy is yourself. (Kanz-ul-Arifeen(150
According to Ali ibn Abi Talib:

150

Exegesis of Mirat-ul-Arifeen by Khadim Hussain.
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 Your illness is within you but you do not understand, your medicine is inside you but
you do not see. You think you are the microcosm despite that a large universe is
absorbed in you (macrocosm) and you are the enlightened Book, the words of which
reveal all the mysteries. You do not need anything from outside, your thought process
is within you but you do not think. (Mirqat-ul-Salikeen)
The Divine Essence manifested Himself step by step to express in multiplicity and this
manifestation concluded on human beings. Sufis call these steps of manifestation as the
Divine descent. When one advances towards Allah and travels towards Him, he attains
Oneness of the Essence by covering these levels that is called ascension. When man
achieves the recognition of the Essence, the journey to Allah is over and then starts the
journey in Allah. Being engrossed in the Oneness of Allah, the journey in Allah is
endless, it has no limit. Like the Essence, the journey is also infinite. The human ascension
is to cover all the four arcs of circle of the existence, that is the realm of physical bodies,
the angelic realm, the realm of power and the realm of Divinity. The actions of these four
stations are called sharia, mysticism (tariqa), reality (haqiqa) and gnosis (marifa)
respectively. The person who covers all these stations is a Prophet or a Saint and is called
the Universal Divine Man. The man who is the perfect and ultimate manifestation of all
these marvels is Prophet Mohammad. After him whoever achieved this status, it is only
through his mediation and he became the Universal Divine Man in the world and also his
vicegerent.151
To summarize, Allah was concealed in esoteric veils within veils in the realm of
Incomparable and Unknowable. His names and attributes were hidden in His Essence.
From the realm of Incomparable and Unknowable He descended to the realm of First
Manifestation which is the Mohammadan light. At this level the names and attributes were
manifested esoterically and concisely. From here He manifested in the realm of Divinity
where His names and attributes revealed in esoteric detail. Then the Essence descended in
the realm of power and manifested in the form of souls. Descending from here to the
angelic realm, He manifested Himself in the symbolic forms. Eventually He manifested
in the world of bodies (of all the creations). At this level the names and attributes were
revealed in physical detail. The first three realms collectively are the Divine realm and
called the universe of Command while the next three realms are related to creation and
called the universe of creation. Then Allah desired to reveal such an entity who is
comprehensive of all the six levels, representative of His entire names and attributes and
is the secret of Allah. Hence he sent the Universal Divine Man. This is the Mohammadan
Reality. Thus it is proved that the origin and returning point of everything is the Divine
151

For details see chapter ‘The Universal Divine Man’.
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Essence. All the matters are from Him. He is the Origin, He is the End, and all the matters
are to return to Him. Like the waves are created from the rising sea and obliterate into it.
Hence the Essence is like the ocean and the entire existences of universe are His waves.
The universe without the existence of the Universal Divine Man was like a dull mirror.
The Divine Majesty demanded the mirror of the universe to be luminous so as to become
the abode of manifestation of the Essence or the Mohammadan Reality. Thus Universal
Divine Man is the lustre of this mirror and the soul of this abode. Allah casts His
theophany in the mirror of inward of the Universal Divine Man who is His representative.
The reflection of the mirror of his inward is established on the universe and because of
this beneficence the universe remains perpetual.
Without going into the details of terminology of the Oneness of Being, it can simply be
explained as man annihilates himself in the Essence in such a way that his own being
obliterates and he reaches the station of death before dying. He absorbs in the Divine love
in such a manner that he sees only Allah, hears only Allah, takes only from Allah and
speaks only to Allah. He beholds Allah everywhere but this waystation is not easy to
approach, it needs the guidance of a perfect spiritual guide, the possessor of Divine name
and attributes. It also requires the invocation and contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat, true
intent, sincerity and courage on seeker’s own part.
The Holy Prophet said:

ُ
ْ َ
َ
ا ِلن َہایَة ُہوَ الرُ ُجوْ ُع ِالی ال ِب َدایَ ِة



Meaning: Returning to the origin is the utmost level.
As the manifestation of Reality commenced from the manifestation of Mohammadan light
and the entire creation was revealed from the Mohammadan light therefore the ‘origin’ is
the Divine light of Mohammad. That is why to reach the Mohammadan light is the extreme
level. The person who attains to this station becomes an embodiment of Oneness and he
is the Universal Divine Man.
Allama Iqbal says in this context:

ایبں ںیم ہتکنٔ وتدیح آ وت اتکس ےہ
رتے دامغ ںیم تب اخہن وہ وت ایک ےیہک
Explanation: While delivering sermons scholars and ulema can talk about the Oneness of
Allah and give lessons on this topic but they have cherished a lot many idols in their own
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thoughts, hence their minds are possessed by different gods instead of the Oneness of
Allah. (Zarb-e-Kalim)

 ےس اس مسلطِ رگن و لو وک وتڑ ےتکس ںیہ،وخد
یہی وتدیح یھت سج وک ہن تُ اھجمس ہن ںیم اھجمس
Explanation: A purified and elevated soul can break the magic of the worldly charms or
attractions and reach Allah crossing all boundaries. This is called the Oneness of Allah
which you and I both could not comprehend. (Bal-e-Jibril)

ارگ ہن وہ ےھجت انھجل وت وھکل رک ہہک دوں
ِ
رضحت ااسنن ہن روح ےہ ہن دبن
ووج ِد
Explanation: If it is not unpleasant to the people and they do not mind, I may reveal
openly that the existence of the Universal Divine Man is neither body nor soul rather it is
beyond both. (Zarb-e-Kalim)

وہں

اکمں

اہجں وہں

آزا ِد

ہک

وہں

اکمین

اہجں ںیب وہں ہک وخد اسرا

Explanation: The Divine Existence may have a worldly abode in the guise of the Universal
Divine Man but actually is beyond time and space. The Universal Divine Man is not only
watching the universe but his very existence is in fact the entire universe. Here the
Immanence (tashbih) and the Transcendence (tanzih) are described which both constitute
the Oneness of Allah. (Bal-e-Jibril)

ARGUMENTS IN THE FAVOUR OF ONENESS OF BEING
The Mystics and Sufis have declared the Oneness of Being (gnosis of the Essence) as the
Oneness of Allah (tawhid). In this regard various Saints and Mystics are quoted here.
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani is the leader of all the Saints as is said:

اوایل

درایمن

االمظعہ

وغث

اایبن

درایمن

دمحم

وچں
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Explanation: Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani is among the Saints as Prophet Mohammad is
among Prophets.
He said:

ّٰ
ُ َ
َ
ق َدم ِ ْی ّٰہ ِذ ٖہ َعلّٰی َرق َب ِة ک ِل َول ِ ِی اللہ



Meaning: My foot is on the neck of all the Saints.
This is a fact because all the Mystics and Saints are all praise for his great stature among
them. Without his approval nobody can become a Saint.152
His creed is gnosis of the Essence, in this context he writes in his book Sirr al-Asrar:
 Allah says:

ُ
َ
ََْ
خلق ُت ُر ْو ِح ُم َحم ٍد ِم ْن نوْ ِر َو ْج ِھ ْی



Meaning: I manifested the soul of Mohammad with the light of My Face.
As the Prophet himself said:

Meaning: First of all Allah manifested my soul.

Meaning: And first of all Allah manifested my light.

Meaning: And first of all Allah manifested the Divine pen.

ّٰ َ َ
ََ
او ُل َما خل َق الل ُہ ُر ْوحِ ْی



ُ ّٰ َ َ
ََ
َو او ُل َما خل َق الل ُہ ن ْو رِ ْی



َ َ ْ ّٰ َ َ
ََ
َو او ُل َما خل َق الل ُہ القل َم



ْ ْ ّٰ َ َ
ََ
َو او ُل َما خل َق الل ُہ ال َعقل



Meaning: And first of all Allah manifested wisdom.
Thus all the above mentioned mean the same thing and that is the Mohammadan
Reality. It is called Divine light because the Holy Prophet’s sacred self is pure of the
darkness. As Allah has said:

َُ َ َۡ
َ ُ ّٰ
ۡ ُ
)5:15)﴾﴿ آءک ۡم ِم َن الل ِہ نوۡ ٌر و کِ ّٰت ٌب م ِبی ٌن
قد ج

152

For further knowledge, read the chapter ‘Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani’.
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Meaning: There has indeed come to you a light from Allah (Prophet Mohammad) and
an enlightening Book. (5:15)
The Prophet is called ‘wisdom’ because he possesses the intuition of the whole
knowledge and ‘Divine pen’ because he is the source of transference of entire
knowledge as pen is the source of transmitting information in the world of words.
Hence the soul of Prophet Mohammad is the epitome of the whole universe and is its
origin and inception as the Holy Prophet himself said:

ُ ْ ْ ّٰ
ََ
انا ِم َن الل ِہ َوال ُم ٔو ِمنوْ َن ِمنِ ْی



Meaning: I am from Allah and all the true believers are from me.
Allah created the human soul in the realm of Divinity from Mohammadan soul in
beautiful form and named it as human being. The very realm of Divinity is his real
homeland. When four thousand years after the creation of human soul had passed
Allah created Throne with the Divine light of the sacred eye of the Holy Prophet and
from the Throne created the rest of the universe. All the souls were then sent to the
lowest part of the universe, the realm of bodies as Allah says:

َ َ ّٰ َ ُ
ۡ
(95:5) ثم َر َد ۡدن ُہ ا ۡسف َل ّٰس ِف ِلی َن



Meaning: Then We returned him to the lowest state of the low. (95:5)
It means first of all the Divine soul descended to the realm of power from the realm
of Divinity. Between the universe of Command and universe of creation, the Divine
soul was clothed with light of the realm of power and called the kingly soul. Then the
Divine soul was sent to the angelic realm where it was dressed in the celestial light of
angelic realm and called the soul of celestial light. Then from the angelic realm it was
descended to the realm of bodies where it was clothed in the bestial soul in the
physical world. Then the bodies for the souls were created as Allah says:

ُ ّٰ ۡ َ َ ۡ
ُۡ ً َ ُ ُۡ ۡ ُ ُ
(20:55)﴾﴿ِمن َہا خلقنک ۡم َو فِ ۡی َہا ن ِع ۡی ُدک ۡم َو ِمن َہا نخ ِر ُجک ۡم ت َارۃ اخ ّٰری



Meaning: We created you from this (very soil of the earth) and We shall return you
into the same and shall bring you forth from the very same once more. (20:55)
Then Allah commanded the souls to enter the bodies and on the Divine command
they penetrated (into the bodies). Allah says:

ۡ ََ
ُ
(15:29)َو نفخ ُت ِف ۡی ِہ ِم ۡن ر ۡوحِ ۡی
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Meaning: And breathe My Soul into it. (15:29)
When the relationship of souls and bodies was established, they forgot the promise
which they made on the day of Divine covenant in the reply of “Am I not your Lord?”
by saying, “Yes! You are.” Hence they forgot their real and original homeland (the realm
of Divinity). Allah helped them out of His compassion by sending upon them the
heavenly Books so that they may remember their original homeland, as Allah says:

ّٰ ّٰ َ ۡ ُ ۡ َ َ
(14:5)ىم الل ِہ
ِ و ذکِرہم ِبای



Meaning: And remind them of the days of Allah. (14:5)
It means the days which their souls had passed in the nearness of Allah. Thus all
the Prophets came in the world and returned making them recall their covenant. (Sirr
al-Asrar)

 Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani asked Allah as written in ar-Risala tul-Ghausia:

ْ
َ ال یَا َغوْ َث الْاَ ْع َظ ْم َج َع ْل ُت الْاِن ْ َس
َ ثُ َم ُق ْل ُت یَا َر َب ال ْ َغ ْو ِث َہ ْل ل َ َک َم ِِ َی ٌة ۔ َق
ان َم ِِ َیتِ ْی َو َج َعل ُت َسائِ ِر
َ َ ْ ْ َْ َْ َ َْ َ َ ََ
َْْ
ْ َ
ُ الِال ُِب اَنَا َون ِ ْع َم الْمَ ِْ ُلوْ ُب الْان ْ َس
ان نِ ْع َم الرَ اک ُِب
 یا غوث الاعظم نِعم: ان َم ِِ َیة الْاِن َسا ِن۔ وقال ل ِ ْی
ِ
ِ َالاکو



َْْ
ْ ْ ُ ْ ْ ُ ُ ْ ْ ََ
َُ ُ ُ ْ ْ ُ ْ ْ
ان۔
ِ َانا َو نِع َم المَ ْرکوْب الاِن َسان َونِع َم الرَاک ُِب الاِن َسان َونِع َم المَ ْر کوْب لہ َسائِرُ الاکو

Meaning: Then I said, “O the Lord of Ghawth! Do You have a transport for Yourself?”
He said, “O Ghawth al-Azam! I have made man My transport and made the universe
his transport.” He further said, “O Ghawth al-Azam! How nice is the Seeker I am and
how nice is the human being as the desired one! How nice is the Rider I am and how
nice is the ride of man and how nice is the man as a rider who has such a nice ride,
the universe.” (Ar-Risala tul-Ghausia, Interpreter Ghulam Dastgeer al-Qadri)
The spiritual leaders of Chishti order were the followers of ‘Oneness of Being’. They
deeply studied the books of Ibn Arabi especially Fusus al-Hikam and al-Futuhat al-Makkiyya
and used to regularly teach these books in their khanqahs but never involved in debates
and discussions. Similarly the spiritual guides of the Suhrawardi order remained away
from the issue of this doctrine and never made it their topic of discussion. Whereas the
Qadri order is all about the Oneness of Being. Those who claim to follow this order but
oppose this theory simply possess the superficial knowledge and have not been even
touched by any spiritual experience. As far as the followers of Naqshbandi order are
concerned they have not only sternly opposed this doctrine in the subcontinent but also
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presented in reaction the theory of ‘Oneness of witnessing’. Views of some of the important
Mystics and Sufis of subcontinent are presented below in this context.
In the subcontinent the very first book on Sufism Kashf-ul-Mahjub was written by Data
Ganj Bakhsh Ali ibn Usman al-Hajveri. Although in this book the Oneness of Being is
not discussed directly, however the relevant matter can be collected from it. For example,
he writes in it about Divine gnosis and Oneness.
 The essence of each and everything is from the Divine Essence, influence of everything
owes to His influence and the attribute of every object is due to the Divine attributes.
Everything is mobile due to Him and stationary due to Him. The human action is
merely metaphorical which actually is Allah’s action. Therefore human inward is the
abode of Allah’s friendship, eyes are the resort of Divine vision and his soul becomes
the point of amazement. (Kashf-ul-Mahjub, Urdu Interpreter Abu al-Hasnaat)
Khawaja Moinuddin Chishti says in his Sufi transcripts to his disciple Qutbuddin
Bakhtiyar Kaaki:
 Qutbuddin! What is the Oneness of Being? It is the state in which a Mystic being
intoxicated in the Oneness of Allah feels as if he himself and the entire universe are
exactly the Divine Reality. This perception is the result of those imaginative concepts
which our sages have established for annihilation in Allah and immortality with Him
but actually to consider oneself the absolute Essence of the Reality is infidelity because
it is against the Divine attribute of Transcendence (tanzih). Similarly the concept of
Oneness of Divine shadow (Oneness of witnessing) developed by some Sufis who
think that the universe is the shadow of Allah is also wrong. The reason is that the
Holy Prophet’s sacred body had no shadow at all then how is it possible that Allah has
any! Though it is true that the universe is the place of revelations of Divine names and
attributes, and Divine names and attributes reveal the Divine Essence. In accordance to
this, the Mystics in their state of spiritual intoxication do believe in the Oneness of
Being or Oneness of witnessing. Otherwise the Divine Essence is indifferent and pure
of everything.” (Maqabees Majalis, Urdu Interpreter Captain Wahid Bakhsh Sial)
Khawaja Moinuddin Chishti wrote a letter to his spiritual successor and confidant
Qutbuddin Bakhtiyar Kaaki in which he openly described the secrets of the five pillars of
Islam which the Holy Prophet taught Umar ibn Khattab. In the description of the reality
of hajj Khawaja Moinuddin explained the philosophy of Oneness of Being and he quotes
the Holy Prophet’s saying to Umar ibn Khattab:
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 “O Umar! Believe me that the Holy Kaaba is the human inward.” The Holy Prophet
further said:

ْ ْ َْ
ان بَ ْی ُت الرَ ْح ّٰم ِن
ِ قل ُب الاِن َس



َ ّٰ ُ َ
ْ َْ
قل ُب المُ ْؤ ِم ِن ع ْرش الل ِہ ت َعال ّٰی



Meaning: The inward of a man is the House of Allah.
Rather he said:

Meaning: The inward of believer is the Throne of Allah.
Hence hajj of the inward’s Kaaba should be performed.
Umar ibn Khattab asked, “How should the hajj of the inward’s Kaaba be performed?”
The Holy Prophet replied, “The body of a man is like the boundary of a building. If
from this boundary the veil of suspicions, illusions and other than Allah is removed
then the manifestation of Allah’s Essence would be seen clearly from the courtyard
of the inward and the purpose of Kaaba’s hajj is the same. Furthermore the objective
of performing such a true hajj is that man should obliterate his self in such a way that
even a bit of his entity may not be left back. To the extent that the physical and the
spiritual being of man becomes pure and the inward may be attributed with the Divine
traits.” Umar ibn Khattab asked, “How one’s being would be annihilated?” The Prophet
answered, “By becoming an ardent lover of the Beloved. The one who becomes a lover
of Allah, annihilates himself in Allah and he who is annihilated in Allah becomes the
manifestation of Allah.” Again Umar ibn Khattab inquired, “Why the inward is
called the abode of Allah and the Throne of Allah?” He replied that Allah says:

ُ ََ ُ ُ َۡ
)51: 21)﴾﴿َو ف ِ ۡیۤۡ انف ِسک ۡم ؕ افلَا ت ۡب ِص ُر ۡو َن



Meaning: And (I am) in your selves. So do you not notice? (51:21)
“O Umar! The place of living is called abode or house and as Allah lives in the
inward, thus it is called the house and the Throne of Allah.”
Umar ibn Khattab again questioned, “O the Messenger of Allah! Who is the speaker,
beholder and the listener in this statue of dust and how He looks like?”
The Prophet of Allah replied, “He (Allah) is the Speaker, Observer and the Listener.”
Umar ibn Khattab asked, “Who performs the hajj of the inward’s Kaaba?” He
answered, “The Divine Essence! When man gets rid of his innerself there remains no
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veil between the worshipper and the Worshipped. He is attributed with the Divine
qualities and the Essence manifests Himself within him. This manifestation is the
very hajj of inward’s Kaaba (the real hajj).”
Umar ibn Khattab again asked, “When everything is the revelation of Divine Essence
then for whom is the guidance and why?” The Holy Prophet replied, “He Himself is
the Guide and guides Himself.” Umar asked, “Then why are there various forms and
phenomena?” The Messenger of Allah answered, “Guidance is like trade, whatever
the buyer demands, the trader provides him that only. The buyer of wheat is neither
given barley nor the barley’s buyer is provided wheat. O Umar! The Messengers are
like doctors, the doctor gives medicine to the patient according to his disease and
health condition so the patient is recovered due to the accurate medication after
diagnosis. Similarly the Messengers grant the spiritually honest ones the medicine of
Divine gnosis according to their capability and the ailment of their innerself. Due to
which the patient getting complete spiritual cure becomes the Mystic.”
Umar enquired, “What is the Divine Essence? And what are other things?”
The Holy Prophet answered, “All the things are the manifestation of Allah. In fact all
are same, only the attributes of manifestation are different. As the meanings are same
but delivered through various statements or texts, similarly the Essence is only One
with manifold expressions.
Allah says:

ً

ُ

َ ُ ّٰ

َ

َ  َو ک
)4: 126) ﴾﴿ان الل ُہ ِبک ِل ش ۡی ٍء م ِح ۡیِا
Meaning: Allah has encompassed everything. (4:126)
Though man possesses excellence and significance over all the creatures because:

ّٰ

ََ

)6227 ، خل َق الل ُہ ّٰا َد َم َعلّٰی ُصوْ َر ِت ٖہ (اخبر
Meaning: Allah created Adam in His picture.” (Bukhari 6227)
Umar asked, “If the man is superior to all, then what is the reason of his being
classified as the chosen one, layman, pagan or a Muslim?” The Prophet said, “Allah
says:

ُ َ َ

َ َ ّٰ

ْ ّٰ َ ْ ْ َ ُ َ
)16:71( ض
ٍ  و اللہ فضل بعضکم علی بع
Meaning: And Allah has preferred some of you to others. (16:71)
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Allah also says:

ْ َُ َ َْ ُ ُ
)3:185( س ذٓائِقة المَوْ ِت
ٍ کل نف



ُ َْ
ْ َ
ْ
المَوْت َج ْس ٌر یُوْ ِص ُل ال َح ِب ْی َب ِالی ال َح ِب ْی ِب



Meaning: Everybody is going to taste death. (3:185)
Death should be according to the following Hadith:

Meaning: Death is a bridge which the seeker of Allah crosses and meets Allah.”
(Asrar-e-Haqiqi)

An excerpt from the letters of Shaikh Sharafuddin Bu Ali Qalandar carries a colour of
the theory of Oneness of Being.
 Brother! Be a Divine lover and consider both the worlds as the beauty of the Beloved
and call yourself the beauty of the Beloved. The Lover has made the kingdom of your
being with His love so that He can see His beauty in your mirror and consider you as
His confidant. He has said for your grandeur:

ُ اَلْان ْ َس
ان ِس ِر ْی
ِ



Meaning: Man is My secret.
Become a Divine lover so that you may behold the Beauty forever.
 The following verses of a Mathnawi advocate the theory of Oneness of Being:

ایعں

متشگ

آدمم

ووجد

کلم

در

ام

اجم

ودحت

رثکبت

وچں

لودہ ام در ابغ ودحت ےب اشنں

رکد

یلجت

وخد

وہشد

ِاسیق

ُ ر

رکد

ام

مشچ
انم

اب

وخشی

نسح

ددی

رکدہ

روح

رمب

ِارم

Explanation: I was unknown and hidden in the garden of Divine Singularity and when
came in the world of multiplicity, I was revealed. Allah beheld His beauty with the
eye of witnessing and manifested Himself in the kingdom of existence. The Divine
command named me as soul. The cupbearer of Unity (the Universal Divine Man) filled
my cup. (Shaikh-e-Akbar Mohiyuddin Ibn Arabi by Mohammad Shafi Baloch)
Nizamuddin Auliya has alluded once or twice to the stations of the Saints which gives a
clue that he was influenced by the theory of Ibn Arabi. He says:
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 When the Saint arrives at the stage of belovedness surpassing his individuality and
covering the stations of al-Qutb and al-Ghawth, he becomes the manifestation of
Allah and his intent becomes Allah’s Intent. (Ab-e-Kausar)153
Khawaja Banda Nawaz Gaisu Daraz wrote exegesis of Fusus al-Hikam and translated
the magazine of Ibn Arabi with the title of Hawashi Quwwat-ul-Quloob. It is written with
reference to him on page 257 of volume six of Tareekh Adbiat Muslmanan-e-Pak-o-Hind:
 The poetry of Khawaja Banda Nawaz and the preliminary part of his writing Mirajul-Ashiqeen reveal that not only he had the knowledge of Oneness of Being but was
also familiar to it on the basis of observation and experience of spiritual states. His
pen name was ‘Shahbaz’. His following verse in Raag Ram Kali consists of the subject
of Oneness of Being:

یفخم انونن وشعق رھک اظرہ ک زاز ئاےئ
قشع ےک ینیج دنچ دنب اینپ آپ ئاےئ
Explanation: The Beloved concealed Himself in my being and is outwardly called
‘Shahbaz’. Only some were there who attained eternal life by fostering Divine love.
They became one with the Beloved and were called the divine.
At another place the poet teaches the lesson of Unity and obliterating duality like this:

دویئ دویئ ِاتیئ دور رکٹکی وادح وہان
اچروں ڑپکے اجل رک ونجمں وہ رانہ
Explanation: Unity is to remove duality and become one with Allah. Like a passionate
lover cross all the four levels of Divine love (realms of physical bodies, angelic
realm, realm of power and the realm of Divinity) and attain Unity. (Majlis-e-Sufia)
Shaikh Abdul Quddus Gangohi’s writings are all about the Oneness of Being. He has
written notes on Fusus al-Hikam. In the 10th century of Hijri he excessively participated
in the preaching of this theory. To him the Oneness of Being is the Divine secret and is such
a reality which belongs to the esoteric heights. He writes in Risala Ghareeb-ul-Fawaed:
 According to the people of sharia, the relationship of God and universe is the same
which is of the writer and the words and sentences. To the sages this is same as seed
and the tree but to the believers of Unity this relationship is like the ink and words.
153

Shaikh Mohammad Ikram, Institution of Ab-e-Kausar Lahore, 1987.
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The words come out of ink rather they are exactly the ink but words would not be
called ink. If somebody says so, it would be his blunder because their physical shape
is different but it can be seen and understood that the words are in fact exact ink.
The writing Haqeeqat-ul-Haqqaiq of Khawaja Baqi Billah the spiritual guide of Shaikh
Ahmad Sirhindi is about the Oneness of Being. Though his quatrains and Mathnawi reflect
his school of thought but his magazine casts further light on his faith in this theory. On an
occasion he writes:
 One should remain obsessed with the thought of Unity day and night. If you want to get
supremacy, attain Oneness and remain one. To attain Oneness liberate yourself from
the very thought of duality. To be one means to ever live in union and never let your
mind and inward be involved with grief, sorrow and distractions because all these are
the symbols of duality. When duality will be obliterated you would get tranquillity in
both the realms. How and where could anyone other than Allah be present in this
universe!
If you ponder over this point for thousand years even then you will not find anything
except the Absolute Reality which is exactly Unity. It is because He Himself is His
other and He is everything. His Existence is the manifested, the non-manifested, the
esoteric, the First, the Last, the Obvious, the Hidden, the Confined, the Absolute, the
Totality, the Part, the Compared, the Pure, all is He. (Shaikh-e-Akbar Mohiyuddin Ibn Arabi
by Mohammad Shafi Baloch)

Mian Meer Qadri deeply loved this philosophy. It is written in Amal-e-Saliha that he had
learned by heart the main part of Ibn Arabi’s book al-Futuhat al-Makkiyya and the whole
exegesis of Fusus al-Hikam by Maulana Jami. Dara Shikoh writes in Sakinat-ul-Auliya:
 He (Mian Meer Qadri) usually kept the issues of Unity and multiplicity secret from
most of the people and it was impossible that those matters would slip from his
tongue which were about trance and secrets.
The father of Shah Waliullah, Shah Abdul Rahim was also in favour of the Oneness of
Being. He had profoundly gone through Fusus al-Hikam and proclaimed that it is in
accordance to the Quranic verses and Hadiths. However he also used to say, “The people
who do not correctly comprehend this theory drown in the heretical and atheistical
whirlpool.” Although he did not like at all that after endorsing this doctrine the sharia is
given up. He presented his own example by executing.
Professor Aziz Ahmad writes about the basic teachings and the moderate, balanced and
comparative endeavours of Shah Waliullah for Islam and Sufism:
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 During the preliminary period of eighteenth century, the contribution of Shah Waliullah
regarding the need of developing a new thinking for the Muslim India was on one
side to bring Islamic jurisprudence under the discipline of Hadith and on the other to
absorb the remnant parts of different Sufi systems completely into the authentic
righteous Islam. He told that after the end of Prophetic revelation the mystic spiritual
unveiling started from Ali ibn Abi Talib and ended at the writings of Ibn Arabi.
Afterwards he tried to blend the theories of Oneness of Being of Ibn Arabi and
Oneness of witnessing of Shaikh Ahmad Sirhindi. (Shaikh-e-Akbar Mohiyuddin Ibn-e-Arabi
by Mohammad Shafi Baloch)

During the epoch of Shah Waliullah the controversy over the theories of Oneness of
Being and Oneness of witnessing was at its peak. He called it a dispute of words and
presented the theory of Universal Soul (an-nafs al-kulliyyah) comparing both of them,
that means:
 Every object of the universe in a way is exactly the Universal Soul that is why the
Sufis exemplify it with the relation of ocean and wave. However above it, to know
the condition of the station which extends from the Universal Soul up to the ultimate
Existence is beyond intellect. Since this station is beyond the intellect that is why
while interpreting it, all kinds of dubious words are used. (Shah Waliullah)154
Apart from the entire subtle Sufi terminology, Shah Waliullah declares the Oneness of
Being very clearly as the Oneness of attributes. He writes:
 Oneness of attributes means the seeker beholds only the single Truth manifest in
various forms and phenomena and accepts offhand doubtlessly that all the discrepancies
and variations are derived from and revert to the same Origin. Then he also observes
the Origin manifest in different forms and recognizes the Truth or Origin everywhere. It
can be exemplified as, a person observes a man in totality or perfection among all the
human beings. Or he finds the same kind of wax in every statue among the various
statues made of wax. Anyhow the Reality or Truth is common in every phenomenon
of existence and each form of the universe. A spiritual traveller should see this Truth
hueless in everything and must not believe that a particular colour is effective in a
phenomenon.” (Hama’at)155
Shah Waliullah compares the theories of Oneness of Being and Oneness of witnessing
as under:

154
155

Author Professor Mohammad Sarwar, publisher Institution of Islamic Culture Lahore.
By Shah Waliullah, Urdu translation by Professor Mohammad Sarwar, Sindh Sagar Academy Lahore, 1946.
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 The Oneness of Being and the Oneness of witnessing are only two terms which are
applied in fact on different meanings. At times they are used in the debates on the
journey towards Allah therefore it is said that certain seeker is appointed at the
station of Oneness of Being and the other is at the Oneness of witnessing. In this
context the Oneness of Being means the seeker is engrossed in the quest of gnosis of
the comprehensive Reality. This is the station of engrossment where this universe of
beauties and distractions is perished along with its variations and only Unity is
prevailed in everything. All those orders of differences and disintegration are
annulled on which depends the gnosis of good and evil and which the sharia and
intellect indicate accurately. This station of spiritual journey is merely transitory, the
seeker temporarily stays here but soon Allah’s favour takes him out of it. In this
context the meaning of the Oneness of witnessing would be that the seeker is
appointed at such a station where the boundary lines of commands of Unity and
multiplicity are converged. It means the seeker succeeds in finding the reality that the
Unity which seems in creation is due to Divine reason and the multiplicity which
seems opposite to it, is also due to a reason. This station of spiritual journey and
gnosis is comparatively more elevated than the previous. The believers of the Oneness
of Being say that under the cover of this universe one single Reality is perpetual. For
example, if wax is moulded in the shapes of a man, horse and donkey; all are
although different in appearance yet would be called same as regards their origin.
The believers of the Oneness of witnessing think this universe as the shadow or
reflection of Allah’s attributes which is fashioned in His mirror. Some people opine
that this explanation of the Oneness of witnessing is not endorsed by Ibn Arabi’s
sayings but this is entirely a mistake. The believers of Oneness of witnessing also
approve the possible existence or the creatures along with the Real Existence while
the believers of Oneness of Being have faith only in the Real Existence. The probable
existence is frail, defective and imperfect whereas the Real Existence is perfect and
powerful. Therefore the probable existence becomes a part of Real Existence on
being naught. It is not in any sense against the interpretations of Ibn Arabi to say that
the reality of an entity is actually the reflection which is designed in the entity in the
front. As far as this fact is concerned that Shaikh Ahmad Sirhindi found the teachings
of Ibn Arabi and a few of his followers contrary to his own intuition then it does not
matter. This is such a lapse which has no relation to the lapse of unveiling. No one can
escape such trivial lapses and they do not relegate high stature of such elevated
persons. (Maktub-e-Madni Shah Waliullah, Urdu Interpreter Mohammad Hanif Nadvi)
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The elder son of Shah Waliullah, Al-Muhaddith Shah Abdul Aziz Dehlvi believed in
the Oneness of Being and he says in Fatawa Azizia:
 At first the meaning of both the doctrines must be deduced. The Oneness of Being
means that the Real Existence is only One and every existence found its existence
from the One Who is Divine in Divinity and Probable in the probable existence,
Essence in essence and Represented in representation. Such a difference in manifestation
does not mean that the Essence is different for each manifestation. For instance the
sunrays equally fall on a pure as well as impure thing but the rays are not impure.
This issue is quite right and bears no opposition from the sharia because sharia has
different orders for every stage among different stages of existence. Some are guides
of righteousness, some are perverters, some must be obeyed but the obedience of some
is sin, some things are illegal but some are legitimate, some are sacred and pure and
some are impure. On the basis of this difference, according to the sharia, saving a true
believer and killing or imprisoning of an infidel is ordered. Marital sex is legitimate and
extramarital is illegitimate. The respect of father and the humiliation of the insurgent
non-believer is obligatory. According to this class of Sufism, it is proved that Existence
is the Absolute Essence of Allah and the revelation occurs in the different phenomena
of Existence but in spite of it the Existence at the level of Transcendent Unity
(Ahadiyah) is Holy and pure of defects and attributed with excellence and perfections.
This is the religion of several Sufis and scholars. Among the most respected ones are
the Shaikhs of Qadri order like Ibn Arabi, Shaikh Sadr al-Din al-Qunawi, Sayyid
Abdul Karim bin Ibrahim al-Jili, Shaikh Abdul Razzaq Jehjanvi and Shaikh Amaan
Panipatti; among the Kibruiya order Jalaluddin Mohammad Rumi and Shams of
Tabriz; in the Suhrawardi order Attar of Nishapur; in the Chishti order Khawaja
Banda Nawaz Gaisu Daraz and Sayyid Jaffar Makki; in the Naqshbandi order Khawaja
Ubaidullah Ahrar, Abdul Rehman Jami, Mulla Abdul Ghafoor Lari, Khawaja Baqi
Billah, Shaikh Abdul Razzaq Kashi, Shamsuddin Faghari, Qaiseri and Saeeduddin
Ferghanani all are the believers of Oneness of Being. According to another class of
Sufis this doctrine is not a reality but it is a spiritual state which is at times seen to the
traveller like the stars become lightless and invisible in the light of sun. The believers
of this school of thought are Shaikh Alaudin Samnai and Shaikh Ahmad Sirhindi and
his followers. (Mirqat-ul-Salikeen)
Imam Ahmad Raza Khan Barelvi was asked a question in Fatawa-e-Razvia that person
X is of the view that the Oneness of Being is right but person Y is against it and charges
its believers with infidelity. Who among them is right and who is a liar? The leader of the
Sunni sect Ahmad Raza Khan Barelvi explained Shahada, Oneness of Being and alliance
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while replying to the question, he also described the difference between them and presented
a summary of the extracts from hundreds of books of Sufism. One of his passages is
presented here.
 There are three things; Shahada, Oneness of Being and alliance. Shahada is the base
of faith and suspicion about it is infidelity. Oneness of Being is the truth approved from
the Holy Quran, Hadiths and the sayings of Saints and to call its believers pagans
itself is an abominable and vicious word of infidelity. As far as alliance is concerned
it is indeed heresy and atheism and its believer is a pagan definitely. Alliance is to
believe that all are gods. Certainly Allah is Allah and the slave is a slave. Neither can
a slave be Allah nor can Allah be a slave. In fact the Oneness of Being means that
only One is present, all the others are images. The Quran says:

َ ٌ
َ ُ
)28:88( ک ُل ش ۡی ٍء َہال ِک ِالا َو ْج َہہ



Meaning: Everything has to perish but He. (28:88)
Abu Hurairah relates that the Holy Prophet said:

ّٰ َ َ

َ ُ ُ ََ

َُ َ

َ

َ َ

َ ُ

َ

)5889ملسم،3841، ا ْص َدق ک ِلمَ ٍة قال َہا الشا ِع ُر ک ِلمَة ل ِب ْی ٍد الا کل ش ۡی ٍء َما خلا الل َہ بَا ِط ٌل (اخبر
Meaning: The most truthful thing that a poet said is Labid’s verse, “Listen! Except
Allah everything in itself is a non-reality.” (Bukhari 3841; Muslim 5889)
In many authentic books including Musnad, it is stated that Sawwad ibn Qarib said to
the Holy Prophet:

ُ
وانک مامون عل ّٰی کل غائب

ّٰ
رب غیرہ
ہ
الل
فاشہد ان
ِ

Explanation: I witness! Except Allah no one is the Lord and you are the trustee upon
all the unseen.
The Holy Prophet did not deny this saying.
There are three sects.
First: The insipid men of exotericism who are unfortunate ones being unaware of the
Reality and consider that both the Creator and the creation have their own separate
existences.
Second: The true believers of Truth and Reality who have faith in the Divine Essence
according to the theory of Oneness of Being.
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Third: The atheists, the heretics and the deniers of the difference between Allah and
creation, and the ones who affirm the divinity of every person and thing.
The beliefs and thoughts of these three groups are elucidated by this example:


A king appears in a mirror room in which all mirrors of different types are fitted. The
person who has experience of mirrors knows how differently the same thing reflects
through them. In some of them the reflection is clearly seen, in others it may be dim,
erect or inverted and some show a bigger reflection while the others show smaller. In
some it appears thin or broad, a few of them show the image beautifully and some
other show it ugly. This discrepancy occurs due to the make of the mirrors otherwise
the figure itself which reflects through them is only one. The person being reflected is
indifferent to all types of reflections which are created in the mirrors. He cannot be
blamed for their being inverted, ugly and obscure.

َ َ ۡ ّٰ
)16:60( َو لِل ِہ المَث ُل الۡا ۡعلّٰی



Meaning: And the most exalted attribute is only Allah’s. (16:60)
The observers of the mirror room are of three types. The first are the immature ones
who think that as the king is present, so the reflections are also present because they
are also visible like him. Though they are subordinating him. When he stands up, they
also stand up, when he walks they also start walking, he sits they do so too. Therefore
they misunderstand them as exactly the same, though he is the ruler and they are ruled.
Due to their foolishness they do not understand that there is only the king and nothing
else. All these are his image reflections. If he is veiled, they all would be extinct
absolutely. In fact their extinction is out of question as they have no existence at all.
Only the king is present and others are just image reflections.
Second are the people of insight and perfect wisdom, they found the Reality and
believe that indeed existence is for one King. The present is One, all others are
reflections as they do not possess any actual existence of their own. Part the
theophany and then see what is left in them? Absolute nothingness! They are mortal
and non-existent but the King exists, they are dependent for this show and existence
upon Him. He is Independent and Perfect, they are imperfect, He is the Totality.
They do not own a tiny particle whereas He is the Owner of the Empire. They do not
possess any perfection and are void of life, knowledge, senses of hearing and sight,
power, intent, speech while He is the comprehensive of all. Then how can they be
exactly like Him, the Absolute Self! Definitely these all are not Him rather He is Him
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and they are merely the display of His theophany. This is the fact and reality and this
is the Oneness of Being.
Third: The stupid and unscrupulous people surpassed even the immature ones to think
that the reflections have the same face and movements as the king has and have the
same crown on their heads. Hence they started saying insensibly that they all are the
king and blamed him foolishly for all their defects and shortcomings inherent in them
due to their incapability. They declare that the image reflections are deformed and
imperfect because of the king as they are exactly like him and if they are disfigured,
impaired, feeble, dependent, ugly, inverted or obscure then these are in fact his
attributes.

َ َ
ۡ َ ُ ُ َُ َ
)17:43( ُس ۡب ّٰحنہ َو ت ّٰعلّٰی َعما یقوۡلوۡ َن ُعلوًا ک ِبی ًرا



Meaning: Holy is He and the most Exalted and the most High, far above all that they
keep saying. (17:43)
Man is dependent on mirror for his image but the Real Existence is above all needs.
Whereas the one who is here called the mirror itself is an image reflection. Further,
only the superficial and front image of the human being casts into the mirror but the
human traits for instance conversation, hearing, sight, knowledge, intent, life etc. do not
come even a bit in the reflection. Though the enlightened manifestation of the Real
Existence has cast the theophany of Its Own attributes on the image reflections along
with granting them their selves. These facts further became the cause of such childish
and spiritually blind people’s waywardness. However those who receive righteousness
from the Truth apprehended that:

کی رچاغ تس درںی اخہن ہک از رپوت آں
بنج ن
 ا متے اسہت ادن،رہ اجک یم رگن
Explanation: In this house is a lamp whose light has made every place luminous.
They categorized these attributes and the existence itself in two types, the Personal
Reality that is particular to the Manifest and the bestowed image that is particular for
the reflections. This is the Truth and Reality and the absolute Divine gnosis. The
division is just for expression of meaning rather only a verbal conformity. All praises
for Allah Almighty! (Mirqat-ul-Salikeen)
In pre-partition India, Allama Sayyid Mohammad Muhaddith Kachochavi was a great
interpreter of Hadith. He says about the Oneness of Being:
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 Almost for one thousand years since the inception of Islam, this issue was included in
the great consensus in which no true believer had any objection. However, just as the
unanimity on this topic in first millennium was unprecedented, similarly in the
second millennium it became pivotal point of controversy. Then debates and arguments
in negation or affirmation became the fashion of Sufism. The plain and clear reality
of this theory is only praising Allah. The ancient sages remembered the Eternal with
regard to the Necessary Existence (Wajib al-Wujud). Similarly the ancient Sufis
glorified Him with regard to Oneness of Being (Wahdah al-Wujud). On this basis, in
Lataif Ashrafi,156 the first narration started from this very subject that:
“Regarding devotions, the praise of Allah gets the foremost position over every subject.
In the philosophic language the issue can be picturised for common understanding
with the example, a mirror is placed before an existence. The reflective image of this
existence is created in the mirror. The one whose eyes are confined to the mirror
would call this figure as moving, still, writing, laughing, present et cetera on the basis
of its different actions and movements. Now put some more mirrors before this
mirror, the same image would be seen with the same movements through these
mirrors which was seen in the first one. Those whose sight has no access to the first
mirror and the existence, think that the reflective pictures of these mirrors are moving,
still, laughing, writing and present etc. However if the first mirror is removed and the
remaining mirrors are still at their place, that image would not last to whom a flawed
eye had attributed the motion, stillness and existence etc. Similarly if the existence is
not in front of the first mirror then all the images from the first as well as other
mirrors would be vanished whom the short-sighted had considered another existence.
However, even if all the mirrors before the existence are removed, the existence will
remain present with all its attributes. For this reason the realistic minds conceive it a
contemptible blunder to call all the reflective images as ‘present’ that is not the truth.
The same speech can be delivered in the language of sharia as:

ّٰ َ َ
َ ُ
)7418۔،ان الل ُہ َول َ ْم یَک ْن شیْ ٌٔی (اخبر
ک



Meaning: There was nothing but Allah. (Bukhari 7418)
To say, the truly present is only Allah. The Holy Prophet said:

ُ ّٰ َ َ
ََ
او ُل َما خل َق الل ُہ ن ْو رِ ْی

Meaning: First of all Allah manifested my light.
156

The sayings of Ghaus-ul-Alam Makhdoom Sultan Syed Ashraf Jahangir Semnani deceased 808 AH.
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Name of the Divine mirror of Oneness is Mohammad. All the phenomena of creation
was revealed perfectly from this first theophany as he said.

ُ
َ ّٰ ُ َ َ
َ ُ
انا ِم ْن نوْرِ الل ِہ ت َعالّٰی َوک ُل خلَا ئِ ٍق ِم ْن نوْرِ ْی



Meaning: I am from the light of Allah and all the creation is from my light.
If you take out the first mirror and the first theophany or the Mohammadan light, the
darkness of nothingness would prevail universally and all the reflections would become
non-existent. Hence the chosen ones and the Mystics comment that if for a moment
they do not behold the reflection of the Mohammadan light even in a particle, they
would not consider themselves Muslim. However, to declare the entire phenomena of
creation as extinct would not make any difference to the manifestation of the first
theophany but if this theophany is not placed (as a mirror) in front of the Real
Existence even then He would remain attributed with the excellence of Existence.
Therefore actually the true Existence is only of Allah.”
The Sufis describe it in the manner that when we witness the manifestation of first
theophany in the mirror of our spiritual guide, gradually the mirror is vanished from
the sight and the eyes fix on this theophany. Then we observe the Existence in this
theophany and its attraction captivates us and each existence other than Allah vanishes.
It grasps us so much that we, you, this, that, all perish in the same Existence and
involuntarily the tongue utters, “Nothing is present except Allah.” The wisdom and
sharia depend upon logic and reasoning but the relish of mysticism is based upon
spiritual observation. The sweetness of sweets is an obvious thing. The scholars would
express this sweetness covered in words but the Sufis would say:

ن
ب
ج
س
ذوق اںی ےم ہن انشیس دخبا ات ی

Explanation: As long as you do not taste this wine you would never be familiar to its
flavour.
Anyhow the subject of Oneness of Being whether in the perspective of knowledge
and intellect or about vision and observation is entirely the glorification of Allah.
Oneness of Being is a narrative of incomparability of the Essence and the Eternal
Existence of Allah. It is the praise and admiration that has no space for any denial.
Though it is a principle of the world that the evil is justified by the cover of nice
words and the wine of grapes is declared legit by calling it the essence of grapes.
Similarly people started covering their polytheism by attributing it to Oneness of
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Being which is purely the Oneness of Allah. Thus Oneness of Being was equalized
with ‘alliance’ practically or ignorantly.
The historical and geographical context of this issue reveals that during the first
millennium there were people who could not even tolerate to experience the
involuntary spiritual states of Oneness of Being but became self-styled Sufis just on
the basis of their bookish knowledge and the traditions which they had heard from
others moulding them according to their lustful desires. Their description of ‘Oneness
of Being’ was called the ‘conventional Oneness’ in the Lataif and how eloquently
and precisely was rejected such people’s frivolous talk in the following words, “O
verbose people! The Oneness of Being is a reality and spiritual state instead of a list
or dictionary of beautiful and mysterious words. Avoid useless discourse and step up
in the field of vision and fine taste.”
Along with Islam, when the creed of the Oneness of Being stepped in the pre-partitioned
India, the reality of the theory was distorted due to the unavoidable company of
people of that region and the Muslims did not even realize this great distortion. Even
today such people exist who feign frenzy and talk nonsense in public and private, day
and night in the name of Oneness of Being. They are ever ready to claim Divinity.
The main part of their writings and speeches is what they themselves do not
apprehend but whatever they understand and speak that is just the alliance. The
difference between Oneness of Being and alliance is the same as is between Allah
and gods of polytheists, between Oneness and making partners with Allah and between
the Truth and falsehood. Oneness is the name of that incomparable Uniqueness that has
no concern with duality while alliance is the relationship between two entities.
Alliance requires permanent existence of each entity, hence duality is unavoidable.
This issue is the boundary line between Islamic Sufism and polytheistic asceticism and
between proximity of Allah and monasticism.
Islam teaches about the Oneness whereas polytheism teaches about the alliance.
The short-sighted people did not see the reality and committed one of the two sins,
either they adopted alliance considering it Oneness or denied Oneness considering it
alliance.
These wrongs and blunders were rectified by the Shaikhs of the umma to a large
extent and were successful too. In this regard Shaikh Ahmad Sirhindi shares a great
contribution. He observed that the contemporary people were cladding the Oneness
of Being in alliance, so polytheism was prevailing instead of Islam. The way to reform
it was that the reality for which the word Wujud (Existence or Being) was established
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should be represented by another word shuhud (witnessing) and the previous word
must be obsoleted. If you read his letters thoroughly you will come to know the facts
regarding devotion of fools of that era for alliance theory whose reformation he took
upon himself. It was the period when the followers of conventional Oneness announced
that the reality of alliance is same as Oneness of Being. They ridiculed Shaikh
Ahmad Sirhindi considering that the Oneness of Being has always been mentioned
by the righteous ones in their perspective of alliance.
If you see somebody talking of Oneness of Being day and night in public and
privacy but is not following sharia perfectly being unaware of the virtue of spiritual
states and is void of piety then consider him oblivious of Oneness of Allah. Rather
his asset is only alliance or polytheism. On the other hand if you find somebody who
fully follows sharia and does not leave any Sunna or desirable devotion is engulfed by
the trance of spiritual states and is occupied for a few moments in such a state of
Divine light which is the demand of the status of Oneness of Being then consider him
the Sufi of this school.
The ultimate result of the verbal conflict of wujud (Being) and shuhud (witnessing)
was that a class of learned people proclaimed ‘Oneness of knowledge’ as the extreme
level of progress in the dogma of Oneness but the Oneness of spiritual states which is
the true Oneness of Being was considered by them as merely the pleasant eloquence.
In fact the believers of alliance gave such a bad name to the phrase ‘Oneness of
Being’ that the people started thinking it horrifying but the righteous group neither
care for the words nor change the meaning and perfectly believe that there are four
types of Oneness (tawhid).
1. Oneness based on faith which is known and accepted by all.
2. Oneness based on intellectualism which is a good beginning of the taste for
Oneness.
3. Conventional Oneness which has defamed the noble ones.
4. Oneness of spiritual states which is the last and the best level of this faith and is
called Oneness of Being. Its purpose is to create spiritual states and emotions and for
it the verbal field is brief and narrow. (Mirqat-ul-Salikeen)
Allama Mufti Ahmad Yar Khan describes about the Oneness of Being:
 When the slave is annihilated in Allah and becomes immortal with Him then by
appearance he is his own personality but the Divine love permeates his each and
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every cell to the extent that his every action is associated with the Lord. As Rumi
refers:

لود

اہلل

ٔہتفگ

او

ہتفگ

لود

دبعاہلل

وقلحم

از

رگہچ

Explanation: His words are the words of Allah though they are uttered by the slave’s
tongue. ِ

درتخ

از

تخب

کین

ّٰ
انا اللہ

وگدی

ابدش

روا

وچں

وبند

روا

ےک

ہک

Explanation: If a tree can utter, “I am Allah” then how could utterance of this phrase
by a righteous one be considered unjustified!
When Prophet Moses conversed with Allah at Mount Sinai, a voice was heard from a
tree:

َ َ
ْ َ ْ ُ ّٰ َ َ
)28:30( ﴾﴿ا ْن یمُوْ ٰٓسی ِان ِ ْی انا الل ُہ َر ب ال ّٰعل ِمی َن



Meaning: O Moses, verily I am Allah, the Sustainer of all the worlds. (28:30)
Was that the tree’s voice or the tree was claiming, “I am Allah?” Not at all! Rather
they were Lord’s words and the tree was only a medium. Just as a coal when placed
in fire turns into fire too by its effect, now it would burn anything that touches it.
Similarly a person obsessed by a jinn speaks the words of the jinn and says, “I am a
Jinn, my name is so and so, I belong to certain place and have so and so power.” Are
the words of that man? No! Instead the tongue belongs to the man but words are of
the entity inside. In the same way, apparently it is coal but action belongs to the fire
which penetrated. This is only an example. Now it is understandable that on reaching
this stage some Mystics utter:

ّٰ َ َ
انا الل ُہ



ُْس ْب َحان ِ ْی َما اَ ْع َظ ُم َشانِی



Meaning: I am Allah.
Or:

Meaning: I am the Exalted, great is my glory.
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These are not their words though uttered by their tongue. This is the difference between
Pharaoh and Mansur al-Hallaj. Pharaoh said:

َ ُُ ََ
انا َربک ُم الْا ْعل ّٰی



Meaning: I am your great Lord.
He became pagan because he arrogantly claimed himself as the Lord. Whereas when
Mansur al-Hallaj uttered:

ُ ْ ََ
انا ال َحق



Meaning: I am the Truth.
He had perished his egoism and was annihilated in Allah. It is thoughtful that Mansur
abruptly said, “I am the Truth” and was declared to be hanged whereas the patience
and self-restraint of Prophet Mohammad was so great that he ever uttered:

ْ ََ
انا ال َع ْب ُد



Meaning: I am the slave of Allah.
Though Allah says, “O My beloved you are annihilated in Me to that extent where
your words and actions are all Mine.” Prophet Moses saw the theophany of Divine
attributes and fainted while Prophet Mohammad was softly smiling at the night of
Miraj witnessing theophany of the Essence.

ومیسی ز وہش رتف ہب کی رپوت افصت
نی س
می
 در،وت نیع ذات یم رگن
Explanation: Moses fainted on witnessing single theophany of Divine attributes while
you (O Mohammad) behold the exact Divine Essence but keep smiling.
Allah Almighty also says,

ّٰ
َ َ َ
َ َ
َ َ َ ّٰ
)48:10( ِان ال ِذیۡ َن یُ َبای ِ ُعوۡنک ِانمَا یُ َبای ِ ُع ۡو َن الل َہ ؕ یَ ُد الل ِہ فوۡق ایۡ ِدیۡ ِہ ۡم



Meaning: (O beloved!) Indeed, those who pledge allegiance to you in fact pledge
allegiance to Allah alone. Allah’s Hand is over their hands (in the form of your
hand). (48:10)

َ
ۡ
ُ
ۡ
)53: 3-4( ﴾﴿ ﴿﴾ ِا ۡن ُہوَ ِالا َو ۡح ٌی یوۡ ّٰحی
ؕ َو َما یَن ِِ ُق َع ِن ال َہ ّٰوی
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Meaning: And he does not speak out of his (own) desire. His speech is nothing but
revelation, which is sent to him. (53: 3-4) (Mirqat-ul-Salikeen)
Shah Rafiuddin Muhaddith Dehlvi exhorted in his book Dafa-ul-Batil that accomplishing
the stages of faith is not possible without believing in the theory of Oneness of Being.
Shah Ismael Shaheed Dehlvi known as the leader of the critics of Sufism was also of
the view like Shah Waliullah that the nature of difference between the Oneness of Being
and Oneness of witnessing is only verbal. He writes in his periodical Abqat:
 Presently Shaikh Sadr al-Din al-Qunawi and Arif Jami are thought to be the greatest
supporters of Ibn Arabi’s theory of Oneness of Being. Though you must judge yourself
as what is the difference and contradiction between the actual meanings of Oneness
of Being which these persons themselves told and the meaning that is told by Shaikh
Ahmad Sirhindi. Anyhow after admitting the distinguishing factor of ‘Self-Sustained’
between the Creator and the creation both the claims become correct. This means that
regarding essence the Creator and creation are united but regarding their station and
quiddity they are different and stranger. This is the situation that has two aspects and
each school has inclined more towards one of the both aspects.
Qazi Sanaullah Panipatti writes in Tafseer-e-Mazhari about the Oneness of Being:
 The demand of Allah’s incomparable attributes is that there is no partner as regards
His Existence. Existence is the base of all attributes like knowledge, power, intension,
speech, hearing, sight and creation while life is the origin of these attributes. Life is a
manifestation of Existence. Creation is the Creator’s artistic piece of work. How nicely
He designed His creation from His Own Existence, so Existence is the origin of
objects. Therefore Sufis describe the first part of shahada:

ّٰ َ
لَٓا ِالّٰ َہ ِالا الل ُہ



ّٰ َ
لَا َموْ ُجوْ َد ِالا اللہ



Meaning: There is no God but Allah.
As:

Meaning: No one is present except Allah.
It is due to the fact that Real Present is only Allah and nothing else. The existence of
all the probable creation is like the shades of the Immortal. Same is the case with all
the attributes, as Allah says:
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َ َ ُ ۡ ّٰ َ َ َ ّٰ
ۡ
(22:62) ذل ِک ِبان الل َہ ُہوَ ال َحق َو ان َما یَ ۡد ُعوۡ َن ِم ۡن ُد ۡونِ ٖہ ُہوَ ال َبا ِط ُل



Meaning: And that is because Allah alone is the Truth, and whatever they (the
disbelievers) worship besides Him is certainly falsehood. (22:62)
Another Quranic verse depicts the same concept:

َ ٌ
َ ُ
)28:88( ک ُل ش ۡی ٍء َہال ِک ِالا َو ْج َہہ



Meaning: Everything has to perish but He. (28:88)
Thus the characteristics of the probable creatures are just the representatives of Allah’s
attributes. (Tafseer-e-Mazhari)
Sayyid Ghaus Ali Shah calls the Oneness of Being as the pure Oneness of Allah and it
is for special of the specials. He says:
 Theophanies of the Absolute Essence on the traveller’s inward is pure Oneness where
he observes only Divine light without any variation in each particle of the universe.
Hence, the universe becomes nothingness in front of the light of Essence and the light
of Essence becomes ever visible. Oneness of the special of specials can be exemplified
by the unitarian’s swimming in the fathomless ocean of Divine Oneness. Then he dives
into the profound depth of the ocean of Essence to engross and immerse in annihilation
thus obliterates the whole universe along with his own being. (Seerat-e-Ghausiya)
 Maulana Qasim Nanautavi one of the founders of Darul Uloom Deoband was the
disciple of Imdadullah Muhajir Makki and was extremely impressed by his spiritual
guide’s point of view about this doctrine. His following verses are the evidence of his
creed:

ِ
ودحت ووجد اک ااکنر
رےہ یسک وک ہن

 اتکییئ،وج دںیھکی اےنپ امکولں ہپ اری

وہ آپ دےتھکی ںیہ اانپ ولج ٔہ ددیار

وت آہنیئ ےہ امکالتِ ربکاییئ اک

اجب ےہ مت وک ارگ ےئیہک دبما آلاثر

ولج ںیم اریے بس آےئ لدم ےس ات لووجد

Explanation: Watching the uniqueness of Divinity at its perfections, nobody would
deny the Oneness of Existence. You (Prophet Mohammad) are a mirror of the excellence
and magnificence of Allah. Allah sees the sight of His Own Divinity in you. All the
creation came from non-existence into existence after you. It is right if you are called
the fountainhead of the creation. (Shahab-e-Saqib)
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 The Sufi views of Khawaja Shamsuddin Sialvi are based upon the philosophy of
Oneness of Being. In his public meetings this theory remained under discussion in
which its scholarly and religious aspects were also debated upon. His point of view
about the Oneness of Being was that the denial of this belief prevents a person from
reaching the highest stages of spiritual evolution. His being remains thirsty for
perfection. However this belief is for the travellers of the path of Truth and the
masses have no concern with it. He exhorts upon keeping this belief hidden from
common people as had been the tradition of his mystic order. According to him Ibn
Arabi was at the point of perfection in the exoteric and esoteric learning. Even the
opposition of religious scholars could not harm him in any way. On the question,
“What is the reason of denial of the superficial scholars regarding the theory of
Oneness of Being?” Khawaja Sialvi’s answer was the same as could be expected
from a lover of this belief. He replied, “Various scholars deny this doctrine merely in
ignorance and unawareness. How can a blind person enjoy the eyesight! Otherwise
there is no room for suspecting the truth of this doctrine.”
To answer the question, “Why did Shaikh Ahmad Sirhindi oppose this philosophy
when earlier Saints of Naqshbandi order believed in it?” Khawaja Sialvi said, “The
successor of Sayyid Ghulam Ali Shah Dehlvi, Shaikh Ahmad Saeed when migrated
from India (pre-partition), he passed through Taunsa Sharif where he met Taunsvi.
During the public meeting he was inquired about the reason of the opposition of
Shaikh Ahmad Sirhindi regarding the philosophy of Oneness of Being. He replied
that Shaikh Ahmad Sirhindi was the religious interpreter of his time and if he had
committed a lapse about this philosophy even then he could not be held accountable
because if an interpreter is at fault in his interpretation he gets one reward and if the
interpretation is correct he would get double the reward.” (Malfuzat-e-Mehriya)157
The famous scholar Ashraf Ali Thanvi of Deoband school of thought had a great
affection for Ibn Arabi. In his defence he wrote the books Altanbih Altarbi fe Tanzehat
Ibn Arabi and Khusus al-Kalam fe Hal Fusus al-Hikam. In the first one the baseless
allegations on Ibn Arabi were rejected through the references from Ibn Arabi’s own
books. The other book Khusus al-Kalam is the interpretation of Fusus al-Hikam’s most
difficult points. He writes while considering the difference between the Oneness of Being
and the Oneness of witnessing as only a verbal conflict:
 Thus the difference between the Oneness of Being and the Oneness of witnessing is
only verbal. Since the meanings of Oneness of Being were wrongly taken by the
157

Compiled by Maulana Faiz Ahmad Golra Sharif.
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masses, some of the researchers changed its title which gave more obvious meaning in
the new version in comparison to the obsolete one because the words ‘Oneness of Being’
are metaphorical on the logic of subject being discussed while the reasoning of
‘Oneness of witnessing’ on this version is realistic. The argument in favour of this
issue can be the verse:

َ ٌ
َ ُ
)28:88( ک ُل ش ۡی ٍء َہال ِک ِالا َو ْج َہہ



Meaning: Everything has to perish but He. (28:88)
He explains this doctrine as under:
 This is obvious that the entire creation of the universe is mutually common in the
Absolute Existence but in the variety of existence which are called manifestations
they are different and variable. It means, in every creation the revelation of Existence
happens with separate effects. For instance in water the same existence is revealed in
such a manner that its sign is to extinguish the fire. The people of unveilings are
confirmed of the common Existence in all the existences which is the single Essence.
One existence is not different from the other in respect of Essence, the only difference
is of effects and attributes. The rest of common existence in everything is the
reflection or beneficence of Allah that granted them existence. In other words Allah
is treating all equally sharing this benediction. (Al-Takashaf Un Mehmat-ul-Tasawwuf)158
Imdadullah Muhajir Makki was one of the staunch supporters of the philosophy of
Oneness of Being. He describes the meanings of this philosophy very boldly in explicit
words:
 Man in pre-existence was god as he was present in His inner and after manifestation
God is man as He is present in man’s inner. The Qudsi Hadith ‘I was a hidden
Treasure’ is its proof. The resultant creatures along with their characteristics which are
in the Divine knowledge were concealed in the Absolute Essence and the Essence was
manifest only on Himself. Hence when the Essence wished His Own manifestation in
other styles, He revealed from His Own theophany the reflections cladded in their
suitable dresses and He Himself concealed from their eyes overwhelmed by the
intensity of revelation. It can be exemplified by the seed in which tree along with its
every part, leaves, branches and flowers is hidden. At this point seed is present and
the tree is a hidden power in it. When the seed revealed its inner, it concealed itself.
Now whoever beholds, only the tree is seen but the seed is invisible. If it is considered,
158
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we come to know that the seed appeared in the form of tree. Now tree is present and
the seed is its hidden power. Though on certain basis the tree and seed are exactly the
same and not separate, yet there are reasons for their being separate and different to
each other. (Shamaem-e-Imdadia)
The vast knowledge and great insight of Pir Mehr Ali Shah can be judged from the fact
that the unique Islamic thinker and poet Allama Iqbal used to ask his help in difficult
learning issues. There is no such precedent in this century as is his command on Ibn Arabi’s
theory of Oneness of Being. He used to teach Fusus al-Hikam regularly and had the
understanding of its secrets and mysteries. His opinion about both the schools of thought
is that:
 The Oneness of witnessing is the start of spiritual journey and is half the faith whereas
Oneness of Being is the extreme level and the perfection of faith. Both should be
judged in this context. The former is the starting point and the latter is the extreme
point. The Unity is such a great and exalted spiritual station that neither the previous
nations were held accountable for not attaining it nor the common Muslims. It is not
the superficial eloquence of language but the Divine observation and union specific
for the chosen ones. Hence its facts are not necessary to be told to masses. Often such
things may be harmful. (Malfuzat-e-Mehriya)
Allama Iqbal believes in the Oneness of Being and expresses:

دبن احےل ز اوحال ایحت اتس

اتس

ِتسب

انح ِتسب

اہ

ریپاہی

را

وخشی

ومند

ہک او را ذلےت در ااشکنف اتس

اکانئت

ِرزم

وصرت

از

وپدیشہ

اجبں

ینعم

رعوس

تقیقح روےئ وخد را رپدہ ابف اتس

Explanation: The secret of the universe or Divinity is hidden in the soul, and body is one
of the states of life. The soul applied the henna of form and face and wore various dresses
for the sake of Its revelation. Reality enjoys to reveal Itself hence weaves a veil (body)
for Its manifestation. (Zabur-e-Ajam)

اگنہِ قشع و یتسم ںیم ویہ اول ویہ آرخ
ویہ رقآن ویہ رفاقن ویہ ٓسٰی ویہ ٰہط
Explanation: The passionate lovers of Divinity with their rapturous eyes full of intense
love better witness the truth and reality of the Holy Prophet. They know that Prophet
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Mohammad is the First and the Last. He is First because he is the first manifestation of
Allah and the Last because he was sent last of all Prophets and also because he is
immortal with Allah. He is the Holy Quran because his life is a practical Quran. Yasin,
Taha are suras as well as his attributive names and he himself says, “Only Allah knows
my reality,” as the meanings of these names are also unknown to people. (Bal-e-Jibril)

دبنگِ آہنیگب رگن اریے طیحم ںیم ابحب

۔ ولح یھب تُ ملق یھب تُ اریا ووجد ااتکلب۱

ولطع آاتفب
ذر ِٔہ رگی وک دای تُ ےن
ِ

۔ اعملِ آب و اخک ںیم اریے وہظر ےس رفوغ۲

لقعِ ایغب و وجتسج قشعِ وضحر و ارطضاب

 اگنہِ انز ےس دوونں رماد اپ ِےئگ،۔ اری۳

Explanation: (1) (O beloved Mohammad!) You are the Guarded Tablet on which is
inscribed the fates of all the humanity, you are the Divine Pen with which the destinies
are inscribed and your existence is the Holy Book. Since everything in the universe is
created from your light so its value is like a bubble in comparison to your ocean like
existence.
(2) Your manifestation has honoured this universe of soil and water with grace and made
the particle of sand a rising sun.
(3) Your pure and alchemic sight has benefitted the intellect which is in quest for the
hidden as well as the Divine love which is in passion and pangs for the Omnipresent. (Bale-Jibril)

ُداہن تُ یتیھک یھب ُت ابراں یھب ُت احلص یھب ِت

۔ آانش اینپ تقیقح ےس وہ اے داقہں ذرا1

ُراہ ُت رارہو یھب تُ راربہ یھب تُ زنمل یھب ِت

۔ آہ یسک یک وجتسج آوارہ ریتھک ےہ ےھجت2

ُاندخا ُت رحب تُ یتشک یھب تُ اسلح یھب ت

شیٔ وطافن ےس ایک
ِ ۔ اکاتپن ےہ دل رتا ادن3

ُسیق تُ ٰیلیل یھب تُ رحصا یھب ُت لمحم یھب ِت

ِ
اچک رگابیں ںیم یھبک
ٔ۔ د ھک آرک وکہچ4

ُےم یھب ُت انیم یھب تُ اسیق یھب تُ لفحم یھب ِت

اتحمج اسیق وہایگ
۔ واےئ انداین ہک وت5
ِ

ِ
ُوخف ابلط ایک ہک ےہ اغرت رگِ ابلط یھب ِت

۔ ہلعش نب رک وھپکن دے اخاشکِِ ریغ اہلل وک6
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Explanation: (1) O oblivious peasant! You must be familiar to your worth and reality.
You are the seed, you are the cultivation, you are yourself the rain and the yield as well.
(2) Alas! A kind of curiosity keeps you roaming about but in fact you are the path, the
traveller, you are yourself the guide and the destination as well.
(3) Why your heart is perplexed and horrified by a lurking fear of cyclone? You are the
sailor, you are the sea and you are the boat simultaneously and the shore too.
(4) Walk through the desert of crazy lovers where you would find yourself as the lover
Qays,159 beloved Layla,160 the desert as well as the camel’s saddle to cross the desert.
(5) How naive! You are dependent on the cupbearer whereas you yourself are the wine,
the goblet, the cupbearer as well as the company.
(6) Flare up O spark and blow out the rubbish of others for Allah. Why are you afraid of
the falsehood as you are yourself the destroyer of the falsehood. (Bang-e-Dara)
All these verses convey the message of Unity and Oneness of Being through metaphors
and similes. He further says:

تبحم یہ وہ زنمل ےہ ہک زنمل یھب ےہ رحصا یھب
رجس یھب اکرواں یھب راربہ یھب رازہن یھب ےہ
Explanation: Love is such a waystation which is the destination as well as the desert. It is
the bell of the caravan as well as the caravan; it is itself the guide and the bandit too.
(Bang-e-Dara)

نسحِ ازل یک دیپا رہ زیچ ںیم کلھج ےہ
ااسنں ںیم وہ نخس ےہ ےچنغ ںیم وہ کٹچ ےہ
Explanation: Every created thing has a glimpse of the Eternal beauty. The same beauty that
manifests through buds’ blooming is expressed by human beings through words. (Bang-eDara)

رثکت ںیم وہ ایگ ےہ ودحت اک راز یفخم
ونگج ںیم وج کمچ ےہ ِوہ وھپل ںیم کہم ےہ
159, 160

The love story of Layla and Majnun is a favourite one in the East albeit a tragic one. The theme of love is questioned
by rationalism and sanity.
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Explanation: The secret of Unity has been hidden in multiplicity (creation). The source of
glow in the firefly is same as of the fragrance of flower. (Bang-e-Dara)

زدنہ وقت یھت اہجں ںیم یہی وتدیح یھبک
الکم

طقف اکی ہلئسمٔ ملع

آج ایک ےہ

Explanation: There was a time when Oneness of Allah was a living force in the universe
but what about today? Now it has become debatable and a maze of words. (Zarb-e-Kalim)

ہی ہتکن اھکیس ںیم ےن لوانسحلہ ےس
ِ
رمگ دبن ےس
ہک اجن رم یت ںیہن
Explanation: I have learnt this lesson from Ali ibn Abi Talib that soul does not die by the
death of body. (Bal-e-Jibril)
Ali ibn Abi Talib is the leader of Faqr. Faqr is all about Unity and Oneness of Allah
which takes to the highest levels where duality does not exist at all, rather immortality
prevails due to the singleness of Existence in the cosmos.

ہی ودحت ےہ رثکت ںیم رہ دم اریس
ےب ریظن

ےب وگچں

رہ ںیہک

رگم

Explanation: The Unity is veiled in the multiplicity and variety of creation yet it is prevalent
everywhere and matchless. (Bal-e-Jibril)

وت را ِز ن
ن اکفں ےہ اینپ آوھکنں رپ ایعں وہ اج
 اک رازداں وہ اج دخا اک رتامجں وہ اج،وخد

Explanation: You are the secret of Divine command (Be) so make efforts to reach your
reality hence become a confidant of the soul and representative of God. (Bang-e-Dara)
Mansur al-Hallaj uttered, “I am the Truth” and Bayazid Bastami said, “I am the Exalted.”
These utterances mean, “I am God.” Whereas the Holy Prophet always called:

َ َ اَن
اع ْب ُدہ
Meaning: I am AbduHoo (Divine Slave).
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The delight that is found in being a slave cannot be found in claiming Lordship. In fact
the perfect accomplished men like the station of slavehood because to be a Divine lover
is the status of humility whereas belovedness is the station of pride.
”Actually “I am AbduHoo” is more significant than “I am the Truth” and “I am the Exalted.
Iqbal has disclosed the secret of ‘I am AbduHoo’ very amicably.

۱۔

شیپ او یتیگ ںیبج رفوسدہ

۲۔ ’دبعہٗ‘ ِاز

تُ

مہفِ

اتس

وخشی را وخد ِ’دبعہٗ‘ رفومدہ

اتس

زاں ہک او مہ آدم و مہ وجرہ اتس

۳۔ وجرہِ او ےن رعب ےن مجع اتس

آدم اتس و مہ ز آدم ادقام اتس

اہ

اہ

۴۔ ’دبعہٗ‘ ِوصرت
۵۔ ’دبعہٗ‘ ِ ِمہ

ابالرت

اتس

دقتری

رگِ

ادنر

و

اہ

وریاہن

ریمعت

اجں زفا مہ اجں اتسں

’دبعہٗ‘ ِمہ ہشیش مہ گنسِ رگاں

درگ

 رظتن

رسااپ
ام
ن
ن یگم
ام ہمہ ر م او ےب رگن و لو اتس

۸۔ ’دبعہٗ‘ ِ ِاب

ادتباےئ ےب ااہتن اتس

ام ِاجکتس

ز

رِس ’دبعہٗ‘ ِ ِآاگہ

تسین

او

’دبعہٗ‘

افش

و

وگچن
ِ

اکانئت

’دبعہٗ‘

رگندد

زںی

دوتیب

ات ہن

۶۔ دبع

درگی

’دبعہٗ‘ ِ ِ ِزیچے

۷۔ ’دبعہٗ‘ ِدرہ اتس و درہ از ِ’دبعہٗ‘ ِاتس

۹۔ سک
۱۰۔ لاالہ

غیت

۱۱۔ ’دبعہٗ‘

ِدنچ

۱۲۔ دماع

دیپا

ِ
دم

و

۱۳۔ ذگبر از تفگ و ونشد اے زدنہ رود

ااظتنر

’دبعہٗ‘ ِرا حبص و
’دبعہٗ‘ ِ ِ ِزج
رت

اشم

ّٰ
’ ِالا اللہ‘ ِتسین

رِس
وخایہ

ِرا ِز

او

وگب

’ھُ دبعہِ‘

درون
ِ

اکانئت

ینیب از اقمم

َ
’ما َر َم ْی َت‘

رغق وش ادنر ووجد اے زدنہ رود
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Explanation: (1) The grandeur of Prophet Mohammad is that the whole universe is bowing
to him or it can be said the entire universe is obedient to him following his command but
it is his greatness that he humbly proclaimed himself AbduHoo.
(2) The reality of AbduHoo is beyond your intellect because He (Prophet Mohammad) is
a human as well as the Essence (the Divine light).
(3) The reality (Divine light) of Prophet Mohammad is neither an Arab nor a non-Arab.
He is a man but far more superior to mankind. His light manifested even prior to the
creation of Prophet Adam.
(4) AbduHoo is the inscriber of destiny. He possesses all the realms whether deserted or
populated, mortal or immortal.
(5) AbduHoo is the invigorator as well as the origin of life, he is the mirror as well as the
rock. It refers to the Quranic verses which say that he was sent as the informer of good
tidings and the forewarner (Bashir and Nazir).
(6) Slaves (Abd) are different from AbduHoo. The difference is that slave keeps waiting
for Allah’s attention but the grandeur of AbduHoo is that Allah waits for him and seeks
his wish.
(7) AbduHoo actually is the universe and universe is in fact from him. We are bound but
he is beyond time and space. He himself is the time.
(8) There is a beginning of AbduHoo but no end. He transcends time having no mornings
and evenings like ours. There is an origin of the Holy Prophet as his light first of all
manifested from the Divine light. However he is infinite like the light of Allah.
(9) No human is aware of the secret of AbduHoo and he is nothing except the secret of
‘none but Allah’.

َ

(10) Negation ( )لٓا ِالّٰہis a sword to kill every god other than Allah, and its sharp edge is
AbduHoo. If you need to know clearly then listen! Hoo (ُ )ھis AbduHoo, it means the one
who is called AbduHoo in fact is Hoo.
(11) AbduHoo is the secret and reality of the universe. That is to say if AbduHoo had not
manifested, there would not have been any existence of the universe at all.
(12) In this verse Iqbal is referring to the incident of battle of Badr when the Holy
Prophet threw stones on to the pagans due to which the troops of the enemy retreated. In the
Holy Quran this event is described in these words:
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ّٰ
ۡ
(8:17)َو َما َر َم ۡی َت ِاذ َر َم ۡی َت َو لّٰ ِک َن الل َہ َر ّٰمی
Meaning: (O glorious beloved!) When you smote (them with pebbles), it was not you
who smote them but Allah smote. (8:17)
In this verse the grandeur of Unity of the Prophet has been alluded. Thus to apprehend
the Holy Prophet’s status this Quranic verse must be understood. Iqbal says that unless
you understand the secret, “It was not you who smote them but Allah smote,” no reality
would be unfolded upon you.
(13) If you want to get awareness and familiarity to the reality of AbduHoo, surpass the
level of discourse and annihilate yourself which leads to the gnosis of Divine Essence,
hence the reality of AbduHoo is disclosed. (Javid Nama)
Sayyid Qutb is considered one of the extreme opposers of Sufism. In his exegesis Fi
Zilal al-Quran, he writes in the interpretation of the following verse that it endorses the
belief of Oneness of Being:

َ
َ ُ
ّٰ
ََ
ْ
)57:3( ﴾﴿ ُہوَ الْاو ُل َو الْاخ ُِر َو الظا ِہرُ َو ال َبا ِط ُن ۚ َو ُہوَ ِبک ِل ش ٍٔی َع ِل ْی ٌم

Meaning: He is the One Who is the First (of all) and the Last (of all). And He is Manifest
and Hidden and He knows everything full well. (57:3)
Some Mystics and Fakirs adopted poetry as an outlet for their views about this theory.
Some relevant extracts are quoted:
 Mansur al-Hallaj is the pioneer mystic poet who has publically expressed the thought
of Oneness of Being that led towards hanging him till death. He says:

الثاقب
الشارب

الھوتہ
االلک

رسسنا

انسوتہ

اظھر

یف

ظاھرا

مستیترسا

صورۃ

نم
بداع

حبسان
مثہ

Explanation: I extol the glorification of the Lord Who disclosed the secret of His
luminous Divinity in the realm of bodies. He manifested in revealed and concealed
form having all human traits. (Tawasin)161

کما
الفتق
161

Publisher al-Ma’arif, Lahore.

رویح

یف

ابلمسک

روحک

جبلت

العنرب

جیبل
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Explanation: Your Soul has absorbed in my soul like the scent of ambergris blends in
the fragrance of pure musk.

مثالک یف عیین و ذکرک یف مفی
تغیب

فانی

قلیب

یف

ومشواک

Explanation: (O Lord!) Your Countenance remains in my eyes and Your name remains
on my tongue, My inward is Your abode then how can You be apart from me. (Tawasin)
 Abu Bakr Shibli says:

ْ
ل
ال لم ْوص ْوفۃ
فہ

ل
ِصف ِاِت

ْ ْ
ال لملھ ْم

ْال ِع لب ل
ارۃ

ِٖبہ

لل ل
لوتلش ْت
ِل
ل
ل ْی لس اِال

ْ ِ ِب لن ْف
س
لَج ِْیع

ل
ا لح ِس
نع

ل
ِغ ْب ل
ت لع ِِ ْین مفلا
لل
ٌ ْال لی ْو لم لغا ِئ
ب
فا لان

Explanation: When I could not see You, I was so unaware of myself that I did not even
recognize my reality. Then my human attributes desired to behold You and now I am
oblivious of everything else and know only that I am nothing but a Divine expression.
(Kashf-ul-Mahjub)

 Sayyid Abdul Karim bin Ibrahim al-Jili is the excellent interpreter of Ibn Arabi and a
Mystic of the doctrine of Oneness of Being. Al-Insan al-Kamil and Maratib al-Wujud
are his representative writings. He has also interpreted al-Futuhat al-Makkiyya. A few
verses from al-Insan al-Kamil are given here:

ابختیاری
طاری

ونعۃ
للتلون

ذاِت
فھی

ھو
کرثۃ

مفِین
وجائت

غری

الوجود
البیاض

یف

ما

احلمرۃ

ِ
لک
وحما

Explanation: Whatever in existence is apart from Me is also from Me rather it is Me.
I am the One Who made it diverse by My authority.
The Truth has obliterated the human element of Its Essence and raised again to Its
Own heights of Oneness while successfully travelling all the realms of Divine
elevation. Hence the Divine light of Oneness has dominated the multiplicity. (Al-Insan
al-Kamil)

 All the interpreters of Rumi are consented that not only he believed in the Oneness of
Being rather he was also its enthusiastic preacher. He utters:
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تسین

ادنشی

ِ
ایخالت

زج

رگ زہاراں ادن کی سک شیب تسین

ہس
وگرہ و ام یییش ریغ ومج تسین

رحب ودحاتین تفج و زوج تسین

چیہ

چیپ

چیہ

لدد

وگمی

ہچ

ابوحل

کیل

چیپ

یرک

ِرحب

ادنر

تسین

Explanation: Even if there seem numerous, nothing is there except the One.
Numerousness is merely imaginative, only an ocean of Divine Uniqueness exists. In
this ocean neither there are singles nor pairs, neither even nor odd. Our essence is not
different from His Existence, just as wave is not different from the ocean. There is
not any sharing but what can I say to the squint eyed!
 Expression of Unity is prevalent in the poetry of Amir Khusrow. For example;

، نم نت دشم وت اجں دش،نم وت دشم وت نم دش
،ات ِسک وگندی دعب ازںی نم درگیم وت درگی
Explanation: I have become You and You have become me. I am body, You are the
soul. Now no one can say that we are two different entities.
 A verse imbibed with the thought of this doctrine by Khawaja Hafiz is given below:

دنمی و رطمب و اسیق ہمہ اوتس
اہبہن

ِرہ

در

لگ

و

آب

ایخل

Explanation: The four elements water, soil, air and fire are merely the appearance. He
Himself is the Lover, the Speaker as well as the Cupbearer.
 Maulana Jami utters about this theory:

بلط

آزاد

و

لود

وحم

بکلی

ادنوہ

از

افرغ

ریغتی

مکح

ذبحا روزہکی لبق از روز و بش
ووجد

ِاب اشہ

لودمی

دحتم

Explanation: There was a time when this universe did not exist, we were free from
grief and desires and were unified with Allah having absolutely no alienation
between us at all.
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 Ghalib has expressed the philosophy of creation and Mohammadan Reality in mystic
context as below:

ونر ضحم و الص یتسہ ذات اوتس
اوتس

رہ ہک زج قح ینیب از آایت

Explanation: The absolute Divine light and the true Entity is only the Divine Essence.
Apart from the Truth whatever you see are only His signs.

یتسہ

رفبی

تم

اھکویئ

اہں

رہ دنچ ںیہک ہک ’’ےہ‘‘ ِںیہن ےہ
Explanation: Never be deceived by the presence of created things, as it is just an
illusion. No matter how much people claim their presence, in reality they are not.

 ومہ،رثکت آرایئ ودحت ےہ رپاتسر
ِ
اانصم ایخیل ےن ےھجم
رک دای اکرف ان
Explanation: Multiplicity has covered the Unity hence people are worshipping the
illusions. These illusionary idols have made them infidels.

رطقہ ںیم دہلج داھکیئ ہن دے اور زجو ںیم لک
لیھک ڑلوکں اک وہا ددیہ انیب ہن وہا
Explanation: Those lacking insight can neither recognize the ocean from a drop nor
understand the reality of part in the Whole. It is not the sport of playful boys but a
serious matter of having an insight to see deeper.
 Daagh Dehlvi represents the Oneness of Being through the following verses:

آھکن واال اریے وجنب اک امتاش دےھکی
ددی ٔہ وکر وک ایک رظن آےئ ایک دےھکی
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Explanation: Your bloom and vigour in the universe can be observed only by the
people of insight. Those blind of spiritual sight cannot notice with physical eyes the
blossom of the Divine beauty.

ویہ وت ےہ ہلعش یلجت ہک دتشِ انمی ےسگنت وہرک
بج اس ےن اینپ ومند اچیہ الھک ونیسحں ںیم رگن وہرک
Explanation: He is the Flame Who found the theophany at Sinai insufficient to
express Himself hence He revealed Himself in totality in the most beautiful perfect
individuals but only when He wished.
 Amir Minai says:

وس اشنونں ںیم ےب اشنں وت ےہ

الھک رپدوں ںیم وت ےہ ےب رپدہ

ےہ

وت

ایعں

ےہ

وت

ابابغں

ںیہک

اہنپں

ںیہک

وت ےہ ولخت ںیم وت ےہ ولجت ںیم

وت

داھکی

وخب

،اری

لو

ںیم

نمچ

اریا

رگن

Explanation: O Essence! You are the Obvious and Evident, no matter if hidden
behind several veils. In spite of hundreds of Your signs, for the worldly ones You are
invisible. You are everywhere in solitude and in multitude, hidden at some places but
manifest at others. You are evident in the colours of flowers as well as in the fragrance
of the whole garden, when it was deeply observed then realized that You are the
gardener too.
 Maulvi Mohammad Mohsin Kakorvi gained an important status in writing encomiums
about the Holy Prophet that are marked by the impact of Oneness of Being.

اشن ریبیگن قلطم ےہ ےھجت رگن لحم
ِ

 بسیمیہہ اک ےہ آہنیئ اخہن زنتہہی،اری

۔۱

میمِ ادمح ےن ایک آےک ہی ہصق لصیف

رعف وہےن اک ہن اھت ودحت رثکت اک الخف

۔۲

Explanation: (1) Your Transcendence (tanzih) reflects in the mirrors of Immanence
(tashbih). Your transparency is absolutely intact in spite of being manifested in numerous
colours.
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(2) Dilemma of the Unknowable and Incomparable as how to manifest in multiplicity
against His Oneness ended when Ahad wore the veil of ‘M’ and manifested as Ahmad
who became the medium between Oneness and multiplicity.
 Akbar Allahabadi had a perfect knack in the poetry of beautifying the realities of
Oneness of Being. Following couplets represent the same colour:

ںیہک وہں لمحمِ ٰیلیل ںیہک الیلےئ لفحم وہں

ںیہک ولجہ وہں وصرت اک ںیہک وہں اشدہ ینعم

ںیہک وبجم ِر قلطم وہں ںیہک اتخمرِ اکلم وہں

ںیہک اعقشاک بلطموہںںیہکوشعقیک وخاشہ

Explanation: At times He manifests in the countenance of the perfect being while He
is also the witness to the love of His beloved. Sometimes the Divine Essence is the
Beloved and sometimes He becomes the Lover Himself. He is the meaning of love of
a lover and at times the desire of the beloved. Many a times His manifestation is
forbearing and at other times He is in total command and authority. These verses
depict Oneness of Transcendence and Immanence.
 Maulana Zafar Ali Khan was an eminent journalist and a unique writer and poet. He
describes about this doctrine:

اپھچ یھب ےہ وت رسا رپدہ وہظر ںیم ےہ

ِ

َ ْ َ
وہ سج یک اشن ےہ ل َ ْی َس ک ِمث ِل ٖہ ش ْی ٌء

یھبک نینس ںیم ےہ اور یھبک وہشد ںیم ےہ

ِ

ربگنِ دور رمق ولجہ اس یک دقرت اک

یھبک یھبک وہ رخاامں وسا ِد وطر ںیم ےہ

ِ

اوج ریعش رپ اتابں
ِ یھبک یھبک ےہ وہ

Explanation: He Whose grandeur is such that ‘nothing is likened to Him,’ is fully
Manifest even when Hidden. His manifestation appears in nature in different forms
like rotation of the moon and passing of epochs, at times in the witnessing of the
creature. At times His theophany illuminates at zenith in His signs and sometimes He
enjoys His elegance at Mount Sinai.
 Sayyid Mohammad Taseen Zaheen Shah Taji is the greatest contemporary interpreter
of Oneness of Being. He has also written the exegesis of Fusus al-Hikam and the
monthly series of essays on this theory in monthly ‘Taj’ from Karachi. A great poet
and orator, his collection of poetry is Ayat-e-Jamal in which beauty, love, Oneness of
Being and Oneness of witnessing, knowledge, knowledgeable and the known all
seem blended.
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۔1

وہ ِےئگ اکی اطبل و ولطمب

ِ

ںیم ںیہن ںیم ہن آج مت وہ مت

وجحمب

ہب

ِ

اعمل

وساتچ وہں بج یھبک ںیم وکن وہں

ِ

۔ مت یہ مت وہےت وہ ریمے اسےنم3

الیھپ وہا درتخ ےہ داہن اپھچ وہا

ِ

۔ دام وخد آیہگ ںیم زامہن اپھچ وہا4

ےس

اجمز

تقیقح

ِتقیقح

اہنت

۔ قشع2

Explanation: (1) I am not me neither You are You today, we the lover and Beloved
have become one.
(2) Divine love is the only reality of the universe which is veiled by the metaphorical
love.
(3) Whenever I wish to explore myself, it is only You Whom I discover.
(4) People’s illusion of self-awareness and physical presence has concealed the
reality from them just as the tree conceals the seed.
 Fariduddin Ganjshakar is one of the pioneer Punjabi poets. His following verses are
representing this theory:

رفدیا ر یت رت ہن ےلکن ےج نت ِچے وکء
ِن
ویست نت رت ہن وھء
وج نت رےت رب
Explanation: If the body of the Divine lover is cut through, it would not bleed even a
drop. The body (human being) which is in the deep colour of Divinity does not have
blood in it rather love circulates in the veins.
 According to Shah Husayn:

وتں یہ اتان وتں یہ ابان ھبس ھچک ریما وتں

ادنر وتں ابرہ وتں روم روم وچ وتں

ےہک نیسح ریقف اسںیئ ںیم انںیہ ھبس وتں
Explanation: In my body and soul only You exist. You are present in my every cell.
You are my everything rather I am woven with You. Husayn the Fakir says that he is
nowhere, only the Essence is everywhere and in everything.
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 Bulleh Shah the renowned Punjabi poet was as great a poet as a believer of Oneness of
Being. The intensity with which he describes the Transcendent Unity, perhaps any
other Mystic poet had ever done so. Bulleh Shah has interpreted Mohammadan Reality
very subtly and sensibly.

۔1

رہ

اپویئین

اسنج

ںیم

نہ

ویس

رہ دے وچ اک میم راھکویئ

انسویئ

تیگ

دا

ادمح

۔ ادح2

درھاویئین

رھپ

رفامویئ

رھپ

وہں

احمد

۔ انا3

رہ

اریا

ونر

اےھتی

اریا

ذموکر

ادنر

دا

امسویئین

اریا

وچ

چیب
رِس

سج

رہ

روسل

وہظر

اکَویئین
دا

دے

انم
ےک

رہ

اانپ
ولجہ

ابرہ

ِدس

ّٰ
اللہ

اواہ

وجہ

۔ فثم4

الانسان

۔ ےہ5

وچ

رہظم

۔ رہ6

Explanation: (1) My friends I have found my Beloved Who is present everywhere.
(2, 3) Ahad concealed Himself in the veil of ‘M’ and said, “I am Ahmad” hence was
called Messenger in the physical world.
(4) Revelation of His light is prevalent everywhere as He says:

ّٰ
َ ََ ُ ُ َ ََ
)2:115( فایۡنمَا توَلوۡا فثم َو ۡج ُہ اللہ



Meaning: So, whichever direction you turn to, there is the Divine Countenance.
(2:115)

(5) He called the human His secret and kept His secret concealed in him.
(6) His Divine sight is visible inwardly and outwardly in every phenomenon.
 Waris Shah believed in Oneness of Being and was aware of the basic difference
between this doctrine and Hindu metaphysics. He says:

ہچب ونس اس وہچ قلتںُت اخیک ےچس رب ےن اھتٔوں اناییئ
وارث اشہ ایمں ہمہ اوتس اجےن رسب ومےئ وگھبان واساییئ
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Explanation: Listen O child! In the human body the Lord has made His abode. O
Waris Shah! The believers of philosophy of ‘Only He exists’ know that He dwells in
every cell.
 Mian Mohammad Bakhsh’s concept of Oneness of Being is that the Divine Essence
is the Absolute as well as the Eternal beauty. Including humans every phenomenon of
the universe is the reflection of the same Absolute and Eternal beauty.

ن
ی
ِ اونیںی ب دمحم اشخب دل دا نسح ریٹلا

۔ ولجہ نسح ےنھگ دا ددسا رہ وچ رہ دا ریھپا1

 ڑہیکا ےوی المدنا،ِ وبیغں کھچ اہمر دالں د
ن
بھگ ن
ِ داشن دنماں دا دل ن دک وشعق اایےن

۔ رکیج وصرت وچ ہن وہدنا امکل آپ دالں دا2

یگ دنویںرین ووھچڑے
ِ الص ادنربس کہوہون ی

۔ وتڑے ےتہب روپ دویسن وتڑے وھتڑے وھتڑے4

۔ رہ رہ وچ ہن وہون ےج رک رہ دے روپ امسےن3

Explanation: (1) In everyone is the Divine sight of the Eternal beauty, that is why the
beauty captures the heart.
(2) If the Real Existence Who is the Owner of the inwards had not been present in the
physical form (of the Universal Divine Man), who would have attracted and guided
towards the unseen!
(3) If everything had not have the spark of His beauty, how could the innocent
beloveds have stolen the heart of wise people!
(4) In some He fully shows Himself whereas in some He gives only glimpses.
Though He has several forms yet actually He is Single.
 Pir Mehr Ali Shah was well versed in the doctrine of Oneness of Being. His poetry
especially the Punjabi poetry carries colours of this philosophy.

اہہی وصرت ےہ ےب وصرت ںیھت ےب وصرت اظرہ وصرت ںیھت
ےب رگن دےس اس ومرت ںیھت وچ ودحت ایھٹپں دج  ےڑایں
Explanation: The Formless has appeared in the physical form (of the perfect spiritual
guide, the Universal Divine Man). His beautiful self reflects the Colourless. I
observed this on returning to the realm of Divinity.
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 Sachal Sarmast who is also called the poet of seven languages has written poems not
only in Sindhi but also in Saraiki. Here a Saraiki piece of poetry is presented which is
replete with the philosophy of Oneness of Being.

ااسں انں ںیہک دے انےئ ویہں

ِ

ااسں انں ںیہک دے اجےئ ویہں

امسای

رعش

ِ

آای

ےت

ااسں اڑپںی وخیش وسں آےئ ویہں

ِ

راای

ویپےس

اکمین

وہسی

آرک

ااھتں

ِ

اکمین

ال

ویہں

امسےئ

بس

وصرت

ِ

ااسنین

ک یم
یم

آپ

وچ

رکیس

زنیم

۔1

االفک

۔ وھچڑ2

دا

۔ اڈیوں3

وت
آسہ

وجڑ

۔ الص4
۔ ہیکت5

Explanation: (1) I am neither begotten nor created by anyone.
(2) Leaving the heavens I came on the earth and It is Me Who is manifest in the
Throne and the Chair.
(3) The passion of coming here aroused in Me and I came in this world gladly.
(4) In fact I am beyond any station but now this physical world has become My
station.
(5) I have made human My representative though I am manifest in every form.
 Khawaja Ghulam Farid believed Ibn Arabi as his spiritual guide. After esoteric
experience, the Oneness of Being became the main theme of his poetry. He was a
great preacher of this thought after Bulleh Shah.

اول آرخ اظرہ ابنط اس دا اجن وہظر

ن
وسڑنہے ایر ن دا رہ اج نیع وہظر

یھت اتشمق رھپے وچ مغ دے والص یھت وہجمر

آپ ےنب اطلسن اہجن دا آپ ےنب زمدور

Explanation: Exact manifestation of my elegant Beloved seems perpetual and prevalent
everywhere. His Divine sight is visible at every place in the inner as well as in the
outer world since pre-existence till eternity.
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He is present as an Emperor as well as struggles and toils. He wanders restlessly as
an aggrieved Lover and Himself roams about being a Beloved and passes through the
state of parting as well.
At another place he says:

ےہ قشع دا ولجہ رہ رہ اج احبسن اہلل احبسن اہلل
وخد اعقش وخد وشعق اینب احبسن اہلل احبسن اہلل
Explanation: Everywhere Divine love (Allah) is manifest. He Himself is the Lover
and the Beloved. Allah be glorified, what a grace of the Real love!
 Azam Chishti the renowned poet has expressed this philosophy very amicably in the
following quatrain:

ن
، ااکنر، اک ودحت د،اک ا َب رہظم ودحت د
ب
، ےتاک انر،الکشں و ھک ہن ھلیین امظعؔ اک ونر

ن
ن
،وصنمر آیھک اک ابَ رفوعن اکپر
اک ا َب
ؒ
ن ن
،ا َب ا َب وچ رفق رینھگا اک رتمح ےت اک وخار

Explanation: Mansur al-Hallaj in a state of intoxication of Divine love uttered, “I am
the Truth.” On the other hand Pharaoh also claimed to be god but there is an immense
difference between the two utterances. As the former is said by a true believer and
the latter by the non-believer. Thus both are quite different, one is only Compassion
and the other is only damnation. O Azam! Do not be deceived by the appearance
because one of them is the Divine light while the other is a satanic fire.

OPPOSITION OF ONENESS OF BEING
BY AHMAD SIRHINDI
In the subcontinent if somebody opposed the creed of Oneness of Being vehemently it is
Shaikh Ahmad Sirhindi but he never denied the concepts of its followers rather differed
only regarding their verbal interpretation. In fact his father Makhdoom Abdul Ahad and
the spiritual guide Khawaja Baqi Billah were the believers of this philosophy and he also
initially believed in it but afterwards he adopted the creed of Oneness of witnessing and
started opposing his former creed. To understand the reasons of his opposition, it should
be remembered that in Sufism, gnosis and Faqr the seeker or disciple is the reflection of
his spiritual guide and he never ever goes against the teachings of his spiritual guide. The
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opposition of Shaikh Ahmad Sirhindi was due to some other reasons which are discussed
here. He writes in his letters:
 The Sufis who are the believers of Oneness of Being are on righteousness and the
religious scholars who are the believers of multiplicity are also right. Oneness of
Being is appropriate to the conditions of Mystics whereas multiplicity is apt to the
situations of ulema or theologians because the laws of all religions and differences
between the laws are related to multiplicity. The invitation of Prophets, conferring
blessings or grades and the damnation in the hereafter are also related to multiplicity.
Since Allah according to “I intended to be recognized” wishes multiplicity and likes
manifestation hence it is essential that multiplicity sustains as well because its order
is Lord’s favourite and desirous.
The King’s majesty requires slaves and servants and His splendour and Divinity
demand dependence. Oneness of Being is like Reality Itself and in comparison
multiplicity is metaphorical. Therefore the realm of Oneness is called realm of
Reality and world of multiplicity is called the metaphorical realm. Since the Essence
loves revelations so He has granted an everlasting life to things and brought the
nature into the attire of wisdom and discipline. He made the causes and reasons His
guise. Due to this, the Reality has become alienated and been introduced as
metaphorical. Reality is like the central point while the metaphorical realm is like the
circle drawn around it, though the Reality or central point is invisible and the
metaphorical circle has become visible.” (Letter 44, Vol. II)162
 Whoever among the Mystics is the believer of Oneness of Being and observes the
things as exactly Him supporting the doctrine, he does not mean that the things are
united with the Truth, or Transcendent after descent has become Immanent or the
Creator has become creature or the Unparalleled has developed parallels because all
this is paganism, atheism and hypocrisy. Neither is there alliance nor exact alikeness
and descent or Immanence. Allah is as Perfect as ever. He is pure, neither changeable
regarding His Essence nor regarding His attributes and names in the creation of
different colours and forms. He the Almighty is particular at His absoluteness. He has
not inclined from His Absolute Existence to the inferior status of creation. Rather
Oneness of Being (Hamah Aust) means ‘things do not but Allah exists’. Mansur alHallaj uttered, “I am the Truth” which does not mean “I am Allah and united with
Him” as deriving literal meanings from his words is infidelity which caused his
execution, rather he meant “I do not exist and only Allah does.” The fact is only that
162

Letter to Mohammad Sadiq son of Mohammad Momin.
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the Sufis know the things are the revelation of His names and attributes and declare
them the resort of His manifestation. This manifestation is without any perception of
descent and variation. Like the shadow develops from a person but it cannot be said
that the shadow is united with him and has the relation of exactness or alikeness or
that person appeared in the form of shadow after diminishing. Instead the person is at
particular exclusiveness of his true being and the shadow developed from him
without changing him. Although sometimes a class may foster such a perfect love for
the person’s entity that his shadow disappears from their sight and nothing is
witnessed except the man. It is quite possible that such people would say that the
shadow is the revelation (exactness) of the person, or shadow is extinct and the
person exists and that is it. Complying to this, it can be understood that to Sufis the
objects are the revelations of Reality rather than the Reality Itself. Thus things are
from the Truth instead of being Truth. Hence their doctrine ‘Oneness of Being’ in fact
means ‘Oneness of witnessing’ which is the domain of religious scholars and no
dispute over it is actually proved between ulema and Sufis, hence the conclusion of
both the matters becomes same. Although the difference is this much that Sufis say,
objects are the revelations of Allah but ulema abstain from this word to be on the safe
side from involving in the dispute of transmigration and alliance. (Letter 44, Vol. II)
It can be judged from the above debate that Shaikh Ahmad Sirhindi was not the denier of
the doctrine of Oneness of Being but was the decliner of its wrong interpretation. He
indeed contradicted some of the thoughts of Ibn Arabi but ever believed in his greatness
and sagacity. As Shaikh Mohammad Ikram has written in Rud-e-Kausar:
 In fact Ahmad Sirhindi’s point of view about Ibn Arabi was greatly complicated. He
indeed differed in some of the matters while shared same views in a few but he
always exhorted upon his splendour and purity.
Ahmad Sirhindi has expressed himself several times about Ibn Arabi, some quotes are
given below:
 Respected Shaikh (Ibn Arabi) is among the desired ones in the Divine court and he is
considered highly placed among the Saints.

تسین

دوشار

اکراہ

رکامیں

اب

Explanation: Nothing is difficult for those who are near the Generous.
Though sometimes the situation is such that beseeching becomes the cause of grief
and at times ill-behaviour causes pleasure. The denier of Shaikh is endangered and
the one who accepts him along with his sayings is also vulnerable. Respected Shaikh
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should be accepted but not his contradictory work. This is the moderate way and the
creed which I have adopted about the acceptance and non-acceptance of Shaikh.”
(Letter 77, Vol III)

 As regards the doctrine of Oneness of Being the confronted is Ibn Arabi. At times he is
opposed and at times favoured. Anyhow it is him who established the foundation of
work upon gnosis of Allah and the intimate Divine knowledge and then explained it
very broadly. He is the one who described Oneness and alliance in detail and
explained the reason behind Divine wish to manifest in variety. He is the one who
attributed the existence to the Divine Essence and declared existence of the universe
as only imaginary and unreal. He is the one who affirmed the levels of descent for
Existence and segregated the commands for each level. He apprehended that the
universe is exactly Him and uttered ‘Only He exists’. Despite that he found Allah’s
level of Transcendence the most elevated one and declared it beyond everybody’s
sight and wisdom. Whatever the Saints before him said in this context was only
symbolic and indirect. No one explained it openly. Most of the Saints who came after
him, followed Ibn Arabi and adopted his terminology. We got the advantage of his
blessings and favours being benefitted by his knowledge and teachings. May Allah
grant him the highest grades and blessings on our behalf. (Letter 79, Vol. III)
 He described this complicated issue (Oneness of Being) explicitly due to the perfection
of his gnosis. He divided this topic in sections and chapters as is done in other
sciences. Despite this research and explanation a group of Sufis could not understand
his point of view and condemned him. Even though Ibn Arabi’s most of the researches
are on righteousness and those who condemn him are far away from the straight path.
The way he resolved this complicated issue, the depth and vastness of his knowledge
and sagacity must be acknowledged instead of calling him wrong. (Letter 89, Vol. III)

WHETHER THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN BOTH DOCTRINES ONLY
VERBAL?
From Shaikh Abdul Haq Muhaddith Dehlvi to Sayyid Sulaiman Nadvi all the religious
scholars described the difference between theories of Oneness of Being and witnessing as
merely the verbal dispute and did not contradict on purposive or observational basis.
Maulana Mohammad Ashraf Khan Sulaimani the author of Sulook-e-Sulaimani quotes
Sulaiman Nadvi in its volume II:
 The difference between the Oneness of Being and witnessing is verbal. The reality
behind this difference is that during the prevalence of spiritual state the creation
becomes veiled to the traveller and he is engrossed in the one Single Existence of the
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Truth. Now whoever finds only One Divine Existence is the supporter of Oneness of
Being and who witnesses the One is the supporter of Oneness of witnessing. The
term Oneness of Being is sharp and strong but its meanings were misunderstood by
the masses. That is why term ‘Oneness of witnessing’ was adopted because this is
more appropriate regarding its logical meaning.
He proceeds to quote Sulaiman Nadvi:
 The outcome of these discussions is only that the issue of both doctrines belongs to a
spiritual state which can be understood only by the people experiencing it. Thinking
about it profoundly just for the sake of knowledge or discussion and then passing
verdict are sternly dangerous and against the pious ancestors.
The strange coincidence is that in the first and second volume of Shaikh Ahmad
Sirhindi’s letters, the denial of the doctrine of ‘Oneness of Being’ is observed. Though
in letters no. 58, 62, 67, 68, 71, 80, 89, 97, 100, 109 etc. of third volume his attitude
towards the Oneness of Being and Ibn Arabi seems reconciling rather in favour. He
considered himself as the promoter and accomplisher of Ibn Arabi’s work. At the end
of the letter to Sahibzada Mohammad Masoom, almost same meanings are told although
the title ‘Oneness of Being’ is not openly used. About the Oneness of Being which is
considered main reason of the conflict between him and Ibn Arabi, he said clearly
that he was convinced of its truth provided its claimer is proficient. His doctrine of
Oneness of witnessing is not in contradiction to Ibn Arabi’s Oneness of Being rather
it is its next version. Similar is the case with Ibn Arabi’s mystic order. Not only
Ahmad Sirhindi accepted but progressed it. The level of Qayyum in the Mujaddidiya
order is the evolved form of Ibn Arabi’s al-Qutb. (Shaikh Mohiyuddin Ibn Arabi p. 182)

REASON OF CONTRADICTION TO THE ONENESS OF BEING
If there is no basic difference between both the theories and it is only a verbal dispute
then the question is that why did Ahmad Sirhindi need to present another theory parallel
to the accurate theory of preceding Saints? For the spiritual accomplishment the role of
Oneness of Being is fundamental, not only in that era but today as well. However the
theory of Oneness of witnessing was the moral and social necessity more than the spiritual
one in the era of Ahmad Sirhindi as well as the logical reaction of the fanatical supporters
of the doctrine of Oneness of Being. Hence the doctrine of Oneness of witnessing
developed in a particular scenario. Dr. Azkiya Hashmi has written as following:
 If it is peeped through the background of different intellectual, reflective and evolutionary
movements relating to the blend of Vedanta and Sufism, Hinduism and Islam in the
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particular environment of subcontinent, then the clear features of this philosophy
would be prominently noticed. Different Hindu reformers like Ramanuja, Ramanand,
Bhagat Kabir, Guru Nanak, the extremist Sufis of Singular Existence philosophy and
prince Dara Shikoh seemed looking for reconciling factors between Islam and
Hinduism preaching the same thought and philosophy.
Although their fundamental thoughts were a bit different but a great deal of similar
perception is also found among them. Under its influence they declared the purity of
innerself and love as the real religion rejecting the physical rituals of the religions. To
them spiritual values were more significant rather than outward aspects of religion.
Therefore they proclaimed Hinduism and Islam as the same truth in separate
phenomena. During fifteenth and sixteenth centuries these thoughts highly flourished.
The difference between Rahim163 and Raam164 started to be obliterated. The situation
reached to the extent that the differentiation between a Muslim and an infidel began
to be wiped out among the extremist Sufi circles. The Hindu scriptures got the status
of inspirational books. The rituals of religion were started to be neglected and the
ways of sharia and Sufism were to be parted. Hence to nip the evil in the bud, Ahmad
Sirhindi presented the theory of Oneness of witnessing.
The Single Existence doctrine propagated by Brahmins, Hindu ascetics, politicians and
Vedantians was actually not the Oneness of Being rather it was the theory of
transmigration or alliance which is utterly against the Quranic teachings. According
to the Sufis all the three beliefs; transmigration, alliance and incarnation are paganism
and atheism. It is regretful that most of the educated people and so called believers of
Unity consider Oneness of Being equal to transmigration. While for transmigration
and alliance two entities must be there but in Oneness of Being there is only one
Entity and that is the Divine Essence. This belief of transmigration and alliance, the
perverted theory with the name of Oneness of Being was so popularized by fanatics
along with Hindus that Ahmad Sirhindi had to present the theory of Oneness of
witnessing.
During the period of atheism in Akbar’s reign the pseudo Sufis and ulema had spread
misconceptions among the Muslims by their wrong interpretations of Oneness of
Being. Every human being was thought to be a god without approaching the station
of annihilation in Allah. It means, I am god, you are also god. Some people were
resolute to prove the Oneness of Being same as alliance and transmigration. Hence to

163
164

Allah’s attributive name meaning the most Compassionate.
Hindu deity.
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save the people from waywardness he changed the terminology and established the
new one ‘Oneness of witnessing’ which had the same very purpose as that of the
Oneness of Being. Moreover, this faith is related to the inner observation having no
concern with outward. For the masses only the acts of sharia are obligatory. To end
this dispute and to maintain the difference between Mohammadan sharia and
infidelity he presented the theory of Oneness of witnessing and so the dispute created
by pseudo Sufis and ascetic Vedantians was over.
That was the context in which the theory of Oneness of witnessing was brought
forward. Shaikh Ahmad Sirhindi was not the denier of Oneness of Being but of the wrong
interpretation which was being established in that period. According to Professor Mohammad
Hasan Askari, the people who use the name of Ahmad Sirhindi in the opposition of Ibn
Arabi presenting the manipulated meanings of his words and interpretations find lame
excuse to maintain their wrong-headedness.

SULTAN BAHOO
AND THE ONENESS OF BEING
The creed of Sultan Bahoo is Oneness of Being because it belongs to the gnosis of the
Divine Essence and he never approves the spiritual guide who does not grant his seekers
Ism-e-Allah Zaat for the gnosis of Essence on the very first day. Therefore his books are
also the interpretation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. Gnosis of Divine Essence belongs to the
universe of Command that is to reach Lordship through slavehood by annihilating in
Divine vision and gaining presence in the Mohammadan Assembly through invocation
and contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. The seeker of gnosis of Essence is the Mystic
who beholds Allah and has Divine secrets. Whereas the Oneness of witnessing or gnosis
of Divine attributes starts from conquering the creation and solving their worldly problems
and its end is the journey up to the realm of power passing through the angelic realm. It is
achieved through daily recitals, forty days seclusion, meditations, different physical and
oral worships and struggle. The Mystic of attributes can be an ascetic devoted to adoration
but cannot be the confidant, such a man of mystic endeavours is only the possessor of
spiritual ranks.
The extreme of gnosis of attributes is to talk to Allah at the lote tree and read the
Guarded Tablet. It is the boundary where Gabriel said, “O Prophet! I cannot proceed
ahead, I would be burnt on stepping up even a little more.” The lote tree is the boundary
of creation and ahead of it in the realm of Divinity the seeker is annihilated in the
Oneness and this is the station of gnosis of the Essence. The people of gnosis of attributes
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remain stuck in multiplicity and cannot enter the Oneness, whereas the person of gnosis
of Essence starts his journey from the station of Unity.
Several researchers and interpreters of the books of Sultan Bahoo have told that his
creed is Oneness of witnessing (gnosis of attributes) which is a big deception because he
always talks about the vision of the Essence. Apart from the vision of the Essence, he
considers all the stages and degrees of a seeker as the bandits. Some of the researchers
being confused have written him the protagonist of both the creeds, otherwise the study
of even his single book makes one understand in a moment that his creed is Oneness of
Being. The problem is that such people are interpreting his books who have not availed
the company of perfect spiritual guide who possesses the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah
Zaat. How would they be able to comprehend these books!
Let us be benefitted by the extracts from his books which depict that his creed is
Oneness of Being or the gnosis of the Essence.
 Risala Roohi Sharif is his most subtle and the best writing which is the fathomless
sea of Divine gnosis. In its outset he tells the six levels of Divine descent as:

َ ُْ َ ً ْ َ ُْ َ ًَْ ْ َ ُ َ ُ ُْ
ُ َ  َف َخ َل ْق ُت ال ْ َخ ْل َق ن،اَ ْن اُعْ َر َف َجب َ ُر ْوت، فاَ َر ْد ُت َم َل ُکوْت،ت
،اسوْت
 مخ ِفیا لاہو، کنزا یاہوت،کنت ہاہ ِویت
َ ُ َ
ٔ
اہ ِوی ْت۔
حقیقت ہ
چشمان
چشمہ
ذات رس
ِ
ِ



Meaning: I was in the Incomparable and Unknowable realm, a treasure in the realm of
First Manifestation, hidden in the realm of Divinity so I intended in the angelic realm that
I may be recognized in the realm of power thus I created the creation in the physical
world. I completely manifested in the Universal Divine Man who is the fount and eye of
the Reality of My Incomparable and Unknowable Essence.
In this text every word of the following Qudsi Hadith has been mentioned corresponding
to each stage and level.

ْ َ ْ َْ َ َ ُْ َ ُ ََ ْ ًَْ ُْ
کن ُت کنزا َمخ ِف ًیا فا َر ْدت ا ْن اع َر َف فخلق ُت الخل َق



Meaning: I was a hidden Treasure, I intended to be recognized so I created the creation.
All these stages and realms are discussed previously in the chapter. A table of breakup of
Sultan Bahoo’s words as quoted in Risala Roohi Sharif is presented to study it comparatively
with the Hadith.
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Text

ل
ک ْنت لھاھ ِو ِی ْت
Kunto HaHooiyat

ْل
کْنا لَیھ ْوت
Kanzan YaHoot

ل ل
َمْ ِفیا الھ ْوت
Makhfiyan LaHoot

لل
ل
فا لر ْدت لملک ْوت
Fa Aradtu Malakut

ل
ل
ا ْن ا ْع لرف لج لرب ْوت
Un O'rafa Jabarut

ْل لْ ْ ل
َفللقت اْلل لق لانس ْوت
Fa Khalaqtul Khalq
Nasut

چشمان
ذات رسچشمہ
ِ
ل
حقیقت لھاھ ِو ِی ْت
ِ
Zaat Srchashma-eChashman Haqeeqat-eHaHooiyat

Corresponding
Realm

Interpretation

The Incomparable and
Unknowable realm (alam
al-HaHooiyat)/realm of
Transcendent Unity (alam
al-Ahadiyah)

I was, in the Incomparable and
Unknowable realm

The realm of First
Manifestation (alam alYaHoot)/realm of Divine
Solitude (alam al-Wahdah)

A Treasure, in the realm of First
Manifestation

The realm of Divinity
(alam al-LaHoot)/realm of
Divine Uniqueness (alam
al-Wahidiyah)

Hidden, in the realm of Divinity

The angelic realm (alam
al-malakut)/ realm of
metaphorical forms (alam
al-mithal)

So I intended, in the angelic realm

The realm of power (alam
al-jabarut)/realm of souls
(alam al-arwah)

That I may be recognized, in the realm of
power

The physical world (alam
an-nasut)/realm of bodies
(alam al-ajsam)

Thus I created the creation in the physical
world

The Universal Divine Man

I completely manifested in the Universal
Divine Man who is the fount and eye of
the Reality of My Incomparable and
Unknowable Essence.
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He says in his Persian collection:

َ
نیقی دامن درںی اعمل ہک ال وموجد ِالا ُہو
َ
وال وموجد یف اوکلنین ال وصقمد ِالا ُہو

Explanation: Surely, no one except Hoo (the Divine Essence) is present in the universe,

ُ

rather in both the worlds nobody exists but Hoo ( )ہوand no one is desired apart from
Him.
He expresses about Oneness of Being:

ہمہ اوتس در زغم و وپتس
ُ
Meaning: Only the Divine Essence Hoo ( )ہوis manifest in the outer as well as in the
inner world and in each and everything.

(Ain-ul-Faqr, Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)

Does this verse not clearly depict his creed of Oneness of Being!
Now consider another extract from Risala Roohi Sharif:

 احبسناہللازااسجمِانعرصِاخیکزہباررہظموہظرِآاث ِرامجلوالجلدقراہتےئاکہلمآہنیئابافصاسہتامتاشےئروےئزابییم
ِ‘،رفامدی‘ِوُخدابوُخدامق ِرقشعیمابزد‘وُخدرظن‘ِوُخدانرظووُخدوظنمر‘وُخدقشع‘ِوُخداعقشووُخدوشعقارگرپدہ را ازوُخدربادناز
جس
)ہمہکیذاتودویئہمہازاوحلِ مییستِ۔(راسہلرویحیرفی
Meaning: Allah be glorified! He has manifested the signs of Divine beauty and majesty of
His perfect Nature through thousands of earthen elemental bodies which are His perfect
manifestations. By making them pure sanctified mirrors He is observing His Own beautiful
Countenance. In fact He is experiencing His Own love. He Himself is the Sight, the
Beholder and the Beheld. He is the Love, the Lover and the Beloved. If you remove the
veil from yourself you will find that only One Entity exists. The duality (the variety of
material things) you see is due the lack of your (spiritual) insight. (Risala Roohi Sharif)
In Sultan-ul-Waham Sultan Bahoo explains:
 My dear! When Allah decided to reveal His Essence and create the worlds, he
descended four levels. While descending, He created four realms at four levels and
named and characterized them differently. As He descended, the density and impurity
increased in the creation while subtlety and purity decreased due to the increasing
distance between the creation and its pure origin. The first level (in descending order)
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is called the realm of Divinity, second is the realm of power, third is the angelic
realm and fourth is the realm of physical bodies. Thus the real order of the Divine
descent is that the Incomparable and Unknowable was curtained in the veil of ‘I was
a hidden Treasure’ in the realm of Transcendent Unity. Here He was attributed as:

َ ّٰ َ
ۡ َ ۡ
(29:6)﴾﴿ِان الل َہ لَغ ِن ٌی َع ِن ال ّٰعل ِمی َن



Meaning: Surely Allah is independent of all the worlds. (29:6)
From this realm which is like eternal Divine ocean He stepped down in the realm of
Divinity covering Himself in the veil of Ahmad, as Prophet Mohammad said:

ُ ّٰ َ َ
ََ
او ُل َما خل َق الل ُہ ن ْورِ ْی



Meaning: First of all Allah manifested my light.
Hence Prophet Mohammad is the First Manifestation of Oneness of the Divine Essence.
Then from the realm of Divinity Allah descended towards the realm of power.
A Saint beautifully says:

دِر نکسم وخد رقار لودے امرا

رگ دوتل و تخب ایر لودے امرا

دِر رہش اسکں ہچ اکر لودے امرا

زندے

ربام

دبرامن

تخب

رگ

Explanation: If my destiny favours me, my Beloved will surely let me reside in His
Divine world and bless me with His closeness. If my destiny does not bless me with
this favour then I do not wish to live in any other world.
The realm of Divinity is comparatively different from the realm of Unknowable
and Incomparable due to certain characteristics and is completely the world of light
of Mohammad which contains detail of all the creation in a very fine and precise
form. From the realm of power, the Divine Essence descended towards the angelic
realm then from angelic realm to the realm of bodies. Allah arranged all these realms
by His wisdom and fixed different signs for each world but ultimately all these
realms are one entity, as the realm of Divinity is the tree, realm of power is its
branches, angelic realm is its leaves and physical world is its fruit. In this fruit there is a
seed and that seed is the Universal Divine Man. In this seed the whole tree is present.
So all the realms are present in the Universal Divine Man and nothing is above and out
of him, as Maulana says:
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 O son! Realm of Divinity is the seed, realm of power is its branches, angelic
realm is its leaves and physical world is the tree.
On the same pattern, Allah set the foundation of all the four realms and planned them
on equal basis. Every realm has its boundary which it cannot exceed nor it can be
trespassed by the other. Each realm is a complete world in itself and collectively they
form the universe (of Command and creation). The inward of Universal Divine Man
contains all the realms in a concise form. Hence the micro universe or the physical world
is the reflection and manifestation of his inward. The macro and the micro universes
are inter-connected and collaborated, they work on the same principle without any
change. (Sultan-ul-Waham)
While describing the grandeur of Sultan-ul-Faqr he says:

ِ ) ارگآاہنرادخاوخایناجبوارگدنب ٔہِدخاداینروا۔ َع ِل َم َم ْن َع ِل َم (راسہلرویحیرفی
Meaning: It is absolutely correct to call them god, and if they are called men of God,
it is fine as well. This secret is known only to those who recognize them. (Risala Roohi
Sharif)

 When Sultan Bahoo reached at the peak of Faqr, he said it was ordered from the
Divine court:

ن
ہ م
ِ
ِ ِ ورفومد! ’’وت نیع
ُریصورت ّرسِ ای ھ
ُرعمف ای ِر امیئ و در ھ
ذات ام یتسہ و امنیعِ وت سی یم در تقیقح تقیقحِ امیئ و در
ْ
ِ )یتسہ‘‘۔(راسہلرویحیرفی
Meaning: The Divine commandment came, “You are exactly Me and I am exactly
you. With respect to the station of reality, you are My reality and with respect to the

ُ

station of gnosis, you are My beloved and the secret of Ya-Hoo ( )یَاہوlies in Hoo
(ُ)ھ
ِ .” (Risala Roohi Sharif)

Sultan Bahoo explains the Divine descent from the realm of Incomparable and
Unknowable to the realm of First Manifestation in this manner.

ومند۔ربعمش ِء،ہلجحاہنتیئِودحترباظمرہِرثکتارادہرفومد‘ِنسحِوخدراولجہافصبیئِرگمابزار
ِٔ از، دبانہکوچںون ِرادح
ِ
ِ )رگتف۔(راسہلرویحیرفی،وصرتادمح
وپدیشہ،امجلرپواہنٔوکنینوسبزدیواقنبِمیمِادمح
Meaning: Know! When the Divine light of Ahad (the One), coming out of His isolated
Oneness, intended to manifest Himself in multiplicity, He graced (all the worlds) with the
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splendid disclosure of His pure Divine beauty. Both the realms started burning like a
moth on the candle of His blazing beauty. The light of Ahad concealed in the veil of ‘M’
of Ahmad manifested Himself as Ahmad. (Risala Roohi Sharif)
About the status of the Universal Divine Man he says:

ِ
ِ )اعرفوالصرہباجددیہاشکدی‘ِزجبددیارشہندنیب(راسہلرویحیرفی

Meaning: The Mystic annihilated in Allah beholds nothing except Allah wherever and
whatever he watches. (Risala Roohi Sharif)

ّٰ
 ُس ْب َحا َن اللہ!مسجِاںیدنبہرارپدہِفیعضاحلئ‘ِوخدوخبد درایمنزہاراہارسارہبیجعوہفیطلاہےئرغہبیرفومدہ!وخدانقط

ِ )ووخدوطنمق‘ِوخداکبتووخدوتکمب‘ِوخددالووخددمولل‘ِوخداعقشووخدوشعق۔(راسہلرویحیرفی
Meaning: Allah be Glorified! My physical body is just like a subtle and minor curtain,
behind which Allah is revealing thousands of strange secrets and rare facts. He Himself is
the Speech as well as the Speaker, He is the Writer as well as the Book, He Himself is the
Proof and the Proved, He is the Lover and the Beloved. (Risala Roohi Sharif)
In the following couplet Sultan Bahoo is describing the ascension from the realm of
bodies to the realm of Unknowable and Incomparable:

دومی

اونکں

دشم

ہس

وُبدم

اچر

و ز دویئ ہب زگمتش و اتکی دشم
Explanation: Previously I was four, then became three and afterwards two, when
came out of duality, I became one with Allah.
Now some of the selective references from Sultan Bahoo’s other books about the
doctrine of Oneness of Being are presented:
 The true and perfect followers of Prophet Mohammad (perfect Fakirs) are drowned in
the Oneness of Allah from head to toe and from body to soul. Neither they are Allah
nor other than Allah, like a flame in the fire or salt in the food. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 Aisha bint Abi Bakr narrates that the Holy Prophet perpetually remained drowned in
the Divine observations of gnosis and closeness of Allah. His oneness with Allah was
so absolute and the light of Divine presence radiated so intensely from his existence
that he was never left without the vision and presence of Allah even for a moment.
He could not find peace for a single breath due to the immeasurable pain and blazing
fire of love of the Divine Unity and used to say:
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ُْ
َ
َ َ
یَا ل َ ْی َت َرب ُم َحم ٍد ل َ ْم یَخل ْق ُم َحم ًدا
Meaning: O my Holy Lord! Would that Mohammad have not been born!

(Kaleed-ul-

Tauheed Kalan)

 I discovered myself having drowned in the river of Oneness. (Ain-ul-Faqr)

رکیپِ نم از وتدیحش دش وتدیحش در وتدیح
ٰ درگی دندی،نیع ازاں وتدیحِ قلطم اموس
Explanation: I have annihilated myself in the Oneness of Allah in such a way that my
existence has become one with the One. Due to this ultimate Oneness I see nothing
except Oneness. (Ain-ul-Faqr)

رُبد ابال رعش و رکیس ابیر تع اشرہاہ
رہ اقمشم وخش دبدیم رِسِ ودحت از ِالّٰہ

Explanation: I reached above the Throne and the Chair through the path of sharia and
thoroughly observed all the spiritual levels and waystations. Then the Holy Lord
blessed me with the secret of His Oneness. (Ain-ul-Faqr)

رہ رحف وتدیح ینیب رہ رطس وتدیح نیب
 قح انیقیل،ابش دامئ در اطمہعل ات وش
Explanation: O seeker of Allah! You must observe Oneness of Allah in each and
everything and ever remain in the state of this observation so that you gain perfect
belief that there is nothing but Allah everywhere. (Ain-ul-Faqr)

امس و مسج کی دشہ اب کی ووجد
ومند

رخ

اہنپں

ّرس

لودہ

آہچن

Explanation: When the Divine name and Essence became one for me, I found the
concealed Divine secret. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
This is the station where name and the Essence assimilate in each other and except
Allah everything becomes naught.
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اہنپں

امس

اہنپں

مسب

در

را

در

مسج
افل

نک

انچں

رگیمدد

ہک

Explanation: Let your being drown in the Divine name just like the alphabet Alif ()ا
is concealed in Bism. Bism ( )مسبis actually Ba-Ism ( )ابمسwhich means ‘with the name
of’ but while writing Bismillah

(مسب اہلل

meaning ‘with the name of Allah’) Alif ()ا

becomes silent or it is concealed. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
 The seeker of Allah wraps the cover of Ism-e-Allah Zaat around him and makes it his
life and soul, hence he finds eternal life with Hoo (ُ)ھ
ِ . His essence becomes the
Divine Essence and his attributes become the Divine attributes. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 One who has surpassed all the levels of servitude and has attained to Lordship after
annihilating in Allah, does not need to indulge in physical devotions as he is now a
man of Divine observation which is his actual worship. (Ain-ul-Faqr)

اجک

م
یلش

دخا

اجک

وشلص

ٖہن

ن
ن یم
یم

وخد

رس

ےب

اقمم

زاں

Explanation: I behold the unparalleled God after being beheaded (after annihilating
myself). It is the station where I am no more, now who will have Divine union! (Ainul-Faqr)

انف

وخد

از

،رگند

ات

ّٰ
َ
اجک ریس اب ِ’ل ِ ْی َمع الل ِہ‘ ِرس وہا
Explanation: Unless you annihilate yourself, you will remain trapped in the desires of
innerself and will never reach the level about which the Holy Prophet said, “At times
I have such closeness with Allah when neither any Prophet nor any archangel is
between us.” (Ain-ul-Faqr)

ن
ِن
ِاسرغ از وتدیحِ ودحت ونش
ِداین ِو ِ ٰیبقع ِ رہ ِدو ِ را ِ ِ رفاومش ِ ن
ن
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Explanation: Drink the goblet of Divine Oneness and forget the world and the
hereafter. (Ain-ul-Faqr)

الحل
واصل

ٔہمقل

اعرف

ابقح

دایمئ

ِقلح

در

اعرف

رود
زاہکن

Explanation: Only the lawful food enters the throat of Mystics because they are
blessed with eternal union of Allah. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)

آوجب

اجن دبر

۔ امیہ در آب اتس و از آب ےب ربخ۲

دجایئ آب امیہ

از

اعرف

آب

قح

ِ
ودحت
۔۱

آوجب در آب مگ دش آب وگ

Explanation: (1) Divine Oneness is the ocean and the Mystic is the water of lake.
When the water of lake falls in the ocean, it too becomes the ocean.
(2) Fish lives in water but does not feel it around. However it dies on leaving the
water. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)

ودحت ادنر ودحت ادنر ودحت اتس
رہ ہچ ینیب ریغ ودحت آں تب اتس
Explanation: At the level of Divine Oneness, there is Oneness of Existence everywhere.
If you see anything except the Divine Oneness, that is idolatry. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 Know that it is easy to watch the spectacle of both the worlds and every nook and
cranny on one’s palm or nail by the benediction and power of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. However
it is very difficult to surpass the levels of gnosis, perish oneself drowning in the state
of annihilation in Allah becoming exactly one with the Essence, keep burning in the
theophanies of light of Allah day and night and have various Divine observations in a
single moment. These are the distinguished levels of annihilation in Allah and union
which are possessed only by the men of Divine knowledge and sharia, not by the
reprobates who are ignorant, evil, worshippers of innerself and indulged in egoism.
(Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)

کی دقم رب سفنِ وخد ہن و آن درگ ہن رب وہا
 رم ِد دخا،از وہا ابز آیئ ات وش
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Explanation: Crush the inciting innerself with one foot and its desires with the other.
When you abstain from all the wishes of innerself, you will become the true man of
Allah. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)

ربدار

ِرحف

ِدو

ِدرایمن
ِ
ِ

ِبَوھ

ہب

وچ ِ’اب‘ ِو ِ’افل‘ ِرہتف ِ’ھُ‘ ِتُ بسماَر
ُ

Explanation: If first two alphabets from Bahoo are removed, only Hoo ( )ہوremains.
(Ain-ul-Faqr)

ٰؐطصم
ِ
دل ہک دامئ اب ِدخا دش روح ربدہ

ددیہ را ددیار ربدہ سفن را ربدہ وہا

ابوھؒ در وھ دشمگہ دب انم را دادم السم

 رتف از نم اعتبق امرا ہچ انم،رہ اہچر

Explanation: The eyes are engrossed in Divine vision, innerself is taken by desires,
the inward is eternally with Allah and the soul is with the Holy Prophet. When all

ُ

four left me, what eventually is my reality? Bahoo lost his existence in Hoo ( )ہوand
forgot his own name. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
 He who approaches Oneness during his life remains united with Allah after death. If
he is firm footed and persevered in life, he would meet peaceful end and will stay
faithful even after death. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)

وعشر

داشن

ابوضحر

ےن

اہلل

ملع
اوتلدیح

آاجن

تسین

یف

رغق

Explanation: Where there is immersion in Oneness and Divine presence, neither
knowledge exists nor wisdom. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)

اقمم
امتم

اج

ےن

ودحت

و

زنمل
الاشنن

آاجن

تسین

و

الاکمن

Explanation: Divine Oneness is accomplished at the station of no station where there
are no signs and destination. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
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ات رگندد رغق یف اہلل ےب ربخ از وخد انف
رہہک از وخد ربآدی دل وشد راربہ دخا
Explanation: Until the seeker forgets and annihilates himself, he cannot immerse in
(the light of) Allah. Whoever leaves himself, his inward becomes the guide towards
Allah. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)

رہ ہک دل را ایتف آرنا تسین مغ
دخا

اب

راہِ ودحت رغق یف اہلل

رعش و رکیس در دل اتس ولح و ملق
وہا

رمابت لفط اگین رس

اںی

Explanation: The Throne, the Chair, the Guarded Tablet and the Pen, all are in the
inward. Whoever finds the reality of an alive inward is relieved from all worries.
However these are the levels of beginners and are full of desires of innerself. The real
destination is the Divine union and immersion in oneness with Allah. (Kaleed-ulTauheed Kalan)

اںی

ِ
ودحت ون ِر قح
۔ ریغ ولخمق اتس۱

اعرافشن یک وشد الہ از وضحر

رغق ودحت ذات ونر
۔ ات رگندد۲
ِ

قبط

لود ولخمق ریس رہ

Explanation: (1) The light of Divinity and Oneness is non-creation while the spheres
of universe are creation and travelling in them keeps the soul stuck in the creation.
(2) Unless one completely immerses in the light of Essence, he cannot be blessed
with the Divine presence and become a true Mystic. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
 Real human is the one whose outward is busy in servitude of Allah while his inward
is engrossed in gaining gnosis of Allah observing the Divine light of Lordship.
Outward servitude is related with physical devotions while the Lordship is related
with observing the secrets of Divinity in one’s inward. Servitude and Lordship both are
essential and like the wings for Mystic. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)

 رغق یف اہلل وش ہک ابوخد وخد یمن امین،ہب رحب
ؒدیم انرحمم اتس آاجن ووجد ونر اخاقین
Explanation: You must drown in the ocean of Divinity in such a way that your self
remains no more. O Khaqani! When the existence turns into Divine light, even the
breath becomes stranger. (Mohkim-ul-Fuqara)
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 Hence at the station of engrossment in the Divine Essence the abilities to see, apprehend
and research fail because there is only the Absolute Oneness that demands to be
elevated from slavehood to Lordship. O seeker just know! The elevation from slavehood
to Lordship or from your own entity to the Essence of Allah is only possible by the
contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. (Mohkim-ul-Fuqara)
 Safety lies in relinquishing everything other than Allah and acquiring Singularity.
(Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)

 The station where an immortal Mystic who is the Fakir annihilated in Allah, submerges
in Divine Oneness cannot be approached at by annihilation, destiny or submission. It

ُ

is the station of ‘only the Divine Essence Hoo ( )ہوis manifest in the outer as well as
the inner world and in each and everything’. Whoever reaches this station converts to
Divine light and surpasses the level of Divine presence and union. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)

افین
ِداین

ِ
ذبات

قح

متشگ

ہک

نم

ِریسِ ِ ِافصت ِ ِےک

ریط

Explanation: Since I have annihilated in the Divine Essence, I consider it useless to
have spiritual flight to acquire Divine attributes. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)

اطخب

ؒابوھ

رما

اکلم

،اقدر

ھ مگ وشد دش ےب اجحب
ُ
ابھُ در
ؒ
Explanation: I am the perfect (Sarwari) Qadri Fakir and my title is Bahoo. Bahoo lost

ُ

his existence in Hoo ()ہو, hence all the veils are raised for him. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)

امندن
وخبادن

ؒابوھ
ُایھ

دشہ
ُ

ایہتف

مگ

ُھ
ُھ

در

ُابھ

از

ؒابوھ

Explanation: Drowned in Hoo ( )ہوBahoo lost his existence. He got the invocation of

ُ

ُ

Ya-Hoo ( )یَاہوdirectly from Hoo ( )ہوand keeps invoking it. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
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 When the invoker is occupied by Ism-e-Allah Zaat due to its continuous invocation,

ُ

nothing remains in his being apart from Hoo ()ہو. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
 The immortal Mystic is the one who is Fakir annihilated in Allah, annihilated in the

ُ

Prophet, annihilated in Faqr and annihilated in Hoo ()ہو. (Ain-ul-Faqr)

رظن

قح

ابربخ

قح

ودحت

را ِز

از

ااخلص

از

رِس

رقف

اخص

رقف

Explanation: Faqr is the secret of Divine Oneness. The eye of Faqr always remains on
Allah. The most special Faqr is that which is aware of the Divine Essence. (Mehak-ulFaqr Kalan)

وش دجا
دخا

وخد

ِ
ودحت

از
وشد

ربزیخ
احلص

َُھ
ؒ ب
رتا

ات

Explanation: O Bahoo! Be alienated from your being, so that you may attain Divine
Oneness.
He says in his Punjabi quatrains:

جم
ُ اج ہن اکیئ ِ ھے ودحت رِس احبسین ھ،لقع رکف د
ُانں اوےھت الُمں ڈنپت وجیش ِانں اوےھت ِِع رقآین ھ
ُاتں ک وہےئ افین ِھ
ُاتکابں  پھ آامسین ھ

ِدج اِدمح اِدح وِاھکیل ِدب
ُھ
ؒ َملع امتم وتیکےن احلص ب

Explanation: The station of First Manifestation is a secret of Allah and there is no room
for any wisdom and reasoning because access to this station is gained after passing beyond
them. This is the most exalted station in the path of Faqr therefore after having attained
to this destination, there remains no need of any other goal and rituals (invocation,
recitation or the guidance of religious scholars). On reaching this station when I saw Ahad
wearing the veil of ‘M’ of Ahmad, I was annihilated in the Essence of Ahad and achieved
the reality of Oneness of Allah and Messengerhood. All the heavenly Books are the way
to reach Allah and when access to Ahad is achieved, there is no need of reading books.
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ُھ

امنزاں

لفن

زادہ زدہ رکدنیے ےکھت روزے
ّٰ
ُِاعقش رغق وہےئ وِچ ودحت اللہ انل تبحم رازاں ھ
مک
ِ ھی دیق دہش وِچ وہیئ
ن
َُِھُ وسیئ اصِبح راز اینزاں ھ
ؒ جمہاَں سلجم انل یبن دے ب
ُھ
ِ ایک اڈیس انل ک زازاں

Explanation: The ascetics got tired of devotions and hard mystic struggles even then
remained in veil and could not gain union with Allah but the lovers became confidant of
Allah by their Divine love and are annihilated in His Essence. They became embodiment
of Oneness being absorbed in the Oneness of Allah. The seekers of world who are
involved in worldly desires, opulence and lust as well as the seekers of the hereafter or
paradise who are busy in physical worships and hard mystic struggle being ambitious for
heavenly houris, castles and rewards cannot compete such Divine lovers. Lucky are the
confidants who got presence in the Mohammadan Assembly.

ُھ
ِ

افین

وہای

وخد

ِوِاھکیل

از

ِدب

دج

ادح

ُرقب ِوِاصل اقمم ہن زنمل انں اوےھت مسج ہن اجین ھ
ُاوےھت قشع تبحم اکیئ ہن اوےھت وکن اکمین ھ
ُھ
ِ

احبسین

ودحت

رِس

َُھ
ؒ ب

ویھتےس

نیع

ہن
ونیعں

Explanation: In the Incomparable and Unknowable realm when Allah established the
theophany of Essence, the duality was over and I annihilated in the Essence. Being

ُ

annihilated in Hoo ( )ہوor perished in the Oneness of Allah I became all Oneness. Here the
concepts of nearness and union, stations and levels, waystations and love, body and soul,
creation and space end. In this state I became exactly one with Him and found the secret
of Oneness.

لک ِ ن
ُھن ویھکسیئ ےت ھکل انں اجات ویکں اکذغ وتیکیئ زاای ھ
ُق ملق ونں امر انں اجںین ےت اکبت انم درھاای ھ
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ُھ
ِ  وہیس وھکیٹ اجں اکبت دے ہمھ آای،ھبس الصح اری
ن
ُھ
ِ َھُ جمہاَں افل ےت میم اکپای
ؒ  ب،یحص الصح اہنتں ِد
Explanation: O the imperfect seeker! You learnt how to write but could not write the
reality and wasted the paper because you did not gain the knowledge of Reality. You do
not even know the basics but you have entitled yourself as the writer and are writing
religious books. When the record of your deeds would be reckoned by the Writer of fate,
all the plannings would fail. Then you will come to know that you have wasted your
whole life. The real wisdom and faith are of those who have attained the reality and core
of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and Ism-e-Mohammad.

ن
الاتحیج جمہاَں ونں وہای
ن
ُِ ایمیک وہوے اوہ ویکں امرن اپرا ھ،رظن جمہاَں ِِد
ن
ُھ
ِ دوتس جمہاَں دا احرض وہوے دنمش نیل ہن وارا
ن
ُھ
ِ ِم یبن وساہرا
ََھُ جمہاَں ِ ی
ؒ ںیم رقابن اہنتں وتں ب
ُرقف اہنتں ونں اسرا ھ

Explanation: It is the saying of the Holy Prophet, “When Faqr is accomplished that is
Allah.” The ones who accomplished Faqr became immortal and indifferent to all worries.
The chemists try hard to convert mercury into gold but the spiritual sight of the Fakirs is
a powerful alchemy itself. Instead of making gold they use it to convert the spiritually
defective people into perfect ones. They ever remain present in the court of Allah and His
Messenger. Their enemies are humiliated and remain unsuccessful because their Friend is
always with them. This is our great luck to be the slaves and umma of the Holy Prophet.
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ُھ
ِ اہہی دل رجہ رفاوقں ڑسای اہہی دم رمے ہن ےویے
طم
ُھ
ِ َھُ ںیج وچ رب ھتیںُے
ؒ اچس راہ دمحم واال ب
Explanation: We are offering the prayer of Divine love every moment in our esoteric self.
This salat is being offered for the One with every breath but in spite of having such a
nearness and presence in the Divine court, the inward remains burning in the fire of
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duality and perpetually suffers from the dilemma of life and death (before dying). The
straight path is the Mohammadan Faqr in which the Divine vision is achieved. (Abyat-eBahoo Kamil)

The creed of Sultan Bahoo is Oneness of Being and those who understand his teachings
cannot declare his creed as that of witnessing. His path of Sufism starts from Divine
vision and presence in the Mohammadan Assembly. He himself says about his station of
Unity as:
 The author of this treatise who is secluded in the Divine sanctuary of majesty and
beauty of the Incomparable and Unknowable Essence, engrossed in beholding the
Absolute Self, blessed by the Divine favour due to witnessing the Omnipresent and
worshipped Reality, in the beloved care of “I am the Exalted, great is my glory”165
and honoured with great respect, adorned with the crown of gnosis of Absolute
Oneness and wrapped in the sanctified cover of “You are Me and I am you,”166
entitled as ‘truth’ by the Truth, the secret of the Divine secrets of Ya-Hoo, annihilated
in Hoo, Fakir Bahoo, who belongs to the Awan tribe and resides in the suburbs of
Qila Shore (may Allah keep it safe from calamities and tribulation). (Risala Roohi Sharif)
After reading all the extracts from his books there must not be any doubt that his creed is
Oneness of Being instead of Oneness of witnessing.

165

These words were uttered by Bayazid Bastami in his spiritual state of intoxication. The people around him were afraid
on hearing such words because they depicted the declaration of a man as God, apparently. After recovering from the state
of intoxication when he was inquired about the words, he replied, “If you listen to such words again from my tongue
behead me because these are the words of infidelity and one turns reprobate on uttering them.” Hence once again he said
the same words and people attempted to behead him by a sword repeatedly but he could not be harmed even a little bit.
Afterwards when he was asked about it, he answered, “That was not me rather Allah Himself was speaking by my tongue.”
166
Qudsi Hadith:

ْ ل ل ِل ل ْ ل ل ل ل
ت ا لان لو ا لان ان لت
َیحممد ان
Meaning: O Mohammad! You are Me and I am you.
In the inner world, this station of the seeker of Allah is the stage of his annihilation in Allah and immortality with Him.
This is the station where the difference of I and You is obliterated. Here the speech of the seeker is the speech of Allah, his
hearing is Allah’s hearing, his beholding is that of Allah’s, his walk is Allah’s walk and his holding is Allah’s holding.

CHAPTER-12

INSPIRATION
Inspiration (ilham

)الہام

is a blessing. It descends upon the inward from the spiritual

world and is of four types:
1)
2)
3)
4)

The Divine inspiration;
The inspiration from Prophets and Saints;
The angelic inspiration;
The inspiration from jinns and devils.

Inspiration which is perfect in nature is blessed by the invocation and contemplation of Isme-Allah Zaat and contemplation of Ism-e-Mohammad. The invocation and contemplations of
these sacred names cleanse the mirror of soul. The impure inward is strayed from the
righteous path and engulfed by sensual desires. The inspiration on such souls comes from
the false and misleading sources.

INSPIRATION FROM ALLAH ALMIGHTY
In the narration about Mary, mother of Jesus, Allah says that when she sat beneath the
date-palm in cold weather, He inspired to her without any medium:

ۡۤ
َ
َُ
ۡ
َ ۡ ُ ََۡ ۡ
ً
َ
)19: 25-26( ۚ َو ُہ ِز ۡی ِال َ ۡی ِک ِب ِجذ ِع النخل ِة ت ّٰس ِقط َعل ۡی ِک ُرط ًبا َج ِن ًیا ﴿۫﴾ فک ِل ۡی َو اش َربِیۡ َو ق ِر ۡی َع ۡینا



Meaning: And shake the trunk of the date-palm towards you. It will shed fresh ripe dates
upon you. So eat and drink and cool (your) eyes. (19:25-26)
Fakhruddin Razi writes that Allah addressed Mary through inspiration. This was similar
to the inspiration to the mother of Moses. She was distressed and in anguish as soldiers of
Pharaoh were on raid at Moses’ birth. Allah inspired to her without any medium:

ََ
ُ ۡۤ َ َ
ُ َ
ۡ
َۡ َ َ ۡ َ َ
َ َ
َۡ
َو ا ۡو َح ۡینا ِالٰۤی ا ِم ُموۡ ٰۤسی ا ۡن ا ۡر ِض ِع ۡی ِہ ۚ ف ِاذا ِخف ِت َعل ۡی ِہ فال ِق ۡی ِہ فِی ال َی ِم َو لَا تخاف ِ ۡی َو لَا تح َزن ِ ۡی ۚ ِانا َرٓاد ۡو ُہ ِال َ ۡی ِک َو
ُ
ۡ
ۡ
)28:7( ﴾﴿ َجا ِعلوۡ ُہ ِم َن المُ ۡر َس ِلی َن



Meaning: And We revealed to the inward of the mother of Moses, “Suckle him on, but
when you fear (for his life), put him afloat into the river, and be not afraid (of this situation)
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nor grieve. Surely, We shall bring him back to you, and shall make him one of Our
Messengers.” (28:7)
The Quranic words used in this verse are

ۡۤ َ ۡ َ ۡ َ َ
و اوحینا

which literally mean ‘And We

revealed’ but exegetically it is inspiration. Allama Alusi says that majority of the
exegetists have agreed upon it.

INSPIRATION FROM THE PROPHETS AND SAINTS
The souls of Prophets and Saints also guide the seekers of Allah by inspiration in the
beginning of their spiritual journey through the Uwaisi way. History has many such
examples. The most prominent example is of Allama Iqbal who was spiritually guided by
the soul of Rumi.

INSPIRATION FROM THE ANGELS
 Angels without any medium inspire to man like the Prophet of Allah said that what is
inspired through angels is the promise of good and a source to confirm the truth.
Whoever is blessed with it, he should know it is from Allah and should praise Allah
for it. (Tirmidhi 2988)
 The verse forty-two of sura aal-Imran states, “And (remember) when the angels said,
‘O Mary, surely Allah has chosen you and has blessed you with purity and has exalted
you today over all the women of the world’.” Its exegesis as done by Fakhruddin
Razi is that Mary was not a Prophet because Prophethood is specific to men. Hence
after clarifying this point, it can be accurately said that it was a miracle that angel
Gabriel came to her. Angel Gabriel conversed face to face with her but this is not
specific to her only as angels inspire to many pious men of Allah. (Tafsir al-Kabir Vol. II)

ُ

The knowledge transferred through inspiration is called ilm-e-ladunni (علم لدنی
ِ ) by Sufis.
It is gained only by Allah’s blessing and beneficence without any medium. Many notable
Saints have said that they have been ‘inspired with knowledge’ directly from Allah.
Al-Ghazali writes in Minhaj al-Abidin:
 Allah has appointed an angel on the human inward. It guides towards virtue. This angel
is called inspiring angel and his call towards virtue is called inspiration. Opposite to it
Satan appoints one of his devils who drives towards vice. This devil’s doings are
called satanic whispers and the devil is named as satanic whisperer. Most of the scholars
agree that the said angel always inspires towards goodness and the devil whispers to
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do evil. Whereas my spiritual guide has said that the devil also drives man towards
good but his ultimate intentions are bad and harmful. It means he drives towards a
minor virtue just to stop from a higher one or to lead a man from that virtue towards a
bigger sin where the virtue cannot become an atonement for the sin. Its example is
arrogance upon virtues.
Once Ghazali was inquired about inspiration. He said that it is the light of that lamp from
the spiritual world which engulfs the pure inward. For this it is necessary that the inward
is free from the clutches of sensual desires and filth of the material world. It should not be
darkened with sins but enlightened by the Divine light.
 The Prophet said about Umar ibn Khattab, “He is among those whom (Allah) inspires.
Inspiration descended upon some persons in nations preceding you and if there is any
in my nation then he is Umar ibn Khattab.” (Bukhari 3469, Muslim 6204)
 Umar ibn Khattab met a few people from the tribe of Muzjaj among whom was
included a man named Ashter Nakhai. On observing him Umar said, “May Allah kill
this man for he would cause trouble for Muslims one day.” It happened as he said.
(Tasawwuf Ky Roshan Haqaiq)

 It is related by Shaikh Hasan of Basra that Umar ibn Khattab would immediately
recognize whenever anyone would lie. (Tasawwuf Ky Roshan Haqaiq)
 Shaikh Junayd of Baghdad was sermonizing in the central mosque of Baghdad. A
Christian youth in disguise asked, “What does the Hadith mean, ‘Fear a believer’s
insight for he sees with the light of Allah’?”167 Shaikh Junayd of Baghdad lowered
his head for a while and then replied, “O youth! Become a Muslim. It is the time that
you accept Islam.” He converted to Islam there and then.
The history is abundant with examples of inspirations received by Sufis but it is not
feasible to document all.

INSPIRATION FROM SATAN AND JINNS
Satan dominates the inwards which are filthy with worldly and lustful desires like a fly hovers
over waste, after which he distracts man away from the invocation and contemplation of
Ism-e-Allah Zaat. It is the saying of Prophet Mohammad:
 If Satan does not rule over mankind’s inwards then they would observe angels in the
heaven. (Musnad Ahmad ibn Hanbal)

167

Tirmidhi 3127.
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Like it is stated in the Quran:

ُ اَف َ َر َءیۡ َت َمن اتَ َخ َذ ِالّٰ َـہہ َہ ّٰو
)45:23( ىہ
ِ



Meaning: Have you seen him who has made his desire his god. (45:23)
Such people are inspired by Satan.
Sultan Bahoo says about inspiration:
 What is inspiration? What is its reality? It is said:

َ ْ َ ْ ْ َ ْ َ ْ َ ْ ُ َ ْ َْ
ام ِالقآ ئ الخیرِ ف ِ ْی قل ِب الغیرِ ِبلَا ک َس ٍب
الاِلہ



Meaning: Infusing a virtuous thought in someone’s inward without any effort is called
inspiration.
Know that there are many types of inspiration e.g. the Divine inspiration, inspiration
from Messengers and inspiration from the souls of Prophets and Saints. Moreover
there is a kind of inspiration which occurs through the invocation, reflection and
sanctification of the inward. Inspiration can be from innerself, soul, the secret
(sir’r),168 Satan, jinns, angels etc. One comes to know about the kind of inspiration
from its effects and inclination on the said person. The sign of man having special
inspirations from Divine Oneness is that the love of Allah increases day by day
because of the descent of light on him. Secondly, he becomes stronger in religion and
third is that his interest in people starts declining. Fourthly, he adopts the path of
renunciation (of everything other than Allah). (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
 There are various kinds of inspiration accompanied with different levels of Divine
favour. Every inspiration helps in verifying truth and falsehood. Some inspirations
come from distance and are just messages. While some are from the closeness of
Allah and elevate to ultimate levels of Divine presence. The inspiration directly from
Allah descends through the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. This inspiration is
non-creation as it is voiceless. It sticks to the flesh of heart’s core and then comes on
the tongue in the form of words. Hence the voiceless inspirational message converts
to physical form. Such inspirations and messages are received by the immortal
Mystic scholars having the Divine awareness. They receive them by the Divine favour

168

This inspiration is from the station of secrets and is possible through the hidden invocation.
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ّٰ َ

from the station of ل ِ ْی َمع الل ِہ169 where neither any archangel nor messenger can come
between them and Allah. Allah says;

َۡ َ
ۡ
(50:16)َو ن ۡح ُن اق َر ُب ِال َ ۡی ِہ ِم ۡن َح ۡب ِل الوَرِیۡ ِد



Meaning: And We are nearer to him than his jugular vein. (50:16)

ُ َُۡ ُۡ َ
(2:152) فاذک ُر ۡون ِ ۡیۤۡ اذک ۡرک ۡم



Meaning: So remember Me, I shall remember you. (2:152)
The seeker has rounds of invocation and conversation with Allah during which he
gets answers of his questions through inspiration and accomplishes in Faqr. The Holy
Prophet said, “When Faqr is accomplished that is Allah.” Receiving such inspirations
exalts to the ultimate status of perfectly enlightened Fakir who is annihilated in Allah
and immortal with Him and His lover, beloved and laudable. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
 The inspiration that comes from Prophets, Saints and martyrs has the creation (soundless)
voice blended with fragrance. The inspiration from the angels is also the same and it
comes from the right side or front. The inspiration that comes from back or left side
and has a bad smell is from Satan or jinn. The inspiration that creates greed and
covetousness in the existence is from the world. The inspiration that arouses lust,
instability and anxiety is from the inciting innerself. The inspiration that produces
delight, renunciation, trust upon Allah, isolation and separation in the existence and
grants gnosis of Oneness is from the Divine Soul. Inspiration which sanctifies the being
and manifests the Divine light in the dark inner is from the inward. The special
inspiration that enlightens the being with Divine light honouring the seeker with Divine
vision and blesses him with ghanayat and righteousness granting authority upon both the
worlds and everything in them as well as upon every country from the east to the
west is from the Holy Prophet.
Listen! Every word of the perfect man of inspiration is eternal as it is from the Divine
closeness while whatever an imperfect says is a lie. Thus through which practice, wisdom
and knowledge one can recognize whether the word is from an imperfect or perfect?
The word of an imperfect is usually clichéd, neither impressive nor trustworthy.
While the word of a perfect is not only inspiring but also proves to be true and mystery
solver at the right time for every trial and challenge. Where everything is evident, there
169

Referring to the Hadith of the Holy Prophet:

َ ْ ّٰ َ
ُ َ
َُ ٌ َ
ل ِ ْی َمع الل ِہ َوق ٌت لا یَ َس ُعنِ ْی ف ِْی ِہ َملک مق َر ٌب َولَا ن ِب ٌی مرْ َس ٌل

Meaning: At times I have such closeness with Allah when neither any Prophet nor any archangel is between us.
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is no need to explain. The man of evidence is ever satisfied while the man of explanation
is always perplexed and needy. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
 Know that knowledge is a word that means to know and it is to bring out the
information. Angel Gabriel listened to the voice of Allah that informed then revealed
to Prophet Mohammad. Knowledge refers to the word of Allah which is non-creation,
soundless and formless. Likewise knowledge refers to promises and warnings from
Allah, events from the lives of Prophets and Divine instructions towards gnosis.
Knowledge refers to every word, action, state and gnosis whether secret or loud in all
circumstances. Prophethood and sainthood are in fact different strata of Divine union.
Thus knowledge is the message of Allah through Gabriel to Prophets and Messengers
and it is an inspiration for Saints. Inspiration has six categories and it means that a
voice is heard from six directions which are left, right, up, down, front and back. The
inspiration which comes from behind is from Satan or inciting innerself which is a
thief within. The inspiration which comes from left side is from the hidden creations
which include fairies, giants or jinns. The inspiration which comes from right side is
from angels or from the souls of Saints. The inspiration which comes from front is
from the souls of Prophets, the men of pure inward or the Companions. The inspiration
which comes from both the shoulders or head is by the inward. The formless and
soundless inspiration which is infused in the inward as a thought or belief is the
rightful inspiration. From it the inward finds reasoning and is always remembered by a
person. Whatever a person knows esoterically is revealed exoterically. This inspiration
is from Allah through which one acquires the knowledge of hidden events and
doubtless revelations.
The imperfect people with dead inward cannot walk the esoteric path rather these veiled
and deprived ones know nothing about it. Such people advise others but themselves
are engulfed in inciting innerself and are disgraced. The men of grace keep the
disgraced ones away. All these are initial levels of Faqr therefore do not think about
them rather aim towards Divine proximity and union which is the special station of
light of presence and is quite far away. The person who annihilates his self, leaps
many stations every single moment. The man who feels content on gaining the powers
of unveiling, miracles and inclination of creation may becomes famous for his miracles
in the world. However there are one lakh and seventy three thousand veils between
the aforementioned and immersion in Ism-e-Allah Zaat and gnosis of annihilation in
light of Allah. These veils cannot be torn without gaining control over one’s inward
and liberating oneself from unveiling, miracles and inclination of creation because the
levels of Divine love and gnosis are infinite and boundless. If one desires he can
cover all these stages in a step whether he is alive or dead and can witness thousands
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of stations in a moment rather progress in them through perpetual observations and
become eternal. The seeker who desires and loves Allah purely is the one who
reaches Allah. The beatitude of shahada cannot turn hellfire into flowers unless one
sacrifices one’s son like Prophet Abraham as well as every relation and everything
one holds dear. The person who is deprived of these attributes should not claim love
of Allah as he is a liar. These are the attributes of special ones. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
A seeker attains these levels of inspiration from invocation, contemplation and
inscribing Ism-e-Allah Zaat on the body.
 The inscribing practice of Ism-e-Allah Zaat raises one to the level of beloved. Hence,
he neither needs dreams nor meditation because his spiritual and physical self become
the same and he gets right answers through inspirations from the Divine closeness
and presence in the Mohammadan Assembly whenever he is attentive towards it. Some
seekers at this level gain knowledge by reading the Guarded Tablet while some get
awareness from their inward which is the result of their closeness to Allah. Some can
observe both the worlds on their nail due to the Divine presence gained by Ism-eAllah Zaat. While some have waham from the world of Divinity and the inspirational
knowledge which descends upon them from the hidden and reveals the reality of all
their objectives upon them as well as fulfils them. Some are blessed with the powerful
sight which can even see the station of no station and the world of Divinity. While
some receive messages from spiritual agents which save them from Satan at every
level and strengthen their trust upon Allah. If the esoteric path had been without such
spiritual levels, ranks, closeness of Allah, Divine presence, jamiat, visibility and
bestowal of Self disclosure, all the travellers of this path had gone astray.
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Explanation: Seek the perfect spiritual guide who can lead you on to the Divine path.
No one has ever attained union with Allah on his own or through verbal discussions.
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Explanation: My spiritual guide and leader is the Holy Prophet himself and I have
been granted the knowledge directly from Allah. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
 The Holy Prophet said:
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َْْ ُ َ َ
لَا َص ّٰلوۃ ِالا ِب ُحض ْورِ القل ِب



Meaning: No salat without the presence of inward.
Salat is being one with Allah, not a sorrowful aloofness from Him. This Fakir Bahoo
says that those who offer real salat, while prostrating in their daily five times prayer
they get the answer of:

َ
ل َ َب ْیک َع ْب ِد ْی



Meaning: I am here My slave!
However the Mystic immortal with Allah gets this response every moment from the
Holy Lord. Allah says:

ُ َُۡ ُۡ َ
)2:152( فاذک ُر ۡون ِ ۡیۤۡ اذک ۡرک ۡم



Meaning: So remember Me, I shall remember you. (2:152)
If I say Allah once, He answers me twenty times through inspiration by saying:

َ
َ
 ل َ َب ْیک َع ْب ِد ْی، ل َ َب ْیک َع ْب ِد ْی



Meaning: I am here My slave! I am here My slave!
This level of inspiration is easy to achieve. A true man must approach the level of
annihilation in Allah by drowning in the Divine Oneness. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 Inspiration is to find the right answer from Allah through waham, thoughts, prayers
and beneficence of spiritual guide’s attention. (Taufeeq-ul-Hidayat)
 The Mystic of observations is indifferent to everything. He receives all answers from
Allah through inspirations and gains Divine presence through proximity. All the
travellers of this path would have gone astray if it had none of jamiat, proximity and
gnosis. Which is the path where one sees all the world and the hereafter? Understand
that it is the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. From this it is concluded that worldly
command is gained from closeness to Satan and command over hereafter is utter
foolishness. Whereas command over gnosis is eternal jamiat and immersion in Oneness
of Allah is the station of no station. (Taigh-e-Barhana(
The inward which has been enlightened by the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat
receives special inspirations from Allah. If you wish to achieve these levels then get Isme-Allah Zaat from the spiritual guide of the Sarwari Qadri order who is the man of
Divine Essence.

CHAPTER-13

UNVEILING
Unveiling (kashf

(کشف

literally means revelation or manifestation of the veiled. It is the

spiritual level whereby hidden secrets start revealing upon the seeker. A Hadith refers to
unveiling in the following way:

ّٰ

ُ ُْ َ َ

ْ ْ َ

َُ

َ  ِاتقوْا ف َِر
)3127۔،اسة المُ ٔو ِم ِن ف ِانہ یَنظ ُر ِبن ْورِ الل ِہ (رتذم
Meaning: Fear a believer’s insight for he sees with the light of Allah. (Tirmidhi 3127)
Unveiling is the Divine light which a seeker of Allah is blessed with on the path of
Faqr. Physical veils are lifted and material means end through excessive invocation and
contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and inscribing it on body. Due to this, seeker’s
physical sight converts into the spiritual one hence he can see with the Divine light those
things and incidents which others cannot.
One finds testimony of unveiling on studying the biographies of Prophet Mohammad
and sacred Companions, especially Abu Bakr Siddiq, Umar ibn Khattab, Usman ibn
Affan and Ali ibn Abi Talib. In fact unveiling is the heritage of Prophet Mohammad
which was bequeathed to sacred Companions because of their sincerity, truthfulness and
purification of inward. I am quoting one incident each of Prophet Mohammad sall’Allahu
alayh wa’alihi wasallam and sacred Companions for understanding.

THE PROPHET
Unveiling is beyond the faculty of physical senses and there remains no boundaries of
time and space. Therefore for the Prophet, seeing what was remote or close was same.
Prophet Mohammad sent his expedition to Mutah and put Zayd ibn Harithah in command.
The Prophet told the following incidents which occurred during the battle of Mutah while
he himself was present in Madina.
Anas ibn Malik narrates that the Holy Prophet informed the Companions:
 Zayd ibn Harithah received the standard and was martyred, then Jafar ibn Abi Talib
took it and was martyred, then Abdullah ibn Rawaha took it and was martyred (he
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was all tears) and then Khalid ibn Walid took it without being appointed and Allah
gave him victory. (Bukhari 3063)

ABU BAKR SIDDIQ
Abu Bakr Siddiq shortly before his death told Aisha while declaring his will, “After my
death there is no one in my family whom I want to see as prosperous as you and your
destitution would grieve me greatly. I gave you an amount of dates but it is inheritance
property and your two brothers and two sisters have share in it.” Aisha replied, “But I have
only one sister, Asma.” Abu Bakr Siddiq answered, “My wife Habiba is pregnant and I
expect it to be a girl. Be kind to her!” After his death, Kulthum was born.

UMAR IBN KHATTAB
Umar ibn Khattab appointed Sariyah to lead an army. While the army laid siege to the
gate of Nahavand, he faced great difficulty. Muslims were outnumbered and were about
to face defeat. At that time Umar was delivering a sermon in Madina during which he
shouted:

یا ساریہ الجبل من استرعی الذئب الغنم قد ظلم



Meaning: O Sariyah! Head towards the mountain. The one who shepherds sheep by wolves
is cruel indeed.
Sariyah and his army heard and recognized Umar’s voice in Nahavand and immediately
moved towards the mountain. Thus they came out of danger and soon defeated the enemy.

USMAN IBN AFFAN
A Companion visited Usman ibn Affan who on his way saw a woman. Usman said while
referring to him, “There are people among us whose eyes depict signs of adultery.” The
Companion surprisingly asked, “Is the revelation still continued even after the Prophet.”
Usman ibn Affan replied, “No! This is the insight of a believer.”

ALI IBN ABI TALIB
Asbagh said that once they were with Ali ibn Abi Talib and they happened to pass by the
place where in future Husayn ibn Ali’s tomb was to be located. Ali said, “This is the
place where their horses will rest, this is the place of their tents and this is the place where
the youth of Prophet Mohammad’s progeny will be martyred and the earth and skies will
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lament.” Then Ali addressed the people of Kufa, “People of the Prophet’s family will
come to you and ask for your help but you will not help them.”

SUFIS AND UNVEILING
Numerous accounts of Sufis regarding unveiling are recorded in books. I have written
one incident each of unveiling from the lives of Prophet Mohammad and the Rashidun
Caliphs to clarify its reality and prove the fact that it is not a heresy. This power of
unveiling was also with the sacred Companions.
Sultan Bahoo says about the knowledge of unveiling:
 The man of inspirations raises to the level of man of unveiling when he reaches the
station of:

َْ َ
َم ْن ع َر َف نف َسہ



Meaning: Whoever recognized his innerself.
Unveiling is of four types. First is the inward unveiling and for it following prayer is
recited:

ْ َ َ َ ّٰ َ
َ
الل ُہم ث ِب ْت قل ِب ْی َعلّٰی ِدیْ ِنک



Meaning: O Allah! Keep my inward steadfast onto faith upon you.
Second is the spiritual unveiling which is related with annihilation and immersion
that is the level of:

ُ َ َ َ ُ
ُموْتوْا ق ْب َل ا ْن تمُوْتوْا



Meaning: Death before dying.
Third is the egoistic unveiling which is related with desires of innerself and selfconceit, it results from excessive endeavours. Fourth is the satanic unveiling and this
one relates to sins, avarice and desire of glory. Beware! Act wisely. If you come you
will find doors open and if not then remember that Allah is indifferent.

وشعق و قشع و اعقش رہ ہس تسیکی اںی اج
ن
وچں ولص در ہن گمحدب رجہان ہچ اکر آدی؟
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Explanation: The beloved, the love and the lover become one at the station which is
beyond union. Hence there is no question of severance.
Indeed! The path to secrets is revealed by the man who has all the secrets. One who
reaches the core of the secret becomes such a man. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
 Knowledge is not mediation rather only the gate to illuminated path. Whereas the
spiritual guide is a mediator who is the protector on the path and leader to the gnosis
as he knows about all its stations and the unveiling.
Sultan Bahoo tells seven types of unveiling that are like miracles and some types
mislead a person. To him the most important station is the gnosis of Allah. The seven
types of unveiling are:
 Unveiling of the inwards, unveiling of states of graves, unveiling of presence,
delightful unveiling, unveiling of annihilation in the light of Divine Oneness, deceitful
unveiling, satanic and lustful unveiling. The seventh type, satanic and lustful unveiling
turns one mad and cursed as it makes the thoughts revolve around material wealth
and fame. The real unveiling is Divine proximity and presence before the lord of the
universe, Prophet Mohammad. This unveiling creates astonishment, sensation and
passion of Divine love and such a seeker remains restless day and night. The difference
between two types of unveiling is that of an impure and an exquisite cloth. (Asrar-eQadri)

Through unveiling of the inwards one comes to know about others’ thoughts. Common
people use it to earn material wealth, fame and even to become spiritual guides. There is
a huge difference between unveiling of the states of graves and ilm-e-dawat. Ilm-e-dawat
is an alchemy through which one finds guidance from the Saints. On the other hand
unveiling of the states of graves is for the graves of common people and through it the
states of dead or al-Barzakh170 are known. Sufis say that many people become aware of
the states of graves but it is dangerous because the one who has this power dies several
times daily for he knows the state in which dead are in Barzakh. Moreover he knows
about rewards and punishments and to see all this is quite brave yet horrendous.
Sultan Bahoo says:
 That unveiling is merely deceit which is meant to earn worldly wealth, fame and
position. The real unveiling is the special state of Divine proximity and presence before

170

Barzakh ( )ربزخis an Arabic term which means veil, obstacle, hindrance or intermediate state. It is a place where souls

reside after death and on doomsday following judgment these souls will either enter paradise or hell.
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Prophet Mohammad. My amazement is a witness to the fact that my days and nights
go by burning passionately for the Beloved. Unveiling is a subtle cover. There are
more types of unveiling. The unveiling about knowledge is from profound learning.
The unveiling about pre-existence occurs after passing through spiritual states. The
unveiling about eternity is from good deeds. The unveiling about physical world
(after performing certain endeavours) leads to decline (in terms of spirituality)
because it is to collect worldly riches and wealth (some people use unveiling to tell
people about their past, present and future and make money out of it). Unveiling
about hereafter is the result of piety which is to overcome the inciting innerself.
Quran sates:

َۡ

َ ُ

ََ

َ

َ  َو َدخ
)18:35( ل َجنتہ َو ہوَ ظال ٌِم ل ِنف ِس ٖہ
Meaning: And he entered his garden. Doing wrong to his innerself (by overpowering
it). (18:35)
Unveiling of gnosis of Allah comes through Divine observation, presence, proximity
and union. The man of unveiling is one who reveals any egoistic station of the seeker
to him on his wish and then also shows its reality through unveiling. It means the
spiritual guide who has command over contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat takes the
seeker out of falsehood and presents him before Allah. He blesses him with meeting
the Prophets and Saints. All the aforementioned are stations and levels of unveiling
and miracles. Worldly respect and honour is merely a satanic deceit. (Asrar-e-Qadri)
May Allah save from misleading unveiling and take to Divine vision and annihilation
in Allah by crossing the station of unveiling. (Ameen)

CHAPTER-14

WAHAM
The lexical meaning of waham is presumption or thought. In the terminology of Faqr
waham points to that particular state of the seeker of Allah in which whatever question
arises, he gets the answer from the Divine court. In other words waham means having
spiritual conversation with Allah Almighty. Sultan Bahoo entitles this conversation as ‘the
journey of waham’ (Sair-e-Auhaam).
Prophet Moses was titled Kalimullah171 because he communicated with Allah. He visited
Mount Sinai at a specific time and offered supererogatory prayer after ablution then got
attentive towards Allah. An aura of engrossment enveloped him and his conversation
with Allah started. Even today the Fakirs and Mystics focus their attention towards Allah
and converse with Him which is named as the journey of waham by Sultan Bahoo.
According to Sultan Bahoo:
 Waham is in fact the seeing, hearing, speaking and understanding of the inward.
(Sultan-ul-Waham)

 Prophet Moses visited Mount Sinai to converse with Allah but for the true followers
of Prophet Mohammad their own being is like Mount Sinai. They converse with Allah
nearer to their jugular vein and get the answers from their Lord through invocation
and Divine presence. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
Allah says in the Holy Quran:

َ ُ َ َ َ ۡ َ ۡ ُ َ ً ۡ ُ َ َ ۡ ُ ۡ َ َ ٔ َ َ ۡ ۡ َ ً ۡ َ َ ُ ّٰ ُ َ َ ُ ۡ َ َ َ َ َ َ َ
آء ؕ ِانہ َع ِل ٌی
اب او یر ِسل رسولا فیوحِ ی ِب ِاذنِ ٖہ ما یش
ِ و ما کان ل ِبش ٍر ان یک ِلمہ اللہ ِالا وحیا او ِمن ور
ٍ ٓای ِحج



)42:51) ﴾﴿ َح ِک ۡی ٌم

Meaning: And every man does not have the faculty that Allah should speak to him except
by revelation or from behind a veil (as He spoke to Moses) or by sending some angel as
a messenger to reveal with His permission what Allah may will. Surely, He is the most
High, the most Wise. (42:51)
The Holy Prophet said:

171

The one who converses with Allah.
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ٌ

َ ٌ

ُ َ

َ

َ ُ

َ

َ

َ

ُْ

)۷۴۴۳۔، َما ِمنک ْم ِم ْن ا َح ٍد ِالا َس ُیک ِلمُہ َربہ ل ْی َس َب ْینہ َو َب ْینہ ت ْر ُجمَان َو لا ِح َجاب یَ ْح ُج ُبہِ(اخبر
Meaning: There will be none among you that his Lord will not speak to and there will be
no interpreter between them nor a veil to veil Him. (Bukhari 7443)
Ibn Arabi says in Fusus al-Hikam:
 Waham makes gnosis of Allah far more firm and stronger by contemplation. That is
why within the human nature, the dynasty of waham overpowers intelligence because
the intelligent person may become the wisest but his wisdom is due to the sovereignty
of waham. Whichever things are comprehended by intellect, waham retells them in
form and shape. Hence in the perfect human being, waham is the sultan. Its dynasty
is powerful.
 The Universal Divine Man is the great sultan as regards the eternal reflection, focus
and engrossment. That is to say the perfection owned by him is due to waham. Waham
refers to eternal thought and engrossment which is the reward of Divine love.
 When Allah unveils waham in the soul of Mystic he comes to know the secret that
the Divine Essence Whom he considered distant from the mankind and himself
actually manifests in his inward. This is the peak of gnosis. (Sharah Fusus al-Hikam Wal
Aiqaan)

Sayyid Abdul Karim bin Ibrahim al-Jili writes about waham in his book al-Insan alKamil:
 The light brighter than satin on the angelic realm is represented by the word waham
among the humans. That is the sign of the most Beneficent. By sign, I mean the
countenance in which He manifested His subtlest beauty. Waham is His wrath,
knowledge, command, Essence and the safest station. It is His action, attribute, name and
the manifestation of His elegance in every form. It is like the beautiful mole which
captivates a person who then never retreats, it means that the one who is preoccupied
with waham dares to take every risky step. That is why he is remembered by the
association of waham as a heroic youth is associated with Hatim.172 Allah swears upon
waham as it is His covering. It is like the cloak of black silk on a virgin with light
coloured eyes. Thus be surprised but need not to be because that is not dreary but
extremely concealed.

ُ

 Allah created the waham of Prophet Mohammad from His perfect name (Hoo  )ہوand
from the light of his waham, Allah created angel Azrael (which means that Azrael is the
172

Name of a pre-Islamic Arab chief of Tai tribe who was famous for his generosity.
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angel of waham because he has more knowledge of souls by virtue of seizing them).
Since Allah created the waham of Prophet Mohammad from His Own perfect light,
therefore He made it exist in the world in the perfect beings.
 One should know that Allah made light of waham like a mirror for His Essence and has
called it the manifestation of His sanctity. There is no other sagacity in the entire world
greater than this nor is there any other such powerful custodian (of soul). It has
authority upon everything that exists and because of this the whole world worships
Allah. It was due to its Divine light that Allah glanced towards Adam. Whoever
walked on water, walked due to it and whoever flew in the air, flew with its help. It is
the light of faith and the essence of supremacy and dignity. One who subdues this light
and wins over it, gets authority over all the superior and inferior creations. Whoever is
predominated by Sultan of waham,173 converses with him about the esoteric matters
(through waham or spiritual conversation).
 When Allah created waham, He addressed it, “I swear! I shall not enlighten the people
of conformation through anything except you. I will not manifest Myself in the world
but only through the cover of your secrecy.” (Al-Insan al-Kamil)
The process of revelations and descending of angels came to an end on the sacred demise
of the seal of the Prophets, the beloved Prophet Mohammad. However, even today Allah
converses with Fakirs from behind a veil. This conversation is known as the journey of
waham and waham is nearest to the station of union with Allah. This is the station of
Divinity and its centre is the inward. Through persistent invocation and contemplation of
Ism-e-Allah Zaat, it is retained in the inward of the seeker and enlivens his soul. The
inward is then strengthened by Divine love, the seeker receives eternal presence in the
court of Allah and achieves the level of waham where he gets the answers of all his
questions from the Divine court. Then such pleasant moments are experienced on the
path of Faqr by the seeker when he remains engrossed in conversation with Allah all the
time. At this point an interesting and exhilarating discussion about Divine secrets starts
between the lover and the Beloved, the seeker and Allah. Here the faith of the believer is
tested and his courage, belief and trust are judged. He is showered with the Divine lights
of theophanies. Sometimes his soul is bruised with the arrows of cruel yet lovable
manners and at times the bounty of sweet syrup of the exhilarating speech is poured onto
him which augments his soul. At this station the lover is compared to the classic tales of
candle and moth or rose and nightingale and is bestowed with special attention. Sometimes
he is honoured by the splendid sights of unveiled lustre of the majestic beauty that creates a
state of passion in his soul and then he is reduced to ashes by the fire of being apart from
173

Sultan of waham means the perfect spiritual guide because he is dominant over the esoteric self of every seeker.
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the Beloved. At this point such a relationship is developed between the slave and the Lord
or lover and the Beloved, in which thousands of facts and secrets are revealed upon him.
Inspirational knowledge and the knowledge of Divine secrets are gifted to him and he is
entertained with various kinds of theophanies.
Sometimes the lightning of grandeur and magnificence descends upon the lover and at
times the charisma of magnificent beauty delights him. At times the arrows of duality and
alienation are showered upon him and at times he is satiated with the wine of Divine
union. Sometimes he is captivated by the black ensnaring hair locks and at times his soul
is enlivened by the light of the lustrous face of Beloved. Sometimes he is tried with distance
and at times graced with nearness. At times he is enraptured by the forgetfulness of his being,
deep engrossment and absorption and at times consumed by the fire of awe and fright.
Sometimes he is invited to be sacrificed like a nightingale on the blooming Countenance
and at times he is burnt madly like a moth over the candle of the Divine beauty.
In short the lovable styles and sportiveness of the real Beloved are varied but the true
lover is happy with all of them. Both the beauty and wrath of the Beloved are dear to him.
During closeness he observes the attribute of His magnificence while being distant he
observes His beauty and sometimes it is vice versa. The main objective of his delight,
grief, alienation, union, passion, ecstasy, aspiration, anxiety, knowledge, wisdom, struggle,
sacrifice, devotion, refuge, grandeur, respect, faith, prestige, modesty, piety, hajj, zakat,
fasts, salats, life and death is only to gain the pleasure and approval of his Beloved.
The Prophet said that Allah says:

)۷۵۰۵۔،(اخبر

َ ْ ََ
انا ِعن َد ظ ِن َع ْب ِد ْی ب ِ ْی



Meaning: I am as My slave perceives Me. (Bukhari 7505)
Whatever a man perceives about Allah, He treats him accordingly. If he wants Divine
inspiration, He descends inspiration upon him. Remember! This inspiration is one sided
as Allah puts a virtuous thought in His slave’s mind. While awareness or wish means
whatever somebody wants it is endowed upon him in the form of knowledge or
blessing, respectively. While unveiling is to know the hidden secrets but waham is the
superior station among all of them as in it inner conversation with Allah is continued
every moment. Now it depends upon the seeker, what does he want? Since it is said:

ُُ
ُ ُ َ َ
َ
السکوْت َح َر ٌام َعلّٰی قلوْ ِب الْا ْول َِیآ ِء

Meaning: Stagnation is forbidden on the inwards of Saints.
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Therefore they cannot stay at one spiritual station. Thus one should progress from
inspiration towards awareness and then from awareness to waham as it is said by Sultan
Bahoo:
 Allah says;

ُ ُ ۡ َ ۡۤ

ُۡ َ

)2:152(  فاذک ُر ۡون ِ ۡی اذک ۡرک ۡم
Meaning: So remember Me, I shall remember you. (2: 152)
Listen O imperfect miser! The way of perfect ones which leads to the magnificent
Lord is that they get waham from Divine waham, awareness from the Divine
awareness and reasoning from the Divine reasoning. This way is verified by shahada
ّٰ َ
and Ism-e-Allah Zaat ()اللہ. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
Sultan Bahoo says in his book Sultan-ul-Waham:
 Dear! Let me briefly elaborate the way of waham. You must understand that the
quickest and shortest mystic way which leads to the Reality is only through the
inward (and soul). Reaching close to Allah through any other way is impossible. As
the spiritual journey is possible only for the soul. The soul cannot cover this journey
without the guidance of Sultan of waham who is the king of perception, Allah says:

)۷۵۰۵۔،(اخبر

َ ْ ََ
انا ِعن َد ظ ِن َع ْب ِد ْی ب ِ ْی



Meaning: I am as My slave perceives Me. (Bukhari 7505)
This means the clearer and finer your perception is, the stronger is your waham.
Without the Sultan of waham, it is impossible to step into the grand spiritual kingdom.
The following saying endorses this fact:

َ َْ
ْ َ ُ َ ْ َ ْ َ َ َ َ َ ّٰ َ
ً َْ
ام اق ّٰوی ُسلِانا ف ِ ْی ّٰہ ِذ ِہ النشا ٍۃ
ول ِذل ِک کما کانت اوہ



Meaning: The Sultan of waham is the most powerful entity who is dominant over all the
aspects of the mystic path. (Sultan-ul-Waham)
 Dear! This path begins and ends by the blessing of the perfect spiritual guide as is
said:

َ
َُ َُ َ َ
َ ُ
الش ْیخ ا ْبلغ ف ِ ْی ّٰہ ِذ ِہ الط ِریْ ِق ِم ْن ک ِل ش ۡی ٍء

Meaning: Only the spiritual guide is aware of ups and downs of this path.
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The sign of a perfect spiritual guide who is one with Allah is that he opens the inward
avenue and leads his disciples towards the spiritual world of waham. The disciple then
covers the spiritual journey inwardly according to his capability and courage and
finds the eternal bliss. Opening the esoteric way actually means giving life to the
inward and the soul as is said about the spiritual guide:

ُ َ َ
الش ْیخ یُ ْح ٖی َویُ ِم ْی ُت



Meaning: The spiritual guide gives life (to the soul) and death (to the innerself).
He enlivens the soul of the disciple by his spiritual authority through waham and
permanent remembrance of Allah in such a way that none of the disciple’s breath is
without His remembrance. He is eternally connected with Allah through waham and
remains in this state forever. He gains an enlightened insight with which he can view
all the spiritual worlds and is ever blessed with the vision of the Divine beauty. The
Holy Prophet who is the perfect spiritual guide for everyone points towards the life of
the inward by saying:

َْ ْ
َرا ِٔی قل ِب ْی َرب ِ ْی



َ َ ْ َ َ َ َ َ ْ ُ َ ُ ْ ُ ْ َ َ ْ َ ْ َ ْ َ ّٰ َ َ ّٰ َ ْ ُ َ ْ ُ
ْ
ال قل ُبک ف ِ ْی شا ِہ َدت ِ ْی َو ِبرُؤیَتِ ْی
اوحِ ی ِبرؤیتِی الل ِہ تعا لی انظ ِری معرِفتنِی قلت لا رؤیت ق



Meaning: My inward viewed my Lord.
The following saying of Prophet David also gives the same meanings:

Meaning: Allah descended a revelation upon me and asked, “Did you have My vision
and get My gnosis?” I replied, “No!” Allah said, “Your inward views Me, you can
also have My vision in your inward.” (Sultan-ul-Waham)
 My dear! The spiritual journey through waham is the way of Prophets and Saints. If
this spiritual journey is discontinued, the traveller of the mystic way suffers loss
because he is left behind in the spiritual world as a Hadith says:

ْ َ ُ َ ْ َ ّٰ َ ْ َ
اہ ف ُہوَ َمغ ُبوْ ٌن
م ِن استوی یوم



Meaning: One who stays at a station for two days suffers loss.
The mystic travellers should not go against the rule stated in the following Hadith:

ُُ
ُ ُ َ َ
َ
السکوْت َح َر ٌام َعلّٰی قلوْ ِب الْا ْول َِیآ ِء

Meaning: Stagnation is forbidden on the inwards of Saints.
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Hence, the mystic traveller should always try to acquire and continue his spiritual
journey under the supervision and guidance of Sultan of waham. There are three
levels of this spiritual journey on the basis of the following Hadiths:

َ َ َ ْ ٌْ َ َ َ ُ َ َ َ
اد ِۃ َسن ٍة
تفکر الساع ِة خیر ِمن ِعب



Meaning: Concentration of a moment is better than the worship of a year.

َ ْ
َ تَ َف َک ُر ال َس
َ اع ِة َخی ْ ٌر ِم ْن ِع َب
اد ِۃ ِس ِتی َن َسن ٍة



Meaning: Concentration of a moment is better than the worship of sixty years.

َْ َ َ َ َ ْ ٌْ َ َ َ ُ َ َ َ
اد ِۃ الثقلی ِن
تفکر الساع ِة خیر ِمن ِعب



Meaning: Concentration of a moment is better than the worship of both the worlds.
These are the levels of spiritual concentration of the mystic travellers at initial,
middle and final stages respectively. The concentration of mystic traveller who is at
the initial stage of spiritual journey is equal to the worship of one year. The concentration
of traveller who is at the middle stage of spiritual journey is equal to the worship of
sixty years. While concentration of the traveller at final level is equal to the worship
of all the humans and jinns. (Sultan-ul-Waham)
 My dear! You must know the path to union and gnosis of Allah and how it can be
attained. This is the path of having Divine vision in the inward and it must be covered
under the supervision of the perfect spiritual guide who leads it. Although the seeker
progresses on this path according to his courage. The following sayings explain my
words:

َ َ ُ َْ ُ َُ ُ َْْ َ
َْ َ َْ ُ ُ َ َ
ان الْا ْعظ ُم ف ِ ْی ّٰہ ِذ ِہ الش َار ِۃ الصوْ َرۃ الکا ِمل ِة الْان ِب َیآ ِء
ِفالوہم ہو السل



Meaning: The greatest sultan of this path is waham and its perfect embodiment are
the Prophets.

َُ
ََ َ ُ َ َ
الش ْیخ ف ِ ْی قوْ ِم ٖہ کن ِب ٍی ف ِ ْی ام ِت ٖہ



Meaning: A spiritual guide is among his people as a Prophet is among his nation.
Hence just like the Holy Prophet was a guide for his Companions similarly the spiritual
guide is the leader for his disciples. It is dangerous to cover a journey without a guide
(as one can get depraved or trapped). A seeker can attain closeness of Allah by
renouncing his inciting innerself. Once Bayazid Bastami asked Allah, “How can I
reach close to You?” Allah said,
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ْ َد ْع ن َ ْف َس َک َو تَ َع
ال



Meaning: Leave your innerself and be exalted
Hamadani states in his book Ayn al-Quzat, “The path to Allah neither goes from the
Throne nor from east, west, north or south. It is within your inward. Search your inward
and find it.”
Therefore a seeker of Allah should always try to progress on the path of gnosis and
union of Allah through the inward deeds such as waham. Those who remain busy in
physical and outward acts without paying any heed to reform their esoteric self and
are unaware of the spiritual world of waham have wasted their whole life. A rule has
been mentioned that when you see a Fakir who shows off that he is taking much pain
in physical worships but is not trying to improve inwardly then understand that he is
worthless and good for nothing. (Sultan-ul-Waham)
 It is said about the spiritual journey of the true seeker and lover of Allah:

ُ
ْ ُ َ ْ ُ ْ َ ْ ُ ْ َ ّٰ ُ ْ ْ َ ْ
ان الوَ ْہ ِم ِبلَا ِا ْس َتوَا َوق ُصوْ ُر
ِِاعلم رِزق الل ِہ سیر القل ِب ِبسل



Meaning: Know that inward journey with the Sultan of waham without any pause or
blunder is the sustenance of soul from Allah.
My dear! The foremost requirement of this spiritual journey is the perfect spiritual
guide. Travelling this path without him is painful and brings only disappointment.
However when a true seeker joins the perfect spiritual guide and follows him
sincerely, the spiritual guide himself confers the blessing of waham upon the seeker
by his spiritual authority and makes his inward perfect for it so that the seeker’s soul
is set on the eternal spiritual journey through waham. The spiritual guide makes the
seeker cover all the waystations according to his courage and capability. It is ordered:

ّٰ
ّٰ َ
ّٰ َ َ ْ ُ َ ْ َ
ََ
ْ الل ِہ َو ِا ِن
اس َت ِِ ْی ُعوْا فا ْص َب ُحوْا َمع الل ِہ َم ْن َص َح َب الل ِہ
اصبحو مع



Meaning: Acquire the company of Allah and if you are not capable then acquire the
company of those who are close to Allah.
When a true seeker acquires company of the perfect spiritual guide, firstly he starts the
secret invocation inside the seeker and lays the foundation of waham in his inward by
his authority. The seeker becomes the invoker of Allah without any hard work and
involuntarily remembers Allah with his each breath. He follows the rule mentioned in
the Hadith:
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َ َ ّٰ ْ ْ َ ْ
َْ ُ َُ ٌ َ ْ ُ ْ َ ُ َََْْ
س یَخ ُر ُج ِبغیرِ ِذک ِرالل ِہ ت َعالّٰی ف ُہوَ َم ِی ٌت
ف
ٍ ا لانفاس معدودۃ وکل ن



Meaning: Everyone has counted breaths. The breath which passes without the invocation
of Allah is dead.
Hence by remembering Allah with each breath, the inward and soul of the seeker
wake up. It is said in a Hadith:

ْ َ ُ َ َ ُ ََ ُ َ َ
اموْا ف ِاذا َماتوْا فان َت ِب ُہوْا
الناس ین



Meaning: People are sleeping (spiritually), when they die they wake up.
The inward of the seeker wakes up from the deep slumber of ignorance towards
Allah and gains life. He verifies the verse:

ََ ً

ّٰ

َ

َ

َ  ا َو َم ۡن ک
(6:122)ان َم ۡیتا فا ۡح َی ۡین ُہ
Meaning: Can he who was dead then We gave him life. (6:122)
The following Hadith is proved upon him:

ّٰ ْ
ُ َ َ
ْ
ْ َْْ
َ
الش ْیخ یُ ْح ٖی َویُ ِم ْی ُت ا ْی یُ ْح ِی القل َب المَ ِی ِت المُرِ ْی ِد ِب ِذک ِرالل ِہ



Meaning: The spiritual guide gives life (to the soul) and death (to the innerself). He
gives life to the dead inward of seeker by the invocation of Allah.
The spiritual guide enlivens the soul of seeker by the gnosis of Allah, kills his
inciting innerself and begins the invocation of Allah within him. The grand status of
the spiritual guide is confirmed by the seeker and shahada is engraved on his inward
according to the Hadith:

ّٰ

َ َ

ّٰ َ

َ ْ

َ َْ

)3800 الذک ِر لٓا ِالّٰ َہ ِالا الل ُہ ُم َحم ٌد ر ُسوْ ُل الل ِہ (انبامہج
ِ  افض ُل
Meaning: The greatest invocation is “There is no God but Allah, Mohammad is the
Messenger of Allah.” (Ibn Maja 3800)
By the authority of the spiritual guide, the invocation of Allah continues in every
breath of the seeker and he remembers Allah while inhaling and exhaling hence none
of his breath leaves without remembering Allah. By the power of this state of waham,
his inward is enlivened. While exhaling he invokes ‘there is no God but Allah’
through waham due to which all the evil thoughts are removed from his inward and
everything other than Allah is eliminated. When he inhales, his breath is purified of
everything other than Allah and he is replete with waham. As stated in a Hadith:
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ْ ََْ ً َ َ َ
َم ْن ا َحب ش ْیئا اکث َر ِذک ُرہ



Meaning: A person frequently remembers and mentions the things he loves the most.
The remembrance of Allah is rooted deeply in the inward of the seeker. Allah says:

ََ
ََ
انا َج ِل ْی ٌس َم ْن ذک َرن ِ ْی



Meaning: I am his companion who remembers Me.
Allah accompanies him when he remembers Allah. His state complies with the saying:

ّٰ ْ َ
ّٰ
ُ
ََ
َم ْن ان َس ِبالل ِہ ُم َتوَ ِحش َع ْن غی ِر اللہ



Meaning: One who loves Allah feels disgusted from everyone other than Allah.
He is esoterically cut off from everyone other than Allah and his inward gains eternal
life which is the ultimate achievement for a seeker. It is related that four thousand
scholars of Sufism unanimously agreed that the ultimate achievement of a seeker is
that he always finds himself in the servitude of Allah. On achieving this level his
waham is accomplished. (Sultan-ul-Waham)
 Dear! You must purify and sanctify your inward which has become polluted and
rusty (due to the desires and love of this filthy world). When the disciple cleanses his
inward according to the Hadith:

َ ّٰ ْ ْ َ ْ ُ َ
َ ُ
ٌَ
ل ِک ِل ش ْی ٍء ُم ْص ِقلة َو ُم ْص ِقلة القل ِب ِذک ُر الل ِہ ت َعالّٰی



Meaning: There is a burnisher for everything and the burnisher of inward is the
invocation of Allah.
Then the mirror of his inward is enlightened and the theophanies of Allah appear in it.
There remains no veil between the slave and the Lord.

 اجحب تسین وت آہنیئ اصف دار،دعس
دوتس

امجل
ِ

امندی

ےک

وخردہ

زاگنر

Explanation: O Saadi! There is no veil between you and Allah. Just keep the mirror
of your inward clean because a rusty mirror cannot show the beauty of the Beloved.
(Sultan-ul-Waham)

 When the light of invocation merges with the light of Essence, the invocation
becomes the personal attribute of the seeker’s inward which is never separated from
it. The inward of seeker then never stops invocation and he gains the sanctification of
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innerself, purity of the inward and enlightenment of the soul due to the spiritual
efficacy of waham. The waham expels everything other than Allah which is utterly
falsehood from the inward of the seeker according to the verse:

ً َ َ َ َ َۡ َ ُ َۡ َ َََ ُ َ ۡ َ َ ۡ َُ
)17:81( ﴾﴿ ان ز ُہوۡقا
و قل جآء الحق و زہق البا ِطل ؕ ِان البا ِطل ک



Meaning: And say, “The Truth has come and falsehood has fled. Surely falsehood
has to perish.” (17:81)

امندن

وغاغ

زد

ہمیخ

اطلسن

اجہکیئ

اعم را انم و اشنن در ِدل امندن
Explanation: Where the king encamps, there remains no noise. Similarly when Allah
manifests Himself in the inward, there does not remain any sign of anything other
than Him. (Sultan-ul-Waham)
Sultan Bahoo himself is the Sultan of waham. He says about attaining the union with
Divinity which is gained through waham and concentration:

راسدن ہب ومٰیل و از وخد ردہ
ذپری

ِدل

 رکشت

لود

ذترک

ددہ

ودحت

وزری

بفکر

ہب

۔ بفکر۱

اتس

۔ وِمھ۲

اواھم
اطلسن

دبںی وتہش ِو ِھمت وشد نیع اشہ

راہ

تنت نیع رگدد از تبحص امکل

واصل

نم

۔ وچں اواھم رگدد نیقی ریگ نم۵

ِریب
ِ دتب

آدی

ہلمج

اہجن

زا ِد
اعبمل

راسدن

و ِھمت

رفتد

و

۔ رجتد۳

و ِھمت

۔ وچں۴

رہب استع آدی دبل دص امجل

امکل

اییتف

۔ دبںی و ِھمت وخد را وچ آرایتس۷

وخبد

تقیقح

ووصل
ِ

ایبدب

نکب

ِاطلسن
ِ

۔ وچں۶

Explanation: (1) If concentration is accompanied by waham, it grants Oneness and takes
to Allah liberating from one’s ownself.
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(2) In your existence waham is the sultan, concentration is its vizier and invocation is
the great armed force (which fights against Satan and the innerself).
(3) If you attain the spiritual levels of isolation and separation then your waham will
become Divine by this provision.
(4) When your waham will take you to the station of Divine union, you will attain
perfect Divine company.
(5) When I reached the station of perfect certainty through waham all the worlds came
under my authority.
(6) When the Sultan of waham attains excellence in your existence, hundreds of
theophanies of Divine beauty appear in your inward every moment.
(7) When you adorn yourself with the power of waham, you are blessed with the
union of Reality within yourself. (Sultan-ul-Waham)
 The person who attains to the status (of waham), he loses his peace and tranquillity.
At times he is pessimistic and at times he is optimistic. Sometimes he is in the state of
spiritual intoxication and at times in the state of sobriety. Sometimes being unconscious
he becomes proud and is carried away by self-conceit and sometimes becomes a
possessor of eternal presence. At times he is a person of the hidden and at times
possessor of the Divine beauty and majesty. At times he is repentant and at times he
becomes honourable and delighted. Sometimes by becoming a possessor of Divine
observation he relishes upon the flavours of Divine love. Hence his spiritual states
keep switching so frequently till eternity that it is impossible to count them. (Mehak-ulFaqr Kalan)

ریس

وت

ربآور

احشل

اواھم

ہب

ارگ ولص وخایہ ربوں وش ز ریغ
Explanation: Waham makes you cover the journey of spiritual states and if you want
union with Allah then be alienated from everything other than Allah. (Mehak-ul-Faqr
Kalan)

Sultan Bahoo says about the seekers who are the possessor of waham:
 Some seekers are the possessors of waham, they are the ones who are eager to gain
Divine Oneness. Their waham is the slayer of the innerself. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
 The men of Divine presence get inspirations through waham which comes from
Divinity. As soon as they enter the state of waham, solution of their problem is
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revealed upon them and it is resolved at once. Reality of every hidden and evident
thing is exposed upon them through waham. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
Sultan Bahoo expresses about Sultan of waham in his book Qurb-e-Deedar:
 The Fakir who attains the ultimate level of Faqr is the Sultan of waham and is
blessed with the inspiration of entire knowledge from the Divine closeness. The
messengers from Allah bring infinite inspirations to him which contain the hidden and
intuitive knowledge of the religion. The immortal Mystic covers thousands, rather
lakhs and crores of spiritual stations in just a moment by the contemplation of Ism-eAllah Zaat. The malice, hypocrisy, falsehood, filth, spite and the rust of evil thoughts as
well as misapprehensions, satanic whispers and obsessions are completely exterminated
from his existence. Only Ism-e-Allah Zaat remains in his enlightened inward which is
also blessed with eternal Divine presence. At this stage his soul gains jamiat and he
becomes an enlightened ruler upon the innerself. This level is possessed by the Fakir
who is annihilated in Allah. He can elevate his seekers to any level of Divine
presence by the effect of his spiritual sight. If the veritable invoker blesses someone
with his spiritual sight, it affects his whole existence. By inscribing the impression of
Ism-e-Allah Zaat beautifully on the body with index finger keeping it before eyes, it is
engraved upon the entire physical and spiritual being. Although by the contemplation
of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and the effect of the sight of spiritual guide the dead inward of
the disciple receives the warmth of invocation but this is an imperfect level. It cannot
be trusted unless the disciple has the observation of Divine presence, is drowned in
the gnosis of Allah and blessed with the presence of Mohammadan Assembly. As
ego and undesirable temptations may arise in the beginner at this initial level keeping
him away from the real Mohammadan Faqr and gnosis of Allah. (Qurb-e-Deedar)
The journey of waham is a great status on the path of Faqr and this is attained after
Divine presence. This is the blessing which takes the seeker to the station of annihilation
in Allah.

CHAPTER-15

ILM-E-DAWAT
The Persian term ilm-e-dawat refers to the communication with sacred souls of Prophets,
Saints and Mystics. It is a great knowledge according to the teachings of Sultan Bahoo.
He clearly explains its secrets and mysteries in his books. It is associated with different
names like dawat-e-qaboor,174 ilm-e-takseer,175 chemiya akseer,176 and tasaruf-etehqeeq.177 In this chapter ilm-e-dawat is shortened to dawat at some places.
We can find its religious base and source from the following Hadith of the Holy Prophet:

ُ ْ َ ْ ُ ُْ َُْْ َ َ َ
ُْ َ
اس َت ِع ْینوْا ِم ْن ا ْہ ِل الق ُبوْ ِر
ِاذا تحیرتم فِی الامورِ ف



Meaning: When you are confused (or worried) about your affairs, just seek help from the
dwellers of the shrines.
Ilm-e-dawat is a religious and spiritual act in which verses of the Quran are recited in
certain order on the shrine of some Sufi, Mystic, Saint or a Fakir through which the soul
in the shrine comes and helps the reciter especially in some spiritual matter. For instance,
if he is stuck somewhere in his mystic path or facing some obstacles in continuing his
journey towards Allah or if he has committed any mistake and has been demoted from his
spiritual status or in other spiritual matters. The sacred souls of Saints help the seeker
through ilm-e-dawat either by suggesting him the solution of his problem or by just
taking him out of the problem or removing the obstacles and elevating his spiritual status
by their powers. According to the teachings of Sultan Bahoo, ilm-e-dawat should never be
recited for worldly purposes. It should be remembered that there is a great difference
between ilm-e-dawat (seeking help from shrines) and the unveiling of states of graves. In
the latter, states of the dwellers of graves are known by reciting Quran on the graves of
common Muslims. The reciter comes to know the condition in which they are living in
the Barzakh. Whereas ilm-e-dawat is recited only on the shrines of the Saints and Fakirs to
communicate with them, its purpose is already described. There are certain conditions for
reciting ilm-e-dawat:

174

Dawat recited at shrines.
The knowledge of augmentation of soul through which a seeker gradually reaches Allah through Mystics.
176
Alchemy-The process by which metals are converted into gold. In Faqr it means to convert a common man into a
Mystic.
177
Possession of verification of every knowledge.
175
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1. The reciter must be a Saint and perfect in the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. He
must have gained eternal presence as stated by Sultan Bahoo:
 First of all the Divine presence, proximity and union are attained esoterically only
then a person can be capable of reciting ilm-e-dawat. The person who does not recite
dawat in this way is demoted and becomes sick and insane. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
2. The reciter of dawat must be its perfect practitioner, trustworthy, sanctified and
blessed with certainty. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
3. Without the permission of the spiritual guide dawat should never be recited as it can
be dangerous.
4. The perfect Fakir who is proficient in dawat and is a man of spiritual attention and
command needs not to give fixed charity; to count the ominous or auspicious timings;
keep account of stars and astrological figures; perform rounds of recitals; adopt
(superficial) munificence; locking; eat meat of mild, wild or superior animals; keep
ablution constantly; offer (outward) supererogatory prayers; fear from demotion,
confiscation or ghosts; keep fasts; observe seclusion or perform forty days mystic
struggle. All these create satanic whispers, apprehensions and illusions in the
imperfect and unaccomplished. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
5. Remaining conscious and safe from every trouble and calamity while reciting dawat
is the job of perfect ones. An imperfect should never dare to recite dawat even if
someone beheads him. If someone offers him a great amount of gold for reciting it, he
should not accept. You must know that Satan acquired knowledge for thirty thousand
years and then taught the knowledge of dawat to all angels for thirty thousand years
but his arrogance upon knowledge produced intoxication, frenzy of egotism, hypocrisy,
conceit and lust in his being. It was his knowledge that prevented him from obeying
the order of Allah and prostrating Adam. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
6. The imperfect neither recites nor knows the proper way of delivering dawat. One who
recites dawat by physical tongue for the desires of innerself is bound in the physical
world. Sometimes the groups of jinns from the hidden world accompany him during
dawat. One who recites dawat by the inward tongue with inner attention, contemplation
and authority, all the spiritual agents and angels encircle him and recite dawat for
him. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)

DOES THE PERFECT FAKIR NEED TO RECITE DAWAT?
Sultan Bahoo says:
 Know that the perfect Fakir is a man of ultimate nearness to Allah so he has no need
to recite dawat. Rather his single glance is far better than reciting dawat day and
night, carrying out mystic struggle in seclusion for forty days repeatedly, gathering
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grand army of soldiers, horses and elephants, spending infinite wealth in the form of
gold, silver or cash. The Fakir who knows to exercise his attention from Divine closeness
through the essence of Divine command (Be) and shahada, the effect of his attention
keeps on increasing day by day and does not end till the doomsday. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)

THE METHOD OF RECITING DAWAT
1. Visit the shrine of a Saint or Fakir at night, sit on the head side or foot side or mount
the grave like a horse, recite the Holy Quran as much as possible (while reciting
dawat Sultan Bahoo does not consider it wrong to mount the grave although he warns
the imperfect or inexperienced ones about the consequences).
2. If the reciter possesses Divine presence then he should not recite the Quran with the
physical tongue because it is usually polluted with foul and worldly conversation.
The man of pure soul should recite the Holy Quran with the tongue of his soul and
the man of Divine secrets should recite it with his secret tongue.

DAWAT CAN BE RECITED FOR THE FOLLOWING PURPOSES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

For the spiritual help.
For the king of Muslims who is fighting a battle against the infidels.
For the rafidhi and the kharijite that may Allah grant them righteousness.
For the hypocrite Islamic scholars who do not accept the truth.
For the peace and prosperity of the people and for the blessing of rain.
For the help of the person who has become insane and is spiritually demoted while
reciting dawat.
7. For an Islamic scholar who is also a man of good deeds and needs religious help.

LOGICAL ARGUMENT FOR ILM-E-DAWAT
On the issue of seeking help from the souls of shrines the Islamic theologians have certain
differences. One group has been denying and the other supporting and giving a verdict
(fatwa) in its favour. Yet the Sufis from all groups have always agreed upon it. As this
matter belongs to the spiritual unveiling and observation so the Sufis on the basis of their
own spiritual observations and experiences have always been convinced of the authority
of Saints to help the seekers of Allah in religious affairs even after death through their
beneficence and blessing.
A wellknown event of ilm-e-dawat is that of Moinuddin Chishti who performed forty days
seclusion regarding certain spiritual issue on the shrine of Ali ibn Usman al-Hajveri
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commonly known as Data Ganj Bakhsh. When the problem was resolved, Moinuddin
Chishti uttered his pleasant surprise:

دخا

ون ِر

ِرہظم

اعمل

ِضیف

شخب

جنگ

اناصقں را ریپ اکلم اکالمں را راامنہ
Explanation: O sacred soul of Ali Hajveri! You are the source of benefitting the world
with Divine treasures and the true manifestation of the light of Allah. You are a perfect
spiritual guide for the imperfect and really a true guide for the perfect ones.
Ibn Taymiyyah was the first scholar who was the denier of seeking help from the shrines.
When his attention was drawn towards the unveiling, spiritual experiences and observations,
he rejected the argument referring to the subjugation and intervention of evil spirits in
such affairs and then a large group of scholars followed him.
In the other group, Sufis as well as ulema are included. First of all Ibn Qayyim focused
towards this issue and raised certain knowledgeable aspects in his book Kitab ar-Ruh. He
proved that the dead can listen to and contact with the spiritually perfect ones in awaken
state and the common people in their dreaming state. Countless books have been written
on this matter. Here only one extract from the book Hama’at by Shah Waliullah is given,
he says:
 Regarding this issue, I have been informed that when almost four or five hundred
years have passed after the death of Saints and Sufis, their physical powers which did
not let their souls appear in pure and subtle form in their lives become ineffective
after such a long time. During this time the subtle contents of their souls are dispersed.
In this state when a person becomes attentive towards the shrines of these Saints, his
soul receives beneficence from their souls.

SULTAN BAHOO AND ILM-E-DAWAT
Sultan Bahoo states a lot of benefits of ilm-e-dawat. All the physical and spiritual powers
can be conquered through it and great secrets are revealed. Everything of the world
unveils its reality on the person reciting dawat and he comes to know about the past,
present and future. All kinds of purposes can be achieved. If this communication is approved,
the person of dawat listens to a voice from the hidden or certain Saint gives him the good
news of success through dream, meditation, reasoning, waham or perception.
According to Sultan Bahoo:
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 The significance and explanation of ilm-e-dawat is that it is a spiritual communication
through the recitation of the Holy Quran. The person who makes the Quran his instructor,
leader and the guide becomes honourable in both the worlds. Now the explanation of
Quran and knowledge of dawat are separately stated. Dawat is of several kinds for
example, dawat of part, dawat of whole, dawat of Divine remembrance, dawat of
reflection, dawat of theophanies of Divine light, dawat of a perfect Fakir about whom
Allah says:

ُ َ

ُُ

ۡ

ُ ّٰ

َ ُ

ّٰ َ

)2:257( ت ِالی النوۡ ِر
ِ  الل ُہ َولِی ال ِذیۡ َن ا َمنوۡا ۙ یُخ ِر ُج ُہ ۡم ِم َن الظل ّٰم
Meaning: Allah (Ism-e-Allah Zaat) is the Guardian of the believers. He brings them
out of darkness and takes them towards the light. (2:257)
As well as dawat of the man of insight who is the Universal Saint about whom Allah
says:

ُ ۡ

ُ َ

َ ٌ َ َ ّٰ

َ َ ۡۤ َ َ

َ  الا ِان ا ۡول َِی
)10:62( ﴾﴿ آء الل ِہ لا خوۡف َعل ۡی ِہ ۡم َو لا ہ ۡم یَح َزنوۡ َن
Meaning: Beware! Verily, the Saints of Allah will not have any fear nor will they
grieve. (10:62)

وضحر

قح

رغور

از

دوعت
الہ

لود

ِالہ
نیب

رمدش

رمد

وخد

رمدش

Explanation: The real (all-powerful) spiritual guide is the possessor of dawat and
Divine presence whereas the self-conceited (pseudo) guide is arrogant.
If a proficient possessor of dawat looks at a person angrily that person dies in a
moment by the command of Allah as the anger of Fakirs is the symbol of Allah’s
wrath. If he looks at somebody kindly that person becomes spiritually alive and a true
seeker of Allah. Often people proclaim that their spiritual guide is the most special and
their own faith is perfect. Their claim (regarding the perfection of faith as their own
quality) is because of their misperception, irrationalism, ignorance and foolishness. They
should say, since their spiritual guide is most special and the possessor of Divine
secrets therefore their faith is complete and sufficient.
Know that dawat is recited either to captivate and overcome the demons and the
supernatural agents or to respectfully summon the sacred souls of Prophets, Saints, the
pious, al-Qutb, al-Ghawth, martyrs and the Muslims. That is why it is essential that the
reciter of dawat is spiritually perfect and proficient. He may go near the shrine at
midnight and recite dawat. If the soul of the shrine appears and solves the reciter’s
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problem through waham or inspiration or by some other way then it is alright
otherwise it will be understood that the dweller of the shrine is spiritually dominant
or he is getting the treasure and blessing of Divine light from the recitation of the
Holy Quran due to which he is delaying the answer. In such a situation the reciter
should ride the grave just like a horseman rides a horse. Although to ride the grave is
a sin yet for the sake of certain Islamic venture or for the betterment of Muslims it is
absolutely a virtuous deed. The person who recites Quran and dives into the ocean of
knowledge of Quran becomes perfect in mystic knowledge and an accomplished person
in dawat. For him reciting ilm-e-dawat near the shrine of a martyr or a Fakir is such
an act which is graced with Divine wisdom, grandeur, command, wrath, magnificence
and wonder. While delivering dawat Allah grants such a Divine favour to the reciter
that everything in the earth and the sky from Throne to the nether regions even the
Holy Kaaba and Madina of the Holy Prophet start shaking. If the man of dawat recites
such a dawat and wants to kill someone with his spiritual attention then by the Divine
commandment Angel Azrael would confiscate that person’s life anywhere between the
east and the west but I seek refuge with Allah from this.

ِروسل
اولوصل

از

رہب
الہ

دخا

از

رہب

دبہ

زںی

!َُھ
ِؒ ب
االطےع

Explanation: O Bahoo! For the sake of Allah and His Messenger inform the people
who are capable to understand it.
The people who are perfect in reciting dawat but in spite of that they tolerate the
torture of the cruel and do not tease anybody remain alert and are aware of all their
spiritual and physical states. Fakirs who are the men of dawat own the greatest powers.
People should not keep enmity against them considering them weak because they are
the seekers of Allah and the seekers of Allah are dominant on both the worlds.

ریقف
ریقف

اپےئ
اسےئ

زری

کلف
زری

و
ہب

کلم
اجوداین

Explanation: Every station of the earth and the sky is under the feet of a Fakir. That is
why they always remain under his patronage.
It is the saying of the Holy Prophet:
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َ ُ َ َْ ْ َ َ ُْ َ
َ الن
اس
اس من ینفع
ِ خیر الن



Meaning: The best person is the one who benefits others. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
 The spirit in the grave feels the weight of the communicator heavier than a mountain
when he rides on the grave to recite dawat. If the reciter lashes the grave with a
straw, it inflicts such a wound to the spirit as if given by a sword, axe, lance, knife or
a gun. The spirit cries out of torture and requests in the court of the Holy Prophet.
From there he gets the sovereign command to fulfil the wish of the reciter and then by the
grace of Allah the problem of the communicator is solved at once and he achieves his
destination. Such a dawat is called an unsheathed sword, as the tongue of such a reciter
is Allah’s sword. His soul is alive but innerself is dead. He is allowed by the Holy
Prophet to recite such a dawat.

ِرہ رکا رتصخ ہن ابدش از روسل
اںی رمابت ےک ردس ودحت ووصل
Explanation: One who does not get permission for reciting such a dawat from the
Holy Prophet, how can he reach the levels of Divine union? (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
 These stages of dawat do not belong to the verbal conversation rather relate to:

ْ َد ْع ن َ ْف َس َک َو تَ َع
ال



َ اُ ْق ُت ُلوْا اَنْ ُف َس ُک ْم ب َس ْیف الْمُ َج
اہ َد ِۃ
ِ ِ



Meaning: Leave your innerself and be exalted.
It is the saying of the Holy Prophet:

Meaning: Kill your innerself by the sword of mystic struggle.
Though the worldly person does not have the strength to go near a grave and ask the
spirit. This is the path of mysticism in which the spiritual reality is dominant on the
Saints. Understand perfectly that the mystic struggle of Ism-e-Allah Zaat is more
dominating than the struggle of the sword. Dawat neither progresses nor is executed by
reciting just once unless the communicator recites it in such a way that while starting
he thinks that he is facing Allah then makes the Holy Prophet his mediator and
intercessor, considers Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani as the possessor of the Divine Trust
and thinks of himself as a judge and closes his eyes to meditate that what is better
than Allah which can be achieved by reciting dawat! If he is completely sure that the
entire creation is inferior to the Creator and nothing is better than Him then Allah will
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be kind and beneficent to him and will turn both the realms at his disposal and
enslave them for him. The man who reaches this stage of spirituality, dust and gold
become equivalent for him. As Ism-e-Allah Zaat possesses the perfect efficacy, his
conscience is enlightened by the Divine effects of the greatest name of Allah (Ism-eAzam) and he acquires an unprecedented status. Every country and state from the east
to the west, from one corner of the earth to the other and every kingdom comes under
his possession and at his beck and call. That is why it is said that a king is subordinate
to the possessor of Faqr. Whoever found victory, success and kingdom, it was only
because of the Divine attention of a Dervish and a Fakir. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
 Dawat communicated by a Fakir is the proof of his eternal presence. Every word of
the Fakir is like a word of Prophet Abraham. One blessed with the company of Fakir
is in fact blessed with the company of Allah. Such a Fakir who is the manifestation of
Divine light is very rare in the world. Certainly! The person whose innerself is cleansed
his inward is adorned with the Divine gnosis and becomes a goblet of the Persian
king in which he could view the whole world. Such Fakirs always remain silent, as
they are connected to Allah and do not talk to anyone except Allah because it creates
sorrow. The world is an absolute sorrow whereas Faqr is Allah’s name which is a great
blessing. The people of sorrow have no comparison to the blessed ones. The Fakir
proficient in dawat is eternal and absolved of decline due to his physical and spiritual
powers. Such Fakirs who are the reciters of dawat have got the ranks of ultimate
nearness and union with Allah. The proficient possessor of dawat has no need to
count stars and planets or check the auspicious and ominous timings as he belongs to
the status of:

ْ َْ َ

ََ َ

ْ  لا ت خ
)29:33( ف َو لا تح َزن
Meaning: Do not feel afraid or grieved. (29:33)
When he goes near a shrine and meditates, he forgets himself and gets the logical
answers from the spirit of the shrine. Although he is already aware of the conditions
of the graves yet he receives news from the shrine through his inward, so that his
spiritual wish becomes explicit. The existence of the possessor of such a dawat is
clean and his soul is pure. Fakir who is the reciter of dawat is called the slayer and he
slays by his sight and attention which is like a sharp sword. The slayer of the
innerself and a courageous Fakir is the one who first of all kills his lethal innerself by
the Divine ordainment. The Holy Prophet said:

َ
َ َ ُْْ ُ ُ ُْ
ات ق ْب َل الْاِیْذٓا ِء
ِ اقتلوا المؤ ِذی
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Meaning: Kill the deadly creatures before they harm.
Such slayer Fakir is called the man of command (Ulil Amr178) and the sword of Allah.
At times he is honoured with the stage of:

ََ

ُ ُ

ُ  ت ِعز َم ْن تش
)3:26( آء
Meaning: You confer honour on whom You will. (3:26)
At times he is at the level of:

ُ  تُ ِذ ُل َم ْن تَ َش
)3:26( آء

Meaning: You dishonour whom You will. (3:26)
According to the Holy Prophet:

)4599(الودأود۔

ّٰ
ُ ْ ْ ّٰ ُ ْ َ
ال ُحب فِی الل ِہ َو ال ُبغض فِی الل ِہ



Meaning: Love and hate only for the sake of Allah. (Abu Dawud 4599) (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
 Get to know that some people are themselves perfect in reciting dawat and some are
allowed to recite it by an accomplished Fakir who is the practitioner of dawat. The
perfect possessor of dawat is the Fakir who is himself proficient in dawat. Apart from
it he must be a worshipper, authoritative, devoted and blessed. If somebody wants to
dominate the pagans and occupy their country and make the faithless dissenters
embrace Islam, he should take two pieces of paper and write three names Nimrod,
Shaddad and Korah on one piece and on the other write three names Pharaoh, Haman
and the cursed Satan. He should put both the pieces of paper under his feet and offer
two units of supererogatory salat with the intention of sending it as a gift to the soul
of the Holy Prophet. He should offer the salat in such a way that in the first unit after
sura Fatihah he should recite sura Fath and in the second sura Yasin. After the
completion of salat he should recite the following prayer in prostration:

َ
ُ ْ َ
َ َ
َ ّٰ َ َ
ْ َ ّٰ َ
َ
الل ُہم ان ُص ْر َم ْن ن ْص َر ِدیْ َن ُم َحم ٍد َواخذ ْل َم ْن خذ َل ِدیْ َن ُم َحم ٍد َصلی الل ُہ َعل ْی ِہ َو ّٰال ِٖہ َو َسل َم



Meaning: O Allah! Help him who helps Mohammad in establishment of his faith and
withdraw from him who retreats from his faith.
Then gift the reward of this salat to the Holy Prophet and his Companions’ souls. So
that by reciting dawat in this order his pending task is done and he may find his
objective by the grace of Allah and the verified efficacy of Quranic verses. If he wants
178

Ulil Amr is the Quranic term for the Universal Divine Man. Refer Sura an-Nisa, verse 59.
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that his purpose is fulfilled speedily then he must recite the whole Quran in both the
units. If he continues this practice for consecutive three days his purpose would be
achieved forever. This dawat of unsheathed sword can only be recited by the person
who is ordained from the Divine court, allowed by the Holy Prophet and permitted by
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani. He must have the qualities that he is the courageous rider
of graves exoterically and eternally present in the Mohammadan Assembly esoterically.
(Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)

 If any impotent, oblivious of the invocation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and dead soul person
with alive body goes to the grave of a Saint whose body is dead but soul is alive and
starts reciting dawat by riding the grave or sitting at either side, head or foot of the
grave, he would die at the spot or would be miserably ill or go crazy being demoted.
On the other hand when a strong and spiritually dominant practitioner of dawat goes
to a grave in which the spirit is merely a dead body to him then the spirit receives
prestige from his visit. Therefore such a powerful and pure soul reciter of dawat has
the option to recite dawat from either side of the grave, upper or lower. To recite
dawat beside the grave is an arduous job. That person is capable of reciting dawat on
the grave who is an expert practitioner. If a perfect reciter delivers dawat, he gets
Divine treasures from the grave but the reciter who is imperfect carries disease and
grief from the grave and eventually dies. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
 Get to know dawat is the comprehensive blend of seven treasures:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

The treasures which are present under the great Empyrean.
Those which are found under the earth like the reserves of gold, silver and riches.
Those which are present on the earth.
The treasures which are in the hereafter such as the reserves of the paradise.
The treasures in the station of pre-existence.
The reserves of faith which are found in the eternity.
The treasures of the gnosis of Allah.

All these treasures are gained by reciting dawat at the shrines of Saints. Hence the
reciter must be a powerful and courageous rider of grave. Get to know that the Fakir
is demoted when he inclines towards other than Allah leaving the Lord. The
knowledgeable person is demoted when he acts against his knowledge. The worldly
one is demoted on being miser. The ignorant is demoted due to his polytheism and a
king faces decline because of being unjust. The Fakir who is possessor of dawat
rescues the seeker from each kind of minor and major demotion by his single glance.
Get to know, only that person can recite dawat on the shrines of Saints who has
attained high levels of dawat because the grave of a Saint is like a lion hence only he
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can ride it who is already a great rider. The grave of a Saint is like Mount Sinai
therefore only that man can ride it who is blessed with eternal Divine presence like
Prophet Moses. The Saint’s grave is a fire, that man can jump into this fire who is
courageous like Prophet Abraham. Beware! If there is fire on one side and on the
other is a grave then put your foot on the fire but not on the grave. Dawat at shrines
should be recited on three occasions. Firstly when the Muslim king is fighting jihad
against the pagans, secondly when there is domination of infidels, thirdly where Islam
is not respected and its safety is at stake. To recite the Quranic verses for these three
purposes while riding the grave of a Saint is fair but it is not an easy task. As it is the
matter of courage and sacrificing one’s life so it is a very tough undertaking. (Mehakul-Faqr Kalan)

 If the inward dawat is communicated through continuous invocation and reflection then
the absolute spiritual path is opened with which the soul is enlivened and gets busy in
seeking the Truth. Such a dawat is called the dawat of engrossment or absorption.
During this dawat theophanies of Divine light shower from the alphabets of Ism-e-

ّٰ َ

Allah Zaat ( )اللہlike the rain drops. These theophanies descend from the alphabets of
Ism-e-Allah Zaat which are ( اA), ( لL), second ( لL) and

ہ

(H). The inner eye

acquires the status of eye of certainty on seeing the theophanies erupting from the
alphabets of the name ‘Allah’ and then the physical eye achieves the gnosis to the
extent of knowledge of certainty. The person who retreats from this certainty loses
his faith and becomes an infidel. The theophany of the alphabets of the name ‘Allah’
can be verified through the Mohammadan method. When this theophany of the light
of Allah emits, evils and devils gather around the reciter in a large number with the
intention to plunder and make a show of the fiery theophanies. They involve him in
heresy, polytheism and deception. At this point the reciter should remain alert and
aware. To tackle such circumstances and states one must have a very well informed
and helpful spiritual guide who may take him out of the depravity caused by the ups
and downs of these stations and grants him the eternal Divine favour of contemplation
of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. Wherever you find this virtuous possession, never leave it. True
faith is to follow the Mohammadan sharia from the beginning till end. The dawat of
austerity is entirely different from the dawat of Divine secret.

دم رواں ابدش لثمب غیتِ زیت
بنن
دوعےت وچں اری ومھ از دل حییر
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Explanation: When the life-taking dawat is streamlined, it cuts like a sword. Such an
extremely effective dawat arises from the inward through waham.
This type of dawat which is like an unsheathed sword belongs to reciter of Quran
who delivers it with dead innerself and alive soul in the company of the souls of
Saints. When the perfect Fakir starts reciting such life-taking dawat, no doubt the
entire creation of part and whole, all the Prophets, Saints, souls of all the Muslims who
recite shahada, the Holy Prophet Mohammad with almost one lakh thirteen thousand of
his Companions comprising the great Companions, Companions of al-Suffa and Badr,
the people of Madina, Arabs and non-Arabs accompany him. All the guardian angels
and souls of all the Prophets from Adam to the seal of Prophethood come to him. The
spirits and supernatural beings of eighteen thousand realms, the great Empyrean, Kaaba,
all the sections of earth and sky start shaking. Until and unless he stops reciting dawat,
the spiritual people stay there. No dawat is stronger than this one. If somebody recites
it for eleven consecutive days, no doubt it will be effective. Swear by Allah’s honour
(it is so effective that) the angels may shake a country or perish it, even if the
inhabitants of that country and city are like Saints. The communicator should recite
this dawat for one or two nights and if his task is difficult, he may continue it for the
third night too. If he delivers it for more than three days then its impact would last till
the doomsday.
The man who doubts the effectiveness of dawat of Saifi prayer179 which is like the
sword of Allah and dawat of the Holy Quran, he is an absolute infidel. Dawat of the
holy verses is true but there is a condition for it. Just like mercury neither becomes
oxide without a perfect alchemist nor does it become edible after being burnt, neither
iron turns into gold without an alchemist, similarly the act of dawat neither becomes
feasible and fluent nor is safe from demotion without the permission of the perfect
spiritual guide and the company of Saints of the shrines. It is not even a bit difficult
for the perfect practitioner of dawat to subjugate and enslave the possessor of the
knowledge of alchemy. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
 Man gets gnosis by the Quran. When he recites Quran on the Saints’ shrines all his
problems are solved. The honour of meeting and shaking hands inwardly with the
souls of Prophets and Saints is also gained through reciting Quran on their shrines.
Jesus Christ’s attributive level of ‘rise by the command of Allah’ is also achieved
through the Quran and the graves of Saints. Beneficence of the greatest name of
Allah and the summoning power of spirits are also gained through them. The level of
immersion in Unity, inspiration, the fluency of invocation and reflection on Divinity
179

A prayer for spiritual assistance.
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are also acquired through the recitation of Quran on the graves of Saints. The knowledge
of Divine beneficence, the inspirational knowledge, the gnosis of Allah and all the
conventional and professional kinds of knowledge are gained through this process.
This practice also grants the complete occupation of Solomon Empire, the authority
of each exoteric and esoteric station and the domination of universal kingdom in the
world. The status of an accomplished practitioner Fakir who is also an immortal
Mystic and indifferent to all needs is achieved by the recitation of Quran on the
shrines of Saints. All this is received only when the perfect spiritual guide who is the
great rider of graves, recognizes every esoteric and exoteric way and is dominant
over the innerself, orders and permits to recite dawat.
This is the level of the Fakir with pure inward. Around the proficient of dawat four
armies ever remain present who protect and guard him. Although he does not see
these armies with his eyes but no army stays away from him. These four armies are
following:
1)
2)
3)
4)

The army of the Holy Prophet and his Companions.
The army of martyrs including Hasan and Husayn ibn Ali and their Companions.
The army of angels.
The army of jinns of the invisible world and that of the Saints who are possessor
of dawat.

All these armies are equipped with all types of weapons like swords, arrows, lances,
spears, axes and guns. When they in their rage attack the enemy of the possessor of
dawat from the hidden world and wound him severely he succumbs to unbearable
pain but the Fakir must be beneficent, kind and sympathetic. He should bear the pain
himself without hurting any other. As the Holy Prophet said:

َ َ ََ َ ْ َ
َم ْن َحف َر ِبئ ًرا لِا ِخ ْی ِہ فق ْد َوقع فِ ْیہ



Meaning: He who digs a pit for his brother falls in it himself.

)4599(الودأود۔

ّٰ
ُ ْ ْ ّٰ ُ ْ َ
ال ُحب فِی الل ِہ َو ال ُبغض فِی الل ِہ



Meaning: Love and hate only for the sake of Allah. (Abu Dawud 4599)
The man who troubles the Saints surely faces hardships in both the worlds. Some people
recite dawat for dominating the worldly people and do not even know the meaning of
dawat. They are like the snake charmers who ensnare the snake by incantation and
the purpose of their incantations is only to capture the beast. Such people cannot be
called Saints as they are merely the conjurers. The people who recite Quran for the
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sake of getting inclination of the creation, their sole purpose is to conquer the creation
of Allah so that they can loot wealth from them and receive gifts and oblations. They
get their livelihood in this way considering it as the means of their sustenance and do
not trust upon Allah. Such people are involved in polytheism and hypocrisy. I seek
refuge with Allah. May He keep us safe from such wayward people. Allah says:

ً َ ً َ

ّٰ ُ َ ۡ َ َ

)2:41(  َو لا تشتر ۡوا ِبا ّٰیتِ ۡی ثمَنا ق ِل ۡیلا
Meaning: Do not trade My revelations for a small (worldly) price. (2:41)
Had honour depended upon getting power over the world then evil Pharaoh would
have been honourable instead of the virtuous Prophet Moses. Thus virtue is to be
engaged the whole life in the gnosis of Divine secrets and the devotions like salat as
well as other esoteric and exoteric obedience. Allah says;

َ ُۡ

َ

ُ

ُ  ق ۡل َمت
ٌ اع الدن َیا ق ِل ۡی
)4:77( ل
Meaning: (O Prophet!) Say (to them), “Worldly interest is minor.” (4:77)
Money is only accumulated by a miser. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
 By dawat eighteen thousand different types of earthly and celestial creatures including
jinns, humans and angels can be overpowered. All kinds of creatures are controlled
and all the levels of closeness to Essence and attributes are achieved. The charity and
methods for reciting it are countless but it is difficult to execute. The seeker does not
become eligible for dawat without the command of Allah and His Prophet. The
imperfect and pseudo reciter suffers from lust and greed. The one who remains engrossed
in observation of the Essence by the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat receives the
company of Prophets and Saints at the end of dawat. Every soul meets him. Such
levels are achieved by the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat, dawat of the shrines
and by being praiseworthy in Allah’s court. Dawat gives four powers. Firstly the reciter
is absolved of the need to set up an enclosure. Secondly he does not have to give up
eating meat etc. Thirdly he possesses the power of immersing in the Oneness and
Divine light. Fourthly he is blessed by the eternal presence in the Mohammadan
Assembly where he receives the logical solutions of his problems. Hence for all the
worldly and religious ventures he should call azan at night around the grave of
Ghawth, Qutb or a great martyr. Following are the words of azan:

َ َ ْ َ ّٰ َ
َ ْ َ ّٰ َ
َ ْ َ ْ َ ّٰ َ ْ َ ّٰ َ ْ َ ّٰ َ ْ َ ّٰ َ
الل ُہ اکب َ ُرۙؕ الل ُہ اکبَ ُر ۔الل ُہ اکب َ ُرۙؕ الل ُہ اکب َ ُر ۔ اش َہ ُدا ْن ل َٓا ِالّٰ َہ ِالا الل ُہۙؕ اش َہ ُد ا ْن ل َٓا ِالّٰ َہ ِالا الل ُہ ۔ اش َہ ُد ان
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َ َ َ َ َ ّٰ َ َ َ َ َ ّٰ ُ ْ ُ َ ً َ َ ُ َ َ ُ َ ْ َ ّٰ ُ ْ ُ َ ً َ َ ُ
َالص ّٰلو ِۃۙؕ َحیَ َعلَی ال ْ َفلَاحۙؕ َحی
محمدا رسول اللہۙؕ اشہد ان محمدا رسول اللہۙؕ حی علی الصلو ِۃۙؕ حی علی
ِ
ّٰ َ
ْ َ ّٰ َ ُ َ ْ َ ُ ّٰ َ َ َ ْ َ َ
ۙؕ لَٓا ِالّٰ َہ ِالا الل ُہ
ۙؕ الل ُہ اکب َ ُر
ۙؕ اللہ اکبر
علی الفلا ِح
Meaning: Allah is the Greatest, Allah is the Greatest, Allah is the Greatest, Allah is
the Greatest. I bear witness that there is no God but Allah, I bear witness that there is
no God but Allah. I bear witness that Mohammad is the Messenger of Allah, I bear
witness that Mohammad is the Messenger of Allah. Hurry to salat, hurry to salat.
Hurry to salvation, hurry to salvation. Allah is the Greatest, Allah is the Greatest,
there is no God but Allah.
By this call the soul is imprisoned in its grave. Afterwards sura Mulk from the Quran
should be recited respectfully facing the grave. The soul would appear and reply with
logic whether by reasoning, waham, thought, voice, message or getting out of the
grave and give him the news about all the lower and upper spheres. The perfect man
does not need any enclosure, he dominates the spirit in every condition and talks to it.
He can raise it by uttering, “Rise by the command of Allah” in a moment, in a breath,
in a day or a night or within five days. Until and unless he is assured that his problem
is solved he does not liberate it.
If the spirit is stronger than the reciter then it confiscates his powers by its own
strength. If the reciter is stronger, he rides the grave like a horse rider and recites
whatever he has memorized from the Holy Quran. If anyone says to honour the grave,
it can be said that reciting Quran is more honourable than the grave. If he recites
strongly riding it, nothing in the sky and the earth would remain hidden. To recite
Quran riding a grave only for one night is better than the devotion of seventy years in
seclusion. (Asrar-e-Qadri)
 Some men are practitioners of reciting dawat while some are proficient in it but those
who are both, are the light of guidance and beloveds of Allah. They are always present
in the Mohammadan Assembly. Such a man is the possessor of Divine attention,
Oneness, contemplation, authority, separation, isolation, Divine favour, mysticism and
verification and is a Saint. He does not need to depend on astrology or recognize the
ominous and auspicious times. He is absolved of having sanctifying bath, giving charity,
locking, recitals, munificence, fear and craziness etc. as well as subduing supernatural
beings. He also needs not to be afraid of spiritual demotion, insanity and varying
daily recitals. To recite dawat in such restraints is just a self-deceit. He who is fearful
of madness and evil spirits is fake and imperfect. The accomplished possessors of
dawat find the key of both the worlds by reciting it. They have control over the kings
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of seven kingdoms. It is at their disposal to dismiss or reinstate anyone or bestow
such beneficence that would keep him famous till the doomsday. When the perfect
possessor of dawat recites the Holy Quran sitting by the grave, the souls of Prophets,
the true believers, Prophet Mohammad and his Companions, Hasan ibn Ali and
Husayn ibn Ali gather around him. Till their presence the spirit of the grave remains in
his grasp and cannot get freedom. This kind of dawat is called an unsheathed sword,
dominantly powered by the All-Powerful. This dawat is dignified but it requires the
attention of a perfect spiritual guide. (Asrar-e-Qadri)
 If one communicates dawat by the tongue of soul with inner attention, contemplation
and authority, souls of all the Prophets, Saints, Muslims and faithful surround him to
help and recite dawat in his company. Such dawat is accepted instantly. Even if it is
recited to conquer the Solomon empire from east to west, the objective is certainly
achieved in a single step by the Divine favour. One who recites dawat by the secret
tongue with the essence of contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat, his spiritual and
physical self convert to Divine light in a moment and no doubt he becomes desirable
in the court of Allah. In terms of ilm-e-dawat, such dawat is called presence of Divine
closeness. When the seeker recites dawat by the tongue of light with the contemplation
of Ism-e-Mohammad which is light itself, the sacred soul of Holy Prophet along with
the souls of all his great Companions as well as the junior Companions and the
Companions of Badr encircle him and recite rounds of dawat with him from the
verses of Quran to help him. If such a dawat is communicated only once in life, its
effects do not stop till the doomsday. This is the level of dawat about which it is said:

َُْ ُ َ
ان الفق َرٓا ِء َس ْی ُف الرَ ْح ّٰم ِن
ل ِس



Meaning: The tongue of Fakirs is the sword of the most Compassionate.
This status is of the Fakir in whose mouth the Holy Prophet has put his sacred saliva
and has held his hand esoterically. The key to all these kinds of dawat is in the
possession of Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
 When a seeker recites dawat by the authority of his soul, all the souls of the Prophets,
Saints and believers gather around him and join him to help in reciting dawat. By
reciting dawat in this way, a kingdom like that of Prophet Solomon from the east to the
west comes under his possession and authority in a moment and in a single step. Such
a dawat is called an approved dawat. When the seeker recites dawat by his spiritual
tongue through the contemplation of Ism-e-Mohammad, the holy souls of all the
senior and junior sacred Companions of the Holy Prophet come and sit around him
and recite the verses of Holy Quran to accompany and help him in reciting dawat.
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Such a dawat has alchemic effects and it is enough to recite it once in a lifetime.
(Shams-ul-Arifeen)

 The explanation of dawat is that it is such a spiritual act the practice of which fulfils
all the desires of the reciter. There is a kind of dawat in which by reciting Quran,
battalions of thousands of enemies, infidels and depraved ones are warned and
admonished. They respectfully appear before the reciter and embrace Islam. Another
kind of dawat is so effective that by reciting Quran in it, all the enemies of the reciter
become blind. Then they come to him for reconciliation and get their eyesight back.
By reciting Quran during dawat of another kind all the enemies of faith become
insane and unconscious. They forget everything and become worried and surprised.
Unless they come and meet that Saint, they do not regain consciousness and sanity.
There is another kind of dawat by reciting Quran during which the reciter gains
authority over all the humans, jinns and angels. All the Divine treasures and the hidden
treasures of earth are exposed upon him and come under his control. The whole
world from east to west become his domain and the kings of the seven climes become
his humble servants. There is still another kind of dawat in which reciting the greatest
name of Allah upon the clods and stones turns them into gold and silver.
If a person wishes that he becomes proficient in reciting dawat and gains authority
over the jinns through it, if he desires that the holy verses affect and benefit him and
raise his spiritual level, all the creatures get inclined towards him and are conquered,
he is blessed with the presence in Mohammadan Assembly, if he wants to overcome
all the obstacles, win all the ventures and capture all the treasures then he should take
bath and ablution and go to a deserted place where he may find pure earth and sand.
With an intention of reciting dawat, he should draw the map of tomb of the Holy
Prophet on the earth beautifully and draw the boundary of tomb around it just
according to the original. Inside the tomb he should draw the sacred grave of the
Holy Prophet and write the holy name ‘Mohammad’ on it with his finger in a fine
handwriting. Before drawing the tomb he must recite:

َ

َ

ُ

ُ ّٰ

َ

َُ

َ

َ

ُ

ََ

ّٰ َ

)33:56( ﴾﴿  ِان الل َہ َو َم ٰٓل ِئکتہ یُ َصلوۡ َن َعلی الن ِب ِی ؕ ٰۤیای َہا ال ِذیۡ َن ا َمنوۡا َصلوۡا َعل ۡی ِہ َو َس ِل ُموۡا ت ۡس ِل ۡی ًما
Meaning: Surely Allah and (all) His angels send blessings and greetings on the Holy
Prophet. O believers! Invoke blessings on him and salute him with a worthy salutation
of peace abundantly (and fervently). (33:56)
And recite thrice:

َ َُْ ُْ ُُْ
ََ ْ
َ َ
ْ ْ
َ
ات ِب َح ِق َمل ِک الْا ْر َوا ِح المُقد ِس َو ال َح ِی ال َح ِق
ر
خ
ِ احضروا ل ِلمس
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Meaning: O pure souls! For Allah’s sake bless me with your presence so that I may
conquer, you are the reality and the eternal.
Then call thrice, “O Mohammad! Come to me for Allah’s sake.” Certainly his soul
will come to him. Afterwards, he should recite sura Mulk or sura Muzzammil or sura
Yasin or sura Fath and recite shahada nine times by heart then invoke blessings upon
the Holy Prophet and recite:

ْ ْ ّٰ َ َ ُ
لَا َحوْ َل َولَا قوَۃ ِالا ِبالل ِہ ال َع ِل ِی ال َع ِظ ْی ِم



Meaning: There is no might or any power except with Allah, the Exalted, the Great.
Then start the meditation with closed eyes such that his state is in between sleeping
and awakening. The souls of all the Companions of Prophet Mohammad will come to
him, hold his hand, raise his spiritual level and accomplish the venture for which he
is reciting dawat. Such a dawat is like an unsheathed sword. The impression of
sacred tomb is given below:

180

(Shams-ul-Arifeen)

 Dawat may fulfil the objective in twelve years or one year or one month or one week
or one day or one moment. If a practitioner of dawat recites it on a fort on mountain,
it would melt even if it is made of iron and the people in the fort would lose control
over themselves and surrender. If they are infidels, they would convert to Muslims. If
they are rafidhi or kharijites, they would be uprooted and exiled from the country. If
180

Blessings and greetings upon the light of Mohammad, soul of Mohammad and grave of Mohammad.
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a perfect practitioner of dawat wishes, he can dethrone the king of seven climes and
replace him with a beggar. He can instantly seize the soul of any person or bless any
person with righteousness granting him presence of the Mohammadan Assembly
whether the person is in the east or the west. If he wills, he can make his seeker the
man of insight such that both the worlds and everything in them comes under his
command. The men of gnosis can enliven the dead with a single powerful blow like
the blow of Christ. This is the way of contemplation and Divine favour which grants
authority over the breath and the way of inward verification which is continued by
the beneficence of following Divine names:

(Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)

This kind of dawat is explained in Shams-ul-Arifeen as:
 If the seeker wishes to start dawat in order to convert infidels to Muslims, to exterminate
the rafidhi and kharijites or to send them into exile, to kill the enemies of the religion
or make them ill forever and if he wants that everyone in the world becomes righteous
and gets beneficence of the Holy Prophet, if he wants to have enlightened insight and
gain control over both the worlds, if he wishes to be blessed with the spiritual power of
giving life to the dead souls by granting them gnosis of Allah just like the Christ gave
life to the dead in a moment, then he should contemplate the given below impression. It
has two Divine names (Allah

ّٰ َ
 اللہand Mohammad

the Divine favour and authority:

) which bless the seeker with
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By contemplating these names, the sacred souls of the Holy Prophet and his Companions
bless the seeker with their presence. When the seeker contemplates these two Divine
names, his spiritual guide comes to him spiritually and gives him inspirations. Angel
Michael visits him and showers the rain of beneficence upon him. Angel Raphael
comes to him and destroys the region which the seeker wants to torment in just a
moment, then that region is never inhabited again till the doomsday. Angel Azrael
comes to him and tells through inspiration that he can seize the soul of his enemies
through contemplation in just a moment. (Shams-ul-Arifeen)
 The waham of the true seeker attains perfection by the attention of the spiritual guide.
Waham of a Fakir surrounds the whole universe. When the reciter of dawat becomes
perfect in communicating dawat, four spiritual battalions gather around him for the
sake of his safety and security. However this army cannot be seen physically as it is
spiritual. First battalion consists of those souls who are desirable in the court of Allah,
second is the battalion of souls who are desirable in the court of the Holy Prophet,
third is the battalion of angels who are dominant over the jinns, fourth is the battalion
of souls of martyrs. If such a proficient of dawat gets annoyed with someone, that
person is injured in such a manner that he never recovers and succumbs to the injury.
However it is better for the proficient to tolerate the annoyance of the people, never
torment them and be beneficent for all the Muslims. (Shams-ul-Arifeen)
 There are five kinds of dawat. First leads to the station of pre-existence, second leads
to the station of eternity, third is the one which grants the rule over the whole world
from east to west and leads to perfection in the world, fourth leads to the hereafter
while the fifth grants the gnosis of Allah and presence in the Mohammadan
Assembly and leads to the station of eternal observation of the boundless Divine
light. (Shams-ul-Arifeen)
Ilm-e-dawat has an important role on the path of Faqr. It is granted by the spiritual guide
when the seeker reaches the Divine presence on contemplating Ism-e-Allah Zaat. However
the seeker should remember that his yearning must only be the Divine vision and presence
in the Mohammadan Assembly.

CHAPTER-16

BENEFICENCE AND GRANDEUR OF
THE PEOPLE OF CLOAK
 Umm Salama relates that once Prophet Mohammad sall’Allahu alayhi wa’alihi wasallam
was in her house. Ali ibn Abi Talib, Fatimah bint Mohammad, Hasan ibn Ali and
Husayn ibn Ali came. The verse was revealed:

ۡ َۡ ُ

َ

ۡ

َۡ

ُۡ

ۡ

ّٰ

َ

)33:33( ﴾﴿ت َو یُِ ِہ َرک ۡم تِ ِہی ًرا
ِ  ِانمَا یُرِیۡ ُد الل ُہ ل ُِیذ ِہ َب َعنک ُم الرِ ۡج َس اہ َل ال َب ۡی
Meaning: Allah only intends to remove rijs181 from you, O People of the Cloak (of
the Prophet, [even a doubt]) and make you absolutely pure and clean by blessing you
with (perfect) purity and wholesomeness. (33:33)
The Prophet covered all of them with his cloak and looked towards the sky and
prayed twice, “O Allah! They are People of Cloak, they belong to me and purify
them from all impurities.”
Umm Salama says that she entered her head in the cloak and asked if she was also
with them. The Prophet said, “You are on righteousness, you are on righteousness.”
(Musnad Ahmad ibn Hanbal 27041)

 Abu Sa’id al-Khudri relates a tradition that the Prophet said, “This verse has been
revealed about the sacred five who include myself, Ali, Fatimah, Hasan and Husayn.”
(Musnad Ahmad ibn Hanbal, Tabarani)

 Aisha bint Abi Bakr reports, “Once the Prophet came wearing (black) woollen
embroidered cloak. Hasan came to the Holy Prophet, he covered him in his cloak,
then Husayn came and he also took him in his cloak. The Holy Prophet took Fatima
as well inside the cloak when she came. On Ali’s arrival he took him too in his cloak
and recited the verse:
181

The Arabic word rijs ( )رسجis interpreted by different exegetists as:
 Abu Zayd relates that in the verse rijs means Satan.
 Ibn Atyah says, “Rijs refers to sin, torment, impurities and weaknesses. Allah has saved the People of Cloak from all
such things.”
 Ibn Arabi has written in nineteenth chapter of al-Futuhat al-Makkiyya, “Since the Prophet is pure in his essence
therefore Allah kept him and his progeny pure in every respect and made them impeccable. In the Arab world every
impure, flawed and undesirable thing is referred to as rijs.”
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ۡ َۡ ُ

َ

ۡ

َۡ

ّٰ ُ

ُۡ

ۡ

َ

)33:33( ﴾﴿ ت َو یُِ ِہ َرک ۡم تِ ِہی ًرا
ِ  ِانمَا یُرِیۡد الل ُہ ل ُِیذ ِہ َب َعنک ُم الرِ ۡج َس اہ َل ال َب ۡی
Meaning: Allah only intends to remove rijs from you, O People of the Cloak (of the
Prophet, [even a doubt]) and make you absolutely pure and clean by blessing you
with (perfect) purity and wholesomeness. (33:33) (Muslim 6261, Mustadrak 4707)
 Ismail relates from his father Abdullah ibn Jafar that when the Holy Prophet was
blessed with revelation of the verse,182 he said, “Call them! Call them!” Safiyya
asked, “Whom should I call O Prophet?” He said, “My family; Ali, Fatimah, Hasan
and Husayn.” Hence they were called and the Prophet placed his cloak upon them,
raised his hands and prayed, “O Allah! This is my progeny. Bless Mohammad and
his progeny.” (Mustadrak 4709)
 Anas ibn Malik says that for six months after the revelation of this verse, Holy
Prophet would go at the door of house of Fatimah at the time of salat (or morning
salat according to another tradition) and say:

ْ َُ َ َ
الص ّٰلوۃ ا ْہ َل ال َب ْی ِت



Meaning: O People of Cloak! Offer your salat.
After that the Holy Prophet recited the verse:

ۡ َۡ ُ

َ

ۡ

َۡ

ُۡ

ّٰ

َ

ۡ

)33:33( ﴾﴿ ت َو یُِ ِہ َرک ۡم تِ ِہی ًرا
ِ  ِانمَا یُرِیۡ ُد الل ُہ ل ُِیذ ِہ َب َعنک ُم الرِ ۡج َس اہ َل ال َب ۡی
Meaning: Allah only intends to remove rijs from you, O People of the Cloak (of the
Prophet, [even a doubt]) and make you absolutely pure and clean by blessing you
with (perfect) purity and wholesomeness. (33:33) (Tirmidhi 3206, Mustadrak 4748)
 Abu Sa‘id al-Khudri says that for forty days after revelation of this verse the Holy
Prophet used to go to the gate of house of Fatimah and say:

ّٰ ُ َ َ َ ُ َ
ّٰ ُ
ْ َ ُ َ
َ َ
السلَا ُم َعل ْیک ْم ا ْہ َل ال َب ْی ِت َو َر ْح َمة الل ِہ َو بَرَکا تہ الص ّٰلوۃ َر ِحمَک ُم الل َہ



Meaning: O People of Cloak! May Allah bring peace, blessings and beatitude upon
you, offer your salat, may Allah bless you with His mercy.
After that the Holy Prophet used to recite this verse:

ۡ َۡ ُ

َ

ۡ

َۡ

ُۡ

ۡ

ّٰ

َ

)33:33( ﴾﴿ ت َو یُِ ِہ َرک ۡم تِ ِہی ًرا
ِ  ِانمَا یُرِیۡ ُد الل ُہ ل ُِیذ ِہ َب َعنک ُم الرِ ۡج َس اہ َل ال َب ۡی

182

Sura al-Ahzab, verse 33.
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Meaning: Allah only intends to remove rijs from you, O People of the Cloak (of the
Prophet, [even a doubt]) and make you absolutely pure and clean by blessing you
with (perfect) purity and wholesomeness. (33:33)

WHO ARE THE PEOPLE OF CLOAK
 Many interpreters of the Quran have related from Ibn Abbas; Al-Suyuti has also
written in al-Durr al-Manthur while explaining this verse that Companions of the
Holy Prophet inquired him about the People of Cloak whom they must love. The
Holy Prophet replied, “They are Ali, Fatimah and their children.”
 Abu Ishaq relates that once a verse was revealed upon the Holy Prophet and he took
Ali ibn Abi Talib, Fatimah-tuz-Zahra and their two sons (Hassan and Husayn) under
his cloak and said, “O Allah! They are the People of Cloak.” (Mustadrak 4575)
 Sa’d ibn Abi Waqqas relates that when the verse was revealed, the Holy Prophet
covered Ali ibn Abi Talib, Fatimah-tuz-Zahra, Hasan and Husayn under his cloak
and said, “O Allah! They are from me and the People of Cloak.” (Mustadrak 4708)

MARVELS OF THE PEOPLE OF CLOAK
 Abdullah ibn Abbas narrates that the Holy Prophet said, “Love Allah because of His
blessings upon you and love me for Allah and love my family (the People of Cloak)
for me.” (Tirmidhi 3789)
 Abu Hurairah reports that the Prophet said, “The best among you is the one who is
best for my family after me.” (Mustadrak, Abu Ya’la)
 Abd al-Rahman ibn Abi Layla relates a tradition from his father that the Holy Prophet
said, “No one can become a true believer until I become dearer to him than his own
life, my family becomes dearer than his own family, my children than his own
children and until I become dearer to him than himself.” (Tabarani, Bayhaqi)
 Ḥasan ibn Ali says that the Holy Prophet exhorted, “Consider the love of People of
Cloak obligatory upon you. The person who returns to Allah in the state that he loves
us undoubtedly he will enter the paradise through our intercession. I swear by Allah
Who holds my life, no one’s good deeds would benefit him unless he recognizes our
status and rights.” (Tabarani)
 Jabir ibn Abdullah says that there was a maid of the family of Holy Prophet who
served them. Her name was Barirah. She came across a person who said to her, “O
Barirah cover your head, certainly Mohammad cannot save you (from Allah with his
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intercession).” Jabir ibn Abdullah further narrates, “Barirah told the incident to the
Holy Prophet. He came out while dragging his cloak and his cheeks were red. We
used to recognize anger of the Holy Prophet by his dragging of cloak and red cheeks.
We took our weapons and went to the Holy Prophet and asked, ‘O Prophet of Allah!
Please order us to do anything you want. We swear to Allah Who made you His
Prophet, we will obey your order even if you order us against our parents and
children.’ The Holy Prophet stepped to the pedestal and said after praising Allah, ‘Who
am I?’ We said, ‘You are the Prophet of Allah.’ The Holy Prophet said, ‘Yes! But who
am I?’ We replied, ‘You are Mohammad son of Abdullah son of Abdul Muttalib son of
Hashim son of Abd Manaf.’ The Holy Prophet said, ‘I am leader of all the mankind but
it is not a matter of pride for me. I am the first who will be raised from his grave but
it is not prideful for me. I will be the first one to enter the paradise but this is also not
a matter of pride for me. What has happened to the people who think my relation
cannot save them or would not benefit them? The reality is opposite to what they
think. Undoubtedly! I will intercede on the doomsday and it will surely be accepted
by Allah. Even those blessed with my intercession will be allowed to intercede for
others. Even Satan will look forward to my intercession for him’.” (Tabarani)
 Abdullah bin Masud relates a tradition from the Holy Prophet, “One day’s love of the
People of Cloak is better than the devotion of a year and the one who dies in their
love will enter the paradise.” (Daylami)
 The freed slave of Abd al-Rahman ibn Awf, Mina ibn Abu Mina relates that the
Prophet said, “I am the tree, Fatimah is its branch, Ali transfers the seed of this tree
while Hasan and Husayn are its fruit. The lovers of People of Cloak are like the
leaves of this tree and certainly its roots are in heaven while the rest is spread to
different parts of heaven.” (Mustadrak 4755)
 Abu Sa’id al-Khudri relates that Prophet Mohammad said, “The most special for me
is my family who is a source of comfort for me.” (Tirmidhi 3904)
 Abu Sa’id al-Khudri narrates a tradition that the Prophet said, “I am leaving two
things among you people. One is the Book of Allah which is like a rope stretched
between the earth and heaven. Second is my family. They both cannot be separated
from each other till they arrive at the pond of al-Kawther.” (Mustadrak 4711, Tabarani
2612, Tirmidhi 3788)

 Abdullah ibn Abbas relates that when the verse was revealed:

ُ ۡ َ َ ۡ َ َ َ ُ ُ َ ۡۤ َ ُ
)42:23( ق ۡل لا ا ۡسـَٔلک ۡم َعل ۡی ِہ ا ۡج ًرا ِالا المَوَدۃ فِی الق ۡربّٰی
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Meaning: Say, “I do not ask for any recompense for this (preaching the faith in
Messengership) but (seek) love for (my) kindreds (and Allah’s nearness).” (42:23)
The Companions asked the Holy Prophet, “O Holy Prophet! Who are your kindreds
whose love is obligatory upon us?” The Holy Prophet replied, “Ali, Fatimah, Hasan
and Husayn.” (Tabarani 2575)
 Jabir ibn Abdullah narrates that during the farewell hajj, he watched the Holy Prophet
addressing people while riding his camel al-Qaswa. He was saying, “O people! I am
leaving you with two precious things and if you adhere to them, you will never go
astray after me: The Book of Allah and my progeny (the People of Cloak).” (Tabarani
2614, Tirmidhi 3786)

 Abdullah ibn Abbas relates that the Holy Prophet said, “Stars save the people from
drowning while my progeny is saviour for my umma against discord. Any Arabian tribe
which opposes them, itself is eventually included in the class of devils.” (Mustadrak 4715)
 Abdullah ibn Abbas narrates that the Holy Prophet said, “The People of Cloak are
like the Noah’s ark. Whosoever joins them will be saved and whosoever is left behind
will be destroyed.” (Tabarani 2572)
 Zayd ibn Arqam relates that the Holy Prophet said to Ali, Fatimah, Hasan and Husayn,
“With whom you will befriend, I will also befriend him and who holds enmity with
you, I will fight him.” (Tabarani 2554, 2555)
 Abdullah ibn Masud relates that the Holy Prophet said, “Undoubtedly Fatimah
preserved her grace so Allah has forbidden fire on her children.” (Mustadrak 4726)
 Ali ibn Abi Talib narrates that once he went to meet the Holy Prophet. The Holy
Prophet had spread a sheet on the floor. The Holy Prophet, Ali, Fatimah, Hasan and
Husayn sat on the sheet. Then the Holy Prophet held the edges of sheet, covered them
with sheet and tied the knot and said, “O Allah! Be pleased with them as I am pleased
with them.” (Tabarani)
 Abu Sa’id al-Khudri narrates that the Holy Prophet said, “I swear to Allah who holds
my life that whosoever hates the People of Cloak, Allah will throw him in hell.”
(Mustadrak, Ibn Hibban)

 Hasan ibn Ali relates that he said to Muawiya ibn Khadaij, “O Muawiya! You must
prevent yourself from keeping malice against us as the Holy Prophet has declared
that whosoever keeps spite and jealousy against us will be forced to leave pond of alKawther with whips of fire on the doomsday.” (Tabarani)
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 Ali ibn Abi Talib relates that the Holy Prophet said, “Whoever does not recognize the
status of my progeny, Ansar and Arabs, he has one out of the three: either he is a
hypocrite, illegitimate or his mother got pregnant in the state of impurity.” (Bayhaqi,
Daylami)

 Ali ibn Abi Talib narrates that the Holy Prophet said, “O Allah! Those who keep
malice against me and my progeny, give them excessive wealth and children as it is
quite enough for their depravity. The excessive wealth will increase their duration of
accountability in front of Allah. May their lust increase manifold which will make
them vulnerable to Satan.” (Daylami)
 Jabir ibn Abdullah narrates that once the Prophet said, “One who possesses these
three things, neither he belongs to me nor I belong to him: enmity against Ali, enmity
against my progeny and restricting the faith to verification by tongue only.” (Daylami)

GRANDUER OF FATIMAH BINT MOHAMMAD
 Miswar bin Makhramah relates a tradition that the Holy Prophet said, “Fatimah is a
part of my body. Whoever makes her angry in fact makes me angry.” (Bukhari 3714, 3767)
 Miswar bin Makhramah relates a tradition that the Holy Prophet said, “I severely
dislike if someone hurts Fatimah as she is my most beloved daughter. I swear by
Allah that daughter of the Prophet of Allah and daughter of the enemy of Allah
cannot live together in the same house.” (Agreed upon Hadith)
 Miswar bin Makhramah relates that he heard the Holy Prophet’s words while he was
sitting on pulpit, “Son of Hisham ibn al-Mughirah has sought permission for his
daughter’s marriage with Ali. I do not permit him, again I do not permit him and yet
again I do not permit him.” The Holy Prophet further said, “Fatimah is a part of my
body. Whatever worries her also worries me and whatever hurts her, hurts me too.”
(Abu Dawud 2071)

 Miswar bin Makhramah reports a tradition that the Holy Prophet said, “Fatimah is a
part of my body. Whatever hurts her in fact hurts me.” (Muslim 6308)
 Abdullah ibn al-Zubayr relates that the Holy Prophet said, “Fatimah is a part of me.
Whatever hurts her also hurts me and whatever worries her, also worries me.” (Musnad
Ahmad ibn Hanbal 16222, Tirmidhi 3869)

 Ali ibn Abi Talib narrates that the Holy Prophet said to Fatimah, “Undoubtedly Allah
becomes angry on your anger and is pleased on your pleasure.” (Mustadrak 4730)
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 Miswar bin Makhramah relates a tradition that the Holy Prophet said, “Fatimah is my
branch (progeny). Whatever makes her happy, also makes me happy and whatever
hurts her in fact hurts me.” (Musnad Ahmad ibn Hanbal, Mustadrak)
 Ibn Buraida relates a tradition from his father, “The most beloved to the Holy Prophet
was Fatimah among women and Ali ibn Abi Talib among men.” (Tirmidhi 3868,
Mustadrak 4735 )

 Soban the servant of Prophet Mohammad relates, “Whenever the Holy Prophet intended
to travel, the last person he used to meet before setting on journey was Fatimah. On
returning from his journey, the first person he visited was also Fatimah.” (Abu Dawud
4213)

 Abu Hurairah relates that the Holy Prophet looked lovingly towards Ali, Fatimah,
Hasan and Husayn and said, “Whoever fights with you, I will also fight him and
whoever makes peace with you, I will also make peace with him.” (Musnad Ahmad ibn
Hanbal, Mustadrak)

 Aisha bint Abi Bakr says, “Whenever Fatimah came to meet the Holy Prophet, he
would stand to welcome her, kiss her hand and make her sit on his seat. When the
Holy Prophet visited Fatimah, she also stood to welcome him and kissed his sacred
hand.” (Abu Dawud 5217)
 Abu Hurairah relates that once Ali ibn Abi Talib asked the Holy Prophet, “O Holy
Prophet! Who is more beloved to you between Fatimah and me?” The Holy Prophet
replied, “Fatimah is dearer to me than you and you are nearer to me than Fatimah.”
(Tabarani)

 Aisha bint Abi Bakr relates a tradition that the Holy Prophet said on his deathbed to
Fatimah, “Are you not pleased that you are the leader of all the Muslim women in
heaven, the women of my umma and all the true believing women!” (Mustadrak 4740)
 Hudhayfah ibn al-Yaman narrates that the Holy Prophet said, “An angel who had
never descended to earth sought permission from Allah to come to greet me and give
the good news that Fatimah is the leader of all the women of paradise and Hasan and
Husayn are the leaders of the entire youth of paradise.” (Tirmidhi 3781)
 Aisha bint Abi Bakr narrates the Hadith, “O Fatimah! Are you not pleased that you
are the leader of women of my umma or the leader of all the women who are true
believers!” (Muslim 6314)
 Ali ibn Abi Talib relates a tradition that the Holy Prophet said to Fatimah, “You,
these two (Hasan and Husayn), this sleeping one (Ali had just woken) and I will be
on the same place on the day of judgment.” (Musnad Ahmad ibn Hanbal, Musnad al-Bazzar)
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 Ali ibn Abi Talib narrates that he heard the Holy Prophet saying, “On the day of
judgment, an announcer will announce from behind the curtain, ‘Lower your eyes so
that Fatimah bint Mohammad may pass’.” (Tabarani 178, Mustadrak 4728)
 Ali ibn Abi Talib relates that the Holy Prophet told him, “You, Fatimah, Hasan and
Husayn will enter the paradise first.” I asked, “O Prophet of Allah where will be our
lovers?” The Holy Prophet replied, “They will be following you.” (Mustadrak 4723)
 Ali ibn Abi Talib narrates a tradition that the Holy Prophet said, “I, Ali, Fatimah,
Hasan, Husayn and our lovers will gather on same place on the day of resurrection.
We will also have food together while all the decisions will be taken.” (Tabarani)
 Aisha bint Abi Bakr says, “Once all the wives of Holy Prophet were with him, no one
was absent among us. Meanwhile Fatimah came. I swear upon Allah, her gait was
just like the gait of Holy Prophet.” (Ibn Majah 1621)
 Aisha bint Abi Bakr says, “I have never seen any person resembling as much to the
Holy Prophet in manners, personality, habits and etiquettes as Fatimah.” (Abu Dawud
5217)

 Aisha bint Abi Bakr says, “I have never seen any person so similar to the Holy
Prophet in his style of speaking as is Fatimah.” (Bukhari, Nisai, Sahih Ibn Hibban)
 Anas ibn Malik relates that the Prophet prayed particularly for Fatimah, “O Allah! I
seek Your refuge for her and her progeny against Satan.” (Musnad Ahmad ibn Hanbal,
Sahih Ibn Hibban, Tabarani)

 Anas ibn Malik relates, “No one resembled the Holy Prophet more than Hasan and
Fatimah.” (Musnad Ahmad ibn Hanbal)
 Jabir ibn Abdullah relates that the Holy Prophet said, “Children of every mother are
genealogically associated to their paternal side except the children of Fatimah who
are associated to me and I am their guardian.” (Mustadrak 4770, Tabarani 2565)
 Jabir ibn Abdullah narrates that the Holy Prophet said, “I named my daughter
‘Fatimah’ because Allah has saved Fatimah and those who love her from fire (of
hell).” (Daylami)
 Umar ibn Khattab relates that he visited Fatimah and said to her, “O Fatimah! I swear
to Allah that I have not seen any person as beloved to the Holy Prophet as you. I
swear to Allah that I also do not honour anyone more than you after the Holy
Prophet.” (Mustadrak, Musnad Ahmad ibn Hanbal, Musannaf of ibn Ali Shaybah)
 Aisha bint Abi Bakr says, “I have found no one superior to Fatimah after the Prophet.”
(Tabarani)
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 Aisha bint Abi Bakr says, “I have seen no one more truthful in the universe than
Fatimah after the Holy Prophet.” (Mustadrak 4756)

ALI IBN ABI TALIB
 Zayd ibn Arqam relates, “Ali ibn Abi Talib was the first to embrace Islam.”

(Tirmidhi

3735, Tabarani 6051)

 The Holy Prophet said, “I am the city of knowledge and Ali is the door of that city.”
(Mustadrak 4637, 4638, 4639)

 Anas ibn Malik says, “The Holy Prophet announced his Prophethood on Monday and
Ali offered salat on Tuesday.” (Tirmidhi 3728)
 Abdullah ibn Abbas says, “First of all Ali offered salat.” (Tirmidhi 3734)
 Imam al-Tirmidhi states that scholars have difference of opinion over the matter that
who first of all accepted Islam. Some are of the opinion that first of all Abu Bakr
Siddiq entered Islam and some say that Ali was the foremost to embrace Islam. Some
scholars of traditions say that among men Abu Bakr was the first one to embrace
Islam while among children Ali was the first one to enter Islam as he was eight years
old. First woman who entered Islam was Khadijah bint Khuwaylid.
 Sa’d ibn Abi Waqqas relates that before leaving for the Battle of Tabuk, the Prophet
appointed Ali ibn Abi Talib as his deputy in Madina. Ali said, “O Apostle of Allah!
Are you leaving me with children and women?” The Holy Prophet replied, “Are you
not pleased that you hold the same status for me as Aaron for Moses! But there
would be no Prophet after me.” (Bukhari 4416)
 Sa’d ibn Abi Waqqas reported that his father narrates, “I heard the Prophet when he
appointed Ali as his second in command. Ali said, ‘O Apostle of Allah! Are you
leaving me with children and women?’ The Prophet replied, ‘Are you not pleased
that you hold the same status for me as Aaron for Moses! But there would be no
Prophet after me.’ On the occasion of Battle of Khaybar, I heard the Holy Prophet
said, ‘I would give the flag to the person who loves Allah and His Messenger, and
Allah and His Messenger also love him.’ We all were anxiously waiting for the blessing.
Then the Holy Prophet said, ‘Bring Ali to me.’ Ali was called, he was suffering from
eye inflamation. The Holy Prophet applied his sacred saliva to his eyes and gave him
the flag. Allah blessed Ali with victory in the Battle of Khaybar. When the verse was
revealed;

ُ َ َ َۡ َ َ َ َ َۡ ُ ۡ َ َۡ َ َ ۡ ُ َ
)3:61( آءک ۡم
فقل تعالوا ندع ابنآءنا و ابن
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Meaning: Say! ‘Come, let us call our sons and your sons.’ (3:61)
The Holy Prophet called Ali, Fatimah, Hasan and Husayn and said, ‘O Allah! They
are my progeny’.” (Muslim 6220, Tirmidhi 3724)
 Jabir ibn Abdullah relates that on the occasion of Siege of Taif, the Holy Prophet
called Ali and whispered in his ear. People wondered as what the Holy Prophet had
whispered for so long to his cousin. The Holy Prophet said, “I have not whispered to
Ali rather Allah has whispered to him.” (Tirmidhi 3726)
 Hubshi ibn Junadah narrates a tradition that the Holy Prophet said, “Ali is from me
and I am from Ali. No one can fulfil (my promises and responsibilities) on my behalf
but myself or Ali.” (Tirmidhi 3719)
 Abdullah ibn Umar relates that when the Holy Prophet established brotherhood
between the migrants from Makkah and the residents of Madina (Ansar), Ali came
weeping to the Holy Prophet and said, “O Holy Prophet! You have established
brotherhood among all your Companions but left me.” The Prophet said, “You are
my brother in this world and in the hereafter as well.” (Tirmidhi 3720)
 Anas ibn Malik reports that once the Holy Prophet had some meat of a bird. He
prayed, “O Allah! Send Your most beloved person among the whole creation so that
he may eat it with me.” Then Ali came and ate the meat with the Holy Prophet.
(Tirmidhi 3721)

 Buraida relates, “The Holy Prophet loved his daughter Fatimah the most among women
and Ali among the men.” (Tirmidhi 3868)
 Jamih ibn Umair Tamimi says that once he visited Aisha bint Abi Bakr with his aunt
and asked her, “Who was dearest to the Holy Prophet?” Aisha replied, “Fatimah.” I
asked, “Who among men?” She replied, “Her husband. As far as I know, he is the man
who keeps fasts excessively and offers devotional prayers during night.” (Mustadrak
4744)

 Umm Salama says, “I swear by Allah, Ali was nearest to the Holy Prophet among all
as far as his status was concerned.” She relates that once they visited the Holy
Prophet when he was not well. The Prophet asked, “Has Ali arrived?” He asked it
several times. Fatimah bint Mohammad said that it seemed he had sent him for some
important task. Afterwards Ali arrived and all others left the room because they
assumed that Ali had something to report to the Holy Prophet. She further relates,
“We all sat along the door and I was the nearest. Ali bent and started whispering to
the Holy Prophet. On the same day the Holy Prophet left this world. As per status,
Ali was his confidant.” (Mustadrak 4671)
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 Abu Sa’id al-Khudri narrates that once people complained about Ali. The Holy
Prophet stood up to deliver sermon. I heard that the Holy Prophet said, “O people!
Do not complain about Ali, I swear by Allah that he strictly follows His path.”
(Musnad Ahmad ibn Hanbal, Mustadrak)

 Umm Salama relates, “Undoubtedly whenever the Holy Prophet was annoyed, no one
had the courage to talk to him except Ali.” (Tabarani, Mustadrak)
 Abu Rafay relates that the Holy Prophet sent Ali somewhere. When he came back,
the Holy Prophet said, “Allah, His Prophet and Gabriel are happy with you.” (Tabarani)
 Zayd ibn Arqam relates that he heard the Holy Prophet while he was saying, “To
whoever I am the master (Mawla), Ali is his master (Mawla).” (Tirmidhi 3713, Mustadrak
4577)

 Imran ibn Husain narrates in a long tradition that the Holy Prophet said, “Undoubtedly
Ali is from me and I am from Ali and Ali is the guardian of every believer after me.”
(Tirmidhi 3712)

 Sa’d ibn Abi Waqqas says, “The Holy Prophet narrated three such qualities of Ali
that if I could possess even one of them, I would have loved it more than keeping red
camels. The Holy Prophet said on one of the occasions, ‘Ali holds the same status for
me which Aaron held for Moses but there is no Prophet after me.’ He also said,
‘Today I shall hand over the flag to the individual who loves Allah and His Prophet,
and Allah and His Prophet love him too.’ I also heard the Holy Prophet saying, ‘To
whoever I am the master, Ali is his master’.” (Nisai)
 Sa’d ibn Abi Waqqas relates, “I heard the Holy Prophet while he was saying, ‘For
whomever I am guardian (Wali), Ali is his guardian (Wali).’ I also heard when the
Holy Prophet said to Ali, ‘You hold the same status for me which Aaron held for
Moses but there is no Prophet after me.’ I also heard when the Holy Prophet was
saying, ‘Today I shall hand over the flag to the individual who loves Allah and His
Prophet, and Allah and His Prophet love him too’.” (Nisai, Ibn Majah)
 Buraida relates, “I had a complaint against Ali during the expedition of Yemen. On
returning to the sacred assembly of the Prophet, I criticized Ali. I noticed the sacred
face of the Prophet turned red and he said, ‘O Buraida! Am I not dearer to the true
believers than their lives?’ I replied, ‘O Holy Prophet! Certainly you are.’ The Holy
Prophet then said, ‘For whoever I am the master, Ali is his master’.” (Nisai, Musnad
Ahmad ibn Hanbal, Mustadrak, Musannaf of ibn Abi Shaybah)

 Riyah ibn Harith relates, “We heard the Prophet said on the event of Ghadir Khumm,
‘For whoever I am the master, Ali is his master’.” (Musnad Ahmad ibn Hanbal 23959,
Tabarani)
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 Ibn Buraida relates a long tradition from his father, “The Holy Prophet said,
‘Doomed are the people who blaspheme Ali. Whoever humiliates Ali, he humiliates
me and whoever is away from Ali, he is away from me. Undoubtedly Ali belongs to
me and I belong to Ali. He is created from my soil and I am created from the soil of
Abraham but I am superior to Abraham. Some of us (Prophets) are the progeny of
other Prophets. Allah Almighty hears and knows everything. He (Ali) is the guardian
of all of you after me.’ I requested, ‘O Holy Prophet! Please spare some time for me
and give me your hand as I want to renew my oath of allegiance.’ I did not detach
myself from the Holy Prophet until I renewed my oath of allegiance.” (Tabarani)
 Abdullah Jadhli relates, “Once I visited Umm Salma. She asked, ‘Do you people
abuse the Holy Prophet?’ I replied, ‘I seek refuge with Allah from it.’ Or I said,
‘Allah is the Holy Essence’ or I uttered some similar sentence. She said that she had
heard the Holy Prophet while he was saying, ‘Whoever abuses Ali (in fact) abuses
me’.” (Musnad Ahmad ibn Hanbal, Nisai, Mustadrak)
 Abdullah ibn Abbas relates a tradition from Ali, he said, “The Holy Prophet looked
towards me and said, ‘O Ali! You are the leader in this world as well as in the
hereafter. Your beloved is my beloved and my beloved is the beloved of Allah. Your
enemy is my enemy and my enemy is Allah’s enemy. Disaster is for him who keeps
spite against you after I pass away’.” (Mustadrak)
 Ammar ibn Yasir relates, “I heard the Holy Prophet saying to Ali, ‘Felicitations for
the one who loves you and supports you and there is destruction for him who hates
and denies you’.” (Mustadrak, Abu Ya’la, Tabarani)
 Salman the Persian relates that the Holy Prophet said to Ali, “Whoever loves you in
fact loves me and whoever holds malice against you in fact he has it for me.” (Tabarani
5973)

 Aisha bint Abi Bakr relates that the Prophet said to her, “Bring the master of Arab to
me.” She asked, “O Holy Prophet! Are you not the master of Arab?” He replied, “I
am the master of all mankind and Ali is the master of Arab.” (Mustadrak, Abu Nu’aym)
 Umm Salama narrates that the Prophet said, “Ali and the Quran are inextricably
linked together. They will never separate from each other until they come to me on
the pond of al-Kawther.” (Mustadrak, Tabarani)
 Jabir ibn Abdullah reports that the Holy Prophet said, “People belong to different
genealogies but I and Ali belong to the same genealogy.” (Tabarani)
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 Abdullah ibn Abbas relates that the Prophet said to Umm Salama, “This is Ali ibn
Abi Talib, his body is my body and his blood is my blood and he holds the same
status for me as Aaron held for Moses but there is no Prophet after me.” (Tabarani)
 Abdullah ibn Hakim says that the Prophet said, “On the night of Miraj Allah told me
three qualities of Ali through revelation. He is the master of all true believers, head of
the pious and leader of the people with radiant faces (the people of Faqr).” (Tabarani)


Abdullah ibn As’ad ibn Zurarah relates from his father that the Holy Prophet said,
“Allah Almighty has revealed upon me the three titles of Ali;
1. He is the lord of Muslims.
2. He is the leader of the pious.
3. He is the leader of those with enlightened forehead.” (Mustadrak 4668, Tabarani)

GRANDUER OF HASAN IBN ALI AND HUSAYN IBN ALI
 Abdullah ibn Abbas relates that the Holy Prophet often blew breath on Hasan and
Husayn after reciting, “I seek refuge in Allah for both of you from Satan, harmful things
and evil eye through the beneficence of Allah’s all magnificent words.” Afterwards the
Holy Prophet quoted that Prophet Abraham also did the same for his sons Ishmael
and Isaac. (Mustadrak 4781)
 Ali relates, “Hasan is the perfect reflection of the Holy Prophet from head to chest
while Husayn is his perfect reflection from chest to feet.” (Tirmidhi 3779)
 Anas ibn Malik says that he often visited the Holy Prophet and watched Hasan and
Husayn playing on his belly. The Holy Prophet would say, “They both are the flowers
of my umma.” (Nisai)
 The Holy Prophet said, “Husayn is from me and I am from Husayn. O Allah! Make
him Your beloved who loves Husayn. Husayn is a special grandson. Whoever wishes
to see the man of heaven (according to another tradition it is the leader of paradise),
he should see Husayn ibn Ali.”
 Abu Hurairah relates that Prophet Mohammad came to the mosque and asked about
the little child. Husayn walked in and sat in the lap of the Holy Prophet and put
fingers in his beard. The Holy Prophet kissed him and said, “O Allah! Love him as I
love him.” (Bukhari)
 Abu Hurairah relates, “I watched the Holy Prophet sucking the sacred saliva of
Husayn just like a person sucks a date.”
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 Abdullah ibn Masud reports that the Holy Prophet was offering salat. When he
prostrated, Hasan and Husayn climbed his back. People tried to stop them but the
Holy Prophet gestured to let it be. Afterwards he said, “May I sacrifice everything for
them. The one who loves me must love them too.” (Tabarani 2578)
 Abdullah ibn Masud relates a tradition that the Prophet passed by us while carrying
Hasan and Husayn. A person said, “What a good ride!” The Holy Prophet replied,
“Riders are good too.” (Musannaf of Ibn Abi Shaybah, Mustadrak)
 Umm Salama relates that once the Holy Prophet said, “Beware! No menstruating
woman or impure man is allowed to enter this mosque (al-Masjid an-Nabwi) except
the Messenger of Allah, Ali, Fatimah, Hasan and Husayn. Be mindful! I have
specified the names so that you may not be misled.” (Bayhaqi)
 Ali ibn Abi Talib says, “Anyone who wants to see a person who is exactly like the
Holy Prophet from chest to head, he must see Hasan and anyone who wants to see a
person who is exactly like the Holy Prophet from chest to feet, he must see Husayn.”
(Tabarani 2702)

 Abu Rafay relates that when the Holy Prophet was on his deathbed, his beloved
daughter Fatimah visited him with her both sons and requested, “They are your sons,
please bless them with something from your inheritance.” The Holy Prophet replied,
“Hasan inherits the legacy of my leadership and steadfastness while the legacy of my
power and generosity is for Husayn.” (Tabarani)
 Fatimah relates that she presented her sons to the Holy Prophet while he was on his
deathbed and requested him, “O Messenger of Allah! Please bless them with something
from your inheritance.” The Holy Prophet said, “Hasan is the heir of my dignity and
leadership and Husayn is the heir of my courage and generosity.” (Tabarani, Shaybani)
 Jabir ibn Abdullah says that once he visited the Holy Prophet and saw Hasan and
Husayn riding on his sacred back and he was saying, ‘Your camel is great and you
both are great riders.” (Tabarani 2595)
 Sa’d ibn Abi Waqqas states that when the verse was revealed, “Say! Come, let us call
our sons and your sons”183 the Holy Prophet called Ali, Fatimah, Hasan and Husayn
and said, “O Allah! They are my progeny.” (Muslim 6220)
 Abdullah ibn Abbas relates that the Holy Prophet said, “O people! May I inform you
about the personalities who are the best among people regarding their maternal
grandfather and grandmother? May I inform you about those who are the best among
183

Sura aal-Imran, verse 61.
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others regarding their paternal uncle and aunt? May I inform you about those who are
the best among others due to their maternal uncle and aunt? May I inform you about
those who are the best among others regarding their parents? They are Hasan and
Husayn. Their maternal grandfather is the Messenger of Allah, their maternal
grandmother is Khadijah bint Khuwaylid, their sacred mother is Fatimah, their sacred
father is Ali ibn Abi Talib, their paternal uncle is Jafar ibn Abi Talib, their paternal
aunt is Umm Hani bint Abi Talib, their maternal uncle is Qasim ibn Mohammad and
their maternal aunts are the daughters of Allah’s Messenger; Zainab, Ruqqayya and
Umm Kulthum. Their grandfather, grandmother, father, mother, uncles and aunts are
blessed and they themselves are blessed.” (Tabarani)
 Jabir ibn Abdullah relates that a Christian delegation from Najran came to the Holy
Prophet and asked his point of view about Jesus Christ. The Holy Prophet replied,
“Jesus is Ruhullah,184 Kalimatullah,185 slave of Allah and the Messenger.” The
delegation said, “Will you have imprecatory argument with us to prove your point as
we do not agree with what you have said about Jesus?” The Holy Prophet asked, “Do
you really want it?” They replied in yes. The Holy Prophet said, “As you wish.”
After that the Holy Prophet went home to bring his grandsons Hasan and Husayn
along with him. One of the leaders of Christians advised the delegation to avoid such
argument and warned them, “By God! If you do this, no one among you will
survive.” Those Christians came to the Prophet and requested, “Some foolish people
among us intended to have imprecatory argument with you but we request you to
forgive us.” The Holy Prophet replied, “I forgive.” Then he said, “Allah’s torment
had surrounded Najran.” (Mustadrak)
 Ali ibn Abi Talib narrates that the Holy Prophet held the hands of Hasan and Husayn
and said, “Whoever loves me and both of them and their parents, will be with me on
my station on the day of judgment.” (Tirmidhi 3733, Musnad Ahmad ibn Hanbal)
 Zayd ibn Arqam relates that the Holy Prophet said to Ali, Fatimah, Hasan and Husayn,
“I will befriend him whom you will befriend and I will have enmity with him who is
your enemy.” (Tabarani 2555)
 Abu Hurairah relates that the Holy Prophet said, “Whoever loves Hasan and Husayn,
in fact loves me and whoever keeps malice towards Hasan and Husayn in fact keeps
malice towards me.” (Tabarani 2579)
 Abdullah ibn Masud reports that the Prophet said, “Whoever loves me, it is compulsory
for him to love both of them (Hasan and Husayn).” (Nisai, Ibn Khuzaymah)
184
185

Title of Jesus Christ which means soul of Allah.
Title of Jesus Christ which means word of Allah.
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 Abu Hurairah narrates that once Hasan and Husayn were sitting on each side of
Prophet’s shoulders. Prophet Mohammad was kissing them in turns. Someone asked
him, “O Holy Prophet! Do you love them?” He replied, “Whoever loves them in fact
loves me and whoever keeps malice towards them in fact keeps malice towards me.”
(Mustadrak 4777)

 Yaelah ibn Murrah relates a tradition, “Hasan and Husayn walked towards the Holy
Prophet. When the first one approached, the Holy Prophet put his arm around his
neck and when the second one approached, he put his other arm around his neck.
Then the Holy Prophet kissed them both and prayed to Allah, ‘O Allah! Please love
them as I love them’.” (Tabarani 2523)
 Abu Ayub al-Ansari narrates that once he visited the Holy Prophet and watched that
Hasan and Husayn were playing in front of him or in his lap. I inquired, “O Holy
Prophet! Do you love them?” The Holy Prophet replied, “Why should I not love them!
They are the flowers of my garden and I keep cherishing their fragrance.” (Tabarani)
 Salman the Persian narrates that the Holy Prophet said, “Hasan and Husayn are my
grandsons. Whoever loves them in fact loves me and whoever keeps malice towards
them, Allah will punish him by throwing him in the hell.” (Mustadrak 4776)
 Salman the Persian states that the Holy Prophet said about Hasan and Husayn, “One
who loves them is loved by me and whom I love, Allah also loves him. Whom Allah
loves will be sent to the paradise full of blessings. Whoever will keep malice towards
them or revolt against them, I shall be angry with him and whomever I shall be angry
with, he will be reprimanded by Allah. Whoever is reprimanded by Allah, he will
have to face the torment of hell and permanent punishment.” (Tabarani 2589)
 Umar ibn Khattab relates that the Holy Prophet said, “Hasan and Husayn are the
leaders of the youth in paradise.” (Tabarani 2534)

LOVE OF SULTAN BAHOO FOR THE PEOPLE OF CLOAK
Love for the People of Cloak especially for Husayn ibn Ali is a distinctive aspect of the
teachings of Sultan Bahoo. He considers the love of the People of Cloak as an essential
part of faith. According to him whoever keeps malice against them is accursed and a
kharijite. He loved them so much that he held ceremonies in commemoration of martyrs
of Karbala from 1st to 10th Muharram every year. This tradition is still continued even
after more than three hundred years. Thousands of people visit his shrine during first ten
days of Muharram rather in the last three days the number reaches till lakhs. Some people
think that it is the celebration of death anniversary of Sultan Bahoo although his death
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anniversary is celebrated on first Thursday of Jumada ath-thani. Allah has made the love
of Sultan Bahoo eternal for the People of Cloak.
Sultan Bahoo was the first one who mentioned in his treatise Risala Roohi Sharif the
spiritual status of Fatimah bint Mohammad as Sultan-ul-Faqr that no one knew before.
The foremost and prime manifestation of Divine light was the light of Prophet
Mohammad while the next Divine light which manifested directly from his light was that
of Fatimah. In this way she is the first Sultan-ul-Faqr and Faqr is bestowed only through
her mediation.
Sultan Bahoo has narrated the grandeur of the People of Cloak in his books in these
words;
 Fatimah was nourished with Faqr and was blessed with Faqr. Whosoever attains to
Faqr, he achieves this blessing only by her favour. (Jamia-ul-Asrar)
 Whoever denies the status of the People of Cloak is deprived of the gnosis of Allah.
(Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)

 Ali got Faqr from the Holy Prophet. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 Four Companions of the Holy Prophet have command over four attributes; Abu Bakr
Siddiq over truthfulness, Umar ibn Khattab over self-accountability and justice, Usman
ibn Affan over generosity and modesty while Ali ibn Abi Talib has command over
knowledge and Faqr. (Asrar-e-Qadri)
 Ali is the man of gnosis of Allah. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 Hasan and Husayn reached the ultimate station of, “Faqr is my (Holy Prophet’s)
pride.” They were the source of happiness for the Holy Prophet and Fatimah. (Mehakul-Faqr Kalan)

 The seeker of Allah should be a fighter (against infidelity) and submissive (to Allah’s
will) like Ali ibn Abi Talib. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
 Ali is the leader of all Saints and all spiritual orders. Whichever spiritual station is
bestowed upon anyone, it is bestowed by the favour of People of Cloak.
Sultan Bahoo says:

ِ
)نسحہ (راسہلرویحیرفی
ِ اخکاپمیازنیسحہواز

Meaning: I am the dust of feet of Husayn and Hasan. (Risala Roohi Sharif)
In the following quatrain Sultan Bahoo has narrated about the spiritual oneness of the
People of Cloak and their status in the world of multiplicity:
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ُھ
ِ ڈویا ِک ول درھےیئ

ےجنپ لحم اجنپں وچ اچنن

ُھ
ِ احلص ِک ول رھبےیئ

،ےجنپ رہم ےجنپ وٹپار

ُدجسہ ِک ول رکےیئ ھ

ےجنپ اامم ےت ےجنپ ےلبق

ی
ُرکئ ھ
رہزگ ڈِِلھ ہن

ابھُ ےج اصبح رس ےگنم
ؒ

Explanation: In this quatrain, Sultan Bahoo has used the metaphor of five castles which
refer to the physical existences of the sacred five; the Holy Prophet, Fatimah, Ali, Hasan
and Husayn.
The light in these castles is the Divine light of Essence which is one and unique. They are
different as humans and manifest different attributes. All of them are perfect in themselves
and are the light of guidance. However if we understand their reality mystically then it
becomes clear that they are the perfect manifestation of Divine Essence. In reality they all
are one but apparently they are different from each other. Sometimes the Divine Oneness
manifested in multiple physical forms makes it difficult for the seeker of Allah to have
gnosis of the Divine Essence. Seeker remains confused about their status whether he
should consider them five different entities regarding their physical status or consider

ُ

them one keeping in view their inner reality which is Hoo ()ہو. If they are the
manifestation of Divine Essence then whom he should bow and whom he should ask for
forgiveness at the time of accountability. The Divine Essence is the Qiblah and is One.
The secret behind the manifestation of Divine Essence in apparently five different
existences can only be gained by sacrificing one’s life. This secret is only disclosed upon
those Mystics who are annihilated in the Divine Essence after crossing the station of
‘death before dying’ and became the confidants of Divine secrets.
In the following piece of poetry Sultan Bahoo has discussed about the martyrdom of
Husayn, the leader of Divine lovers;

ُےج رک ِدنی ملع وِچ وہدنا اتں رِس زینے ویکں ڑچدھے ھ
ُھ
ِ ااھٹرہ زہار وج اعمل آاہ اےگ نیسحہ دے رمدے
ُھ
ِ ےج ُکِ المس ہ رسور دا رکدے اتں وبمت ےمیخ ویکں ڑسدے
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ُےج رک دنمے تعیب روسیل اپین ویکں دنب رکدے ھ
ھ
ُ َھُ وج رس رقابین رکدے
ؒ رپ اصدق دنی اہنتں دا ب
Explanation: Alam ( )اعملis an Arabic term meaning either ‘scholar’ or ‘realm’. Sultan
Bahoo has used it in the poetry. So either he is referring to the scholars who were present
in the army of Yazid at the time of incident of Karbala and fought against the sacred
progeny of the Holy Prophet only for the lust of wealth and worldly gains. Or he is
pointing towards the eighteen thousand realms created by Allah. He may also have meant
the creations of eighteen thousand realms.
If the reality of Islam could be understood through exoteric knowledge (sharia, fiqh and
Hadith) then the progeny of Messenger of Allah had never been beheaded. Rather
eighteen thousand scholars in the army of Yazid (or eighteen thousand realms or their
creations) had sacrificed themselves for Husayn. If the religious scholars of that time
possessed a little bit respect for the Holy Prophet then tents of his progeny had not been
burnt. If the so called Muslims in the army of Yazid had even a speck of honour for their
oath of allegiance to the Holy Prophet then they had not stopped the water supply of his
progeny. The true religion is only followed by the Divine lovers who always keep the
honour of their love even if they are beheaded.

ُھ
ِ اعقش وسیئ یقیقح ڑہیجا ِلتق وشعق دے ےّنم
ن
ُھ
ِ قشع ہن وھچڑے مکھ ہن ومڑے وتڑے َس ولتاراں ھَک
ن
یم
ھ
ُھ
ِ ے
ِ ِج ول وےھکی راز امیہ دے ِّگل اوےس
ُھ
ِ ابھُ ِرس دویے راز ہن ےنھب
ؒ اچس قشع نیسحہ ِانبِ یلعہ دا
Explanation: Husayn ibn Ali was at the peak of Divine love. He is the Universal Divine
Man, leader of his era, vicegerent and representative of the Holy Prophet. The Universal
Divine Man does not take oath of allegiance to anyone rather Muslims and seekers of
Allah take oath at his hand. His tongue holds the power of Divine command (Be). Had
Husayn ordered the water of river Euphrates it would have drifted towards the camps of
progeny of the Holy Prophet to quench their thirst, the rain would have started on his one
gesture to the sky, the sand of battlefield of Karbala would have turned into sandstorm on
his command and had destroyed the army of Yazid. Husayn had to choose between using
his Divine powers and submitting to the will of Allah. He bowed before the will of Allah.
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The true lovers of Allah are those who surrender to their Beloved even when He decides
upon their martyrdom. Neither they retreat from the path of Divine love due to its
troubles nor go against the will of Beloved rather boldly face all the trials and keep
progressing on this path steadfastly. The basic rule of Divine love is to bow to the will of
Allah. In the battlefield of Divine love and submission to Allah’s will there is no one like
Husayn who sacrificed himself and his family but did not disclose the Divine secret.
(Abyat-e-Bahoo Kamil)

O believers! Remember that love for the People of Cloak is the sign of faith. Whoever
keeps grudge against them in fact keeps grudge against the Holy Prophet and grudge
against the Holy Prophet is grudge against Allah. One who keeps grudge against Allah is
accursed and evicted from the faith.

CHAPTER-17

GRANDEUR OF COMPANIONS OF
PROPHET MOHAMMAD
 Prophet Mohammad said, “My Companions are like stars, you will find straight path
whomever you will follow.” (Mishkat al-Masabih)
In olden times, when convoys travelled through deserts at night, they found direction
through the stars. Therefore the Prophet exemplified his Companions with stars that
whoever follows any of his Companions would be successful.
Companions had the honour to remain in the company of Prophet Mohammad. They not
only accepted Islam but also sacrificed all of their belongings to spread Islam in the world.
Companions are the first lovers of Prophet Mohammad and thus they have superiority over
all the umma. They are the sacred souls who stood along Prophet Mohammad during
hardships and remained steadfast in all trials. They are such exalted personalities who
were annihilated in Prophet Mohammad in such a way that they had become his perfect
reflection.

CONDITIONS TO BE A COMPANION
Thousands of people had seen the Holy Prophet before and after his declaration of
Prophethood but all of them are not included among the sacred group of Companions
because there are certain conditions attached to it:
 According to a famous Tabiun186 Sa'id ibn al-Musayyib, to be counted among sacred
Companions it is compulsory for the person to have embraced Islam, spent one or
two years in the sacred company of Prophet Mohammad and have participated in one
or two holy wars.
 Some scholars impose the restriction of being a narrator of Hadiths to include a person
among the Companions.
 Al-Sakhawi says in his book named Fath al-Mughith bi Sharah Alfiyat al-Hadith,
“The Companion is the one who had not only spent a considerable time in the company
of Prophet Mohammad but also had followed him completely with true intention.”
186

Tabiun are the generation of Muslims who are the followers and successors of Companions of Prophet Mohammad.
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He considers them common Muslims who embraced Islam and had been just visiting
Prophet Mohammad.
 Some scholars have soft stand over the issue. They have the stance that any adult
who had watched Prophet Mohammad in the state of faith is called a Companion.
 Ibn Abd al-Barr in his book al-Istiab fi Marifat al-Ashab and Ibn Manda in his book
Marifat al-Sahaba have relatively soft approach in this regard. According to them
every Muslim of the Prophet’s era was a Companion whether he had met the Holy
Prophet or not.
 Imam al-Bukhari and Ahmad ibn Hanbal have applied the condition of meeting the
Holy Prophet to consider one a Companion. According to them the condition of seeing
the Prophet is not compulsory as some Companions like Abdullah ibn Umm Maktum
were blind.
 There is a saying of Ahmad ibn Hanbal in Usd al-Ghabah fi Marifat al-Sahabah,
“Any individual who had spent a month, a day, an hour or a moment in the company
of the Prophet or watched him, he deserves to be called a Companion. The only
prerequisite is that he had faith and died in the state of faith.”
The general standards set to be a Companion are piety, righteousness, following Sunna
and love for the Prophet. Moreover anyone who had seen or visited Prophet Mohammad
in the state of faith is remembered as a Companion.
No one can reach the status of a common Companion, no matter one has achieved the
station of al-Ghawth, al-Qutb or high ranks in piety. He cannot even get status equal to a
Companion who used to graze goats all the day but at the time of prayer he offered prayer
behind the Holy Prophet and beheld him.
After setting the standard for Companionship, the Companions are also categorised
according to their faith, perseverance and closeness to the Prophet.
Khadijah bint Khuwaylid is the first lady on the earth who accepted his Prophethood.
She was the beloved wife of the Prophet. According to Abu Hanifa the first man who
embraced Islam was Abu Bakr Siddiq, the first woman was Khadijah bint Khuwaylid, the
pioneer among young boys was Ali ibn Abi Talib and the first among the freed slaves
was Zayd ibn Harithah. They are called as the ‘leading Muslims (Awal-ul-Muslimeen)’.

GRANDEUR OF COMPANIONS IN THE QURAN
The greatest honour for Companions is that Allah has expressed His pleasure for them in
the Quran.
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ۡ ّٰ
ۡ ُ َ ۡ َ ّٰ ۡ ُ
(5:119)َر ِضیَ الل ُہ َعن ُہ ۡم َو َرضوۡا َعن ُہ ؕ ذل ِک الفوۡز ال َع ِظ ۡی ُم



Meaning: Allah is pleased with them and they are pleased with Him. This (pleasure of
Allah) is the highest achievement. (5:119)

ۡ ُ
ۡ ّٰ َ َ ۡ ۡ ُ ۡ ُ َ َ َ ۡ َ َ َ ۡ َ ۡ َ َ ۡ ّٰ ُ ۡ َ َ ۡ ُ َ َ ۡ َ ۡ ُ ّٰ َ
(9:100) ان ۙ ر ِضیَ الل ُہ َعن ُہ ۡم َو َرضوۡا َعن ُہ
ٍ والس ِبقون الاولون ِمن المہ ِجرِین والانصارِ و ال ِذین اتبعوہم ِب ِاحس



Meaning: And the emigrants and their supporters (Ansar), the vanguard of the believers
and those who follow them in the grade of spiritual excellence—Allah is well-pleased
with them (all) and they (all) are well-pleased with Him. (9:100)

َ
ّٰ
َ َ َ
ۡ ۡ
ۡ
َ
(48:18) لَق ۡد َر ِض َی الل ُہ َع ِن المُ ۡؤ ِم ِنی َن ِاذ یُ َبای ِ ُعوۡنک ت ۡح َت الش َجرَ ِۃ



Meaning: Surely Allah was well pleased with the believers when they pledged allegiance
to you (O Prophet) under the tree. (48:18)

ّٰ
َ ۡۤ َ ّٰ
ۡ ّٰ
ۡ ۡ
َ ُ ۡ ُ
(58:22) ﴾﴿َر ِضیَ الل ُہ َعن ُہ ۡم َو َرضوۡا َعن ُہ ؕ اولٰٓ ِئک ح ِۡز ُب الل ِہ ؕ الَا ِان ح ِۡز َب الل ِہ ُہ ُم المُف ِل ُحوۡ َن



Meaning: Allah is pleased with them and they are pleased with Allah. It is they who are
the party of (the devotees of) Allah. Remember! It is the party of (the devotees of) Allah
that attain to the goal. (58:22)

GRANDEUR OF SACRED COMPANIONS IN HADITHS
 Imran ibn Husain relates that the Holy Prophet said, “My era is the best of all eras,
after my era the better is of those who will come after me and after their era the good
era will be of those who will come after them.”
Imran ibn Husain says that he does not remember whether the Holy Prophet talked
about two eras or three. Then the Holy Prophet added;
“There would be a nation after you who will make vow for offering but will not fulfil
it, they will breach the trust although they will not be held trustee, they will bear
witness although they will never be asked for it. They will be physically obese.
(Bukhari 6695)

 Abdullah ibn Masud reports Allah's Messenger as saying, “The best people of my
generation is my umma then the people who would be those of the generation nearest
to mine (Tabiun). Then those nearest to them (Tabi al-Tabiun).” Ibn Masud further
narrates that he does not remember whether the Prophet included the next generation
to Tabi al-Tabiun or not. The Prophet added, “Then people would be such that they
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would witness without oath and there will be some others who would take oath
without witness.” (Muslim 6472)
 Aisha relates that an individual asked the Holy Prophet, “Who are the best people?”
He replied, “The best people belong to my era and then are the people who belong to
the era after me and then the people who belong to the era after them.” (Muslim 6478)
 Umar ibn Khattab narrates a tradition that the Holy Prophet said, “My era is the best
era, then comes the second era after me and then comes the third era.” (Tabarani, Abu
Nu’aym)

 Wathila ibn al-Asqa relates a tradition that the Holy Prophet said, “I swear to God!
You will remain peaceful until the presence of a person who had watched me and
remained in my company. I swear to God! You will remain peaceful until the presence
of a person who would have watched and accompanied the person who had watched
and accompanied me.” (Ibn Abi Shaybah)
 Abu Buraida relates that the Holy Prophet said, “Wherever on the earth my Companion
will die, on the Judgment Day he will be the leader and Divine light for the inhabitants
of that piece of land.” (Tirmidhi 3865)
 Ali ibn Abi Talib narrates that the Holy Prophet said, “The Judgment Day will not
occur until people will search for any of my Companions like a lost treasure which is
not found even after effort.” (Musnad Ahmad ibn Hanbal)
 Abu Burdah relates a tradition from his father that the Holy Prophet said, “My
Companions are the source of shelter for my umma. When my Companions will
depart, my nation will face the time which has been promised.” (Ibn Abi Shaybah)
 Umar ibn Khattab relates that the Holy Prophet said, “I inquired Allah about the
contradictions that will arise after me among my Companions.” Allah sent revelation,
“O Mohammad! Your Companions are like stars and some are brighter than the
others. Everyone of your Companions has Divine light so whoever will follow any
one of them will be on the right path.” (Daylami)
 Hasan ibn Ali relates that the Prophet said to his Companions, “You are present
among people like salt is present in a meal.” The relator of Hadith says that Hasan
ibn Ali added, “There is no good meal without salt.” He again said, “What will be the
condition of a nation which has lost its salt!” (Ibn Abi Shaybah, Musnad Ahmad ibn Hanbal)
 Umar ibn Khattab says that the Holy Prophet said, “Respect my Companions as they
are the best people of my umma.” (Abu Nu’aym, Qazai)
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 Soban relates that the Holy Prophet said, “Be respectful when someone talks about
my Companions, be respectful when someone talks about the stars (Companions) and
be respectful when someone talks about the honour (Companions).” (Tabarani)
 Qatada relates that once someone asked Abdullah ibn Umar, “Did Companions smile?”
He said, “Yes! They did and had faith larger than mountains.” (Abu Nu’aym)
 Abu Sa’id al-Khudri narrates that the Holy Prophet said, “There will be a time when
a large army will fight for the cause of Allah and they will be asked, ‘Is there anyone
among you who remained in the company of the Prophet?’ They will reply in yes and
ultimately will get victory. There will be an era when a large group of people will go
for a war and they will be asked, ‘Is there anyone among you who remained in the
company of sacred Companions?’ They will reply in yes and eventually they will
also succeed. Then there will be a time when a large group of people will go for a
war and they will be asked, ‘Is there anyone among you who remained in the company
of those who accompanied the Companions?’ When they will reply in yes, they will
be victorious.” (Agreed upon Hadith)
 Abu Sa’id al-Khudri narrates that the Holy Prophet said, “Do not ridicule my
Companions. I swear to Allah Who holds my life! You cannot achieve the status equal
to the lowest of their status or even half of it even if you donate gold equal to Mount
Uhud.” (Abu Dawud 4658)
 Abu Hurairah relates that the Holy Prophet said, “Do not ridicule my Companions,
do not ridicule my Companions. I swear to Allah Who holds my life! You cannot
achieve the status equal to the lowest of their status or even half of it even if you
donate gold equal to Mount Uhud.” (Muslim, Nisai, Ibn Majah)
 Abdullah ibn Magaffal narrates a tradition that the Holy Prophet said, “Fear Allah!
Fear Allah regarding my Companions. Fear Allah! Fear Him! Do not insult them.
Whoever loves me, he will love my Companions because of me and whoever has
enmity against me, he will have enmity against my Companions because of enmity
against me. Whoever hurts them in fact hurts me and whoever hurts me he hurts
Allah and whoever hurts Allah he will be punished soon.” (Tirmidhi 3862)
 Abdullah ibn Umar relates that the Holy Prophet said, “If you come across people
who ridicule my Companions then you must say, ‘May Allah curse you because of
your evil’.” (Tirmidhi 3866)
 Nusayr ibn Zauloq relates that Abdullah ibn Umar said, “Do not speak ill about the
Companions as their single moment spent in the company of Prophet Mohammad is
worth more than your devotion of whole life.” (Ibn Majah 162)
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 Jabir ibn Abdullah says that he heard the Holy Prophet saying, “Undoubtedly there
are countless people on the earth but my Companions are very few in number. So do
not backbite about my Companions and whoever speaks bad about them, may Allah
curse him.” (Tabarani, Al-Qadi Abu Ya’la)
 Ata ibn Abi Rabah relates that the Holy Prophet said, “Whoever defended my
Companions for me and respected them, I shall be his protector on the Judgment Day.
May Allah’s curse upon the person who abuses my Companions.” (Musnad Ahmad ibn
Hanbal)

 Uwaim bin Saidah relates a tradition that the Holy Prophet said, “Undoubtedly Allah
has chosen me and also chosen my Companions for me. He made my ministers,
helpers (Ansar) and relatives out of them. May Allah, angels and people curse those
who criticize my Companions. Allah will not accept their excuses on the day of
resurrection.” (Mustadrak, Tabarani, Ibn Abi Asim)
 Abdullah ibn Abbas says that the Holy Prophet said, “Do not backbite about my
Companions as it will create conflict amongst you. Talk about their good deeds that
will create harmony amongst you for them.” (Daylami)
 Abdullah ibn Masud says, “When Allah looked at the inwards of His slaves, He
found the inward of Prophet Mohammad the best amongst all, so He chose him for
Himself and blessed with Prophethood. After choosing Prophet Mohammad, Allah
again looked at the inwards of the rest of mankind and found the inwards of
Companions better than the rest and thus chose them as viziers of the Holy Prophet.
These Companions fight for the religion of Allah (according to another tradition they
have been declared as the helpers of Islam). Thus anything that the Companions find
noble is also noble to Allah and whatsoever the Companions find dishonourable is
also dishonourable in the court of Allah.” (Musnad Ahmad ibn Hanbal 3600)
 Abdullah ibn Abbas narrates a tradition that the Holy Prophet said, “Whenever you
are ordered something from the Book of Allah it is mandatory for you to follow and
no excuse will be acceptable for disobeying. If you do not find the required guidance
from the Book of Allah then find it from my Sunna but if you are unable to find it
then seek from my Companions.” He also said, “My Companions are like shining stars
in the sky. You will succeed if you follow any one of them and even their difference of
opinion has blessing for you.” (Bayhaqi)
 Ibn Hajar al-Haytami al-Makki writes in his book Asna al-Matalib fi Sila-tul-Aqarib,
“It is obligatory upon every Muslim to respect sacred family and Companions of
Prophet Mohammad. Every Muslim must show affection towards them, know their
virtues and rights and must abstain from opposing them.”
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 Qadi Ayyad says in his book Ash-Shifa, “It is prohibited to abuse or criticize the
Companions, the one who commits this sin will be cursed.”
 Malik ibn Anas says, “Whosoever considers any of the Companions to be strayed
shall be hanged to death and whosoever abuses them shall be punished harshly.”

GRANDEUR OF RASHIDUN CALIPHS
The Rashidun Caliphs; Abu Bakr Siddiq, Umar ibn Khattab, Usman ibn Affan and Ali
ibn Abi Talib are superior among all Companions. You have read the grandeur of Ali ibn
Abi Talib in the previous chapter ‘Beneficence and Grandeur of the People of Cloak’.
Beneficence and grandeur of rest of the three Rashidun Caliphs are discussed.

ABU BAKR SIDDIQ
Abu Bakr Siddiq is so exalted in prestige that he is entitled as the leader of the pious, the
commander of men of separation and isolation, the man of perfect faith, the comrade of
the Prophet, the leader of the truthful and best amongst mankind after Prophets.
Allah says:

َ
َ
ۡ َ ۡ ّٰ
َۡ َ
َُ ۡ َۡ
ۡ َۡۡ َ ََ
َ ََ
َۡ
ِالا تن ُص ُر ۡو ُہ فق ۡد ن َص َر ُہ الل ُہ ِاذ اخ َر َج ُہ ال ِذیۡ َن کف ُر ۡوا ثانِیَ اثنی ِن ِاذ ُہ َما فِی الغارِ ِاذ یقوۡ ُل ل َِصا ِح ِب ٖہ ل َا تح َز ۡن ِان
ّٰ ۡ َ َ َ ّٰ
َ
(9:40) الل َہ َم َعناۙۚ فان َز َل الل ُہ َس ِک ۡین َتہ



Meaning: If you do not help him (the Holy Messenger of Allah in the struggle for the
dominance of Islam, then what!). Indeed, Allah helped him (also at the time) when the
disbelievers drove him away (from Makkah, his homeland,) whilst he was the second of
the two (emigrants). Both (the Messenger and Abu Bakr) were in the cave (of Mount
Thawr) when he said to his Companion (Abu Bakr), “Do not grieve. Allah is surely with
us.” So, Allah sent down His serenity upon him. (9:40)
Interpreters of the Quran say that in the verse ‘Companion’ is Abu Bakr Siddiq and Allah’s
serenity was conferred upon him as the Prophet was already in the state of serenity.
Shaikh Hasan of Basra says, “Allah expressed His wrath for all inhabitants of the earth
except Abu Bakr Siddiq by saying:

ۡ َ ۡ ّٰ
َۡ َ
َ ََ
(9:40)ُِالا تن ُص ُر ۡو ُہ فق ۡد ن َص َر ُہ الل ُہ ِاذ اخ َر َجہ



Meaning: If you do not help him (the Holy Messenger of Allah in the struggle for the
dominance of Islam, then what!). Indeed, Allah helped him (also at the time) when the
disbelievers drove him away (from Makkah, his homeland). (9:40)
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Allah says :

َ
ََۡ
َ ۡ َ
ُ َ ۡ ۡ َ ۡ َ َ َ َ ّٰ َ َ َ َ َ ۡ ۡ ُ ۡ َ
ٰۤ
ۡ
ۡ
َ
َ
َ
َو َس ُی َجن ُب َہا الۡاتقی ﴿ۙ﴾ ال ِذی یؤتِی مالہ یتزکی ﴿﴾ و ما لِاح ٍد ِعندہ ِمن نِعم ٍة تجزی ﴿ۙ﴾ ِالا اب ِتغآء وج ِہ ر ِب ِہ
َ
ّٰ
(92:17-21)﴾﴿ الۡا ۡعلّٰی ﴿﴾ َو ل َ َسوۡ َف یَ ۡرضی



Meaning: But the most pious one shall be saved from this (fire), who gives his wealth
away (in the cause of Allah) to attain to purity (of his soul and assets), and who owes no
favour to anyone that he is seeking to pay back. Rather (he spends) seeking the pleasure
of his Lord, the most High. And soon shall he be well-pleased (with Allah for His
bestowal and Allah with him for his fidelity). (92:17-21)
It has been explained in interpretations that this verse is revealed in the favour of Abu
Bakr Siddiq.
The Holy Prophet said:

َ َْ
َْ ََ ً َ
َ
َ َْ ْ َ ََ
﴾﴿َما فض َل ابَا بَک ٍر ِبکث َر ِۃ الص ّٰلو ِۃ َولَا ِبکث َر ِۃ التلَا َو ِۃ َوالصوْ ِم َو لّٰ ِک ْن ش ْیئا َوقر ف ِ ْی قل ِب ٖہ



Meaning: The superiority of Abu Bakr Siddiq is not because of his extensive prayers,
recitations or fasting rather it is because of a great thing in his inward (love for the
Prophet).
This proves that piety and perfect faith is in fact loving Prophet Mohammad and this is
truthfulness. This also proves that Abu Bakr Siddiq is the leader of all lovers and it is
obvious from all his actions.
There is another tradition of the Prophet:

ْ َ
َ َ
ً َ ّٰ َ
﴾﴿ َما َصب الل ُہ ش ْیئا ف ِ ْی َص ْد ِر ْی ِالا ق ْد َص َب ُتہ ف ِ ْی َص ْدرِ اب ِ ْی بَک ِر



Meaning: Whatsoever Allah bestowed upon my inward, I bestowed it upon the inward of
Abu Bakr Siddiq.
 Hammam relates that he heard from Ammar ibn Yasir, “I have seen the Prophet in
the times when he was only accompanied by five slaves, two women and Abu Bakr
Siddiq.” (Bukhari 3660)
 Umar ibn Khattab says, “Abu Bakr Siddiq was the beloved of the Prophet, the best
amongst us and our commander.” He continued explaining his excellence, “Abu Bakr
Siddiq was the first one to accept Islam.” (Ibn Hibban, Musnad al-Bazzar)
 Abu Umama al-Bahili says that he was told by Amr ibn Abasah that he went to the
court of Prophet Mohammad. The Prophet was sitting at a place in Souk Okadh. He
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asked, “O Holy Prophet! Who was the first one to follow you?” He replied, “There are
two men, one was free and the other was a slave i.e. Abu Bakr and Bilal al-Habashi.”
Amr ibn Abasah says that he accepted Islam at that time. (Bukhari, Mustadrak)
 Mother of the believers Aisha bint Abi Bakr relates that when the Prophet was taken
to Al-Aqsa Mosque, he narrated the incident to the people the next morning. Some
people refused to believe in him though they had accepted Islam and his Prophethood.
They went to Abu Bakr Siddiq and asked, “Do you trust the Holy Prophet that the
previous night he was taken to Aqsa Mosque?” He asked, “Has the Holy Prophet said
so?” They said, “Yes!” Abu Bakr Siddiq replied, “If the Holy Prophet has said then
definitely it is true.” They asked, “Do you verify that the Holy Prophet went to Aqsa
Mosque in the night and came back before dawn?” Abu Bakr Siddiq replied, “Yes! I
even verify those facts about the Prophet which are beyond perception and more
unbelievable than this. I absolutely believe all the revelations.” Thus due to verification
of this very incident he was given the title of Siddiq. (Mustadrak, Abdul Razzaq, Abu Ya’la)
 Ali ibn Abi Talib narrates, “Abu Bakr Siddiq is the most blessed with regard to
Quran as he was the one who first of all compiled it in the form of a book.” (Ibn Abi
Shaybah)

 Al-Layth ibn Sa'd relates, “Abu Bakr Siddiq was given the title of ‘Ateeq’ because of
his elegance. His real name was Abdullah ibn Usman.” (Tabarani)
 Abu Hurairah narrates a tradition that the Prophet said to Angel Gabriel, “O Gabriel!
My umma will not verify my Miraj.” Angel Gabriel replied, “Abu Bakr Siddiq will
verify as he is the truthful.” (Tabarani)
 Abu Yahya relates from Hakim ibn Sa’d, “I heard Ali ibn Abi Talib swore by Allah
that Abu Bakr’s title ‘Siddiq’ was descended from the skies.” (Tabarani, Mustadrak)
 The Holy Prophet sent Amr ibn al-As as the commander of army in the Battle of
Chains. Upon return he asked, “O Prophet of Allah who is the most beloved to you
amongst the women?” The Prophet replied, “Aisha bint Abi Bakr.” Amr ibn al-As
again asked, “Who is the most beloved amongst the men.” He replied, “Her father
(Abu Bakr Siddiq).” Amr asked, “Who is the most beloved after him?” He replied,
“Umar ibn Khattab.” After that the Holy Prophet named a few other Companions.
(Bukhari 4358)

 Abdullah ibn Umar relates that one day the Prophet went to the mosque. Abu Bakr
Siddiq and Umar ibn Khattab accompanied him. One of them was on right side of the
Holy Prophet and the other on the left. He was holding their hands and said, “On the
Judgment Day we will be raised together like this.” (Tirmidhi 3669)
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 Anas ibn Malik relates, “We would sit so still in the Mohammadan Assembly as if
birds were sitting on our heads. No one amongst us had the courage to talk except
Abu Bakr Siddiq and Umar ibn Khattab.” (Tabarani)
 Anas ibn Malik relates, “When the Prophet departed from this world, he was sixtythree years old and Abu Bakr Siddiq also died at the same age.” (Muslim 6091)
 Zayd ibn Aslam narrates a tradition from his father that he heard Umar ibn Khattab
saying, “The Prophet instructed to donate in the way of Allah. I had a handsome
fortune that day. I thought that it was the only opportunity to take lead from Abu Bakr
Siddiq in donation. So I brought the half of my total wealth. The Prophet asked,
‘What have you left for your family?’ I replied, ‘I have left an equal amount for
them.’ Meanwhile Abu Bakr Siddiq arrived with all of his possessions. The Prophet
asked him, ‘What have you left for your family?’ He replied, ‘I have left for them
Allah and His Messenger’.” Umar ibn Khattab said that he could never take lead from
Abu Bakr at anything. (Tirmidhi 3675)
 Tariq relates, “When the following verse was revealed upon the Prophet, ‘Assuredly
those who keep their voices low in the presence of Allah’s Messenger (out of profound
veneration and submissiveness), it is they whose inwards Allah has tested for piety
and permeated with sincerity’187 Abu Bakr Siddiq said, ‘On the revelation of this
verse, I swore that I would only whisper to the Prophet like a confidant whispers’.”
(Mustadrak)

 Anas ibn Malik relates that at the night of cave Abu Bakr Siddiq said to the Prophet,
“O Holy Prophet! Please allow me to enter the cave before you so that if snake or any
insect is present, it must harm me not you.” The Prophet allowed. Abu Bakr Siddiq
entered the cave and started searching the cave with his hands. On finding a hole, he
would tear his dress and cover the hole with it until he had used his complete dress.
Only one hole was left uncovered. Abu Bakr Siddiq covered that hole with his toe
and requested the Prophet to come inside. In the morning, the Prophet asked Abu
Bakr Siddiq, “Where are your clothes?” He told everything to the Prophet. The
Prophet raised his hands and prayed, “O Allah! Keep Abu Bakr Siddiq with me on
the Judgment Day.” (Abu Nu’aym)
 Abdullah ibn Umar relates that he was sitting in the Mohammadan Assembly. Abu
Bakr Siddiq was present there wearing a cape which he had pinned from the front
with a small piece of wood. Meanwhile Angel Gabriel came to Prophet Mohammad
and said, “O Prophet! I am watching that Abu Bakr Siddiq has worn a cape which he
187

Sura al-Hujuraat, verse 3.
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has pinned with wood.” Prophet Mohammad replied, “O Gabriel! He has sacrificed
everything for me.” Gabriel said, “Allah Almighty has sent greetings for you and
asked to inquire Abu Bakr Siddiq whether he is happy or angry with Him for his
present condition.” The Prophet asked Abu Bakr, “O Abu Bakr! Allah has asked
whether you are happy or angry with Him in this state?” Abu Bakr replied, “How can
I be unhappy with my Allah? I am happy with my Lord, I am happy with my Lord, I
am happy with my Lord.” (Abu Nu’aym)
 Aisha bint Abi Bakr relates, “Prophet Mohammad during his terminal disease asked
me to instruct Abu Bakr to lead the prayer. I replied, ‘In case Abu Bakr performs this
duty, he will keep crying thus he will not be able to recite. With your permission may
I ask Umar for it?’ The Prophet repeated, ‘Ask Abu Bakr to lead the prayer.’ Then I
asked Hafsa bint Umar, ‘Will you request the Prophet to instruct Umar to lead the
prayer because if Abu Bakr will stand at the place of Holy Prophet, he will keep
weeping and people will not be able to hear his recitation.’ Hafsa then requested the
Prophet but he said, ‘You are like the women of Egypt (of Joseph’s era). Instruct Abu
Bakr not Umar’.” (Bukhari 7303)
 Aisha bint Abi Bakr narrates that the Messenger of Allah said, “It is inappropriate for
any congregation to let any other individual lead the prayer if Abu Bakr is present
among them.” (Tirmidhi 3673)
 Sa’id ibn al-Musayyib relates that Abu Bakr Siddiq had the status of vizier in
Mohammadan Assembly and was the second to Prophet Mohammad. He was the one
who accompanied him in the cave, he was the second one in the shelter with Prophet
Mohammad during the Battle of Badr. He is also second in the tomb of Prophet
Mohammad. The Prophet of Allah never gave anyone more importance than him.
(Mustadrak)

 Aisha bint Abi Bakr narrates that Abu Bakr entered the Mohammadan Assembly, so
the Prophet said, “You are Ateeq, the one whom Allah has freed from fire.” Since
then he was titled ‘Ateeq’. (Tirmidhi 3679)
 Abdullah ibn Masud relates that once they were present in the court of Messenger of
Allah. The Prophet said, “A man of paradise will come here.” Then Abu Bakr came.
(Tirmidhi 3694)

 Abu Hurairah relates a tradition that Prophet Mohammad said, “Angel Gabriel came
and took me along. The angel showed me the gate of paradise through which my
umma will enter.” Abu Hurairah further relates, “Abu Bakr said, ‘O Prophet! I wish I
had been with you to see it.’ The Prophet replied, ‘Certainly! You will be the first one
to enter’.” (Abu Dawud 4652)
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 Abu Sa`id al-Khudri relates that the Holy Prophet said, “Abu Bakr Siddiq has favoured
me more than anyone else regarding wealth and companionship. If I had to befriend
anyone other than Allah then I would have made Abu Bakr my dearest friend.
However the relation of companionship and Islamic brotherhood is sufficient.”
(Bukhari 3654)

 The Prophet said, “On the Judgment Day Allah will not look at the person who drags
his garment out of arrogance.” On that Abu Bakr said, “O Prophet! One side of my
garment hangs low if I do not take care of it.” The Prophet said, “You are not among
those who do it because of arrogance.” (Nisai 5337)
 Abdullah ibn Abbas relates a tradition that the Prophet in his terminal disease came
outside his house and a cloth was knotted round his head. Then he sat on the pulpit,
praised Allah and said, “No one has favoured me more than Abu Bakr with his life
and wealth.” (Bukhari 467)
 Ali ibn Abi Talib narrates that Prophet Mohammad said, “May Allah have mercy
upon Abu Bakr, he married his daughter to me, took me to the land of Madina and
offered his wealth to free Bilal.” (Tirmidhi 3714)
 Jabir ibn Abdullah relates that once Umar ibn Khattab addressed Abu Bakr Siddiq in
these words, “O the best person after Prophet Mohammad.” (Tirmidhi, Mustadrak)
 Abu Hurairah narrates that Prophet Mohammad said, “There is no one whose favour
I have not repaid except Abu Bakr whose recompense is due. Verily! Allah will repay
him on the Judgment Day” (Tirmidhi 3661)
 Asad ibn Zurara relates that once Prophet Mohammad was addressing people. He did
not find Abu Bakr among audience so he said, “O Abu Bakr! O Abu Bakr! Angel
Gabriel has informed me that you are the best in my umma after me.” (Tabarani)
 Muadh ibn Jabal relates that the Holy Prophet said, “Allah does not like that Abu
Bakr commits mistake.” (Tabarani)
 Ali ibn Abi Talib says, “Abu Bakr is the best person in the umma after Prophet
Mohammad.” (Tabarani)
 Ali ibn Abi Talib and Zubayr ibn al-Awam say, “Undoubtedly Abu Bakr deserves
caliphate more than anyone else. He accompanied the Prophet in cave and was the
second in cave. We are aware of his eminence and exalted station. No doubt! The
Prophet instructed him to lead prayer in his life.” (Mustadrak, Bayhaqi)
 Sahl ibn Sa'd narrates that the Prophet said, “It is compulsory for my umma to love
Abu Bakr and to be thankful to him.” (Daylami, al-Khatib al-Baghdadi)
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UMAR IBN KHATTAB
Ali ibn Abi Talib used to remember Umar ibn Khattab in these words, “He is the one who
is always right in his decisions (Rashid-ul-Amr).” It means that his opinion was right in
all matters and there was no chance of his being misled. He was so much exalted in his
status that there exists no precedent in history.
Muslims were very few in the beginning thus the unbelievers and idolaters tortured them.
The Holy Prophet prayed Allah to strengthen Islam either through Umar ibn Khattab or
Amr ibn Hisham.
 Abdullah ibn Umar relates that Prophet Mohammad prayed, “O Allah! Strengthen
Islam with Amr ibn Hisham (Abu Jahl) or with Umar ibn Khattab.” (Tirmidhi 3683,
Musnad Ahmad ibn Hanbal 5696)

The relater of this tradition says that Umar ibn Khattab was the beloved of Allah among
the two.
Hence Allah accepted the prayer of Prophet Mohammad in favour of Umar ibn Khattab.
One day Umar left home in sheer exasperation with a sword in his hand. On his way an
individual met him who asked his intention. Umar ibn Khattab replied, “I intend to kill
Mohammad.” He said, “Then Hashim and Zuhrah tribes will kill you too.” Umar ibn
Khattab said, “I feel that you have also renounced the religion of our forefathers.” He
said, “I shall inform you of something that will surprise you. Your sister Fatimah bint
Khattab and brother-in-law Sa'id bin Zayd have accepted Islam.” Umar ibn Khattab
became furious and went to their house. When he reached there Khabbab ibn al-Aratt was
reciting sura Taha. On his arrival Khabbab hid himself. Umar asked his sister what they
were reciting? She answered while concealing the pages of verses that it was merely a
conversation with her husband. Umar ibn Khattab shouted at them that they had become
depraved. Sa'id bin Zayd replied, “What if your religion is misleading (instead of ours)?”
Umar ibn Khattab hit his brother-in-law angrily. Fatimah bint Khattab tried to save her
husband but Umar ibn Khattab struck her on face. The blow caused her mouth to bleed.
After all she was sister of Umar ibn Khattab, so she fearlessly said, “O Umar! I believe in
Allah and Prophethood of Mohammad.” After facing disapproval from his sister, he
suddenly appeared to relent and then in a changed tone asked her to show him what she
was reading. She sensed the change in him but said, “You are unclean, I cannot allow you
to touch the Word of Allah as it is pure.” Out of curiosity Umar agreed to follow the
decorum, performed ablution and read the Quran. He had hardly reached the following
verse when he felt a strong desire to meet Prophet Mohammad;
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ۡ َ َ َ
ّٰ َ َ ۡۤۡ َ
ۡ الل ُہ لَا ۤۡ ِالّٰ َہ ِالَا ۤۡ اَنَا َف
)20:14( ﴾﴿ اع ُب ۡدن ِ ۡی ۙ َو اقِ ِم الص ّٰلوۃ ل ِِذک ِر ۡی
ِاننِی انا



Meaning: Verily, I am Allah. There is no God other than Me. So always worship Me and
establish prayer for the sake of My remembrance. (20:14)
He requested, “Take me to Prophet Mohammad.” On hearing this Khabbab came out
from hiding and said, “O Umar! It seems that Prophet Mohammad’s prayer has been
answered in your favour.” Umar then went to the house of Arqam where the Prophet was
staying and accepted Islam by reciting shahada.
 Abdullah ibn Abbas narrates a tradition that when Umar accepted Islam, Angel Gabriel
came and said, “O Prophet Mohammad! Undoubtedly inhabitants of the heaven have
celebrated Umar’s conversion.” (Ibn Majah, Mustadrak, Ibn Hibban)
Umar ibn Khattab’s greatest honour is to be an inspired person. It refers to the person
with enlightened conscience upon whom Divine power discloses such secrets which are
not known and then he conveys them to others. The definition of an ‘inspired person
(Muhaddith)’ in Majma al-Bihar188 is:
 He is the person who receives inspiration and then informs others with wisdom. This
status is blessed only to the one whom Allah chooses.
 Aisha bint Abi Bakr relates that Prophet Mohammad said, “There had been inspired
persons among the past nations and Umar is the one in my umma.” (Muslim 6204)
 Abu Salama relates from Abd al-Rahman ibn Awf and he relates from Abu Hurairah
that Prophet Mohammad said, “There had been inspired persons in the past and in my
umma such a person is Umar.”
Six authentic books of Hadiths have narrated this tradition but Bukhari has narrated it in
these words:
 There were some people among the children of Israel who were inspired although they
were not Prophets. In Mohammadan umma this status is granted to Umar. (Bukhari
3689)

 Jabir ibn Abdullah narrates a tradition that Umar ibn Khattab addressed Abu Bakr
Siddiq as, “O the best person after Prophet Mohammad.” He replied, “If you call me
so then listen, I have also heard Prophet Mohammad saying, ‘The sun has not risen
upon any person who is better than Umar’.” (Tirmidhi, Mustadrak)

188

A lexicon on Hadith.
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 Uqbah ibn Amir relates that Prophet Mohammad said, “If there was to be a Prophet
after me, it would have been Umar.” (Tirmidhi 3686, Mustadrak 4495, Musnad Ahmad ibn
Hanbal)

 Abu Sa‘id al-Khudri relates that Prophet Mohammad said, “If Allah had intended to
send Prophet after me, surely it had been Umar.” (Imam Haithmi says that this tradition was
reported by Tabarani)

 Mohammad bin Sa’d relates from his father Sa’d ibn Abi Waqqas that Umar took
permission from the Prophet to enter his house while some women of Quraish were
talking to the Prophet in loud voices. However when they saw Umar they went
behind the curtain. The Prophet gently smiled. Umar said, “O Prophet Mohammad!
May Allah keep you smiling all your life.” The Prophet said, “I am astonished at
these women. They were talking to me but disappeared behind the curtain as soon as
they heard your voice.” Umar replied, “O Prophet! You deserve that they must fear
you more than anyone else.” Then Umar said to the women, “O the enemies of
yourselves! You fear from me but not the Prophet?” They said, “You are more strict
than the Prophet.” Then Prophet Mohammad said, “O Umar! I swear by Allah Who
has my life, if Satan would come across you, undoubtedly, he would change his
path.” (Muslim 6202)
 Buraida relates a tradition that the Prophet came back from one of his expeditions. A
black slave girl came to the Prophet and said, “O Prophet! I vowed to beat the
tambourine and sing on your safe return.” He said, “Beat it if you have vowed
otherwise do not.” She started beating tambourine. Meanwhile Abu Bakr Siddiq came.
Afterwards Ali ibn Abi Talib came while she was beating it, then Usman ibn Affan
came and she kept beating it. As soon as Umar came she stopped beating and sat on
the tambourine. The Prophet said, “O Umar! Certainly, Satan is afraid of you. She
was beating tambourine in my presence, then Abu Bakr came but she kept beating it.
She did not stop even when Ali and Usman came. O Umar! She stopped only when
you came.” (Tirmidhi 3690)
 Aisha bint Abi Bakr relates, “Once the Prophet was sitting with me meanwhile we
heard the voices of some children. The Prophet stood to see it. In fact there was a
black woman who was dancing in the street and the children had surrounded her. He
said, ‘O Aisha! Come here and see.’ I went and gently put my chin on his shoulder to
watch her. Then he said to me, ‘Have you watched amply?’ I said no to check my
importance for him. Meanwhile Umar came and all dispersed. The Prophet said, ‘I
am watching the jinns and human devils running away from Umar.’ Then I returned.”
(Tirmidhi 3691)
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 Sadisa, maid of Hafsa bint Umar, relates that the Holy Prophet said, “Indeed, Satan
passes by Umar with his head down since the day Umar has accepted Islam.” (Tabarani)
 Abd al-Rahman ibn Hameed relates from his father who heard it from Sa'id ibn Zayd
that the Holy Prophet said, “Ten Companions are promised paradise. Abu Bakr is
granted paradise, Umar is granted paradise, Usman is granted paradise, Ali is granted
paradise.” (This Hadith proceeds with names of rest of the Companions.) (Tirmidhi
3748)

 Sa'id ibn Zayd said, “I testify for nine men who are granted paradise. I will not be
sinful if I name the tenth one as well.” Someone inquired, “Who are they?” He told
that he was accompanying the Prophet at Mount Hira. The Prophet said, “Be firm,
Hira! There is no one upon you other than the Prophet, the truthful or the martyrs.”
Then someone asked, “Who were they?” He replied, “The Prophet, Abu Bakr Siddiq,
Umar ibn Khattab, Usman ibn Affan, Ali ibn Abi Talib, Talhah, Zubayr, Sa'd and
Abd al-Rahman ibn Awf.” Again someone asked, “Who is the tenth?” He replied, “I
am.” (Tirmidhi 3757)
 Ubayy ibn Ka'b relates a tradition that the Prophet said, “Umar will be the first one
with whom Allah will shake hands and greet with salutations. Umar will be the first
person whom Allah will hold hand and send to paradise.” (Ibn Majah 104)
 Abu Hurairah relates that Prophet Mohammad said, “Umar is the light for the people
of paradise.” (Abu Nu’aym, Daylami)
 Anas ibn Malik narrates that once Umar said, “My Lord agreed with me on three
things:
1. I said, ‘O Prophet! I wish we take the station of Abraham as our praying place.’ Hence
came the revelation,

ً
َ ًَ َ َ َ ۡ َۡ ََۡ َ ۡ َ
ُ َ ً َ
ََ
(2:125) اس َو ا ۡمنا ؕ َو ات ِخذ ۡوا ِم ۡن مقا ِم ِا ۡب ّٰر ٖہ َم ُم َصلی
ِلن
ِ و ِاذ جعلنا البیت مثابة ل



Meaning: And (remember) when We made this House (the Kaaba) a central place for
mankind to turn to (and assemble) and a sanctuary for peace and (commanded,)
‘Make the place, where Abraham stood, a place of prayer.’ (2:125)
2. Second it was about the veiling of women. I said, ‘O Prophet! I wish you instruct
your wives to observe purdah as good and bad ones talk to them.’ So the verse
regarding it was revealed.
3. When the wives of the Prophet unitedly made some demands to him, the following
verse was revealed exactly having the same words that I said to them:
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ۡ َ ً َ ۡ َ ۡۤ َ ۡ ُ ۡ َ َ ُ َ َ َ ۡ ۡۤ ُ َ ّٰ َ
(66:5)اجا خی ًرا
عسی ربہ ِان طلقکن ان یب ِدلہ ازو



Meaning: If he divorces you then it may well be that your Lord will give him in your
place better wives than yourselves. (66:5)
Thus Allah favoured me through this verse.” (Bukhari 402)
 Abdullah ibn Umar relates from Umar as saying, “My Lord favoured me on three
occasions which are regarding the station of Abraham, veiling of women and the
prisoners of Badr.” (Muslim 6206)
 Abdullah ibn Umar relates a tradition that the Prophet said, “Definitely Allah has put
the truth upon the tongue and the inward of Umar.” Abdullah ibn Umar says,
“Whenever any opinion was shared on a matter among the people and Umar, Quran
was always revealed according to the opinion of Umar.” (Tirmidhi 3682)
 It was the time when prohibition of wine was not announced. Umar ibn Khattab
prayed, “O Allah! Guide us clearly about wine.” Therefore the following verse was
revealed:

ُ
ۡ َۡ
َ َ ُ
ۡ َ ۡ ۡۤ
(2:219) یَ ۡسـَٔلوۡنک َع ِن الخ ۡمرِ َو المَ ۡی ِس ِر ؕ ق ۡل فِ ۡی ِہمَا ِاث ٌم ک ِبی ٌر



Meaning: They ask you about alcohol and gambling. Say, “Major sin lies in both of
them.” (2:219)
Then Umar was called. The verse was recited in front of him. He again said, “O
Allah! Guide us clearly regarding wine.” Then the following verse was revealed:

َ َُ
ّٰ ۡ َ َ َ
َۡ ُ
(4:43)ٰۤیای َہا ال ِذیۡ َن ّٰا َمنوۡا لَا تق َربُوا الص ّٰلوۃ َو ان ُت ۡم ُسک ّٰری



Meaning: O believers! Do not go near prayer in a drunken state. (4:43)
Then again Umar was called. The verse was recited in front of him. He again said, “O
Allah! Guide us (more) clearly regarding wine.” So the verse was revealed:

ۡ ُ َۡ َ
(5:91)﴾﴿ف َہ ۡل ان ُت ۡم من َت ُہوۡ َن



Meaning: Will you abstain (from these evil-generating temptations)? (5:91)
Umar said, “We abstained.” (Abu Dawud 3670)
 Jabir ibn Abdullah relates that Ali ibn Abi Talib came to Umar ibn Khattab who was
wearing a shawl. Ali ibn Abi Talib said, “May Allah bless Umar. There is no one
dearer to me than the one who is in the shawl. Allah reveals His verses considering
his opinion.” (Mustadrak, Ibn Abi Shaybah)
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 Aisha bint Abi Bakr relates that Prophet Mohammad said, “There has been no Prophet
without one or two scholars in his nation. The scholar of my umma is Umar ibn
Khattab. Indeed Allah has put the truth upon his tongue and inward.” (Tabarani, Ibn Abi
Asim)

 Mujahid relates, “Whenever Umar gave an opinion, Allah revealed verses according
to it.” (Ibn Abi Shaybah)
 Imam Ash-Shabi relates that when following words of Umar ibn Khattab were narrated
in front of Ali ibn Abi Talib, “I am inspired that I shall conquer any enemy I confront,”
he said, “It is not difficult for us to believe it as peace manifests from his existence.
Many instructions in the Quran are revealed according to the opinion of Umar ibn
Khattab.” (Ibn Asakir, al-Suyuti)
 Abdullah ibn Umar relates a tradition that Prophet Mohammad said, “I dreamt that I
was drawing water from a well with the help of a bucket. Then Abu Bakr arrived and
drew a bucket or two but he faced difficulty. Allah may forgive him. After that Umar
came. Then this bucket turned into a very large one. I have never seen anyone working
so hard. Then all the people drank to their hearts’ content, watered their camels and
took them to their destination.” (Bukhari 3682)
 Abdullah ibn Umar narrates that the Prophet said, “In a dream I drank so much milk
that its freshness started exuding my nails. Then I gave rest of the milk to Umar.”
The Companions of the Prophet asked, “O Prophet! What do you interpret from it?”
He replied, “It depicts (esoteric and exoteric) knowledge.” (Bukhari 82)
 Abu Sa‘id al-Khudri relates that the Prophet said, “I had a dream in which I came
across some people who were wearing shirts. Shirts of some people were so small
that they were up to the chests only while shirts of others were even shorter. Umar
ibn Khattab was wearing such a long shirt that he was dragging it.” It was inquired,
“O Prophet! What do you interpret from it?” He replied, “It is his faith.” (Bukhari 23)
 Abu Hurairah relates that the Prophet said, “I dreamt that I was present near a well
with a leather bucket on a pulley. I took water from the well as much as Allah wanted.
After that Abu Bakr took one bucket or two of water from it but he faced difficulty.
Allah may forgive him. Then this bucket was converted into larger one. Umar ibn
Khattab held that bucket. I never saw a man with such strength. He drew out so much
water that even the camels drank water to their satisfaction. Then people took their
camels to the rest area.” (Muslim 6192)
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 Abu Hurairah relates that Prophet Mohammad said, “Undoubtedly on the night of
Arafah (second day of hajj) Allah feels pride over his slaves especially on Umar ibn
Khattab.” (Tabarani, Ibn Abi Asim)
 Abdullah ibn Masud relates, “We felt heavenly peace from the words of Umar ibn
Khattab.” (Tabarani, Ibn Abi Shaybah, Abu Nu’aym)
 Ammar ibn Yasir relates that the Prophet said, “O Ammar! Angel Gabriel came to
me and I asked him the views of inhabitants of heaven about the grandeur of Umar
ibn Khattab. Gabriel replied, ‘O Prophet! If I keep narrating you the virtues of Umar
ibn Khattab for the time equal to the age of Prophet Noah even then his virtues
cannot be explained. Moreover Umar ibn Khattab is one of the virtues of Abu Bakr
Siddiq’.” (Abu Ya’la, Tabarani)


Salim Mawla Abu Hudhayfa relates that people of Najran came to Ali ibn Abi Talib
and said, “O Caliph of the believers! You are responsible for your deeds and you
have authority to intercede. Umar ibn Khattab had exiled us from our land, grant us
permission to return to our land.” Ali ibn Abi Talib replied, “You are evil. Undoubtedly
Umar ibn Khattab had done everything right, I shall not revert his decision.” (Ibn Abi
Shaybah)

 Abu Safar narrates that Ali ibn Abi Talib was often seen wearing the same shawl.
People asked him the reason of wearing it so often. He replied, “Indeed, this shawl
was given to me by my beloved, sincere and special friend Umar ibn Khattab. There
is no doubt Umar had devoted himself for Allah therefore He blessed him with
special righteousness.” Then Ali ibn Abi Talib started weeping. (Ibn Abi Shaybah)
 Aswad relates that Abdullah said, “When there is a discussion about pious people,
discuss Umar ibn Khattab first of all.” (Ibn Abi Shaybah)
 Zayd ibn Wahab relates from Abdullah that Umar was undoubtedly a strong fortress
for Islam where it was secure. However when he was martyred Islam became
vulnerable. Thereafter it never entered such secure premises again (thereafter umma
has never been secure from the onslaught of fitna). (Ibn Abi Shaybah)
 Qudamah ibn Madh’un says that Umar ibn Khattab and Usman ibn Madh’un were
riding at the place called Athaya. Prophet Mohammad was leading the caravan. Ride
of Umar pushed the ride of Usman ibn Madh’un. Usman said to Umar, “O averter of
fitna! You have hurt me.” When they stopped, Umar approached Usman ibn Madh’un
and asked, “May Allah forgive you, why did you call me with this name?” He
replied, “By God it is not like that! I am not the one who has given you this name but
the Prophet who is leading this army today has blessed you with this name. O Umar!
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One day you passed by us when we were sitting in the company of the Prophet.
While pointing towards you he said, ‘This man is the averter of fitna.’ He also said,
‘Till the time he is alive, he is a sealed door between you and fitna’.” (Tabarani)
 It is narrated by Abu Dhar al-Ghifari that once he met Umar. Umar held his hand and
shook it. As Umar was a strong man, Abu Dhar al-Ghifari said to him, “O lock on the
door that would block fitna ( !)قفل الفتنةLeave my hand.” On this Umar inquired,
“What is this name?” Abu Dhar al-Ghifari said, “One day I came to the Prophet. He
was sitting somewhere and people had gathered around him, I sat behind them. The
Prophet said, ‘Fitna cannot harm you as long as he (Umar) is present amongst you’.”
(Tabarani)

 Abdullah ibn Umar says that Prophet Mohammad said about Umar, “He is a wall
against fitna.” Then the Prophet pointed towards Umar and said, “As long as he will
remain amongst you he will be like a sealed door to safeguard you against fitna.”
(Musnad al-Bazzar)

 Ali ibn Abi Talib says, “The Companions have no doubt that dignity manifests from
Umar’s tongue.”
 Imam Abu Bakr al-Khraiti says, “May Allah bless Umar! He was deeply engrossed
in witnessing Divinity through the light of Allah and was the man of gnosis. Verily
he was an epitome of the Arabic couplet which means, ‘He is the one who judges the
matters through his insight. Thus he has the ability to foresee tomorrow’.”
 The Holy Prophet said about two worthy Companions, “Allah has strengthened me
with four ministers. Two are from the heavens i.e. Angel Gabriel and Angel Michael
and two are from the earth i.e. Abu Bakr and Umar.” (Tirmidhi 3680)
 The Prophet said, “There are always some special people among the Companions of
every Prophet and the special among my Companions are Abu Bakr and Umar.”
 The Prophet said, “The love for Abu Bakr and Umar is faith whereas enmity towards
them is hypocrisy.”
 The Prophet said, “The best amongst my umma are Abu Bakr and Umar.”
 The Prophet said, “Abu Bakr and Umar are the leaders of the elder people in the
heaven.” (Tirmidhi 3664, 3665)
 The Prophet said, “It is not me but Allah Who has honoured Abu Bakr and Umar.”
 The Prophet said, “On the Judgment Day, Abu Bakr and Umar will be raised with me
like these fingers.” Then he demonstrated by joining his three fingers.
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 Abdullah ibn Abbas relates, “People gathered around the sacred body of Umar during
his funeral. Everyone was praising and praying for him. People were paying salutations
upon him before his burial. I was also among them. Suddenly someone put his hand
on my shoulder from behind. I was shocked, I turned around immediately. It was Ali
ibn Abi Talib. He sought blessings for Umar and (addressing Umar’s sacred body) he
said, ‘(O Umar!) There is no one after you whose virtues I would like to adhere, to
meet Allah. I swear to Allah! I am sure that Allah will keep you with your two
friends (the Holy Prophet and Abu Bakr) as I often heard the Prophet saying, ‘Abu
Bakr, Umar and I came. Abu Bakr, Umar and I entered. Abu Bakr, Umar and I left.’ I
am sure that Allah will bless you with the company of your both friends.” (Bukhari 3685)

USMAN IBN AFFAN
Usman ibn Affan is the third righteous Caliph. His title is Ghani (the rich and generous) as
he was affluent and after accepting Islam he generously donated his wealth for the cause
of Allah. One of Usman’s titles is Du an-Nurayn (the possessor of two lights). This is
because two of the Prophet’s daughters i.e. Ruqayyah bint Mohammad and Umm Kulthum
bint Mohammad were married to him. He married Umm Kulthum after the death of
Ruqayyah. Since none other than him had the honour of marrying two daughters of a
Prophet thus this title became relatively more famous. A number of Hadiths are narrated
in this regard.
 Abu Hurairah relates that Prophet Mohammad met Usman at the entrance of mosque
and said, “Gabriel told me that Allah has commanded to wed Umm Kulthum to you.”
(Ibn Majah 110)

 Asma narrates that when the Prophet’s second daughter (Umm Kulthum) also died
who was married to Usman, the Prophet said, “Arrange the marriage of Usman. If I
had a third daughter I would have married her to Usman as well. I had wedded my
two daughters to Usman on Divine command.” (Tabarani)
 Abdullah ibn Umar ibn Abaan al-Jafi says, “My uncle Husayn al-Jafi asked me, ‘O
son! Do you know why is Usman titled Du an-Nurayn?’ I replied, ‘No!’ He said, ‘It
is because Allah has never commanded to marry two daughters of any Prophet to one
person except Usman ibn Affan (he married Umm Kulthum after the death of
Ruqayyah). That is why he is called Du an-Nurayn’.” (Bayhaqi)
 Ubaidullah ibn Adi ibn al-Khiyar has narrated a long tradition in which Usman ibn
Affan said, “Indeed Allah has sent the Prophet with truth. I was among the foremost
who accepted the invitation of Allah and His Prophet. I established faith in what was
sent to the Prophet. As you (Ubaidullah) have said I have the honour of two migrations
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and became the son in law of the Prophet. I pledged allegiance to the Prophet. I swear
neither I disobeyed the Prophet nor deceived him till the time he died.” (Musnad Ahmad
ibn Hanbal 480, Bukhari 3696)

He is also titled Sahib al-Hijratain, the one who migrated twice. The first migration was
towards Abyssinia along with the Prophet’s daughter Ruqayyah and the second migration
was towards Madina.
 Anas ibn Malik narrates that Usman ibn Affan set out towards Abyssinia for migration
along with his wife Ruqayyah. For a long time the Prophet had no news about them.
He would go out of the city every day to inquire about their safety. Finally one day a
woman brought the good news of their well-being. Upon this the Prophet said,
“Verily! Usman is the first person after Lut who has migrated along with his wife in
the way of Allah.” (Tabarani 141)
Usman’s greatest virtue is his modesty. Even the angels would regard him for it. He was
so perfect in it that he never unclothed himself even in total privacy. There are numerous
Hadiths about his modesty.
 Abu Musa al-Ash’ari narrates, “The Prophet was sitting at a wet place and one or both of
his knees were uncovered. When Usman came, the Prophet covered them.” (Bukhari)
 Aisha bint Abi Bakr narrates, “The Prophet was lying (on a bed) in my house and
both of his calves were partly visible. Abu Bakr sought permission to enter the room
which the Prophet granted while lying in the same posture and continued talking.
Then Umar sought his permission which the Prophet granted while lying in the same
posture and kept talking. Then Usman sought permission upon which the Prophet sat
up and adjusted his dress. Usman had conversation and then he left. I asked, ‘O
Prophet of Allah! When Abu Bakr came you did not adjust your clothes, nor upon
Umar’s arrival but when Usman came you sat up and adjusted your dress.’ He replied,
‘Why should I not regard the person whom even the angels regard’.” (Muslim 6209)
 Hafsa bint Umar narrates, “Once the Prophet came to me and sat down keeping his
cloth over his legs. Meanwhile Abu Bakr Siddiq came and sought permission which
the Prophet granted while he kept sitting in the same manner. Then Umar came and
sought permission from the Prophet which he granted while sitting in the same
manner. Then other Companions came to whom also he granted permission. Then Ali
ibn Abi Talib came and sought permission which he also granted and did not change
his way. Then came Usman. The Prophet first covered his body with the cloth and
then granted the permission. The Companions kept talking to the Prophet and then
left. I asked, ‘O Prophet of Allah! Abu Bakr, Umar, Ali and other Companions came
but you kept sitting in the same way but when Usman came you covered your body.’
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He said, ‘Should I not honour the modesty of the man whom even the angels
honour’.” (Musnad Ahmad ibn Hanbal, Tabarani)
 Anas ibn Malik narrates that the Prophet said, “Usman ibn Affan is truly modest.”
(Tirmidhi 3790)

 Badr ibn Khalid narrates, “On the day Usman’s house was besieged, Zayd ibn Thabit
stood near us and said, ‘Will you not be shy of the man from whom even the angels
are?’ We inquired, ‘Who is he?’ He said that he had heard the Prophet saying, ‘One
of the angels was with me. Meanwhile Usman passed. The angel said that this person
is a martyr, his people will kill him and we the angels are also shy of him’.” Badr (the
narrator) says that afterwards they saved Usman from a group (of kharijites). (Tabarani)
One of the greatest distinctions of Usman is that Prophet called his own right hand as
the hand of Usman. When Usman went to Makkah for negotiations with the Quraish at
the time of treaty of Hudaybiyyah, rumour of his martyrdom was spread. On that
occasion, the Prophet asked for an oath of allegiance from all his Companions. This
allegiance is known as ‘pledge of the Tree or pledge of Ridwan’ (Bayat ar-Ridwan).
Since Usman was not present at the time of this oath, the Prophet placed his right hand
over the hands of Companions and said, “This is Usman’s hand and I swear allegiance on
his behalf.” None else has been blessed with such honour. This incident can be verified
from following Hadith:
 Anas ibn Malik relates that the Prophet took the pledge of the Tree when Usman had
gone to Makkah as his ambassador. When Companions were pledging allegiance at
the hand of the Prophet, he said, “Usman is performing the duties of Allah and His
Prophet.” After that the Prophet placed one of his hands over the other as Usman’s
hand for swearing allegiance on his behalf. Hence Usman’s hand was (many times)
better for people than their own hand. (Tirmidhi 3702)
Another distinction of Usman is that when he went to Makkah as an ambassador, the
Quraish offered him an opportunity to perform circumambulation of Kaaba but he
refused the offer by saying, “I would not perform it without the Prophet.”
His title is Ghani. He was rich and his wealth was only for Allah and His Prophet.
Whenever there was a challenging time for Muslims or Islam and material means were
needed, Usman came forward and offered his wealth in the way of Allah.
At the occasion of expedition to Tabuk, the Prophet urged his Companions to spend their
wealth. Abu Bakr Siddiq brought everything that was present in his house while Umar
ibn Khattab brought half of what he had. At that time Usman said, “I present hundred
laden camels.” When the Prophet persuaded more, Usman again got up and said, “I
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present another two hundred camels.” The Prophet again persuaded upon which Usman
said, “I give an additional three hundred camels.” The Prophet urged yet again for spending
wealth for jihad in the way of Allah and for the fourth time Usman said, “I present
another two hundred camels and a thousand gold coins.” Hearing this the Prophet came
down from his pedestal and was so pleased with Usman’s unparalleled generosity that he
took the coins in his hand and said:

ْ َ
ُ ََما َضرَ ُع ْثم
ان َما َعمَ َل بَ ْع َد ّٰہذا ال َیوْ ِم



Meaning: From today onwards nothing that Usman does will cause him any harm.
He added, “O Usman! Allah has forgiven all your sins that you have committed or will
commit till the Judgment Day.”
Once a terrible famine struck Madina which worried everyone. Meanwhile Usman
received a thousand grain laden camels. All the traders of Madina gathered and tried to
buy the grain at a much higher price but Usman refused and said, “I am receiving even
greater profit. I ask you people to be witness that I have given away all this grain to the
Fakirs of Madina for the sake of Allah.”
 Abdullah ibn Abbas says that the same night he saw the Prophet in dream. The
Prophet was riding a white Turkish horse and was clad in a dress of light. He was in
hurry to go somewhere. Abdullah asked, “O Prophet! May my parents be sacrificed
upon you, I am very fond of beholding you.” The Prophet said, “I am in a hurry right
now because Usman has given a charity of thousand camels which Allah has accepted
and as a reward he is being married to a houri and I have to attend this marriage.”
After the death of Prophet, Usman carried out the responsibility of taking the honourable
wives of the Prophet to hajj. It was not only because he was part of the Prophets’ household
being his son-in-law but also by virtue of his modesty. He took upon himself all the
expenses of their hajj. This was a special honour bestowed upon him.
When the Prophet migrated to Madina, he and his Companions faced an extreme
shortage of sweet water. There was only one well of sweet water named Bi’r Roomah
which was owned by a Jew who sold water at the price of his choice. The Prophet
announced that anybody who would purchase the well and dedicate it for the sake of
Allah will be blessed with paradise. Usman purchased the well and dedicated it.
 Abu Ashas Sanaani narrates that some scholars were delivering sermons in Syria.
Some of them were the Companions. The last who delivered sermon was Marah ibn
Kab. He said, “Had I not heard a Hadith from the Prophet himself I would not have
stood up. The Prophet was talking about impending fitna. Meanwhile a person passed
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by who had covered his face with a cloth. The Prophet pointed towards him and said,
‘On that day (of fitna) this person will be on righteousness.’ I looked towards him
and realized that he was Usman. I then asked the Prophet, ‘Is he the one?’ He said,
‘Yes, he is’.” (Tirmidhi 3704)
 Jabir ibn Abdullah narrates that a dead body was brought to the Prophet for offering
funeral prayer but the Prophet refused. Someone asked, “O Prophet! We have never
seen you refusing any funeral prayer.” The Prophet replied, “The truth is that the
dead person had grudge for Usman. Hence Allah has deprived him of His mercy.”
(Tirmidhi 3709, Ibn Abi Asim)

 Abdullah ibn Umar narrates, “The Prophet stood up on the day of Badr and said,
‘Indeed Usman is performing the duties of Allah and His Prophet189 and I take oath of
allegiance on his behalf.’ The Prophet also fixed the share of Usman from the war
wealth. The Prophet did not do so for anyone else who was absent on that day.” (Abu
Dawud 2726, Al-Tahawi)

 Aisha bint Abi Bakr says, “The Prophet asked me, ‘Call somebody from my
Companions.’ I asked, ‘O Prophet of Allah! Should I call Abu Bakr Siddiq?’ He said
no. Then I asked, ‘Should I call Umar ibn Khattab?’ He said no. I then asked,
‘Should I call your cousin Ali ibn Abi Talib?’ He said no. I then asked, ‘Should I call
Usman?’ He said yes. When he came, the Prophet said, ‘(O Aisha!) Give us privacy.’
Then he started whispering to him and Usman’s colour changed. Then came the day
when Usman’s house was besieged and he was also constrained. We said, ‘O Caliph!
Will you not fight?’ Usman said, ‘No, verily the Prophet had advised me (about this
day) and I will remain firm on the advice’.” (Musnad Ahmad ibn Hanbal, Abu Ya’la)
 Jabir ibn Abdullah narrates, “Once we along with the Prophet were present in a house
with emigrants. Abu Bakr Siddiq, Umar, Usman, Ali, Talhah, Zubayr ibn al-Awam,
Abd al-Rahman ibn Awf and Sa`d ibn Abi Waqqas were also present. The Prophet
said, ‘Each one of you should stand with his friend.’ The Prophet himself stood
beside Usman. He embraced him and said, ‘O Usman! You are my friend in this
world as well as in the hereafter’.” (Mustadrak, Abu Ya’la)
 Abu Hurairah narrates that he want to Ruqayyah, daughter of the Prophet. She had a
comb in her hand and said, “The Holy Prophet has just departed. I was combing my
hair. He asked, ‘What is your opinion about Usman ibn Affan?’ I replied, ‘He is an
excellent man.’ The Prophet advised, ‘Keep respecting him, verily he is similar to me
more than any other Companion regarding his conduct’.” (Tabarani 97)
189

Usman could not participate in the battle because his wife Ruqayyah, the daughter of Prophet Mohammad was ill and he
was looking after her.
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 Abu Musa al-Ash’ari says, “I was in an orchard with Prophet Mohammad when
someone sought permission to enter. The Prophet said to open the door and give him
glad tidings of paradise. Hence I did the same and opened the door. He was Abu Bakr
Siddiq and after listening he praised Allah. Afterwards another person sought
permission. The Prophet again said to give him glad tidings of paradise and open the
door. When I opened the door, he was Umar ibn Khattab. I conveyed to him the
Prophet’s message, he also praised Allah. Then a third person sought permission to
enter. The Prophet said, ‘Open the door, give him glad tidings of paradise along with
the trials and hardships (in world) which he will have to face.’ He was Usman ibn
Affan. When I told him the Prophet’s words, he praised Allah and said, ‘Only Allah
is the Helper’.” (Bukhari 3693)
 Talhah narrates that the Holy Prophet said, “Every Prophet has a friend and my friend
in paradise is Usman.” (Tirmidhi 3698)
 Abdullah ibn Umar narrates, “I was with the Holy Prophet while a man came to him
and shook hands. The Prophet did not withdraw his hand till the man himself released
his hand. Then the man said, ‘O Prophet of Allah! Usman has come.’ The Prophet
said, ‘He is amongst those who are destined to be in heaven’.” (Tabarani)
 Abdullah ibn Sehr says, “Verily a man came to Sa'id bin Zayd and said to him, ‘I
have grudge against Usman to the extent that I never had such a grudge against any
other person.’ Upon this Sa'id bin Zayd said, ‘Indeed you have said an evil statement.
You foster grudge towards such a person who is one of those promised heaven’.”
(Musnad Ahmad ibn Hanbal)

 Abdullah ibn Umar narrates, “The Prophet told about fitna and said regarding Usman
ibn Affan, ‘He will be killed wrongly’.” (Tirmidhi 3708)
 Abdullah ibn Abbas says, “I was sitting in the company of the Prophet while Usman
came. When he came closer, the Prophet said, ‘O Usman! You will be martyred
while reciting sura al-Baqarah and your blood will fall on the verse:

ّٰ َ ۡ َ
ۡ ُ َ
(2:137)ف َس َیک ِف ۡیک ُہ ُم الل ُہ ۚ َو ُہوَ الس ِم ۡیع ال َع ِل ۡی ُم



Meaning: So Allah is sufficient to guard you against their evil and He is All-Hearing,
All-Knowing. (2:137)
On the Judgment Day, you will be raised as the ruler over the downtrodden and those
from the east and west will envy your distinction and you will intercede for as many
people as the people of Rabi’ah and Mudhar tribes put together.” (Mustadrak)
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 Aisha bint Abi Bakr narrates, “The Prophet said, ‘O Usman! Allah will bless you
with the cloak (of caliphate). Thus if the people will try to remove it, you must not do
it’.” (Tirmidhi, Ibn Majah)
 Bashir al-Aslami says that when migrating Companions came from Makkah to Madina
they faced serious shortage of water. There was a spring with a man from Ghifar tribe
which was called Roomah. He would sell a small leather bag of water from the spring
at a high price. The Prophet said to him, “Sell to me this spring for a spring in the
paradise.” The man replied, “O Prophet of Allah! There is no source of income for
me and my family except this spring therefore I cannot do this.” This news reached
Usman who purchased the spring from that man for thirty-five thousand dinars. He
then came to the Prophet and asked, “O Prophet of Allah! If I purchase this spring
and dedicate it, will you also give me a spring in the paradise in reward of this as you
said to that man?” The Prophet said yes. On this Usman said, “O Prophet of Allah! I
have purchased that spring and dedicated it for the Muslims.” (Tabarani)
 Abdullah ibn Umar narrates that the Holy Prophet said, “Every Prophet has a friend
from his umma and verily Usman is my friend.” (Abu Nu’aym, Daylami)
 Abdullah ibn Umar relates from the Holy Prophet, “Usman’s attributes are similar to
those of our forefather Prophet Abraham.” (Daylami)

WIVES AND DAUGHTERS OF THE HOLY PROPHET
The most prestigious women of the umma are the honourable wives and daughters of the
Holy Prophet. Mother of the believers Khadijah bint Khuwaylid holds the highest position
with regard to preaching, companionship and for being a consoler for the Holy Prophet.
She is undoubtedly the most honourable woman and the first one to believe. It is sufficient
to prove her greatness that she endorsed the Holy Prophet while people disapproved and
rejected him. Before she embraced Islam her hundreds of camels carried trading goods
but when she died there was not even enough cloth for her shroud. There are only two
personalities in Islam who sacrificed their everything for the religion, Khadijah bint
Khuwaylid and Abu Bakr Siddiq. Then is the mother of the believers, Aisha bint Abi
Bakr who became the custodian of the Holy Prophet’s heritage of knowledge and spread
it for over half a century. The Hadiths related by her are the base of one third of the
Islamic jurisprudence. Regarding knowledge Umm Salama also holds a distinct position.
Among the daughters of the Prophet, Fatimah bint Mohammad holds the highest position.
Her grandeur has been mentioned in the previous chapter.
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TEN COMPANIONS WITH GLAD TIDINGS OF PARADISE
(ASHARAA AL-MUBASHARUN)
The ten blessed Companions are distinguished from the rest on the basis that the Prophet
gave them the glad tidings of paradise during their lifetime. Besides the Rashidun Caliphs
the following six Companions were given the good news:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Az-Zubayr ibn al-Awam
Sa’d ibn Abi Waqqas
Abd al-Rahman ibn Awf
Abu Ubaidah ibn al-Jarrah
Talhah ibn Ubaydullah
Sa’id bin Zayd

PIONEER MUSLIMS OF MAKKAH
This is the distinguished group as they were the foremost on the path of Truth. They
endured every kind of tribulation and cruelty with great steadfastness to secure and
strengthen their bond with Allah and His Prophet. Among them, besides the Rashidun
Caliphs and the Companions who were promised paradise following are worth mentioning;
Zayd ibn Harithah, Bilal ibn Rabah al-Habashi, Ammar ibn Yasir, Khabab ibn al-Aratt,
Abdullah ibn Masud, Khalid ibn Sa’id ibn al-As, Suhayb ar-Rumi, Usman ibn Madh’un,
Al-Arqam ibn Abi’l Arqam, Jafar ibn Abi Talib and Abu Salama.
Among the early women believers were included Lubaba bint al-Harith who was the wife
of Abbas ibn Abd al-Muttalib and her title was Umm Fadl, Asma bint Abi Bakr, Umm
Ruman and Fatimah bint Khattab.

PIONEERS AMONG ANSAR
In the eleventh year of the declaration of Prophethood, some people of Khazraj tribe
came for pilgrimage and camped a few miles away from Makkah at al-Aqabah. One night
Prophet Mohammad visited them to preach. They were expecting the Apostleship of the
last Prophet Mohammad because of their close contacts with the Jews. When they saw
Prophet Mohammad and heard from him the Divine revelations they immediately
believed and accepted Islam. The names of these six people are: Abu Umama Asad ibn
Zurara, Awf ibn al-Harith, Rafay ibn Malik, Qutba ibn Amir, Uqbah ibn Amir and Sa’d
ibn ar-Rabi.
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On returning to Madina these Companions spread the light of faith. Next year twelve
people arrived for pilgrimage. Among them, except Sa`d ibn ar-Rabi, five were the same as
just mentioned. Another seven embraced Islam whose names are Dhakwan ibn Abu Qays,
Ubada ibn as-Samit, Khalid ibn Mukhlid, Abbas ibn Ubada, Muadh ibn al-Harith, Abu
al-Haytham ibn at-Tayyihan and Uwaim bin Saidah.
They swore allegiance to believe in the Oneness of Allah, obey the Prophet and not to
indulge in theft, fornication, killing of newborn girls, false allegations and backbiting.
This allegiance is known as the first pledge at al-Aqabah and Mus’ab ibn Umair was sent
with them to educate and preach. The following year (13 AH), the second pledge at alAqabah took place in which there were seventy-two men and two women from the tribes
of Aws and Khazraj. They had come with the intention of inviting the Prophet to migrate
to their city, Madina.
The Prophet said after the oath, “As Prophet Jesus had selected twelve persons similarly
on the indication of Angel Gabriel, I appoint twelve of you as my representatives. Go
back to Madina and spread Islam. I will undertake this task myself for the people of
Makkah.” Among these representatives of Ansar nine were from Khazraj tribe while
three were from Aws. These twelve representatives are the leading ones amongst the
Ansar and they hold the same distinction as the ‘ten who were promised paradise’ among
the emigrants. Representatives from the tribe of Khazraj were: Abu Umama Asad ibn
Zurara, Rafay ibn Malik, Ubada ibn as-Samit, Sa’d ibn ar-Rabi, Mundhir ibn Amr,
Abdullah ibn Rawahah, Bara ibn Marur, Abdullah ibn Amr and Sa’d ibn Ubadah. Three
representatives from Aws were: Usaid bin Hudair, Sa’d bin Khaithamah and Abu alHaytham ibn at-Tayyihan.
The following Hadiths state the virtues of Ansar:
 Anas ibn Malik reports that the Prophet said, “Love of Ansar is a sign of faith and
grudge against Ansar is a symbol of hypocrisy.” (Bukhari 17)
 Anas ibn Malik relates that the Prophet said, “The sign of faith is love for Ansar and
the sign of a hypocrite is that he keeps grudge against Ansar.” (Bukhari 3784, Nisai 5022)
 Al-Barra says that he heard the Prophet saying, “Only a true believer loves Ansar and
only a hypocrite would keep grudge against them (narration of Imam Nisai is, ‘Only
a non-believer will keep grudge for them’). The one who loved them, Allah will love
him and Allah will hate him who kept grudge against them.” (Bukhari 3783)
 Anas ibn Malik says that when the Prophet saw some of the women and children of
Ansar returning from a marriage he stood up and said, “You are my beloved among
the people.” He said thrice and meant the Ansar Companions. (Bukhari 3785)
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 Abu Hurairah relates that the Prophet said, “The one who believes in Allah and in the
Judgment Day does not keep grudge against the Ansar.” (Muslim 238, 239, Nisai)
 Abu Hurairah relates that Prophet Mohammad said, “One who loves the Ansar he
does it for my sake and the one who has grudge against them, in fact has it because of
his grudge against me.” (Tabarani)
 Zayd ibn Arqam says that the Prophet said, “O Allah! Forgive the Ansar, the sons of
Ansar and the grandsons of Ansar.” (Muslim 6414)
 Sa’d bin Malik Ansari narrates that the Prophet said, “If the people decide to go to
one valley and the Ansar decide to go to another, I would walk with the Ansar. Had
there been no migration I would have been a person from amongst the Ansar.” (Ibn
Majah 164)

 Anas ibn Malik narrates that the Prophet came to us and said, “Beware! Every Prophet
has assets and verily my asset is Ansar.” (Tabarani, Abu Nu’aym, Diya al-Din al-Maqdisi)

COMPANIONS WHO HAD THE HONOUR OF MIGRATION
When Allah commanded the believers to migrate to Madina, the Prophet immediately
indicated the Companions to migrate after Dhul al-Hijjah and also pointed the destination.
The leading ones in migration included Mus’ab ibn Umair and Abdullah ibn Umm
Kulthum. Then Bilal al-Habashi, Sa’d ibn Abi Waqqas and Ammar bin Yasir migrated
one after the other. Then there was a group of twenty individuals that included Umar ibn
Khattab. When Umar ibn Khattab decided to migrate he went daringly with weapons.
First he went to Kaaba and after performing the circumambulation he addressed the
people of Quraish who had gathered in the compound of Holy Kaaba, “I am migrating,
anyone who wants his wife to be a widow, children orphan and wants to leave his mother
wailing he may come and fight me.” Nobody dared to confront him however some weak
Muslims became his co-emigrants.
Suhayb ar-Rumi, though a slave, was very rich. When the news of his migration reached
the non-believers, they stopped him and asked why he was taking his wealth with him.
They said, “Whatever you have earned here, we would not let you take it with you.” He
replied firmly, “Till there is a last arrow in my quiver nobody can stop me. However if
you want my wealth you can take it and let me go.” Thus having lost everything he saved
his life and joined the Prophet in Quba. When the Prophet saw him, he said, “You have
done a very profitable trade.”
In the month of Rabi al-awwal the Prophet along with Abu Bakr Siddiq left Makkah for
Madina. The Quran remembers Abu Bakr as ‘the Companion’ of Prophet Mohammad.
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The Prophet left Ali ibn Abi Talib in Makkah to return the belongings and goods of the
non-believers which they had entrusted to him. In Quba the Prophet stayed at the house
of Kulthum ibn Hidum, laid the foundation of Quba Mosque and departed for Madina
after three days on Friday. En route to Madina, the Prophet offered prayer in the town of
Salim tribe and this was the first Friday prayer. Then he entered Madina from the south.
Earlier Madina was called Yathrib but that day onwards this city is called Madina-tunNabi (city of the Prophet) and it was prohibited to call it Yathrib.
The first task in Madina was to build the Prophet’s mosque. Then the Prophet attended
towards the rehabilitation of the emigrants. He gathered the Companions at the house of
Anas ibn Malik to establish brotherhood among them. Their number is said to be ninety
in which forty-five were emigrants while other forty-five were Ansar. The Prophet
established the bond of brotherhood between an emigrant and an Ansar. These Ansar and
emigrants are those blessed souls who are honoured with the distinction of offering salat
facing both the Qiblah. All such Companions are included in the leading Companions.
About the superiority of the emigrants the Prophet said:
 Abdullah ibn Zayd and Abu Hurairah relate that Prophet Mohammad said, “If there
was no (superiority of) migration then I would have been a person amongst the Ansar.”
(Bukhari 7244, 7245)

 Sa’d ibn Abi Waqqas narrates that the Prophet said, “O Allah! Accept the migration
of my Companions and do not turn them back to the previous state of ignorance.”
(Agreed upon Hadith)

INSCRIBERS OF REVELATIONS
Some scholars have placed the writers of revelation above those Companions who
participated in the Battle of Badr. In Madina their number reached forty. The honour of
writing the first revelation was conferred upon Khalid ibn Sa’id while the distinction of
writing the last revelation was bestowed upon Ubayy ibn Ka’b.

PEOPLE OF BADR
Those who fought in Badr, the first battle between truth and falsehood (Yaum al-Furqan)
are blessed with special honour. It is said about them that Allah saw the people of Badr
with favour and said, “Now you may do whatever you want, for I have forgiven you.”
(Abu Dawud 4654)

It is said in another Hadith that Angel Gabriel came to the Prophet and asked, “O
Prophet! What is the status of people of Badr among the Muslims? The Prophet replied,
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“I consider them superior to all other Muslims.” Angel Gabriel told the Prophet that the
angels who appeared at Battle of Badr to help believers are also considered worthy of
similar distinction among the angels. The status of participants of Badr is the highest as
Allah has forgiven all the previous and future sins of these soldiers and paradise is due
for them. Their number according to known traditions is ‘three hundred and thirteen’.
The Holy Prophet has narrated the excellence of the people of Badr in these words:
 Ali ibn Abi Talib relates a long tradition that the Holy Prophet said that Allah
addressed the people of Badr, “Do whatever you want to do as I have declared you
the rightful deservers of paradise” or Allah addressed them in these words, “I have
forgiven you.” (Agreed upon Hadith)
 Qays narrates that Umar ibn Khattab fixed an annual allowance of five thousand
dirham for the people of Badr during his caliphate and said that he would give
preference to the people of Badr over all other Companions. (Bukhari)
 Jabir ibn Abdullah relates that the servant of Hatib ibn Abi Balta’ah went to the
sacred assembly of Prophet Mohammad and complained against Hatib, “O Messenger
of Allah! Hatib ibn Abi Balta’ah will go to hell.” The Holy Prophet said, “You are a
liar! He will not go to hell as he has participated in the Battle of Badr and treaty of
Hudaybiyyah.” (Muslim, Tirmidhi, Nisai)
 Abdullah ibn Abu Aufa says that Abd al-Rahman ibn Awf complained about Khalid
ibn al-Walid in the sacred assembly of Prophet Mohammad. The Holy Prophet said
to Khalid, “Why do you hurt a man from the people of Badr as you cannot achieve
the status of people of Badr even if you donate gold equal to the size of Mount
Uhud.” Khalid ibn al-Walid said, “O Holy Prophet! He quarrelled with me so I did.”
The Holy Prophet said to Abd al-Rahman ibn Awf, “Do not hurt him as he is one of
the swords of Allah which Allah has imposed upon non-believers.” (Tabarani, Ibn
Hibban)

PEOPLE OF UHUD
The status of people of Uhud comes after the people of Badr. Although there were one
thousand soldiers who entered the battlefield but the leader of hypocrites Abdullah ibn
Ubayy retreated along with his three hundred men at the time of battle. Consequently
strength of the true believers reduced to seven hundred.
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PARTICIPANTS OF BATTLE OF THE TRENCH
Quraish and other Arab tribes laid a siege around Madina in 5 AH. Muslims dug out a
trench on three sides of their city for protection and remained besieged for several days.
The status of participants of battle of the Trench comes after the Companions of Uhud.

COMPANIONS OF PLEDGE OF THE TREE
The Holy Prophet dreamt that he was circumambulating Kaaba. To make this dream come
true he set out for it. According to a tradition fourteen hundred Companions accompanied
him and according to another tradition they were sixteen hundred. The Muslims stopped
at Hudaybiyyah. Usman ibn Affan was sent to Makkah as an envoy. There was a rumour
that he had been martyred. Upon hearing this news the Prophet took the pledge from his
Companions under an Acacia tree to take revenge. Those who swore this pledge have a
grand status.
Allah says about their grandeur in sura al-Fath:

َ
ّٰ
ُُ
َ ََ َ
َ
ََۡ
َ َ َ
ۡ ۡ
ۡ
َ
لَق ۡد َر ِض َی الل ُہ َع ِن المُ ۡؤ ِم ِنی َن ِاذ یُ َبای ِ ُعوۡنک ت ۡح َت الش َجرَ ِۃ ف َع ِل َم َما ف ِ ۡی قلوۡ ِب ِہ ۡم فان َز َل الس ِک ۡینة َعل ۡی ِہ ۡم َو
ََ
َ َ
(48:18)﴾﴿اثابَ ُہ ۡم ف ۡت ًحا ق ِریۡ ًبا



Meaning: Surely Allah was well pleased with the believers when they pledged allegiance
to you under the tree. So (the passion of truth and fidelity) that permeated their inwards,
Allah had its knowledge and sent down an exceptional calmness and tranquillity and
awarded them the forthcoming victory (of Khaybar). (48:18)
The Prophet said about the people of the tree:
 Jabir ibn Abdullah who was among the people of the tree relates, “The Holy Prophet
addressed us on the day of Hudaybiyyah, ‘You are the best among all the inhabitants
of the earth.’ We were fourteen hundred Companions and if I could see (Jabir ibn
Abdullah al-Ansari had lost his eyesight at that time) I would have indicated you the
location of that tree as well.” (Agreed upon Hadith)

CONQUEST OF MAKKAH
Allah says in sura al-Hadid:

ُ ّٰ
ً
َ َ َ ُ
ّٰ َ ۡ َ
ُ َ َۡ َ
َ َۡ َ ُ ۡ
لَا یَ ۡس َت ِو ۡی ِمنک ۡم م ۡن انف َق ِم ۡن ق ۡب ِل الف ۡت ِح َو ق َت َل ؕ اولٰٓ ِئک ا ۡعظ ُم َد َر َجة ِم َن ال ِذیۡ َن انفقوۡا ِم ۢۡن بَ ۡع ُد َو ق َتلوۡا
(57:10)
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Meaning: Those of you who spent (their wealth in the way of Allah) before (Makkah’s)
victory and fought (for the sake of truth), they (and others) cannot be equal. They are far
higher in rank than those who spent their wealth afterwards and fought. (57:10)
Those who donated and fought for Allah before Makkah’s victory are superior to those
who donated and fought for Allah after it.

GRANDEUR OF COMPANIONS
Everyone in Makkah became the enemy of the Prophet when he announced his Prophethood.
It was an unexpected announcement for Quraish. They could not even think that ‘the
truthful and honest’ would become such a danger for their system of falsehood. They
could not even imagine that a man of honour and modesty would challenge the religion
of their ancestors. Proclamation of Islam not only meant waging a war against Quraish
but also against the whole Arab society. The entire Arab turned against Prophet
Mohammad. It was the most difficult time when supporting him and accepting Islam
meant inviting the death. However the sacred Companions risked their lives and supported
the Prophet of Allah. They endured every difficulty and affliction without complaining
and faced every trouble bravely. They were tortured, flogged, made to lay on fire bed,
dragged on the hot sand, hanged to death, scorched with hot metal, buried under heavy
stones but all these atrocities could not affect their companionship with the Holy Prophet.
They permanently remained in the company of the Prophet because of their love for him
and could not even think of being apart. It was not just the matter of accepting Islam but
was their ardent love for the Prophet.
If the lives of the Companions are studied one comes to know that they sacrificed each
and everything ordered in the following verse and ultimately achieved success on the
path of righteousness.

َ َ ُق ۡل ِا ۡن ک
ُ ان ّٰابَآ ُؤک ُ ۡم َو اَ ۡب َنآ ُؤک ُ ۡم َو ِا ۡخوَان ُ ُک ۡم َو اَ ۡز َو
ُ َاج ُک ۡم َو َع ِشی ۡ َرتُ ُک ۡم َو اَ ۡمو
َ ال ۡاقت َ َر ۡف ُت ُموۡ َہا َو ِت َج َار ٌۃ تَ ۡخ َشوۡ َن کَ َس
اد َہا َو
ّٰ
ُ َ َ ۡۤ َ َ َ
َ ّٰ ۡ ّٰ
َ ََ
(9:24)َم ّٰس ِک ُن ت ۡرضوۡن َہا ا َحب ِال َ ۡیک ۡم ِم َن الل ِہ َو َر ُس ۡول ِٖہ َو ِج َہا ٍد ف ِ ۡی َس ِب ۡی ِل ٖہ فت َرب ُصوۡا َحتی یَاتِیَ الل ُہ ِبا ۡمرِ ٖہ



Meaning: (O esteemed Messenger!) Say, “If your fathers (and forefathers) and your sons
(and daughters) and your brothers (and sisters) and your wives and your (other) kith and
kin and the riches that you have earned (so hard) and the trade and business that you fear
may decline and the homes you are fond of are dearer to you than Allah and His
Messenger (blessings and peace be upon him) and struggling in His cause, then wait until
Allah brings His command (of torment).” (9:24)
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LOVE OF SULTAN BAHOO FOR COMPANIONS
Sultan Bahoo believes in love and grandeur of the Companions. According to his teachings
anyone who keeps grudge against them or criticizes them is not a Muslim. He says:
 When Allah desired (to be recognized), he separated Ism-e-Allah Zaat from Himself
(manifested Himself in the form of Ism-e-Allah Zaat). From Ism-e-Allah Zaat the light
of Mohammad manifested. When Allah beheld His reflection in the mirror of His
Oneness in the form of light of Mohammad, he was fascinated and became fond of
Himself and got the title of ‘Lord of all the lords’ and ‘Beloved of Allah’ from His
Own Divine court. Then Allah created all the souls of creatures of eighteen thousand
realms from the light of Mohammad. Allah says in a Qudsi Hadith:

َ
ُ َْ َ
لَوْلَاک لَمَا اظ َہ ْرت الرَبُوْ ِب َیة



Meaning: If it was not for you (O My beloved Mohammad!) I would not have
manifested My Lordship.
First of all Allah Himself recited shahada for Prophet Mohammad then the sacred
soul of Abu Bakr Siddiq recited. Then Ali ibn Abi Talib recited shahada in the womb
of his mother and became a true believer. Afterwards all the sacred Companions
embraced the miraculous faith. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
A Hadith narrated by Abdullah ibn Masud regarding grandeur of the Companions also
verifies the above-mentioned saying of Sultan Bahoo. It is narrated in the Hadith that the
Companions had a grand status since the realm of souls. They are the leading ones among
the whole creation who recited shahada in the realm of souls. Therefore they possess the
grand status of Companionship since pre-existence till eternal end.
Sultan Bahoo says while narrating the characteristics of seeker of Allah:
 Who is a true seeker of Allah? The virtuous one who circumambulates the inward
(which is the abode of Allah), one who is perfectly sincere like Abu Bakr Siddiq, as
just as Umar ibn Khattab, as modest as Usman ibn Affan, fighter against the innerself
and completely resigned to the will of Allah like Ali ibn Abi Talib. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 Four significant attributes are the unique marvels of four Companions. Abu Bakr
Siddiq has command over sincerity, Umar ibn Khattab has command over justice and
accountability of innerself, Usman ibn Affan has generosity and modesty while Ali
ibn Abi Talib has Faqr and knowledge. (Asrar-e-Qadri)
There is another marvel of Companions. As Prophet Mohammad is the leader of all the
Prophets, similarly his Companions are superior to the companions of other Prophets.
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Therefore no Prophet can be a peer to Prophet Mohammad in this aspect as well. Sultan
Bahoo says:
 You must know that Abu Bakr Siddiq is an embodiment of sharia, Umar ibn Khattab
is an embodiment of mysticism, Usman ibn Affan is an embodiment of reality, Ali
ibn Abi Talib is an embodiment of gnosis while the Holy Prophet is the Divine
secret. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 Abu Bakr Siddiq is truthfulness, Umar ibn Khattab is justice and accountability of
innerself, Usman ibn Affan is modesty, Ali ibn Abi Talib is generosity and kindness
while the Holy Prophet is Faqr. (Ain-ul-Faqr)

نامثن لود
دصقیہ دصق ولدل رمعہ و  رُ ایح
ہ
وگیئ رقفش از ربمغیپ اشہِ رمدانہ یم رلود
Explanation: From the Holy Prophet, Abu Bakr Siddiq got the attribute of truthfulness,
Umar ibn Khattab got justice, Usman ibn Affan got modesty and Ali ibn Abi Talib
got Faqr. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 Abu Bakr Siddiq is air, Umar ibn Khattab is water, Usman ibn Affan is fire, Ali ibn
Abi Talib is soil while the Holy Prophet is the soul of man's body made of these four
elements. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 Beholding Prophet Mohammad day and night was the sustenance of Companions.
(Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Khurd)

It means beholding Prophet Mohammad was nourishment and strength for the souls of
Companions. They attained the status of annihilation in Allah and immortality with Him
just by beholding him. They achieved such grand status which none of the companions of
any Prophet had. Moreover from pre-existence till eternity no Fakir or Saint will have
status equal to them. There is a tradition that they sat so still in the Mohammadan Assembly
as if birds were sitting on their heads and with little a movement of Companions they would
fly away. It is a clear indication that they were so engrossed in beholding the Prophet that
they were even oblivious of themselves. Sultan Bahoo says:
 The perfect spiritual guide should be on the footsteps of Prophet Mohammad the
beloved of Allah, while the disciples and seekers should be like his sacred Companions
who sacrificed their life for the Prophet. They found their strength only by beholding
the sacred countenance of the Prophet and had completely repented from infidelity,
polytheism and heresy. The person who goes against the sharia of Prophet Mohammad
and the way of his great Companions is certainly cursed. How can such a person
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become a spiritual guide! The mystic way of being a spiritual guide is based on the
teachings of Quran and sharia, it is extracted from the Quran and sharia and leads
towards them eventually. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
 When a seeker enters the Mohammadan Assembly, first of all his being is blessed
with four kinds of efficacy through the spiritual sight of four sacred personalities. By
the efficacy of spiritual sight of Abu Bakr Siddiq, the seeker is blessed with the
attribute of veracity, as a result hypocrisy and lie are removed from his being. By the
spiritual sight of Umar ibn Khattab, the seeker adopts the attributes of justice and
self-accountability hence the sensual desires and satanic apprehensions are eliminated
from his inward. By the efficacy of spiritual sight of Usman ibn Affan, he becomes
modest and obedient and gets rid of immodesty and disobedience. By the spiritual sight
of Ali ibn Abi Talib, the seeker is blessed with the Divine knowledge, righteousness
and Faqr, as a result he is liberated from ignorance and love of the world. Thereupon
the seeker becomes eligible for spiritual persuasion. The Holy Prophet takes oath of
allegiance from him personally and grants him the eternal and non-declining rank of
the perfect spiritual guide which is the level where there is no fear or grief. (Kaleed-ulTauheed Kalan)

 Four kinds of armies were with the Holy Prophet; the army of sacred Companions,
army of angels and martyrs, army of knowledge, army of good morals and clemency.
First two were the exoteric armies while the other two were the esoteric armies. When
Abu Jahl offered wealth, gold, silver and worldly rule to the true believers, they paid
no heed to it and sacrificed their lives for the Holy Prophet and in the path of Allah,
as for them the faith was the dearest. However there were some hypocrites about
whom Allah says:

Meaning: They believe, then they disbelieve. (4:137)

َََُ ُ َُ
(4:137)ثم ّٰا َمنوۡا ثم کف ُر ۡوا



َ ّٰ ۡ ۡ َ َ ُ
(4:143)مذ ۡبذ ِبی َن َبی َن ذل ِک



Meaning: Confounded between (belief and disbelief). (4:143)
When the Holy Prophet decided to migrate towards Madina from Makkah on the
order of Allah, the sacred Companions who extremely loved the Holy Prophet
accompanied him and did not hesitate to sacrifice their lives and properties for him.
Those who had love for their families, properties and land stayed back and were
deprived of the opportunity to accompany the Prophet in migration. The group of
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sacred Companions who were true lovers and Fakirs had this honour, they were the
ones who were liberated from the shackles of world. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
Among the lovers of the Prophet, the sacred Companions possess such an exalted
station which is impossible to achieve by anyone else. The denier of their grandeur and
the one who keeps grudge against them is accursed, rejected and heretic.

CHAPTER-18

SHAIKH ABDUL QADIR JILANI
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani was born on Friday the first of Ramadan in 470 AH (17th
March, 1078 AD). He is blessed with the direct lineage from Prophet Mohammad as his
father Shaikh Abu Saleh Musa Jangi was a descendent of Hasan ibn Ali and his mother
Ummul Khair Sayyida Fatimah was that of Husayn ibn Ali. Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani is
a Sayyid possessing nobility from both bloodlines.

INFANCY
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani was born a Saint who was to be crowned with the leadership of
all the orders of Sufism for not only his era but of all the times to come. Born on the night
of first Ramadan, he did not take feed from dawn until sunset. This miracle continued
throughout the month. He was not like a usual child hence neither cried nor screamed and
never seemed restless for milk. Throughout infancy he kept fast in the month of Ramadan.
His mother said that the two consecutive years of Ramadan that passed in his infancy, he
fasted and took feed only upon sunset.

GUARDIAN
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani’s father passed away when he was just a child, like his guide
and master, the chief of the world and the hereafter, Prophet Mohammad. His maternal
grandfather Sayyid Abdullah Saumaee took guardianship of his grandson. He was a great
Saint of his time and it was his beneficence that the parents of Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani
were gnostics. Now coming under the affectionate guardianship of his grandfather was
implying some Divine secret.
Sayyid Abdullah Saumaee did not have any son hence all his affection and attention
were directed towards young Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani. He came to know through the
spiritual insight that this youth’s forehead is divinely luminous with the destiny of
sainthood therefore he focused all his spiritual beneficence towards him. Hence his first
teacher and spiritual guide was Sayyid Abdullah Saumaee, an elite Mystic of his time.
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EARLY ACADEMICS
The age of Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani was five (and according to some traditions it was
four years and three months) when his mother enrolled him in a local school in Jilan from
where he got his primary education. History is silent as to who was or were his teachers.
Till the age of ten he got proficient in basics. At that age he observed people with
luminous faces walking behind him who would say when he reached school, “Make way
for the Saint! Make way for the Saint!”
Shaikh Abdul Razzaq Jilani states that once his father Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani was
asked that when did he come to know that he had got the status of a Saint? He answered,
"When I was ten, I went to the local religious school. On the way, I saw angels around
me. When I reached school, I heard them saying, ‘Make room for the Saint to sit! Make
room for the Saint to sit!’ When this happened many times, I was assured that Allah has
blessed me with the honourable status of a Saint.”

MOTHER’S ADVICE
After completion of basics from school, Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani sought his mother’s
permission to go to Baghdad for higher studies as its educational institutes were reputable
worldwide. At that time the age of Sayyida Fatimah was around seventy-eight. Her
husband Abu Saleh Musa Jangi and affectionate father Sayyid Abdullah Saumaee had
passed away. Her only comfort at that age was her son Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani. It was
unbearable for the saintly woman to let him go out of sight for even a moment. Additionally
the journey to Baghdad was not an easy one. The modern modes of travelling were
unimaginable at that time. People would travel in caravans either on foot or on camels
and horses. Countless dangers and hardships were hidden in such a journey but how could
the pure natured mother Ummul Khair Sayyida Fatimah prohibit her son Shaikh Abdul
Qadir Jilani who had put forth his wish to go to Baghdad for such a great cause. With
teary eyes, she blessed him by caressing his head affectionately and said, “The light of
my life, I cannot bear the sorrow of your going away even for a moment yet I would not
stop you from going to Baghdad as your cause is a noble one. Equipping with knowledge
is a sacred obligation. It is my prayer that you exalt in both the esoteric and the exoteric
intellect. I might not be able to see you again in my life but all my prayers are with you.”
Sayyida Fatimah gave Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani forty dinars as provision for journey
which she sewed under the armhole of his apparel and prayed benedictions.
When the time for departure came she addressed Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani:
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“My beloved son! Remember my advice. Always speak the truth and never be a part of
a lie.”
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani said:
“Respected mother! I promise you that I will always act upon your advice.”
Then Sayyida Fatimah came outside the house to say goodbye to Shaikh Abdul Qadir
Jilani. She said with a deep sigh:
“Go! I entrust you to Allah. He is your Protector and Helper.”

JOURNEY TO BAGHDAD
ATTACK OF BANDITS
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani travelled with a caravan to Baghdad. In that age travelling alone
on long wilder paths was not possible. People travelled together. Though they managed
plenty of resources and means at their end still at times many caravans became a prey of
strong gangs of robbers and victim of their atrocities. The caravan of Shaikh Abdul Qadir
Jilani safely reached the famous city of Hamadan but when it moved forward to a deserted
mountainous area they were attacked by a band of sixty robbers. The robust chief of that
gang was Ahmad Badawi. The people of caravan had not the strength to counter the
deadly thieves. The thieves plundered them of all their wealth and gathered it at a place to
be distributed. Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani stayed at his place calmly. No one scrutinized
him considering that he was just a boy. Incidentally a thief caught sight of him and asked,
“O boy! Do you possess anything?” He answered without fear, “Yes! I have forty
dinars.” The thief did not believe and moved away staring mockingly.
Then another thief asked him the same, “Boy! Do you have anything?” He answered
again that he had forty dinars. This thief also did not believe, laughed at his answer and
went to his chief. The first thief was also there. Both thieves told their chief about the boy
casually. The chief who was sitting on a hillock distributing loot demanded the boy to be
brought to him. Both ran and brought Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani.
He asked the Fakir natured lad, “Boy! Tell me the truth about what you have.” Shaikh
Abdul Qadir Jilani said, “I have already told two of your men that I have forty dinars.” The
chief asked, “Where are they? Show me.” He said, “They are stitched inside my clothing
under the armhole.” When the chief opened his armhole at seams, he found forty dinars.
He and his gang were shaken. Ahmad Badawi asked him in a state of surprise, “We rob
travellers yet you do not fear us and have told about the hidden dinars! What is the reason?”
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Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani said, “My old and pious mother advised me before departing
to always speak the truth. How can I neglect the advice of my mother for mere forty
dinars!”
These were not just words but an arrow shot out of Divine truth which hit Ahmad
Badawi’s inward. He started trembling and weeping. The tears of repentance washed away
his inward darkness and wretchedness. He said while crying, “Ah! You hold on to the
promise to your mother and I have been breaking the promise to Allah.”
Then he choked while crying and abruptly fell on the feet of Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani
and sought penitence from Allah. When his fellow thieves observed, they were softened
and said together, “O chief! You were our leader in robberies and now we follow your
lead in repentance as well.”
Hence they all sought repentance at the hands of Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani and returned
the plundered belongings to the people of the caravan. It is said that all the thieves reached
the level of sainthood after repentance. Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani said that it was the first
repentance by religiously lost people because of him.
SAFE ARRIVAL
The caravan faced no further predicament and reached Baghdad. It was 488 AH. He was
a stranger to the metropolitan as he had no relatives or acquaintances. Forty dinars were
spent. Therefore he entered the city with nothing but the treasure of Faqr.

CONTINUING ACADEMICS
EMINENT AND DIGNIFIED TEACHERS
Few days after arriving at Baghdad, he got enrolled in Madrasa Nizamiya. In the Muslim
world it was famous and centre of education in sciences and arts with renowned teachers
as its faculty and scholars equipped with wisdom. Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani not only
benefitted from this institution but also during intervals between its schedule would visit
other contemporary scholars. As far as acquiring knowledge was concerned he never felt
contented and sought more. His teachers included Abu al-Wafa Ali ibn Aqil, Abu Ghalib
Mohammad ibn Hasan Baqalani, Abu Zakariya Yahya ibn Ali Tabrizi, Abu Saeed ibn
Abdul Karim, Abu al-Anaim Mohammad ibn Ali ibn Mohammad, Shaikh Abu Saeed
Mubarak Makhzoomi and Abu'l-Khair Hammad ibn Muslim al-Dabbas. He acquired the
knowledge of recitation of Quran, its exegeses, knowledge of Hadith, fiqh, dictionary,
sharia, Sufism etc. Altogether there was no such field of knowledge which Shaikh Abdul
Qadir had not learned from the proficient scholars of the time rather he excelled them.
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According to a tradition he had learned Quran by heart in Jilan although he acquired the
skills to recite and completed its exegeses in Baghdad. Abu Zakariya Tabrizi was his
literature teacher. He was unrivalled in his field and writer of many famous books which
included Tafsir al-Quran wal A'raab, al-Kafi Fi Ilm al-Arudh Wal Qawani Tahzibul
Islah, Sharah al-Mufadliyat, Sharah Qasaid al-Ashar, Sharah Diwan al-Hamasa, Sharah
Diwan Mutanabbi, Sharah Diwan abi Tamam and Sharah al-Dureediya.
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani’s teachers in fiqh were Abu al-Wafa Ali ibn Aqil, Abu alHasan Mohammad ibn Qazi Abu al-Ali, Abu al-Khatab Mahfuz al-Kozani and Shaikh
Abu Saeed Mubarak Makhzoomi. In Hadith were Abu al-Barkaat Talha al-Aquli, Abu alAnaim Mohammad ibn Ali ibn Maymun al-Fersi, Abu Usman Ismael ibn Mohammad alAsbhani, Abu Tahir Abdul Rehman ibn Ahmad, Abu Ghalib Mohammad ibn Hasan alBaqalani, Abu Mohammad Jaffer ibn Ahmad ibn Husayn al-Qari al-Siraj, Abu al-Izz
Mohammad ibn Mukhtar al-Hashimi, Abu Mansur Abdul Rehman al-Qazaz, Abu alQasim Ali ibn Ahmad ibn Banan al-Karkhi and Abu Talib Abdul Qadir ibn Mohammad
ibn Yusuf.
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani became a scholar in the duration of eight years and when he
got the certificate on Dhul al-Hijjah 496 AH, there was no such scholar who had a higher
or even an equivalent status.
ABOUNDING HARDSHIPS FACED AS A STUDENT
He overcame many adversities during his student years in Baghdad. Even a contemptuous
unfeeling person is softened and torn apart at the hard times faced by Shaikh Abdul Qadir
Jilani for eight consecutive years from acquisition till completion of academics. It is his
saying that he had undergone such horrid trials, if borne by mountains they would have
crumbled to dust. He further said that when he was attacked by unbearable afflictions and
impediments constantly from everywhere, he would lie on the ground and recite the
following verses of Quran:

ۡ َ َ
ۡ َ َ َ
)94:5-6( ﴾﴿ ﴿﴾ ِان َمع ال ُع ۡس ِر یُ ۡس ًرا
ۙ ف ِان َمع ال ُع ۡس ِر یُ ۡس ًرا



Meaning: So surely ease (comes) with every hardship. Verily with (this) hardship (too)
there is ease. (94:5-6)
Chanting the verses consoled him, removing all anguish and distress.
During the academic period he would leave for jungles after lessons and spend nights in
wilderness - ground was his bed and brick or stone his pillow. Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani
indifferent to heat, cold, heavy rain and storms would wander alone barefooted at dark
nights. He wore a thin cloak and a small turban and ate wild plants growing besides river
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Tigris. He found all these adversities insignificant compared to the tranquillity and peace
he experienced while searching for the Truth.
SUFI EDUCATION FROM SHAIKH ABU'l-KHAIR HAMMAD IBN MUSLIM ALDABBAS
Allah had planned the destiny of Faqr for Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani. He was to become
the Sufi of highest rank therefore the Mighty Lord also wanted him to equally excel in
esoteric fields. Hence a renowned Shaikh of Baghdad and the Saint of highest order
Shaikh Abu'l-Khair Hammad ibn Muslim al-Dabbas was appointed as his teacher. He
was famous among the people as Shaikh Dabbas that means the Shaikh who sells sweet
syrup. It is said that the syrup he made was pure, clean and due to his blessings not even a
fly hovered over it.
Abdullah Jilani the famous student and disciple of Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani said that he
once told him, “Unrest and rebellion broke in Baghdad when I was a student. I abhorred
it. Each passing day became more unbearable. Therefore with Quran in my hand, I set off
for Baghdad’s gate that led to the desert. A hidden power pushed me with such a force
that I fell down. Then a voice came, ‘Do not leave! Mankind will benefit from you.’ I
said, ‘I have nothing to do with them. My only concern is the safety of my faith.’ The
voice replied, ‘No! It is necessary for you to stay here. Your faith will remain safe.’
Therefore as per Allah’s will I did not leave Baghdad. The next day while I was passing
from an area, a man opened a door and said, ‘Abdul Qadir! What did you ask from Allah
yesterday?’ I was astonished and speechless. The man became angry and closed the door.
After some time I realized that he was a Saint that was why he knew yesterday’s events.
Therefore I started searching for that door but could not find it. Then I was always in
search of that man and one day I found him. He was Shaikh Hammad Dabbas. I learned
Sufism from him and cleared my doubts and ambiguities.”
Shaikh Hammad was born in a village named Rehbah near Damascus. He settled in an area
of Baghdad called Muzaffria. After countless endeavours he reached the status of a Saint.
He died in 525 AH and is buried in Shonezia, Baghdad.
In Sufism Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani’s teacher was not only Shaikh Hammad rather he
completed it from Shaikh Abu Saeed Mubarak Makhzoomi from whom he received
Divine Trust. It will be discussed shortly.

SPIRITUAL ENDEAVOURS
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani had become fully conversant in all kinds of knowledge in 496
AH. Afterwards he engrossed himself in spiritual endeavours. Hence from 496 AH to 521
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AH for a duration of twenty-five years he experienced such adversities which shudder a
person. There was no form of hardship which he had not faced. Though how much it
appeared as monastic, it was purely for sanctification of innerself. Monasticism had
nothing to do with it. Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani got practical knowledge of Sufism and
mysticism, severed his ties from worldly affairs in order to seek Allah only and worshipped
the Lord ardently. He reached the levels of annihilation in the Prophet and Allah and
became immortal with Him. His entire existence stormed with ardent love for Almighty
and the Prophet. Such deeds made Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani strenuous and perfect in
determination, perseverance and obedience only towards Him. His tireless efforts were
based on the footsteps of Prophet’s Companions of al-Suffa. It was not possible that he took
any step against Allah’s will nor his sayings and deeds were ever contrary to sharia. The
account of his endeavours is voluminous and words do not have the strength to explain.
Though glimpses are provided in the following few incidents.
WANDERING IN SEARCH OF TRUTH

،ربمغیپ

ویشہ

رکدن

وتہب

وجاین

در

 رگگ اظمل وشیمد رپزیہاگر،وتق ریپ
Explanation: To repent in youth is the way of Prophets. In old age even the most ruthless
wolf becomes abstinent.
Twenty-six years of age is filled with desires and youth provokes every moment.
Materialistic wishes gush and attract. If a seeker of Allah escapes such mischief then he is
very fortunate. Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani was twenty-six in 496 AH. Charm and beauty of
this material world was welcoming but he forbade it and made the vast arid wilderness of
Iraq his home. He wandered in the wilds, jungles and deserted areas - one day a desert
marked his stay and the next a jungle. Neither he knew anyone nor did anyone know him.
Once during a sermon he said:
“I have wandered through Iraq’s wilderness for twenty-five years. I had been offering
dawn (Fajr) salat for forty years with the ablution of night (Isha) salat. For next fifteen
years I had been offering night salat with the ablution of that of dawn. For fifteen years I
have stood on one leg after night salat and recited complete Quran till morning. Often I
would not eat or drink anything for thirty to forty days.”
Shaikh Abul Masood bin Abu Bakr Hareemi has reported that Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani
once said to him:
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“Year after year I tested my innerself with various trials. One whole year I ate only
vegetables, tossed away food and drank no water. The following year I ate nothing and
only drank water, then for the entire year after that I neither ate nor drank and also
refrained from sleeping. For several years I resided in abandoned houses of Baghdad’s
area Karkh where my food was only a wild growing herb. I was called mad. I went to
desert, wailed and rolled on thorns until my body was battered. People took me to a
physician where I entered spiritual state of intoxication. He would certify me dead. They
started preparing for funeral rites and settled my dead body to bathe. Suddenly I regained
consciousness.”
On another occasion he said:
“In the very beginning of spiritual endeavours the state of wandering was strange, for
many a times I did not know where I was. When I regained senses, I would find myself in
remote areas. Once in a desert near Baghdad, I experienced such a state that being unaware
of everything I started to run fast. When I became conscious I found myself at twelve days
distance from Baghdad. I was shaken, a woman passed nearby and said, ‘You are Shaikh
Abdul Qadir Jilani and still you are amazed at this condition’.”
MEETING KHIDR
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani said that initially when he set foot in the wilds of Baghdad, he
met a man who had a strange attraction to which his own spiritual insight informed that
he was appointed to guide mankind. He asked Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani, “Do you want
to stay with me?”
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani replied, “Yes!”
The man said, “Promise not to contradict me and follow every instruction.”
He said, “I promise.”
The man said, “Then stay here and do not leave until I come back.”
He left and Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani stayed there engrossed in worshipping Allah until
one year passed. The man came again, sat with him for a short while, stood up and said,
“Stay here until I return.” He left again and Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani stayed there just
like before. After a year he came again, sat for a while and left while instructing him to
stay. When the third year passed, he came again with milk and chapatti and said, “Well
done! Pious youth. My name is Khidr and I have been ordered to relish this chapatti and
milk with you.” Then they both ate together.
He was asked, “What did you eat those three years?”
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He replied, “Food thrown by people.”
FIGHT WITH DEVILS
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani once said that during spiritual struggles, the attraction of the
world pulled him frequently and intensely but Allah saved and favoured him out of His
kindness and generosity. The devils attacked camouflaging in devious avatars but He
protected him from such vices. Innerself demanded illicit desires but by the Divine favour
he subdued and obliterated them. Devils in the armour of horrifying faces attacked him
armed with fire and wickedness but then he would hear a voice from the hidden:
“O Abdul Qadir! Stand and fight them in the battlefield. Our help is with you.”
Hence he fought with firm belief until they fled. At times a devil would neither run nor
stagger but when he would hit with wrath, it absconded. Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani recited:

ْ ْ ّٰ َ َ ُ
لَا َحوْ َل َولَا قوَۃ ِالا ِبالل ِہ ال َع ِل ِی ال َع ِظ ْی ِم



Meaning: There is no might or any power except with Allah, the Exalted, the Great.
Afterwards, the devil burned to ashes.
Once a devil with most odious and ugly face appeared with a wretched stench. He said, “I
am Satan. You have wearied my henchmen and me. Now I wish to serve you.”
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani said, “Accursed! Abscond now.”
He refused. All of a sudden Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani saw a hand from the hidden world
thrust onto Satan’s head and he was buried.
After a while Satan came again, snarling and growling, with a ball of fire in hand which he
hurled at him. Suddenly a veiled man came on a white horse and gave a sword to Shaikh
Abdul Qadir Jilani. The moment he held it, Satan ran away.
Third time he saw Satan in a strange manner. Satan was sitting on the ground, moaning
and throwing dirt on his head. He addressed him, “O Abdul Qadir! You have left me with
no hope.”
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani said to him, “Accursed! Stay away from me. I seek Allah’s
refuge from you.” On hearing that Satan ran away.
Then he came again setting many traps around him. Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani asked,
“What are these?”
Satan replied, “These are worldly traps and deceptions to ensnare people like you.”
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Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani concentrated on them for a year until they all shattered one
after the other. Many other ruses appeared around him, he asked, “What are they?” It was
answered, “These are relations of people to which one is attached.” He turned towards them
and concentrated for a year unless they all broke away.
ASTONISHING SPIRITUAL STATES
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani narrated that during mystic endeavours he had been engrossed
in such spiritual states which were beyond one’s belief. The states of his innerself were
revealed upon him. At times he crossed the doors of Faqr, ghanayat, gratitude in the
court of Allah and trust in Divine Self only. His esoteric self was also revealed upon him.
He found it tainted with worries of the world. He was told that those were his intentions
and wills. He struggled against them for a year until they became naught. Then he strived
against his innerself for a year when its ailments were revealed to him which were
attached to the soul and hindering the spiritual path. He eradicated them and made his
innerself obedient to Allah.
When he came at the door of trusting only Allah, he found it crowded. He slipped through
that crowd and crossed it. Similarly when he reached the door of gratitude he found it no
different and crossed it as well.
Then he came to the doors of contentment and Divine observation. There he found
countless spiritual treasures and felt true satiation, honour and happiness thus transformed
into a new entity.
Once Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani found himself in a strange state of spiritual ecstasy. He
unconsciously screamed. Some robbers were encamped nearby in the desert. They became
worried that army of the state had approached. When they ran past him, they found him
unconscious. They exclaimed, “O! It was Abdul Qadir Jilani, the engrossed Divine lover.
This man of Allah frightened us for no reason.”
UNPARALLELED PERSEVERANCE
Comprehensive understanding of all kinds of worldly and spiritual intellects as well as
extensive endeavours and struggles had made Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani not only an
unshakeable mountain of perseverance but also the one to perfectly differentiate between
just and spurious; Divine light and evil darkness. He was unwavering in the truth about
sharia that it cannot be mutated until the end. The one who does not follow sharia is a devil.
Shaikh Musa, his son related that once his father told that he was wandering through a
deserted area. He was parched with nothing to drink. He saw that a cloud hovered over
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him and drops of water started to pour. He came to know immediately that it was a
blessing of Allah. Hence he quenched his thirst and expressed gratitude.
Then he saw a light emerging in the sky marking its corners bright. A face appeared
from it and said, “O Abdul Qadir! I am your lord. I have made every forbidden and haram
act lawful for you.”
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani recited:

َ
ّٰ ُ َ
ا ُعوْذ ِبالل ِہ ِم َن الش ْی ِّٰ ِن الرَ ِج ْی ِم



Meaning: I seek refuge in Allah from Satan, the accursed.
That light changed into darkness and the face turned into smoke revealing Satan who
said, “O Abdul Qadir! God saved you from my treachery because of your knowledge
otherwise I have misled seventy Sufis with this deception.”
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani said, “It is Allah’s favour only.” (Satan tried to mislead him
again by the trick that it was knowledge that saved him but Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani
rejected it by quoting that he was saved by Allah’s favour alone.)
It was asked from him, “How did you know that it was Satan?”
He replied, “By his saying that forbidden has been made legit for me. Allah never orders
towards foul deeds.”
THE ‘MINARET OF NON-ARAB (BURJ AL-AJMI)’ NAMED AFTER SHAIKH ABDUL
QADIR JILANI
In the suburbs of Baghdad there was an old minaret. Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani said that
he had stayed there for eleven years. On account of his long stay, people started to call it
‘Burj al-Ajmi’ which means minaret of the non-Arab. There he remained engrossed in the
remembrance of Allah.
Once he promised to the Lord that he would neither eat nor drink unless someone would
give him morsels with his hands. Hence he stayed in that situation for forty days
persistently when a man came and placed bread and curry in front of him. Out of hunger
his innerself wanted to consume it but his conscience said not to break the promise and
wait unless someone would do it with his hands. He listened to cries within, which were
shouting out of hunger but he paid no heed to them. While all this was happening Shaikh
Abu Saeed Mubarak Makhzoomi was passing nearby. When he heard those cries through
his spiritual strength, he came closer and asked, “O Abdul Qadir! What is this noise?”
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He replied, “This is restlessness of my innerself otherwise my soul is satiated and
engrossed in the remembrance of Allah.”
He said, “Come to my house,” and left.
Shaikh Abdul Qadir said to himself, “I will only leave if given a reason.”
Meanwhile Khidr descended on the minaret and ordered, “Go to Abu Saeed’s house!”
Hence he got up and went to his house. Abu Saeed was waiting for him at the door.
He said, “Abdul Qadir! Were my words not enough that Khidr had to say too?” Afterwards
he ate by his hands until content.

OATH OF ALLEGIANCE AND TRANSFERENCE OF DIVINE
TRUST
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani was guided in Sufism by two of the undoubted and indisputable
Sufi masters of the time - Shaikh Abu Saeed Mubarak Makhzoomi and Abu'l-Khair
Hammad ibn Muslim al-Dabbas. Both were accomplished Saints. Shaikh Abdul Qadir
Jilani benefitted from their spiritual munificence but had yet to come in the servitude by the
bond of oath of allegiance. Time had come to enter a Sufi order after eight years of
mastering all forms of knowledge and twenty-five years of cleansing the innerself through
spiritual endeavours. Hence according to Allah’s will he went to the court of Shaikh Abu
Saeed Mubarak Makhzoomi and entered the circle of his devotees by pledging oath.
He ate food from the hands of Shaikh Abu Saeed Mubarak Makhzoomi after entering
his circle. Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani said of that instance, “Each morsel which I ate by
my spiritual guide’s hand enlightened my soul.”
Then his spiritual guide presented him the symbol of sainthood and said, “O Abdul Qadir
Jilani! This symbol was given to Ali ibn Abi Talib by Prophet Mohammad who gave it to
Hasan of Basra and ultimately it reached me after passing from one spiritual leader to the
other.”
When Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani wore it, countless Divine lights descended on him.
Shaikh Abu Saeed Mubarak Makhzoomi was very proud of his elite and grand spiritual
status about which Allah Himself had informed. Once Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani was
with him. When he left for a while Shaikh Abu Saeed Mubarak Makhzoomi said, “One
day this youth’s feet will be on the neck of all the Saints and all the Saints of his age will
stand humbly before him.”
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THE THRONE OF DIVINE GUIDANCE AND PERSUASION
CONDITIONS PREVAILING IN ISLAMIC NATIONS
In 488 AH, when Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani came to Baghdad, the Islamic nations had
become enfolded in evils of Satan and fitna. At the one end there were groups of people
who were polluting faith by inviting towards monastic lifestyle of seclusion and then
there were also groups of people who had forgone sharia and were raising slogans of
esotericism. I seek refuge in Allah, a false belief was initiated claiming Quran was created.
Undoubtedly Quran is Divine. At the other end there was an abundance of fake scholars
who were polluting Muslims. Baghdad which was the centre of Islam had become infected
with immoralities, transgression, pretence and hypocrisy. The caliphate of Baghdad was
deteriorating day after day. Seljuks were fighting among themselves. The ruler who was
raised to power in Baghdad would turn the religious sermons in his favour. Abbasid
Caliphate was subdued. The followers of so-called esotericism had created major
disturbances in the entire country. Pious peoples’ lives and honour were not safe.
In 496 AH when Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani completed studies, tumult of fake esoteric
guides was at its peak to such an extent that even pilgrims of hajj were not safe from their
atrocities. On the other hand first crusade had started and the Christians had united to
attack the Muslim world. This was the era of Mustansir Billah who reigned from 487 AH
to 512 AH. His wisdom had saved Baghdad from political upheaval and it was the same
time when Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani was busy in academics. In 496 AH after completion
he separated himself from worldly affairs and up till 521 AH he remained engrossed in
spiritual endeavours. During that time political disorder in Islamic world was lessening
but people’s morality and values had declined appallingly. The sparks in 488 AH had
become blazing flames. That was the time when Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani stepped into
the arena of jihad armoured with virtue and piety, well acquainted with sharia and armed
with the knowledge of Quran and Sunna. He started war against satanic, false and
spurious beliefs through assemblages during which he guided and persuaded towards piety,
virtue and righteousness.
MEETING PROPHET MOHAMMAD
On a Saturday noon, 16th Shawwal 521 AH, before Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani had
adorned the throne of Divine guidance and persuasion, he dreamt that Prophet Mohammad
had visited him. He said:
“Abdul Qadir! Why do you not preach and guide people away from depravity?”
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He replied, “Prophet of Allah! I am a non-Arab. How can I speak before the eloquent
Arabs?”
The Prophet said, “Open your mouth.”
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani obeyed. The Prophet took his saliva and placed it seven times
in Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani’s mouth and ordered him:
“Go! Preach and guide the umma towards the path to Allah.”
FIRST SERMON
He woke up, offered noon salat and sat for sermonizing. A lot of people gathered around
him. He hesitated. Suddenly he was engulfed by the spiritual state of unveiling of the
hidden. He saw that Ali ibn Abi Talib is standing in front of him and saying, “Why have
you not started the sermon?”
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani said, “I am hesitant.”
Ali ibn Abi Talib said, “Open your mouth.”
He obeyed, Ali took his saliva and placed it in Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani’s mouth six
times.
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani said, “O Respectful! Why did you not place it seven times?”
He replied, “It is only in the honour of the Holy Prophet.”
Ali left and Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani started the sermon. People were astonished by his
eloquence that left many Arabs speechless.
POPULARITY OF SERMONS
He started to teach, guide and sermonize from the madrasa of his spiritual guide, Shaikh
Abu Saeed Mubarak Makhzoomi. People from Baghdad and outside would gather to
listen to his sermons. In no time he became famous not only in the entirety of Baghdad
but in other Muslim countries as well. Madrasa was always overcrowded and people had
to sit outside. In 528 AH it was extended by adding surrounding buildings. Yet it became
insufficient and then his sermons were held on the ground outside the city.190 Often
listeners exceeded seventy-thousand in number.
Four hundred scribes were present there to record his sermons and two reciters to recite
Quran in every congregation. His repute attracted people from distant areas. He usually

190

The ground used for sermons was the same that was used for congregational salat on Eid.
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delivered sermon thrice every week on the evenings of Friday and Wednesday and
Monday morning.
These successful sermons continued from 521 AH to 561 AH.
EFFECT OF SERMONS ON PEOPLE
The sermons of Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani were like a raging ocean of wisdom. Their
effects engulfed many in the spiritual state of ecstasy. Some would tear their clothes and
others became unconscious. Often one or two people in his sermons not only lost their
consciousness but lives as well. At times non-Muslims also attended. They instantly
accepted Islam such was the intensity of his words. Lost ones followed the straight path.
It is a famous recount that clothes and turbans of a few would ablaze by the passion in his
words and people became restless.
His voice was very strong like thunder which could be heard alike by vast audience.
Such was the state of awe that not a single person moved. Usually he spoke fast due to
excess of Divine inspiration. Famous contemporary scholars and spiritual leaders also
frequently attended his assembly. Many miracles manifested from him during the sermons.
His words were lightening for the inward and not only were grand but also very attractive
and relieving. His sermons were according to the states and needs of audience and why not!
He was the special representative of Prophet Mohammad and the perfect and accomplished
Mystic who is the light of guidance.
People found answers to their doubts without questioning and their inwards purified.
Words of the sermons even today bring excitement, relief and life.

REVIVER OF ISLAM
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani is called Mohiyuddin, the reviver of Islam in the Muslim world.
His enormous achievement is unprecedented struggle for revival of the religion. Whether
it was sermons, gatherings at his khanqah, lectures of madrasa or the throne of Divine
guidance and persuasion his life revolved around glorifying Islam again.
Once he was asked how did he come to be known by the title of the reviver of religion?
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani told a strange incident of witnessing the hidden. It goes as:
“Once I was outside Baghdad. On my way back I saw an old man who was sick, leaned
and in a very distressed condition. When I went closer, he said, ‘O Shaikh! Pay spiritual
attention and blow the Messiah’s breath to strengthen me.’ I prayed the Lord for his
health and then blew on him. Suddenly he was no longer lean or weak and stood up with
strength and health. He asked, ‘Abdul Qadir do you recognize me?’ I replied, ‘No!’ He
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said, ‘I am the religion of Prophet Mohammad and I was as you saw me because of
weakness. Now Allah has given me a new life because of you. You are the reviver of
religion and its great reformer’.”
He further states:
“I left and headed to the city’s main mosque. A barefooted man ran past me calling
loudly ‘the reviver of religion’. I was astonished. After offering salat when I looked around,
people had gathered in a large number and were chanting slogans of ‘the reviver of
religion’, ‘the reviver of religion’ so loudly that touched the heaven. Before that no one
had ever called me by this title.”
Besides this famous incident, there is no denying that he proved to be the reviver of
Islam due to his selflessness, sympathetic nature, ardent love and fear of Allah, unwavering
personality, eloquence and the passion to reform Islam. He strengthened the religion of
the Prophet. This achievement of Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani is like the sun shining with
all its power. His stellar services for the path of Faqr makes one wonderstruck. His title,
Mohiyuddin, the reviver of religion is beyond any doubt.

TITLED SULTAN-UL-FAQR
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani is famous in the heavens by the title Baaz-e-Ashhab, ‘the Grey
Falcon’ and on earth by the title of the reviver of religion. Allah Almighty titled him alGhawth al-Azam, the mightiest Succour. Mystics and Fakirs are ranked and stationed
higher than the Saints but the most honoured even among them are Sultan-ul-Faqr (Sultan
of Faqr). Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani is the third Sultan-ul-Faqr.

SHAIKH ABDUL QADIR JILANI’S FOOT ON THE NECK OF
ALL SAINTS
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani was the reflection of the beauty of Prophet Mohammad be it
his appearance or conduct. One day during sermon he uttered by Allah’s command:

ّٰ
ُ َ
َ
ق َدم ِ ْی ّٰہ ِذ ٖہ َعلّٰی َرق َب ِة ک ِل َول ِ ِی اللہ



Meaning: My foot is on the neck of all the Saints.
At that moment many exalted and dignified spiritual leaders were present in the gathering.
Shaikh Ali bin al-Hayti was the first among them who had the honour to place Shaikh
Abdul Qadir Jilani’s foot on his neck. Then all present Saints bowed. All the Saints who
had passed away and those yet to come followed as well and said:
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َ ن َ َع ْم یَا َش ْی ُخ َو ل َِم ْن َق
ال



Meaning: O Shaikh! We greatly honour your order.
In the court of Allah, Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani’s grand status had been decided since
eternity. Saints were informed of it before his birth. Therefore it is mere ignorance for
someone to believe that the statement was out of arrogance or sensual desires because the
status of Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani is pure of them, unobjectionable and destined by
Allah. In his entity there remained nothing but Allah according to:

ّٰ َ ْ َ ْ َ َ َ
ِاذا تم الفق ُر ف ُہوَ اللہ



Meaning: When Faqr is accomplished that is Allah.
Thus Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani’s words were not his own rather Allah’s.
The statement, “My foot is on the neck of all the Saints,” not only means that his status
is exalted than all Saints but also that his spiritual order is above all the orders. In fact all
the other orders obtain beneficence from his Sufi chain. It also means that Shaikh Abdul
Qadir Jilani holds authority over the treasures of Faqr and sainthood by the permission of
the Prophet and without his assent no one can even achieve the most basic level of Faqr.
Shaikh Shahab al-Din Suhrawardi the leader of Suhrawardi order said that he once
asked his uncle, “Why do you respect Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani so much?” He answered,
“Why should I not respect him! Allah has granted him all the spiritual authority. He also
has command on the realm of angels. Physical states and spiritual powers of all Saints are
bound to him which he can grant or hold.”
After the statement of Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani all the Saints of the world bowed from
their places. The souls of future Saints also attended the gathering and lowered their
heads. Imam Abu al-Hasan al-Shatanufi al-Shafi narrated an authentic tradition from
Shaikh Abu Saeed Qaelwi in his book Bahjat-ul-Asrar, “When Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani
said, ‘My foot is on the neck of all the Saints,’ Allah descended a theophany on his
inward. The seraphim brought a robe of honour from the Prophet which he wore in front
of all the Saints. Those alive were present physically while souls of those who had passed
away attended as well. The angels and officers from Sufi hierarchy had bordered his
gathering from earth till heaven. The sky was crowded with their queues and there was no
Saint who had not bowed.”
Shaikh Abdul Haq Muhaddith Dehlvi writes in his book Zubdatul Asrar that the
statement of Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani applies upon all the Saints of every era. He says,
“This is proved that he is true, Divinely commissioned and his words are applied on all
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Saints and not limited to a particular age. His superiority over all the Saints is unanimously
accepted.”
Shaikh Mohammad Akram Sabri Chishti quotes Moinuddin Chishti in his book Iqtibas
al-Anwar and proves the presence of Saints of all ages in Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani’s
address, “The Prophet through the hands of seraphim invested him with the robe of honour
in the presence of Saints of the former eras. Those alive were present physically as well as
the pure souls of those who had passed away.” (Iqtibas al-Anwar page 81-82)191

QADRI ORDER
The order of Faqr of Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani is Qadri which got its name after him.

FAMILY
He married four women who bore twenty-seven sons. History provides names of only ten
as others died in adolescence. His ten sons whose names are mentioned below became
famous and from them the lineage continued. They were also his spiritual successors.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Shaikh Sayyid Abdullah Saifuddin Abdul Wahab Jilani
Shaikh Sayyid Abu Bakr Tajuddin Abdul Razzaq Jilani
Shaikh Sayyid Abu Abdul Rehman Abdullah Jilani
Shaikh Sayyid Abu Ishaq Ibrahim Jilani
Shaikh Sayyid Abu al-Farah Sirajuddin Abdul Jabbar Jilani
Shaikh Sayyid Abu Bakr Shamsuddin Abdul Aziz Jilani
Shaikh Sayyid Abu Nasr Ziauddin Musa Jilani
Shaikh Sayyid Abu Abdul Rehman Sharfuddin Esa Jilani
Shaikh Sayyid Abu al-Fazal Mohammad Jilani
Shaikh Sayyid Abu Zakariya Yahyah Jilani

BOOKS
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani wrote numerous books which unfold secrets of Faqr and cleanse
inward of the devoted reader. Following are a few of his works whose translations in
Urdu are available:
1. Al-Fath ar-Rabbani (discourses)
2. Futuh al-Ghaib (dialogues)
191

Islamia Printing Press Lahore.
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3.
4.
5.
6.

Sirr al-Asrar (Faqr)
Ar-Risala tul-Ghausia (Faqr)
Ghunyat al-Talibeen (Fiqh)
Diwan al-Ghausia (Persian poetry)

DEATH
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani passed away at the age of ninety-one on Saturday night, 11th
Rabi ath-thani, 561 AH (12th February, 1166). His shrine is in Baghdad and is to date the
centre for devotees. His ardent followers hold religious gatherings on eleventh of every
month. His death anniversary is celebrated on eleventh of Rabi ath-thani.

SULTAN BAHOO’S DEVOTION FOR
SHAIKH ABDUL QADIR JILANI
Sultan Bahoo greatly respected and venerated Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani and remembered
him as ‘my spiritual guide’ in his books. He says about him:
 Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani who is the beloved of Allah has been elevating his five
thousand disciples and seekers every day after purifying them from infidelity and
misbelief. He takes them to the level of an immortal Mystic by the Divine benedictions.
He submerges three thousand out of them in the gnosis of Divine light blessing them
with the observation of Oneness such that they reach the level of:

ّٰ َ ْ َ ْ َ َ َ
ِاذا تم الفق ُر ف ُہوَ اللہ



Meaning: When Faqr is accomplished that is Allah.
He blesses the remaining two thousand with the presence in the Mohammadan
Assembly. (Shams-ul-Arifeen)
 A perfect spiritual guide should be the man of Divine insight like my guide Shaikh
Abdul Qadir Jilani. He could lead many among thousands of seekers to the level of
absorption in the gnosis of ‘only Allah’192 and blessed others with presence in the
Mohammadan Assembly. (Shams-ul-Arifeen)
 If anyone is facing problem he should seek help from Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani by
reciting respectfully:
Gnosis of ‘only Allah’ means to get the gnosis with the verification of inward that only Allah has true Existence and all
the powers.
192
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ْ ََ
َ
َ َ
ُ ُ
َْ
ْ ْ
ا ْحض ُر ْوا ِبمَل ِک الْا ْر َوا ِح المُقد ِس َو ال َح ِی ال َح ِق یَا ش ْیخ َع ْب ُد القا ِد ْر ِج ْیلَان ِ ْی حاضر شو

Meaning: O sacred soul of Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani! Bless me with your presence
along with the angels and pure souls who are the reality and the eternal.
Afterwards he should also recite shahada thrice inwardly. Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani
)will immediately come to guide him. (Shams-ul-Arifeen
Sultan Bahoo’s eulogy in the honour of Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani in his work Kaleedul-Tauheed Kalan goes as:

اعتل اہلل اہچ دقرت دخاشی داد ارزاینِ

عیفشِ اتم رسورِ لود آں اشہ الیجینہ
ہسم
دوع ،ہک م اچرک آن اشہِ
دنکسر یم دنک
ٰؐ

االفوطن شیپِ ملع وت رقم آدم ہب انداینِ

داران اںی اعمل دگااین دگاےئ وتِ
الکہ
ِ

زَ رتا ی
زَب الکہ دار ،و اطلسینِ
رتا ی ب

دگا اسز ،ارگ وخایہ کیب دم ابداشاہن را

دگاایں را دیہ اشیہ کیب ہظحل ہب آاسینِ

دگاےئ درگہت اخاقن ِ
الغم رضحتت رصیقِ

ِ
وغث راّبین
ہچ اعاشیلن اطلسین الَ اے

ابںی تمشح ابںی تمظع ابںی وشتک ابںی دقرتِ

وبند اتس و وخنادہ لود اقحل لثم وت اثین!

ہچ انوس یت ہچ وکلم یت ہچ ربجو یت ہچ الوہ یتِ

ہمہ در زری اپےئ وت ہچ اعیل اشن اطلسینِ

تقیقح از وت رونش دش رطتقی از وت نشلگ دشِ

رہپس یرع را امیہ زیہ وخردیش ونراینِ

ز ابغ اایفص رسو ،و ز ِ
زبم طصمِٰؐ ِ عمشِ

وبحمب احبسینِ
یلعہ را رقاۃ اینیعل دبنی
ِ

دال یتشگ رمدی او ہب نیب فطل زمدی اوِ

ِ
اواصف دیمحہ او ہگ و اگیبہ یم وخاینِ
ہچ

آب تنج اوکلرثِ
زابں را تسش وش ابدی ہب ِ

وِزاں سپ انم یحم ادلنیہ ہب اپیک رب زابن راینِ

زبرگ و وخرد و رمد و زن رمدیت دش ہمہ اعملِ

اطخ وپیش اطع اپیش و دنی یشخب اہجن ابینِ

وت اشہِ اوایل و اوایل اتحمج دراگتہِ

اشمخئ راس زد رب درگہت از  رخ درابینِ

عیطمِ مکح وت دویان المکئ وچں رپ ،دنبہِ

ِ
اامم اسن و رواحینِ
اشنہشہِ اشنہشاہن
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ِ
ِاحاجت اہنپین
 آاکشرہ از رکم،ربآر

ِ کیب ہظحل، دقرت انچن دار،ہچ دبعااقلدر

ِہب رتمح رحب ااطلیف ہب تقفش اکن ااسحین

ِِ،ااملو
دباین د ِر لدن یشخب ہب ٰیبقع تنج
ٰؐ

ِرگداب رپاشیین
نلطفِ وخد راہیئ دہ ز
ِ

ِ وت، وت اعمذاً دل ذپری،المذاً د ریگت

ِوتمہ از اغتی ااسحن دوا یشخب و درامین
ِرما زج آاتستن تسین ارگ وخاین و رگداین

ِرگج رمشی درون ہتسخ دل ادنر فطلِ وت ہتسب
ن
ِرتا وچں نم زہاراں دنبہ اہ ہسییدب در اعمل

ِالخیص دہ ازںی تنحم ہک دارم دص رپاشیین

ِہن دارم ادنرںی اعمل زجب درد و مغ و دشت

ِرظن رتمح ینک ربنم وتیئ اتخم ِر احبسین

ِمنم اسلئ زجب وت تسین مغ وخارم ہک ریگد دتس

ِبجع ہن لود ارگ اںی ذرہ را وخردیش رگداین

ِاقفےئ دنبہ اعزج اتفدہ رب رس وکتی

ینہ
ِ ہک رب ریشاں یرف دارد گسِ دراگہ الیج

ِگسِ دراگہِ ریماںہ وش وچ وخایہ رقب رابین

Explanation: Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani is the intermediary for the Muslim umma. All
praise to Allah Who gave him such command that even Alexander claims to be his
obedient. He reached such gnosis that Plato confesses his limited wisdom.
O Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani! The crown of Sultan only suits you and all the kings
are beggars of your court. You can turn a king into a beggar or grant kingdom to an
indigent in a mere moment.
What a grand reverence you are adorned with! Khaqan193 is a servant of your court
and Qaiser194 is a beggar of your beneficence. No doubt! None can be like you. No
one has ever attained such heights of majesty, grandeur, power and magnificence and
none will ever. Whether a person is at the level of physical world, the realm of angels,
the realm of power or the realm of Divinity, everyone is under your step. How
elevated is your lordship! You explained the reality and gave momentum to Sufism. You
are the moon over the horizon to sharia and the sun of Divine light. You are the
greatest of all Mystics, light of the Mohammadan Assembly, cherished one of Ali ibn
Abi Talib and the beloved of Allah.

193, 194

Names of great kings.
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I want my inward to remain forever in your servitude to be blessed with more of your
kindness. O seekers! Observe carefully that how beautiful morals he is attributed with.
First clean and purify your tongue with the water of heaven and then utter the sacred
name of the one who revived the faith.
O Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani! All the true Muslims whether old or young, men or
women are your disciples. Hiding other’s faults, bestowing blessings, conferring the
true meaning of religion and ruling the world are your marvellous attributes. You are
the King of Saints and all the Saints seek kindness from your court. The spiritual
leaders bow their heads at your door and feel proud to be your doorkeeper. The
giants, angels, fairies and jinns all are your obedient slaves as you are the king of
kings and the leader of all living humans and souls.
You are the slave of All-Powerful Allah and are blessed with such powers that you
can fulfil even the hidden desires in just a moment by your kindness. You are an
ocean of compassion and a treasure of beneficence. You bestow the pearls of
paradise in this world and the eternal paradise in the hereafter. Your patronage is the
shelter and your solace is the refuge. Please liberate from the vortex of worries owing
to your kind favour. My soul is shattered, inward is aggrieved and heart is hoping for
your compassion. Favour me by granting the remedy of my problems and cure of my
pains. You have thousands of humble slaves like me in the world but I have nowhere
to go except your court, it is up to you whether you call me or rebuke. Except pain,
worries and hardships I have nothing in this world. I implore you to grant me salvation
from these countless problems. I am an indigent for whom there is no one to
sympathize or help but you. Please keep me under your kind attention; Allah has
given you the authority. This humble slave has come to your street. It would not be
strange if you convert this particle into an enlightened sun.
O seeker! If you want the closeness of Allah become a dog of the court of Shaikh
Abdul Qadir Jilani as the dogs of his court are superior to the lions. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed
Kalan)

ِطصمٰؐ روح االنیم
ِ
آں وزریے

ِ۔ وچں ابندش ریپ ریماںہ زدنہ دنی۱

ٰؐطصم
ِ

دخا

اجبتسن

آاجن

دبم

دم

وگیئ ربد از وغث و بطق اوایل

ِراربہ

اتس

ِدبعااقلدر
ہ

۔ اشہ۲

ِ
اخک اپ
ابھُ از الغامن رمدیش
ِؒ
۔۳
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Explanation: (1) Why should not Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani be considered the reviver
of Islam! He is the vizier of the Prophet and the trusted soul.
(2) Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani is the guide towards Allah, his sacred soul is eternally
blessed with the company of the Holy Prophet.
(3) Bahoo is Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani’s slave, disciple and the dust of his feet as his
status is superior to all ranks of hierarchy of Sufis. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)

ِاہٰل

از

داہدن

یم

ن
ت
ل
ض
ش

ضیف

ِالغامن ابراگہ
ابھُ دش رمدیش از
ِؒ
۔۱
ِ

وغث و بطق زری رم بک ابر رب

ِ۔ ابوھؒ گسِ دراگہ ریماںہ  رخ رت۲

Explanation: (1) Bahoo is the disciple of Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani and a humble
slave of his court. His beneficence graces his disciples with the beneficence of Allah.
(2) Bahoo! It is a matter of great pride to be a slave of the court of Shaikh Abdul
Qadir Jilani. All the ranks of Sufi hierarchy feel honoured to serve him. (Kaleed-ulTauheed Kalan)

 Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani who is the beloved of Allah had been granting spiritual
beneficence and Divine benedictions to his five thousand disciples and seekers everyday
by elevating them to the level of immortal Mystic after purifying from infidelity and
misbelief. He blessed three thousand out of them with the Divine presence drowning
in the observation of Oneness of Allah such that these three thousand seekers reached
the level of, “When Faqr is accomplished that is Allah,” and blessed the remaining
two thousand with the presence in the Mohammadan Assembly. This kind of spiritual
beneficence is found only in the Qadri order in which the perfect spiritual guide
blesses the seeker with the Divine presence by his spiritual attention and through the
invocation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and shahada. Such passion, generosity, contemplation
and authority are found only in the (Sarwari) Qadri order. It will be transferred from
one (Sarwari) Qadri spiritual guide to another and will never stop until the doomsday.
It is like the brightest sun which benefits and enlightens the whole world. (Kaleed-ulTauheed Kalan)

 The reality of gnosis of Faqr, annihilation, immortality, inward purity and the Truth
is known only to the one who has left falsehood and reached the Divine Reality.
However only one out of thousands of disciples and spiritual guides deserves to be
called the true Sarwari Qadri who is ever immersed in the Divine Oneness and present
in the Mohammadan Assembly. He is an obedient slave of Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani.
(Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
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Sultan Bahoo says in his Punjabi poetry:

ُھ
ِ

ِ
کُےس

ےن

وَسدا

رکااہں

وجن

یرفی

دغباد

ُھ
ِ اھبر امغدنا گِھدبوےس

 دے رکااہں،ر یت لقع د

ُھ
ِ اوڑک وجن بہیتیںُےس

،اھبر رھبریا زنمل وچریھک

ُھ
ِ اتں امجل دلوھےس

ُابھ
ذات افصت یحص وتکےس
ؒ

Explanation: I have made a trade in Baghdad and bargained intellect for the love of Shaikh
Abdul Qadir Jilani. I am wandering in the sorrow of being far from him. The path of
Divine love is difficult and destination is not close but such is the beneficence in servitude
of Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani that I have reached there. I became one with the Divine
beauty when I achieved accomplishment in the gnosis of the Essence and His attributes.

ُھ

ریچاں

ایملں

اایچں

اشنین

ایک

،د

رہش

دغباد

ُھ
ِ  ِدایں ریلاں،نت نم ریما رپزے رپزے ےویں درز
ُ لَگ ینفک اپ ےک راسلں گنس ریقفاں ھ،اِاہنیں ریلاں د
ن
ُابھُ ےت رکاسں ریماںہ ریماںہ ھ
ؒ دغباد رہش دے ڑکٹے میگساَں
Explanation: What is the identification of city of Baghdad? There is a maze of streets for
those who seek Faqr. Both physically and inwardly I have worn out myself searching for
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani. My nights are restless with the pain of being far from him. I
am like tailor’s scraps be it my soul or body. Wearing these scraps in love, I will sit
among Fakirs of Baghdad and will beg for the union with Allah in those streets calling
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani’s name for help.

ُھ
ِ ِداہں رےہ ریحاین

راںیت ر یت دنینر ہن آوے

ُھ
ِ ایک اجےن اسفنین

 لگ اعرف اجےن،اعرف د

ُھ
ِ

،اری

وجاین

یئگ

زاای

وھچپاتںیس

رک ِابعدت

ن
ابھ جمہاَں ِ ی
ُھ
ِ ِمَ اشہ الیجینہ
ُ ؒ قح وضحر ااہنں ونں احلص
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Explanation: In the love of Allah, I cannot sleep at nights and I am equally bewildered at
daytime. Only a Mystic can understand words of another Mystic but people who worship
the innerself cannot. Strive for His gnosis. Once youth is lost in ignorance it will only
bring regret in old age. The disciples of Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani are the ones who are
blessed with the presence in the court of Allah.

ُنس رفاید ریپاں دای ریپا ںیم آھک انسوناں ںونیں ھ
ُھ
ِ اریے اہیج ونیمں وہر ہن وکیئ ںیم جمیہییاَں ھکل ونیتں
ُپُل ہن اکذغ دبایں واےل در وتں دکھ ہن ونیمں ھ
بن ن
ُابھُ وتں جسیییدبوں ںونیں ھ
ِؒ ںیم وِچ اڈی انگہ ہن وہدنے
Explanation: Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani! I request you to listen to my plea as I do not have
anyone else. Many like me are in your servitude as no one can bestow beneficence like
you. My request is that despite the fact that I am a sinful and guilty person who has
committed countless mistakes in life, please do not turn me away from your court as I
have nowhere else to go. A benign and generous like you will surely forgive and counsel
me. Your kindness and generosity is widely known because you bring salvation to sinners
like myself.

ُھ
ِ  رعض ںینس نک درھ ےک،نس رفاید ریپاں دای ریپا ریم
ن
جم ی
ُڑیبا اڑای ریما وِچ کادنے ِ ھے جھ ہن بہیدبے ڈر ےک ھ
ن
ُھ
ِ  ربخ ویل جھت رک ےک،وبحمب احبسینہ ریم
اشہِ الیجین
ِ
ن
ُابھُ اویہ کبیھ دگلے رَت ےک ھ
ریپا جمہاَدنا ریماںہ
ؒ
Explanation: Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani! Please listen to my request. I have reached the
highest station of Faqr which is difficult for any lover to achieve. Here I desperately need
your help as I cannot continue. No one can help me in this trial but you. Consider my
imploration. Bahoo! Do not be aggrieved. Those whose spiritual guide is Shaikh Abdul
Qadir Jilani only they reach the destination of, “When Faqr is accomplished that is
Allah.”
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ُھ
ِ اطبل وغث االمظعہ واےل اشال دکے ہن وہون امدنے
ن
ُ ر یت دسا رنہ رکالدنے ھ،ج یییدبے ادنر قشع ِد
ن
ن
ُھ
ِ ونیجں وشق مل ِن دا وہوے ےل وخایشں ِن آدنے
ُھ
ِ ابھُ ڑہیجے ذا یت اِمس امکدنے
ؒ دوںیہ اہجن بیصن اہنتدنے
Explanation: The seekers who feel even a minute love for Allah, implore only to behold
Him and remain restless. They endure all the trials and difficulties passionately only to be
able to meet Allah. This is only the way of disciples of Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani. He is
always there to help them and never lets them stagger spiritually. They invoke and
contemplate Ism-e-Allah Zaat and remain fortunate in both the worlds. (Abyat-e-Bahoo Kamil)
I am also a slave in the court of Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani and proud of it. I will always
await yet another of his beneficent and powerful glimpse because without it I am just an
empty vessel. Shaikh Abdul Qadir is the lord of all the worlds, Sultan of the Saints,
absolute Divine light, beloved of Allah, defender of faith, Divine pole around whom the
whole cosmos revolves, falcon of station of no station and the reviver of religion.195

195

Sayyid-ul-Kaunain, Sultan-ul-Auliya, Nur-e-Mutlaq, Mehboob-e-Subhani, Ghawth-e-Samdani, Qutb-e-Rabbani,
Shahbaz-e-La-Makani and Mohiyuddin.

CHAPTER-19

SARWARI QADRI ORDER
In the history of Islam the movement of ‘spiritual orders’ proved to be the most powerful,
honourable, long lasting and successful among all others. The reason behind its success is
closeness and gnosis of Allah which occupies one’s inward completely. Islam has its
esoteric and exoteric perspectives. The exoteric aspect of Islam is sharia and esoteric is
Sufism which leads to the reality and gnosis.
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani says:
 One must know that exalted stations (of gnosis of Allah) cannot be gained without
absolute repentance and persuasion by the perfect spiritual guide. Allah says:

َۡ َ َ
َۡ
(48:26)َو ال َز َم ُہ ۡم ک ِلمَة التق ّٰوی



Meaning: And made them firm on the word of piety. (48:26)
‘Word of piety’ is in fact shahada which is inculcated by the perfect spiritual guide
whose inward is purified of everything other than Allah. It is not merely a verbal
recitation, although the words are same but there is a clear difference in meaning. If
the seed of Oneness of Allah is obtained from an immortal spiritual guide then one’s
inward becomes alive as this seed is the best and perfect. On the contrary the inferior
seed does not have the capacity to grow (give life). That is why shahada is revealed
twice in the Quran. One revelation is regarding its verbal recitation as Allah says:

ّٰ َ ۡۤ
ۡ
َ ۡۤ ُ َ َ
(37:35)﴾﴿ِان ُہ ۡم کانوۡا ِاذا قِ ۡی َل ل َ ُہ ۡم لَا ِالّٰ َہ ِالا الل ُہ ۙ یَ ۡس َتکبِ ُر ۡو َن



Meaning: Surely they were such people that when it was said to them, “There is no
God but Allah,” they used to show arrogance. (37:35)
This verse is revealed for commoners.
The other verse is regarding the knowledge of reality. Allah says:

ۡ َ َ ۡ ۡ َ ُ ّٰ َ َ ّٰ ۡۤ َ َ َ ۡ َ ۡ َ
ّٰ ۡ ۡ
(47:19) اس َتغ ِف ۡر ل ِذن ۢۡ ِبک َو ل ِلمُ ۡؤ ِم ِنی َن َو ال ُم ۡؤ ِمن ِت
فاعلم انہ لا ِالہ ِالا اللہ و



Meaning: Know then that there is no God but Allah and always ask forgiveness (from
Allah) for your sin and for the believing men and women. (47:19)
This verse is revealed for the chosen people.
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First of all Ali ibn Abi Talib requested Prophet Mohammad for gnosis of Allah. In this
regard Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani says:
 First of all Ali ibn Abi Talib sought the easiest and the quickest way of reaching
Allah from the Holy Prophet. He waited for the revelation so Angel Gabriel came and
taught shahada thrice. The Holy Prophet repeated after him in the same way. Then
Prophet Mohammad taught shahada to Ali ibn Abi Talib and then to all of his
Companions and said, “We return towards the greater jihad from the minor one.”
Greater jihad is a fight against one’s innerself. Once the Holy Prophet said to some of
his Companions, “Your biggest enemy is your innerself (nafs) which lies between your
two sides.” One cannot win love of Allah unless he defeats his esoteric enemies that
are inciting innerself, repenting innerself and the inspiring innerself. (Moreover one
cannot achieve closeness of Allah) unless he is purified of all the undesirable traits like
gluttony, undue sleep, absurd talk and bestial habits like fighting, abusing, aggression,
and satanic attributes like ignorance, vanity, jealousy, enmity and other such exoteric
and esoteric evils. When a person gets rid of all these vices then roots of sin are
eliminated from his being and he is counted among the purified and sanctified ones
as Allah says:

ّٰ َ
َ ۡ ُ
ۡ َ ُ
(2:222)﴾﴿ِان الل َہ یُ ِحب التوَ ِابی َن َو یُ ِحب المُ َتِ ِہرِیۡ َن



Meaning: Undoubtedly, Allah loves those who repent much and He loves those who
keep themselves thoroughly pure and clean. (2:222)
The person who repents only the exoteric sins is not counted among the thoroughly
clean and pure ones mentioned in the verse. He is repentant but not truly as it is the
attribute of chosen ones (who sincerely repent all the exoteric and esoteric sins). Such
chosen ones are completely forgiven. The person who only repents exoteric sins is
like a person who cuts only the stems of the wild growing grass instead of uprooting
it. Such cutting results in more vigorous growth. On the contrary the one who repents
all his exoteric and esoteric sins as well as all the satanic and undesirable behaviours
is like a person who cuts the wild grass from root which rarely grows again. After a
complete and perfect repentance the source of persuasion (Ism-e-Allah Zaat) removes
everything other than Allah from the inward of the seeker. Certainly! The person who
has not removed the bitter plant can never replace it with the sweet one. O seeker of the
Divine vision! Learn lesson from it so you achieve success and reach the destination.
(Sirr al-Asrar Chapter 5)

Some relevant extracts are presented from books on history of Sufism which prove that
the Holy Prophet granted the esoteric persuasion of shahada to Ali ibn Abi Talib before
everyone else and took him to the station of Oneness of Allah.
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 It is related that first of all Ali ibn Abi Talib sought Faqr from the Holy Prophet. He
said to him, “O Messenger of Allah! Please tell the quickest and easiest path to
Allah?” The Holy Prophet said, “Invoke Allah’s name continuously in solitude.” Ali
ibn Abi Talib asked, “How should it be invoked?” The Holy Prophet said, “Close
your eyes and listen to me invoking thrice and then repeat it.” The Holy Prophet closed
his eyes and recited shahada thrice in a loud voice. Ali ibn Abi Talib closed his eyes
and heard then repeated it in the same way three times. Since then this invocation
continued among Mystics. (Rehan-ul-Quloob, Sharif-ut-Tawarikh)
 One day all the Rashidun Caliphs were present in the Mohammadan Assembly. The
Prophet said to Abu Bakr, “If I grant you the status of Faqr which was conferred
upon me from the Divine court on the night of Miraj, how would you fulfil its
obligation?” He replied, “O Prophet! I will adopt truthfulness.” The Holy Prophet
asked the same question from Umar and he answered, “I will adopt justice.” Then the
same question was asked from Usman ibn Affan, he replied, “I will adopt modesty
and patience.” When this question was asked from Ali ibn Abi Talib, he replied, “If
this status will be granted to me, I shall hide the sins of others and forgive them.”
The Holy Prophet was delighted at this answer and expressed, “O Ali! You answered
exactly as per the will of Allah and His Prophet. You truly deserve this status.” He
blessed him with Faqr and gave him the glad tidings, “You are the king of all the
Saints and the leader of my umma.” (Sair-ul-Aqtab, Sharif-ut-Tawarikh and Tawarikh Aina-eTasawwuf)

Undoubtedly forgiveness and hiding sins of others are the attributes of Allah and Prophet
Mohammad. Mian Mohammad Bakhsh says:

رپدہ وپیش مک رقف دا ںیم اطبل رقفاواں
بیع ےسک دے پُل ہن اکسں رہ کہ ںیھت یرامواں
Explanation: Faqr hides the weaknesses of others and I am the seeker of Faqr. I cannot
expose anyone’s sins because I am embarrassed of my own sins.
These are the most essential qualities of the holder of Divine Trust to guide umma on
the path of Faqr.
 Once Angel Gabriel presented four turbans to the Holy Prophet and said, “Allah has
sent these turbans for you to wear.” The Holy Prophet first wore the turban with one
crest and then put it on Abu Bakr’s head. Then he wore the turban with two crests
and put it on Umar’s head. Then he wore the turban with three crests and granted it to
Usman ibn Affan. Lastly he wore four-crested turban and put it on Ali ibn Abi
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Talib’s head and said, “O Ali! I was ordered to grant you this four-crested turban.
This turban now belongs to you and you can pass it on to the person whom you think
deserves it and can fulfil its obligations.” (Sair-ul-Aqtab, Sharif-ut-Tawarikh and Tawarikh Ainae-Tasawwuf)

This shows that the turban was handed over to Ali ibn Abi Talib as a trust and it was
meant to be transferred to umma through him by his will and order.
Jabir ibn Abdullah relates that when the following verse was revealed:

َ ُ َ ۡ ۡ َ ۡۤ َ
(13:7)﴾﴿ِانمَا ان َت ُمن ِذ ٌر و ل ِک ِل ق ۡو ٍم َہا ٍد



Meaning: (O Mohammad)! You are only a warner and a provider of guidance to every
community (of the world). (13:7)
Prophet Mohammad put his hand on his own chest and said, “I am the warner.” Then
pointing towards Ali ibn Abi Talib he said, “You are the guide. The seekers of the right
path will gain righteousness from you.”
Allah says:

َ َ ّٰ
ّٰ ُ
ُ
ُ ُۡ
)3:31(ق ۡل ِا ۡن کن ُت ۡم ت ِح ُبوۡ َن الل َہ فات ِب ُعوۡن ِ ۡی یُ ۡح ِب ۡبک ُم الل ُہ



Meaning: (O beloved!) Say, “If you love Allah, follow me. Allah will then take you as
(His) beloved.” (3:31)
In this verse Allah has ordered to obey the Holy Prophet and says that He would love the
person who follows him. It means not only to obey the Prophet physically but also
spiritually. Physical obedience means to follow his outward deeds, behaviours, dressing
and living style etc. While following his spiritual ways includes esoteric excellences such
as annihilation in Allah and immortality with Him, proximity, gnosis, Divine light,
blessings, unveiling, miracles and His love must be achieved.
As Islam is for the whole world and will remain till the doomsday therefore Allah promised
to perpetuate its esoteric and exoteric beneficence and blessings till the occurrence of the
final day. That is why the world has never been void of the existence of spiritual personalities
or the Mystics nor would be. Hence this system of the esoteric teachings of Islam in the
form of mystic chains is continued since its inception and by the grace of Allah will
remain till the doomsday.
The Holy Prophet was the centre and origin of all the physical and spiritual teachings,
blessings, benedictions, persuasions and instructions in his age. Similarly after his era till
the doomsday rather after it in the heaven too, he would remain the origin and source of
entire beneficence and blessings for the Muslims because he is the seal of Prophethood.
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However along with his esoteric attention a living spiritual guide is also needed and this
requirement is fulfilled till the Judgment Day through his spiritual successors.
Allah says in the Quran:

ۡ ّٰ َ ُ ُ
(9:119)کوۡنوۡا َمع الص ِدقِی َن



Meaning: (O believers!) Remain in the (company) of those who uphold the truth. (9:119)
Here too it is commanded to adopt the company of the truthful and Saints. In verse 69 of
sura an-Nisa the ranks of near ones of Allah are described in this manner; the Prophets,
the truthful, the martyrs and the pious. Thus the top most ranked are the Prophets,
following them are the martyrs, subsequently the truthful and then come the pious. The
truthful means those whose faith is not imitative rather verifying. This status is called the
truth of certainty by the Quran. Above it there is the station where the seeker annihilates
himself in Allah and then becomes immortal with Him. Hence in the verse ‘those who
uphold the truth’ refer to those people of persuasion who are truthful and have become
immortal with Allah after annihilating in Him. Now they have reached the spiritual status
where Divine persuasion has become obligatory upon them. As already discussed that the
foremost request for the esoteric path was submitted by Ali ibn Abi Talib to the Prophet
that is why he is the leader of the path of Divine gnosis and the orders of Faqr and
Sufism. He is the medium to closeness of Holy Prophet. As the Holy Prophet said:

ْ ْ َُ
ََ
انا َم ِدیْنة ال ِعل ِم َو َع ِل ٌی بَابُ َہا



Meaning: I am the city of knowledge and Ali is its door. (Mustadrak 4637, 4638, 4639)
Although the Divine beneficence and persuasion had been continued through all the great
Companions till a good period of time yet the Sufi chains which Allah conferred the
everlasting status are those of Ali ibn Abi Talib. The Sufi chains which started from Abu
Bakr have now gathered in the form of the Naqshbandi order while the remaining three
main Sufi orders i.e. Qadri, Chishti and Suhrawardi are continued through Ali ibn Abi
Talib.

SPIRITUAL SUCCESSORS OF ALI IBN ABI TALIB
Ali ibn Abi Talib had four spiritual successors; Hasan ibn Ali, Husayn ibn Ali, Shaikh
Hasan of Basra and Kumayl ibn Ziyad. In Sufism, they are known as the four righteous
leaders or the four Mystic Caliphs. From these four Imams, fourteen mystic orders initiated.
Through these orders the beneficence of the Holy Prophet is transmitted to the umma
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spiritually. Thus the successors of Ali ibn Abi Talib established such a strong system of
mystic orders which successfully continues till date.
The spiritual order of Hasan ibn Ali and Husayn ibn Ali continued through the Imams
who are progeny of the People of Cloak. Even the greatest Saints such as Fuḍayl ibn Iyaḍ,
Imam Shafii, Imam Abu Hanifa, Bayazid Bastami got spiritual beneficence from them and
achieved high spiritual status.

SPIRITUAL SUCCESSORS OF HASAN OF BASRA
Shaikh Hasan of Basra had many successors but two of them are more prominent i.e.
Shaikh Habib Ajmi and Abdul Wahid ibn Zaid. Fourteen mystic chains started from
them, five from Abdul Wahid ibn Zaid and nine from Shaikh Habib Ajmi which are:
1. Zaidiya order: This order is related to the name of Abdul Wahid ibn Zaid. In his last
days he blessed two of his disciples with spiritual succession who were Fuḍayl ibn Iyaḍ
and Abu Yaqub Susi.
2. Iyyadia order: This order is related to the name of Fuḍayl ibn Iyaḍ as it started from him.
3. Adhamiyya order: This order is named after Ibrahim ibn Adham who was the disciple of
al-Fuḍayl ibn Iyaḍ.
4. Hubayria order: This order started from Aminuddin Abu Ḥubayrah al-Baṣri. He was
the disciple and successor of Ḥudhayfah al-Marashi who was the disciple and successor
of Ibrahim ibn Adham.
5. Chishti order: This order took its start from Khawaja Mumshad Dinawari who was the
disciple and spiritual successor of Aminuddin Abu Ḥubayrah al-Baṣri.
6. Ajmia order: This order is related to Shaikh Habib Ajmi who was the disciple and
spiritual successor of Shaikh Hasan of Basra.
7. Taifuriyya order: This order is associated with Bayazid Bastami. His real name was
Abu Tayfur. He was blessed with spiritual succession by Shaikh Habib Ajmi.
8. Karkhiya order: This order started from Shaikh Maroof Karkhi. He was the disciple of
Shaikh Dawud Tai and Shaikh Dawud Tai was the disciple and spiritual successor of
Shaikh Habib Ajmi.
9. Saqtiyya order: This order started from Shaikh Sirri Saqti who was the disciple and
spiritual successor of Shaikh Maroof Karkhi. He was the uncle as well as the spiritual guide
of Shaikh Junayd of Baghdad.
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10. Junaydiyya order: This order is related to Shaikh Junayd of Baghdad who was the
disciple and spiritual successor of Shaikh Sirri Saqti. Spiritual successors of Shaikh Junayd
achieved such highest stations in Sufism that each of them started a new mystic order.
11. Gazruniyya order: This order started from Khawaja Abu Ishaq Gazruni who was the
king of state of Ghazrun. He left kingship and became the disciple of Abdullah Khafif
who was the spiritual successor of Shaikh Roem and Shaikh Roem was the disciple of
Shaikh Junayd of Baghdad.
12. Tussia order: The founder of this order was Ala-ud-Din Tusi. He was the disciple and
spiritual successor of Khawaja Wajhu-din Abu Hafs who was among the disciples and
spiritual successors of Shaikh Junayd of Baghdad. This order could not maintain its
identity afterwards and was merged in other orders.
13. Suhrawardi order: This order started from Abu al-Najib Suhrawardi who was the
disciple and spiritual successor of Khawaja Wajhu-din Abu Hafs and he was among the
disciples and spiritual successors of Shaikh Junayd of Baghdad.
14. Firdousiyya order: The founder of this order was Najmuddin Kubra. He was among
the famous Saints of Firdous. He was a disciple and spiritual successor of Abu al-Najib
Suhrawardi.

SHAIKH ABDUL QADIR JILANI
Before Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani the Islamic world was severely entangled in chaos and
disintegration. Muslim rule faced downfall in many countries. The remaining Muslim rulers
were either facing internal conspiracies or tyrannies from outside. Besides the political
crises, Muslims were also divided religiously. False sects like Moutzillah, Shia, Marjiyya
and movements like Kharijites etc. had created factions and anxiety among common
Muslims. They were indulged in useless discussions and controversial dialogues about
the religion. Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani has mentioned seventy-three Muslim sects in his
book Ghunyat al-Talibeen. According to him, only one of them was on the right path and
all the others were strayed. These sects originated from ten basic groups which were:
1. Sunni 2. Kharijites 3. Shia 4. Moutzillah 5. Marjiyya 6. Mushbiha 7. Jehmiyya 8.
Dharariyya 9. Najariyya 10. Kulabiyya.
Among these the Sunni had only one sect, Kharijites had fifteen, Shia had thirty two,
Moutzillah had six, Marjiyya had twelve, Mushbiha had three sects while Dharariyya,
Kalabiyya, Najariyya and Jehmiyya had one sect each. Altogether they were seventy-three.
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On the other side, Sufism had lost its spirit and was left with only exoteric knowledge.
People pretended to be Sufis through conversations about Sufism but in fact were far
away from it. They were depraved and heretics who were misleading and plundering
people. Many new so-called mystic orders had originated, all of which were hypocritical.
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani has discussed these false orders in detail in his book Sirr alAsrar. Its chapter 23 is quoted below:
 There are twelve kinds of groups who claim to be the Sufis. First are the Sunnis who
follow sharia and Sufism in all their deeds. Some of them will go to heaven without
any accountability and punishment whereas others will be forgiven and sent to
heaven after minor accountability and punishment. They will not be kept in the hell
forever like the misbelievers and hypocrites. All the remaining groups are heretical,
which are: 1. Hululiyya 2. Haliyya 3. Awliyaiyya 4. Shamuraniyya 5. Hibbiyya 6.
Huriyya 7. Ibahiyya 8. Mutakasiliyya 9. Mutajahiliyya 10. Wafiqiyya 11. Ilhamiyya.
1. Hululiyya: It is allowed in their religion to dance and sensually see beautiful
women and beardless boys, they consider touching and kissing permissible. This
belief is merely an infidelity.
2. Haliyya: They have the belief that music and dance are lawful acts. They believe that
there is a spiritual station where laws of sharia are no more applicable on the spiritual
guide. This belief is a heresy in Islam and it is against the Sunna of the Holy Prophet.
3. Awliyaiyya: People of this sect believe that sharia is not implemented when a
person reaches the level of sainthood. They also believe that Saints are superior to
Prophets as Prophets received knowledge through Angel Gabriel whereas Saints need
no medium for getting knowledge. They are absolutely at fault and accursed as such
belief is sheer infidelity.
4. Shamuraniyya: They consider that as humans are blessed with Divine company since
ever hence religious commands and prohibitions are not applicable. They consider
playing musical instruments and indulging in undesirable enjoyment legal. They boycott
women in all aspects. They are infidels and their murder is permissible.
5. Hibbiyya: They believe that when someone achieves the stations of love then he is
not bounded by sharia anymore. They do not hide their private parts.
6. Huriyya: The people belonging to this sect have similar belief as of sect Haliyya. They
claim to have sex with nymph during the state of ecstasy and even take bath when they
come out of this state. They are liars and accursed because of this belief.
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7. Ibahiyya: People of this sect do not follow the religious commands and prohibitions.
They do not consider anything unlawful and consider all types of interaction with
women permissible.
8. Mutakasiliyya: The believers of this sect have left their professions and beg from
door to door. Apparently they claim the renunciation of world but keep complaining
about their hardships and troubles. Their belief has destroyed them.
9. Mutajahiliyya: They follow the manners of infidels. Allah says about such people:

َ ُ َ َ ََ
َ َ ۡۤ ُ َ َ
)11:113( َو ل َا ت ۡرکنوۡا ِالی ال ِذیۡ َن ظلمُوۡا ف َتمَسک ُم الن ُار



Meaning: And incline not towards those who do wrong lest the fire (of hell) should
touch down at you. (11:113)
The Holy Prophet said, “A person will be raised on the doomsday with the nation he
follows.” (Musnad Ahmad ibn Hanbal 5667)
10. Wafiqiyya: They believe that gnosis of Allah cannot be achieved by anyone other
than Allah Himself, so they have stopped seeking it. They have been doomed because
of this ignorance.
11. Ilhamiyya: They have rejected knowledge and stop others from getting it as well.
They only follow their leaders. They believe that the Quran is a veil and consider
poetry as Sufism. That is why they teach their children poetry instead of the Quran.
They left the Quranic recitals and destroyed themselves.
Sunnis believe about Sufism that sacred Companions were blessed with Divine
passions because of the powerful company of Prophet Mohammad which then
dispersed and transmitted to Shaikhs who transferred it to various Sufi orders. In most
of the orders the effect of these passions was weakened with the passage of time and
then ultimately diminished. Thus the spirit of these orders died and just a superficial
system was left which gave birth to many heretical groups. Some of these groups
joined the Qalandariyya, Haydriyya, Adhamiyya and other orders, the detail of which
is unnecessarily long.
Today true scholars and spiritual guides are a few. Those who have insight, recognize
the scholars from their actions and spiritual guides from their sanctified inward.
Exoteric scholars (men of jurisprudence) follow sharia completely according to its
commands and prohibitions. This fact is not hidden from anyone. Men of Sufism are
those who observe the mystic path through insight and see Prophet Mohammad with
inward sight. Their Sufism becomes a medium to reach Allah and the Mohammadan
Reality whether exoterically or esoterically. The Holy Prophet said:
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َ
َ َ َ
َ َِ الش ْی
ان لَا یَ َت َمث ُل ف ِ ْی ُص َورت ِ ْی
ف ِإن



Meaning: Satan can never impersonate me. (Bukhari 110)
This statement of the Holy Prophet carries an important message for the devoted
seekers that they should not follow spiritual path blindly. These are fine clues to
differentiate between the truth and falsehood but cannot be understood by anyone
except the deserving ones. (Sirr al-Asrar Section 23)
From the above mentioned statement, the conditions prevalent at the time of Shaikh
Abdul Qadir Jilani can easily be judged. In that age of chaos and depravity he was sent as
the leader of all Saints. He put an end to all the false mystic orders and sects. All the true
spiritual orders which originated from Ali ibn Abi Talib were gathered in his sacred self
and by the grace of Allah he declared:

ّٰ
ُ َ
َ
ق َدم ِ ْی ّٰہ ِذ ٖہ َعلّٰی َرق َب ِة ک ِل َول ِ ِی اللہ



Meaning: My foot is on the neck of all the Saints.
Four Sufis orders started from Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani which are Qadri, Chishti,
Suhrawardi and Naqshbandi. Qadri order belongs to him while Moinuddin Chishti and
Shahab al-Din Suhrawardi physically met Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani, got spiritual
beneficence from him and then reorganized their respective orders i.e. Chishti and
Suhrawardi. That is why they are now considered the founders of their respective orders.
Same is the pattern for Naqshbandi order that started from Abu Bakr Siddiq but the one
who re-established and made it popular was Shaikh Bahauddin Naqshband. He was born
approximately one hundred and fifty years after Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani. He got the
mystic education of Ism-e-Allah Zaat from Amir Kulal. Shaikh Bahauddin Naqshband
had been trying hard to imprint Ism-e-Allah Zaat on his inward continuously for sixteen
years but had not succeeded. One day in a state of anxiety he went to jungle. There he
met Khidr who asked him what he was doing. Shaikh Bahauddin Naqshband replied,
“My inward is not getting enlightened and it is a matter of great distress for me.” Khidr
said, “Contemplate Ism-e-Allah Zaat.” He answered, “I have been practising it for sixteen
years but in vain.” Khidr suggested, “Go to the shrine of Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani and
request him, he will answer your plea.” Shaikh Bahauddin Naqshband went to the shrine
of Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani and requested for his beneficence in these words:

ریگب

رما

دمتس

د ریگت

وگدنئت

ہک

اعمل

ِد ریگت

ریگب

انچں

ای
دمتس
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Explanation: O Dastgeer196 of the whole world! Hold my hand and help me the way you
are known for helping everyone.
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani raised his right hand from his grave in the form of Ism-eAllah Zaat and said:

دنب

ہب

را

ن
بقس
م

اعمل

ِدنبشقن

اے
ن
ق
بس
م انچں ہب دنب ہک وگدنئت دنبشقن
Explanation: O Naqshband of the world! Engrave my impression (of Ism-e-Allah Zaat) in
such a manner that you will be remembered with the title of Naqshband (the one who
engraves).
Instantly Ism-e-Allah Zaat was engraved on the inward of Shaikh Bahauddin Naqshband
and he uttered;

دبعااقلدر اتس
رسو ِر اوال ِد آدم اشہ
ہ

دبعااقلدر اتس
ابداشہِ رہ دو اعمل اشہ
ہ

اسہت ور ِد زابن مہ اشہ دبعااقلدرہ اتس

رب زنیم و آامسن نج و رشب ہ دقایسن

Explanation: Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani is the king of both the worlds and the leader of
mankind. All the jinns, humans and angels on the earth and in the heavens remember him
all the time and are full of praise. (Letters of Maulana Allama Fakir Ullah Shikarpuri, Letter 49 Page
209)

This shows that Shaikh Bahauddin Naqshband also got the spiritual beneficence from
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani. Afterwards he reorganized this order and it gained popularity
by his name Naqshband. Now he is considered the founder of this order. Although actual
source of spiritual beneficence is Prophet Mohammad till the doomsday but Shaikh
Abdul Qadir Jilani is the medium for it. The fact is that without the approval of Shaikh
Abdul Qadir Jilani neither anyone can reach the status of a Saint nor anyone can be
appointed on the throne of Divine guidance and persuasion.

ِاوایل

درایمن

االمظعہ

وغث

اایبن

درایمن

دمحم

وچں

Explanation: Shaikh Abdul Qadir owns the same status among the Saints as Prophet
Mohammad among the Prophets.

196

Title of Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani which means “The one who holds the hand and helps in all the matters.”
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Although every disciple considers his mystic order superior to others but the followers of
Qadri order have always emphasized upon its supremacy. However two facts cannot be
denied. Firstly four mystic orders earned popularity in India which are Qadri, Chishti,
Suhrawardi and Naqshbandi. Qadri order is the foremost among them. Secondly it is led
by Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani himself while others are led by those Saints who got
beneficence from him. Moreover Qadri order is superior to other orders because of Faqr
also.
The spiritual beneficence of Shaikh Abdul Qadir is infinite as he says:

ُ
َ ََ
َ َ
ْ ََ
َو ش ْم ُسنا
افل ْت شمُوْ ُس الْاول ِی َن
َْ
ََ
ْ
َ
َعلّٰی فل ِک ال ُعلّٰی لَا تغرُب
ابَ ًدا

Explanation: The suns of earlier ones have set but ours will keep shining brightly forever
on the sky of supremacy.
In this verse ‘the suns’ refer to the mystic orders while their ‘setting’ refers to their end
and it will never happen to the order of Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani.
The succeeding Saints also endorsed his claim and admitted that even after death his
esoteric supremacy and authority prevails. In this context, we will mention only two
references which are extracted from the books of famous scholar of tradition and philosopher
Shah Waliullah Dehlvi. He writes in his book Hama’at which is a complete history of
Sufism in itself:
 After Ali ibn Abi Talib follows a series of Mystics and Saints. The most powerful
and superior of all the Saints and the one who successfully stepped into the real
Uwaisi way and travelled the mystic path with utmost excellence is undoubtedly Shaikh
Abdul Qadir Jilani. That is why it is said that he is as powerful in his grave as he was
in his life.
Similarly in al-Tafhimat he describes his unveiling about Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani in
these words:

َ َ
َ
َ َ َ َ َ
ْ َ َ
ۡ
َ َْ
َ الش ْی ُخ َع ْب َدالْقَا ِدر لَہ ُش ْع َب ٌة م ْن
َ
َ
ان فِی ال َعال َ ِم َوذال ِک ِانہ لَما َمات َصا َر ک َہ ْیئ ِةالمَلَاِ الْا ْعلّٰی َوانِ َبع
ی
ر
س
ِان
ِ
ِ
ٍ
ُ ْ
ْ
َ
فِ ْی ِہ الوُ ُجوْ ُد السارِ ْی فِی ال َعال َ ِم ک ِل ٖہ



Meaning: Undoubtedly Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani is responsible for providing spiritual
beneficence to the entire world. That is why after death his soul adopted supreme angelic
qualities and became a source of beneficence for the whole world.
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SULTAN BAHOO AND SARWARI QADRI ORDER
Sultan Bahoo has explained the grandeur of Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani and Sarwari
Qadri order in his books at a number of places. He says:
 The desire of ‘Allah’ is a guide of spiritual path but seeking the world is depravity.
The perfect and wise guide who is the great rider of spiritual path blesses his disciples
with gnosis. Only his disciples are capable of Divine vision. The spiritual guide must
be like my spiritual guide Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani who daily blesses thousands of
disciples with the presence of Mohammadan Assembly where he ennobles them with
several spiritual ranks and presents before Allah after getting them engrossed in Oneness.
His disciples are superior to al-Ghawth and al-Qutb. They do not die as said;

ّٰ َ َ ْ َ َ
ُ
آء الل ِہ لَا یَمُوْتوْ َن
ِان اول ِی



Meaning: No doubt! The Saints of Allah never die.
Neither they seek pathetic physical world.

رقب رابین
گسِ دراگہِ ریماں وش وچں وخایہ
ِ
ینہ
ِ ہک رب ریشاں یرف دارد گسِ دراگہِ الیج
Explanation: If you are a seeker of closeness of Allah then be a dog of the court of
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani as the dog of his court is superior to lions. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
 Everyone who is granted the honour and grace of sainthood, Sufism, righteousness and
the status of al-Ghawth and al-Qutb is blessed from the celestial court of Shaikh
Abdul Qadir Jilani because he has complete command over both the worlds. Whoever
disapproves his grand status is cursed and rejected by Allah like the depraved Satan.
Every believer, Ghawth, Qutb and Saint of umma of the Holy Prophet is a disciple of
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani. There is none among them who is not his devotee.
Whoever turns away from him can never gain the gnosis of Allah and his spiritual
status is confiscated as the title of Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani is al-Ghawth of both the
worlds, jinns, humans and angels. It is a strong indication and inspiration for the wise
that Prophet Mohammad put his sacred step on his neck. Hence the sacred step of
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani is on the neck of all the souls of Fakirs who are annihilated
in Allah. He is the sword of Allah and immortal with Him.
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani’s son requested him to advise to which he said, “Fear only
Allah and none else. Do not seek anything other than Allah, submit your will in front
of Him as He is the Lord of all blessings. Do not trust anyone other than Allah, pray
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from Him only, do not make partners with Him and remain absorbed in the Oneness
of Allah as His Oneness has encompassed everything.” He further said, “There is a
difference between me, you and the other creation like distance between the sky and
earth so do not consider me like any other or the others like me.” (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
 As Holy Prophet is the seal of Prophethood similarly Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani is the
seal of sainthood, Fakirs, gnosis, righteousness and Divine favour. He is eternally
alive and the light of religion, man of truth of certainty and an immortal Mystic. He is
eternally annihilated in Allah, vicegerent of the Holy Prophet, man of Divine presence
and appointed to distribute blessings. He is the key to (success of) all the worlds. He
exercises command on both exoteric and esoteric worlds. Whoever claims to have
status equal to Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani during this life or in hereafter, he is a great
liar because my spiritual guide Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani is alive and present in both
the worlds. He is my life rather closer than life. The disciple who does not take his
spiritual guide dearer and nearer than his life, cannot be called a disciple. He is just
perplexed. Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani is the torchbearer of sharia. There is an
alphabet related to sharia and his grace is connected to that alphabet. The alphabet is
B ( )بof Bismillah. Be aware that B ( )بof Bismillah is the base of Islam. The
command of Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani is sustained forever. His disciples are immortal
Mystics and possess key to success because there are no conventional ways (like hard
mystic exercises, recitals etc.) in Qadri order. They are blessed with Divine company
being immortal with Allah and permanently remain engrossed in Him. No other mystic
order can have access to even the initial level of Qadri order. If someone claims so,
he is a boastful, liar and impure esoterically. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)

GRANDEUR OF SHAIKH ABDUL QADIR JILANI AND
PROMINENCE OF QADRI ORDER
Sultan Bahoo explains the prominence of the Qadri order in these words:
 If you are clever and wise then listen! If you are oblivious then come out of oblivion!
If you are practical then believe me! If you are accomplished then always remember
these words! The Qadri way belongs to Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani who is the
bestower of treasures of Divine secrets and absolves his imperfect disciples from the
pain of mystic hardships. His Qadri order is like a sharp sword. It beheads the one
who keeps enmity against his disciples and seekers. If the disciple and seeker is
virtuous, Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani keeps him under his shelter but if he is a sinner
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then he keeps him under his scrutiny. If anyone tries to harm them, Shaikh Abdul
Qadir Jilani ruins him in both the worlds. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
 Know that when the Holy Prophet set for the night journey of Miraj, Shaikh Abdul
Qadir Jilani put his neck under the Holy Prophet’s sacred feet. On this the Holy Prophet
declared that Abdul Qadir’s foot is upon the neck of all the Saints. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
 Other spiritual orders lay stress upon wearing the Sufi dress but the Qadri order
makes one drink the ocean of love of Allah and gnosis of His Oneness. Other orders
merely elevate one to the seat of caretaker of shrine while the Qadri order annihilates
the seeker in Allah granting him salvation from the inciting innerself. Other orders
offer vicegerency while the Qadri order confers absolute guidance and accomplishment
in gnosis of Faqr. Other orders have specific attire but Qadri order has the observation
of Divine presence and vision of Divine beauty. Every order is based on glorification
rounds but in Qadri order the inciting innerself is slaughtered and the seeker is
immersed in Divine Oneness. In other orders, the spiritual guide like a barber cuts the
hair of his disciple as emulation while in Qadri order the spiritual guide exalts the
seeker to absolute Divine Oneness by his attention.
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Explanation: Every order is like an indigent begging from door to door while the
Qadri order is rich and generous due to Divine union. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
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Explanation: I am the Qadri spiritual guide blessed with ultimate Divine presence
and can take my disciples to the Holy Prophet. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
 The Holy Prophet set on the journey of Miraj riding Buraq and the Archangel Gabriel
accompanied him. He crossed the six dimensional universe as well as the Throne and
reached the station of no station at the point of extreme nearness where he attained
ultimate nearness to Allah annihilating in Him. In the court of Allah he beheld the
light of Divine guidance in the most beautiful countenance of Faqr. He asked Allah
whose countenance it was that has such a grand level of Divine presence and
belovedness in His court? Allah replied, “O Mohammad! Good tidings to you, this
beautiful countenance of Faqr is of Abdul Qadir Jilani who would be from your
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descendants and the progeny of Ali ibn Abi Talib, Hasan and Husayn. He is titled
‘Fakir’ due to this level of Faqr.” The Holy Prophet then proclaimed, “Faqr is my
pride and Faqr is from me as Abdul Qadir is from my Faqr and I am proud of him.”
Do you know that during the life of Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani if anyone uttered his
name without having ablution, he got beheaded (relegated)! It was also a trial
because Faqr is the level of ultimate closeness to Allah and a grand Trust. Shaikh
Abdul Qadir Jilani was drowned in Faqr from head to toe and carried this trust from
beginning till end.
Beware and be wise! There are numerous henpecked guides and emulator mentors
who cut the hair of their disciples like barbers. The spiritual guide must be a Qadri
Fakir who can sanctify the inward of his seeker from the filth of worldly love and
elevate him to the Divine presence with his single glance making him the all-seeing
Mystic. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
 On the night of Miraj, the soul of Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani pledged allegiance to the
Holy Prophet who conferred the entire knowledge, persuasion of clemency, gnosis of
righteousness as well as the Divine presence upon him, ennobled him as his vicegerent
and titled him as ‘Shah197 Abdul Qadir’. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
 Shaikh Abdul Qadir was born a Saint with oath of allegiance at the hand of the Holy
Prophet. He did not need to take oath of allegiance outwardly to any spiritual guide.
Rather, when he found the spiritual guides of his age indulged in trivial desires he
would salvage them and elevate their level to the ultimate heights. Other spiritual
guides took people as their disciples while Shaikh Abdul Qadir granted his disciples
the status of a spiritual guide. The contemporary spiritual guides were like his disciples,
he could not find anyone even peer to his status. The Holy Prophet said;

َ َ اَل ْ ّٰا َن کَمَا ک
ان



Meaning: It is the same now as it was before. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
 You must know that the Qadri order is like a king while all other orders are like its
subject or obedient servant. In every other order mystic struggle is required to
progress on the spiritual path but the perfect Qadri disciple is blessed with the Divine
presence, vision and closeness on the very first day. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)

 را ز رقفش راہ تسین،دنبشقن
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Explanation: The followers of Suhrawardi order know nothing about Faqr neither the
Naqshbandi followers have any access to it. The Chishti order is based on mystic
struggle for the sake of worldly luxuries, wealth, respect and power. The initial level
of followers of Qadri order is Divine vision and final is the spiritual company of the
Holy Prophet.

َ
َْ
َ َ ْ َْ
َم ْن َسک َت َع ِن الک ِلمَ ِة ال َح ِق ف ُہوَ ش ْی ِّٰ ٌن اخ َر ٌس



Meaning: One who abstains from saying the truth is a dumb Satan.
Whatever the Fakir says is based on calculations not out of jealousy. The status of
Qadri order is too high to be perceived. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
 Dear! Intellect should be accompanied by wisdom. One who can distinguish between
the true and fake spiritual guide and verify the primary and ultimate levels of Sufism
by the Divine favour can step firmly into the arena of gnosis and Faqr. There are four
kinds of Divine favour:
(a) The favour of knowledge that is entirely related to the human conscience.
(b) The favour of contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat which is the destiny of Saints
blessed with Divine presence.
(c) The favour of truthfulness gained by the light of invocation which immerses the
seeker in the theophanies of Divine vision and overwhelms the inward.
(d) The favour of annihilating the innerself by contemplation and immortalizing the
soul by authority, hence elevating to the level of immortal Mystic who is desirable in
the court of Allah.
In the Sarwari Qadri order it is incumbent on the spiritual guide to bestow these four
kinds of Divine favour upon the true seeker through persuasion. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
 You must know that every other order is full of hardships and troubles but in the
Sarwari Qadri order the seeker is annihilated in Allah on the very first day and gains
contemplation of the Essence. The Sarwari Qadri order is like the sun while others
are like a lamp as compared to it. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
 Know that in all other orders, the disciples have to work hard on invocations, reflections
and meditations while the spiritual guide needs to attract them with his spiritual
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attention but in the Qadri order neither struggles are required nor attraction. Merely
by the single attention of spiritual guide, the seeker is exalted to Divine presence
through the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat.

رغق یف اوتلدیح یف اہلل یب اجحب
ن
ن یم
رغق یف اوتلدیح ی م رو دخا

تسین ششک و ین وکشش وثاب
رتف سفن و بلق و روح و مہ وہا

Explanation: In the Qadri order neither attraction is needed nor struggle to gain
reward. Its follower immerses in the Divine Oneness and beholds Allah unveiled. I
have immersed in Divine Oneness and behold Allah liberating from my innerself,
inward, soul and their desires. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
 The final level of any mystic order cannot become equal to the initial level of Qadri
order no matter if one remains absorbed in hard mystic exercises throughout his life.
The initial level of Qadri order is to reach the station of no station and annihilation in
Allah while final level is the realm of Divinity and immortality with Allah. The one
who does not annihilate himself in Allah and become immortal with Him, he is
neither at initial level nor can achieve the final level. In fact, he is trapped by inciting
innerself and entangled in lust. It is better to drown in union with Allah for a moment
than remaining indulged in hard mystic exercises throughout the years. (Taufeeq-ulHidayat)

 One must know that in every mystic order there are some exoteric and esoteric deeds.
In the Qadri order, all the esoteric and exoteric deeds are based upon the Divine
closeness, gnosis of ‘none but Allah’ and presence of the Mohammadan Assembly
along with the Divine union. In this order, one’s exoteric self gets guidance from the
exoteric self (of the spiritual guide), esoteric from the esoteric, soul from the soul,
core from the core, observation from the observation, gnosis from the gnosis, Divine
light from the Divine light, closeness from the closeness, jamiat from the jamiat and
presence from the presence. Such strong connection between the Qadri spiritual guide
and the seeker is like an eternal key of Oneness. A Qadri disciple repents thousand
times from emulation as there is no space for emulation and emulators in the Qadri
order. How can sparrows dare to join the falcons! (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
 The follower of Qadri order is dominant upon all the other orders hence no one from
other orders has the power to confiscate his level. The Qadri order which has the
blessing of Faqr is the command of Allah that is dominant over everything. Allah says;

َ ّٰ
َ
(12:21)َو الل ُہ غال ٌِب َعلٰۤی ا ۡمرِ ٖہ

Meaning: Allah is predominant over His command. (12:21) (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
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Explanation: Spiritual guides of all other orders are like beggars due to their worldly
desires while Qadri spiritual guide is dominant upon all of them due to his ultimate
closeness to Allah.
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Explanation: All other orders are like lamps while Qadri order is like the sun which
can burn thousands of Mount Sinai to ashes. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
 One must know that it is easy to become a scholar, spiritual guide, Ghawth, Qutb,
Fakir or a Dervish but it is too arduous to become a true believer. Only in the Qadri
order one can find true believers who belong to the Sunni sect which follows the pure
Hanafi school and the four great friends of the Holy Prophet.198 The true followers of
Qadri order are esoterically ecstatic but vigilantly follow the sharia. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
 Know that the Qadri order dominates all the other mystic orders because if the
beginning of a Qadri disciple is compared to the finality of a disciple of any other
order, the Qadri will be superior. (Ganj-ul-Asrar)
 If a disciple of any other order spends his whole life in mystic struggle and exhausts
himself in hard devotional exercises, he cannot reach even the level of the lowest
ranked Qadri disciple. As the mystic struggle grants energy and nourishment to a
Qadri disciple and his sleep takes him to the Divine observation. For the follower of
this way hunger and satiation are the same; sleeping and awakening are alike; frenzy
and vigilance are equal; speech and silence are the same. Common people think about
the men of this way that they are talking to them but they are in fact continuously
conversing with Allah, Prophet Mohammad and Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani. They eat
the food of this world (physically live in this material world) but perform the deeds of
that (spiritual) world. Their attention, sight, inspiration and thoughts are completely
related to the Divine union. Hence their reality can never be known and understood
by the spiritually blind and distracted ones.
The Qadri order rules over both the worlds because it leads to the level of Fakir
annihilated in Allah through the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. Such a Qadri

198

Abu Bakr, Umar, Ali and Usman.
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Fakir is the perfect knower of Allah and one with Him. He is entitled as the lion, the
king and the man of Divine secrets. (Ganj-ul-Asrar)
 All the mystic orders are like lamps which can easily be extinguished by the wind of
satanic and worldly evils or lust of inciting innerself but Qadri order is like the sun
which has no threat from opposing winds. A lamp never dares to show its brightness in
front of the sun. (Asrar-e-Qadri)

SARWARI QADRI ORDER
Sultan Bahoo has discussed two offshoots of Qadri order, Sarwari Qadri and Zahidi
Qadri. He belongs to the Sarwari Qadri order and declares it the actual and perfect Qadri
order. It flourished in the subcontinent due to Sultan Bahoo. He says:
 Qadri order has two offshoots; Sarwari Qadri and Zahidi Qadri. Sarwari Qadri
spiritual guide has perfect command over contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. When
he blesses the seeker with the spiritual education and Divine guidance through Ism-eAllah Zaat, he grants him the status equal to his own on the very first day. The seeker
becomes indifferent and independent of all needs, his attention remains focused only
on the Truth. Hence gold and soil become equal for him. On the contrary, the follower
of Zahidi Qadri order has to devote at least twelve years to very hard mystic struggles,
so much so that his stomach remains empty. After twelve years he becomes eligible
to be present before Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani and attains the status of a majdhub
devotee while the status of a Sarwari Qadri is that of a beloved devotee. (Kaleed-ulTauheed Kalan)

 Qadri order is dominant over time and space. It has two offshoots which are Zahidi
Qadri and Sarwari Qadri. What is the difference between them? Sarwari Qadri is the
mystic order that is conferred upon me by the Holy Prophet when I pledged allegiance
to him. Then he commanded me to guide the men of Allah with spiritual courage.
After blessing with inward persuasion, he entrusted me to Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani.
He also blessed and ordered to give spiritual persuasion to people. By his grace,
every seeker whom I guided thereafter physically or spiritually through the medium
of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and Ism-e-Mohammad, was bestowed with the presence of
Mohammadan Assembly without any struggle or invocation. Then there remained no
veil between Allah and that seeker and he observed Ism-e-Allah Zaat everywhere. The
Sarwari Qadri order is very beneficent and courageous. In other mystic orders some
seekers were burnt to death by the blaze of Ism-e-Allah Zaat, some could not bear the
burden of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and retreated while others apostatized and were cursed.
(Ain-ul-Faqr)
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 What is the initial level of Sarwari Qadri? It is that the perfect Qadri spiritual guide
drowns the true seeker of Allah in the Divine light of gnosis and grants him the
presence of Mohammadan Assembly just by his glance, the contemplation of Ism-eAllah Zaat, the invocation of shahada or by his spiritual attention. This is the first day
lesson of Qadri followers. The guide who neither knows this lesson nor takes his
disciples to the holy assembly is not the perfect Qadri spiritual guide. His state of
ecstasy is just his vain thought. The true Qadri disciples are eternally drowned in the
Divine light of gnosis and union with Allah. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
 Remember there are two kinds of Qadri way. In Zahidi Qadri, the disciple is considered
a man of hard mystic exercise by people around him. He strikes his heart with loud
invocation, keeps check on his inciting innerself by reflection, remains busy in recitals
and spends his nights in prayers and days in fasting. Even then he remains unaware
of esoteric observation and pretends to be a man of spiritual states on the basis of
verbosity. The true Qadri order is Sarwari Qadri in which the seeker remains passionate
and reaches the station of Divine vision, closeness and union. He (is so accomplished
that he) blesses his disciples with Divine presence and union by his single spiritual
sight and grants the station of truth of certainty. Only such Sarwari Qadri Fakir is
trustworthy because he is the killer of inciting innerself. He is the commander who
steps forward boldly (besides all odds) in the battlefield of righteousness. (Mehak-ulFaqr Kalan)

 True Sarwari Qadri follower is the one who rides a lion and al-Ghawth and al-Qutb
remain under his command. With the favour of Allah, disciples of Sarwari Qadri
order achieve the spiritual station on the very first day where they become aware of
everything in the sky and the earth. This is the power of Sarwari Qadri order that a
Sarwari Qadri Fakir can take a seeker of any mystic order to the highest spiritual
station as guides of other mystic orders are imperfect and unaccomplished in
comparison to him. The highest spiritual station of all other mystic orders cannot be
equal to even the lowest spiritual station of Sarwari Qadri order, no matter one keeps
performing hard mystic endeavours throughout his life. The seekers and lovers of this
mystic way are free of the lust of physical world. Becoming the Mystic who has
gained Divine union is the initial station of Sarwari Qadri order. The disciples and
seekers of Sarwari Qadri order will keep achieving the stations of Ghawth, Qutb,
Abdal and Autad till the doomsday and their strength will never be lowered. The
initial and final spiritual levels are same in this order. It means that efficacy of
contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat takes the seeker to all the spiritual stations without
involving him in invocation and reflection for long. This order has gained strength
because of sharia and achieved supremacy due to the persuasion of Holy Prophet.
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Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani is an eternally destined Saint and Fakir annihilated in
Allah. He is the vicegerent of the Holy Prophet, the beloved of Allah and an immortal
gnostic. From the Divine court he has been blessed with numerous titles such as ‘the
great helper’ (Dastgeer), reviver of the religion (Mohiyuddin), the immortal Qutb,
Ghawth of the world and the Mightiest Succour (al-Ghawth al-Azam) of the Divine
realm. He has been entitled so because disciples of his Sarwari Qadri order are
granted the greatest name of Allah (Ism-e-Allah Zaat) on the very first day. Hence they
are blessed with the presence of Mohammadan Assembly and become beloveds of
Allah and dominant Saints. Esoterically purified people of verification who gain
beneficence from this mystic order always remain present in the Mohammadan
Assembly. Such Sarwari Qadri Fakirs are very rare in the world who are indifferent
to the world and the hereafter and are men of righteousness and secrets. They travel
the complete journey in a single moment and become the men of blessings and
generosity. They do not display their unveiling and miracles because they consider it
embarrassing. Sarwari Qadri Fakir is always engrossed in the Oneness of Allah. He
is such a king who is eternally aware of the secrets of gnosis. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)

GRANDEUR OF SARWARI QADRI ORDER
The Sarwari Qadri order is named so because Sarwari means to pledge allegiance to
Prophet Mohammad who is the chief (Sarwar) of the universe and Qadri means to follow
the path of Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani. Sultan Bahoo says:
 Sarwari Qadri disciple is actually the one who pledges allegiance upon the hands of
Prophet Mohammad. All the evils are removed from him and he is blessed with
Divine favour to adopt the way of sharia of Prophet Mohammad. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
 Some Sarwari Qadri men have the status that they are blessed directly by Prophet
Mohammad and assigned to Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani esoterically. Shaikh Abdul
Qadir Jilani also blesses them in such a way that they are never separated from him
even for a single moment. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
The Sarwari Qadri order is free from mystic struggles, forty days seclusions, practice
of holding breath, difficulties of initial levels, invocation and reflection. It has no
restrictions of wearing saintly dresses or adopting specific looks like holding a stick and
chaplet or wearing a cloak and turban etc. The speciality of this way is that the perfect
spiritual guide takes the seeker to the final station on the very first day by granting him
the sultan of invocations (Hoo

) ُہو,

contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and inscribing

practice of Allah’s name on the body. While the other mystic orders lack these blessings.
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That is why Sultan Bahoo says that the initial level of Sarwari Qadri disciple is equal to
the final level of other ways.

PERFECT SPIRITUAL GUIDE OF SARWARI QADRI ORDER
Sultan Bahoo explains about Sarwari Qadri spiritual guide:
 Sarwari Qadri spiritual guide is comprehensive and complete. He is such a book,
inwardly as well as outwardly, which has the status of ‘book of all the books’. By
reading this book, the seeker is annihilated in Allah in such a way that there remains
no veil before him. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)

رہبدقرےتاقدرورہباقمماحرض،اعرفاکلماقدر
Meaning: Know! Perfect Mystic of (Sarwari) Qadri order is omnipotent and
omnipresent. (Risala Roohi Sharif)
There are two kinds of Sarwari Qadri spiritual guides:

MAN OF RECITALS: It refers to the spiritual guide who possesses only the invocation
of Allah’s name. He holds the status of common creation. Such guides are junior spiritual
successors and their disciples spend entire life in carving the name of Allah on their
inwards.

MAN OF DIVINE ESSENCE: He is the Fakir who is annihilated in Allah and immortal
with Him. He holds the status of the Universal Divine Man, Divine vicegerant and the
custodian of the Trust of Faqr. He is the perfect spiritual guide who is the absolute light of
guidance. The disciples of such a Fakir gain contemplation of their spiritual guide through
Ism-e-Allah Zaat. Sultan Bahoo says about such spiritual guide;
 An immortal Fakir is the one who is annihilated in Allah, annihilated in the Prophet,

ُ

annihilated in Faqr and annihilated in Hoo ()ہو. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
Sultan Bahoo states the difference between the man of recitals and man of Divine
Essence in his book Ain-ul-Faqr:
 Listen! The innerself, tongue, inward, soul and body all are creations while Ism-eAllah Zaat is non-creation. Hence non-creation should be remembered and recited
through a non-creation.
What is the difference between man of recitals and man of Divine Essence? Man of
recitals is the spiritual guide who possesses only the invocation of name of Allah
whereas man of Divine Essence is the perfect spiritual guide who is submerged in the
Divine Essence. Man of recitals holds the status of general creation while man of
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Divine Essence is above the level of creation. He holds the status of non-creation.
Invocation is forbidden for the man of Divine Essence because his esoteric and
exoteric self are completely annihilated and always submerged in the Divine Essence.
(Ain-ul-Faqr)

Sultan Bahoo says in his book Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan while praising man of Divine
Essence:
 This path (of Faqr) is not about fame but gnosis of Allah. Whoever is blessed with
gnosis, he achieves the ultimate station of annihilation in Allah. The path of gnosis
and Essence (of Allah) is not related to discussions rather it is a blessing of Allah.
Whoever is blessed with it becomes immortal Mystic and only the Mystic knows and
recognizes Allah.
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Explanation: The status of man of Divine Essence is eternal where there is no room
for invocation, reflection or union as he is already one with Allah. When a seeker
reaches here, he is immersed in Oneness and annihilated in Allah and the hidden secret
is unveiled upon him. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)

SARWARI QADRI CHAIN
1. Prophet Mohammad
2. Ali ibn Abi Talib
3. Shaikh Hasan of Basra
4. Shaikh Habib Ajmi
5. Shaikh Dawud Tai
6. Shaikh Maroof Karkhi
7. Shaikh Sirri Saqti
8. Shaikh Junayd of Baghdad
9. Shaikh Jafar Abu Bakr Shibli
10. Shaikh Abdul Aziz bin Hars bin Asad Tamimi
11. Shaikh Abu-al-Fazal Abdul Wahid Tamimi
12. Shaikh Mohammad Yousaf Abu-al-Farrah Tartusi
13. Shaikh Abu al-Hasan Ali bin Mohammad Qureshi Hankari
14. Shaikh Abu Saeed Mubarak Makhzoomi
15. Al-Ghawth al-Azam Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani
16. Shaikh Sayyid Abdul Razzaq Jilani
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17. Shaikh Sayyid Abdul Jabbar Jilani
18. Shaikh Sayyid Mohammad Sadiq Yahya
19. Shaikh Sayyid Najmuddin Burhan Puri
20. Shaikh Sayyid Abdul Fattah
21. Shaikh Sayyid Abdul Sattar
22. Shaikh Sayyid Abdul Baqqa
23. Shaikh Sayyid Abdul Jaleel
24. Shaikh Sayyid Abdul Rehman Jilani Dehlvi
25. Sultan-ul-Arifeen Sultan Bahoo
26. Sultan-ul-Tarikeen Sultan Sayyid Mohammad Abdullah Shah Madni Jilani
27. Sultan-ul-Sabireen Sultan Pir Mohammad Abdul Ghafoor Shah Hashmi Qureshi
28. Shahbaz-e-Arifaan Sultan Pir Sayyid Mohammad Bahadur Ali Shah Kazmi al-Mashhadi
29. Sultan-ul-Auliya Sultan Mohammad Abdul Aziz
30. Sultan-ul-Faqr VI Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali
31. Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen Sultan Mohammad Najib-ur-Rehman

ENEMY OF QADRI ORDER
Sultan Bahoo says;
 The opponent of Qadri order is either a kharijite and rafidhi or a liar and jealous or a
cursed hypocrite. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)

QADRI IS BLESSED WITH BOTH FAITH AND WORLD
Sultan Bahoo says:
 I am surprised at those who say that they have been granted both the world and the
faith. Remember! This is a deception of Satan and lust of the inciting innerself. Faith
and the world are granted to Qadri only. That is why he is the ruler of both the worlds.
(Asrar-e-Qadri)

SUCCESSION AND BENEFICENCE OF ALL SPIRITUAL ORDERS
Must remember that spiritual guide is either Qadri, Chishti, Suhrawardi or Naqshbandi.
The one who claims to have beneficence and succession of more than one mystic orders is
a liar according to Sultan Bahoo. He says:
 Do not believe the one who claims to have succession from more than one mystic
orders because he is like a bastard with many fathers. It is a false claim. Qadri is a
lion who does not need anything. Qadri disciple can never join any other mystic
order as he is dominant over all mystic orders. (Asrar-e-Qadri)
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 Some reprobates falsely claim that they have got succession from every order. True
Qadri follower feels extremely embarrassed to incline towards any other order. Neither
he seeks anything from other orders nor keeps any relation with them. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
 There are some spiritual guides who claim that they have succession from all the mystic
orders like Naqshbandi, Suhrawardi, Chishti and Qadri (it means they can accept
oath of allegiance from disciples of all the orders and can guide them on whichever
way they want). Such people are absolute liars. (Ganj-ul-Asrar)

PSEUDO SARWARI QADRI GUIDES
Some imperfect and liars somehow manage to get succession (which is not Trust of Faqr
rather worldly status of succession) by any tactic, relation with perfect spiritual guide or
by means of family lineage. They betray people. They gather a crowd of disciples and
plunder money from them. You may have come across several such so-called Sarwari
Qadri guides. Sultan Bahoo says about them:
 There are some satanic people surrounded in evil apprehensions who like the spies get
(superficial) succession of Sarwari Qadri order through tricks and ruses. Apparently
their objective is fulfilled but in fact they are cursed esoterically. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
Sarwari Qadri order is the ocean of gnosis. Whoever enters it becomes a Mystic. If the
disciple of Sarwari Qadri order joins another spiritual order, he becomes accursed and
unlucky, no matter how much glorious fate he had. It is a depravity for Sarwari Qadri
follower to seek beneficence from any other spiritual way. However it is important to
mention that the disciples of other spiritual orders can swear allegiance in Sarwari Qadri
order or disciples of man of recitals can pledge allegiance to the man of Divine Essence.

CHAPTER-20

SHARIA
The opposers of Fakirs and Sufis plot propaganda that they do not follow sharia.
However if their entire life and mystic struggle is observed, it becomes crystal clear that
they are the embodiment of sharia, love and piety.
 Rumi says:

زغم را
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ادناجیممی
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اوختساں

Explanation: We have achieved reality of the Holy Quran and thrown the bones in
front of those dogs who follow the world and satanic activities.
However there is a possibility that these accusers have observed the lawlessness of a
specific set of so-called spiritual practitioners and on that basis have given verdict against
the true Fakirs as well. The fact is that all the perfect Fakirs have always strictly followed
the pure form of sharia.
Though if someone is overcome by the state of a majdhub, qalandar or intoxication
then he may lose his senses but its punishment has already been set by sharia through the
example of Mansur al-Hallaj who was hung to death.
Sultan-ul-Faqr VI Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali says:
 Sharia means the collection of exoteric as well as esoteric knowledge of Islam. Anyone
who possesses only one kind of knowledge should not claim to be the follower of
sharia.
 I received every status by following sharia.
 Without completely following and practising the sacred sharia no station or destination
of Faqr can be achieved. All the stages of Faqr are accomplished by the blessing of
sharia. (Sultan-ul-Faqr VI Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali-Life and Teachings)
Sultan Bahoo spent his entire life in compliance with the Sunna of Prophet Mohammad
and his sharia to such an extent that not even a single form of worship was left unperformed
by him.
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He says:

ایہتف
اسہت

یر تع

از

رمابت

یر تع

وخد

اںی

ؒابوھ
وشیپاےئ

Explanation: Bahoo found all the distinguished levels by following sharia, he made
sharia his guide. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
He writes in his book Ain-ul-Faqr:
 I have titled this book Ain-ul-Faqr (The Soul of Faqr). It guides all the common and
special seekers of Allah and the Fakirs annihilated in Him at all the levels whether
initial, middle or final and blesses them with the great beneficence of the right mystic
path by revealing upon them the Divine secrets. It showers upon them the theophanies
of light of Oneness and raises their level from the knowledge of certainty to the eye
of certainty and then the truth of certainty by the benediction of true love for Allah.
Allah says in a Qudsi Hadith:

ََ ْ ًَْ ُْ
ُْ َْْ َََْ ُْ َ
کن ُت کنزا َمخ ِف ًیا فا ْح َب ْب ُت ا ْن اع َر َف فخلق ُت الخل َق لِاع َر َف



Meaning: I was a hidden Treasure, I desired to be recognized so I created the creation
for My gnosis.
Only those recognize Allah who remain steadfast upon the sacred way of the Holy
Prophet (sharia) and never deviate from the right path. They never go against the way
of the Prophet nor involve in heresy and deceptive ways. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 All the ways repudiated by sharia are surely infidelity. They are the ways of Satan or
inciting innerself which create desires of the contemptible world, all of them are like
a brigand (for the travellers of the right path). (Ain-ul-Faqr)

رُبد ابال رعش و رکیس اب یر تع اشرہاہ
رہ اقمشم وخش دبدیم رِسِ ودحت از ِالّٰہ

Explanation: I reached above the Throne and the Chair through the way of sharia and
thoroughly observed all the spiritual levels and waystations. Then Allah blessed me
with the Divine secret of His Oneness. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
Sultan Bahoo has stressed upon following the purified path of sharia in his books and
has instructed that without truly following the path of sharia no one can ever reach any
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station or destination in Sufism and gnosis. All the levels of Faqr are attained by the
blessings of sharia.
He says:
 It is obligatory upon the true seeker to follow sharia. He should obey whatever order
it gives. Whatever is against sharia and the Holy Quran is the way of inciting innerself,
the carrion world and the Satan. (Deedar Bakhsh)
 Every way that is rejected by sharia is infidelity while every way that is allowed by
sharia and the Quran is the way of Islam. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
 All the levels of Faqr are attained by following the Mohammadan sharia.

(Ameer-ul-

Kaunain)

 The levels and knowledge of Divine vision are achieved by following the sharia.
(Ameer-ul-Kaunain)

داراالنم

آن

اتس

رہش

یر تع

تسین آاجن سفن بلق و روح نت
Explanation: Sharia is the city of eternal peace where there is neither innerself and
inward nor soul and body. (Ameer-ul-Kaunain)
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دبتع

الہ

Explanation: There is no path to gnosis of Allah except following the sharia. People
who commit heresy in sharia are like donkeys. (Ameer-ul-Kaunain)
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از

Explanation: O Bahoo! If you want to know the secret of righteousness, follow the
sharia. It will let you drink the goblet of gnosis of Divine Oneness. (Ameer-ul-Kaunain)
 Without following sharia, the life of a person is sheer shame and disgrace. The base
and origin of sharia is Quran and Hadith. There is nothing out of the Quran and it
never will be. (Ameer-ul-Kaunain)
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 The beginning of Faqr is to follow sharia all the time and in all aspects so one can
delve into the ocean of gnosis of Allah by becoming familiar to the spiritual states and
levels of reality. (Aqal-e-Baydar)
 The path which has been rejected by sharia is infidelity. (Aqal-e-Baydar)
 Every page of the book (Aurang Shahi) guides towards following the path of
obedience to Prophet Mohammad. (Aurang Shahi)
 The Mystic immortal with Allah is the one who perfectly follows sharia outwardly as
well as perpetually keeps it in view inwardly. Nothing is outside the Quran and sharia.
(Miftah-ul-Arifeen)

 I attained every rank through the Quran and made it my leader and guide.

(Deedar

Bakhsh)

He addresses the seeker of Allah:
 O seeker of Allah! Whatever command is given by the sharia of Prophet Mohammad,
you must obey it. (Deedar Bakhsh Khurd)
 Whoever acquired Faqr, he got it solely from Prophet Mohammad and by the
beneficence of his sharia. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
Sultan Bahoo strictly orders to follow sharia in the process of esoteric training and
spiritual elevation. He says:
 What is Faqr? It is the heritage of the Holy Prophet. Its beginning as well as
accomplishment lies in sharia. The true and perfect man is the one who never steps
out of sharia whether he has been experiencing the spiritual states of intoxication,
frenzy, contraction or expansion since eternity or is an eternal lover of Allah and a
man of Divine secrets. If he will do so, all his special ranks will be confiscated and he
will be left perplexed in a rapturous state. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
The beginning and peak of Faqr is sharia and those who renounce it are nowhere near
Faqr.

CHAPTER-21

INNERSELF
Allah has created innerself (nafs  )سفنreally strange. It is the abode of desires in a human
which gives birth to all sorts of evil wishes and rebellious thoughts. It is the one that
compels to go against Allah’s orders. It is the one that acts wild at the time of extreme
lust and in rage gets violent. In hunger, it pays no heed to the distinction between the
lawful and the unlawful. When it is well fed it becomes a rebel, stubborn and proud and
at the times of trouble it mourns impatiently. In short, the innerself can never be entirely
happy. It is always set to drive humans towards mischief and heinousness but the one
who gets control over it can reach the level of ‘union with Allah’. It is exceptionally
tough to kill it but only its death is life of the inward (qalb )قلب. What is innerself? It is
such a thief in the human body which does not let a person travel towards Allah. It is the
strongest veil between Allah and man. For the human entity, innerself and Satan are two
such powers that always lead human nature to sin. When Satan was cursed because of not
having bowed before Adam, he swore to mislead Adam and his children and to have
enmity with them. When Adam’s earthen body was made, Satan egoistically and with
jealousy spat on it. The spit fell on Adam’s navel which caused the birth of innerself in
his being and this trench of innerself in human is what he uses to mislead. However if the
same comes under the control of human rather than that of Satan then the veil between
Allah and His slave is removed. Innerself consists of four stages or conditions. When the
seeker progresses in the invocation and contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat the purification
of the innerself continues. First comes the inciting innerself (an-nafs al-ammarah النفس

)الامارۃ. It always drives humans towards sin and foul deeds. Like Allah says in the Quran:

ٌّۢ
ُ ٌَ َ ََ َ ۡ َ َ
ۡ
)12:53( ِان النفس لامارۃ ِبالسو ِء



Meaning: Certainly, the inciting innerself commands much evil. (12:53)
This particular innerself belongs to disbelievers, polytheists, hypocrites, transgressors,
debauchees and desirous of the world. If it is not corrected or rectified properly then with
rebelliousness and disobedience its evil keeps on growing and one turns from human to
animal and from animal to beast, rather to Satan. In such a situation the diseases of
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innerself become incurable and end of such a person is irredeemable. If its improvement
and purification is initiated, it gradually succeeds towards the realm of angels and grows
in piety elevating from inciting to repenting (an-nafs al-lawwamah )النفس اللوامة. As the
name suggests, it is the innerself which reproves when indulging in sinful deeds and
makes the person regret. It has been bestowed with unseen favours and guidance from
Allah hence on behaving sinfully it makes the person penitent. Such an innerself always
remembers death and Judgment Day. Therefore Allah swears upon it and says:

َ ُ ۡ ُ ۡۤ َ َ
َ َالن ۡفس اللَو
َ لَا ۤۡ اُ ۡق ِس ُم ب َیوۡ ِم الۡ ِق ّٰی
)75:1-2( ﴾﴿ ام ِة
ب
م
س
ق
ا
ا
ل
و
﴾﴿
ۙ
ة
م
ِ
ِ
ِ
ِ
ِ



Meaning: I swear by the day of resurrection. And I swear by the repenting innerself. (75:1-2)
Afterwards when this innerself is further corrected, it advances to inspiring (an-nafs almulhimah )النفس الملہمة. This innerself with the help of Divine favour warns the person
before sinning and makes him think twice that he should be afraid of Allah. In the
following verse Allah explains about such an innerself:

ۡ ۡ ََ ۡ َ َ
َۡ ََ
ۡ
َ َو اَ َما َم ۡن َخ
َ َاف َمق
)79:40-41( ﴾﴿ ام َر ِب ٖہ َو نھی النف َس َع ِن ال َہ ّٰوی ﴿ۙ﴾ ف ِان ال َجنة ِہیَ المَا ّٰوی



Meaning: But as for him who feared standing in the presence of his Lord and forbade
innerself its appetites and lusts, paradise will surely be (his) abode. (79:40-41)
The inspiring innerself stops the person from committing sin and wrong deeds either
with the help of the unseen Divine favours while he is acting upon his planned sin or
through inspiration that can be in various ways. At times it holds back the person by
inspiring proper argument and thoughts in the mind. Some have intuitions from the
unseen and at times the person is informed in his dream which inculcates in him the fear
of Allah so he keeps himself from being part of a sinful act. Afterwards when the innerself
is further purified and succeeds inwardly, it becomes ‘innerself at peace’ (an-nafs almutmainnah )النفس المِمئنة. Hence it gets rid of the eternal looter that is Satan, sets itself
free from the diseases of innerself and accomplishes in life goals in the form of Divine
closeness. It has reached the stage of peace from fear and grief by fulfilling its purpose of
existence.

َ
ُ ۡ
َ ّٰ َ َ ۡ َ َ ۡۤ َ َ
)10:62(﴾﴿ آء الل ِہ لَا خوۡ ٌف َعل ۡی ِہ ۡم َو لَا ُہ ۡم یَح َزنوۡ َن
الا ِان اول ِی



Meaning: Beware! Verily the Saints of Allah will not have any fear nor will they grieve.
(10:62)
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The seeker of Allah with such an innerself gets close to Allah and becomes His friend.
Allah is pleased with him and he is pleased with Allah. Allah states about such a person:

َ
ُ
ُ ۡ َ ً َ ۡ َ ً َ َ َ ّٰ ۡۤۡ ۡ ُ َ َ ۡ ُ ۡ ُ ۡ َ َ ُ َ َ ٰۤ
﴾﴿ ادخ ِل ۡی ف ِ ۡی ِع ّٰب ِد ۡی ﴿ۙ﴾ َو ۡادخ ِل ۡی َجنتِ ۡی
اضیة مر ِضیة ﴿﴾ ف
ِ یایتہا النفس المِم ِئنة ﴿﴾ۖ٭ ار ِج ِعی ِالی ر ِب ِک ر



)89:27-30(
Meaning: O innerself at peace! Return to your Lord in such a state that you are both the
aspirant to and the aspired of, His pleasure. So join My (perfect) servants. And enter My
paradise (of nearness and vision). (89:27-30)
Such pure innerself only belongs to Prophets, Mystics and Saints and it is very elevated.
All these levels are reached through invocation and contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat
and company of the perfect and accomplished spiritual guide who is the Divine light of
guidance. The innerself cannot elevate to this level through physical worships, no matter
how hard one tries. Rather excess of these worships add to ego and pride. The example of
Satan is a common one.
The Mystics have advised to keep oneself safe from the evil of innerself in their
teachings and to achieve innerself at peace.
Sultan-ul-Faqr VI Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali says:
 Innerself is the greatest veil between Allah and His slave. Satan attacks man through
it. It is such a thief in human entity whose recognition for a common man is very
difficult and it is impossible to control and ultimately kill it. Only the contemplation of
Ism-e-Allah Zaat and the glance of perfect spiritual guide can kill it. Physical prayers
make it even stronger indulging it in hypocrisy and arrogance.
 Innerself has four conditions and stages. Inciting innerself is engaged in sins, evil
deeds, vices, hypocrisy and arrogance and the person at this stage of innerself does
not even realize his wrongs but when he starts contemplating Ism-e-Allah Zaat under
the guidance of the perfect spiritual guide then this is converted from inciting to
repenting, meaning a man repents after he commits sin. Its third condition is inspiring
when Allah does not even let a person commit any sin. Last and the most elevated is
the innerself at peace and this is of Prophets, Mystics and truthful men. This innerself
is completely under the control of man and it is no longer a hurdle and veil between
Allah and His slave.
 The only way to kill inciting innerself is the contemplation and invocation of Ism-eAllah Zaat and the glance of the perfect spiritual guide. (Sultan-ul-Faqr VI Sultan Mohammad
Asghar Ali-Life and Teachings)
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Sultan Bahoo mentions about the innerself:
 When a seeker is at the station of sharia in this world, his innerself incites him, so
Allah orders him to kill this enemy. O Allah! Bless me with the eyes which can see
and recognize the enemy so that I may kill it. When the seeker progresses spiritually
and reaches the station of mysticism in the realm of angels, his innerself becomes
repenting. Here he must leave the pleasures of innerself, crush all its appetites and
become independent of all its desires. Then his level is raised to the station of reality
in the realm of power where his innerself becomes inspiring. It should be burnt in the
fire of Allah’s love and His invocation so that it approaches the level of ‘death before
dying’. Then the seeker reaches the next station of gnosis in the realm of Divinity
where his innerself achieves peace. It repents from everything for Allah and becomes
the perfect believer of His Oneness, sincerely obedient, the distinguished one and
confidant of the secrets of Prophet Mohammad. What is achieved by the seeker at the
level of innerself at peace? The perfect observation of Faqr and annihilation in Allah
at the station of no station. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
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Explanation: Kill all the desires of your innerself so that you are only with One God,
Allah. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
 What is the relation between innerself, Satan and the world? Innerself is the king,
Satan is its vizier and world is the mother of both which nourishes them. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 You do not know that inciting innerself is the king in the existence and Satan is its
vizier. They are always conspiring and planning to arouse ego and conceit. (Kaleed-ulTauheed Kalan)

 The inciting innerself behaves like a beast in the state of anger and becomes (stubborn
and ignorant like) a child while committing sin. When blessed with riches, it becomes
proud like Pharaoh, where generosity is required it becomes miser like Korah. When
kept hungry, it acts like a mad dog and when it is full, it walks heedlessly like a vain
donkey. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 There is nothing more mischievous and wicked than the inciting innerself in both the
worlds. The person who accomplishes gnosis indeed tramples the innerself by
annihilating its existence. A person who befriends it ultimately becomes its prisoner.
He becomes lustful and drowns in its desires. Such an innerself which is always
dominated by self-conceit is called ‘the rebellious horse’. In the eyes of people he is a
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man but for the Creator he has become a hog, donkey, dog and monkey like beast. He
has face of a man but character of a beast. It is not appropriate to talk to such a beast.
Rather such a man is worse than thousands of devils hence keep distance from him.
Only Allah! Everything other than Allah is lust. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
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Explanation: What do you know about the innerself? It is a humongous ogre which
attacks Muslims like a wolf. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
 The Arabic word for innerself is nafs written as

سفن. It has three Arabic alphabets: ن

(NA), ( فF), ( سS). ( نNA) refers to the fact that the intention of inciting innerself is
always evil, it is good for nothing, runs after food, killer of faith, imperfect and
undesirable. The letter
sinful. The letter

( فF) means that it is fraud, troublemaker, ignominious and

( سS) represents that it is brutal, friend of Satan and opponent of

Allah. This is the reality of inciting innerself which is possessed by the infidels,
hypocrites and the worldly people who are cruel and liars. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
 The innerself which has elevated to peaceful also has the same three Arabic
alphabets:

( نNA), ( فF), ( سS). Here the alphabet ( نNA) means that it laments

day and night with the fear of Allah, leaves the forbidden and follows the commands
of Allah, eats legitimate food, keeps the faith perfect by true obedience. It is helped
by the Divine favour and engrosses in the invocation, reflection, gnosis, meditation
and spiritual observations. When the innerself reaches the Divine light, it becomes
the innerself at peace and its possessor is completely forgiven. Verily Allah is the most
Forgiving and the most Compassionate.
The letter ( فF) means that the innerself at peace is faith’s pride and distinguishes
the true religion Islam from infidelity. Allah says;

َ َ ّٰ َ َ َ ّٰ
ّٰ ۡ َ َ ُ
)47:11( ﴾﴿ ذل ِک ِبان الل َہ َموۡلی ال ِذیۡ َن ّٰا َمنوۡا َو ان الک ِف ِریۡ َن لَا َموۡلّٰی ل َ ُہ ۡم



Meaning: That is because Allah is the Protector and Helper of those who believe, and
for sure the disbelievers do not have any protector and helper. (47:11)
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The person with peaceful innerself is at the level of truth of certainty. It is the level
where one is immersed in truth and never looks towards falsehood.

ُْْ
ُ َ اَلْاِ ْسل
ام َح ٌق َو الکف ُر بَا ِط ٌل



Meaning: Islam is the truth and infidelity is falsehood.
Faqr and gnosis of Allah are the foundation of Islam while worldly wealth is the
foundation of infidelity. The foundation of heresy is love of the world while foundation
of right guidance is the love of Allah.
The letter ( سS) means that it is the secret of righteousness, engrossed in Divinity,
outwardly busy in worships while inwardly annihilated and drowned in Allah. These
attributes of peaceful innerself are possessed by the Prophets, Fakirs and a few
Saints. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
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Explanation: The innerself at peace is the medium to reach the secret of Divinity, it
takes to the Truth and grants the vision of Oneness. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
 Keep check on yourself as a judge and kill your infidel innerself like a warrior.

(Ain-

ul-Faqr)

 The consent of Allah is in turning against the inciting innerself. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 No one can find the love of Allah without killing the inciting innerself. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
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Explanation: Dear! Obedient innerself is a friend. The ignorant do not know its
importance. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
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Explanation: O innerself! Give up your pleasures forever so that Allah makes you His
intimate friend and fulfils all your objectives. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
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 The seeker of Allah must always go against the desires of innerself and be aware of it
every moment because it is an infidel. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
Sultan Bahoo emphasizes on attaining the innerself at peace through contemplation of
Ism-e-Allah Zaat:
 By the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat, the inciting innerself of the seeker gets
severely ill just like a person who suffers from measles. The contemplation of Ism-eAllah Zaat keeps it in pain and restlessness so much so that it loses its existence and
becomes obedient. Then it always obeys the orders like a slave. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
 The seeker whose innerself is headstrong in the beginning and is at the level of inciting
innerself, improves by the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and becomes the
repenting innerself and then gradually elevates to the inspiring innerself. By continuous
contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat, it becomes the peaceful innerself. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed
Kalan)

 When Ism-e-Allah Zaat is engraved inwardly, the theophanies of the name envelop
and grip the inward and the innerself is subdued. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
Sultan Bahoo says in his Punjabi poetry:
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ُھ
ِ  اس انم اِﷲ ِدا ِلباھ، رکے وسار،وج وکیئ اِس د
ُھ
ِ رھگ ام ہن ریسا رِداھ

ؒراہ رقف دا لکشم ابوھ

Explanation: The innerself has become my friend being elevated to one at peace and is
with me on the straight path. The innerself at the stage of inciting turns many scholars,
devotees and nobles into seekers of the worldly riches and fame. Where there are chances
of gaining wealth and fame these people trade their faith for the world. Through
contemplation and invocation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat given by the perfect spiritual guide, the
innerself progresses from inciting to the peaceful. There come many obstacles and tough
stations in the way of Faqr, it is not like a mother’s cuisine where you will be served
without any effort.

ُ وس اجےن وج رَمدا ھ،ےویدنے یک اجنن اسر ومایں ِد
ُھ
ِ  رباں دے وِچ ان ہن اپین اوےھت رخچ ولڑِدنیا َگ دا
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اِک ووھچڑا ام ویپ اھبایئں

ُدواج اذاب  رب دا ھ
ُھ
ِ

رَمدا

ایح یت

وِچ

ڑہیجا

ؒابوھ

ااہندنا

بیصن

واہ

Explanation: The living cannot understand the state faced by the dead in graves. Neither
is there any food in a grave nor water. The only thing that saves there is the wealth (of
invocation and contemplation) of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. At the time of death there is a great
grief of parting from the loved ones but greater is the fear of punishment in the grave.
They are praiseworthy who have died before death and have annihilated themselves in
the Divine Essence gaining eternal life.

ُھ
ِ  رکںی وخد وسفنں اتں اتںیئ رب ہن اپوںی،َّں بَںیئ وُخد
ُےت انم ریقف راھکوںی ھ

یرط انف ونں ِاجںین انںیہ

ُ ایفل اونیںی لَگ وِچ اپوںی ھ،ومےئ ابھج ہن وسدنہ
ُدج ےویدنایں رَم اجوںی ھ

ؒانم ریقف دت وسدنہا ابوھ

Explanation: Until one is trapped in egotism and clutches of the innerself, one cannot be
blessed with the Divine union. Such people present and advertise themselves as Fakir
without knowing the condition of annihilation in Allah. Understand that without death
before dying one cannot attain Divine Oneness. Fakirism is only suited to the true Fakirs
who have died before death.

ُھ
ِ

رہش ِڈدنیسا

ہنیس

دروازہ

ہنم

ےت

ابزار

دل

ُروح وسدارگ سفن ےہ رازہن ڑہیجا قح دا راہ رمدنیا ھ
ُھ
ِ  اہہی سفن ہن امرںی اتں اہہی وتق ڑھکدنیا،اجں وتڑ
ُھ
ِ اجن ونں اتک رمدنیا

ُابھ
رکدا ےہ زاای والی
ؒ

Explanation: Inward is like a bazaar which holds Divine Truth, tongue is its gate which
leads to the Reality and chest is like a city where is hidden the entire universe. Soul
(secret of Allah) is the trader in this city and bazaar of Truth but innerself is such a cruel
thief which plunders before one can reach there. It is crucial to kill it because unless
purified, it keeps one oblivious to Allah. It wastes precious time till death which can be
spent to reach the Divine Essence.
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ُانل انں ذا یت رایل وس َک ذات ِویے ھ
ن
ک
ُھ
ِ کِ ونں یمھ رکااہں امہف مہف جتیںُے
ن
ُھ
ِ نُے
افصوتں انہمں آوے دجاں ذا یت وشق ی
ن
ُ ےویے ھ،ریقف اہنتں دا ابوھؒ  رب جمہاَں ِد

ذا یت
سفن
ذات
انم

Explanation: All stations are futile except annihilating in the Divine Essence. To reach
this station a seeker of Allah should imprison dog like inciting innerself by the invocation
and contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. The seeker who is bestowed with the ardent love
for Allah and fondness for His Essence, no longer remains engrossed in attributes only.
True Fakir is the one after whose death his mausoleum becomes alive as blessings and
beneficence are showered upon people from that splendid place.

گلر

ُھ

اکال

ُھ
ِ

وناال

چب

ُھ

اھبنسال

انل

اتک

وکیئ
ےگنم

دے

ُھ
ِ اﷲ ِرکیس اٹال

ِدل

،ِد

ااّمرہ

ِ یپُے

وہل

اھٹیب

ادنر

سفن

ن
تُےک
اپوسں

صُرت
وُکےک
ےبھک

ُابھ
اہہی دبتخب ےہ وڈا اظمل
ؒ

Explanation: The appearance and condition of inciting innerself is like that of a black dog
who at all the time barks in starvation and asks for delicious food. It always wanders in
order to fulfil its desires and lust. It is fortified on the left side of chest and whenever the
chance arises (the inward becomes oblivious of Allah’s invocation) it starts to attack.
This innerself is such a wretched and despotic one that only Allah can save the soul from
its poisonous venom.

ُھ
ِ  وکےل اہےس،ِااسں و

ُ َ
ُ
ک ْن ف َیکوْن دجوں رفامای

ُ آیہ ےکہ گج وِچ ڈڈنھایےس ھ،ےکہ ذات رب ِد
ُھ
ِ ےکہ الاکمن اکمن ااسڈا ِےکہ آن اتبں وِچ اھپےس
ُھ
ِ سفن تیلپ نلی یمی یتیک ابوھؒ وکیئ الص تیلپ اتں انےس
Explanation: We were with Allah when He created the creation saying, “Be!” There was
a time when we were with the Divine Essence beholding Him and now is the time when
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our soul is trapped in human body searching for Allah. There was a time when we
dwelled in the realm of Divinity, the station of no station and now we are a slave to earthen
body. Our souls have been polluted and become impure due to the inciting innerself
otherwise this is not how we were. (Abyat-e-Bahoo Kamil)
For elevating to innerself at peace, the best and easiest way is the invocation and
contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat but it must be granted by the perfect and accomplished
spiritual guide who is the man of Divine Essence.

CHAPTER-22

RENUNCIATION OF THE WORLD
Usually the abundance of riches or wealth is thought to be the worldliness but Saints and
Mystics define ‘worldliness’ as:
 Everything which distracts or diverts the seeker’s attention away from Allah towards
itself is worldliness.
As it is the saying of the Holy Prophet:

َ ّٰ
َ َ
َ ََ َ
َما شغلک َع ِن الل ِہ ف ُہوَ َصن ُمک



Meaning: The thing which involves you with itself diverting your attention away from
Allah is your idol.
My spiritual guide Sultan-ul-Faqr VI Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali defines worldliness
and its renunciation as:
 If you have wealth but you do not foster love for it and spend generously for the sake
of Allah, it cannot be called worldliness. However if you make worldly things as
your priority then all these things would turn to worldliness. Thus evade yourself
from the appetite of material things while living in this world, just as a wild duck
lives in water but does not drown. Get your destiny from the world like a crane who
while living on a riverside gets livelihood from it but does not drown.
Do your business of the world but for the sake of Allah; eat from your livelihood but
for the sake of Allah and move in the world but again for Allah. I do not suggest to
be alienated from the whole world but you must remember Allah while doing
everything. Your inward should be attentive towards Him while your hands are busy
in the worldly affairs.
 Everything which deviates the human soul from Allah and turns its attention towards
itself is worldliness.
 Renouncing the world in fact means renunciation of the lust of worldly pleasures and
the inner detachment from it. Without renouncing the world, gnosis of Allah cannot
be achieved because the love of world and Allah cannot be retained together in the
same inward.
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 The world is like a shadow. If you turn your back towards the sun then your shadow
will come in front of you. If you go forward to catch your shadow it will run before
you and will never be caught by you. However if you turn your back to the shadow
and walk facing the sun, the shadow will run after you. Similarly if you turn your
back towards Allah and run after the world, you can never have it. Though if you
walk towards Allah turning back from the world, it will run after you.
 Live in the world like a boat floats on water. Consider the boat as your esoteric self
and the water as the world. The boat is safe unless the water enters it. When water
enters the boat, it definitely sinks. You are like a boat and the water is like the world.
Save yourself from the world and its love. (Sultan-ul-Faqr VI Sultan Mohammad Asghar AliLife and Teachings)

Data Ganj Bakhsh Ali ibn Usman al-Hajveri says:
 The more a man gets fed up of the world, the stronger becomes his relation with
Allah. It does not mean that he must leave his home and family to start living in a
jungle. Rather it is meant that love of the world must not be kept within the inward.
Live in the world but do not become worldly. It is the very excellence of Sufism, not
to be drenched while remaining in the river. This is quite not courageous to avoid
going near a river and keep boasting on not getting wet. It is not a big deal. To the Sufis
the renunciation of the world is in fact spiritual instead of physical. The excellence is to
live physically among the creation being spiritually away from it. (Kashf-ul-Mahjub)
The term ‘renunciation’ is scandalized a lot by the critics and deniers of Sufism or
mysticism and rejected by labelling it as monasticism and unIslamic. Actually the term
renunciation has never been understood in its true sense. According to the philosophy of
Sufism, renunciation means renouncing the lust of worldly pleasures which involve a
person to the extent that he forgets Allah. To earn material luxuries and honour, he is ready
to do anything and his fear of displeasing Allah is wiped out. He is always trying to
strengthen his worldly relationships, forgetting that his relationship with Allah is at stake. He
struggles to please people of the world instead of Allah. Such an attitude takes man away
from Him. Hence to find Allah’s closeness, one must give up all such wishes. His only
wish should be to please his Creator and the Master and find His closeness. For this he
does not need to leave the world and start living in caves. Rather he should live in the
world and do all the required deeds but the intention behind every action should only be
to please Allah. He should love and obey his parents but for Allah, earn money to bring
up his children to please Allah and should have good behaviour with everyone only for
the sake of Allah, so on and so forth. He should live in the world but world should not
live within him. Neither he should desire worldly pleasures nor should he run after them.
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This is what the term ‘renunciation’ actually means according to the philosophy of Sufism.
It is the name of inward detachment from everything except Allah that is to love only
Allah, fear only Allah, trust only Allah, seek only Allah instead of the immortal world
and its relations or pleasures and this leads the seeker to Oneness (tawhid).
The term renunciation is not self-fabricated by Mystics. Rather it is based on the Quran
and Hadith.
Allah says in the Quran:

َ َ ُ َ ُ َ َ َ ۡ َ َ َ َ ّٰ ۡ َ َ َ َ ٌ َ َ ٌ ۡ َ َ ۡۤ َ ۡ ُ ُ ّٰ َ ۡ ّٰ َ َ
(29:64)ان ۘ لَوۡ کانوۡا ی ۡعل ُموۡ َن
و ما ہ ِذ ِہ الحیوۃ الدنیا ِالا لہو و ل ِعب ؕ و ِان الدار الاخِرۃ ل ِھی الحیو



Meaning: And (O people!) the life of this world is nothing but a sport and pastime and
the home of the hereafter is the only (true) life. Would that they knew (this secret)! (29:64)

َ ۡ َ ُ ّٰ َ
َ ۡۤ ۡ ُ ُ ۡ
ُ َ ََ ُ َ
َ
(6:32)َو َما ال َح ّٰیوۃ الدن َیا ِالا ل َ ِع ٌب و ل َ ۡہ ٌو ؕ َو لَلد ُار الۡاخ َِرۃ خی ٌر ل ِل ِذیۡ َن یَتق ۡو َن ؕ افلَا ت ۡع ِقلوۡ َن



Meaning: And (the luxury of) the worldly life is nothing but play and funfair, and certainly
it is the home of the hereafter which is better for the Godfearing. Do you not understand
(this reality)? (6:32)

ُ َ َ ُ َ ٌّۢ ُ َ َ َ ٌ َ َ َ
ۡ ُ ُ ۡ َ َ ۡۤ َ
َ
َ
(57:20)ِا ۡعلمُوۡا انمَا ال َح ّٰیوۃ الدن َیا ل َ ِع ٌب و ل َ ۡہ ٌو و زِ ۡینة و تفاخ ٌر َب ۡینک ۡم َو تکاث ٌر فِی الۡا ۡموَ ِال َو الۡا ۡولَا ِد



Meaning: Know that the life of the world is nothing but a sport and pastime and
superficial beauty and mutual boasting and self-praise and ambition to excel in wealth
and children over one another. (57:20)

َ
َ ُ
َ َ ُ
ََۡ ۡ ۡ ََۡ ۡ ۡ
ۡ َۡ َ ۡ
الن َسآ ِء َو ال َب ِنی َن َو القنا ِطیرِ ال ُمقنط َر ِۃ ِم َن الذ َہ ِب َو ال ِفض ِة َو الخ ۡی ِل ال ُم َسوَ َم ِة
ِلن
ِ اس ُحب الش َہ ّٰو ِت ِم َن
ِ زیِن ل
ُۡ
ۡ ّٰ
ّٰ ۡ
ۡ ُ َ َ َ ّٰ ۡ َ ۡ َ َ ۡ َ ۡ َ
(3:14)اع ال َح ّٰیو ِۃ الدن َیا ۚ َو الل ُہ ِعن َدہ ُح ۡس ُن ال َما ِب
و الانعا ِم و الحر ِث ؕ ذل ِک مت



Meaning: (Excessively) attractive has been made, for the people, the love of lusts (that)
include women, children, and hoarded treasures of gold and silver and branded horses
and cattle and crops. (All) this is the provision of the worldly life and with Allah is the
best abode. (3:14)
The Holy Prophet also called love for the world as a big threat to faith. The sacred
sayings of the Holy Prophet in this context are given:


The world and everything which is in it are cursed. (Ibn Majah 4112)
Abu Hurairah relates that the Holy Prophet said:



The world is a prison for a believer and a heaven for an infidel.
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The world is carrion and its lovers are dogs.
The world is the paradise of donkeys.
The world is a kennel.
The pleasure of the world is pork.
The pleasures of the world are the conceited pride of infidels.
The world is the darkness of inward.

When the Holy Prophet was given a choice between the world and the hereafter, he
preferred the hereafter. It is his saying, “If I order Mount Uhud would turn into gold but I
do not desire the riches of world.”
Hence it is proved by the verses of Holy Quran and the Hadiths that the Saints did not
invent the term ‘renunciation of the world’ themselves but it is exactly according to the
Divine ordain. The Saints never suggest wandering into the jungles leaving the world.
Rather abandoning the world means to abandon the greed of the world. It means to remove
love of the world from one’s inward because unless it is removed, the love of Allah would
never enter. Therefore it is essential to give up the love of world, worldly things and
worldly relations from the inward to gain closeness to Allah.
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani expounds:
 The inward which possesses love for the world is veiled from hereafter and the inward
which possesses love of the hereafter is veiled from Allah. As the love of world
enhances, love of the hereafter diminishes and when the love of hereafter is increased,
love for Allah is decreased. (Al-Fath ar-Rabbani Chapter 10)
Bu Ali Shah Qalandar states:
 You love Allah and the mean world simultaneously. This is only a whim and madness.
(Mathnawi)

Shaikh Fariduddin says:
 The world is a hidden fire in which all are burning except the lovers of the Beloved.
Sultan Bahoo also exhorts on the renunciation of appetites of the world in his teachings.
He mentions the catastrophes of the world:

ابھُ داین داین تسیچ  رُ درد و الب
ؒ
دجا

قح

ِرکف

و

ذرک

از

دنک

یم
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Explanation: O Bahoo! Do you know, what is the reality of this world? It is full of calamities
and sorrows. It is such an evil which makes one oblivious to the invocation and reflection
upon Allah. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
Difference between the worldly people and the Prophets and Saints is mainly that the
true men of Allah never love and desire the pleasures of the world while the common
people do.
Sultan Bahoo says:
 The treasure of Abu Jahl and Yazid was just gold and silver, and their army was
comprised of horses, elephants, servants and soldiers. While hunger, patience, gratitude,
invocation, contemplation, Divine love, salat, fasts, Faqr, Quran and Hadith were the
treasures of the Holy Prophet, Hasan ibn Ali and Husayn ibn Ali and their army was
comprised of the true believers and Companions. The medium of announcement for Abu
Jahl and Yazid were the drums, trumpet and bugle while the medium of announcement
for the Holy Prophet, Hasan ibn Ali and Husayn ibn Ali were and are the azan and
slogan of Allah. The worldly kingdom and the worldly mediums of announcement are
false and temporary while the kingdom of the Holy Prophet and the mediums of
announcement used by him are everlasting. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 One must know that the real enemy of the Holy Prophet was the worldly wealth. Had
Abu Jahl been an indigent he would have followed the Holy Prophet. It was the
worldly wealth that martyred Hasan ibn Ali and Husayn ibn Ali. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 One who does not eliminate the love of world from the inward can neither find
nearness of Allah nor presence in the Mohammadan Assembly. Without renouncing
the world, the invocation of Allah does not continue in each hair of the body and in
the inward, neither gnosis of Allah and Faqr can be attained. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
 You must know that the inciting innerself, the Satan and the world are all mutually
united. (Asrar-e-Qadri)
This trio has made a front against man to turn him oblivious of the remembrance of
Allah. According to Sultan Bahoo:
 The love of world and religion cannot sustain in the same inward just like fire and
water cannot be contained in one utensil. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
Sultan Bahoo states about the world and the seeker of world in his writing Ain-ul-Faqr:




The seekers of world are either hypocrites or pretenders.
The world is Satan and its seekers are devils.
The world is a violence and rebellion and its seekers are rebellious.
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The world is a hypocrisy and its seekers are hypocrites.
The world is an impurity and its seekers are impure.
The world is a lie and its seekers are liars.
The world is a polytheism and its seekers are polytheists.
The world is an evil and its seekers are also evil.
The world is a curse and its seekers are accursed.
Only the irreligious and disobedient fools love the worldly riches.
The world is an ignorance and its seekers are ignorant.
The world is a prostitute and the worldly man is a cuckold who sees his whore wife
in the sensual company of others but does not object.
The world is duality (opposite of Oneness) and distant from Allah. One who is
indulged in duality and separated from Allah is actually on the way of Satan.
The world is a heresy and its seeker is a heretic. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
He further says:

رہ ہک در رمدار رغشق یک وشد ددیار او
ریغ اہلل رہ ِہچ ابدش درتف از ِدل وشب
Explanation: How can a person who is drowned in the carrion world attain the Divine
vision! To have this blessing you will have to erase everything other than Allah from
your inward. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
 Allah does not bless the inward with His attention which is filled with the sensual
desires of the inciting innerself, darkness of satanic thoughts and the filth of worldly
love. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 One who abstains from sensual desires becomes a man of passion (for Allah), one
who leaves the world is a man of fervour, one who separates from everything other
than Allah is a man of longing and yearning, and the one who protects himself from
all these evils is blessed with love of Allah. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 The Holy Prophet said, “Renunciation of world is the basis of all devotions and love
of the world is the root cause of all evils.” This reality is explained by almost one
lakh twenty four thousand Prophets since Prophet Adam to Prophet Mohammad and
all Prophets ordered to renounce the world. Even then why do you err to go against
all of them?
Arabic word for the world is dunya written as
Arabic text i.e.

داین. It has four alphabets according to

( دDU), ( نN), ، (Y), ( اA). Letter ( دDU) represents that the world
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has no faith. Letter

( ِنN)

refers to the fact that the world is disobedient towards

Allah like Pharaoh. Letter ، (Y) means the world is a unique friend of devil and the
letter ( اA) tells that the world is cruel and killer.
O foolish! Only that person succeeds in abandoning the world and escaping from its
trap who sincerely follows true faith. The Arabic word for faith is deen written as

دنی. It has three alphabets according to Arabic text; ( دD), ، (EE), ( نN). The letter د
(D) means that faith blesses one with insight for gnosis and makes him a Divine lover,
thus he becomes a seeker of the Holy Prophet. By letter ، (EE), faith makes the man
friend of Allah, of believers and Muslims. By letter ( نN), it purifies the intentions of
the seeker and makes him a possessor of pure faith and a well-wisher.
Every generous person, Dervish and the one who follows true faith by quitting the
world inwardly is liberated from the worldly dangers. He wears the dress of Faqr
with all his sincerity and acquires the right belief in Allah. Then Allah says, “O My
angels! One of My slaves is alienated from the carcass, filthy and impure world only for
the sake of My friendship.” Allah orders the souls of the Prophets, Saints, pious ones
and all true Muslims along with all the creatures of eighteen thousand realms, “Visit
My friend and guide him. Applaud and encourage him for his spiritual resolve and
put on the same tattered and humble dress as he is wearing.” Fakir is blessed with
these levels in the very beginning. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
Sultan Bahoo expresses in his Punjabi quatrains:

ُھ
ِ ینتک َم َم دوھون
ُھ
ِ

روون

ہہب

ہہب

وگےش

اہہی داین زن ضیح نلی یمی
افلض

اعمل

اکرن

داین
ن
ُِج یییدبے رھگ وِچ لویتہ داین اوےھک ُگُ رک وسون ھ
ن
ُھ
ِ  لکن ولھکون،َھُ وادنہ
ؒ جمہاَں رتک داین ںیھت یتیک ب
Explanation: This world is as unclean and impure as a woman during her menstrual cycle.
She cannot be called sanctified even if she tries hard to be clean (physically). Similarly the
one who is indulged in love of the world, none of his devotions is pure neither acceptable in
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the Divine court. Several scholars and learned persons try to renounce the world and its
pleasures through hard mystic exercises and forty days seclusions but they do not
succeed. Rather they earn even more worldliness through the knowledge which they gain
from their mystic exercises. The more the worldly wealth one keeps in his house and
fosters its love in the inward, the more he would be restless and dissatisfied. As his
insecurity regarding wealth would not let him sleep.
Sultan Bahoo says that the people who understood the real purpose of their life, that is
to find closeness of Allah, and turned away from the worldly appetites only they found
eternal success.

ُ
ُ َ
َ
ُھ
ِ ،ال َ ْس ُت ِبرَ ِبک ْم اینس دل ریمے دنج قالوْا بَلّٰی وکدنیک
ُھ
ِ ، اغبل وہیئ کہ لپ وسن ہن ددنی،ج ونط د

ُھ
ِ ،رہق وپے ونیتں رزہن داین وت اتں قح دا راہ رمدنی
ُھ
ِ ،َھُ وتڑے رک رک زارایں رودن
ؒ اعاقشں ومل وبقل ہن یتیک ب
Explanation: In the pre-existence, I listened to the call of Divine covenant, “Am I not
your Lord?” Since then my soul is uttering the reply, “Yes! You are.” After coming to the
mortal world, I still miss my homeland – the realm of Divinity so much so that I do not
find any moment of peace and tranquillity. O brigand world! The wrath of Allah may
befall upon you because you are a hurdle in my way to the Divine Truth. Even if this
world becomes much beautiful and attractive, the lovers of Divine Essence have no interest.
They always remain attentive towards Allah and thus reach their destination of union
with Him.

ُھ

داینداراں

،اسر

ےت

اتںیئ

داین

تنعل

ادیھ

ُھ
ِ ںیج راہ اصبح دے رخچ ہن یتیک نیل بضغ دایں امراں
ب ن
ُھمھ داین اکمراں ھ
ویپواں وکولں رتپ وکاہوے
ن
لی ن
ُھ
ِ یسن ابغ اہبراں
َُھ
ؒ جمہاَں رتک داین یتیک ب
Explanation: The world is partially cursed and the worldly people are entirely cursed who
love it instead of Allah. Those who do not sacrifice all their wealth, life, worldly pleasures
and relations for the sake of Allah to find His goodwill, deserve punishment in this world
and the hereafter. This world involves man in greed and avarice to such an extent that a
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father gets ready to kill his son for it. O cunning world! May you be burnt! The people
who renounce the cursed world for the sake of Divine love, would be successful and the
great achievers in the world and hereafter.

ُِ ،ھِے اسےئ رب اصبح واےل ُِک ںیہن ربخ الص ِد
ھ

گج

ُ ھ،دنگم داان ااسں اتہُب جگییاَ نہ لگ یئپ ڈور ازل ِد
ُ ھ،اھپیہ دے وِچ ںیم یئپ ڑتافں نلیل ابغ لثم ِد
ن
ُھ
ِ ،َھُ اتں رےئھک ادیم لضف د
ریغ ِدےل ںیھت
ی
ؒ ٹس ب
Explanation: The universe and all the creations are nothing in themselves but only the
manifestation of Divine Essence Who has hidden Himself in the multiplicity. People
being unaware of the Reality, focus upon the appearance only. All this is because of the
grain of wheat. After eating which the human race is restless, dissatisfied and reckless
being trapped in attributes, forms, desires and worldliness like the nightingale imprisoned
in a cage twitters. Remove the love for all except Allah then the Divine Essence manifests.
It is impossible without the mercy and beneficence of Allah Himself.

ُھ
ِ در در رھپن ریحاین
ُھ

وِاہین

رمع

ڑلدایں

ُھ
ِ ویپن ولڑن اپین
ُھ
ِ  رام اہکین،وکڑ

،ِد

داین ڈوھڈنن واےل ک
اہنتں

وہڑ

اےت

،ڈہ

لقع دے وکاتہ ھجمس ہن اجنن
َُھ
ؒ ابوھجں ِذرک رب دے ب

Explanation: The seekers of world are roaming about in the world like dogs to satiate their
worldly appetites of wealth, superficial beauty, false respect and riches etc. They spend
their whole life like the blindfolded ox that drives the oil mill. It keeps on revolving
around the mill but thinks that it is travelling forward towards the destination. Similarly
the seekers of world keep revolving in the vicious circle of earning more and more money,
around the deep and dirty well of this world reaching nowhere at the end, as all their
worldly earnings are mortal and worthless. They fight for petty things, like dogs fight for
bones. Such ignorant people reach the end of their life but do not understand that only
Allah provides them livelihood so their struggle should be meant to please Allah instead
of gathering worldly pleasures. The sustenance that is destined to them will reach
anyway. They should not worry for it; rather they should worry to find Allah’s consent
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and His closeness. However this blessing can never be attained without the invocation of
Ism-e-Allah Zaat.

ُھ
ِ ،ای رھگ اکرف دے وسدہن
ُھ
ِ ،زن وخابں ھبس ومدہن

داین رھگ انمقف دے
شقن اگنر رکے ریتہبے

ُھ
ِ ،یلجب واوگنں رکے اکشلرے رس دے اتُں وھجدن
ُھ
ِ ،َھُ راہ ودنیایں ونں وکدہن
ؒ  سِلھ واوگنں ب،رضحت یسیعی ِد
Explanation: The world is like a beautiful but a cunning woman whose victims are the
materialistic people, hypocrites and the infidels. It plunders everybody, seducing them
with its fake beauty and false captivating bloom. This world kills its lovers, as in the
times of the Christ, three men were killed due to their greed for a gold brick.
The tale goes as, three travellers found a gold brick, one of them went to bring food from
the market, rest of the two stayed back to guard the brick. Both of them planned to kill
him when he would return and divide the gold afterwards. The third man who had gone
to bring food was also intending to kill them by poisoning their food. On his return, he
was killed by both of them and they were killed by eating the poisonous food.

سم ج ن
ُِِدنی ےت داین ایکسں انیھبں ونیتں لقع ںیہن ھ یییدبا ھ
ُھ
ِ یرع ںیہن رفادنیما

دوونںی اِسک اکنح وِچ آون

ُھ
ِ ےویںی اگ ےت اپین اھتں اکِ ِوِچ وااس ںیہن رکدنیا
ن
ُھ
ِ َھُ ڑہیجا دوعے وکڑ رکدنیا
ؒ دوںیہ اہجںین ممھاَ ب
Explanation: Do not you understand that the true faith (Faqr) and the world are like two
blood sisters! The way two sisters cannot wed the same person and like fire and water
cannot be retained together similarly the faith and world cannot be kept together in the
same inward. Those who claim so, are the liars and among the losers in both the worlds.

َُھُ ِاتں مک ذات دسویے ھ
ؒ اجں اجں ذات ہن ویھتے ب
طم
ُھ
ِ ذا یت انل افص یت انںیہ اتں اتں قح ھتیںُے
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ک ِم طم
ُھ
ِ ابھُ ھے ھتیںُے
ؒ

ُ ھ،ِ ھُ ابرہ و،ِادنر و
ن
َُِھُ اوہ ومل ریقف ہن ویھتے ھ
ؒ ج یییدبے ادنر ج داین ب

Explanation: Unless you get attentive towards the Divine Essence and annihilate yourself
in Him turning your eyes away from the attributes, your status would remain low. If your
aim is not to achieve spiritual stations or attributes but the Essence, only then you will

ُ

find Allah. After having the Divine union my spiritual state is such that I behold Hoo ()ہو
in the physical as well as in the inner world and I am annihilated entirely in the Essence.
That person can never be a Fakir who has even a little bit of love for the world.

ُھ
ِ رعوشں رفش اکٹای

ن
یمھ الچای رطف زنیم دے

ُااسں ایھکل وھجیل اپای ھ
ُھ
ِ اسڈا اّگ دل ربھگاای

ِم دسی اکنال
َرھگ ںیھت ِ ی
ج ن
رہ ین داینں ہن رک ھییرا

ُھ
ِ َھُ دم دم مغ وساای
ؒ اںیس رپدیسی اسڈا ونط دوراڈاھ ب
Explanation: Real dwelling of the seeker of Allah is the realm of Divinity where he
rejected both the world and the heaven for the sake of Divine vision. It is my destiny
which has forced me to live in exile and brought me in the physical world from the
eternal realm of Divinity. O world! Leave me, I am anxious and aggrieved being away
from the Beloved. I am a stranger in this world, I will reach my homeland on having
union with the Beloved. There are several hurdles and the waystations of trials in its path
which I have to cross with the power of my love and by ousting the love of world.

ُ آیئ ھ،اوڑھج لھج ےت امرو الیب ےھتج اجنل ااسڈ
ھم ن
ھ
ُھ
ِ سج دکیھ ونں ڈاھہ ہمییساَں اوہ اج ڈ ی ک ڈاھیئ
ن
ُھ
ِ  اوہ ھکُس ہن وسدنے رایہ،ںین جمہاَں دے وےہ رسادن
ب
ُ اکیئ ھ،َھُ اےھت ینب ہن جھدب
ؒ رتی ےت اپین ےھتج وہن اےھٹک ب
Explanation: This world is like a thick, dark and dangerous forest. It is like a deserted
place and I am forced to live in it. The world can be exemplified by a riverbank which can
tumble any moment. I am like a person who is lying at the edge of the river and cannot
sleep because of the fear of falling. A bund cannot be constructed by water and sand as
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water drifts the sand with its flow. Likewise this world is water which wipes out weak
faith. This world is temporary and will perish just like the castle of sand.

اہہی داین زن ضیح نلی یمی ِرہزگ اپک ہن ِ ی
ُھ
ِ تُے
ُھ
ِ ںیج رقف رھگ داین وہوے ِتنعل اس دے ےویے
ک
ُ رب ںیھت ومڑے ِوےلی رکف جتیںُے ھ،ج داین د
بج
ُھ
ِ َھُ ِرکیج چس ھتیںُے
ؒ ہس الطق داین ونں دےیئ ب
Explanation: The world is like the woman who is passing through her menstruation and
cannot be physically clean even after many baths. Similarly this impure and dirty world
cannot be purified. The one who claims to follow Faqr but has collected the riches of
world and fosters love for them is cursed because the worldly attractions divert him from
the path of Faqr and entrap in their love. The seeker must avoid it. When a woman is
divorced thrice, she becomes illegitimate for ex-husband according to sharia therefore no
relation is possible with her. Similarly you must divorce the world and liberate yourself
from it. (Abyat-e-Bahoo Kamil)
Crux of the matter is that as long as worldliness, worldly appetites, desires and lust
exist in the inward, the love of Allah will never enter. He who claims to possess the
worldliness and the Divine love together in his inward is an absolute liar. The lovers and
beloveds of Allah never pay heed to the world even if all the riches of the universe are
offered to them. The real and eternal success lies in ejecting the worldly love from the inward
and instead cherishing the Divine love. This is possible only through the contemplation
and invocation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat, provided it is received from the perfect and
accomplished spiritual guide of Sarwari Qadri order who is the possessor of Divine name
and the Essence.

CHAPTER-23

PRETENCE
Pretence means to show off good deeds. The aim of Allah’s obedience and devotions is to
achieve His gnosis and pleasure hence all virtues must be aimed towards it. If this aim is
polluted with lust of fame and prominence then surely the good deeds are not for Allah
rather just a pretence. Mystics consider pretence the worst sin and veil between Allah and
His slave. It is very close to idolatry. Only the actions done with absolute sincerity for
Allah are accepted in His court. If there is a personal interest behind devotions and wish
for being known as pious then such devotions are in fact pretence and will take one away
from Allah.
 Allah says in Quran:

َ
ّٰ
َ َ َ ۡ َُ َۡ َ ُۡ ُۡ ۡ َ َ
َُ
ّٰ
ُ
ۡ
اس َو لَا یُ ۡؤ ِمنوۡ َن ِبالل ِہ َو لَا ِبال َی ۡو ِم الۡا ِخ ِر ؕ َو َم ۡن یک ِن الش ۡی ِّٰ ُن لَہ
ِ و ال ِذی َن ین ِفقون اموَالہم رِئآء الن
ً َ َ َ َ ًۡ َ
)4:38( ﴾﴿ آء ق ِریۡنا
ق ِرینا فس



Meaning: And those who spend their wealth to show off to people, and believe
neither in Allah nor in the Last Day. And whoever Satan sides with as a companion,
so he is an evil companion! (4:38)
 Mahmood bin Labaid relates that Prophet Mohammad said, “I am worried for you
people because of minor idolatry.” People asked, “What is a minor idolatry?” The
Prophet replied, “Pretence.” (Bayhaqi)
 Abu Hurairah relates that Prophet Mohammad said, “In the last era there will be the
people who will seek materialism through religion. They will be wolves in the guise
of sheep. Their language will be sweeter than sugar to show their kindness but their
inwards will be of wolves. Allah will say to them, ‘Have you become fearless
because of reprieve? Are you showing Me boldness? I swear to Myself I will indulge
you in such a trial which will surprise the wisest’.” (Musnad Ahmad, Tirmidhi 2404)
 Abdullah ibn Umar relates that Prophet of Allah said, “Whoever does (virtuous) deeds
to show off, Allah will give him similar type of reward.” (Ibn Majah)
 Shadad ibn Aus relates that whoever offers his prayer for pretence, surely he is
polytheist, whoever fasts for pretence, surely he is polytheist and whoever gives
donations for pretence, he is also polytheist. (Musnad Ahmad ibn Hanbal)
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 Ibn Abbas relates that the Holy Prophet said, “Whoever will do good just to make
people see and hear him, Allah will also requite him in the same manner.” (Muslim
7476)

 Abdullah ibn Umar relates that the Prophet of Allah said, “Even a bit of pretence is
polytheism. They are the most beloved of Allah who adopt piety and are hidden. If
they disappear, no one searches them (as they are not famous) and when they testify, no
one recognizes them. These people are the leaders of righteousness and beacon of
knowledge.” (Tabarani, Mustadrak)
 The Holy Prophet said, “Pretence is worse than infidelity.”
 The Holy Prophet said, “Even a little bit of pretence is polytheism.”

(Mustadrak 4, Ibn

Majah 3989)

TYPES OF PRETENCE
Pretence means to show off one’s piety to seek reverence from people and to become
famous, respectable and a so called role model of virtuosity. For this purpose he resorts to
behaviours which imply religiousness and piety. Ultimately he becomes habitual to show
off all good deeds. The pretence has been divided in five different types:
 First type is related to the physical appearance of a person. He transforms himself as
pious. For example, turns face pale by some means so that people consider that he
has been performing devotions the entire night and has not slept, or he makes himself
so weak and feeble that people start thinking that his weakness is because of hard
devotions, or talks in soft tone which makes people think that esteem of religion has
influenced him so much that has lowered his voice as well, or dries his lips by
scratching or by any other way to give an impression that he is fasting these days.
People start appreciating him for his virtuosity which gives great pleasure to his
innerself.
 Second type of pretence is related to dressing i.e. wearing such dresses which give a
look of pious one. A pretentious person usually wears coarse or torn old clothes so
that he appears religious. Some wear dresses like Sufis and carry prayer mat so that
people consider them Sufis. In fact they do not even know about Sufism. Further
there are two groups related to pretentious dressing. First group consists of people
who present themselves as pious by wearing plain and old clothes. It earns them
popularity. Even if someone suggests them to wear clothes as per weather conditions,
they consider it disgrace and show serious concern over such suggestion. Although
such dressing is not forbidden in Islam but by wearing such clothes their fame and
popularity is hampered. They fear that people may stop considering them spiritual
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and virtuous. Second group consists of people who try to earn popularity in public as
well as elite class. They avoid to wear old clothes so that rulers may not look down
upon them. At the same time they have the fear that good and expensive dressing
may lead to unpopularity among public. So they wear thin woollen clothes with
different designing, as such dresses have also been worn by Saints and pious people.
In this way public also appreciates their piety and elite class finds no reason to
criticize them. The suggestion to wear simple clothes is more painful for them than
agony of death, no matter simple dress may be precious and better than their showy
dress. Actually they cannot wear simple dress because they have to pretend to be
pious on one side and rich on the other side. Such fools are fully aware of the fact
that simple dresses are permissible and worn by religious people. In fact, they wear
such dresses at home but do not have the courage to go outside wearing such dresses
because it earns them bad name. They may be unaware that by doing such pretentious
acts they are in fact worshipping people not Allah or they may be aware of it but are
not afraid of Allah.
 The third category of pretence is the style of invocation and conversation. Pompous
people either pretend to be invoking by holding a chaplet or constantly move their
lips to deceive people that they are never oblivious of the invocation of Allah. They
may be invoking but the question is why cannot they invoke without moving lips?
Invoking in the inward is better form of invocation but then how will people know
that they even invoke! Though they invoke by moving lips only in public but in
solitude they never even think to invoke.
They also use another tactic of pretence by memorizing the quotations and traditions
of sacred Companions and Mystics, then narrate in front of people so that people
consider them the scholar who has full command over knowledge of Sufism and
religion. In this way they display that they have met many Mystics, they are the most
knowledgeable and have spent the entire life in travelling for Allah.
 Fourth kind of pretence is related with devotions which are performed with hypocrisy.
The person who displays his devotions starts the preparation of prayer before time to
show off people or sits in the mosque well before prayer time so that everyone in the
mosque acknowledges his religiousness. When anyone passes by him, he offers his
prayer with great focus and humility by unnecessarily bending and prolonging his
prostration. He also displays his piety by giving charity in front of people. Similarly
he makes sure that his every worship is exhibited before people, even his every
gesture is an act of pretence. He walks slowly while keeping his head low pretending
the state of spiritual ecstasy but if there is no one around him then he walks quickly.
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In such a situation he keeps looking around and the moment he finds a person
approaching him, he again starts walking slowly and humbly.
 Fifth way of pretence is that the person claims to have large number of devotees and
followers. He propagates that rulers and state owners visit him for gaining blessings
and Saints respect him and testify his piousness.
It is important to mention that if respect is earned through any way not using religion
then it is not a sin. Wearing a good dress is not only a good habit but also a Sunna. If
aim of well dressing is good presentation rather than displaying virtuosity then it is
not objectionable. If a person is knowledgeable in vocabulary, grammar, mathematics,
medicines etc. or in some other profession which is not related with religion and he
displays his skill for earning respect then this is not a sin despite it falls in pretence. If
desire of earning popularity does not cross its limits then it is not a sin although it is
completely forbidden in case of religion.
 The Holy Prophet said:

ُ َْ ْ َ ََ ْ َ
َِلدن ْ َیا َف ُہوَ کَاف ٌِر َو َم ْن َط َل َب ال ْ ِع ْل َم ل ِْل ُح َج ِة َف ُہوَ ُم َنافِ ٌق َو َم ْن َط َل َب ال ْ ِع ْل َم ل ِْلمَوْلّٰی َف ُہو
من طلب ال ِعلم ل



ُم ْس ِل ٌم
Meaning: One who gained knowledge for worldly purposes is an infidel, one who
gained knowledge to argue is a hypocrite and the one who gained knowledge for
Allah is a Muslim.
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani says:
 The clothes of hypocrite are clean but his inward is polluted. Allah is obeyed by the
inward not by the clothes. (Al-Fath ar-Rabbani)
 Hypocrite feels pride upon his virtuous deeds. He fasts during the day, remains
awake during night and eats simple food just for pretence. In fact he is distant from
Allah and does not take even a single step towards Him inwardly. (Al-Fath ar-Rabbani)
 O hypocrite! (I feel) pity for you. Do not pretend in front of Allah or try to deceive
Him. You do something and advocate that it is for Allah but in reality it is for people.
You behave hypocritically and flatter them but forget your Lord. Soon you will leave
this world being deprived and a loser. O spiritually sick! Think over it, get medicine
for it which is available with Saints. (Al-Fath ar-Rabbani)
 Hypocrite performs devotions exoterically only whereas believer performs both
esoterically and exoterically. Believer first offers with his inward which is followed
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by physical body. Believer is alive whereas hypocrite is dead. Believer offers devotions
for Allah whereas hypocrite for people and their appreciation. (Al-Fath ar-Rabbani)
 Data Ganj Bakhsh Ali ibn Usman al-Hajveri says, “It is better to avoid the Sunna
which has been adopted by sinners.”
Sultan-ul-Faqr VI Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali says:
 Hypocrisy refers to an act of a person which is not purely meant for Allah, rather he
wants to show off and make the people think that he is pious. Hypocrisy is the most
dangerous tool of Satan to divert a Muslim from the path of Truth. The great worshippers
and ascetics are easily trapped into it. When the inward of a person suffers from the
disease of hypocrisy, he becomes more vulnerable to the attacks of inciting innerself
and thus it becomes very difficult to get rid of it. It is human weakness that he wants
to be known for virtues and piety. If this disease becomes permanent, the person is
depraved. He entirely loses the Divine light of his face which does not remain hidden
from the people having spiritual insight. The journey of Faqr of such a hypocrite
completely ends because it has been narrated in Hadiths that hypocrisy is a form of
polytheism and a polytheist has no relation with Faqr. (Sultan-ul-Faqr VI Sultan Mohammad
Asghar Ali-Life and Teachings)

Sultan Bahoo has quoted numerous verses and Hadiths about pretence and has criticized
such scholars who display their knowledge to gather materialistic wealth and riches. Such
people are both esoterically and exoterically blind to the truth. He says:
 The enemy of Fakirs is the enemy of Allah and the friend of world. The friend of world
is a hypocrite. It is a saying of the Holy Prophet, “Hypocrisy is worse than infidelity
and infidelity is a fire.” (Mohabbat-ul-Asrar)
 Knowledge is of two kinds; first is the knowledge of Allah which teaches renunciation
of the world and is acquired by the men of devotion. Second is the satanic knowledge
which teaches the love of world, greed, jealousy, arrogance and is acquired by the
people who spread heresy. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 The scholars hope to earn gold and silver for their livelihood by using knowledge
while the Fakir is disgusted of the worldly gains and worldly people. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
Sultan Bahoo strongly criticizes the fake spiritual guides who adopt Sufism and piety to
gain wealth or fame. He says:
 Austerity is adopted by some people hypocritically to satisfy the desires of their
inciting innerself and to earn respect, fame and inclination from the people. (Kaleed-ulTauheed Kalan)
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In following poetry he explains the condition of the scholars who acquire knowledge
for materialistic benefits.

ُڑپھ ڑپھ ملع ولمک راھجون ایک وہای اس ڑپایھں ھ
ُھ
ِ رہزگ نھکم ومل ہن آوے ےٹھپ ددھ دے ڑکایھں
ُ اینچں ھ،اس اوگنر

،ِآھک ڈنچورا ھتہ ےک آویئ ا

ی
ُھ
ِ ںی ابعدت ورایہں
ِؒ
ُابھ
کہ دل ہتسخ رںیھک راُھ
Explanation: The scholars and literates acquire knowledge to please the elite, the rulers or
their employers for materialistic gains rather than pleasing Allah. They do not want
gnosis and their intention is polluted therefore they are deprived of blessings of Allah.
They are oblivious of the esoteric aspect of knowledge and are engrossed only in the
exoteric. Pleasing the Fakir who is a man of inward and Divine union will bring you the
reward of devotions of many years.

ُھ
ِ ،رکن ابعدت دورہ

ڑپھ ڑپھ ِِع اشمخئ دساون

ُ ھ،نت نم ربخ انں ومر
ُھ
ِ

،وکتر

الہ

وتں

دل

ادنر یگھج یئپ ویٹلے
اھکسیل

دسا

وایل

ومال

ن
ُھ
ِ ،ابھُ رب اہنتں ونں احلص جمہاَں گج ہن یتیک وچر
ؒ
Explanation: There are many people who neither get knowledge of reality from perfect
spiritual guide nor they obtain permission from the Mohammadan Assembly to hold the
throne of Divine guidance and persuasion. They pretend to be the spiritual guide and
preach people with a little knowledge of sharia. They perform excessive devotional
practices to show off to people but the inciting innerself and Satan have paved the way to
their inwards, seizing faith. O scholar! Stop being negligent and hold on to the perfect
spiritual guide to achieve true faith. Only those are blessed with the union of Allah who
do not act deceptively or cunningly during the journey of Faqr rather they become truly
devoted seekers of Faqr as per the will of Allah and renounce the world.
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ُھ
ِ اعمل وہےئ اھبرے

ڑپھ ڑپھ ِِع زہار اتکابں

ُھ
ِ اِک رحف قشع دا ڑپنھ ہن اجنن ےلھب رھپن اچبرے
ُھ
ِ کِسے ہن دکیھ اچڑہے
ُھ
ِ کَلَں رکوڑاں اترے

ھکل اگنہ ےج اعمل وےھکی
اِک اگنہ ےج اعقش وےھکی

ُ َس وکاہں دے اپڑے ھ،قشع لقع وِچ زنمل اھبر
ن
ُابھُ اوہ دوںیہ اہجںین امرے ھ
َ جمہاَں قشع رخدی ہن ی
ؒ ک
Explanation: Many people have become scholars by reading thousands of books but are
unaware of even a single word of Divine love. That is why they have wrong understanding
of religion and are far away from reality. Hence they only explain the exoteric aspect of
religion. If a scholar looks infinite times towards a seeker, he can neither purify his soul
with his spiritual attention nor can bless him with gnosis. Contrarily a single glance of
Divine lover (perfect spiritual guide) blesses millions of seekers with the gnosis of Allah.
There is no relation between love and intellect rather a huge difference. Those will fail in
both the worlds who have not gained the blessing of Divine love by sacrificing their life
and wealth.

ن
ُھ
ِ ِدل اکےل وُکولں ہنم اکال اگنچ ےج وکیئ اِس تُں اجےن
ُھ
ِ اتں ِدل ایر اھچپےن

ہنم اکال ِدل ااھچ وہوے

ُ اھچپےن ھ، دک،ِاہہی ِدل ایر دے ےھچپ وہوے اتمں ایر و
ُھ
ِ ابھُ دج ےگل ںین ِدل اکٹےن
ؒ َس اعمل وھچڑ مس یییاَں ےھٹن
Explanation: A person must not be a hypocrite, evil and rigid because such a person has
very few chances to find straight path. On the other hand, if a person is bad only
exoterically then he may find the straight path at any stage of his life as his inward is not
evil. Only sanctified inward is blessed with gnosis and Divine vision because it remains
attached with the spiritual guide consistently with the belief that Allah will bless him any
moment. Hundreds of scholars performed excessive devotions in mosques for gnosis but
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failed. As soon as love penetrated their inwards they left the mosques and prostrated at
the door of Mystic (perfect spiritual guide). (Abyat-e-Bahoo Kamil)
Thus any act out of pretence is unacceptable in the court of Allah. Such worships
become a nuisance for worshipper especially a seeker of Faqr is humiliated in religion
and world if he adopts pretence.

CHAPTER-24

SINCERITY OF INTENTION
Intention is the foundation of all actions. Allah says regarding it:

ُ ُُ ۡ َ َ َ
ُ ۡ َ ۡ َ ۡۤ
َ ُ َ
(33:5) َو ل َ ۡی َس َعل ۡیک ۡم ُجن ٌاح فِ ۡیمَا اخِات ۡم ِب ٖہ ۙ َو لّٰ ِک ۡن ما ت َعم َدت قلوۡبُک ۡم



Meaning: And there is no sin on you for what you said by mistake but (that will be a sure
sin) which your hearts intend. (33:5)

َ ُ ُ
َ َ ُُ َ َ َ
َ
(17:84) ق ۡل ک ٌل ی ۡعمَ ُل َعلّٰی شاکِل ِت ٖہ ؕ ف َربک ۡم ا ۡعل ُم ِبمَ ۡن ُہوَ ا ۡہ ّٰدی َس ِب ۡیلًا



Meaning: Say, “Everyone acts according to his own (respective) style and nature and
your Lord knows full well who is best guided to the straight path.” (17:84)
 Umar ibn Khattab relates the tradition of Prophet Mohammad, “Deeds are judged by
intentions and everyone will get what he intended.” (Bukhari 1, Abu Dawud 2201)
 Abu Hurairah relates that the Prophet of Allah said:

ُ
ُ ُُ َُْ
ُ َ ُْ
ُ
ُ ْ ّٰ َ
ِان الل َہ لَا یَنظ ُر ِال ّٰی ُصوَرِک َم َول َا یَنظ ُر ِالّٰی ا ْعمَال ِک ْم َولّٰ ِک ْن ینظ ُر ف ِ ْی قلوْ ِبک ْم َونِ َیا ِتک ْم



Meaning: Verily! Allah neither observes your physical appearance nor the deeds
rather He observes your inwards and intentions.
It must be taken into consideration that heart refers to the inward. When the Quran talks
about the blindness of hearts, it actually refers to the blindness of inwards.
In Faqr, higher the level of sincerity, the sooner one reaches the destination. The Quran
and Hadith point towards it in these words:

ّٰ َ ُ ۡ َ ۡ َ ُ ۡ ُ ۡۤۡ ۡ ُ
ُ َ الل َہ ُم ۡخ ِل ًصا ل
(39:11)الدیۡ َن
ہ
قل ِانِی ا ِمرت ان اعبد
ِ



Meaning: Say, “I have been commanded to worship Allah in sincerest obedience and
devotion to Him alone.” (39:11)

ّٰ ُ ۡ َ
ّٰ ۡ َ
ُ َ الل َہ ُم ۡخ ِل ِصی ۡ َن ل
(40:14) الدیۡ َن َو لَوۡ ک ِر َہ الک ِف ُر ۡو َن
ہ
فادعوا
ِ



Meaning: So worship Allah for His own sake in sincere obedience and true devotion even
though the disbelievers may despise it. (40:14)
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ّٰ ُ ۡ َ َ ۡ َ ّٰ ۡ َ ۡ َ ۡۤ َ ۡ َ ۡ َ ۡۤ َ
ُ َ الل َہ ُم ۡخ ِل ًصا ل
(39:2) الدیۡ َن
ہ
ِانا انزلنا ِالیک ال ِکتب ِبالح ِق فاعب ِد
ِ



Meaning: Surely We have revealed (this) Book to you with the truth. So worship Allah
for His sake alone in sincere obedience. (39:2)
 Prophet Mohammad has said, “Glad tidings for the sincere ones and congratulations to
those who are light of guidance through whom all the darkness fades away.” (Nisai)
 Abu Idris Khulani relates that Prophet Mohammad said, “Every truth has a reality.
One does not understand the reality of sincerity until he starts to dislike his own
praise even for the deed he has done solely for the sake of Allah.”
Sincerity is the speciality of a true believer.
 Sahl bin Sa’d Saidi relates that the Holy Prophet said, “The intention of a believer is
better than his action whereas the action of a hypocrite is better than his intention.
Everyone acts according to his intention. Hence, when the true believer performs an
action, Divine light exudes in his inward.” (Tabarani, Bayhaqi, Majma al-Zawa’id)
 Abu Bakr Siddiq stated, “Sincerity demands no reward.”
Relations and friendships are based upon sincerity, especially it is pivotal for the closeness
of Allah. One who is not sincere with Allah shall never have His closeness. In Faqr
sincerity is necessary at every station and destination otherwise all efforts are useless. It
means to become pure which is only the attribute of a true seeker of Allah. The journey
halts if sincerity is polluted even minutely. Many promising seekers are demoted to lower
levels due to their ostentatious display and then they never find destination. The criterion
for sincerity is that each deed is done with the purpose to please Allah only.
Satan is the worst enemy of sincerity of a seeker. He is always trying to pollute his
intent. He whispers evil thoughts in seeker’s inward to focus on fame and glory hence
detracting him. In the beginning of Faqr when the Divine secrets start to unravel some
seekers cannot contain them. They flaunt their sainthood and purity and this halts their
journey. True love for Allah generates sincerity within a person. Love demands that
everything is done only for the pleasure of Allah. This inevitably gives birth to sincerity.
 Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani says, “Allah accepts the invocations and devotions on the
basis of sincerity. Only the worship with sincere intention is considered true. Hence
worship Allah with utmost sincerity.”
 Ali ibn Usman al-Hajveri says, “Sincerity results from purity of love. An action
without sincerity is unacceptable. Sincerity is to action, what soul is to the body.”
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 Al-Ghazali states, “Sincerity means that one is not desirous of reward from Allah for
his good deeds. The person who worships with the intention of being rewarded or by
the fear of being punished is insincere because he only worships for his own benefit.”
 Dhul Nun al-Misri says, “Sincerity is accomplished by perseverance upon truth and
morality. Similarly truth cannot be accomplished without perseverance upon sincerity.”
 Yahya ibn Muadh al-Razi says, “Sincerity means to sanctify deeds from all kinds of
impure intentions the way milk is taken out from the blood and dung of a cow.”
 Sa’id ibn Jubayr says, “Sincerity means to worship and act only for the sake of Allah
without any hypocrisy.”
 Abu al-Hasan Bushaitmi says, “Sincerity is such an act that it is not written by the
angels, neither it is destroyed by Satan nor is any other person informed about it.”
 Shaikh Junayd of Baghdad says, “Sincerity is that secret between Allah and man to
which all angels are oblivious and hence cannot record it. Even Satan is blind to this
secret and hence cannot stop it.”
 Shaikh Hasan of Basra says, “When one adopts patience without expectation of
reward or safety and when devotions are not based upon the desire of paradise or the
fear of hell, then these are the signs of sincerity.”
 Ahmad ibn Hanbal says, “Getting rid of the evil intentions behind one’s deeds is called
sincerity.”
 Sayyid Ali Khuas says, “On the doomsday, the Divine light of a believer shall be
according to his sincerity. Remember that the hypocrite would not be able to take
advantage of the light of believer just the way the blind cannot benefit from the one
with sight.”
 Fudayl ibn Iyad says, “The seeker of Allah does not reach perfection until he fears
that his sincerity is also an act of hypocrisy. By Allah! If I am informed that the
caliph is coming towards me and I brush my beard for his sake then I would be afraid
to be counted among the hypocrites.”
 It is stated by Moinuddin Chishti that loving sincerely is the attribute of Saints.
 Khawaja Shamsuddin Sialvi says, “When the believer turns towards Allah with truth
and sincerity, Allah helps him in special ways.”
 Shaikh Saadi Shirazi says, “Salute to the courage of the one who does good deeds
with sincerity.”
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 Shaikh Bahauddin Naqshband says, “The reality of sincerity is gained after annihilation
because as long as the exoteric self overpowers, the real degree of sincerity is not
achieved.”
Sincerity is a blessing by Allah because one who achieves it has surely gained control
upon his innerself.
Sultan-ul-Faqr VI Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali says:
 True intention and sincerity are very essential in the path of Reality. The acceptance
of a good deed in the court of Allah depends upon the degree of truthfulness and
sincerity a person possesses while performing it. It is the Hadith of Prophet Mohammad,
“The intention of a believer is better than his act.”
 Truth and sincerity are two great blessings because the one who has them gains control
upon his innerself. It pleases Allah which is the most valuable blessing of the universe.
 The truthfulness and purity of intention in the path of Faqr make years’ journey
covered in months.
 The seeker of Allah should be like Abu Bakr Siddiq in his truthfulness. (Sultan-ul-Faqr
VI Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali-Life and Teachings)

Sultan Bahoo says:
 There are two basic kinds of inwards: the filthy inward which is surrounded by satanic
thoughts, sensual desires, worries of the worldly accidents and is ill with different
spiritual diseases. It is incurable and remains deprived of the gnosis and kindness of
Allah unless it returns towards Allah with perfect sincerity. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
 In the path of love and sincerity, a Fakir must be truthful, steadfast and firm in his
belief. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 If anyone could find closeness of Allah by extra devotions and worships, Satan must
have found it because he was extremely devoted towards worships and asceticism but
that made him arrogant and proud and he (as well as his devotion) was rejected. If
anyone could find closeness of Allah by knowledge, Balam Baoor199 would have
found it as in his institution twelve thousand scribers remained busy in writing each
and every detail about every corner of the world. If anyone could find closeness of
Allah by wealth and riches of the world, Korah would have found it as his treasures
were buried deep down the earth. If someone could find closeness of Allah by
claiming to be god, Pharaoh would have found it as he claimed to be god but was
199

A scholar mentioned in sura al-Ar’af, verses 175-176. He was rejected by Allah due to his arrogance, lust and greed.
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drowned in the River Nile. If anyone could find closeness of Allah by ignorance, Abu
Jahl would have found it. The closeness of Allah can only be found by the true and
sincere love for Allah. Hence the dog of the companions of cave was honoured due to
its true love and sincerity and was considered amongst men rather than amongst the
dogs as mentioned in the Quran. Allah says:

َۡ
(18:22) َسا ِد ُس ُہ ۡم کل ُب ُہ ۡم



Meaning: The sixth was their dog. (18:22)
If you are actually a son of Adam, you must not be lesser than a dog in the love of
Allah. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 Sultan Bahoo says in his Punjabi poetry:

ی
ُھ
ِ ےج رب انایتں دوھایتں مل ِدبا اتں مل ِدبا ڈڈواں جھییاَں
ن
ُھ
ِ ےج رب ایملں واالں مل ِدبا اتں مل ِدبا بھییدباں سسییاَں
ُےج رب راںیت اجایگں مل ِدبا اتں مل ِدبا اکل ڑکایھچں ھ

ُےج رب ایتجں ایتسں مل ِدبا اتں مل ِدبا دادناں ایصخں ھ
ہ
ُھ
ِ ابھُ رب مل ِدبا ِدالں جھییاَں
ؒ اِاہنں الگں رب احلص انںیہ
Explanation: If Divine vision was granted due to cleanliness then it would have been
granted to fishes and frogs who stay in water all the time. If it was granted to those who
grow their hair long then it would have been granted to sheep. If it was gained by not
sleeping then it would have been gained by the bats who stay awake at night. If it was
found by not getting married then it would have been granted to the castrated animals.
However the vision and closeness of Allah cannot be achieved through such acts. It is only
granted to those with purity of intention and whose inward is filled with truth and sincerity.
(Abyat-e-Bahoo Kamil)

He states in his book Aqal-e-Baydar:
 If the station of gnosis of Allah was gained through excessive prayers then Satan
would have been at the highest level of gnosis. If it was gained by knowledge Balam
Baoor would have surpassed all. If it was acquired due to ignorance, Abu Jahl would
have excelled in it but the gnosis of Allah is accomplished through something else
which is love and sincerity.
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Sultan Bahoo warns the insincere people:
 Among the seekers, he is the most unfortunate, insincere and evil who is disrespectful
to his spiritual guide and claims reward. He counts his days of service and stays
disrespectful throughout his life. (Aqal-e-Baydar)
I am shocked at those who are hypocrite towards the spiritual guide instead of being
sincere. The sincerity of intention is necessary to be successful in Faqr. The more the
truth and sincerity in intention, the more quickly destination would be achieved. When
the intention is adulterated or trust is lessened that is when the journey of seeker halts
because Allah focuses on the inward and intentions and not upon the words and actions.

CHAPTER-25

SURRENDER AND SUBMISSION TO
THE DIVINE WILL
The basis of Faqr is surrender and submission which are translated from the Persian
terms Taslim

()میلست

and Rida

()راض

respectively. Submission or Rida is that the seeker

considers every blessing and every loss as the will and decision of Allah. The seeker’s
success in the world and mystic path lies in between the two states of hope and fear.
When Allah bestows, one should not become arrogant as well as one should not be
disappointed while adversity befalls. One must be pleased with the Divine consent and
submit to Him in every condition such as horror and distress, peace and grief, comfort
and tension, convenience and misery, illness and health, hunger and satiation etc. Only
such a seeker is accepted and approved in the court of Allah.
The state of submission is one of the greatest among several waystations of Faqr. Only
after this station of Faqr, access to the two very important and the highest stations is
gained, Divine vision and presence in the Mohammadan Assembly. Prior to these two,
surrender and submission are among the last stations and here the innerself is at peace.
Allah says:

ً
َ ً َ َ ّٰ ۡۤۡ ۡ ُ َ َ ۡ ُ ۡ ُ ۡ َ َ ُ َ َ ٰۤ
(89: 27-28)اض َیة م ۡر ِض َیة
ِ یایتہا النفس المِم ِئنة ﴿﴾ ار ِج ِعی ِالی ر ِب ِک ر



Meaning: O innerself at peace! Return to your Lord in such a state that you are both the
aspirant to and the aspired of His pleasure (you seek His pleasure and He seeks yours).
(89: 27-28)

Allah says in the Quran that only those people are destined to have the Divine vision
who surrender before His will:

ّٰ
َ َ َ ً
َ
(4:125)َو َم ۡن ا ۡح َس ُن ِدیۡنا ِمم ۡن ا ۡسل َم َو ۡج َہہ لِل ِہ َو ُہوَ ُم ۡح ِس ٌن



Meaning: And with regard to adopting the religion, who can be better than the one who
submits his whole being entirely to Allah whilst he also holds spiritual excellence (because
he sees Allah). (4:125)
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ّٰ
َ
َ َ
ُ ۡ
ۡ
َ
َ ۡۤ َ َ
(2:112)بَلّٰی ٭ َم ۡن ا ۡسل َم َو ۡج َہہ لِل ِہ َو ُہوَ ُم ۡح ِس ٌن فلہ ا ۡجرُہ ِعن َد َر ِب ٖہ ۪ َو لَا خوۡ ٌف َعل ۡی ِہ ۡم َو لَا ُہ ۡم یَح َزنوۡ َن



Meaning: Yes of course, he who submits his face to Allah (consigns himself to Allah) and
becomes a man of excellence in piety (by beholding Him) will find his reward with his
Lord. Such people will neither fear anything nor grieve. (2:112)
It is proved from above verses that the most desirable and favourite act is to submit to
Allah’s consent and to always be grateful to Him for His blessings and even keep patience
during the adverse circumstances. In His court, the faith of only that person is accepted and
approved who submits to His will with all the sincerity, withdraws from his wishes, and
only desires for Allah’s pleasure. This makes it easier for him to accept and face the
challenges and calamities which befall him. In every phase and aspect of his life he adopts
the path of submission by sacrificing his own wishes for Allah.
The Holy Prophet says:

ّٰ ْ َ ٌ َ َ ُ َ َ
لَا ت َت َحرک ذرۃ ِالا ِب ِاذ ِن الل ِہ



Meaning: A single particle cannot move without Allah’s will.
The desire to achieve Allah’s consent overcomes the Mystics to such an extent that
they never become sad and aggrieved during the worst circumstances. Rather they always
remain happy and utter:

زماج ایر ںیم آےئ
رسِ میلست مخ ےہ وج
ِ
Meaning: I surrender to my Beloved’s wish.
On this station Allah blesses them with His unique light and union and they are granted
a new spiritual life every moment from the hidden world, as Sultan Bahoo says;

را

میلست

ِرجنخ

اگتشکن
ِ

اجنِ درگی اتس
رہ زامن از بیغ
ِ
Explanation: Those who submit their lives for the will of Allah are blessed with a new
life every moment from the invisible. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
The Mystics whose purpose of life is solely to acquire Divine consent remain pleased
with the will of Allah in every condition. Attar of Nishapur relates that for thirty years
Fudayl ibn Iyad did not smile but when his son died, people saw him smiling unexpectedly.
Somebody asked him, “Why are you smiling at such an occasion?” He replied, “I am sure
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that my son’s death is Allah’s will. Therefore I smiled for the sake of Allah’s consent.
Whatever He likes, I like too.”
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani says:
 Upon the occurrence of destiny raising objection on Allah (to think against the will of
Allah) is the demise of faith, trust, loyalty and Oneness. The inward possessing true
faith never says ‘why’ and ‘how’ rather its job is to say ‘yes’ (it obeys the Divine
ordain and does not opine). To argue and raise objections is in fact the habit of the
innerself. (Al-Fath ar-Rabbani)
 The one who adopts patience being pleased at Allah’s reward as well as punishment,
for him there is limitless Divine favour in the world and countless blessings in the
hereafter. (Al-Fath ar-Rabbani)
Bayazid Bastami states:
 I have attained to such ultimate state of submission that if Allah would replace me
from the highest paradise with a person in the lowermost hell, I will be more pleased
with Allah than that person.
According to Shaikh Junayd of Baghdad:
 Submission means to give up one’s choice and to apprehend calamity as a blessing.
 Someone asked Yahya ibn Mu’adh al-Razi, “How can I know that Allah is pleased
with me?” He replied, “If you are pleased with Allah it is the sign that Allah is pleased
with you.”
According to Mansur al-Hallaj:
 Submission means not to utter a single painful cry even when one’s limbs are being
cut and is hanged till death.
 Allama Iqbal expresses:

رقف ذوق و وشق و میلست و راض تس
تس

ٰؐطصم

اتمع
ِ

انی

امینیم

ام

Explanation: Faqr is the path of spiritual taste and yearning for the Beloved as well as
surrender and submission to the Divine consent. This is the treasured possession of the
Holy Prophet which we have inherited from him and now we are its custodians. (Mathnawi)
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Sultan-ul-Faqr VI Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali says about surrender and submission
to the Divine will:
 I never asked anything from Allah except His vision and consent.
 The core of Faqr is to submit to the will of Allah in every condition whether it is
calamity or ease, grief or comfort, convenience or misery, illness or health, hunger or
satiation, honour or humiliation, richness or poverty. Only such complete submission
is accepted and approved in the court of Allah.
 Only that person deserves to have the vision of Allah who surrenders sincerely and
truthfully to the will of Allah withdrawing his own consent and without any complaint
faces the troubles and pains when befall.
 When the seeker of Allah approaches the final level of submission to the will of
Allah, the destiny is assigned to him.
 How could everything happen according to your wish when you are not even born of
your own choice!
 The blessing of Divine vision is conferred only after reaching the destination of
complete submission to Allah.
 The spiritual persuasion of Ism-e-Allah Zaat by the perfect spiritual guide inculcates
the attribute of submission to Allah in the seeker to such an extent that he feels happy
on every command and act of Allah. (Sultan-ul-Faqr VI Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali-Life
and Teachings)

Sultan Bahoo says:
 Have complete trust in Allah and remain content and happy. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 Sustenance is of two kinds; one kind is for the slaves while other is for the beloveds
who are fed directly by Allah. People collect a lot of wealth to satisfy their innerself
and build credibility among others. They consider that blessings should be enjoyed
first and then the path of righteousness be adopted. Instead you should purify your
inward first and then adopt submission towards Allah so that you may approach the
levels of nearness to Allah by understanding the reality of Divine command (Be!) For
the wise people, this single point is enough to understand. Only that person attains
perfect union with Allah who neither complains nor objects. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
 It is narrated in the book Asrar al-Fatiha that one day Hasan of Basra, Malik Deenar,
Shafiq Balkhi and Rabia of Basra were discussing about truthfulness in a meeting.
Hasan of Basra said, “One who does not adopt patience upon the pain inflicted by
Allah is not truthful to his claim of love with Allah.” Rabia said, “This seems to be an
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egoistic statement, truthfulness can be defined in a better way.” Shafiq Balkhi said,
“That person is not truthful to his claim of love with Allah who does not enjoy the
pain given by Allah.” Rabia said, “This statement also reflects pride, one must define
truthfulness more appropriately.” Malik Deenar said, “One who is not thankful to
Allah upon the pain given by Him is not truthful to his claim of love with Allah.”
Rabia proceeded, “One must be so much engrossed in the observation of his Beloved
Allah that he forgets all his pains otherwise he is not truthful to his claim of love with
Allah.” (Ain-ul-Faqr)
Sultan Bahoo distributed the treasure of Faqr generously by travelling every city, town
and village. For this purpose he had to visit door to door. In this context he expresses:

دخا

از

رہب

منک

روسا

را

سفن

 دقےم زمن رہب از دخا،رب رہ در
Explanation: I disgrace my innerself going door to door for the sake of Allah.

(Nur-ul-

Huda Kalan)

زرب

اب

و

زری

وشکمف

وشیمد

رگ ہب ینیب احل اوحال از  رب

دل میلس و تشگ واحض رہ اقمم

 ابمغ امتم،دعب ازاں ربعت وخر

Explanation: If you become able to observe the states inside the grave, the details of
ruination would be revealed upon you. Then you would learn a lesson in your agony
(and choose submission) hence your inward would be purified and truth of all the
spiritual stations would be disclosed upon you. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)

ہن

شیپ

ہب

دروشی

رس

رسزدن
دخا

از

رب
رہب

رتا

رگ
دخےتم

Explanation: Do not object if a Dervish treats you harshly, serve him sincerely for the
sake of Allah. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
 Exalted morals is the station of purified inward that readily accepts truth, submits to
Allah and follows the straight path which is the path of those upon whom Allah has
bestowed His favours. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)

وہا

شب

را ِدخاودن

رپاتسن

وخد

وخد رپاتسں را ہن احلص شب دخا
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آن ابز دارد سفن را رہب از ِدخا

رہ ہک رکدہ اجن و از اجن نت دجا

Explanation: The self-conceited can never find Allah as they have made desires their
god. One who prevented his innerself from making desires, in fact sacrificed his life
for the sake of Allah. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
 Remember! It is not compulsory to acquire excessive knowledge but only the important
knowledge of Islam. However it is mandatory to leave the sins, fear Allah, attain to
Oneness through love and gnosis and refrain from all the appetites of the innerself. It
is possible by travelling the grand and ancient straight path that grants salvation to the
purified inward which longs to achieve Truth and submits before Allah. (Nur-ul-Huda
Kalan)

امن

ودحت

ٰؐابطصم
ِ

رتا

دخا

از
احرض

رہب

َُھ
ؒ ب

ربد

یم

Explanation: Bahoo is blessed with the power to show you Divinity and take you to
the Mohammadan Assembly. He does this merely to please Allah. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed
Kalan)

راض

و

ٰؐطصم
ِ

ِاحرض

میلست
تشگ

ربدار
یمیلس

َُھ
ؒ ب
دل

Explanation: O Bahoo! If you remain submissive and satisfied at the will of Allah in all
the conditions, your inward will become pure, perfect and eligible for presence before
the Holy Prophet. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)

ربص نک ربص ہک زُج ربص دوا تسین
ہچ دنک رگ میلست و راض دنارد شیپ
Explanation: Have patience! Except patience there is no way out. What can you do
except surrendering before the will of Allah! (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)

می
شکم رو درمہ از مکح اضق ہچ یکسی رپدہ
Explanation: Do not turn away from your destiny nor try to evade it. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed
Kalan)
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رگدد

وچ

اغبل

رلزد

ہن

رہزگ

رباضق
دخا

راض
از

!َُھ
ؒ ب

رکدہ

ز

Explanation: O Bahoo! When submission to the will of Allah becomes dominant
upon the destiny, one does not fear what Allah has written in the destiny. (Kaleed-ulTauheed Kalan)

رچا رلزد ہک رقب او امتم اتس؟
رہ ِآں رلزد انصق اعم اخم اتس
Explanation: Why would the one who has ultimate closeness of Allah fear anything!
Fearing anything other than Allah is the attribute of imperfect and the commoners.
(Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)

او

ہب

مکح

وم

از

اجن

در

اضق

ریگد

ہن

اقُھ

راض

جک
مش

زجب

Explanation: Submission to the will of Allah is like a judge while destiny is its
subordinate. Without its order, destiny can do nothing. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
 You must understand that man is not born out of his own will so how can everything
happen according to his will and desire! Ali ibn Abi Talib said:

ْ َ
ْ َ
ع َرف ُت َرب ِ ْی ِبف َس ِخ ال َع َزائِ ِم



Meaning: I recognized my Lord when it happened against my will.
The Holy Prophet said:

ْ ْ
ُْ
ْ
فِ ْع ُل ال َح ِک ْی ِم لَا یَخلوْا َع ِن ال ِحکمَ ِة



Meaning: Every act of the wise is based upon wisdom.
Hence it is better to entrust all the matters to Allah and remove oneself from in
between. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
Sultan Bahoo expresses in his Punjabi poetry:
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ُالج یئپ لَگ اس دے ھ

،لویتہ ںیم اونگ اہر

ُڑپھ ڑپھ ملع کن ربکت اطیشن جمہے اوےھت دسمے ھ
ن
ُھ
ِ کَلَں ونں ےہ پُ دوزخ دا ہِک ِن وتشہبں ردسے
ہ
َُھُ اےگ وبحمب دے کسدبےھ
ؒ  مییساَں ب،اعاقشں دے لَگ چ
Explanation: I am an unfortunate, a wrongdoer and a sinner but I am proud of my slavery
to my perfect spiritual guide as he has now made me fortunate by taking to Allah under
his guidance and blessing. Like Satan many people are proud of their knowledge and this
has deprived them of union with Allah. Similarly there are millions of people who fear
hell rather than fearing Allah and many of them seek paradise instead of seeking Allah.
All these people never bother to know the consent of Allah regarding their destiny. They
are always captured in the trap of their own wishes. Still there are certain people who
have nothing to do with heaven or hell, they are craving for the Divine vision only. These
true lovers always remain in the state of submission before their Beloved.

ُھ
ِ ےویدنایں رم رانہں وہوے اتں وسی ریقفاں بہتے
ُھ
ِ  سہیتے،واگن اروڑ

ےج وکیئ ےٹس گُدڑ وُکڑا
ن
ُ ےج وکیئ ڈکےھ اگالہں یہتے اس ونں ی ی ےئیہک
ھ

ُھ
ِ ایر دے اپروں سہیتے

، وخار،گِلَ االامہں ڈنھب

ُھ
ِ َھُ ےویں رےھک ویتں ر ہیتے
ؒ  ب،اقدر دے ھتہ ڈور ااسڈ
Explanation: While serving the perfect spiritual guide, the seeker should tolerate the
troubles and agony afflicted by the worldly people. If you want to gain the status of ‘death
before dying’ you must be submissive like a Fakir. If somebody throws garbage on you,
be tolerant just like the heap of rubbish bears all the filth that is added to it. If somebody
abuses or insults you and quarrels with you, respond very politely with love and decency.
All such things like complaints, taunts, humiliation etc. must be borne for the sake of the
Beloved. I have totally submitted to my spiritual guide and live my life as per his will.

ُتفص انثںیئ ومل ہن ڑپدھے وج اج ےتنہپ وِچ ذا یت ھ
ُھ
ِ ملع و لمع ااہنں وِچ وہوے ڑہیجے ایلص ےت اابث یت
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ُھ
ِ  اک یت،نھِگ راض د

کمن
ھ
ںُںین
انل تبحم سفن

ُھ
ِ َھُ اپ ادنر وِچ اھج یت
ؒ وچداں قبط ِدےل دے ادنر ب
Explanation: The seekers who have drowned in the Essence need not to recite hymns etc.
because the purpose of recitals is to gain Divine vision which they already have achieved.
The Divine knowledge and practice upon it is the legacy of the eternal seekers of Allah.
They have found the secret of Reality by slaughtering their innerself with the knife of
surrender and submission. O seeker of Allah! Just be attentive towards your inward as the
whole universe is within yourself.

ُاعقش وہونںی ےت قشع امکونںی ِدل رںیھک واگن اہپڑاں ھ
ُھ
ِ ھکل ھکل دبایں ےت زہار االےمہ رک اجںین ابغ اہبراں
ُوصنمر جمہے چ وسیل ِدن ڑہیجے وافق ک ارساراں ھ
ن
َُھ وتڑے اکرف کہن زہاراں ھ
ُ ؒ دجسویں رس ہن اچےیئ ب
Explanation: If you are a Divine lover and want success on this path then keep yourself
strong and firm. The path of Divine love is not easy. The lover has to tolerate thousands
of rivalries and taunts. Mansur al-Hallaj had to be hung to death because he knew the
Divine secrets but revealed them upon the ignorant people. Once you become a slave of
the perfect and accomplished spiritual guide then you must not leave him even if the
world keeps calling you an infidel. (Abyat-e-Bahoo Kamil)
The perfect spiritual guide persuades the seeker through the invocation and contemplation
of Ism-e-Allah Zaat in such a way that it becomes his nature and habit to always
surrender and submit before the Divine wish. He is pleased with Allah in all conditions
and Allah is pleased with him.

CHAPTER-26

TRUST UPON ALLAH
َ َ

Tawakkal ) )توَکلis a Quranic term which means to have complete faith and trust upon
Allah. Divine love demands that the seeker should entrust all his matters even himself to
Allah. Trust upon Allah is the first rule taught by the spiritual guide and is hence the
foundation of Faqr. The Quran repeatedly lays great emphasis upon it:

ۡ ُ ۡ ُ ۡۤ ُ َ َ
(10:84)﴾﴿توَکلوۡا ِا ۡن کن ُت ۡم م ۡس ِل ِمی َن



Meaning: Put your trust in Him alone if you are (truly) believers. (10:84)
 When the people of Prophet Noah became hostile towards him, he said:

ُ َ ۡۤ َ َ ۡ َ َ ّٰ َ َ
(10:71) ف َعلی الل ِہ توَکل ُت فا ۡج ِم ُعوۡا ا ۡمرَک ۡم



Meaning: I have put my trust in Allah alone (and I am not afraid of you). Therefore
mature your plot (against me) jointly. (10:71)
 When Prophet Jacob was about to send Benjamin to Egypt, he took vows from his
other sons and said:

ُ ۡ َ َۡ َ
ۡ َ َ َ ّٰ َ ۡ ۡ
(12:67)﴾﴿ِا ِن ال ُحک ُم ِالا ل ِل ِہ ؕ َعل ۡی ِہ توَکل ُت ۚ َو َعل ۡی ِہ فل َی َتوَک ِل المُ َتوَکِلوۡ َن



Meaning: Judgment (destiny) rests with Allah alone. In Him have I put my trust, and
all those who trust must trust in Him alone. (12:67)
 It has been said in sura an-Naml:

ّٰ َ َ َ
(27:79)ف َتوَک ۡل َعلی الل ِہ



َ ّٰ َ َ َ
(65:3)َو َم ۡن ی َتوَک ۡل َعلی الل ِہ ف ُہوَ َح ۡس ُبہ



Meaning: So put your trust in Allah. (27:79)
 According to sura at-Talaaq:

Meaning: And whoever puts his trust in Allah, then He (Allah) is Sufficient for him.
(65:3)
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 Sura aal-Imran states:

َ ۡ َ ّٰ َ
َ َ َ ُُۡ َۡ
ُ
ُ ۡ
َ َ ّٰ ُ ۡ َ
ِا ۡن ین ُص ۡرک ُم الل ُہ فلَا غال َِب لَک ۡم ۚ َو ِا ۡن یخذلک ۡم فمَ ۡن ذا ال ِذ ۡی یَن ُص ُرک ۡم ِم ۢۡن بَ ۡع ِد ٖہ ؕ َو َعلی الل ِہ فل َی َتوَک ِل
ُ ۡ
(3:160)﴾﴿المُ ۡؤ ِمنوۡ َن



Meaning: If Allah helps you, none can overpower you but if He abandons you taking
away all support, then who is it that can help you after Him? And the believers should
rely on Allah alone. (3:160)
Sustenance is not restricted to a particular place, it reaches everyone wherever one may
be. When an individual migrates from one place to another and observes patience regarding
his livelihood, Allah creates such circumstances that his sustenance reaches him. This is
similar to the way Allah provides food for the birds and animals. Trust upon Allah is
necessary for sustenance. In this regard Allah says:

ّٰ َ
ُ ّٰ
ُۡ َ
َ
َ ّٰ َ َ َ
ُ
َ ُ
و یَ ۡرزق ُہ ِم ۡن َح ۡیث لَا یَ ۡح َت ِس ُب ؕ َو َم ۡن ی َتوَک ۡل َعلی الل ِہ ف ُہوَ َح ۡس ُبہ ؕ ِان الل َہ بَال ِغ ا ۡمرِ ٖہ ؕ ق ۡد َج َع َل الل ُہ ل ِک ِل
َ َ
(65:3) ﴾﴿ ش ۡی ٍء ق ۡد ًرا



Meaning: And He gives him sustenance from a source which he can never think of. And
whoever puts his trust in Allah then He (Allah) is Sufficient for him. Surely Allah
accomplishes His work entirely. He has certainly appointed a measure for everything.
(65:3)

Those who trust Allah, He provides them sustenance from the most unexpected sources.
Hence whoever trusts Allah in matters of sustenance, Allah is sufficient for him.
 Abu Darda relates Prophet Mohammad to have said, “Sustenance searches a man in
the same way as death does.”
 Umar ibn Khattab narrates that the Holy Prophet said, “If you trust Allah as He should
be trusted then you would be provided your sustenance as He does for the birds who
leave empty stomach in the morning and return satiated in the evening.” (Ibn Majah 4164)
 Abu Hurairah relates the tradition that the Prophet of Allah said, “Allah says, ‘If My
men put their trust in Me then I would shower rain upon them all night and would
make the sun rise again and again each morning without making them hear the noise
of thunder’.” (Musnad Ahmad ibn Hanbal)
 Abdullah ibn Abbas reports that once he was (riding) behind Prophet Mohammad
and he said, “O young man! Protect Allah’s rights and He shall protect your rights
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and you would find Him right in front of you. Whatever you want, seek it from Allah.
Know that even if the entire world gathers to profit you, it cannot help you in the
least except as Allah decrees. If the whole world is adamant to harm you, it cannot
except as Allah has written for you. The pens (of destiny) have been lifted and the
pages dried.” (Musnad Ahmad ibn Hanbal, Tirmidhi 2516)
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani says:
 Do not worry about your sustenance because its search for you is more intense than
your search for it. When you have obtained today’s sustenance, stop worrying about
tomorrow’s, just as you have left yesterday behind. Yesterday is the past and as for
tomorrow, you do not know whether it will come to you or not so concentrate on
your present. (Al-Fath ar-Rabbani Chapter 17)
 Do not trust your wealth as it would render you weak and deficient. Have trust upon
Allah as it would make you powerful and also help you. He would grace you with
success from unexpected places and favour you with such spiritual power that you
would not have to worry about the world and its people. You would become the most
powerful person but if you will trust upon your wealth, family and property instead of
Allah then you shall invite Allah’s wrath and will have to face the decline of these
possessions. (Al-Fath ar-Rabbani Chapter 42)
 Prophet Mohammad said, “Cursed is he who has trust in creation like himself.” Most
people are hence among the cursed and very few actually have trust upon Allah. They
are the ones who have strongly held the rope of Allah whereas those who have trust
upon creation are in illusion. (Al-Fath ar-Rabbani Chapter 45)
 Trust in Allah means quitting all the material sources and leaving all the causes.

(Al-

Fath ar-Rabbani)

 Shaikh Sirri Saqti says that trust is the renunciation of all powers and authorities.
 Masruq ibn al-Ajda says that bowing one’s head to the will of Allah and submission
to destiny is known as trust.
 Bayazid Bastami says, “If the earth and sky turn into iron, the sky stops pouring rain
and the earth becomes barren even then I would not turn away from trusting Allah.”
 Allama Iqbal says:

دخا ےک اپک دنبوں وک وکحتم ںیم الغیم ںیم
زِرہ وکیئ ارگ وفحمظ ریتھک ےہ وت اانغتس
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Explanation: The men of Allah (Fakirs) whether in power or in servitude are always
protected with the shield of contentment and indifference that results from trust upon
Allah. (Bal-e-Jibril)
Sultan-ul-Faqr VI Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali says:
 Trust is the foundation of Faqr. It is the essential requirement of Divine love that you
hand over everything to Allah. Outwardly the seeker should make efforts but inwardly
he should completely renounce his will keeping trust in Allah.
 Satan has absolutely no control over the seeker who fully trusts Allah. He trusts Allah
at every step and hence finds Allah’s help in everything.
 The seeker who has trust upon Allah is not concerned about his livelihood. The
sustenance of common man is earned through hard work and struggle but Allah
Himself provides the sustenance of the chosen ones. (Sultan-ul-Faqr VI Sultan Mohammad
Asghar Ali-Life and Teachings)

Sultan Bahoo considers trust upon Allah as the foundation of Faqr. The seeker who does
not have trust cannot travel the path of Faqr. He says:
 Have complete trust in Allah and remain content and happy. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 Trust means that if a person is given authority upon all the treasures of the world, he
uses them only to benefit other Muslims and renounces them for his ownself. (Aqal-eBaydar)

 Trust upon Allah is a Divine light and is like water which sates the Fakirs. It grants
perfect health and strength to their entire existence. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
 There is not a single soul upon this earth whose responsibility of sustenance is not
taken by Allah. (Asrar-e-Qadri)
 It should be known that the common people get their sustenance through hard work
but the sustenance of the distinguished ones lies in the everlasting gnosis of Allah-the
Eternal. One who truly trusts Allah, waits neither for his daily livelihood nor annual
sustenance because he knows that once every person’s sustenance was fixed and written
in the destiny, the book of destiny was closed forever. The sustenance of a person having
dead soul lies in covetousness and covetousness does not have a stomach that can be
filled so a covetous is never contented as he is on the wrong path. The sustenance of
Mystics is the absolute union with Allah for which they perpetually remain engrossed
in Divinity while their livelihood pursues them day and night. How can this reality be
understood by the irreligious and indecent ignorant who are utterly deprived of good
deeds and sagacity, neither they have trust upon Allah nor His gnosis! The food of
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the dung-worm is dung so he lives in it happily while the food of pure people is also
pure and aromatic. Whoever seeks Allah, livelihood seeks him. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)

ننگم ن
ِرو ِز اثیمق اابسب اہےئ ببسم ا یجت
ن ن
ِرتمک اتس آہکن دل و اجن بمسیت انگمیجت

رزق رہ دنچ ابابسب قلعت دارد
ہمہ اعمل ز دل و اجن ببسب ہتسب رمک

Explanation: Although one gains livelihood through different mediums and causes
but the fact is that the mediums and causes were also created in eternity by Allah-the
Causer. Everyone has placed his hopes and expectations in the causes, only a few
keep faith in the Causer. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)

 رچا،رزق رگ رب آدیم اعقش یمن لود
از زنیم دنگم رگابین اچک یم آدم ربون
Explanation: Sustenance is the adorer of man that is why the wheat grain comes out
of the earth tearing its surface. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
 Destiny is divided into four categories. The destiny of Fakirs is that whatever they eat
and drink, it generates the light of gnosis within them because their sustenance comes
from trust in Allah. From whichever source they get their sustenance, they consider it
to be from Allah only. Some believe that sustenance comes from trade and profession,
some get education to earn income for sustenance whereas some get their sustenance
by unjustly snatching it from the poor. In short Faqr is the only treasure which brings
honour, respect and felicity. Allah bestows the highest ranks of Faqr upon those great
people who are one with Allah whereas the strangers (who neither have Divine vision
nor a peck of His gnosis) can never come close to Faqr at all. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
 Listen O dearest! There is nothing superior to Allah. The creation searches for sustenance
whereas the Fakirs seek the Sustainer. People are after the riches of this world whereas
the Fakirs always remain attentive towards Allah. Prophet Mohammad said, “Whoever
died in the state of Divine love, died as a martyr.” Hence the seekers of Allah are
martyrs while the seekers of the world are unfortunate because they are deprived of
the desire for Allah. Nothing in both the worlds is better or superior to the desire of
Allah. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
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Sultan Bahoo says in his Punjabi quatrains:

ُھ

رتےیئ

رمداہن

وہ

واال

ن
یمھ

وتک

ُت

ُسج دھک ںیھت ھکُس احلص وہوے اس دھک ںیھت ہن ڈرےیئ ھ
َ
ْ َ
ی
ُھ
ِ درھئ
ِان َمع ال ُع ْس ِر یُ ْس ًرا آای تِچ اےس ول
ُھ
ِ ابھُ اوےھت رو رو احلص رھبےیئ
ؒ اوہ ےب رپواہ دراگہ ےہ
Explanation: The seeker should trust and rely only upon Allah and walk the path of Faqr
with strength and utter determination. He should keep recalling the Quranic verse, “Ease
comes with every hardship.”200 He should not fear to face such a difficulty and grief which
subsequently grant success and happiness. Allah is independent of all wants. Hence one
should cry and beg for His union.

ُھ
ِ
ُھ
ِ

ریقفا
زریا

ایشہر
ہن

رخچ

وہ

ووجدوں

ےّلپ

اڈدے

وھچڑ
یھچنپ

دالیلں
ن
یمھ وتک

ُھ
ِ  اڈ اھکن ہشیمہ ںیہن رکدے انل ذریخہ،روز روز
ُھ
ِ

ڑیکا

وِچ

رھتپ

وج

َُھ
ؒ ب

اچنہپوے

رخچ

ومال

Explanation: The seeker should not be worried about worldly needs because whatever
Allah has written in his destiny, he will definitely get it. The birds do not store for the
future because of trust in Allah that He provides them sustenance everyday. When they
fly home after getting daily sustenance they do not bring even a morsel to their nests to
store. Allah is the Sustainer Who grants sustenance even to the insect which lives beneath
a rock. (Abyat-e-Bahoo Kamil)
The seeker must have trust upon Allah at every moment, every stage and in every matter.
He should submit all his matters to Allah and liberate himself from worries. Quran
teaches us:

ۡ ٌّۢ ٌ ۡ َ َ ّٰ َ ّٰ َ ۡۤۡ ۡ َ ُ َ ُ َ
َ
(40:44)﴾﴿و اف ِوض امرِی ِالی الل ِہ ؕ ِان اللہ ب ِصیر ِبال ِعبا ِد



Meaning: And I consign my affair to Allah. Surely, Allah is Ever-Watchful of the servants.
(40:44)

200

Sura al-Inshirah, verse 5.

CHAPTER-27

DIVINE PRESENCE
Divine presence is the state of being present inwardly in front of Allah during all forms of
worship after detaching from every other thing and relation. Without it no worship is
acceptable in His court rather it becomes pretence.
Allah says in Quran:

َ َ ۡ ُ ُۡۡ َ َ َۡ ۡ َ
ّٰ
)23: 1-2( ﴾﴿ ﴿﴾ ال ِذیۡ َن ُہ ۡم ف ِ ۡی َصلَا ِت ِہ ۡم خ ِش ُعوۡ َن
ۙ قد افلح المؤ ِمنون



Meaning: Certainly the believers have attained their goal. Those who become most humble
and submissive in their salat. (23:1-2)
It is the saying of Prophet Mohammad:

َْْ ُ َ َ
لَا َص ّٰلوۃ ِالا ِب ُحض ْورِ القل ِب



Meaning: No salat without the presence of inward.
Divine presence is accomplished through perpetual invocation and contemplation of
Ism-e-Allah Zaat because unless and until inciting innerself dies, inward is not vivified
and it is this enlivened inward which leads to presence. A time comes when inward gains
eternal presence through invocation and contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and then the
seeker of Allah experiences the state:

ّٰ
َ ََ ُ ُ َ ََ
)2:115( فایۡنمَا توَلوۡا فثم َو ۡج ُہ الل ِہ



Meaning: So whichever direction you turn to, there is the Divine Countenance. (2:115)

ُ َ َ
ْ ْ ْ
الص ّٰلوۃ ِم ْعرَ ُاج المُ ٔو ِم ِنی َن



Meaning: Salat is Miraj (Divine vision) for the believers.
This Hadith proves that salat is the Miraj (Divine vision) for a true believer but not for
a Muslim. Who is a true believer and who is a Muslim?
 Once Prophet Mohammad was distributing war wealth. There were some Bedouins
who were newly converts. They said to the Prophet, “O Master! We are also true
believers hence bless us like you are blessing other believers.” The following verse
was revealed in answer:
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ُ ُ ُ ُ َ ۡ ۡ ُ ۡ َ َ َ َ َ ۡ َ ۡ َ ۡۤۡ ُ ۡ ُ ۡ ّٰ َ ۡ ُ ۡ ُ ۡ َ ۡ ُ َ َ ّٰ ُ َ ۡ َ ۡ َ َ
)49:14( ان ف ِ ۡی قلوۡ ِبک ۡم
قال ِت الاعراب امنا ؕ قل لم تؤ ِمنوا و ل ِکن قولوا اسلمنا و لما یدخ ِل الاِیم



Meaning: The Bedouins say, “We have believed.” Say, “You have not believed.
Rather say, ‘We have accepted Islam (recited shahada verbally).’ And the belief has
not yet gone into your inwards (you have not verified inwardly).” (49:14)
Allama Iqbal writes:

 ومت اک راز، ےہ اری،ےب وضحر
ںیہن

وضحر

ےب

ُت

وت

وہ

زدنہ

Explanation: Your soul is weak because it is void of Divine presence. Once it gains life, it
will surely attain eternal presence. (Bal-e-Jibril)
He says how can a person have presence when even his imam is deprived of it!

 امنز ےب رسور،اریا اامم ےب وضحر اری
!ایسی امنز ےس زگر اےسی اامم ےس زگر
Explanation: You do not have Divine presence during salat as you are following the imam
who himself is deprived. Iqbal is advising against such a salat and imam. (Bal-e-Jibril)
One should search for the imam who is blessed with the presence so that he can enlighten
about the real way to prostrate before Allah.

روح زںیم سج ےس اکپن اج یت یھت
وہ دجسہ
ِ
ایس وک آج رتےتس ںیہ ربنم و رحماب
Explanation: The prostration offered by our pious ancestors shook the very soul of earth.
Such prostration is what the mosque seeks now. (Bal-e-Jibril)
Who is an imam (leader)? What is his role? Iqbal says:

وت ےن وپیھچ ےہ اامتم یک تقیقح ھجم ےس
 رطح اصبحِ ارسار رکے،قح ےھجت ریم
Explanation: You have asked the reality of leadership. May Allah bless you with the
hidden secrets like He has blessed me. (Zarb-e-Kalim)
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ِ
اامم ربقح
ےہ ویہ اریے زامےن اک
وج ےھجت احرض و وموجد ےس زیبار رکے
Explanation: The true leader of the era is appointed by Allah Himself. He is the Universal
Divine Man who is the confidant of Allah and the Prophet. He is the perfect and
accomplished spiritual guide for the Muslim umma and his sign is that he purifies your
inward from materialistic wishes. (Zarb-e-Kalim)

ومت ےک آےنیئ ںیم ھجت وک داھک رک ر ِخ دوتس
زدنیگ اریے ےئل اور یھب دوشار رکے
Explanation: The Universal Divine Man with his spiritual sight removes the veils of
innerself by killing it and blesses with the Divine vision. When one beholds Allah, he
desires ultimate union with Him and this yearning makes life harder than death. (Zarb-eKalim)

ااسحس زایں اریا وہل رگام دے
دے ےک
ِ
رقف یک اسن ڑچاھ رک ےھجت ولتار رکے
Explanation: The Universal Divine Man reminds the seeker of the time wasted by not
following the straight path and makes him enthusiastic to fully devote to have union with
Allah. He prepares a true seeker of Allah out of a common man by letting him pass through
the trials and challenging stages of Faqr. (Zarb-e-Kalim)
It is the saying of Sultan Bahoo:
 Divine presence means that the inward is completely pure from the satanic thoughts,
ever attentive towards Allah through His invocation and surrounded by the theophanies
of light of the Essence. Possessor of such an inward always meets the Prophets and
Saints spiritually. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)

اعطم

ُ ر

امتم

والص

مکش
رعماج

،وضحر
اتس

اب
اںی

دےل
ہک

Explanation: The inward which achieves presence is blessed with Miraj even if such
a person has all the material wealth. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
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 Sultan Bahoo says in his Punjabi poetry:

ُھ
ِ  وتڑے ڑپنھ ابگن الصاتں، ںیہن وظنمر،ابھج وضحر
ُروزے لفن امنز زگارن وتڑے اجنگ اسرایں رااتں ھ
ُابوھجں بلق وضحر ہن وہوے وتڑے ڈکنھ َس زاکاتں ھ
ُابھُ انں اتریث امجاتعں ھ
ابھج انف رب احلص انںیہ
ؒ
Explanation: That worship is not acceptable in the court of Allah which does not have
presence of inward whether it is azan, salat, fast or zakat. If fasts are kept through days
and supererogatory prayers are offered at nights, still presence cannot be achieved but
only through the purification of innerself and inward. If a person does not annihilate his
innerself then union with Allah, His vision and Divine presence are not achieved.

ُھ
ِ ابرہ رکاں اتں اھگلئ

درد ادنر دا ادنر اسڑے

ُوج داین ےت املئ ھ

احل ااسڈا ویکںی اوہ اجنن

ُھ

رہ

احلئ

ردنہا

دم

واال

ع سق ے

دنمسر

رحب

ُابھُ ااسں انم اریے دے اسلئ ھ
ؒ چنہپ وضحر آاسن ہن
Explanation: The Divine secret concealed in my inward is making me restless and perturbed
which if I unveil would lead to execution. The seekers of world cannot understand my
condition. The ocean of Divine love remains tumultuous in my inward. The access to the
court of Allah is not easy. It is achieved after crossing the furious waves of the ocean of
love by Allah’s grace and favour. (Abyat-e-Bahoo Kamil)
All forms of worship are pretence without presence therefore struggle and work hard to
achieve presence before Allah. Why remain busy in worships that are just pretence? First
find the path which leads to the presence so that your worship is accepted in His court.

CHAPTER-28

ARROGANCE, PRIDE AND HUMILITY
Humility is the weapon of seeker of Allah on the journey of Faqr and Satan attacks it
with his weapons of arrogance, pride and vanity to mislead.

ARROGANCE
Pride, magnificence and glory are only for Allah as only He deserves it. In a Qudsi Hadith
Allah says:
 Pride is My cloak and majesty is My garment. Whoever competes with Me regarding
either of them shall be cast into the hellfire. (Abu Dawud 4090)
Arrogance and considering oneself superior to others is a drastic evil and enmity towards
Allah. Only Allah is the greatest and perfect in His attributes and Essence. No one is
equal to Him and grandeur is for Him alone. Only Allah deserves glory. No one can get
any rank or grade in the court of Allah without His will. Allah is the greatest in every
aspect so arrogance of a man has no reality in itself.
In sharia considering oneself better than others is referred to as arrogance because all are
equal as creation. This is a satanic trait as Satan refused to prostrate before Adam because
of arrogance and thus was rejected and declared accursed by Allah. Likewise the arrogant
is disgraced in the world as well as in religion and is cursed by people too.
A seeker must save himself from arrogance while following the path of Faqr. When it is
removed from the inward only then humbleness prevails which is the base of Faqr. Humility
is a shield against the troubles on the path of Faqr. It is obligatory for every seeker to shun
arrogance completely and become humble. Allah has condemned arrogance. There are
numerous verses of Quran, only a few are narrated here.
SATANIC ARROGANCE
Allah says:

ّٰ ۡ

َ

ۡ

َ

ۡۤ َ ۡۤ

َ

ّٰ

َ

ۡ َُۡۡ

َ اس َتکب َ َر ۫٭ َو ک
ۡ اس ُج ُد ۡوا لِا َد َم ف َس َج ُد ۡوا ِالا ِا ۡب ِل ۡی َس ؕ ابّٰی َو
ۡ  َو ِاذ قلنا ل ِلمَ ٰٓلئک ِة
)2:34( ﴾﴿ ان ِم َن الک ِف ِر ۡی َن
ِ
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Meaning: And (also recall) when We commanded the angels, “Prostrate yourselves before
Adam.” Then they all prostrated themselves to Adam except Satan. He refused and
showed arrogance and became one of the disbelievers. (2:34)
Allah has narrated this incident in sura al-A’raf:

ُ
ۡۤ َ ۡۤ
َ ّٰ
ّٰ
ۡ  َو ل َ َق ۡد َخ َل ۡق ّٰن ُک ۡم ثُ َم َصوَ ۡر ّٰن ُک ۡم ثُ َم ُق ۡل َنا ل ِۡلمَ ٰٓلئ َک ِة
﴾﴿اس ُج ُد ۡوا لِا َد َم ۖ٭ ف َس َج ُد ۡوا ِالا ِا ۡب ِل ۡی َس ؕ ل َ ۡم یَک ۡن ِم َن الس ِج ِد ۡی َن
ِ
َ
ۡ ۡ ۡ َ َ َ ۡ ۡ َ ۡ َ َ َ ۡ ۡ َ ۡ َ َ ُ ۡ ٌۡ َ ََ َ َ َ ُ ۡ َ َ ۡ َ ُ ۡ َ ََ َ َ َ َ َ َ َ
اہ ِبط ِمن َہا
قال ما منعک الا تسجد ِاذ امرتک ؕ قال انا خیر ِمنہ ۚ خلقت ِنی ِمن نا ٍر و خلقتہ ِمن ِطی ٍن﴿﴾ قال ف
َ َ َ َ َ ۡ ُ َ ۡ ُ ۡ َ ّٰ ۡۤۡ ۡ ۡ َ َ َ َ ۡ ّٰ َ َ َ ۡ ُ ۡ َ َ ۡ َ َ َ َ َ ۡ َ َ َ ُ ۡ ُ َ َ َ
ال ِانک ِم َن
فما یکون لک ان تتکبر فِیہا فاخرج ِانک ِمن الص ِغرِین ﴿﴾ قال ان ِظرنِی ِالی یو ِم یبعثون ﴿﴾ ق
َ ّٰ َ ُ
َ َۡ
َۡ
ۡ َ ۡۤ َ َ َ َ ۡ َ ۡ ُ ۡ
َ ۡ
ۡ َ َ
ال ف ِبمَا اغوَیۡ َت ِن ۡی لَاق ُع َدن ل َ ُہ ۡم ِص َراطک المُ ۡس َت ِق ۡی َم ﴿ۙ﴾ ثم لَا ِت َین ُہ ۡم ِم ۢۡن َبی ِن ایۡ ِدیۡ ِہ ۡم َو ِم ۡن خل ِف ِہ ۡم َو
المنظ ِرین ﴿﴾ ق
ۡ ۡ
ۡ َ َ َ ۡ ّٰ ۡ ُ َ َ ۡ َ ُ َ َ َ ۡ َ َ ۡ َ َ ۡ َ ۡ َ ۡ َ
َ
ۡ َ َ
ال اخ ُر ۡج ِمن َہا َمذ ُء ۡو ًما م ۡد ُحوۡ ًرا ؕ ل َ َم ۡن ت ِب َعک ِمن ُہ ۡم
عن ایمانِ ِہم و عن شمآئِ ِل ِہم ؕ و لا ت ِجد اکثرہم ش ِک ِرین ﴿﴾ ق
َ َ
ۡ َ ُۡ َ
)7:11-18( ﴾﴿ لَا ۡملـَٔ َن َج َہن َم ِمنک ۡم ا ۡجمَ ِعی َن

Meaning: And certainly We did create you (your real being) then gave you shape. Then
We commanded the angels, “Prostrate yourselves before Adam.” They all prostrated
themselves except Satan; he was not of those who prostrate themselves. (Allah) said, “(O
Satan!) What inhibited you that you did not prostrate yourself when I commanded you?”
He said, “I am better than he. You have created me from fire and You have made him
from clay.” (Allah) said, “So get you down from here. You have no right to show arrogance
here. Away with you (from My presence)! You are certainly of the disgraced and the
humiliated lot.” He (Satan) said, “Grant me respite (to live) till the day when people will
be raised up (from the graves).” (Allah) said, “Indeed, you are of those granted respite.”
He (Satan) said, “Since You have sent me astray, (I swear that) I will (also) sit on Your
straight path (to waylay the children of Adam till I cause them to deviate from the path of
truth). I will assuredly approach them from their front, from their rear, from their right
and from their left (every human being has a weakness and I will mislead using it) and
(consequently) You will not find most of them grateful.” Allah commanded, “(O Satan!)
Be gone from here, humiliated and cursed. Whoever of them will follow you, I will
certainly fill hell with all of you.” (7:11-18)
On another occasion arrogance of Satan has been described in these words:

َ َ َ
َ َ َف َس َج َد الۡمَ ٰٓلئ َک ُة کُلُ ُہ ۡم اَ ۡجمَ ُعوۡ َن ﴿ۙ﴾ ِالَا ۤۡ ِا ۡب ِل ۡی َس ؕ ِا ۡس َت ۡکبَ َر َو ک
َ ان ِم َن ال ۡ ّٰک ِفریۡ َن ﴿﴾ َق
ال ٰۤی ِا ۡب ِل ۡی ُس َما َمن َعک ا ۡن
ِ
ِ
ۡ
ُۡ َ َ
ََۡ
َ
َ َ
ۡ ۡ
)38:73-75( ﴾﴿ ت ۡس ُج َد ل ِمَا خلق ُت ِب َی َدی ؕ ا ۡس َتکب َ ۡرت ا ۡم کن َت ِم َن ال َعال ِی َن
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Meaning: So all the angels fell down together prostrating themselves before him. Except
Satan. He showed arrogance and became one of the disbelievers. (Allah) said, “O Satan,
what has prevented you from falling down to prostrate before this (exalted person) whom
I have created with My Own (benevolent) Hand? Did you show arrogance (to him) or
were you (presuming yourself) high ranking?” (38:73-75)
In this way arrogance wasted all devotions (of almost fifty thousand years) of Satan. He
was demoted from the rank of chief of angels, became accursed and rejected.
ARROGANCE OF PHARAOH
Arrogance destroyed Pharaoh as well. Allah says:

ۡ ۡ َ َ ّٰ ّٰ ۠ َ َ َ َ ۡ َ ۡ ّٰ َ ۡ ُ ّٰ َ ّٰ ۡ ُ ۡ ۡ َ
َۡ َُ
ۡ ُ َ ُ َ
﴾﴿ اس َتکب َ ُر ۡوا َو کانوۡا قوۡ ًما م ۡجرِ ِمی َن
ثم بَ َعثنا ِم ۢۡن بع ِد ِہم موسی و ہرون ِالی ف ِرعون و ملائِ ٖہ ِبای ِتنا ف



)10:75(
Meaning: Then, after them, We sent Moses and Aaron with Our signs to Pharaoh and his
chiefs. But they displayed arrogance and they were people given to crimes. (10:75)
Pharaoh and his followers denied Prophet Moses when he called them towards Allah.
They behaved arrogantly and did not accept his preaching. Consequently they were
drowned in River Nile.
ARROGANCE OF PEOPLE OF AD
People of Ad also became arrogant and thus were penalised. Allah says about them:

ُ ََ
َ َ َ َ ّٰ َ َ
َ ً ُ َ ُ ََ
ُ َ
ۡ ۡ َ َۡۡ ۡ َُ ۡ َ ۡ َ ٌ َ َ ََ
ض بِغیرِ ال َح ِق َو قالوۡا َم ۡن اشد ِمنا قوَۃ ؕ ا َو ل َ ۡم یَرَ ۡوا ان الل َہ ال ِذ ۡی خلق ُہ ۡم ُہوَ اشد
ِ فاما عاد فاستکبروا فِی الار
َ َ َ ۡۤۡ ً َ ۡ َ ً ۡ ۡ ۡ َ َ َ ۡ َ ۡ َ َ َ ۡ ُ َ ۡ َ َ ّٰ ّٰ ۡ ُ َ َ ً َ ُ ۡ ُ ۡ
َ ات ل ُِنذیۡقَ ُہ ۡم َع َذ
اب
ِ ٍ ام ن ِح َس
ٍ ِمنہم قوۃ ؕ و کانوا ِبای ِتنا یجحدون ﴿﴾ فارسلنا علی ِہم رِیحا صرصرا فِی ای
َۡ
ّٰ ُ َ َ َ َ َ ۡ ُ
ۡ
ۡ
ۡ
)41:15-16( ﴾﴿ اب الۡاخ َِر ِۃ اخ ّٰزی َو ُہ ۡم لَا یُن َص ُر ۡو َن
ال ِخ ۡز ِی فِی ال َح ّٰیو ِۃ الدنیا ؕ و لعذ



Meaning: As for the people of Ad, they were unrightfully arrogant (and rebellious) in the
land and said, “Who is greater in might than we are?” And have they not seen that Allah,
Who has created them, is far mightier in power than they are? And they kept denying Our
revelations. So We sent upon them an appalling and violent wind during ill-omened days
to make them taste the torment of humiliation in the worldly life, and the torment of the
hereafter will be far more degrading. And they will not be helped at all. (41:15-16)
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ARROGANCE ON DEVOTIONS

َ
ُُ
َ َو َق
َ ال َربُ ُک ُم ۡاد ُعوۡن ۡیۤۡ اَ ۡس َتج ۡب ل َ ُک ۡم ؕ ِا َن ال َ ِذیۡ َن یَ ۡس َت ۡکب ُر ۡو َن َع ۡن ِع َب
)40:60(﴾﴿ ادت ِ ۡی َس َی ۡدخلوۡ َن َج َہن َم ّٰد ِخ ِریۡ َن
ِ
ِ
ِ



Meaning: And your Lord has said, “Always pray to Me; I shall certainly hear your prayer.
Surely those who turn away from My worship in defiance will soon enter hell disgraced.”
(40:60)

According to Mystics and Fakirs, arrogance upon devotions is extreme foolishness and
blunder. Devotions are aimed for Allah but it is up to Allah whether He accepts or rejects
them as He says in sura an-Nisa:

ُ
َ ۡ
َ َو َم ۡن یَ ۡس َت ۡن ِک ۡف َع ۡن ِع َب
)4:172( ﴾﴿ اد ِت ٖہ َو یَ ۡس َتکبِ ۡر ف َس َی ۡحش ُر ُہ ۡم ِال َ ۡی ِہ َج ِم ۡی ًعا



Meaning: And whoever disdains to be His servant and perpetrates arrogance, He will
soon assemble all such people before Him. (4:172)
Angels are not arrogant on their worship. Allah says:

َ َو َم ۡن ِع ۡن َدہ لَا یَ ۡس َت ۡکب ُر ۡو َن َع ۡن ِع َب
)21:19( ﴾﴿ اد ِت ٖہ َو لَا یَ ۡس َت ۡح ِس ُر ۡو َن
ِ



Meaning: And those (angels) who (remain) in His presence are not arrogant towards His
worship nor do they become weary (of carrying out His obedience). (21:19)
 Shaikh Motraf says, “If I sleep whole night and wake up worried and embarrassed
(because of guilt of sin), it is far better than I offer prayer for a complete night and in
the morning become arrogant.”
 Once Shaikh Bashir ibn Mansur offered a long prayer. He noticed that an individual
is very impressed by it. After the prayer he said to the individual, “Do not be surprised
on my extended prayer. Satan offered devotion of years but you are aware of his end.”
ARROGANCE ON LINEAGE
Al-Ghazali writes in Ihya al-Uloom (Volume III):
 One category of arrogance is that an individual of high genealogy considers his lineage
superior and belittles other individuals of humble background, no matter latter may
be better than former in knowledge, deeds and piety. Some people are so arrogant
because of it that they consider others their slaves and hate to interact and sit with
them. They keep expressing arrogance everywhere and comment about others like,
“What is their reality? I am son and grandson of so and so. How can anyone speak in
front of me or dare to look into my eye?” Such arrogance is a hidden illness of
innerself which is present in all those who boast of their lineage no matter how much
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wise and virtuous they are apparently. They do not express it when they are calm but
in the state of anger and annoyance their wisdom fades away and then they are
revealed.
It is condemned in the following Hadith:
 Abu Hurairah relates a tradition that the Holy Prophet said, “People must leave arrogance
upon lineage, otherwise Allah will disgrace them more than insect of muck.” (Tirmidhi,
Abu Dawud)

There are other types of arrogance which are not explained to be precise. For example
arrogance on knowledge, rank, designation, power, wealth, children, status, beauty and health
etc.
DENIAL OF STRAIGHT PATH BECAUSE OF ARROGANCE
Some people, groups and societies reject religion and the straight path for materialistic
world, desires of inciting innerself, egotism and arrogance. Thus they deny the preachers.
Allah says about them:

ۡ ُ َ ۡ ُ ُ ۡ ۡ َ ۡ ُ ۡ َ َ ّٰ ۡ ُ ۡ ّٰ ّٰ ۡ ُ َ ۡ َ َ َ ۡ ُ َ َ َ ۡ َ َ َ َ
)45:31( ﴾﴿ اس َتکب َ ۡرت ۡم َو کن ُت ۡم قوۡ ًما م ۡجرِ ِمی َن
و اما ال ِذین کفروا ۟ افلم تکن ایتِی تتلی علیکم ف



Meaning: And those who disbelieved (it will be said to them), “Were My verses not
recited to you? But you showed arrogance and you were the evildoers.” (45:31)

َ َ ً ۡ َ َ ُ ۡ ۡ ُ ُ ُ ُ ۡ َ ۡ َ َ َ ٌّۢ ٌ ُ َ ۡ ُ َ َ َ َ ُ َ َ
ُ َۡ ًۡ َ
)2:87( ﴾﴿ اس َتکبَ ۡرت ۡم ۚ فف ِریقا کذ ۡب ُت ۡم ۫ َو ف ِریقا تق ُتلوۡ َن
افکلما جآءکم رسوۡل ِبما لا تہ ٰۤوی انفسکم



Meaning: But whenever a Messenger brought you (the commandments) your (inciting)
innerselves disliked, you adamantly resisted there and then. You belied some of them and
started killing others. (2:87)

َ َ
ۡ ُ َ ٌ ُۡ
ُ
ُُ
ّٰ
ُ
َ
)16:22( ﴾﴿ ِالّٰ ُـہک ۡم ِالّٰ ٌہ وا ِح ٌد ۚ فال ِذیۡ َن لَا یُ ۡؤ ِمنوۡ َن ِبالۡاخ َِر ِۃ قلوۡبُ ُہ ۡم من ِک َرۃ و ُہ ۡم م ۡس َتک ِب ُر ۡو َن



Meaning: Your God is One God, so those who do not believe in the hereafter are deniers
at heart and are beliers and arrogant. (16:22)

َ َََ
َ
ّٰ ُ
َۡ
ُ
َُۡ ۡ َۡ َ ََ َ
ُ
اس َتنکفوۡا َو
فاما ال ِذیۡ َن ّٰا َمنوۡا َو َع ِملوا الص ِل ّٰح ِت ف ُیوَفِ ۡی ِہ ۡم ا ُجوۡ َر ُہ ۡم َو یَ ِزیۡ ُد ُہ ۡم ِم ۡن فض ِل ٖہ ۚ و اما ال ِذین
َ ۡ ۡ
َ َ
)4:173( اس َتکب َ ُر ۡوا ف ُی َع ِذبُ ُہ ۡم َعذ ًابا ال ِۡی ًما



Meaning: So those who believe and persist in doing pious deeds, He will pay them their
wages in full and will (then) award them more out of His bounty. But those who disdain
(worshiping Allah) and behave arrogantly, He will punish them with grievous torment.
(4:173)
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Arrogance has been condemned in Hadiths as well.
 Salamah ibn al-Akwa relates a tradition that the Prophet of Allah said, “A man keeps
obeying his inciting innerself until he is included among the arrogant and ends like
them.” (Tirmidhi)
 Abu Hurairah narrates that once the Holy Prophet said, “Whoever drags his garment
because of arrogance, Allah will not look towards him mercifully on doomsday.”
(Bukhari 5788)

 Abdullah ibn Umar narrates that the Holy Prophet said, “Whoever will have a bit of
arrogance in his inward, Allah will throw him in hell face down.” (Bayhaqi)
 Abdullah ibn Masud relates that the Holy Prophet said, “A person will not enter
heaven who even has arrogance and pride equal to a mustard seed in his inward and
that person will not go to hell who has faith in his inward equal to a mustard seed.”
(Ibn Majah 4173, Tirmidhi 1999)

Sultan Bahoo says:
 A sin which is committed because of lust may be forgiven but a sin because of arrogance
cannot be forgiven. Prophet Adam’s sin was due to lust but Satan’s sin was arrogance.
(Asrar-e-Qadri)

 You must know that Satan did not prostrate Adam because of his knowledge of:

ّٰ ْ َ
َ
لَا ا ْس ُج ْد ل ِغیرِ الل ِہ



Meaning: Do not prostrate in front of anyone other than Allah.
This knowledge became a veil for him and he disobeyed Allah. There is a saying of
Prophet Mohammad:

ْ َْ
َ ْ َ ْ ّٰ ُ
ِال ِعل ُم ِح َجاب الل ِہ الاکبر



Meaning: Knowledge is the thickest veil (that keeps away) from Allah.
This Hadith refers to the knowledge which creates arrogance. The Arabic word for
arrogance is( ربکkibr) which has three alphabets i.e. ( کK), ( بB) and

( رR). First

alphabet ( کK) denotes that due to arrogance eminence of a Saint is lost, second alphabet

( بB) means that blessings end and the third alphabet
Divine compassion. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)

( رR) refers deprivation of
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 An arrogant is a friend and companion of Satan. Satan is the most popular scholar in
the world. Remember that knowledge possesses great ranks. It consists of (knowledge
of) promises and warnings of Allah, verses on incidents of Messengers, invocation of
Ism-e-Allah Zaat for gnosis and stations of renunciation of physical world and its
seekers. There is a Hadith of the Holy Prophet:

ْ
ْ ُْ َ
الدن َیا َمل ُعوْ ٌن َو َما فِ ْی َہا َمل ُعوْ ٍن



Meaning: World is accursed and whatsoever belongs to it is also accursed.
Trusting the world brings disgrace and gives birth to greed which is a satanic sin that
embarrasses one in the court of Allah. Belief in the hereafter blesses the believer with
obedience and piety that bring consent of Allah. Believing in gnosis of Allah and His
companionship create love, yearning and taste for Allah. Whenever a scholar involves
himself in physical world, he becomes useless for religion. Physical world is like a
poison, single drop of which kills one’s faith. It is the wealth of Satan, the inward
filled with it surely becomes a satanic house. The person with such an inward cannot
gain any benefit from the religion as he is drowned in the pleasures of lust of inciting
innerself. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
Sultan Bahoo says in his Punjabi quatrains:

ُھ
ِ وڈاییئ

کن

اّلمں

ُھ
ِ رھپن اتکابں اچیئ

احظف ڑپھ ڑپھ رکن ربکت
اسون امہہن دے دبالں واوگنں

ُاوےھت ڑپنھ الکم وسایئ ھ
ن
ُھ
ِ  وچی امکیئ،جمہاَں اھک ِد

جم
نک ی ن
ِ ھے و ھن اگنچ وچاھک
من
م
ُابھ
دوںین اہجںین ھے
ؒ

Explanation: Arrogant hafiz and scholars use their knowledge for materialistic purposes and
interpret religion according to the wishes of people for earning wealth. In this way they
mislead people by hiding reality of the religion. They will remain deprived of blessings
of Allah in both the worlds who sell their knowledge and faith for the materialistic world.

ُھ

وڈاییئ

کن

احظف

ُونت اتکابں اچیئ ھ

ربکت

رکن

اعمِل

ڑپھ

ڑپھ

ایلگں دے وِچ رھپن امنےن
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نک ی ن
ےھتج و ھن اگنچ وچاھک
من
ن
م
ھ
م
ج
ُِابھُ ِ ہاَں اھکدیھ وچی امکیئ ھ
ؒ دوںیہ اہجںین وسیئ ے

ُھ
ِ اوےھت ڑپنھ الکم وسایئ

Explanation: I am surprised at the behaviour of scholars and hafiz of Quran who have become
arrogant upon their knowledge. They themselves advertise their grand status and are
boastful. The reality is that they sell their knowledge for money, title and status as well as
hide the right path by wrong interpretations as per the will of the rich and those in authority.
Such immoral scholars are vendors of faith and will be disgraced in both the worlds.
(Abyat-e-Bahoo Kamil)

Sultan Bahoo narrates in his Persian couplets:

ریقف
ِرب

ابدش
رہب

اجک
داین

داین
تسیچ

اعمل

ِاطبل

ملعِ دںی راہ رفموش داےم دام ریگ

ملع

ملع را دقرے ہن دارد زر بلط

Explanation: Do not sell your religious knowledge for trivial worldly gain which is just a
trap as it is the trait of seekers of world. How could a seeker of world become a Fakir!
One who is desirous of wealth cannot understand the status of knowledge. Do you know
who is the real scholar? He is the one who gains knowledge for seeking Allah. (Mehak-ulFaqr Kalan)

Arrogance is such a dangerous spiritual disease that if present equal to the size of a mustard
seed in the inward then none of the devotions is accepted in the Divine court. May Allah
save everyone from all kinds of arrogance!
There is a disease similar to arrogance which is called pride.

PRIDE
Islam has strictly prohibited pride. All human beings are equal. White has no superiority
over the black and the Arab over the non-Arab. That is why it is not right to be prideful
over lineage, tribe, nationality, status, knowledge or wealth. Allah has severely disliked it.
Pride on lineage creates differences and prejudice in society which leads to conflicts.
Seekers of Faqr consider it a sin even to express themselves in front of people. There is
no room for pride and vanity in them because pride ultimately leads to arrogance. For
them, it is meaningless to take pride in lineage or anything else, they only consider Faqr
as a symbol of eminence because it is the true path to closeness of Allah. The more the
seeker has humility instead of pride, the easier the path of Faqr will be for him.
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Pride is only allowed in one condition that is when it is required to display power and
supremacy over the enemy of Allah and Islam. Such pride is proved from the Companions
of Prophet Mohammad and Saints. If pride is because of inciting innerself then it becomes
arrogance and is strictly prohibited. Generally people become victim of pride due to the
inciting innerself. Allah has absolutely detested this kind of pride.
The Quran
In the Holy Quran Allah has condemned pride in these words:

ُ َ َ ۡ ُ َ ُ ُ ُ َ ُ ّٰ َ
)57:23( ﴾﴿ ِال فخ ۡور
ٍ و اللہ لا ی ِحب کل مخت



Meaning: And Allah does not like anyone arrogant and proud. (57:23)

ُ َ ۡ َ َ ۡ َ ُ ُ َ َ ّٰ َ
)4:36( ﴾﴿ ان ُمخ َتالًا فخوۡ َرا
ِان اللہ لا ی ِحب من ک



Meaning: Surely Allah does not like the one who is arrogant and boastful. (4:36)

َ َ َ َ َ ۡ َ َ َ ۡ َ ُ ّٰ ۡ َ َ ۡ َ َ ٌ ۡ ُ َ ٌ ۡ ُٔ َ َ َ ُ ۡ َ ّٰ ۡ َ َ َ ُ ً َ ۡ َ َ َ َ ۡ ۡ َ ۡ َ َ ۡ َ َ
ٓاء َمس ۡت ُہ
و ل ِئن اذقنا الاِنسان ِمنا رحمة ثم نزعنہا ِمنہ ۚ ِانہ لیـوس کفور ﴿﴾ و ل ِئن اذقنہ نعمآء بعد ضر
َُ َ َ
ُ ّٰ َ
َ ُ
)11: 9-10( ﴾﴿ ل َ َیقوۡل َ َن ذ َہ َب الس ِیات َعنِ ۡی ؕ ِانہ لَف ِر ٌح فخوۡ ٌر



Meaning: And if We make man taste mercy from Us, then withdraw it from him, he
becomes highly disappointed (and) ungrateful. And if We make him taste (some) favour
after the suffering that afflicted him, then he is sure to say, “Gone are all my troubles.”
Surely he (becomes) most exultant and boastful. (11:9-10)
Hadith
 The Holy Prophet said that there are four things of age of ignorance in his umma:
1. Taking pride in lineage
2. Cursing others’ lineage
3. Lamenting the deceased
4. Associating rain to stars (Musnad 23291)
Sultan Bahoo says:
 The obedience and devotion polluted with arrogance is just a sin. The disobedience
with a proper excuse is better than such a devotion. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 Arrogance, vanity and pride are the heritage of Satan, Pharaoh and Korah whereas
humility is the heritage of Messengers and Saints. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
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 Listen! Satan said to Allah arrogantly, “I obeyed You.” The Divine decree came, “I
cursed you.” Adam submitted humbly, “I committed a sin.” The Divine decree came,
“I forgave you.” (Ain-ul-Faqr)
Sultan Bahoo says in his Punjabi quatrain:

ُ لقع یھب ایگ ولتاہں ھ،ڑپایھ ملع ےت ودیھ رغمور
ُھ

دواہں

ک
َی

ہن

ُوسدا اہر ہن وتاہں ھ

عفن

واال

دہاتی

راہ

الھُب

رس ِد یپَں ےج رِس ھتہ آوے

ُابھُ وکیئ راربہ ےل ےک وُساہں ھ
ؒ وڑںی ابزار تبحم واےل
Explanation: You have become arrogant after getting exoteric knowledge. Your wisdom
has faded away. Instead of becoming wise and finding the straight path you have lost
your insight like Satan and gone astray because of arrogance. Neither your knowledge
has benefitted you nor intellect. If you can achieve the secrets of Allah by sacrificing
yourself then you must not hesitate. In the path of Divine love one must seek guidance
from the perfect spiritual guide because he is familiar to this path. Without the guidance
of perfect spiritual guide no one can achieve success. (Abyat-e-Bahoo Kamil)
Remember! Pride creates cruelty and rigidity. Consequently members of society start
oppressing each other and ultimately are cursed by Allah.
Sultan Bahoo says in his Persian poetry:

، ہکلب وت دور،زندکی ُت وبعمد ہن ا

، اعملِ اندان تُ ہک در ملع رغور،ا

دناین

وخیماین

چیہ

ینکن

اخاصن

دختم

ات

وت

رگہچ

دہاہی

و

اشکف

Explanation: O ignorant scholar! Your knowledge has made you arrogant but keep in
mind it has taken you away from Allah instead of granting His closeness. Although you
have read religious books like al-Kashshaaf and al-Hidayah but you would never
understand anything unless you serve the distinguished men of Allah. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)

HUMILITY
The Holy Prophet is the reason behind creation of the universe and he is the lord of the
universe. He adorns the spiritual station of such closeness with Allah where neither a
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Prophet nor any archangel can come between him and Allah. In spite of such grandeur he
always uttered out of humility, “I am a slave of Allah and His Messenger.”
Humility is a fort against difficulties and dangers on the path of truth. Every Saint has
taught to be humble rather they have always presented themselves as low and inferior.
 Shaikh al-Akbar Mohiyuddin Ibn Arabi says, “Friends of Allah achieve gnosis by
adopting humility and they know that only humility leads to gnosis of Allah.” (AlFutuhat al-Makkiyya, Vol. II ch.7)

 Rumi says, “In this path, lowering oneself is in fact elevation.” (Mathnawi Maulana Rumi)
 Rumi says on another occasion, “Consider yourself bad, do not point out weaknesses
of others.” (Mathnawi Maulana Rumi)
Sultan-ul-Faqr VI Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali says:
 Allah has opened the way towards Himself only through humility.
 Humility acts as a strong shelter while facing the hardships and trials which come on
the path of Faqr
 The person who comes in the court of Allah with humility never returns empty
handed.

ُ

 The levels of Divine vision, annihilation in Hoo ()ہو, annihilation in Allah and
immortality with Him are achieved through humility.
 The more a person is humble, the more he is beloved in the Divine court.
 Humility is the strongest shield on the path of Faqr which safeguards the seeker from
the satanic and sensual attacks.
 Humility is gained from the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. By excessive devotions,
the innerself becomes stronger and arrogant. (Sultan-ul-Faqr VI Sultan Mohammad Asghar AliLife and Teachings)

The words of perfect spiritual guides are commands of Allah and their words can change
the destiny written on the Guarded Tablet. Yet in their practical life they are humble and
submissive hence set example for others.
Sultan Bahoo says:

دش
دش

انر

در
ددیار

اان

در
القئ

آدم
آدم
ی

ہک

رہ
اخیک
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Explanation: One who became proud and egoist like Satan ended up in the fire of hell
while the one who followed the example of Adam (saved himself from ego and submitted
to Allah seeking forgiveness for sin) is blessed with Divine vision.
Sultan Bahoo says:

ابواصمل

اعرف

الزوامل

تم
ر م

اہلل
وخشی

یف

انف

یتسہ

ز

Explanation: I am the Mystic annihilated in Allah and blessed with Divine union. I have
surpassed my own existence and become eternal. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)

وچں ہن نم امدن ہن انم نم ووجد
رلود

یم

ّٰ َ
اللہ

امس

ودحت

رغق

Explanation: When my existence and identity perished, Ism-e-Allah Zaat drowned me in
Divine Oneness. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
 Union with Allah is achieved through humility. O Allah! Your Divine secret is
disclosed in the inward of every perfect spiritual guide. The door of Your blessing is
open for everyone, whoever comes with humility in Your court does not go back
unrewarded. O seeker! Get rid of egotism (adopt humility) and annihilate yourself in
Allah to get such Divine presence which fulfils your desire of union (with Allah).
(Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)

Sultan Bahoo says in following Punjabi quatrains:

ُوس زہار اہنتں وتں دصےق ڑہیجے ہنم ہن لونل بِھکِاَ ھ
ُھ
ِ زہار اہنتں وتں دصےق ڑہیجے لَگ رکدنیے ِہک َا
ک ن
ُھ
ِ َرکوڑ اہنتں وتں دصےق ڑہیجے سفن ر ھیییدبے ِجھکا

لکھ
لکھ

ُھ
ِ َابھُ ڑہیجے وہون وسان ِاون ِِس
ؒ لین دپم اہنتں وتں دصےق
Explanation: Hundred thousand praises for the seekers who remain steadfast against all
odds on the path of Faqr and face all troubles without complaining rather always thank
Allah. Million praises for such seekers who hold their promises. Billions of praises for
the seekers who control their inciting innerself. While the seekers who are like gold but
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show themselves as common people because of humility should be praised trillions of
times. Such seekers always remain annihilated in Divine vision and never disclose their
status.

ن
ُھ
ِ قشع جمہاَدنے ڈہںی رایچ اوہ ردنہے پُچ اپچےت
ن
ُھ
ِ لُں لُں دے وِچ لکھ زابانں اوہ رکدے گیگی ابےت
ُھ
ِ اوہ رک دے ووض امسِ امظع دا ےت درای ودحت وِچ انےت
ُھ
ِ دجاں ایراں ایر اھچپےت

ُابھ
دتاں وبقل امنزاں
ؒ

Explanation: The seekers in Divine love are completely transformed into love. They
remain silent despite the raging ocean of Divine secrets concealed in them and wishing to
be expressed. If needed, they speak slowly and humbly. They are such lovers who perform
ablution with the greatest name of Allah and remain drowned in the ocean of Oneness. O
Bahoo! Without recognizing the Beloved how can one offer the true salat which is accepted
in His court.

ُںیم وکیھج ریما ِدربل وسانہ ںیم ویکرکن اس ونں اھبوناں ھ
ُھ
ِ یئپ لکھ وےلیس اپوناں

وڑہیے ااسڈے وڑدا انںیہ

ُھ
ِ ہن ںیم وسینہ ہن دوتل َپ ںیم ویکرکن ایر انموناں
ُھ
ِ  ہن رم اجوناں،ابھ رودن
ُؒ
اہہی دھک ہمییساَں رہسی
Explanation: The humble seeker always considers himself worthless with no virtue to
please the beloved spiritual guide. He remains aggrieved that only due to his shortcomings
he is not close to the beloved. How can he please the perfect spiritual guide as neither he
has spiritual beauty nor wealth! This sorrow may take his life as he keeps weeping on
being away from the beloved.

ب
ُھ
ِ ودحت دے درای اےلھچ ج ھل لگنج رےنی
ن
ن ن
ُھ
ِ  ذات می یییدبے اننہ اساگنں لھج یییتے،قشع د
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لک ن
ن
ُھ
ِ رگن وھبھبت مل یییدبے ڈِےھٹ َس وجان ھیتے
ن
ُھ
ِ ابھُ ڑہیجے وہدنایں تمہ ہیتے
ؒ ںیم رقابن اہنتں وتں
Explanation: O seeker! The ocean of Oneness has surged high spreading benevolence.
Even those minutely in Divine love, have quenched their thirst from this ocean. The deniers
are unfortunate and eternally suffering from wounds of deprivation. On the other hand,
there are hundreds of Divine lovers who entered the ocean of Oneness by sacrificing their
worldly desires and wealth. Praises for those seekers who are steadfast and brave and are
humble in Allah’s court despite high ranks. (Abyat-e-Bahoo Kamil)
Humility is a strong shield against the attacks of Satan on the path of Faqr.

CHAPTER-29

LOYALTY AND SACRIFICE
Faqr is the path of Divine love. Success in this arena cannot be achieved unless a seeker
dedicates all that is dear to him in the way of Allah. Allah says:

ُ َ ُ ۡ ُ ّٰ َ ۡ ُ َ َ
(3:92)ل َ ۡن تنالوا البِر َحتی تن ِفقوۡا ِمما ت ِح ُبوۡ َن



Meaning: You can never attain to piety unless you spend (in the cause of Allah) out of
that which you like the most and Allah surely knows well whatever you give away. (3:92)
The greatest Sunna is to sacrifice all belongings in the way of Allah. Allah says to
Prophet Mohammad:

ّٰ
َ ُآء َح ّٰتی ی
َ َفلَا تَ َت ِخ ُذ ۡوا ِم ۡن ُہ ۡم اَ ۡول َِی
(4:89) اجرُ ۡوا ف ِ ۡی َس ِب ۡی ِل الل ِہ
ہ
ِ



Meaning: So do not make friends with (any of) them until they emigrate in the way of
Allah (in order to prove their sincerity and truthfulness). (4:89)
The Companions of Prophet Mohammad faced heart-wrenching hardships after accepting
Islam. The believers who belonged to poor families or the class of slaves were targeted
and tortured right from the beginning. One trembles at the very thought of the physical,
spiritual and financial pain inflicted upon them. Salute to their unprecedented loyalty and
sacrifice. They remained undaunted through every suffering and torture.
The believers who were socially strong and respectable were lured and tempted to
renounce the path of Allah. They were offered worldly luxuries and ranks but when they
turned them down the infidels even terrorized and tortured them. When nothing worked,
Prophet Mohammad and his Companions were boycotted socially and economically and
they stayed in the Valley of Abu Talib for three years. However their perseverance is
remarkable that they did not leave faith despite all the tyranny of the people of Makkah. A
picture of their condition is given:






All means of earning were banned for them.
Hunger and starvation spread in their houses.
Friends and acquaintances abandoned.
Physical torture was used to the extent that they were made to lie on scorching sand
and burning coals.
Their ranks and powers in the tribes were taken from them.
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All their wealth was spent. Abu Bakr Siddiq, Umar ibn Khattab, Usman ibn Affan
and other Companions sacrificed their entire wealth in the way of Allah.
They had to leave their homes to migrate to Abyssinia and then towards Madina.
There was even a time when a father and a son had to fight against each other in the
battlefield.

All the agonies could not falter the faith and loyalty of the Companions instead it only
strengthened. They were always on the forefront when sacrifice was needed.
Prophet Mohammad educated his Companions in such a way that he removed all other
affinities from their inwards except the love for Allah and His Messenger. They sacrificed
whatever became a hurdle in their love.
The second most significant example of loyalty and sacrifice is the incident of Karbala
marked by the martyrdom of Husayn ibn Ali and his companions:


They all knew that death was right in front of them. Everyone knew that standing
with Husayn ibn Ali means helpless death and martyrdom whereas Yazid had the
pleasures of this world but love for Husayn says that it is just the beginning of the
eternal life. The companions chose death over worldly pleasures.

Loyalty and sacrifice are the essentials of Divine love. Love demands that loyalty remains
unchanged and when the time of sacrifice draws near, one faces it willingly.
All the Companions of Husayn ibn Ali were the followers of the path of Divine love
hence were ready to fulfil their duty of loyalty and to sacrifice their lives as well. They
did exactly what is done in Divine love. What amazing lovers Husayn ibn Ali had! Such
lovers are hard to find for a spiritual guide. Their grandeur is unique and their height of
loyalty and sacrifice is incomparable. In the game of Divine love, the intellect failed.
Divine love conquered even after martyrdom, imprisonment and losing everything.
Intelligence seemed to be victorious but according to the rule of Divine love, its victory is
hidden in the apparent victory of intelligence. The blind hearted who lacked insight were
unable to understand it. The conquest of Divine love was the result of loyalty and
sacrifice. In fact, the incident of Karbala is the perfect and eternal narration of Divine
love. The loyalty and sacrifice of the people of Karbala made ‘Karbala’ the synonym for
‘Divine love’.
 Ibrahim ibn Adham says, “The Beloved is not pleased with you unless you sacrifice
all your worldly relations and get detached from your loved ones considering your
sons as orphans and wives as widows, disgrace your ownself, give all your possessions
in the way of Allah complying to the verse:
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ُ َ ُ ۡ ُ ّٰ َ ۡ ُ َ َ
(3:92)ل َ ۡن تنالوا البِر َحتی تن ِفقوۡا ِمما ت ِح ُبوۡ َن



Meaning: You can never attain to piety unless you spend (in the cause of Allah) out
of that which you like the most; and Allah surely knows well whatever you give
away. (3:92)
When you make Allah your sole Friend inwardly and outwardly, then He will love
you as He says:

َ
(5:54)یُ ِح ُب ُہ ْم َو یُ ِح ُبوْنہ



ْ َ ْ ُ َ َ ْ ُ ْ َ ُ ّٰ َ َ
(98:8)اعن ُہ
ر ِضی اللہ عنہم ورضو



Meaning: He will love (them) and they will love Him. (5:54)
Further Allah says:

Meaning: Allah is pleased with them and they are pleased with Him. (98:8) (Ain-ul-Faqr)
Sultan-ul-Faqr VI Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali says:
 The path of Faqr is the path of Divine love. Love demands sacrifice. No success is
gained on this path unless the seeker sacrifices his each and everything for the sake of
Allah. In this context the seeker should remember the examples of the sacred
Companions regarding their sacrifice and loyalty for the Holy Prophet. These examples
are a source of inspiration for every true seeker of Allah.
 A seeker should sacrifice his wealth, life and every possession to get the blessing of
Faqr without expecting anything in exchange. He should not be worried or regretful
about losing these things.
 The seekers who sacrificed everything for their spiritual guide have attained the
eternal life. They are living in the beautiful state of Divine love and spiritual intoxication.
 Nearness to Allah is not achieved until the seeker sacrifices everything on the path of
Allah and his loyalty towards Him is not lessened even a little bit during all the
calamities and tribulations. (Sultan-ul-Faqr VI Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali-Life and Teachings)
The person who gains the extremity of the gnosis of Faqr (union with Allah) becomes
the living proof of the verse “You can never attain to piety unless you spend (in the cause
of Allah) out of that which you like the most,” by sacrificing his every belonging in the
way of Allah.
Sultan Bahoo states in his Punjabi poetry:
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ن
ُاعقش قشع امیہ دے وکولں ِنِ رھپن ہمییساَں ویھکے ِھ
ن
ُھ
ِ ںیج ج یییدبایں اجن امیہ ونں ِدب اوہ دوںیہ اہجںین ےویے
ن
ُھ
ِ عمش رچاغ جمہاَں دل رونش اوہ ویکں ابنل دویے
ک
ُھ
ِ ابھُ اوےھت افین مہف جتیںُے
ؒ  چنہپ ہن اکیئ،لقع رکف د
Explanation: The lovers are intoxicated by the pleasure of Divine love. The seekers who
are willing to sacrifice life for the perfect spiritual guide become immortal. Those whose
inwards have been enlightened with Divine love through Ism-e-Allah Zaat do not feel the
need to get involved in any other form of worship. Intellect has nothing to do in the way
of Faqr. The realm of Oneness lies beyond intellect and can only be reached after
annihilating intellect itself.

ُاعقش کین الصںیح دگلے اتں ویکں ااجڑدے رھگ ونں ھ
ُھ
ِ ہن الدنے اجن رگج ونں

ابل مُاات رِبوہں واال
ب
ُِاجن اہجن بس ھل ویگںین یئپ ولیٹ وہش ربص ونں ھ
بن
ن
ُھ
ِ ابھُ جمہاَں وخن جسی ی َا دربل ونں
ؒ ںیم رقابن اہنتں وتں
Explanation: Had the Divine lovers followed the advices of common people, they would
never have sacrificed their household in the way of Allah nor would they have
enlightened their inwards with the flame of love. Ever since they have tasted the pleasure
of beholding Allah they have lost their senses. May I sacrifice my life for the ones who
got beheaded in Divine love and did not demand anything in compensation.

ُھ
ِ ،امل ےت اجن بس رخچ رکااہں رکےیئ رخدی ریقف
ُھ
ِ ،رقف ونکں رب احلص وہوے ویکں رکےیئ دریگل
ُھ
ِ

،ریپ

یخیش

،وکڑ

واجنون

ِدنی

اکرن

داین

ُ ھ، ریم،َھُ اشہ ریماںہ د
ؒ  یتیک ب،رتک داین ِںیھت اقدر
Explanation: Fakirism (Faqr) can only be earned by sacrificing wealth and life. Therefore
its seeker should not think twice before or after sacrificing. Many pseudo guides mislead
their disciples out of lust and make them useless for this world and the hereafter. Only the
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followers of Qadri order have the courage to renounce world for Allah because Shaikh
Abdul Qadir Jilani is the king of the kingdom of Faqr.

ُھ
ِ ودحت دے درای اےلھچ کہ دل یحص ہن یتیک
م
ُکہ تُب اخےن والص وہےئ کہ ڑپھ ڑپھ رےہ سی یمی ھ
ن
ُ اجں ھ یت ھ،افلض جھ بد تلیضف ےھٹی قشع ابز
ن
ن
َُھُ جمہاَں رَتب وچڑ ہن یتیک ھ
ؒ رہزگ رب ہن مل ِدبا ب
Explanation: The unfortunate could not gain beneficence from the eternal ocean of Divine
Oneness. Recitals and prayers in mosques do not purify the inward hence you remain
veiled. For the gnosis of Allah, you must submit yourself to the perfect spiritual guide.
Many dignified men have given up their status and excellence in the game of Divine love.
Union cannot be achieved unless one sacrifices entire household for Allah.

ُ َ
ُونجن رس ِےت رفض ےہ ونیمں وقل قالوْا بَل ّٰی دا رکےک ھ
ُھ
ِ ولک اجےن رکفتم وہایئں وِچ ودحت دے وڑ ےک
ُُت درھےک ھ

شُہ دایں امراں شُہ وجن اسیلں قشع دا

ُابھُ ںیج دلاھ ںیت رم ےک ھ
ؒ ےویدنایں شُہ ےسک ہن اپای
Explanation: Allah asked on the day of Divine covenant, “Am I not your Lord?” All the
souls replied in yes. Now it is obligatory to remain steadfast upon this promise. To fulfil
my promise I have made Divine love my core and absorbed myself in the Oneness.
People are surprised and worried to see my state. I have complete faith in Divine love
that it would take me to the depth of Oneness. Union with Allah cannot be achieved in
this life without giving up everything and annihilating oneself i.e. death before dying.

ِ
ُھ
ِ ونیتں ِدبَ ِک دالاس

ہ ن
سن دے ےک روون ویلیئ

ُھ
ِ  اونیںی وِاہین ونیجںی اپین وِچ اتپاس،رمع دنبے د
سک
گھیییس ن
سی
ی
ُھ
ِ ن اپاس
ن ٹلپ ہن
 اسیم ٹس،وسڑ
من
نی یم
یگ
ُھ
ِ َھُ ر یت ٹھگ ہن اماس
ؒ ھںُں اصبح اھکیل سی ب
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Explanation: O imperfect seeker! You have happily exchanged the Divine love for the
world and paradise. Whose advice did you follow for this trade which has brought nothing
but loss? How much life do you have! This worldly life would end soon and you would
be thrown into the suffocating prison of grave where you would not be able to even turn
sides. You have lost both, faith and the world. The Lord would take strict accountability
and you would be held answerable for every single moment and action of your life.

ن
ُھ
ِ ،ہِکی ہِکی ڑیپ وکلُں ک اعمل وُکےک اعاقشں ھکل ھکل ڑیپ سہییر
ن
ُ ھ،ےھتج ڈھہن رڑنھ دا رطخہ وہوے وکن ڑچےھ اس ڑیب
ُھ
ِ ،اعقش ڑچدھے انل الصاحں دے اواہنں اتر ک وِچ ڑیھب
ن
نکھی ن
ُھ
ِ ،َھُ اوےھت اعاقشں ذلت یر
ؒ ےھتج قشع ایپ ببا انل رایتں دے ب
Explanation: The worldly people tremble and complain upon even a minute grief but the
lovers conceal intense pain within them without uttering a word. The ship of Divine love
is surrounded by dangers and storms which is why people refrain from it. The Divine
lovers are fearless and aboard this ship happily. In the court of Allah even a little love is
more valuable than all the jewels and gems. It is the lovers who put everything at stake to
get such a valuable treasure. (Abyat-e-Bahoo Kamil)
The closeness of Allah cannot be achieved unless the seeker sacrifices his household
and everything in the way of Allah and does not retreat from his loyalty and sincerity
towards his perfect spiritual guide in the times of difficulty.

CHAPTER-30

DIVINE FAVOUR
Sultan-ul-Faqr VI Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali says:
 Divine favour is the base of all the achievements and success on the path of Faqr. It
is essential for the seeker to always try to step forward in Faqr but consider his each
achievement as the result of Divine favour. The human nature is to demand reward in
return of his courage and struggle but the true seeker always requests Allah for His
mercy and grace instead of reward.
 The path of Faqr is that of Divine love. The lover loves Allah purely to love Him. To
demand anything in compensation is not in his nature. The true seeker of Allah does
not even want any levels or stations in this path. For him the invocation and
contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat are also the source of reaching close to Allah hence
he does not seek anything in return. He leaves everything on the will of Allah and
only demands the blessing of His vision. (Sultan-ul-Faqr VI Sultan Mohammad Asghar AliLife and Teachings)

 Bu Ali Shah Qalandar says:

دخا
رتا

ِفطل
دنیب

از
زامں

آاگہ
رہ

اعقش

یتسین
وچں

Explanation: You are not familiar to Allah’s favour. Like a lover He sees you all the
time as He is Omnipresent.
Success in the way of Faqr is not possible without Allah’s favour. However the intentions
for seeking His help and guidance should be sincere.
Sultan Bahoo says:
 Divine favour is a light from the Nature which is gained by the closeness of Allah
and can be verified within the existence. By the power of Divine favour, all the four
esoteric parts i.e. the innerself, the inward, the soul and the secret converse with the
receiver of favour. From this conversation, he acquires the right and leaves all that is
wrong. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
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 Some seekers are blessed with Miraj of Divine observations, love and gnosis through
the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat as they spiritually reside at the station of no
station and Divinity is revealed upon them. The world and hereafter are worthless for
them and they are ecstatically drowned in the verified vision of Allah by the Divine
favour. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
 The path of Allah can be found neither through knowledge nor through ignorance, it is
only found through the pure love for Allah and is granted only to those whom Allah
blesses with His Divine favour. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 Spiritual guide is another name for the Divine favour, without this favour nothing can
be accomplished. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
Sultan-ul-Faqr VI Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali says:
 On the path of Faqr Allah’s favour is actually the perfect spiritual guide and unless
one is blessed by him none of the deeds are successful.
 On the path of Faqr success cannot be achieved except only by Allah’s favour and
grace but to seek this blessing intention must always be sincere and loyal. (Sultan-ulFaqr VI Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali-Life and Teachings)

Sultan Bahoo says in his Punjabi poetry:

ُھ
ِ

ڈریا

انون

دحل

ُھ

اریچا

ڈریھ

رکنس

ُھ
ِ وکنک ریشا ریشا

اچرہ
اپنس

رکنس

دا

،ِد

یٹم

 رب

ولک
ن
ُچ رھب

دے درود رھگاں ونں ونجن

ُھ
ِ َھُ ںیہن الضفں ابھج ڑیبنا
ؒ  ب،ےب رپواہ دراگہ رب د
Explanation: After your death people will dig your grave, bury you and then will throw
earth on it until there is a lump. They will recite benedictions for the Prophet, a few
verses from the Quran then will head to their homes and remember you with tears only
for a while. Remember! Allah is indifferent and unconcerned, in His court no one will
succeed without His favour and grace.

ُھ
ِ  رساسیئ،انں وپر

انں ںیم ریس انں اپ اٹھچیک

ُانں ںیم وتہل انں ںیم امہش نہ لگ رایتں ےت آیئ ھ
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ُھ
ِ  انیہ، وپر،ِاوہ و

ر یت وہوناں وجن رایتں الُتں

ُھ
ِ َھُ دجاں وہیس لضف ایہٰل
ؒ وتل وزن وجن وپرا وہیس ب
Explanation: I am insignificant without Allah’s favour and grace. My worth is not of a
pound. Neither its half nor quarter. It is not even of a gram. Divide it further into parts, still
my worth is much more trivial. It is because when Allah blesses with His help only then
one can have value reaching the destination. (Abyat-e-Bahoo Kamil)
Remember that if favour (spiritual guide), help and grace is not bestowed by Allah none
can succeed on the path of Faqr.

CHAPTER-31

SHAHADA
Recitation of shahada makes a person Muslim and is the only requirement to enter Islam.
The sacred text is:

ّٰ
ّٰ َ
َ َ
لَٓا ِالّٰ َہ ِالا الل ُہ ُم َحم ٌد ر ُس ْو ُل الل ِہ



Meaning: There is no God but Allah, Mohammad is the Messenger of Allah.
It testifies the Oneness of Allah and Prophethood of Mohammad. Verbal recitation of
shahada lets one enter Islam by breaking away from all the idols. Whereas reaching its
core is the base of gnosis of Divine Essence and this is the subject matter of the chapter.
Easier said than done, this gnosis is only possible by inward verification rather than
simple movement of tongue.
Once Prophet Mohammad was distributing war wealth. There were some Bedouins
who were newly converted Muslims. They said to the Prophet, “O Master! We are also
believers hence bless us like you are blessing all believers.” Immediately the revelation
came:

ُ ُ ُ ُ َ ۡ ۡ ُ ۡ َ َ َ َ َ ۡ َ ۡ َ ۡۤۡ ُ ۡ ُ ۡ ّٰ َ ۡ ُ ۡ ُ ۡ َ ۡ ُ َ َ ّٰ ُ َ ۡ َ ۡ َ َ
)49:14( ان ف ِ ۡی قلوۡ ِبک ۡم
قال ِت الاعراب امنا ؕ قل لم تؤ ِمنوا و ل ِکن قولوا اسلمنا و لما یدخ ِل الاِیم



Meaning: The Bedouins say, “We have believed.” Say, “You have not believed. Rather
say, ‘We have accepted Islam (recited shahada verbally).’ And the belief has not yet gone
into your inward (you have not verified inwardly).” (49:14)
Muslim recites shahada verbally whereas believer verifies it inwardly.
Prophet Mohammad said:

ْ ْ ْ َ ّٰ َ
ُ َ
َ
قائِلوْ َن لَٓا ِالّٰ َہ ِالا الل ُہ ک ِثی ًرا َو المُخ ِل ُصوْ َن ق ِل ْیلًا



Meaning: There are many who recite shahada verbally but only a few recite it sincerely.
Sultan Bahoo says;
 If one’s inward does not verify shahada then reciting it merely by tongue will not benefit
him. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
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َْْ
َ
ٌ ْ
ان َو ت ْص ِدیْ ٌق ِبالقل ِب
ِ ِاق َرار ِبال ِل َس



Meaning: Affirm by tongue and confirm by inward.
The Holy Prophet said;
 Allah will forbid hellfire upon everyone who testifies inwardly, “There is no God but
Allah, Mohammad is the Messenger of Allah.” (Bukhari 128)
 The best invocation is shahada. (Ibn Majah 3800)
Nothing remains hidden in this world and hereafter from the one who reaches the reality

َ
of first part of shahada i.e. negation (  )لٓا ِال ّٰ َہof everyone except Allah. The person who
ّٰ َ

finds the crux and reality of negation, all the stations of affirmation ( ) ِالا الل ُہare disclosed

ّٰ

َ ٌَ

upon him and he becomes the spiritual confidant of Prophet Mohammad () ُم َحمد ر ُسوْ ُل الل ِہ.
A confidant of the Holy Prophet can have presence in the Mohammadan Assembly any
time he wants. When the efficacy of shahada benefits a devotee, his entire existence
manifests it hence he finds the reality of Oneness of Allah and Prophethood of
Mohammad but it is not possible without the perfect spiritual guide. The greatest name of

ُ َ ّٰ ّٰ َ
َْ
Allah ( ہ ْو، لہ، لِلہ، )الل ُہand the reality of Prophet Mohammad ( ) ُم َحمدare hidden in shahada.
Perfect spiritual guide is the one who discloses all the secrets of Oneness of Allah and
Prophethood hidden in shahada upon the seeker.
Sultan-ul-Faqr VI Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali says:
 Shahada is the foundation of a Muslim. When a common person recites shahada, he
declares just by his tongue, “There is no God but Allah, Mohammad is the Messenger
of Allah.” By reciting it he becomes a Muslim. While the blessed ones say it with
inward verification (after having the observation) but the Mystics actually experience
it by reaching its core. (Sultan-ul-Faqr VI Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali-Life and Teachings)
Sultan Bahoo says:
 Knowledge has encompassed both the worlds while whole knowledge is in shahada
and shahada is in Ism-e-Allah Zaat. Whoever recites shahada with inward verification
and understands its essence comes to know every knowledge, then nothing remains
hidden from him. (Ameer-ul-Kaunain)
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 Reciting shahada verbally and its inward verification have special benefits for devotee.
When inward verification of shahada gains perfection in the invoker, the effects start
to appear in his body and soul and his innerself is purified. He becomes able to meet
sacred souls of Prophets and Saints. This is the spiritual station of a Fakir who is
annihilated in Allah. The faith in shahada can be gained through inward verification
and inward verification can be gained through Divine favour granted to soul. The
seeker who is blessed with inward verification and favour achieves the station of
Rabia of Basra and Bayazid Bastami otherwise there are a lot of hypocrites like
Yazid who recite shahada just verbally. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)

َ
 Negation ( )لٓا ِال ّٰ َہof everyone for Allah is a worship that removes everything from the
ّٰ َ
inward of a seeker. Affirmation ( ) ِالا الل ُہis beholding Divinity through theophany of
the Essence by which perfect belief in Him is gained. Testifying, “Mohammad is the

ّٰ

َ ٌَ

Messenger of Allah ( ”) ُم َحمد ر ُسوْ ُل الل ِہkeeps one firm upon the religion and faith. It is

true Islam and righteousness. A person who tries to convert his imperfect prayers into
the perfect ones and eventually succeeds in it, all stations of light of Ism-e-Allah Zaat
are unveiled upon him. He achieves the station of belief and becomes a man of belief.
The real belief is union with Allah which protects man from falsehood and it leads to
the station of truth of certainty. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)

ّٰ َ

َ

 There are three levels of shahada. First is negation ()لٓا ِالّٰ َہ, second is affirmation () ِالا الل ُہ

ّٰ

َ ٌَ

and third is the declaration of Prophethood of Mohammad () ُم َحمد ر ُسوْ ُل الل ِہ. Thousands
of seekers of Allah reach the level of negation, only some of them ascend to the level
of affirmation and a rare reach the level of declaration of Prophethood of Mohammad.

ّٰ َ
َ
Negation ( )لٓا ِال ّٰ َہis the level of annihilation while affirmation ( ) ِالا الل ُہis the level of
َ
immortality. Negation ( )لٓا ِال ّٰ َہat the time of death obliterates all the sins of one’s life
ّٰ َ

and by affirmation ( ) ِالا الل ُہhe is accepted in the court of Allah while the declaration of

ّٰ
َ ٌَ
Prophethood of Mohammad ( ) ُم َحمد ر ُسوْ ُل اللہtakes him close to the Prophets and
Messengers of Allah. The hellfire is forbidden upon the Prophets. This is the level of
belovedness. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
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 Invocation of shahada purifies and glorifies the inward. In the beginning of invocation,
smoke comes out of the mouth with first strike of shahada on inward. On second
strike due to intense invocation fire comes out of the mouth like lightening and with
third strike sparks come out of the mouth. This is the real invocation which is done
with loud voice. After this the secret invocation starts which cuts the body of invoker
into fragments. Due to loud and secret invocation, eyes of the invoker start bleeding.
The author says that his mother practised secret invocation and blood came out of her
eyes. Such invoker is known as Fakir of Divine presence. The invoker who does not
possess this level of loud and secret invocation cannot be considered a true invoker.
This is an indication that his invocation is not meant for the Lord rather is just
habitual and a ritual.

اِہٰل

از

راہ

اخص

ابدش

ذرک

ودحت

تسیچ

را

ذارکاں
داین

ذرک

Explanation: True invokers are blessed with invocation from the court of Allah. Do
you know about invocation? It is a special path which leads to Oneness of Allah.
The body of invoker smells like burnt kebab due to the effect of this kind of secret
invocation. The Holy Prophet said, “The greatest invocation is shahada.” Just as there
is a burnisher to polish mirror, sword and steel similarly the burnisher of inward is
shahada. Shahada sanctifies the inward like water cleanses the impurity. Shahada
enlivens the esoteric self like the darkness fades away with the light of sun or moon.
If anyone wants to purify and enlighten his inner like a clean mirror in which he
could see both world and the hereafter, wants to ignite the fire of Divine love of
Allah in first attempt and seeks refuge from evil traits like infidelity, hypocrisy,
pretence, narcissism, enmity and anger, he must know that shahada removes all these
traits and takes the invoker to the spiritual station of amazement, piety and Divine
closeness. One must keep his inward engaged in the invocation of shahada all the
time during day and night, sleeping and awakening, spiritual frenzy and calmness. As
the purity of dress is compulsory for physical prayer similarly invocation of shahada is
compulsory for purification of inward. With the efficacy of shahada inward is purified
from evil attributes, satanic whispers and apprehensions. Everything other than Allah is
removed from inward with the cleanser of invocation of shahada. It discloses a new
observation every moment. When the inward of invoker of shahada is purified in this
way, he offers salat all night and continuously fasts. His soul is awarded with sincerity.
He tortures his inciting innerself and performs exoteric and esoteric devotions
perpetually. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
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 Excessive invocation of shahada is the Sunna of Prophet Mohammad. Evil apprehensions
are like a tree in the human being and invocation of shahada is like an axe of iron.
When a person clears the soil of his existence by cutting weeds and the tree with this
axe, the soil becomes suitable for sowing. When he ploughs the soil with invocation
and ox of Divine reflection, it gives birth to hope of getting valuable seed of gnosis of
Allah. Otherwise without these things and invocation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat life is
wasted no matter he keeps offering salat, fasts, seeks the knowledge of Islamic
jurisprudence, pays donations and offers hajj throughout his life. One cannot be a
Muslim without the invocation of shahada. The seeker who reaches this spiritual
level is not afraid of anyone. It means that reaching this spiritual level is related to
fear of Allah. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
 Sultan Bahoo declares: (1) The one whose inward is not true to shahada is a hypocrite.
(2) The one who does not respect shahada is a sinner. (3) The one who does not find
peace from shahada is a pretender. (4) The one whose inward does not accept the
grandeur of shahada is heretic. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
He says in his Punjabi poetry:

ُ ک دت ویپےس دجاں ِک ےملک وجن وھکیل ھ،ےملک د
جم
ُھ
ِ  وہیل،اعقش ہملک اوےھت ڑپدھے ِ ھے ونر یبن د
ُھ
ِ ایک اجےن تقلخ وھبیل

وچدہ قبط ےملک دے ادنر

ن
ُابھُ ِچب اجن اوےس وتں وھگیل ھ
ؒ اسونں ہملک ریپ ڑپاھای
Explanation: The reality of shahada was disclosed when the key of Ism-e-Allah Zaat
unlocked my inward. All fourteen layers of universe are present in shahada. The unaware
people do not know the reality of this secret. The lovers recite shahada in the Mohammadan
Assembly where there is the light of Prophet Mohammad everywhere. Divine light of
shahada entered my inward the moment perfect spiritual guide taught me with his
attention. May I sacrifice my life for the perfect spiritual guide who bestowed this favour!

ُھ
ِ  ک دتاں ویپےس دجاں رمدش ہملک دایس،ےملک ِد
ُھ
ِ  رمع وِچ رفک دے اجیل نِب رمدش دے دایس،اسر
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ُھ
ِ اشہ یلعہ ریش اہبدر وانگن ےملک وڈھ رفک ونں ایٹس
ُابھُ اجں ہملک لُں لُں رایس ھ
ؒ ِدل اصیف اتں وہوے
Explanation: I only came to know the reality of shahada when my perfect spiritual guide
made me recite it veritably. This recitation of shahada uprooted infidelity from the inward
just like Ali ibn Abi Talib slayed the infidels in the battlefield. Without the spiritual guide
no one can understand the reality of shahada. Hence reciting it without the guidance of
spiritual guide is same as spending entire life in infidelity. The purification of inward is
only possible if shahada embraces the entire existence.

ُِدل دا ڑپدھا وکیئ ھ

زابین ہملک رہ وکیئ ڑپدھا

ُھ
ِ ےھتج ہملک ِدل دا ڑپھیتے اوےھت ےلم زابن انں ڈوھیئ
ُھ
ِ یک اجنن ایر ولگیئ

ِدل دا ہملک اعقش ڑپدھے

ُھ
ِ ابھُ ںیم دسا وساہنگ وہیئ
ؒ اہہی ہملک ونیمں ریپ ڑپاھای
Explanation: Everyone can recite shahada verbally but there are a few who verify it
inwardly. When lovers find the reality of shahada, there remains no need to recite it
verbally because that is the station where they are engrossed in Divine vision and declare
Oneness of Allah by observing and experiencing it rather than merely reciting by tongue.
Shahada can only be recited in this way by the lovers of Divine Essence. The verbose
people are unable to understand the secret of shahada. My perfect spiritual guide has
taught me to recite it with inward verification so I have become fortunate in the world
and the hereafter.

ُھ
ِ ویل کیتے َس راںیہ
جم
ُھ
ِ ِ ھے اگ َپ ازاگںیہ
جم
ُھ
ِ ِ ھے تمعن جنس ابصںیح

ےملک ھکل رکوڑاں اترے
ےملک انل اھجبےئ دوزخ
بہس
ییین اجانں
ےملک انل

ُھ
ِ ابھ ادنر دوںیہ رساںیئ
ُؒ
ےملک یہیج وکیئ تمعن انںیہ
Explanation: Hundreds of seekers have gained the secret of Faqr by exploring the reality
of shahada while thousands and millions became Saints. When shahada assimilates in the
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esoteric self of a seeker then fire of hell cannot harm him. Shahada will take us to paradise
where there are blessings of Allah. There is no such blessing like shahada in both the
worlds.

ُھ
ِ

واییہ

انل

ےملک

دوھ یت

ُھ
ِ

اہسیئ

وگر

ےملک

بانزہ

ُھ
ِ

افصیئ

رکے

ہملک

اجانں

ان یت

ںیم

انل

ےملک

ڑپایھ

ریما

ےملک

بہس
ییین

انل

ےملک

ن
ن
ن
ُھ
ِ ابھُ ِجمہاَں اصبح آپ البیئ
من احمل ِتَں ونں
ؒ
Explanation: The invocation of shahada has continued in my entire existence and its light
has sanctified me. Now it has become my friend and a part of life. It will offer my funeral
and enlighten my grave. It will take me to paradise as well. Those seekers never leave the
path of Faqr who are blessed with Divine favour and are desired by Allah Himself.

ُھ
ِ ، اکر،ہملک ِدل ِد

، اکر،وہر دوا ہن ِدل د

ُھ

،ااتر

لیم

ےملک

رکدنیا

ُھ

،اسپر

ن
ہ

ہملک

وجارہ

ُھ
ِ ،ہملک دوتل اسر

زاگنر
لعل

دور

ہملک

ریہے

ہملک

ُابھ
اےھتی اوےھت دوںیہ اہجںین
ؒ

Explanation: There is no effective treatment for inward other than shahada. It purifies the
inward from falsehood. Shahada is precious like diamonds and jewels for a seeker. It is
the elixir which possesses all remedies essential for purification of inward just like all
medicines are available at pharmacy. The greatest wealth in this world and hereafter is
shahada.

ُ ک دتاں ویپےس دجاں ےملک دل ونں ڑھپای ھ،ےملک د
ُھ
ِ ےب درداں ونں ربخ انں وکیئ درد دنماں لگ ڑمایھ
ُھ
ِ  ک دتاں ویپےس دجاں نھب رگج وچ وڑای،رفُک االسم د
ن
ُھ
ِ ابھُ جمہاَں ہملک یحص رک ڑپایھ
ؒ ںیم رقابن اہنتں وتں
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Explanation: I came to know the reality of shahada when it disclosed the Divine secret
concealed in me. Lovers are those who recite shahada with inward verification whereas
scholars and seekers of this world are unaware of its reality. I only understood the difference
between Islam and infidelity after I found the reality of shahada. I may sacrifice myself
for those seekers who have learnt the truth of shahada and have inwardly verified it.
(Abyat-e-Bahoo Kamil)

There are three levels of shahada. The beginner recites it verbally, seeker at middle level
verifies it inwardly while the one at final level annihilates himself and gains immortality
with Allah.
The verbal recitation and then inward verification of shahada remove everything other
than Allah from the inward and eradicates polytheism.
Oneness of Allah for chosen people is to gain Divine vision and eternal presence in the
Mohammadan Assembly but for the perfect ones it is to be annihilated in Allah and
becoming one with the One. Without such Oneness, all other stations are merely illusion
and falsehood.

CHAPTER-32

REFLECTION, CONCENTRATION AND
MEDITATION
Allah says in the Holy Quran:

ََ
ُ َ
ُ َۡ
َ َ
ۡ َ ۡۤ َ
َ
ۡ َ َ
َ ّٰ َ َ
ا َو ل َ ۡم یَ َتفک ُر ۡوا ف ِ ۡیۤۡ انف ِس ِہ ۡم ۟ َما خل َق الل ُہ الس ّٰم ّٰو ِت َو الۡا ۡرض َو َما بَ ۡین ُہمَا ِالا ِبال َح ِق َو ا َج ٍل م َس ًمی ؕ َو ِان ک ِثی ًرا
َ
ّٰ
ٔ َالناس ب ِلق
)30:8( ﴾﴿ آی َر ِب ِہ ۡم لَک ِف ُر ۡو َن
ِ ِ ِ ِم َن



Meaning: Have they not meditated within themselves that Allah has not created the
heavens and the earth and whatever is between the two except with truth and for a fixed
term? And surely most of the people do not believe in the vision of their Lord. (30:8)
In this verse Allah has invited man to meditate within himself and ponder over the
heavens and the earth along with whatever is in them and also upon all His creation that
every created thing is truth but will end after a certain time.
It is the saying of the Holy Prophet:

َََ
َََ
َ
تفک ُر ْوا ف ِ ْی ّٰا ّٰی ِت ٖہ َو لَا تفک ُر ْوا ف ِ ْی ذا ِت ٖہ



َْ َ َ َ َ ْ ٌْ َ َ َ ُ َ َ َ
اد ِۃ الثقلی ِن
تفکر الساع ِة خیر ِمن ِعب



Meaning: Reflect upon the signs of Allah not the Essence.

Meaning: Concentration of a moment is better than the worship of both the worlds.

ْ َ
َ ْ
َْْ
لذک ُر ِبلَا فِک ِر ک َصوْ ِت الکل ِب
ِ ا



Meaning: To invoke (verbally) without reflection is like the barking of a dog.
To learn or to understand the reality of something, we think over it and a kind of curiosity
is created in our minds like, why does it exist and what is its use? If we concentrate upon
the reality of a minor thing, we can find its great importance but if a very important thing
is not considered about, even that becomes trivial and insignificant. By pondering over
the reality of a thing we can have deeper knowledge about its characteristics. The more
we concentrate upon the reality and importance of a particular thing, the more we come
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to know about its qualities and significance. All the material and scientific development
of today’s world is based upon concentrating and thinking about the importance of
different things and their uses. When a scientist thinks and reflects upon different aspects
of a problem, only then can he find a solution or when he reflects on the significance of a
thing, only then brings out its qualities and makes it useful for mankind. Same is the case
with every invention and discovery that it is based upon reflection and concentration of
certain scientist, thinker or philosopher. Thus the whole development of the world is by
virtue of concentration and reflection. Similarly progressing in Faqr which is the path to
Allah, demands concentration of the seeker upon every aspect of nature, religion, physical
and spiritual signs of Allah, reality of the soul, its relation with Allah, so on and so forth.
Only by concentration and reflection he comes to know about the will of Allah and the
ways to please Him and find His proximity.
 Allama Iqbal says:

ذرک

زج

اک ِر اجن اتس اںی ہن اک ِر اکم و بل

ذرک؟ ذوق و وشق را دادن ادب

۔۲

ونہز

زیخد از وے ہلعش اہےئ ہنیس وسز

۔۳

وت

را

زماج
ِ

اب

و

ذرک

االتخ ِط

۔۱

یمن

اکلم

ن
ِف

ِرقف

اسزد

دندیمی

ن
ِف

رقاں

Explanation: (1) Faqr, the soul of Quran, is the blend of invocation and reflection. I
have never found invocation accomplished without reflection.
(Reflection means to concentrate within yourself and to recognize your soul whereas
invocation means the remembrance of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. When the seeker is
attributed with both, he becomes the possessor of Faqr.)
(2) What is invocation? It means to teach your passion and eagerness the ways and
manners of Divine love and presence before Allah and it is the job of the soul rather
than that of throat and lips.
(3) Invocation ignites the flame of Divine love in the inner being which enlivens the
soul. The fire of love rising from the invocation of Allah consumes everything other
than Allah but you are not yet capable of such invocation. (Javid Nama)
Sultan-ul-Faqr VI Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali states:
 Reflection and concentration mean to ponder over something to have its knowledge
and understanding. The entire material and scientific progress where this world stands
today is the result of reflection of scientists upon the material things. This reflection is
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the base of every invention and discovery. Similarly Allah invites man to meditate
within himself. He says:

ََ
ُ َۡ
َ
)30:8( ا َو ل َ ۡم یَ َتفک ُر ۡوا ف ِ ۡیۤۡ انف ِس ِہ ۡم



Meaning: Have they not meditated within themselves. (30:8)
When a person meditates within himself, he finds the secret mentioned in this Qudsi
Hadith:

ُ ََ
ُ اَلْان ْ َس
ان ِس ِر ْی َو انا ِسرہ
ِ



Meaning: Man is My secret and I am his secret.
When a person becomes aware of this secret, Allah makes him His confidant. That is
why Mystics always teach to drown in one’s inward, to peep through the closet of
one’s body and to enter the inner. Remember! Meditation is also a kind of reflection
and concentration. The initial stage of meditation is to concentrate on Ism-e-Allah
Zaat with single minded calmness and closed eyes while the final meditation of
Mystics is viewing everything with open eyes. As it is said by Bayazid Bastami, “I
have been talking to Allah for thirty years, people have been misunderstanding that I
am talking to them.” (Sultan-ul-Faqr VI Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali-Life and Teachings)
Sultan Bahoo used many terms for reflection in his writings but all these terms actually
refer to meditation and concentration.

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEDITATION AND
CONCENTRATION
Meditation is a form of concentration. The only difference between the two is that meditation
requires seclusion and focus upon a single point with closed eyes. When the meditation
becomes strong in this way, the secret upon which the seeker is meditating is unfolded by
Allah. Although seclusion or closed eyes are not required for concentration and reflection.
The seeker keeps pondering over a single point every moment whether in solitude or in
crowd or doing the worldly chores. Allah gradually reveals upon him the hidden secrets
of that matter. In this way he views everything with open eyes and gets aware of Divine
secrets. This level is superior to the closed eye meditation. It can also be stated as;
meditation is the initial whereas concentration is the extreme stage. Meditation is in fact
the concentration through which a person gains the knowledge of his soul and finds its
reality. Faqr progresses through concentration. Only by concentration, the secrets of this
path are gradually disclosed, that is why the seeker of Allah always remains occupied by
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concentration and every moment he reaches a new waystation of closeness to Allah
through reflection.

MEDITATION
In meditation the state of absorption is apparently similar to that of a dream. Though during
a dream one does not remain cautious of one’s self but in meditation one remains vigilant
and conscious. Therefore meditation is more powerful and far more dominant than a dream.
Sultan Bahoo expresses:
 Although the states of dream and meditation are almost similar but meditation is
stronger and overpowering. A person comes out of the state of dreaming on a loud
voice (or sound) but the one immersed in the state of meditation is so much engrossed
in observing the light of Oneness of the Divine Essence that if someone beheads him,
he will not even realize it. Hence it is clear that meditation is like death. In the state
of such deep meditation, the seeker gets answer of all his questions spiritually (from
the Divine court) while staying vigilant. Real meditation grants gnosis of Allah and
takes the seeker to the level of a Mystic blessing him with the Divine light. He
becomes a friend of Allah and then Allah is pleased with him and he is pleased with
Allah according to the verse:

ۡ ُ
ۡ ّٰ
)98:8( َر ِضیَ الل ُہ َعن ُہ ۡم َو َرضوۡا َعن ُہ



Meaning: Allah is pleased with them and they are pleased with Him. (98:8)
Allah says to him:

َ
ُ
ُ ۡ َ ً َ ۡ َ ً َ َ َ ّٰ ۡۤۡ ۡ
)89:28۔30( ﴾﴿ ادخ ِل ۡی ف ِ ۡی ِع ّٰب ِد ۡی ﴿ۙ﴾ َو ۡادخ ِل ۡی َجنتِ ۡی
اضیة مر ِضیة ﴿﴾ ف
ِ ار ِج ِعی ِالی ر ِب ِک ر



Meaning: Return to your Lord in such a state that you are both the aspirant to and the
aspired of His pleasure (you seek His pleasure and He seeks yours). So join My
(perfect) slaves. And enter My paradise (of nearness and vision). (89:28-30)
Meditation acquaints the seeker with the Divine secret. The proficient at meditation
remains in dreaming state while awakening and remains vigilant while sleeping. He
beholds nothing except Allah in his meditation. Such high level meditation is
conferred only upon the true lovers of Allah who wish nothing but the gnosis, vision
and love of Allah and presence of the Mohammadan Assembly. (Shams-ul-Arifeen)
Meditation is the name of a special spiritual state during which the inward of a man is
guarded. The purpose of every meditation is to keep check that anything other than Allah
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may not find room in the seeker’s inward. Through meditation, the seeker gets rid of all
the sensual and evil thoughts. It is that special source which takes the seeker to Allah saving
him from being depraved. Such a meditation is called observation of Divinity.
Sultan Bahoo says:
 Meditation means to guard the inward and prevent everything that is other than Allah
to enter the inward such as the evil and satanic distractions and diseases, worries of
the world and the worldly desires. (Shams-ul-Arifeen)
During meditation the spiritual secrets are revealed upon the meditator. He witnesses
light and is blessed with the Divine vision. Then this vision of Essence and theophanies
never end even for a moment. Whether apparently he keeps talking to people or remains
busy in the worldly affairs, he ever possesses the eternal Divine presence in his inward.
Sultan Bahoo states:
 Meditation is the love for Allah which leads to the level of absorption in the Eternally
Alive Entity and to the everlasting levels of ‘death before dying’. It grants the seeker
the observation of states of Divine presence and takes him to the highest level of
spiritual journey where he is blessed with the secret of Divine secrets and honoured
with presence of the Mohammadan Assembly. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
The method of meditation is to be engaged in the invocation and concentration with
closed eyes. It must be the inward invocation and can be of any of the Divine names,
Quranic verses or contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. By this manner, the powers of
concentration and contemplation gradually become so strong that the meditator does not
need to close his eyes.
Sultan Bahoo says in this context:
 Meditation can be of various kinds; the meditation of invocation and reflection,
meditation of the Divine presence, meditation of annihilation in the spiritual guide,

ُ

meditation of annihilation in Allah, meditation of annihilation in Hoo (ْ)ہو, meditation
of annihilation in Faqr, meditation of annihilation in Prophet Mohammad, meditation of
annihilation of innerself and meditation of annihilation in the ninety nine beautiful
names of Allah. (Ain-ul-Faqr)

He states the method of meditation as:
 According to the spiritual researches the meditation in which the illusions created by
the false, evil and worldly thoughts and the incidents of the mortal world do not
interrupt and which is perfectly accurate because of invocation, reflection and the
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glorification of Allah is that the seeker should become attentive to his spiritual self and
contemplate Ism-e-Allah Zaat then he should start his meditation and recite the
following three times each:
(a) Bismillah al-Rahman al-Rahim

ّٰ
ِب ۡس ِم الل ِہ الرَ ۡح ّٰم ِن الرَ ِح ۡی ِم

Meaning: In the name of Allah, the most Beneficent, the most Merciful.
(b) Blessings and salutations upon the Holy Prophet (salawat)
(c) Ayat al-Kursi201
(d) Salamun qaulan min rabbin rahimin

َ َ
َ
)36:58(َس ّٰل ٌم ۟ قوۡلًا ِم ۡن ر ٍب ر ِح ۡی ٍم

Meaning: “Peace (be upon you)!” (This) greeting will be conveyed (to them) from
the Ever-Merciful Lord (36:58)
(e) The four Quls202
(f) The opening chapter of the Holy Quran
(g) Kalimah at-Tamjid (Words of Majesty)
Subhan-Allahi, wa-l-hamdu li-llahi, wa la ilaha illa-llahu, wa-llahu akbar wa la
hawla wa la quwwata illa bi-llahi-l-aliyyi-l-Azim

ّٰ
ْ َ ّٰ ّٰ َ
ْ ْ ّٰ َ َ ُ
ْ ّٰ َ َ ْ ُ
ان الل ِہ َو ال َح ْم ُد لِل ِہ َو لَٓا ِالّٰ َہ ِالا الل ُہ َو الل ُہ اکبَ ْر َو لَا َح ْو َل َو لَا قوَۃ ِالا ِبالل ِہ ال َع ِل ِی ال َع ِظ ْی ِم
سبح

Meaning: Exalted is Allah and praise be to Allah and there is no God but Allah and
Allah is the Greatest. And there is no might nor power except in Allah, the Most
High, the Most Great.
(g) The shahada

ّٰ
ّٰ َ
َ َ
لَٓا ِالّٰ َہ ِالا الل ُہ ُم َحم ٌد ر ُسوْ ُل الل ِہ

Meaning: There is no God but Allah, Mohammad is the Messenger of Allah.
Then he should focus his eyes on Ism-e-Allah Zaat and Ism-e-Mohammad. After this,
while keeping his eyes closed, he should make a wish to reach the assembly of the

ّٰ َ
Prophets and Saints and find the spiritual knowledge of ‘only Allah’ () ِالا الل ُہ.
Definitely the perfect spiritual guide would take him to the assembly in his sacred
company. (Majalisa-tul-Nabi Khurd)
201
202

Sura al-Baqarah, verse 255.
The four Quls consist of 109, 112, 113 and 114 suras of Quran.
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He states three stages of meditation in his book Mehak-ul-Faqr:
 The first and basic meditation of the seeker at initial stage is that in which the
absorption is gained and the seeker becomes enlightened. Second is the meditation of
the seeker at middle stage in which the absorption touches such a height where the
seeker becomes totally oblivious of the physical affairs. Third is the meditation of the
seeker at the extreme stage in which he is completely engrossed in the vision of the
Divine light of Unity. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
He explains the marvels of true meditation as:
 When a seeker starts gaining the knowledge of meditation, the love of Allah increases
in his inward. This love opens the way to seven Divine assemblies and he meets souls
of all the Prophets from Prophet Adam till Prophet Mohammad. This is the initial
blessing which is received by having the knowledge of meditation with true belief.
The meditation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat takes the meditator to the station of no station where
he observes the Divine Essence. The fools who hold their breath while invoking and
concentrating and consider it a meditation do not know the value of real meditation.
They are ignorant like animals and remain perplexed. Real meditation is like death.
When a seeker enters the state of meditation by the contemplation and attention of
Ism-e-Allah Zaat, he observes different phases of death which are seizure of the soul,
condition of the grave, cross examination by Munkar and Nakir and accountability of
the doomsday. Then he crosses the Sirat bridge safely and enters the heaven, there he
watches the houris and castles of paradise and is blessed with the Divine vision. Such
meditation blesses the meditator with Divine union at the level of truth of certainty.
(Shams-ul-Arifeen)

In the path of spiritual journey when the seeker covers different waystations, he is
blessed with different observations of Divinity which are according to his level, as Sultan
Bahoo says:
 There are four levels of meditation which are related with four stations. Meditation of
the seeker who is at the level of sharia and follows its rules and practises devotions, is
related to the physical world, whatever he sees in meditation is just limited to this
physical world. Second is the meditation of the seeker who is at the level of realm of
angels. He is a man of recitals and spiritual practices through which he gains purity
like the angels and gets attributed with the angelic qualities, whatever he sees in his
meditation is related to the realm of angels. Third is the meditation of the seekers
who have reached the realm of power. They are the men of invocation of Allah,
whatever they observe in their meditation is related to the realm of power, here they
behold Angel Gabriel. Fourth is the meditation of the seekers who have approached
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the realm of Divinity. They are the men of gnosis, whatever they see in their meditation
is related to the realm of Divinity. Ultimate is the meditation of Divine presence and
absorption in the state of annihilation in Allah. This meditation is related to the station
of Lordship. Here the seeker beholds nothing except Allah and Oneness. At this level
the seeker witnesses a new grandeur of Allah everyday according to the verse:

َۡ
ُ
)55:29( ﴾﴿ ک َل یَوۡ ٍم ُہوَ ف ِ ۡی شا ٍن



Meaning: Every moment His glory manifests anew. (55:29) (Ain-ul-Faqr)
Sultan Bahoo further says:
 If the seeker becomes unconscious of himself during the meditation and drowns in
the state of annihilation and if on coming out of the state of meditation he forgets in a
moment everything that he had seen during the meditation, it shows that whatever he
saw was from the Divinity and exactly the Essence. That seeker is at the level of a
crazy lover who is unconscious of himself and his state is like that of a moth in fire.
This is the meditation of the seeker who has not yet been blessed with the union of
Allah. He is still imperfect and detached from the Reality that is why he is perplexed.
Real meditation is that in which the seeker dives into the ocean of Divinity like an
expert diver and brings out pearls. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
Sultan Bahoo expresses about meditation in his book Shams-ul-Arifeen that it is in fact
observing the Divine Essence and knowing His secrets. He declares the meditation of
Ism-e-Allah Zaat as the best and the most superior. It is only through this meditation that
the seeker reaches the realm of Divinity and is blessed with Miraj and vision of Allah. He
further elaborates:
 When a true seeker beholds Ism-e-Allah Zaat in his meditation, it takes him to the
Divine Essence. He observes the Essence within himself and drowns in the meditation
in such a way that there neither remains invocation, reflection, pleasure, sorrow,
hunger nor the desires of innerself. Neither he remembers closeness and remoteness nor
the destiny or wishes. Hence what does he remember and where has he reached? He
only remembers love and passion (for Divine Essence). When a lover approaches this
stage, all his objectives are achieved. Then the invocation and reflection are forbidden
for him and whatever he observes is very special. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 If a person enters heaven in his dream or meditation and eats heavenly food, drinks
from the pond of heaven and views its houris and castles, he does not need to drink or
eat ever in his life again. His thirst and hunger are satiated forever. He never sleeps
for his whole life even if he appears to be sleeping and stays in a single ablution
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throughout his life. He is blessed with such Divine favour to worship Allah that he is
always absorbed in prostrating Him and becomes (spiritually) stronger and healthier
day by day. He eats merely to show people so that his reality remains hidden from
them and is saved from their criticism. For him winter and summer are the same and
he does not enjoy any weather. Though this is an inferior level possessed by an
unaccomplished Dervish. The true Fakir is ashamed to stay at this level because it is far
away from the Mohammadan Faqr and belongs to the appetites of innerself. The
final level is that the seeker is blessed with Divine vision during his dream or
meditation which cannot be explained in words or exemplified with anything. Such
fire is blazed in the existence of the seeker due to the gnosis of Oneness, invocation
and contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and the Divine love that he keeps worshipping
Allah and admonishing his innerself day and night due to their majestic effects. Hence
he covers himself in sharia, follows it perfectly and recites:

َََ
َََ
َ
تفک ُر ْوا ف ِ ْی نِ ْعمَآئِ ٖہ َو لَا تفک ُر ْوا ف ِ ْی ذا ِت ٖہ



Meaning: Reflect upon His blessings not upon the Essence. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
In his writing Ain-ul-Faqr, Sultan Bahoo has stated seven levels of meditation:
 There are seven levels of meditation; first is the meditation of the ignorant which is
like wandering in a jungle, second is the meditation of heretics and music lovers
which is like the deceit of Antichrist (Dajjal). Third is the meditation of invocation in
which the invoker observes the stages of invocation and experiences spiritual states.
Fourth is the meditation of people of reflection who are the men of spiritual states.
The Holy Prophet said about such reflection and concentration:

َْ َ َ َ َ ْ ٌْ َ َ َ ُ َ َ َ
اد ِۃ الثقلی ِن
تفکر الساع ِة خیر ِمن ِعب



Meaning: Concentration of a moment is better than the worship of both the worlds.
Fifth is the perfect meditation of the immortal Mystic in which he gains the gnosis.
Sixth is the accomplished meditation of the perfect Mystic in which he beholds the
sacred souls. Seventh is the meditation of everlasting Faqr about which the Holy
Prophet said:

ّٰ َ ْ َ ْ َ َ َ
ِ ِاذا تم الفق ُر ف ُہوَ اللہ



Meaning: When Faqr is accomplished that is Allah.
It is the meditation of the seeker who is annihilated in Allah and is drowned in the
Divine Oneness being one with the Essence. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
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During meditation the seeker observes different visuals abundantly. In this context Sultan
Bahoo has elaborated these visuals in his literary work as given below:
 If a seeker sees the infidels in his dream or meditation, it shows that either his inciting
innerself has been aroused or he has not reached even the first stage of shahada ‘there

َ
is no (other) God’ ( )لٓا ِال ّٰ َہor it is the Satan who shows him the gathering of infidels

daily so that he becomes disappointed and leaves the path of Allah. That seeker
should invoke blessings upon the Holy Prophet and recite the prayer for safety from the
Satan (hawqala) before sleeping or performing the meditation so that the satanic
thoughts and whispers may end and his inward is enlightened. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 If someone sees cattle, animals, gold or silver in the meditation, it means that his
meditation is related to the physical world and he is still wandering in the desert of
worldly desires. This shows that the invocation of Allah has not affected him yet. Its
remedy is that he must shun the worldly desires and pleasures. If someone sees the
orchards, rivers, greenery of spring, castles, houris and palaces of the heaven, it means
that his inward is still filthy and rusty and it cannot be purged except by the attention of
the perfect spiritual guide. The satanic whisperer and obsessions have still surrounded
his inward which shows that the invocation he has been doing is not the proper and
real kingly invocation. What is the sign of real and special kingly invocation? One

ّٰ َ
who does the special kingly invocation of Allah ( ) الل ُہby the tongue, he only talks

about the invocation of Allah, words of Allah, words of the Holy Prophet and sayings
of the Saints and discusses nothing else. He does not see strangers (for him everyone
other than Allah is a stranger) as it is forbidden by Allah to see strangers and he feels
ashamed of disobeying Allah. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 There are four kinds of observations in the meditation. The person who is outwardly
busy in worships, invocation and meditation but inwardly fosters love of the world,
whatever he observes in his meditation is related to the physical world and is fake and
transitory like it. The seeker of Allah who has devoted his life to Allah is physically and
spiritually engrossed in the intense Divine love and His invocation and meditation,
whatever he observes esoterically as well as exoterically is just the observation of
Divinity. Third kind of observation is of that person who fears Allah physically and
spiritually, whatever he sees in the meditation is related to the paradise. Fourth kind
is the observation of the person who does not offer salat and is engrossed in worldly
pleasures outwardly and inwardly, whatever he sees is just a satanic deceit and an
illusion created by his cruel inciting innerself which has to decline. The Holy Prophet
said:
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َ ُ
َ ُ
ک ُل ش ْیٍَۙءیَ ْر ِجع ِالّٰی ا ْص ِل ٖہ



Meaning: Everything turns towards its origin. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
Sultan Bahoo mentions the status of a seeker who has the power of true meditation:
 The men of true meditation have great spiritual ranks as they are on the straight path
of righteousness which is the esoteric way of Prophet Mohammad since pre-existence.
The door to meditation is not opened for the seeker unless he starts it with the
contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. Foundation of special meditation of the chosen
ones is contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat which they get by practising invocation,
reflection and glorification. The man of meditation holds such a great level that whatever
he watches spiritually or in dream grants him gnosis of Allah and leads him to the
Mohammadan Assembly where he meets the Prophets and Saints. Whoever does not
gain these two blessings from his meditation, his meditation is wrong. Actually he
does not even know what the real meditation is like. Meditation is a guard against the
dangers of innerself, Satan and the world. It takes the seeker to the Mohammadan
Assembly, elevating him spiritually step by step and immerses him in Divinity after
crossing all the spiritual stations. The seeker who meditates according to this verified
method gets blessed with the Divine presence whenever he wishes. Meditation of the
immortal Mystic ends peacefully and makes his esoteric self replete. Congratulations
to him! (Shams-ul-Arifeen)

CONCENTRATON
Sultan Bahoo describes about concentration:
 The Arabic word for concentration is  رکفتtransliterated as tafakkur. It has four alphabets
i.e. ( ِتT), ( فF), (کK), ( رR). Alphabet ( تT) refers to renunciation of lust, alphabet

( فF) is annihilation of the innerself, alphabet ( کK) stands for the eminence of soul
and the alphabet

( رR) represents the secret of Truth. The concentration by which the

sensual appetites are not renounced, the innerself is not annihilated, soul is not elevated
and the secret of Truth is not disclosed cannot be called concentration. Identification
of the man of concentration is that he concentrates about his Lord through Ism-e-Allah
Zaat by the grace of which no sin is committed by him and he always remains firm
on the straight path. Another sign of such man is that he always remains engrossed in
the invocation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. Due to this his inward is liberated from hypocrisy
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and he is spiritually purified. Further identity of the man of concentration is that he
omits all the traces of other than Allah by getting engrossed in the invocation of Isme-Allah Zaat. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
 When the seeker is bestowed with concentration by the spiritual guide regarding
contemplation and invocation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat, he gives up his ego and becomes
oblivious of himself. During the meditation which is like a dreamy concentration,
when adornments of both the worlds and paradise are presented to him, he considers
Divine lights of Ism-e-Allah Zaat which come from engrossment in Allah as the best
and takes both the worlds as inferior. Here the non-creation light of Ism-e-Allah Zaat
attracts the created man towards itself with such a grace that he never returns to other
than Allah. The light takes all his authority and makes him subservient to the true
Authority.

َ
َْ
ّٰا َمنا َو َص َدقنا



Meaning: We admit and endorse it.
The man who declines this, is the denier of the Oneness of Lord. Concentration is the
outcome of the Saints’ inculcation. The form of concentration is like the Divine secret
whereas the form of faith in the existence of man is like the light of Ism-e-Allah Zaat.
When the Saints die their form of faith comes out of their bodies and offers their own
funeral prayer along with the people. Apart from Mystics and Saints nobody knows that
form of faith. The pure soul having such a form of faith has no fear of accountability of
the doomsday. Allah says:

َ
ُ ۡ
َ ّٰ َ َ ۡ َ َ ۡۤ َ َ
)10:62( آء الل ِہ لَا خوۡ ٌف َعل ۡی ِہ ۡم َو لَا ُہ ۡم یَح َزنوۡ َن
الا ِان اول ِی



Meaning: Beware! Verily the Saints of Allah will not have any fear nor will they
grieve. (10:62)
The Holy Prophet always remained engrossed in concentration and was ever blessed
with Miraj in the form of celestial light. This spiritual state of the Prophet is popular
among the creation of Allah. Do not suspect these wonders of the unseen world as
they are the outcome of following the path of Prophet Mohammad. Whoever suspects
them becomes a pagan. May Allah save me from this. The person who does not believe
in faith and its form which is the Divine light of Ism-e-Allah Zaat, only destroys his
faith. He is a hypocrite and faithless.
Another interpretation of concentration is that when the seeker engrosses in extreme
concentration of immersion in the state of annihilation in Allah, he achieves the levels
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of eternal safety accompanying Ism-e-Allah Zaat and by his grace both the worlds
remain safe. That is why one day Rabia of Basra was going with a bowl of water on
one hand and fire on the other. The people asked her about it. She replied, “I want to
burn the heaven with fire and extinguish the hell with water as these have engaged
people with themselves and nobody pays attention towards Allah.”
Concentration is that stage of the seeker of Allah about which the Holy Prophet said,
“Concentration of a moment is better than the worship of both the worlds.” (Mehak-ulFaqr Kalan)

Sultan Bahoo says:
 There are three levels of concentration:
1. Initial concentration
2. Medium concentration
3. Extreme concentration
The initial concentration is better than the worship of one year. As the thinker starts
invocation and reflection, he suffers from an extreme fear of death and then never
forgets death. He breaks all hopes from worldly life and considers himself a traveller
every moment.

از دجایئ قلخ ہب اخقل وضحر

وبقر

ابدش

اخہن

ولخت

اخص

دش ووج ِد ذارک اعرف رس ہب رس

اعرافں را  رب از قح دش ربخ

Explanation: The graves of Mystics are the secluded places where they remain in the
company of the Creator being separated from the creation. The grave endows Mystic
the awareness of the Essence and his entire being becomes an invoker in itself.
Angel Azrael remains unaware of the states of Mystics because they do not die rather
ever remain engrossed in the Divine light of Ism-e-Allah Zaat being immortal. The
person who annihilates himself in the Essence of Allah being engrossed in the
theophanies and is blessed with such an immortal life by the contemplation of Ism-eAllah Zaat, always remains fearful. That is why it is said, “The more one knows Allah
mystically the more he becomes humble.”
It is the reason that the Mystic is at times pessimistic and at times optimistic. He
liberates himself from other than Allah and ever remains astonished. His state is due to
the Divine presence.
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زری

۔ ذرک رکف ریسے از ارسا ِر قح۱

انرظے ہب اںی رظن ذارک امتم

۔ رظن ابال رعش رت ہن کی اقمم۲

دش

درایمن
ِ

۔ رہ رکا از ددیہ ِدل واز دش۳

اغشل روابہ را لود سپ اب رظن

۔ ابوھؒ! درایمن ریش و روابہ دور رت۴

قبط

ہن

ک زاز

ذارکاشن

ذارکاں

اپےئ

Explanation: (1) By invocation and reflection such journey of Divine secrets is achieved
that nine strata come under the feet of the invoker.
(2) Sight of the invoker goes beyond the Throne where nine strata seem merely one
station. The invoker who gets such a sight is called the perfect invoker.
(3) The invoker whose inner eye is enlightened is called the falcon of invokers.
(4) O Bahoo! There is a lot of difference between a lion and a fox. The eye of a jackal
or fox always remains on the lowland (inferiority).
The medium type of concentration is that by which the kingly invocation starts. It is
called journey of the secrets and observation of Divine light of the absolute
Compassionate. By this concentration first of all the invocation is started with which
the kingdom of seven climes is gained. After it the kingly invocation starts and its
invoker is called the sultan of Mystics, sultan of the immortals, sultan of renouncers,
sultan of endurers, sultan of scholars, sultan of practitioners, sultan of lovers and the
sultan of invokers. What is the sign of sultan of invokers? It is that the kingly invocation
is the practice of seeing the Divine Essence without any veil which is Divine power
and secret. The sultan of invokers is liberated from evil thoughts and sensual whims
because this invocation belongs to the soul and the man of vivified soul enjoys
sorrow, calamity and trouble exactly like children eat sweets delightfully. Such an
invoker is called courageous.
The inward of seekers is also of three kinds. The inward of lovers is like a mountain
which neither shakes nor wavers. The inward of the truthful is like a strong tree
which is never separated from the land of passion. The Divine lover’s inward is like
the leaves of a tree which is at times bare or at times hidden by the warmth of love
and thrusts of autumn breeze. For such an inward meeting with the Beloved is the
spring. Without the Beloved spring is worthless!
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The inward which remains busy in the remembrance of Beloved is engrossed in the
Divine company.
The inward which is dead being polluted with paganism wears the knotted strings of
infidels around his neck. I repent thousand times from such an inward.
The seeker of gnosis essentially needs to get the eye of gnosis. The eye with such a
sight observes the Divine secrets which make the seeker one with Allah. Although the
eye of gnosis is unique but it is extremely enchanting. Whatever a Mystic sees, he
beholds only the light of Allah in it. He does not behold beauty of the creation because
to keep an eye on the creation’s beauty is waywardness. O the knowledgeable one!
Acquire gnosis so that it can elevate you to the status of Divine command. Such status
and reflection are gained through the kingly invocation. The kingly invocation is that in
which the entire body gets engaged in the invocation of Allah hence the waywardness
and sin end. The kingly invocation is the combination of four invocations; the oral
invocation, the inward invocation, the invocation of the soul and the secret
invocation. In the kingly invocation the concentration of a moment is better than the
worship of seventy years. Although during this concentration at times honour, at
times surprise, at times the majestic absorption, at times trance of the Beauty occupies
the seeker spiritually. In such circumstances the man of observation and Divine union
should remain alert. As at this station due to the spiritual occupation of invocation
and extreme intoxication some seekers are dominated by paganism, polytheism and
ego. Consequently the seekers suffering from frenzy of egoism are accursed by heavens
like Satan. To be persistent on the Divine path, it is essential to focus and concentrate
on Ism-e-Allah Zaat and the truth of certainty.
Fakirs attain the extreme level of concentration. This level cannot be attained by the
one who does not surpass and forget four levels of reflection i.e. the reflection of preexistence, of eternity, of the world and that of the hereafter; four invocations i.e. the
oral invocation which is merely a habit, the inward invocation which is a devotion,
the invocation of soul which is a worship and the secret invocation which is the exact
beneficence; four lives i.e. the life of physical world, life of angelic realm, life of
realm of power and the life of realm of Divinity; four stations i.e. the station of sharia,
station of mysticism, station of reality and that of gnosis. Unless he renounces everything
and returns to the Divine light immersing in annihilation after annihilation, immortality
after immortality, gets bestowed with utter forgiveness and attains the levels of
nearness and union becoming exactly the absolute Essence, he remains victim of his
ego. It is the saying of the Holy Prophet:
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َ ْ َ ُ َ َْ
نف ُسک ُع ُدوک ف ِ ْی َجن ِبک



Meaning: Your enemy is the inciting innerself which is present within you.
The Holy Prophet bounds some of the Fakirs with himself and makes both the worlds
their subservient and people their obedient. He bestows on them the blessings of
renunciation, firm trust in Allah, Oneness, patience, gratitude, Divine gnosis, invocation
and reflection upon Allah which sate them and they ever remain engrossed in Allah.
The person preoccupied by the worry of livelihood gets imprisoned by it which turns
him to a humiliated and dishonoured vagabond. He becomes deprived of the Divine
union. That is why! O man of truth! Concentrate upon Faqr as Faqr is the light of
Oneness of Allah which rises from the core of existence by the invocation of Divine
names. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
 Attaining the extreme concentration is a very arduous toil. Therefore to travel the
path of concentration, hold the hand of such a spiritual guide who is the perfect Fakir.
(Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)

Sultan Bahoo further says:
 When the true seeker and the perfect Fakir spiritual guide who is the man of authority
join together truthfully, the spiritual guide grants the seeker the contemplation and
authority over the entire earth from east to west and all the humans. He blesses him
with the presence of the Mohammadan Assembly and ennobles him with high levels
of gnosis and Faqr. Do not consider it strange or wrong as the esoteric blessings
cannot be gained without the spiritual guide who has command over the esoteric self.
However the seeker ought to be truthful. This is the particular concentration and
authority which is better than the devotion of both the worlds as the Holy Prophet
said:

َْ َ َ َ َ ْ ٌْ َ َ َ ُ َ َ َ
اد ِۃ الثقلی ِن
تفکر الساع ِة خیر ِمن ِعب



Meaning: Concentration of a moment is better than the worship of both the worlds.
(Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)

 When the possessor of contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat gets blessed with presence
in the Mohammadan Assembly by the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and shahada
then starts the meditation with closed eyes, he holds the sword of contemplation of
Ism-e-Allah Zaat in his hand and slays all the major and minor sins of his whole life
with it. He also kills his inciting innerself, Satan, devilish whispers, obsessions, evil
thoughts rather all his enemies on the earth with this sword. The Holy Prophet said,
“Concentration of a moment is better than the worship of both the worlds.”
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The Holy Prophet has declared the eternal invocation (of Ism-e-Allah Zaat) and its
perfect concentration and meditation as the collection of all the pious deeds according
to the verse:

ّٰ
ۡ َ ّٰ ّٰ َ
ۡ ّٰ ۡ َ
ۡ
َ
)11:114( ﴾﴿ ِان ال َح َسن ِت یُذ ِہبۡ َن الس ِیا ِت ؕ ذل ِک ِذک ّٰری ل ِلذکِ ِرین



Meaning: Surely good actions erase the evil ones. This is an admonition for those who
accept admonition. (11:114) (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
 Understand that the rank of the scholars and exegetists of jurisprudence, Quranic
injunctions and Hadiths is different from that of men of recitals, invocations and
reflection. Reflection upon the blessings of Allah increases the love of Allah, reflection
upon the favours of Allah increases modesty, reflection upon the promises and
warnings of Allah increases the fear of Allah, reflection upon the gnosis of Allah
enhances the light of Oneness in the inward, reflection upon the knowledge of Quran
increases the passion for good deeds in the inward, reflection upon the worldly
matters darkens the inward and indulges it in evil planning. Nothing is worse than the
world and worldly people. Strange are the people who consider them better than the
name of Allah and the faith and Faqr of Prophet Mohammad. True Muslim and believer
is the one who fulfils the greatest obligation which is to always consider Allah
Omnipresent and Omnipotent. This is the greatest of all obligations while the greatest
of all the Sunna of Prophet Mohammad is to sacrifice household in the path of Allah.
This greatest obligation and Sunna is offered only by the true men of Allah (the
Fakirs). (Kaleed-ul- Tauheed Kalan)
Sultan Bahoo says about the Divine union which is gained through concentration and
waham:

راسدن ہب ومٰیل و از وخد ردہ
ذپری

ِدل

 رکشت

لود

ذترک

ددہ

ودحت

وزری

بفکر

اواھم
اطلسن

ہب
اتس

بفکر

۔۱

۔ ومھ۲

دبںی وتہش ِو ِھمت وشد نیع اشہ

راہ

تنت نیع رگدد ز تبحص ِامکل

واصل

نم

۔ وچں اواھم رگدد نیقی ریگ نم۵

ِریب
ِ دتب

آدی

ہلمج

اہجن

رہب استع آدی دبل دص امجل

امکل

زا ِد
اعبمل

ایبدب

نکب
راسدن

و ِھمت

رفتد

و

۔ رجتد۳

و ِھمت

۔ وچں۴

ِاطلسن
ِ

۔ وچن۶
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اییتف

وخبد

تقیقح

ووصل
ِ

۔ دبنی و ِھمت وخد را وچ آرایتس۷

Explanation: (1) If concentration is accompanied by waham, it grants Oneness and
takes to Allah liberating from one’s ownself.
(2) In your existence waham is the sultan, concentration is its vizier and invocation is
the great armed force (which fights against Satan and the innerself).
(3) If you attain the spiritual levels of isolation and separation then your waham will
become divine by this provision.
(4) When your waham will take you to the station of Divine union, you will attain
perfect Divine company.
(5) When I reached the station of perfect certainty through waham, all the worlds
came under my authority.
(6) When the Sultan of waham attains excellence in your existence, hundreds of
theophanies of Divine beauty appear in your inward every moment.
(7) When you adorn yourself with the power of waham, you are blessed with the
union of Reality within yourself. (Sultan-ul-Waham)
 The person who attains to this status (of waham), he loses his peace and tranquillity.
At times he is pessimistic and at times he is optimistic. Sometimes he is in a state of
spiritual intoxication and at times in a state of sobriety. Sometimes being unconscious, he
becomes proud and carried away by self-conceit and sometimes becomes a possessor of
eternal presence. At times he is a person of the hidden and at times possessor of the
Divine beauty and majesty. At times he is repentant and at times he becomes honourable
and delighted. Sometimes by becoming a possessor of Divine observation, he relishes
upon the flavours of Divine love. Hence his spiritual states keep switching so frequently
till eternity that it is impossible to count them. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)

ریس

وت

ربآور

احشل

اواھم

ہب

ارگ ولص وخایہ ربوں وش ز ریغ
Explanation: Waham makes you cover the journey of spiritual states and if you want
union with Allah then be alienated from everything other than Allah. (Mehak-ul-Faqr
Kalan)
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Sultan Bahoo expresses in his Punjabi poetry:

ُاہہی ظفل ِِتَ ولتاروں ھ
ُھ
ِ رکف کن ارساروں

ذرک ونکں رک رکف ہمییساَں

ڈکنھ آںیہ ےت اجن الجون

ُذارک وسیئ ڑہیجے رکف امکون کہ کلپ انں افرِغ ایروں ھ
ب ن
ن
ُرکف دا ھیییاَ وکیئ ہن ےویے ےٹپ مبھ اچ اپڑوں ھ
ُھ
ِ  امروں،ابھ رب رےھک رکف ِد
ُؒ
قح دا ہملک آںیھک
Explanation: Practise invocation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and concentrate perpetually because
when invocation and reflection get blended their effectivity becomes sharper than a sword.
Only by concentration the Divine secrets are unfolded. The seeker who concentrates when
gets familiar to the Divine secrets, his soul sighs painfully which burns the evil whispers
and sensual appetites to ashes. The real invokers are those who remain absorbed in the
concentration of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and never get free even for a moment. By concentration
such secrets are disclosed which are impossible otherwise. Always tell the truth! May
Allah keep us safe from the depraving concentration! (Abyat-e-Bahoo Kamil)
Sultan Bahoo explains about the depraving concentration:
 Just think whether your reflection and grief are for the sake of Allah or for your
problems and livelihood. Allah says:

ُ ۡ ّٰ َ َ ۡ َ ۡ َ َ ۡ َ َ
)11:6( ض ِالا َعلی الل ِہ رِزق َہا
ِ و ما ِمن دٓاب ٍة فِی الار



Meaning: And there is no moving creation (living being) on the earth but (that) its
sustenance is (a bountiful obligation) upon Allah. (11:6)

َۡ ََۡ ۡ ُ َ َۡ َ َََۡ َۡ ُ
ّٰ َ ۡ ۡ ُ َ َ ۡ َ ۡ ُ َ ۡ َ َ ۡ َ َ ُ ۡ َ
)43:32( ض َد َر ّٰج ٍت
ٍ نحن قسمنا بینہم م ِعیشتہم فِی الحیو ِۃ الدنیا و رفعنا بعضہم فوق بع



Meaning: We distribute amongst them (the resources of) economy in the life of this
world and We alone raise some of them in grades (of wealth and resources) over the
others. (43:32)

ّٰ َ
ۡ ۡ ُۡ ُ ُ َ
)51:58( ﴾﴿ ِان الل َہ ُہوَ الرَزاق ذو القوَ ِۃ المَ ِتی ُن



Meaning: Truly! Allah alone is the Sustainer of everyone, the Lord of great Might,
the most Strong. (51:58)
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ُُۡ
ُ
َ
)51:22( ﴾﴿ َو فِی السمَآ ِء رِزقک ۡم َو َما توۡ َع ُد ۡو َن



Meaning: And (also) there is sustenance for you in the heaven and (all that too) which
you are promised. (51:22)

ََ
ُ َ ُ ُ ّٰ َ َ ۡ
َ َ َ
ۡ ُ َ
)29:60( ﴾﴿ َو کایِ ۡن ِم ۡن َدٓاب ٍة لا ت ۡح ِم ُل رِزق َہا ۖ٭ الل ُہ یَ ۡرزق َہا َو ِایاک ۡم۫ۙ َو ُہوَ الس ِم ۡیع ال َع ِل ۡی ُم



Meaning: And many an animal there is that does not carry its sustenance (with it)!
Allah provides for them and for you too. And He is All-Hearing, All-Knowing. (29:60)
(Mehak-ul- Faqr Kalan)

Man concentrates day and night on improving his worldly life. This oblivion towards Allah
does not let him adopt the worships of sharia. Those who have adopted these devotions
are obsessed by them and do not think to proceed ahead. Though physical worships are
the medium to reach Allah yet are not the destination. People are satisfied at their fixed
states and spiritually static. They only think about themselves, children, wives, families,
homes, business, relatives and friends every moment. Have they ever thought about the
purpose of life? The aim of life is to recognize Allah, one who remains oblivious would
be a failure in the life hereafter. Sultan Bahoo says:

ن
غ
رفزدن دنبہ ات دخا را مش وخمر
کی
،یسمی ہک ہب ز دخا دنبہ رپور
وت

Explanation: Do not worry about your progeny, they are first the slaves of Allah then
your children. Who are you to claim to be a greater nourisher than Allah! (Nur-ul-Huda
Kalan)

It is obvious from the teachings of Sultan Bahoo that meditation and concentration only
benefit the seekers who walk the path of self-purification, inward sanctification and
enlightenment of soul. Only they achieve Divine vision during meditation and concentration.
Otherwise it is an evil sport for the worldly ones. The meditation and concentration of the
veiled people is depraving and in vain.

CHAPTER-33

PERSEVERANCE
Allah says in the Quran:

َ َ ۡ
ُ َ َ َ َ ُ َ ۡ َ َ َ َ ُ َ َ ۡ َ ُ ُ ّٰ َ ُ َ ۡ ُ َ َ ۡ َ َ
َ ُ َۡ
اموۡا ت َتنز ُل َعل ۡی ِہ ُم المَ ٰٓل ِئکة الا تخافوۡا َو لَا تح َزنوۡا َو ا ۡب ِش ُر ۡوا ِبال َجن ِة التِ ۡی
ِان ال ِذین قالوا ربنا اللہ ثم استق
ُ ُۡ
(41:30)کن ُت ۡم توۡ َع ُد ۡو َن



Meaning: Surely those who say, “Our Lord is Allah,” then stick to it (firmly), angels
descend upon them (and say,) “Do not fear or grieve and rejoice in the paradise that you
were promised.” (41:30)
Perseverance is a spiritual power to face the trials on the path of Truth with patience
and courage. It is the base to succeed both in religion and the world. In the path of Faqr
to keep travelling with perseverance is in itself a huge success. In the ardent love of
Allah, a person should keep moving towards the destination bravely and should not feel
afraid or nervous by the difficulties encountered. People are afraid of even a single calamity
while lovers of Allah happily embrace countless blows. Even after knowing that this path is
full of innumerable difficulties as is with the straight path, they put to sail their ship in the
tsunami of love.
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani says in his book Sirr al-Asrar:
 Saint is the one who is annihilated in Divinity and has become immortal with Him
hence sees only Allah wherever he turns his gaze. He neither has his own will nor
finds peace in other than Allah. He could be recognized from his miracles but they are
kept hidden and are not for display. These are the secrets of Allah, disclosing them is
considered infidelity. It is written in Mirsad that the people displaying miracles are
veiled and miracles for a slave of Allah is like blood of menstruation. For a Saint one
of the stations among thousands is of miracles which is bestowed upon him first of all.
One who successfully crosses it walks rest of the stations as well, otherwise he fails.
Sultan-ul-Faqr VI Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali says:
 In Faqr the greatest miracle is steadfastness and perseverance.
 The real marvel and excellence on the path of Faqr is to reach the destination after
passing through all the trials and obstacles with perseverance. (Sultan-ul-Faqr VI Sultan
Mohammad Asghar Ali-Life and Teachings)
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Sultan Bahoo says:
 Faqr is the path of perseverance not of miracles or sensual desires. Perseverance is an
attribute of the chosen ones while miracles are considered as filth and impurity on
this path. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 The person who remains perseverant on the path of Faqr becomes the holder of secrets
of Allah. While one who rebels against Ism-e-Allah Zaat, leaves perseverance and
returns to the world has turned his back on the kingly rank and the secret of Faqr. He
is a vulture who has set his gaze on the carrion. Hence he will be disgraced in both
the worlds and will never be satiated. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
Therefore miracles are not important in the path of Faqr rather the grandest miracle is
to remain steadfast and resolute to reach the destination like it is stated in the Quran:

َ
ّٰ ُ
ُ َۡ َ ََ
ُ
(95:6)ال ِذیۡ َن ّٰا َمنوۡا َو َع ِملوا الص ِل ّٰح ِت فل ُہ ۡم ا ۡج ٌر غی ُر َم ۡمنوۡ ٍن



Meaning: Those who believe and do good works, for them is an unending (everlasting)
reward. (95:6)
Sultan Bahoo says in Punjabi poetry:

طم
ُھ
ِ اثتب ِصبق ےت دقم اریگے اتںیئ رب ھتیںُے
ُلُں لُں دے وِچ ذرک اہلل دا رہ دم ایپ ڑپویھے ھ
ُھ
ِ

وینسے

ُھ

ےویے

ایپ

ُھ

ن
،جمہاَدن

ُھ
 رب

ایعین
َُھ
ؒ ب

نیع
دا

اہنتں

ابنط
ریقف

اظرہ
انم

Explanation: Divine union is only possible when the seeker of Allah with sincerity, honesty
and perseverance travels the path of Faqr. His entire being invokes Ism-e-Allah Zaat hence
he is engrossed in the Divine vision both esoterically and exoterically. Fakirs are those
whose shrines are the epitomes of beneficence like their blessed selves were in life.

ُوہون راہی رپریے ھ

وج دل ےگنم وہوے انںیہ

ُدوتس ہن دویے ِدل دا دارو قشع ہن وااگں ریھپے ھ
نک
ُاِس دیمان تبحم دے وِچ مل ِدبے ات ھییرے ھ
ن
َُھُ جمہاَں رایھک دقم اریگے ھ
ؒ ںیم رقابن اہنتں وتں ب
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Explanation: Initially the seeker is restless as the wish to see Allah is not fulfilling. Neither
there is any consideration from the spiritual guide nor are there signs from Allah towards
union. Worry, restlessness, pain and the yearning for union keep on intensifying.
Sultan Bahoo expresses his love for those seekers of Allah who remain steadfast
despite everything and ultimately reach the destination.

ُھ
ِ وسز ونکں نت ڑسای اسرا ںیم ےت داھکں ڈریے الےئ
ُانں ونجن ِدن ااضےئ ھ

 واتں،وکلئ واگن وکدنیک

ُھ
ِ لول ن ِیمیہ َا رت اسون آیئ اتَمں ومٰیل ہنیم واسےئ
َُھُ رب ِسکدبایں دوتس المےئ ھ
ؒ اثتب دصق ےت دقم اوگاہں ب
Explanation: The fire of love has consumed my entire existence and the sorrow of being
separated from Allah has left deep wounds. To quench the thirst of Divine vision I am
requesting everyone. The cloud of gnosis from the spiritual guide has arrived but my deeds
are such that it is not yet showering. Perhaps lamentation, invocation and concentration
would work. The seekers who walk the path of Faqr with sincerity and perseverance reach
the destination of union with Allah. (Abyat-e-Bahoo Kamil)
Those who keep on travelling the path of Faqr with perseverance do reach the destination
ultimately crossing manifold trials and tests.

CHAPTER-34

THE LEVELS OF ANNIHILATION IN
SPIRITUAL GUIDE, PROPHET
MOHAMMAD AND ALLAH
There are three levels of a true seeker:
First is the level of annihilation in spiritual guide. When a seeker contemplates the
countenance of the perfect spiritual guide, he observes his spiritual guide everywhere.
Second is the level of annihilation in Prophet Mohammad. When the seeker contemplates
the countenance and beautiful name of Prophet Mohammad (Ism-e-Mohammad), wherever
he looks he observes the Mohammadan Assembly.
Third is the level of annihilation in Allah. When the seeker contemplates the Divine name
Ism-e-Allah Zaat, his innerself purifies and wherever he looks, he observes infinite
theophanies of the light of Allah. This is the station of no station. The seeker reaches the
level of annihilation in Allah after annihilation in these theophanies.
Sultan Bahoo states:
 There are three levels of a true seeker. First is the level of annihilation in the spiritual
guide. When a seeker contemplates the countenance of the perfect spiritual guide, he
observes the marvels of the authority of his spiritual guide everywhere. Second is the
level of annihilation in Prophet Mohammad. When the seeker contemplates the
countenance and beautiful name of Mohammad, everything other than Allah is
eliminated from his inward and wherever he looks he observes the Mohammadan
Assembly. Third is the level of annihilation in Allah. When the seeker contemplates
Ism-e-Allah Zaat, his inciting innerself dies and wherever he looks, he observes
infinite theophanies of the light of Allah. The Divine light is beheld on reaching the
station of no station as considering Allah to be bound in time and space is an absolute
disbelief. (Shams-ul-Arifeen)
 The three levels of closeness to Allah are gained by three kinds of contemplation
which are contemplation of annihilation in the spiritual guide, contemplation of Isme-Mohammad and contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. You must know and understand
that the entire creation is from the light of Prophet Mohammad which manifested
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from the light of Allah. The spiritual guide who cannot take the light of the seeker to its
origin, the light of Prophet Mohammad, and then drown it in the ocean of light of
Divine Oneness, he should not at all be called a spiritual guide. The true spiritual
guide purifies the innerself of the seeker on the very first day by the contemplation of
Ism-e-Allah Zaat and converts it into light. He sanctifies the inward and converts it
also into light as well as enlightens the soul converting it into light too, then he lets
the light of the secret of the seeker manifest in his being which has been completely
purged. The lights of all four; the innerself, the inward, the soul and the secret merge
into each other and become one and then return to their origin as is said in a Hadith:

َ ُ
َ ُ
ک ُل ش ْی ٍءیَ ْر ِجع ِالّٰی ا ْص ِل ٖہ



Meaning: Everything turns towards its origin. (Shams-ul-Arifeen)
 O seeker of Truth! Closeness to Allah is gained in three stages by three kinds of
contemplation; annihilation in spiritual guide, annihilation in Ism-e-Allah Zaat and
annihilation in Ism-e-Mohammad. (Kaleed-e-Jannat)
 O seeker of Reality! You must know and understand that all the creation is from the
Mohammadan light which manifested from the light of Allah. The spiritual guide who
cannot immerse the seeker in the Mohammadan light of Oneness which is the ocean
of Lordship, does not deserve to be called a spiritual guide. The contemplation of Isme-Allah Zaat purifies the innerself, sanctifies the inward, enlightens the soul and
secret of the seeker converting them into light. The lights of all four merge into each
other and return to the origin as said, “Everything turns towards its origin.” (Kaleed-eJannat)

In other Sufi orders contemplation of the guide or his picture is practised to get to the
level of annihilation in guide. The seeker meditates and contemplates about him all the
time. At the initial level the seeker does not even know whether he is fake or perfect. The
number of disciples or being a shrine caretaker does not mean that the spiritual guide is
perfect, although nowadays people consider them as the criteria for a perfect spiritual
guide. When the seeker contemplates his spiritual guide all the time, he falls in love with
him. This love intensifies and every moment he observes his spiritual guide all around.
Such a method can involve satanic deception. Without witnessing Divinity even the
attributive names of Allah can be deceptive let alone a human. Sultan Bahoo states:
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 Listen! By the invocation of the attributive names of Allah one can be deceived and
misled203 but the invocation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat will never mislead the invoker. (Ainul-Faqr)

The disciples who fall into the trap of such fake guides and satanic entities consider
themselves to have reached the level of annihilation in the spiritual guide by constantly
contemplating about him but in fact they have fallen to the level of annihilation in Satan.
As Sultan Bahoo explains:
 Annihilation in the spiritual guide is a magnificent level. Some fools are at the level
of annihilation in Satan and ever remain baffled. They think that they are at the level
of annihilation in the spiritual guide but they are not. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
 I am really surprised at the people who claim to be at the level of annihilation in the
spiritual guide but are actually at the level of annihilation in Satan. They claim to be
at the praiseworthy level of annihilation in Prophet Mohammad but are at the cursed
level. They claim to be at the transcendent level of annihilation in Allah but have
actually fallen to the level of trouble and mischief. (Majalisa tul-Nabi Khurd)
 I am surprised at the people who hold their breath while invocation and contemplate
the face of their carrion-eater imperfect spiritual guide and consider it as the state of
annihilation in the spiritual guide, whereas they are actually in the state of annihilation
in Satan. The true state of annihilation in the spiritual guide is that the sacred countenance
of the perfect spiritual guide takes the seeker to the Mohammadan Assembly instantly
and grants him the gnosis of ‘only Allah’. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
 I am amazed at the people who claim to be at the level of annihilation in the spiritual
guide but are actually at the level of annihilation in Satan i.e. they are engrossed in
worshipping the physical countenance of their guide. Superficial beauty and music
keep them ecstatic. They hold their breath while invocation as imitators. The breath
that passes in the affirmative invocation (the invocation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat which
grants the affirmation of Divinity) leads to Divine presence and observation of Oneness
drowning the seeker completely in it. The imitators who listen to music can never
attain this level whether they do the invocation of breath, invocation of the inward,
invocation of the soul, invocation of the secret, invocation of the core, invocation of
the Divine Essence, the kingly invocation, the sacrificial invocation, the overpowering
invocation, the fragrant invocation, the enlightening invocation, the ecstatic invocation,
the invocation of immersion, the invocation of passion, the wrathful invocation, the
compassionate invocation, the invocation of observation, the invocation of presence,
203

The invocation of attributive names cannot lead to Allah because attributive names are many and diverse, only the
invocation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat leads directly to Allah.
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the invocation of closeness, the invocation of annihilation, the invocation of
immortality, invocation of the Eternal (Hayy) or invocation of the Forever Sustained
(Qayyum). None of these invocations prove to be effective unless the seeker finds the
reality of gnosis of ‘only Allah’ and presence in the Mohammadan Assembly through
Divine presence and closeness. The real invocation purifies the existence of the
invoker and grants him salvation from the filth of innerself, evil of Satan and the
distractions caused due to accidents of life and carries him to the Divine presence
conferring upon him boundless pleasure of observation of the Lord. The invoker who
is deprived of these attributes is just an emulator, liar and an absolute hypocrite. The
true invoker has nothing to do with music and hypocrisy. People who chant Allah’s
holy name disrespectfully with music and clapping are infidels. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
 According to a Hadith:

ُ
َ َ
َ
ک ُل بَا ِط ٍن ُمخال ٌِف ل ِظا ِہرِ ف ُہوَ بَا ِط ٌل



Meaning: Every esoteric deed that is opposite to the exoteric deed is false.
Annihilation in the spiritual guide is related to Ism-e-Allah Zaat, presence before
light of Allah, observation of theophanies of the Divine Essence as well as the
presence in the Mohammadan Assembly. The level of annihilation in Satan however
is not only a delusion but dangerous as well. There are many people at the level of
annihilation in Satan because the arrogant and imperfect guides who are slaves of
their sensual desires are able to trap a lot of disciples. On the other hand the true and
enlightened seekers of Allah who reach the level of annihilation in the spiritual guide
are a few. Only they truly follow sharia and deserve the gnosis of Allah and presence
in the Mohammadan Assembly. (Kaleed-e-Jannat)
 Annihilation in the spiritual guide is achieved by Ism-e-Allah Zaat and it grants the
observation of the light and theophanies of the Divine Essence as well as the presence
in the Mohammadan Assembly. Whereas the level of annihilation in Satan is the
level of the disciples of imperfect guide who are arrogant and trapped in the sensual
desires of innerself. They are many. (Shams-ul-Arifeen)
Now the question is how to find the perfect spiritual guide? There is a very simple
answer. The perfect Sarwari Qadri spiritual guide who is the man of Divine Essence does
not ask his seekers to practise contemplation of annihilation in spiritual guide rather
grants them the final stage of contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. This is the reason why
it is stated that the beginning of a Sarwari Qadri seeker is equivalent to the height of the
seekers belonging to other spiritual orders. In the journey of Faqr, annihilation in the
spiritual guide is the most difficult stage. If the spiritual guide is perfect, he would
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already be annihilated in Prophet Mohammad and Allah hence if the seeker is annihilated
in spiritual guide then it would not take him time reaching the next two levels. If the
spiritual guide is not a Sarwari Qadri man of Divine Essence then it takes years to reach
these three levels.
In Tazkirah Ghausia, Ghaus Ali Shah Qalandar Panipatti has stated that one of his disciples
visited him and told that all his inner subtleties have become enlightened. Ghaus Ali Shah
asked him if he has achieved Faqr and he replied in the negative. Ghaus Ali Shah said,
“Then what is the point of enlightenment of inner subtleties!” However in the Sarwari
Qadri order the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat is granted on the very first day to reach
the station of annihilation in Allah.
Many spiritual guides claim to be Sarwari Qadri after studying the sacred books of
Sultan Bahoo or due to their genealogy. What is the identity of a real Sarwari Qadri
spiritual guide? The real Sarwari Qadri spiritual guide is the man of Divine Essence. The
imperfect guide is only the man of recitals. If the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat is
acquired from real Sarwari Qadri spiritual guide who is the man of Divine Essence then
its contemplation grants the contemplation of the spiritual guide.
It is quite natural to question that since one is contemplating Ism-e-Allah Zaat, one
should achieve the vision of Ism-e-Allah Zaat instead of the vision of spiritual guide.
However, this is exactly what happens. The contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat initially
gives the vision of Ism-e-Allah Zaat which then converts into the countenance of the
spiritual guide. Since Ism-e-Allah Zaat has no satanic deception, the contemplation of
spiritual guide gained through it is the proof that one’s spiritual guide is perfect. Ism-eAllah Zaat granted by the Sarwari Qadri spiritual guide who is only the man of recitals
can only give the contemplation of the name of Allah. The perfect Sarwari Qadri
spiritual guide who is the possessor of Divine Essence can take the seeker directly from
this point to the level of annihilation in Allah. This is a marvel of the Sarwari Qadri
spiritual guide only who is the complete light of guidance. If the contemplation of Ism-eAllah Zaat does not convert to the contemplation of the spiritual guide for years, it
implies that the giver of Ism-e-Allah Zaat is an imperfect guide. Moreover the consequent
effects of Ism-e-Allah Zaat are not due to the marvel of this guide but it is only because
of the light of Ism-e-Allah Zaat itself and contemplator’s sincerity towards Allah. Sultan
Bahoo says regarding the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat resulting in the contemplation
of spiritual guide:
 By the excessive contemplation of the spiritual guide (gained from the contemplation
of Ism-e-Allah Zaat) a beautiful face of Divine light appears in the being of the
seeker from the hidden. That beautiful face either remains engrossed in the invocation
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of Allah reciting shahada or keeps reciting the verses of Quran day and night and lets
the seeker memorize them. At times that face teaches the seeker the knowledge of
excellence which includes the knowledge of Quranic verses, Hadiths, exegesis of
Quran, jurisprudence, obligatory and desirable prayers, Sunnas, the desirable way of
practising them and the etiquettes of presence before Allah. Sometimes that face
engrosses in the invocation of Allah and loudly invokes the name of Allah in the
manner that the seeker hears the voice of

َ
ُ ْ
َ
 ل َ ْی َس فِی الدا َریْ ِن ِالا ُہ ْو، ُہوَ ال َحق،ْ ِس ِر ُہو،ِْس ِر ُہو



Meaning: Secret of Hoo, secret of Hoo, Hoo is the Reality, nothing is present in the
universe but Hoo.
At times that face immediately informs the seeker about the hidden facts of past,
present and future. It also often remains busy in offering prayers and in the servitude
of Allah. That face makes the seeker follow the sharia and never lets him go against
it. If anything against sharia is done by the seeker by mistake or any word that is
related to infidelity, misbelief, heresy or is sinful is uttered by him then that Divine
face immediately reproaches the seeker and asks to check his innerself. It forbids the
inciting innerself from all wrong deeds and orders it to recite shahada, “There is no
God but Allah, Mohammad is the Messenger of Allah.”
Hadith:

َ
َْ َ
ْ َ
َ ََ ََْ
َ ََ َْ َ
َم ْن ع َر َف نف َسہ فق ْد ع َر َف َربہ ﴿﴾ َم ْن ع َر َف نف َسہ ِبا لفنا ِء فق ْد ع َر َف َربہ ِبا ل َبقا ِء



Meaning: Whoever recognized his innerself undoubtedly recognized his Lord. One
who recognized his innerself by annihilating it, recognized his Lord by gaining
immortality with Him.
The innerself recognizes Allah only on approaching the level of annihilation in the
spiritual guide. When Divine face dominates the being of the seeker he absolutely
repents on sins. This face appears in the being of the seeker only after the purification
of his innerself by the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. Allah manifested Himself for
the first time in the form of this Divine face in eternity when He addressed the souls:

Meaning: Am I not your Lord?

ُ
َ
ا ل َ ْس ُت ِبرَ ِبک ْم



ُ َ
قالوْا بَلّٰی
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Meaning: They (the souls) said “Yes!”
This face reprimands the inciting innerself so that it leaves sins and becomes righteous.
However recognizing the innerself and acquiring trust upon the inspirations and
messages conveyed esoterically by the perfect spiritual guide are just the initial levels.
The seeker should not be proud on achieving this level as it does not grant the complete
gnosis of Allah and Faqr. The path to the closeness of Allah and light of Divine
presence which makes the seeker replete with love and grants him eternal bliss by
making him desirable in His court is far away from it. The Holy Prophet said:

َ ٌ َ َ َََ
ّٰ
ََ
اء ف ِی الش ْی ِخ بَ ْع َدہ فنا ٌء فِی الل ِہ
اولہ فن



Meaning: First a seeker is annihilated in the spiritual guide then is annihilated in
Allah. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
 One must follow the perfect and strong spiritual guide. The imperfect spiritual guides
are inwardly weak like women and physically look like she-males hence are good for
nothing. They do not follow the sharia properly and are heretics. The seeker who has
reached the level of annihilation in the spiritual guide and has been blessed with the
contemplation of the Divine form of spiritual guide, if gets inclined towards sin then
this form prevents him with spiritual authority and dominates the sensual desires
crushing them with power. When such a seeker sleeps, this Divine form becomes his
companion by the grace of Allah and drowns him in the gnosis of ‘only Allah’ and
Oneness of Allah. When he enters the state of meditation, that beautiful Divine form
holds his hand and takes him to the Mohammadan Assembly in its company and lets
him be ennobled with high mystic ranks. This is the actual level of annihilation in the
spiritual guide which is attained only by the seekers having pure esoteric self.

ْ َ َ
َ
(20:47) َوالس ّٰل ُم َعلّٰی َم ِن ات َبع ال ُہ ّٰدی

Meaning: And peace be upon him who follows guidance!



(20:47) (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed

Kalan, Shams-ul-Arifeen, Kaleed-e-Jannat)

 The Divine form is always glorifying Allah by reciting:

ّٰ
ْ َ ّٰ ّٰ َ
ْ ْ ّٰ َ َ ُ
ْ ّٰ
ُس ْب َحا َن الل ِہ َو ال َح ْم ُد لِل ِہ َولَٓا ِالّٰ َہ ِالا الل ُہ َوالل ُہ اکب َ ْر َولَا َح ْو َل َولَا قوَۃ ِالا ِبالل ِہ ال َع ِل ِی ال َع ِظ ْی ِم ﴿﴾ ُس ْب َحا َن
َ ان ِذی ال ْ ِع َز ِۃ َو ال ْ َع ْظمَ ِة َوال ْ َہ ْی َب ِة َو ال ْ ُق ْد َر ِۃ َوالْکبْر یَآ ِء َو ال ْ َجب َ ُر ْو ِت ُس ْب َح
َ ِذی الْمُ ْلک َوالْمَ َل ُکوْ ِت ُس ْب َح
ان
ِ
ِ ِ
َ ْ ُ ََ
ُ ُ
ُ
ُ الْمَ ِل ِک ال ْ َحی ال َ ِذ ْی لَا یَ َن
ام َولَا یَمُ ْوت ُس ُبوْ ٌح قد ْو ٌس َربنا َو َرب المَ ٰٓل ِئک ِة َو الرُ ْوح
ِ
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Meaning: Glory be to Allah and all praise is for Allah and there is no God but Allah,
Allah is the Greatest. There is no might nor power except in Allah, the most High, the
most Great. Glory be to the Master of all kingdoms, physical or spiritual. Glory be to
the Master of respect, magnificence, majesty, power, greatness and might. Glory be to
the King who is forever Alive, He neither sleeps nor dies. He is the most Praised
One, the most Holy. He is the Lord of the angels and the souls.
That Divine form is more generous than Hatim and more powerful than king Solomon
as it holds authority over the entire earth from east to west. The jinns, humans, beasts,
birds, water, soil, air and fire all are under its command. This powerful Divine form
of annihilation in the spiritual guide takes the seeker to all stations and levels in just a
blink of an eye and ennobles him with high ranks. The level of annihilation in the
spiritual guide is the honour of the seeker who has pure esoteric self.

و دل افص

قلخ کین

کین تلصخ

 از دخا،اکن رکم ووجد تمکح رہ اکبر
ِ
Explanation: The perfect spiritual guide is virtuous, kind and pure. His existence is all
kindness and generosity. Whatever he does, is based on the Divine wisdom.

کی رظن ابقح راسدن قلخ را رایہ امن
اطابلن زو قح ایبدنب وخد امن را تسین اج
Explanation: He is the guide of people towards Allah and can take them to the
destination with his one glance. The seekers of Allah reach the Reality because of
him but the self-conceited have no place here.

ابھُ ابمہ سیلجِ رمالسں و اایبن و اایفص
ؒ
ٰؐابطصم
ِ
رغق یف اہلل تشگ افین دایمئ
Explanation: Bahoo has annihilated in Allah, he always remains with the Holy Prophet
and in the company of the Prophets, Messengers and Sufis.

سفنِ اکرف لتق اسزم یمآمی از وہا
!ؒ ابوھ،اںی ابعدت اجوداین سب رتا ا
Explanation: I have killed my inciting innerself and got rid of all the desires of
innerself. O Bahoo! This eternal devotion is sufficient for you. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
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 For the seeker who has pure esoteric self, the level of annihilation in spiritual guide is
that whenever he contemplates the beautiful countenance of his spiritual guide, he
appears spiritually, holds the hand of the seeker and takes him to the Mohammadan
Assembly or to the ultimate level of gnosis of Allah. Such a spiritual guide is blessed
with the Divine attributes of ‘the Giver of life (to the soul)’ and ‘the Giver of death (to
the innerself)’. When the spiritual guide elevates the seeker to the level of annihilation

َ

in Ism-e-Mohammad () ُمحمد, no doubt the soul of Prophet Mohammad along with the

souls of his Companions come to him owing to their kindness and beneficence.
Prophet Mohammad says to the seeker, “Hold my hands.” As soon as he holds his
hands, his inward and soul are enlightened by the gnosis of the Divine secret. Hence
the seeker becomes eligible for giving guidance to others on the path of righteousness.
The Holy Prophet orders him to help the people and show them the path. Obeying the
order of the Holy Prophet, that man of contemplation starts taking oath of allegiance
from the seekers and guides them on the way to Allah through spiritual persuasion
and education. (Kaleed-e-Jannat)
It is crucial that before pledging allegiance to a spiritual guide, one should investigate
whether he is the Sarwari Qadri man of Divine Essence and grants invocation and
contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat as well as practice of inscribing it on the body? Ism-eAllah Zaat should be written in golden or gold plated alphabets. If the contemplation of
Ism-e-Allah Zaat does not lead to the vision of Sultan of Faqr or spiritual guide then
consider the guide to be imperfect.

CHAPTER-35

THEOPHANY
Quranic term Tajalli (ِ )جتis denoted by theophany. It is the efficacy of Divine lights
which descend on the inwards of the loved ones of Allah, by which they reach such a
stage where they behold Him.
Sultan Bahoo says:
 Theophany is a light and by the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat thousands of
theophanies descend on the inward that make it more luminous and anxious for the
Divine vision which consequently starts unveiling. The unveiled light of gnosis is
brighter than the sun. At this station everything is visible exactly and precisely.
According to Sultan Bahoo, Prophet Moses also experienced theophany of Self disclosure
though he could not tolerate it but the situation of the Fakirs of umma of Prophet Mohammad
is such that thousands of theophanies reveal upon their inwards daily but they do not get
perplexed. He says:
 The men of Allah always remain surrounded by theophanies. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
He describes fourteen types of theophanies in his popular writing Ain-ul-Faqr. He says:
 There are fourteen kinds of theophanies which radiate at fourteen stations. You must
know that every theophany has its own peculiar sign which can be known by its
effects on the seeker. Tolerating the effects of theophanies is the most difficult of all
the stages of spiritual journey. Thousands of Mystics having Divine union, researchers,
unitarians, reciters and seekers drowned in the vortex of the ocean of theophanies, got
depraved and never reached the destination safely. Some of them became apostate and
some were the victims of fame. Some of them turned polytheist and some fell into the
deception of heresy, gradually all of them were damned to hell.
First is the theophany of sharia which appears on the forehead and enlightens the eye
so the seeker observes the reality of things. Second is the theophany of mysticism
(tariqa) from which the Divine light radiates that sanctifies the inward. Third is the
theophany of reality (haqiqa) from which radiates the Divine light that enlightens the
soul. Fourth is the theophany of gnosis (marifa), the light of which reaches the secret
(sir’r) and reveals the Divine secret. Fifth is the theophany of Divine love from
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which the light of secrets of Allah radiates. Sixth is the theophany of spiritual guide
which creates the light of love and sincerity for him. Seventh is the theophany of
Faqr, the light of which discards everything other than Allah from the inward of
seeker. Eighth is the theophany of angels from which the Divine light of glorification
of Allah radiates. Ninth is the theophany of jinn which creates insanity and madness.
Tenth is the theophany of inciting innerself which creates lustful desires. Eleventh is
the theophany of Satan which inclines the person towards sin and disobedience.
Twelfth is the theophany of sun which produces the lightning. Thirteenth is the
theophany of moon which produces the light of reflection. Fourteenth is the

ّٰ َ

ّٰ

َ

ُ

theophany of Divine names; Allah ()اللہ, Lillah ()لِلہ, LaHoo (ُ)لہ, Hoo (ْ)ہو, ninety nine

َ

beautiful names of Allah, Faqr ( )رقفand Ism-e-Mohammad ()محمد. From every
alphabet of each Divine name, a luminous and bright light like flame of a candle rises
which enlightens the seeker. However the seeker must not stay at any level of the
theophany. He must move forward and should not feel proud on attaining any level.
The Holy Prophet said:

ُ َ َ
ُُ
َ
السکوْ ُن َح َر ٌام َعلّٰی قلوْ ِب الْا ْول َِیآ ِء



Meaning: Peace is forbidden upon the inwards of Saints. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
Here ‘peace’ means to stay at the same station and cease to advance further.
Sultan Bahoo further explains the significance of theophanies in Ain-ul-Faqr:
 The most distinguished theophany is that which manifests from the alphabets of Isme-Allah Zaat. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 The theophany shines on the face of the people at the station of sharia, it shines in the
inward of the people at the station of mysticism. The people at the station of reality
are enlightened by theophanies during the observation of Divinity while the people at
the station of gnosis are enlightened by theophanies from head to toe. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
It is important to mention that there are two superficial theophanies as well which are
satanic and sensual; the lust of wealth is satanic and lust for women is the sensual.
In Majalisa-tul-Nabi Sultan Bahoo states about two kinds of theophanies: 1. Theophany
of Divine light 2. Fiery theophany. He says:
 One kind of theophany is Divine light which originates from the light of Divinity,
light of the Holy Prophet, light of the inward, the soul, the secret, light of angels and
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the light of men of Islam. When all these lights physically and spiritually accumulate
in the existence, the following felicities are achieved; jamiat, renunciation, trust,
patience, gratitude, inward fondness, contentment, Divine favour of obedience,
invocation, reflection, love, annihilation, immortality, the engrossment in gnosis of
Allah, the exoteric knowledge of sharia and the esoteric path that has no end.
Second kind of theophany is fiery and it is the fire of innerself, it may appear in the
form of anger, rage, hostility or spite etc. It is the devilish fire which begets avarice,
greed, love for worldliness and sin. It is also the fire of craziness which creates the
desires for inclination of creation, promotion in the worldly grades, subjugation of
people of the world, jinns and devils of the unseen world. So much so he becomes
addict of wine, involves himself in forbidden deeds, heresy, renouncing salat and turns
reprobate by leaving hajj and zakat and develops sincerity for the infidels and Jews.
When all these types of fire enter the being, the inward becomes dark and the
attributes of Pharaoh appear in the person. The discrimination between good and evil
is obliterated. These stations are fiery and deceptive. Here whatever you see, do not
trust it. All this is reprobation and against the sharia, curse on it. (Majalisa-tul-Nabi Khurd)
 You must have knowledge that there are two kinds of exoteric theophanies which are
the satanic theophanies and the theophanies of inciting innerself. The shine of gold
and silver is the satanic theophany and the lust for women is the theophany of inciting
innerself. The Holy Prophet said:

ْ ّٰ ُ َ َ ْ ُ ْ َ ُ َ َ
ْ َ َ
آء ش َیا ِطی ٌن خ ِلق َن لَنا ن ُعوْذ ِبالل ِہ ِمن َہا َو ِم ْن ش ِر الش َیا ِطی ِن
ا ِلنس



Meaning: Women are created as devils for us. I seek refuge in Allah from them and
from the evil of devils. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 Theophany manifests in human existence by the invocation and contemplation of Isme-Allah Zaat as well as by reflection. Moreover they (invocation and contemplation)
intensify the theophany. The Divine lights emanated by the contemplation of Ism-eAllah Zaat and by the inward invocation transform all the seven organs into absolute
light. The light radiates through every organ and by this light gnosis of the Divine
Essence is achieved. By the light of contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat starts the
observation of the light of gnosis of Divinity.

 نیع او،اب ّرسِ ِ جت تُ وش
ن
رہ ہچ ِ ہب ینیب او ازو ہتشگ تُر

وجم
وہظر

جت
دش

او
ہمہب

یلجت
ن
تُرش

نیع
ز

۔ وت1
ن
۔ تُر2
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ِوکہ

اگنر

َھُ ہبم ہمقدبم و مہ در انکر
ؒ ۔ ب4

دایتش

تُِ یمشچ

رگ

جت

۔ آن3

وطر

ابقح

ومبیسی

ن
تُ ِر

نیع ِانعتی اتس رما قح وہظر

Explanation: (1) You are a theophany yourself, do not seek it somewhere else. This
secret theophany has made you exactly divine.
(2) The light of everything manifested from His light. Whatever you see is actually
light due to its origin of Divine light.
(3) The theophany of Divine light which Prophet Moses beheld on Mount Sinai,
manifests in my own existence by the grace of Allah.
(4) Bahoo is always near and one with the Beloved. Had you got the spiritual sight,
you would also have beheld the Reality. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
 On the doomsday when the lovers will be brought to the station of Divine theophanies,
Allah will order them, “Open your eyes.” Each lover will be brought near Allah
thousand times, every time Allah will bless them with His vision and theophany.
Each time when the theophany will descend upon them, they will stay unconscious for
seventy thousand years. On regaining consciousness every time, they will request:

َ
)50:30(َہ ْل ِم ْن م ِزیْد



Meaning: Is there any more? (50:30)
Again the theophany will descend upon them and they will faint for another seventy
thousand years. Then they will return to the station fixed for them. The real esoteric
and exoteric theophany of Allah is the existence of the Fakirs who are annihilated in
Allah and His true lovers, they are replete with theophanies from head to toe. It is
related that once all the Saints were gathered in the house of Rabia of Basra. When it
was night, there was darkness in the house. She did not have even a penny to buy oil
to light the lamp. The Saints could not see each other and were worried at the situation.
Rabia of Basra (invoked Ism-e-Allah Zaat and) blew on her fingers, at once a light
bright like the sun appeared from two of her fingers. All the Saints were surprised to
see that. Thus it is evident that the existence of the Fakirs annihilated in Allah is all
light of theophanies because a Fakir is one with the One and enlightened with His
light and theophanies. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
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ن
،َھُ از رس ات اپ جت تشگ تُر
ؒ ب
ن
ن
،نم ازان تُرم ہک تُر از نم وہظر
Explanation: Bahoo has completely transformed into the theophany of light. I am
light because I manifest the Divine light. (Ain-ul-Faqr)

ابدش

ددیار

اشکبدی

رگہ

ِالقئ

ہک

ایبر

ددیہ

ز

ذا یت

ولج ٔہ

اگنر

ام

Explanation: You just acquire the (spiritual) sight which is capable to have the vision of
Divine Essence, we will reveal the manifestation of the Divine Essence upon you. (Ainul-Faqr)

 It is disrespectful to blink an eye while beholding the Beloved. The body of Fakir is
absolute Divine light contrary to the body of common people which is made of the
four basic elements i.e. fire, water, soil and air. (Ain-ul-Faqr)

امتم

را

اعم

و

ِجت
اخص

یرح
ِ
از

منک

رگ

َُھ
ؒ ب

درتفش

رگدد

رمق

Explanation: O Bahoo! If I try to explain everything about the theophanies, numerous
volumes can be written to discuss their common and special types. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
Sultan Bahoo reveals about the special theophany:
 The special theophany is that which manifests due to the passion of love for Allah.
(Ain-ul-Faqr)

It is the passion that takes the lover to the destination of vision. Except the Divine
vision, all the stations and waystations are an illusion and everything is carcass. The lover
is always a seeker of the vision. This is the destination of life which is cherished by every
seeker and lover of the Truth that keeps him restless, anxious and eager every moment.

CHAPTER-36

JAMIAT
Jamiat literally means accumulation, satisfaction, peace, stability or power. According to
Sultan Bahoo Jamiat is the level of annihilation in Allah and immortality with Him where
the seeker becomes master of everything reaching lordship. He gets authority upon preexistence, eternity, the world as well as all the levels, stations and treasures of the world
and the hereafter. Regarding this level, Allah says:

َ
ُ ۡ
َ ّٰ َ َ ۡ َ َ ۡۤ َ َ
(10:62)آء الل ِہ لَا خوۡ ٌف َعل ۡی ِہ ۡم َو لَا ُہ ۡم یَح َزنوۡ َن
الا ِان اول ِی



Meaning Beware! Verily the Saints of Allah will not have any fear nor will they grieve.
(10:62)

At this level they are enriched with satisfaction and peace.
About the level of jamiat, Sultan Bahoo says:
 What do we mean by jamiat? It is to get hold of all the treasures and possess the
power to get everything one wishes without any pain or hard work whether it is related
with closeness to the Divine Essence or with acquiring His attributes. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
 There are two signs of achieving jamiat i.e. the possessor of jamiat is vigilant outwardly
while inwardly he is immersed in observing the theophanies of light of the Divine
Essence. (Shams-ul-Arifeen)
 Jamiat has five alphabets (in Arabic text i.e.

 ت، )ج م ع. Its every alphabet grants

the blessing of spiritual authority and raises the level of the seeker, hence he crosses
five spiritual levels and becomes their master. All his desires are fulfilled and worries
are over. He practically finds everything that he knew theoretically. The final level of
jamiat is comprehensive of the entire knowledge because it bestows the knowledge of
the Eternal with verification and grants authority over the five Divine treasures as well
as the five stations which are the ultimate blessings. These five treasures and stations
are: (1) The station of pre-existence and authority over its treasures and blessings. (2)
The station of eternity and authority over its treasures and blessings. (3) Authority over
all the blessings of this earth and whatever is present in it. (4) Authority over all the
blessings and treasures of hereafter. (5) Authority over all the Divine treasures after
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gaining the ultimate blessing of closeness of Allah and reaching the level of annihilation
and immortality. Here jamiat is perfected and accomplished. (Shams-ul-Arifeen)
 What do we mean by jamiat? Infinite books are required to explain jamiat. However
its essence can be understood through a simple example; when a small amount of
curd is added to the milk, it converts into curd after some time. It can be said that when
milk got jamiat, it converted into curd. When the curd is churned, it gives butter, when
butter is heated, it converts into ghee. The eternal Divine Essence is comprehensively
present in the existence of Mystics. I would not be wrong if I say that jamiat is a
subtle dress of kindness and power of Allah made of His gnosis and light of Oneness.
Only the seeker who is always desirable in the court of Allah and perpetually present in
the Mohammadan Assembly wears the dress of jamiat. This subtle dress of gnosis and
light grants Divine presence and absolute forgiveness to the one who wears it. The
seeker who has become pure of the filth of carcass world and has adopted perfect
servitude is made to wear this dress. Perfect servitude can be adopted by the
invocation (of Ism-e-Allah Zaat) which is the source of life of the inward. People
with dead inward remain surrounded by the satanic thoughts, they are not the men of
servitude but the embarrassed ones. World is the station of desires of innerself while
hereafter is the station of lust, the men of jamiat are not related to any of them. Only
Allah! Everything other than Allah is lust. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
 Further explanation of jamiat is that it is the key of totality while the eighteen thousand
worlds and their creations are the ‘part’ which is like a lock. When the key of jamiat is
put in the lock of ‘part’ all the levels and stations are opened. It should be evident that
jamiat is found in Ism-e-Allah Zaat. Whoever reaches the core of Ism-e-Allah Zaat
does not need to observe different levels of acquiring the Divine attributes, closeness
of the Divine Essence or unveiling and miracles. Jamiat is the rarest Divine light that
is dominant over both the worlds. The man of jamiat is actually the Fakir annihilated in
Allah who rules the innerself and possesses enlightened conscience. Both the worlds are
captive of Fakirs. They are ever discussing the exegesis of Quran and Hadith and
their exegesis contains spiritual efficacy. Jamiat is a light whose origin lies in the
verification of the essence of gnosis and Oneness by the kindness of Allah. The
hidden Divine light of jamiat raises from the inward like the sun of beneficence and
spreads light so brightly that the spectacle of both the worlds can be seen on the finger
nail. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
Sultan Bahoo states about the person blessed with jamiat:
 The person with jamiat can annihilate the entire world into Oneness and drown it in
the Divine observation. In the light of Divine beauty and presence there is absolute
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jamiat while separating from Divine beauty and presence is absolutely the opposite
that is full of troubles, dangers and illusions. Jamiat grants the knowledge of:

َ َ
َ َعلَ َم الْاِن ْ َس
(96:5)ان َما ل َ ْم ی ْعل ْم



Meaning: Taught man (all that) which he did not know. (96:5)

َ ُ َ َ ْ َ ْ َ َ ّٰ َ َ َ َ
(2:31)آء کل َہا
وعلم ادم الاسم



Meaning: And Allah taught Adam the (Divine) names. (2:31)
By the efficacy of this knowledge the seeker becomes enlightened, man of exegesis,
man of sight and ruler upon innerself. This is the inspired knowledge about which
Allah says:

ْ َ َ
ّٰ َ
(18:65)َو َعل ْمن ُہ ِم ْن ل ُدنا ِعل ًما



Meaning: And (We) had taught him inspired knowledge. (18:65)
Hence it becomes clear that the entire knowledge of Torah, Gospel, Psalm and Quran
is revealed and practised by the beneficence of the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah
Zaat. Such a person is called the Divine scholar of enlightening knowledge. (Taufeequl-Hidayat)

CHAPTER-37

KNOWLEDGE
All the knowledge in the world is based on intellect and learned through it. This knowledge
belongs to the universe of creation, and human intellect only works in this universe. God is
One, free from multiplicity. The knowledge related to Oneness of Allah belongs to the
universe of Command. The intellect that is bound does not have access there.
A person can understand the teachings of Mystics up to a small extent because they are
based on Divine observations and intellect cannot comprehend them. It restricts one to a
small frame of reference that results in narrow minded attitude creating differences and
hatred among people. Everyone tries to prove his sect, tenet and group superior ultimately
diverting common people away from the true religion. At individual level, the knowledge
based on intellect can become the greatest veil between man and Allah because it arouses
ego which is the root cause of all the evils.
The best among various types of knowledge is the one which grants the gnosis of Allah.
Everything other than Allah is mortal and hence the knowledge of mortal is also mortal
but Allah is immortal and His knowledge is immortal too. The knowledge that does not
grant gnosis and recognition of Allah is in fact ignorance.
Mystics emphasize upon the importance of knowledge and stress to acquire it. They
condemn that knowledge which makes one oblivious to Allah. Knowledge is the Divine
light as well as a veil for the intellect. The knowledge which takes man to Allah is Divine
light and which takes him away from Allah is a veil.

EXOTERIC KNOWLEDGE
Exoteric knowledge is limited within the boundary of intellect. It is acquired through five
senses from one’s surroundings or other physical mediums such as books, educational
institutions, research, print and electronic media etc.

INSPIRED KNOWLEDGE
OR KNOWLEDGE OF DIVINE PRESENCE
Knowledge of Divine presence or inspired knowledge is taught through Divine love. It
manifests when Allah discloses any of His secrets upon the inward of the seeker. It not
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only grants the gnosis of Allah but also reveals one’s own reality. The attention of the
perfect spiritual guide and Ism-e-Allah Zaat granted by him are the sources of this
knowledge. When the seeker performs invocation, contemplation and meditation, the light
of Ism-e-Allah Zaat unfolds this knowledge through inspiration, waham and unveiling.
According to Mystics inspired knowledge is the only real knowledge. Allah says in the
Quran;

َ َ
َ َعلَ َم الۡاِن ۡ َس
)96:5( ﴾﴿ ان َما ل َ ۡم ی ۡعل ۡم



Meaning: (Allah) taught man (all that) which he did not know. (96:5)
In sura Kahf Allah says about Khidr while narrating incident of Prophet Moses and
Khidr;

ۡ َ َ
ّٰ َ
)18:65( َو َعل ۡمن ُہ ِم ۡن ل ُدنا ِعل ًما



Meaning: And (We) had taught him inspired knowledge. (18:65)
Maulana Naeem-ud-Din writes in marginal notes of the Quran translated by Ahmad Raza
Khan Barelvi;
 Exegetes of the Quran and scholars of traditions of Prophet Mohammad agree that the
knowledge of Khidr is esoteric and the knowledge of Divine secrets. It is a blessing for
Saints and they are distinguished because of it. Due to this knowledge their every act
is based upon wisdom although it may apparently seem contradictory.
Ashraf Ali Thanwi says in Bayan-ul-Quran:
 This knowledge (mentioned in verse 65 of sura Kahf) refers to the knowledge of
secrets of this world and the hereafter.
Sultan Bahoo says:
 There is a representative of exoteric knowledge like Prophet Moses who is at the
station where one converses with Allah but he always remains concerned about sins.
Other is the representative of inward knowledge like Khidr whose sight is focused
upon righteousness. The one who does not possess knowledge like Prophet Moses
and Khidr both cannot acquire gnosis of Allah. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
 The Holy Prophet said;

ََ
ََ
اد ّٰبنِ ْی َما اد ّٰبنِ ْی َرب ِ ْی
Meaning: Whatever I have learnt, it was taught by Allah.
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 Abu Hurairah relates, “I learnt two kinds of knowledge from the Holy Prophet. I have
explained one type to the people but if I explain the other to them, they will cut my
throat.” (Bukhari 120, Kitab-ul-Ilm)
 Al-Ghazali in Ihya al-Uloom (volume IV) and Ibn Arabi in his book al-Futuhat alMakkiyya (volume III) have quoted Imam Zayn al-Abidin;

لقیل لی انت ممن یعبد الوثنا

یا رب جوہر علم لو ابوح بہ

حسنا

دمی

یاتونہ

ما

اقبح

یرون

مسلمون

رجال

ستحل

ولا

Explanation: There are numerous secrets of knowledge. O Allah! If I disclose these
secrets, peoples will declare me infidel. Muslims will legitimize my murder and
consider it a pious deed.
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani narrates different types of knowledge in his book Sirr alAsrar;
 The difference between a Messenger and a Saint is that the Messenger guides both
chosen ones and common people whereas the Saint guides only the chosen ones.
Messenger is the one who implements a new sharia whereas Saint follows it. If he
claims to introduce a new sharia he becomes infidel. There is a saying of Prophet
Mohammad:

ْ ََ َ ُ َ َْ
ال ُعلمَآ ُء امتِ ْی کان ِب َیآ ِء بَنِ ْی ِا ْس َرائِ ْی َل



Meaning: The scholars (Saints) of my umma are like the Apostles of Children of
Israel.
This means that the Apostles who came after Moses followed his sharia instead of
introducing a new one. Similarly the scholars of Mohammadan umma, who are in fact
the Saints, are appointed to strengthen the faith of seekers of Allah. They reinstate the
Mohammadan sharia, revive its commands and prohibitions, preach steadfastness
upon pious deeds and teach the essence of sharia which is purification of inward for
gnosis. They acquaint their seekers with the knowledge of Holy Prophet like he
blessed the Companions of Suffa who were so much aware of this knowledge that
they were discussing the secrets of Miraj beforehand. The perfect spiritual guide
possesses the sainthood which is the reflection of esoteric prophethood of the Holy
Prophet and is entrusted to him by the Holy Prophet as Divine Trust (Faqr). Hence
the Hadith is not about the scholars who have only gained exoteric knowledge. Even
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if they are considered heirs204 of the Prophet then they are like uterine children. The
true heir is the biological son as his relation is stronger than rest of the relatives.
Hence the son (true spiritual heir) is the one who inherits all the exoteric and esoteric
attributes and secrets. That is why the Holy Prophet said:
 There is a part of knowledge which is kept hidden, no one knows it other than
Divine scholars.
When these scholars talk about this knowledge, the men of honour do not deny it.
This Divine secret was kept in the inward of the Holy Prophet in the deepest layer out
of thirty thousand layers on the night of Miraj. The Holy Prophet did not disclose it
upon anyone except his closest Companions. The sharia will remain implemented just
because of it. Only esoteric knowledge leads to this Divine secret whereas all other
kinds of knowledge are meant to protect it. Exoteric scholars are also the heirs of
Prophet Mohammad as some of them are well aware of all obligations. While some
of them are heirs but like uterine children as they are given the outward knowledge
through which they invite people towards Allah with refined exhortation. However
the true heirs are those great Sufis whose spiritual order reaches Ali ibn Abi Talib
with continuity. Through Ali, the gateway of knowledge, they reach the centre of
knowledge, the Holy Prophet (the Mohammadan Assembly). They call people
towards Allah with wisdom as Allah says:

َ ۡ
ۡ ۡ َ
ُ
َ ۡ َ ۡ
َ
)16:125( ا ۡد ُع ِالّٰی َس ِب ۡی ِل َر ِبک ِبال ِحک َم ِة َو المَ ۡو ِعظ ِة ال َح َسن ِة َو َجا ِدل ُہ ۡم ِبالتِ ۡی ِہیَ ا ۡح َس ُن



Meaning: (O Glorious Messenger!) Invite towards the path of your Lord with wisdom
and refined exhortation and (also) argue with them in the most decent manner. (16:125)
Basically the calls of esoteric scholars (Sufis) and exoteric scholars are similar which
is to invite humanity towards Allah but their strategy is different. The three ways of
inviting people towards Allah and imparting knowledge narrated in the verse were
collected in the Holy Prophet. No one after him has the strength and capability to
execute them simultaneously. Hence the Holy Prophet divided the knowledge in three
categories;
First category is the knowledge (or wisdom) gained after experiencing spiritual
states. It is the crux of all three and is blessed upon true men (seekers of Allah). It
gives strength to men of Allah like the saying of the Holy Prophet, “The courage of
slaves of Allah shatters the mountains.”
204

It is referred to the Hadith of Holy Prophet:

Meaning: Scholars are the heirs of Prophets. (Tirmidhi 2682)

ل ْ ل
ْلل ْ ل
)2682 ِا ِن العل لمآئ لو لرثۃ االن ِب لیآئِ (ترمذی
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Here ‘mountains’ mean callousness which softens by their prayer and tears. Allah
Almighty says:

ۡ َ ۡ ُ ُ ۡۤ َ ُ َ َ َ َ َ ً ۡ َ ً ۡ َ َ ۡ ُ ۡ َ َ َ َ ۡ ۡ َ ۡ ُ ۡ َ َ ُ َ َ ۡ َ َ َ ۡ ۡ ۡ ُ
َ
﴾﴿ اب
ِ یؤتِی ال ِحکمة من یشآء ۚ و من یؤت ال ِحکمة فقد اوتِی خیرا ک ِثیرا ؕ و ما یذکر ِالا اولوا الالب



)2:269(
Meaning: He blesses with wisdom whom He wills. And he who is granted wisdom
(and reason) receives tremendous good. And only those who are endowed with
wisdom and insight receive direction and guidance. (2:269)
Second category is the knowledge which is like the skin of first category. It is blessed
to scholars of exoteric knowledge and is aimed to preach people with refined
exhortation, invite them towards right path and discourage evil. As the Holy Prophet
said:
 Scholar preaches people in a refined way whereas ignorant preaches with wrath
and beating.
Third category is the outer most crust of knowledge. It is the layer above the second
category of knowledge. It is given to rulers and denotes the knowledge of justice and
politics. This category is mentioned in the verse as, “And (also) argue with them in
the most decent manner.” Wrath and might are the characteristics of this knowledge
which are essential for the safety of religion.
Worldly rulers are like green skin of unripen walnut, exoteric scholars are like hard
shell of ripened walnut and Divine scholars (Saints, perfect spiritual guides) are like
core or actual fruit in walnut that is why the Holy Prophet said:
 It is obligatory upon you to sit in the company of Divine scholars and adhere to
the instructions of sages.
Allah blesses (eternal) life to the inward with Divine wisdom just like He brings life
to soil with rainfall. The Holy Prophet said:
 Wisdom is the asset of a wise man, he acquires it no matter from where he finds
it.
Shahada recited by the common ones descends from Guarded Tablet present in the
realm of power and is related to ranks and levels. Saints who are united with Allah
recite shahada that has descended from the Grand Tablet present in the world of
Divine closeness. They recite it without any physical medium by the tongue of Divine
soul. Everything returns to its origin and that is why search for spiritual teacher (perfect
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spiritual guide) is mandatory for purification and life of inward as the Holy Prophet
said:
 Seeking knowledge is obligatory upon every Muslim male and female.
This knowledge refers to the knowledge of gnosis and closeness of Allah. Acquiring
exoteric knowledge is not obligatory except which helps in fulfilling the obligations
like knowledge of sharia which helps in devotions.
Allah wants that His slaves must seek His closeness rather than seeking spiritual
ranks as He says;

ُ ۡ َ َ ۡ َ َ َ ُ ُ َ ۡۤ َ ُ
)42:23( ق ۡل لا ا ۡسـَٔلک ۡم َعل ۡی ِہ ا ۡج ًرا ِالا المَوَدۃ فِی الق ۡربّٰی



Meaning: Say, “I do not ask for any recompense for this (preaching the faith in
Messengership) but (seek) love for (my) kindreds (and Allah’s nearness).” (42:23)
According to a tradition, it is referred to the knowledge of nearness of Allah.

(Sirr al-

Asrar, Chapter 5)

Ibn Arabi has also narrated three kinds of knowledge:
(1) Intellectual knowledge (2) Knowledge of states (3) Knowledge of Divine secrets
1: There are two further types of intellectual knowledge: (a) Compulsory and selfevident (b) Acquired with insight. This knowledge is gained by thinking logically.
For this knowledge it is imperative to understand through reasoning and comparing
with other similar examples. It has the characteristic that the more it is explained
logically the clearer and acceptable it becomes for a wise person.
2: Knowledge of states cannot be gained without experience and taste. No one can limit
this knowledge within the bounds of intellect nor it is based on reasoning. Sweetness of
honey, bitterness of bitter gourd, pleasure of sex and ecstasy of spiritual states belong
to this category of knowledge as they cannot be gained without experience and taste.
3: Knowledge of Divine secrets is transcendent of intellect. Gabriel casts it on one’s
inward. This knowledge is specified for Messengers and Saints. It also has two
categories. First category is just like the knowledge gained with insight. Though
intellect cannot comprehend this category of knowledge by logics and common sense
rather cognizes it by the blessings of Allah. Second category of this knowledge
further consists of two parts: First one is derived from the knowledge of ‘spiritual
states’ but is superior to it. Second part of knowledge of Divine secrets is the knowledge
of hidden information which has the probability of being true or false. But the probability
of falsehood diminishes when credibility and truthfulness of the bearer is revealed, like
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the knowledge of Messengers which has no probability of being false.

(Al-Futuhat al-

Makkiyya Vol. 1, Urdu Translator: Saim Chishti)

Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani writes in his book Sirr al-Asrar:
 There are two types of knowledge which have been revealed; Exoteric knowledge
and esoteric knowledge. Exoteric knowledge means the knowledge of sharia and esoteric
knowledge is the gnosis of Allah. Sharia corrects our outward whereas gnosis purifies
our inward. These two kinds of knowledge collectively lead to the knowledge of
Divine reality as Allah says:

َ ٌَ
ۡ
َ
ۡ ۡ
)55:19-20( ﴾﴿ َمرَ َج ال َبح َریۡ ِن یَل َت ِق ّٰی ِن ﴿ۙ﴾ بَ ۡین ُہمَا بَ ۡرزخ لا یَ ۡب ِغ ّٰی ِن



Meaning: He is the One Who has made the two seas flow that join each other. There
is a barrier between them; they cannot breach (their respective) limits. (55:19-20)
Exoteric knowledge (sharia) alone can neither disclose Divine reality nor can help to
reach the destination (of Divine vision and union). The both kinds are essential for
the perfect devotions. Only one type of knowledge is not enough.
Shah Waliullah Dehlvi writes in Hama’at;
 The eminent persons whom Allah blessed with the ability to protect sharia became
the custodians of outward perspective of the religion. They are the jurists, the hafiz,
narrators of traditions of the Holy Prophet and those who offer salat. The second
group of custodians of Islam are the Saints who protect the esoteric aspect of religion.
In every era they remain the focus of entire creation. They can be recognized by their
exalted glory. (Hama’at)
Bayazid Bastami says:
 Your knowledge is like the knowledge gained by dead from the dead whereas we
have gained our knowledge from the Essence (Allah) who is Eternally Alive and
Forever Sustained.
Sultan-ul-Faqr VI Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali says:
 Acquiring only the exoteric knowledge of religion without paying any heed to the
spiritual aspect is the root cause of disintegration and disputes among the Muslim umma.
From the womb of these disputes, different sects and groups are born which become
the reason of hatred among the creation. Anarchy and disorder spread everywhere.
Every sect tries to prove itself right and better than the others due to which people are
alienated from the true religion. While the esoteric knowledge is the essence and soul
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of the religion which teaches love, tolerance, brotherhood and brings about harmony
in the nation.
 Knowledge is light but it is also a veil upon wisdom. The knowledge that takes towards
Allah is the Divine light but the knowledge which takes away from Allah and becomes
a reason for disintegration and disputes among the umma is a veil upon wisdom.
 Knowledge becomes contemptible if acquired with the intention to satisfy the sensual
demands or to prove that only one’s own sect is right, eventually to divide the umma
into groups involving them into quarrels over religious issues. If knowledge is gained
to recognize Allah, to get His proximity and for the betterment of the masses then it
is desirable. (Sultan-ul-Faqr VI Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali-Life and Teachings)
Sultan Bahoo says:
 The scholars are surprised, “Where does the Fakir get the hidden and inspirational
knowledge from?” The Fakir replies, “My teacher is the Eternal and Ever-Existing
Lord.” (Ain-ul-Faqr)
Sultan Bahoo has elaborated about knowledge in his books. He has also discussed the
motives of learning. It is condemnable if knowledge is gained for earning money and
getting ranks just to satisfy lust and greed. If knowledge is gained for closeness of Allah
then it is a source of glory. Such intention makes one a Mystic and scholar of gnosis.
Sultan Bahoo says in his books:
 There are two kinds of knowledge; the knowledge related to outward matters (which
is gained through outward sources) and the inspired knowledge (which is revealed by
Allah). (Shams-ul-Arifeen)
 Since the inspired knowledge is gained as a result of gnosis of Allah (which encompasses
all kinds of esoteric as well as exoteric knowledge) so the knowledge related to
outward matters is also included in it. By the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat
devotedly, the Book of all the books is revealed upon the seeker and he gains all
kinds of esoteric and exoteric knowledge as well as the actual knowledge of the word
of Allah. (Shams-ul-Arifeen)
 Knowledge is also of two kinds, the Divine knowledge and the borrowed worldly
knowledge. The Divine knowledge is the knowledge about Allah which makes a
person the seeker of vision of Allah while the borrowed worldly knowledge makes a
person the seeker of carcass world. The Holy Prophet said:

ُ َ
ٌ َ لدن ْ َیا َم َن ٌام َو َع ْی ُش َہا فِ ْی ِہ ِا ْح ِتل
ام
ا
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Meaning: Life of this world is like a sleep and its pleasures are like wet dreams.
The knowledge which is gained for Allah and to learn about the deeds which grant
closeness to Allah, takes the person to the level of (perfect follower of) Prophet
Mohammad but the knowledge which is acquired just to earn worldly benefits makes
one a follower of Abu Jahl. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
Sultan Bahoo has divided knowledge into two categories, exoteric and esoteric. He has
also explained these categories. Exoteric knowledge refers to Islamic laws, sciences and
arts which are beneficial for mankind in one way or the other. Esoteric knowledge refers
to the knowledge of gnosis and Faqr. He considers both kinds essential for a Fakir. He
says:
 Unless one has the exoteric knowledge, one cannot gain beneficence from the esoteric
knowledge. Exoteric knowledge is the beginning while esoteric knowledge is the
conclusion. Without both kinds of knowledge, one cannot approach the level of vision
of Divinity. Knowledge is the best companion. The ascetic without knowledge is
Satan. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
Fakir is not exempted from the exoteric knowledge as it contains teachings of Messengers.
The Fakir who does not get exoteric knowledge is ousted from the sacred Assembly of
Messengers and cannot achieve any spiritual station.
Though Sultan Bahoo gives more importance to esoteric knowledge. If one gets conversant
with the esoteric knowledge then it automatically includes exoteric knowledge. As he
says;
 Mystic immortal with Allah never lacks esoteric and exoteric knowledge.

(Taigh-e-

Barhana)

However if a person restricts himself to exoteric knowledge then he remains deprived of
esoteric knowledge. One who has neither exoteric nor esoteric knowledge is not only
away from Faqr but also lacks the essence of humanity. Sultan Bahoo exhorts;
 Knowledge is a necessity of the path of Faqr. The ignorant Fakir is surely depraved.
Knowledge is the friend of soul. An ignorant Fakir is worse than Satan. The exoteric
knowledge is based on words and discussions while the esoteric knowledge grants
gnosis, vision and union of Allah. Where one beholds Allah, there is no need of words
and discussions. One who neither has the knowledge of Divine vision nor knows
anything about the obligatory, recommended and desirable prayers and the laws of
jurisprudence, cannot be called a Fakir. He is an animal trapped in the clutches of
Satan and inciting innerself. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
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Esoteric knowledge refers to the knowledge of closeness to Allah and witnessing the
Divinity. It is bestowed as the result of following the exoteric knowledge of religion with
sincerity. Sultan Bahoo has also described the importance of knowledge with the concept
that glory of knowledge lies in following it. Faqr means acting upon knowledge with
sincerity and consistency. He says:
 The one who keeps learning and following the knowledge throughout his life is the
true accomplished Fakir. (Aqal-e-Baydar)
 Knowledge enlightens the scholar with Divine secrets. When his tongue complies
with the inward (hypocrisy ends), the inward becomes the base of Divine love. (Ain-ulFaqr)

 Scholar is the one who has the knowledge of inward, soul, the secret, Divine secrets,
the concealed as well as the knowledge of light of guidance. The immortal Mystic is a
scholar of all kinds of knowledge. Each category of knowledge unveils fourteen
different types and within each type lies further twenty one thousand types of
knowledge. The person who gains even one type of knowledge out of them becomes
Mystic and sage scholar. Common and special ones are ignorant in front of him. He
becomes such a scholar who possesses special wisdom, the purified inward and
perfectly follows the will of Allah. (Asrar-e-Qadri)
 There are two types of knowledge; exoteric and esoteric. Exoteric knowledge is gained
through physical senses and the esoteric knowledge through inward. When the inward
tongue starts speaking, the physical tongue becomes unable to speak. (Asrar-e-Qadri)
 Spiritual guide blesses the seeker with two kinds of alchemic knowledge. First is the
knowledge of alchemy of gold and silver and second is the knowledge of alchemy of
contemplation which makes one a man of insight. Both kinds of knowledge are the
destiny of true seeker not of the people who are like animals. Alchemy of gold and
silver is the elixir while the alchemy of insight makes one a Fakir annihilated in Allah
and ruler upon the world. O seeker! Which one do you trust and want to learn? As
gold and silver are carrion. (Deedar Bakhsh Khurd)
 The knowledge of death must be learnt. It unveils gnosis that grants Divine love
which leads to observation, knowledge of ultimate ascension to Divine presence and
vision of Allah. It is known as the knowledge of Essence and also of enlivening the
soul. The Divine scholar who always remains absorbed in the vision is accomplished
in it. He honestly follows Mohammadan sharia and is the enemy of heretics. This path
of Divine love and belovedness starts from the contemplation of Divine vision.
However it is certain that unless the seeker is sated with the alchemy of gold and
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silver, he can never attain to the station of Divine love and belovedness.

(Deedar

Bakhsh Khurd)

 It is essential to acquire the knowledge that distinguishes between right and wrong. What
is righteousness? What is falsehood? Gnosis, Faqr, jamiat, closeness, observation,
Divine Essence, theophany which leads to presence, inspiration, waham and reaching
at the level of annihilation in Allah is righteousness. They are the truth as they are
from Allah. Allah says;

ۡ َ ُ ۡ َ َ ۡ َُ
)17:81( آء ال َحق َو ز َہ َق ال َبا ِط ُل
و قل ج



Meaning: And say, “The truth has come and falsehood has fled.” (17:81)
Scholar who does not have gnosis of Allah is foolish. Those who keep reading books
throughout the life are also foolish. The moment they see the angel of death, they
forget their knowledge and do not remember even a single word. You know it very
well that Satan is a scholar. He fights with you to confiscate your faith at the time of
death. At that time the esoteric knowledge helps which is gained by the contemplation
of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. The light of invocation is stronger than fire, it does not extinguish
but burns Satan. He runs away by the benediction of shahada. It happens by the
blessing of Allah and attention of the perfect spiritual guide. (Taigh-e-Barhana)
 By gaining the outward knowledge one becomes scholar of outward knowledge, by
gaining knowledge of the inward one becomes scholar of inward, by gaining knowledge
of soul one becomes scholar of soul, by gaining knowledge of secret one becomes
scholar of secret, by gaining knowledge of innerself one becomes scholar of innerself.
However all these scholars are deprived of knowledge of gnosis of absolute Divine
Oneness, they are veiled from the Reality and are just emulators. True Fakir is the
scholar of gnosis of Divine Oneness, inspirational knowledge as well as the knowledge
of word of Allah. He has the knowledge about which Allah says;

ۡ َ َ
ّٰ َ
)18:65( َو َعل ۡمن ُہ ِم ۡن ل ُدنا ِعل ًما



Meaning: And (We) had taught him inspired knowledge. (18:65)

َ َ
َ َعلَ َم ال ۡاِن ۡ َس
)96:5( ﴾﴿ ان َما ل َ ۡم ی ۡعل ۡم



Meaning: Taught man (all that) which he did not know. (96:5)
He gains this knowledge directly from Allah in a transcendent way and place which
cannot be exemplified with anything. He never forgets whatever he learns from Allah
as he keeps revising these lessons in the Mohammadan Assembly and discusses them
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with the Holy Prophet. Hence he becomes conversant in the written knowledge as
well as the knowledge of Divine love, gnosis, observation, closeness, presence and
knowledge of levels of jamiat, annihilation, immortality, faith and trust along with the
knowledge of Divine vision and light. This is the straight path which is conferred
upon the seeker who is pure hearted and spontaneously accepts the truth. Knowledge
of righteousness is the essence of faith and empowers one to dominate innerself,
Satan and world. These exalted levels are the destiny of scholars of this knowledge,
the ignorant cannot travel the path of true faith. Such scholar knows entire hidden and
revealed knowledge and is aware of all the inward stations, destinations and treasures
of Allah. (Ameer-ul-Kaunain)
 Whoever steps into the field of Faqr must evaluate himself regarding his esoteric and
exoteric knowledge. If an ignorant steps on the path of Faqr, he would eventually be
demoted, his inward would be seized and he would become insane. The Holy Prophet
said;

َ َ َ
َ ْ َْ
َ
َو َم ْن ت َز َہ َد ِبغی ِر ِعل ٍم ف ُہوَ ُج َن ف ِ ْی ّٰاخِ ِر ُع ْمرِ ٖہ ا ْو َمات کاف ًِرا



Meaning: One who adopts asceticism without knowledge eventually turns into a devil
or dies as infidel. (Ameer-ul-Kaunain)
 There are two kinds of knowledge; the exoteric and the esoteric. Exoteric knowledge is
the literal and verbal knowledge possessed by the exoteric scholars. Esoteric knowledge
is the spiritual knowledge of inward and soul. Whoever acquires esoteric knowledge
by gaining the complete gnosis of Oneness and other Divine knowledge, does not
need to acquire exoteric knowledge. Exoteric knowledge is essential for argumentation
and knowing the right path, it also protects one like a companion but the real
companion on the mystic path is the esoteric knowledge which is also a source of
Divine favour. Just as there is exoteric knowledge (of religion and other things)
similarly there is esoteric knowledge of everything. Exoteric knowledge is like salt and
esoteric knowledge is like food, the salt dissolves in the food. Exoteric knowledge is
like lamp while esoteric knowledge is like sun. Exoteric knowledge is like milk while
esoteric knowledge is like butter and cream. Exoteric knowledge is like body while the
esoteric knowledge is like soul. Exoteric knowledge is like cultivation and the
esoteric knowledge is like yield. It takes thirty years of hard work to become a scholar
of exoteric knowledge and have full command over it while the perfect spiritual guide
can grant the esoteric knowledge to the capable seeker in just a blink of an eye by the
power of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. Esoteric knowledge is the eternal knowledge and its
scholar is so much dominant over the scholar of exoteric knowledge that he can
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obliterate the entire knowledge from the mind of the scholar with his single glance in
such a manner that he does not remember even the alphabets. (Ameer-ul-Kaunain)


The scholar who is unaware of the gnosis of Allah is Satan. One who does not have
the desire to seek Allah is an animal.

ملعِ ابنط وچمہ ہکسم ملعِ اظرہ وچمہ ِ ی
ِش
ےک لود ےب ِ یش ہکسم ےک لود ےب ریپ ریپ
Explanation: Esoteric knowledge is butter and exoteric knowledge is milk. There is
no butter without milk similarly no one can reach the station of sainthood without the
spiritual guide. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
 There are two categories of knowledge i.e. exoteric knowledge and esoteric knowledge.
Exoteric knowledge is related to the inciting innerself which has imperfect wisdom.
The Mystics possess esoteric knowledge which is related to the soul and is the perfect
wisdom. Esoteric scholar is superior to the scholar of exoteric knowledge as exoteric
world is under the command of esoteric world. Scholar of inciting innerself is helpless
in front of esoteric scholar. What is the difference between exoteric scholar and esoteric
scholar? Scholar of exoteric knowledge remains in the company of dead-hearted people
of the physical world. He remains ignorant of invocation and contemplation of Ism-eAllah Zaat and thus remains deprived of gnosis of Allah and purification of the
innerself. Esoteric scholar remains present in the sacred assembly of every Prophet
and Saint. He is immortal with Allah and inwardly well aware of every sacred
assembly. His inward keeps invoking shahada all the time. However the Fakir who is
immortal with Allah is the scholar of both esoteric and exoteric knowledge. These
both kinds are inevitable for the seeker. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)

ْ َْ
َ ْ َ ْ ّٰ ُ
ِال ِعل ُم ِح َجاب الل ِہ الاکبر



Meaning: Knowledge is the thickest veil (that keeps away) from Allah.
There are three types of knowledge; knowledge of the physical world, knowledge of
the hereafter and knowledge of Allah. The ranks and facilities of physical world can
be gained with its knowledge. Its seekers become rulers and prevail justice (in society).
The knowledge of hereafter is with the religious scholars and they will be held
accountable whether they acted upon it or not. The third type of knowledge is the
knowledge of Allah which is a real blessing. Knowledge of the physical world is a
beauty of this world. Knowledge of the hereafter is the paradisiacal beauty and takes
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its seeker to paradise and its blessings. When these two kinds were presented to the
Holy Prophet, he did not even look towards them. Hence Allah says;

ّٰ َ
ۡ َ َ
)53:17( ﴾﴿ َما زاغ ال َب َص ُر َو َما طغی



Meaning: His eye neither inclined aside nor overstepped the limit. (53:17)
These two kinds of knowledge are the biggest veil between Allah and His slave. The
veil between Allah and His slave is even thinner than the skin of an onion. It is not
difficult to remove but requires attention of the perfect spiritual guide who is immortal
with Allah and possesses the Divine secret. Fakir is indifferent because he looks
beyond spiritual stations (he remains absorbed in Allah) as it is said, “Faqr wants
nothing but Allah.” The most difficult task in both the worlds is to reach the spiritual
station of:

ّٰ َ ْ َ ْ َ َ َ
ِ ِاذا تم الفق ُر ف ُہوَ اللہ



Meaning: When Faqr is accomplished that is Allah.
It is not easy to reach this spiritual station as there are great Divine secrets in Faqr.
Everything other than Allah is lust! (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
 Know that childish traits like greed, jealousy, covetousness and prejudice cannot be
removed from oneself. Scholars possess the childish traits since they sit in the company
of children for the purpose of teaching them. This is the habit of children that they get
their wishes fulfilled by obstinacy and weeping. Hence scholars cannot come out of
childish state until they attain spiritual maturity and eminence by adopting the sacred
company of Mystic who is immortal with Allah. Mystics attain eminence by the great

ّٰ َ

name of Allah ()الل ُہ. Although true scholars achieve all the ranks promised in the
verse;

ْ ْ ُ ُ
)58:11( ا ْوتوا ال ِعل َم َد َر ّٰج ٍت



Meaning: Allah will raise those in ranks who are given knowledge. (58:11)
However they cannot reach the station of annihilation in Allah. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)

اجدو اتس آں از ےپ ریخستِ اشہ

ارابب اجہ
۔ ملع ہن ملع اتس رب۱
ِ

ہب اطلسن رود

۔ وخاہج ہب رکتار یسب زان رود۲

ات وشدش وخےئ ہک
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Explanation: (1) Seeking knowledge does not mean to seek the knowledge which is a
source of high ranks in this world. Such knowledge is merely a magic which is spelled
to make the rulers subservient.
(2) The scholar only learns and keeps on revising his knowledge so that he becomes
capable to visit the king frequently. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
 Scholars are representatives of knowledge. Knowledge means to know i.e. to
acknowledge one’s objective which is to bring innerself under Allah’s command. This
is only possible with the gnosis of ‘There is no God but Allah’. The one who has
some other meaning of ‘knowledge’ in his mind cannot be considered as true
practitioner scholar. Fakirs are representative of Faqr which is the name of Allah.
Allah orders to reject everything other than Him. Hence there is a huge difference
between knowledge and the name of Allah (Faqr). (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)

، ہکلب وت دور،زندکی وت وبعمد ہن ا

، اعمل اندان وت ہک در ملع رغور،ا

ات دختم اخاصن ینکن چیہ دناین

وخیماین

رگہچ وت

دہاہی

و

اشکف

Explanation: O ignorant scholar! Your knowledge has made you arrogant but keep in
mind it has taken you away from Allah instead of granting His closeness. Although
you have read religious books like al-Kashshaaf and al-Hidayah but you would never
understand anything unless you serve the distinguished men of Allah. (Nur-ul-Huda
Kalan)

 That knowledge is necessary which blesses one with Divine presence i.e. the knowledge
which annihilates the seeker in the gnosis of Allah blessing him with the closeness
and union of Allah. The one who serves Saints becomes the master whereas the one
who denies the status of Saints remains deprived of Faqr of Prophet Mohammad.
(Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)

Sultan Bahoo quotes:
 Prophet Mohammad said:




On the day of resurrection, the most tormented person will be the one who did not act
upon his knowledge.
The one who acquired knowledge but did not adopt piousness, (ultimately) strayed
from the path of Allah.
Scholars are the heirs of Prophets.
These Hadiths refer to the scholars who accept Islamic commands and prohibitions
whole heartedly. If any judge, jurist, cruel ruler or a rich follows heresy, rejects sharia,
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does not call towards righteousness, acts against prohibitions or drinks wine, he surely
denies the religion of Prophet Mohammad. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
In Punjabi poetry Sultan Bahoo expresses sorrow for those scholars who are well aware of
instructions of sharia but do not know the soul of these instructions. Although they have
memorized the Quran and Hadith but have lust for materialistic ranks and reputations.
They use their knowledge to earn money. It is evident that knowledge has not purified
their innerself. In fact only the Mystics have purified innerself and hence they are true
scholars.

ُاہلل ڑپویھں ڑپھ احظف وہویں انں ایگ اجحلوں رَپدا ھ
ُڑپھ ڑپھ اعمل افلض وہویں رپ اطبل وہویں زر دا ھ
ُرپ اظمل سفن ہن رَمدا ھ

َس زہار اتکابں ڑپایھں

ُھ
ِ ابھُ اہہی اظمل وچر ادنر دا
ؒ ابھج ریقفاں ےسک ہن امرای
Explanation: You invoke Ism-e-Allah Zaat without the permission and supervision of the
perfect spiritual guide and call yourself its scholar. Remember! Your inner veils cannot
be removed until the perfect spiritual guide grants invocation and contemplation of Ism-eAllah Zaat and discloses the secret through it. You have read thousands of books on
religion and world but still your innerself incites you and could not be purified because
you use knowledge to earn money and fake reputation. This is the exact reason that veils
have not been lifted and you failed to recognize Allah. Innerself is such a robber hidden
within you that only the glance of the perfect spiritual guide can kill it.

ُھ

وڈاییئ

کن

احظف

ُونت اتکابں اچیئ ھ

ربکت

کن

اعمِل

ڑپھ

ڑپھ

ایلگں دے وِچ رھپن امنےن

نک ی ن
ےھتج و ھن اگنچ وچاھک
من
ن
م
ھ
ُ ابھُ جمہاَں اھکدیھ وچی امکیئ
ھ
ے
دوںیہ اہجںین وسیئ
ؒ

ُھ
ِ اوےھت ڑپنھ الکم وسایئ

Explanation: I am surprised at the behaviour of scholars and hafiz of Quran who have become
arrogant upon their knowledge. They themselves advertise their grand status and are
boastful. The reality is that they sell their knowledge for money, title and status as well as
hide the right path by wrong interpretations as per the will of the rich and those in authority.
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Such immoral scholars are vendors of faith and will be disgraced in both the worlds.
(Abyat-e-Bahoo Kamil)

Sultan Bahoo says in his Persian couplets;

ریقف
ِرب

ابدش
رہب

اجک
داین

داین

اطبل

ملعِ دںی راہ رفموش داےم دام ریگ

ملع

ملع را دقرے ہن دارد زر بلط

اعمل تسیچ

Explanation: Do not sell your religious knowledge for trivial worldly gain which is
just a trap as it is the trait of seekers of world. How could a seeker of world become a
Fakir! The seeker of money does not know the importance of knowledge. Do you
know who is a real scholar? The one who seeks knowledge only for Allah. (Mehak-ulFaqr Kalan)

Sultan Bahoo says:

ُڑپھ ڑپھ ملع ولمک راھجون ایک وہای اس ڑپایھں ھ
ُھ
ِ رہزگ نھکم ومل ہن آوے ےٹھپ ددھ دے ڑکایھں
ُ اینچں ھ،اس اوگنر

،ِآھک ڈنچورا ھتہ ےک آویئ ا

ی
ُھ
ِ ںی ابعدت ورایہں
ُابھ
کہ دل ہتسخ رںیھک راُھ
ؒ
Explanation: The scholars and literates acquire knowledge to please the elite, the rulers or
their employers for materialistic gains rather than pleasing Allah. They do not want
gnosis and their intention is polluted therefore they are deprived of blessings of Allah.
They are oblivious of the esoteric aspect of knowledge and are engrossed only in the
exoteric. Pleasing the Fakir who is a man of inward and Divine union will bring you the
reward of devotions of many years.

ُ لقع یھب ایگ ولتاہں ھ،ڑپایھ ملع ےت ودیھ رغمور
ُھ
ِ

دواہں

َیک

ہن

عفن

واال

دہاتی

راہ

الھُب

ُھ
ِ رس ِدایتں ےج رِس ھتہ آوے وسدا اہر ہن وتاہں
ُھ
ِ ابھُ وکیئ راربہ ےل ےک وُساہں
ؒ وڑںی ابزار تبحم واےل
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Explanation: You have become arrogant after getting exoteric knowledge. Your wisdom
has faded away. Instead of becoming wise and finding the straight path you have lost
your insight like Satan and gone astray because of arrogance. Neither your knowledge
has benefitted you nor intellect. If you can achieve the secrets of Allah by sacrificing
yourself then you must not hesitate. In the path of Divine love one must seek guidance
from the perfect spiritual guide because he is familiar to this path. Without the guidance
of perfect spiritual guide no one can achieve success. (Abyat-e-Bahoo Kamil)
Perfect Fakirs and Mystics explain the reality of soulless knowledge without any
hesitation. They divert the inward and perception of their seekers towards the Divine
knowledge. In this way the seekers recognize Allah and are annihilated in Him after
gaining gnosis.

CHAPTER-38

CREATION OF GOOD AND EVIL
The concept of the creation of good and evil has always been a debatable issue amongst
the scholars. Good has its own reality and evil has a reality of its own. Allah has not
made a single thing in the entire creation without a reason. If evil had not existed then the
reality and truth of good would not have manifested. It is the battle between good and
evil in this world and the same battle within a man which if won, turns a man into the
Universal Divine Man. If evil wins this battle then man becomes the embodiment of
Satan, disbeliever, polytheist, hypocrite, disobedient, vain, self-obsessed, proud and sinful
but if good becomes victorious then man becomes the embodiment of ‘the most Beneficent’
(ar-Rahman), gets blessed with the Divine attributes and becomes the representative of
good.
In the following couplet, Iqbal points towards the same battle of good and evil within a
person.

زیتسہ اکر راہ ےہ ازل ےس ات اِرموز
لو یبہ

یرا ِر

ےس

ِ،وفطصم

رچاغ
ِ

Explanation: Since pre-existence till date, evil has been at war against the good. The Divine
light which has been manifesting in every era in the form of Prophets and Saints has
always been opposed by the evil forces such as Abu Lahab who stood against Prophet
Mohammad.
Sultan Bahoo elaborated the concept of good and evil in his books Kaleed-e-Jannat,
Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan, Shams-ul-Arifeen and Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan. No other Saint, Sufi
or Mystic has explained this concept with such depth as Sultan Bahoo has. He writes:
 When Allah decided to unveil the secret of Divine command ‘Be! And it becomes,’
He said:

ََ ْ ًَْ ُْ
ُْ َْْ َََْ ُْ َ
کن ُت کنزا َمخ ِف ًیا فا ْح َب ْب ُت ا ْن اع َر َف فخلق ُت الخل َق لِاع َر َف

Meaning: I was a hidden Treasure, I desired to be recognized so I created the
creation for My gnosis.
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For this purpose when Allah looked toward His left with wrath, there appeared the
fire of Satan. Then He looked towards His right with favour and grace, tranquillity and
compassion, affection and consideration, there manifested the Mohammadan light
brighter and more magnificent than the sun. After this Allah gave the command of ‘Be’
and all the souls were created. According to their respective status they waited for His
command respectfully standing in queues and the groups they belonged to.
At this point Allah said:

ُ
َ
)7:172( ال َ ْس ُت ِبرَ ِبک ْم



ُ َ
)7:172( قالوْا بَلّٰی



Meaning: Am I not your Lord? (7:172)

Meaning: They said, “Yes!” (7:172)
Some souls repented at their extemporaneous declaration. These were the souls of
infidels, polytheists, hypocrites and mendacious persons. On the other hand some souls
were delighted at this ‘yes’ to His call. Then Allah said to all the souls, “O souls! Ask
Me anything you want. I shall grant you.” All the souls replied, “O Allah! We seek
only You from You.”
Then Allah presented all the charms and treasures of the world on His left Hand. First
of all the cursed Satan entered the world with the inciting innerself. He was mesmerized
by the fake adornment and exquisiteness of the world and raised twenty four calls (or
it can be said that he created twenty four categories of lust in the world to attract
souls). On listening to these calls, nine parts of the total souls entered the world following
Satan. These twenty four calls are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Melody (dance, music and singing)
Worshipping handsomeness and good looks
Egotism
Drinking wine, liquor and taking intoxicating things
Heresy and satanic inventions
Leaving salat
Developing new devices for musical instruments or dancing.
Leaving prayer in congregation
Negligence
Narcissism
Lust
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12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

Jealousy
Hypocrisy
Malice
Arrogance, pride and vanity
Discord and schism
Backbiting
Polytheism
Infidelity; negating Allah and being rebellious
Ignorance
Lie
Distrust and suspicion
Evil eye
Greed

Cursed Satan was followed. His calls were heeded. Whoever got attributed with these
satanic calls is one of them. They are like what they chose to be (whoever opted any
one or more of these calls in the spiritual world adopts the same attributes in the
physical world). Allah says:

َ َْ ُ ْ َْْ ُ َ ُ َْ َ َ
)2:268(ان ی ِع ُدک ُم الفق َر َویَا ُمرُک ْم ِبالف ْحشآ ِء
ِالشی



Meaning: Satan makes you afraid of Faqr and enjoins you to commit indecency.
(2:268)

Whosoever befriended Satan, followed him and became fond of this mortal world
was ruined.
These souls came in thaumaturgy of satanic calls. The remaining souls kept standing
before Allah respectfully. Allah said with favour and grace:
“O (steadfast) souls! Ask Me whatever you want so I shall grant you.”
These souls again replied, “O Allah! We seek only You from You.”
On this Allah Almighty presented adorned and enchanting paradise (houris, castles,
delicious foods and all other paradisiacal blessings) on His right Hand. Nine parts of
the remaining entered paradise. These were the souls of pious and self-disciplined
people i.e. the seekers of hereafter. They raised calls of asceticism and God-fearingness
in loud and melodious voices and achieved perseverance on sharia of the Prophet.
These were the souls of theologians, ascetics and abstainers. The remaining souls kept
standing before Allah reverently. These truly sincere ones neither glimpsed at the
world nor looked towards paradise. Neither they heard calls of Satan nor of paradise.
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Being annihilated in Allah and immortal with Him, they were engrossed in His
presence. These were the souls of Fakirs who have presence in the Mohammadan
Assembly. The Prophet said about them:

ْ َ ْ َ َْ
َْْ
الفق ُر فخ ِر ْی َو الفق ُر ِمنِ ْی



Meaning: Faqr is my pride and Faqr is from me.

ُْ
ُْ
ُْ َ
َ
ْ ْ
ْ ْ
ْ ْ َ
َ
الدن َیا َح َر ٌام َعلّٰی ا ْہ ِل ال ُعق ّٰبی َو ال ُعق ّٰبی َح َر ٌام َعلّٰی ا ْہ ِل الدن َیا َو الدن َیا َو ال ُعق ّٰبی َح َر ٌام َعلّٰی طال ِِب
ْ
المَوْلّٰی



Meaning: The (pleasure of) world is forbidden for the seekers of hereafter, (pleasure
of) hereafter is forbidden for the seekers of the world whereas (the pleasures of) the
world and the hereafter both are forbidden for the seekers of Allah.

ُْ ََ ْ
َم ْن ل َ ُہ المَوْلّٰی فل ُہ الک ُل

Meaning: One who finds Allah, finds everything.



(Shams-ul-Arifeen, Kaleed-e-Jannat,

Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan and Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)

It was with reference to these souls that Allah says to Satan:

َ
ۡ
َ َ
(15:42) ِان ِع َبا ِد ۡی ل َ ۡی َس لَک َعل ۡی ِہ ۡم ُسل ِّٰ ٌن



Meaning: Surely, you will in no way be able to influence My slaves. (15:42)
Sultan Bahoo says about adopting good and evil:
 You must understand that although the atheists associate evil to Allah by quoting:

َ ّٰ
َ َْ
خیرِ ٖہ َو ش ِر ٖہ ِم َن الل ِہ ت َعالّٰی



Meaning: Both good and evil are from Allah.
However this phrase actually means that Allah created both good and evil. Remember
that Allah created Prophet Mohammad and his people of Sunna from good. What is the
way of Sunna? It is the path of Prophet Mohammad followed by the Companions and
Divine lovers. The followers of this path are Sunni. Allah created Islam, invocation,
reflection, gnosis, Faqr, favour, mercy, beneficence and knowledge of sharia from
good while created disbelief, Satan, inciting innerself and this world from evil and
gave you the freedom to choose between good and evil. (Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)
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In short it is true that both good and evil are created by Allah but He also gave man the
freedom to choose between them. If he chooses good, he would benefit from the compassion
and beneficence of Allah but if he chooses evil then he would have to face wrath and
punishment. Now it is up to man to decide as it has been announced:

َ َ َ
ََ
َ َو الَذیۡ َن َج
(29:69) اہ ُد ۡوا فِ ۡینا لَن ۡہ ِدیَن ُہ ۡم ُس ُبلنا
ِ



Meaning: And those who strive hard (and struggle against the inciting innerself vehemently)
for Our cause, We certainly guide them to Our ways. (29:69)
The souls have been given another chance in this world to make up for the promise
they broke in pre-existence. One should make the most of this and seek Allah rather than
world and paradise because Allah has promised, “He who seeks Me, finds Me.”

CHAPTER-39

CERTAINTY
There are three stages of certainty (yaqin  ;)یقینknowledge of certainty (ilm al-yaqin علم

)الیقین, eye of certainty (ayn al-yaqin  )عین الیقینand truth of certainty (haq al-yaqin حق
)الیقین.
KNOWLEDGE OF CERTAINTY
This is the first level of certainty. Knowledge of certainty is gained through profound
thinking and reflection as well as the intellectual and logical arguments.
The existence of every single thing can be proved in two ways: logical arguments or
through a witness. This is inferior level of certainty because the logical arguments would
generate a degree of certainty but the reality would still remain invisible. Likewise no
matter how truthful and honest a witness may be, only he would know the reality of the
matter and those who hear it from him would not be able to conceive the exact reality. In
simple words it is the knowledge which is gained by listening, studying, reasoning,
argument, thinking and reflection. A Saint once said that knowledge of certainty is the state
of discord. It is due to this form of knowledge that religious sects have become rampant.

EYE OF CERTAINTY
This is the second level of certainty. Its knowledge is gained through unveiling and
observing. It is not only felt but also seen. Hence eye of certainty is the knowledge which
can be trusted after it is seen. However it must be remembered that this may involve
satanic deception. Many pseudo spiritual guides are at this level and consider themselves
to be elevated men of miracles due to their deceptive observations which are actually the
outcome of their lustful worldly desires. They use their power of observing the hidden as
a medium to attract people towards themselves.

TRUTH OF CERTAINTY
This is the most comprehensive knowledge which is gained not only after seeing but also
through understanding the reality. When the mirror of one’s inward is cleansed, vision
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and union of Allah are achieved. Hence all the veils are removed and the ultimate stage is
achieved called truth of certainty.
A Saint stated that truth of certainty is the most comprehensive form of knowledge in
terms of Divine Oneness. In the words of Shaikh Junayd of Baghdad:
 Truth of certainty is that knowledge which is verified through the eye and the person
observes the unseen happenings the way he observes things with his eyes. Then he
becomes able to inform about the unseen and whatever information he gives is true.
This is the perfect and complete stage of the gnosis of Allah.
These three levels can be explained with the help of an example. Let us assume, a
person has not seen that fire burns and someone tells him about it, this is the stage of
knowledge of certainty. Then that person lights fire in front of him and he witnesses with
his eyes that fire burns which elevates the stage to make it eye of certainty. However the
stage of truth of certainty is that he gets in contact with the fire, allows it to burn him and
feels it burning. Allah says:

ۡ ۡ َ ۡ ّٰ َ َ ۡ َ
(15:99) ﴾﴿اع ُب ۡد َربک َحتی یَا ِت َیک ال َی ِقی ُن
و



Meaning: And worship your Lord till you attain to the station of certainty of faith. (15:99)
Sultan-ul-Faqr VI Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali used to say in explanation of this verse,
“Do such excessive invocation and contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat that your certainty
reaches perfection (truth of certainty).”
Sultan Bahoo states in his book Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan regarding certainty:

رمدن

ِوتق

ات

ربب

ربدن

اامین

نیقی

قح
از

دش

ابعدت
نیقی

Explanation: Worship the Lord till the end of your life and attain certainty because
certainty guarantees perfection in faith.

رکدن

اامعل

ربو

رقآن

نیقی

رپسدن

ابقح

وخد

آتسن

نیقی

Explanation: Certainty means to follow the entire teachings of Quran and entrust
oneself to Allah.
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ونرش

اامین

وضحرش

ٔرسامہی

رقب
ِ

رعمتف

نیقی
اب

نیقی

Explanation: Certainty is the asset and light of faith, it grants the gnosis and closeness
of Allah.

ابدش

رسپ

رتادش

کی

دل

دپر

از

کی

را

از

نیقی

اطیشن

دویئ

Explanation: Certainty should be as strong as a son is certain about his father. Such
certainty ends the evil duality from the inward.

دنیب
بن ن
س ییی ِدب

وخشی

مشچب

ددیہ

نیقی

ابمہ

اعرافن

تبحص

ہک

Explanation: Certainty is gained when one beholds Allah with one’s own eyes. This
felicity is obtained by the company of Mystics.

اہلل
اہلل

را ِز

قح

،الوس
ٰؐ

وشد
رگبد

قح

از

درشک

نیقی
یطخ

Explanation: Certainty about Allah leads to the Divine secrets. To gain certainty,
exterminate everything from the inward except Allah.

رایتض

ےب

ااجزت

اصِبح

،وضحر
نیقی

رببد
از

دش

نیقی
نیقی

Explanation: Certainty carries one to the Divine presence without any struggle. It can
be acquired only from the man of certainty (the perfect spiritual guide).

احبلص

قح

والص

رعافن

نیقی
انیقیل

دش

را
قح

یسک
ردس

Explanation: Whoever is blessed with certainty, acquires the truth and becomes the
Mystic one with Allah reaching the truth of certainty. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
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 Know that the infidels, enemies of Islam, dissenters, kharijites and hypocrites are
deprived of certainty. Certainty is purity and is related to the Truth while these wretched
people are against the Quran, its injunctions, Hadiths and the Sunni way. Their belief
is based on falsehood because they trust the false and filthy carrion world. While the
true followers of the Holy Prophet who belong to the Sunni sect are so certain about
their faith that if they do not have sustenance even for a day and someone offers them
one lakh gold coins, they would never retreat from their faith because their certainty
about the Mohammadan faith blesses them with gnosis and closeness of Allah.
(Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)

 The Arabic word for ‘certainty’ isِ
alphabets;

نیقی

transliterated as yaqin which has four

، (Y), ( قQ), ،ِ (Y), (نN). By the alphabet ، (Y), certainty makes one

with Allah. By the alphabet ( قQ), certainty grants closeness of Allah. By the secondِ

، (Y), certainty makes one with Allah. By the alphabet ( نN), certainty annihilates the
inciting innerself making it naught and purifying it from the lust and sensual desires.
Certainty makes one completely resigned to the will of Allah conforming to the verses;

Meaning: Enough for me is Allah. (9:129)

ّٰ
(9:129) َح ْس ِبیَ الل ُہ



ّٰ ّٰ َ
(33:39) َوکفی ِبالل ِہ



Meaning: And Allah is Sufficient. (33:39) (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
 Mystically the term ‘certainty’ means to be certain in every condition and during
every action that Allah is Omnipresent and Omnipotent. Certainty is one of the highest
levels of righteousness. Certainty of truthful and righteous people about the friendship
of Allah and His religion is strong like mountain which never breaks or shakes. The
certainty of the hypocrites and irreligious who are obedient to the cursed Satan is like
the sand which never stays at a place. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
 Sultan Bahoo further says in Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan:

ازشل
ن
ت
ِضلش

ارقار
ابضیف

دل
وشد

دصتقی

نیقی

راربہ

نیقی
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Explanation: Certainty means the inward verification and fulfilling the eternal promise.
It leads to the beneficence and grace of Allah.

دارد

روح

آرد

ابروح

قلعت

اپشک

نیقی
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نیقی

اپشک

وچ

Explanation: Certainty is related to the sanctity of soul. When the soul is sanctified,
certainty assimilates in it.
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Explanation: Certainty is gained by going against the innerself and is maintained by
having the enlivened inward.
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Explanation: Certainty engraves and shows the Truth in the inward which makes the
person enlightened.

ابھُ نیقی از ہس نیقی و ہس اقمشم
ؒ
امتشم

یمتخ

وشد

کی

ہس

رہ

ز

Explanation: O Bahoo! Certainty is accomplished by achieving three levels and stations
of certainty. When all three become one, certainty is perfected. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
 The three levels of certainty are; knowledge of certainty, eye of certainty and the truth
of certainty. These three enlighten the inward of seeker like the sun with the light of
verification and end all the darkness created by disbelief. Certainty means that the
seeker follows Allah and the Holy Prophet in every condition whether he is ill or
healthy, facing hardships or ease and never returns to the lust of innerself. Such
certainty is the medium to reach Allah and is gained by the invocation of shahada.
(Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)

 Understand that certainty is the foundation of love, gnosis and desire for Allah as well
as of all the levels of invocation, reflection, Divine presence, spiritual inspirations,
closeness of Allah, annihilation and immortality.
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وشد
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زگرد

ہب

کلف

تفہ

از

الص
وت

اکر

Explanation: Certainty is the basic requirement, if you have it, your matter will surpass
the seven skies.
If the imperfect people claim that their certainty has carried them to the Throne, Chair,
Guarded Tablet and the Pen then they are wrong. Their certainty carries them away
from the gnosis and Oneness of Allah. The certainty of the truthful and Mystics
engrosses them in the observation and gnosis of Allah and confers the eternal presence
of Mohammadan Assembly upon them. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
 Whoever immerses in Divinity reaching the station of no station forgets everything
except Allah. The Fakir annihilated in Allah is drowned in Oneness of Allah just like
fish survives only in water, salt dissolves in food, spark loses its existence in fire and
water mixes in milk. The status of Fakirs annihilated in Allah is that they are neither
God nor other than Him. Only Allah! Other than Allah is lust. Such Fakirs behold
Allah without any veil with perfect certainty. How can the irreligious and cursed heretics
understand these facts! (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)
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Explanation: Real certainty is the certainty which takes you to the Beloved and intimates
you to the secrets of the Divine command ‘Be!’ (Shams-ul-Arifeen)
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Explanation: True certainty is that which takes you to the Holy Prophet and Ali ibn
Abi Talib and grants their perfect recognition and belief in them. (Shams-ul-Arifeen)
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Explanation: Certainty means to reach the Reality. Whoever reaches the Reality, finds
union with Allah. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)

CHAPTER-40

THE ESOTERIC AND THE EXOTERIC
The way this exoteric world exists so does the esoteric world. This outer or exoteric
world is the reflection and shadow of the inner or esoteric world. This world is the
manifestation of the hidden world. Hence everything that is manifest has a counterpart
that is hidden.
Sultan Bahoo says:
 Know that exoteric world is the manifestation of esoteric world. It is mortal and
temporary similar to the thoughts of the person who follows his desires. On the
contrary the esoteric world is eternal, permanent and unique. Between these two is
the just and truthful knowledge of the word of Allah-the Quran. The reward of both
the hidden and manifest actions shall be given according to the intention behind each.
The esoteric world is real because it contains the gnosis and union with Allah
whereas the exoteric world is like the seasons which keep changing. Therefore it is
necessary to have faith in the unseen because it is doubtless.
Allah says:

َ َ ۡ َ ُ ۡ ً ُ ۡ َ ۡ َ َ ُ ّٰ ۡ َ ّٰ
َۡ
ُ
)2: 1-3( ﴿﴾ ال ِذیۡ َن یُ ۡؤ ِمنوۡ َن ِبالغ ۡی ِب
ۙ الـم ﴿﴾ ذل ِک ال ِکتب لا ریب ۚۙ فِی ِہۚۙ ہدی ل ِلمت ِقین



Meaning: ( الـمMohammadan Reality). This is the glorious Book in which there is no
chance of doubt. (It is) a guide for those who guard against evil and fear Allah. Those
who believe in the unseen. (2:1-3)
The example of the one who talks ill, complains about the esoteric world and commits
backbiting of the sacred men of Allah who have vision of the hidden, is that of a
person who eats the flesh and drinks the blood of his brother. How can such a person
be called a true believer or even a Muslim? (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
 The esoteric self is of numerous kinds which is why it is very difficult to reach an
elevated spiritual level without courage and Divine favour. Some people have false
and evil esoteric self but their exoteric self seems verily true. On the other hand there
are people who have a truthful esoteric self but their exoteric self appears to be false.
Some have both esoteric and exoteric self false while some have both true. This forms
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the basis of level of every Muslim and true believer, liar, polytheist, hypocrite, cruel
and disbeliever. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
 What is the esoteric and what is the exoteric? Both the esoteric and the exoteric realms
are contained within the knowledge of Quran. In fact the entire creation is within the
essence of Quran. This hidden essence of Quran can be unfolded only by an immortal
Mystic scholar who is a man of efficacy, man of vision and an enlightened leader of
both the worlds. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)

رہ ہک دنیب رہ رطف وگیئ وتسر

۔ رہ ہک وپدش مشچ ابدش مشچ وکر1

رعمتف

تفص

رطتقی

ددین

ابایعن

ااسنن

لود

انیب

۔ ابایعن2

رہ ہک دنیب ریغ قح آن یب وعشر

ِ
اعرف دخا
،۔ رگ تُ وخایہ وشیم3
ن
۔ آن ددیہ تُر اتس دنیب اب وضحر4

دش وضحر ددیشن رقب از ایعن

َھُ را ھُ ربدہ اتس در الاکمں
ؒ ۔ ب5

اقل

ِالقئ

لود

درگی

ددیہ

آن

Explanation: )1( Whoever meditates with closed eyes is actually blind and he who
keeps looking everywhere is merely an animal.
)2( True man is one who beholds with unveiled sight and this is only possible through
the way of mysticism and gnosis of Allah.
)3( If you want to be a Mystic then achieve the eye which is capable of Divine vision.
)4( It is the eye with Divine light which witnesses the Divine presence. One who
looks at anything other than Allah is surely unwise.

ُ

)5( The Divine Essence, Hoo ()ہو, has taken Bahoo to the station of no station. He
was blessed with the Divine presence on having the evident vision and closeness of

ُ

Hoo ()ہو. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
 The follower of Qadri order whose esoteric and exoteric self have become one and
verified due to which he is blessed with the company of Allah, seeks nothing from
anyone. Hence it becomes clear that the perfect and immortal Sarwari Qadri Mystic
is the man of Divine vision eternally drowned in the light of Oneness of Allah and
always witnesses Allah with truth of certainty. Such men of engrossment behold
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Allah with their physical as well as spiritual eyes. Why would such a perfect Qadri
follower require invocation, reflection, recital rounds, meditation, unveiling or the
like? His station is in the realm of Divinity, the station of no station from where he
views everything evidently with complete trust. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
 The esoteric is of many types with a range of abilities and levels of verification. In
the exoteric, sharia has two witnesses; to see and to hear. Likewise the esoteric also
has two witnesses; first to study the knowledge of Sufism as well as hear it from
others, secondly to behold unveiled Divinity. Its path is shown by the spiritual guide
who is also the companion of the seeker. Some people have inner based on logic and
reasoning due to Divine vision, hence their inner complies with their outward. Some
people’s inner is logically aware and blessed with insight, so their inner conforms to
the outward. Others are acquainted with their inner through waham or thinking. This
makes their inner according to their outward and they gain gnosis and union with
Allah. Inspirations descend upon some which make their esoteric and exoteric self
coincide with each other. Some people’s esoteric and exoteric self comply with each
other due to spiritual attention while some attain this state by the contemplation of Isme-Allah Zaat and some due to the spiritual authority and concentration of Divine presence
gained by shahada.
Some seekers esoterically receive messages from the shrines and are blessed with the
company of all the Prophets, Sufis, Messengers and Prophet Mohammad along with
the great Companions, jurists and other Saints of high levels such as Ghawth and Qutb.
By their order, the seekers’ esoteric self becomes one with the exoteric self. Some of
the seekers are gifted with unveiled spiritual sight. Person with unveiled sight has the
ability that nothing in both the realms remains concealed from him hence both his
spiritual and physical beings become one. Some people are annihilated in Allah and
always remain in the state of Divine presence and receive right answers through
inspirations. They are conferred unmatched and unparalleled union with Allah that
conforms their esoteric being with the exoteric one. Some have the enlightened esoteric
self, they are the Fakirs who are annihilated in Allah and rule upon both the worlds.
Their esoteric and exoteric self are the same by Divine favour. All these types of inner
being which comply with the physical being are achieved by the favour of perfect
Qadri spiritual guide who is the true companion sent from the Truth and always in
direct connection with the Truth. The person who beholds everything spiritually with
verification but does not try to achieve it physically then what is the remedy for such
an incapable? It is that he should study the knowledge of spiritual substitution which
would make his spiritual and physical self one and the same. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
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 Keep in mind that basically there are three kinds of esoteric self blessed with three
levels of Divine favour having three different names;
First: Esoteric self of some people has the ability to witness all the spheres. In just a
blink of an eye they fly spiritually across the seven spheres of the earth, nine spheres of
the skies and seventy thousand levels above the Throne whereby each level is at a
distance of seventy years from the other. Such men of spheres are the Ghawth and
Qutb stationed at different levels. However Fakirs do not even look towards these
inferior and minor levels as these are connected to the desires of innerself and far from
Divine closeness.
Second: Esoteric self of some seekers is laudable as they have the honour of presence
in the Mohammadan Assembly where they meet all the souls.
Third: Some seekers’ esoteric self is immersed in the light of Divine Oneness, engrossed
in Divine vision and completely annihilated in Allah. This is the accomplished level
of Faqr about which the Holy Prophet said, “When Faqr is accomplished that is
Allah.” (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)
These levels of the esoteric self can be reached only through Ism-e-Allah Zaat.

CHAPTER-41

GHANAYAT
Ghanayat ( )غنایتis a Sufi term derived from Arabic word Ghana ( )غناwhich means
indifference. It is basically a Sufi terminology used for the first time by Sultan Bahoo in
his teachings and books. Ghanayat means to become content inwardly from all the
blessings of the world and the hereafter. This is also the station of ultimate generosity in
distributing the treasures of Faqr. Sultan Bahoo has used it as a synonym of Istighna
( )استغناwhich also means indifference.
Allama Iqbal writes:

دخا ےک اپک دنبوں وک وکحتم ںیم الغیم ںیم
زِرہ وکیئ ارگ وفحمظ ریتھک ےہ وت اانغتس
Explanation: The men of Allah whether in power or in servitude are always protected
with the shield of ghanayat.
What is ghanayat? What is the eminence of a man accomplished in ghanayat?
Sultan Bahoo says in his book titled Nur-ul-Huda Kalan:
 Basically there are two levels of humans; one are the true human beings while others
are apparently humans but possess the animal traits and ever remain confounded and
worried. How can the animals in the appearance of humans be distinguished from the
true humans who are the best of creation? True humans are the ones who are eternally
blessed with the Divine vision. Seeking the carrion world creates apprehensions in the
humans. Peace only lies in the Divine vision while seeking the world deprives one of
peace. The foundation of path of Faqr is the closeness and union with Allah which is
bestowed by the sight of the possessor of ghanayat. Ghanayat is possessed by the
spiritual guide who can show the Divine vision.
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Explanation: The spiritual guide who is himself blessed with Divine vision can show it
to you because he has got its favour and power from the court of Allah. (Nur-ul-Huda
Kalan)

Sultan Bahoo further says:
 Ghanayat is categorized into five types. That person is called the absolute generous who
has command over these five categories of ghanayat and five types of treasures. He
can utilize them and acquire all kinds of blessings and riches from them. Such a man
is eternally alive in both the worlds hence never dies. He submits himself completely
to Allah as said:

ۡ ٌّۢ ٌ ۡ َ َ ّٰ َ ّٰ َ ۡۤۡ ۡ َ ُ َ ُ َ
َ
(40:44)﴾﴿و اف ِوض امرِی ِالی الل ِہ ؕ ِان اللہ ب ِصیر ِبال ِعبا ِد



Meaning: And I consign my affairs to Allah. Surely Allah is Ever-Watchful of the
slaves. (40:44)
The five levels gained by the benediction of treasures of ghanayat and jamiat from
Divine guidance are;
Firstly when a man of contemplation looks at dirt it is converted into gold and silver.
That is why gold and dirt are the same for a man of sight. This level of ghanayat is
achieved by the favour of Divine guidance.
Second level of ghanayat is to accomplish in communicating with the souls of
shrines to such an extent that whenever the man of contemplation wants he can
summon the entire creation with the power of Ism-e-Allah Zaat before him and order
them to present anything he wishes. This level of ghanayat is achieved after the
affirmation of Divine guidance.
Third level of ghanayat is to enlighten the sight by the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah
Zaat so much so that the seeker can bring the philosopher’s stone from the mountains
and benefit from it as much as he wishes. Hence is absolved of the need of anyone’s
help. This level of ghanayat is achieved through the mystic way of Divine guidance.
Fourth level of ghanayat is to gain command over knowledge of alchemy of elixir
through the knowledge of augmentation. This level of ghanayat is achieved after
verification of Divine guidance.
Fifth level of ghanayat is to possess such a powerful sight that nothing remains hidden
from the seeker. Hence he can witness all treasures hidden underneath the earth as
well as the Divine treasures. This level of ghanayat is also achieved from verification
of Divine guidance.
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The spiritual guide who cannot bless a seeker with all the five treasures in the very
beginning is a moron if he claims to be a spiritual guide!
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ْ
۔ ق ْم ِب ِاذ ِن ِالل ِہ۳

Explanation: (1) The seeker of Prophet Mohammad acquires his attributes which
grant him gnosis of Allah on the very first day.
(2) Seeker of the level of Christ has his attributes hence he can bring dead to life by
the power of gnosis.
(3) Prophet Christ’s attribute is ‘rise by Allah’s command’. When he recited this, it
brought the dead back to life. These words are one of the Divine secrets. The Fakir is
indifferent to invocations and reflections as he is ever drowned in Divinity. (Nur-ulHuda Kalan)

 The ways to Faqr, gnosis, Divine vision, sainthood, guidance and jamiat all open
through ghanayat. If Faqr is not the chosen Faqr and is adopted without ghanayat
and contentment then it is the Faqr that falls flat and brings disgrace that is the
compulsive Faqr. The person having this Faqr complains of poverty when hungry.
Anyone who complains about Faqr, in fact complains about Allah hence the Prophet
is averse to him. Such a person eventually turns apostate and reprobate. The Prophet
said:

َ
ْ َ َْ
ْ
الفق ُر َسوَ ُاد الوَ ْج ِہ فِی الد َاریْ ِن



Meaning: The (compulsive) Faqr brings disgrace in both the worlds. (Nur-ul-Huda Kalan)

CHAPTER-42

HUMAN EVILS AND SINS
Sultan Bahoo has described in his books about esoteric or spiritual diseases like lust,
jealousy, grudge, greed, pretence, avarice etc. He has briefly mentioned them without
going into details and most importantly also talked about the doctor of these diseases. It is
written in Ain-ul-Faqr, “Spiritual guide is like a doctor.” It means that spiritual guide is
the specialist who cures esoteric illnesses. A seeker cannot have gnosis of Allah as long
as he is suffering from any of them. Pride, arrogance and pretence have already been
discussed in different chapters, rest of the esoteric diseases are discussed here in the light
of the Quran and Hadiths to make the seeker understand their harms so that he can strive
to get rid of them.

INCITING INNERSELF AND ITS LUSTS
The world is full of people with different lusts of inciting innerself. Some work hard to
increase livelihood, some wish for beautiful women, some have desire of children, some
want to increase property, some are running after ranks, fame and worldly respect so on
and so forth. If at all there is a seeker of Faqr, he wants accomplishment in it the way he
likes by ignoring Allah’s will. If desires and lust cross the limits of sharia or any single of
them enters the inward of a person and he keeps thinking about it and struggles only to
achieve it then this desire becomes his god. The curing of a seeker from these ailments is
called ‘purgation of innerself’.

SENSUAL DESIRES
Al-Ghazali says:
 The stomach is just like a pond (of desires). Arteries originate from stomach into seven
different directions. These arteries are like seven canals. All sensual desires originate
from stomach. Prophet Adam was exiled from paradise and descended to earth
because of the same desire. Sensual desire of gluttony is the base of all desires. When
stomach is full, man desires for woman and wishes to have sex with many women.
This illness (which arose from stomach) does not end here. Man cannot satiate his
hunger and sexual desires until he has wealth. Thus it instigates the lust of wealth in
him and it can only be earned by fame and business which demand good social
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relations. This ultimately leads to anger, jealousy, pride, pretence, malice and grudge in
a person. The root cause of all the sins is domination of desires of stomach whereas
controlling the desires of stomach is the foundation of righteousness. (Ihya al-Uloom Vol.
III)

 Ali ibn Abi Talib says that this world comprises of six pleasures which include
eatables, beverages, dressings, rides, marriages and scents. The best among eatables
is honey which is merely saliva of a bee. The finest beverage is water which is
available to all virtuous and sinful people. The elite dressing is silk which is the
spittle of an insect. Horse riding is the best among all rides which is also used in war
to kill human beings. Woman is the best choice for marriage but it is nothing more
than sex. The most beautiful body part (face) of a woman is prettified and the vilest
part (vagina) is desired. The finest scent is musk which is blood of an animal. Hence
this is the reality of this world and its pleasures. (Ihya al-Uloom Vol. III)
Now the detail of sensual desires is given:

GLUTTONY
Foremost pleasure is to eat and drink. Prophet Adam was descended from heaven to earth
because of this weakness. It is the foundation of all sensual desires hence is very dangerous.
If it is cured, undoubtedly destination (Faqr) comes quite near. This desire has three
levels; moderate, excessive and extreme. Moderate can be defined as to eat only required
quantity which is essential to live, unlike live to eat. One should always eat less than
hunger, in a quantity which does not let weakness overcome and one may perform his
duties properly. Prophet Mohammad once said;

ٌ ُ ُ َ َ َ ٌ ُ ُ َ َ َ َ َ َ َ َ ْ َ َ ْ ُ َ ْ ُ ٌ َ ُ ُ َ َ ّٰ ْ ْ َ ْ َ ْ ً َ ً َ ٌ َ ّٰ َ َ َ َ
ما ملا ادمِی ِوعا شرا ِمن بِ ٍن ِبحس ِب اب ِن ادم اکلات ی ِقمن صلبہ ف ِان کان لامحالة فثلث ل ِِعا ِم ٖہ و ثلث
َ
َْ ٌ ُُ
)2380:،ل ِش َر ِاب ٖہ َو ثلث ل ِنف ِس ٖہ (ارتلذم



Meaning: No one has ever filled a utensil as big as his stomach. A few morsels are enough
for a man which may keep him straight. If eating much is desired then keep one-third of
the stomach for food, one-third for water and leave the remaining one-third for breathing.
(Tirmidhi 2380)

In a Qudsi Hadith Allah expresses pleasure in front of angels for the person who has
reduced his appetite. Allah says to angels that He has granted abundant provision to His
slave but he chose patience and abstained from excessive eating. Allah declares, “Be the
witness that for each morsel My slave sacrificed for Me, I will bless him with higher rank
in paradise.”
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Excessive level of appetite means that the person is mostly thinking about delicious
foods and wishing to eat them and eats so much that makes it difficult for him to move.
In this way it becomes hurdle in his worships.
Extreme level can be explained as the condition in which someone remains completely
engrossed in eating and it becomes the aim of his life. Every moment he keeps pondering
about food or eating and becomes oblivious of everything else.
The Holy Prophet said:
 Allah dislikes obese scholar. Obesity symbolises negligence and excessive eating.
Therefore it is not a good omen for scholars.
 Do not destroy your inward. Your inward is just like a crop and if you water your
crop excessively, it is destroyed.
 Satan runs in the blood of human beings therefore restrict his movement through
starvation and thirst.
 Whosoever would remain content on a single bread, he will be safe from all sensual
desires.
 On the Judgment Day, he will be ranked superior who starved more and meditated
about Allah while the most hated will be the one who ate the most.
 Whosoever sleeps after overeating, becomes callous.
 Reflection is a partial worship whereas less eating is the complete worship.
 Prepare yourself for death by wearing simple dresses and eating less.
 Allah hates the scholar who has become obese by excessive eating.
 Abu Hurairah narrates that once the Holy Prophet asked him, “May I show you the
reality of this world?” Abu Hurairah replied in affirmative. The Holy Prophet took
him along to one of the valleys of Madina. There was a heap of trash. It contained
filth, torn clothes and human skulls. The Prophet said, “O Abu Hurairah! These heads
were greedy and full of wishes like your heads. They had many desires like you have
but they all have turned into bones with no skin. Soon these bones will become dust.
This filth was once their food which they ate with their earning. Today people walk
by this heap of trash disgustingly. These torn clothes were their dresses and now they
are hovering in air. These are the bones of animals which were their ride. They used
to ride them and roam around different cities. Whosoever realizes the reality of this
world, he should weep.” Abu Hurairah says that after this he and the Prophet wept for
long.
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 Abdullah ibn Abbas says that angels do not visit a person whose stomach is full.
 There is a saying of Sahl al-Tustari that knowledge and wisdom are in starvation
whereas sin and ignorance in overeating.
It is related that full stomach produces leucoderma. Sensual desires and lust bring
destruction. Sexual desire arouses from gluttony then this leads to other desires. All
sensual desires can be controlled by controlling the lust of appetite. By doing so, esoteric
world is revealed upon the seeker.

SEXUAL DESIRE
Sexual desire originates from filled stomach. Al-Ghazali says;
 Sexual desire is engendered in human beings for two reasons. (1) The pleasure of sex
reminds the pleasure of paradise. If this amusement was prolonged, it would have been
the most dominant among all the pleasures of body, like pain of fire burn is most
painful among all pains. It is impossible to attract people towards paradise without
giving them the feeling of pleasure and to frighten them from hell without letting
them feel any pain. For example, if someone finds sex pleasant, he will certainly
believe in pleasures of paradise. Although pleasure and happiness of paradise will be
much more than the pleasures of this world. (2) Continuation of human race.
Apparently there are two benefits of sex but it contains so much evil that if a person
does not keep this desire moderate it would destruct both his worldly as well as
religious life. (Ihya-al-Uloom Vol. III)
 Hudhayfah ibn al-Yaman relates, “During a sermon the Prophet said that alcohol leads
to many evils and women are a trap of Satan. I heard that the Prophet was advising
not to give superiority to woman as Allah has not made them superior.” Once Holy
Prophet said, “Women are a trap of Satan. If there had been no lust (of sex), women
would not have commanded men.” (Ihya-ul-Uloom Vol. III)
Sultan Bahoo says:
 Women are devils who make people go astray.
The explanation of these sayings is that if a woman becomes hurdle in the way of Faqr
then she is a devil as Satan says that women are his weapon. However if a woman
follows sharia and the path of Faqr and assists man as well in following Faqr then she is
a true believer of Islam.
There are three levels of sexual desire as well i.e. moderate, excessive and extreme.
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To satisfy sexual desire as per body capacity and within limits is considered moderate.
Abu Salman Durrani says:
 It is better to avoid matrimony at initial stage of Faqr. Whosoever gets married in the
start of Faqr, he inclines towards the material world. I have not seen a single disciple
who remained spiritually unharmed after marriage. Whatsoever distracts from Allah
either it is spouse, children or wealth, it must be considered sinister (seeker of Allah
must not marry until he accomplishes in Faqr. When one remains absorbed in wife,
his spiritual journey is halted).
Moderate level of sexual desire can be understood as; sharia has allowed four marriages
with some conditions. If the person is able to coup up with economic essentials of one
spouse only and has capacity of fulfilling rights of single spouse, he must be contented
with single marriage.
Excessive level is that when sensual desire is aroused to such an extent that the person
keeps thinking about women all the time. To satisfy his desires, he marries many women
against his financial and physical ability and then fails to fulfil his responsibilities. So he
gets in more troubles.
Extreme level can be defined as the person is so obsessed by the desire of sex and women
that he satisfies himself through illegitimate ways. Allah has declared severe penalty for
adultery. The Holy Prophet said:
 O people! Save yourself from adultery as it brings six punishments. Three of them
will fall upon you in this world and the rest three in the hereafter. Three punishments
of this world are;
1. Ancestral honour is vanished
2. Livelihood is reduced
3. Wealth is wasted
Three penalties on the Day of Judgment are;
1. Wrath of Allah
2. Strict accountability
3. Permanent hell torment
 The Holy Prophet said that Allah created angels and made virtue inherent in them.
Allah created animals and inculcated sensual desires in their nature. Allah created
human beings and included both virtue and sensual desires in their nature. If someone’s
virtue dominates sensual desires, he is superior to angels and the one whose sensual
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desires dominate virtue, is worse than animals. Prophet Mohammad ordered to save
oneself from adultery as it brings nine penalties;
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Weak Faith
Reduced livelihood
Grief of parting from dear ones
Depression and rage
Amnesia
Annoyance of Fakirs
Fading of Divine light from face
Rejection of prayers
Rejection of worships

One of the nuisances of sexual desires is that the love between man and woman is now
considered equivalent to Divine love by people and is presented as a sacred act. This is
entirely against sharia and leads to numerous sins. If a person does not nip this evil in the
bud he will surely be harmed. It is related to the ‘lustful sight’ of a person. To restrict
eyesight from watching the forbidden is only prevention. The Prophet said, “Sight is the
arrow of Satan which is dipped in poison.” If one watches someone unintentionally then he
must restrain next time. However if one does not take care in this regard and does not
control his eyes then it becomes very difficult to control at later stages. In this situation
inciting innerself acts like a horse who has taken a wrong turn. If you have reined it then
you can stop but if you have left it free, it becomes impossible to control. So it is better to
restrict eyes in the very beginning. Eyes also commit adultery as the Prophet said:
 Eyes also indulge in adultery like sexual body parts. Eye adultery is to watch evil.
Whosoever protects his eyes from evil, Allah will bless him with true faith.
 Ibn Abbas relates that once the Prophet said, “Eyes commit adultery when they watch
evil, tongue commits when it speaks evil and the inward also commits adultery when
it is inclined towards evil.” (Bukhari 6243)
 Once a Companion of the Prophet went to meet Usman ibn Affan. In his way he
watched a beautiful woman. He looked at her beauty considerately. Then he reached
the court of Usman ibn Affan. Usman said, “There are people among you whose eyes
speak of adultery.” That Companion surprisingly asked Usman, “Is the process of
revelation still continued after the Holy Prophet?” He replied, “No! It is the believer’s
insight.”
Sodomy also falls in the worst category of adultery. Sodomy was the reason of torment
upon the nation of Prophet Lut. If the sensual desires are stronger then the fight against
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inciting innerself ranks higher in the court of Allah. Sensual desires are the most
powerful entity in a human being. Whosoever fights against them is blessed with infinite
ranks in the court of Allah.

DESIRE OF WEALTH
The desires of gluttony and sex require money. Therefore these two lay foundation of love
for wealth. This love eradicates love for Allah from the inward. Thus man remains
engrossed in earning day and night. He cannot differentiate between legitimate and
illegitimate means. This is the base of worldly love and greed. The desire to get anything
more than necessary especially wealth is called greed. Earning money to fulfil the needs
of family is not considered greed as sharia has allowed it with certain limits. On the
contrary to remain busy in earning and keep thinking about it all the time forgetting Allah
is defined as greed. A greedy person is never contented, no matter how much wealth he
possesses. He spends every moment of his life thinking about means to increase his
wealth. Allah says in sura al-Munafiqun:

ّٰ ۡ
ُ ُ َ ۡ َ ۡۤ َ َ ۡ ُ ُ َ ۡ َ ۡ ُ ۡ ُ َ ۡ ُ َ ّٰ َ ۡ َ َ ُ َ ٰۤ
ّٰ ۡ َ ُ َ َ ّٰ ۡ َ
﴾﴿ادک ۡم َع ۡن ِذک ِر الل ِہ ۚ َو َم ۡن یف َع ۡل ذل ِک فاولٰٓ ِئک ُہ ُم الخ ِس ُر ۡو َن
یایہا ال ِذین امنوا لا تل ِہکم اموالکم و لا اول



)63:9(
Meaning: O believers! Let not your wealth and your children make you neglectful of the
very remembrance of Allah. And whoever does so, it is they who are the losers. (63:9)
Ka’ab ibn Iyad relates that once the Prophet said:
 Every nation faced a trial and my umma’s trial is wealth.
Abdullah ibn Masud relates a tradition that the Prophet said;
 Soon after you there will be a nation who will enjoy all luxuries of the world. They
will ride better and faster horses, marry gorgeous women and wear colourful dresses
but their hunger will never be sated and their inward will never be contented even on
getting excessive wealth. They will consider the world their god and worship it. They
will be engrossed in the world day and night and will obey it. Whosoever will be
present in that era, I advise him to avoid handshake with them, do not visit them when
they are sick, do not offer their funeral and do not respect their leaders. Whosoever
will not act upon my advice, he is an assistant to them in weakening Islam. (Mustadrak)
 There is a saying of Sultan-ul-Faqr II Shaikh Hasan of Basra, “I swear to Allah
whosoever will love wealth, Allah will disgrace him.”
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Abundance of wealth gives birth to the lust of prominence, power and fame.

DESIRE OF PROMINENCE, POWER AND FAME
Abundance of wealth creates desire of prominence, power and fame. Al-Ghazali says, “A
number of people have been misled due to their wish of being praised and for the desire
of fame.”
Desire of fame, reputation, power and prominence means that a person wants to conquer
people’s hearts and lead them so that they submit to him physically as well as financially.
For this he needs to have a good reputation and respect among people. Such a reputation
can be earned by some special quality such as knowledge, devotions, moralities, powers
or because of certain quality which speaks of that person’s highness and perfection.
When one develops good conviction about a person ultimately he becomes obedient to him
willingly. He praises him and serves him with money and becomes like a servant rather
something more than a servant as a servant serves his master because of compulsions but
such a person serves with passion. Hence just as being wealthy means to possess gold and
silver similarly power and prominence mean to have command over others’ inwards.
Man wishes to possess everything, he desires to subjugate every creation and make it his
slave which is impossible. There are two categories of creation; one cannot be approached
by a human being like sky, stars, angels, Satan and all entities present in oceans, mountains
and under the soil. Therefore he wants to dominate them with power of knowledge. He
desires that if he is unable to command them then at least they must be in the domain of
his knowledge. He wishes to know secrets of all the worlds like a person who is not a
player of chess but wants to know all its tricks. Such a desire of dominance is also
included in the lust of power.
Second category of creation which one can command are present on the earth like
animals, plants and non-living things. Man wishes to become the lord of all these which
means he wants to exercise authority over them but this is impossible until he has plenty
of wealth and power. These are the causes behind lust for high status, fame and power.
Love of wealth and power is the root cause of all inward ailments. When a nation suffers
from this esoteric disease, it transforms the world into hell. The Holy Prophet said;
 Desire of wealth and power creates hypocrisy, the way moss grows after rainfall.
(Tabarani)

 Whenever any nation got excessive wealth, their inwards were entangled in enmity
and hatred.
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Love of money, power and prominence lays foundation of many worldly desires and inward
diseases like jealousy, wrath, pride, arrogance, miserliness, enmity, pretence, backbiting,
lying, greed, mistrust and talebearing. It must be noticed that gluttony produced sexual
desires which gave birth to love of wealth and fame that ultimately led to all esoteric
diseases which not only destroy esoteric and exoteric self of an individual but a complete
society. These diseases can be cured by spiritual exercises but due to paucity of time and
busy routine of people nowadays, Sultan Bahoo has introduced an easy way of cure.
However it is essential to consult a spiritual doctor (accomplished spiritual guide) to
acquire that cure.
Sultan Bahoo says:
 The person should contemplate Ism-e-Allah Zaat and inscribe it on his inward if he
wishes to gain control over innerself even if he eats delicious foods and wears
expensive dresses, moreover wants to be safe from the accidents of life and wishes to get
rid of Satan so that the satanic whispers, obsessions, evil suggestions, misapprehensions
and distracting thoughts come to naught. No doubt he will gain contentment of inward
(by contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat) and will be blessed with the presence of the
Mohammadan Assembly. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)

DISEASES OF INCITING INNERSELF
Arrogance, pride, vanity and pretence have already been discussed in different chapters,
other inward illnesses are:

JEALOUSY
When Allah blesses someone but another individual becomes unhappy because of that
blessing and prays for its decline then such an evil emotion is called jealousy.
This is the foremost sin by Satan. He was jealous of Prophet Adam as Adam was
blessed with the Divine Trust. Satan became rebellious and disobedient and refused Allah’s
commandment to prostrate Prophet Adam. Thus his ranks were confiscated. Satan was the
first among the jealous. Moreover the first murder on earth was also because of jealousy
when Cain killed Abel.
Allah is indifferent and He blesses esoterically and exoterically anyone He wants. He
enhances livelihood of whomsoever He wants, blesses with obedient progeny, beauty,
esoteric knowledge and above all confers His closeness and vision upon whom He
wishes. These all are the blessings of Allah and it is our faith to accept His distribution
whole heartedly. But to object that why someone else has been blessed, why I do not
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have this blessing, if I do not have it then why does he has, and to turn against the blessed
people only because of Allah’s bestowal is jealousy. This is completely against Allah’s
will. Is it wise to criticize blessing of Allah upon people? Rather this is a war against
Allah and interference in His command. Allah dislikes jealousy as it is the basis of other
inward ailments. That is why it is considered a sin in Islam. Jealousy is not only a hurdle
in the path of Faqr but sometimes it completely halts the journey of Faqr. This sickness
also appears in the inward during the course of Faqr when a seeker excels another seeker
or when the spiritual guide ignores his disciple (due to some reason such as to test or train
him) whom he has been loving and starts loving another disciple. This situation creates
jealousy in the former disciple. He is trapped by Satan and inciting innerself, eventually
becomes devil. In this situation the spiritual guide leaves him alone. Such disciple plays
in the hands of Satan until the spiritual guide saves him. It is hypocritical to claim to be
the seeker of Faqr on one side and fall prey to jealousy on the other because the true
seekers completely submit to the will and decisions of Allah. In fact one who submits to
Allah has no jealousy at all.
Many notable scholars have fallen prey to jealousy against other scholars for their repute
and fame.
Fakirs and Saints are never jealous of anyone rather they are well-wishers of everyone.
This attribute makes them prominent among masses and Allah blesses them with high
ranks and honour in His court. The Saints curse the material wealth and fame hence they
are never jealous.
Although envy is not as wrong as jealousy. It is not wrong to wish same blessings for
yourself with which Allah has blessed the other and this is called envy. It is not an evil
trait. However this envy will change into jealousy if one seeks the decline for other’s
blessing and wants for himself instead. For example Allah has blessed someone with
beauty, fame, high ranks or status but one wishes that Allah may confiscate this blessing
and instead grant him. On the path of Faqr if a disciple is dearer to the spiritual guide but
another one wishes such closeness and desires deterioration for the former then this is the
worst form of jealousy.
The Quran has warned against jealousy:

َُ ُ
َ َ
َُ ُ
ُ َۡ ۡ
ۡ َ
ۡ ََ
َود ک ِثی ٌر ِم ۡن ا ۡہ ِل ال ِک ّٰت ِب ل َ ۡو یَرُد ۡونک ۡم ِم ۢۡن بَ ۡع ِد ِایۡمَانِک ۡم کف ًاراۚۙ َح َس ًدا ِم ۡن ِعن ِد انف ِس ِہ ۡم ِم ۢۡن بَ ۡع ِد َما ت َبی َن ل َ ُہ ُم
ّٰ َ
َ ّٰ ۡ ّٰ
َ َ ُ
ُۡ َ َُۡ
َ
)2:109( ﴾﴿ اعفوۡا َو ۡاصف ُحوۡا َحتی یَاتِیَ الل ُہ ِبا ۡمرِ ٖہ ؕ ِان الل َہ َعلّٰی ک ِل ش ۡی ٍء ق ِدیۡ ٌر
الحق ۚ ف



Meaning: Many of the people of Book desire to turn you back to disbelief after you have
believed because of the jealousy they have in their inwards despite the fact that the truth
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has become evident to them. So keep forbearing and overlooking till Allah sends His
command. Verily Allah has (absolute) control over everything. (2:109)

ّٰ ّٰ ۡۤ
َ َ ۡ ُ ُ ۡ َ َۡ
ۡۤ َ َ َ َ
ً ۡ ُ ّٰ َ َ ۡ ۡ
َۡ
ۡ
َ الن
اس َعلّٰی َما ّٰات ُہ ُم الل ُہ ِم ۡن فض ِل ٖہ ۚ فق ۡد ّٰات ۡینا ّٰا َل ِا ۡب ّٰر ِہ ۡی َم ال ِک ّٰت َب َو ال ِحکمَة َو ّٰات ۡین ُہ ۡم ملکا
ام یحسدون



)4:54( ﴾﴿ َع ِظ ۡی ًما
Meaning: Do they feel jealous of the people because of (the blessings) which Allah has
conferred upon them of His bounty? So surely We have given the family of Abraham the
Book and wisdom and We also granted them a great kingdom. (4:54)
First two sins, one on the sky and the second on the earth were committed because of
jealousy. In the Quran Allah says:

َ َو اتۡ ُل َع َل ۡیہ ۡم ن َ َباَ ۡابن َ ۡی ّٰا َد َم بالۡ َحق ۘ ِا ۡذ ق َ َربَا ق ُ ۡربَانًا َف ُتقُب َل ِم ۡن اَ َح ِد ِہمَا َو ل َ ۡم یُ َت َق َب ۡل ِم َن ال ۡ ّٰا َخر ؕ َق
ال
ِ
ِ
ِ
ِ ِ
ّٰ
َ َ َ َ َ َ َ ُ ََۡ
ۡ َ ۡ
)5:27( ﴾﴿ ال ِانمَا یَ َتق َب ُل الل ُہ ِم َن المُت ِقی َن
لاقتلنک ؕ ق



Meaning: (O the most esteemed Messenger!) Relate to these people the account of the
two sons of Adam (Abel and Cain) which is absolutely true. When both of them made
offering (one each to Allah), the offering from one of them (Abel) was accepted whilst
that from the other (Cain) was not accepted. Thereupon he (Cain) said (to Abel out of
jealousy and vengeance), “I will surely kill you.” He (Abel) said (in reply), “Indeed Allah
accepts (offering) only from the people of piety.” (5:27)
Cain and Abel’s tale of jealousy goes as: Cain’s sister was beautiful so he himself
wanted to marry her. Prophet Adam did not allow. Ultimately it was decided that both
brothers will make offering to Allah. The one whose offering would be accepted, he would
marry her. Abel’s offering was accepted by Allah, it induced jealousy in Cain and he
killed Abel.
Satan became the enemy of Adam because of jealousy. The incident is narrated in Quran;

َ َ
ً
ََۡ
َ َ َ
َ َ َ َ ۡ ۡ ۡۤ َ ۡۤۡ ُ َ َ َ َ َ ّٰ ۡ ُ ُ ۡ َ ٰٓ َ ۡ َ ۡ ُ ۡ َ
ال ا َر َء ۡی َتک ّٰہذا
ال َءا ۡس ُج ُد ل ِمَ ۡن خلق َت ِط ۡینا ﴿﴾ ق
و ِاذ قلنا ل ِلمل ِئک ِة اسجدوا لِادم فسجدوا ِالا ِاب ِلیس ؕ ق
َ َ ۡۤ َ ُ َ َ
َ ََ
َ
ۡ
ََ َ
)17: 61-62(﴾﴿ ال ِذ ۡی کر ۡم َت َعلیَ۫ ل َ ِئ ۡناخ ۡرت ِن ِالّٰی یَ ۡو ِم ال ِق ّٰی َم ِة لَا ۡح َت ِنک َنذرِی َتہ ِالا ق ِل ۡیلًا



Meaning: And (call to mind the time) when We said to the angels, “Fall down in
prostration before Adam.” Then all prostrated themselves except Satan. He said, “Shall I
prostrate myself before him whom You have created of clay!” (And Satan also said,) “Tell
me, is it he You have exalted over me! If You grant me respite till the day of resurrection,
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I shall root out his children except a few of them (by bringing them under my control).”
(17: 61-62)

Allah granted Adam superiority over Satan who became jealous. He wanted to be superior
to Adam as he was created from fire whereas Prophet Adam was created with clay. He
had the view that fire has superiority over clay so he must be exalted over Prophet Adam.
Satan disobeyed Allah just out of jealousy and was anathematized. His jealousy had such
intensity that he requested respite from Allah till the Judgment Day to lead mankind astray.
 Abu Hurairah narrates that Prophet Mohammad said, “Save yourself from jealousy as
it burns pious deeds like fire burns wood.” (Abu Dawud 4903)
 Anas ibn Malik relates a tradition that Prophet Mohammad said, “Do not become
jealous of each other, never keep malice for each other, never backbite one another
and never break your relations with each other and O mankind! Stay in brotherhood.”
(Bukhari 6076)

 Anas ibn Malik relates that Prophet Mohammad said, “Jealousy burns pious deeds
like fire burns wood while charity for the sake of Allah obliterates sins like water
extinguishes fire. Whereas salat is the light of believer and fasting is protection from
hell.” (Ibn Majah 4210)
 Anas ibn Malik relates a tradition that Prophet Mohammad said that soon poverty
would be considered a sin and jealousy would dominate fate. (Bayhaqi)
The explanation of the Hadith is that there will be a time when Muslims will be forced
to leave Islam or will not be able to follow right path because of poverty. Wealthier
people will be more honoured than the men of piety. Jealousy would dominate fate means
that if Allah is blessing someone and it is his fate which has to happen but jealous person
prays for deterioration of that blessing against the decision of fate. To fulfil his wrong
motives, he even follows the path of infidelity like nowadays it is common to cast black
magic for this purpose. People spell black magic because of jealousy.
The Companions of Prophet Mohammad have strictly condemned jealousy. There is a
saying of Umar ibn Khattab;
 Whomsoever Allah intends to bless, He blesses him by any means despite the
jealousy of a jealous.
Usman ibn Affan says:
 Jealous feels unhappy and aggrieved on your happiness. This feeling itself is a
punishment for him and you do not need to take revenge, he himself will burn in his
own fire.
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Ali ibn Abi Talib says:
 Never be jealous of each other as jealousy ends faith like fire burns wood. Praising
someone more than he deserves is flattery while less than he deserves is because of
lack of ability to praise or jealousy.
 Good health depends upon paucity of jealousy.
Sultan Bahoo says:
 Remember! People whose inwards are free of jealousy surely belong to the paradise
and those who have jealousy are worse than the people of hell and are fire worshippers.
(Mehak-ul-Faqr Kalan)

JEALOUS IS ONE’S OWN ENEMY: The gist is that jealous always harms himself
because of his jealousy. He will immediately leave it if he realizes the fact that by jealousy
he only harms himself in both world and the hereafter and his jealousy benefits the person
whom he is jealous of. Worldly penalty for him is that he always remains depressed,
worried and restless and does not get rid of this torment even for a single moment as
Allah is perpetually blessing His slaves. He always suffers from the same grief which he
prays for others. Jealousy is such a painful anxiety which has no equivalent as a jealous
puts himself in torment because of his enemy (whom he is jealous of). Whereas his
enemy has no worsening effects of his jealousy. In fact the blessings of Allah cannot be
snatched or lessened with jealousy as they are destiny and will sustain till the fixed time
thus cannot be altered. It is Allah’s decision whom to bestow then how can anyone’s
jealousy dare to change it! Ponder over it and find the cure of this ailment.

ANGER
The reality of anger is fire as it is related to Satan who was created from fire and Adam
was created with clay. Fire expresses restlessness and impatience whereas clay represents
peace. Whosoever is dominated by anger, he is more related to Satan than Adam. In fact
in such a situation one is possessed by Satan. Hence when someone is angry, he must
control himself.
Anger is induced in human nature so that it can be used as a weapon to fight and
counter the satanic threats to the esoteric self. While desire is created in man so that he
should seek goodness for him. Man cannot avoid these two traits but when they cross
their limits, they become very dangerous. Anger is like a fire which burns in the inward
and its smoke moves to brain which darkens the wisdom hence he cannot make rational
decisions. It is just like a cave filled with smoke where nothing is visible, that is why anger is
considered as a devil for wisdom. To eliminate it completely is also not appropriate as
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fight for honour and safeguard of Islam against non-Muslims can only be executed with
anger. Anger should be moderate and it must be exercised under the command of Islam
and wisdom. There is an opinion that it can be completely eliminated from personality
but this opinion is wrong. Anger is an effective weapon as narrated. Like sensual desire,
anger cannot be removed completely from nature. Just as sharia has drawn certain limits
for fulfilling sensual desires, similarly it instructs to control anger because if it crosses the
moderate limit the wisdom fades away. Anger must remain within the boundaries of sharia
and wisdom so that one may not be driven by it.
The seekers of Faqr have the quality to control anger. This is narrated in the Quran in
this way:

ّٰ
َ َ َ ۡ َ ۡ َ َ ۡ َ ۡ َ ۡ ّٰ ۡ َ َ َ َ َ َ َ ۡ ُ ۡ ُ ۡ َ
ۡ ُ
ۡ
)3:134( ﴾﴿اسؕ َو الل ُہیُ ِحبالمُ ۡح ِس ِنی َن
ِ ال ِذی َن ین ِفقونفِی السرٓا ِء والضرٓا ِء والک ِظ ِمینالغیظوالعافِین ع ِن الن



Meaning: They are the ones who spend in the cause of Allah whether they are affluent or
indigent (in both the conditions), sublimate their anger and tolerate (the faults of the)
people; and Allah loves those who are benevolent. (3:134)
On another occasion Allah has talked about forgiveness during the state of anger:

َ
َ
َۡ
َ َ َ َۡ ۡ
)42:37( ﴾﴿ َو ال ِذیۡ َن یَ ۡج َت ِن ُبوۡ َن ک ٰٓب ِئ َر الۡاِث ِم َو الفوَا ِحش َو ِاذا َما غ ِض ُبوۡا ُہ ۡم یغ ِف ُر ۡو َن



Meaning: And those who refrain from major sins and the indecencies; and when they feel
furious, they forgive. (42:37)

NARCISSISM
Narcissism is an illness of inciting innerself which disables the abilities of thinking and
understanding. Allah has blessed everyone with some specific quality like knowledge,
beauty or piety. However if someone likes his own qualities to such an extent that it
makes him blind to see others’ goodness then it is called narcissism. It means to like
oneself to the extent that one starts disliking everyone else and considers others inferior.
It creates self-praise which finally becomes arrogance.
 People asked Aisha bint Abi Bakr, “When does someone become evil?” She replied,
“When one starts considering himself virtuous.” Such a thought is narcissism.
Abdullah ibn Masud says:
 Devastation lies in two things; narcissism and pessimism. The pessimist does not
seek Allah while a narcissist does not consider it necessary.
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Satan is eager to arouse narcissism in a person. It leads to arrogance which deprives the
seeker of the Divine favour. Subsequently seeker’s decline starts leading to failure. Therefore
it is essential to keep the inward free from narcissism.
The Quran has instructed repeatedly to save oneself from narcissism. On the occasion
of battle of Hunayn, Muslim's strength was manifold as compared to the enemy. This
created narcissism in them that the enemy had no courage and strength to fight. Allah
disliked it hence the signs of defeat of Muslims started emerging. But soon Muslims
realized their mistake and became humble so their defeat converted into victory. Allah
says in the Quran:

ّٰ ُ َ َ
ُ َ َ َ َ ً َ ُ ۡ ُۡ ََ ُُ َۡ ُ
َ ۡ َ
َ ۡ َۡ
لَق ۡد ن َص َرک ُم الل ُہ ف ِ ۡی َموَا ِط َن ک ِثی َر ٍۃ ۙ و یَوۡ َم ُحنی ٍن ۙ ِاذ ا ۡع َج َب ۡتک ۡم کث َرتک ۡم فل ۡم تغ ِن َعنک ۡم ش ۡیئا و ضاق ۡت َعل ۡیک ُم
ُ َ َُ
ُ َ
)9:25( ﴾﴿ الۡا ۡرض ِبمَا َر ُح َب ۡت ثم َول ۡی ُت ۡم م ۡد ِبرِ ۡی َن



Meaning: Assuredly Allah has helped you on a great many occasions and (in particular)
on the day of Hunayn when the superiority of your (numerical strength) exhilarated you.
Then that (numerical superiority) could not prove to you of any avail and the earth
despite its vast expanse narrowed for you and then you turned your backs in retreat. (9:25)
On the occasion of Battle of Badr, Quraish came to the battlefield with narcissism,
thence they faced defeat. In following verses Allah instructs to get rid of it:

ّٰ
ّٰ
َ َ َ َ ً َ َ ۡ َ ۡ ۡ ُ َ َ َ ۡ َ َ ُۡ ۡ ُ َ َ َ
ُ
ُ َ
اس َو یَ ُصد ۡو َن َع ۡن َس ِب ۡی ِل الل ِہ ؕ َو الل ُہ ِبمَا ی ۡع َملوۡ َن
الن
و لا تکونوا کال ِذین خرجوا ِمن ِدیارِ ِہم بطرا و رِئآء
ِ
ٌ
)8:47( ﴾﴿ ُم ِح ۡیط



Meaning: And be not like those who came out of their homes exhibiting false pride and
showing off to the people and who hindered (the people) from the path of Allah. And
Allah has encompassed (with His knowledge and power) all the activities they are doing.
(8:47)

 Prophet Mohammad said, “Narcissism is such a curse that it wastes the virtuous deeds
of seventy years.” (Daylami)
 Abdullah ibn Umar relates that the Prophet said, “If you do not commit any sin even
then I feel a danger that you will indulge yourselves in narcissism.” (Musnad al-Bazzar)
If Allah blesses someone with knowledge, wealth, beauty, zeal for prayers, His love or
Faqr and one remains fearful that he may lose this blessing then such a person is not a
narcissist. If a person considers every blessing as the beneficence of Allah rather than
attributing to his own self and remains happy instead of being afraid of losing then also
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he is not a narcissist. On the other hand if he boasts on this blessing and considers it as
his own attribute then surely he is a narcissist.
In short narcissism is a self-conceit which leads to failure in this world and the hereafter.

MALICE OR GRUDGE
Malice is to foster enmity secretly and it is more dangerous than the obvious enemy.
Malice or grudge is the intention of revenge against someone even when he is not at fault.
It is also a kind of hypocrisy. Purity of the inward vanishes with malice. It is such an
illness of the innerself which harms faith and creates hurdles in devotions. It reverses the
journey of Faqr of a seeker as malice makes him oblivious of it. He spends his maximum
time in planning to take revenge rather than seeking Allah and His closeness.
The aim of purification of the innerself is to purge oneself from esoteric and exoteric
illnesses which is essential to travel the path of Faqr. The inward poisoned with malice is
unable to travel ahead. Malice is antonym of kindness, love and forgiveness. If malice is
removed then it will be replaced by kindness, love, forgiveness and mercy. Such a state
of inward is acquired by the company of the perfect spiritual guide and invocation and
contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat.
Weak and coward people usually keep more grudge, for they cannot take revenge. They
secretly keep grudge and always remain in search of opportunity to take revenge. In some
people the emotion of malice becomes so extreme that even their enemy dies but they try
to take revenge from his children.
Satisfaction on others’ troubles and sadness on their happiness is a sign of malice. The
malicious person does not greet his opponent and when malice is at its extreme he does
not respond to his greetings, looks towards him with hatred and uses foul language about
him. He discloses the secrets of his enemy by backbiting, lying and abusing. He even
becomes the enemy of his relatives. If he finds the opportunity of revenge then in no
circumstances will he spare his enemy rather tyrannise him and will insist others also to
do so. He does not even perform devotions in the company of his enemy.
The Quran has instructed to remain away from malicious people.

ُ ٰۤیاَیُ َہا ال َ ِذیۡ َن ّٰا َم ُنوۡا لَا تَ َت ِخ ُذ ۡوا ب َِان َ ًة ِم ۡن ُد ۡونِ ُک ۡم لَایَاۡلُوۡن َ ُک ۡم َخ َبالًا ؕ َو ُد ۡوا َما َع ِن ُت ۡم ۚ َق ۡد َب َد ِت ال ۡ َب ۡغ َض
آء ِم ۡن
ِ
ُ َ ُۡ
ُۡ
َۡ
ّٰ ُ َ َ ۡ َ
)3:118( ﴾﴿افوَا ِہ ِہ ۡمۚۙ َو َما تخ ِف ۡی ُص ُد ۡو ُر ُہ ۡم اکبَ ُر ؕ ق ۡد بَ َینا لَک ُم الۡا ّٰی ِت ِا ۡن کن ُت ۡم ت ۡع ِقلوۡ َن



Meaning: O believers! Do not confide in those who are not from amongst you. They will
never miss (any) chance to cause you mischief. They wish you severe torture. As for their
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malice that has become evident from their utterances and (the hostility) that they have
concealed in their inwards is (even) greater. We have made the signs manifest to you if
you would use your intellect. (3:118)

ۡ
ۡ ّٰ ُ ُ َ ۡۤ َ ۡ َ َ
(85:8( ﴾﴿َو َما نق ُموۡا ِمن ُہ ۡم ِالا ا ۡن ی ۡؤ ِمنوۡا ِبالل ِہ ال َع ِزیۡ ِز ال َح ِم ۡی ِد



Meaning: And nothing (of the believers) was annoying them except that they had believed
in Allah, the Almighty, All-Praiseworthy. (85:8)

َ َو لَیَزِیۡ َد َن کَ ِثیۡ ًرا ِم ۡن ُہ ۡم َما ۤۡ اُنۡز َل ِال َ ۡی َک ِم ۡن َرب َک ُط ۡغ َیانًا َو ُک ۡف ًرا ؕ َو اَل ۡ َق ۡی َنا بَ ۡی َن ُہ ُم ال ۡ َع َد َاو َۃ َو ال ۡ َب ۡغ َض
آء ِالّٰی یَوۡ ِم
ِ
ِ
ّٰ
َ ۡ َ ۡ َ ۡ َ ۡ َ َ ُ ّٰ َ َ َ ۡ َ ۡ َ ۡ ً َ ۡ ُ َ ۡ َ ۡۤ َ َ ُ َ ّٰ ۡ
ۡ ۡ ُ
)5:64( ض ف َس ًادا ؕ َو الل ُہ لَا یُ ِحب ال ُمف ِس ِد ۡی َن
ِ ال ِقیم ِة ؕ کلما اوقدوا نارا ل ِلحر ِب اطفاہا اللہ ۙ و یسعون فِی الار



Meaning: And (O beloved!) the (Book) which has been revealed to you from your Lord
will certainly increase most of them in rebellion and disbelief (due to jealousy). And We
have put among them hostility and spite till the day of resurrection. Whenever these
people kindle the fire of war, Allah puts it out. And they are engaged in spreading
mischief and disorder (everywhere) on the earth and Allah does not like those who spread
mischief. (5:64)

َ
ُۡ ُ َ
َ َ
ٌَ ٌ ُ ُ َ َ َ
َ ُ َ ۡ
ق ۡد کان ۡت لَک ۡم ا ۡسوَۃ َح َسنة ف ِ ۡۤۡی ِا ۡب ّٰر ِہ ۡی َم َو ال ِذیۡ َن َم َعہ ۚ ِاذ قالوۡا ل ِقوۡ ِم ِہ ۡم ِانا بُرَ ٰٓءؤا ِمنک ۡم َو ِمما ت ۡع ُب ُد ۡو َن ِم ۡن ُد ۡو ِن
ۡۤ
ّٰ ُ ُ ّٰ
َ ُ َ ۡ َ ۡ َ ُ َ َ َ ۡ ُ ُ َ ۡ َ َ َ َ ۡ َ َ َ َ ۡ ُ َ ۡ َ َ ّٰ
)60:4( آء ابَ ًدا َحتی ت ۡؤ ِمنوۡا ِبالل ِہ َو ۡح َدہ
الل ِہ ۫ کفرنا ِبکم و بدا بیننا و بینکم العداوۃ و البغض



Meaning: Indeed in Abraham and his companions there is an excellent example for you
(to follow), when they said to their people, “We are utterly weary of (and cut off from)
you and the idols that you worship apart from Allah; we have openly rejected you all.
The enmity, hatred and malice between us and you have become evident forever until
you believe in Allah, the One.” (60:4)
 Anas ibn Malik relates a tradition that Prophet Mohammad said, “Do not become
jealous of each other, never keep malice for each other, never backbite one another
and never break your relations with each other and O mankind! Stay in brotherhood.”
(Bukhari 6076)

 Abu Hurairah relates that Prophet Mohammad said, “People's deeds are presented (to
Allah) twice a week that is Monday and Thursday. All are granted forgiveness except
polytheist and the one keeping malice for his brother.” (Muslim 6546)
 Muadh ibn Jabal relates that the Holy Prophet said, “On the night of 15th Shaban
Allah looks mercifully upon his slaves and forgives everyone except the malicious.”
(Bayhaqi)
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STINGINESS
Stinginess is love for wealth which is a major obstacle in the path of Allah. A stingy person
keeps earning and hoarding money. Stinginess is antonym of generosity and generous is
the beloved of Allah.
Allah is Indifferent therefore whomsoever He intends to bless infinitely, He does so
and whomsoever He intends to give less, He does so. If He has blessed someone with
wealth more than his need then he must remember that sharia has instructed to spend it on
himself, his family, relatives and loved ones as well as for the cause of Allah. Spending
less money than basic needs is stinginess.
Hoarding wealth apparently seems profitable but in fact is a loss. A man thinks that by
saving he will become rich and have a luxurious life. However a stingy person is always
busy in earning and saving money so he remains unable to live a luxurious life. He spends
his whole life in accumulating wealth and at last dies. Hence other people enjoy his
earnings.
Stinginess brings a lot of troubles and worries in life. A stingy person is so focused on
earning wealth that he stops differentiating between legal and illegal. Illegal means may
bring abundance of wealth but with anxieties, illnesses and troubles.
Rooting out materialistic love from the inward and replacing it with the love of Allah is
the straight path and this is in fact closeness of Allah but a stingy person loves wealth and
materialistic world. How can Divine love sustain in the inward which is preoccupied by
worldly love!
Whosoever loves Allah becomes generous and that is why friends of Allah are always
munificent. They trust Allah and Allah blesses them. Path of Faqr is the path of generosity
and it brings beatitude in wealth while stinginess erases it. The Quran has ordered not to
be stingy. Allah likes the generous not misers. Allah says in the Quran:

ّٰ ّٰ ۡۤ
َ ٌَ
َ َۡ
َ َ
ُ
ُ َ
َُ
َۡ
َو لَا یَ ۡح َسبَن ال ِذیۡ َن یَ ۡبخلوۡ َن ِبمَا ّٰات ُہ ُم الل ُہ ِم ۡن فض ِل ٖہ ُہوَ خی ًرا ل ُہ ۡم ؕ بَ ۡل ُہوَ شر ل ُہ ۡم ؕ َس ُیِوَقوۡ َن َما بَ ِخلوۡا ِب ٖہ یَوۡ َم
ۡ َ ُ َ ّٰ
ۡ َ ۡ َ ّٰ ّٰ َ ُ َ ۡ ّٰ َ َ ّٰ ۡ
)3:180( ﴾﴿ض ؕ َو الل ُہ ِبمَا ت ۡعمَلوۡ َن خ ِبی ٌر
ِ ال ِقیم ِة ؕ و لِل ِہ ِمیراث السمو ِت و الار



Meaning: And those who are niggardly in giving away (from the wealth) which Allah has
bestowed upon them out of His bounty must never consider this miserliness of any
benefit to themselves; it is rather injurious to them. Soon on the day of resurrection, this
wealth they are niggardly about will be put around (their necks) like a neck-fetter. To
Allah belongs the heritage of the heavens and the earth (He will remain the Owner of the
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universe after your death in the same way as He owns it today). And Allah is well aware
of all your deeds. (3:180)

َ َ َ َ
َ
َ َ َ ُ ۡ َ ّٰ
ُ
َۡ
َۡ
ُ ۡ
ٰۤہان ُت ۡم ٰۤہ ُؤلَٓا ِء ت ۡد َعوۡ َن ل ُِتن ِفقوۡا ف ِ ۡی َس ِب ۡی ِل الل ِہ ۚ ف ِمنک ۡم م ۡن ی ۡبخ ُل ۚ َو َم ۡن ی ۡبخ ۡل ف ِانمَا یَ ۡبخ ُل َع ۡن نف ِس ٖہ ؕ َو
ّٰ
َ َ
ُ َ َ ۡۤ ُ ُ َ ُ ُ ۡ َ َ
ُ الل ُہ ال ۡ َغنیُ َو اَن ۡ ُت ُم ال ۡ ُف َق َر
)47:38( ﴾﴿ ٓاء ۚ َو ِا ۡن ت َتوَلوۡا یَ ۡس َت ۡب ِد ۡل قوۡ ًما غی َرک ۡم ۙ ثم لَا یَکوۡنوۡا ا ۡمثالَک ۡم
ِ



Meaning: Remember! You are those who are called to spend in the way of Allah. Then
there are some of you who act miserly. And whoever acts miserly does it only against
himself. And Allah is Independent and you (all) are dependent. And if you turn away
from the command of Allah, He will replace you with another people who will not be like
you. (47:38)

ّٰ ّٰ ۡۤ
ۡ
ّٰ ۡ َ َ
َ
ۡ ۡ َ َ َ ُۡ ُ َۡ َ َ ُۡ َ َۡ َ ۡ َ
َۡ
اس ِبال ُبخ ِل َو یَک ُتمُوۡ َن َما ّٰات ُہ ُم الل ُہ ِم ۡن فض ِل ٖہ ؕ َو ا ۡع َت ۡدنا ل ِلک ِف ِریۡ َن َعذ ًابا
ۙ ال ِذین یبخلون و یامرون الن
ً ُ
)4:37( ﴾﴿م ِہ ۡینا

Meaning: Those who are miserly and bid others (also) to be miserly and hide that (blessing)
which Allah has granted them of His bounty, and We have prepared a disgraceful torment
for the disbelievers. (4:37)

ّٰ َ َ َ َ
ۡ ۡ َ َ َ ُۡ ُ َۡ َ َ ُۡ َ َۡ َ ۡ َ
ۡ َۡ
)57:24( ﴾﴿اس ِبال ُبخ ِل ؕ َو َم ۡن ی َتوَل ف ِان الل َہ ُہوَ الغنِیُ ال َح ِم ۡی ُد
ال ِذین یبخلون و یامرون الن



Meaning: They who are (themselves) miserly and (also) urge others to be miserly. And
he who turns away from (Allah’s injunctions) then surely Allah is (also) Self-Sufficient,
most Praiseworthy. (57:24)
On many occasions the Quran has reproached stinginess and ordered to avoid it.

َ ُ َ ۡ ۡ َ َ َ َ ۡ ۡ َ َ ۡ َ ۡ ُ ۡ َ ۡ َ َ ً ۡۤۡ َ َ ۡ َ َ َ َ َ ۡ ُ ۡ َ ۡ ُ ۡ َ ۡ َ ۡ ُ
)17:100( ﴾﴿ان ق ُتوۡ ًرا
اق ؕ و کان الاِنس
ِ قل لو انتم تم ِلکون خزٓائِن رحم ِة ربِی ِاذا لامسکتم خشیة الاِنف



Meaning: Say, “If you were the owners of the treasures of my Lord’s mercy, you would
even then hold (your hands) back (from spending) for fear of (total) exhaustion. And man
has turned out to be highly narrow-minded and miserly.” (17:100)

ّٰ ُ َ َ
ُ ُ َۡ ۡ َ ُ َۡ
َ َُ َۡ َ ُ َ ُ
َ
ۡ اس َت َِ ۡع ُت ۡم َو
ۡ الل َہ َما
اسمَ ُعوۡا َو ا ِط ۡی ُعوۡا َو ان ِفقوۡا خی ًرا ل ِانف ِسک ۡم ؕ َو َم ۡن یوۡق شح نف ِس ٖہ فاولٰٓ ِئک ُہ ُم
فاتقوا
ۡ ۡ
)64:16( ﴾﴿ المُف ِل ُحوۡ َن



Meaning: So fear Allah as much as you are able to. And listen to (His commands) and
obey and spend (in His way). That will be better for you. And whoever is saved from the
miserliness of his (inciting) innerself, it is they who will attain prosperity. (64:16)
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On the day of judgment, stingy person will face a huge penalty. Allah says;

ۡ
ّٰ َ َ ۡۤ ُ ۡ ۡ ُ
ّٰ ۡ َ َ
ّٰ ۡ ۡ َ َ َ ۡۢ َ َ َ َ
ُ َ
﴾﴿﴿﴾ ف َسن َی ِس ُرہ ل ِل ُع ۡس ّٰری ﴿ؕ﴾ َو َما یغنِ ۡی َعن ُہ َما لہ ِاذا ترَدی
ۙ ﴿﴾ َو کذ َب ِبال ُح ۡسنی
ۙ اس َتغنی
و اما من ب ِخل و



)92:8-11(
Meaning: But he who is miser and disregards (spending in the cause of Allah), And (in
this way) denies the good (the religion of truth and afterlife) soon shall We facilitate his
landing into hardship (advancing towards torment so that punishment becomes his
rightful due). And his wealth will not help him any way when he falls into (the pit of)
destruction. (92:8-11)

َ َ َ ۡ َ َ ۡ ُ ُ ۡ َ َ َ ۡ ُ َ َ ۡ َ ۡ َ ً ۡ َ َ ۡۤۡ ُ َ ّٰ َ ۡ َ َ ُ َ ٰۤ
ُ
ۡ
اس ِبال َبا ِط ِل َو یَ ُصد ۡو َن َع ۡن َس ِب ۡی ِل
الن
ان لیاکلون اموال
ِ یایہا ال ِذین امنوا ِان ک ِثیرا ِمن الاحبارِ و الرہب
ِ
َ
َ َ َ ۡ ُ ۡ َ َ ّٰ ۡ َ ۡ َ َ ۡ ُ ۡ ُ َ َ َ َ ۡ َ َ َ َ َ ۡ ُ ۡ َ َ ۡ َ َ ّٰ
اب ال ِۡی ٍم ۙ﴿﴾ یوۡ َم یُ ۡح ّٰمی
ٍ الل ِہ ؕ و ال ِذین یکنِزون الذہب و ال ِفضة و لا ین ِفقونہا فِی س ِبی ِل الل ِہ ۙ فب ِشرہم ِبعذ
َ
ُ ُ َ ُ َُۡ ََُۡ
ُ
ُۡ
ُ
ُ َع َل ۡی َہا ف ۡی نَار َج َہ َن َم َف ُت ۡک ّٰوی ب َہا ج َب
اہ ُہ ۡم َو ُجنوۡبُ ُہ ۡم َو ظ ُہوۡ ُر ُہ ۡم ؕ ّٰہذا َما کنزت ۡم لِانف ِسک ۡم فذ ۡوقوۡا َما کن ُت ۡم
ِ ِ
ِ ِ
ُ َۡ
)9:34-35( ﴾﴿تکنِز ۡو َن



Meaning: O believers! Indeed the majority of the priests and monks (of the people of the
Book) devour the wealth of people through unfair (means) and hinder from the path of
Allah (fill their safes with people’s money and hinder it from being spent for Islam). And
those who hoard silver and gold and do not spend it in the cause of Allah, warn them of a
grievous torment. The day when this (gold, silver and wealth) will be heated in the fire of
hell, their foreheads, sides and backs will be branded with this (heated material and it will
be said to them,) “This is the same (wealth) that you treasured for (the benefit of) your
souls. So taste (this wealth) which you had been amassing.” (9:34-35)
Stinginess is strictly prohibited in Hadiths as well.
 Abu Hurairah relates that Prophet Mohammad said, “Two angels descend every
morning. One of them says, ‘O Allah! Bless them with reward who spend in Your
way’ and the other angel says, ‘O Allah! Seize the wealth of stingy person’.” (Bukhari)
 Abu Sa‘id al-Khudri relates that Prophet Mohammad said, “A believer cannot have
two attributes i.e. stinginess and misconduct.” (Tirmidhi)
 Abu Hurairah relates that Prophet Mohammad said, “A stingy and a generous are like
two individuals wearing armoured jackets such that their hands are tied with chest
and neck. When the generous gives charity, his hands get free and when the stingy
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person does any act of stinginess, his armoured jacket is tightened and its radius is
reduced. (Bukhari)
 Abu Hurairah relates that Prophet Mohammad said, “Generosity is the tree of paradise.
A generous person holds the branches of this tree and these branches will surely take
him to paradise. Similarly stinginess is the tree of hell, a stingy person holds its branches
and these will surely take him to hell.” (Bayhaqi)
Stinginess is such an esoteric disease which enhances distance between human beings
and humanity and thus everyone hates a stingy person.

BACKBITING
Backbiting means to speak bad about someone in his absence or talk about someone in
such a way which he would dislike if said in front of him. If said person has those
weaknesses then it is backbiting and if not then it is slandering. Backbiting is extremely
hazardous esoteric disease because it creates mistrust.
The Quran says:

َ
ً ُ ُ َ َۡ
َ َ َ ۡ َ َ َ
ۡ َ
ۡ ٰۤیاَیُ َہا ال َ ِذیۡ َن ّٰا َم ُنوا
ؕ اج َت ِن ُبوۡا ک ِثی ًرا ِم َن الظ ِن ۫ ِان بَ ۡعض الظ ِن ِاث ٌم و لَا ت َجس ُسوۡا َو ل َا یغ َت ۡب ب ۡعضک ۡم بَ ۡعضا
َ ٌ َ َ َ ّٰ َ َ ّٰ ُ َ َ ُ ۡ ُ ُ ۡ َ َ ً ۡ َ ۡ َ َ ۡ َ َ ُ ۡ َ ۡ َ ۡ ُ ُ َ َ ُ ُ َ
)49:12( ﴾﴿اب ر ِح ۡی ٌم
ای ِحب احدکم ان یاکل لحم ا ِخی ِہ میتا فک ِرہتموہ ؕ و اتقوا اللہ ؕ ِان اللہ تو



Meaning: O believers! Avoid most conjectures. Indeed some conjectures are sins (liable
to punishment). And spy not (on someone’s unknown matters or secrets) nor backbite one
another. Would any of you like to eat the flesh of his dead brother? You would hate it.
And fear Allah (in all such matters). Indeed Allah is Ever-Returning, Ever-Merciful.
(49:12)

 Abu Hurairah relates that Prophet Mohammad said, “When you say anything bad
about your brother, if he has it then it is backbiting and when you say anything bad
about your brother which he does not have then you have blamed him.” (Muslim)
 Ali ibn Abi Talib relates that Prophet Mohammad ordered to save oneself from
backbiting because it brings five penalties to the backbiter:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)

Light of his face fades away
His prayers are not answered
His devotions are rejected
On the doomsday his face will be turned backward
On the doomsday he will be with Pharaoh and Shaddad in hell
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 Abu Hurairah relates that Prophet Mohammad said, “Do you know what is backbiting?”
The Companions replied, “Allah and His Prophet know better.” The Holy Prophet said,
“To talk about your brother (Muslim) in such a way which he dislikes.” Companions
asked, “What if he possesses that evil which is discussed?” The Prophet said,
“Whatsoever you are saying, if he has that then it is backbiting and if he does not
then it is slandering.” (Muslim)
 Abu Sa‘id al-Khudri relates that Prophet Mohammad said, “During the journey of
Miraj, I passed above the people whose flesh was being cut from their body and they
were eating morsels of that flesh. I inquired Angel Gabriel about those people. He
replied, ‘They are backbiters from your umma’.”
 Abu Hurairah relates from Abu Buraidah al-Aslami that Prophet of Allah said, “O
people who have endorsed faith with tongue (only) but faith has not entered your
inwards (you have not reached the station of inward verification), neither indulge
yourselves in backbiting nor inquire others’ weaknesses because whosoever tries to
find others’ faults, Allah will find out his faults and will disgrace him in his home.”
(Abu Dawud)

LIE
Lie can be committed both with tongue or action and it paves the way for countless evils.
A liar is accursed and deprived of compassion of Allah. There remains no beatitude in his
livelihood. It creates anxiety, negligence, unease, darkens the inward and sheds the blessings
from liar’s house. It also gives birth to hypocrisy, brawl, feud, hatred, malice, grudge and
hostility. Hence it is the mother of all vices.
Foremost oath of seeker of Allah on the path of Faqr is to safeguard himself from lying
at any cost no matter how much damage and trouble he faces. Although it is very difficult
to follow the path of truthfulness but it definitely leads towards success. Lie has never
been triumphant in the world, eventually the truth wins. Allah says;

ّٰ َ
َ َ ّٰ
)39:3( ﴾﴿ ِان الل َہ لَا یَ ۡہ ِد ۡی َم ۡن ُہوَ ک ِذ ٌب کف ٌار



Meaning: Certainly, Allah does not give guidance to the one who is a liar and highly
ungrateful. (39:3)

ّٰ َ
ٌ الل َہ لَا یَ ۡہد ۡی َم ۡن ُہوَ ُم ۡسر ٌف َک َذ
)40:28( ﴾﴿اب
ِان
ِ
ِ



Meaning: Surely, Allah does not give guidance to someone who exceeds limits and is a
downright liar. (40:28)
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ّٰ َ
َ ۡ ۡ َ
ََ َ َ
َ ٌَ ُ
ۡ
)39:60( ﴾﴿َو یَوۡ َم ال ِق ّٰیمَ ِة ترَی ال ِذ ۡی َن کذبُوۡا َعلی الل ِہ ُو ُجوۡ ُہ ُہ ۡم م ۡسوَدۃ ؕ ال َ ۡی َس ف ِ ۡی َج َہن َم َمث ًوی ل ِل ُم َتک ِبرِیۡ َن



Meaning: And on the day of resurrection, you will see those who have fabricated a lie
against Allah that their faces are darkened. Is the abode of the arrogant not in hell? (39:60)

ۡ ُ َ ٌّۢ َ ٌ َ َ ۡ ُ َ َ ً َ َ ُ ّٰ ُ ُ َ َ َ ٌ َ َ ۡ ۡ ُ ُ ۡ
)2:10( ﴾﴿اب ال ِۡی ٌم۬ۙ ِبمَا کانوۡا یَک ِذبُوۡ َن
ف ِی قلو ِب ِہم مرض ۙ فزادہم اللہ مرضا ۚ و لہم عذ



Meaning: In their inward is a disease. So Allah has worsened their disease. And for them
there is painful punishment because they used to tell lies. (2:10)

ّٰ ُ ۡ ُ َ
َۡ َ َ َۡ
ّٰ َ َ َ َ ّٰ َ
)6:21( ﴾﴿َو َم ۡن اظل ُم ِمم ِن افت ّٰری َعلی الل ِہ ک ِذ ًبا ا ۡو کذ َب ِبا ّٰی ِت ٖہ ؕ ِانہ لَا یف ِلح الظ ِلمُوۡ َن



Meaning: And who can be a greater wrongdoer than one who invents a lie against Allah
or who belies His revelations? Surely the wrongdoers will not prosper. (6:21)
 Abu Umamah relates that the Holy Prophet said, “Lie is in fact part of hypocrisy.”
(Ihya-ul-Uloom Vol. III)

 Abu Bakr reported that Prophet Mohammad said, “Save yourself from lie because it
is opposite to faith.” (Musnad Ahmad ibn Hanbal)
 Abu Hurairah narrates a tradition that the Holy Prophet said, “To consider one a liar
it is enough to know that he spreads hearsay without verification.” (Muslim)
 Abdullah ibn Masud narrates a tradition that Prophet Mohammad said, “Strictly follow
truthfulness. It takes you to righteousness which leads to paradise. An individual who
always speaks truth or tries to speak truth eventually becomes a man of truthfulness
in the court of Allah. Save yourself from lie because it takes you to evil and evil leads
to hell. An individual who keeps on telling lies and tries to tell lies is ultimately
declared a liar in the Divine court.” (Muslim)
 Abdullah ibn Umar reports a tradition that Prophet Mohammad said, “Whenever a
person tells a lie, the angel moves one mile away from him due to its stink.” (Tirmidhi)
 Abu Hurairah narrates a tradition that the Holy Prophet said, “No one can be a believer
until he shuns lie even during jokes and does not fight even when he is right.” (Musnad
Ahmad ibn Hanbal)

 Abu Umamah al-Bahili relates that Prophet Mohammad said, “Believer may be born
with any nature but he can never be born on the nature of lie and dishonesty.”(Musnad
Imam Ahmad ibn Hanbal)

On the path of Faqr only truthful seeker achieves victory. A liar can never be a friend
of Allah because Allah is Truth, thus He likes the truthful. Truth is the identity of slaves
of Allah so a liar can never be a slave of Allah. To hide truth is also considered a lie as it
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is related about Jews that they hid the truth about Prophet Mohammad mentioned in
Torah and interpreted it incorrectly. May Allah save us from lie!

MISTRUST
Mistrust is an illness which originates from satanic whispers. It is to speculate about
anyone without reason. Such assumptions transform one’s goodness in evil, good luck in
bad luck and defame him. Apparently mistrust seems to be a trivial evil but in fact it is
the basis of many evils and proves devastating for any home, society or institution.
Allah says in the Quran:

ٌّۢ َ ۡ ُ
َ َ ََۡ
)48:12( ﴾﴿َو ظنن ُت ۡم ظ َن السوۡ ِءۚۙ َو کن ُت ۡم قوۡ ًما بُوۡ ًرا



Meaning: And you imagined a highly evil thought and became a people bound to perish.
(48:12)

The Quran has emphasized clearly to save ourselves from mistrust.

ۡ َ َ َ َ
ۡ َ
ۡ ٰۤیاَیُ َہا ال َ ِذیۡ َن ّٰا َم ُنوا
)49:12( اج َت ِن ُبوۡا ک ِثی ًرا ِم َن الظ ِن ۫ ِان بَ ۡعض الظ ِن ِاث ٌم



Meaning: O believers! Avoid most conjectures. Indeed some conjectures are sins (liable
to punishment). (49:12)
It also arises when one is unnecessarily emotional or sensitive. Usually mistrust is linked
to either our beloveds or enemies. A person suffering from it usually focuses even on most
minor deeds of his loved ones and enemies to evaluate them which gives birth to conjectures.
He mistrusts his friends due to reasons which have nothing to do with reality. In the
beginning a person usually develops some conjectures unintentionally but with the passage
of time it becomes a habit, as a result one becomes lunatic and has fits of mistrust. In
short it changes friendship into enmity worsening it with time. It also turns love into
hatred and liking into malice.
Mistrust has negative effects on society and it also ruins happy families. Nations face
downfall and most of the times it destroys everything coming in its way. Just because of
this disease, peace becomes violence.
Backbiting, grudge and tale-bearing originate from mistrust and it also instigates to find
other's evils.
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SNOOPING
When mistrust dominates then illness of spying and snooping takes birth. A person who
is a victim of mistrust is always indulged in finding his enemies’ weaknesses. The Quran
has forbidden to find faults in others:

ً ُ ُ َ َۡ
َ َ َ
)49:12( و لَا ت َجس ُسوۡا َو لَا یغ َت ۡب ب ۡعضک ۡم بَ ۡعضا



Meaning: And spy not (on someone’s unknown matters or secrets) nor backbite one
another. (49:12)
Prophet Mohammad said:
 O people who have endorsed faith with tongue (only) but faith has not entered your
inward (you have not reached the station of inward verification), do not spy upon
others’ secret matters because whosoever spies on others’ secrets, Allah will disclose
his secrets and will disgrace him in his own home.” (Abu Dawud)
 Protect yourself from mistrust because nothing is more baseless than it. Avoid snooping
and secretly listening to others. (Mawatta Imam Malik)
 Whosoever hides weaknesses of other Muslims, Allah will hide his weaknesses in
this world and the hereafter.
 Whoever (unintentionally) found secret of anyone and then concealed, it is just like
he saved a girl who was buried alive.
It is the attribute of believers that instead of snooping they carry out their own
accountability and rectify flaws.
 Mian Mohammad Bakhsh says;

طم ن ن
ربے دنبے ونں ھن پای ےت رُبا اھبل ہن وکیئ
دج ںیم ادنر اھج یت اپیئ ریمے وتں رُبا ہن وکیئ

Explanation: I went out in search of a bad person but I could not find any. However
when I peeped through my inward I realized that no one is worse than me.
Remember that whosoever finds anyone’s secrets or flaws and then discloses them to
others, Allah humiliates him by disclosing his secrets and flaws.
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TALEBEARING
The person who suffers from mistrust keeps probing other's weaknesses. He likes those
who reinforce his malignant thoughts and ultimately it leads to talebearing. In other
words we can say mistrust lays the foundation of talebearing. Talebearer puts his best
efforts in defaming others and creating misunderstandings just because of his dispute and
personal interests. It is an evil.
Allah says in Quran:

َ ََ َ
)68:11( ﴾﴿ َہما ٍز مشآ ٍۭء ِبن ِم ۡی ٍم



Meaning: (The one who is) a slanderer, fault-finder, mischief-monger, (and) who does
talebearing of the people to rouse strife. (68:11)

َ َ ّٰ
)68:13( ﴾﴿ ُع ُت ٍۭل بَ ۡع َد ذل ِک زنِ ۡی ٍم



Meaning: (The one who is) rude, unmannerly, crooked and moreover of doubtful birth.
(68:13)

Abdullah ibn Mubarak says that the word

 زنیمused in the verse indicates towards an

individual who is born illegitimately and does not keep secrets. Hence he has interpreted
that whosoever does not hide others’ weaknesses and involves in talebearing, he is actually
illegitimate and bastard as Allah has also declared it in the verse.
Allah says;

ُ
ُ
)104:1( ﴾﴿َویۡ ٌل ل ِک ِل ُہمَ َز ٍۃ لمَ َز ِۃ



Meaning: Woe to everyone who slanders (face to face) and finds fault (in absence)! (104:1)
According to one of the exegesis of this verse  ہمزۃmeans talebearer or slanderer.
Prophet Mohammad said;
 “Should I inform you about the worst people?” Companions of the Prophet replied in
yes. The Holy Prophet said, “They are talebearers who create hatred among friends.”
 Talebearing, abusive language, obstinacy due to arrogance and prejudice lead to hell.
Prophet Mohammad further said:

ََََ ْ ُ
لَا یَ ْدخ ُل ال َجنة قتات
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Meaning: Qataat will not enter the heaven.
The Holy Prophet explained that Qataat means talebearer.
He also said:
 On the doomsday, Janus-faced talebearer will be in the worst condition. He meets
different people with different faces. On the doomsday he will have two tongues made
up of fire.
 Abu Hurairah narrates a tradition that the Prophet said, “Amongst you all, Allah’s
favourite is the one who is better in conduct, soft-hearted, cooperative, caring and
loving while the worst amongst you is the talebearer who creates disputes between
Muslim brothers and finds faults with the pious people.”
 Abdullah ibn Umar relates a Qudsi Hadith in which Allah swears to His honour and
majesty that He will not allow eight categories of people to enter the heaven,
talebearer is one of them.
 Al-Ghazali relates a tradition in his book Mukashifat-ul-Quloob that when talebearer
is exposed, he is humiliated more than a poor orphan.
TACTICS OF TALE-BEARER


He remains inquisitive to find other’s weaknesses and then advertises them with
exaggeration thus creates evil speculation to promote hatred.



It must be remembered, the most dangerous truth is that which is blended with lie to
manipulate the fact or discussion. This is one of the tactics of talebearer.



Janus-faced talebearer is the one who spreads hatred among two groups or people in
such a manner that each side considers him a friend and trustworthy but in reality he
is not sincere with anyone. His only aim is to ruin both.



He swears repeatedly to convince others.

Nowadays this illness has worsened to such an extent that no family and house is safe.
Differences between mother-in-law and daughter-in-law and other family disputes arise
because of this disease. Generally men and specifically women fall prey to this evil. In
homes, offices and on the path of Faqr, most of the troubles arise because of mistrust,
snooping and talebearing.
Seekers of Allah must take utmost care against all diseases. Satan (either in the form of
human or jinn) feels victorious by poisoning the lives of seekers with them.
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NEGLIGENCE
The aim of life is Divine vision and gnosis. To remain oblivious is negligence in mystic
terms. Nowadays it has completely dominated mankind. People are absorbed in the world
even neglecting the devotions of sharia and those who perform, remain engrossed in them
and never try to progress on the path of Allah. One must remember that these devotions
are not the destination but path.
Thus who opt to travel towards Allah, initially cover the path of Faqr swiftly but later
on they also become neglectful and are stuck at a station. Negligence is an obstacle in the
way of Divine closeness and deprives the seeker from gnosis of Allah. It is like a veil
upon wisdom which hinders the enlightenment of inward and weakens the passion of love
for Allah. It is a dangerous weapon of Satan. Whenever the seeker feels that his journey has
halted somewhere, he must instantly find the cause and resolve it. He should carry on his
journey of Faqr consistently and gradually as haste is an armament of Satan not of the
believer.
Allah Almighty has warned human beings about negligence in these words;

َ ُ َ
ۡ ۡ َ ۡ َ ًۡ َ َ َ َ َ َََۡ ۡ َََ
ََۡ َ ُُ
س۫ۙ ل َ ُہ ۡم قلوۡ ٌب لا یفق ُہوۡ َن ِب َہا ۫ َو ل َ ُہ ۡم ا ۡعی ٌن لا یُ ۡب ِص ُر ۡو َن ِب َہا ۫ َو ل َ ُہ ۡم
ِ و لقد ذرانا ل ِجہنم ک ِثیرا ِمن ال ِج ِن و الاِن
َ ٌ َ ّٰ
َۡ َ َ ُ
ُ ّٰ ۡ َ ُ َ َ
)7:179( ﴾﴿ ان لا یَ ۡسمَ ُعوۡ َن ِب َہا ؕ اولٰٓ ِئک کالۡان َعا ِم بَ ۡل ُہ ۡم اض ُل ؕ اولٰٓ ِئک ُہ ُم الغ ِفلوۡ َن
اذ



Meaning: And surely We have created a large (number) of jinns and human beings for
hell. They have inwards (and minds but) cannot understand (the truth) with them; and
they have eyes (but) cannot perceive (the truth) with them; and (also) they possess ears
(but) cannot hear (the truth) with them. They are like cattle, rather more misguided (than
them). It is they who are neglectful. (7:179)

َُ ۡ
َ
ُ ّٰ َ
ُۡ
َ ُ
ۡ ُ ََ َ ََُۡۡ َ َ ۡ َ َ
آءنا َو َرض ۡوا ِبال َح ّٰیو ِۃ الدن َیا َو اطمَانوۡا ِب َہا َو ال ِذیۡ َن ُہ ۡم َع ۡن ّٰا ّٰی ِتنا غ ِفلوۡ َن ﴿﴾ اولٰٓ ِئک
ِان ال ِذین لا یرجون ل ِق
َ ُ ّٰ ۡ َ
ۡ ُ َ
)10:7-8( ﴾﴿ ىہ ُم الن ُار ِبمَا کانوۡا یَک ِس ُبوۡ َن
ماو



Meaning: Verily those who do not expect to behold Us and are pleased with the worldly
life and are well-contented with it and who are neglectful of Our signs. It is they whose
abode is hell, a recompense for the deeds they used to earn. (10:7-8)

ّٰ ۡ
ُ ُ َ ۡ َ ۡۤ َ َ ۡ ُ ُ َ ۡ َ ۡ ُ ۡ ُ َ ۡ ُ َ ّٰ َ ۡ َ َ ُ َ ٰۤ
ّٰ ۡ َ ُ َ َ ّٰ ۡ َ
﴾﴿ادک ۡم َع ۡن ِذک ِر الل ِہ ۚ َو َم ۡن یف َع ۡل ذل ِک فاولٰٓ ِئک ُہ ُم الخ ِس ُر ۡو َن
یایہا ال ِذین امنوا لا تل ِہکم اموالکم و لا اول

(63:9(
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Meaning: O believers! Let not your wealth and your children make you neglectful of the
very remembrance of Allah. And whoever does so, it is they who are the losers. (63:9)

َُ
ۡ ّٰ ۡ
َ َو ۡاذک ُ ۡر َربَ َک ف ۡی ن َ ۡف ِس َک تَ َض ُر ًعا َو ِخ ۡی َف ًة َو ُد ۡو َن ال ۡ َج ۡہر ِم َن الۡقَ ۡول بال ۡ ُغ ُد ِو َو ال ۡ ّٰا
﴾﴿ال َو لَا تک ۡن ِم َن الغ ِف ِلی َن
ص
ِ
ِ ِ
ِ
ِ



)7:205(
Meaning: And remember your Lord in your inward with humility and tearful submissiveness
and fear and repentance and also by calling in low tones. (Persevere with His remembrance)
morning and evening and be not of the neglectful. (7:205)
 Abu Musa Ash’ari narrates that Prophet Mohammad said, “Whoever invokes Ism-eAllah Zaat is alive and who does not is dead.” (Bukhari 6407)
Sultan Bahoo has narrated this Hadith in this way;

ِ ُھ
ِ  وجدماغلفوسدماکرف اسونںرمدشاہہیڑپاھای
Explanation: My spiritual guide has taught that the moment one becomes neglectful of
Allah he is counted among infidels.

GREED
Man is greedy by nature and is never contented rather he remains keen for accumulating
more and more, may it be the greed of wealth, eatables, beauty, home, health, women,
clothes, power or high ranks. A greedy person remains wishful to increase his belongings
all the time. This desire induces him to use illegal means. It is essential for a Fakir not to
plan his livelihood for more than one day or at the most a month because with long term
planning he will develop never ending expectations thus contentment will vanish. Such
long term expectations are greed. Wealthy is the one who is contented on his provision
fixed by Allah. There is a saying of Umar ibn Khattab:
 Faqr is to renounce greed. Wealthy is the one who has no expectations. A person who
does not desire anything from the wealth of others becomes content.
Contentment is peace whereas greed is restlessness, trouble and worry. The Quran has
condemned greed in these words:

َ َُ َ ۡ ُُ َۡ َ
ً
َ َاث اَکۡلًا لَمًا ﴿ۙ﴾ َو تُ ِح ُب ۡو َن الۡم
)89:19-20( ﴾﴿ ال ُح ًبا َجما
و تاکلون التر



Meaning: And you lay hand on the inherited wealth and devour it (yourselves and do not
pay the poverty-stricken their due). And you love wealth and riches inordinately. (89: 1920)
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َ َ َ َ َ ۡ ُ ُ ۡ ُ ّٰ َ ُ ُ َ َ ُ ُ ّٰ ۡ َ
َ َ
)102:1-3( ﴾﴿﴿﴾ کلا َسوۡ َف ت ۡعلمُوۡ َن
ؕ ﴿﴾ حتی زرتم المق ِابر
ۙ الہکم التکاثر



Meaning: Your greed for massive wealth and the superiority complex has made you
negligent (of the hereafter), until you go down to the graves. No indeed! You will soon
learn (this reality that wealth and riches will avail you nothing). (102:1-3)
Greed is a weapon of Satan which he uses to mislead people from the right path. Satan’s
tactic is that initially he creates strong wish in a person which occupies his inward and
thoughts. Consequently he tries his best to fulfil it and remains focused day and night.
 Prophet Mohammad said, “Man becomes old but his two things remain young i.e.
greed of wealth and greed of long life.” (Bukhari)
 Anas ibn Malik relates that the Prophet Mohammad said, “The trap from which even
the scholars cannot escape is greed.”
 Abu Hurairah narrates a tradition that the Holy Prophet said, “Undoubtedly you will
become greedy for power.”
 Abu Bakr Siddiq said, “Whoever saved himself from following the desires of innerself,
greed and anger, he got salvation.
Reflection and meditation are the traits of a believer while greed is a trait of the hypocrite.
Sultan Bahoo considers greed as a major obstacle on the path of Faqr. Ism-e-Allah Zaat
does not manifest in the inward until it is occupied by greed. Only after purifying inward
from love of the world and hereafter which is utterly greed and covetousness, a person
can reach Allah.
Sultan Bahoo says;
 The inward deprived of the kind attention of Allah becomes dark, depraved, jealous,
greedy and arrogant. Due to jealousy, Cain killed Abel. Due to greed Adam ate the
grain of wheat and was exiled from heaven. While arrogance of Satan took him to the
cursed levels. The inward obsessed by sensual desires is an abode of greed, jealousy
and arrogance. It is always worried for the contemptible worldly gains. The Holy
Prophet said;

َ
َْ
ُْ ُ
َ
ْ َ
َ
ان ف ِ ْی قل ٍب َوا ِح ٍد کا لمَآ ِء َوالنارِ ف ِ ْی ِانآ ٍء َوا ِح ٍد
ِ ُحب الدن َیا َو
ِ الدیْ ِن لا یَ َس َع



Meaning: The love of world and religion cannot sustain in one inward just like fire
and water cannot be contained in one utensil. (Ain-ul-Faqr)
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 Those who prevented themselves from the veils of innerself which include covetousness,
greed, jealousy, arrogance, lustful desires and other evils, they beheld Allah unveiled
and immersed in the word of Allah without any questioning as if pearls are beaded in
a string. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan)

IMPORTANT NOTE BY THE AUTHOR
Sultan Bahoo has written Ism-e-Allah Zaat so many times in his books that it gives the
impression of repetition. He has mentioned it frequently because it is the key to Faqr. He
has narrated four stages of Ism-e-Allah Zaat, however has not mentioned the method of its
invocation, contemplation and inscription on the body. In fact without pledging allegiance
to the perfect spiritual guide invocation, contemplation and inscribing Allah’s name on the
body can be very dangerous. I have met numerous people who invoked and contemplated
Ism-e-Allah Zaat and inscribed it on their body without pledging allegiance and just by
taking guidance from books. Consequently, they were entangled in danger. It must be
kept in mind that Sultan Bahoo has stressed more upon following the perfect spiritual
guide than invocation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. Therefore it is compulsory to seek guidance
from the perfect spiritual guide who is the man of Essence. Similarly he has given many
impressions (naqsh) in his books for contemplation and inscription on the body. These
impressions also include Quranic verses. However the method of using them cannot be
understood without the guidance of the perfect spiritual guide because they are related to
the esoteric education. Moreover, the one who has no spiritual guide, his guide is Satan. I
have come across many fake guides who claim to be Sarwari Qadri but they give these
impressions to people in the form of amulets to earn money. It must be remembered that
if someone gets access to any spiritual station without a spiritual guide, ultimately he will
be demoted. Even there is a danger of becoming insane. In case he sustains the spiritual
pressure then he will remain stuck in the same spiritual station forever. I have met two
such individuals, one had reached the station of unveiling of the inward (it is considered a
hurdle in the path of Faqr) who presented himself as a spiritual guide and fooled the
people but ultimately he was spiritually demoted. The second individual had reached the
station of unveiling of graves. He became aware of the conditions of the dead and it had
become unbearable for him so much so that he became as thin as a skeleton.
Another observation is that many people, especially women, on hearing from someone
or by reading a book start invocation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat or other recitals in their own
way. Nevertheless, it is pertinent to keep in mind that actual spiritual invocations are
taught inwardly. Sometimes the reciter cannot comprehend actual script properly and
misinterprets it, hence recites wrong litany and has adverse effects instead of benefitting.
When I came across such people, I often found them in poverty or illness. The implicit
reason behind this issue is that people are not aware which invocation has wrathful effect
and which has effect of compassion. Secondly, by recitals without a perfect spiritual guide,
one gets into troubles. In fact excessive invocations deprive one from worldly wealth and
blesses him with proximity of Allah. It happens so because Allah and materialistic world
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cannot sustain in a single inward simultaneously. The invoker is unaware of this fact and
consequently he is trapped in difficulties. Moreover, by invocation having wrathful effects,
situation gets worse rather than bringing any betterment. If invocations had been the source
of wealth, the spiritualists and invokers would have been the richest people on the planet.
There are some spiritualists who get control over supernatural beings and seek assistance
from them to solve the problems of people, especially to know the number of lottery and
prize bond. This is an infidelity and polytheism. Secondly they face devastating aftermaths
at the end. With growing age, they become unable to complete their recitals, which is a diet
of supernatural beings. That is why they often suffer horrific diseases and troubles in the
last phase of their age.
If the guidance of perfect spiritual guide is available to a seeker, he leads the seeker
towards destination according to his capability keeping his physical and spiritual life
balanced. In this way the seeker is able to fulfil responsibilities of the world and religion
simultaneously. The perfect spiritual guide takes the seeker to Allah esoterically while
exoterically the seeker lives in this physical world. In this way, spiritual guide provides
safety to his seeker against all odds.

NOTES
1) References from the Quran have been extracted from various translations.
2) There is a plethora of books of Hadith and translations are no different. Many books
were consulted for Sufism-The Soul of Islam. Managing all of them was impossible.
Therefore Hadiths were gathered from Hadith books themselves, renowned books on
collection of Hadiths and different sources. Hadith numbers are mentioned where
possible.
3) Hadith ‘Die before death’ is translated as ‘Death before dying’ when it is mentioned
as a station.
4) Terminology which is the first section of this book was originally the last chapter of Urdu
book Shams-ul-Fuqara. Few terms have been added keeping in view English translation.
5) Punjabi poetry of Sultan Bahoo has been translated from the book Abyat-e-Bahoo
Kamil written by Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen Sultan Mohammad Najib-ur-Rehman.
6) The quotations of Sultan-ul-Faqr VI Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali are taken from
the book Sultan-ul-Faqr VI Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali-Life and Teachings which
is an English translation of the Urdu book written by Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen Sultan
Mohammad Najib-ur-Rehman.
7) Extracts from the books of Sultan Bahoo are taken as it is and altered minutely to
meet the context of the chapter. Therefore, insignificant differences are expected
within the same extracts in different chapters taking into consideration this book is by
a group of translators. English translations published by Sultan-ul-Faqr Publications
are used which include the books: Ain-ul-Faqr, Ameer-ul-Kaunain, Ganj-ul-Asrar,
Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan, Kashf-ul-Asrar, Mohkim-ul-Fuqara, Qurb-e-Deedar, Risala
Roohi Sharif, Shams-ul-Arifeen, Sultan-ul-Waham and Nur-ul-Huda Kalan.
8) When Sultan Bahoo writes Qadri, he most of the time implies Sarwari Qadri.
Sarwari is added in parentheses before the word Qadri yet the context of passage is
most important.
9) Delhi is spelled as Dehli in names of old books and for people it is written as Dehlvi
because it was so in olden times.
10) ‘Explanation’ written after the poetry contains elaborated meaning. On the contrary,
‘Meaning’ written after Quranic verses, Hadiths and extract from books are word-toword translations.
11) Book names when mentioned in a sentence are italicized. Transliterated words are
also in italics.
12) Capitalization of words is in accordance to English language rules. Also anything
associated with Allah is capitalized
13) Sultan Bahoo uses acrostic to explain importance or effects of a Persian term.
However it was not possible to follow the Persian acrostic in English hence wherever
this style was followed, the terms were explained without it.
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